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DOCUMENTS ISSUED BY PRESIDENrrs 
AND SECRETARIES OF srrArrE, 
A~D :FROM 
DECISIONS OF FEDERAL COURTS AND OPINIONS OF ATTORNEYS-GENERAL 
EDITED BY 
FRANCIS \VHAR,TON, LL. D., 
AUTHOR OF A TREATISE ON CONFLICT OF LAWS, AND OF COMMENTARiES 
ON AMERICAN LAW. 
IN THREE VOLUMES. 
VOLUME III. 
WASHINGTON; 




ISTHMUS OF PANAMA. 
l. TRANSIT OVER, BY INTERNATIOXAL LAW. 
Such tra.nsit c:wnot rightfnlly be closed, § 287. 
II. TRANSIT OVER, BY TREATY WITH NEW GRANADA. 
(1) Limitations of treaty, § 288. 
(2) Continuance of, § 289. 
III. EFFECT OF GUARANTEE OF, UNDRH TREATY. 
(1) Such guarantee binds Colombia, § 290. 
(2) Does not guarantee against changes of Government, § 291. 
IV. RELATIONS TO PARTICULAR COUNTRIES. 
(1) Colombia, § 292. 
(2) Nicaragua, § 293. 
(3) Costa Rica, § 294. 
(4) ThEI Mosquito Country and Belize, § 295. · 
(5) Honduras, § 296. 
(o) Venezu~la, ~ 297. 
I. TRANSIT OVEB, BY INTERNA1TO.NAL LA TV. 
SUCH TRANSIT CANNOT RIGHTFULLY BE CLOSED. 
§ 287 • 
.As has already been stated, navigable water-courses wllich tra\Terse 
the dominions of two or more sovereigns, and on the freedom of which 
the commerce of the world in part depends, cannot, witllout a ·wrong 
to the commercial world as a whole, be permanently obstructed Ly a11y 
one of .the sovereigns by whom their banks are controlled. Tllis was 
the position taken by the United States in its controversy with Deu-
mark as to the sound, and .such is now the view of the leading European 
powers as to all great thoroughfares of trade not inclosed entire within 
the realm of one particular sovereign. 
• See sup1·a! § § 40, 147, 150e. 
If a canal across the Isthmus be opened, "so as to admit of the pas-
sage of sea-vessels from ocean to ocean, the benefit of it ought not to 
be exclusively appropriated to any one nation, bnt should be extended 
to all parts of the globe, upon the payment of a just compensation or 
reasonable tolls." 
Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Anderson and Sergeant, May 8, 1826. MSS. 
Inst., 1\liuisters. 
Mr. Calhoun's speech, March 30, 1848, on the isthmus relations of the United 
States, and against the military occupation of Yucatan, or its annexation 
by the United States, is given in 4 Calhoun's Works, 450, and is noticed 
supm, § § 57, 72. 
President Pierce's message of May 15, 1856, with the correspondence attached 
thereto, is in Senate Ex. Doc. 68, 34th Con g., 1st sess., House Ex. Doc. 123, 
34th Cong., 1st sess. 1 
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The relations of the United States to the Isthmus require "that the 
passage across the Isthmus should be secure from danger of interrup-
tion. For this purpose, as well as for the ends of justice, exemplary 
punishment should be promptly inflicted upon the transgressors, and 
the responsibility of the Government of New Granada for the miscon-
duct of its people should be recognized." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bowlin, May 3, 1856; June 4, 1856; Dec. 3, 
1856. MSS. Inst., Colombia. 
Lieut. Michler's report of July 14, 1857, of survey for an interoceanic canal, 
is given in Senate Ex. Doc. 9, 36th Cong., 2d sess. 
"The general policy of the United States concerning Central America 
is familiar to you. We desire to see the isthmian routes opened and free 
for the commerce and intercourse of the world, and we desire to see the 
States of that region well governed and flourishing and free from the 
control of all foreign powers. The position we have taken we shall ad-
here to, that this country will·not consent to the resubjugation of those 
States, or to the assumption and maintenance of any European authority 
over them. 
''The United States have acted with entire good faith in this whole 
matter. They have done all they could do to prevent the departure 
of illegal military expeditions with a view to establish themselves in 
that region, and at this time measures are in progress to prevent the 
organi~ation and departure of another, which is said to be in prepara-
tion. Should the avowed intention of the French and British Govern-
ments be carried out and their forces be. landed in Nicaragua, the 
measure would be sure to excite a strong feeling in this. country, and 
would greatly emb;urass the eftorts of the Government to bring to a 
satisfactory clos~ these Central American difficulties which have been 
so long pending." · 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mason, Nov. 25, 1858. MSS. Inst., France. 
For a full exposition anu criticism of Gen. Walker's expedition to the Isthmus 
in 1858, see Mr. Cass, Sec. of· State, to Mr. Molina, Nov. 26, 1860. MSS. 
Notes, Cent. Am. • 
The report of Admiral Davis, July 11, 1866, on interoceanic canal and railway 
is in Senate Ex. Doc. No. 62, 39th Cong., 1st sess. 
As to Isthmus canal routes, see Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Washburne, Nov. 
13, 1876. MSS. Inst., France. 
The interest of the Uuited States in the opening of a ship-canal on the , 
Isthmus is peculiarly great. ''Our Pacific coast is so· situate that, with 
our railroad connections, time (in case of war) would always be allowed 
to prepare for its defense. But with a canal·through the Isthmus t.he 
same advantage would be given to a hostile :fleet whichwould be given 
to friendly commerce; its line of operations and the line in which warlike 
demonstrations could be made, could be enormously shortened. All the 
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treaties of neutrality in the world would fail to be a safeguard in a time 
of great conflict." · 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to M:r. Dichman, Apr. 19, 18tl0. MSS. Inst., Colombia. 
"This Government cannot consider itself excluded, by any arrange-
ment between other powers or individuals to which it is not a party, 
from a direct interest, and if necessary a positive supervision and inter-
position i-n the execution of any project which, by completing an inter-
oceanic connection through the Isthmn~, would materially affect its com-
mercial interests, change the territorial relations of its own sovereignty, 
and impose upon it the necessity of a foreign policy, which, whether 
in its feature of warlike preparation or entangling alliance, has been 
hitherto sedulously avoided." 
Ibid. For other portions of this instruction, see supm, § 145. 
"The policy of this country is a canal under American control. The 
United States cannot consent to the surrender of this control to any 
European power, or to any combination of European powers. If exist· 
ing treaties between the United States and other nations, or if the 
rights of sovereignty or property of other nations stand in the way of 
this policy-a contingency which is not apprehended-suitable steps 
should be taken by just and liberal negotiations to promote and estab-
lish the American policy on this subject, consistently with the rights 
of the nations to be affected by it. 
"The capital mvested by corporations or citizens of other countries in 
such an enterprise must, in a great degree, look for protection to one or 
m9re of the great powers of the world~ No European power can inter-
vene for such protection without adopting measures on this continent 
which the United States would deem wholly inadmissible. If the pro-
tection of the United States is relied upon, the United States must ex-
ercise such control as will enable this country to protect its national 
interests and maintain the rights of those ~hose private capital is em-
barked in the work. 
''An interoceanic canal across the American Isthmus will essentially 
change the geographical relations between the Atlantic and Pacific 
coasts of the United States, and between the United States and the 
rest of the world. I~ will be the great ocean thoroughfare between ot;tr 
Atlantic and our Pacific shores, and virtually a part of the coast line of 
the United States. Our merely commercial interest in it is greater than 
that of all other countries, while its relations to our power and pros-
perity as a nation, to our means of defense, our unity, peace, and safety, 
are matters of paramount concern to the people of the United States. 
No o1 her great power would, under similar circumstances, fail to assert 
,a rightful control over a work so closely and-vitally affecting its interest 
and w.elfare. 
3 
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"vVithout urging further the gronncls of my opinion, I repeat, in con-
clusion, that it is the right and the duty of the United States to assert 
and maintam such supervision and authority over any interoceanic 
canal across the isthmus that connects North and South America as 
will protect our national interests. This I am quite sure will be found 
not only compatible with, but promotive of, the widest and most per-
manent advantage to commerce and civilization." 
President Hayes, message of March 8, 1880. 
"The interest of th.e United States in a practical transit for ships 
across the strip of land separating the Atlantic from the Pacific has 
beeu repeatedly manifested during the last half century. :My immedi-
ate predecessor caused to be negotiated with Nicaragua a treaty for the 
construction, by and at the sole cost of the United States, of a canal 
through Nicaraguan territory, and laid it before the Senate. Pending 
the action of that body thereon, I withdrew the treaty for re-examina-
tion. :Attentive consideration of its provisions_ leads me to withhold it 
from resubmission to the Senate. 
"Maintaining, as I do, the tenets of a Jhle of precedents from Wash-
ington's day, wl.Jich proscribe entangling alliances with foreign states, 
I do not favor a policy of aequisition of new and distant territory, or 
the incorporation of remote interests with our own. 
"Tile laws of progress are vital and organic, and we must be con-
scious of that irresistible tide of commercial expansion which, as the 
concomitant of our active civilization, day by .day is being urged on-
ward by those increasing facilities of production, transportation, and 
communication to which steam and electricity have given birth; but 
our duty in tlw present instructs us to address ourselves mainly to the 
development of the vast resources of the great era committed to our 
charge and to the cultivation of the arts of peace within our own bor-
ders~ though jealously ah,rtin preventing the American hemisphere from 
being involved in tlw political problems and complications of distant 
Governments. Therefore I am unable to recommend propositions in-
volving paramount. privileges of ownership or right outside of our own 
territory, when couilled with absolute and unlimited engagements to 
defend the territorial integrity of the sta.te where such interests lie. 
While the general project of connecting· the two <Dceans lJy means of a 
canal is to be encouraged, I am of opinion that any scheme to tllat end 
to be considered with f::lNOr should be free from the features alluded to. 
"The Tehuantepec route is declared, by engineers of tile 'highest re-
pute and by competent scientists, to afford an entire Is practicable trau · 
sit for vessels aud cargoes, by means of a ship-railway, from the Atlan-
tic to the Pacific. The obvious advantages of such a route, if ft>asiblr 
over others more remote from the axial lines of traffic between Europe 
and tbe Pacific, and particularly between the valles of tLe M:issis!'lippi 
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and the western coast of N" ortb. and South America, are deserving of 
consideration. 
"Whate,er highway may be coustructed across the barrier dividing 
the two greatest mal'itinw areas of the world 1unst be for the world's 
benefit, a trust for mankind~ to be remO\~ed from tile chance of domina-
tion by any single power, nor become a poitl t of invitation for hostili-
ties or a prize for warlike am bitiou. An engagement combining the 
construction, owucrslnp, and ope1ation of such '\YOrk by this Govern-
ment, with an oifensiYe and defensi\~e alliance for its protection, with 
the foreign state wl.wse responsibilities and rigllts we would share, is, 
in my judgment, iltcousisteJJt with such dedication to unh·ersal and 
neutral use, and would, moreover, entml measures for its realization 
beyond the scope of our national polity or present means. 
~.The lapse of ;years has abundantly confirmed the wisdom and fore-
sight of those earlier administrations which, long before the conditions 
of maritime intercourse were changed and enlarged by the progress of 
the age, prociaimecl the vital neeu Df interoceanic transit across the 
American Istllmus and consecrated it in advance to the common use of 
mankind by their positive declarations and through the formal obliga-
tion of treaties. Toward such realization the efforts of my administra-
tion ill be applied, ever bearing in mind the principles on which it 
must rest, and which were declared in no uncertain tones by l\1r. Cass, 
who, while Secretary of State, in 185t~, announced tllat 'What the 
United States want in Central America, next to tlle happiness .of its 
people, is the security and neutrality of the interoceanic routes which 
lead through it.' 
''The construction of three transcontinental lines of rail way all in 
successful operation, wholly within our territory, and uniting the At-
lantic and the Pacific Oceans, bas been accompanied by results of a 
most interesting and impressive nature, and has created new coucli-
tions, not in the routes. of commerce only, but in political geography, 
whkh powerfully affect our relations toward, au¢1. necessarily increase 
our interests in any trans-isthmian route whicll may be opened and em-
ployed for l:he ends of peace and traffic, or, in other contingencies, for 
uses inimical. to both. 
''Transportation is a factor in the cost of commodities scarcely sec-
ond to that of their production, and weighs as headly upon the con-
sumer. Our experience already has proven the great importance of 
ha\ing the competition between land carriage and water carriage fully 
de,eloped, each acting as a protection to the public against the tenden-
cies to monopoly which are inherent iu the consolidation of wealth and 
power in the llands of nu~t corpor·ations. 
"These suggestions may ~ern.· to empllasize what I ln1ve already 
said on the score of the necessity of a neutralization of any i11teroceanic 
trausit; awl this can o11l.' be aeeumplishe<i by maldng the uses of the 
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route open to all nations .and subject to the ambitions and warlike 
necessities of none. 
"The drawings and report of a recent sur""ey of the Nicaragua Canal 
route, made by Chief Engineer Menocal, will be communicated for your 
information." 
President Cleveland, First Annual Message, 1885. See 8ttpm, ~ 7~. 
A report from Jo.Ir. Forsyth, Sec. of State, of Mar. 12, 1838, as to a ship-canal 
across the Isthmus, with the accompanying papers, will be found in House 
Ex. Doc. 228, 25th Cong., 2d sess. · 
President Fillmore's message and papers of Feb. 19, 1853, is iri Senate Ex. 
Doc. 44, 32d Con g., 2d sess. 
· President Fillmore's message of July 27, 1S54, respecting a right of way across 
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, with the accompanying documents, is given in 
Senate Ex. Doc. 97, 32d Cong., 1st and 2d sess .. See also correspondence at-
tached to President Pierce's message at commencement of 34th Cong., 1st 
sess., Dec. 3, 1855. 
Mr. Rockwell's report on isthmus transit is contained in House Rep. 145, 30th 
Cong., 2d sess. 
The following list of Congressional documents is taken from . the Department 
Register: 
Interoceanic canals : 
Reports of Lull and Collins Expedition of 1875, maps. Senate Ex. Doc. 75, 
45th Cong., ;3d sess. 
Should be under control of the United States. President's message, Mar. 8, 
1880. House Ex. Doc. 47, 46th Cong., 2d sess. 
Trade between Atlantic and Pacific coasts. Report of Treasury Department, 
Mar. 15, 1880. House Ex. Doc. 61, 46th Cong., 2d sess. 
Report of Lieut. T. A. M. Craven, dated Feb. 18, 1859, of a survey made of 
the Isthmus of Darien, Mar. 18, 1880. House Ex. Doc. 63, 46th Cong., 2d 
sess. 
Further lette from Treasury Department on the subject of shipping between 
the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, May 15, 1880. House Ex. Doc. 86, 46th 
Cong., 2d sess. 
Resolution declaring that the consent of the United States is a necessary con-
dition precedent to the execution of any canal, Feb. 16, Hl81. Senate Mis. 
Doc. 4~, 46th Cong., 3d sess. 
Testimony taken before the select committee in regard to the selection of a 
suitable route for a canal across the American Isthmus, Feb. 25, 1881. 
Rouse Mis. Doc. 16, 46th Cong., 3d sess. 
Monroe doctrine. Report of Committee on Foreign Affairs, Feb. 14, 1881. 
Honse Rep. 224, 46th Cong., 3d sess. Part 2, minority rep~, Mar. 4, 1881. 
Favorable report on resolution that consent of the United States is a neces-
sary condition precedent to ·execution of the c'anal project, May 16, ltl81. 
. Senate Rep. 1, special sess. 
Resolution, Apr. 27, 1881. Senate Mis. Doc. 18, special sess. 
Seuat.e retiollltion as to action of the Government for protection of United 
Sta,tes interests in the projected canal, Oct. 1:3, 1881. Senate Mis. Doc. 4, 
special scss. 
'rbe avowal of Colombia to terminate the treaty of 1846 with the United 
States. President's message, Oct. 24, 1881. Senate Ex. Doc. !), special 
r. . scss. 
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Steps taken by the United States to promote the construction of a canal. 
·President's message, .Tune 13, 1S79. Honse Ex. Doc. 10, 46th Cong., 1st 
sess. 
Resolution calling for correspondence and treaties projected since February, 
1869, Dec. 4, 1879. Senate Mis. Doc. 9, 46th Cong., 2d sess. 
Relations between United States and Colombia, Central America, and Euro-
pean states with respect to. Treaties negotiated. Wyse-De Lesseps grant 
from Colombia. President's message, 1\far. 8, 1880. Senate Ex. Doc. 112, 
46th Cong., 2d sess. 
Report of the select committee on the interoceanic ship-canal, declaring that 
the United States will assert and maintain their right to possess and control 
any such canal, no matter what the nationality of it~ corporators or the 
source or their capital may be, Mar. 3, 1881. Honse Rep. 390, 46th Cong., 
3d sess. 
Report of historical and technical information relating to the problem of in-
teroceanic communication by way of the American Isthmus, by Lieut . .John 
T. Sullivan, U.S.N., with plates and maps, May 2, 1882. Honse Ex. Doc. 
107, 47th Cong., 2d sess. 
Clayton-Bulwer treaty and the Monroe doctrine. Papers and correspondence 
giving a historical review of the relations between Great Britain and the 
United States with respect to Central America and the construction of com-
munications between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. President's message, 
July 29, 1882. Senate Ex. Doc. 194, 47th Cong., 1st sess. 
Reports of Rear-Admiral G. H. Cooper and Lieut. R. P. Rodgers, U. S. N., 
respecting progress of work on the ship-canal acroos the Isthmus of Pa.nama, 
with plates and maps, Mar. 12, 1884. Senate Ex. Doc. 123, 48th Cong., 1st 
sess. 
II. TRANSIT OVER, BY TRELlTY WITH NETV GRLlNADd. 
(1) LDIITATIONS OF TREATY. 
§ 288. 
Article 35 of tho treaty of 1846 with New Granada is as follows: 
"The United States of America and the Republic of New Granada, desiring to make 
as durable as possible the relations which are to be established between the two parties 
by virtue of this treaty, have declared solemnly, and do agree to, the following points: 
"1. For the better understanding of the preceding articles, it is and has been stip-
ulaterl between the )ligh contracting parties, that the citizens, vessels, and merchan-
dise of the United States shall enjoy in the ports of New Granada, including those of 
the part of the Granadian territory generally denominated Isthmus of Panama, from 
its southernmost extremity until the boundary of Costa Rica, all the exemptions, 
privileges, and immunities concerning commerce and navigation, which are now or 
may hereafter be enjoyed by Granadian citizens, their vessels, and merchandise; and 
that this equality of favors shall be made to extend to the passengers, correspondence, 
and merchandise of the United States, in their transit across the said territory, from 
one sea to the other. The Government of New Granada guarantees to the Govern-
ment of the United States that the right of way or transit across tlw Isthmus of 
Panama upon any modes of communication that now exist, or that may be hereafter 
constructed, shall be open and free to the Government and citizens of the United 
States, and for the transportation of any articles of pror1uce, manufactures, or merchan-
dise, of lawful commerce, belonging to the cHizens of the United States; that no other 
tolls or charges sha.ll be levied or collected upon the citizens of the United States, or 
their said merchandise tbns passing over any rn11d or canal that may be made hy the 
7 
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Government of New Granada, or by the authority of the same, than is, under like 
circumstances, levied upon upon and collected from the Granadian citizens ; that any 
lawful produce, manufactures, or merchandise belonging to citizens of the United 
States, thus passing from one sea to the other, in either clirection, for the purpose of 
exportation to any other foreign country, shall not be liable to any import duties 
whatever; or, having paid such duties, they shall be entitled to drawback upon their 
exportation; nor shall the citizens of the United States be liable to any duties, tolls, 
or charges of any kind, to which native citizens are not subjected for thus passing the 
said Isthmus. And, in order to secure to themselves the tranquil and constant enjoy-
ment of these ad vantages, and as an especial compensation for the said advantages, 
and for the favors they have acquired by the 4th, 5th, and 6th articles of this treaty, 
the United States guarantee, positively and efficaciously, to New Granada, by the 
present st,ipnlation, the perfect neutrality of the before-m(;lntioned IRthmus, with the 
view that the free transit from the one to the other sea may not be interrupted or 
embarrassed in any future time while this treaty exists; and in consequence, the 
United States also guarantee, in the same manner, the rights of sovereignty and 
property which New Granada has and possesses over the said territory. 
"2. The present treaty shall remain in full force and vigor for the term of twenty 
years from the ~ay of the exchange of the ratifications ; and from the same day the 
treaty that was concluded between the United States and Colombia, on the 13th of 
October, 1824, shall cease to have effect, notwithstanding what was disposed in the 
1st point of its :nst artiole. 
"3. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if neither party notifies to the other its inten-
tion of reforming any of, or all, the articles of this treaty twelve months before the 
expiration of the twenty years stipulated above, thfl said treaty shall continue bind-
ing on both parties beyond the said twenty years, until twelve months from the time 
that one of the parties notifies its intention of proceeding to a reform. 
"4. If any one or more of the citizens of either party shall infringe any of the articles 
of this treaty, such citizens shall be held personally responsible for the same, and the 
harmony and good correspondence between the nations shall not be interrupted there-
by ; each party engaging in no way to protect the offender, or sanction such viola-
tion. 
"5. If unfortunately any of the articles contained in this treaty should be violated or 
infringed in any way whatever, it is expressly stipulated that neither of the two con-
tracting parties shall ordain or authorize any acts of reprisal, nor shall declare war 
against the other on complaints of injuries or damages, until the said party consid-
ering itself offended shall have laid befor9 the other a statement of such injuries or 
damages, verified by competent proofs, demanding justice and satisfaction, and the 
same shall have been denied, in violation of the laws and of international right. 
"6. Any special or remarkable advantages that one or the other power may enjoy 
from the foregoing stipula1~ion, are and ought to be always understood in virtue and 
as in compensation of the obligations they have just contracted, and which have been 
spe<>ified in the first number of this article." 
. This treaty, now in force as to :New Granada under the recently as-
sumed title of Colombia, is ·discu~sed in connection with the Clayton-
Bulwer treaty, supra, § 150f. 
(2) CoNTINUANCE oF. 
§ 289. 
As has been already seen this treaty remains in force, nor has it ever 
been claimed that it comes within the purview of the Olayton.Bulwer 
treaty so as to be in any way modified thereby. 
Supra, ~ 1 ::.0f. 
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III. EF.FECT OF G ·cr.ARANTEE OF, U.NDER TREATY. 
(1) SUCH GUARANTEE BIXDS COLOl\1BI4-. 
§ 290. 
"The federative Republic of Colombia., officially styled the United 
States of Colombia., was formed by the convention of Bogota concluded 
September 20, 1861, by the representatives of uine States, previously a 
part of New Granada." (Martin's Statesman's Year Book, tit. Colom-
bia.) As the Isthmus of Panama is in Colombia, the treaty with New 
Granada binds Colombia. And aside from this view, as New Granada, 
in the sense in which the term was used at the time of the convention 
of Bogota, was virtu any conterminous with the province of Colombia, as 
thus reconstituted, there can be no qnes.tion that the treaty :::;pecifically 
binds Colombia. 
Supra, ~ ~ 4, Ui. 
(2) DOES NOT GUARANTEE AGAINST CITANGES OF GOVEitNMENT. 
§ 291. 
The guarantee of" perfect neutrality" in the treaty is not a guaran-
tee against change of Government in Colombia, sinee treaty obliga-
tions, when binding a country as an entity, are not, as we have seen, 
affected by intermediate revolutions, and therefore exists irrespective 
of such revolutions. (Supra.,§ 137.) The United States, however, is (1) 
authorized and required by the treaty to protect the transit of the isth-
mus from foreign invasion, and (2) is autho:rized to compel Colombia to 
keep the transit free from domestic disturbance. (Supra, § 145.) For 
this purpose the United States is entitled to employ in the isthmus such 
forces as may enable Colombia to keep the- transit open. The distinc-
tions in this respect are given st~prct, §§ 145, 150/. See App., vol. iii, 
§ 145. 
In connection with the documents given sup1·a, §§ 145, 150 j~ the fol-
lowing may be considered : 
"The present condition of the Isthmus of Panama, in so far as re-
gards the security of persons and property passing over it, requires 
serious consideration. Recent incidents tend to show that the local 
authorities cannot re relied on to ma,intain the public peace of Panama, 
and there is just ground for apprehension that a portion of the inhab-
itants are meditating- further outrages, without adequate measures for 
the security and protection of persons or property having been taken, 
either by the State of Panama, or by the General Government of New 
Granada. 
"Under the guarantees of treaty, citi~ens of the United States have, 
by the outlay of several million dollars, constructed a railroad across 
t,lJe Isthmus, and it has become the main route between our Atlantic 
and Pacific possessions, over whicll multitudes of our citizens and a 
9 
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vast amount of property are constantly passing-to the security and 
protection of all which, and the continuance of the public advantages 
involved, it is impossible for the Government of the United States to 
be indifferent. 
"I have deemed the danger of the recurrence of scenes of lawless 
violence in this quarter so imminent as to make it my duty to station 
a part of our naval force in the harbors of Panama and Aspinwall, in 
order to protect the persons and property of the citizens of the United 
States in these ports, and to insure to them safe ·passage across the Isth-
mus. And it would, in my judgment, be unwise to withdraw the naval 
force now in those ports, until, by the spontaneous action of the R.epub-
lic of New Granada, or otherwise, some adequate arrangement shall 
have been made for the protection and security of a line of interoceanic · 
communication so important at this time, not to the United States 
only, but to all other maritime states both of Europe and .America." 
President Pierce, Fourth Annual Message, 1856. 
''The Government is of the opinion that the position of the free ports 
of Panama and Colon as mere stations on one of the world's most im-
portant llighways should demand a simpler and less rigid enforcement 
of customs rules against the vehicles of mere transient passage than 
may be requisite to protect the fiscal interests at ports of entry. It is 
rleemed that the mutual concessions and guarantees under which the 
transit was established entitle all those who honestly and pacifically 
use it to exceptional facilities, which may not be needed, or be even 
proper at other ports. It would be very much to be regretted if 
a contrary course should prevail in conflict with the true interests of 
Colombia herself, no less than of those who avail themselves of the 
privileges incidental to the transit." 
Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scruggs, Mar. 6, 1883. MSS. Inst., Co-
lombia. 
IV. RELATIONS TO PARTICULAR COUNTRIES. 
(l) COLOMBIA. 
§ 292. 
The position of Colombia as to the treaty of 1846 has been already 
discussed. ( 8-upra, §§ 145, 15Qf, 297 :ff.) 
The following may be considered in the same relation: 
"You will remember that soon after the receipt of your note of Feb-
ruary 13 I took occasion to ha\e an interview with you, in which I inti-
mated that this Government could scarcely consider the newspaper 
reports referred to as a sufficient basis for the demand of formal expla-
nations; that I was not then in possession of the information upon 
which· the definite wishes of this Government would finally ta.ke shape, 
but that you might rest assured that no action bad been taken or was . 
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contemplated which could in any degree be regarded as inattentive to 
the complete equality and independence of the Colombian Republic, or 
in the least disregardful of its interests; and that, in case this Govern-
ment should find it useful to its commercial and naval interests to es-
tablish coaling stations in any ports of the Isthmus, it would present 
the matter in the usual manner to the friendly allowance of the Colom-
bian Government. 
"Upon the receipt of your note of Aprill, from New York, I se\eral 
times made inqqiries as to the time of your return in order that I might 
secure an interview, and upon the receipt of your note of the 15th of 
April, advising me of your return, you were immediately desired to do 
me the honor of calling at the Department, when you were informed that 
my necessary absence in New York would postpone my reply for a day 
or two, but that I would endeavor to furnish you an answer in season 
for your mail of the 20th instant. 
"I have recalled these facts to your attention simply to confirm the 
assurance, which you must already feel, that there has been on the part 
of this Government no disposition to misconstrue or neglect your natu-
ral desire to be duly informed of any action which might affect the in-
terests or dignity of the state you represent. 
"It is only since the receipt of your letter of Aprill that this Go-v-
ernment has been enabled to furnish you that precise information of the 
movements of its naval vessels on the Atlantic and Paeific coasts of the 
Isthmus which you have expressed a desire to receive. 
''The Government of Colombia has been for a long time aware t,bat 
the safety and convenience of both ·their naval and mercantile marine 
might require the establishment by the United States of coaling stations 
at some points on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of Central America; 
and the Govern~ent of the United States has never doubted that tbe 
friendly feeling existing between the two countries, and the treaty obli-
gations of this Government to the Government of Colombia would in-
duce that Government to afford it e\Tery aid and facility in obtaining 
and occupying such stations, should . they be desired, within tile terri-
tory of Co lorn bia. This Government was aware that the acquisition of 
such places, whether by the purchase of private property or by public 
grant, would need to be brought to the notice of the Colombian Govern-
ment, and it bas ne"-er entertained a doubt that its assent would be 
cheerfully given. Nor has this Government ever supposed that the 
examination and survey of the harbors and unoccupied shores of cbese 
coasts could excite the apprehension of any of the Central American 
powers. 
''This convenience sought by a commercial and naval power has, as 
you are well informed, been accorded to this Government at various 
points in the Atlantic and Pacific waters by all friendly powers upon 
the mere suggestion by this Government that it was desired. I have 
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therefore to inform you that this Government, having under considera-
tion the propriety of establishing coaling stations at the earliest prac-
ticable .. moment at such points in the State of Panama as might seem 
best adapted for that purpose, orders were given to the U. S. S. Adams, 
Commander Howell, to visit the Gulf of Dulc<', and to the U. S. S. 
Kearsarge, Commander Picking, to visit the Boca del Toro and Chiriqui 
Lagoon, and to report fully the capabilities of those locations. Within 
the last few days only reports have been recei,ecl from both of these 
commanders. 
"From Commander Howell the Government learns that the point best 
adapted for its purpose is Golfito, in the Gulf of Dulce, and that with 
the permission of the local authorities he has made a small deposit of 
coal in that neighborhood. 
"As the boundary line in the Gulf of Dulce between Costa Rica and ,. 
Colombia has not been determined, this Government is at present un-
able to say where within the territorial limits of the two States the 
point selected is situated. 
"From Commander Picking the Government learns that in his opin-
ion Shepherd's Harbor, in the .Almerante Bay, is the situation, in the 
Boca del Toro, best adapted for a coaling station." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Arosemena, Apr. 17, 1880. MSS. Kotes, Col-
ombia; For. Rel., 1880. 
"I had the honor to receive your note of the 19th ultimo, wherein, 
while disclaiming desire on your part to interfere with any arrange-
ments which may be made at Bogota by the United States minister, Mr. 
Dichman, with regard to coaling stations on the Colombian Isthmus, 
m; contemplated in my note to you of April17 last, you intimate your 
trust that orders have been issued. by the competent Department for the 
withdrawal from Chiriqui Ba;y and Dulce Guif of the United States war-
vessels lately engaged there in taking soundingR and other operations 
preparatory to the establishment of such coaling stations. You are 
pleased to add that such a step on the part of this Government would 
greatly facilitate any arrangement or agreement that may be entered 
into by the United States of Colombia in relation to the matter, inas-
much as it would quiet the agitation which has been caused in your 
country by the operations of the vessels in question, and, wl.Jich you 
suggest, must inevitably find an echo in official circles. 
•' I cannot but shar_e the regret, which I doubt not ~you must feel, that 
the operations of the Adams in the Gulf of Dulce and of the Kearsarge 
in Clliriqni Bay should have gi,Ten rise to the disquietude you mention. 
Our conferences hitherto, and the frank and full note I had the honor to 
address to you on the 17th of April last, will, I doubt not, have removed 
from your own mind and from that of the Government of Colombia any 
impression that the movements of the Adams and Kearsarge were in 
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violation.of comit.r or in disparagemeut of the national independence 
and sovereignty of the United States 'of Colombia, or that they were, in 
short, otherwise than in the routine of amicable intercourse and in con-
formity to the usage and courtesy of friendly nations, whose ports and 
harborR, whether open to commerce or not, are at all times free to the 
national vessels of a power with which relations of peace and good-will 
prevail. 
"I am in receipt of official ad vices to the .effect that on the 12th of 
May ultimo, the executive of the State of Panama, in compliance, as 
alleged, with the orders of the citizen President of the natiou, commu-
nicated to the consular officers of the United States at the ports of 
Paqama and Aspinwall an intimation to the commanders of the ves-
sels in questions to not only cease the operations of taking soundings, 
which it was alleged they had been engaged in, but, furthermore, that 
the Adams should forthwith quit the port of Golfito on account of its 
not being open to commercial operations (puerto habilitado). 
"I need hardly advert to the aspect of unfriendliness which this pro-
ceeding a~sumes,. and the spirit in which it might readily be received, 
were not this Government confident that the whole proceeding on the 
part of the authorities of the State of Panama is based on an unhappy 
misconception, which, in the interest of good-will, this Governmeilt is 
desirous to see removed. For I am sure you will agree with me that the 
peremptory notification thus conveyed to the distaut vessels and officers 
of the United States, although, perhaps, au echo in official regions of the 
baseless disquietude of the populace, is not consonant with tile ·calm 
an~ amicable communication looking to the accomplishment of the same 
end in the withdrawal of the vessels, which you, a week later in point 
of time, make, officially, at the seat of this Government in your note of 
the 19th ultimo, to which I now have the honor to reply. 
"Under these circumstances you will have no difficulty in under-
standing my readiness and desire to regard the act of the authorities 
of Panama as ill-judged and unsupported by the cool good sense of your 
federal Government, whose considerate and amicable purposes I find re-
flected in your recent note. 
"The information I possess from the officN'>S of the United States in 
Colombia and from tbe naval authorities of the United States in tllose 
regions, enables me to inform you wiLh pleasure, that ar. the time of the 
.act.ion taken by the executive of the State of Panama, the U. S. S. 
Adams was no longer in Colombian waters but lay at Punta Arenas, · 
in the friendly neighboring Republic of Costa Rica, and that having 
accomplisht,d thA peaceable object of her voyage, she was then under 
orders of recall to a home port of the United States. 
"I may also add, with regard to the corresponding operations of the 
Kearsarge in t.he waters of Chiriqui Lagoon, that at the date of lastt 
advices, and under the orders of the Navy Depart.meut, given some 
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time previously, that vessel was about to quit Las Bocas del Toro, hav-
ing completed her errand. 
"It is therefore very probable that, at the time you addressed me, 
the Kearsarge, like the Adams, was already out of Colombian jtuisdic-
tion. 
"The present occasion seems a fitting one for me to again assure 
you, as I have done in my note· of April 17, that the errand upon 
which tllese national vessels of the United States visited the waters of 
a state to which we are allied by ties of friendship and treaty guaran-
tees, neither in design nor in execution justified any feeling of alarm: or 
irritation on the part either of the government of the State of Panama 
or of the population thereof. The repetition of this assurance is, I 
feel, all that is now needful to add to the explanation of that note. 
"It is therefore confidently hoped by the President that the actual 
course so inconsiderately adopted by the executive of-Panama, notwith-
standing the ample and frank explanations made to him by Mr. Dich-
man, on the occasion of the official visit of the latter to Panama, on the 
5tL of May last, and notwithstanding, moreover, an explicit promise 
then made by President Cervera to Mr. Dichman, of which this Gov-
~rument was duly adv"ised, that he would hold in abeyance any step 
then contemplated toward the Adams and Kearsarge, until Mr. Dich-
man should have made to the federal authorities at Bogota the commu-
nication with which he was charged, will either be promptly disavowed 
or S<:ttisfactorily explained by the supreme Government of the United 
States of Colombia. For in whatever way the act of President Cervera, 
as communicated to the consuls of the United States at Colon (Aspin-
wall) and Panama on the 12th ultimo may be regarded, it cannot be 
deemed as otherwise than unprecedented, and, if not unfriendly in its 
conception, as at least partaking to an unfortunate extent of the ap-
pearance of unfriendliness. 
': It is the purpose of the Department to place before the Government 
at Bogota the just grievance of this Government in the matter, not in 
a spirit of querulous indignation at the treatment offered to its vessels 
under au irresponsible impulse of uninstructed suspicion, but in confi-
dence .that the apparent offense of wishing to exclude the public ves-
sels of the United States, in time of peace, from any of the ports and 
places of the Colombian Union may be speedily relieved of its unhappy 
features, and that your note to me; to which I now reply, will be found 
to truly represent, as I have assumed it to do, the spirit of sincere 
friendship and thoughtful consideration which I cannot but believe. the 
Colombian Government feels toward that of the United States, and 
which, I am not slow to affirm, is felt in like eminent degree by the 
United States toward their sister Republic. 
"I am confident, 1\fr. Minister, that your enlightened judgment and 
marked friendliness will lead you to concur with me in the need of a 
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better understanding of this strange and precipitate action of the ex-
ecutive of the State of Panama." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Arosemena, June 5, 1880. MSS. Notes, Co-
lombia; For. Rel., 1880 . 
.As to debts of Colombia, as affected by subsequent revolutions see supra, § 236 .. 
As to tile Dritish treaty with Colombia of 1878, in respect to an Isthmus ship-
canal, see article hy Engelhardt in 1.8 ReYne de droit int .. , WG • . 
(2) NIC~tRAOUA. 
§ :m3. 
The action of NiGaragua in relation to the ship-canals projected through 
her territory, and to Great Britain, as · exhibited in her negotiations 
with that power, as to the Mosquito coast, is detailed in other sections. 
(Supra,§ 150/; infra,§ 295.) 
The following documents are to be considered in connection with 
those given supra, § 150f: 
''You will represent to the Government of Nicaragua that this Gov-
ernment cannot undertake to guarantee the sovereignty of the line of 
the (proposed) canal to her until the course which that work shall take~ 
with reference to the river. San Juan, and its terminus ou the Pacific,· 
shaH be ascertained, and until the difference between Nicaragua and 
Costa Rica, concerning their boundary, shall lJe settled." 
Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Kerr, May 4, 1851. MSS. Inst., Am. St. 
"If Nicaragua chooses to maintain the position you assume iu you!' 
note to me, that her citizens who incorporated themselves with the com· 
munity at San Juan are still in friendly relations 'with her and entitled 
to her protectiOn, then she approves, by an implication, which she is 
not at liberty to deny, of that political establishment planted on her 
own soil, and becomes responsible for the mischiefs it has done to Amer-
ican citizens. It would be a strange inconsistency for Nicaragua to 
regard the organization at San Juan as a hostile establishment on her 
territory, and at the same time claim the right to clothe with her na-
tionality its members. 
"Assuming, as it is respectful to do, that you have duly appreciated 
the consequences of the step you have taken, I infer that the Govern-
ment of Nicaragua, by claiming the right. of protection over the pet·· 
sons at San Juan, will not hesitate to acknowledge her responsibility 
to other states for the conduct of the people which she has permitted 
to occupy that part of her territory.'' 
~fr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Marcoleta, Aug. 2, 1854. 1\fSS. Notes, Cent. 
Am. 
As to attack on Greytown (San Juan), see supra, § 224a. 
As to government of Greytown, see supra, § 22Li. 
''You will impress upon Count Walewski that we want nothing of 
Nicaragua which is not honorable to her, and which we have not a fair 
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right to demand. We shall~ mtder uo circnmstances, abandon the de-
termination that the transit routes across the Isthmus shall be kept 
open and safe for all commercial nations." • 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to )fr. Mason, Apr. 12, 1859. MSS. lust., France. 
''In reply the undersigned feels called on simply to reiterate the doc-
trine which has been made public in the dispatch which be addressed 
to General Lamar, on the 25th July, 1858, on the subject, and which 
is embraced substantially in the following sentences: 
"'Nor do they [the United States] claim to interfore with the local 
Governments in the determination of the questions connected with the 
opening of the routes and with the persons with whom contracts may 
be made for that purpose. vYhat they clo desire and mean to accom-
plish is that the great iuterests involved in this subject should not be 
saerifieed to any unworthy motive, but should be guarded from abuse' 
and that, when fair contracts are fairly entered into with Americ;m 
eirizens, they should not be wantonly violated.' And again: 'There 
are several American citizens who, with difi'erent interests, claim to 
helve formed engagements with the proper authorities of Nicaragua for 
op~Jning and using the transit routes, with various stipulations defining 
their privileges and duties, and some of .these contracts have alrear1y 
uePn in operation. This Government has neither the authority noi' the 
di:.;position to determine the conflicting interests of these claimants. 
Bnt \Yhat it has the right to do, and what it is disposed to do, is to re-
quire that the Government of Nicaragua should act in good faith 
towards them, and should not arbitrarily and wrongfully divest them 
of rights justly acquired and solemnly guaranteed.' 
.. Where one of the parties to a contract proceeds by an arbitrary act 
to annul it, on the ground that the other party has failed to comply wi~h 
its conditions, and by a process which precludes any investigation, the 
plninest principles of justice are violated. What the United States re-
q niJ'e is not that their citizens should be maintained in rights they have 
forfeited, but that they should not be deprived of rights derived from 
the Government of Nicaragua without a fair examiuation by an impar-
tial tribunal." 
~Ir. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jerez, ~fay 5,1859. MSS. No1jes, Cent. Am. 
"Everybody wishes the Spanish-Am erjcan states well, and. yPt every-
body loses patience with them for not beiug wi~:;er, more· constant, aml 
more stable. Such, I imagine, j~ the temper in which every foreign 
state fimls itself when it propol:ies to consider its relations to those He-
publics, and especially the Republics of Central America.· I kp.ow, at. 
least, that this has always been the temper of our best statesmen in re-
gard to Nicaragua. Union, or, i:lt least, practical alliance with Nica-
ragua bas always been felt by them as a necessity for the United States, 
and yet no one ever deems it prudent to counsel the establishment of 
such intimate relations. PossesRinv, our~ of the contineniml transits most 
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interesting to the United States, Nicaragua is at once jealous of foreign 
intervention to render it available, and incompetent to open and main-
tain it berself. But Nicaragua, like the other Spanish-American states, 
has far·better excuses for its shortcomings than it generally has credit 
for. That state became precociously mature, and it adopted our model 
of government with little of that preliminary popular education and dis-
cipline which ~em necessary to enable any people to administer, main-
. tain, and preserve free republican institutions. The policy pursued by 
foreign nations towards Nicaragua has not. been liberal or generous. 
Great Britain, in her wars with Spain, early secured a position in the 
state very detrimental to its independence, and used it to maintain 
the Indians in a condition of defiance against the creole population, 
while it did nothing, at least nothing effectually, to civilize the tribes 
whom it llad taken under its protectiou. Unwilling to lend the aid nec-
essary to tlw improvement of the country, Great Britain used its pro-
tectorate there to counteract domestic e:fl'orts and intervention from this 
GoYernment to make that improvement which was necessary for the 
interest of Nicaragua hen::elf, and hardly less necessary for all the west-
ern nations. Our own Government has been scarcely less capricious, 
at one time seeming to court the most intimate alliance, at another 
treating the new Hepublic with neglect and indifference, and at another 
indirectly, if not directly, consenting to the conquest aud desoltttion of 
the country by our own citizens for the purpose of re-establi.~bing the 
institution of slavery, which it had wisely rejected. It may be doubtful 
whether Nicaragua has not until this day been a loser instead. of a gainer 
by her propinquity to, and intercourse with, tbe United States. 
"Happily this condition of things has ceased at last. Great Britain 
has discovered that her l\1osqnito protectorate was as useless to herself 
as it was iujurious to Nicaragua, and has abandoi1ed it. The United 
States no longer think t):mt they want slavery re-established in that 
state, nor do they desire anything at the hands of its Government but 
that it may so conduct its affairs as to permit and favor the opening of 
an intel'oceanic navigation, which shall be profitable to Nicaragua and 
equally open to the U1aited States and 'to all other maritime nations. 
"You go to Nicaragua in this fortunate conjuncture of circumstances. 
There is yet another comfort attending your mission. Claims of Amer-
ican citizens upon the Government of Nicaragua have long been a 
source of diplomatic irritation. A convention which provides for the 
settlement of these claims has been already negotiated. It wants only 
the consent of the Senate of the United States to an amendment pro-
posed by Nicaragnn, which, it is believed, would not materially change 
the effect of the convention, and such consent may, therefore, be ex-
pected to be given at the approaching special session ·of Congress. 
"Your instructions, therefore~ \Viii be few and very simple. A ~snre 
the Republic of Nicaragua that the President will deal with that Gov-
ernment justly, fairly, and in the most friendly spirit; that he uesir(•s 
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only its welfare and prosperity. Cultivate friendly <lispo.sitions there 
toward the United States. See that no partiality arises in behttlf of 
any other foreign state to our prejudice, and favor, in eYery way you 
can, the improvement of the transit route, seeking only such f-acilities 
for our commerce as Nicaragua can afford profita1J1y to herself, and 
yield, at the same time, to other commercial nations." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dickinson, June 5, 18Gl.t. MSS. Inst., Am. 
Stat~s; Dip. Corr., HlGl. 
''This Government does uot mean to iusist that citizens of the United 
States have an absolute right to display the national flag over their 
bnilding:j and ships in Nicaragua, and on steamers navigating merely 
inland waters of that country. But the undersigned is now informed 
that the American Transit Company has heretofore, with the full consent 
and approval of the Government of Nicaragua, habitually kept the flag 
of the United States flying over· such buil'-lings ancl vessels as the build-
ings and waters aforenamed. It seems to the underbigned that if for 
any reason the Government of Nicaragua bad thought it desirable that 
this inuulgence should cease, comity would require in that case that 
this should have been made known to the Government of the United 
States or at least its representative residing in Nicaragua, to the end 
that the now offending flag might be voluntarily withdrawn. 
"The forcible and violent removal of the flag, at so many points, 
without any previous notice, seems to imply a readiness to offend the 
just sensibilities of this country, and indeed the allegation is distinctly 
made that the tlag was removed in each case with marked indignity and 
in a specially insulting manner." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Molina, Sept. 28, 1863. MSS. Notes, Cent. Am. 
As to impediments cast by the Government of Nicaragua in way of roads across 
Isthmus, see Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to .Mr. DlmHry, Aug. 31, 1859. MSS. 
Inst., .Am. States. 
For a full history of the negotiations between the United States and Great 
Britain in respect to Nicaragua and the constrn0tion of a ship-canal through 
the Is thmus, see Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Schenck, Apr. 26, 1873. 
MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit., quoted 8'upra, § 150f . 
.As to negotiations for transit with Nicaragua in 1f84, see Mr. Frelinghuysen, 
Sec. of State, to l\Ir. Phelps, .Apr. 23, 1884. MSS. Inst., Peru. 
For a. history of action of Government of the United States on the subject of ·a 
ship canal through Nicaragua., see Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Hall, July Hh 
1884, Feb. 12, 1884, Apr. 3, 1884, Feb. 10, 1885. MSS. Inst., Cent. Am. 
In relation to Nicaragua the following list of Congressional documents, taken from 
the Dep:utment register, may be referred to : 
Claims of United States cWzens a.gainst. President's message, Dec. 9, 1878. 
Sena,te Ex. Doc. 3, 45th Cong., 3d sess. 
Resolution appointing committee to examine claims, F eb. 4, 18i9. Senate Rep. 
711,45th Cong.,3d sess. 
Claims of :Woolsey Tellor and Eliza Livingston. Report adYising the negotia· 
tion of a tr<_' aty for settlement of similar claims, Feb. 6, 1879. House Rep. 
!JG, 45th Cor:g., 3tl ses'!. 
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Report in favor of the appointment of a select committee to examine into the 
claims and tc~Jke evidence, Jan. 13, 1880. Honse Rep. 86, 46th Cong., 2u 
sess. 
Reso1ntion provi<ling for a committee of five to examine claims, June 30, 1879. 
· House Mis. Doc. ~0, 4Gth Cong., 1st sess. 
Heport submitting a Lill to carry out any claims convention with that Govern-
ment 1hat may Le concluded, Apr. 28, le80. Senate Rep. 532, 46th Cong., 
2d sess. 
Report in favor of authorizing the President to negotiate a treaty for the set-
tlement of claims, Mar.~' 1881. House Rep. 396, 46th Cong,, 3d sess. 
Report calling on the President to arrange a convention for the consiueration 
.of claims, Feb. 7, 18t<2. House Rep. 255, 47th Cong., 1st sess. 
Nicaragua Canal route, report in favor of. President's message, Apr. 18, 1879. 
Senate Ex. Doc.15, 46th Cong., 1st sess. 
As to the Maritime Canal Company of Nicaragua, the following documents may be 
noticed: 
Amendments to proposed charter, Feb. 12, 1881. House Rep. 211, 46th Cong., 3d 
sess. 
Favorable report, Apr. 4, 1882. Senate Rep. 368, 47th Cong., 1st sess. 
Favorable report, with map. July 21, 1882, House Rep. 1698, 47th Cong., 1st 
sess.; Aug. 7, 1883, part 2, minority report. 
Favorable report, Jan. 31, 1883. · Senate Rep, OG2, 47th Cong., 2u sess. 
(3) CosTA RICA. 
§ 294. 
The relations of Costa Rica to the United States are elsewhere dis-
tinetively noticed, supra, § J40. 
As to contested bonnuary between Costa Rica all(l Nieamgna, and as to their 
conteution as to canal site, see Mr. \Vebster, Sec. of Sta~e, to Mr. Walsh, 
Apr. 29, 1852, Apr. 20, 1852. MSS. Inst., Am. States. See also Mr. Everett, 
Sec. of State, to Mr. Kerr, Jan. 5, 1853, ibid., for a full <lit>cnssion of the 
same issues. 
(4) Tim MOSQCITO COUNTRY A.l."D BELIZE. 
The importance of the question of the present relations of Great Britain 
aml the Mosquito country has ueen already pointed out. (Supra,§ 15(if.) 
It remains now to observe that the United States has at all periods, after 
the question was agitated, denied the title of Great Britain to a protec-
torship of the Mosquito coast. This bas been not only resolutely, but 
with much elalJorateness of argmnent, in instructions by .l\Ir. Clayton, ' . 
. Becretary of State, to 1\fr. Squier (Cent. Am,), l\lay 1, 1849; to 1\Ir. Ban-
~roft (Great Britain), l\Iay 2, 18,1D, and to Mr. Lawrence (Gt". Brit.), Octo-
lwr 20, 18i.W, December 10, 184!); by 1\Ir. 1\farcy, Secr(>tar.v of State, to 
J\Ir. Buchanan, .July :J, 185:3, and to l\Ir. Dallas, May 2·i, Jnly 2G, 18JG; by 
Mr. Webster, Secretary of ~tate, to Mr. Graham, Secretary of the~ avy, 
l\Iarch l7, 185~, and by Mr. Everett in a report to the Presitlent of Feb-
ruary lG, 1853. Other documents showing the lJaselessncss of this 
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claim are noticed, s·upra., § 150/, in the discussion of the Claytou-Bulwer 
treaty. 
That Great Britain has no basis for her claim to the protectorate of the Mos-
quito country see Mr. Clayton, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bancroft, May 2,1849, 
MSS. lust., Gr. Brit.; Mr. Clayton to Mr. Lawrence, Oct. 20,1849; same to 
same, Dec. 10,1849; Mr. Marcy to Mr. Buchanan, July 2, 185:3; Mr. Marcy t(} 
Mr. Dallas, May 24, 1856, July 26, 1856. 
As to Belize and Ruatan, see Mr. Marcy to Mr. Buchanan, June 12,1854, Aug. 6, 
1855; Mr. Marcy to Mr. Dallas, Mar. 14, 1856, April 7, 1856, May 24, 1856~ 
July 26, 1856. See also Senate Ex:. Doc. 27, 32d Coug., 2cl sess.; report of 
Mr. Everett to the President, Fe h. 1G, 1853, l\1SS. Report Book; Bancroft; 
Davis, Notes on Treaties, 104. 
For an elaborate discussion of the whole question see Mr. Clayton, Sec. of Stater 
to Mr. Squier, May 1,1849. MSS. lnst., Am. States. 
That the Mosquito Indians do not possess the rights of sovereignty and cannot 
give t.itle, see Mr. Wei.>bter, Sec. of State, to Mr. Graham, Mar. 17, 1802; Mr. 
Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ingersoll, June 9, 1S53, MSS. lust., Gr. Brit.; t(} 
Mr. Buchanan, Aug. 6, 1855; to Mr. Dallas, July 26, 1856. 
That the British protectorate over the Mosquit.o territory is in violation of the 
Cla.yton-Bulwer treaty, see Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, July 
2, 1853. MSS. lust., Gr. Brit. 
"Under the assumed title of protector of the Kingdom of tlw Mos-
quitos, a miserable, degraded, and insignificant tribe of Indians, she 
doubtless intends to acquire an absolute dominion over this vast extent 
of sea coast. "rith what little reason she advances this pretension ap-
pears from the convention between Great Britain and Spain, signed at 
Loudon on the 14th day of July, 1786. By its first article, 'His Britan-
nic Majesty's subjects, and the other colonists who have hitherto en-
joyed the protection of England, shall evacuate the country of the 
Mosquitos, as well as the continent in general and the islands adjacent, 
without exception, situated l>eyond the line hereafter described as what 
ought to be the frontier of the extent of the territory granted by His 
Catholic Majesty to the Bnglish for the uses specified in the third article 
of the present con,Tention, and in addition to the country already 
granted to them in virtue ·of the stipulations agreed upon by the com-
missioners ot' the two Crowns in 1783."' 
.Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hise, June 3,1848. MSS. Inst., Am. States-. 
1 Curtis' Buchanan, U23. 
"This application has led to an inquiry by the Department into the 
claim set; up by the British Government, nomiually in behalf of His 
Mosquito :J'Injesty, and the conelusion arrived at is tl1at. it lws ll:::> reason-
able foun<l<1tion. Under this conviction, the President C<UI nt>ver allow 
snell pretcnHiou to stand in the way of any rights or interests whiell thi~ 
Government or citizeus of t!Je Uuitcd States now possess~ or may here-
after acquire, having relation to the l\Iosqnito shore, :111<1 e~pecially to 
the port and ri\Ter of San Jnan <le Nicaragua;. lie i8 deeided in tlJe 
opinion that that part of tlle Amerieau con tiueut ha \Ti ug l1ccu d iseon~red 
by Spain ami oecnpietl uy her go far a::; she deemed eolll}HttilJ,le with Ut'E' 
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interests, of rig·llt belonged to her; til at tile all~ged independence of the 
l\Io~quito Indians, though tolerated by Spain, did not extinguish her 
rigllt of dominion over the region claimGd in their behalf, any more than 
similar independence of other Indian tribes did or may now impair tile 
sovereignty of other nations, including Great Britain llerself, over many 
tracts of the same continent; tlJat the rights of Spain to that region 
lJave been repeatedly acknowledged by Great Britain in solemn public 
treaties with that power; that all those territorial rights in her former 
A.merican possessions descended to the states wllich were formed out 
of tllose possessions, and must be regarded as still appertaining to them 
in e-..~ery case wllere they may not have been voluntarily relinquished or 
canceled by conquest followed by ad verse possession." 
:Mr. Clayton, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bancroft, May 2, 1849. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
HIt is understood that New Grana~a sets _ up a claim to the :l\Iosquito 
sllore, bn,sed upon the transfer of the military jurisdiction there to the 
authorities at Carthagena and Bogota, pursuant to the royal order of 
His Catholic l\lajesty of the 30th November, 1803, and upon the 7th 
article of the treaty between Colombia and Central America, by which 
those Republics engaged to respect their limits based upon the uti 
possidetis of 1810. Great Britain also claims that coast in behalf of 
the pretended King of. the Mosquitos, and Nicaragua claims it as 
heir to the late confederation of Central America. With the con-
fiieting chtims of New Granada and Nicaragua we have no concern, 
and, indeed, there is reason to believe that they will be amicably ad-
justed. v""V e entertain no doubt, however, that the title of Spain to 
the l\1osquito shore was just, and that her rights have descended to 
her late colonies adjacent thereto. The Department has not hesi-
·tated to express this opinion in the instructions to Mr. Squier, the 
charge d'affaires to Gautemala, and Mr. Baneroft has been instructed 
to make it known to the British Government also. You may acquaint 
the minister for foreign affairs o.f New Granada with our views on 
this subject; and may assure him that all the moral means in our power 
will be exerted to resist the adverse pretensions of Great Britain." 
Mr. Clayton, Sec. of State, to Mr. Foote, July 19, 1849. MSS. lust., Colombia. 
''The power in existence at Greytown is claimed to be derived from 
'the. ~losquito Indians, who have not been, and will not be, acknowl-
edged as au independent nation by this Government." 
Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Graham, Mar. 17, 1852. MSS. Dom. Let. 
As to correspondence with Great Britain respecting the Mosquito country, see 
message of President Fillmore, Jan. 21, 1853, and accompanying papers. 
Senate Ex. Doc. 27, 32d Cong., 2d sess. 
"The U11ited States cannot recognize as valid any title set up by the 
people at San Juan derived from the Mosquito Indians. It concedes 
to tllis tribe of Indians only a possessory right-a right to occupy and 
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use for themselves the country in their possession, but not the right of 
sovereignty or eminent domain over it." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec, of State, to Mrj Ingersoll, June!), 1853. ~lSS. lust., Gr. Brit. 
"The British Government denies tbat it bas 3·ielded any tiling by that 
(1850) treaty in regard to its protectorate of tl1e Mosquito Indians. It, 
howe\er, professes a willingness, as I understand, to withdraw that pro-
tectorate if the GoYernment of Nicaragua can be iuduced to treat the 
Mosquitos fairly and allow them some compensation for the territory now 
claimed by them for the relinquishment of their occupancy, and for the 
peaceable surrender of it to Nicaragua. Admitting these Indians to be 
what the United States and Nicaragua regard them, a savage trite,. 
haYing only possessory rights to the country they occupy, and not the · 
sovereignty of it, they cannot fairly be required to yield up their act-
ual possessions without some compensation. ].\fight not this most 
troublesome element in this Central American question be remo,·ed by 
Nicaragua in a way just in itself, and entirely compatible with her na-
tional honor Y Let her arrange this matter as we arrange those of the 
same character with the Iudian tribes inhabiting portious of our own 
territory.'' 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Borland, June 17, 1833. MSS. lust .. , Am. St. 
"The United States Government, in its correspondence with the Edt-
ish Go\~ernment, has denied the pretensions set up for the people at 
San Juan de Nicaragua (or Greytown) to any politieal organization 
or power deri\ed in any way or form from the Mosquitos." 
Ibid. 
"The protectorate which Great Britain has assumeLl oYer the .Mosquito 
Indians is a most palpable infringement of her treaties with Spain, to 
which reference has just been made,' and the authority she is there ex-
ercising under pretense of this protectorate is in derogation of tile so\T· 
ereign rig·hts of se\eral of the Centrai American States and contrary to 
the manifest spirit and intention of the treaty of AprillD, 18.JO, with 
the United States. 
"Though ostensibly the dirt>ct object of the Clayton and Bulwer treaty 
was to guarantee the free C:tnd common nRe of the contemplated ship-
canal across the Isthmus of Darien, aud to secure such use to all nations 
by mutual treaty stipulations to that effect, there were other and highly 
important objects sought to be accomplished by the convention. Tlle 
stipula.tion regarded most of all, by the United States, is that for dis-
continuing the nse of her assumed protectorate of the 1\losqnito Indians, 
and with it the removal of all pretext whatever for interferiiJg witll the 
territorial arrangements which the Central American States may trish 
to make among themselYes. It was the intention, as it is ob·donsl.r the 
import, of the treaty of April 19, 1850, to place Great Britain under au 
Dbligation to cea:-.;e her imerpositions in the affairs of Central Alllcrica 
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and to confine herself to the enjoyment of her limited rights in the 
Belize. She has by this treaty of 1850 obligated herself not to occupy 
or colonize any part of Central America or to exercise any dominion 
therein. Notwithstanding these stipulations she still asserts the right 
to hold possession of and to exercise control over large districts of that 
country and important islands in the Bay of Honduras, the unquestion-
able appendages of the Central American States. This jurisdiction is 
not less mischievous in its efl"ects, nor less objectionable to us, because 
it is covertly exercised (partly at least) in the name of a miserable tribe 
of Indians, who have in reality no political organization, no actual 
Government, not even the semblance of one, except that which is created 
by British authority and upheld by British power." 
Mr. Marcy, .Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, July 2, 1853. MSS. lust. Gr. 
Brit. 
''So far as I am aware, this Go-vernment has never had occasion to take 
the question of the proprietorship of those (the lVIosquito) islands into 
consideration. I cannot say, beforehand, what would be the opinion of 
the Department on the subject, as we make it a rule to express no 
opinion upon a hypothetical case. 
1 
"It is obvious, however, from the uames of the islands, that they were 
discovered by the Spaniards. Though this, unaccompanied by actual 
occupancy, may not have imparted 1 o Spain any right of ownership to 
the exclusion of the citizens or subjects of other countries, yet, as the 
islands lie within a short distance of the Mosquito coast, it is quite 
prol>able tllat, if they llad, for any purpose, been visited b.r persons not 
owing allegia~JCe to Spain, she might have endeavored to prevent thi~~ 
tt is more certain that she would Lave endeavored to preYent any other 
nation from occupJ·iug them for mi1itary or naval purposes. The rightR 
of sovereignty possessed l>y Spain in Central America extended, as we 
claim, over the territory actually conquered or obtained by contract 
from tLe aborigines, as "\veil as oYer that the Iudian title to which had 
not been extinguished. The British Government contends that the 
Indian title to the :Mosquito coast bas never Leen extinguished; and 
partly on that ground asserts the right to prott>ct the inhabitants of 
that coast. It is not unlikely that that Goyeru ment rnigbt also con-
tend that the islands to which you refer belong by right of proximity 
to the Mosquito shore and, therefore, that its rigllt of protection ex-
tends to them also." 
1\fr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mes s. Thompson and Oudcshuys, Dec. 27; 185?.' 
MSS. Dom. LeL. 
"The political condition of what is called the .l\Iosquito Kingdom bas 
for several years past been a matter of discussion between the United 
States and Great Britain. This Government has uniformly held that 
the J\Iosquito Indians are a savage tribe, and tlwt though they baYe 
rights ns the occupants of the country where t lH'Y are, they Lave no 
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sovereign or political authority there, ahd no capacity to transfer to in-
dividuals an absolute and permanent title to the lands in their posses-
sion, and tllat the rigllt of eminent domain-which only can be tlle 
source of such title-is in certain of tlle Central .American States. 
"If the emigrants (persons purposing to settle in tlle :Mosquito King-
dom) should be formed into companies, commanded. by officers, and 
furnished with arms, such organization would assume the chrtracter of 
a military expedition, and being hardly consistent with · professions of 
peaeeful objects, would devolve upoE this Government the duty of 
inquiring wbetller it be not a violation of our neutrality act." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Kinney, Feb. 4, 1855. MSS. Dom. Let. 
Great Britain had not, at the time of the convention of April19, 1850, 
"any rigbtful possessions in Central .America, save only the usufructuary 
settlement at the Belize, if that really be in Central .America; and at 
tlle same time, if she had any, she was bound by the express tenor and 
true construction of the convention, to evacuate the same, so as thus 
to stand on precisely the same footing in that respect as the United 
States." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dallas, July 26, 1856. MSS. lust., Gr. Brit. 
Supra, § 150 f. [The whole of this instruction is of great importance, anu 
should be carefully studied in this connection.] 
The "statement for the Earl of Clarendon,'? by Mr. Buchanan, United 
States minister in London, dated January 6,1854, given in the Brit. and 
For. St. Pap. for 1855-'56, vol. 46, contains the following passages: 
''It would be a vain labor to trace the history of the connection of 
Great Britain with the Mosquito shore and other . portions of Uentra.l 
America previous to her treaties with Spain of 1783 and 1786. This 
connection doubtless originated from her desire to break down the 
monopoly of trade which Spain so jealously enforced with her American 
colonies, and to introduce into them British manufactures.- The at-
tempts of Great Brit~in to accomplish this object were pertinaciously re-
sisted by Spain, and became the source of continual difficulties between 
the two nations. .After a long period of strife these were happily ter-
minated by the treaties of 1783 and 1786, in as clear and explicit lan-
guage as ever was employed on any similar occasion; and the history 
of the time rendered the meaning. of this language, if possible, still more 
clear and explicit. 
"Article VI of the treaty of peace of 3d September, 1783, was very 
.Oistasteful to the King and Cabinet of Great Britain. This abundantly 
appears from Lord John Russell's 'Memorials and Correspondence of 
Charles James Fox.' The British Government, failing in their efforts 
to have this article deferred for six mo ths, finally yielded a most reluct-
ant consent to its insertion in the treaty. 
''Why this reluctant consent~ Because Article VI stipulates tllat, 
with the exception of the territory between the river Wallis or Belize 
and the Rio Hondo, within which permission was granted to British 
subjects to cut log-wood, 'aU the English who may be dispersed in any 
other parts, whether on the Spanish continent ("continente Espa.gnol"), 
or in any of the islands whatsoever dependent on U1e aforesaid Spanish 
•···~~!:!u~rt., !l.nd for wbrutever reason it might be, without exception, shall 
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retire within the district above described in the space of eighteen 
months, to be computed from the exehanp-e of ratifications.' 
"And the treaty further expressly provides, that the permis~ion 
.grauteu to cut logwood 'shall not be cousidet·ed as derogating, iu any 
wise, from his [Catholic J\1 ajesty's] rights of Rovereignt~r' over this 
logwood district; and it stipulates, moreover, 'that if any fortifications 
slwuld have been actually heretofore erected within the limits marked 
Dnt, His Britannic l\Iaj~st.y sllall canse them aU to be demolished, and 
· be will order his subjects not to bnlld any new ones.' 
''But, notwithstanding these provisions, in the opinion of Mr. Fox, it 
was still in the po·wer of the British Government 'to put onr l th (~ir] 
• -own interpretation upon the words'' continente Espagnol," atul to de ter-
mille, upon prudential consi.derations, whether the .Mosquito shore comes 
under that description or not.' 
''Hence t!Je necessity for new negotiations which should determine, 
precisely and expressly, the territory embraced by the treaty of 1783. 
These produced the co:pvention of the 14th of Jnly, 1786; and its very 
first article removed every doubt on the subjeet. This declared that 
'His Britannic 1\Iajesty's ·subjects, and the other colonists who have 
hitberto enjoyed the protection of England, sllall e\acuate the country 
of tbe Mosquitos, as well as the continent in general, and the islands 
adjacent, without exception,' situated beyond the new limits prescribed 
by the couvention within which British sul~jeets were to be permitt-ed 
to cut, not only logwood, hut mahogany and all other wood; and even 
tbis district is 'indisputably acknowledged to belong of right to the 
{)rown of Spain.' 
"Thus what . was meant by the 'COiltincnte Espagnol' in the treaty 
of 1783, is defined, beyond all doubt, by the con\ention of 178G; an(l 
the sovereignty of the Spanish King over the Mosquito shore, as well as 
<>vbr every other portion of the Spanish continent and the islands adja-
eent, is expressly recQgnized. 
"It was just that ·Great Britain should interfere to protect the Mos-
quito Indians against the punishment to which they had exposed them-
selves as ber allies from their legitimate and acknowledged sovereign. 
Article XIV of the convention, therefore, provides that His Catholic 
:Majesty, prompted solely by motives of humanity, promises to the 
King of England that he will not exercise any act of severity against 
the Mosquitos inhabiting in part the countries wllich are to be evacu-
ated by virtue of the present convention, on account of the connections 
wbicll may have subsisted between the said Indians and the English; 
and His Britannic Majesty, on his part, will strictly prohibit all his 
subject~ from furnishing arms or warlike stores to the Indians in gen-
eral situated upon the frontiers of th~ Spanish possessions.' 
''British honor required that these tre:1ties with Spain should be 
faithfully observed; and from the contemporaneous history no doubt 
exists but that Lbis was done; that the orders required by Article XV 
of the con'i.'ention were issued by the British Government, and that 
they were strictly carried into execution. 
•' In this connection a reference to the Rignificant proceedings in tbe 
House of Lords on the 2Gth of March, 17c7, ought not to be omitted. 
On that day a motion was made by Lord Rawdon that the terms of the 
convention of July 14, 178G, do not meet the favorable opinion of this 
Honse.' The motion wa~ discussed at considerable length, and with 
great ability. The task of defending the ministry upon this oecasion 
was undertaken by Lord Chancellor Thurlow, and was most trium-
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phantly performed. Be abundantly justified the ministry for having 
surrendered the Mosquito shore to Spain; and proved that' the Mos-
quitos were not our allies; they were not a people we 'vere bound by 
treaty to protect.' His .lordship repelled tbe argument that the settle-
ment was a regular and leg·al settlement, with some sort of indigna-
tion; and so far from agreeing·, as bad been contended, that we had re-
mained uniformly in the quiet and unquestionable possession of our 
elaim to the territory he called upon the noble Viscount Stormont to 
declare, as a man of honor, whether be did not know the contrary. 
"Lord Hawdon's motion to condemn tlw convention was rejected by 
a "Vote of 53 to 17. 
"It is worthy of special remark that all sides of the House, whether • 
approving or disapproving .the convention, proceeded upon t!Je. express 
admission t:hat it. r equired Great Britain, emp1oying its owu language, 
'to evacuate the country of the :Mosquitos.' On this question the House 
of Lords was unanimous. 
"At what period, then, did Great Britain renew her claims to the 
country of the J\Iosquitos, as well as the continent in general, and the 
islands adjacent, without exception~ It certainly was not in 1801, when, 
under the Treaty of Amit>ns, she acquired the island of Trinidad from 
Spain, without any mention wlwtever of further acquisitions in Amer-
ica. It certainly was not in 1809, when she entered into a treaty of al-
liance, offensive and defensive, with Spain, to resist tbe Emperor ~a­
poleon in his attempt to conquer the Spanit'h monarclly. It certainly 
"as not in 1814, when the commercial treaties, which had previously 
existed between the t\YO powers, including, it is presumed, those of 
1783 an<l l78G, were re-vh·ed. On all these occal';ions there was no men-
tion whateYer of any claims of Great Britain to tbe lVIosqnito protector-
ate, or to any of tLe Spanish-American territories whicb ~he l1ad aban-
doned. It was not in 18' 7 nnd 1819, when acts of the British Parlia-
ment {i37 and 59 George III), dii'tinctl_v acknowledged that t!Je Brirjsh 
settlement at Btlize was 'not witlliu the territory and domiuion ot IIis 
J\Jajesty,' but was merely 'a settlt-ment for certain 1mrposPs, in the 
possession a11<1 Ull<h·r tLe protedion of His J\lajest;y;' tlms C'dneiug a 
determined pmpo~c to oh:-.erYe with the most scrupulous ,good f~tith 
the treaties of 1783 and 1786 with Spain. 
"lu tlte Yery sen~ible book. of Captain Bomtyca:;;tle, of the corps of 
British Hoyal Bugineers, on t;JWlJi::,h-America, pnl>iishe<l at LOJJ(_Ion, 
in 1818, he gi,~es no i11timation "llaten'r tllat Great Britain had re-
Yived Ler claim to the Mosquito protectorate. On the contrary, he 
de~Scril>es the l\losqnito shore as 'a tr;~ct of country wLich lies along 
part of the northern and eastern shore of Iloudura~,' wbich had 'O(·eu 
claimed by the British.' He adds, 'the ~~ng1isb held this country for 
eigbty :years, and abandoned it in 1787 arHl 1788.' 
"Thus matters continued until a consideral>le period after 1821, iu 
which year the Spanish provinces composing the captain-generabhip 
of Guatemala asserted and maintajned their iudependence of Spain. It 
would be a work of supererogation to attempt to prove, at this period 
of the world's history, that t.hese provinces having, by a suceessful 
revolution, become independent states, succeeded within their respect-
ive limits to all the territorial rights of Spain. 'l'his will sur<·ly uot 
be denied by the British Government, which took so noble and promi-
nent a part in ~ecuring the independence of all the Spanish-American 
provinces. ' 
"Indeed, Great Britain has recorded her adhesion to tLis principle 
of -interuationa 1 In w in her treaty of Deeem her 2G, 1~2G, with 1\lexico, 
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then recently a re\olted Spanish colony. By this treaty, so far from 
claiming any right beyoud the usufruct which had been conceded to, 
her under the couYentiou with Spain in 1786, she recognizes its con-
tinned existence and binding effect, as between herself and .l\fexico, by 
obtaming and accepting from the Government of the latter a stipula-
tion that Brith;h subjects shall not be 'disturbed or molet'ted in the 
peace<tble exercise of whatever rights, privileges, and immmlities tlley 
have at any time enjoyed within the limits described and. laid down' b.)' 
that conYenti011. vVhether tlle former Spanish sovereignty 0\·er Belize, 
subject to the British usufr.uet, reverted of rig-ht to Mexico or to Gmt-
temala, may be seriously questioned; but, in eitller case, this recognition 
by Great Britaiu is equally conelusiYe. 
"And here it may be appropriate to obse~ve that Great Britain still 
continues in possession, not only of the district between the Hio Hondo· 
a.nd the Sibun, within whieb the King of Spain bad granted ber a 
license to cut mahogany and otller woods, but the British SP-ttlers ha\e 
extended this possession south to the river Sarstoon. one degree and a 
half of latitude beyond ~the limits described and laid down' by this 
conventiou. It is. presumed that the encroachments of these settler~; 
south of the Sibun have been made without the authority or sanction 
of the British Orowu, and tllat no difficulty will exist in tlleir remo\al. 
"Yet in view of all tbese antecedents tlle island of Ruatan, belong-
ing to the State of Honduras, and 'iYithiu sight of its shores, was cap-
tured in 1841 by Colonel McDonald, then Her Britannic Majesty's super-
intendent at Bdize, aml the flag of Honduras was hauled down and 
that of Great Britain was Loisted in its place. Tllis small Stat~?, inca-
pal>le of making any effectual resistance, was compelled to submit, aml 
the island has ever since been under Blitish eontrol. \'Vhat makes tllis 
event more remarl\a Lie is tllat it is believed a similar act of Yiolence 
had been committed on Huatan by the superintendent of Belize inl835; 
but on complaint by the Fefleral Govermnent of the Central AnwriC<1ll 
States, tllen still in existence, tlle aet was formally disavowed hy tlw 
British Government, aud tL.e i::;land 'i'\as restored to the autLorities of 
the Repu bJw. 
"No question can exist but tlmt Ruatan was oue of the ~ islands ad-
jacent' to tlJC American continent whieh had been restore(l by Great 
Britain to Spain under tlle treaties of 1783 and 1786. Indeed, the most 
approved British gazetteers and geographers up till the pre:st•ut date 
have horne testimony to this fact, apparently without information from 
tlmt llitLerto lmt little kuown portion of the world, tbat the islau<l had 
again lwt•n seize<l by Her l\IajestJ-'s superiutend.ent at Belize, ttlHl was 
now a possession claimed oy Great Brttain. . 
" \Vlleu Great Britain determin<>d to resume her dominion oYer the 
:Mosquito shore, in the name of a protectorate, is not known witll any 
degree or certainty in the United States. The first informatiou on the 
subject iu tlle Department of State, at \7\.,.ashington, was contained in 
a dispatch of the 20tll January, 1842, from vYilliam S. Murphy, esq., 
special agent of the American Government to Guatemala, jn \Vlliell he 
states tllat iu a cou'iTersation with Colonel McDonald at Belize the latter 
had informed him that he llad discovered and sent documents to Eng-
land, which caused tlle British Go\ernment to reyive their claim to tlle 
Mosquito territory. 
"Ar.cording to Bonnycastle the 1\losquito shore 'lies along part of 
the northern and eastern shore of llom.luras;' and l>y tlle Injp \Yllicll 
accompanies his work, extends no further south than tbe mouth of the 
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1 i\er Segovia, in about 120 north latitude. Tllis respectable author 
.f'ertainly never could have imagined that it extended south to San 
J nan de Nicaragua, because be describes tllis as the principal port of 
Nicaragua on the Caribbean Sea, says there are' three portages' between 
the lake and the mouth of the ri\er, and 'these carrying places arc de-
fpu(led, and at one of them is the fort San Juan, called also the Castle 
of Nnestra Senora, on a rock, and 'Tery strong; it bas 36 guns mounted, 
with a small battery, whose platform is level with the water; and the 
w llole is inclosed on the land side by a uitch and rampart. Its garrison 
is generally kept up at 100 infantry, 16 artillerymen, with about 60 of 
the militia, and is provided with bateaux, which row guard every night 
up and down the stream.' Tllus, it appears, that the Spaniards were 
jn~t1y sensible of the impOl'tance of defending this outlet from the lake 
of Nicaragua to the ocean; because, as Captain Ronnycastle observes, 
'this port (San Juan) is looked upon as the key of the Americas, and 
with the possrssion of it and Realejo, on the other side of the lake, the 
Spanish coJonies might be paralyzed by the enemy then being master 
of the ports of both oceans.' He might ha\e added that nearly 60 
years ago, on the 26th February, 1796, the port of San Juan de Nica-
ragua was established as a port of entry of the second class by the 
King of Spain. Captain Bonnycastle, as wen as the Spaniards, would 
have been greatly surprised had they been informed that this port was 
a part of the tlominions of His Majesty the King of the Mosquitos, and 
that the cities and cultivated territories of Nicaragua surrounuing the 
lakes Nicaragua and Managua had no outlet to the Caribbean Sea ex-
cept by lli:; gracious permission. 
"It was, therefore, with profound surprise and regret [thatj the Gov-
·ernment and people of the United States learned that a British force, 
on the 1st of January, 1848, had expelled the State of Nicaragua from 
San Juan, had hauled down the Nicaraguan flag, an1l had raised the 
l\Iosquito flag in its place. The ancient nam~ of the town, San Juan de 
Nicaragua, which had identified it in all former times as belonging to 
Nicaragua, was on this occasion changed, and thereafter it became 
Greytowu. . 
~~These proceedings gave birth to serious apprehensions throughout 
the United States that Great Britain inten(ted to monopolize for herself 
the control over the different routes between the Atlantic and Pacific, 
which, since the acquisition of California, bad become of vital impor-
tance to the Unite(l States. Under this impression, it was impossible 
that the American Government could any longer remain silent and ac-
-quiescing spectators of what was passing in Oentra,l America. 
" Mr. Monroe, o.ne of our wisest and most discreet Presidents, an-
nounced in a public message to Congress, in December, 1823, that 'the 
American continents, by the free aml independent condition which they 
have assumetl and maintained, are henceforth not to be considereu sub-
jects for future colonization by any European powers.' This declara-
tion has since been known throughout the world as the ':Monroe doc· 
trine,' and has received the public and official sanction of subsequent 
Presidents~ as well as of a large majority of the American people. 
Whilst this doctrine will be maintained whenever, in the opinion of 
Congress, the peace and safety of the United States shall render this 
neces~ary, yet to ltave acted upon it in Central America might have 
brought us into collision with Great Britain, an event always to be 
deprecattd, and, if })OSsil>le, avoided. \Ve can do each other the most 
.good, ann the most harm, of any two uations in the world, and, there-
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fore, it is our strong mutual interest, as it ought to be our strong mntual 
desire, to remain the best friends. To settle these dangerous questions, 
both parties wisely resorted to friendly negotiations, which resulted in 
the convention of April, 1850. May this prove to be instrumental in 
finally adjusting all questions of difficulty between the ]mrties in Cen-
tral America, and in perpetuating their peace and friendship. 
"Surely the Mosquito Indians ought not to prove an obstacle to so 
happy a consummation. Even if these savages had never been actually 
subdued bs Spain, this would give them no title to rank as an independ-
ent state without violating tile principles and the practice of e\Tery 
European nation, witilout exception, which has acquired territor.v on 
the continent of America. Tiley all mutually recognized the rig-llt of 
discover~·, as well as the title of the discoYerer to a large extent of 
interior territory, though at the moment occupied by fierce and ilostile· 
tribes of J ndians. Un this principle the wars, the negotiations, the 
cessions, and t.he jurisprudence of these nations were fonntled. The 
ultimate tlominion and absolute title belonged to themselYel:-l, althougJ. 
several of them, and especially Great Britain, conceded to the Indians 
a rigllt of mere occupancy, which, however, could only be exting-uished 
by the authority of the nation within whose dominions these Indians 
were founu. All saleR or transfers of territory matle by them to third 
parties were declared to be absolutely void; and this was a merciful 
rule even for the Indians themselves, because it prevented them from 
bein~· defrauded by dishonest individuals. 
"No nation has ever acted more steadily upon these priuciples than 
Great Britain, and slle has solemnly recognized them in her treaties 
~ith the King of Spain, of 1783 and 1786, by admiting his so,·ereignty 
over the Mosquitos. 
"Shall the Mosquito tribe of Indians constitute an exception from 
this hitherto universal rule 1 Is there anything in their cuanwter or in 
their civilization which would enable them to perform the duties an(u 
sustain the responsiuilities of a sovereign state in the family of na-
tions¥ ' 
"Bonnycastle says of them, that they 'were formerly a very powerfn~ 
and numerous race of veople, but the ravages of rum and tLe t-~mallpox 
haYe diminished their number very much.' He represents them,. ou the 
authority of British settlers, as seeming' to have no other religion than 
the adoration of evil spirits.' The same author also sta.tes, that the war-
riors of this tribe are accounted at 1,500.' This possibly may lw,\·e been 
correct in 18lo, when the book was published, but at pre~eut S<-'rions 
doubts are entertained whether they reach much more tlJau Imlf that 
uum ber. The truth is, they are now a debased race and are degraded 
even below tlJe common Indian standard. They have aequired the 
worst vices of civilization from their intercourse with the basest cla8s 
of the whites, without any of its redeeming virtues. rl1be Mosquitos 
have been thus represented by a writer of authority, wllo has recently 
enjoyed the oest opportunities for personal observation. Tba,t tlley 
are totally incapable of maintaining an independent chilizeu go,Tern.-
ment is beyond all question. Then, in regard to their so-called King,. 
Lord Palmerston, in speaking of him to Mr. Ri\Tes, in S<:>ptember, 1851,. 
says: 'TlJey had what was called a King,, who, by-the-uye,' lle added in 
a tone of pleasantry, 'was as much of a kiug as you or I;' aud Lord 
John Russell, in his dispatch to Mr. Crampton, of the lDth of Januaryr 
185~~, denominates the l\iosquito Government as • a fiction,' a.u<l speaks 
of the King as a person' whose title and power are, i.n truth, little bettmr 
than nominal.' 
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"The moment Great Britain shall withdraw from Bluefielu.s, where 
she now excises exdushye dominion over the l\'Iosquito :-<bore, the for-
mer relations of the Mosquitos to Nicaragua and Hondnras as the suc-
cessors of Spain, will naturally be restored. When this event shall 
occur, it is to be hoped that· these states in their conduct towards the 
l\1osqnitos and the otber Indian tribes within their territorie~, will fol-
low the example of Great Britain and the United States. Whilst neither 
of these bas ever acknowledged, or permitted any other nation to ac-
knowledge, any Indian tribe within their limits as an independent 
peoplf', they have both recognized the qualified right of such tribes to 
occnpy the soil, and as the advance of the white settlements rendered 
this nec<'ssary, have acquired their title by fair purchase. · ~ -1 
'' Cm tainlv it cannot be desin d that this exten~ive and valuable Cen- !'f 
tral Amet'ic~tn coast,, on the high way of nations between the Atlantic · 'i 
and Paeifi<~, should be appropriated to tlte use of 3,000 or 4,000 wan- ,-y 
dering Indians as an independent state, who would use it for no other : 4 
purpose than tllat of bunting and fishing mHl savage warfare. If such 1 
an event were pcssiblt>, the coast would become a retrt>a.t for pirates 
and outlaws of eYery nation from whence to infest alHl dit>tnrb the com-
merce of the world on its transit across the Isthmus, and but little bet-
ter would be its condition slwuld a new independent state be estaulished , 
on the Mosquito sllore; besides, in either event, the present Central 
American States would. deeply feel the injustice which bad been done 
tllem in depriYiug them of a portion of their territories; they would 
never cease in attempts to recover their rights, and thus strife and con-
tention would be perpetuated in that quarter of the world where it is 
so mueh the interest, both of Great Britain and the United State~, that 
all territorial questions should be speedily, satisfactorily, and finally 
adjusted." 
To this is given in reply an elabomte statement of Lord Clarenclon (Brit. and 
For. Bt. Pap. for 1855-'56, Yol. 46, 255-2i1); a r<:joi.nder by Mr. Buchanan 
(ibid., 272), and further correspondence between Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Marey, 
!\.fr. Dallas, Lord Clarendon, and Mr. Crampton. See App., ~ 150g. 
".A. protectorate n~cessari ly implies tile actual existence of a soYereign 
authority iu the protected power, but where there if', in fact, no such 
authority there can be no protectorate. The Mosquitos are a conven-
ience to sustain British pretensions, but cannot be regarded as a sov-er-
eign state. Lord Palmerstou, as was e-vinced by his remark to 1\fr. }. 
Hi yes, took this view of the political condition of the Mosquitos, ami it , 
is so olwiously correct that the British Government shonhl IWt be sur-
prised if the United. States consider the subject in the same light." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, Aug. 6, 1855. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
''It, howeYer, became apparent, at an early day after entering upon 
the discharge of my present functio~s, that Great Britain still continued 
in the exercise or assertion of large authority in all tllat part of Central 
£"'-merica commonly called the Mosquito coast, and cm?ering the entire 
length of the State of Nicaragua and a part of Costa Rica; that she 
regarded the Belize as her absolute domain, and was gradually extend-
ing its limits at the expense of the State of Horulu'ras; and that she 
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had formally colonized a consiqerable insular group knO\Yll as the Bay 
Islands, and belonging, of rigllt, to that State. 
"All these acts or pretensions of Great Britain, being contrary to the 
rights of the States of Central America, all(l to the manifest tenor of her 
stipulations with the United States, as understood by this Government, 
have been made the subject of negotiation through the American min-
ister in London. I transmit herewith the instructions to him on the 
su uject, and the correspondence between him and the British secretary 
for foreign affairs, by whieh you will perceive that the two Governments 
differ widely and irreconcilably as to the construction of the convention 
and its effect on their respective relations to Uentral America. 
''Great Britain so construes the convention as to maintain unchanged 
all ller JH'C\~ious pretensions over the nfosqnito coast and in different 
parts of Central America. 'l'llese pretensions as to the :1\losq nito coast 
are founued on the assumption of political relation between Great Brit-· 
ain and tl~e remnant of a tribe of Indians on that coast, entered into 
at a time \vlten the whole country \vas a colonial possession of Spain. 
It cannot ue successfully controverted that, by the public law of Europe 
and America, no possible act of such Indians, or their preQ.ecessors, 
could confer on Great Britain any political rights. 
''Great Britain does not allege .the assent of Spain as the origin 
of ber claims on the Mosquito coast. She has, on the contrary, by re-
peated and successive treaties, renounced and relinquished all preten-
sions of her own, and recognized the full and sovereign rights of Spain 
in the most unequivocal terms. Yet these pretensions, so without solid 
foundation in the beginning, and thus repeatedly abjured, were, at a 
recent period, revived by Great Britain against the Uentral America,u 
States, the legitimate successors to all the ancient jurisdiction of Spain 
in that region. They were first applied only to a defined part of the 
coast ot Nicaragua, afterwards to the whole of its Atlantic coast, and 
lastly to a part of the coast of Uosta Rica; and they are 11ow reasserted 
to this extent, notwithstanding engagements to the United States. 
"On tlle. ea::;;tern coast of Nicaragua and Costa Rica, the interference 
of Great Britain, though exerted at one time in the form of military 
occupation of the port of San J nan del Norte, then in the peaceful pos-
session of the appropriate authorities of the Central Ameriean States, 
is now presented by her as the rightful exercise of a protector;-;hip over 
the :Mosquito trihe of Indians. 
"But the establishment at the Belize, now reaching far beyond its 
treaty limits into the State of Ilonduras, and that of tbe Bay Islan<lf-1, 
appertaining of right to the same state, are as distinctly colonial go\-
ernments as those of Jamaica or Canada, and therefore contrary to tlie 
very letter as well as the spirit of the convention with the Unlte(!l States, 
as it was at, the time of ratification, and now is, understood by this 
Government. 
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"The interpretation which the British Government, thus· in assertion 
and act persists in ascribing to the convention, entirely changes its 
character. While it holds us to all our obligations, it in a great measure 
releases Great Britain from those which constituted the consideration 
of this Government for entering into the convention. It is impossible, 
in my judgment, for the United States to acquiesce in such a construc-
tion of the respectiYe relations of the two Governments· to Central 
America. 
"To a renewed call by this Government upon Great Britain to abide 
by and carry into eft:'ect the stipulations of the convention according to-
its obvious import, by withdrawing from the possession or colonization 
of portions of the Om~tral American States of Honduras, Nicaragua, and 
Costa Rica, the British Government has at length replied, affirming 
that the operation of the treaty is prospective only, and diu not require 
Great Britain to abandon or contract any possessions held by her in 
Central America at the date of its eonclusion . . 
"This reply substitutes a partial issue, in the place of the general 
one presented by the United States. The British Go\ennnellt passes 
O\er the question of the rights of Great Britain, real or supposed, in 
Central America, and assumes that she had such rights at the date of 
· the treaty, and that those rights comprehended the protectorslJip of the 
Mosquito Indians, the extended jurisdiction and limits of tlJe Belize, 
and the colony of the Bay Islands, and thereupon proceeds by impli-
cation to infer that, if the stipulations of the treaty be merely future in 
e:ii'ect, Great Britain may still continue to bold the contested portion::; 
of Central America. The United States cannot admit either tl~e iuft>r-
enee or the premises. vVe steadily deny t,hat, at the date of the treatyt 
Great Britain bad auy possessions there other than the limited and pe· 
culiar establishment at the Belize, and maintain that, if she had any, 
they were snrrenderetl lJy the conven tion. • 
"The Government, reeognizing the obli gations of th.e treaty, ].~as, of 
eourse, desired to see it exeeuted in good faith by both parties, and in 
the discussion, therefore, has not looked to rights which we might at'l-
sert, independently of the treaty, in eonsideratiou of our geographical 
position and of other cireumstances which create for us relatiow.;; to tlle 
Central American States different from those of any Govt>rnmeJJt of 
Europe. 
"'Tile Briti:-:h Go\ernment, in its last communicatic~n, although wt>U 
knowing the views of the United States, still declares that it sees 110 
reason why a coneiliatory spirit may not enable the two Governtlll'llts 
to overcome all obstacles to a satisfactory adjustment of the su hjt'ct. 
"Assured of tlJe correctness of the construction of the treaty cou-
' stantly adhered to by this Gtwernment, and resolved to insist ou the 
rights of the United States, yet actuated also by the same tlesire 
which is avowed by the British Government, to remove ail causes of .. 
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serious misunderstanding between two nations associated by so many 
ties of interest ~nd kindred, it has appeared to me proper not to con~ 
sider an amicable solution of the controversy hopeless. 
"There is, however, reason to apprehend that, with Great Britain in 
the actual occupation of the disputed territories, and the treaty, there-
fore, practically null so far as regards our rights, this international dif-
ficulty cannot long remain undetermined without involving in serious 
danger the friendly relations which it is the interest as well as the duty 
of both countries to cherish and preserve. It will afford me sincere 
gratification if future efforts shall result in the success anticipated here-
tofore with more confidence than the aspect of the case permits me now 
to entertain." 
President Pierce, Third Annual Message, 1855. 
President Pierce's message of Feb. 14, 1856, covering correspondence with re-
spect to Nicaragua and Costa Rica and the Mosquito Indians, is given in 
Senate Ex. Doc. 25, 34th Cong., 1st sess. 
"The President cannot himself admit as true, and therefor~ cannot 
under any poRsible circumstances advise the Republic of Nicaragua to 
admit, that the Mosquito Indians are a state or a Government any more 
than a band of Maroons in the island of Jamaica are a state or G~vern­
ment. Neither, of course, can he admit that any alliance or protective 
connection of a political nature may exist for any purpose whatever 
between Great Britain and those Indians." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dallas, July 26, 1856. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
As to protests by the Government of the United States against English and 
Fr~nch naval expeditions to prevent filibusters landing ''on any part of 
the Mosquito coast or at Greytown, without any application ·for that pur-
pose from any local authority," see Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lamar, 
Dec. 1, 1858, Mar. 2, 1859. MSS. Inst., Am. St. 
"The same rules applicable to the aborigines elsewhere on the Ameri-
. can continent are supposed to govern in the case of the Mosquito In-
dians within the territorial limits of the Republic of Nicaragua, to 
wlwm the United States deny any claim of sovereignty, or any other title 
than the Indian right of occupancy, to be extinguished at the will of the 
discoverer, though a species of undefined protectorate has several times 
been claimed over them by Great Britain. This subject gave rise to 
much discussion, on account ot the contiguity of the territory to the 
proposed i11teroceanic communication, to promote which a convention 
was concluded between the United States and Great Britain on 19th 
April, 1850. In that convention there is no reference to the Mos-
quito protectorate, though by a subsequent agreement between these 
powers, dated 30th April, 1852, intended to be proposed to the accept-
ance of the Mosquito King, as well as of Nicaragua and Costa Rica, 
there was a reservation to these Indians of a district therein described. 
But Nicaragua refused to enter into the arrangement, and protested 
against all foreign intenrention in her affairs. (Congressional Globe, 
1852-'53, xxvi, 268; ibid., xxvii, 252, 286; 8 Stat. L., 174; Annuaire des 
deux mondes, 1852-'53, 741; Appendix, 922; President Fillmore's mes-
sage, Annual Reg., 1852, 301. See also for negotiations with Great 
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Britain subsequent to the interoceanic treaty, Cong. Doc., 32d Cong., 
2d sess, Senate Ex. Docs. 12 and 27 ; ibid., 33d Cong., 1st sess., Ex. 
Docs. 8 and 13.)" 
Lawrence's Wheaton (ed. 1863), 71. 
President Buchanan, in his fourth annual message, announced that 
" Her Britannic Majesty concluded a treaty with Honduras on the 28th 
November, 1859, and with Nicaragua on the 28th August, 1860, re-
linquishing the J\iosqnito protectorate." By that treaty Great Britain 
recognized, as belonging "to and under the sovereignty of Nicaragua, 
the country hitherto occupied by the Mosquito Indians~ within the front-
iers of the Republic; that a certain designated district should be as-
signed to these Indians, but that it should remain under the sovereignty 
of Nicaragua, and should not be ceded by the Indians to any fm·eign prince 
or state, and that the British protectorate should cease three months after 
the exchange of ratifications." 
Ibid. 
It was provided, however, in this treaty, that the titles theretofore 
granted under the alleged protectorate should be valid. (Supra,§ 150f.} 
Under these titles the British settlers held. It has already been 
observed (supra, § 150f) that President Buchanan's expressions of sa tis-· 
faction with the treaty, in the message above noticed, were based on 
the assumption that Great Britain had ceased to exercise any influence 
whatever over the Mosquito country. That this is not the case, how-
ever, follows from the ratification, by the treaty, of Brit.ish titles from 
Indians, already noticed, giving British subjects a controlling power in 
the territory, and from other conditions to be presently detailed. 
Difficulties having arisen between Great Britain and Nicaragua, tin-
der this treaty, as to the degree of influence Great Britain was entitled 
to exercise over the Mosquito coast, the two powers agreed in 1880 to 
submit the questions at issue between them to the arbitrament of the 
Emperor of Austria. As translated, the material parts of the award 
are as follows: 
(1) "The treaty of Nicaragua of January 28, 1860, does not recognize 
in Nicaragua a full and unlimited sovereignty over the Mosquito Indians, 
but concedes in the third article to these Indians a limited autonomy 
(self-government.) 
(2) "The Republic of Nicaragua is authorized, in order to give evi-
dence of her sovereignty of the territory of the J\1osquito Indians, to 
hoiFit on it the flag of the Republic. 
(3) '~The Republic of Nicaragua is authorized to appoint a commis-
sioner in order to the protection (wahrnehmung) of her sovereign rights 
in the territory of the Mosquito Indians. 
( 4) "The Mosquito Indians are authorized to carry their own flag, 
provided that in it there is a recognition of the ilovereignty of the 
Republic of Nicaragua. 
(5) "The Republic of Nicaragua is not authorized to grant concessions 
for the obtaining of the natural products of the territory assigned to 
the Mosquito Indians. This right belongs to the Mosquito Gove;rnment. 
(6) ''The Republic of Nicaragua is not authorized to regulate the trade 
of the 1\Iosquito Indians, or to tax the importation or exportation of 
. goods into or from that territory. This right belongs to the Mosquito 
Government. · 
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(7) "The Republic of Nicaragua is bound to pay the arrears of annuity 
due by the treaty to the Mosquito Indians." 
Article ~ (the last article) relates exclusively to the relations of 
Nicaragua to the free port of San Juan del Norte (Greytown). 
To the award of the Emperor is appended an opinion (gutachten) in 
which is given in detail the reasons on which his conclusion rests. From 
this opinion the following condensed translation is given of the passages 
bearing upon the present issue: 
"I. The title to the territory occupied by the Mosquito Indians, on the 
east shore of Central America, though with an undefined boundary on 
the land sides, was for a long time in dispute. On the one side it was 
claimed by the Spanish-American states of South America, as succeed-
ing to the rights of Spain. Spain had before the separation of these 
states, uniformly asserted her claim to the title, and had in 1803, is-
sued a decree for its enforcement. But neither Spain nor the states 
which suceeeded her had ever reduced their claim into possession; and 
the Mosquito Indians were in this way, so far as concerns the Spanish 
and Spanish-American authorities, left in practical independence. This 
independence they exercised by entering into commercial and interna-
tional relations, particularly with England. Their relations with Eng-
land began immediately after England's conquest of Jamaica in the last 
half of the seventeenth century, and ripened in 1720 into a formal 
trt>aty between the governor of Jamaica and the chief (or king) of the 
Mosquito Indians, which finally grew into an international relation of 
protectorship. (Schntz-v-erhaltniss.) But this protectorate was con-
tested not only by the Spanish-American states, but by the United 
States of America; a contest which increased in earnestness as the 
question of isthmus transit grew in importance. 
"In 1848, the Mosquito Indians having, with the help of England, ob-
tained possession of the important sea-port of San Juan del Norte (Grey-
town) complications threatening war grew up between them and the 
United States under whose protection the Republic of Nicaragua had 
placed itself. To remove these difficulties England and the United 
States concluded in April, 1tj50, the Clayton-Bnlwer treaty, which soon, 
however, gave rise to fresh difficulties. England's object was, by an 
arrangement with the United States to determine the relations of the 
Mosquito Indians, and in pllrticular of the sea-port of San Juan del 
Norte (Greytown). In this way originated in April, 1850, the so-called 
Urampton-vVebster treaty ('.Martens-Samsoer, Recueil de Traites, xiv, 
195) in which England tacitly renounced the protectorate of the Mos-
quito Indians and conceded that the sovereignty of the whole of the 
Mosquito territory within the limits of Nicaragua should be recognized 
as in Nicaragua, with the exception of a definitely bounded territory 
which was to be left to the unrestrained and independent control of the 
Mosquito Indians. Nicaragua, however, declined to accede to this ar-
rangement, so far as it gave independent territory to the Mosquito In-
dian~, but claimed sovereignty over the whole coast. Further negotia-
tions with the United States having proved abortive (the Clarendon-
Dallas treaty, the last effort in this direction, not having been ratified 
by the Senate of the United States) England entered into direct nego-
tiations with Nicaragua, which ended ih the treaty of Managua of Jan-
uary 28, 1860. 
"II. In this treaty England expressly surrendered the protectorship 
of the Mosquito country, and recognized the sovereignty of Nicaragua 
over it under certain limitations, bounding it by fixed lines within wh1ch 
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the Judians were tl) have the right of self-government. The question 
submitted to the determination of the Emperor 0f Austria was the re-
lationship between such sovereignty on the one side and such self-gov-
ernment on the other. As to this the following conclusions are reached: 
"The sovereignty of Nicaragua extends over the whole coast. This 
excludes, under the treaty, an absolute interl,lationally recognizable 
sovereignty in the :Mosquito Indians . 
• , '.rhe Mosquito Indians are subordinated to the protectorate of Nica-
ragua in the place of the former protectorate of England. They have, 
however, self-government assigned to them over a specifically limited 
territory. This territory, which is called Reserva Mosquito (Mosquito 
reservation), is an integral and inseparable part of the collective ter-
ritory of the Republic of Nicaragua, and an international appurtenance 
(pertinenz) of the mainland. Within the limits of the territory thus 
prescribed the Mosquito Indians are to enjoy their own mode of life and 
national existence; this territory, although remaining part of Nicara-
gua, is immediately under the control of the Indians, as their territory, 
the land of the Mosquitos. This indirectly follows from the clause 
prohibiting· alienation of the territory by the Mosquito Indians to a 
foreign power. Within the territory, by the very words of the treaty, 
the Mosquito Indians have the right of guverning (according to their own 
C'Ustoms, and according to any regulations which may from time to time be 
adopted by them, not inconsistent with the sovereign rights of the Rlg)ublic 
of Nicaragua) themselves, and all persons residing within such d-istrict. 
* * * But this 'self-government' does not extend to foreign affairs, 
as the Reserva, JJ[osquito internationally forms part of the Republic Nic-
aragua. The Mosquito Indians have not, therefore the right to enter 
into relations of treaty with foreign states, to interchange with such 
states diplomatic agents, to wage war or make peace. Their' self-gov-
ernment' is exclusively municipal. But it precludes, under the treaty, 
Nicaragua from granting monopoly privileges as to the products of the 
Mosquito territory, and from interfering with the port duties imposed 
by the Mosquito authorities. And there is nothing in the subsequent 
condition of the territory which relieves Nicaragua from the payment of 
the annuity. (rente) agreed on by the treaty." 
On the question of the right of England to interpose to exact the ful-
fillment of her treaty with Nicaragua it is added: 
" It is true that England in the treaty of Managua recognized the 
sovereignty of the Republic of Nicaragua over the Mosquito territory, 
and renounced her own protectorate. But this was' subject to the con-
ditions and engagements specified in the treaty.' England has her own 
interest in the fulfillment, in favor of her former constituents, of those 
conditions, and may, therefore, in her own name, press such fulfillment. 
This cannot be called an unjustifiable 'intervention,' as it is simply 
pressing a treaty guarantee." 
It is a matter of notoriety that the governing population in the Mos-
quito country consists of British subjects (whites or negroes from Ja-
maica)~ acting under laws based on thoee of England, with English proc-
ess in the English language. It has already been seen that under the 
treaty of Great Britain with Nic~ragua, titles previously granted by the 
Mm;;quitos are validated, though this is in defiance of the rule that In-
dian grants convey no title internationally valid. (Supra, § 150f.) But 
however this may be, there can be no question that, with such a state 
of facts at least in controversy, Great Britain, so far from renouncing 
her protectorship over the Mosquito Indians, takes the position of their 
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guardian in their struggles with Nicaragua, appears as their protector 




The treaty relations of Honduras to the United States and to Great 
Britain in the present connection, are noticed in prior sections supra, 
§§ 146, 150f. It will also be seen that the British title to H nduras is 
based originally on an informal concession to British settlers to cut log-
wood and mahogany on the Belize, which ultimately was merged in an 
alleged conquest from Spain. (Supra, § 150 f.) As to effect of inter-
mediate wars on British title to the above franchise, see infra, § 303; 
supra, § 135. 
(6) VENEZUELA. 
§ 297. 
The treaty relations of the United States with Venezuela are noticed 
supra, § 165a. The claims against Venezuela, and the con,vention there-




[As some of the principal questions involved in this chapter are now 
the subj(tet of diplomatic negotiation, the course taken in respect to 
other portiOns of this work is departed from, and instead of a republi-
cation of extracts at large from the pertinent documents; a summary is 
given of the material doctrines of international law bearing on the topic, 
this summary consisting mainly of references to points stated in other 
chapters. The notes given are mainly such as explain the history of the 
doctrines stated in the text, and do not contain references to present 
negotiations.] 
1. LAW OF NATIONS. 
(1) Fishing on high seas open to all, § 299. 
(2) Sovereign of shore has jurisdiction of three-mile marine belt following the 
sinuosities and indentations of the coast, § 300. 
ll. NORTHEAST ATLANTIC FISHERIES. 
(1) These were conquered from France by the New England colonies, acting in 
co-operation with Great Britain, with whom they were afterwards held in 
common by such colonies, § 301. 
(2) Treaty of peace tl783) was not a grant of independence, but was a partition 
of the empire, the United States retaining a common share in the fisheries, 
§ :~02. 
(3) War of 1812 did not divest these rights, § 303. 
( 4) Treaty of 1818 recognized their existence and affirmed their continuance,§ 304. 
(5) Under these treaties the three-miles belt follows the sinuosities and indenta-
tions of the coast, § 305. 
(6) Bay of Fundy and other large bays are open seas, § 305a. 
(7) Ports of entry are not affected by limitations imposed by treaty of 1818, § 306. 
(8) British municipal legislation may restrict, but cannot expand, British rights 
under these treaties, § 307. 
(9) Great Britain, and not her provinces, is the sovereign to be dealt with for in-
frac tion of such fishing rights, § 308. 
Ill. BY PURCHASE OF ALASKA THE UNITED STATES IS ENTITLED TO THE JOINT 
RIGHTS OF RUSSIA AND OF THE UNITED STATES IN NORTHERN PACIFIC, 
§ 309. 
I. LAW OF N .ATIONS. 
(1) FISHING ON HIGH SEAS OPEN TO ALL. 
§ 299. 
The high seas (with the exception of territorial waters) are open to all 
nations, no nation having territorial title to them, except in respect to 
the particular waters covered by its ships. 
Snpra, §§ 26, 33. Schuyler's Am. Dip., 404ff. 
See articles in Revue des Deux-Mondes, les p~cheries de Terre Neuve et les 
Traites, Nov., 1874, t. xvi, and in 29 Hunt's Merch. Mag., 420. 
As to right of nations over sea fisheries see House Rep. 7, 46th Cong., 1st sess. 
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(2) SOVEREIGN OF SHORE liAS JURISDICTION OF THREE-MILE MARINE BELT FOL-
LOWING THE SINUOSITIES AND INDENTATIONS OF THE COAST. 
§ 300. 
It bas been already seen that rivers and inland lakes and seas, when 
contained in a particular state, are subject to the sovereign of such 
state, and that when a river divides two states each has jurisdiction of 
the waters that wash his shores, this jurisdiction being divided by the 
middle of the cliannel of the river unless otherwise provided by treaty 
(supr·a, § 30). It has also been seen that the prevalent view, so far as 
concerns the North Atlantic waters, is that the sovereigns of shores 
bordering those waters, have, by usage, when not by treaty, a police 
jurisdiction over a marine belt following the sinuosities and indenta-
tions of the shore, and extending seaward three miles (supra, § 32). 
II. NORTHEAST ATLANTIC JJ'ISHERIES. 
(1) THESE WERE CONQUERED FROM FRANCE BY THE NEW ENGLAND COLONIES, CO-
OPERATING WITH GREAT BRITAIN, WITH WHOM THEY WERE AFTERWARDS HELD 
IN COMMON BY THOSE COLONIES. 
§ 301. 
To the energy, valor, and skill of the New England forces engaged 
in the attack by Great Britain on the French Canadian coast in 1758 
the conquest of that coast is largely due. The New England seafaring 
and fishing population, having taken a leading part in this conquest, 
became, not merely of right but from the nature of things, tenants in 
comwon of the fisheries thereby conquered. This tenancy they con-
tinued to hold at the time of the treaty of peace. 
"The arguments on which tl1e people of America found their claim to fish on the 
banks of Newfoundland arise, first, from their having once formed a part of the 
British Empire, in which state they always enjoyed, as fully as the people of Britain 
themselves, the right of fishing on those banks. They have shared in all the wars 
for the extension of that right, and Britain could with no more justice have excluded 
them from the enjoyment of it (even supposing that one nation could possess it to 
the exclusion of another), while they formed a part of that empire, than they could 
exclude the people of London or Bristol. If so, the only inquiry is, How have we 
lost this right¥ If we were tenants in eommon with Great Britain while united 
with her, we still continue so, unless by qur own act we have relinquished our title. 
Had we parted with mutual consent we should doubtless have made partition of our 
common rights by treaty. But the oppressions of Great Britain forced us to a sepa-
ration (which must be admitted, or we have no right to be independent); and it 
cannot certainly be contended that those oppreesions abridged our rights or gave 
new ones to Britain. Our rights, then, are not invalidated by this separation, more 
particularly as we have kept up our claim from the commencement ·of the war, and 
assigned the attempt of Great Britain to exclude us from the fisheries as one of the 
causes of our recurring to arms.'' 
Mr. R. R. Livingston, Secretary of State, to Dr. Franklin, January 71 1782. 
9l''ranklin's Works (Sparks' eel.), 135. See Jay's Fisheries Dispute, 1887. 
Fisheries "on the coasts and bays of the provinces conquered in America from 
.France were acquired by the common sword, and mingled blood of Americans and 
Englishmen-members of the same empire, we, with them, had a common right to 
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these fisheries; and, in the division of the empire, England confirmed our title with-
O"';Jt condition or limitation, a title equally irrevocable with those of our boundaries 
or of our independence itself." 
Note to speech of Mr. Rufus King, in Senate, April3., 1818. Annals of Cong., 
1818, p. 338. 
"The inhabitants of the United States had as clear a right to every branch of the 
fisheries, and to cure fish on land, as the inhabitants of Canada or Nova Scotia; " * 
the citizens of Boston, New York, or Philadelphia had as clear a right to those fisheries, 
and to cure fish on land, as the inhabitants of London, Liverpool, Bristol, Glasgow, 
or Dublin; fourthly, that the third article was demanded as an ultimatum, and it was 
declared that no treaty of peace should be made without that article. And when the 
British ministers found that peace could not be made without that article, they con-
sented-for Britain wanted peace, if possible, more than we did; fifthly, we asked no 
favor, we requested no grant, and would accept none." 
Ex-President John Adams to William Thomas, August 10, 1822. This letter 
was quoted and its positions adopted by Mr. Cass in his speech on t)le 
fisheries in the Senate on August 3, 185~ (App. Cong. Globe. 1852). See 
report on fisheries by Lorenzo Sabine, 1853. 
"Louisburg, on Cape Breton, held by the French, was supposed to be the most im-
portant and commanding station (in French North America) and to have more influ-
ence than any other upon the destinies of this part of the country, and it was with a 
force of between three and four thousand Massachusetts men, under Pepperell, and 
a few hundred from the colonies, with two hundred and ten vessels, that sailed to 
Louisburg, invested and took it for the British Crown in trust for the British Crown 
and colonies." 
Mr. Dana, Halifax Com., 1653. 
(2) TREATY OF PEACE (1783) WAS NOT A GRANT OF INDEPENDENCE, BUT WAS A PAR-
TITION OF THE EMPIRE, THE UNITED STATES RETAIN1NG THEIR COMMON SHARE 
IN THE FISHERIES. 
§ 302. 
The treaty of peace (1783) did not grant independence, nor did it 
create the distinct colonies, afterwards States in the Federal Union of 
the United States, nor did it assign their boundaries, or endow them with 
franchises or servitudes such as their rights in the :fisheries. "The re-
lations which had subsisted between Great Britain and America," to 
adopt the language of the Master of the Rolls in Sutton v. Sutton, 1 
Myl. & R., 675, hereafter cited more fully, ''when they focmed one 
empire," "made it highly reasonable" in framing the treaty of peace, 
''that the ~ubjects of the two parts of the uivided empire should, not-
withstanding the separation, be protected in the mutual enjoyment" of 
certain territorial rights. It was certainly "reasonable" that the British 
negotiators should have adopted the principle of partition as above 
stated. They represented a ministry which, though afterwards torn 
asunder by the personal contentions of Shelburne and Fox, entered 
into power pledged to the concession of a friendly separation between the 
tY?o sections, conceding to each mutual rights of territoriality. Aside 
from the fact that such a separation, carrying with it a retention of old 
reciprocal rights, was far less galling to Great Britain than would be 
the admission that independence was wrung from her by conquest; 
the idea of a future reciprocity between the two nations, based on 
old traditions, as moulded by modern economical liberalism, was pe-
culiarly attractive to Shelburne, bv whom, as prime minister, the 
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negotiations were ultimately closed. (See Franklin l\'ISS., deposited 
in Department of State; Bancroft's Formation l!""'ed. Con st., vol. VI, 
ch. 1.) On this basis alone, also, could, as we will presently see, 
British subjects be secure of taking, by inheritance or purchase, landed 
estates in the United States; on this basis alone could Great Brit-
ain be sure of a common enjoyment of the lakes and of the Missis-
sippi, whose northern waters were then supposed to pass in part through 
British territory. Hence, unquestionably under the influence of this 
view, which was then pressed by Great Britain at least as eagerly as 
it was by the United States, no word of cession or grant was intro-
duced into the preliminary articles of peace or into the treaty of peace 
based on them. So far from this being the case, they adopt the pllrase-
ology of treaties of partition, or, as the ]\faster of the Rolls calls it, of 
""separation." The two sections of the empire agree to separate, each 
taking with it its territorial rights as previously enjoyed; and among 
these rights, that which was most important to the United States, and 
was most conspicuously before the commissioners, was that to the com-
mon use of the fisheries. Applying to the fisheries this principle of 
partition or of "separation," which it was then so essential for Great 
Britain, in view of the great interests held by her subjects in the United 
States, to assert, the commissioners accepted, as part of the same sys-
tem, the position, that the United States held, in common with Great 
Britain, tbe fisheries which previously it had held, in entirety with Great 
Britain, when it was subject to titular British supremacy. This will at 
once be seen by an examination of the fishery article in the treaty of 
1783. This article is as follows: 
"ART. III. It is agreeu that the people of the United States shall continue to enjoy 
unmolested the right to take :fish of every kind on the Grand Bank, and on all the other 
banks of Newfoundland; also in the Gulph of Saint Lawrence, and at all other places 
in the sea where the inhabitants of both countries used at any time heretofore to fish. 
And also that the inhabitants of the United States shall have libe?'f.IJ to take fish of every 
kind on such part of the coast of Newfoundland as British fishermen shall use (but 
not to dry or cure the same on that island), and also on the coasts, bays, and creeks of 
all other of His Britannic Majesty's dominions in America; and that the American 
:fishermen shall have liberty ~o dry aud cure :fish in a,ny of the unsettled bays, har-
bors, and creeks of Nova Scotia, Magdalen Islands, and Labrador, so long as the same 
shall remain unsettled; but so soon as the same or either of t.hem shall be settlecl, it 
shall not be lawful for the said fishermen to dry or cure :fish at such settlement, with-
out a previou~ agreement for that purpose with the inhabitants, proprietors, or pos-
sessors of the ground." See proceedings in Continental Congress, as detailed in Jay's 
Fisheries Dispute, 24. 
That colonies becoming independent retain their boundaries and prior territorial 
rights has been already generally stated. (See su.pra, § 6.) 
"By the third article of the treaty of 1783 it was agreed that the people of the 
Unitec1 States should continue to enjoy the fisheries of Newfoundland and the Bay of 
Saint Lawrence, and at all other places in the sea where the inhabitants of both 
countries n8ed at any time theretofore to :fish; and also that they should have certain 
:fishing liberties on all the :fishing coast within the British jurisdiction of Nova Scotia, 
Magdalen Islands, and Labrador. The title by which the United States held those 
fishing rights and liberties was the same. It was the possessory use of the right • 
* * :tt any time theretofore, as British subjects, and the acknowledgment by Great 
Britain of j.ts continttance in the people of the United States after the treaty of separa-
tion. It was a national right; and, therefore, as much a right, though not so imme-
diate an interest, to the people of Ohio and Kentucky, ay, and to the people of Louj.si-
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ana, after they became a part of the people of the United States, as it was to the 
people of Massachusetts and Maine." 
Mr. J. Q. Adams, The Fisheries and the Mississippi, 96. 
''The continuance of the fishing liberty was t.he great object of the article (the 
third of the treaty of 1783), and the language of the article was accommodated to the 
severance of the jurisdictions, which was consummated by the same instrument. It 
was coinstantaneous with the severance of the jurisdiction itself, and was no more a 
grant from Great Britain than the right acknowledged in the other part of the article, 
or than the independence of the United States acknowJedged in the first article.' It 
was a continuance of possessions enjoyed before; and at the same moment and by 
the same act under which the United States acknowledged those c'oasts and shores as 
being under a foreign jurisdiction, Great Britain recognized the liberty of the people 
of the United States to use them for purposes connected with the fisheries." 
Mr. J. Q. Adams, The Fisheries and the Mississippi, 188. Adopted in l Ly-
man's Diplomacy of the U.S., 117. 
"That this was the understanding of the article by the British Government as well 
as by the American negotiators is apparent to demonstration by the debates in Parlia-
ment upon the preliminary articles. It was made, in both houses, one of the grejl.t 
objections to the treaty. In the House of Commons, Lord North • * * said: 
'By the third article we have, in our spirit of reciprocity, given the Americans an 
unlimited right to take fish of every kind on the Great Bank and on all the other 
banks of Newfoundland. But this was not sufficient. We have also given them the 
right of fishing in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, and at all other places in the sea where 
they have heretofore enjoyed, through us, the privilege of fishing. They have like-
wise the power of even partaking of the fishery which we still retain. We have not 
~een content with resigning what we possessed, but even share what we have left.' 
* • • In this speech the whole article is considered as an improvident concession 
of British property; nor is there suggested the slightest distinction in the nature of 
the grant between the right of fishing on the banks and the liberty of the fishery on 
the coasts. Still more explicit are the words of Lord Lough borough, in the House of 
Peers. 'The fishery,' says he, 'on the shm·es 1·etained by Britain is, in the next article, 
not ceded but recognized as a right inherent in the Americans, which, though no longer 
British subjects, they are to continue to enjoy unmolested, no right, on the other hand, 
being reserved to British subjects to approach their shores, for the purpose of fishing, 
in this reciprocal treaty.'" · 
Mr. J. Q. Adams, The Fisheries and the Mississippi, 189, 1~0. 
"The treaty of '83 was an instrument of a peculiar character. It diff@red in its most 
essential characteristics from most of the treaties made bet ween nations. It was a 
treaty of partition, or treaty to ascertain the boundaries and the right of the nations 
tbe mother country acknowledged to be created by that instrument." 
1 Lyman's Diplomacy of the U.S., 117. 
"From the very moment the United States became a sovereign power they were 
clearly entitled to an enjoyment of these rights (to the fisheries) by the law of nations." 
Mr. C. A. Rodney, opinion filed with and indorsed by President Monroe, Nov. 
4, 1818; MSS. Monroe papers, Dep. of State, cited more fully infra. See to 
this effectMcllvainev. Coxe, 4 Cranch, 209, nnd ot,her cases cited supra,§ 150. 
As to the general questions discussed above see 1 John Adams's Works, 292,343, 
36tl, 370, 373, 670; 2 ibid., 174; 3 ibid., 263, 318, 319; 7 ibid., 45, 654; 8 ibid., 
5, 11, 439; 9 ibid., 487, 563; 10 ibid., 131, 137, 160, 354, 403. 
As to boundaries of the coloniaJ interests see 3 John Adams's Works, 330 ; 8 I 
ibid., 11, 16, 20, 34. 
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(3) vVAR OF 1812 DID NOT DIVEST THESE RIGHTS. 
§ 303. 
A:~ bas been shown in a prior section, the prevalent opinion is that a 
war hetweeu two sovereigns does not by itself vacate such provisions in 
treaties theretofore existing between them as relate to primary national 
prerogatives, such, for instance, as national independence, boundary, or 
other integral appurtenances of sovereignty (supra, § 135). As such 
appurtenances of the sovereignty of the New England States the fish-
eries are to be classed. The war of 1812, therefore, no more vacated the 
title of the United States to its common share in the northeastern fish-
€ries than it vacated the indApendence of the States or the boundaries 
which separated their territories from those of Great Britain. 
"As little did the people of the United States renounce the doctrine that all the 
rights and liberties recognized by the treaty of 1783 were in full force as if the war 
<>f 1812 bad never occurred. The conflict of opinion was adjusted by a new article, 
as little liable to be abrogated by a future war as the treaty of Independence." 
Mr. J. Q. Adams, The Fisheries and the Mississippi, 162. 
':_\s a possession it was to be held by the people of the United States as it had been 
held before. It was not, like the lands partitioned out by the same treaty, a corpo-
l'eal possession; but, in the technical language of the English law, an incorporeal 
hereditament, and in that of the civil law a right of mere faculty, consisting in the 
power and liberty of exercising a trade, the places in which it is exercised being 
occupied only for the purposes of the trade. Now, the right or liberty to enjoy this 
possession, or to exercise this trade, could no more be affected or impaired by a decla-
ration of war than the right to the territory of the nation. The interruption to the 
-exercise of it, during the war, could no more affect the right or liberty than the 
<>ccupation by the enemy could affect the right to that. The right to territory could 
be lost only by abandonment or renunciation in the treaty of peace, by agreement to 
a new boundary line, or by acquiescence in the occupation of ·the territory by the 
-enemy. The fishery liberties could be lost only by express renunciation of them in 
treaty, or by acquiescence, on the principle that they were forfeited, which would 
have been a tacit renunciation." 
Mr. J. Q. Adams, The Fisheries and the Mississippi, 190; adopted in 1 Lyman's 
Diplomacy of the U. ~., 117. 
"In the case of a cession of territory, when the possession of it has been delivered, 
the article of the treaty is no longer a compact between the parties, nor can a subse-
quent war between them operate in any manner upon it. So of all articles the pur-
port of which is the acknowledgment by one party of a pre-existing right'belonging to 
another. The engagement of the acknowledging party is consummated by the rati-
fication of the treaty. It is no longer an executory contract, but a perfect right 
united with a vested possession is thenceforth in one party, and the acknowledgment 
of tlle other is in its own nature irrevocable. As a bargain the article is extinct; 
but the right of the party in whose favor it was made is complete, and cannot be 
affected by a subsequent war. A grant of a facultative right or incorporeal heredita-
meut, and specifically of a right of fishery, from one sovereign to another, is an article 
of the same description. * * In the debates in Parliament on the peace of 
Ami ens, Lord Auckland said: 'He had looked into the works of the first publicists 
on these subjects, and had corrected himself in a mistake still prevalent in the minds 
of many, who state, in an unqualified sense: that all treaties between nations are 
annulled by war, and must be specially renewed if meant to be in force on the return 
of peace. It is true that treaties in the nature of compacts or concessions: the enjoy-
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ment of which has been interrupted by the war, and has not been rene~ ed by the 
pacification, are rendered null by the war. But compacts not interrupted by the 
course and effect of hostilities, such as the regulated exercise (If a fishery on the respective 
coasts of the belligerent powers, the stipulated right of cutting wood in a particular dis-
trict, or possessing rights of territory heretofore ceded by treaty, are clrtainly 1wt de-
st1·oyed or injured by war.' The Earl of Carnarvon, a member of the opposition, said, 
in the same debate, if if if 'war does not abrog:::.te any right, or interfere with the 
right, though it does with the exercise, but such as it professes to litigate by war.' 
The same position was taken by Lord Eldon and Mr. Fox." 
Mr. J. Q. Adams, The Fisheries and the Mississippi, 195, citing 23 Hansard, 
1147. 
"On the subject of the fisheries, within the jurisdiction of Great Britain, we have 
certainly done all that could be done. If, according to the construction of the treaty 
of 17t:l3, which we assumed, the right was not abrogated by the war, it remains entire, 
since we most explicitly refused to renounce it, either directly or indirectly." 
Mr. Gallatin to the Sec. of State, Ghent, 25 Dec., 1814 ; MSS. Dept. of State; 
1 Gallatin's writings, 646; printed in full in The Fisheries and the Mi&&issippi, 
58. 
Mr. C. A. Rodney, who had been Attorney-General under Mr. Jefferson, and had since 
then filled important public offices, was consulted (being then a Senator of the 
United States) by Mr. Monroe in November, 1818, on the fishery question. From his 
reply, heretofore unpublished, the following passages are extracted: 
"When the treaty of Amiens in 1802, between Great Britain, France, Spain, and 
Holland, was under discussion in Parliament, it was objected by some members that 
there was a culpable omission in consequence of the non-renewal of certain articles 
in former t,reaties or conventions securing to England the gum trade of the river 
Senegal and the right to cut logwood at the Bay of Honduras, etc. In answer to 
this objection in the House of Lords it was well observed by Lord Auckland 'that 
from an attentive perusal of the works of the publicists, he had corrected, in his own 
mind, an error, still prevalent, that all treaties between nations are annulled by a war, 
and to be re-enforced must be specially renewed on the return of peace. It was true 
that treaties in the nature of compacts or concessions the enjoyment of which has 
been interrupted by the war are thereby rendered null; but compacts which were 
not impeded by the cour~e and effect of hostilities, such as the rights of a jishe1·y on 
the coasts of either of the powers, the stipulated right of cutting logwood in a partic-
ular district-compacts of this nature were not affected by war. if * if It had 
been intimated by some that by the non-renewal of the treaty of 1786 our right to 
cut logwood might be disputed; but those he would remind of the principle already 
explained, that treaties the exercise of which was not impeded by the war were re-
established with peace. * * if He did not consider our rights in India or at Hon-
duras in the least affected by the non-renewal of certain articles in former treaties.' 
''Lord Ellenborough (chief justice of the court of King's bench) 'felt surprise that 
the non-renewal of treatie8 should have been urged as a serious objection to the defi-
nitive treaty. * if if He was astonished to hear men of talents argue that the 
public law of Europe was a dead letter because certain treaties were not renewed.' 
"Lord Eldon (then and at present the high chancellor of England and a member 
of the cabinet) 'denied that the rights of England in the Bay of Honduras or the 
river Senegal were affecte<l by the non-renewal of treaties.' 
"In the House of Commons, in reply to the same objection made in the House of 
Lords, it was stated by Lord Hawkesbury, the present Earl of Liverpool, then secre-
tary of state for the foreign department and now prime minister of England, which 
post he occupied when the treaty of Ghent was concluded, 'that to the definitive 
treaty twll faults had been imputed, of omission and commission. Of the former 
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tlH.~ ebief was the non-renewal of certain treaties and conventions. He obserYed the 
principle on which treatie.:; were renewed was not understood. He affirmed that the 
separate convention relative to our East India trade, and relative to our right of cut-
ting logwood in the Bay of Honduras, had been altogether misunderstood. Our sov-
ereignty in India was the result of conquest, not established in consequence of stipu-
lations with France, but acknowledged by her as the foundation of them; our rights 
in the Bay of Honduras remained inviolate, the privilege of cutting logwood being 
unquestionably retained. H " H He did not conceive our rights in India or at 
Honduras were affected by the non-renewal of certain articles in former treaties.' 
"It is remarked in the Annual Register that Lord Hawkesbury's speech contained 
the ablest defense of the treaty. The chancellor of the exchequer, Mr. Addington, 
the present Lord Sidmouth, and the late Mr. Pitt supported the same principles in 
the course of debate. I presume our able negotiators at Ghent entertained the same 
opinions when they signed the late treaty of peace. 
"It ma.y be recollected that during the Revolutionary war, when the British Par-
liament were passing the act to prohibit +,he colonies from using the fisheries, some 
members urged with great force and eloquence 'that the absurdity of the bill was 
equal to its cruelty and injustice; that its object was to take away a trade from the 
colonies which all who understood its nature knew they could not transfer to them-
selves; that God and nature had given the fisheries to New and not to Old England.'" 
Opinion of C. A. Rodney on the Fisheries, Nov. 3, 1818. Monroe MSS., D~t. 
of State. See this opinion referred to supra, § 135. See App., § 303. 
That, for the same reason that rights to fisheries are not extinguished by war, fish-
ing boats are ordinarily exempt from seizure in war, see supra, § 345. 
As sustaining the text may be cited an important English ruling on the question 
how far territorial rights given by the treaty of 1794 were abrogated by the war of 
1812. 
Article IX of the treaty of 1794, on which the question arose, is as follows: 
''It is agreed that British subjects who now hold lands in the territories of the 
United States, and American citizens who now hold lands in the dominions of His 
:Majesty, shall continue to hold them according to the nature and t~nure of their 
respective estates and titles therein, and may grant, sell, or devise the same to whom 
they please, in like manner as if they were natives; and that neither they nor their 
heirs or assigns shall, so far as may respect the said lands and the legal remedies 
incident thereto, be regarded as aliens." 
In 1830 the question came up before the master of the rolls whether this article 
giving territorial rights in the United ~tates to British subjects was abrogated by the 
war of 18h~. After elaborate argument the master of the rolls, Sir J. Leach, decided the 
point as follows: 
"The relations which had subsisted between Great Britain and America when they 
fotmed one empire led to th~ introduction of the ninth section of the treaty of 1794, and 
made it highly reasonable that the subjects of the two parts of the divided empire should, 
notwithstanding the separation, be protected in the mutual enjoyment of their landed property; 
and the privileges of natives being reciprocally given not only to the actual possessors of 
lauds but to their heirs and assigns, it is a reasonable construction that it was the inten-
tion of the treaty that the operation of the treaty should be pennanent, and not depend upon 
the continuance of a state of peace." 
Sutton v. Sutton, 1 Rus. & M., 675. This decree was not appealed from. 
It is worthy of notice that the claim of British settlers to the use of 
the coast and waters of the Belize for the purpose of cutting and ship-
ping logwood and mahogany, which claim was based on a remote in-
formal grant from Spain when sovereign of those shores, has always 
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been asserted bv Great Britain to have adhered to the British crown 
unaffected by intermediate wars between Great Britain and Spain. See 
Lord Hawkesbury's speech, quoted above by Mr. Rodney. 
(4) TREATY OF 1818 RECOGNIZES THE EXISTENCE OF THESE TERRITORIAL RIGHTS AND 
AFFIRMS THEIR CONTINUANCE. 
§ 304. 
During the negotiations which preceded the treaty of Ghent the 
title of the United States to the Northeast Atlantic fisheries was one 
of the main subjects of discussion, and during this discussion the posi-
tions above taken were maintained by the United States as among the 
essentials of a permanent settlement of the questions at issue between 
the countries. In order, however, to relieve the issue of peace from 
all incidents which were not necessary to its immediate determination, 
the question of the fisheries was remanded to a subsequent distinct ne~ 
gotiation. This negotiation took place in London in 1817 -'18, Messrs. 
Gallatin and Rush being negotiators on behalf of the United States, 
and Mr. Goulburn, under-secretary of state, and 1\'Ir. Robinson, treas-
urer of the navy, negotiators on the part of Great Britain. The article 
wliiCh, in the treaty settled by them, as finally ratified, relates to the 
fisheries, is as follows: 
"AnTICLE I. ·whereas differences have arisen respecting tb~ liberty claimed by the 
Unite<l States, for the inhabitants thereof, to take, dry, and cure fish on certain 
coasts, bays, harbors, and creeks of His Britannic Majesty's dominions in America, it 
is agreed between the high contracting parties that the inhabitants of the said United 
St.ates shall have forever, in common 10Uh the subjects of His Britannic Majesty, the lib-
erty to take fish of every kind on that part of the southern coast of Newfound1and 
which extends from Cape Ray to the Rameau Islands, on the western and northern 
coast of Newfoundland, from the said Cape Ray to the Quirpon Islands, on the shores 
of the Magdalen Islands, and also on the coasts, bays, harbors, and creeks, from Mount 
J oly on the southern coast of Labrador, to and through the Streights of Belleisle, 
and thence northwardly indefinitely along the coast, without prejudice, however, to 
any of the exclusive rights of the Hudson Bay Company: And that the American 
fishermen shall also have liberty forever to dry and cure fish in any of the unsettled 
bays, harbors, and creeks of the southern part of the coast of Newfoundland, here-
above described, an<l of the coast of Labrador; but so soon as the same, or any por-
tion thereof, sNL_be settled, it shall not be lawful for the said fishermen to dry or 
cure fish at such portion so settled without previous agreement for such purpose with 
the inhabitants, proprietors, or possessors of the ground. And the United States hereby 
renounce forever any liberty heretofore enjoyed or claimed by the inhabitants thereof 
to take, dry, or cure fish on or within three marine miles of any of the coasts, bays, 
creeks, or harbors of His Britannic Majesty's dominions in America not included within 
the above-mentioned limits: Provided, however, that the American fishermen shall 
be admitted to enter such bays or harbors for the purpose of shelter and of r.epairing 
damages therein, of purchasing wood, and of obtaining water, and for no .other pur-
pose whatever. But they shall be undor such restrictions as may be necessary to 
prevent their taking, drying, or curing fish therein, or in any other manner whatever 
abusing the privileges hereby reserved to them." 
There is in this convention not onl~ a scrupulous avoidance of any 
expressions from which it might be inferred that the right to use the 
fisheries was or had ever been a grant from Great Britain to the United 
States, but the terms selected show that this right was recognized by 
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both parties as one of prior unbroken existence. The United States 
''renounce" certain incidents of a right of territoriality in the Brit· 
ish waters and coast, which right _2t territoriality by the very accept-
ance of this '"renunciation'' Great Britain reaffirms. For this pur-
pose the word ''renounce" was introduced by the United States nego-
tiators, and with a knowledge of this purpose it was finally acceded to 
by the British. It would have been easy to say, '' .the British Govern-
ment grants to the United States the right to enter the northeastern 
British waters for shelter, wood, and water;" and, if so, there would be 
ground to argue, not merely that the war of 1812 had so far destroyed 
the prior title as to make a new grant necessary, but that the title to 
be thus granted was restricted by the limitations which are regarded as • 
attaching to all grants of sovereignty. The article just quoted, how-
ever, excludes such a contention. It points to the fisheries as held in 
common by two sovereignties--the sovereignty of Great Britain and 
the sovereignty of the United States. It declares, not that Great Britain 
cedes any part of her sovereignty in the fisheries to the United States 
(for the sovereignty of the Unitf>.d States it recognizes as existing in 
tlJC fisheries), but that the United States cedes certain incidents of 
its sovereignty in these fisheries to Great Britain. The term "re-
uonnce," as here used, is, it must be recollected, not merely a term of 
law, with its distinctive legal meaning, but it is a term invested by 
llistory with certain incidents which the British negotiators would have 
been among the first to remember and the last to dispute. "Renounce" 
had been the term used in numerous treaties in which Great Britain 
had been a party, in which one sovereign surrendered a portion of his 
rights to another sovereign, who, by accepting the renunciation, recog-
nized as valid all other rights to the territory out of which the portions 
renounced were taken. Such renunciations are common when, after 
war, one of the contending sovereigns agrees to give up a portion of 
his title, such renunciation, with its correlative recognition of there-
mainder of the title, being accepted by the other sovereign as part of 
t!Je bargain. (See supra, § 133.) We have illustrations of this in the 
various renunciations in the treaties of Westphalia, of Ryswick, of 
Utrecht, in which it was never questioned that the ''renunciation" 
made by one sovereign and accepted by the other was a recognition 
by the latter of ·the former's sovereignty as to the particular title, 
claimed by him, except so far as concerns the part carved out by the 
renuuciation; nor is there any doubt that the renunciation is, in such 
cases, to be strictly construed in favor of the sovereign renouncing. To 
the renunciation in the treaty of 1818 this rule is peculiarly applicable, 
for the following reasons: 
The British commissioners were aware of the American claim:-
(1) That the fisheries were conquered from France in a large measure 
by the colonies. 
(2) That they were held by the colonies in common with the parent 
country, and that this tenancy in common, from the fact that the col-
onies were endowed at the time with distinct local government, made 
the fisheries, in such tenancy, the appurtenances of the colonies as dis-
tinct political entities. 
(3) 1'hat this tenancy in common was recognized by the treaty of peace 
of 1783, and the same rights in the fisheries were assigned to the United 
States (incorporating as they did the colonies) as were assigned to 
Great Britain, the United States continuing to enjoy these fisheries in 
common with Great Britain. 
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(4) That the tenancy of these fisheriP-s, being an appurtenance of the 
United States, constituting its marine boundaries (subject to such inter-
est of Great Britain), was no more disturbed by the war of 1812 than 
were the land boundaries which separated the United States from the 
British possessions, the rnle being that war between two sovereigns 
does not disturb their boundaries and appurtenance~S unless there be 
an express cession in the pacification with which the war concludes 
(supra, § 135). 
(5) That the application in the treaty of peace of the doctrine of par. 
tition to the .fisheries was a part of a system the assertion of which was 
then, in view of British interests in America, far more important to 
Great Britain than to the United States. 
This was the basis on which rAsted the claim of the United States at 
the negotiations prior to the treaty of 1818. Those negotiations resulted 
in a compromise which that treaty embodied. The United States gained 
a recognition of a more extended area than that recognized by the treaty 
of 1783; they renounced, on behal~ of their fishermen, what they till 
then possessed - "any liberty heretofore enjoyed or claimed * :tt to 
take, dry, or cure fish" within three marine miles of any of the coasts, 
bays, creeks, or harbors of His Britannic Majesty's dominions in America, 
not included within the above-mentioned limits; provided, however, 
that the American fishermen shall be admitted to enter such bays or 
harbors for the purpose of shelter, of repairing damages therein, and of 
obtaining water, and for no other purpose whatever; with the further 
proviso "that they shall be under such restrictions as shall be necessary 
to prevent their taking or curing fish therein, or in any other manner 
whatever abusing the privileges hereby reserved to them." Great 
Britain, therefore, Tecognized their rights to the fisheries outside of the 
three-mile belt, and within that belt recognized their territorial rights 
as existing prior to the revolution, the United States; however, agree-
ing to place themselves under such restrictions as would'' prevent their 
taking or drying or curing fish therein," or "abusing the privileges 
hereby reserved to them." And the right of territoriality in Canada wa-
ters and shores thus recognized as existing in our fishermen brings with 
it the incidents of such territoriality. They may purchase, as may any 
other visitor to whom territorial rights are given, whatever is needed 
for their use. They must not "abuse" these "privileges." They must 
not smuggle, and what they buy must not be bought for the purpose of 
shore fishing. In other words, the treaty is not a grant of fisheries by 
Great Britain to the United States, but a grant by the United States to 
Great Britain of certain restrictions on fisheries which the United States 
already owned. Great Britain did not say to the United States, "Come 
here only for shelter, wood, and water"; but the United States said to 
Great Britain, "We, being here as tenants in common of these fisheries, 
agree not to take, cure, or dry fish within certain limits, or otherwise 
abuse the privileges hereby reserved to us." 
Of similar rights of territoriality we have numerous illustrations: 
(1) Diplomatic agents, by the law of nations, and sometimes by 
treaty, possess certain rights of territoriality. This territoriality is re-
stricted; yet it carries with it all incidents to its enjoyment. No one would 
argue that a diplomatic agent, when entering on or conducting his mis-
sion, is obliged to bring with him food and raiment for his entire stay, and 
is not permitted to buy new supplies when his original supplies are ex-
hausted. No one would argue that while on such mission he is precluded 
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from visiting old or new friends, oris debarred from any ordinary rights of 
civilized humanity. No one will pretend that if he traversed the United 
States in transit to another mission he would be precluded from making 
in the United States all purchases suitable for such mission. The ter-
ritoriality granted to him brings with it ~~11 proper incidents, except when 
expressly restricted. (Supra, §§ 92 if). 
(2) Of consuls the same position may be taken. By tbe law of nations 
the limited territoriality granted to consuls has, in most countries, been 
defined, as is the case with the territoriality recognized in :fishermen, by 
express treaty stipulations (supra, §§ 120 if). Consuls, for instance, in 
certain treaties (e. g., that with France), are entitled to exercise certain 
functions without being subject to be disturbed by the local law (supra, 
§§ 98, 120, 121). .As if to emphasize this, and to prevent the commin-
gling of allegiances, it is provided in many treaties, and when not pro-
Yided it is gP.nerally understood, that a consul is not to be a citizen of 
the state to which he is accredited (supra,§ 113). But while, as is the 
case with the :fishermen under the treaty of 1818, this territoriality is 
limited to the objects for which it is granted, in the one case as in the 
other, it carries with it all privileges incidental to such objects. No one 
disputes the right of consuls to purchase their supplies in the country 
in which this territoriality is granted to them, although, as in the case of 
the fishermen before us, w bile they can "purchase,'' they cannot "take." 
(3) The officers and crews of foreign ships of war ha-ve certain ter-
ritorial rights in our ports. They are privileged to the hospitality of 
these ports; they may visit the shore, as may our fishermen on the 
Canada coasts, for specific purposes. Yet no one would pretend that 
when they thus visit the shore they are not entitled to make such pur-
chases as are suitable, not merely for their immediate supplr, but for 
their use in any future cruise they may desire to undertake. In certain 
portions of our coast, where :fishing may be a pastime, it would be consid-
ered a strange thing to suggest that they could not buy bait on shore 
for such a pastime because they might throw out their lines within the 
three-mile zone. Be this as it may, then~ are few cruises on which a 
British man-of-war may expect to enter in which fishing may not be-
come merely a pastime, but a useful means of obtaining fresh food. No 
one would imagine, however, that because the United States forbids the 
intrusion of foreign :fishermen within its marine belt it would say to 
officers of British men-of-wai· to whom it grants the privilege of terri-
toriality in its ports, "When you are on shore you must not buy bait, be-
cause fishing within three miles of the coast is forbidden." Yet buying 
bait is not a necessary incident to the life of the navy officer in whom 
the privilege of territoriality is recognized by international law if not by 
. treaty, though it is a necessary incident to the life of the fishermen in 
whom the privilege of territoriality is recognized by the treaty of 1818 . 
.And this brings us again to the general proposition that a grant of terri-
toriality for a specific purpose carries with it all t,he privileges incidental 
to the due exercise of such territoriality. 
(4) Territorial rights in the United States given by treaty to British 
subjects have been regarded as carrJing with them the necessary inci. 
devts in like manner as those now claimed as belonging to United States 
fishermen when in Uanada. 
By .Article Ill of the treaty of Great Britain and the United States 
of 1794-
" It is agreed that it shall at all times be free to His Majesty's subjects 
and to the citizens of the United States, and also to the Indians dwell-
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ing on either side of the said boundary line, freely to pass and repass, 
by land or inland navigation, into the respective territories and countries 
of the two parties on the continent of America (the country within the 
limits of the Hudson's Bay Company only excepted), and to navigate 
all the lakes, rivers, and waters thereof, and freely to carry on trade and 
commerce with each other." 
By Article XXX of the treaty of Great Britain and the United States 
of 1871-
" It is agreed that, for the terms of years mentioned in Article XXXIII 
of this treaty, subjects of Her Britannic 1\iajesty may carry in British 
vessels, without payment of duty, goods, wares, or merchandise from 
one port or place within the territory of the United States, upon the 
Saint Lawrence, the Great Lakes, and the rivers connecting the same, to 
another port or place within the territory of the United States as afore-
said: Provided, That a portion of such transportation is made through 
the Dominion of Canada by land carriage and in bono, under such rules 
and regulations as may be agreed upon between the Government of Her 
Britannic Majesty and the Government of the United States." 
Sueh provisions are common to treaties between neighboring powers, 
rights of territoriality between their subjects being exchanged. Yet un-
der snch treaties it was never conceived that the persons exercising such 
rights of territoriality were precluded from purchasing provisions in 
their exercise of these rights. If this is the case with rights granted 
by treaty, a fortiori must it be the case with rights of original possession 
merely affirmed by treaty. 
The rule thu~ stated is expresslyrleclared in the last sentence of Article 
I of the convention of1818, which, by an ordinary rule of treaty construc-
tion, qualifies and explains all that precedes (see supra, § 133). Terri-
toriality is recognized as belonging to the fishermen of the United States 
when visiting the designated coasts, and then the exceptions to this ter-
ritodality are precisely stated. Fish are not to be "taken" or "dried" 
or "curt>d" in British territory by these fishermen, or the privileges 
hereby reser~ed almsed. The latter exception is but an expression of 
the principle of the law of nations which forbids an abuse of territoriality 
assigned by such law. The former exception is to J.?e also noted for the 
8jgnificance ofHs terms. Had the word ''obtain" fish been used, it might 
be argued (though even in this case with little plausibility, since the 
object of these privileges was to further fishermen in their calling) that 
this precludes purchase of fish either for bait or for food. But this con-
struction is excluded by the terms'' take" and" cure." Both relate to the 
catching and preparation of fish as a part of a fisherman's trade. and 
this part of a fisherman's trade is not to be exercised in British terri-
tory. But since fishermen are admitted as fishermen, entitled to fish on 
the deep seas, their right of buying bait, as well as all othe:~: provisions 
for their support in their present and coming ventures, is affirmed by 
the very terms here used. And another word in this connection is here 
important. This right is not here "granted." It is, on the contrary, 
"reserved." It is part of an old right, theretofore existing, recognized 
ns such. And this old right is to be taken as it had previously been 
taken. In Article I of the provisional articles of 1782, His Britannic 
1\1njesty, after acknowledging ''the said United States, viz, New Hamp-
8hire, l\Iassachusetts Bay, Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, 
Connecticut" (proceeding to enumerate the other nine States) ''to be 
free, sovereign, and independent States," ''relinquishes (to them) all 
cl;lim to the GoYernment, propriety (sic), and territoriaJ rights of the 
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.sa.me and every part thereof:" The same provision is part of article first 
of the definitive treaty of 1783. "These territorial rights" which the 
treaties of 1782 and 1783 recognize as belonging to the United States 
are again "reserved" to the United States by the treaty of 1818 .. 
"It will also be perceived that we insisted on the clause by which the United States 
renounce their right to the fisheries relinquished by the convention, that clause hav-
ing been omitted in the first British counter-project. We insisted on it with the view, 
1st, of preventing any implication that the fisheries secured to us were a new grant 
and of placing the permanence of the rights secured and of those renounced precisely 
on the s1tme footing; 2d, of its being expressly; stated that our renunciation extended 
only to the distance of three miles from the coasts. This last point was the more im-
portant, as, with the exception of the fishery in open boats within certain harbors, it 
~ppeared from the communications above mentioned that the fishing ground on the 
whole coast of Nova Scotia is more than three miles from the shores, whilst, on the con-
trary, it is almost universally close to the shore on the coasts of Labrador. It is in 
that point of view that the privilege of entering the ports for shelter is useful, and 
·it is hoped t.hat with that pro\rision a considerable portion of the actual fisheries on 
that coast (Nova Scotia) will, notwithstanding the renunciation, be preserved." / 
Messrs. Gallatin and Rush to Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, Oct. 20, 1818. MSS. 
Dispatches, Gr. Brit.; 4 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 380. 
"Mr. Robinson said (at the conference of the negotiators of October 9, 181R) that 
there would be no insuperable objection, he believed, to granting us, or rather secur-
ing to us (as we never admitted the propriety of the term grant), as much extent of 
fishing ground as we asked, with the privileges appurtenant; but he feared that the 
principlf\ of permanence which we were desirous' of incorporating with the stipula-
tion could not be as!:!ented to." · 
l\Ir. Rush's notes of negotiation, Monroe papers, Dept. of St.ate. 
That the right of free purchase on shore was meant by the negotiators 
to be affirmed by the treaty is shown (1) by the discussions of the neg·o-
;tmtors, as detailed iii the prior notes and (2) by the action of the British 
•Go\Ternment from the period of the ratification of the treaty to the pres-
·ent day. In the legislation arlopted by the British Parliament for 
the purpose of carrying into effect the treaty, there is a conspicu-
ous abstention from the imposition of penalties on the obtaining of 
bait and supplies by United States fishermen on the fishery coasts. 
Such an abstention is not merely a parliamentary declaration that such 
})rivileges are in accordance with the treaty, but it is a parliamentary 
contemporaneous construction of the treaty to the same effect. No par-
liamentary draftsmen are more accurate than those who frame British 
statutes; by no government counsel are the rights of sovereign and sub-
ject more closely guarded than by those who advise the British Crown. 
'rbat by these high authorities the acts of Parliament, drawn to execute 
the treaty of 1818, impose no penalty on purchase of supplies and bait 
by United States fishermen on Canadian shores, shows that the con-
struction given by the Crown authorities to the treaty was that these 
privileges the treaty confirmed. And the same may be said of the judi-
·Cial construction gi \·en to the treaty. 
The right to enter Canadian "bays or harbors for the purpose of 
~helter and nf r£paiTing dmnages therein" includes in itself the right to 
procure wlwteYer ~upplies are necessary for tbe successful continuance 
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of the "Voyage. The statute 3 and 4 Viet., c. 65, s. 6, gives the Admi-
ralty Court jurisdiction to decide "all claims and demands wbatsoeYer 
* * * for necessaries supplied to any foreign ship m· sea-going vessel." 
In The Riga (L. R. 3 Ad. and Ec.,516, 5~2), Sir R. Phillimore said: "I 
am unable to draw any solid distinction (especially since the last stat-
ute) between necessaries for the ship and necessaries for the voyager 
* * * I am of opinion that whatever is fit and proper for the serv-
ice on which a vessel 1s engaged, whatever the owner of that vessel, as. 
a prudent man, would have ordered if present at the time, comes within 
the meaning of the term 'necessaries' as applied to those repairs done 
or things provided for the ship by order of the master, for which the 
owners are liable." Under this ruling obtaining supplies necessary for 
the continuance of the voyage would be obtaining ''necessaries," and,. 
a fortiori, '' repairing damages." 
The usage, also, of buying, by American fishermen, of bait and other 
necessary supplies in British North American ports has been unbrokenr 
and such usage is regarded by English courts as authoritative in such 
cases. 
See remarks of Chambre, J., in Fenningst•.Grenville, 1 Taunt., 248. 
Careful search has failed to supply a single case in which British 
courts have sustained the confiscatiOn of American fishiug vessels on 
the ground of purchase of supplies in Canadian ports. Yet, as is shown 
in the proceedings of the Halifax Commission, the runn~ng, by Ameri-
can fishing vessels, into Canadian ports to obtain supplies has been in 
conformity with ancient usage; a usage which still continues; and this. 
usage is recognized in the Canadian adjudications hereafter noticed. 
"Almost the very last witness W(\ had on the stand told your honors that before the-
reciprocity treaty was made we were buying bait in Newfoundland, and several wit-
nesses from time to time have stated that it is a very ancient practice for us to buy 
uait and supplies and to trade with the people along the shore, not in merchandise as. 
merchants, but to buy suppJtes of bait and pay the sellers in money or trade, as might 
be most convenient. Now, that is one of those natural trades that grow up in aU 
countries; it is older than any treaty; it is older than civilized states or statutes. 
Fisheries have but one history. As soon as there are p~aces peopled with i'1habitants 
fishermen go there." 
Mr. Dana, Halifax Com., 1573. 
In the White Fawn case, as cited at large in 3 Halifax Com., 3382, Judge Hazell> 
(vice-admiralty court) said: "The construction sought to be }fut upon the statutes 
by the Crown officers would appear to be thus: A foreign vessel being in British wa-
ters and purchasing from a British subject any article which may be used in prose-
cuting the fisheries, without its being shown that such article is to be used in illegal 
fishing in British waters, is liable to forfeiture as preparing to fish in British waters. 
I cannot adopt such a construction. I think it harsh and unreasonable and not war-
ranted by the words of the statutes. It would subject a foreign vessel, which might 
be of great value, as in the present case, to forfeiture, with her cargo and outfit, for-
purchasing (while she was pursuing her voyage in British waters, as she lawfully 
might do, within three miles of our coast) of a British subject any article, however 
small its value (a cod line or net, for instance), without Hs being shown that there 
was any intention of using such articles in illegal fishing in British waters before she 
reached the fishing ground to which she might legally resort for fishing under the 
terms of the statutes. I construe the statutes simply thus: If a foreign vessel is-
found, 1st, having taken fish; 2d, fishing, although no fish have been taken; ~M, pre-
paring to fish, i. e., with her crew arranging her nets, linm;, and fishing tackle forr 
fishing, though not actually applied to fishing in British waters, in either of these 
cases specified in the statutes the forfeiture attaches. I think the words 'preparing: 
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to fish' (in the statute~>) were introduced for the purpose of preventing the escape of 
;a foreign vessel which, though with intent of illegal fishing in British waters, had 
•not taken fiii>h or engaged in fishing by setting nets and lines, but was seized in the 
very act of putting out her lines, nets, etc., into the water, and so preparing to fish." 
'This opinion is valuable merely as an authority that buying bait in the three-mile 
.a.one is not by itself held illegal in the Canada waters. So far as the statute con-
-strued expands the operation of the treaty it has no ~xtraterritoria1 force. 
The opinion in the case of the J. H. Nickerson, by Sir William Young (vice-admi-
<ralty, Halifax, 1871), contains a dictum that "to purchase or procure bait" is "a 
:preparing to fish." This, to say the least, is badly put, since "procuring" includes 
"catching," which would not only be "preparing to fish," but actually "fishing." 
But, aside from the badness of t]J.e phraseology, the law of the proposition is bad. 
As "preparing to commit a crime" is an indictable attempt, there are many cases in 
which, sometimes by very able judges, the question bas been determined in what 
·such preparation consists. These cases establish the principle that unless the prep-
aration be such that if not interrupted by extraneous force it would result in the 
-crime alleged, it is not an indictable attempt; and it is a settled principle that pur-
ehasing poison or a deadly weapon is not indictable as a "preparation" for homicide. 
{See cases cited in Whart. Cr. Law § 180.) The reason is that where a thing pur-
ehased can be used either for a lawful or an unlawful purpose there can be no con-
viction of an attempt. unless the unlawful purpose be shown. In the case here cited 
tht're ought to have been no conviction, even under the statute, unless it could have 
been shown that the purchase was a preparation to fish within the forbidden belt, 
.and that this was put in process of execution. Sir W. Young's dictum on this point, 
therefore, cannot be sustained as a matter of municipal law. As a ruling of interna-
tional law it is of no authority, since preparing to fish without fishing is in any view 
not a contravention of the treaty of 1818. But Sir W. Young's ruling, on the merits, 
·coincides with that of Judge Hazen, since he concedes that merely buying fish within 
ihe three miles is not a violation of the treaty. 
In the Halifax Commission it was asserted, as part of the British case, that" freedom 
to transfer cargoes, to outfit vessels, buy supplies, obtain bait, and traffic gPnerally 
in British ports and harbors, or to transact other business ashore, not necessarily 
-connected with fishing pur~o~uits, are secondary privileges which materially enhance 
the principal concessions to United States citizens. These advaBtages are indispen-
·sable to the success of foreign fishing on Canadian coasts; without such facilities, 
fishing operations, both inside and outside of the inshores, cannot be conducted on 
:an extensive and remunerative scale." The commission, however, in discharge of the 
·duty assigned to it of determining the balance of indebtedness between the two powers 
o0n the fishery question, unanimously decided that "it was not within the competence 
o0f this tribunal to award compensation for commercial intercourse between the two 
-c;ountries, nor for purchasing bait, ice, supplies, etc., nor for permission to transship 
·cargoes on British waters.'' As the submission in this case covered all cases of claims 
by either power, the only basis on which this decision can stand is the privileges thus 
-exercit~ell which were secured to them by treaty as well as by the law of nations; for 
·On both silleb it was agreed that these privileges were valuable. We must, therefore, 
unuerstand that the commission-a tribunal the majority of which cannot be charg,Ad -::• 
with undue partiality to the United States-held that the enjoyment of these privileges 
by fishermen of the United States was a matter of right. The claim in the British argu-
ment, it must. be recollected, was put on strong ground: "In all those instances where 
it has come out in evidence that they (the United States fishermen) come in and get 
·Our fishermen to catch bait for them and pay them for doing so, in all such cases the 
.act is that of the United States fishermen themselves." (Halifax Com., 1556.) Yet 
even for acts such as these, verging so closely on fishing within the three-miles zone, 
the Halifax tribunal held that the British Government, acting for itself and for Can-
ada, had no cau.se for P-Omplaint. 
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"At the first conference (of the Ghent negotiators), on the 8th of August (18H)~ the 
British plenipotentiaries bad notified to us that the British Government did not in-
tend henceforth to allow to the people of the United States, without an equivalent, 
the liberties to fish, anu to dry and cure fish, within the exclusive British jurisdi~­
tion stipulated in t.heir favor by the latter part of the third article of the treaty of 
peace of 1783; and in their note of the 19th of August the British plenipotentiaries 
had demanded a new stipulation to secure to British subjects the right of navigating 
the Mississippi, a demand which, unless warranted by another article of that same· 
treaty of 178~~, we could not perceive that Great Britain had any colorable pretext for-
making. Our instrur.tions had forbidden us to suffer our right to the fisheries to be 
brought into discussion, and had not anthorizeu us to make any distinction in the-
sever:ll provisions of the third article of the treaty of 1783, or between that article-
and any other of the same treaty. vVe had no equivalent to offer for a new recogni-
tion of our right to any part of the fisheries, and we had no power to grant any equiva-
lent which might be asked for it by the British Government. We contended that the-
whole treaty of 1783 must be considered as one entire and permanent compact, not 
liable, like ordinary treaties, to be abrogated by a subsequent war between the par-
ties to it; as an instrument recognizing the rights and liberties enjoyed by the people· 
of the United States as an independent nation, and containing the terms and concli-
tions on which the two parts of one empire had mutually agreed thenceforth to con-
stitute two distinct and separate nations. In consenting, by that treaty, that a part 
of the North American continent should remain subject to the British j uriRdiction. the 
people of the United States had reserved to themselves the liberty, which they had 
ever before enjoyed, of fishing npon that part of the coasts, and of drying and muing 
£sh upon the shores; and this reservation had been agreed to by the other cont raet-
ing party. vVe saw not why this liberty, then no new grant, but a mere reeognition 
of a prior right always enjoyed, should be forfeited by a war any more than any other 
of the rights of our national independence, or why we should need a new stipulation 
for its enjoyment more than we needed a new article to declare that. the King of Great 
Britain treated with us as free, sovereign, and independent States. We stated thi s. 
principle, in general terms, to the British plenipotentiaries, in the note which we sent 
to them with our project of the treaty; and we alleged it as the ground upon which 
no new stipulation was deemed by our Govermnent necessary to secure to the people 
of the United States all the rights and liberties stipulated in their favor by the treaty 
ofl783. No reply to that part of our note was given by the British plenipotentia-
ries; but, in returning our project of a treaty, they added a clause to one of the arti-
cles stipulating a right for British subjects to navigate the Mississippi. Without. 
adverting to the ground of prior and immemorial usage, if the principle were just 
that the t.reaty of 1783, from its peculiar character, remained in force in all its parts, 
notwithstanding the war, no new stipulation was necessary to secure to the sul1jects. 
of Great Britain the right of navigating the Mississippi, as far as that right was se-
cured by the treaty of 1783; as, on the other hand, no stipulation was necessary to· 
secure to the people of the United States the liberty to fish, a11d to dry and cure fish, 
within the exclusive jurisdiction of Great Britain. If they asked the navigation of 
the Mississippi as a new claim, they could not expect we should grant it without an 
equivalent; if they asked it because it had been granted in 1783, they must recog-
• nize the claim of the people of the United States to the liberty to fish, and to dry 
and cure fish, in question. To place both points beyond all future controversy, a 
majority of us determined to offer to admit an article confirming both rights, or we 
offered at the same time to be silent in the treaty upon both, and to leave out alto-
gether the article defining the boundary from the Lake of the \Voods westward. They 
finally agreed to this last proposal, but not until they had proposed an article stipu-· 
lating for a future negotiation for an eiJnivalent to be given by Great Britain for tbe· 
navigation of the Mississippi, and by the United States for the liberty as to the fish-
eries within the British juriRdictiou. This article was unnecessary, with re:spect to-
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its professed object, since Loth Governments had it in their power, without it, tone-
gotiate upon these subjeccts, if they pleased. We rejected it, although its achption 
would have secured the boundary of the forty-ninth degree of latitude west uf the 
Lake of the vVoods, because it would have been a formal abandonment on OUJ part of 
our claim to the liberty as to the fisheries recognized by the treaty of 17H3. 
"You will perceive by the correspondence that the ninth article was offered \L~ as a. 
sine qua non and an ultimatum. vVe accepted it, not without much hesitation, as the 
only alternative to a rupture of the negotiation, and with a perfect understanding 
that our Government was free to reject it, as we were not authorized to subscn be to it." 
Letter of the Am. plenip. to Sec. of State, Ghent, Dec. 25, 1814, given in The 
Fisheries and the Mississippi, 54 if. 
"The principle (that of the continuous right of the United States to the northeast-
ern fisheries and the non-abrogation of these rights by the war of 1812) asserted by 
the American plenipotentiaries at Ghent has been still asserted and maintained 
through two long and arduous negotiations with Great Britain, and has passed the 
ordeal of minds of no inferior ability. It has terminated in a new and satisf:a.ctory 
arrangement of the great interest connected with it, and in a substantial adu.ission 
of the principle asserted by the American plenipotentiaries at Ghent." 
Mr. J. Q. Adams, The Fisheries and the Mississippi, 97, 98. 
"In that instrument (the treaty of 1818) the United States have renounced forever 
that part of the fishing liberties which they had enjoyed or claimed in certain parts 
of the exclusive jurisdiction of the British provinces, and within three marine miles 
from the shore. This privilege, without oeing of much use to our fis!.lermen, had 
been found very inconvenient to the British, and in return we have acquired an en-
larged liberty, both of ftshing and of drying fish, within the other parts of the British 
jurisdiction forever. The first article of the convention affords a signal testimonial 
of the correctness of the principle assumed by the American plenipotentiaries at 
Ghent; for, by accepting the express renunciation of the United States of a small 
portion of the privilege in question, and by confirming and enlarging all the re-
mainder of the privilege forever, the British Government have implicitly acknowl-
edged that the liberties of the third article of the treaty of 1783 had not been abro-
gated by the war. * It is not the word forever in this convention which will 
secure to onr fishermen for all time the liberties stipulated and recognized in it, but 
it was introduced by our negotiator~ and admitted by those of Great Britain as a. 
warning that we shall never consider the liberties secured to us by it as abrogated by 
mere war. ¥- * " They and we are aware forever that nothing but oi1r own renun-
ciation can deprive us of this right." 
Ibid, 109. 
"The nature of the rights and liberties consisteJ in the free participation in a fish-
ery. That fishery, covering the bottom of the banks which surround the island of 
Newfoundland, the coasts of New England1 Nova Scotia, the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, 
and Labrador, furnishes the richest treasure and the most beneficent tribute that 
ocean pays to earth on this terraqueous globe. By the pleasure of the Creator of 
earth and seas, it had been constituted in its physical nature one fishery, extending in 
the open seas around that island, to little less than five degrees of latitude from the 
coast, spreading along the whole northern coast of this continent and insinuating 
itself into all the bays, creeks, and harbors to the very borders of the shores. For 
the full enjoyment of an equal share in this fishery it was necessary to have a nea.rly 
general accefbs to every part of it, the habits (lf the game which it pursues being so 
far migratory that they were found at diffP-rent peri(lcls most abundant in different 
places, sometimes populating the banks and at others swarming close upon the shores. 
The latter portion of the fishery had, however, always been consicl~>red as the most 
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valuable, inasmuch as it afforded the means of drying and curing the fish immediately 
after tlle)' were caught, which could not Le effected upon the banks. 
"By the law of nature this fishf'ry belonged to the inha.Litants of the regions in the 
neighborhood of which it was situated. By the conventional law of Europe it be-
longed. to the European nations which hau formed settlements in those regions. 
France, as the first principal settler in them, had long claimed the exclusive,right to 
it. Great Britain, moved in no small degree uy the value of the fishery itself, l1ad 
made the couquest of all those regions upon France, and had limited by treaty, within 
a narrow compass, the right of France to any share in the fishery. Spain, upon some 
claim of p'rior discovery, had for some time enjoyed a share of the fishery on the 
banks, Ln t at the last treaty of peace prior to the American Revolution had expressly 
renounced it. 
"At the commencement of the American Revolution, therefore, this fishery belonged 
exclnsinly to the British 11ation, subject to a certain limited participation in it reserved 
by treaty stipulations to France." 
Ib·id., 184. 
"The most important matter adjusted at this negoHation (that of 181H) was the 
fisheries. The position assumed at Ghent, that the fishery rights and liberties were 
not abrogated by war, was again insisted on, and those portions of the coast fisheries 
relinquished on this occasion were renounced by express provision, fully implying 
that the whole right was not considered a new grant." 
2 Lyman's Diplomacy of the U.S., 88. 
t' During the conferences which preceded the negotiation of the con-
vention of 1818, tlle British commissioners proposed to expressly ex-
clude the fiRhermen of the United StateR from 'the privilege of earrying 
on trade with any of his Britannic Majest:v's subjects residing· within 
the limits assigned for their use;' and also that it should not be 'lawful 
for the vessels of the United States engaged in said fishery to have on 
board any goods, wares, or merchandise whatever, except such as may 
be necessary for the prosecution of their voyages to and from the said 
fishing grounds; and any vessel of the United States which sllall con-
travene this regulation may be seized, condemned, and confiscated with 
his cargo.' 
"This proposition, which is identical with the construction now put 
upon the language of the convention, was emphatically rejected by the 
American commissioners, and thereupon was abandoned by the British 
plenipotentiaries, and Article I, as it stands in the convention, was sub-
stituted." · 
President Grant, Second Annual Mesf,age, 1870. 
On the subject of the Northeastern fisheries generally see the following Congres-
sional documents: 
Articlfls of the treaty of 1871 with Great Britain. Resolution of Massachusetts 
favoring their abrogation. Feb. 28, 1879. ·Senate Mis. Doc., 80, 45th Cong., 
3d sess. 
Abrogation of the fishery articles of the treaty of May 8, 1871, with Great Britain 
recommended. Apr. 28, 1880. House Rep.1275, 46th Cong., 2d sess. 
Recommendation that duties be reimpo.sed upon fish and fish oil, the product of 
Canada, as British Government insists that local laws are superior to stipu-
lation of treaty of 1871. President's message. May 17, 1880. Senate Ex. 
Doc. 180, 46th Cong., 2d sess. 
Provisions of the treaty of May 8, 1871, with Great Britain. Report. in favor of 
vaying damages sustained by American fishermen on account of the acts of 
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the people of Newfoundland and the abrogation of the treaty. June 9, 1880. 
House Rep.1746, 46th Cong., 2d sess. 
Certain provisions of the treaty of Washington on. Report that they be termi-
nated. F6b. 4, 18A2. House Rep. 235, 47th Cong., 1st sess. 
Protection of, in waters of United States and Canada. Resolution of Vermont 
favoring legit~lation for that purpose. Jan.15, 1877. Senate Mis. Doc. 28, 
44th Cong., 2d sess. 
Protection of, on Atlantic coast. Proposed legislation not antagonistic with 
treaty obliga~ions with Great Britain. Mar, 24, 1884. Senate Rep. 365, 
48th Cong., 1st sess . 
.As to Canada fisheries in general, see Senate Ex. Doc. No. 100, 32d Cong, 1st sess. 
On Sir E. Thornton's proposal of a fisheries commission, and in relation to the 
.Alabama claims, see Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Thornton, Jan. 30, 
1871. For. Rei., 1871, 497. 
On the snhject of the negotiations attending the treaty of 1818, the following docu-
ments may be consulted: 
Message of President Monroe, Feb.l8, 1825, with papers as to "the ca.ptnre and 
detention of American fishermen during the last season." H~.. use Doc. 405, 
18t.h Cong., 2d sess. 5 .Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 675. 
Lett~r of Mr. Rush to Mr. Monroe, Oct. 22, 1818, Monroe Pap. See also in same, 
important argument of Mr. Rodney, Nov. 4, 1818, in same collection. 
Mr. Rush's dispatch to Mr. J. Q. Adams, Sec. of State, of July 2~, 1823, narrating 
the incidents of the then closing negotiations with the British ministry, is 
given in Senate. Ex. Doc. No. 39C, 18th Cong., 2d sess. 5 Am. St. Pap. (For. 
Rei.), 529. See ibid., 548, 580, as to passages in respect to Newfoundland 
fisheries. 
Mr. Gallatin's dispatch to Mr. J. Q. Adams, Nov. 6,1818. 2 Gallatin'sWritings,82. 
As to course of commissioners at Ghent, in respect to the :fisheries, see Mr. Gal-
latin to Mr. Monroe, Dec. 25, 1814. 1 Gallatin's Writings, 345. See further, 
1 Philli. Int. Law (3d eel.), 270. 
In the British and Foreign State Papers for 1818-'19, vol. 6, p. 69 if., will be found 
the proceedings of the commissioners by whom the treaty of 1818 was 
negotiated. 
(5) UNDER THE TREATIES OF 1783 AND 1812 THE THREE MILES BELT FOLLOWS THE 
SINC"OSITIES Al'D INDENTATIONS OF THE COAST. 
§ 305. 
The general doctrine of the law of nations as to marginal seas has 
been already discussed (supra, § 32). That territorial jurisdiction over 
the NorthEast Atlantic is limited to three miles, following the sinuosities 
and indentations of the coast, is shown by the action of the British and 
United States Governments unuer the treaties of 1783 and of 1818. As 
in some aspect~::~ this question may become the matter of future negotia-
tions, the publication in the present shape of a summary of the corre· 
spondence in this relation is deferred. 
(6) BA.Y OF FUNDY AND OTHER LARGE BAYS ARE OPEN SEAS. 
§ 305a. 
On November 30, 1845, Lord Stanley, then British Colonial Secretary, 
after saying that" Her Majesty's Government feel satisfied that the 
Bay of Fundy has been rightly claimed by Great Britain a~ a bay within 
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the treats· of 1818," but that the ''relaxation of this claim would be at-
tended with benefits," etc., declares that ''it bas accordingly been an-
nounced to the United States Government that .L\merican citizens wouJd 
henceforward be allowed to fish in any part of the Bay of Fund;v, pro-
vided they do not approach, except in cases specified in the treaty of 
1818, within three miles of the entrance of any bay on the coast of NoYa 
Scotia or New Brunswick." 
As to meaning of the word ''bay," in the con'lention of 1818, Mr. 
Cass, in his speech in the Senate on August 3, 1852, after showing that 
there are'' bays" (e. g., Bay· of Biscay, Baffin's Bay, etc.) which are 
really open seas, proceeds to notice that the "bass" specified in the 
convention are of another class, being grouped with "harbors and 
creeks," and are convertible, not with such seas as the Bay of Biscay 
or the Bay of Fundy, but simply with indentations of the coast into 
which fishing vessels are accustomed to run. "That such was the un-
derstanding of our negotiators is rendered clear by the terms they em-
ploy in their report upon this subject. They say: 'It is in that point 
of view that the pri.Yile!!e of entering the ports for shelter is useful,' etc. 
Here the word 'ports' is used as a descriptive word, embracing both 
the bays and harbors within which shelter ma.v be legally sought, and 
shows the kind of bays contemplated by our framers of the treaty. -And 
it is not a little curious that the legislature of Nova Scotia have applied 
the same meaning to a similar term. An act of that pro·dnce was 
passed March 12, 1836, with this title: '.An act rehtti.ng to tlw fisl.leries 
in the province of Nova Scotia and. the coasts an<l harbors thereof/ 
which act recognizes the convention, and provides for its execution un-
der the authority of an imperial statute. It declares that harbors shall 
include bays, ports, and creeks. Nothing can show more clearly their 
opinion of the nature of the shelter secured to the .American fishermen." 
Congressional Globe (Appendix), vol. 25, 895. 
In a speech of the same date Mr. Hamlin said: '"The bays and har-
bors which are surrendered up by the .Americans are the bays and barbors 
into which the American fishermen may go to find a shelter, 'repa~irdama,ges., 
purchase wood, and obtain water. .All these things could only be done 
in the small harbors, which would afford shelter, and where damage 
could be repaired. But to allow fishermen to go into the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence or the Bay of Fundy for repair or sheJ.ter! They might with 
far greater propriety seek the open sea for shelter, for with sufficient sea 
room they might be safe, while in such bays as the Bay of Fundy they 
would be sure of destruction upon a lee shore. Better, far better, to seek 
the broad and trackless ocean for a shelter, to repair, for wood. or water. 
The very uses to which these bays and harbors are to be appropriated 
must show what was intended-such harbors and bays as could be 
used for the purposes named. The same interpretation of the word bay 
in the treaty, when applied to Fundy, Chaleur, or St. Lawrence, should 
be understood as when applied to the Bay of Biscay or the Gulf of 
.Mexico." 
Ibid, 900. 
The right of United States fishermen to enter and fish in the Bay of 
Fundy was ''decided by arbitration in the case of the schooner vVash-
ington, and Her :Majesty's Government have uniformly acquiesced in 
that decision." 
Mr. Foster, Halifax Com., 1590. 
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As to the Bay of Chaleur, in its proper sense, conflicts as to :fishing, judging from 
the evidence before the Halifax tribunal, are not likely to arise. In the old popular 
use of the title it is not, outside of the three-mile band, territorial water. ''A good 
deal of factitious importance has been given to the Bay of Chaleur from the custom 
among :fishermen, and almost universal a generation ago, of which we have heard S(} 
much, to speak of the whole of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence by that term." 
IbWI. 
"What men on the face of the earth have a better right to plow with their keels 
the waters of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence than the descendants of the :fishermen of 
New England, to whose e11ergy and bravery, a century and a quarter ago, it is chiefly 
owing that there is any Nova Scotia to-day under the British flag Y" 
Ibid., 1591. 
A construction of the terms "coasts, bays, creeks, or harbors," in the treaty of 1818, 
was given by the mixed commission under the convention of 1853, in the case of the 
United States fishing schooner Washington, which was seized while :fishing in the 
Bay of Fundy, ten miles from shore, taken to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, and adjudged 
forfeited, on the charge of violating the treaty of 1S18 by :fishing in waters in which 
the United States bad, by that convention, renounced the right of its citizens to take 
fish. A claim of the owners of the Washington for compensation came before the 
commission above mentioned, and, the commissioners differing, the case was referred 
to Mr. Joshua Bates, the umpire, who, referring to tbe theory that" hays and coastsn 
were to be defined by "an imaginary line drawn along the coast from headland to 
headland, and that the jurisdiction of Her Majesty extends three marine miles outside 
of this line, thus closing all the bays. on the coast or shore and that great body of 
water called the Bay of Fundy," pronounced it a "new doctrine," and, repudiating 
the decision of tbe provincial court based thereon, awarded the owners of the vessel 
compensation for an illPgal condemnation. T!:te umpire also decided that as the Bay 
of Fundy is from sixty-five to seventy-five miles wide, and from one hundred and 
thirty to one hundred and forty miles long, with several "bays" on its coasts, and 
bas one of its headlands in the United States, and must he traversed for a long dis-
tance by vessels bound to Passamaquoddy Bay, and. contains one United States island, 
Little Menan, on the line between headlands, thf' Bay of Fundy could not be consid-
ered as an exclusively British bay. (See President's message communicating pro-
ceedings of commission to Senate; also Dana's Wheaton, § 274, note 142.) The 
"headland" theory was again rejected by the umpire in the case of the schooner 
Argus, which was seized wuile :fishing on Saint Ann's Bank, twenty-eight miles from 
Cape Smoke, the nearest land, taken to Sydney, and sold for violation of the t.reaty 
of 1818 by :fishing within headlands. The owners were awarded full compensation. 
Mr. Dana, in this connection, quotes (Dana's Wheat., § 274, note 142) from the treaty 
between Great Britain and France of 1839 the following provisions: ''It is agreed that 
t·he distance of three miles, :fixed as the general limit of the exclusive right of fishing 
upon the coasts of the two countries, shall, with respect to bays, the mouths of which 
do not exceed ten miles in width, be measured from a straight line drawn from head-
land to headland." 
As to British concession that the Bay of Fundy is an . open sea, see papers 
connected with message of President Fillmore, Feb. 28, 1853, with Senate 
Con:fid. Doc. No. 4, special session, 1S.S3, and see particularly Mr. Everett, 
Sec. of State, to Mr. Ingersoll, Dec. 4, 1852, MSS. Inst. Gr. Brit., appended 
to message aforesaid. 
As to detention of fishermen in the Bay of Fundy, see President I\Iouroe's 
message of Feb. 26, 1825; House Doc. No .. 408; 18th Cong., 2d sess.; 5 Am. 
St. Pap. (:E'or. Rei.), 735. 
Mr. Rush's notes of negotiation, Monroe papers, Dept. of State. 
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"To the clause about Hudson's Bay we did not object, as, on examining the charter 
to that company, which we did, it was clear that we should still fish as before thtl 
Revolution." 
Mr. Rush's notes of negotiation, Monroe papers, Dept. of State, conference of 
Oct. i9. 
(7) PORTS OF ENTRY NOT AFFECTED BY LIM:ITATIONS IMPOSED BY TREATY OF 1818. 
§ 306. 
Whatever may be the limitations of the treaty of 1818 as to trading 
by fishermen in the British possessions bordering on the fisheries, they 
do not apply to ports of entry in which fishing vessels, if having proper 
papers, can enter for commercial purposes. On the other hand, no 
British municipal regulations as to ports of entry can affect, so far as 
concerns the United States, the right of fishermen, under treaties and 
under the law of nations, to visit ports, bays, and harbors of that coast 
to obtain shelter, wood, and water, and to obtain provisions and sup-
plies in the exercise of the territorial privileges they thus possess. 
(8) BRITISH MUNICIPAL LEGISLATION MAY RESTRICT, BUT CANNOT EXPAND, BRITISH 
RIGHTS UNDER THESE TREATIES. 
§ 307, 
It is conceded that there is no British legislation making it penal for 
United States fishermen to purchase bait or supplies on Canadian shores 
when visiting them in pursuance of their rights as confirmed by this 
treaty. This, as bas been said (supra, § 304), is a cotemporaneous con-
-struction of the treaty, since the statutes go back to the period when the 
-treaty was framed. But in the aspect of the present section the statutes 
may be regarded as a statutory statement of treaty rights in this connec-
tion, whatever these rights might be. The British Government, with 
whom exclusively the United States has to deal in this matter, pre-
scribes by statute that the seizurel3 und{'r the treaty of 1818 a:re to be 
:only for certain specified causes, amtmg which buying provisions is 
not included. And the rule is well settled, that while a municipal law 
cannot expand au international right, it may so contract it for municipal 
purposes that municipal prosecutions under it can only be brought in , 
-submission to the statutory terms. 
"If, however, it be said that this claim (to exclude United States 
fishermen from these rights) is founded on provincial or colonial stat-
-tites, and not upon the convention, this Government cannot but regard 
tht>m as unfriendly, and in contravention of the spirit, if not of the letter, 
,of the treaty, for the faithful execution of which the imperial Govern-
ment is alone responsible. 
''Anticipating that an attempt may possibly be made by the Canadian 
.authorities in the coming season to repeat their unneighborly acts to-
ward onr fishermen, I recommend you to confer upon the Executive 
the power to suspend, by proclamation, the operation of the laws author-
izing the transit of goods, wares, and merchandise in bond across the 
territory of the United States to Canada; and, further, should such an 
.extreme measure become necessary, to suspend the operation of any. 
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laws whereby the -vessels of the Dominion of Canada are permitted to 
enter the waters of the United States." 
Pmsident Grant, Second Annual Message, 1870. Infra, § 319. 
(9) GREAT BRITAIN AND NOT HER PROVINCES IS THE SOVEREIG~ TO BE DEALT 
WITH FOR INFRACTIONS OF LAW OF NATIONS AND 01<' TREATIES IN THIS RELA-
TION. 
§ 308. 
It bas been already seen (supra, §§ 8, 9) that tbe treaty-making power 
of a Government is the power which is to answer to the other contract-
ing power for infractio~s of the treaty. It has also been seen that the 
organ of a Government which is charged with its foreign relations is. 
that which is to be addressed by foreign Governments in respect to for-
eign relations, and that in federal systems this prerogative is assigned 
to the federal executive acting through bis secretary for foreign a.O-'air& 
(supra,§ 78, ff). To appeals of this class, based either upon treaty or 
the law of nations, no municipal statute, federal, state, or provincial, 
can be set up as a defense; and this bas been repeatedly admitted in 
the United States in respect to international duties and to treaties exe-
cuted by President and Senate within the range of their constitutional 
power (supra,§§ 9, 21, 138). This principle is conceded by Great Britain 
in respect to Canadian sta.tutes and Canadia,n adjudications in this very 
relation. 
See 2 Halifax Com., 1544. 
"This Government conceives that the fishery rights of the United 
States, conceded by the treaty of Washington, are to be exercised 
wholly free from the restraints and regulations of the statutes of New-
foundland." 
Mr. Evarts. Sec. of State, to Mr. Welsh, Feb.17, 1879. MSS. lust., Gr. Brit. 
As to further assertions of this responsibility of Great Britain for prO' 
vincial invasions of United States fishing rights, see Mr. Evarts to Sir E. 
Thornton, March 2,1878. This responsibility was conspicuously claimed 
and accepted in connection with the injuries received by United States 
fishermen in Fortune Bay in January, 1878. 
See papers contained in part in the message of President Hayes, May 17, 
1880. House Ex. Doc. 84, 46th Cong., 2d sess. 
"With Great Britain there are still unsettled questions, growing out 
of the local laws of the maritime provinces and the action of provin-
cial authorities deemed to be in derogation of rights secured by treaty 
to American fishermen. The United States minister in Lendon bas 
been instructed to present a demand for $105,305.02 in view of the dam-
ages received by American citizens at Fortune Bay, on the 6tll day of 
January, 1878. The subject has been taken into consideration by the 
British Government, and an early reply is anticipated." 
President Hayes, Third Annual Message, 1879. See Fourth Annual Message 
ofsame, 1880- See House Ex. Doc. 84, 46th Cong., 211 sess. 
" Early in the year the Fortune Bay claims were satisf~wtorily settled 
by the British Government paying in full the sum of £15,000, most of 
which has been already distributed. As the terms of the settlement 
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included compensation for injuries suffered by our fishermen at Aspee 
Bay, there has been retained from the gross award a sum which is 
deemed adequate for those claims." 
President Arthur, First Annual Message, 1881. 
The sett.lement is detailed in instructions from Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to 
Mr. Lowell, July 30, 1881, where Great Britain's responsibility in such 
cases is further asserted. 
As to Halifax Fishery Commission see further, Appointmljn of third commis-
sioner. President's message March 21, 1878, Senate Ex. Doc. 44, 45th Cong., 
2d sess. President's message May 17, 1878, House Ex. Doc. !:l9, 45th Cong., 
2d sess. Appointment of Maurice Delfosse as third commissioner. Presi-
dent's message June 17, 1878, Senate Ex. Doc. 100, 45th Cong., 2nd sess. 
Alleged frauds in the proofs before, Feb. 22, 1881, House Rep. 329, 46th Cong., 
3d sess. Resolution approving the report of the Committee on Foreign Re-
lations, May 28, 187!:l, Senate Mis. Doc. 73, 45th Cong., 2d sess. Award. 
Report in favor of its payment, May 28, 1878, Senate Rep. 439, 45th Cong., 
:2d sess. 
For :Mr. Evaris' criticism of action of Halifax award, see Mr. Evarts, Sec. of 
State, to Mr. Welsh, Sept. 27, 1878. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
III. BY PURCHASE OF ALASKA THE UNITED STATES IS ENTITLED TO 
THE JOINT RIGHTS OF RUSSIA AND OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE 
NORTHWESTERN PACIFIC. 
§ 309. 
The conditions of the purchase of Alaska, and the nature of the con-
troversy between the United States, Great Britain~ and Hussia, in refer-
ence to the Northwestern Pacific, as settled by the con,rention of 1824 
between Russia and t,he United States, are considered in prior sections. 
Snpra, §§ 27, 33, 159. 
See also Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dallas, May 4, 1837. MSS. Inst., 
Russia. 
As to construction of convention, see same to same, Nov. 3, 1837. 
It is sufficient here to state that the joint rights of Russia and of the 
United States to those waters are now held by the United States. 
As to fisheries in Alaska, see Senate Ex. Doc. 50, 40th Con g., 2d sess. 
:Mr. Cutts' report on the commerce in the products of the sea, and other papers 
connected with fishing grounds on the North Pacific, are given in Senate 
Ex. Doc. 34, 42d Cong., 2d sess. 
As to correspondence a:s to admission of British Columbian fish under treaty of 





I. TITLE L.~ INTERNATIONAL LAW. 
Based on discovery, § 310. 
II. TITLE UNDER UNITED STATES STATUTE. 
(1) Discovery of guano deposits gives title, § 311. 
(2) Aves Islands, § 312. 
(3) Lohos Islands, § 313. 
(4) Other islands,§ 314. 
I. TITLE IN INTERNATIONAL LAW. 
BASED ON DISCOVERY. 
§ 310. 
As bas been already stated, title to territory, whether insular or con-
tinental, in America, is based on discovery or conquest, and not on trans-
fer from the aborigines. 
Supra, § § 2, 3, 200. 
II. TITLE UNDER UNITED STATES STATUTE. 
(1) DISCOVERY OF GUA~O DEPOSITS GIVES TITLE. 
§ 311. 
The Revised Statutes of the United States provide as follows : 
SEC. 5570. Whenever any citizen of the United States discovers ·a deposit of guano 
on any island, rock, or key, not within the lawful jurisdiction of any other Govern-
ment, and not occupied by the citizens of any other Government, and takes peaceable 
possession thereof, and occupies the same, such island, rock, or key may, at the dis-
cretion of the President, be considered as appertaining to the United States. 
SEC. 5571. The discoverer shall, as soon as practicable, give notice, verified by affi-
davit, to the Department of State of such discovery, occupation, and possession, de-
scribing the island, rock, or key, and the latitude and longitude thereof, as near as 
may be, and showing that such possession was taken in the name of the United States; 
and shall furnish satisfactory evidence to the State Department that such island, rock, 
or key was not, at the time of discovery thereof, or of the taking possession and occu-
pation thereof by the claimants, in the possession or occupation of any other Govern-
ment or of the citizens of any other Government, before the same shall be considered 
as appertaining to the United States. 
SEC. 5572. If the discoverer dies before perfecting proof of discovery or fully com-
plying with t.be provisions of the preceding section, his widow, heir, executor, or 
administrator, shall be entitled to the benefits of such discovery upon complying with 
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the provisions of this title; but nothing herein shall be held to impair any rights o~ 
discovery or any assignment by a discoverer heretofore recognized by the United 
States. · 
SEc. 5573. The discoverer, or his assigns, being citizens of the United States, may 
be allowed, at the pleasure of Congress, the exclusive right of occupying such island,. 
rocks, or keys, for the purpose of obtaining guano, and of selling and delivering the· 
same to citizens of the United States, to be used therein, and may be allowed to-
charge and receive for every ton thereof delivered alongside a vessel, in proper tubs, 
within reach of ship's tackle, a sum not exceeding $8 per ton for the best quality, or 
$4 for every ton taken while in its native plMe of deposit. 
SEC. 5574. No guano shall be taken from any such island, rock, or key, except for 
the use of the citizens of the United States or of persons resident therein. The dis-
coverer, or his widow, heir, executor, administrator, or assigns, shall enter into bond, 
in such penalty and with such sureties as may be required by the President, to deliver-
the guano to citizens of the United States, for the purpose of being used therein, and 
to none others, and at the price prescribed, and to provide all Eecessary facilities for 
that purpose within a time to be fixed in the bond; and any breach of the provisions 
thereof shall be deemed a forfeiture of all rights accruing under and by virtue of this 
title. This section shall. however, be suspended in relation to all persons who have 
complied with the provisions of this title, for five years from and after th~ fourteenth 
day of July, eighteen hundred and seventy-two. 
SEc. 5575. The introduction of guano from such islands, rocks, or keys, shall be reg-
ulated as in the coasting trade between different parts of the United States, aml the 
aame laws shall govern the vessels concerned therein. 
SEc. 5576. All acts done, and offenses or crimes committed, on any such island, rock, 
or key, by persons who may land thereon, or in the waters adjacent thereto, shall he 
deemed committed on the high seas, on board a merchant ship or vessel belonging to-
the United States, and shall be punished according to the laws of the United States. 
relating to such ships or vessels and offenses on the high seas, which laws for the pur-
pose aforesaid are extended over such islands, rocks, and keys. 
SEc. 5577. The President is authorized, at his discretion, to employ the land and 
naval forces of the United States to protect the rights of the discoverer or of his 
widow, heir, executor, administrator, or assigns. 
SEC. 5V78. Nothing in this -title contained shall be construed as obliging the United 
States to reta,in possession of the islands, rocks, or keys, after the . guano shall have 
been removed from the same. 
,; The act of Congress of August 18, 1856 (P. L., 11Q) confers a dis-
cretionary power on the President of the United States to decide 
whether an islan·d which has not been appropriated by any other na-
tion, and on which guano has been discovered, shall' be considered as 
appertaining to the United States,' and whether he shall 'employ the 
land and naval forces of the United States to protect the rights' of 
the discoverers of such an island. This is manifestly a grave and im-
portant duty, to be performed by the President only after all the prt.'-
reqnisites of the law shall ha-ve been complied with." 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Fabens and Stearns, June 20, 1657. MSS. 
Dom. Let. 
"The act of Congress of August 18, 1856, authorizes the President, 
after certain prerequisites have been performed, to determine that 
islands upon which guano deposits have been discovered, appertain to 
the United States. It is only after this preliminary decision has been 
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made that it becomes necessary to determine whether the discoverers 
may have exclusive possession of the islands for the-purpose of taking 
off the guano and selling it; aml the bond and securities provided for 
in the second section of the act are not required except with reference 
to the exclusiv-e possession. In your case there has been no decision 
by the President recognizing the island of Sombrero as the property 
of the United States, and of course none authorizing exclusiv-e pos-
session in the discoverers or their assignees. Before these decisions 
can be properly made, the prerequisites already referred to must have 
been complied with. There must be sufficient proof of the discovery of 
a guano deposit by an American citizen; that it is not within the 
lawful jurisdiction of any other Government; that it is not occupied 
by the citizens of any other Government; that the discoverer bas taken 
and kept peaceable possession thereof in the name of the United States; 
that these facts have been communicated on oath t9 the Department of 
State, with a description of the island, its latitude and longitude, and 
that the deposit in question has not been taken out of the posses-
sion of any other Government or people. When the President has 
been satisfied on these points, he may in his discretion, regard the isl-
ands containing the discovered deposits as belonging to the United 
States, but he is not obliged to do so. The object of the law is to bene-
fit American agriculture by promoting the supply of guano at a rea- · 
sonable price. Before assuming, therefore, the grave responsibility 
involved in declaring a guano island to belong to the United States, 
he must be satisfied that the guano found upon it is sufficient in quan-
tity and quality to justify the measure. ..c\..nd it is only, moreover, 
when he shall be fully informerl with respect to the value of the de-
posit that he can fix correctly t.he penalty of the bond required, and 
determine the securities contemplated by the law." 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Wood and Grant, July 1, 1857; ibid. 
To enable an alleged discoverer of a guano deposit to make title, it 
is necessary, under the act of Congress of l\Iay 10, 1867, to prove (1) 
citizenship; (2) that the deposit had not been previously discovered by 
another ; (3) that the island was at the time not in occupation or pos-
session or jurisdiction of any other Gov-ernment. A specific description 
of the position of the island must be given. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Daggett, Sept. 4, 1867; ilbid. See also Mr. 
Seward to Mr. Phillips, Mar. 2, 1868; Mr. Seward to Mr. Clark, July 1, 
H:l68; ibid. 
The Department has no power to adjudicate in cases of" conflict by 
citizens of the United States in respect to their rights in a guano isiand/' 
"and the claimants must vindicate their title before the legal tribunals 
of the country." 
Mr. Fish, of State, to Mrs. Stevens, June 21, 1869. l\'ISS. Dom. Let. See 
Mr. J. C. B. Davis, Acting Sec. of State. to Mr. Gray, Aug. 21, 1869; ibid. 
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"Tbe ground upon which, under section 5570 of the Revised Statutes, 
the right of citizens of the United States to the use and control of de-
posits of guano on islands, rocks, or keys is based, is the discovery, not 
of the island or other place named, but of the deposit of guano. But it 
must also be shown that the place of the deposit is 'not within the law-
ful jurisdiction of any other Government.' • • • 
" If it be shown that the place of the deposit is not subject to the juris-
diction of any other Government the determination of the conflicting 
claims of citizens of the United States belongs exclusively to this Gov-
ernment. But it may not be improper to observe that the point of most 
importance to be ascertained, as between citizens of the United States, 
is whether the pretensions of the person laying claim to the discovery 
of a deposit conflict with the rights of any other citizen. And it is con-
ceived that a disallowed or abandoned claim would not be a bar to the 
subsequent acquirement of rights under the act of Congress by another 
claimant." 
l\fr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Romero, Feb. 26, 1886. MSS. Notes, Mex. 
By the act of 1856 (Rev. Stat., § 5570) it is essential that, before an 
island whereon guano is discovered shall be deemed as appertaining 
to the United States, that the island shall be taken possession of and 
actually occupied; conditions which are not complied with by a mere 
symbolical possession or occupancy. 
No claim, also under the act, can have an earlier inception than the 
actual discovery of guano deposit, possession taken, and actual occupa-
tion of the island, rock, or key whereon it is found. It is requisite, also, 
that in determining the proper party to give the bond required by the 
act, the political department of the Government should only look to the 
party complying with the conditions of the statute, without considering 
the legal or equitable rights of other parties to share in the profits of 
the speculation, which are to be left for the determination of the proper 
judicial tribunals. 
9 Op., 364, Black, 1859. 
The President can, under the statute, take no action in respect 
to an application by the sureties in a bond given to the United States 
from under the guano-island act of 1856 (Rev. Stat., § 557 4), to be released 
their obligation, in consequence of a bre~ch of the bond by their prin-
cipal. 
ll Op., 30, Ba.tes, 1863. 
Section 8 of the act of 1865 (13 Stat. L., 494) repeals that part of the act 
of 1856 (11 Stat. L., 119) which requires the trade in guano from guano 
islands to be carried on in coasting-vessels-, and for two years from and 
after July 14, 1865, all persons who have complied with section 2 of the 
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act of 1856 (Rev. Stat., §§ 5572, 5573) may export guano in any vessel 
which may lawfully export merchandise from the United States. 
11 Op., 514, Speed, 1866. 
On the general topic see further Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Samson, Apr. 
12, 1870. MSS. Dom. Let. Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Preston, Dec. 
31, 1872. MSS. Notes, Hayti. Mr. :Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lander, May 
20, 1874. MSS. Dom. Let. Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Beebe, 
Nov. 26, 1877; ibid. Mr. Evarts, Sec of State, to Mr. :Fisher, July 7, 1880; 
ibid. Mr. :Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. McCulloch, Dec. 5, 1884; ibid. 
The report of Mr. Clayton, Sec. of State, of June 29, 1850, in reference to guano, 
is contained in Senate Ex. Doc. 59, 31st Cong., 1st sess. See further report 
respecting the guano trade ; Senate Ex. Doc. 25, 35th Cong., 2d sess. See 
for correspondence as to seizure, by Peru, of American vessels engaged in 
the guano trade, Brit. and For. St. Pap. for 1859-'60, vol. 50, 1126. 
For articles on guano, see 19 De Bow's Rev., 219; 1 Chamber's Jour., 135, 383; 
36 Living Age, 199. 
As to guano legislation, see Calvo droit int. (3d ed.), vol. 3, 361. 
As to good offices on guano contracts, see Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Eames, 
June 20, 1855. MSS. Inst., Venez. 
As to claims against Peru on alleged contract with guano discoverers, see . 
sup1·a, § 157. 
(2) A YES ISLANDS. 
§ 312. 
"The Aves Islands have been known, probably, more than three hun-
dred years, but have ever been regarded as uninhabitable and valueless. 
No nation has deemed them of sufficient importance to be reduced to 
possession. As we understand the case, they were not embraced within 
the sovereignty of any power, but were derelict. While in this state, 
American citizens discovered that on one of them there was a deposit 
of guano of some value, and they took actual possession of it. Their 
right to retain it was, in our opinion, good against t,he whole world, and 
they could not be rightfully disturbed by any power. But it now seems 
that Venezuela has forcibly driven them away under some claim of sov-
ereignty over the island. This act has resulted in a !Serious injury to 
them,- and they have, as you will perceive by the correspondence, ap-
plied for the interposition of this Government to assert their claim 
against Venezuela for molesting them and breaking up the~r business. 
You are instructed to bring this case to the notice of the Venezuelan 
Government." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Eames, Jan. 24, 1855. MSS. Inst., Venezuela. 
" The conflicting claims of the Venezuelan Government to the Aves 
Islands, discovered by American citizens in 1854:, and occupied by them 
for the purpose of taking guano, but from which they were expelled by 
the authority of Venezuela, were, after being the subject of diplomatic 
discussion, settled by the payment by Venezuela to the United States 
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Government of a stipulated indemnity for the private claimants. (34th 
Cong., 3d sess., Senate Ex. Doc. 25; ibid., 36th Cong., 2d sess., 10.)'~ 
Lawrence's Wheaton ( ed. 1863), 319, 320. 
A report of Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, Jan. 12, 1857, as to the Aves or Bird Isl-
ands, and the title thereto, is given in Senate Ex. Doc. 28, 24th Cong., 3d 
sess. 
Further information will be found iln instructions by Mr. Marcy, l!..,eb. 3, 1857;. 
by Mr. Cass Aug. 31, 1857, Dec. 15, 1857, Aug. 24, 1858, Sept. 15, 1858, Dec. 
10, 1858; and by Mr. Seward July 30, 1862. MSS. Inst., Venez. 
As to indemnity in respect to, see Mr. Cass to Mr. Sanford, Oct. 22, 1859, quoted 
supra, § 132. 
'l'he title of Mr. Shelton and his associates to the use of the Aves Islands is held 
good, and he is entitled to damages from Venezuela for his forcible ejec-
tion. Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ribas, Sept. 11, 1857. MSS. Notes, 
Venez. Same to same, Mar. 4, 1858. 
The report of Mr. Black, Sec. of State, Feb. 23, 1861, with the accompanying 
documents, is given in Senate Ex. Doc. 10, 36th Cong., 2d sess. 
As to Aves Island convention, see Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Culver, Jan. 
24, 1863. MSS. Inst., Venez. 
As to mode of remitting payments received, see Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. 
Partridge, Dec. 7, 1869; ibid. See also a pamphlet entitled "The Aves 
Island case, with the correspondence relative thereto, and discussion on 
law and facts; H. S. Sanford, attorney for claimants, Washington, 1861." 
(3) LOBOS ISLANDS. 
§ 313. 
The dominion of the Lobos guano islands, west of the coast of Peru,. 
depends, so far as the title of the United States is concerned, on the 
discovery of the islands by Monell, a citizen of the United States, in 
1823. 
Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jewett, June 5, 1852. MSS. Dom. Let. 
As to title to the Lobos Islands, :finally conceded to Peru, see Mr. Webster, Sec. 
of State, to Mr. Osma, Aug. 21, U352, and following letters, Mr. Everett, 
Sec. of State, to Mr. Osma, Nov. 16, 1852, Nov. 19, 1852. MSS. Notes, Peru. 
"Upou thp, present state of the facts and the evidence, this Govern-
ment cannot admit the right of Peru to drive away United States ves-
seis from the Lobos Islands. * * * 
''Whatever may be the exclusive rights of Peru to the Lobos or other· 
islands near the Peruvian coast, abounding with deposits of guano, the 
conviction is deep and general among the consumers of the article in 
foreign countries, or at least in the United States, that the high price· 
of guano is occasioned by the policy which that Government has thought 
proper to adopt in reference to its exportation, and that that policy tends· 
to the advantage of a few individuals at the expense of the consumers. 
If, therefore, the Peruvian Government expects its exclusive clajms to 
be assented to, it will be necessary that its policy upon the subject 
should be changed." 
Mr. Webster,~. of State, to Mr. Clay, Aug. 30, 1852. MSS. Inst., Peru. 
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"It is proper to add, also, that prior to the receipt of this dispatch, in 
consequence of the information contained in the one that preceded it, 
dated 24th June, the President was induced to believe that the claim 
of Peru to exclusive dominion over these islands was better founded 
than he had been led to suppose. The orders that had been dispatched 
to the commander of our naval forces on the Pacific to protect such of 
our vessels as might wish to take cargoes of guano from these islands 
were accordingly countermanded some weeks since." 
Mr. Conrad, Acting Sec. of' State, to Mr. Clay, Sept. 21, 1852; ibid. 
Mr: Webster's report of Aug. 21, 1852, with accompanying papers, in Senate 
Ex. Doc., 109, 32d Cong., 1st sess. See further, 2 Curtis' W~ster, 652 :If; 
President Pierce's message, House Ex. Doc. 70, 33d Cong., 1st sess.; Mr. 
Wade's report on the Benson claim, in connection with these islands, Sen-
ate Rep. 397, 34th Cong., 3d sess. 
( 4) OTHER ISLANDS. 
§ 314. 
The President cannot annex a guano island (Oayo Verde) to the United 
States while a diplomatic question is pending between this Government 
.and that of a foreign nation, growing out of a claim of dominion by the 
latter, over the island. 
9 Op., 406, Black, 1859. 
For a summary of the action of the Government of Peru towards the guano 
islands on its coast, see report of Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, Mar. 30, 1861. 
MSS. Report Book. 
As maintaining the title of the United States to the island of Navassa, see Mr. 
Fish to Mr. Preston, Dec. 4, 1872. MSS. Notes, Hayti. Same to same, Jan. 
10, 1873; ibid. 
A paper relative to occupation of Navassa Island in 1857, is in Senate Ex. Doc. 
37, 36th Cong., 1st sess. See for the occupation, under the act of 1866, of 
Navassa, the title to which was claimed by Hayti, 30th Cong., 1st sess., 
Senate Ex. Doc. 37. Lawrence's Wheaton (ed. 1863), 319, 320. 
Correspondence as to guano claimed by citizens of the United States in Peru, in 
1857-'58, is given in Senate Ex. Doc. 69, 35th Cong., 1st sess. 
As to Mr. Brissot's alleged discovery of guano, aud as to guano on the Galapagos 
Islands, see Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, toMr. White, Aug. 4, 1854. MSS. 
Inst., Ecuador. 
As to Alta Vela Island, see House Mis. Doc. 10, 40th Cong., 3d sess. 
Mr. Frelinghuysen, in his correspondence with the Mexican legation 
at Washington, at 1882, concerning Arenas Key, neither asserted nor 
renounced the proprietorship of the United States over that island; nor 
did he affirm that the title the~eto rests with the Government of Mexico. 
He left the question open for lack of evidence sufficient to lead to a 
satisfactory conclusion i.n the premises. No such evidence had as yet 
been submitted to the Department. 





PACIFIC METHODS OF REDRESS. 
I. APOLOGY, :REPARATION, SATISFACTION, AND INDEMNITY. 
(1~ Apology and saluting flag, § 315. 
(2) Cession of territory, § 315a. 
(3) Case ofChesapeake and Leopard, § 315b. 
(4) Case of the Dartmoor prisoners,§ 315c. 
(5) Case of the Prometheus, § 315d. 
ll. ARBITRATION, § 316. 
IIJ. WITHDRAWAL OF DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS,§ 317. 
IV. RETORSION AND REPRISAL, § 318. 
V. NoN-INTERcouRsE,§ 319. 
VI. EMBARGO, § 320. 
VII. DISPLAY OF FORCE, § 321. 
I. APOLOGY, REPARATION, SATISFACTION, AND IDEMNITY. 
(1) APOLOGY AND SALUTING FLAG. 
§ 315. 
I 
The apologies and reparation offered in the cases of seizure within 
neutral territorial waters of the Chesapeake (1863) and of the Florida, 
are detailed supra,§ 27, and infra, 315b j the apology in the Trent case 
and the surrender of Messrs. 1\Iason and Slidell are discussed infra,§§ 
325, 328, 37 4. 
The delays in the action of Great Britain in making amends for 
the attack by the Leopard on the Chesapeake are noticed infra, § 315b. 
The explanations offered of the bombardment of Greytown are con-
sidered supra,§§ 50a, 224a. See also infra,§ 315d. 
Lawrence com. sur droit int., 3, 130, 132. 
As to redress in connection with the attack on the Prometheus, see infra,§ 315.d. 
Saluting the flag of a country to which an affront has been offered 
may be a mode of apology accepted as satisfactory. As an illustration 
of this topic may be mentioned tne saluting of flag after the affront as-
sumed to have been offered to the French· consul at San Francisco in 
185±, (supra,§ 98,) and that after the seizure of the Florida in Brazilian 
waters. (Supra,§ 27}. 
In the Virginius case, elsewhere noticed (infra,§ 327), where aves-
sel bearing the flag of the United States was captured by a Spanish 
cruiser as a "filibuster," and carried to Cuba, and a number of those on 
board were shot, reparation was demanded by the Government of the 
United States, and also a salute to the flag. The reparation was 
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granted; but on its afterwards appearing that the papers of the Vir-
ginius were based on a false affidavit of United States ownership, the 
demand for a salute to the flag was withdrawn. 
As to saluting flag, see Blackwood's Mag. for Dec. 1873 (vol. 114, 682). The 
rules, it is said, "of the United States are singularly minute. With refer-
ence to the last, it may be observed as an odd fact that, while the Ameri-
can President is saluted in his own fleets with a fixed number of twenty-
one guns, the official salutes of the United States to foreigners is made up 
of as many shoj:;s as there are States" in the Union. 
(2) CESSION OF TERRITORY. 
§ 315a. 
France, by the convention of 1803 (supra, ·§ 148b), ceded Louisiana to the 
United States, part of the consideration being the satisfaction by the 
United States of the claims of the United States on France for certain 
spoliations. 
See supra, § § 148, 248. 
In the treaty of February 22, 1819, Spain ceded the Floridas to the 
United States, and as an equivalent in part for this cession the United 
States agreed to renounce all the claims of her citizens against Spain 
for damages and injuries suffered until the time of the signing of the 
treaty. The claims thus renounced included those ''on account of prizes 
made by French privateers, and condemned by French consuis within 
the territory and jurisdiction of Spain," and also those "arising from 
the unlawful seizures at sea and in the ports and territories of Spain or 
the Spanish colonies." The United States were to make satisfaction 
for the claims thus renounced to the extent of five million of dollars. 
A board of three commissioners sat in Washington to distribute this 
fund, and under the express terms of the treaty rejected all claims which 
had been previously compensated by France. 
A convention entered into July 4, 1831, by the United f;tates and 
France opened with these words: '' The French Government, in order 
to liberate itself completely from all the reclamations preferred against 
it by citizens of the United States for unlawful seizures, captures, se-
questrations, confiscations, or destructions of their vessels, cargoes, or 
other property, engages to pay a sum of twenty-five millions of francs 
to the Government of the United States, who shall distribute it among 
those entitled in the manner and according to the rules which it shall 
determine." 
The cession of Florida in satisfaction of spoliation claims on ipain is 
discussed supra, § 161a. See further as to this treaty infra, § 318. 
In the same line may be mentioned the cession of California and 
other territory by Mexico, supra, § 154. 
(3) CASE OF CHESAPEAKE AND LEOPARD. 
§ 315b. 
The main features of the outrage by the LP,opard on the Chesapeake in 
1807, are elsewhere noticed. (See injrct, § 33l.) It bas also been noticed 
that when President Jefferson was advised of this outrage he issued a 
proclamation excluding Briti~hships-of-war from our ports, and requiring 
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tllat tlley shoulu not be visited from the shore. (See supra,§§ 27 .If.; infra, 
§ 319.) The effect of this was to make it necessary for them to resort 
to Halifax for water, provisions, and other conveniences, and this ex-
clusion was set up by the British authorities as a grievance of their 
own. They refused, therefore, to negotiate as to the reparation to be 
made for the attack on the Chesapeake until this proclamation was with-
drawn. Mr. Madison was willing to promise that the proclamation should 
be withdrawn as soon as satisfactory reparation was made; but he de-
clined to withdraw the proclamation in advance. 
It was argued by Mr. Rose, special envoy sent by Great Britain .to 
the United States in 1807, for the settlement of the Chesapeake question, 
that ''if, when a wrong is committed, retaliation is immediately resorted 
to by the injured party, the door to pacific adjustment is closed and the 
means of conciliation are precluded." Mr. Madison did not, as Secretary 
of State, contest this proposition when the retaliation was immediate and 
effective, but denied ·that an act of caution, such as was the excluding 
of British cruisers from our waters, induced by a series of wrongs of 
which that complained of was only one, could be regarded as such a 
retaliation. (See correspondence in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 213 :If.) 
Mr. Madison subsequently agreed that if reparation be "tendered spon-
taneously" by Great Britain," on the receipt of the act of reparation here, 
the proclamation of July 2 shall be revoked." 
Mr.'Madison to Mr. Pinkney, April 4, 1808. MSS. Inst., MinisterB. 3 Am. St. 
Pap. (For. Rei.), 221. Supra,§ 107 jJ., 150b; infra, § 331. 
Mr. Rose, being instructed to make the withdrawal of the proclama-
tion an essential preliminary, broke off the negotiations at this point, 
and returned to England. (See supra,§§ 107, 108.) 
On October 27,1809, Mr. :H'.J.Jackson, British minister at Washington, 
announced to Mr. Smith, Secretary of State, that on the annulling of the 
President's proclamation, excluding British men-of-war from the har-
bors of the United States, " His Majesty is willing to restore the seamen 
taken out of the Chesapeake, on reserving to himself a right to claim in 
a regular way" the discharge of such as were native-born British sub-
jects or deserters. Support was also tendered for the families of such 
persons slain on the Chesapeake as were not native-born British sub-
jects or deserters. As it was impossible for the British Government to 
comply with this pledge from the fact that one of the persons taken bad 
been hung under its direction, and as the whole plan of ~' satisfac-
tion" assumed. the right of the British Government to seize on board an 
American man-of-war native-born British subjects or deserters, the 
proposition could not be entertained. And Mr. Jackson's conduct to-
wards the Government in other respects was so insolent, and his cause 
so flagrantly in violation of the obligations imposed by international law 
on diplomatic agents, that it became necessary for Mr. Madison to de-
manu his recall. (8upra, §§ 84, 107, 150b.) 
The following is the correspondence in 1811 on the same topic be-
tween Mr. Foster, British minister at Washington, who succeeded Mr. 
Jackson, and Mr. J\'lonroe, Secretary of State: 
''In pursuance of the orders which I have received from Hjs Royal 
Highness the Prince Regent, in the name and on the behalf of His MaJ-
est3r, for the purpose of proceeding to a final adjustment of the differ-
ences which have arisen between Great Britain and the United States 
in the affair of the Chesapeake frigate, I have the honor to acquaint you: 
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''First. That I am instructed to repeat to the American Government 
the prompt disavowal made by His Majesty (and recited in l\1:r. Erskine's 
note of April17, 1809, to Mr. Smith) on being apprised of the unauthor-
ized act of the officer in command of his naval forces on the coast of 
America, whose recall from a highly important and honorable command 
immediately ensued, as a mark of His Majesty's disapprobation. 
''Secondly. That I am authorized to offer, in addition to that disa-
vowal on the part of His Royal Highness, the immediate restoration, as 
far as circumstances will admit, of the men who, in consequence of Ad-
miral Berkeley's orders, were forcibly taken out of the Chesapeake to 
the vessel from which they were taken; or, if that ship should be no 
longer in commission, to such sea-port of the United States as the Amer-
ican Government may name for the purpose. 
" Thirdly. That I am also authorized to offer to the American Govern-
ment a suitable pecuniary provision for the sufferers in consequence of 
the attack upon the Chesapeake, including the families of those seamen 
who unfortunately fell in the action, and the wounded survivors. 
"These honorable propositions, I can assure you, sir, are made with 
the sincere desire that they may prove satisfactory to the Government 
of the United States, and I trust they wil1 meet with that amicable re-
ception which their conciliatory nature entitles them to. I need scarcely 
add how cordially I join with you in the wish that they might prove in-
troductory to a removal of all the differences depending between our 
two countries." 
Mr. Foster, British minister at Washington, to Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, Nov. 
1, 1811. 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 499. 
"I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 1st November, 
and to lay it before the President. 
" It is much to be regretted that the reparation due for such an ag-
gression as that committed on the United States frigate, the Chesapeake, 
should have been so long delayed; nor could the translation of the.of-
fending officer from one command to another be regarded as constituting 
a part of a reparation otherwise satisfactory. Considering, however, 
the existing circumstances of the case, and the early and amicable at-
tention paid to it by His Royal Highness the Prince Regent, the Presi-
dent accedes to the proposition contained in your letter, and, in so doing, 
your Government wil1, I am persuaded, see a proof of the conciliatory 
disposition by which the President has been actuated. 
''The officer commanding the Chesapeake, now lying in the harbor of 
Boston, will be instructed to receive the men who are to be restored to 
that ship." 
Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, Nov. 12, 1811. 3 1\m. St. Pap. (For. 
Rel.), 500. See further, supra, §§ 107 ff., 150b; inj1·a, § 33. 
(4) CASE OF THE DARTl\IOOR PRISONERS. 
§ 315c. 
On April6, 1815, after the proclamation of the peace of Ghent, cer-
tain prisoners of war, citizens of the United States, who were confined 
in Dartmoor prison, becoming restless at what they may have regarded 
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as a detention when entitled to be discharged, showed what the cap-
tain of the guard considered symptoms of insubordination. They were 
unarmed and defenseless, but he called out a squad of soldiers, and, 
after some altercation, as to the extent of which the evidence subse-
quently taken differed, ordered, or at least sanctioned, firing by the sol-
diers on the prisoners. The consequence was that seven of the prison-
ers were killed and sixty wounded. The British Government did not 
bring the offenders to trial, but expressed " distress" at the conduct of 
its troops, communicating, at the same time, in a letter by the British 
charge d'affaires to the Secretary of State, the fact that the Prince Re-
gent had visited the offenders with the information of his '' disapproba-
tion," making at the same time an offer of "compensation to the wid-
ows and families of the sufferers." This offer, :Mr. Monroe, Sec. of 
State, on Dec. 11, 1815, declined. 
As to treatment of Dartmoor prisoners, see further injm, § 348c. 
(5) CASE OF THE PROMETHEUS. 
§ 315d. 
The Prometheus, a steamboat engaged by the American Atlantic and 
Pacific Ship Canal Company in the work of the then projected canal, 
was attached, when about to leave the harbor of Greytown, in Novem-
ber, 1851, by a w:r;it ·purporting to have been issued by the "Mosquito 
King" for certain port charges. These charges the commander refused 
to pay, on the ground of their exorbitancy and illegality; but, on the 
Prometheus undertaking to leave the harbor without payment, she was 
fired into by the Express, a British armed cutter, under orders of M~. 
Greene, British vice-consul at Greytown, claiming also to be regent of 
the Mosquito territory. The charges being then paid by the .Atlantic 
and Pacific Ship Company under protest, the company complained of 
this outrage to Mr. Webster, who at once instructed Mr. Lawrence, our 
then minister at London, to inquire of Lord Palmerston, the foreign 
secretary, whether the attack on the Prometheus was under British 
authority, and whether it was approved by the British Government. 
Lord Palmerston having gone out of office before a reply was made, 
inquiries were instituted by his successor, Lord Granville, who, as soon 
as he received an official report from Greytown, disavowed and apolo-
gized for the action of the Express. 
For subsequent attack on Greytown, see supra, § 224a. Reference to docs. 
mentsrelative to the attack on the Prometheus is made supra, § 224a. 
II . .ARBITRATION. 
§ 316. 
Arbitration, in reference to private claims, has been already consid-
ered. (Supra,§ 221.) National disputes as to boundaries, or to other 
public issues, are, in like manner, submitted to arbitration. As illustra-
tions may be mentioned the reference of some of the questions arising 
under the Treaty of Ghent to the Emperor of Russia (supra,§ 150); 
that of the northeastern boundary to the King of the Netherlands; 
that of the Alabama spoliations to certain eminent statesmen. In all 
these cases the questions involved were questions of public law, and in 
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this sense distinct from those heretofore discussed as falling under the 
head of private claims. (Supra, § 271.) 
By the fifth article of the Treaty of. Ghent it was stipulated that com-
missioners should be respectively appointed by the contracting parties 
for the purpose of ascertaining, surveying, and finally determining the 
northeastern boundary of the United States ; but in case of their disagree-
ment, their reports should be referred to the arbitration of some friendly 
sovereign or state. If the commissioners should agree, then their'' map 
and declaration fixing the boundary" were to be considered by both 
parties'' as finally and conclusively fixing the said boundary." In case 
of their disagreement, then "His Britannic Majesty and the Govern-
ment of the United States engage to consider the decision of such 
friendly sovereign or state to be final and conclusive on all the matters 
so referred." rhe following papers show the proceedings under the 
award of the King of the Nether lands, whom both parties agreed on as 
arbitrator : 
'' His Britannic Majesty's Government is too well acquainted with the 
division of powers in that of the United States to make it necessary to 
enter into any explanation of the reasons which rendered it obligatory 
on the President to submit the whole subject to the Senate for its ad-
vice. The result of that application is a determination on the part of 
the Senate not to consider the decision of the King of the Nether lands 
as obligatory, and a refusal to advise and consent to its execution. But 
they have passed a resolution advising 'the President to open a nego-
tiation with His Britannic J\iajesty's Government for the ascertainment 
of the boundary between the possessions of the United States and those 
of Great Britain on the northeastern frontier of the United States, ac-
cording to the treaty of peace of 1783.' This resolution was adopted on 
the conviction felt by the Senate that the sovereign arbiter had not de-
cided the question submitted to him, or had decided it in a manner un-
authorized by the submission. 
''It is not the intention of the undersigned to enter into an investi-
gation of the argument which bas led to this conclusion; the decision 
of the Senate precludes it, and the object of this communication ren-
ders it unnecessary; but it may be proper to add that no question could 
have arisen as to the v:Uidity of the decision had the sovereign arbiter 
determined on, and designated, any boundary as that which was in-
tended by the treaty of 1783. He has not done so. Not being able, 
consistently with the evidence before him, to declare that the line he 
has thought the most proper to be established was the boundary in· 
tended by the treaty of 1783, he seems to have abandoned the character 
of arbiter and assumed that of a mediator, advising both parties that a 
boundary which he describes should be accepted as one most convenient 
to them. But this line trenches, as is asserted by one of the States of 
the Union, upon its territory, and that State controverts the constitu-
tional power of the United States to circumscribe its limits without its 
assent. If the decision had indicated this line as the boundary desig-
nated by the treaty of 1783, t,his objection could not have been urged, 
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beeause then no part of the territory to the north or the east of it could 
be within the State of l\Iaine, and however the United States or any 
individual State might think itself aggrieved by the decision, as it 
would in that case have been made in conformity to the submisAion, it 
would. have been carried into immediate effect. The case is now entirely 
different, and the necessity for further negotiation must be apparent to 
adjust a difference which the so\~ereign arbiter has, in the opinion of a 
co-ordinate branch of our executive powers, failed to decide. That 
negotiation will be opened and carried on by the President with the 
sincerest disposition to bring to an amicable, speedy, and satisfactory 
conclusion a question which might otherwise interrupt the harmony 
which so happily subsists between the two countries, and which he 
most earnestly wishes to preserve. • • • 
" Presuming that the state of things produced by the resolution of 
the Senate above referred to, and the desire expressed by the President 
to open, carry on, and conclude the negotiation recommended by that 
body in the most frank and amicable manner, will convince His Britan-
nic Majesty's Government of the necessity of meeting the offers now 
made with a correspondent spirit, the undersigned is directed to pro-
pose for consideration the propriety of carrying on the negotiation at 
this place. The aid which the negotiators on both sides would derive 
from being in the vicinity of the territory in dispute, as well as the in-
formation with respect to localities from persons well acquainted with 
them which they might command, are obvious considerations in favor 
of this proposition. 
"Until this matter shall be brought to a final conclusion the necessity 
of refraining, on both sides, from any .exercise of jurisdiction beyond 
the boundaries now actually possessed, must be apparent, and will, no 
doubt, be acquiesced in on the part of the authorities of His Britannic 
Majesty's province as it will be by the United States." 
Mr. Livingston, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bankhead, July 21, 1832. MSS. Kotes, 
For. Leg. Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1833-'34, vol. 22, p. 788. 
As to finality of arbitrations, see supra, §§ 291, 238. 
As to Ashburton treaty, settling the above controversy, see supra, § 150e. 
''By that convention (that of September 29, 1827) it was agreed to 
submit the question, which was the true boundary according' to the 
treaty of 1783, to the decision of an arbitrator to be chosen between 
them. The arbitrator selected, having declared himself unable to per-
form the trust, it is as if none bad. been selected, and it would seem as 
if the parties to the submission were· bound by their contract to select 
another; but this would be useless, if the position assumed by the Gov-
ernment of His Britannic l\1:ajesty be correct, that it would be utterly 
hopeless at this time of day to attempt to fi.nrl out, by means of a new 
negotiation, an assumed line of boundary, which successive negotiators 
and which commissioners employed on the spot have, during so many 
years, failed to discover. The American Government, howe"ler, while 
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they acknowledge that the task is not without its difficulties, do not 
consider its execution as hopeless. They still trust that a negotiation 
opened and conducted in a spirit of frankness, and with a sincere desire 
to put an end to one of the few questions which divide two nations 
whose mutual interest it will always be to cultivate the relations of 
amity and a cordial good understanding with each other, may, contrary 
to the anticipations of His Britannic Maj~sty's Government, yet have a 
happy result; but if this should unfortunately fail, other means, still 
untried, remain. It was, perhaps, natural to suppose that negotiators 
of the two powers coming to the discussion with honest prejudices, each 
in favor of the construction adopted by his own nation, on a matter of 
great import to both, should separate without coming to a decision. 
The same observations may apply to commissioners, citizens, or sub-
jects of the contending parties, not having an impartial umpire to de-
cide between them; and, although the selection of a sovereign arbiter 
would seem to have avoided these difficulties, yet this advantage may 
have been more than countervailed by the want of local knowledge. 
All the disadvantages of these modes of settlement heretofore adopted 
might, as it appears to the American Government, be avoided by ap-
pointing a new commission, consisting of an equal number of commis-
sioners, with an umpire selected by some friendly sovereign from among 
the most skillful men in Europe, to decide on all points on which they 
disagree, or by a commission entirely composed of such men so selected,. 
to be attended in the survey and view of the country by agents selected 
by the parties. Impartiality, local knowledge, and high professional 
skill would thus be employed, which, although heretofore separately 
called into the service, have never before been combined for the solu-
tion of the question. This is one mode, and, perhaps, others might 
occur in the course of the discussion, should the negotiators fail in 
agreeing on the true . boundary. An opinion, however, is entertained,. 
and has been hereinbefore expressed, that a view of the subject not 
hitherto taken might lead to another and more favorable result." 
Mr. Livingston, Sec. of State, to Sir C. R. Vaughan, Apr. 30, 1833. MSS. Notes, 
For. Leg. Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1833-'34, vol. 22, p. 804. 
Sir C. R. Vaughan's reply, dat.ed May 11, 1833, is in Brit. and For. 
St. Pap., 1833-'34, vol. 22, p. 806. In it he says : 
" This rejection of the decision of the arbitrator by the Government 
of the United States has thrown the parties, as Mr. Livingston observes, 
into the situation in which they were prior to the selection of His Neth-
erland Majesty to be the arbitrator between them. It may be observed, 
also, that though the tracing of the boundary line according to the 
treaty of 1783 appeared from the statements delivered by the respective 
parties to be the principal object of arbitration, the King of the Neth-
erlands was invited, in general terms, ' to be pleased to take upon him-
self the office of arbitration of the difference between the two Govern-
ments.' 
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'·It was a measure adopted in order to put an end to tedious and 
unsatisfactory negotiations which had occupied the attention of the two 
Governments for more than forty years, and by the seventh article of 
the convention it was agreed 'that the decision of the arbiter, when 
given, shall be taken as final and conclusive, and shall be carried, with-
out reserve, into immediate effect.' 
"The undersigned cannot but regret the rejection of the decision of 
the King of the Netherlands, when he sees, throughout the note of Mr. 
Livingston, all the difficulties which attend the endeavors of the two 
Governments, actuated by the most frank and friendly spirit, to devise 
any reasonable means of settling this question. 
"l\fr. Livingston seems to be persuaded that a renewed negotiation 
may yet have a happy result, and the undersigned observes with satis-
faction that the Government of the U nitecl States has consented not 
now to insist upon the navigation of the Saint John's River, a claim 
which the British Government refused to consider in connection with 
the boundary question. 
"But the arrangement in progress last summer having failed, which 
was to result in enabling the Government of the United States to treat 
for a more con-venient boundary, that Government, in the present state 
of things, can only treat on the basis of the establishment of the 
boundary presented by the tre~ty. 
"' The undersigned is convinced that it is hopeless to ~xpect a favor-
able result from a renewed negotiation upon that basis. With regard 
to .l\Ir. Livingston's proposal, that in the event of negotiation failing, 
the two Governments may have recourse to a commission of boundary, 
composed of equal numbers selected by each party, to be attended by 
an umpire, chosen by a friendly sovereign, to decide at once all dis-
puted points, or that a commission of some of the most skillful men in 
Europe should be selected by a friendly sovereign, and should be sent 
to view and survey the disputed territory, attended by agents appointed 
by tile parties, the undersigned can only express his conviction that 
after the expense, delay, and unsatisfactory result of the commission 
of boundary under the fifth article of the Treaty of Ghent, it must be 
with great reluctance that the British Government consents to have 
recourse to such a measure. 
''Though the Constitution of the United States holds out to foreign 
powers that treaties are to be effected by ministers acting under in-
structions from the President, yet the Senate is invested with a control 
over all subjects arising out of intercourse with foreign powers. Their 
participation in the making of treaties has generally been limited, since 
the administration of General Washington, to advising and consenting 
to ratify a treaty; but their agency has been admitted by the Presi-
dent, formerly, by advising on the instructions to be given previously 
to opening a negotiation. When the Senate, in the month of July last 
year, advised the rejection of the decision of the King of the Nether-
lands, they took the initiative in the process of the negotiation which 
they directed the President to offer to open at Washington for the set-
tlement of the boundary, as they restricted the Executive to treat only 
for a boundary according to the description in the treaty of 1783. 
"I am persuaded that there will be great difficulty in constituting 
a joint commission upon the plan of 1\'Ir. Livingston. To insure proper 
skill and impartiality, it should be selected in Europe. From the na- " 
ture of the country the commissioners can be actively employed only 
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during the summer months; the undertaking will last, therefore, in all 
probability, more than one year. 
"Should His Majesty's Government reject the proposition of Mr. Liv-
ingston, Mr. McLane has stated that, without the consent of Maine, the 
General Government cannot treat for a conventional line of boundary. 
It may be inferred from Mr. McLane's note of 28th May, that the fail-
ure of the commission to discover the highlands to be sought after, 
would give ground of greater public necessity for that consent than at 
present exist. 
"The rejection of Mr. Livingston's proposition, and the impossibility 
of engaging the Government of the United States to treat for a con-
ventional line, must have the effect, I presume, of leaving the disputed 
territory in the possession of His Majesty, unless it should still be left 
at the option of this Government to acquiesce in the boundary sug-
gested by the King of the Nether lands." 
Sir C. R. Vaughan to Lord Palmers ton. J nly 4, 1833. Brit. and For. St. Pap., 
1833-'34, vol. 22, p. 823. 
Lord Palmerston, in an instruction to Sir C. R. Vaughan, dated De. 
cern ber 21, 1833, says : 
" His Majesty's Government trust that they gave a proof of this 
!conciliatory] disposition on their part when they intimated to the Gov-
ernment of the United States that not only were they prepared to 
abide, as they consider both parties bound to U.o, by the decisions of 
the King of the Netherlands upon such of the points referred to him 
upon which he has pronounced a decision; but that they were willing 
to agree to the compromise which that sovereign has recommended, 
upon the single point on which he found it impossible to make a decision 
strictly conformable with the terms of the treaty. 
"The Government of the United States has not hitherto concurred 
with that of His Majesty in this respect ; but as such a course of pro-
ceeding on the part of the two Governments would lead to the speediest 
, and easiest settlement, it is the wish of His Majesty's Government to 
draw the attention of the American Cabinet to some considerations on 
this subject, before they advert to the new proposition made to you by 
Mr. Livingston. 
"It is manifest that nothing but a sincere spirit of conciliation could 
induce His Majesty's Government to agree to the adoption of the 
arrangement recommended by the King of the Netherlands; because 
the boundary which he proposes to draw between the two parties would 
assign to the United States more than three-fifths of that disputed ter-
ritory, to the whole of which, according to the terms of the award itself, 
the title of the United States is defective in the same degree as that of 
Great Britain. · 
"But it seems important, in the first place, to consider what the ref-
erence was which the two parties agreed to make to the King of the 
Netherlands, and how far that sovereign has determined the matters 
which were submitted for his decision. 
'"Now, that which the two Governments bound themselves to do by 
the convention of the 29th of September, 1827, was to submit to an 
arbiter certain 'points of difference which had arisen in the settlement 
of the boundary between the British and American dominions,' and to 
abide by his decision on those points of difference; and they subse-
quently agreed to name the King of the Netherlands as their arbiter. 
The arbiter then was called upon to decide certain questions, and if it 
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should appear that he has determined the greater part of the points 
submitted to him his decisions on those points cannot be rendered in-
valid by the mere circumstance that he declares that one remaining 
point cannot be decided in any manner that shall be in strict conformity 
with the words of the treaty of 1783, and that he, consequently, recom-
mends to the two parties a compromise on that particular point." 
This position is then vindicated at length. 
For this instruction in full, see Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1833-'34, vol. 22, p. 826. 
By the Treaty of Ghent "all attempts to settle the boundary ended 
in making provision for referring the question to the arbitrament of a 
friendly sovereign. This was done, the King of the Netherlands being 
agreed upon as the arbiter. He accepted the trust, executed it, and 
made an award nearly satisfactory to the British Government, because 
it cut oft' a part of the northern projection of Maine, and so admitted a 
communication, although circuitous, between Halifax and Quebec; but 
still leaving the highland boundary opposite that capital. The United 
States rejected the award, because it gave up part of the boundary of 
1783; and thus the question remained for nearly thirty (twelve~) years 
longer, until the treaty of 1842, Great Britain demanding the execution 
of the award, the United States refusing it." 
2 Benton's Thirty Years, &c., 438. 
As to Treaty of Ghent, see supra,§ 150o. 
Mr. Webster, in his speech of April 6 and 7, 1846, in defense of the 
Treaty of Washington, thus speaks (5 Webster's Works, 84): 
"The King of the Nether lands was appointed arbitrator under this 
convention, and he made his award on the lOth of J aQuary, 1831. This 
award was satisfactory to neither party; it was rejected by both, and 
the whole matter was thrown back upon its original condition. This 
happened during the first term of General Jackson's administration. 
He immediately addressed himself to new efforts for the adjustment of 
the controversy." 
Mr. Webster then proceeds to notice the several messages of General 
Jackson bearing on this question, closing with that of December, 1835, 
where he sa,id: "In the settlement of the question of the northeastern 
boundary little progress has been made. Great Britain has declined 
acceding to the proposition of the United States, presented in acconl-
ance with the resolution of the Senate, unless certain preliminary con-
ditions are admitted, which I deem incompatible with a satisfactory and 
rightful adjustment of the controversy." 
See supra, § § 150o, 150d. 
"When a dispute as to territorial limits arises between two nations, 
the ordinary course is to leave the country claimed by them respectively 
in the same condition (or as nearly so as possible) in which it was 
when the difficulty first occurred, until an amicable arrangement can 
be made in regard to conflicting pretensions to it. It has not been the 
intention of the United States to deviate from this course, nor has any 
notice been given by 1\:Iexico tp.at ~She proposed to assume jurisdiction 
over it, or change the possession as it was held at the conclusion of the 
treaty of peace and limits between the two Republics." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Conkling, May 18, 1853. MSS. lust., Mex. 
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".Motions to open or set aside international awards are not entertained 
unless made promptly, and upon proof of fraudulent concoction or of 
strong after-discovered evidence." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, May 12, 1886. MSS. Dom. Let. 
"When there is a persistent refusal on the part of one Government 
to pay damages claimed by another on behalf of one of its citizens, the 
only method of redress that exists, if arbitration be not resorted to, is 
by reprisal, which, in a case such as the present, would inevitably pro-
duce war. It certainly would not be claimed that at this period, when 
the refusal of the British Government to pay the claim has been ac-
quiesced in by Administration after Administration without even a 
suggestion of reprisals, reprisals could now be threatened." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Benedict, Taft, and Benedict, May lB, 
1886; ibid. 
" The interest of peace and good will among nations are so transcend-
ent, and the practice of international mediation and arbitration is so 
essential to those interests, that a proud and self-respecting people would 
always submit to the consequences of very great errors of judgment, 
and sometimes even to those of bias and prejudice in international ar-
bitration, rather than to refuse to execute an award; but it should be 
kept in mind that there are occasions when such obedience would be a 
crime against the true interests of peace and good neighborhood, and 
destructive of international arbitration as the best of their safeguards. 
If, as Vattel tersely states it, 'the arbitrators, by pronouncing a sen-
tence evidently unjust and unreasonable, should forfeit the character 
with which they are invested, their judgment would deserve no atten-
tion.' A just nation, however, in whose favor au award has been made, 
should be willing to forego the advantage of a victory on far less evi-
dent grounds than those which would justify a refusal by the losing 
party to perform, and to reaujust and retry the matter in dispute, if it, 
had reasou to think that any serious error had been committed, or that 
anything of corruption or unfairness had played a part in the affair, for 
no honorable Government could consent to profit by a success so gained. 
Upon such principles Congress at its last session authorized the Presi-
dent to reopen, if he should see cause, certain awardR in favor of citi-
zens of the United States against the Government of Mexico. * * * 
"But the Treaty of Washington was a written agreement between 
two parties, and not a statute; and the history and language of pre-
vious treaties between them may be justly resorted to to throw light 
upon a disputed interpretation. The fifth article of the treaty of 1794 
provided for three commissioners to decide upon the river intended by 
the' Saint Croix,' named by the treaty of 1783, but was silent as to the 
power of a majority. The . same treaty created :five commissioners to 
ascertain certain damageA to British su'Qjeets, and conferred dedsive 
power upon three of them. It also established a ~imilar commission of 
five to ascertain certain losses of Americans, and conferred full power 
upon a majority. Can it be doubted that in that case both Govern-
ments intended, for obvious reasons, to make different and more elastic 
provisions respecting decisions touching private claims from those re-
lating to their boundaries~ The article as to the Saint Croix was fol-
lowed by Article V of the Treaty of Ghent on the same general sub-
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jed, which provided for two commissioners and the umpirage of a 
friendly power. The treaty of 1822 created a commission to ascertain 
the value of slaves, etc., under the award of the Emperor of Russia, and 
provided for the decision of' the majority.' The decision of the Em-
peror on the subject in dispute referred to him is worthy of notice, as 
declaring a wholesome rule in interpreting treaties. He says that, with 
the concurrence of the two powers, be has ' given an opinion founded 
solely upon the sen8e which results from the text of the article.' The 
claims treaty of 1853 provided for two commissioners and an umpire. 
TlH• same was done on the fishery question in the treaty of 1854. By 
the slave-trade treaty of 1862, the judges of the mixed courts and the 
arbitrator were authorized to decide by 'a ma:iority of the three.' It 
appears, then, from the history and language of the long series of treaties 
between the two Governments, that they never treated upon the idea 
that by the rules of public law, as between them, a majority of commis-
sioners or arbitrators, or even of members of a court, bad decisive 
powers unless the contrary was expressed, and that, on the contrary, 
they had treated in conformity with the well-known rules of both coun · 
tries that the decision of conventional arbitrators, commissioners, or 
courts must be unanimous to be valid, unless the instrument of their 
creation provided otherwise, and tbat, as in the article of the treaty of 
1871, respecting places excepted from fishery, when they were willing 
that a difference between two commissioners of their own appointment 
should be decided by a single other person or power, they knew bow to 
say so, and did say so. • * * 
"What are the principles of ordinary procedure in arbitration i In 
Germany, France, and other countries whose jurisprudence is founded 
on the Homan law, they are one thing-allowing a majority to decide. 
In Great Britain and the United States, where the common law prevails, 
tbe.v are and always have beea the oppoEite-not allowing a majority 
to decide without a stipulation to that end. Halleck's statement, then, 
is practically correct; but the rule be lays down does not apply between 
all states, and the structure of his sentence does not import that it 
does so. Thus Heflter, the accuracy and precision of whose writings 
has made his work a universal authority, states the complete rule. 
Bluntschli, also cited by Lord Salisbury (whose book was published in 
1868 without notes or citations), states boldly that 'the decree of the 
majority serves as the decree of the entire tribunal' (sec. 493, German 
edition). He, too, was a civil law writer in a civil law country, and in 
that light states the rule correctly without, like Heffter, giving the 
foundation of it, viz, the principles of ordinary procedure. * * • 
''On a full view, then, of the authorities referred to in connection 
with the observations of other writers on the subject, and its history, 
is it not a just and inevitable eonclusion that international Jaw, so far 
a.s any such thing exists, lays down no other rule on the subject than 
that, in the absence of an intention to be drawn from the text of the 
treaty, the powers of the arbitrators or commissioners are to be meas-
ured I.Jy the principles of oruinary procedure of the treating nations'" 
Hon. George F. Edmunds in North Am. Rev., Jan. , 1S79, p. 6 ff. See su,pra, ~ 
221. See App., Vol. III, ~ 316. 
On June 12, 1848, Lord Palmers ton earnestly opposed a proposition 
in Parliament that Great Britain should pledge herself to abide the l'e-
sult of arbitration, on the ground that "there is no country which, from 
its political and commercial circumstances, from its maritime interests, 
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and from its colonial possessions, excites more anxious and jealous 
feelings in different quarters than England does, and there is no coun· 
try that would find it more difficult to obtain really disinterested and 
impartial arbitrators." 
Creasy's Int. Law, 698. 
For notice of the arbitration of the Emperor of Germany in reference to the San 
Juan boundary, see 3 Phill. Int. Law (3d ed.), 5. 
The award of the President. of the Unitecl States as arbiter in the contention be-
tween Great Britain and Portugal as to island of Bulama is given in the 
Brit. and For. St. Pap.,Lcl70-'71, vol. 61. 
The award of the Emperor of Austria in the controversy between Great Britain 
and Nicaragua is given supra,§ 293. 
As to Genava award, see inj1·a, § (02a. 
As to Halifax award, see s1:tpra, § § 301 if. 
"In the arbitrations under Jay's treaty, it seemed to be supposed that 
a party had the right to withdraw from the commission under direc· 
tions from the political department of the Government. Great Britain 
claimed the same right in the notices to the arbitrators in the late ar-
bitration at Geneva, which were given on the 15th of April, 1872. It 
may be questioned whether this is in accordance with the idea of an 
independent and impartial judicial tribunal. 
''A mixed commission is competent to decide upon the extent of its 
jurisdiction. 
" The proceedings of the mixed commission, held in London under 
the provisions of the convention of 1853 with Great Britain, have been 
made public. In several cases they appear to have considered and 
pa~secl upon the question of their own jurisdiction. In a few cases they 
were required to construe the treaties between the two countries. In 
the case of the John, captured by Great Britain after the time when, 
by the terms of the 2d article of the Treaty of Ghent, hostilities should 
have ceased, and wrecked by the captor, it was held that the owners 
were entitled to compensation, as restitution could not be made. In 
the case of the Washington, it was held that American fishermen were 
not excluded by the convention of 1818 from fishing in the open waters 
of the Bay of Fundy." 
Mr. J. C. B. Davis, Notes, &c. Supra, §§ 150 jf, 221. 
III. WITHDRAWAL OF DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS. 
§ 317. 
The practice as to the dismissal or withdrawal of ministers is considered supra, 
§§ 81, ~3. 84, 85. 
Notices of the suspension of diplomatic intercourse with France in 1796 are 
given supra,§§ 83jf., 148ff., and with Great Britain in 1809 supra,§§ 84, 
107, 150b. 
"A hope was for a short time entertained that a treaty of peace, 
actually signed betweeu the Governments of Buenos Ayres and Brazil, 
would supersede all further occasions for those collisions between bellig-
erent pretensions and neutral rights which are so commonly the result 
of maritime war, and which have unfortunately disturbed the harmony 
of the relations between the United States and the Brazilian Govern-
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ment. .At their last session, Congress were informed that some of the 
naval officers of that Empire had advanced and practiced upon princi-
ples in relation to blockade and to neutral navigation which we could 
not sanction, and which our commanders found it necessary to resist. 
It appears that they have not been sustained by the Government of 
Brazil itself. Some of the vessels captured under the assumed au-
thority of these erroneous principles have been restored, and we trust 
that our just expectations will be realized, that adequate indemnity 
will be made to all the citizens of the United States who have suffered 
·by the unwarranted captures which the Brazilian tribunals themselves. 
have pronounced unlawful. 
" In the diplomatic discussion at Rio de Janeiro of these wrongs 
sustained by citiu~~ns of the United States, and of others which seemed 
as if emanating immediately from that Government itself, the charge 
d'affaires of the United States, under an impression that his represen-
tations in behalf of the rights and interests of his countrymen were-
disregarded and useless, deemed it his duty, without waiting for in-
structions to terminate his official functions, to demand his passports 
and return to the United States. This movement, dictated by an honest 
zeal for the honor and interest of his country, motives which operated 
exclusively upon the mind of the officer who resorted to it, has not been 
disapproved by me. The Brazilian Government, however, complained 
of it as a measure for which no adequate intentional cause had been 
giYen by them ; and, upon an explicit assurance, through their charge· 
d'affaires residing here, that a successor to the late representative of 
the United States near that Government, the appointment of whom 
they deBired, should be received and treated with the respect due to 
his character, and that indemnity should be promptly made for all in-
juries inflicted on citizens of the ·United States, or their property:, 
contrary to the laws of nations, a temporary commission as charge 
d'affaires to that country has been issued, which, it is hoped, will en-
tirely restore the ordinary diplomatic intercourse between the two Gov-
ernments and the friendly relations between their respective nations." 
President J. Q. Adams, Third Annual Message, 1827 . 
.A refusal to accept an ultimatum as to a claim for damages due a citi-
zen of the United States, may be followed by a withdrawal of our diplo-
matic representative at the country by which the demand is refused. 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dana, Oct. 31, 1860. MSS. Dom. Let. 
The impositiion by Mexico of a tax unduly discriminating against 
citizens of the United States, if not a breach of the treaty between the 
United State~ and Mexico, is an unfriendly act to be noticed by the 
United States. 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Forsyth, June 23, 1858. MSS. lust., Mex. Same 
to same, July 15, 1858; ibid. 
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For this and for other reasons, l\ir. Forsyth, minister to Mexico, under 
instructions, suspended diplomatic relations with that country. 
Same to same, July 18, 1858; ibid. 
IV. RETORSION AND REPRISAL. 
§ 318. 
"The making a reprisal on a nation is a very serious thing. Remon-
strance and refusal of satisfaction ought to precede; and when reprisal 
follows, it is considered an act of war, and never failed to produce it in 
the case of a nation able to make war; besides, if the case were impor-
tant and ripe for that step, Congress must be called upon to take it; the 
right of reprisal being expressly lodged with them by the Constitution, 
and not with the Executive." 
Opinion of Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, May 16, 1793. 7 Jeff. Works, 628. 
As to proposed reprisals on the then Spanish possessions of the Floridas, see Mr. 
Jefferson, President, to the Secretary of State, Aug. 16, 1807. 5 Jeff. Works. 
164. 
To a formal declaration of war may be preferred "general letters of 
marque and reprisal, because, on a repeal of their edicts by the bellig-
-erent, a revocation of the letters of marque restores peace without the 
delay, difficulties, and ceremonies of a treaty." 
President Jefferson to Mr. Lincoln, Nov. 13, 1808. 5 Jeff. Works, 387. 
"Having been called upon by the governor-general of the Canadas 
to aid him in carrying into efl'ect measures of retaliation against the in-
habitants of the United States for · the wanton destruction committed 
by their army in Upper Canada, it bas become imperiously my duty, 
conformably with the nature of the governor-general's application; to 
issue to the naval force under my command an order to destroy and lay 
waste such towns and districts upon the coast as may be found assail-
able. 
"I had hoped that this contest would have terminated without my 
beiug obliged to resort to severities which are contrary to the usage of 
civilized warfare, and as it has b~en with extreme reluctance and con-
cern that 1 have found myself compelled to adopt this system of devas-
tation, I shall be equally gratified if the conduct of the Executive of the 
United States will authorize my staying such proceedings by making 
reparation to the su~ring inhabitants of Upper Canada, thereby mani-
festing that if the destructive measures pursued by their army were 
-ever sanctioned they will no longer be permitted by the Government." 
Vice-Admiral Cochrane to Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, Aug. 18, 1814. 3 Am. St. 
Pap. (For. Rei.), 693. See as to Admiral Cochrane's subsequent action, in-
fra.,§ 348b. 
As to British hurning of Washington, see infra,§ 349. 
"I have h~d the honor of receiving your letter of the 18th of August, 
stating that, having been called on by the governor-general of the Can-
adas to aid him in carrying into e:fl'ect measures of retaliation against 
the inhabitants of the United States for the wanton desolation com-
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mitted lty their army in Upper Canada, it has become your duty, con-
formably with the nature of the governor-general's application, to issue 
to the naval force under your command an order to destroy and lay 
waste such towns and districts upon the coast as may be found assail-
able. 
"It 1s seen, with the greatest surprise, that this system of devasta-
tion, which has been practiced by the British forces, ao manifestly con-
trary to the usages of civilized warfare, is placed by you on the ground 
of retaliation. No sooner were the United States compelled to resort 
to war against Great Britain than they resolved to wage it in a manner 
most consonant to the principles of humanity and to those friendly re-
lations which it was desirable to preserve between the two nations after 
the restoration of peace. They perceived, however, with the deepest 
regret that a spirit alike just and humane was neither cherished nor 
acted on by your Government. Such an assertion would not be haz-
arded if it was not supported by facts, the proof of which has, perhap,~, 
already carried the same conviction to other nations that it has to the 
people of these States. Without dwelling on the deplorable cruelties 
committed by the savages in the British ranks and in British pay at 
the river Raisin, which to this day have never been disavowed or 
atoned for, I refer, as more immediately connected with the subject of 
your letter, to the wanton desolation that was committed at Havre de 
Grace and at Georgetown, early in the spring of 1813. These villages 
were burnt and ravaged by the naval forces of Great Britain, to the 
ruin of their unaided inhabitants. who saw with astonishment that 
they derived no protection to their property from the laws of war. 
During the same season scenes of invasion and pillage, carried on under-
the same authority, were witnessed all along the waters of the Chesa-
peake to an extent inflicting the most serious private distress and under-
circumstances that justified the suspicion that revenge and cupidity, 
rather than the manly motives that should dictate the hostility of a 
high-minded foe, led to their perpetration. The late destruction of the 
houses of the Government in this city is another act which comes nec-
essarily into view. In the wars of modern Europe no example of the 
kind, even among nations the most hostile to each other, can be traced. 
In the course of ten years past the capitals of the princip!1l powers of the 
continent of Europe have been conquered and occupied alternately by 
the victorious armies of each other, and no instance of such wanton and 
unjustifiable destruction has been seen. We must go back to distant 
and barbarous ages to :find a parallel for the acts of which I complain •. 
•' Although these acts of desolation invited, if they did not impose 
on the Government the necessity of retaliation, yet in no instance has 
it benn authorized. 
"The burning of the village of Newark, in Upper Canada, poster)or 
to the early outrages above enumerated, was not executed on that 
principle. The village of Newark adjoined Fort George, and its de· 
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struction was justified by the officers who ordered it, on the ground 
that it became necsssary in the military operations thero. The act, 
however, was disavowed by the Government. The burning which took 
place at Long Point was unauthorized by the Government, and the 
conduct of the officer subjected to the investigation of a military tri-
bunal. For the burning of Saint David's, committed by the stragglers, 
the officer who commanded in that quarter was dismissed without a 
trial for not preventing it. 
"I am commanded by the President distinctly to state, that it as little 
comports with any orders which have been issued to the military and 
naval commanders of the United States as it does with the established 
and known humanity of the American nation, to pursue a system which 
it appears you have adopted. This Government owes it to itself, to the 
principles which it has ever held sacred, to disavow, as justly charge-
able to it, any such wanton, cruel, and unjustifiable warfare. 
'"Whatever unauthorized irregularities have ever been committed by 
any of its troops, it would have been ready, acting on these principles 
of sacred and eternal obligation, to disavow, and as far as might be 
practicable, to repair. But in the plan of desolating warfare which 
your letter so explicitly makes known, and which is attempted to be ex-
cused on a plea so utterly groundless, the President perceives a spirit 
of deep-rooted hostility, which, without the evidence of such facts, he · 
could not have believed existed, or would have been carried to such an 
extremity. 
"For the reparation of injuries of whatever nature they may be, not 
sanctioned by the law of nations, which the military or naval force of 
either power may have committed against the other, this Government 
will always be ready to enter into reciprocal arrangements. It is pre-
sumed that your Government will neither expect nor propose any which 
are not reciprocal. 
"Should your Government adhere to a system of desolation, so con-
trary to the views and practice of the United States, so revolting to 
humanity, and repugnant to the sentiments and usages of the civilized 
world, whilst it will be seen with the deepest regret, it must and will bt:' 
met with a determinatio~ and constancy becoming a free people con-
tending in a just cause for their essential rights and their dearest inter-
ests." 
Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, to Vice-Admiral Cochrane, Sept. 6, 1814. 3 Am. St. 
Pap. (For. Rei.), 693. 
As to reprisals in war of 1812, see furt.her infra, 348b, 349. 
"I have had the honor to receive your letter of t.he 16th instant this 
morning in reply to the one which I addressed to you in the Patuxent. 
"As I have no authority from my Government to enter upon any 
kind of discussion relative to the points contained in your letter, I have 
only to regret that there does not appear to be any hope that I shall 
be authorized to recall my general order, wllich bas been furtbf"r sanc-
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tioued by a subsequent request from Lieutenant-General Sir George 
Prevost. 
"A copy of your letter will this day be forwarded by me to England, 
and, until I receive instructions from my Government, the measures 
which I have adopted must be persisted in, unless remuneration be 
made to the inhabitants of the Canadas for the injuries they have sus-
tained from the outrages committed by the troops of the United States." 
Vice-Admiral Cochrane to Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, Sept. 19, 1814. 3 Am. St. 
Pap. (For. Rel. ), 694. Infra, ~ 348b. 
The treaty of July 4, 1831, negotiated by Mr. Rives, in Paris, fixed 
the spoliation indebtedness of France to the United States at 25,000,000 
francs, payable in six annual installments, with interest. The treaty, 
however, could not be executed or the money paid without the action 
of the House of Deputies. This the then ministers hesitated to pro-
pose to the house, though the United States, in discharge of a stipula-
tion made in the treaty as an equivalent, modified by act of Congress 
the duty on French wines. So little prepared was the United States 
Government for the failure on the part of France to fulfill her treaty 
obligations that Mr. McLane, on January 7, 1833, drew on the French 
minister of finance for the first installment of the debt, the draft matur-
ing Febuary 7, 1833, the day of payment. The draft, in the hands of a 
European indorsee, was refused payment on the ground that no appropri-
ation bad been made. Mr. Edward Livingston, then Secretary of State, 
was, on May 24, 1833, commissioned as minister to France, where he 
arrived in September, 1833, the mission having been vacant since the 
return of Mr. Rives in 1831. The King (Louis Philippe) received Mr. 
Livingston with great courtesy, but showed great unwillingness to di-
rect his ministry to bring up the question of the debt before the House 
of Deputies. It was suggested that in the negotiation of the treaty 
l\lr. Rives bad obtained an undue advantage from a superior knowledge 
of the facts; but, as Mr. Livingston well replied, this could not with 
any propriety be alleged, since the United States in making up its case 
had to depend almost exclusively on papers obtained in France. Gen-
eral ,Jackson was much irritated at this and other evasions of duty, but 
his confidence in Mr. Livingston led him to intrust that eminent states-
man with full discretion. This discretion to its entire extent was nec-
essary to avoid a rupture. Twice within the six months following 1\fr. 
Livingston's arrival was the question postponed by the House of Dep-
uties; and then payment was refused by a majority of eight. vVhen a 
new House of Deputies was organized in 1834, the matter was again 
postponed ; and so indignant was President Jackson at these succesive 
breaches of treaty obligation that in his annual message of December, 
1834, he recommended reprisals. This message, coupled with certain 
dispatches of l\lr. Livingston which had been imprudently published 
by the United States Government, produced a feeling of gTeat anger 
in France. The French minister of foreign affairs at once informed 
Mr. Livingston that while the King would apply to the House of Depu-
ties for an appropriation for payment of the debt, he considered, after 
the language used by the Government of the United States, that he 
could not permit his minister, M. Serrurier, to leave for Washington. 
Mr. Livingston was then ofl'ered his own passports. Mr. Livingston, in, 
reply, stated that on the question of voluntarily leaving France he would 
await the instructions of his own Government. This course was ap-
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proYed by the President, who directed Mr. Livingston that if the ap-
propriation was rejected he was to leave France in a United States ship-
of-war then waiting his orders; while if the appropriation was made 
Mr. Livingston was to leave France for England and place the legation 
in the hands of the charge d'affaires. The House of Deputies resolved 
at last, when the crisis came, to pass the appropriation, but it attached 
to the resolution the proviso that the money should not be paid until 
satisfactory explanation had been made of those portions of the Presi-
dent's message above referred to which reflected on France. Mr. Liv-
ingston, being placed in a position for which he had no instructions, and 
feeling that he could not, under any circumstances, consent to treat an 
Executive message to Congress, which is a matter exclusively of do-
mestic concern (see supra,§ 79), as subject to the criticisms of a foreign 
power, called for his passports, leaving the legation in charge of Mr. 
Barton as charge d'affaires, and addressing to the Due de Broglie, then 
French minister of foreign affairs, a vindication of his position in re-
garding the President's message as not the subject of explanation or 
criticism. (For extracts, see supra, § 79.) 
Mr. Barton's instructions, when left as charge d'affaires in Paris on 
Mr. Livingston's withdrawal, were, in case of a refusal of the French 
Government to pay the installment due, to surrender his mission and 
return home. The Due de Broglie, French minister of foreign affairs, 
having informed Mr. Barton that the money would not be paid until 
there was an expression of regret from the President of the United 
States at t,he misunderstanding that had existed, accompanied with 
what was tantamount to an apology, Mr. Barton left France to obtain 
direct instructions from the President as to the course to be pursued. 
He was joined, when he returned to New York, by Mr. Livingston, who 
went with him when he went to Washington. President Jackson, when 
the facts were reported to him, drafted a special message which be sent 
to Mr. Livingston for revision. Mr. Livingston considered the terms 
too peremptory, and on January 11, 1836, wrote to the President as 
follows: · 
"The message about to be delivered is of no ordinary importance; 
it may produce war or secure peace. Should the French Government 
be content to receive your last message, they will not do so until they 
have seen this. There should not, therefore, be anyt,bing in it unneces-
sarily irritating. You have told them home truths in the past. You 
have made a case which will unite every American in feeling on the side 
of our •ountry. It cannot be made stronger, and to repeat it would be 
unnecessary. The draft you did me the honor to show me would make 
an admirable manifesto or declaration of war; but we are not yet come 
to that. The world would give it that character, and issued before we 
know the effect of the first message, it would be considered as precipi-
tate. The characteristics of the present communication ought, in my 
opinion, to be moderation and firmness. ~ * * :Moderation in lan-
guage, firmness in purpose, will unite all hearts at borne, all opinions 
abroad in our favor. Warmth and recrimination will give arguments 
to false friends and real enemies, which they may use with effect against 
us. On these principles I have framed the hasty draft which I inclose. 
You will with your usual discernment determine whether it suits the 
present emergency." . 
This draft, thus submitted, was made the basis of the President's 
message of January 15, 1836. The tone of this message, together with 
that of the message immediately preceding, was such as to induce the 
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French Government, as hereinafter stated, to pa,y the installments due 
without further reservation. 
"Our institutions are essentially pacific. Peace and friendly inter-
cotuRe with all nations are as much the desire of our Government as 
they are the interest of our people. But these objects are not to be 
permanently secured by surrendering the rights of our citizens, or per-
mitting solemn treaties for their indemnity in cases of flagrant wrong 
to be abrogated or set aside. 
"It is undoubtedly in the power of Congress seriously to affect the 
agricultural and manufacturing interests of France by the passage of 
laws relating to her trade with the United States. Her products, man-
ufactures, and tonnage may be subjected to heavy duties in our ports, 
or all commercial intercourse with her may be suspended. But there 
are powerful, and, to my mind, conclusive objections to this mode of 
proceeding. We cannot embarrass or cut off the trade of France with-
out at the same time, in some degree, embarrassing or cutting off our 
own trade. The injury of such a warfare must fall, though unequallyt 
upon our own citizens, and could not' but impair the means of the Gov-
ernment, and weaken that united sentiment in support of the rights 
and honor of the nation which must now pervade every bosom. Nor 
is it impossible that such a course of legislation would introduce once 
more into our national councils those disturbing questions in relation 
to the tariff of duties which have been so recently put to rerSt. Besides, 
by every measure adopted by the Government of the United States 
with the view of injuring France, the clear perception of right which 
will induce our own people, and the rulers and people of all other na-
tions, even of France herself, to pronounce our quarrel just, will be ob-
scured, and the support rendered to us, in a final resort to more decisive 
measures, will be more limited and equivocal. There is but one point 
in the controversy, and upon that the whole civilized world must pro-
nounce France to be in the wrong. We insist that she shall pay us a 
sum of money which she has acknowledged to be due, and of the justice 
of this demand there can be but one opinion among mankind. True 
policy would seem to dictate that the question at issue should be kept 
thus disemcumbered, and that not the slightest pretense should be 
given to Fr3Jnce to persist in her refusal to make payment by any act 
on our part affecting the interests of her people. The question should 
be left as it is now, in such an attitude that when France fulfills her 
treaty stipulations all controversy will be at an end. 
''It is my conviction that the United States ought to insist on a prompt 
execution of the treaty, and in case it be refused, or longer dela.yed, take 
redress into their own hands. After the delay on the part of France, 
of a quarter of a century, in acknowledging these claims by treaty, it is 
not to be tolerated that another quarter of a century is to be wasted in 
negotiating about the payment. The laws of nations provide a remedy 
for such occasions. It is a well-settled principle of the international 
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code that where one nation owes another a liquidated debt, which it re-
fuses or neglects to pay, the aggrieved party may seize on the property 
belonging to the other, its citizens or subjects, sufficient to pay the debt, 
without giving just cause of war. This remedy has been repeatedly re-
sorted to, and recently by France herself toward Portugal, under cir-
cumstances less unquestionable." 
President Jackson, Sixth Annual Message, 1834. 
Senate Doc. 40, 23d Cong., 2d sess., contains a report of Mr. Clay, 
from the Committee on Foreign Relations, on the President's message 
of December, 1834, closing with the resolution "that it is inexpedient, 
at this time, to pass any law vesting in the President authority for 
making reprisals on French property in the contingency of provision not 
being made for paying to the United States the indemnity stipulated by 
the treaty of 1831, during the present session of the French Chambers." 
The report begins by stating an "entire concurrence with the President 
as to the justice of the claims." The report proceeds to examine Mr. 
Rives' negotiations with the French minister of foreign affairs, and states 
that in this negotiation "the King manifested the most friendly feeling 
toward the United States." It explains the unfriendly -action of the 
House of Delegates as due in part to "deep-rooted prejudice," in part to 
indiscreet publication of dispatches of the American negotiators. The 
failure on the part of the French Government to secure favorable action 
was held by the committee to be attributable to the fact that "during 
certain seasons of the year legislative labors are habitually suspended;" 
that the Government was obliged to proceed with " great circumspec· 
tion ; :' ~'that a special call of the Chambers would not be attended with 
the benefits expected from it at Washington." The committee then sa.y 
that '~if these reasons are not sufficient to command conviction, * "" * 
they ought to secure acquiescence in the resolution of the King not to 
hazard the success of the bill by a special call of the French legislature 
at an unusual season of the year." "It is conceded that the refusal of one 
portion of a foreign Government, whose concurrence is necessary to 
carry into effect a treaty with another, may be regarded, in strictness, 
as tantamount to a refusal of the whole Government." But it is argued 
that a refusal by a majority of 8 in a house of 344 members ought not 
to be treated as final. On the subject of reprisals in general the report 
proceeds to say : . 
" In recommending adherence yet longer to negotiation for the pur-
poses indicated, the committee are encouraged by the past experience 
of this Government. Almost every power of Europe, especially during 
the wars of the French Revolution, and several of those of the new states 
on the American continent, have, from time to time, given to the United 
States just cause of war. Millions of treasure might have been ex-
pended, and countless numbers of human beings been sacrificed, if the 
United States had rashly precipitated themselves into a state of war 
upon the occurrence of every wrong. But they did not; other and more 
moderate and better counsels prevailed. The result attested their wis-
dom. With most of the powers, by the instrument of negotiation, ap-
pealing to the dictates of reason and of justice, we have happily compro-
mised and accommodated all difficulties. Even with respect to Prance, 
after negotiations of near a quarter century's duration ; after repeated 
admissions, by successive Governments of France, of the justice of some 
portion of our claims, but after various repulses, under one pretext o:r 
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another, we have advanced, not retrograded. France, by a solemn treaty, 
has admitted the justice, and stipulated to pay a specific sum in satis-
faction, of our claims. Whether this treaty is morally and absolutely 
binding upon the whole French people or not, it is the deliberate act of 
the royal executive branch of the French Government, which speaks, 
treats, and contracts with all foreign nations for France. The execu-
tion of the stipulations of such a treaty may be delayed-postponed~ as 
we have seen-contrary to the wishes of the King's Government; but 
sooner or later they must be fulfilled, or France must submit to the de-
grading stigma of bad faith. 
" H&ving expressed these views and opinions, the committee might 
content themselves and here conclude; but they feel called upon to say 
something upon the other branch of the alternative, stated in the out-
set, as having been presented by the President of the United States to 
the consideration of Congress. The President is under a conviction 
that the United States ought to insist on a prompt execution of the 
treaty; and, in case it be refused, or longer delayed, take redress in 
their own hands. He accordingly recommends that a law be passed, 
authorizing· reprisals upon French property in case provision shall not 
be made for the payment of the debt at the approaching session of the 
French Chambers. This measure he deems of a pacific character, and 
he thinks it may be resorted to without giving just cause of war. 
"It is true that writers on the public law speak and treat of repri-
sals as a peaceful remedy, in cases which they define and limit. It is 
certainly a very compendious one, since the injured nation has only to 
authorize the seizure and sale of sufficient property of the debtor na-
tion, or its citizens, to satisfy the debt due; and, if it quietly submit to 
the process, there is an end of the business. In that case, however, we 
should feel some embarrassment as to the exact amount of the French 
debt for which we should levy, because, being payable in six install-
ments, with interest, computed from the day of the exchange of the rati-
fications of the treaty (February, 1832), only two of those installments 
are yet due. Should we enforce payment of those two only, and relilort 
to the irritating, if not hazardous, remedy of reprisals, as the others 
shall successively fall due ; or, in consequence of default in the pay-
ment of the first two, consider them all now due and levy for the whole ' 
"Reprisals do not of themselves produce a state of public war; but 
they are not unfrequently the immediate precursor of it. When they 
are accompanied with an authority, from the Government which ad-
mits them, to employ force, they are believed invariably to have led to 
war in all cases where the nation against which they are directed is 
able to make resistance. It is wholly inconceivable that a powerful 
and chivalrous nation, like France, would submit, without retaliation, 
to the seizure of the property of her uno.fl'ending citizens, pursuing their 
lawful commerce, to pay a debt which the popular branch of her legL-
lature had refused to acknowledge and provide for. It cannot be sup-
posed that France would tacitly and quietly assent to the payment of 
a debt to the United States, by a forcible seizure of French property, 
which, after full deliberation, the Chambers had expressly refused its 
consent to discharge. Retaliation would ensue, and retaliation would 
inevitably terminate in war. In the instance of reprisals made by France 
upon Portugal, cited by the President, the weakness of this power, con-
vulsed and desolated by the rava~es of civil war, sufficiently accounts 
for the fact of their being submitted to, and not producing a state of 
general hostilities between the two nations. 
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"Reprisals so far partake of the character of war, that they are an 
appeal from reason to force; from negotiation, devising a remedy to be 
applied by the common consent of both parties, to self-redress carved 
out and regulated by the will of one of them ; and, if resistance be made, 
they convey an authority to subdue it by the sacrifice of life, if nec-
essary. · 
"The framers of our Constitution have manifested their sense of the. 
nature of this power, by associating it in the same clause with grants 
to Congress of the power to declare war, and to make rules concerning 
captures on land and water. 
"Without dwelling further on the nature of this power, and under a 
full conviction that the practical exercise of it against Franc~ would in-
volve the United States in war, the committee are of opinion that two 
considerations decisively oppose the investment of such a power in the 
President, to be used in the contingency stated by him. 
"In the first place, the authority to grant letters of marque and re-
prisal, being specially delegated to Congress, Congress ought to retain 
to itself the right of judging of the expediency of granting them, under 
all the circumstances existing at the time when they are proposed to be 
actually issued. The committee are not satisfied that Congress can, 
constitutionally, delegate this right. It is true that the President pro-
poses to limit the exercise of it to one specified contingency. But if 
the law be passed, as recommended, the President might, and probably 
would, feel himself bound to execute it, in the event, no matter from 
what cause, of provision not being made for the fulfillment of the treaty 
by the French Chambers, now understood to be in session. The com-
mittee can hardly conceive the possibility of any sufficient excuse for a 
failure to make such provision. But, if it .should unfortunately occur,. 
they think that, without indulging in any feeling of unreaso:nable dis-
trust towards the Executive, Congress ought to reserve to itself the 
constitutional right, which it possesses, of judging of all the circum-
stances by which such refusal might be attended; of hearing France,. 
and of deciding whether, in the actual posture of things, as they may 
then exist, and looking to the condition of the United States, of France, 
and of Europe, the issuing of letters of marque and reprisal ought to be 
authorized, or any other measure adopted. · 
"In the next place, the President, confiding in the strong assurances 
of the King's Government of its sincere disposition to fulfill, faithfully, 
the stipulations of the treaty, and of its intention, with that view, of 
applying again to the new Chambers for the requisite appropriation,. 
very properly signified during the last summer, through the appropriate· 
organs at Washington and Paris, his willingness to await the issue of 
this experiment. Until it is made, and whilst it is in progress, nothing,. 
it seems to the committee, should be done, on our part, to betray sus-
picions of the integrity and fidelity of the French Government; noth-
ing, the tendency of which might be to defeat the success of the very 
measure we desire. This temporary forbearance is the more expedient, 
since the French Government has earnestly requested that we should 
avoid 'all that might become a cause of fresh irritation between the two 
countries, compromit the treaty, and raise up an obstacle, perhaps in-
surmountable, to the views of reconciliation and harmony which ani-
mate the King'tj council.'" 
"The people of the United States are justly attached to a pacific 
system in their intercourse with foreign nations. It is proper, there-
fore, that they should know whether their Government has adhered to · 
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it. In the })resent instance it has been carried to the utmm;t extent 
that was consistent with a becoming· self-respect. The note on the 29th 
of January, to which I have before alluded, was not the only one which 
our minister took upon himself the responsibilhy of presenting on the 
same subject and in the same spirit. Finding that it was intended to 
make the payment of a just debt dependent on the performance of a 
condition which he knew could never be complied with, he thought it 
a duty to make another attempt to convince the French Government 
that, while self-respect and regard to the dignity of other nations would 
always prevent us from using any language that ought to give offense, 
yet we could never admit a right in any foreign Government to ask 
explanations of or interfere in any manner in the communications 
which one branch of our public councils made with another; that in 
the present case no such language had been used, and that this had, in 
a former note, been fully and voluntarily stated before it was contem-
plated to make the explanation a condition; and that there might be 
no misapprehension, he stated the terms used in that note, and he offi-
cially informed them that it had been approved by the President, and 
that therefore every explanation which could reasonably be asked or 
honorably given had already been made; that the contemplated measure 
had been anticipated by a voluntary and friendly declaration, and was, 
therefore, not only useless but might be deemed offensive, and certainly 
would not be complied with if annexed as a condition. * * * 
''The result of this last application bas not yet reached us, but is daily 
expected. That it may be favorable is my sincere wish. France hav-
ing now, through all the branches of her Government, acknowledged the 
validity of our claims, and the obligation of the treaty of 1831, and 
there really existing no adequate cause for further delay, will at lepgth, 
it may be hoped, adopt the course which the interests of both nations, 
not less than the principles of justice, so imperiously require. The treaty 
being once executed on her part, little will remain to disturb the friendly 
relations of the two countries; nothing, indeed, which will not yield to 
the suggestions of a pacific and enlightened policy and to the influence 
of that mutual good will and t.hose generous recollections which we 
may confidently expect will then be revived in all their ancient force. 
In any event, however, the principle involved in the new aspect which 
has been given to the controversy, is so vitally important to the inde-
pendent administration of the Government that it can neither be sur-
rendered nor compromitted without national degradation. I hope it is 
unnecessary for me to say that such a sacrifice will not be made through 
any agency of mine. The honor of my country shall never be stained 
by an apology from me for the statement of truth and the performance 
of duty; nor can I give any explanation of my official acts, except such 
as is due to integrity and justice, and consistent with the principles on 
which our institutions have been framed. This determination will, I 
am confident, be approved by my constitutents. I have, indeed, st>.1died 
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their character to but little purpose if the sum of twenty-five millions of 
francs will have the weight of a feather in the estimation of what apper-
tains to their national independence, and if, unhappily, a different im-
pression should at any time obtain in any quarter, they will, I am sure, 
rally round the Government of their choice with alacrity and unanim-
ity, and silence forever the degrading imputation." 
President Jackson, Seventh Annual Message, 1835. 
'"While France persists in her refusal to comply with the terms of 
a treaty, the object of which was, by removing all causes of neutral 
complaint, to renew ancient feelings of friendship, and to unite the two 
nations in the bonds of amity and of a mutually beneficial commerce, 
she cannot justly complain if we adopt such peaceful remedies as the 
law of nations and the circumstances of the case may authorize and 
demand. Of the nature of these remedies I have heretofore had occasion 
to speak, and, in reference to a particular contingency, to express my 
conviction that reprisals would be best adapted to the emergency then 
contemplated. Since that period, France, by all the departments of her 
Go\Ternment, has acknowledged the validity .of our claims, and the ob-
ligations of the treaty, and has appropriated the moneys which are 
neeessary to its execution; and though payment is withheld on grounds 
vitally important to our existence as an independent nation, it is not to 
be believed that she can have determined permanently to retain a posi-
tion so utterly indefemdble. In the altered state of the questions in 
controversy, under all existing circumstances, it appears to me, that, 
until such a determination shall have become evident, it will be proper 
and sufficient to retaliate her present refusal to comply with her engage-
ments, by prohibiting the introduction of French products and the entry 
of French vessels into our ports. Between this and the interdiction of 
all commercial intercourse, or other remedie~, you, as the representa-
tives of the people, must determine. I recommend the former in the 
present posture of our affairs, as being the least injurious to our com-
merce, and as attended with the least difficulty of returning to the 
usual state of friendly intercourse, if the Government of France shall 
render us the justice that is due; and also as a proper preliminary step 
to stronger measures sho~ld their adoption be rendered necessary by 
subsequent events." 
President Jackson's ''French" message, J an.15; 1836. See supra, § 148. 
For the correspondence of Mr. Livingston, minister to France, with the French 
Government, see supra, § 79. 
" The Government of Great Britain has offered its mediation for the 
adjustment of the dispute between the United States and France. 
Carefully guarding that point in the controversy which, as it involves 
our honor and independence, admits of no compromise, I have cheer-
fully accepted the offer. It will be obviously improper to resort even 
to the mildest measures of a 'compulsory character, until it is ascer· 
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tained whether France has declined or accepted the mediation. I, there-
fore, recommend a suspension of all proceedings on that part of my 
special message of the 15th of January last which proposes a partial 
non-intercourse witli France." 
President Jackson, special message, Feb. 8, 1836. See ·as to mediation, 81tpra, 
§ 49. 
Mr. Bankhead, British charge d'affaires at Washington, on February 
15, 1836, addressed the following note to Mr. Forsyth, Secretary of 
State: 
'• The undersigned, His Britannic MaJesty's charge d'affaires, with ref-
erence to his note o(the 27th· of last month, has the honor to inform Mr. 
Forsyth, Secretary of State of the United States, that he has been in-
:structed by his Government to state that the British Government bas 
received a communication from that of France, which fulfills the wishes 
that impelled His Britannic Majesty to offer his mediation for the pur-
pose of e:fl'ecting an amicable adjustment of the difference between 
France and the United States. 
"The French Government has stated to that of His Majesty that the 
frank and honorable manner in which the President has, in his recent 
message, expressed himself with regard to the points of difference be-
tween the Governments of France and of the United States, has re-
moved those difficulties upon the score of national honor which have 
hitherto stood in the way of the prompt execution by France of the 
treaty of the 4th July, 1831, and that, consequently, the French Gov-
ernment is now ready to pay the installment which is due on account of 
the American indemnity whenever the l>ayment of that installment 
shall be claimed by the Government of the United States. 
"The French Government has also stated that it made this commu-
nication to that of Great Britain, not regarding the British Government 
as a formal mediator, since its offer of mediation had then reached only 
the Government of France, by which it had been accepted, but looking 
upon the British Government as a common friend of the two parties, 
and, therefore, as a natural channel of communication between them. 
"The undersigned is further instructed to express the sincere pleas-
ure which is felt by the British Government at the prospect thus af-
forded of an amicable termination of a difl'erence which has produced 
a temporary estrangement between two nations which have so many 
interests in common, and who are so entitled to the friendship and esteem 
of each other; and the undersigned has also to assure Mr. Forsyth that 
it has afforded the British Government the most lively satisfaction to 
have been, upon this occasion, the channel of a communication which, they 
trust, will lead to the complete restoration of friendly relations between 
the United States and France." 
House Ex. Doc. 116, 24th Cong., 1st sess. 
"Our Government are in a great alarm lest this . dispute between the 
French and Americans should produce war, and the way in which we 
should be affected is this: Our immense manufacturing population is 
dependent upon America for a supply of cotton, and in case of any ob-
struction to that supply multitudes would be thrown out of employ-
ment and incalculable distress would follow. They think that the 
French would blockade the American ports, and then such obstruction 
would be inevitable. A system like ours, which resembles a vast piece 
of machinery, no part of which can be disordered without danger to the 
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whole, must be always liable to interruption or injury from causes over 
wh!ch we have no control, and this danger must always attend the exten-
sion of our manufacturing system to the prejudice of other interests; so 
that in case of a stoppage or serious interruption to the current in which it 
flows, the consequences would be appalling; nor is there in any probabil-
ity a nation on the continent (our good ally, Louis Philippe, included) 
that would not gladly contribute to the humil,iation of the power and 
diminution of the wealth of this country." 
Greville's Journal, Dec. 10, 11, 1855. 
"In every case, particularly where hostilities are contemplated or 
appear probable, no Government should commit itself as to what it will 
do under certain future contingencies. It should prepare itself for every 
contingency-launch ships, raise men and money, and reserve its final 
decision for the time when it becomes necessary to decide and simul-
taneously to act. The proposed transfer by Congress of its constitu-
tional powers to the Executive, in a case which necessarily embraces 
tbe question of war or no war, appears to me a most extraordinary pro-
posal, and entirely inconsistent with the letter and spirit of our Constitu-
tion, which vests in Congress the power to declare war and to grant 
letters of marque and reprisal." 
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Everett, Jan. 5, 1838. 2 Gallatin'~ ·writings, 475. 
As to Mr. Gallatin's views, see further, supra, § 222. See also criticism in 3 
Phill. Int. J,aw (3d ed.), 41. 
"The President (General Jackson), has recommended a law author-
izing reprisals upon French property. Such property can be captured 
or seized only on the high seas, or within our own jurisdiction." 
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Everett, Jan. 5, 1835. 2 Gallatin's Writings, 475: 
For the opinion of Mr. Wheaton on this topic, see supm, § 9. 
For a summary of the proceedings under the treaty of 1832, see supra, § 148o. 
President Buchanan, in his annual message on December 9, 1859, in 
view of the political chaos then existing, and which had for so long ex-
isted, in Mexico, and of the enormous indebtedness of Mexico to the 
United States for spoliations, recommended Congress to pass a law au-
thorizing the sending to Mexico a sufficient military force to secure in-
demnity, which could not be enforced by diplomatic pressure, and to 
produce security on the border line. Such a step, he argued, would 
tend, incidentally, to sustain the constitutional Government of' Juarez 
against such aggressions of European sovereigns as the helpless con-
dition of Mexico -would be likely to invite. Congress, however, did not 
act upon this proposal, and shortly afterwards began the intrigues of 
Napoleon III, which, after our own civil war had relieved him from our 
active antagonism, resulted in the expedition of Maximilian. On De-
cember 14, 1859, however, before the interference began to be percepti-
ble, Mr. McLane, then United States minister at Mexico, signed, under 
instructions from the President, a treaty of transit and of' commercP, 
which was followed by a convention to enforce treaty obligations, and 
to aid in producing such order on the border as would best promote the 
friendly relations of the two countries. Neither treaty nor conventioJ1, 
however, was approved by the Senate of the United States. 
"A convention was made at London, on the 31st October, 1861, he-
tween Great Britain, France, and Spain, professedly for the purpose of 
obtaining redress and security from l\1exico for citizens of the cOil· 
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tractiug powers. The claim was declared to be, that bonds of the 
Mexican Government were held by citizens of those countries, for which 
the Mexican Government had neglected to provide payment, and which 
it was lioubtful if Mexico had either the ability or willingness to pay. 
Injuries, it was declared, bad been inflicted on citizens of those coun-
tries residing in Mexico, in their persons and property, by powel's in 
possession of the Government, for which no redress ~~ould be obtained. 
In general, the object of the convention was declared to be' to demand 
more tfficacious protection for ·the persons and property of their sub-
jects, as well as the fulfillment of the obligations contracted towards 
their Majesties.' The second article of the convention declares that the 
contracting parties 'engage not to seek for themselves, in the employ-
ment of the contemplated coercive measures, any acquisition of terri-
tory, or any special advantage, nor to exercise in the internal affairs of 
l\iexico any influence of a nature to prejudice the right of the Mexican 
nation to choose and constitute the form of its government.' The con-
vention provided for such occupation of territory and 'such other op-
erations' as should be judged suitable to secure its objects. 
"lt is clear that this convention authorized a war of conquest upo.a. 
1\Iexico, with no limitation except such as might be afforded by the 
agreement of the allies to leave the conquered people free to choose and 
constitute their own form of government. The payment of debts might 
indeed be obtained from the existing· Government, but the other ob-
ject-permanent protection for the persons and property of resident 
foreigners-could, in the opinion of the parties to the convention, be 
secm·ed only by a change of Government. The second article, there-
fore, assumed that there would be such a change, and declared only 
that it should be effected by the Mexicans themselves. The convention 
may, therefore, be sa.id to have contemplated an armed occupation of 
1\fexico, until the people should have adopted such a Government as, in 
the opinion of the ·allies, would be responsible and stable. 
"Provision was made in the treaty for the accession of the United 
States as a fourth party, but it was to become a party to a treaty the 
terms of which the other parties had already settled, and even after its 
execution had be~:un. The note from the three powers, inviting the 
United States to join, was dated a month after the date of the treaty. 
The United States were sensitive to the intervention of European mon-
archies in the internal affairs of a neighboring Republic on the Ameri-
can continent ; and the Secretary of State, Mr. Seward, endeavored to 
remo\e the more definite and specific occasion for the enterprise, by an 
arrangement with Mexico, by which the United States should gh·e her 
such aid as would enable her to discharge the just pecuniary demands 
of the three powers. The United States minister at Mexico was au-
thorized by the President to make a treaty to that effect. In 1\fr. Sew-
ard's reply (bearing date Dec. 4, 1861), to the note from the three pow-
ers, inviting the co-operation of the United States, he informs them of 
this contemplated arrangement, and expresses the hope that it will 
remove the necessity for the proposed intervention. This was immedi-
ately rejected as unsatisfactory by each of the three powers. * * * 
"As might have been expected from these antecedents, a question 
soon arose among the allies as to how far they should go in e~ercising 
coercion upon 1\fexico, and what should be the test and rule of their 
forcible interference in her internal aJiairs. At a conference held at 
Orizaba on the 9th April, 1862, the Spanish and English commissioners, 
ohjectiug that the Freneh had gone beyond the terms of the conYen-
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tion in gi·dng military aid to the party in favor of establishing an Im-
perial Government, withdrew from further co-operation. Their course 
was appro\ed by their respecth'e Governments. The French Go\ern-
ment, \rhose pecuniary claims upon Mexico were much smaller th~n 
those of the other powers and more questionable, left to itself in 1\Ie:x-
ico, proceeded, by military aid to the Imperialist party, to establish 
that party in possession of the capital; and, under the protection of 
the French forces, an assembly of notables was called, which had been 
.selected and designated by the Imperialist party, without even the 
pretense of a general vote of the Mexican people; and this assembly 
undertook to establish an imperial form of government, and to offer 
the throne to the Archduke l\faximilian of Austria. The Emperor of 
the French treated this as a conclusive expression of the will of the 
Mexican people, acknowledged the n~w sovereign at once, and entered 
into a treaty with him for military aid to secure his authority. 
"The position taken by Mr. Seward in 1862 was that the explana-
tions given by the French Emperor to the United States made the 
French intervention a war upon Mexico for the settlement of claims 
which Mexico had not met to the satisfaction of France. This explana-
tion the United States relied upon, and did not intend to interfere be-
tween the belligerents. (Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton, June 21, 1862; 
August 2~, 1862; and November 10, 1862. U. S. Dip. Oorr., 1862.) 
"On the 4th of April, 1864, the House of Representatives passed a 
resolution, by unanimous vote, denouncing the French intervtjntion in 
l\le.xico; bnt these resolves were not acted upon by the Senate, and the 
}Josition of the Government continued to be that of recognizing a war 
made by France upon Mexico for professed international objects of 
which we did not assume to judge, accompanied with a military occu-
pation of a large part of Mexico by the French, which we recognized as 
-one of the facts of the war. But the Government steadily refused to 
regard the Empire as established by the Mexican people, and treated 
- Maximilian as a kind of provisional ruler established by the French in: 
virtue of their military occupation." 
Dana's ·wheaton, § 76, note 41. See further, supra, §§ 58,222. 
That the French Government in 1863 assured the Government of the 
United States that the French invasion of Mexico was only for the pur· 
pose of" asserting just claims due her (France) anrl obtaining payment 
()f the debt due," see l\Ir. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Da.vton, .l\lay 8, 
1863. MSS. Inst., France; For. Rei. 18G3, quoted, supra, § 58. 
In 1860 certain large sums of money having been forcibly taken by 
the then Government of Mexico from the British legation in Mexico, 
Mr. C. W~'ke was authorized by Lord ,John Russell, in case of refusal 
by the succeeding (constitutional) Go\ernmeut to indemnify for the 
spoliation, to "apprise the Mexican Govern men~ that you are author-
ized and enjoined at once to call upon Her MaJest.y's naval fl>rces to 
support, and if necessary to enforce, your demand for reparation." 
Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1861-'62, 239. See as to this procedure, B1l]Jm, §§ 58, 
222,232; Abdy's Kent. (1873), 7n. 
The joint action in 1861 of France, Spain, and Englanrl, by which 
they deciarecl it was necessary to resort to "positive measures to 
demand a mere efficacious protection for the persons aucl goods of their 
suhjectR, as well as for the fulfillment of the obligations contracted by 
1\J exieo to such sulJjects," is (lis cussed by Calvo, droit int ., 3d ed., vol. 
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3, 50. A divergence of opinion, according to his statement, existed be-
tween the commissioners, and England and Spain withdrew, leaving 
France to proceed on her own line. England secured most of her ob· 
jects, but France was involved in a bootless war. 
The question of extreme measures to collect international claims is discussed,.. 
supra, § 222. 
Reprisals or war will not be resorted to in order to compel payment 
of damages due for tort to a citizen of the United States by a foreign 
nation unless no other mode of prosecution remains. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, report Mar. 30, 1861. MSS. Report Book. Supra, § 
222. 
As an act of reprisal may be mentioned the attack on Greytown. See· 
supra, §§ 50d, 224, 315d. 
"The act of March 3, 1815, having premised that the Dey of Algiers. 
had commenced a predatory warfare against the United States, gave to.-
the President the same authority as in thA preceding case of Tripoli, to-
instruct the commanders of public armed vessels, and to grant commis-
sions to the owners of private armed vessels, to subdue, seize, and make· 
prize of all vessels, goods, and effects of or belonging to the Dey of' 
Algiers or to his subjects. (3 Stat. L., 230.) 
'~There were no reprisals authorized in terms by the United States in. 
the war with 1\'Iexico, which was declared by the law of May 13, 1846,. 
to exist by the act of the Republic of Mexico. (9 ibid., 9.) Mexican 
property found at sea. was, of course, su~ject to capture by our ships of 
war; but no commissions were granted to privateers. 
"Mr. Wheaton has referred (part i, chap. 2, § 11, iv, o7) to the suc-
cessful demand against the restored Governments for indemnifications . 
.for spoliations on our commerce, in cases where the wrong was inflicted 
by rulers who had temporarily superseded the legitimate sovereign;and 
his own negotiations with Denmark (part iv, chap. 3~ § 3:?;, are another 
illustration of the perseverance with wh1cn line cia1rus of their merclum+-s.. 
were f'ustained by successive Administrations of the American Go,~e:rn,... 
ment." 
Lawrence's Wheaton (ed. 1863), 507, 508. 
The British government in 1840 made the capture of several N ea-
politan vessels on account of a grant of monopoly for the sulphur pro-
duced and worked in Sicily contrary, it was alleged, to the commercial 
treaty between England and Naples of 1816. The difficulty was settled 
by the mediation of France. 
Phill. Int. Law, vol. iii, 27. 
"In 1847 a motion was made in the House of Commons for reprisals. 
on account of unpaid Spanish bonds. It was conceded that such a. 
course would be justified lJy the principles of international law, but it 
was resisted on the ground of expediency. In 1850 reprisals, which 
afterward beca.me the subject of parliamentary discussion and of com-
plaint by France, were resorted to by England on account of the claims, 
for property alleged to have been destroyed at Athens by a mob, aided 
by Greek soldiers and gendarmes, belonging to one Pacifico, a Briti~h~ 
subject from being a native of Gibraltar. 'Tlle real question of inter-
national law in this case,' says Phillimore, 'was whether the state of th&-
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Greek tribunals was such as to warrant the English foreign minister 
.in insisting upon M. Pacifico's demand being satisfied by the Greek 
Government before that person had exhausted the remedies which, ~t 
must be presumed, are afforded by the ordinary legal tribunals of e\'ery 
·Civilized state. That M. Pacifico had not applied to the Greek courts of 
law for redress appears to be an admitted fact.' Though Greece was 
•Compelled to accept the conditions of England the commissioners ap-
pointed tu examine the claim awarded only £150 instead of £21,295 Is. 
4d., which was demanded. Phillimore, as to the point whether the state 
-of the courts rendered it a mockery to expect justice at their hands, 
,adds: 'The international jurist is bound to say that the evidence pro-
duced does not appear to be of that overwhelming character which alone 
·Could warrant an exception from the well known and valuable rule of 
jnternationallaw upon questions of this description.' (Ibid., 29.)'' 
Lawrence's Wheaton (ed. 1863), 509. 
For a fuller account of the reprisals on Neapolitan vessels and of the discussion 
relative to the Spanish bonds, see 1 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 435. 
"Reciprocating to the subjects of a nat\on, or retaliating on them its 
unjust procPedings towards our citizens, is a political and not a legal 
measure. It is for the consideration of the Government, not of its 
courts. The degree and the kind of retaliation depend entirely on co~­
siderations foreign to this tribunal. It may be the policy of the nation 
to avenge its wrongs in a manner having no affinity to the injury sus-
tained, or it may be its policy to recede from its full rights, and not to 
.avenge them at all. It is not for the courts to interfere with the pro-
·Ceedings of the nation and to thwart its views. • • • lf it be the 
will of the Government to apply to Spain any rule respecting captures 
which Spain is supposed to apply to us, the Government will manifest 
that will by passing an act for that purpose. Till such an act be passed, 
the court is bound by the law of nations, which is a part of the law of 
the land." 
Marshall, C. J.; The Nereidf', 9 Crancb, 422. 
The law of nations does not allow reprisals, except in cases of violent 
iujnries directed and supported by the state, and the denial of justice 
by all the tribunals and the prince. 
1 Op., 30, Randolph, 1793. 
As to measures to enforce international indebtedness, see supra, § 222. 
'~The law of war can no more wholly dispense with retaliation than 
can the law of nat.ions, of which it is a branch. Yet civilized nations 
acknowledge retaliation as the sternest feature of war. A feckless enemy 
often leaves to his opponent no other means of securing himself against ·,, 
the repetition of barbarous outrage." 
Instructions for the government of armies of the United States in the field. 2 
Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 38. 
The King of Prussia, in 1753, "resorted to reprisals, by stopping the 
interest upon a loan due to British subjects, and secured by hypotheca-
tion upon the revenues of Silesia, until he actually obtained from the 
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British Government an indemnity for the Prussian vessels unjustly 
captured and condemned" by a British prize court. 
2 Halleck's Int. L.aw (Baker's ed. ), 431. 
"Reprisals," says Vat tel (Droit des Gens, liv. ii, chap. xviii, sec. 342), 
''are used between nation and nation in order to do tbemselves justice,. 
when they cannot otherwise obtain it. If a nation has taken possession 
of whttt belongs to another; if it refuses to pay a debt or repair an in-
jury, or to make a just satisfaction, the latter may seize what belongs 
to the former, and apply it to its own advantage, till it obtain full pay-
ment for what is due, togeth~r with interest and damages, or keep it as. 
a pledge till the offending nation bas made ample sat,isfaction. The 
effects thus seized are preserved while there is any hope of obtaining 
satisfaction or justice. As soon as the hope dh;appears they are confis-
cated, and then the reprisals are . accomplished. If the two nations, 
upon this ground of quarrel, come to an open rupture, satisfaction i& 
considered as refused from the moment that the war is declared, or· 
hostilities commenced; and then, also, the effects seized may be con-
fiscated." "These remarks," says General Halleck, when commenting on 
this passage (1 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 434), "are more particu-
larly applicable to general reprisals, although, even then, sequestration 
sometimes immediately follows the seizure. Where such extreme meas-
u1-es are resorted to, Lit is not easy to distinguish between them and 
actual hostilities. But in special reprisals, made for the indemnification 
of injuries upon individuals, and limited to particular places and things,.. 
immediate confiscation is more frequently resorted to. Thus, Cromwell 
having made a demand on C:udinal Mazarin during the minority of 
Louis XIV, for indemnity to a Quaker, whose vessel had been illegally 
seized and confiscated on the coast of France, and receiving no reply 
within the three days specifiefl in the demand, di£patched two ships-of-
war to make priz~ of French vessels in the channel. The vessels were 
seized and sold, the Quaker paid out of the proceeds the value of :Uis 
loss, and the French ambassador apprised that the residue was at his 
service. This substantial act of justice caused neither reclamation nor 
war." 
"Retorsion and reprisal bear about the same relation to arbitration 
and war, as the personally abating a nuisance does to a suit for its re-
moval. States as well as individuals have a right to protect themselves 
when injustice is done them by removing the cause of ofl'ense; and that 
in disputes between nations this right is more largely extended than 
in disputes between individuals, is to be explained by the· fact that in 
disputes betweeu nations there are not the modes of redress by litiga-
tion which exist in suits between individuals. 'Retorsion' and 're-
prisal' are often used convertibly; though the difference is that' retor-
sion' is retaliation in kind, while 'reprisal' is seizin~ or arresting the· 
goods or trade of subjects of such state as set-off for tbe injuries re-
ceived. Under this head fall embargoes, and what are called pacific· 
blockades (blocus pacifique), by the former of which trade is forbitlden 
with tlw offending state; by the latter of which a port belonging to. 
the offending state is closed to foreign trade. 'l'hese acts approach in 
character to war, to which they general.ly lead; yet technicall.v they 
are not war, and there are cases where the remedy has been applied 
without war resulting." 
Whart. Com. Am. Law, ~ 20U. As to "pacific blockades," see infra, ~ 3G4 .. 
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V. NOS-INTERCOURSE. 
§ 319 . 
.After the attack on the Chesapeake, in 1807, the President issued a 
proclamation excluding British war-vessels from the · harbors of the 
{T nited States. 
See supra, § 315 ,b, infra, § 331. 
This was regarded by ~fr. Canning as an act of retaliation. 
SeeMr. Canning to Mr. Monroe, Sept. 23, 1807. 3Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.),200. 
For detail, see supra, § 315b; infra,§ 331. See Mr. F. Jackson's attitude in 
this relation, supra, § § 107, 1G0b. See as to invasion of territorial waters, 
supra,§ 15. 
The House Committee of Foreign Affairs, on November 22,1808, after 
reviewing the aggressions of both Great Britain and France on the com-
merce of the United States, reported in favor of prohibition of admis-
sion of vessels of Great Britain or France, or of" any other of the 
belligerent powers having in force orders or decrees violating the law-
ful commerce and neutral rights of the United States; and also the 
importation of any goods, wares, or merchandise, the growth, produce, 
or manufacture of the dominions of any of the said powers, or imported 
from any place in the possession of either." This conclusion, it is main-
tained, presented the only alternative to war. . 
Mr. John Randolph's speech, in 1806, on the non-importation act is 
reviewed in the Edinburgh Review for October, 1807. (Vol. xi, 1.) Mr. 
Randolph'8 speech, which took the ground "that the only barrier 
between France and a universal dominion, before which .America as 
well as Europe must fall, is the :eritish navy," was republished and 
widely circulated in England. The Edinburgh Review, however, de-
clared that Mr. Randolph was not to be regarded as representing the 
United States, and tuat he was ~'the orator of a party professedly in 
opposition to the Government." 
"The non-intercourse act of the United States (of 1809) put an en-
tire stop, for the next two years, to all commerce with that country, 
during the most critical and important years of the war; and in its ulti-
mate results, contributed to produce that unhappy irritation between 
the two countries, wuich has never ~~et, notwithstanding the strong 
bonds of mutual interest by which they are connected, been allayed." 
10 Alison's Hist. of Europe, 650. 
"Whatever pleas may be urged for a disavowal of engagements 
formed by diplomatic functionaries in cases where, by the terms of the 
engagements, a mutual ratification is reserved, or where notice at the 
time may have been given of a departure from instructions, or in extra-
ordinary cases essentially violating the principles of equity, a disavowal 
could not have been apprehended in a case where no such notice or vio-
lation existed, where no such ratification was reserved, and more especi-
ally where, as is now in proof, an engagement to be executed without any 
such ratification was contemplated by the instructions given, and where 
it had, with good faith, been carried into immediate execution ou the 
part of the United States. 
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"These considerations·not having restrained the British Gover.Q.ment 
from disa\owing the arrangement by virtue of which its orders in coun-
cil were to be revoked, and the event authorizing the renewal of com-
mercial intercourse having thus not taken place, it necessarily became 
a question of equal urge~cy and importance, whether the act prohibit· 
ing that intercourse was not to be considered as remaining in legal force. 
This question being, after due deliberation, determined in the affirmative, 
a proclamation to that €fleet was issued. It could not but happen, 
however, that a return to this state of things fron1 that which bad fol-
lowed an execution of the arrangement by the United States would 
involve difficulties. With a view to diminish these as much as possible, 
the instructions from the Secretary of the Treasury, now laid before 
:yon, were transmitted to the collectors of the several ports. If in per-
mitting British vessels to depart without giving bonds not to proceed 
t,o their own ports, it should appear that the tenor of legal authority 
has not been strictly pursued, it is to be ascribed to tile anxious desire 
which was felt that no individuals should be injured by so unforeseen 
an occurrence; and I rely on the regard of Congress for the equitable 
interests of our own citizens to adopt whatever further provisions may 
be found requisite for a general remission of penalties involuntarily in-
curred." 
I 
President Madison, First Annual Message, ltl09. 
It has already been noticed that Mr. Erskine, then British Minister 
at Washington, wrote to Mr. Smith, then Secretary of State, on April 
17, 1809, saying that considering the act passed by Congress on the 1st 
of March, usually termed the non-intercourse act, to have produced a 
state of equality in the relations of the two belligerent powers, be offered 
an honorable reparation for the aggression that bad been committed on 
the United States frigate Chesapeake. This proposition having been 
accepted the same day by the United States, Mr. Erskine, on April18, 
1809, wrote to Mr. Srnitih, saying: 
"'The favorable change in the relations of His M·ajesty with the United 
States, which has been produced by the act (usually termed the non-inter-
course act) passed in the last session of Congress was also anticipated 
by His Majesty, and has encouraged a further hope that a reconsidera-
tion of the existing differences might lead to their satisfactory adjust-
ment.'~ The subsequent correspondence is noticed supra,§§ 107, 150b. 
"The President, in his message at the opening of Congress, May 23, 
1809, referred with great satisfaction to the renewal of the commercial 
intercourse with Great Britain, and stated that the arrangement with 
Mr. Erskine had been made the basis of communications to the French 
Government. It was, however, disavowed by the Bdtish Government, 
even as regarded the proposed reparation for the Ubesape.ake affair, and 
the trade, that bad been opened by the President's proclamation, was 
again placed under the operation of the acts of Uongress which had 
been suspended. Both Governments took measures to prevent, as far 
as possible, any inconvenience or de'triment to the merchants who had 
acted on tbe supposed validity of the agreement. 
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"Mr. Canning, in communicating on 27th of May, 1809, to Mr. Pink· 
ney, the British order in council for that purpose, added: 'Having had 
the honor to read to you in extenso the instructions with which Mr. Ers-
kine was furnished, it is not necessary for me to enter into any expla-
nation of those points in which Mr. Erskine has acted, not only not in 
.conformity, but in direct contradiction to them. I forbear equally with 
troubling you with any comment on the manner in which Mr. Erskine's 
communications have been received by the American Government, or 
upon the terms and spirit of Mr. Smith's share of the correspondence. 
Such observations will be communicated more properly through the 
minister whom His Majt>sty has directed to proceed to America; not 
<>n any special mission (which Mr. Erskine was not authorized to prom· 
ise, except upon conditions not one of which he has obtained), but as 
the successor of Mr. Erskine, whom His Majesty has not lost a moment 
in recalling.'" 
Lawrence's Wheaton (ed. 1863), 249-251, citing Parliamentary papers relating 
to America, June 2, 1809, 2-4; ·wait's St. Pap., vol. vii, 222, 230. See fur-
ther as to negotiations in respect to the Chesapeake, supra, §§ 107, 1t:l0b, 
infra, ~3::31. 
The respective policies of the United States and of Great Britain as 
to maritime restrictions in 1808, are discussed with great ability by Mr. 
Pinkney, minister to Great Britain, in his correspondence with Mr. Mad-
ison, Secretary of State, alHl Mr. Canning, foreig-n secretary in England. 
Mr. Pinkney's letters, which do not fall within the scope of the present 
volume to analyze and digest, will be found in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 
221.tf. See for further correspondence same vol., 299 ff. 
As to these negotiations see supra.,§~ 107, 150b. 
•' It seems to have been forgotten that from the time when Mr. Jeffer-
. son became. President till the month of August, 1807, no actual ag-
gression on the neutral rights of America bad been commi"Pted by 
France; whilst during the same period the nominal blockade of enemies' 
ports by England, and the annual actual blockade, as they have been 
~ailed, of our own; the renewa.I, contrary to express and mutual ex-
planations, of the depredations on the indirect colonial trade ; the 
~ontinued impressments of our seamen, anti the attack on the Chesa-
peake bad actually taken place. During that period the laws, the 
executive acts, the negotiations of the American Government could 
have been directed to that Government alone from whom injuries bad 
been received. But from the time when the rights of the United States 
were invaded by both the belligerents, every public measure has equally 
embraced both; the like efforts, founded on the same basis, have uni-
formly, though without success, been made to obtain redress from both; 
and the corrf'spondence now published furnishes at least irrefragable 
proofs of the earnest desire of Mr. Jefferson's administration to adjust 
the differences with Great Britain, and of their disposition to reserve 
for that purr>ose whatever might serve as the shadow of a pretense for 
a denial of justice on her part." 
Mr. Gallatin to the National Intelligencer, Apr. 24, 1810; 1 Gallatin's Works, 
478. 
"As respects your other query, I must say that I am \ery adverse to 
restrictive commercial measures for any purpose whate,·er. Experience 
must have taug·ht us, beginning with the non-importation restrictions and 
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agreement which preceded the war of Independence, and endit1g with 
the various non-intercourse laws which were enacted between Decem bert 
1807, and June, 1812, how inefficient measures of this description gen-
erally are for the purpose of forcing another country to alter its policy. 
It is true that they may occasionally offer a pretense for it when that 
country already wishes to do it and only wants a pretense. Had the-
official notice of the repeal of the Milan and Berlin decrees (for which 
repeal some law of ours had ofiered a pretense) reached England two. 
months earlier, it may be that a timely repeal of the orders in council 
would have prevented the war. Sometimes, also, if restrictions can be 
applied immediately to the object in dispute (a retaliating tonnage duty). 
so as to operate as direct reprisal, they may prove effective. In the 
present instance they cannot be so applied, and I would doubt their 
efficacy towards obtaining a prompt execution of the treaty. Jt would 
have been much preferable to have been fully aware of t.he great ancl 
intrinsic difficulties which stood between the signing of the treaty and 
its being carried into effect, and instead of increasing these to have used 
some further forbearance, and, without recurring to any coercive or-
restrictive measures, to have suffered the King of the French to man-
age the affair in his own way with the Chambers. Had that course been 
pursued, there is no doubt that he would have continued to make every 
exertion for obtaining their assent; (lnd I am confident that the treaty 
must infallibly have been ultimately ratified. The fundamental error,. 
on the part of our Government, consists in not having been sensible 
that, in the present situation of France, the real power is not witll the, 
King, but with the popular branch." 
Mr. Ga1latin to Mr. Everett, Jan. 1835; 2 Gallatin's ·writings, 49:2. 
On the subject of non-intercourse with France, as suggested by General Jackson 
on the spoliation issue, see supra, § 318. 
As to non-importation and non-exportation, see 1 John Adams's Works, 156,157, 
16J; 2 ibid., 341,342,344,364,377,382,383,387, 3tl8, 393,451,452,472; 4 ibid.,. 
34; 7 ibid., 299; 9 ibid., 347,45:3,459,606,642. 
The orders and decrees of the belligerent powers of Europe affecting the com-
merce of the United States are given in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 242 ff. 
Exclusion of offensive vessels of war from ports is vindicated by Mr. Madison,. 
Sec. of State, to Mr. Rose, British minister, Mar. 5, 1808. MSS. lust., Gr. 
Brit.; 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 214 . . 
The correspondence in 1807-'08 between Mr. Armstrong, United States minister in 
Paris, and M. Champagny (Due de Cadore), as to French and British re-
strictions of neutral commerce, are to be found in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 
242ff. 
The correspondence in 1808-'09, of Mr. Pinkney, United States minister at Lon-
don, with his own Government, and with the British foreign secretary, in 
reference to British restrictions on the commerce of the United States, is 
given in 3 Am. St. Pa,.p. (For. Rel. ), 2~1 ff., 299 ff., 363 ff. See supra, § 148b. 
The history and character of the Bdtish claim in 1805, to interdict to neutrals 
commerce with her enemies, is given in a memorial to Congress of Jan. 21, 
1806, known to have been prepared by Mr. William Pinkney. ·wheaton's 
Life of Pinkney, 372. Infra, § 388. 
Mr. Calhoun's speech in the Honse on June 24,1812, on the non-iutercolll'se hiH, 
is given in 2 Calhoun's Works, 20. 
".Anticipating that an attempt may possibly be made by the Cana-
dian authorities in the comiug season to repeat their unneighborly acts 
towards our fisherm en, I recommend you to confer upon the ExecutiYe 
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the power to suspend, by proclamation, the operation of the laws au· 
tborizing the transit of goods, wares, and merchandise in bond across 
the territory of the Unit.ed States to Canada; and further, should such 
an extreme measure become necessary, to suspend the operation of any 
laws whereby the vessels of the Dominion of Canada are permitted to 
enter the waters of the United States." 
President Grant, Second Annual Message, 1870. 
Under the non-intercourse act of June 28, 1809 (~ Stat. L., 550), aves-
sel could not proceed to a prohibited port, even in ballast. 
Ship Richmond v. U. S., 9 Cranch, 102. 
Under the same statute, an American vessel from Great Britain bad 
a right to lay off the coast of the United States to receive instructions 
from her owners in New York, and, if necessary, to drop anchor, and in 
case of a storm to make a harbor; and if prevented by a mutiny of her 
crew from putting out to sea again, might wait in the waters of the 
United States for orders. 
The U.S. 1J, The Cargo of the Fanny, 9 Cranch, 181. 
Fat cattle are provisions, or munitions of war, within the meaning of 
the act of Congress of the 6th of July, 1812 (2 Stat. L., 728), ''to pro-
hibit American vessels from proceeding to or trading with the enemies 
of the United States, and for other purposes." 
U. S. v. Barber, ibid., 243. 
A British ship, coming from a foreign port, not Britisll, to a port of 
the United States, did not become liable to forfeiture under the non-
intercourse act of ..April 18, 1818, by touching at an intermediate British 
closed port from necessity, in order to procure provisions, and without 
trading there. 
The Frances Eliza, 8 Wheat., 398. 
The non-intercourse act of the 18th of ..April, 1818, did not prohibit 
the coming of British vessels from a British closed port, through a for-
eign port, not British, where the continuity of the voyage was actually 
and fairly broken. 
The Pitt, 8 Wheat., 371. 
Purchases by neutrals, though bona fide for value, from persons who· 
had purchased in contravention of the statute of July 13, 1861, and the 
subsequent proclamation of the President, making aU commercial inter-
course between any part of a State where insurrection against the 
United States existed and the citizens of the rest of the United States 
"unlawful," were invalid, and the property sop n.rchased was hable tO> 
capture. 
The Ouachita Cotton, 6 Wall., 5.!1. 
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The Government of the United States has the right to permit limited 
.commercial inteDeourse with an enemy in time of war, and to impose 
such co:nditions thereon as it sees fit. Whether the President, who is 
constitutionally invested with the entire charge of hostile operations, 
may exercise this power alone bas been questioned; but whether so or 
not, there is no doubt that, with the concurrent authority of the Con-
gress, he may exercise it according to his discretion. 
Hamilton v. Dillin, 21 Wall., 73. 
VI. EMBARGO. 
§ 320. 
The fl:rst embargo resolution adopted by Congress was that of March 
26, 1794, [aying an embargo on commerce for thirty days. The imme-
diate ca;use was the British orders of council of November 6, 1793, fol-
1owed by a reported hostile speech to Indian tribes by Lord Dorchester. 
The expectation was that the measure would lead to a restriction of the 
supply of provisions to the British West Indian fleet, though the letter of 
the act operated equally against the French. On April7, 1794, a resolu-
tion for a suspension of intercourse with Great Britain, so far as con-
cer·ns British productions, was introduced. This resolution, upon Pres-
ident vVashington announcing a special mission to England (that of 
Jay) for redress of grievances, was dropped. 
The second embargo was in 1807. The Berlin decree of Napoleon 
.and the British orders of council having been so interpreted as to ex-
I)OSe the shipping of the United States to risks almost destructive, Pres-
ident Jefferson called a special meeting of Congress on October 25,1807, 
.and, after reciting these menaces, and the spoliations to which they 
had already led, recommended "an inhibition of the departure of our 
vessels from the ports of the United States." The Senate at once, at 
a single secret session, by a vote of 22 to 6, passed a bill laying an em-
bargo on all shipping, foreign and domestic, in the ports of the United 
States, with certain exceptions, ordering all vessels abroad to imme-
diately return. The House, with closed doors, passed .the act, a.fter .a 
Jebate of three days, by vote of 82 to 44. This act was repealed on 
March 1, 1809. 
The thiru embargo followed a message of President Madison of April 
1, 1812, and was passed as a measure preliminary to war, on April 6, 
1812, and was followed on April14 by an act prohibiting exportation 
by land. 
The fourth embargo was passed on December 17, 1813, while the war 
with Great Britain was pending, and prohibited (the object being to 
prevent the supply of the British blockading squadron) the exportation 
.of all prouuce or live stock, and for this purpose suspended the coast-
ing trade. On January 19, 1814, the President recommended the repeal 
of the act, which was found very onerous, and the repeal passed Con-
gresl:l on April 14. 
The report of the Senate committee of Apri116, 1808, on British and 
French aggressions on American shipping, sustains the policy of the 
·embargo, on the ground that it "withholds our commercial and agricul-
tural property from the licensed depredations of the great maritime bel-
Jigerent powers." It was, however, recommended that the President 
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should be authorized, on such changes in foreign affairs as might make 
it expedient, to suspend the embargo. 
See 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 220 if. 
"When a war · with England was seriously apprehended in 17.94, 1 
approved of an em bar go as a temporary measure to preserve our Ream en 
and property, but not with any expectation that it would influence 
England. I thought the embargo which was laid a year ago a wise and 
prudent measure for the same reason, namely, to preserve our seamen 
and as much of our property as we could get in, but not with the faint-
est hope that it would influence the British councils. At the same 
time I confidently· expected that it would be raised in a few months. I 
have not censured any of these measures, because I knew the fond at-
tachment of the nation to them ; but I think the nation must soon be 
convinced that they will not answer their expectations. The em bar go 
and the non-intercourse laws, I think, ought not to last long. They 
will lay such a foundation of disaffection to the National Government as 
will give great uneasiness to Mr. Jefferson's successor, and produca 
such distractions and confusions as I shudder to think of." 
Mr. J. Adam~> to Mr. Varnum, Dec. 26, 1808. 9 Johu Adams's Works, 608. 
For an exposition of the circumstances under which the embargo statutQS were· 
repealed, see Mr. Jefferson to Mr. Giles, Dec. 25, 1825. 7 Jeff. Works, 424 .. 
"'To repeal the embargo altogether would be preferable to either of 
the other courses, but would, notwithstanding, be so fatal to us, in aU 
respects, that w~ ~hould long feel the wound it would inflict, unless, 
indeed, somA ')ther expedient as strong, at least, and as efficacious in 
all its bearings, can (as I fear it cannot) be substituted in its place. 
'''War would seem to he the unavoidable result of such a step. If 
our commerce should not flourish in consequence of this measure, noth-
ing would be gained by it but dishonor; and how it could be carried 
on to any valuable purpose it would be difficult to show. If our com-
merce should flourish in spite of French and British edicts, aud the 
miserable state of the world, in spite of W(;tr with France, if tl1at should 
happen, it would, I doubt not, be assailed in some other form. Tlle 
spirit of monopoly has seized the people and Government of this 
country. We shall not, under any circumstances, be tolerated as rivals. 
in navigatiou and trade. It is in vain to hope that Great Britain will 
voluntarily foster the naval means of the United States. EYen as. 
allies we should be subjects of jealousy. It would be endless to enumer-
ate in detail tlle evils which would cling to us in this new career of vas-
salage and meanness, and tedious to pursue our backward course to the· 
extinction of that very trade to which we had sacrificed everything else. 
"'On the other hand, if we persevere we must gaiu onr purpose at 
last. By complying with the little policy of the moment we shall be 
lost. By a great and systematic adherence to principle we shall find 
the end of our difficulties."' 
Ivlr. Pinkney's view of the embargo. 3 Randall's Jefferson, 257. 
1\f:r. Clay, Speaker of the House, in a private letter, dated March 15, 
1812, addressed to Mr. Monroe, Secretary of State, writes : 
"Since I had the pleasure of conversing with you this morning I 
have concluded, in writing, to ask a consideration of the following: 
propositions: 
"That the President recommend an embargo to last, say, 30 clays, by 
a confidential message. 
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" That a termination of the em bar go be followed by war. 
"That be also recommend provision for the acceptance of 10,000 vol· 
unteers for a sllort period, whose officers are to be commissioned by the 
President. 
"The ol~jection to the embargo is that it will impede sales. The 
.advantages are that it is a measure of some vigor upon the heels of 
Henry's disclosure; that it will give tone to public sentiment, operate 
.as a notification, repressing indiscreet speculation, and enabling the 
President to look to the probable period of the commencement of hos-
tilities, and thus to put under shelter before the storm. It will, above 
all things, powerfully accelerate preparations for the war." 
Monroe MSS., Dept. of State. 
"On April1, 1812, the President sent a message to Congress, recom. 
mending an em bar go. J.VIr. Grundy said that he understood it was 'as 
a war measure, and it was meant that it should directly lead to war.' 
and Calhoun afterwards declared 'its manifest propriety as a prelude.'" 
Von Holst's Life of Calhoun, 19. 
As to embargo of 1808, see 9 John Adams's Works, 312, 604, 606, 607. 
The correspondence, in 1808, of Mr. Pinkney, minister to London, with Mr. 
Canning, as to modification of the embargo, is given in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. 
Rel. ), 22:3 if. 
The objections taken by the opposition in Congress to the first embargo are 
given in Quincy's Speeches, 31, 53, 247. 
As giving the policy of the Administration, see 5 Jeff. Works, 227, 252,258,271, 
289, 3:~6. 341, 352. 
Curious notices of the social effect of the embargo are found in Lossing's Ency. 
of United States Hist., tit. "Embargo." 
As to eYasion of embargo by surreptitious trade with Canada, see !Ingersoll's 
Late \Yar, 1st series, 485. 
"I haYe read attentively your letter to l\Ir. Wheaton on the question 
whether, at the c:late of the message to Uongress recommending the 
embargo of 1(')07, we had knowledge of the order of council of Novem-
ber 11 ; and according to your request I have resorted to my papers, 
as well as my memorJr, for the testimony these migllt afford aduitional 
to yours. There is no fact in the course of my life which I recollect 
more strongly than that of my being at the date of the message in pos-
session of an English newspaper containing a copy of the proclamation. 
I am almost certain, too, that it was under the ordinary authentication 
of the Government; and between November 11 arid December 17 therb 
was time enough (thirty-five dnys) to admit the receipt of such a paper, 
which I think came to me through a private channel, probably put on 
board some vessel about sailing, the moment it appeared. 
''Turning to my papers I find that I bad prepared a first draft of 
a message in which was this paragraph: 'The British regulations had 
before reduced us to a direct voyage, to a single port of their enemies, 
and it is now believed they will interdict all commerce whatever with 
them. A proclamation, too, of that Government of--- (not officially, 
indeed, communieated to us, yet so giYen out to the public as to becom~ 
a rule of action with them) seems to have shut the door ou all negotia-
tion with us except as to the single aggression on the Chesapeake.' 
You, howeYer, sug-gested a substitute (which I have now before me, 
written with a pencil and) which, with some unimportant amendments, 
I preferred to my own, and was the one I sent to Congress. It was in 
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these words, 'the communica.tions now made, showing the great and 
increasing dangers with which seamen, etc., ports of the United States.' 
This shows that we communicated to them papers of information on 
the subject; and as it was our interest and our duty to give them the 
strongest information we possessed to justify our opinion and their 
action on it, there can be no doubt we sent them this identical paper." 
Mr. Jefferson to Mr. Madison, Jnly 14, 1824. 7 Jeff. Works, 373. 
The embargo act of the 25th of .April, 1808 (2 Stat. L., 499), related 
·only to vessels ostensibly bound to some port in the United States, 
and a seizure after the termination of the voyage is unjustifiable; 
.aml no further detention of the cargo is lawful than what is neces-
sarily dependent on the detention of the vessel. It is not essenti.al to 
the determination of a voyage that the vessel should arrive at her orig-
inal destination; it may be produced by stranding, stress of weather, 
or any other cause inducing her to enter another port with a view to 
terminate her voyage bona fide. 
Otis t'. Walter, 2 Wheat., 18. 
Under the embargo act of the 22d of December, 1807 (2 Stat. L., 
451 ), the words, "an embargo shall be laid," not only imposed upon the ' 
public officers the duty of preventing the departure of registered or 
sea-letter Yessels on a foreign voyage, but prohibited their sailing, and 
consequently rendered them liable to forfeiture under the supplement-
ary act of the 9th of January, 1808 (2 Stat. L., 453). 
In such case, if the vessel be actually and bona fide carried by force 
to a foreign port, she is not liable to forfeiture; but if the capture, un-
de·r which it was alleged that the vessel was compelled to go to a foreign 
port, was fictitious and collusive, she was liable to condemnation. 
The William King, 2 Wheat., ).48. 
VII. DISPLAY OF FORCE. 
§ 321. 
''In reviewing these injuries from some of the belligerent powers, the 
moderation, the :firmnes~, and the wisdom of the legislature will all be 
called into action. We ought still to hope that time and a more correct 
estimate of interest, as well as of character, will produce the justice we 
are bound to expect. But should any nation deceive itself by false cal-
culations, and disappoint that expectation, we must join in the unprofit-
able contest of trying which party can do the other the most harm. 
Some of these injuries may, perhaps, admit a peaceable remedy. Where 
tllat is competent it is always the most desirable. But some of them 
are of a nature to be met by force only, and all of them may lead to it. 
l cannot, tl1erefore, but recommend such preparations as circumstances 
('.all for. The first object is to place our sea-port towns out of the dan-
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ger of insult. :Measures have been already taken for furnishing them 
with heavy cannon for the service of such land batteries as may make 
a part of their defense against armed vessels approaching them. In 
aid of these it is desirable that we should have a competent number of 
gunboats; and the number to be competent must be considerable. If 
immediately begun they may be in readiness for service at the opening 
of the next season. Whether it will be necessary to augment our land 
forces will be decided by occurrences probably in the course of your-
session." 
President Jefferson, Fifth Annual Message, 1805. 
"The constant maintenance of a small squadron in the Mediterranean 
is a necessary substitute for the humiliating alternative of paying trib-
ute for the security of our commerce in that sea, and: for a precarious 
peace at the mercy of every caprice of four Barbary States, by whom it 
was liable to be violated. An additional motive for keeping a respect-
able force stationed there at this time is found in the maritime war 
raging between the Greeks and the Turks, and in which the neutral 
na'ligation of this Union is always in danger of outrage and depreda-
tion. A few instances have occurred of such depredations upon our 
merchant vessels by privateers or pirates wearing the Grecian flag, but 
without real authority from the Greek or any other Government. The 
heroic struggles of the Greeks themselves, in which our warmest sympa-
thies as freemen and Christians have been engaged, have continued to 
be maintained with vicissitudes of success adverse and favorable. , 
"Similar motives have rendered expedient the keeping of a like force 
on the coasts of Peru and Chili, on the Pacific. The irregular and con-
vulsive character of the war upon the shores has been extended to the 
conflicts upon the ocean. An active warfare has been kept up for 
years with alternate success, though generally to the advantage of the 
American patriots; but their naval forces have not always been under 
the control of their own Governments. Blockades, uqjustifiable upou 
any acknowledged principles of international law, have been proclaimed 
by officers in command, and though disavowed by the supreme author-
ities, the protection of our own commerce against them has been made 
cause of complaint and of erroneous imputations against some of the 
most gallant officers of our Navy. Complaints equally groundless have 
been made by the commanders of the Spanish royal forces in those sea~, 
but the most efl'ective protection to our commerce has been the flag, antl 
the firmness of our own com~anding officers. The cessation of the war, 
by the complete triumph of the patriot cause, has removed, it is hoped, 
all cause of dissension with one party and all vestige of force of the 
other. But an misettled coast of many degrees of latitude, forming a 
part of our own territory, and a flourishing commerce and fishery, ex-
tending to the islands of the Pacific and to China, still require that the 
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protecting power of the Union should be diE played under its flag, as 
well upon the ocean as upon the land." 
President J. Q. Adams, First Annual Message, 1825. 
When, in 1852, the Japanese authorities refused to protect citizens of 
the United States visiting or cast ashore in Japan, it was held proper 
(there being then no treaty protection) to display at Japan an im-
posing naval force, and to inform the Japanese Government that the 
Government of the United States will insist upon the protection and 
hospitality asked for being given. 
Mr. Conrad, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Kennedy, Nov. 5, 1852. MSS. Notes, 
Special Missions. '. 
In 1858 the Secretary of the Navy was asked to send a naval force 
to Java, to take measures to secure the trial of persons charged with 
assassinating certain American citizens. · 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Toucey, Aug. 10, 1858. MSS. Dom. Let. Cited 
supm, § 242. See also App., Vol. III, § 321. 
As to extreme measures to exact payment of debt, see supra, § 222. See Mr. 
Cass to Mr. Toucey, Juiy 28, 1858; ibid. 
"In the view that the employment of other than peaceful means 
might become necessary to obtain 'just satisfaction' from Paraguay, a 
strong naval force was concentrated in the waters of the La Plata to 
await contingencies, whilst our commissioner ascended the river to As-
uncion. The Navy Department is entitled to great credit for the 
promptness, efficiency, and economy with which this expedition was 
fitted out and conducted. It consisted of nineteen armed vessels, great 
and small, carrying two h~ndred guns and twenty-five hundred men, all 
under the command of the veteran and gallant Slmbrick. The entire 
expenses of the expedition have been defrayed out of the ordinary ap-
propriations for the naval ser\"ice, except the sum of $289,000 applied 
to the purchase of seven of the steamers constituting a part of it, under 
the authority of the naval appropriation act of the 3d March last. It 
is believed that these steamers are worth more than their cost, and they 
are all now usefully and actively employed in the naval service. 
"The appearance of so large a force, fitted out in such a prompt 
manner, in the far distant waters of the La Plata, and the admirable 
conduct of the officers and men employed in it, have had a happy effect in 
favor of our country throughout all that remote portion of the world." 
President Buchanan~ Third Annual Message, lb59. See supra, §§ 38, 57. 
"The hostile attitude of the Government of Paraguay toward the 
United States early commanded the attention of the President. That 
Government had, upon frivolous and even insulting pretexts, refused to 
ratify the treat.y of friendship, commerce, and 11a,vigation, concluded 
with it on the 4th March, 1853, as amended by the Senate, though this 
only in mere matters of form. It had seized and appropriated the prop-
erty of American citizens residing iti Paraguay, in a violent and arbi-
trary manner; and finally, by order of President Lopez, it had fired 
upon the U.S. S. Water Witch (1st February, 1855), under Commander 
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Thomas J. Page, of the Navy, and killed the sailor at the helm, whilst 
she was peacefully employed in survrying the Parana River, to ascer-
tain its fitness for steam navigation. The honor as well as the interests 
of the country demanded satisfaction. 
"The President brought the subject to the notice of Congress in his 
first annual message (8th December, 1857). In this he informed them 
that he would make a demand for redress on the Government of Para-
guay in a firm but conciliatory manner, but at the same time observed, 
that' this will the more probably be granted if the Executive shall have 
authority to use other means in the event of a refusal. This is accord-
ingly recommended.' Con_gress responded favorably to this recommen-
dation. On the 2d J nne, 1858, they passed a joint resolution authorizing 
the President 'to adopt such measures, and use such force as, in his 
judgment, may be necessary and advisable, in the event of a refusal of 
just satisfaction by the Government of Paraguay, in connection with the 
attack on the U. S. S. Water Witch, and with other matters referred to 
in the annual message.' They also made an appropriation to defray the 
expenses of a commissioner to Paraguay, should he deem it proper to 
appoint one, 'for the adjustment of difficulties' with tllat Republic. 
''Paraguay is situated far in the interior of South America, and its 
capital, the City of Asuncion, on the left bank of the river Paraguay, 
is more than a thousand miles from the mouth of the La Plata. 
" The stern policy of Dr. Francia, formerly the dictator of Paraguay, 
had been to exclude all the rest of the world from his dominions, and in 
this he had succeeded by the most severe and arbitrary measures. His 
successor, President Lopez. found it necessary, in some degree, to relax 
this jealous policy; but, animated by the same spirit, he imposed harsh 
restrictions in his intercourse with foreigners. Protected by his remote 
and secluded position, he but little apprehended that a navy from a far 
distant country could ascend the La Plata, the Parana, and the Para-
guay and reach his capital. This was doubtless the reason why he had 
ventured to place us at defiance. Under these circumstances, the Presi-
dent deemed it advisable to send with our commissioner to Paraguay, 
Hon. James B. Bowlin, a naval force sufficient to exact justice should 
negotiation fail. This consisted of nineteen armed vessels, great and 
small, carrying two hundred guns and twenty-five hundred sailors and 
marines, all under the command of the veteran and gallant 8hubrick. 
S_oon after the arrival of the expedition at Montevideo, Commissioner 
Bowlin and Commodore Shubrick proceeded (30th December, 1858) to 
ascend the rivers to Asuncion in the steamer Fulton, accompanied by 
the Water Witch. Meanwhile the remaining vessels rendezvoused in 
the Parana, near Rosario, a position from which they could act promptly, 
in case of need. 
"The commissioner arrived at Asuncion on the 25th January, 1859, 
and lrft it on the lOth February. Within this brief period he had ably 
and successfully accomplished all the objects of his mission. In addi-
tion to ample apologies, he obtained from President Lopez the payment 
of $10,000 for the family of the seaman (Chaney) who had been killed 
in the attack on the Water Witch, and also concluded satisfactory 
treaties of indemnity, and of navigation and commerce, with the Para-
guayan Government. Thus the President was enabled to announce to 
Congress in his annual message (December, 1859), that • all our diffi-
culties with Paraguay had been satisfactorily adjusted.' 
"Even in this brief summary it would 1Je unjust to withhold from 
Secretary Toucey a commendation for the economy and efficiency he 
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di~played in fitting out this expedition. It is a remarkable fact in our 
history that its entire expenses were defrayed out of the ordinary ap-
propriations for the naval service. Not a dollar was appropriated by 
Congress for this purpose, unless we may except the sum of $289,000 
for the purchase of several small steamers of light draught, worth more 
than their cost,, and which were afterwards usefully employed in the 
<>rdinary naval service. . 
"It may be remarked that the President, in his message already re-
ferred to, justly observes, 'that the appearance of so large a force, 
fitted out in such a prompt manner, in the far distant waters of the La 
Plata, and the admirable conduct of the officers and men employed in 
it, have had a happy effect in favor of our country throughout all that 
tremote portion of the world/" 
Mr. Buchanan's d~fense, 265, 256, quoted in 2 Curtis' Buchanan, 224. 
Calvo's account of this transaction is substantially as follows (droit 
int.· (3d eel.), vol. i, 416): 
In 1853 the United States and Paraguay concluded a convention as 
to the free navigation of the river, and a treaty of commerce and navi-
gation. The treaty and convention not having been ratified in conse-
quence of certain aetion of the Senate, the Government did not hesitate 
to send Mr. Hopkins as consul to Assomption, who was without diffi-
-culty officially received by the Governor of Paraguay. It was alleged 
that Mr. Hopkins added to his consular functions certain private spec-
ulations based on concessions in Paraguay. He attempted in vain to 
,obtain funds for this purpose in Paris an9- London. He purchased, as 
part of the scheme, a ship in New York, which he called the Assomp-
tion, and which be insured for $50,000. This vessel was shipwrecked 
·on her first voyage, and the insurance money turned as capital into a 
-<~orporation entitled, Compagnie de commerce et de navigation de Para-
guay. Shortly afterwards, Mr. Hopkins, in his double capacity of con-
sul and of speculator, fell into such difficulties at Paraguay as induced 
the Government to recall his exequatur. At this time a United States 
ship-of-war, the Water Witch, was at Assomption, charged with the 
-exploration of the affluents of the river La Plata. Mr. Hopkins, on 
the ground that his safety and that of his" compatriots" were assailed, 
visited the ship and obtained the aid of certain armed sailors of the 
ship to go ashore with him and to carry off from the consular office the 
papers belonging to the "company." The difficulties that then origi-
nated were aggravated in 1855 by an attempt of the Water Witch to 
force its way through a channel of the river Paraguay, which was gen-
-erally interdicted, and which was open to the fire of the Fort I'tapira. 
The Government of the United States, to obtain redress, sent a squadron 
of twenty ships with two thousand men; but the fleet was detained 
on its way by an offer of mediation by the Argentine Republic. This 
mediation resulted in a treaty, signed February 4, 1859, which, among 
other things, provided that the commercial claims of Mr. Hopkins be 
-referred to arbitrators, to be chosen by the two Governments, respect-
ively. The arbitrators reported that Mr. Hopkins had no claim of any 
kind against Paraguay, and in this report the commissioner of the 
United States joined. Calvo maintains that the precipitate action of 
the Government of the United States was a wrong, not merely to Para-
guay, but to the United States, which, to support an unfounded claim, 
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I . .AS A BELLIGERENT RIGHT. 
VISIT IN SUCH CASES PERMITTED. 
§ 325. 
In the draft convention suggested on January 5, 1804, by Mr. Madison, 
Secretary of State, to Mr. Monroe, minister to England, occurs therfol-
lowing: 
"ARTICLE III. If the ships of either of the parties shall be met with sailing either 
along the coasts or on the high seas by any ship-of-war or other public or private· 
armed ships of the other party, such ships-of-war or other armed vessels shall, for 
avoiding all disorder in visiting and examining the same, remain out of can~on shot 
unless the state of the sea or the place of meeting render a nearer approach necessary, 
and shall in no case compel or require such vessel to send her boat, her papers, or any 
person from on board to the belligerent vessel, but the belligerent vessel may send her 
own boat to the other and may enter her to the number o,f two or three men only, who-
may in an orderly manner make the necessary inquiries concerning the vessel and her 
cargo ; and it is agreed that effectual provision shall be made for .... nnishing violations 
of any part of this article." 
On this Mr. Madison makes the following observations: 
"This regulation is conformable to the law of nations, and to the tenor 
of all treaties which define the belligerent claim of visiting and searching· 
neutral vessels. No treaty can be cited in which the practice of com-
pelling the neutral vessel to send its boat, its officers, its people, or its. 
papers to the belligerent vessel, is authorized. British treaties, as well 
as those to which she is not a party, in every instance where a regula-
tion of the claim is undertaken, coincide with the article here proposed .. 
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The article is in fact almost a transcript of the -- article of the treaty 
,of 1786 between Great Britain and France. 
" The regulation is founded on the best reasons : 1st. It is sufficient 
for the neutral that he acquiesces in the interruption of his voyage, and 
the trouble of the examination imposed by the belligerent commander. 
'To require a positive and active co-operation on his part in behalf of the 
latter is more than can be justified on any principle. 2d. The belligerent 
'Party can always send more conveniently to the neutral vessel than this 
·can send to the belligerent vessel; having neither such fit boats for the 
purpose, especially in a rough sea, nor being so abundantly manned. 
3d. This last consideration is enforced by the numerous and cruel abuses 
.committed in the practice of requiring the neutral vessel to send to the 
belligerent. As an example you will find in the documents now trans-
mitted a case where neither the smallness and leakiness of the boat, nor 
the boisterous state of the weather, nor the pathetic remonstrances of 
the neutral commander bad any effect on the imperious injunctions of 
the belligerent, and wHere the task was performed at the manifest peril 
·Of the boat, the papers, and the lives of the people. The limitation of 
the number to be sent on board the neutral vessel is a reasonable and 
ill.Sual precaution against the danger of insults and pillage." 
MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
Another unjustifiable measure is ''the mode of search practiced by 
:British ships, which, instead of remaining at a proper distance from 
the vessel to be searched, and sending their own boat with a few men 
for the purpose, compel the vessel to send her papers in her own boat, 
and sometimes with great danger from the condition of the boat and the 
,state of the weather." 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, report, Jan. 25, 1806. MSS. Report Book. 2 Am. 
St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 726. 
"England is allowed, when she is at war, to visit neutral vessels for 
the purpose of seizing merchandise either belonging to her enemy, or con-
sidered as contraband destined for her enemy, and soldiers or other com-
hatants in the service of her enemy. But she never had before claimed 
the right of visiting or seizing. under the pretense of retaking what be-
longed to herself. If the right was conceded to her of seizing, on board 
vessels of other nations, the seamen she claims as belonging to her, she 
would equally have that of seizing merchandise claimed by her subjects 
as belonging to them, aud there would no longer be any acknowledged 
line of demarcation which would prevent her from exercising an unlim-
ited jurisdiction over the vessels of all other nations." 
Mr. Gallatin to the Emperor of Russia; presented Jnne 19, 1814, to the Emperor 
Alexander. 
"The right of search has heretofore been so freely used and so much 
.abused to the injury of our commerce that it is regarded as an odious 
-doctrine in this country, and if exercised against us harshly in the ap-
proaching war will excite deep and widespread indignation. Caution 
-on the part of belligerents in exercising it towards us in cases where 
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sanctioned by usage would be a wise procedure. As the law b.as been 
declared by decisions of courts of admiralty and elementary writers, it 
allows belliger~nts to search neutral vessels for articles contraband of 
war and for enemies' goods. If the doctrine is so modified as to ex-
empt from seizure and confiscation enemies' property under a neutral 
flag, still the right to seize articles contraband of war on board of neu-
tral vessels implies the right to ascertain the character of the cargo. 
If used for such a purpose, and in a proper manner, it is not probable 
that serious collisions would occur between neutrals and belligerents. 
''A persistent resistance by a neutral vessel to submit to a search 
renders it confiscable according to the settled determinations of the 
English admiralty. It would be much to be regretted if any of our 
vessels should be condemned for this cause, unless under circum-
stances which compromitted their neutrality." 
Mr. Mar~y, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, Apr.13, 1854. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
On this topic see correspondence in 1858, attached to President Buchanan's an-
nual message, 2d sess., 35th Cong., Senate Ex. Doc., 1; correspondence· 
in respect to the search, in 1858, of United States vessels by foreign. 
armed cruisers iu the Gulf of Mexico, is in Senate Ex. Doc. 5!), 35th Cong., 
1st sess., Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1864-'65, vol. 55. 
"The Trent, though she carried mails, was a contract or merchant 
vessel-a common carrier for hire. Maritime law knows only three 
classes of vessels-vessels of war, revenue vessels, and merchant ves-
sels. The Trent falls within the latter class. Whatever disputes have 
existed concerning a right of visitation or search in time of peace, nonet. 
it is supposed, has existed in modern times about the right of a bellig-
erent in time of war to capture contraband in neutral and even friendly 
merchant vessels, and of the right of visitation and search, in order to-
determine whether they are neutral, and are documented as such 
according to the law of nations." 
Mr. Seward to Lord Lyons: Dec. 26,1861. MSS. Notes, Gr. Brit. See as to this 
case, infra, § § 328, 37 4. 
"When vess~ls belonging to citizens of the United States have been 
seized and are now navigated on the high seas by persons not repre-
senting any Government or belligerent power recognized by the United 
States, such vessels may be captured and rescued by their owners, or 
by United States cruisers acting for such owners; and all force which 
is necessary for such purposes may be used to make. the capture effect-
ual." 
Report of solicitor of Department of State, affirmed by l\fr. Bayard, Sec. of· 
State, to Mr. Scruggs, May 19,1885. MSS. Inst., Colombia. 
The right of search is not a right wantonly to vex and harass neutral 
commerce, or to indulge the idle and mischievous curiosity of looking 
into neutral trade, or the assumption of a right to control it. It is a 
right growing out of, and ancillary to, the right of capture, and can: 
never exist except as a means to that end. 
The Nereide, fJ Cranch., ~88. 
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.As a belligerent right it cannot be questioned, but it must be con-
ducted with as much regard to the rights and safety of the vessel de-
tained as is consistent with a thorough· examination of the character 
and voyage. .Any detention of the vessel beyond what is necessary is 
unlawful, as is also any transgression of the bounds within which the 
examination should be confined. 
The Anna Maria, 2 Wheat., 327. 
To detain for examination is a right which a belligerent may exercise 
over every vessel, not a national vessel, that he meets with on the ocean. 
The Eleanor, ibid., ~45. 
It is lawful, in order to facilitate the exercise of the right of search, 
to assume the guise of a friend or of an enemy. If, in consequence of 
the use of this stratagem, the crew of the vessel detained abandon their 
duty before they are actually made prisoners of war, and the vessel is 
thereby lost, the captors are not responsible. 
Ibid. 
The modern usages of war authorize the bringing of one of the prin-
cipal officers on board the cruising vessel, with his papers, for examina-
tion. But in a case of detention merely for search, where the vessel is 
never actually taken out of the possession of her own officers, the captain 
of the cruiser may detain the vessel by orders from his own quarter-deck, 
and the officers of the captured vessel must obey at their peril. 
Ibid. 
The right of search is strictly a belligerent right. 
The Antelope, 10 Wheat., 66; The Marianna Flora, 11, ibid., 1. 
A vessel and cargo, even when perhaps owned by neutrals, may be 
condemned as enemy property because of the employment of the vessel 
in enemy trade, and because of an attempt to violate a blockade and to 
elude visitation and search.. ' 
The Baigorry, 2 Wall., 474. 
The captain of a merchant steamer when brought to by a man-of-
war, is not privileged from sending his papers on board, if so required, 
by the fact that he has a Government mail in his charge. On the con-
trary, he is bound by that circumstance to strict performance of neutra.l 
duties and to special respect for belligerent rights. 
The Peterhoff, 5 Wall., 28. 
A cruiser of one nation has a right to know the national character 
of any strange ship he may meet at sea; but this right is not a perfect 
one, and the violation of it cannot be punished by capture and condem-
nation nor even by detentiOn. The party making the inquiry must put 
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up his own colors, or in some other way make himself fully known, .be-
fore he can lawfully demand such knowledge from the other vessel. If 
this be refused, the inquiring \essel may fire a blank shot, and, in case 
of further delay, a shotted gun may be fired across the bows of the 
delinquent, by way of positive summons. Any measures beyond the 
summoning shot, which the commander of an armed ship may take for 
the purpose of ascertaining the nationality of another vessel, must be at 
his peril; for the right of a ship to pass unmolested depends upon her 
actual character, and not upon that which was erroneously attributed 
to her, even though her own conduct may have caused the mistake. 
The latter may affect the amount of reparation, but not the lawfulness 
of the act. 
9 Op., 455, Black, 1860. 
The right of a public ship to hail or speak with a stranger must be 
exercised within the same limits as that of any other authorized armed 
vessel. When a vessel thus interrogated answers either in words or by 
hoisting her flag, the response must be taken for true, and she must be 
allowed to keep her way. But this right of inquiring can be exercised 
only on the high seas, and is limited to time of peace. 
Ibid. 
The right of search, as a belligerent right, is limited ~s follows: 
(a) A. neut,ral ship is not to be ordinarily searched when on a voyage 
between two neutral ports. 
(b) As a belligQrent right it can only be exercised when war is rag-
ing. 
(c) It was to be under direction of the commanding officer of the 
belligerent ship, and through the agency of an officer in uniform. 
(d) It must be based on probable cause; though the fact that this 
cause turned out afterwards to be a mistake, does not of itself make the 
arrest wrongful. (See Lushingtori, Prize Law, §§ 25, 94. But wanton 
capturing without such cause su~jects the captor to damages. The 
Thompson, 3 Wall., 155; The Dashing Wave, 5 Wall., 170.) 
(e) Contraband goods cannot ordinarily be seized and appropriated 
by the captor. His duty is to take the vessel into a prize court, by 
whom the question is to be determined. (As to prize courts, see infra, 
§ 329; as to contraband, infra, § 368.) 
(f) Where the right exists, a belligerent cruiser is justified in enforc-
ing it by all means in his power. (Lawrence on Visitation and Search.) 
(g) In case of violent resistance to a legitimate visitation, the vessel 
so resisting may be open to condemnation by a prize court as prize. 
But this is not the case with mere attempt at flight. And there should 
be no condemnation of a neutral vessel whose officers, having no rea-
sonable ground to believe in the existence of war, resisted search. 
(Field's Int. Law, § 871.) 
(h) The right of search, so it is held by the powers of continental 
Europe, is not to be extended to neutral ships sailing under the convoy 
of a war ship of the same nation. This view, however, has not been 
accepted by Great Britain. But in any view, the commanding officer 
of tbe convoy must give assurance that the suspected vessel is of his 
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nationality, under his charge, and has no contraband articles on board. 
{Twiss, Law of Nations, part ii, § 96, maintains it to be a clear maxim 
of law that "a neutral vessel is bound in relation to her commerce to 
submit to the belligerent right of se&rch." It is not competent, there-
fore, he insists, for a neutral merchant to exempt his vessel from the 
belligerent right of search, by placing it under the convoy of a neutral 
or enemy's man-of-war. See Kent Com., i, 154.) 
The doctrine of our courts in this relation is stated above. 
Mere evasive conduct, or subterfuges, which might be the result of 
ignorance or terror, are not conclusive proof of culpability. 
The Pizarro, 2 Wheat .• 327. 
Even throwing papers overboard is open to explanation, and, without 
other proof, does not conclusively show that the cargo was enemy's prop-
. erty. (1 Kent Com., 158, Holmes's note, citing the Ella Warley, Blatch. 
Pr., 204, and other cases in same volume; The Johanna Emilie, Spink's 
Prize C., 12. And see remarks by Mansfield, C. J., in Bernardi v. Mot-
teux~ Dougl., 581; "The right of search," according to Dr. Woolsey (Int. 
Law, § 190), "is by its nature confined within narrow limits, for it is 
merely a method of ascertaining that certain specific violations of right 
are not taking place, and would otherwise be a great violation itself of 
the freedom of passage on the common pathway of nations. In the first 
place, it is only a war right. The single exception to this is spoken of in 
§ 194, viz, that a nation may lawfully send a cruiser in pursuit of a vessel 
which has left its port under suspicion of having committed a fraud upon 
its revenue laws, or some other crime. This is merely the continuation of 
a pursuit beyond the limits of maritime jurisdiction with the examination 
conrlucted outside of these bounds, which, but for the flight of the ship, 
might have been conducted within. In the second place, it is applicable 
to merchant ships alone. Vessels of war, pertaining to the neutral, are 
exempt from its exercise, both because they are not wont to convey 
goods, and because they are, as a part of the power of the state, enti-
tled to confidence and respect. If a neutral state allowed or required 
its armed vessels to engage in an unlawful trade, the remedy would have 
to be applied to the state itself. To all this we must add that a vessel 
in ignorance of the public character of another, for instance, suspect-
ing it to be a piratical ship, may without guilt require it to lie to, but 
the moment the mistake is discovered, all proceedings must cease. 
(§§ 54, 195). In the third place, the right of search must be exerted in 
such a way as to attain its object, and nothing more. Any injury done 
to the neutral vessel or to its carg·o, any oppressiYe or insulting conduct 
during the search, may be good ground for a suit in the court to which 
the cruiser is amenable, or even for interference on the part of the 
neutral state to which the vessel belongs." :r.Ir. Seward, in his letter 
to Lord Lyons of December 26, 1861 (on the Trent case), says: "What-
ever disputes have existed concerning a right of visitation or search in 
times of peace, none, it is supposed, has existed in modern times about 
the right of a belligerent in time of war to capture contraband in neutral 
and even friendly merchant ve8sels, and of the right of visitation and 
search, in order to determine whether they are neutral and are docu-
mented as such according to the law of nations." See Lawrence's 
Wheaton, pt. iv, chap. iii, § 18. 
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ll. IN CASES OF PIRACY. 
ON PROBABLE CAUSE PAPERS :\IAY BE DEMANDED. 
§ 326. 
The definition and limitations of piracy are hereafter independently 
discussed, infra, §§ 380 ff. 
The right to search on suspicion of piracy is like a right to arrest a 
suspected felon, and subjects to damages if the charge be not sub-
stantiated. 
Infra, § § 327 ff. 
"The right of visitation is by the law of nature an intercourse of 
mutual benefit, like that of strangers meeting in a wilderness. The 
right of search is for pirates in peace and for enemies in war." 
11 J. Q. Adams's Mem., 142. 
III. VISIT NO LONGER PERMITTED IN PEACE. 
§ 327. 
On l\fay 16, 1811, a collision took place between the United States 
frigate President, and the British sloop-of-war Little Belt, near Cape 
Charles. Only one person was wounded on the President, though her 
rigging was injured. On the Little Belt there were thirteen killed, and 
a number wounded. Courts of inquiries were held in both countries, 
and with conflicting results. 
The British Government took the ground that the shot fired by the 
President, for the purpose of salute, was a hostile attack, and was to be 
returned as such. On the other band, it was maintained by Mr. Mon-
roe, Secretary of State, in a note to Mr. Foster, British minister, October 
11, 1811 (MSS. Notes, For. Leg.; 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 476), "that 
Commodore Rodgers (of the President) pursued a vessel which had at first 
pursued him, and hailed her as soon as he approached within suitable dis-
tance, are circumstances which can be of no avail to Captain Bingham (of 
the Little Belt). The United States have a right to know the national 
character of the armed ships which hover on their coast, and whether 
they visit it with friendly or illicit views; it is a right inseparable from 
the sovereignty of every independent state, and intimately connected 
with their tranquillity and peaoe. • • • }~or these reasons the con-
duct of Commodore Rodgers, in approaching the Little Belt to make the 
necessary inquiries and exchange a friendly salute, was strictly correct." 
The proceedings of the court of inquiry held in the United States are 
given in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 477 ff. 
A number of witnesses were examined who concurred in testifying 
that the Little Belt did not display her colors until it was too dark to 
distinguish th'3m, and that the first shot was fired by her and was re-
turned by a single gun, and that the general .fire was commenced by the 
Lntle Belt. It was also proved that when the fire in the Little Belt 
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was silenced, Commodore Rodgers exerted himself to save her from 
further injury. The findings of the court were in accordance with the 
evidence. 
As to hauling down flag, see App., Vol. III,§ 328. 
As to seizure on suspicion if concerned in slave-trade," He (Lord Cas-
tlereagh) added, that no peculiar structure or previous appearances in 
the vessel searched, no presence of irons, or other presumptions of crimi-
nal intention-nothing but the actual finding of slaves on board was 
ever to authorize a seizure or detention." 
Mr. Rush, minister at London, to Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, Apr. 15, Hli8. MSS. 
Dispatches, Gr. Brit. 
It is maintained ''that the admission of a right in the officers of for-
eign ships-of-war to enter and search the vessels of the United States, 
in time of peace, under any circumstances whatever, would meet with 
universal repugnance in the public opinion of this country ; that there 
would be no prospect of a ratification by advice and consent of the 
Senate to any stipulation of that nature; that the search by foreign 
officers, even in time of war, is so obnoxious to the feelings and recol-
lections of this country that nothing could reconcile them to the exten-
sion of it, however qualified or restricted, to a time of peace; and that 
it would be viewed in a still more aggravated light, if, as in the treaty 
with the Nether lands, connected with a formal admission that even 
vessels under convoy of ships-of-war of their own nat~on should be liable 
to search by the ships-of-war of another." 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Gallatin and Rush, Nov. 2, 1818. MSS. 
In st., Ministers. 
"The Government of the United States has never asserted, but has 
invariably disclaimed the pretension of a right to authorize the search, 
by the officers of the United States, in time of peace, of foreign vessels 
upon the high seas, without their jurisdiction." 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. de Neuville, Feb. 22, 1822. MSS. Notes, For. 
Leg. 
"In the treaties of Great Britain with Spain, Portugal, and the N eth-
erlands for the suppression of the slave trade, heretofore communi-
cated, with the invitation to the United States to enter into similar 
enghgements~ three principles were involved, to neither of which the 
Government of the United States felt itself at liberty to accede. The 
first was the mutual concession of the right of search and capture, in 
time of peace, over merchant vessels on the coast of .Africa. The second 
was the exercise of that right, even over vessels under convoy of the 
public officers of their own nation; and the third was the trial of the 
captured vessels by mixed commissions in colonial settlements under 
no subordination to the ordinary judicial tribunals of the country to 
which the party brought before them for trial should belong. In the 
course of the correspondence relating to these proposals it has been 
suggested that a substitute for the trial by mixed commissions might 
be agreed to, and in your letter of the 8th of April an expectation is 
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authorized that an arrangement for the adjudication of the vessels de-
tained might leave them to be disposed of in the usual way by the sen-
tence of a court of admiralty in the country of the captor, or place them 
under the jurisdiction of a similar court in the country to which they 
belonged; to the former alternative of which you anticipate the unhes-
itating admission of the United States in consideration of the aggra-
vated nature of the crime as acknowledged by their laws, which would 
be thus submitted to a foreign jurisdiction. But it was precisely be-
cause the jurisdiction was foreign that the objection was taken to the 
trial by mixed commissions; and if it transcended the constitutional 
authority of the Government of the United States to subject the per-
sons, property, and reputation of their citizens to the decisions of a 
court partly composed of their own countrymen, it might seem needless 
to remark that the constitutional objection could not diminish in pro-
portion as its cause should increase, or that the power incompetent to 
make .American citizens amenable to a court consisting one-half of 
foreigners, should be adequate to place their liberty, their fortune, au.d 
their fame at the disposal of tribunals entirely foreign. I would fur-
ther remark that the sentence of a court of admiralty in the country of 
the captor is not the ordinary way by which the merchant vessels of 
one nation, taken on the high seas by the officers of another, are tried 
in time of peace. There is, in the ordinary way, no right whatever ex-
isting to take, to search, or even to board them; and I take this occasion 
to express the great satisfaction with which we have seen this princi-
ple solemnly recognized by the recent decision of a British court of 
admiralty. • • • 
"In the objections heretofore disclosed to the concession desired, of 
the mutual and qualified right of search, the principal stress was laid 
upon the repugnance which such a concession would meet in the pub-
lic feeling· of this country, and of those to whom its interests are in-
trusted in the department of its government, the sanction of which is 
required for the ratification of treaties. The irritating tendency of the 
practice of search, and the inequalities of its probable operation, were 
slightly noticed and have been contested in argument or met by prop-
ositions of possible palliations or remedies for anticipated abuses in 
your letter. But the source and foundation of all these objections-was, 
in our former correspondence, scarcely mentioned, and never discussed. 
They consist in the nature of the right of search at sea, which, .as rec-
ognized or tolerated by tile usage of nations, is a right exclusively of 
war, never exercised but by an outrage upon the rights of peace." 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Canning, June 24,1823. MSS. Notes, For. Leg. 
As to discussions of Mr. J. Q. Adams on right of search with Mr. Stratford 
Canning, see 5 J. Q. Adams's Mem., 181, 182, 192, 210, 232. 
The correspondence in 1819-23, in reference to the slave trade and the right of 
search will be found in House Rep. ~-t48, 21st Cong., 1st sess. 
As to right of search, see slave trade convention of 1824. 5 Am. St. Pap. (li'or. 
Rel.), 361. 
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The action of the Senate in 1824 on the proposed convention with 
G-reat Britain for the suppression of the slave trade was substantially 
as follows: 
On May 21 it was resolved by a vote of 36 to 2 "that an article be· 
added whereby it shall be free to either of the parties, at any time, to 
renounce the said convention, on giving six months' notice beforehand. 
On May 22, after several preliminary votes, it was, by a vote of yeas 29,. 
nays 13, resolved: "That the Senate do advise and consent to the ratifica-
tion of 'the convention made and concluded at London the 13th day of 
March, 1824, between the United States of America and the King of the 
Unit~d Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, with the exception of the 
words 'of America,' in line four of the first article ; with the exception of 
the second article, and the following words in the seventh article: 'And 
it is further agreed that any individual, being a citizen or subject of either 
of the two contracting parties, who shall be found on board any vessel 
not carrying the flag of the other party, nor belonging to the subjects or 
citizens of either, but engaged in the illicit waffic of slaves, and seized 
or condemned on that account by the cruisers of the other party, un-
der circumstances, which, by involving such individual in the guilt of 
slave trading, would subject him to the penalties of piracy, he shall be 
sent for trial before the competent court in the country to which he 
belongs, and the reasonable expenses of any witnesses belonging to 
the capturing vessel, in proceeding to the place of trial, during their 
detention there, and for their return to their own country, or to their 
station in its service, shall, in every such case, be allowed by the court,. 
and defrayed by the country in which the trial-takes place:' Provided, 
That an article be added, whereby it shall be free to either of the par-
ties at any time to renounce the said convention, giving six months' 
notice beforehand." 
5 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 362. 
" The convention between the United States and Great Britain for 
the suppression of the African· slave trade, is herewith transmitted to 
you, with the ratification on the part of the United States, under cer-
tain modifications and exceptions, annexed as conditions to the advice 
and consent of the Senate to its ratification. 
"The participation of the Senate of the United States in the final con-
clusion of all treaties to which they are parties is already well known 
to the British Government, and the novelty of the principles estab-
lished by the convention, as well as their importance, and the requisite 
assent of two-thirds of the Senators present to the final conclusion of 
every part of the ratified treaty, will explain the causes of its ratifica-
tion under this form. It will be seen that the great and essential prin-
ciples which form the basis of the compact are admitted to their full 
extent in the ratified part of the convention. The second article, and 
the portion of the seventh which it is proposed to expunge, are unes-
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sential to the plan, and were not included in the project of convention 
transmitted to you from hence. They appear, indeed, to be, so far as 
concerned the United States, altogether inoperative, since they could 
not confer the power of capturing slave traders under the flag of a 
third party, a power not claimed either by the United States or Great 
Britain, unless by treaty; and the United States, having no such treaty 
with any other power, it is presumed that the bearing of those arti-
cles was exclusively upon the flags of those other nations with which 
Great Britain has already treaties for the suppression of the slave 
trade, and that, while they give an effective power to the officers of 
Great Britain, they conferred none upon those of the United States. 
" The exception of the coast of America from the seas upon which 
the mutual power of capturing the vessels· under the flag of either 
party may be exercised, had reference, in the views of the Senate, 
doubtless, to the coast of the United States. On no part of that coast, 
unless within the Gulf of Mexico, is there any probability that slave-
trading vessels will ever e found. The necessity for the exercise of 
the authority to capture is, therefore, no greater than it would be upon 
the coast of Europe. In South America the only coast to which slave 
traders may be hereafter expected to resort, is that of Brazil, from 
which it is to be hoped they will shortly be expelled by the laws of the 
country. 
"The limitation by which each party is left at liberty to renounce 
the convention by six months' notice to the other, may, perhaps, be 
useful in reconciling other nations to the adoption of its provisions. 
If the principles of the convention are to be permanently maintained 
this limitation must undoubtedly be abandoned; and when the public 
mind shall have been familiarized to the practical operation of the sys-
tem, it is not doubted that this reservation will, on all sides, be readily 
given up. 
''In giving these explanations to the British Government you will 
state that the President was fully prepared to have ratified the con. 
vention, without alteration, as it bad been signed by you. He is aware 
that the conditional ratification leaves the British Government at lib-
erty to concur therein, or to decline the ratification altogether, l>ut be 
will not disguise th~ wish that, such as it is, it may receive the sanc-
tion of Great Britain, and be carried into effect. When the concur-
rence of both Governments bas been at length obtained, by exertions 
so long and so anxiously continued, to principles so important, and for 
purposes of so high and honorable a character, it would prove a severe 
disappointment to the friends of freedom and of hun.anity if all pros-
pect of effective concert between the two nations for the extirpation of 
this disgrace to civilized man should be lost by differences of senti-
ment, in all probability transient, upon unessential details." 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rush, May 29, 1824. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 5 
Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 362. 
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"I have the honor to inform you that 1\ir. Secretary Canning- has given 
me to understand, in an interview which I have this day had with him, 
that his Government finds itself unable to accede to the convention for 
the suppression of the slave trade, with the alterations and modifica-
tions which have been annexed to its ratification on the part of the 
United States. He said that none of these alterations or modifications 
would have formed insuperable bars to the consent of Great Britain, 
except that which had expunged the word America from the first article, 
but tbat this was considered insuperable. * * * 
"The reasons which Mr. Canning assigned for this determination on 
the part of Great Britain I forbear to state, as he has promised to ad-
dress a communication in writing to me upon this subject, where they 
will be seen more accurately and at large; but to guard 'against any 
delay in my receiving that communication, I have thought it right not 
to lose any time in thus apprising you, for the President's information, 
of the result." 
Mr. Rush to Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, Aug. 9, 1824. 5 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 
364. 
The opponents of the slave trade "were introducing, and had already 
obtained the consent of Spain, Portugal, and theN etherlands, to a new 
principle of the law of nations more formidable to human liberty than 
the slave trade itself-a right of the commanders of armed vessels of 
one nation to visit and search the merchant ve~sels of another in time 
of peace." 
Mr. J. Q.Adams, April29, 1819, as reported in 4 J. Q. Adams'sMem., 354. 
As to the treaty proposed by the British Government in 1824 (modified by the 
Senate and then dropped), giving the right of search for suspected slaves, 
see the remarkable statement of Mr. J. Q. Adams, Apr. 14, 1842. Cong. 
Globe, 27th C,mg., 2d sess, 424; Schuyler's Am. Diplom., 247. 
The United States cannot accede to a treaty stipulation extending 
the right to search supposed slavers to the coasts of the United States. 
Mr. McLane, Soo. of State, to Mr. Serurier, Mar. 24, H:l34 MSS. Notes, For. 
Leg. 
" The circumstances under which the right of boarding and visiting 
vessels at sea is usually enforced are defined with sufficient clearness; 
and even where the right is· admitted, usage among civilized nations 
has prescribed with equal precision the manner in which it is to be exer-
ch;ed. The motive of this communication is, that the British Govern-
ment should be clearly made sensible that the United States cannot, in 
justice to their own citizens, permit the recurrence of such causes of 
complaint. If, in the treaties concluded between Great Britain and other 
powers, the latter have thonght fit, for the attainment of a particular 
object, to surrender to British cruisers certain rights and authority not 
recognized by maritime law, the officers charged with the execution of 
those treaties must bear in mind that their operation cannot give a right 
to interfere in any manner with the flag ~f nations not party to them. 
The United States not being such a party, vessels legally sailing under 
their flag can in no case be called upon to submit to the operation of 
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said treaties; an<.{ it behooves their Government to protect and sustain 
its citizens in every justifiable efl'ort to resist all attempts to subject 
them to the rules therein established, or to any consequent deductions 
therefrom. • • • 
"It is a matter of regret that thi~ practice [of fraudulently using the 
flag of the United States to cover slavers] has not already been aban-
doned. The President, on learning the abuses which had grown out of it, 
and with a view to do away with every cause for its longer continuancet 
having now directed the establishment of a competent naval force to 
cruise along those parts of the African coast which American vessels 
are in the habit of visiting in the pursuit of their lawful commerce, and 
where it is alleged that the slave trade has been carried on under an 
illegal use of the flag of the United States, has a right to expect that 
positive instructions will be given to all Her Majesty's officers to forbear 
from boarding or visiting vessels under the American flag." 
.Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Stevenson, July 8, 1840. MSS. Inst., Gr. 
Brit. 
An elaborate report of Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, Mar. 3, 1841, in relation t() 
seizures or search· of American vessels on the coast of Africa, will be found 
in House Ex. Doc. 115, 26th Con g., 2d sess. 
"The President directs me to say that he.approves your letter, and 
warmly commends the motives which animated you in presenting it. The 
whole subject is now before us here, or will be shortly, as Lord Ash-
burton arrived last evening; and without intending to intimate at 
present what modes of settling this point of difference with England 
will be proposed, you may receive two propositions as certain : 
'~ 1st. That in the absence of treaty stipulations the United States will 
maintain the immunity of merchant vessels on the sea to the fullest 
extent which the law of nations authorizes. 
'':!d. That if the Government of the United States, animated by a sin-
cere desire to put an end to the African slave trade, shall be induced 
to enter into treaty stipulations for that purpose with any foreign powert 
those stipulations shall be such as shall be strictly limited to their true 
and single object; such as shall not be Ambarrassing to innocent com-
merce; and such especially as shall neither imply any inequality,norcan 
tend in any way to establish any inequality, in their practical opera-
tions." 
Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cass, Apr. 5, 1842. MSS. Inst., France. 
''It is known that in December last a treaty was signed in London 
by the representatives of England, France, Russia, Prussia, and Aus-
tria, having for its professed object a strong and united effort of the 
:five powers to put an end to the traffic fthe slave trade]. This treaty 
was not officially communicat~d to the Government of the United Statest 
but its provisions and stipulations are supposed to be accurately known 
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to the public. It is understood to be not yet ratified on the part of 
France. 
"No application or request has been made to this Government to 
become party to this treaty; but the course it might take in regard to 
it has excited no small degree of attention and discussion in Europe, as 
the principle upon which it is founded, and the stipulations which it 
contains, have cau~ed warm animadversions and great political excite-
ment. 
"In my message at the commencement of the present session of Con-
gress I endeavored to state the principles which this Government sup-
ports respecting the right of search and the immunity of flags. De-
sirous of maintaining those principles fully, at the same time that 
existing obligations should be fulfilled, I have thought it most consistent 
with the honor and dignity of the country that it should execute its own 
laws and perform its own obligations by its own means and its own 
power. The examination or visitation of the merchant vessels of one 
nation by the cruisers of another for any purpose except those known 
and acknowledged by the law of nations, under whatever restraints or 
regulations it may take place, may lead to dangerous results. It is far 
better, by other means, to supersede any supposed necessity or any 
motive for such examination or visit. Interference with a merchant 
vessel by an armed cruiser is always a delicate proceeding, apt to touch 
the point of national honor, as well as to affect the interests of indi-
viduals. It bas been thought, therefore, expedient, not only in accord-
once with the stipulations o£ the Treaty of Ghent, but at the same time 
as removing all pretext on the part of others for violating the immu-
nities of the American flag upon the seas, as they exist and are defined 
by the law of nations, to enter into the articles now submitted to the 
Senate. 
"The treaty which I now submit to you proposes no alteration, miti-
gation, or modification of the rules of the law of nations. It provides 
simply that each of the two Governments shall maintain on the coast 
of' Africa a sufficient squadron to enforce, separately and respectively, 
the laws, rights, and obligations of the two countries for the suppression 
of the slave trade." 
President Tyler's message, transmitting the Treaty of Washington to the Sen-
ate, Aug. 11, 1842. 6 Webster's Works, 353. 
"Without intending or desiring to influence the policy of other Gov-
ernments on this important subject this Government bas reflected on 
what was due to its own character and position as the leading maritime 
power on the American continent, left free to make snch choice of 
means for the fulfillment of its duties as it should deem best suited to 
its dignity. The result of its reflections has been that it does not 
concur in measures which, for whatever benevolent purpose they may be 
adopted, or with whatever care and moderation they may be exercised, 
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have yet a tendency to place the police of the seas in the hands of a sin-
gle power. It chooses rather to follow its own laws, with its own sanc-
tion, and to carry them into execution by its own authority. Disposed 
to act in the spirit of the most cordial concurrence with other nations 
for the suppression of the African slave trade, that great reproach of 
our times, it deems it to be right nevertheless that this action, though 
concurrent, should be independent; and it believes that from this inde-
pendence it will derive a greater degree of efficiency. * • * 
~'You are furnished, then, with the American policy in regard to 
this interesting subject. First, independent but cordially concurrent 
efforts of maritime states to suppress, as far as possible, the trade on 
the coast by means of competent and well-appointed squadrons, to 
watch the shores and scour the neighboring seas. Secondly, concurrent 
becoming remonstrance with all Governments who tolerate within their 
territories markets for the purchase of African negroes. There is much 
reason to believe that if other states, professing equal hostility to this 
nefarious traffic, would give their own powerful concurrence and co-op-
eration to these remonstrances, the general effect would be satisfactory, 
and that the cupidity and .crimes of individuals would at length cease 
to find both their temptation and their reward in the bosom of Christian 
states and in the permission of Christian Governments." 
Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cass, Aug. 29, 1842. MSS. Inst., France. 
6 Webster's Works, 367. 
"The objection seems to proceed still upon the implied ground that 
the abolition of the slave trade is more a duty of Great Britain, or a 
more leading object with her, than it is or shoula be with us; as if, in 
this great effort of civilized nations to do away the most cruel traffic 
that ever scourged or disgTaced the world, we had not as high and hon-
orable, as just and merciful, a part to act as any other nation upon the 
face of the earth. Let it be forever remembered that in this great work 
ofhuma1.1ityandjusticethe United States took the lead themselves. This 
Government declared the slave trade unlawful; and in this declaration it 
has been followed by the great powers of Europe. This Government 
declared the ·slave trade to be piracy, and in this, too, its example has 
been followed by other states. This Government-this young Govern-
ment, springing up in this New World within half a century; founded on 
the broadest principles of civil liberty, and sust.ained by the moral sense 
and intelligence of the people-has gone in advance of all other nations 
in summoning the civilized world to a common effort to pnt down and 
destroy a nefarious traffic, reproachful to human nature. It has not 
deemed that it suffers any derogation from its character or its dignity, 
if, in seeking to fulfill this sacred C1lty, it act, as far as necessary, on 
fair and equal terms of concert with other powers, having in view the 
same praiseworthy object. Such were its sentiments when it entered 
into the solemn stipulations of the Treaty of Ghent ; such were its sen-
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timents when it requested England to concur with us in declaring the 
t~lave trade to be piracy; and such are the sentiments which it has man-
ifested on all other proper occasions." 
Same to same, Nov. 14, 1824; ibid. 6 Webster's Works, 380. 
"The rights of merchant vessels of the United States on the high 
seas, as understood by this Government, have been clearly and fully 
asserted (in the Ashburton treat,y). As asserted, they will be main-
tained; nor would a declaration, such as you propose, have increased 
its resolution or its ability in this respect. The Government of the United 
States relies on its own power and on the effective support of the peo-
ple, to assert successfully all the rights of all its citizens on the sea as 
well as on the laud, and it asks respect for these rights not as a boon 
<>r faY or from any nation. The President's message, most certainly, is 
a clear declaration of what the country understands to be its rights, 
.and his determination to maintain them, not a mere promise to negotiate 
for these rights or to endeavor to bring other powers into an acknowl-
-edgment of them, either express or implied." 
Same to same, Dec. 20, 1842; ibid. 6 Webster's Works, 388. 
As to the Ashburton treaty see supra.,§ 150e; 3 Phill. Int. Law, 527. 
It is to be observed that by the first article of the treaty of 1862 (here-
after criticised)-
" The two high contracting parties mutually consent that those ships of their re-
spective navies which shall be provided with special instructions for that purpose, 
as herem after mentioned, may visit such merchant vessels of the two nations as may, 
upon reasonable grounds, be suspected of being engaged in the African slave trade, 
or of having bBen fitted out for that purpose; or of having, during the voyage on 
which they are met by the said cruisers, been engaged in the African s,ave trade, 
eontrary to the provisions of this treaty; and that such crusers may detain, and send 
or carry away, such vessels, in order that they may be brought to trial in the manner 
hereinafter agreed upon." 
After certain specifications it is provided, 
"Fourthly. The reciprocal right of search and detention shall be exercised only 
within the distance of two hundred miles from the coast of Africa, and to the south-
ward of the thirty-second parallel of north latitude, and wit/tin thirty leagues from 
the coast of the island of Cuba." · 
The objections to the clause in italics are hereafter noticed. 
"Upon the reception of the President's message of December, 1842, 
in England, Lord Aberdeen, on the 18th of January, 1843, addressed a 
dispatch to Mr. Fox, still British minister here, and directed him to read 
it to 1\'Ir. Webster. It took notice of that part of the President's mes-
sage which related to the right of search, and denied that any conce..')-
sion on this point had been made by Great Britain in the late negotia-
tions. * * * Mr. Fox was informed by Mr. Webster that an answer 
to this dispatch would be made in due time through. Mr. Everett." 
2 Curtis' Life of Webster, 149 if., where the· debates in Parliament on this topio 
are given. 
"In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives 
• of the 22d instant, requesting me to communicate with the House 'what-
.evcr correspondence or communication may have been received from the 
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British Government respecting the President's const1 uction of the late 
British treaty concluded at 'V\Tashington, as it concerns an alleged right 
to visit American vessels,' I herewith transmit a report, made to me by 
the Secretary of State. 
''I have also thought proper to communicate copies of Lord Aber-
deen's letter of the 20th December, 1841, to Mr. Everett, Mr. Everett'R· 
letter of the 23d December in reply thereto, and extracts from several 
letters of Mr. Everett to the Secretary of State. 
'' I cannot forego the expression of my regret at the apparent purpor~ 
of a part of Lord Aberdeen's dispatch to Mr. Fox. I had cherished the 
hope that all possibility of misunderstanding as to the true construction 
of the 8th article of the treaty lately concluded between Great Britain 
and the United States was precluded by the plain and well-weighed 
language in which it is expressed. The desire of both Governments is 
to put an end as speedily as possible to the slave trade; and that de-
sire, I need scarcely add, is as strongly and as sincerely felt by the-
United States as it can be by Great Britain. Yet it must not be for-
gotten that the trade, though now universally reprobated, was, up to a 
late period, prosecuted by all who chose to engage in it; and there were 
unfortunately but very few Christian powers whose subjects were not 
permitted and even encouraged to share in the profits of what was re · 
garded as a perfectly legitimate commerce. It originated at a period 
long before the United States had become independent, and was carried 
on within our borders, in opposition to the most earnest remonstrances-
and expostulations of some of the colonies in which it was most actively 
prosecu~ed. Those engaged in it were as little liable to injury or inter-
ruption as any others. Its character, thus fixed by common consent 
and general practice, could only be changed by the positive assent of 
each and every nation, expressed either in the form of municipal law or 
conventional arrangement. The United States led the way in efforts to-
suppress it. They claimed no right to dictate to others, but they re-
~:~nlved, without waiting for the co-operation of other powers, to prohibit 
lt to their own citizens, and to visit its perpetration by them with condign 
punishment. I may safely affirm that it never occurred to this Govern-
ment that any new maritime right accrued to it from the position it had 
thus assumed in regard to the slave trade. If, before our laws for it& 
suppression, the flag of every nation .might traverse the ocean unques-
tioned by our cruisers, this freedom was not, in our opinion, in the least 
abridged by our municipal legislation. 
''Any other doctrine, it is plain, would subject to an arbitrary and 
ever-varying system of maritime police, adopted at will by the great 
naval power for the time being, the trade of the world in any places or 
m any articles which such power J:IVght see fit to prohibit to its own 
subjects or citizens. A principle of this kind could scarcely be acknowl-
edged, without subjecting commerce to the risk of constant and harass~ 
ing vexations. 
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"The attempt to justify such a pretension from the right to visit and 
detain ships upon reasonable suspicion of piracy would deservedly be 
·exposed to universal condemnation, since it would be an attempt to con-
"\ert an established rule of maritime law, incorporated as a principle 
into the international code by the consent of all nations, into a rule and 
principle adopted by a single nation, and enforced only by its assumed 
.authority. To seize and detain a ship upon suspicion of piracy, with 
probable cause and in good faith, affords no just ground either for com-
plaint on the part of the nation whose flag she bears, or claim of in-
·demnity on the part of the owner. The universal law sanctions, and 
·the common good requires, the existence of such a rule. The right, 
·under such circumstances, not only to visit and detain, but to search a 
·ship, is a perfect right~ and involves neither responsibility nor indem-
·nity. But, with this single exception, no nation has, in time of peace, 
.any authority to detain the ships of another upon the high seas, on any 
!pretext whatever, beyond the limits of her territorial jurisdiction. And 
·'SUch, I am happy to find, is substantial]Jr the doctrine of Great Britain 
herself, in her most recent official declarations, and even in those now 
~ommunicated to the House. These declarations may well lead us to 
doubt whether the apparent difference between the two Government's 
is not rather one of definition than of principle. Not only is the right 
-of search, properly so called, disclaimed by Great Britain, but even that 
-of mere visit and inquiry is asserted with qualifications inconsistent 
with the .idea of a perfect right. 
" In the dispatch of Lord Aberdeen to Mr. Everett of the 20th of De-
-cember, 1841, as also in that just received by the British minister in this 
country, made to Mr. Fox, his lordship declares that if, in spite of all 
'the precaution which shall be used to prevent such occurrences, an 
American ship, by reason of any visit or detention by a British cruiser, 
·'should suffer loss and injury, it would be followed by prompt and ample 
remuneration ; ' and in order to make more manifest her intentions in 
-this respect, Lord Aberdeen, in the dispatch of the 20th December, 
makes known to Mr. Everett the nature of the instructions given to the 
.British cruisers. These are ~uch as, if faithfully observed, would en-
·able the British Government to approximate the standard of a fair in-
demnity. That Government has in several cases fulfilled her promises 
in this particular, by making adequate reparation for darna_ge done to 
~ur commerce. It seems obvious to remark, that a right which is only 
to be exercised under such restrictions and precautions and risk, in 
case of any assignable damage, to be followed by the consequences of 
.a trespass, can scarcely be considered anything more than a privilege 
. .asked for, and either concelled or withheld, on the usual principles of 
international comity. · 
"The principles laid down in Lord Aberdeen's dispatches, and the 
:assurances of indemnity therein held out, although the utmost reliance 
was placed on the good faith of the British Government, were notre-
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garded by the Executive as a sufficient security against the abuses 
which Lord Aberdeen admitted. might arise in even the most cautious 
and moderate exercise of their new maritime police ; and therefore, in 
my message at the opening of the last session, I set forth the views en-
tertained by the Executive on this subject, and substantially affirmed 
both our inclination and ability to enforce our own laws, protect our 
flag from abuse, and acquit ourselves of all our duties and obligations 
on the high seas. In -view of these assertions, the Treaty of Washington 
w.as negotiated, and, upon consultation with the British negotiator as 
to the quantum of force necessary to be employed in order to attain 
these objects, the result to which the most deliberate estimate led was 
em bodied in the eighth article of the treaty. 
'~Such were my views at the time of negotiating that treaty, and such, 
in my opinion, is its plain and fair interpretation. I regarded the eighth 
article as removing all possible pretext, on the ground of mere necessity t 
to visit and detain our ships upon the African coast because of any 
alleged abuse of our flag by slave traders of other nations. We had 
taken upon ourselves the burden of preventing any such abuse, by stipu-
lating to furnish an armed force regarded by both the high contracting 
parties as sufficient to accomplish that object. 
" Denying, as we did and do, all color of right to exercise any such 
general police over the flags of indepenrlent nations, we did not demand 
of Great Britain any formal renunciation of her pretension; still less 
had we the idea of yielding anything oursel-ves in that respect. We 
chose to make a practical settlement of the question. This we owed to 
what we had already done upon this subject. The honor of the country 
called for it ; the honor of its flag demanded that it should not be used 
by others to cover an iniquitous traffic. This Government, I am very 
sure, has both the inclinat.ion and ability to do this ; and, if need be, it 
will not content itself with a fleet of eighty guns, but, sooner than auy 
forejgn Government shall exercise the province of executing its laws-
and fulfilling its obligations, the highest of which is to protect its flag 
alike from abuse or insult, it would, I doubt not, put in requisition for 
that purpose its whole na\-ral power. The .purpose of this Governmer~t is. 
faithfully to fulfill the treaty on its part, and it wilJ not permit itself to· 
doubt that Great Britain will comply with it on hers. In this way peace· 
will best be preserved and the most amicable relations maintained be-
tween the two countries." 
President Tyler, message of Feb. 27, 1843. House Ex. Doc. 192, 27th Cong., 3d• 
sess. 
"The eighth and ninth articles ofthe Treaty of Washington constitute 
a mutual stipulation for concerted efforts to abolish the African slave· 
trade. This stipulation, it may be admitted, has no other effects on the· 
pretensions of either party than this : Great Britain had claimed as a . 
right that which this Government could not admit to be a right, and in. 
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the exercise of a just and proper spirit of amity a mode was resorted 
to which might ren~er unnecessary both· the assertion and the denial of 
such claim. 
''There are probably those who think that what Lord Aberdeen calls 
a right of visit, and which he attempts to distinguish from the right of 
search, ought to.have been expressly acknowledged by the Government 
of the United States; at the same time there are those on the other 
side who think that the formal surrender of such right of visit should 
have been demanded by the United States as a precedent condition to 
the negotiation for treaty stipulations on the subject of the African 
slave trade. But the treaty neither asserts the claim in terms nor de-
nies the claim in terms; it neither formally insists upon it nor formally 
renounces it. Still the whole proceeding shows that the object of the 
stipulation was to avoid such differences and disputes as had already 
arisen, and the serious practical evils and inconveniences which, it, 
cannot be denied, are always liable to result from the practice which 
Great Britain had asserted to be lawful. These evils and inconven-
iences had been acknowledged by both Governments. They had been 
such as to cause much irritation, and to threaten to disturb the amica-
ble sentiments which prevailed between them. Both Governments 
wAre sincerely desirous of abolishing the slave trade; both Govern-
ments were equally desirous of avoiding occasion of complaint by their 
respective citizens and subjects; a.nd both Governments regarded the 
8th and 9th articles as effectual for their avowed purpose, and likely, 
at the same time to preserve aU friendly relations, and to take away 
causes of future individual complaints. The Treaty of Washington was 
intended to fulfill the obligations of the Treaty of Ghent. It stands by 
itself, is clear and intelligible. It speaks its own language and mani-
fests its own purpose. It needs no interpretation and requires no com-
ment. As a fact, as an important occurrence in national intercourse, 
it may have important bearings on existing questions respecting the 
public law; and individuals, or perhaps Governments, may not agree 
as to what these bearings really are. Great Britain bas discussions, if 
not controversie·s, with other great European states upon the subject 
of visit and search. These states will naturally make their own com-
mentary on the Treaty of Washington, and draw their own inferences 
from the fact that such a treaty has been entered into. Its stipulations, 
in the mean time, are plain, explicit, satisfactory to both parties, and 
will be fulfilled on the part of the United States, and it is not doubted 
on the part of Great Britain also, with the. utmost good faith. 
"Holding this to be the true character of the treaty, I might, per-
haps, excuse myself from entering into the consideration of the grounds 
of that claim of a right to visit merchant ships, for certain purposes, in 
time of peace, which Lord Aberdeen asserts for the British Goverment, 
and declares that it can never surrender. But I deem it right, never-
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tllele~s, and no more tllan justly respectful towards the British Govern-
ment not to leave the point without remark. * * * 
"The right of seareh, except when specially conceded .by treaty, is a 
purely belligerent right, and can ha\e no existence on the high ~Seas 
during pt>ace. The undersigned apprehends, however, that the right 
of search is not confined to the verification of the nationality of the ves-
sel, but also extends to the object of her voyage and the nature of the 
cargo. The sole purpose of the British cruisers is to ascertain whether 
the vessels they meet with are really American or not. The right as-
serted has, in truth, no resemblance to the right of search, either in 
principle or practice. It is simply a right to satisfy the party who has 
a legitimate interest in knowing the truth that the vessel actually is 
what her colors announce. This right we concede as freely as we ex-
ercise. The British cruisers are not instructed to detain American ves-
sels, under any circumstances whatever; on the contrary, they are 
ordered to abstain from all interference with them, be they slavers or 
otherwise. But where reasonable suspicion exists that the American 
flag bas been abused, for the purpose of covering the vessel of another 
nation, it would appear scarcely credible, had it not been made manifest 
by the repeated protest of their representative, that the Government 
of the United States, which has stigmatized and abolished the trade 
itself, should object to the adoption of such means as are indispensably 
necessary for ascertaining the truth." 
l\Ir. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Everett, Mar. 28, 1843 [quoting a note C1f 
Lord Aberdeen to Mr. Everett of Dec. 20, 1842]. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
Printed with some formal alterations in 6 Webster's Works, 331 .ff. 
"Visit, as it has been understood, implies not only a right to inquire 
into the national character, but to detain the vessel, to stop the prog-
ress of the voyage, to examine papers, to decide on their regularity 
and authenticity, and to make inquisition on board for enemy's property, 
and into the business which the vessel is engaged in. In other words, 
it describes the entire right of belligerent v·isitation and search. Such 
a right is justly disclaimed by the British Government in time of peace. 
They nevertheless insist on a right which they denominate a right of 
visit, and by that word describe the claim which they assert. There-
fore it is proper, and due to the importance and delicacy of the questions 
involved, to take care that, in discussing them, both Governments un-
derstand the terms which may be used in the same sense. If, indeed, 
it should be manifest that the difference between the parties is only 
verbal, it might be hoped that no harm would be done; but the Gov-
ernment of the United States thinks itself not chargeable with excessh·e 
jealousy, or with too great scrupulosity in the use of words in inf,isting on 
its opinion that there is no such distinction as the British Government . 
maintains between visit and search, and that there is no right to visit, 
in time of peace, except in the execution of revenue laws or other mu. 
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nicipal regulations, in which cases the right is usually exercised near 
the coast, or within the marine league, or where the vessel is justly 
.suspected of violating the law of nations by piratical aggression; but 
wherever exercised it is a right of search. Nor can the United States 
-Government agree tha.t the term 'right' is justly applied to such exer-
cise of power as the British Government thinks it indispensable to main-
tain in certain cases. The right asserted is a right to ascertain whether 
a merchant vessel is justly entitled to the protection of the flag which 
she may happen to have hoisted, such vessel being in circumstances 
which render her liable to the suspicion, first, that she is not entitled to 
the protection of the flag; and, secondly, that if not entitled to it, she 
is, either by the law of England an English vessel, or, by the provisions 
of treaties with certain European powers, subject to the supervision and 
search of British cruisers. * * * 
''An eminent member of the Honse of Commons (Mr. Charles Wood) 
thus stat.es the British claim, and his statement is acquiesced in and 
adopted by the first mimster of the Crown: 
'' 'The claim of this country is for the right of our cruisers to ascer-
tain whether a merchant vessel is justly entitled to the protection of 
the flag which she may happen to have hoisted, such vessel being in 
circumstances which rendered her liable to the suspicion, first, that she 
was not entitled to the protection of the flag; and, secondly, if not en-
titled to it, she was, either under the law of nations or the provisions 
of treaties, subject to the supervision and control of other cruisers.' 
"Now, the question is: By what means is this ascertainment to be 
effected! · 
"As we understand the general and settled rules of public law in 
respect to ships-of-war sailing under the authority of their Government 
'to arrest pirates and other public offenders,' there is no reason why 
they may not approach any vessels descried at sea for the purpose of 
ascertaining their real characters. Such a right of approach seems 
indispensable for the fair and discreet exercise of their authority; and 
the use of it cannot be justly deemed indicative of any design to insult 
or injure those they approach, or to impede them in their lawful com-
merce. On the other hand, it is as clear a right that no ship is, under 
such circumstances, bound to lie by or wait the approach of an~r other 
ship. She is at full liberty to pursue her voyage in her own way, and 
to use all necessary precautions to avoid any suspected sinister enter-
prise or hostile attack. Her right to the free use of the ocean is as 
perfect as that of any other. An entire equality is presumed to exist. 
She bas a right to consult her own safety; but at the same time she 
must take care not to violate the rights of others. She may use any 
precautions dictated by the prudence or fears of her officers, either as 
to delay, or the progress or course of her voyage; but she is not at lib-
erty to jnflict injuries upon other innocent parties simply because of 
conjectural dangers. 
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"But if the vessel thus approached attempts to avoid the vessel ap-
proaching, or does not comply with her commander's order to send him 
her papers for his inspection, nor consent to be ·dsited or detained, 
what is nex1 to be done~ Is force to be used~ And if force be used, 
may that force be lawfully repelled~ These questions leacl at. once to 
the elemental principle, the essence of the British claim. Suppose the 
mercllaut vessel be, in trutl.J, an American vessel, engaged in lawful 
commerce, and that she does not choose to be detained. Suppose Rbe 
resists the visit. What is the consequence~ In all cases in which 
the belligerent right of visit exists, resistance to the exercise of that 
right is regarded as just cause of condemnation, both of vesi3el and 
cargo. Is that penalty, or what other penalty, to be incurred by re-
sistance to visit in time of peace' Or, suppose that force be met by 
force, gun returned for gun, and the commander of the cruiser or some 
of his seamen be killed. What description of offense will have been 
committed! It would be said in behalf of the commander of the cruiser 
that he mistook the vessel for a vessel of England, Brazil, or Portugal. 
But does this mistake of his take away from the American vessel the 
right of self-defense~ The writers of authority declare it to be a princi-
ple of natural law that the privilege of self-defense exists against an 
assailant who mistakes the object of his attack for another whom be 
bad a right to assail. • • 4 
"If visit, or visitation, be not accompanied by search, it might well 
be, in most cases merely idle. A sight of pa,pers may be demanded, , 
and papers may be produced. But it is known that slave traders carry 
false papers and di:fl'erent sets of papers. A search for other papers, 
then, must be made where suspicion justifies it, or else the whole pro-
ceeding would be nugatory. In suspicious cases the language and gen-
eral appearance of the crew are among the means of ascertaining the 
national charac er of the vessel. The cargo on board, also often indi-
cates the country from which she comes. Her log-book showing the 
previous course and events of her voyage, her internal :fi.tment and 
equipment, are all evidences for her or against her, on her allegation of 
character. These matters, it is obvious, can only b_e ascertained by 
rigorous search. 
"It may be asked, if a vessel may not be called on to show her papers, 
why does she carry papers' No doubt she may be called on to show 
her papers; but the question is where, when, and by whom 1 Not in time 
of peace, on the high seas, where her rights are equal to the rights of 
any other vessel, and where none has a right to molest her. The use 
of her papers is, in time of war, to prove her neutrality when visited 
by belligerent cruisers, and in both peace and war to show her national 
character and the lawfulness of her voyage in those ports of other 
countries to which she may proceed for purposes of trade. It appears 
to the Government of the United States that the view of the whole 
subject which is the most naturally taken is also the most legal and 
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most in analogy with other cases. British cruisers have a right to de-
tain British merchantmen for certain purposes; and they have a right, 
acquired by treaty, to detain merchant vessels of several other nations 
for the same purposes. But they have no right all to detain an Amer-
ican merchant vessel. This Lord Aberdeen admits in the fullest man-
ner. Any detention of an American vessel by a British cruiser is there-
fore a wrong-a trespass-although it may be done under the belief that 
she was a British vessel, or that she belonged to a nation which con-
ceded the right of such detention to the British cruisers, and the tres-
pass, therefore, an involuntary trespass. * * * The Government 
of the United States has frequently made known its opinion, which it 
now repeats, that the practice of detaining American vessels, though 
subject to just compensation, if such detention afterward turns out to 
haYe been without just cause, however guarded by instructions or how-
ever cautiously exercised, necessarily leads to serious inconvenience and 
injury. • • • 
''On the whole the Government of the United States, while it has 
not conceded a mutual right of visit or search, as has been done by 
the parties to the quintuple treaty of December, 1841, does not admit 
that, by the law and practice of nations, there is any such thing as a 
right of visit, distinguished by well-known rules and definitions, from 
the right of search. 
''It does not admit that visit of American merchant vessels by Brit-
ish cruisers is founded on any right, notwithstanding the cruisers may 
suppose such vessel to be British, Brazilian, or Portuguese. It cannot 
but see that the detention and examination of American vessels by 
British cruisers has already led to consequences-and it fears that if 
continued would still lead to further consequences-highly injurious to 
the lawful commerce of the United States. 
"At the same time the Government of the United States fully admits 
that its flag can give no immunity to pirates, nor to any other than reg-
ularly documented American vessels; and it was upon this view of the 
whole case, and with a firm conviction of the truth of these sentiments, 
that it cheerfully assumed the duties contained in the Treaty of Wash-
ington, in the hope that thereby causes of difficulty and difference 
might be altogether removed, and that the two powers might be ena-
abled to act concurrently, cordially, and effectually, for the suppression 
of a traffic which both regard as a reproach upon the civilization of the 
age, and at war with every principle of humanity and every Christian 
sentiment." 
Ibid. 
On April 27, 1843, Mr. Everett wrote to :Mr. Webster that he had 
read to Lord Aberdeen the instructions from which extracts are given 
above, and that Lord Aberdeen had said that "he did nQt know he 
should wish to alter a word ; that he concurred with you in the propo-
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sition that there is no such distinction as that between a right of search 
and a right of visit." 
2 Curtis' Life of Webster, 165. 
"Our late treaty provides that each country shall keep a na\al force 
of a specified size on the coast of Africa, with the obvious view tore-
move all occasion for any trespass by the one upon the other. We have 
proceeded to execute our part of that stipulation, by sending to that 
coast four vessels carrying more than eighty guns, a force altogether 
sufficient to watch over American commerce, and to enforce the laws 
of the United States in relation to the slave. trade. There cannot, there-
fore, be any pretense in future for any interference by the cruisers of 
England with our flag. Of course, it is not probable that there will be 
any further occasions for reclamations on that ground, except in such fla-
grant cases as will leave no room for dispute or doubts. With such a 
foundation for lasting harmony between the two countries, at least so 
far as this dangerous and exciting subject is concerned, it would seem 
to be an obvious dictate of prudence, as well as of propriety, to remove, 
as speedily as possible, all existing causes of complaint arising from the 
same sotn~ce. Nothing would contribute more than this to a good un-
derstanding between the two Governments and their people." 
Mr. Upshur, Sec. of State, to Mr. Everett, Aug. 8, 1843. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
In the Brit. and For. St. Pap. for 1843-'44, vol. 32, 433, 565, are given the following 
documents in respect to the right of search: 
Lord Aberdeen to Lord Ashlmrton, Feb. 8, 1!:342; Lord Ashburton to Lord Ab-
erdeen, May 12, 1842, containing report of United States naval officers as 
to slave trade; Mr. Fox to Lord Aberdeen, Mar. 4, 1843; message of the 
President of Feb. 28, 1843, as to right of search; Mr. Webster (Sec. of State) 
to the President, Feb., ltl43; Mr. Everett (London) to Mr. Webster, Dec. 
28, 1841; Same to same, Dec. 31, 1841; Mr. Webster to Mr. Everett, Jan. 29, 
1842. 
President Fillmore's message of July 30, 1850, as to cases of recent stoppage 
and search of American vessels by British men-of-war is in Senate Ex. 
Doc. 66, 31st Cong., 1st sess. 
''The Governments of Great Britain and France have issued orders 
to their na\al commanders on the West India station to prevent by force, 
if necessary, the landing of adventurers from any nation on the Island 
of Cuba with hostile intent. The copy of a memorandum of a conV'er-
sation on this subject between the charge d'affaires of Her Britannic 
Majesty and the Acting Secretary of State, and of a subsequent note of 
iihe former to the Department of State, are herewith submitted, together 
with a copy of a note of the Acting Secretary of State to the minister 
of the French Republic, and of the reply of the latter on the same sub-
ject. These papers will acquaint you with the grounds of this interposi-
tion of the two leading commercial powers of Europe, and with the ap-
prehensions, which this Government could not fail to entertain, that 
such interposition, if carried into effect, might lead to abuses in deroga-
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tion of the maritime rights of the United States. · The maritime right~ 
of the United States are founded on a firm, secure, and well-defined 
basis; they stand upon the ground of national independence and public 
law, and will be maintained in all their full and just extent. 
''The principle which this Government has heretofore solemnly an-
nounced it still adheres to, and will maintain under all circumstances 
and at all hazards. That principle is, that in e'ery regularly documented 
merchant vessel, the crew who navigate it and those on board of it. will 
find their protection in the flag which is over them. No American ship 
can be allowed to be visited or searched for the purpose of ascertaining 
the character of individuals on board, nor can there be allowed any 
watch by the vessels of any foreign nation over American vessels on the 
coasts of the United States or the seas adjacent thereto. It will be seen 
by the last communication from the British charge d'affaires to tbe De-
partment of State, that he is authorized to assure the Secretary of State 
that every care will be taken that, in executing the preventive meas-
ures against the expeditions, which the United States Government 
itself has denounced as not being entitled to the protection of any Gov-
ernment, no interference shall take place with the lawful commerce of 
any nation. 
"In addition to the correspondence on this subject herewith submitted, 
official information has been received at the Department of State of as-
surances by the French Government that, in the orders given to ihe 
French naval forces, th.ey were expressly instructed, in any operations-
they might engage in, to respect the flag of the United States wherever 
it might appear, and to commit no act of hostility upon any vessel or 
armament under its protection." . 
President Fillmore, Second Annual Message, 1851. (Mr. Webster, Sec. of State.) 
"There is no question in regard to our international relations which 
bas within a recent period been more fully discussed than that respect-
ing the limits to the right of visitation and search. This is a belliger-
ent right, and no nation which is not engaged in hostilities can have 
any pretense to exercise it upon the open sea. The established doctrine 
upon this subject is 'that the right of visitation and search of vessels, 
armed or unarmed, navigating the high seas in time of peace does not 
belong to the public ships of any nation. This right is strictly a bellig-
erent right, allowed by the general consent of nations in time of war,. 
and limited to those occasions.' The undersigned avails himself of the· 
authority and language of a distinguished writer on international law: 
'We again repeat that it is impossible to show a single passage of any 
institutional writer on public law, or the judgment of any court by which 
that law is administered, either in .Europe or America, which will jus-
tify the exercise of such a right on the high seas in time of peace inde-
pendent of special compact. The right of seizure for a breach of the 
revenue laws, or laws of trade and navigation of a particular country,. 
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is quite different. The utmost length to which the exercise of this right 
on the high seas has ever been carried in respect to the vessels of another 
nation has been to justify seizing them within the territorial jurisdiction 
of the state against whose laws they offend, and pursuing them in case 
of flight beyond that limit, arresting them on the ocean, and bringing 
them in for adjudication before the tribunals of that state. This, how-
ever, suggests the Supreme Court of the United States, in the case, be-
fore quoted, of the Marianna Flora, has never been supposed to draw 
after it any right of visitation or search. The party, in such case, seizes 
at his peril. If he establishes the forfeiture he is justified.' 
"This is not peculiarly an American doctrine; it has the sanction of 
the soundest expositors of international law. Upon the ocean in time 
of peace, that is, among nations not in war, all are entirely equal. * * * 
"The most distinguished judge that ever presided over the British 
high court of admiralty has expressed himself clearly and emphatically 
on the subject of the right of visit and search, and declared 'that no au-
thority can be found which gives any right of visitation or interruption 
over the vessels or navigation of other states on the high seas, except 
what the right of war gives to belligerents against neutrals."' 
:\Jr. :Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cueto, Mar. 28, 1855. MSS. Notes, Spain. 
"The Spanish Government claims the right to search or detain foreign 
vessels in its own territorial waters for the purpose of ascertaining their 
character, but it is not understood that it meets this case with a posi-
tive declaration that the ElDorado was within its territorial waters. 
"The United States will never concede that, in the thoroughfares of 
commerce between Cape San Antonio and Yucatan, or between the Key 
of Florida and the Cuban coast, the territorial waters of Spain extend 
beyond cannon shot or a marine league. Considering the vast amount 
of property transported over these thoroughfares it is of the greatest 
importance to the interests of commerce that the extent of Spanish 
jurisdiction in these two straits should be accurately understood." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Escalante, Oct. 29, 1855; ibid. Supra, § 32. 
"~Ir. Webster, in a dispatch in which he investigated this subject, 
correctly observed that what in Great Britain and the United States is 
known as the right of search is called by the continental jurists the 
right of visit, and then added, ' there is no such distinction as the Brit-
ish Government maintains between visit and search,' and he further re-
marked that the visitation of a vessel to answer any valuable purpose 
must often and necessarily lead not merely to the sight of papers, per-
haps carried with a view to deceive, and produced on demand, but to a 
search for other papers, and an inspection of the log-book, showing the 
previous course and events of the voyage, to an examination into the 
language and general appearance of the crew, into the cargo on board, 
and the internal fitment and equipment of the vessel. 'These matters, 
it is obvious,' he continues,' can only be ascertained by rigorous search,' 
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and the reasons originally urged by the British Government for the as-
sertion and prosecution of this pretension furnish by their very nature 
a powerful argument against its validity. It was contended in its sup-
port that without its exercise the stipulations of certain antislave-trade 
treaties (to which the United States were not a party) could not be en-
forced, and that 'the present happy concurrence of the states of Uhris-
tendom in this great object (the suppression of the slave trade), not 
merely justifies but renders indispensable the right now claimed and 
exercised by the British Government; ' and it was also contended, that, 
without it, even the laws of England might be set at defiance by her 
own subjects; and these considerations· were formally presented to this 
Government by the British Government in justification of this attempt 
to change the maritime law of the world. But they are rejected by the 
United States, who claim inviolability for their vessels, and hold on to 
that great code whose integrity it is the interest of the strong as well 
as the weak to maintain and defend, and they deny the right of any 
power or of any partial combination of powers to interpolate into it 
any new principle, however convenient this may be found." 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Lord Napiei', Apr. 10, 1858. MSS. Notes, Gr. Brit. 
In instructions by Lord Malmesbury to Lord Napier June 11, 1858 
(Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1857-'58, vol. 50, 537), is the following: 
''General Cass observes, in his note to Mr. Napier of April 10, 1858, 
that' a merchant-vessel upon the high seas is protected by her national 
character. He who forcibly enters her, does so upon his own respon-
sibility. Undoubtedly~ if a vessel assumes a national character to 
which she is not entitled, and is sailing under false colors, she cannot 
be protected by this assumption of a nationality to which she has no 
claim. As the identity of a person must be determined by the officer 
bearing a process for his arrest, and determined at the risk of such 
officer, so must the national identity of a vessel be determined, at the 
like hazard to him who, doubting the flag she displays, searches her to 
ascertain her true character. There no doubt may be circumstances 
which would go far to modify the complaints a nation would have a 
right to make for a violation of its sovereignty. If the boarding officer 
had just grounds of suspicion, and deported himself with propriety in 
the p~rformance of his task, qoing no injury, and peaceably retiring 
when satisfied of his error, no nation would make such an act the sub-
ject of serious reclamation.' His Majesty's Government (continues 
Lord Malmesbur,y), agree entirely in this view of the case, and the 
question, therefore, becomes one solely of discretion on the part of the 
boarding officer." But General Cass adds to the extract above given 
the following important qualification, overlooked by Lord 1\'lalmesbury: 
''It is one thing to do an act avowedly illegal, and excuse it by the attending 
circumstances; and it is another and quite a different thing to clai1n a right 
of action, and the right, also, of determining 'lt'hen, and ho'lt', and to tf:'hat ex-
tent, it shall be exercised. And this is no barren distinction, so far as the 
interest of this country is invol1'ed, but it is closely connected with an ob-
ject dear to the American people-the freedom of the-ir citizens upon the 
great highu:ay of the world." 
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"Our old Palmerstonian haters are said to be already on his (Claren-
don's) track; but they will be kept at bay by the threat of exposing the 
orders issued to British naval officers by the former Government, which 
are hinted to have involved not merely a search against slave traders, 
but one also against William Walker and his associate filibusters. At 
the royal ball, the night before last, I was assured, with emphasis, by 
one of the ministry, t.hat he positively knew what had caused and mo-
th-e<l the sudden outrages upon our vessels; he did not feel at liberty 
to communicate it, but it would come out. The men now in power had 
nothing to do with it. He rather thought too much had been conceded; 
but, he added, I am content, as, rather than bring our two countries intQ 
collision, I would concede a gr~at deal more." 
:\Ir. Dallas, minister to Great Britain, to Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, June 11,1858. 
2 Dallas, Letters from London, 72. 
" No nation can exercise a right of visitation and search upon the 
common and unappropriated parts of the ocean, except from the bel-
ligerent claim." 
Lord Stowell, as adopted by Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, in instruct.ions to Mr. Dal-
las, June 30, 1858. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
"It is my earnest desire that every misunderstanding with the Gov-
ernment of Great Britain should be amicably and speedily adjusted. 
It has been the misfortune of both countries, almost ever since the 
period of the Revolution, to have been annoyed by a succession of irri-
tating and dangerous questions, threatening their friendly relations. 
This has partially prevented the full development of those feelings of 
mutual friendship between the people of the two countries, so natural 
in themselves and so conducive to their common interest. Any serious 
interruption of the commerce between the United States and Great 
Britain would be equally injurious to both. In fact, no two nations 
have ever existed on the face of the earth which could do each other so 
much good or so much harm. 
"Entertaining these sentiments I am gratified to inform you that 
the long-pending controversy between the two Governments, in relation 
to the question of visitation and search, bas been amicably adjusted. 
The claim, on the part of Great Britain, forcibly to visit American ves-
sels on the high seas in time of peace, could not be sustained under the 
law of nations, and it had been overruled by her own most eminent 
jurists. This question was recently brought to an issue by the repeated 
acts of British cruisers in boarding and searching our merchant vessels 
in the Gulf of Mexico and the adjacent seas. These acts were the more 
injurious and annoying, as these waters are traversed by a large por-
tion of the commerce and navigation of the United States, and their 
free and unrestricted use is essential to the security of the coastwise 
trade between the different States of the Union. Such vexatious inter-
ruptions could not fail to excite the feelings of the country, and to re-
quire the interposition of the Government. Remonstrances were ad-
dressed to the British Government against these violations of our rights 
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of sovereignty, and a naval force was at the same time ordered to the 
Cuban waters, with directions 'to protect all .vessels of the United , 
States on the high seas from search or detention by the vessels-of-war 
of any other nation.' These measures received the unqualified and even 
enthusiastic approbation of the American people. Most fortunately, 
however, no collision took place, and the British GoverlJlilent promptly 
avowed its recognition of the principles of international law upon this 
subject as laid down by the Government of the . United States in the 
note of the Secretary of State to the British minister at Washington 
of April10, 1858, which secure the vessels of the United States upon 
the high seas from visitation or search in time of peace, under any cir-
cumstances whatever. The claim has been abandoned in a manner 
reflect,ing honor on the British Government, and evincing a just regard 
for the law of nations, and cannot fail to strengthen the amicable rela-
tions between the two countries." 
President Buchanan, Second Annual Message, 1858. 
"I have to inform your lordship that Her Majesty's Government 
have received with lively satisfaction the note which General Cass ad-
dressed to your lordship on the 8th of November. 
"The friendly tone in which it is written, and the high appreciation 
which it displays of the import3nce of terminating the irritating discus-
sions' in which both countries have been so long involved, cannot but 
tend to render that termination near ·at band and permanent. 
"I feel it to be a duty to do justice to the accuracy with which Gen-
eral Oass has recapitulated the circumstances under which the contro-
versy has been sustained, and the efforts hitherto employed to settle it 
have failed." 
Earl Malmesbury to Lord Napier, Dec. 8, 1858. Brit. and For. St. Pap. (1857-''58), 
vol. 48, 745. 
A report by Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, Dec. 15, 1858, on visitation by officers ot 
the British navy of American vessels in the waters of New Mexico is given 
in House Ex. Doc. 11, 35th Cong., 2d sess. 
The President, while" earnestly opposed to the African slave trade, 
and thus determined to give full effect to the laws of the United States 
for its suppression, cannot permit himself in so doing to concur in any 
principle or assent to any practice wl;tich he believes would be inconsist-
ent with that entire immunity of merchant vessels upon the high seas 
in time of peace for which this Government has always contended, and 
in whose preservation the commerce of the world has. so deep an inter-
est.'' 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sartiges, Jan. 25, 1859. MSS. Notes, France. 
"The forcible visitation of vessels upon the ocean is prohibited by the 
1aw of nations, in time of peace, and this exemption from foreign juris-
diction is now recognized by Great Britain, and, it is believed, by all 
other commercial powers, even if the exercise of a right of visit were 
essential to the suppression of the slave trade. Whether such a right 
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should be conceded by one nation to its co-states of the world is a ques-
tion for its own consideration, in¥olving very serious consequences, 
but which is little likely to encounter any prejudiced feelings in favor 
of the slave trade in its solution nor to be influenced by them. But 
there is just reason to believe that the value of a right of visitation, 
as tt means of putting an end to this traffic, has been greatly overrated. 
The object of such vh;itation is to ascertain the national character of 
the vessel. If found to belong to the same nation as the cruiser mak-
ing the visit, and violating i-ts laws, she may be seized. If belonging 
to another nation she must be released in whatever employment she 
may be engaged, unless indeed she has become a pirate, in which case 
she is liable to be captured by the naval force of any civilized power. 
If the United States maintamed that hy carrying their flag at her 
mast-head any vessel became thereby entitled to the immunity which 
belongs to American vessels, they might well be reproached with assum. 
ing a position which would go far toward shielding crimes upon the 
ocean from punishment. But they advance no such pretensions, while 
they concede that if, in the honest examination of a vessel sailing un-
der American colors, but accompanied by strongly marked suspicious 
circumstances, a mistake is made, and she is found to be entitled to the 
flag she bears, but no injury is committed and the ccnduct of the board-
ing party is irreproachable, no Government would be likely to make a 
case thus exceptional in its character a subject of serious reclama-
tion. • • • 
"The police over their own vessels being a right inherent in all in-
dependent states, each of them.is responsible to the public opinion of 
the world for its faithful preservation, as it is responsible for the exe-
cution of any other duty. The measures it will adopt, must depend 
upon its own judgment, and whether these are efficient or inefficient no 
other nation bas a right of interference; and the same principles are 
applicable to territorial jurisdiction. Good laws it is the duty of every 
Government to provide, and also to make suitable provision for their 
just administration. But because offenders sometimes escape, nations 
are not therefore disposed to admit any participation in the execution 
of these laws, even though such a measure might insure their more 
faithful execution." 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dallas, Feb. 23, 1859. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
"This country is desirous of the extinction of the slave trade, and is 
employing a larger force for that purpose in proportion to its naval 
means than any other power whatever. But it bas other great interests 
upon the ocean-the immunity of its flag, the protection of its citizens, 
and the security of its commerce-which it does not intend to put to 
hazard by permitting the exercise of any foreign jurisdiction over its 
merchant vessels." 
Same to same, Mar. 31, 1860; ibid. 
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" It must be a source of sincere satisfaction to all classes of our fellow 
citizens, and especially to those engaged in foreign commerce, that the 
claim on the part of Great Britain forcibly to visit and search American 
merchantvesse_ls on the high seas in times of peace has been abandoned." 
President Buchanan, Fourth Annual Message, 1860. 
As •;o correspondence in respect to the treaty with Great Britain for search of 
s. :.tvers, see Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, July 31, 1862. MSS. 
lLSt., Gr. Brit. 
"The right of search for contraband is a right to be exercised against 
a public enemy only on the high seas. · It cannot there lawfully be ex-
ercised against a neutral who has not recognized both parties as bellig-
erents. If, therefore, the commanders of our men-of-war should ascer· 
tai1l that a vessel of the United States is about to be searched on the 
high seas by a Spanish vessel, they may be authorized to resist such 
search with all the force at their disposal. If, also, they should fall in 
with a vessel of the United States which has been captured by a Span-
iard on the high seas on the ground of being a carrier of contraband, or 
on any other pretext involving a claim to belligerent rights in that 
.quarter, they may be authorized to recapture the prize if they should 
'feel competent for that purpose. The maritime jurisdiction of Spain 
may be acknowledged to extend not only to a marine league beyond 
the coast of Cuba itself, but also to the same distance from the coast 
line of the several islets or keys with which Cuba itself is surrounded. 
Any acts of Spanish authority within that line cannot be called into 
question, provided they shall not be at variance with law or treaties. 
Mr. Fish, Sec. ofState, to Mr. Bori_e, May 18, 1869. MSS. Dom. Let. 
The right of foreign cruisers to search vessels of the United States 
in times of peace on the high seas is denied by t'' United States, and 
when such search is insisted on reparation will ..,e required. 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Roberts, Jan. 13, 18':'2. MSS. Notes, Spain. 
The steamer Virginius, bearing the flag of the United States, was 
captured by the Spanish war steamer Tornado on November 3, 1873, on 
waters claimed by the Spanish authorities to be territorial, and brought 
to Cuba with her crew and passengers, amounting on the whole to nearly 
one hundred and seventy prisoners, the charge being "piracy" and con-
nection with certain Cuban insurgents. (See supra, § 230.) 
To this transaction the following papers refer: 
"The steamer Virginius was, on the 26th day of September, 1870, duly 
registered at the port of New York &sa part of the commercial marine 
of the United States. On the 4th of October, 1870, having received 
the certificate of the register in the usual legal form, she sailed from 
the port of New York, and has not since been within the territorial 
jurisdiction of the United States. On the 31st day of Octob~r last, 
while sailing under the flag of the United States, on the high seas, she 
was forcibly seized by the Spanish gunboat Tornado, and was carried 
into the port of Santi tgo de Cuba, where fifty-three of her passengers 
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and crew were inhumanly, and, so far at least as relates to those who 
were citizens of the United States, without due process of law, pnt to 
death. 
"It is a well-established principle, asserted by the Uni_ted States from 
the beginning of their national independence, recognized by Great 
Britain and other maritime powers, and stated by the Senate in a reso-
lution passed unanimously on the 16th of June, 1858, that 'American 
-vessels on the high seas in time of peace, bearing the .. A .. merican flag, 
remain under the jurisdiction of the country to which they belong; and 
therefore any visitation, molestation~ or detention of such vessel by force, 
or by the exhibition of force, on the part of a foreign power, is in dero-
gation of the sovereignty of the United States.' 
" In accordance with this principle the restoration of the Virginius, 
and the surrender of the survivors of her passengers and crew, and a 
due reparation to the flag, and the punishment of the authorities who 
had been guilty of the illegal acts of violence, were demanded. The 
Spanish Government has recognized the justice of the demand, and 
has arranged for the immediate delivery of the vessel, and for the sur-
render of the survivors of the passengers and crew, and for a salute to 
the flag, and for proceedings looking to the punishment of those who 
may be proved to have been guilty of illegal acts of violence toward 
citizens of the United States, and also toward indemnifying those who 
may be shown to be entitled to indemnity. A copy of a protocol of a 
conference between the Secretary of State and the Spanish minister, in 
which the terms of this arrangement were agreed to, is transmitted' 
herewith. 
''The correspondence on this subject with the legation of the United 
States in Madrid was conducted in cipher and by cable, and needs the 
verification of the actual text of the correspondence. It has seemed 
to me to be due to the importance of the case not to submit this cor-
respondence until the accurate text can be received by mail. It is 
expected shortly, and will be submitted when received." 
President Grant, Fifth Annual Message, 1873. 
"In my annual message of December last I gave reason to expect that: 
when the full and accurate text of the correspondence relating to the 
steamer Virginius, which had been telegraphed in cipher, should be 
received, the papers concerning the capture of the vessel, the execution 
of a part of its passengers and crew, aud the restoration of the ship and 
the survivors would be transmitted to Congress. 
"In compliance with the expectations then held out, I now transmit-
the papers and correspondence on that subject. 
"On the 26th day of September, 1870, the Virginius was registered in 
the custom-house at New York as the property of a citizen of the United 
States, he having first made oath, as required by Jaw, that he was 'the 
true and only owner of the said vessel, and that there was no subject-
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or citizen of any foreign prince or state, directly or indirectly, by way of 
trust, confidence, or otherwise, interested therein.' 
"Having complied with the requisites of the statute in that behalf, 
she cleared in the usual way for the port of Cura9oa, and on or about 
the 4th day of October, 1870, sailed for that port. It is not disputed 
that she made the voyage according to her clearance, nor that, from that 
day to this, she has not returned within the territorial jurisdiction of the 
United States. It is also understood that she preserYed her American 
papers, and that when within foreign ports she made the practice of 
putting forth a claim to American nationality, which was recognized by 
the authurities at such ports. 
"Vvhen, therefore, she left the port of Kingston, in October last, under 
the flag of the United States, she would appear to have had, as against 
all powers except the United States, the right to fly that flag, and to 
-claim its protection, as enjoyed by all regularly documented vessels reg-
istered as part of our commercial marine. 
"No state of war existed, conferring upon a maritime power the right 
to molest and detain upon the high seas a documented vessel; and it 
·cannot be pretended that the Virgin ius bad placed herself without the 
pale of all law by acts of piracy against the human race. 
"If her papers were irregular or fraudulent, the offense was one against 
the laws of the United States, justiciable only in their tribunals. 
" When, therefore, it became known that the Virgin ius had been capt-
ured on the high seas by a Spanish man-of-war; that the American 
flag had been hauled down by the captors ; that the ·vessel bad been 
carried to a Spanish port; and that Spanish tribunals were taking juris-
diction over the persons of those found on her, and exercising that juris-
diction upon American citizens, not only in violation of the rules of in-
ternational law, but in contravention of the provisions of the treaty of 
1795, I directed a demand to be made upon Spain for the restoration of 
the vessel, and for the return of the survivors to the protection of the 
United States, for a salute to the flag, and for the punishment of the 
offending parties. 
''The principles upon which these demands rested could not be seri-
ously questioned, but it was suggested by the Spanish Government 
that there were grave doubts whether the Virginius was entitled to the 
character given her by her papers; and that therefore it might be 
proper for the United States, after the surrender of the vessel and the 
survivors to dispense with the salute to the flag, should such fact be 
established to their satisfaction. 
"This seemed to be reasonable and just. I therefore assented to it, 
on the assurance that Spain would then declare that no insult to the 
flag of the United States had been intended. 
"I also authorized an agreement to be made that, should it· be shown 
to the satisfaction of this Government that the Virginius was improp-
·erly bearing the flag, proceedings should be instituted in our courts fur 
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the punishment of the offense committed against the United States~ 
On her part Spain undertook to proceed against those who had offended 
the sovereignty of the United States, or who had. violated their treaty 
rights. 
"The surrender of the vessel and the survivors to the jurisdiction of 
the tribunals of the United States was an admission of the principles 
upon which our demands had been founded. I therefore had no hesi-
tation in agreeing to the arrangement finally made between the two 
Governments-an arrangement which was moderate and just, and cal-
culated to cement the good relations which have so long existed between 
Spain and the United States. 
"Under this agreement the Virginius, with the American flag flying,. 
was delivered to the Navy of the United States at Bahia Honda, in the 
Island of Cuba, on the 16th ultimo. She was in an unseaworthy condi-
tion. In the passage to New York she encountered one of the most 
tempestuous of our winter storms. At the risk of their lives the offi-
cers and crew placed in charge of her attempted to keep her afloat. 
Their efforts were unavailing and she sank o1f Cape Fear. The pris. 
oners who survived the massacres were surrendered at Santiago de 
Cuba on the 18th ultimo, and reached the port of New York in safety. 
"The evidence submitted on the part of Spain to establish the fact 
that the Virginius at the time of her capture was improperly bearing 
the flag of the United States is transmitted herewith, together with 
the opinion of the Attorney-General thereon, and a copy of the note 
of the Spanish minister, expressing, on behalf of his Government, a dis-
claimer of an intent of indignity to the flag of the United States." 
President Grant, Special Message, Jan. 5, 1874. 
The following correspondence, being part of that submitted in the 
message above given, tends to explain the position taken by the Gov-
ernment: 
"The capture on the high seas of a Yessel bearing the American tlag 
presents a very grave question, which will need investigation, and the 
summary proceedings resulting in the punishment of death, with such 
rapid baste, will attract attention as inhuman and in violation of the· 
civilization of the age. And if it prove that an American citizen has 
been wrongfully executed, this Government will require most ample· 
reparation." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sickles, Nov. 7, 1873 (telegram). MSS. Inst., 
Spain.; For. Rei., 1874. 
" You will receive by the mail of this date a copy of the telegrams. 
which have been sent to you with reference to the capture of the Vir-
ginius, and also of tl.wse from you relating to the same subject, as they 
have been received and deciphered here. 
"The first intelligence was received here late in the evening of the 
5th instant, from ltir. Hall, acting consul-general in Havana. I was. 
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absent from Washington the 6th, returning on the evening of the Cth. 
Your telegram was received announcing the instructions of the Madrid 
Government not to inflict any penalties untii the matter should have 
been reported there. 
''On the 7th the public journals announced the execution on the 4th of 
four personR who had been captured on the vessel, one of whom was rep-
resented to be an American, who is said to have entered the military 
service of the insurrectionists in Cuba, and who claimed to bold a mil-
itary commission from the insurrectionary authorities, and to have been 
in actual military service on the island. 
"The execution, as it is called, of those persons was forcad on with in-
decent and barbarous haste, and in defiance of all humanity and regard 
to the usages of the civilized world. 
"It was perpetrated in advance of the knowledge of the capture reach-
ing Havana or Madrid, and it would seem to have been thus precipi-
tated in cold blood and vindictiveness, to anticipate and prevent the 
interposition of any humane restraints upon the ferocity of the local 
authorities from the Government at Madrid or its representative in 
Havana. 
''This is but another instance in the long catalogue of the defiance of 
the home Government by those intrusted with authority in Cuba, and 
adds another page to the dark history of bloody vengeance and cruel 
disregard of the rules of civilized war and of common humanity which 
the military and other officials in Cuba have but too frequently made 
part of the history of Spain's Government and of its colony. 
" The promptness with which the Madrid Government responded to 
your suggestion, and forwarded instructions to the captain-general to 
await orders before inflicting any penalties on the passengers or crew 
of the Virginius, is accepted as evidence of their readiness to administer 
justice, and gives promise of the promptness with which they will con-
demn and punish the hot thirst for blood and vengeance which was ex-
hibited at Santiago de Cuba. 
"Condemnation, disavowal, and deprecation of the act will not be ac-
cepted by. the world as sufficient to relieve the Government of Spain 
from participation in the just responsibility for the outrage. There must 
be a signal mark of displeasure and a punishment to which the civilized 
world can point, and which other s~bordinate or local officials will have 
cause to look to as a beacon on a dangerous rock, to be forever after 
avoided. 
" You will represent this to the Government at Madrid, and you will 
further very earnestly, but avoiding any just cause of o:fl:'ended sensi-
bility, represent that the failure of some speedy and signal visitation of 
punishment on those engaged in this dark deed cannot fail to be re-
garded as approval of the act, and in view of the orders given to abstain 
from any punishments which the home Government had passed upon 
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them, \Yill be regarded as admission of the inability of the Government 
of f!1e peninsula to control the affairs of the Island of Cuba. 'The omis-
sion to punish the acts of the 4th November, in Santiago de Cuba, 
will be a virtual abandonment of the control of the island, and cannot be 
regarded otherwise than as a recognition that some power more potent 
than that of Spain exisits within that colony. 
"You may read what precedes to the minister, and you may say that 
this Government bas confidence in the sincerity and good faith of the 
present Government of Madrid, and of its desire to have executed in 
Cuba the promises made in 1\ladrid. 
"We fear, however, that unaided, Spain bas not the power to control 
the resistance to its authority under the attitude and profession of loy-
alty and of support which is more formidable than the insurrection of 
Yara to her cdntinued ascendency. The rebellion and insurrection of 
the Casino Espagnole and its pretorian volunteers, present the most for-
midable opposition to the authority of the peninsula. 
''With regard to the Virginius, we are still without information as 
to the particulars of her capture. There are conflicting representations 
as to the precise place of capture, whether within British waters or on 
tbe high seas, and we have no information as to whether she was first 
sighted within Spanish waters and the chase commenced there, or 
wbether it was altogether in neutral waters. 
'' 1.1r. Hall bas been requested to furnish full particulars, and a Yessel 
of tbe Navy has been dispatched thither. J.fr. Hall informs me that 
telegrapllic communication between Havana and Santiago de Cuba has 
bt:en interrupted. 
"There is also some doubt as to the rigbt of the Virginius to carry 
tht> American :flag, or of her right to the papers which she unquestion-
ably carried. This is being investigated, and, c.f course, no admission 
of doubt as to the character of the vessel can be allowed until it become 
apparent that the Government cannot sustain the nationality of tlte Yes-
sel, while the doubt imposes on the Government the necessity of caution 
in ascertaining the facts before making a positive demand. 
"While writing this instruction, a telegTam from :Mr." Hall mentions 
that Havana papers of this morning published a statement, apparently 
from official sources, that the captain and thirty-six of the crew of the 
Virginius and sixteen others were shot on the 7th and 8th instant. 
"Such wholesale butchery and murder is almost incredible; it would 
be wbolly incredible but for the bloody and vengeful deeds of which 
Cuba has been the theater. No Government deserves to exist which 
can tolerate such crimes. Nature cries aloud against them. Spain will 
be loud and earnest in punishing them, or she will forfeit her past good 
name. 
''Your request to the Government that.our consul be permitted to see 
and to confer with American citizens who may be prisoners at Santiago 
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de Cuba was considerate, and is approved; but it had been anticipated 
through the Havana consulate." 
Same to same, Nov. 12, 18i3. MSS. Inst., Spain; ibid. 
"I have the honor to forward a copy of a note passed to the minister 
{)f state yesterday, requesting that any American citizens in custody of 
the authorities at Santiago de Cuba be allowed all the privileges guar-
anteed to them by the seventh article of the treaty of 1795, and that the 
·consul of the United States at that place be permitted to have free com-
munication with the accused. This suggestion seemed to me proper, in 
view of what happened in March last in the case of the sailors of the 
bark Union, and your instructions in that case." 
Mr. Sickles to Mr. Fish, Nov. 12, 1873. MSS. Dispatches, Spain; ibid. 
~'The case of the Deerhound, of which I cabled a brief statement this 
morning, was not settled without considerable hesitation and delay on 
the part of this Government. Mr. Carvajal insisted for some time that 
1t was a proper subject for the decision of a prize court, and that until 
the judgment of that tribunal should be given, no diplomatic reclamation 
could be entertained. This ground was not satisfactory to Great Britain. 
It was replied that no declaration of war had been made by Spain; that 
the parties. to the contest bad not been recognized as belligerents; that 
no jurisdiction over such a capture could be acquired by a prize court 
in rime of peace; that the act of the Spanish cruiser was a mere trespass 
on the high seas, from which no right of condemnation could possibly 
follow. Great Britain therefore urged that the matter was in tlw exclu-
sive and sole cognizance of the executive authorities; and considering 
that the facts of the case and the principles of public law applicable to 
them were indisputable and clear, the immediate release of the vessel, 
passengers, and crew was demanded. The Spanish Government at 
length yielded to the arguments ably presented by J\llr. MacDonell, the 
British charge d'affaires, and made ample reparation." 
' Ibid. 
"The Deerhound, an English vessel with arms and munitions of war 
for Don Carlos, captured in July last off this coast, on the high seas, by a 
Spanish gunboat, was released, with her crew and pasFJengers, including 
one or more prominent Carlists, on the demand of Great Britain." 
Same to same (telegram), Nov. 12, 1873; i bid. 
' ' Conference appointed for this afternoon adjourned by minister, be-
cause he had received at a la te hour last night information from the 
captain-general that forty-nine of the persons on board the Vjrginius 
had been shot on the 7th and 8th instant. l\Ir. Carvajal said he com-
municated this report to me with profound regret. President Castelar 
bad shown the deepest feeling in view of this intelligence. It appears 
the orders of thiR Government, sent on the 6th, did not reach Havana 
until the 7th, and could not be .transmitted to Santiago in time to pre-
vent what was done. General .J ovellar says he will stop any more 
slaughter. Further reports called for at two this morning, and I am 
promised explanations as soon as they can be given. The Madrid pa-
pers of last evening and this morning announced that fifty executions 
had taken place." 
Same to same (telegram), Nov. 13, 1'373; ibid. 
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"Your telegram announcing adjournment of conference received. 
"Unless abundant reparation shall have been voluntarily tendered, 
you will demand the restoration of the Virginius, and the release and 
delivery to the United States of the persons captured on her who have 
not already been massacred, and that the flag of the United States be 
saluted in the port of Santiago and the signal punishment of the offi-
cials who were concerned in the capture of the ve~sel, and the execu -
tion of the passengers and crew~ 
"In case of refusal of satisfactory reparation within twelve days from 
this date, you will, at the expiration of that time, close your legation, 
and will, together with your secretary, leave Madrid, bringing with you 
the archives of the legation. You may leave the printed documents 
constituting the library in charge of the legation of some friendly power, 
which you may select, who will consent to take charge of them." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sickles (telegram), Nov. 14, 1873. MSS. Inst., 
Spain ; ibid. 
"Hall telegraphs this date tbe confirmation of report of further ex-
ecution on 12th instant, and that Havana papers of yesterday pub-
lished account of execution of fifty-seven other prisoner~, and that only 
some eighteen will escape death, but that nothing official was received. 
You will represent this report to minister. These repeated violations 
of assurances of good-will and of the prohibition of murder by the au-
thorities in Santiago increase the necessity of full and speedy repara- , 
tion. There is but one alternative if denied or long deferred. If Spain 
cannot redress the outrages perpetrated in hetname in Cuba, the United 
States will. If Spain should regard this act of self-defense and justi-
fication, and of the vindication of long-continued wrongs, as necessi-
tating her interference, the United States, while regretting it, cannot 
avoid the result. You will use this instruction cautiously and discreetly, 
avoiding unnecessarily exciting any proper sensibilities, and avoiding 
all appearance of menace; but the gravity of the case admits no doubt, 
and must be fairly and frankly met." 
Same to same (telegram), Nov. 15, 1873; ibid. 
"Consul at Havana telegraphs that the report of further executions 
communicated by him and mentioned in my telegram of 15th was offi-
cially contradicted, and that until 13th the total number of executions 
was fifty-three, thus confirming minister's statement in note to you. 
''Last evening Spanish minister communicated to me, by direction of 
his Government, a telegram of yesterday's date, declaring the resolu-
tion of his Government to abide by the principles of justice and to ob-
serve international law, to comply with the letter of treaties, and to 
punish all those who shall have made themselves liable to punishment 
regardless of their station, and to make reparation if right should re-
quire it, urging at the same time that a knowledge of facts is necessary 
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to proceed with the judgment required by the gravity of the case, and 
that the news which had reached them, like that received here, must be 
confused. 
''The telegram to the Spanish minister is subsequent in date to the 
minister's note of 17th to you, and may be regarded as a reconsidera-
tion or later decision of the Government. Appreciating this fact, and 
determined to continue to be right in the position he has assumed, the 
President holds that the demand for a proper length of time to learn 
the exact state of the facts is reasonable. In view of this request you 
will defer your immediate departure from Madrid, and await further 
instructions." 
Same to same (telegram), Nov. 19, 1873; ibid. 
''Instruction sent yesterday by cable authorizes you to defer closing 
legation in order to allow a reasonable time to Spanish Government to 
ascertain facts in response to their request through minister here, pre-
sented on 18th instant. No other postponement has been agreed to, 
and minister was informed that a satisfactory settlement would be ex-
pected by 26th." 
Same to same (telegram), Nov. 20, 1873; ibid. 
''I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 
11th instant, submitting to me a large number of documents and depo-
sitions, and asking for my opinion as to whether or not the Virginius, 
at the time of her capture by the Spanish man-of. war Tornado, was 
entitled to carry the flag of the United States, and whether or not she 
was carrying it improperly and without right at that time. 
"This question arises under the protocol of the 29th ultimo, between 
the Spanish minister and the Secretary of State, in which, among other 
things, it is agreed that on the 25th instant Spain shall salute the flag 
of the United States. But it is further provided that 'if Spain should 
prove to the satisfaction of the Government of the United States that 
the Virginius was not entitled to carry the flag of the United States, 
and was carrying it, at the time of her capture, without right and im-
properly, the salute will be spontaneously dispensed with, as in such 
case not being necessarily requirable; but the United States will ex-
pect, in such a case, a disclaimer of the intent of indignity to its flag in 
the act whicp was committed.' 
"Section 1 of the act of December 31, 1792, provides that ships or 
vessels registered pursuant to such act, ' and no other (except such as 
shall.be duly qualified according to law for carrying on the coasting 
trade and fisheries, or one of them) shall be denominated and deemed 
ships or vessels of the United States, entitled to the benefits and priv-
ileges appertaining to such ships.' Section 4 of the same act provides 
for an oath, by which, among other things, to obtain the registry of a 
vessel, the owner is required to swear 'that there is no subject or citi-
zen of any foreign prince or state, directly or indirectly, by way of trust, 
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confidence, or otherwise, interested in such ship or vessel, or in the profits 
or issues thereof.' 
"Obviously, therefore, no vessel in which a foreigner is directly or in· 
rectly interested is entitled to a United States registry, and if one is 
obtained by a false oath as to that point, and the fact is that the vessel 
is owned, or partly owned, by foreigners, she cannot be deemed a vessel 
of the United States, Ol' entitled to the benefits or privileges appertain-
ing to such vessels. 
" The Virginius was registered inN ew York on the 26th of September, 
1870, in the name of Patterson, who made oath as required by law, but 
the depositions submitted abundantly show that, in fact, Patterson was 
not the owner at that time, but that the vessel was the property of cer-
tain Ou ban citizens inN ew York, who furnished the necessary funds for 
her purchase. J. E. Shepherd, who commanded said vessel when she 
left New York with a certificate of her register in the name of Patter-
son, testifies positively that he entered into an agreement to command 
said vessel at an interview between Quesada, Mora, Patterson, and 
others, at which it was distinctly understood that the Virginius belonged 
to Quesada, Mora, and other Cubans, and that said 1\.fora exhibited to 
him receipts for the purchase-money and for the repairs and supplies 
upon said steamer, and explained to him how said funds were raised 
among the Cubans in New York. Adolpho De Varona, who was the 
secretary of the Cuban mission in New York at the time the Virginius 
was purchased, and afterwards sailed in her as Quesada's chief of staff, 
testifies that he was acquainted with all the details of the transaction, 
and knows that the Virginius was purchased with the funds of the 
Cubans, and with the understanding and arrangement that Patterson 
should appear as the nominal owner, because foreigners could not ob-
tain a United States register for the vessel. Francis Bowen, Charles 
Smith, Edward Greenwood, John McCann, Matthew :l\furphy, Ambrose 
Rawlings, Thomas Gallagher, John Furlong, Thomas Anderson, and 
George W. Miller, who w~re employed upon the Virginius in various 
capacities a.fter she was registered in the name of Patterson, testify 
clearly to the effect that they were informed and understood while they 
were upon the vessel that she belonged to Quesada and the Cuoans 
represented by him, and that he navigated, controlled, and treated said 
vessel in all respects as though it was his property. 
"Nothing appears to weaken the force of this testimony, though the 
witnesses were generalJy subjected to cross-examination; but, on the 
contrary, all the circumstances of the case tend to its corrobortttion. 
With the oath for registry the statutes require~;! a bond to be given, 
signed by tbe owner, captain, and one or more sureties; but there were 
no sureties upon tbe bond given by Patterson and Shepherd. Pains 
have been taken to ascertain if there was any insurance upon the vessel, 
but nothing of the kind has been found, and Quesada, Varona, and tbe 
other Cubans who took passage upon the Virginius, instead of going on 
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board at the wharf in the usual way, went aboard off a tug after the 
vessel had left the harbor of New York. I cannot do otherwise than 
to hold upon this evidence that Patterson's oath was false, and that the 
register obtained in his name was a fraud upon the navigation laws of 
the United States. 
''Assuming the question to be what appears to conform to the intent 
of the protocol, whether or not the Virginius, at the time of her capture, 
had a right, as against the United States, to carry the American :flag, 
I am of the opinion that she had no such right, because she had not 
been registered according to law; but I am also of the opinion that she 
was as much exempt from interference on the high seas by another 
power, on that ground, as though she had been lawfully registered. 
Spain, no doubt, has a right to capture a vessel, with an American reg-
ister, and carrying the American :flag, found in her own waters assisting, 
or endeavoring to assist, the insurrection in Cuba, but she has no right 
to capture such a vessel on the high seas upon an apprehension that,. 
in violation of the neutrality or navigation laws of the United States, 
she was on her way to assist said rebellion. Spain may defend her ter-
ritory and people from the hostile attacks of what is, or appears to be, 
an American vessel; but she has no jurisdiction whatever over the 
question as to whether or not such vessel is on the high seas in violation 
of any law of the United States. Spain cannot rightfully raise that 
question as to the Virginius, but the United States may, and, as I under-
stand the protocol, they have agreed to do it, and, governed by that 
agreement and without admitting that Spain would otherwise have any 
interest in the question, I decide that the Virginius, at the time of her 
capture, was without right and improperly carrying the American flag." 
Mr. Williams, .A.tt'y Gen., to Mr. Fish, Dec. 17, 1873. 14 Op., 340; For. Rel., 
1874. See as to flag without papers, infra, §§ 408ff. 
"Referring to the protocol signed on the 29th day of November, and 
to the agreement signed on the 8th day of December, instant, between 
the Spanish minister and myself, of which copies were furnished to 
yon with my letter of 8th. instant, I have the honor to call your atten-
tion to the provision in these two papers relative to a salute to the flag 
of the United States, to be made by Spain, in the harbor of Santiago 
de Cuba, on the 25th day of December, instant, and to the agreement 
in the protocol that 'if, before that date, Spain should prove to the sat-
isfaction of the Government of the United States that the Virginius 
was not entitled to carry the flag of the United States, and was carry-
ing it at the time of her capture without right and improperly, the· 
f salute will be spontaneously dispensed with, as in such case not being 
l 
• necessarily requirable.' 
''The Spanish minister, in behalf of his Government, has submitted 
certain documents, including depositions taken before a United States 
commissioner, in the presence of the attorney of the United States for 
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the southern district of New York, by whom the parties making the 
depositions were cross-examined. 
"These depositions, together with copies of the register, and other 
papers of the Virginius1 were, by direction of the President, submitted 
to the Attorney-General, requesting his opinion upon the fQrce of the 
evidence, whether it does substantiate to the reasonable satisfaction of 
this Government that the Virginius was not entitled to carry the flag 
of the United States, and was carrying it, at the time of her capture, 
without right and improperly. 
"The Attorney-General holds, upon the evidence presented, that the 
register of the Virginius was a fraud upon the navigation laws of the 
United States, and is of the opinion that she had no right to carry 
the flag of the United States, and he 'decides that the Virginius, at 
the time of her capture, was without right, and improperly, carrying 
the American flag.' 
"By direction of the President, I have the honor to inclose herewith 
a copy of this opinion and decision of the Attorney-General. 
"The President directs me further to say that the conditions having 
thus been reached, on which, according to the protocol of the 29th of 
November last, the salute to the flag of the United States is to be spon-
taneously dispensed with, he desires that you will give the necessary 
orders and instruct the proper officers to notify the authorities of San-
tiago de Cuba of that fact, in time to carry out the intent and spirit of 
the agreement between the two Governments." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Robeson, Sec. of ihe Navy, Nov. 17, 1873. MSS. 
Dom. Let. ; ibid. 
"Spain having admitted (as could not be seriously questioned) that 
a regularly documented vessel of the United States is subject on the 
high seas in time of peace only to the police jurisdiction of the power 
from which it receives its papers, it seemed to the President that the 
United States should not refuse to concede to her the right to adduce 
proof to show that the Virginius was not rightfully carrying our flag. 
When the question of national honor was adjusted, it also seemed that 
there was a peculiar propriety in our consenting to an arbitration on a 
question of pecuniary damages." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adee, Dec. 31, 1873. MSS. Inst., Spain. 
"In March last an arrangement was made, through Mr. Cushing, our 
minister in Madrid, with the Spanish Government, for the payment by 
the latter to the United States of the sum of eighty thousand dollars in 
coin, for the purpose of the relief of the families or persons of the ship's 
company and certain passengers of the Virginius. This sum was to 
have been paid in three installments at two months each. It is due to 
the Spanish Government that I should state that the payments were 
fully and spontaneously anticipated by that Government, and that the 
whole amount was paid within but a few days more than two months 
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from the date of the agreement, a copy of which is herewith transmitted. 
In pursuance of the terms of the adjustment I have directed the dis-
tribution of the amount among the parties entitled thereto, including 
the ship's company and such of the passengers as were American citi-
zens. Payments are made accordingly, on the application by the parties 
entitled thereto." 
President Grant, Seventh Annual Message, 1875. 
The following documents may be referred to in this connection: 
Steamer Virginius. Correspondence as to, House Ex. Doc. 30, 43d Con g., 1st 
sess. 
Trial of General Juan Burriel for the massacre of the passengers and crew of 
the. Correspondence. President's message, Jan. 21, 1876, House Ex. Doc. 
90, 44th Cong., 1st sess. 
Indemnity. Amount received and distributed. President's message, Nov. 
15, 1877, House Ex. Doc. 15, 45th Cong., 1st sess. 
Further correspondence. President's message, Mar. 29,1878, House Ex. Doc. 
72, 45th Cong., 2d sess. 
The protocol of conference with Spain relative to the captured steamer 
Virginius, will be found in Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1872-'78; vol. 63. 
For the agreement as to indemnity, see Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1874-'75, 
vol. 66. As to ships without registry, see infra, §§ 408 if. 
"I have to instruct you to bring to the earnest attention of His ~Iaj­
esty's Government a series of occurrences on the high seas and in 
waters adjacent to the eastern part of the Island of Cuba of such excep-
tional gravity that this Government cannot but attach the utmost im-
portance thereto, inasmuch as the facts which ha¥e been brought to 
the attention of this Department, if substantiated, involve not only 
unwarrantable interference with the legitimate pursuit of peaceful com-
merce by American citizens, but also a grave affront to the honor and 
dignity of their flag. 
"Four separate instances of the visitation and search of American 
commereial vessels by armed cruisers of Spain have been reported in 
rapid succession, under circumstances which impress the mind of the 
President with the substantial truthfulness of the statements, made 
under circumstances which preclude collusion or willful deception on 
the part ' of those making them. 
"The facts of these occurrences, in the order in which they took 
place, as sworn to by the officers of the several vessels, are as follows: 
" 1st. The schooner Ethel A. Merritt, one of the fleet belonging to the 
firm of Warner & Merritt, fruiterers, of Philadelphia, sailed from Port 
Antonio, Jamaica, on the 29th May last, laden with fruit for Philadel-
phia. On the next day, May ao, she was overhauled by a vessel-of-war 
under the Spanish :flag, which fired a blank shot, upon which the Ethel 
A. Merritt displayed the United States flag and kept on her course. 
The cruiser then bore down upon her and fired a solid shot which 
glanced and passed through her rigging. The master of the schooner, 
to save the owners' property and the lives of his crew, then hove to and 
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his vessel was boarded by an armed officer, in Spanish uniform, wh() 
searched her, and finding nothing on board save legitimate cargo, per-
mitted her to proceed on her course. The affidavits of the master and 
first mate of the schooner fixed her distance from the nearest point of 
the Island of Cub:i at the time she was boarded, as between six and 
seven nautical miles. The name of the boarding cruiser was not ascer-
tained at the time, and through the mistaken impression of one of the-
schooner's crew, who read the name on her stern indistinctly, she was 
suppose~ to be called the Nuncio or Nunico. 
"2d. The schooner Eunice P. Newcomb, of Wellfleet, Mass., bound 
from Port Antonio, Jamaica, to Boston, with a cargo of bananas and 
cocoanuts, on or about the 18th of June last, was in like manner over-
hauled by a gunboat under the Spanish flag, which fired a blank shot 
across her bow. The Eunice P. Newcomb showed the United States. 
flag and kept on her course, being then on the high seas, sev~ or eight 
nautical miles distant from the coast of Cuba. The Spanish cruiser 
next fired a solid shot across the schooner's stern, when the latter hove 
to and was boarded by three men from the gunboat, who searched the 
vessel and left her to proceed on her course. In this case, also, the 
name of the boarding cruiser was not reported to the Department. 
"3d. The schooner George Washington, of Booth Bay, :Nle., cleared 
from Baltimore, Md., on the 22d of J nne last, in ballast, fur 1\ia.achio-
neal, in Jamaica, for a cargo of fruit. On the 5th of July~ wl...en about 
fifteen miles distant from Cape Maysi, on the eastern extremity of the-
island of Cuba, she sighted a steamer some ten miles distant. The 
flteamer altered her course and bore down upon the schooner, which 
L)isted the United States flag. The steamer overtook the schooner,. 
nvt displaying the Spanish flag until abreast of her, steamed ahead with 
guns manned, and lowered a boat which put off to the George Wash-
ington. The master of the latter hove to, and the boat, containing tw<> 
officers and two men, heavily armed, ran alongside. The Spanish offi-
cers and coxswain went on board, examined the schooner's papers,. 
searched her hold and ship's stores, inspected all her crew, and left her 
without explanation. The search took place about fifteen miles south-
easterly of Cape Maysi. The name of tho vessel was in this instance,. 
also, not ascertained, but the concluding letters o~ her stern, all that 
could be read as she lay, are said to have been" gary," which leads 
the Department to conjecture that she may have been the Blasco de 
Garay, the gunboat concerned the following day, in the same neighbor-
hood, in the fourth and last of the cases of visitation and search thus. 
far reported to this Government. 
"4th. The schooner Hattie Haskell, of New York, sailed from that 
city on the 18th of June last, with a general cargo for the San Bias coast 
in the Colombian State of Panama. On the 6th of July she sighted the 
east coast of Cuba, off Cape Maysi. At two o'clock that day she sighted 
a side-wheel steamer, which gave chase, and, when near, set the Span-
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ish :flag, wl~ereat the Hattie Haskell showed the American color-s. At 
six o'clock the gunboat, which proved to be the Blasco de Garay, 
ordered the schooner to heave to, and when a cable's length distant, 
sent a boat oft' to her with an armed crew, her guns being meanwhile 
manned and crew mustered for action. The boat carried two ofiicPrs, 
who examined the schooner's papers and searched her hold, after which 
she was p~rmitted to proceed. This visit and search. occurred about 32 
·miles sout~ westerly from Cape 1\laysi, as verified by the affidavits of the 
master, mate, and all the crew of .tlle Hattie Haskell before the United 
States court at Aspinwall. 
"As may naturally be supposed, these occurrences gave this Govern-
ment much concern, and immediate steps were taken to ascertain the 
truth of the facts stated. The prompt denial of the possibility of such 
an event taking place, which was spontaneously made public through 
the press of the Cuban authorities, coupled with the circumstances of 
no vessel bearing a name even remotely like that of Nuncio or Nunico 
being in the Spanish service, gave rise at first to the conjecture that 
the search of the Ethel A. Merritt might have been the work of some 
piratical craft, and the Tennessee, a war vessel of the United States, 
was promptly dispatched to Cuban waters to . make an iu \,.estigation. 
"Your own dispatch of th'e 16th of June (No. 33) shows how quick 
the Spanish ministry was to disavow the act, then only known to it 
through the press; and how earnest was the assurance given that if the 
firing had taken place as reported, it was done contrary to the express 
orders alH.l wish of the Spanish Governm~nt. It was, however, soon 
learned by the rear-admiral commanding the Tennessee that the firing 
upon, boarding, and search of the Ethel A . .Merritt and Eunice P. New-
comb was admitted by the Spanish authorities at Santiago de Cuba, 
the expl~uation given by them being that the guarda costas are not per-
mitted to cruise at a greater distance than six miles from the Cuban 
sh?re; that the &chooners when boarded by officers of the gunboat 
Canto were at a distance not greater than from two to tpree miles from 
the south coast of Cuba, and that the occurrences were immediately re-
ported through the captain of the port of Santiago de Uuba to the Span-
ish admiral at Havana. 
"The reported visitation and search of the George Washington and 
Hattie Haskill has not as yet been in like manner admitted, but from 
the verification of the incidents with respect to the two previous 
searches, there can be little doubt that the occurrences in their cases 
will be likewise found to be true, and tllat the war vessels of Spain oft' 
the coast of Cuba have in at least four instances in rapid succession 
exercised the right of visitation and search upon vessels of the Unitt><l 
States :flying the American flag, and passing in the pursuit of lawfnl 
trade through the commercialllighway of nations which lies to thP- e<l~t­
ward of the Island of Cuba. This Government does not lose sight of 
the ev parte declaration~:; made by the Spanish local authorities at San-
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tiago de Quba, that the two acts thus far verified took place within the 
three-mile limit. Thi~:; point is in dispute, and evidence as trustworthy 
as proof can well be in such cases is adduced to show that the vessels 
were at the time from six to eight miles distant from the shore. In the 
cases of the two remaining searches the evidence :fixes the distance 
from shore far outside of the limits mentioned, and in that of the Hattie 
Haskell, especially, at over twenty miles from the Cuban coast. 
' "The question does not appear to this Government to be one to be 
decided alone by the geographical position of the vessels, but by the 
higher considerations involved in this unwonted exercise of a right of 
search in time of peace, and to a greater extent than the existing treaty 
of 1795, between the two nations, in its eighteenth article, permits it to 
be exercised even in time of recognized public· war, that article permit-
ting visitation only, with inspection of the vessel's sea-letters, and not 
search. These interferences with our legitimate commerce do not even 
take the form of a revenue formality performed by the revenue vessels of 
Spain, but carry in their methods most unequivocal features of bellig-
erent searches made by the war · vessels of Spain. From t.he unhappy 
history of the events of the past ten years in and about the waters of 
the .Antilles, it is only too cogently to be inferred that these proceed-
ings of Spanish war vessels assume a right thus to arrest our peaceful 
commerce under motives not of revenue inspection, but of warlike de-
fense. In this aspect of the case it may well be doubted whether, under 
color of revenue investigation to intercept smuggling or other frauds, 
jurisdictional power within the limit of the recognized maritime league 
could be invoked in time of peace to justify the interference of Spanish 
cruisers with the lawful commerce of nations passing along a public 
maritime highway, in a regular course of navigation which brings them 
near the Cuban coast, though not bound to its ports. It is not to be 
supposed that the world's commerce is to be impeded, and the ships of 
foreign and friendly nations forced to seek an unwonted channel of 
navigation; that they are to be driven out of their proper course into 
adverse winds and currents to avoid the offensive exercise of a right 
which is allowed only to the exigencies of a state of war, and to avert 
the imminent risk of armed attack and of discourtesy to the flag they 
bear. .And it needs no argument to show that the exercise of any such 
asserted right upon commercial vessels, on the high seas, in time of 
peace, is inconsistent with the maintenance of even the most ordinary 
semblance of friendly relations between the nation which thus conducts 
itself and that whose merchant vessels are exposed to systematic de-
tention and search by armed force. 
"'I have marle use of the terms 'systematic detention and search' ad-
viRedly, for although I am loath to believe that the Government of His 
l\Iajesty has determined upon tbe adoption of a course towards the ves-
selH of the United States, iu or near the jurisdictional waters of Spain, 
which can only imply a standing menace to the integrity and lionor of 
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my country and its flag, yet the occurrence in quick succession of four 
such grave acts of offensive search of our peaceful traders, after so long 
an interval of repose since this question was last raised in the case of 
the American whalers on the southern coast of Cuba, cannot but make 
me apprehensive that the Government of Spain, or the superior author-
:ity of Cuba, in pursuance of the discretionary power it is understood to 
,posseRs, may have taken up a new line of action, and one wholly incon-
·sistent with those relations between the two countries which both their 
·reciprocal interests and duties require should be maintained unbroken. 
"It is my profound hope that such apprehensions on my part may 
·be found to be baseless. But in view of the length of time which has 
·elapsed since the first of these occurrences was known to the public here 
and in Spain, of the anxiety which the minister of state expressed to 
you in the matter of the telegraphic inquiries made by him of the Cuban 
.authorities, and of the immediate report of the early cases to the admiral 
at Havana, which is said to have been made, I cannot but express my 
surprise and regret that the Spanish Government should not of itself 
have hastened to make some explanation of the incidents calculated to 
allay the anxiety of a friendly power, whose just susceptibilities as re-
•Spects the safety of its commerce and the honor of its flag are so well 
known to the Spanish Government. 
''I do not undertake, now, either a full exposition of the doctrine of 
this Government on the subject of the maritime jurisdiction of states 
<>ver circumjacent waters, or a particular inquiry as to the diverse 
views, in some sense, which have been brought forward, heretofore, in 
the discussion between Spain and the United States on the subject of 
jurisdiction over Cuban waters. 
"I desire, however, that the position heretofore more than once dis-
tinctly taken by this Government, in its diplomatic correspondence 
with Spain, shall be understood by you and firmly adhered to in any 
intercourse you may have in the pending situation with the Spanish 
minister of foreign affairs. This Government never has recognized and 
never will recognize any pretense or exercise of sovereignty on the 
part of Spain beyond the belt of a league from the Cuban coast over 
the commerce of this country in time of peace. This rule of the law of 
nations we consicler too firmly established to be drawn into debate, and 
any dominion over the sea outside of this limit will be resh;ted with the . 
-same firmness as if such dominion were asserted in mid-ocean. 
"The revenue regulations of a country framed and adopted under 
the motive and to the end of protecting trade with its ports against 
smuggling and other frauds which operate upon vessels bound to such 
ports have, without due consideration, been allowed to play a part in 
the discussions between Spaiu and the United State,s on the extent of 
maritime dominion accorded by the law of nations which does not be-
long to ~hem. In this light are to be regarded the royal de~rees which 
it has been claimed by the Spanish Gov.ernment had for more than a 
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hundred years established two leagues as the measure of maritime.-
jurisdiction asserted and exercised by the Spanish Crown both in pen-
insular and colonial waters. Of this character, obviously, are the re-
gulations of our revenue system in force since 1799, which not only 
allow but enjoin visitation of vessels bound to our ports within four-
leagues from land, which, in her diplomatic correspondence with this . 
Government, Spain has much insisted on as equivalent to its own do-
minion as asserted off its coasts, except that our authority was exerted 
at twice the distance from land. 
"But the distinction between dominion over the sea, carrying a right 
of visit and search of all vessels found within such dominion, and fiscal 
or revenue regulations of commerce, vessels, and cargoes engaged in· 
trade as allowed with our ports to a reasonable range of approach to-
such ports, needs only to be pointed out to be fully appreciated. Every 
nation has full jurisdiction of commerce with itself, until by treaty 
stipulations it has parted with some portion of this full control. In 
this jurisdiction is easily included a requirement that vessels seeking 
our ports, in trade, shall be subject to such visitation and inspection 
as the exigencies of our revenue may demand, in the judgment of this-
Government, for the protection of the revenues and the adequate ad-
ministration of the customs service. This is not dominion over the sea. 
where these vessels are visited, but dominion over this commerce witw 
us, its vehicles and cargoes, even while at sea. It carries no assertion· 
of dominion, territorial and in invitum, but over voluntary trade in prog-
ress and by its own election, submissive to our regulations of it, even· 
in its approaches to our coasts and while still outside of our territorial 
dominion. (This statutory provision is the subject of discussion in in-
structions of 1\'Ir. Fish and Mr. Evarts, given supra, § 32.) 
''You will observe, therefore, that the American vessels which have 
been interfered with thus unwarrantably were not engaged in trade 
with Cuba, and were in no degree subject to any surveillance or visita-
tion of revenue regulation. The acts complained of, if, indeed, as our-
proofs seem to make clear, without the league accorded as territorial 
by the law of nations, have no support whatever from the principle or 
commercial regulation which I have explained. Spain had no jurisdic-
tion over the waters in which our vessels were found; no jurisdiction) 
over the trade in which they were engaged; and no warrant under the 
law of nations, to which alone these vessels in this commerce were sub-
ject, can be found for their arrest by tile Spanish gunboats. 
"As the offense against the rights of onr commerce aud the freedom 
our flag, which we complain of in those four instances, is sub8tantive, it 
is not neces~mry for me now to insist upon the form and manner of" 
these visitations and searches as elements or agg-ravations of this offense. 
It cannot, however, escape notice that each transaction has unequivocal: 
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features of tlle exercise of direct sovereignty, and by mere force, as if 
.by territorial and armed dominion over the sea which was the scene of 
the transactions. These were gunboats, a part of the naval powe.r of 
Spain, under the threat of their armaments and by the presence of ade-
·quate arm€d force boarding these vessels, compelling submission; their 
-action was neither more nor less than such as it would have been under 
.a belligerent right on the high seas in time of war. 
''In manner and form, then, as well as in substance, the power to 
which our commerce was obliged to succumb was not of commercial 
regulation or revenue inspection, or by any of the instruments employed 
in preventive or protective service with which commerce is familiar. 
" Unless some face shall be put upon these disturbanceR of our peace-
ful and honest commerce in one of the most important thoroughfares 
which I cannot anticipate, this Government will look to Spain for a 
prompt and ready apology for their occurrence, a distinct assurance 
.against their repetition, and such an indemnity to the owners of those 
several vessels as will satisfy them for the past and guarantee our com-
merce against renewed interruption by engaging the interest of Spain 
in restraint of rash or ignorant infractions, by subordinate agents of its 
power, of our rights upon the seas." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Fairchild, Aug. 11, 1880. MSS. lust., Spain, 
For. Rel., ll;SO. 
The right of search cannot be exercised in time of peace; nor is it any 
·excuse that tlte searck was attempted in the port of a third sovereign 
who makes no complaint of the outrage. 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State,· to Mr. Asta-Burnagna, Mar. 3, 1881. MSS. Notes, 
Chili. 
"By the law of nations, as it is understood in this Department, the 
,citizens or subjects of a particular country who are owners of a ship, 
.are entitled to carry on such ship, when at sea, the :flag of such coun-
try; and such flag is to be regarded by all foreign sovereigns as the 
'badge of nationality. It is true that municipal laws exist in the United 
States, as in other countries, by which, for municipal purposes this rule 
·of the law of nations is subjected to certain limitations. But it is also 
true that these limitations have no extraterritorial force, and that it is 
not within the provision of foreign sovereigns to enforce them. When-
-ever a wrong is done, or supf>osed to be done, by a foreign sovereign 
to a vessel owned by citizens of the United States, then the Govern-
ment of the United States on being duly advised will inquire into the 
wrong. 
"Until, howev~r, such a question actually arises, it is not in accord-
ance with the practice of this Departmept to declare how the law thus 
stated would be applied in such contingencies as are suggested in your 
-communication acknowledged as above. The question, in fact, of the 
Eight of the local authorities at any particular British port to impose 
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the tests to which you refer, could only come before this Department 
on the application of ship-owners claiming to be thereby aggrieved;-
and until they present their case, and are beard on their own behalf, 
yon will no doubt agree with me that it would be unsuitable for this. 
Department to express in advance any opinion by which their case· 
might be prejudiced." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Sir L. West, Apr. 9, 1886. MSS. Notes, Gt·. Brit. 
"~fr. :Machado's claim, as will be seen from this review, has two dis-
tinct relations. The first is for the affront to the flag of the United. 
States which his two vessels bore. No foreign sovereign bad then the 
~ight in time of peace to visit and search a vessel bearing that flag, un-
less in the single instance of piracy shown beyond reasonable doubt. .At 
the very time Mr. Machado's \essels were thus arrested, Great Britain 
had been urging on us to give her this privilege in respect to American 
ships supposed to be slavers; but this proposition was peremptorily re-
pelled. This T'ery fact made the arrest in these particular cases an out-
rage ~hich this Government was bound to resent. It is true that in· 
1862, under peculiar circumstances, a treaty with Great Britain grant-
ing this right on the basis of reciprocity was duly ratified and pro-
claimed; but this treaty has, in consequence of the cessation of the-
slave trade, practically ceased to operate; and visitation and search, in 
time of peace, of American \essels by British cruisers, except on the 
ground of piracy, was in 1854 and 1857, and still is, regarded by us as. 
an offense requiring apology and indemnity. It is due to the British 
Government to say that, when called upon for an explanation, it ex-
pressed its regrets at the occurrences irl question, tend red an apology, 
punished the oft'ending officer, and agreed to pay such compensation to 
Mr. Machado as would, under the circumstances, be 'suitable. That Gov-
ernment then offered to arbitrate, as has been seen, in case of inability 
to agree upon the amount of damages." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Sawyer and Spooner, Apr. 19, 1886. l\ISS. 
Dom. Let. 
"What is this right of search t Is it a substantive and independent 
right wantonly, and in the pride of power, to vex and harass neutral 
commerce, because there is a capacity to do so; or to indulge the idle 
and mischievous curiosity of looking into neutral trade; or the assump-
tion of a right to control itt If it be such a substantive and independ-
ent right, it would be better that cargoes should be inspected in port 
before the sailing of the vessel, or that belligerent licenses should be 
procured. But this is not its character." The right of search" bas been 
truly denominated a right growing out of and ancill-ary to the greater 
right of capture. Where this greater right may be legally exercised 
without search, the right of search can never rise or come into ques, 
tion." · 
l\Iar8ha11, C. J. The Nereicle, ~ Crauch, 406. 
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Ships-of-war sailing under the authority of their Government, in-
structed to arrest pirates and other public offenders, may approach ves-
sels at sea to ascertain their character. 
A ship under such circumstances is not bound to lie by and await ap-
proach, but she bas no Tight to fire at an approaching cruiser upon a 
mere conjecture that she is a pirate, especially if her own conduct has 
invitPd the approach; and, if this be done, the cruiser may lawfully re-
pel force by force and capture her. 
The Marianna Flora, 11 Wheat., 1. 
The commander of a cruiser having fairly exercised his discretion, in 
judging whether an attack on him was piratical, cannot be held l'espon-
sible in damages for having come to a conclusion which subsequent judi-
cial investigation shows to have been incorrect. 
Ibid. 
A public vessel of the United States has the right, on the high seas, 
to detain a merchant vessel of the United States until the Government 
can act upon the matter, where there is just cause to believe that such 
merchant vessel is engaged in a trade forbidden by act of Congress. 
3 Op., 405, Grundy, 1839. 
The brig Thomas, of Havana, sailing under the American flag, was 
seized by a public vessel of the United States in the port of Havana, on 
suspicion of being engaged in the slave trade. A correspondence -en-
sued bet~een the captain-general of Cuba and the United States con-
sul at Havana, who advised the seizure, which terminated in a friendly 
disposition of the question whether the seizure was a violation of the 
· jurisdictional rights of Spain; and upon this point no opinion was given 
by the Attorney-General. But it was held that as to the captain of the 
Thomas and his \essel the seizure was not wrongful. 
Ibid. 
The opinion of Attorney-General ·williams, Dec. 17, 1873, on the Virginius case 
(14 Op., 340) is given in a prior page of this section. 
Lord Aberdeen having maintained in 1841 that American vessels 
on the high seas were not visited as American vessels, but as vessels 
of nations with whom Great Britain had treaties, but who fraudulently 
carried American colors, l\:Ir. Wheaton (Inquiry, 143) replied that "nei-
ther is the neutral vessel visited in time of war, as neutral, but she is 
ever visited and captured and detained and carried in for adjudication, 
as being suspected to be an enemy, either literally such, or as having for-
feited her neutral character by violating her neutral duties." 
See as approving Mr. Wheaton's views, Mr. Legare, Sec. of State, June 9, 1843. 
MSS. Inst., Prussia. 
On the assumption of the British Government that by the law of na-
tions a search to determine as to the fraudulency of a flag is admissible, 
l\fr. Lawrence thus speaks: "If the proposition of the British Govern-
ment was tenable, we were in much worse position than if we bad act· 
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uallyconceded the right of search. In the treaties made with other pow-
ers there were limits as to the time when and where the visitation for the 
examination of the papers may be made ; and the right of detention is 
confined to certain cruisers specially authorized. In our case, if admit-
ted at all, it would be equally competent for any ship-of-war, and if 
English ships have the right, all others possess it, to visit and detain 
any merchantman at any time and in any part of the ocean." (Visit 
and Search, 41. See Schuyler's Am. Diplom., 251, citing to same effect 
President Tyler's message of Dec. 8, 1841.) The same position is taken 
by Mr. Webster in his instructions to Mr. Everett of Ma.rch 28, 1843. 
As to the treaty of 1942, see further supm, § 150e; 2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's 
ed.), 277. 
Although Mr. Webster, as has been seen, followed up the Ashburton 
treaty of 1842 with a vigorous declaration of the determination of the 
Government of the United States to admit no right of visitation in times 
of peace, the British ministry seemed to bold that thP- oppositiou of the 
United States to such visitation was relaxed. It may have been on 
this assumption that early in 1858 a number of small vessels-of-war were 
sent into Cuban waters with instructions to search for slavers. This 
mission was exercised with so little delicacy and reserve, in respect to 
-vessels of the United States sailing in those waters, that President 
Buchanan not only addressed a grave protest to the British Govern-
ment, but sent a naval force to the Cuban waters i;o "protect all ves-
sels of the United States on the high seas from search or detention by 
the vessels -of-war of any other nation." The Senate unanimously ap-
proved of these instructions (Cong. Globe, 1858-'59, p. 3081, cited in 2 
Curtis's Buchanan, 214), and the offensive orders were withdrawn by the 
British Government. 
Mr. Dallas having, on July 4, 1858, at a dinner of Americans in Lon-
don, said : "Vi~Sit and search in regard to American Yessels on the high 
seas in time of peace is finally ended," Lord Lyndhurst, on July 26, 
in the House of Lords, said in reference to this remark: ' 4 We have sur-
rendered no right at all, for no such right as that contended for ever 
existed. We have abandoned the assumption of right, and in so doing 
we have acted justly, prudently, and wisely. I think it is of great im-
portance that this question should be distinctly and finally understood 
and settled. By no writer 011 internatio11allaw bas this right ever been 
asserted. There is no decision of any court of jusUce having jurisdic-
tion to decide such questions in which that right has ever been admit-
ted." 
On .April 7, 1862, Mr. Seward, in view of the exigencies of the civil 
war then pending, agreed to a proposal of the British Government ex-
tending the right of visitation in such cases as a means of putting down 
the slave trade, and a treaty to this effect (unfortunately without duly 
Jrestricting tile right of visitation in such cases) was agreed to and rat-
ified by the Senate of the United States. (See review of 1\ir. Seward's 
action in this relation in a. pamphlet by the late 1\lr. William B. Reed). 
The treaty provided for mixed courts for the determination of seizures 
•)f this class. The slave trade having virtually ceased, so far as con-
cerns this countrs, on the abolition of slavery, the mixed courts never 
went into ope:x:.ation. By a supplementary treaty in 18:0, the duties 
assigned to these courts were given to the admiralty courts of tbe two 
countries respectively. (See Schuyler's Am. Diplom., 263, 264). The 
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,action of onr Government giving the right of search in this particular 
line of cases excludes it from other cases on the principle expressio 
'lcnius est exclusio alterius. 
t is a serious o"Qjection to the treaty that it extends this right of 
search to our own coast, the Keys of Florida being within thirty leagues 
from Point Yeacos or Mantanzas. It appears from a letter ofl\Ir. Perry, 
minister at l\Iadrid (U. S. Dip. Corr., 1862, 509), that the Spanish min-
ister expressed surprise that the United States "after combating the 
principle so long," "should have yielded now a right so exceedingly 
liable to be abused in practice"; and this surprise may still be ex-
pressed elsewhere than in Spain. 
'"Two essays, 'An inquiry into the validity of tue British claim to a 
right of visitation and search of American vessels suspected to be en-
gag-ed in the African slaYe trade,' by Mr. Wheaton, London, 1842; and 
'Examen de la Question anjourd'hui pendante entre le Gouvernement 
·des Etats Dnis et celui de la Grande Bretagne, concernant le droit de 
Visite' (ascribed to Hon. Lewis Oass, then minister to France), Paris, 
1842, with the letter of General Cass to M. Guizot, dated 13th Febru-
.ary, 1842: aud which was in the nature of a protest against the quintu-
ple treaty of 20th December, 1841, are understood to haYe bad no little 
influence in preventing the ratification of that treaty by the Govern-
ment of France. 
"Tile publications referred to received, as it were, an official sanction 
from Mr. Legare, ou his assuming the seals of the State Department. 
Ill his earliest instructions he said: 'I avail myself of the first oppor-
tunity afforded by our new official relations, to express to you my 
hearty satisfaction at the part you took, with General Oass, in the dis-
-cussion of the "'right of search,'' and the manner you acquitted yourself 
{)f it. I read your pamphlet with entire assent. It is due to the civili-
..zation of the age, and the power of opinion, even over the most arbi-
trary Governments, that every encroachment on the rights of nations 
should become the subject of immediate censure and denunciation. 
·One great object of permanent missions is to establish a censorship of 
this kind, and to render by means of it the appeals of the injured to 
the sympathies of mankind, through diplomatic organs, at once more 
-easy, more direct, and more effective.' (l\Ir. Legare to Mr. Wheaton, 
June 9, 1843. State Department MSS.)" 
Lawrence's Wheaton ( ed. 1863), 262, 263. 
It is said that this prerogative is essential to clear the seas of pi-
rates. But the prerogative is an impertinent intrusion on the privacy 
of individuals as well as on the territory of the state whose domains are 
thus invaded; and the evil of sustaining such a prerogative is far 
greater than the evil of permitting a pirate for a few hours to carry a 
.simulated flag. Pirates, in the present condition of the seas, have been 
very rarely arrested when setting up this simulation. They are now, 
in the few cases in which they appear, readily tracked hy other means; 
and the fact that in some instances they are caught when carrying a 
false flag no more sustains the right of general search of merchant ship-
ping than would the fact that conspirators sometimes carry false papers 
justify the police'in seizing every busmess man whom they meet and 
searching his correspondence. In the very rare case~ in wb'ich an ap-
parent pirate is seiz(\d and searched on the high seas under a mistake, 
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tlte \essel being a merchant ship, the defense must be, not prerogative, 
but necessity, only to be justified on the grounds on which is justified 
an assault made on apparent but unreal cause. (See to this effect 
Gessner, 12th ed., 303; Kaltenborn, Seerecht., ii, 350; Wheat., Right of 
Visitatioo, London, 1842. See to the contrary Phill., iii, 147, 148; 
Heff'ter, 164; Calvo, ii, 656. Ortolan holds that the function is to be· 
exercised at the .risk of the visiting cruiser as an extra-legal prerogative. 
Ortolan, iii, 258.) 
It may be added that basing the right to search a Yessel on the as-
sumption of piracy is a petitio principii, equivalent to saying that the· 
vessel is to be searched because she is a pirate, when it is for tlle pur-
pose of determining whether she is a pirate that she is searched. 1.'11e 
searching, as is tlle case on issuing a search warrant in our ordinary 
criminal practice, should be at the risk of the party searclling, and only 
on probaule cause first shown, not for the purpose of inquiring whether 
there is probable cause. The right of British cruisers to search a for-
eign vessel for British sailors was claimed b.v tlle British Go\ernment 
prior to tlle war of 1812 between Great Britain and the Unite(l States. 
The right was not abandoned by Great Britain at Ghent, but it has 
never since been exercised. It is now virtually surrendered. (1 \Vheat. 
Int. Law, 737.) "I cannot tllink," says Sir R. Phillimore (3 Ph ill., 1879, 
445), "that the claim of Great Britain was fouuded on international 
law. In my opinion it was not." The right to visit and search on cer ... 
tain conditions has frequently, it should be added, been given by treaty,. 
in which case it is determined by t.he limitations impo:secT by the con-
tracting states. (See specifications in Gessner, 12th ed., 305.) At the 
same time we must remember that independent of the right of search, a.. 
ship, whether public or private, bas a right to approach another on the-
high seas, if it can, and to bail or speak it, and require it to sllow its. 
colors, the approaching ship first showing its own. (Ortolan, Heg. Int .. 
et Dip. de la 1\ler, 233, &c.; Field's Int. Oode, § 62.) 
"The views of J\Ir. Webster on this question are fully sustained by 
the best writers on public law in America and Europe. Chancellor· 
Kent says most emphatically that the right of visitation and search 
'is strictly and exclusively a wa'r right, and does not rightfully exist in 
time of peace, unless conceded by treaty.' He, however, concedes the 
right of approach (as described by the Supreme Court of the United 
Stab~s in the Marianna Flora) for tile sole purpose of ascertaining the 
real national character of the vesseL sailiug under suspicious circum-
stances. With respect to the rigllt of visit in t-ime of peace, claimed by 
the English Government, Mr. Wheaton defied tlJe British admiralty 
lawyers' to show a single passage of any institutional writer on public 
law, or the juc.l.gment of any court by \Yhich that law is admini:5tered, 
either in Europe or America, which will justify the exercise of 'Such a 
right on the high seas in time of peace.' * * * 'The distinction now 
set up; between a right of visitation and a right of search, is nowhere al-
luded to by any public jurist as being founded on the law of nations .. 
The technical term of visitat·ion and sea.rch, used by the English civilians,. 
is exactly synonymous with the droit de visite of the continental civilians. 
The right of seizure for a breach of the revenue laws, or laws of trade 
and na\igation, of a particular nation, is quite ui:ffereut. TlJe utmost 
length to which the exercise of this right on the high seas bas ever been 
carrietl, in respect to the vessels of another nation, has been to justify 
seizing them within tlle territorial jurisdiction of the state against 
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whose laws tLey offend, a.nd pursuing them in case of flight, seizing 
them upon the ocean, and bringing them in for adjudication before the' 
tribunals of that State. This, however, says the Supreme Court of the· 
United States in the case of the Marianna Flora, 'has uever been 
supposed to draw after it any right of visitation and search. The party, 
in such case, seizes at his peril. If he establishes the forfeiture he is 
justified.' l\fr. Justice Story, delivering the opinion of tlle Supreme 
Court in the case of the Marianna Flora, says that the right of visita-
tion and search does not belong, in time of peace, to the public ships of 
any nation. 'This right is strictly a belligerent right, a1lowed by the 
general consent of nations in time of war, and limited to those occasions.'· 
'Upon the ocean, then, in time of peace, all possess an entire equality. 
It is the common highway of all, appropriated to the use of all, and 
no one can vindicate to himself a. superior exclusive prerogative there. 
Every ship sails there with the unquestionable right of pursuing her 
own lawful business without interruption.'" 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's eel.), 270,271. 
In 2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 273, 274, it is shown that 
Sir R. Phillimore's assertion that ''the right of visit in time of peace, 
for the purpose of ascertaining the natwnality of a vessel, is a part, in-
deed, but a very small part, of the belligerent right of visit and search,'' 
is founded on a misconeeption of the words of Bynkershoek and 
Kent, to ~bicb it appeals. See also Edinburgh Rev. for Oct., 1807,. 
vol. xi, 14. 
"When :Mr. Wilberforce, in 1818, suggested such a concession of the· 
right of search for slavers to Mr .. T. Q. Adams, the answer was: '.My 
countrymen will never assent to such an arrangement.' A convention 
to this effect, signed byMr.Rushand Sir Stratford Canning, was amended 
by the United States Senate so as to be inapplicable to the American 
coasts, and was then rejected by England. General Jackson, in 1834, 
through the then Secretary of State, informed Sir Charles Vaughan, the 
English minister, that 'the United States were resolved never to be a 
party to any convention on this subject.' Mr. Webster, in a dispatch to· 
General Cass, declared, in terms the ·most solemn, that our Government 
would not' concur in measures which, for whatever benevolent purposes. 
they may be adopted, or with whatever care-or moderation they may be 
exercised, have a tendency to place the police of the seas in the bands. 
of a single power.' (See Lawrence's Right of Visitation and Search, 
94-117; Diplomatic Hist. of the War, 1884, 13, 52, 419.) And Mr. 
Webster, when Secretary of State in 1851, said: 'I cannot bring myself 
to believe that those Governments (England and France), or either of 
them, would dare to search an American merchantman on the high seas. 
to ascertain whether individuals may be on board bound to Cuba, and 
wHh hostile purposes.' (Priv. Corr., 477.)" . 
Whart. Com. Am. Law, § 194. 
For a discussion of the negotiations between Great Britain and the United States 
in relation to the slave trade and the right of visit, see 1 Phill. Int. Law (3d, 
ed.), 414; 3 ibid., 525,542. 
As to the mode of summoning a neutral to undergo visitation, see the case of 
the Marianna Flora, 11 Wheat., 1; discussed in 3 Phill. Int. Law (3d ed.) 
538. 
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IV. 11C1'ION OF PRIZE COURT MAY BE ESSENTIAL. 
§ 328. 
''By the well-settled principles of national law it is made the duty of 
the captor to place an adequate force on board of the captured vessel, 
a.nd if from mistaken reliance upon the sufficiency of that force, or from 
misplaced confidence, he fails in that object, the omission is considered 
to be at his own peril. • • • 
" It appears to be equally well settled that capture alone does not 
transfer any right of property in the vessel or cargo to the captors, the 
title remaining unchanged until a regular sentence of condemnation has 
been pronounced by some court of competent jurisdiction. • • • 
"The points invol \ed, when considered with reference to the powers 
and functions of the different branches of this Government, are, besides, 
within the cognizance of the judicial department; and tribunals are in-
stituted in which they may be fairly investigated. To these tribunals 
eJ~clusively belongs the right of deciding hetween different claimants 
who may choose to litigate their rigbts before them. The Executive 
may, it is true, order property to be restored to the rightful undisputed 
owner, in cases where the United States alone have, under their revenue 
laws, put in a claim for forfeiture; but it is not held to be within his 
constitutional power to take from the possession of an indiYidual, prop-
erty of which he was once admitted to be the rightful owner, to which 
he still lays claim, and his title to which bas not been divested by the 
judgment of a court." 
Mr. Vail, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Pontois, Oct. 19, 1~38. MSS. Notes, 
France. 
"After a l\lexican privateer bas captured an American Yessel, the 
property cannot be transferred until after it shall have been condemned 
by a court of admiralty; and the question of prize or no prize belongs 
-exclusively to the courts of the captor. These principles of public law are 
incontestable. At the time the :Mexican Government issued these com-
mi~sions, they knew perfectly well that the prizes of their privateers 
·could not be brought within .Mexican ports for condemnation. Aware 
.of this impossibility, they have attempted to overcome it in their prize 
regulations, by conferring on their consuls in foreign ports, the power, 
in effect of condemning prizes taken by their privateers. But no prin} 
cip'Ie of public law is settled on surer foundations than that 'neutra-
ports are not intended to be auxiliary to the operations of the parties 
at war; and the law of nations has very wisely ordained that a prille 
court of a b~lligerent captor cannot exercise jurisdiction in a neutral 
country. All such assumed authorities are unlawful, and their acts are 
void.' I quote from the language of Chancellor (thEm Chief-Justice) 
Kent, in delivering tlle opinion of the court in the case of Wheelwright 
.v. Depeyster, 1 Johnston's Hep., 481; and the authorities cited by 
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him fully justify the decision. One of these is the case of Glass et al. 
v. The Shop Betsey (3 Dallas, 6); in which the Supreme Court of the· 
United States sanctioned this principle so early as the year 1794." 
Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Saunders, June 13, 1847. 1\fSS. Inst., 
Spain. 
As to prize courts in foreign lands, see S1tpra, §§ 390, 400. 
''Only the fifth question remains, namely: Did Captain Wilkes exer-
cise the right of capturing the contraband in conformity with the law. 
of nations~ 
"It is just here that the difficulties of the case begin. What is the· 
manner which the law of nations prescribes for disposing of the con" 
traband when you have found and seized it on board of the neutral 
vessel~ The answer would be easily found if the question were what 
you shall do with the contraband vessel. You must take or send her 
into a convenient port, and subject her to a judicial prosecution there 
in admiralty, which will try and decide the questions of belligerency,. 
neutrality, contraband, and capture. So, again, you would promptly 
find the same answer if the question were, What is the manner of pro-
ceeding prescribed by the law of nations in regard to the contraband,. 
if it be property or things of material or pecuniary value~ 
"But the question here concerns the mode of procedure in regard not 
to the vessel that was carrying the contraband, nor yet to contrabandt 
things which worked the forfeiture of the vessel, but to contraband: 
persons. 
"The books of law are dumb. Yet the question is as important as it is. 
difficult. First, the belligerent captor has a right to prevent the contra-
band officer, soldier, sailor, minister, messenger, or courier from proceed~ 
ing in his unlawful voyage, and reaching the destined scene of his injurious. 
service. But, on the other hand, the person captured may be innocent--
that is, he may not be contraband. He, therefore, has a right to a fair-· 
trial of the accusation against him. The neutral state that has taken" 
him under its flag is bound to protect him if he is not contraband, and:i 
is therefore entitled to be satisfied upon that important question. The· 
faith of that state is pledged to his safety, if innocent, as its justice is-
pledged to his surrender if be is really contraband. Here are conflict· 
ing claims, involving personal liberty, lifp,, honor, and duty. Here are 
conflicting national claims, involving welfare, safety, honor, and empire. 
They require a tribunal and a trial. The captors and the captured are 
equals; the neutral and the bellig~rent state are equals. 
"While the law authorities were found silent, it was suggested at an 
early day by this Government that you should take the captur<:>d per-
sons into a convenient port, and institute judicial proceedings there to 
try the controversy. But only courts of admiralty have jurisdiction in 
maritime cases, and these courts have formulas to try only claims to 
contra band chattels, but none to try claims concerning contraband per~ 
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sons. Tile courts can entertain no proceedings and render no judgment 
in fayor of or against the a1leged contraband men. 
"It was replied all this was true; but ~"'"OU can reach in those courts 
a decision which wi11 have the moral weight of a judicial one by a cir-
cuitous proceeding. Convey the suspected men, together with the sus-
pected Yessel, into port, and try there the question whether the vessel 
is contraband. You can prove it to be so by proving the suspected men 
to be contraband, and the court must then determine the Yessel to be 
contraband. If the men are not contraband the vessel will escape con-
demnation. Still, there is no judgment for or against the captured per-
sons. But it was assumed that there would result from the determina-
tion of the court concerning the vessel a legal certainty concerning the • 
character of the men. 
"This course of proceeding seemed open to many objections. It ele-
vates the incidental inferior private interest into the proper place of 
~he main paramount public one, and possibly it may make the fortunes, 
the safety, or the existence of a nation depend on the accidents of a 
merely personal and pecuniary litigation. Moreover, when the judg-
ment of the prize court upon the lawfulness of the capture of the ves-
sel is rendered, it really concludes nothing, and binds neither the bel-
ligerent state nor the neutral upon the great question of the disposi-
tion to be made of the captured contraband persons. That question is 
still to be really determined, if at all, by diplomatic arrangement or by 
war. 
''One may well express his surprise when told that the law of na-
tions has furnished no more reasonable, practical, and perfect mode 
than this of determining questions of such grave import between sov-
-ereign powers. The regret we may feel on the occasion is neverthelesa 
modified by the reflection that the difficulty is not altogether anomalous. 
Similar and equal deficiencies are found in every system of municipal 
law, especially in the system which exists in the greater portions of 
Great Britain and the United States. The title to personal property 
can hardly ever be resolved by a court without resorting to the fiction 
that the claimant has lost and the possessor has found it, and the title 
to real estate is disputed by real litigants under the names of imaginary 
persons. It must be confessed, however, that while all aggrieved na-
tions demand, and all impartial ones concede, the need of some form of 
judicial process in determining the characters of contraband persons, 
no other form than the illogical and circuitous one thus described exists, 
nor has any other yet been suggested. Practically, therefore, the choice 
is between that judicial remedy or no judicial remedy whatever. 
''If there be no judicial remedy, the result is that the question must 
be determined by the captor himself, on the deck of the prize vessel. 
Very grave objections arise against such a course. The captor is armed, 
the neutral is unarmed. The captor is interested, prejudiced, and per-
haps violent; the neutral, if truly neutral, is disinterested, subdued, 
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.and helpless. The tribunal is irresponsible, while its judgment is car-
ried into instant execution. The captured party is compelled to sub-
mit, though bound by no legal, moral, or treaty obligation to acquie~ce . 
.Rep::1ration is distant and problematic., and depends at laRt on the jus-
tice, magnanimity, or weakness of the state in whose behalf and by 
whose authority the capture was made. Out of these disputes reprisals 
and wars necessarily arise, and these are so frequent and destructive that 
it may well be doubted whether this form of remedy is not a greater so-
-cial evil than all that could follow if the belligerent right of search were 
universally renounced and abolished forever. But carry the case one 
step further. What if the state that has made the capture unreason-
.ably refuse to hear the complaint of the neutral or to redress it' In 
that case, the very act of capture woald be an act of war-of war begun 
without notice, and possibly entirely without provocation. 
"I thiuk all unprejudiced niinds will agree that, imperfect as the ex-
isting judicial remedy may be supposed to be, it would be, as a general 
practice, better to follow it than to adopt the summary one of leaving 
the decision with the captor, and relying upon diplomatic debates to 
review his decision. Practically, it is a question of choice between law, 
with its imperfections and delays, and war, with its evils and desola-
tions. Nor is it ever to be forgotten that neutrality, honestly and justly 
preserved, is always the harbinger of peace, and therefore is the com-
mon interest of nlitions, which is only saying that it is the interest of 
humanity itself. 
"At the same time it is not to be denied that it may sometimes hap-
pen that the judicial remedy will become impossible, as by the ship-
wreck of the prize vessel, or other circumstances which excuse the cap-
tor from sending or taking her into port for confiscation. In. such a 
-case the right of the captor to the custody of the captured persons, and 
to dispose of them, if they are really contraband, so as to defeat their 
unlawful purposes, cannot reasonably be denied. What rule shall be 
applied in such a case¥ Clearly the captor ought to be required to 
show that the failure of the judicial remedy results from circumstances 
beyond his control, and without his fault. Otherwise, he would be 
allowed to derive advantage from a wrongful act of his own. * • * 
"I have not been unaware that, in examining this question, I have 
fallen into an argument for what seems to be the British side of it against 
my own country. But I am relieved from all embarrassment on that 
subject. I had hardly fallen into that line of argument when I dis-
-covered that I wa~ really defending and maintaining, not au exclu-
sively British interest, but an old, honored, and cherished American 
ca.m~e, not upon British authorities, but upon principles that constitute 
a large portion of the distinctive policy by which the United States have 
developed the resources of a continent, and thus becoming a consider-
able m-a,ritime power, have won the respect and confidence of many 
nations. These principles were laid down for us, in 1804, by James 1\'Iad-
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ison, when Secretary of State in the administration of Thomas Jefferson,. 
in instructions given to James Monroe, our minister to England. ....\..1-
though the case before him concerned a description of persons different 
from those who are incidentally the subjects of the present discussion ,. 
the g.cound he assumed then was the same I now occupy, and the argu-
ments by which he sustained himself upon it have been an inspiration· 
to me in preparing this reply. 
"'Whenever,' he says, 'property found in a neutral vessel is sup-
posed to be liable on any ground to capture and condemnation, the rule· 
in all cases is that the question shall not be decided by the captor, but 
be carried before a legal tribunal, where a regular trial may be bad, and 
where the captor himself is liable to damages for an abuse of his power .. 
Can it be reasonable, then, or just, t.hat a belligerent commander who· 
is thu3 restricted, and thus responsible in case of mere property of triv-
ial amount, should be permitted, without recurring to any tribunal· 
whatever, to examine the crew of a neutral vessel fo decide the impor-
tant question of their respective allegiances, and to carry that decision-
into execution by forcing every individual be may choose into a service-
abhorrent to his feelings, cutting him oft' from his most tender connec-
tions, exposing his mind and his person to the most humiliating discipline 
and his life itself to the greatest danger. Reason, justice, and humanity 
unite in protesting against so extravagant a proceeding.' 
"If I decide this case in favor of my own Government, I must disa-
vow its most cherished principles, and reverse and forever abandon its 
essential policy. The country cannot afford the sacrifice. If I maintain 
those principles, and adhere to that policy, I must surrender the case 
itself. It will be seen, therefore, that this Government could not deny 
the justice of the claim presented to us in this respect upon its merits. 
We are asked to do to the British nation just what we have always in-
sisted all nations ought to do to us." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Lord Lyons, Dec. 26, 1861. MSS. Notes, Gr. Brit. 
For Lord Russell's position in the case, see injm, § 374. 
The question whether belligerent diplomatic agents may be regarded as contra-
band of war is discussed in a future section. See infra, g 374. 
"The American people could not have been united iu a war which)> . 
being waged to maintain Captain Wilkes's act of force, would have prac-
tically been a voluntary war against Great Britain; at the same time it 
would have been a war in 1861 against Great Britain for a cause Jireet ly . 
the opposite of the cause for which we waged war against the same peo-
ple in 1812." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, Jan. 31, 1862. MSS. Inst. , Gr. Brit. 
"The Trent afl'air, all the world sees, was an. accident for which not 
the least respon!:!ibility rests upon this Government. For a time our 
national pride and passion appealed to us to abandon an ancient liber~l 
policy; but, even though unadvised, we did n.ot listeR to· it, and we ant 
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to-day, after that occurrence, as ready and as willing to join other mari-
time powers in meliorations of the law, to the extent that France de-
sires, as we were before it happened, and before the civil war com-
menced." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to ).lr. Dayton, Feb. 19, 1862. MSS. Inst., France. 
"Necessity will excuse the captor from the duty of sending in the 
prize." 
Dana's Wheaton, § 388, note. 
"Where a prize is not fit for a voyage to a place of adjudication, and 
yet may be of value, it is customary to sell her. The statutes of the 
United States assume that a captor, or any national authority, may sell, 
in a case of necessity, rather than destroy the vessel; and that the Gov-
ernment may itself take a prize into its service, in a case of belligerent 
necessiLy, or if it is unseaworthy for a voyage to a port of adjudjcation. 
(Act 1864, chap. 174, § 28.)" 
Ibid. 
"Irrespective of the advantages or disadvantages to claimants or 
captors, on the bare question of the capacity of the court to take cogni-
zance of a cause where the prize is not bodily in its custody, but yet is 
in existence, there seems to be now no doubt; whether a court will ex-
ercise its functions in any given case of an absent prize is a different 
case, and one of discretion~ upon circumstances." 
Ibid. 
''All that the Federal States Government can urge is, that we did 
much the same thing ourselves before the war of 1812, when we stopped 
American ships and took out of them seamen whom wetelaimed as Brit-
ish. In point of fact, it was not the same thing, for we merely asserted 
on the part of the Crown a right to the services of our own sailors. We 
imputed to the ships in which those sailors might be found no breach 
of neutrality, and consequently we had no right to take them before a 
prize court, and therefore, if the right was to be exercised at all, it was 
necessary that it should be exercised by our naval officers. * • But 
we do not undertake to justify all our acts of half a century ago. The 
law of impressment has been abolished, and it is very certain that during 
the last fifty years nothing of the kind has been attempted, or even 
imagined in England. The law of nations is deduced from the actual 
practice of nations; and as we, during our last war (though sorely in 
need of sailors), did not revive our claim to take our sailors out of 
American ships, the claim must be held to have been conclusively aban-
doned." (111 Quarterly Rev., Jan., 1862, art. 8, 269.) 
"The truth is that this practice never rested upon any principle of 
the law of nations at all, but upon a principle of municipal law at vari-
ance with the law of nations. That principle was the doctrine of the 
inalienable allegiance of subjects to their sovereigns. The inference 
was that the sovereign had a municipal right to claim the persons and 
services of his subjects wherever they ce11ld be fonnd; and that, in par-
ticular, seamen were not protected by a neutral flag, and had no right to 
serve a neutral power without the King's license. * * He might take 
them, under the old municipal theory of allegiance, wherever they could 
be found. But by the modern conceptions of the law of nations, terri-
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torial independence is the more powerful principle of the two. '-'"Vithin 
the territorial limits, or under the flag of another state, every foreign 
sovere.ignty becomes subject. By the law of prize a captor has uo prop-
erty in a captured vessel or her cargo until the rightfulness of the seiz· 
ure has been decided by a court auwinistering the law of nations; but 
as the seizure of British ::;eamen in foreign ships on their allegiance to 
King George was a municipal right, and not a right under the law of 
nations, the courts of admiralty had no jurisdiction in the matter."' 
(115 Edinburgh Rev., art. 10, Jan., 1862, 271.) 
"But though Earl Russell, iu his note of the 3d of December, 1861, 
in making the demand for the liberation of the commissioners, places it 
on no specific ground, l\Ir. Seward might be deemed fully justified by 
Mr. Thouvenel's reference, in his dispatch to the French minister at 
Washington, of the same date, to the previously declared sentiments of 
the American Government, and by the approbation with which the in-
ter\ention based on that statement was received at London, to infer 
from the British demand not only an assimilation to the continental law 
of contraband, subsequently adoptecl by them in terms, but as a conse-
quence thereof an abandonment of any pretension to take persons, 
whether English subjects or others, from neutral vessels, on any pretext 
whatever, not within the conceded exception of military persons in the 
actual service of the enemy." 
Lawrence's Wheaton ( ed. 1863), 217, 218. 
As to Trent case, see further, infra, § 374. 
By the law of nations a neutral subject, whose property bas been 
illegally captured, may pursue and recover that property in whatever 
waters it is found, unless a competent jurisdiction has adjudged it prize. 
Miller 1J. The Resolution, 2 Dall., 1. 
Whenever an officer seizes a vessel as prize be is bound to commit 
her to the care of a competent officer and crew, not because the original 
crew, when left on board, in case of seizure of the vessel of a citizen or 
neutral, are released from their dut:y without the assent of the master, 
but because of a want of the right to subject the crew of the captured 
ve sel to the authority of the captor's officer. If a vessel were seized 
as prize and no one put on board but the prize-master, without any 
undertaking of the original ship's company to navig-ate her under his 
orders, the captor might be liable for any loss that followed from insub-
ordination of the crew. 
The Eleanor, 2 Wheat., 345. 
A vessel which has been rendered liable to capture as enemy's prop-
.. erty by sailing under the license or pass of the enemy, or for trading 
with the enemy, may still be seized and condemned as prize of war 
after her return to the United States, by virtue of the general authority 
of the Go,ernment to seize all enemie.:l' property coming into our ports 
during war. And as a general rule, any person may seize any property 
forfeited to the use of the GoYernment, either by the municipal law or 
by the law of prize, for the purpose of enforcing the forfeiture; and it 
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deptuds upon the Government itself whether it will act upon tbe seizure. 
If it proceeds to enforce t.he forfeiture by legal process, this is a sufficient 
·confirmation of the seizure. 
The Oaledonian, 4 Wheat., 100. · 
The United States not having acknowledged the existence of a Mex· 
ican Republic or State at war with Spain, the Supreme Court does not 
recognize the existence of any lawful court of prize at Galveston. 
The Nueva Anna and Liebre, 6 Wheat., 193. 
A tortious possession under an illegal capture cannot make a valid 
title by a sale. 
'I'he Fanny, 9 Wheat., 658: 
A captor may, under imperative circumstances, sell the captured 
property and subject the proceeds to the adjudication of a court of 
prize. The orders of the commander-in-chief not to weaken his force 
by detaching an officer and crew for the prize, or his own deliberate 
and honest judgment., exercised with reference to all the circumstances, 
that the public service does not permit him to make such detachment, 
will excuse the captor from sending in his prize for adjudication. But 
if no sufficient cause is shown to justify the sale, or if the captor has 
unreasonably neglected to bring the question of prize or no prize to an 
adjudication, the court may refuse to proceed to an adjudication and may 
award restitution, with or without damages, upon the ground of forfeit-
ure of rights by the captor, although his seizure was originally lawful. 
If the captor should neglect to proceed at all, the court may, upon a 
libel filed by the owner for a marine trespass, grant a monition to pro-
ceed to adjudication in a court of prize, or refuse it and at puce award 
damages. It is the duty of the captor, under the law of nations (affirmed 
by act of Congress), to send captured property in for adjudication by 
a court of his own country having competent jurisdiction. 
Jecker v. Montgomery, 13 How., 498. 
The United States have the right to order an uncondemned ship, capt-
ured by the subjects of a foreign power, out of their territory. 
1 Op., 78, Lee, 1797. See 8 Lodge's Hamilton, 304. 
The word ''captured," as used in the fourth article of the treaty with 
France of 1800 (expired by limitation) as a technical and descriptive 
term, does not include the meaning, and ought not to be construed to 
have the effect, of the term ''recaptured" in the sense of the treaty. 
1 Op., 111, Lincoln, 1802. As to this treaty, see supra, § 148a. 
It is the duty of the captors to place an adequate force upon the capt-
ured vessel, and the omission to do so i:s at their own risk. 
3 Op., 377, Grundy, 1838. 
The Lone entered the port of l\iatamoras while it was blockaded by 
.a }..,rench squadron, and sailed thence, bound to New Orleans, as her 
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port of :final destination. On her homeward voyage she was captured 
by a vessel belonging to the blockading squadron. Some days after the 
capture, her captain rescued her and brought her to New Orleans. A 
demand was made on the President by the French Government for her 
return to the captors. It was advised that he had no power to grant 
the demand, the case involving questions to be settled by the courts 
and not by the Executive, and that the claimants must go into the 
courts. It was also advised that if a vessel, after escaping from her 
captors, terminates her voyage in safety, her liability to condemnation 
for the escape entirely ceases. 
Ibili. 
Section 2 of the prize act of 1863 (12 Stat. L., 759) authorizing t~e 
taking by the Government of any captured property and the deposit of 
its value in the Treasury, subject to the jurisdiction of the prize court in 
which proceedings may be instituted for the condemnation of the prop-
erty, is a valid exercise of the power of Congress to make rules con-
cerning captures. This provision is not in conflict with the public law 
of war, and does not impair the just rights of neutrals, 
10 Op., 519, Bates, 1863. 
'The act of 1864, on this topic, repealing the act of 1863, assumes 1;he 
.right of the Government to direct the appropriation of prizes. 
As to hauling down flag, see A.pp., Vol. III, § 328. 
V. WHEN HAVING JURISDICTION SUCH COURT MAY CONCLUDE. 
§ 329. 
Neither by the law of nations nor by the French-American treaty 
then in force, had a French consul in Charleston in 1793 jurisdiction t() 
condemn as legal prize a British vessel captured and brought into that 
port by a French frigate; and such act is not only a nullity, but justifies 
an appeal to the French minister to" interpose efficaciously to prevent a 
repetition of the error." 
Mr. Jeffet:son, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ternant, May 15, 1793. 1 Am. St. Pap., 70; 3 
Jeff. Works, 105. See supra, § § 1, 148, 328; infra, § 406. 
"Another doctrine advanced by ~lr. Genet is that our courts can 
take no cognizance of questions whether vessels, held by Uwirs, as prizes, 
are lawful prizes or not; that this jurisdiction belougs exclusively to, 
their consulates here, which have been lately erected by the National 
Assembly into complete courts of admiralty. 
"Let us consider, :first, what is the extent of the jurisdiction which the 
consulates of France may rightfully exercise here. Every nation has of 
natural right, entirely and exclusive:y, all the jurisdiction which may 
be rightfully e~rcised in the territory it occupies. If it cedes any por-
tion of that jurisdiction to judges appointed by another nation, the limits-
of their power must depend on the instrument of cession. The United 
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States and France have, by their consular convention, given mutually 
t? their consuls jurisdiction in certain cases specially enumerated. But 
that convention gives to neither the power of establishing complete 
courts of admiralty within the territory of the other, nor e\~eu f decid-
ing the particular question of prize or not prize. The consulates of 
France, then, cannot take judicial cognizance of those questions here. 
Of this opinion 1\fr. Genet was when he wrote his letter of 1\far 27, 
wherein he promises to correct the error of the ·consul at Charleston, of 
whom, in my letter of the 15th, I had complained as arrogating to him-
self that jurisdiction, though in his subsequent letters he bas thought 
proper to embark in the errors of his consuls. 
"But the United States at the same time do not pretend any right to 
try the validity of captures, made on the hig"k seas, by France, or any 
{)ther nation, over its enemies. These questions belong, of common 
usage, to the sovereign of the captor, and whenever it is necessary to 
determine them, resort must be had to his courts. This is the case pro-
vided for in the 17th article of the treaty which says tllat such prizes 
shall not be arrested nor cognizance taken of the validity thereof; 
a stipulation much insisted on by 1\Ir. Genet and the consuls, and which 
we never thought of infringing or questioning. As the validity of capt-
ures, then, made on the high seas by France over its enemies, cannot be 
tried within the United States by their consuls, so neither can it by our 
own courts. Nor is this the question between us, thougll we have been 
misled into it. 
''The real question is, whether the United States have not a right to 
protect vessels within their waters, anrl on their coasts. The Grange 
was taken within the Delaware, between the shores of Jersey and of the 
Delaware State, and several miles above its mouth. The seizing her 
was a :flagrant violation of the jurisdiction of tile United States." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, Aug. 16, 1793. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
4 Jeff. Works, 39. 
''The merchant vessels of a nation at peace with another can only, if 
captured on the high seas, be justly adjudged to be prize by that other 
when such vessels shall have violated either the law of nations or some 
existing treaty. When either of these causes can be with truth alleged, 
the adjudication is not complained of. It is only in cases where no law, 
whether established by the common consent of the civilized world or by 
particular compact between the two Governments, has been infracted-
no rule which g·overns the conduct of belligerent and neutral powers 
towards each other has been broken by the vessel condemned-that the 
United States complain of, and expect compensation for the injury. 
"It is perfectly under~tood that many of these decisions, alike unjust 
.and injurious, have been made by the French consular tribunals estab-
lished in Spain. This circumstance in no degree weakens the claim of 
the United States on the Spanish Government. That complete and ex-
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elusive jurisdiction within its own territory is of the very essence of 
sovereignty is a principle which all nations assert. Courts, therefor(', 
of whatever description, can only be established iu any nation by the 
consent f the sovereign power of that nation. All the powers they pos-
sess must be granted hy, proceed from, and be a portion of, the supreme 
authority of that country in which such powers are exercised. Of con-
sequence, foreign nations consider the decisions of such tribunals in like 
manner as if made by the ordinary tribunals of the country. A Gov-
ernment may certainly, at its discretion, permit any portion of its sov-
ereignty to be exercised by foreigners within its territory; but for the 
acts of those to whom such portions of sovereignty may be delegated, 
the Government remains, to those with whom it has relatious, as com-
pletely responsible as if such powers had been exercised by its own sub-
jects named by itself. The interior arrangements which a Government 
makes according to its will cannot be noticed by foreign nations or 
affect its obligations to them. Of consequence the United States can 
consider the condemnation of their vessels by the French tribunal~ in 
Spain no otherwise than if such condemnations had been made in the 
ordinary tribunals of the nation. 
"Where vessels so condemned have been captured by pnvateers 
equipped in the ports of His Catholic Majest~, or manned in whole or 
in part by his subjects, the hostility of the act is rendered sti11 more 
complete. 
"In the one case or in the other, the aggressions complained of are 
totally incompatible with those rules which the law of nations (Vat., b. 
:3, s. 15, 5, 17, 102, 104) prescribes for a conduct of a neutral power. 
They are also considered as Yiolating the 6th article of our treaty 
with Spain. By that article each nation binds itself to protect by all 
means in their power, the vessels and other effects belonging to the 
citizens or subjects of the other which shall be within the extent of 
their jurisdiction by sea or land, and to use all their effort~ to reeover 
and cause to be nstored to the right owners their vessels and effects 
which may have been taken from them within the extent of their said 
jurisdiction." 
Mr. Marshall, Sec. of State, to Mr. Humphreys, Sept. 8,1800. MSS. Inst., Minis-
ters. See criticisms i1~(1•a, § 329a. 
Unless otherwise provided by treaty, the proper court to determine 
the validity of a capture is a prize court appointed by the captor's 
state; and the establishment of international prize courts, though verv 
desirable, can only be effected by treaty, and would probably be at-
tended by many complicationR. 
Tbe proceedings are to be in conformity with the practice of the 
court of tria], but in subordination to tlte settled rules in this re~pect 
of international law. That captures at sea belong primarily to the 
sovereign, and the proceeds are to be distributed, after due condemna-
tion by a prize court, according to the Jaws imposed b.v such sovereign, 
see Tbe Banrla Booty, L. R., 1 Ad. & Ec., lOD; The Siren, 7 WalL, 
15::!, a ncl other cases cite<l in 1 Kent's Com. (Holmes' note), 1 0~. 
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The taking to the prize court should be prompt, though a bona fide 
delay in this respect, caused by the peculiar conditions of the case, does 
not expose the captor to liability as a trespasser. Jecker v. Montgom-
ery, 18 How., 111; Fay v. Montgomery, 1 Curtis, 266, and cases cited 
supra. ·· 
;'The prize court of an ally cannot condemn. Prize or no prize is t1 
ques tion belonging, exclusively to the courts of the country of the cap-
tor." (1 Kent Com. 104; Glass v. Sloop Betsey, 3 Dall., 6.) But a prize 
court may take jurisdiction of property captured on a vessel although 
such \essel was not brought under its cognizance. (The Advocate, 
Blatch. Pr. Ca., 142, and 'other cases in same volume. The legislation 
of the United States in reference to prizes is to be found in the following 
statutes: (1) Act in respect to right of salvage in case of reprisal~, Mar. 
3, 1800. (2) Supplementary act of Jan. 27, 1~13. (3) Act simplifying 
process of seizure, March 25, 1862. (4) Sections 2, 6, and 12 of the act 
of July 17, 1862, in reference to the U.S. Navy. (5) Act regulating prize 
procedure, March 3, 1863. (6) Act reg-ulating prize procedure and dis-
tribution, 1864.) 
The following is part of the award of the Geneva arbitrators on Sep-
tember 14, 1872: 
"And whereas the judicial acquittal of the Oreto at Nassau cannot 
relieve Great Britain from the responsibility incurred by her under the 
principles of international law, * * * the tribunal, by a majority 
of four voices to one, is of opinion that Great Britain bas in this case 
failed, by omission, to fulfill the duties presented in the first., in the 
second, and in the third of the rules established by article 6 of the 
Treaty of Washington." 
See more fully injm, §§ 329, 402a. 
As will be seen hereafter (infra,§ 359), the ruling the Supreme Court 
in the case of The Circassian was disregarded as authority by the sub-
sequent British and American Mixed Commission. 
" There are two apparent exceptiOns to this exclusive jurisdiction of 
the prize courts of thA captor's country over questions of prize; first, 
where the capture is made within the territory of a neutral state; and, 
second, where it is made by a Yessel fitted out within the territory of 
the neutral state. In either of these cases the judicial tribunals of such 
neutral state have jurisdiction to determine the validity of captures so 
made, and to vindicate its oo;;n neutrality by restoring the property of 
its own subjects, or of other states in amity with it. 'A neutral nation,' 
says the Supreme Court of the United States, 'which knows its duty, 
will not interfere between belligerents, .so as to obstruct them in the 
exercise of their undoubted right to judge, through the medium of their 
own courts, of the validity of every capture made under their respective 
commissions, and to decide on every question of prize law which may 
arise in the progress of such discussion. But it is no departure from 
this obligation if, in a case in which a captured Yessel IJe brought or 
voluntarily comes infrct prmsidia, the neutral nation extends its ex-
amination so far as to ascertain whether a trespass has been com-
mitted on its own neutrality by the vessel which has made the capture. 
So long as a nation does not interfere in tile war, but professes an exact 
impartiality towards both parties, it is its dut . .Y, as well as right, and its 
safety, good faith, and honor demand of it, to be vigilant iu preventing 
its neutrality from being abused\ for the purpose of hostility ag·aillst 
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eitller of them. * * * In the performance of this duty, all the bel-
ligerents must be supposed to have an equal interest; and a disregard 
or neglect of it would inevitably expose the neutral nation to the charge 
of insincerity, and to the just dissatisfaction and complaints of tlle bel-
ligerent, the property of whose subjects should not, under such circum-
stances, be restored.' These are not, properly considered, exceptions 
to the general rule of prize jurisdiction, but are cases where the courts 
of a neutral state are called upon to interfere for the purpose of main-
taining and vindicating its neutrality." 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed. ), 413. As to neutral duties in this respect, see 
infra, § 399. 
The infirmities which attach to the constitution of prize courts are else-
where noticed (supra,§ 238; infra, § 329a), and attention will be bereafter 
called to the circumstances which have tended to impair the authority 
of the prize courts of the United States. See remarks at close of§ 362. 
In Kaltenborn's Seerecht ii, 389, the proceedings in the United States 
courts in this relation are examined in detail. 
A court of admiralty (prize as well as instance) of one nation may 
carry into effect the decree of an admiralty court of another nation. 
And where the decree was for restitution, which could not be specifically 
enforced, it was held that damages might be decreed. 
Penballow v. Doane, 3 Dall., 54. 
A district court of the United States, though a court of admiralty, 
cannot take jurisdiction of a libel for damages, in case of a capture as 
prize, by a foreign belligerent power on the high seas, the captured 
vessel not being within the United States, but infra prresidia of the 
captors. 
U. S. v. Peters, ibid., 121. 
If a captured vessel is abandoned at sea by the captors, and being 
thus derelict is taken possession of by a neutral and brought into a 
neutral port and libeled for salvage, the district court bas jurisdiction 
to entertain such libel, and, ex necessitate, may also adjudicate upon the 
conflicting claims of the captors and former owners to the surplua. In 
such a case the claim of the captors was allowed, as no neutral nation 
can impugn or destroy the right vested in the belligerent by the capt-
ure. 
McDonough v. Dannery, ibid., 188. 
If a vessel bas a Spanish register, and sails under Spanish colors, 
and bas on board accounts describing her as Spanish property, there is 
11robable cause for seizing her as belonging to Spanish subjects. 
Del Col t'. Arnold, ibid., 33.'3. 
The right to seize a vessel and send her in for further examination 
is not the right to spoliate and injure the property captured; and for 
any damage or spoliation the captors are answerable to the owners if 
the property be not condemned as prize. 
Ibid. 
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The facts in this case (Del Col v. Arnold) were as follows: A French 
privateer bad captured as prize, on the high seas, an American brig, 
called the Grand Sachem, and owned by the defendant in error. At 
the time of taking possession of the brig, a sum of money was removed 
from her into the privateer; a prize master and several mariners were 
put ou board of her, and were directed to steer for Charleston. On 
their way to Charleston a British frigate captured the privateer and 
gave chase to the prize; whereupon the prize-master run her into shoal 
water, and there she was abandoned by aU on board, except a sailor 
originally belonging to her crew, and a passenger. In a short time she 
drove on shore, was scuttled, and plundered. The money taken from her 
by the French privateer, and taken in the latter by the British frigate, 
had been condemned in Jamaica. A libel was filed in the district court 
of South Carolina by the defendant in error against Del Col and others, 
the owners of the French privateer. When the marshal came with proc. 
ess against the brig, she was in the joint possession of the custom-
house officers and the privateer's men, the latter of whom prevented the 
execution of the process. Thereul)on a ship and cargo, a prize to the 
privateer, lying in the harbor of Charleston, were attached by the libel-
ant, and sold by agreement between the parties, and the proceeds paid 
into court, to abide the issue of the suit. The district court pronounced 
a decree in favor of libelant for the full value of the Grand Sachem 
and her cargo, with interest at 10 per cent. from the day of capture; 
declared "that the proceeds of the ship Industry and her cargo, at-
tached in this cause, be held answerable to tha-t. amount;" and directed 
that the defendant in error should enter into a stipulation to account to 
tile plaintiffs in error for the money condemned as prize to the British 
frigate, or any part of it, that he might recover as neutral property. 
This decree was affirmed by the circuit court and in turn by the Supreme 
Court. So far as this case may be interpreted to lend support to the 
idea that the courts of a neutral can take· cognizance of the legality of 
belligerent seizure, it has been severely critized by the Supreme Court 
(L'Invincible, 1 Wheat., 238), and pronounced to be ''glaringly incon-
sistent" with the acknowledged doctr1ne of that court. 
A belligerent cruiser wlw, with probable cause1 seizes a neutral and 
takes her into port for adjudication, and proceeds regulariy, is not a 
wrongdoer. 
Jennings v. Carson, 4 Cranch, 2. 
'Ihe question whether the res was so situated as to be subject to the 
jurisdiction of a foreign prize court is examinable. 
Rose v. Himely, 4 Cralch, 241; Lnt see Hudson t•. Gnestier, 6 ibid., 285. 
In every case of a foreign sentence condemning a vessel as prize of 
war, the authority of the tribunal to act as a prize court is examinable. 
Hudson v. Guestier, 6 Cranch, 281. 
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A foreign sentence of a competent court, though contrary to the law 
of nations, is valid here, because not examinable. Hence, the condem-
nation of an American vessel, by a court of admiralty of France, sitting 
at Guadeloupe, professedly for a violation of the Milan decree in trading 
to a dependence of England, was held valid, though this decree had 
been declared by Congress to be a violation of international law. If, 
howeYer, Congress had gone further and declared sentences of con<lem-
nation, pronounced under the decree, absolutely void, they would have 
been so treated by the courts. 
\Villiams v. Armroyd, 7 Crancb, 423. 
But the better view is that a sovereign IS as much bound, internationally, for 
erroneous judicial as for erroneous executive or legislative action ; and that 
though a prize co crt may bind in rem, it does not bar a diplomatic appeal for 
redress. Infra, § 329a. 
The law of prize is part of the law of nations. In it a hostile char-
acter is attached to trade independently of the character of the trader 
who pursues or directs it. 
The Rapid, 8 Cranch, 155. 
A donation on the high seas, by a captor to a neutral, does not ex-
empt the property from recapture, and the donee who brings it into a 
port of his own country, must be treated as a salvor. 
The Adventure, 8 Cranch, 221. 
In a prize cause, the claimant of cargo is not precluded by a sentence 
condemning the vessel as enemies' property, for want of a claim, from 
showing in tbe same cause that the vessel, in fact, was .d..merican prop-
erty, and· her owner, without any fault of the claimant of tbe cargo, has 
neglected to interpose a claim. 
The Mary, 9 Cranch, 126. 
On questions of belligerent and neutral rights the Supreme Court will 
recognize tbe decisions of the courts of every country, so far as they 
are founded on a law common to every country, not as autherities, but 
with respect. The decisions of the courts of every foreign civilized 
land show in a given case how the law of nations is understood in such 
lands, and will be considered in adopting the rule which is to prevail in 
the United States. 
Thirty Hogsheads of Sugar"-'· Boyle, 9 C1anch, 191. See supra,§ 8, infra, § 3:29a. 
The United States having at one time formed a component part of 
the British Empire, their prize law was ours; and when we separated 
it continued to be our prize law, so far as it was adapted to our circum-
stances, and was not varied hy the power whi h was capable of chang-
ing it. 
Thirty Hogsheads of Sugar v. Boyle. 9 Cranch, 191; The Siren, 13 \Vall., 389. 
A prize case in the British courts, profe sing to be decided on ancient 
principles, wlll not be entirely disregarded, unless it be very unreason-
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able, or be founded on a construction rejected by other nations. But "it 
will not be advanced in consequence of the former relation between the 
two countries, that any obvious misconstruction of public law made by 
the British courts will be considered as forming a rule for the American 
courts, or that any recent rule of the British courts is entitled to more 
respect than the recent rules of other countries." 
Thirty Hogsheads of Sugar v. Boyle, 9 Cranch, 191. 
The court of prize is emphatically a court. of the law of nations; and 
it takes neither its character nor its rules from the mere municipal regu-
lations of any country. By this law the definition of prize goods is that 
they are goods taken on the high seas, jure belli, out of the hands of the 
enemy. 
Schooner Adeline, 9 Cranch, 244. 
Recaptures are cases of prize and are to be proceeded in as such. 
Ibid. 
In recaptures of property of friends the rule of reciprocity is fol-
lowed, and as France awards to recaptors the entire property of friends, 
recaptured after twenty-four hours' possession by the enemy, that rule 
mt-ist be applied to French property. 
Ibid. 
The power of the courts in t.he United States to adjudge prize cases 
is dependent upon legislation by Congress. 
The Mary and Susan, 1 Wheat., 46. 
The exclusive cognizance of prize questions belongs in general to the 
capturing power, and the courts of other countries will not undertake 
to redress alleged marine torts committed by public armed vessels in 
assertion of belligerent rights. This applies to privateers, duly com-
missioned. But our courts of admiralty will take jurisdiction, to in-
quire if the alleged wrong-doer is duly commissioned, or has, by the use 
of our territory to increase his force, trespassed on our neutral rights. 
L'Invincible, 1 Wheat., 238. 
The courts of the United States would have authority, in the absence 
of any act of Congress, to decree restitution of property captured in 
violation of their neutrality. 
The right of adjudicating on all captures and questions of prize be-
longs exclusively to the courts of the nation to which the captor 
belongs and from which his commission issues; but if a captured ves-
sel be brought or voluntarily comes infraprcesidia of a neutral power, the 
latter may inquire whether its neutrality b.as been violated by the capt-
ure, and, if any violation be shown, should decree restitution. 
The Estrella, 4 Wheat., 298. 
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Whenever a capture is made by any belligerent in violation of our 
neutrality, if the prize come \oluntarily within our jurisdiction, it should 
be restored to the original owners ; this is done on the footing of the 
generall-a,w of nations. 
La Amistad de Rues, 5 ·wheat., 385. 
'.A claimant cannot raise the question of the validity of the captor's 
commission. That is a question between the captor and his Govern-
. ment. If the commission be valid, the condemnation is to the captor; 
if not, to the Government. 
The Amiable ldabella, 6 Wheat., 1, 66. 
Permission to a foreign public ship to land goods in our ports does 
not involve a pledge that, if illegally captured, they shall be exempted 
from the ordinary operation of our laws. Though property may be 
condemned in the courts of the captor, while lying in a neutral port, 
it must be in the possession of the captor there, at the time of the con-
demnation; for, if the captor's possession has previously. been divested, 
the condemnation is invalid. 
The Santissima Trinidad, 7 Wheat., 283, affirming S. C., 1 Brock, where it was 
held that the question of prize or no prize belongs exclusively to the courts 
of the captor; and in no case does a neutral assume the right of decidin,2" 
it; but that at the same time, as offenses may be committed by a belligerent 
against a neutral, in his mili tnry operations, which it would be inconsistent 
with the neutral character to permit, and which giYe to the other belliger-
ent, the party injured by those operations, claims upon the neutral which · 
he is not at liberty to disregard; in such a situation, the neutral has a 
double duty to perform; he must vindicate his own rights, and afford re-
dress to the party injured by their violation. It was also held that if the 
wrong-doer comes completely within the power of the neutral, the practice 
of this Government is to restore the thing wrongfully taken. 
Whoever sets up a title under a condemnation is bound to show that 
the court had jurisdiction of the cause, and that the sentence has been 
rightly pronounced upon the application of parties competent to ask it. 
For this purpose it is necessary to show who are the captors, and how 
the court has acquired authority to decide the cause. 
In the ordinary cases no difficulty arises on this subject, for the 
courts of the captors have general jurisdiction of prize, and their adju-
dication is conclusive upon the proprietary interest. But where the 
capture is made by captors acting under the commission of a foreign 
country, such capture gives them a right which no other nation, neu-
tral to them, has authority to impugn, unless for the purpose of vindi-
cating its own violated neutrality. The courts of another nation, whether 
an ally or a co-belligerent only, can acquire no general right to entertain 
cognizance of the cause, unless by the consent or upon the voluntary 
submission of the captors. 
La Nereyda, 8 Wheat., 108. 
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The abuse of a commission by making- a collusive capture does not 
render the commission void, but the captors acquire no title to the 
prize. 
The Experiment, ibid., 261. 
As to right to impugn capture, where the capturing vessel is equipped in our 
waters in violation of neutrality, see The Fanny, 9 Wheat., 668. 
Though a superior physical force is not necessary to make a seizure, 
there must be an open, visible possession claimed, and a submission to 
the control of the seizing officer. If a seizure be voluntarily abandoned 
it becomes a nullity, and it must be followed up by appropriate pro-
ceedings to be effectual in conferring rights of property. 
The Josefa Segunda, 10 Wheat., 312. 
The validity of the seizure and the question of prize or no prize can 
only be determined in the courts upon which jurisdiction has been con-
ferred by the sovereign under whose authority the capture was made. 
Neither the President nor any military officer can establish a court 
in a conquered country, and authorize it to decide prize cases and ad-
minister the laws of nations. 
Jecker v. Montgomery, 13 How., 498; 18 ibid., 110. 
Wh~n a vessel is captured, the rule is to bring her into some con-
venient port of the Government of the captor for adjudication. The 
mere fact of capture does not work a transfer of title, and until there 
is a sentence of condemnation or restitution, the captured vessel is held 
by the Government in trust for those who, by the decree of the court, 
may have the ultimate right to it. 
Demands against property captured as prize of war must be adjusted 
in a prize-court. The property arrested as prize is not attachable at 
the suit of private parties; and if such parties h~ve claims which in 
their opinion override the rights of the captors, they must present them 
to the prize court for settlement. The jurisdiction of a prize court over 
a captured vessel is determined by the capture and not by the filing of 
a libel. 
The Nassau, 4 WalL, 634. 
If a ship or cargo is enemy property, or if either be otherwise liable 
to condemnation, the circumstance that the vessel, at the time of the 
capture, was in neutral waters, would not, by itself, avail the claimants 
in a prize court. It might constitute a ground of claim by the neutral 
power, whose territories had suffered trespass, for apology or indemnity; 
but neither an enemy, nor a neutral acting the part of an enemy, can 
demand restitution of captured property on the sole ground of capture 
in neutral waters. 
The Sir William Peel, 5 Wall., 517; The Adela, 6 ibid., 266. See as to neutral 
rights and duties in such cases, infra, § § 394, 398; Bupra, § 227. 
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A Spanish-owned vessel on her way from New York to Havana, being 
in distress, put, by leave of the admiral commanding the squadron, into 
Port Royal, S. C., then in rebellion, and blockaded by a Government 
fleet, and was there seized as a prize of war and used by the Govern-
meut. She was afterward condemned as prize, but ordered to be re-
stored. She ne-ver was restored, damages for her seizure, detention, 
and -value being awarded. It was held that she was not prize of war, 
or subject of capture; and that her owners were entitled to fair in-
demnity, although it might be well doubted whether the case was uot 
more properly a subject for diplomatic adjustment than for determina-
tion by the courts. 
The Nuestra Senora de Regla, 17 Wall., 30. 
Prize courts are subject to the instructions of their own sovereign. 
In the absence of such instructions their jurisdiction and rules of de-
cision are to be ascertained by reference to the known powers of such 
tribunals and the principles by which they are governed under the 
public law and the practice of nations. 
The A.my Warwick, 2 Sprague, 123. 
The proceedings of a prize court of the Uonfederate States are of no 
validity in the United States, and a condemnation and sale by such a 
court do not convey any title to the purchaser, or confer upon him any 
right to give a title to others. 
The Lilla, 2 Sprague, 177. 
A captured vessel must be brought within the jurisdiction of the 
country to which the captor belongs, before a regular condemnation can 
be awarded. 
1 Op., 78, Lee, 1797. See supra, § 328 . . 
Proceedings against the ship and cargo are to be had before the dis-
trict court of the United States according to the laws of Congress and 
the usage and practice of cou:ts of admiralty in prize causes. 
1 Op., 85, Lee, 1798. 
Where a -vessel, alleged to be Danish property, was seized as French 
property, on the south side of the island of St. Domingo, and while 
proceeding for an examination, under the protection of the American 
flag, was seized by a British armed ship and taken into Jamaica and 
there condemned, and a claim was made by the Danish subject upon the 
Government of the United States for compensation, it was advised that 
the first captors were noi liable for the first capture and detention for 
examination, there being probable cause for the seizure, nor for the 
second capture; and that the Government of the United States was not 
bound for the unlawful captures of its subjects. 
1 Op., 106, Liucolu, 1802. 
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Where a French vessel was captured and condemned as lawful prize 
prior to the treaty with Prance of 1800 (expired by limitation), and one 
moiety had been paid to the captors and the other to the United States, 
after the signing of the treaty, and on hearing before the Supreme Court, 
on writ of error, the decree of the circuit court had been reversed, and 
the vessel, etc., had been ordered to be restored, and, pursuant thereto 
the moiety of the United States had been paid over, and a claim made 
for the other moiety which had been paid to the captors, it was.ad\ised 
that the United States are not liable for such moiety. 
1 Op., 114, Lincoln, 1802. 
On a reconsideration of the case referred to in the preceding opinion, 
and on examination of the opinion delivered by the Supreme Court, 
giving a judicial interpretation of the treaty referred to, the preceding 
opinion is substantially reaffirmed. 
1 Op., 119, Lincoln, 1802. 
Proceeding'! in the vice-admiralty court at St. Domingo are nullities, 
for the reason th~t the court is not legally constituted. 
5 Op., 689, appendix, Lee, 1798. 
No title to a captured vessel and cargo passes to the captors till a 
Hentence of condemnation has been passed by a court having jurisdic-
tion. 
3 Op., 317, Grundy, 1838. 
When the courts have acquired jurisdiction of cases of maritime capt-
ure, the political department of the Government should postpone the 
consideration of q nestions concerning reclamations and indemnities 
until the judiciary has finally performed its functions in these cases. 
11 Op., 117, Bates, 1864. 
Prize courts are tribunals of the law of nations, and the jurisprudence 
they administer is a part of that law. They deal with cases of capture· 
as distinguished from seizures; their decrees are decrees of condemna-
tion, not of forfeiture; they judge the character and relations of the 
vessel and cargo, and not the acts of persons. 
11 Op., 445, Speed, 1866. 
As til captures, see infra, § 345. 
VI. BUT NOT WHEN NOT IN CONFORMITY WITH INTERNATIONAL LAW. 
§ 329a. 
As is elsewhere seen, the executive ani! the judiciary, being co-ordi-
nate powers, and the former being intrusted distincti\ely with the foreign 
relations of the state, it is not governed in such relations by the deci-
sions of the latter, though such decisions are entitled to great deference. 
Supra, § 238. 
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[t has been also seen that a foreign judgment on a question of inter-
national law, to be a bar to a claim, must be in accordance with sound 
principles of international law. Supra, § 242, and cases cited in § 329. 
See as to judgmen!s invalid by international law supra, § 242. 
The question of the ubiquitous validity of the action of prize courts 
was discussed in the case of the Betsey by the board of commission-
ers acting under the 7th article of the treaty of 1794. The Betsey had 
been condemned by the vice-admiralty of Bermuda, and the condem-
nation had been affirme~ by the lord commissioners of appeal. It hav-
ing been argued that this affirmance settled the question internation-
ally, J\Ir. Pinkney, who was one of the commissioners under the treaty, 
conceded that, adopting the words of the answer to the British memo-
rial, " the legality of a seizure as prize is to be determined in the courts 
of the nation to which the captor belongs, judging according to the 
law of nations, and to treaties (if any) subsisting between the states 
of the captor and claimant." He proceeded, however, to adopt from 
Rutherford (2 Nat. Law, 593) the position that ''the right of the state 
to which the captors belong, to judge exclusively, is not a complete 
jw·isdiction. The captors, who are its members, are bound to submit to 
its sentence, though this sentence should happen to be erroneous, be· 
cause it has a complete jurisdiction over their persons; but the other 
parties to the controversy, as they are members of another· state, are 
only .bound to submit to its sentence as far as this sentence is agreea-
ble to the law of nations or to particular treaties, because it has no 
jurisdiction over them in respect either of their persons or of the things 
that are the ~ubject of the controversy. If justice; therefore, is not 
done them, they may apply to their own state for a remedy, which may, 
consistently with the law of nations, give them a remedy, either by 
solemn war or by reprisals." After adopti£g- this position, as further 
explained by Rutherford, Mr. Pinkney proceeds to say: "From the fore-
going quotations it may be collected that the jurisdiction of the court 
of the capturing nation is complete upon the point of property; that its 
~entence forecloses all controversy between claimant and captors, and 
those claiming under them; and that it termiuates forever all ordinary 
judicial inquiry upon the matter of it. The3e are the unquestionable 
dl'ects of a final admiralty sentence, and in these respects it is unim-
peachable and conclusive." * * * But "neither the United States 
nor the claimants, its citizens, are bound to take for just the senten~e 
of the lords, if in fact it is not so; and that the affirmance of an illegal 
condemnation, so far from legitimating the wrong done by the original 
seizure, and precluding the neutral from seeking reparation for it 
against the British nation, is peculiady that very act which consum· 
mates the wrong, and indisputably perfects the neutral's right of de-
manding that reparation through the medium of the Government. 
• • • If the largest possible scope be given to the jurisdiction in 
question, still it is a jurisdiction which must be rightfully used by the 
state that claims it. The law of nations cannot be supposed to give 
to one state the right of invading, under judieial forms, the property 
of another." Dr. Nicholl, bet.ter known by his subsequent title of Sir 
J. Nicholl, an eminent civilian, who was also a commissioner, agreed in 
holding the action of the lords comp:lis~ioners as not concluding the 
claimants from recourse to an international appeal. (Wheaton's Life of 
Pinkney, 199, 206, 208.) Prize courts, in fact, are to be viewed in two 
aspects: The first is that of international tribunals, in which capacity 
they bind the thing acted on everywhere, and bind the partie~~ so far 
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as concerns such thing. The second is that of domestic tribunals (in 
which light they are to be considered in all respectl', except as to the 
proceedings in rem), which are simply agents of tue sovereign which 
commissions them. Hence, a sovereign is as much liable internation-
ally for the wrongful action of prize courts as be is for the wrongful 
action of any other courts. It was consequently held in the case of the 
Betsey, before the Lovdon commission of 1798-1804, that while the de-
cisions of prize courts bind the parties, so far as concerns the particular 
litigation acting in rem, they may be contested by the Government of 
the party which feels aggrieved . 
.MSS. Returns of Comm. Dept. of State. 
A judicial decree contravening the law of nations bas no extraterri· 
torial force. 
1\lr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Brunetti, Oct. '23, 1878. MSS. Notes, Spain. 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. McLan{), June 23, 1886. MSS. Inst., France. 
Supra, § § 8, 238, 242. 
As to non-ubiquity of bankrupt decree, see supra, § 9. 
The preamble to the judgment of the Geneva Tribunal of 1872 de· 
clares that the judicial acquittal of the Oreto, at Nassau, cannot re-
lieve Great Britain from the responsibility incurred by her under the 
principles of international law. 
See infra, § 402a ; supra, § 329. 
"It is true that the vice-admiralty court of the Bahamas, by its judg-
ment, which is given at page 521 of the fifth volume of the Appendix 
to the American case, acquitted the Florida of every charge; bnt, while 
respecting the authority of the res judicata, I ask whether it is possible 
to deduce from this an argument ou which to found a moral conviction 
that the Euglush Government is released from its responsibility under 
the rules laid down in Article VI of the Treaty of Washington' I ab-
stain from repeating the considerations into which my honorable col-
leagues who have preceded me have entered on this subject. 
"It is not the question of special legal responsibility with which we 
have bere to deal, but rather that of the responsibility which results 
from the principles of international law, and the moral conviction at 
which we have arrived in consequence of the acts imputed to the Florida. 
"This conviction is strengthened by a consideration of the terms of the 
conclusion of the judgment of the vice-admiralty court, where it is said, 
'that all the circumstances of the case taken together seem sufficient 
to justify strong suspicion that an attempt was being made to infringe 
that neutrality so wisely determined upon by Her Majesty's Government.' 
"The decision of the vice· admiralty court may th~n be considered as 
conclusive, even if not perfectly correct, as between those who claimecl 
the ves:sel and the British Government~ which claimed its confiscation 
unuer the clauses of the foreign-enlistment act; but I do not think it is 
sufficient to bar the c1aim of the Uuited States against Great Britain. 
The United States were not parties to the suit; everything relatiug to 
it is for them res inter alios acta." 
Cou,nt Sclopis, opinion in Geneva, Tribunal of 1872. 193 
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"The objection that the judicial decision at Nassau rclie\"'es Great 
Britain of all responsibility cannot be maintained. As regards the in-
ternal (or municipal) law, tbe judgment is valid; but as far as interna-
tional law is concerned, it does not alter the position of Great Britain.'' 
Mr. Staempli, ibid. 
In the opinion of ~Tudge John DaYis on French spoliations, Ct. of 
Cis., l\Iay 17, 1886, is the following: 
"The defendants say, further, the condemnation cannot be illegal be-
cause made by a prize court having jurisdiction, and the decisions of 
such courts are final and binding. This proposition is of course admitted 
so far as the res is concerned; the decision of the court, as to that, is 
undoubtedly final, and vests good title in the purchaser at the sale; not 
so as to the diplomatic claim, for that claim bas its very foundation iu the 
judicial decision, and its validity depends upon the justice of the court's 
proceedings and conclusion. It is an elementary doctrine of diplomacy 
that the citizen must exhaust his remedy in the local courts before he 
can fall back upon his Government for diplomatic redress; he must 
then present such a case as will authorize that Government to urge that 
there bas been a failure of justice. The diplomatic claim, therefore, is 
based not so much upon the original wrong upon which the court de-
cided, as upon the action and conclusion of the court itself, and, diplo-
matically speaking, there is no claim until the courts have decided. 
That decision, then, is not only not final, but on the contrary is the 
beginning, the very corner-stone, of the international controversy. 
This leads us naturally to another point made by the defense, in that 
the claimant did not 'exhaust his remedy' because he <lid not prosecute 
an appeal. We of course admit that usually ther~ is no foundation for 
diplomatic action until a case cognizable by the local courts is prose-
cuted to that of last resort; but this doctrine involves the admission that 
there are courts freely open to the claimant, and that he is unhampered 
in the protection of his right~ therein, including his right of appeal. It 
is within the knowledge of every casual reader of the history of the 
time that no such condition of affairs in fact then existed. 
" The very valuable report of Mr. Broadhead shows that prior to • 
March 27, 1800, there was no appeal except to the department of the 
Loire-Infedeure, and in the then existing state of bad feeling and modi-
fied hostilities, and under the surrounding circumstances, this was to 
the captains of the seized vessels, in most if not in all cases, a physical 
impossibility. Nor prior to the agreement of 1800 was there any prac-
tical reasou for appealing to a court when the result, as our seamen be-
lieved, whether rightly or not, but still honestly, was a foregone con-
elusion, ancl while negotiations were progressing for a settlement; nor 
is there anything iu these negotiations showing that a technical exhaus-
tion of 1e~al remedy wonld be required. We are of opinion that the 
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claimant was not, under these purely exceptional circumstai.JCes, obliged 
to prosecute his case through the highest court, even if he could have 
,done so, which we doubt." 
''The Danish objection to the claims (for spoliations of American com-
•merce in 1809 and 1810) was thus stated in a note of August 17, 1825, 
to Hughes: 'The sentences by which vessels bearing the flag of the 
-United States have been released or condemned by the prize tribunals, 
--or high court of admiralty, are without appeal, and cannot, without 
-derogating from that which bas< been established from the remotest 
times in the Danish monarchy, be altered or annulled.' In a paper of 
-marked ability, Wheaton controverted this. He said: 'The institu-
tion of these tribunals, so far from exempting or being intended to ex-
·empt the sovereign of the belligerent nation from responsibility, is 
·de~igned to fix and ascertain that responsibility. Those cruisers are 
responsible ()nly to the sovereign whose commission they bear. So long 
.as seizures are regulal'ly made upon apparent grounds of just suspicion, 
and followed by prompt adjudication in the usual mode, and until the 
.acts of the captors are confirmed by the sovereign in the sentences of 
the tribunal appointed by him to adjudicate in matters of prize, the 
•neutral has no ground of complaint, and w bat he suffers is the inevita-
ble consequence of the belligerent right of capture. But the moment 
the decision of the tribunal of last resort has been pronounced against 
·the claimant (supposing it not to be warranted by the facts of the case, 
.and the law of nations as applied to those facts), and justice has thus 
been finally denied, the capture and 'the condemnation become the acts 
·Of the state, for which the sovereign is responsible to the Government 
,of tlJe claimant. * * * No greater sanctity can be imputed to the 
proceedings of prize tribunals, even by the most extravagant theory of 
the conelusiveness of their sentences, than is justly attributed to the acts 
·of the sovereign himself. But those acts, however binding on his own 
.subjects, if they are not conformable to the public law of the world, can-
·not be cbnsidered as binding on the f:'ubjects of other states. A wrong 
done to them forms an equally just subject of complaint on the part of 
their Government, whether it proceed from the direct agency of the 
·sovereign himself, or is inflicted by the instrumentality of his tribu-
nals.' 
'~The claimants sent an agent to Copenhagen, with power to agree 
upon a compromise sum in gross. The King of Denmark offered to 
pay half a million marks-banco of Hamburg. Wheaton said that the 
United Sttttes would consent to accept three millions of marks-banco. 
The parties agreed at length upon six hundred and fifty thousand 
:Spanish milled dollars. In informing Mr. Van Buren of the signature 
·Of the treaty, Wheaton said: 'I have not before me sufficient material 
from which to form a judgment as to the real amount of the losses un-
justly sustained by our citizens from Danish captures. You will find 
that Mr. Ewing, in his correspondence, estimates the actual loss at about 
$1,7GO,OOO, reckoning about thirty-five condemnations" quite unjust," to 
use his own expression. But supposing the real injury to have been 
·Considerably greater, the sum now recovered, considering the diminished 
resources of this exhausted country, will, I trust, be considered as a 
tolerable salvage from this calamitous concern."' 
Mr. J. C. B. Davis, Notes, &c. 
As to treaty relations with Denmark, see supm, ~ 147. 
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"'Where the responsibility of the captor ceases,' says l\Ir. Wheaton, 
'that of the state begins. It is responsible to other states for the acts of 
the captors under its cornmisRion the moment these acts are confirmed 
by the definitive sentence of the tribunals which it bas appointed to de-
termine the validity of captures in war.' The sentence of the judge is-
conclusive against the subjects of the state, but it cannot have the same 
controlling efficiency towards the subjectR of a foreign :scate. It pre· 
vents any furt.ber judicial inquiry into the subject-matter, but it does not 
prevent the foreign ~tate from demanding indemnity for the property 
of its subjects, which may have been unlawfully condemned by the prize-
court of another nation:'' 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 429, citing ·wheaton's Elements, part iv,. 
chap. 2, § 15. 
Mr. AleYander Hamilton took, as to the treaty of 1794, tbe same po-
sition in a letter of October 3, 1795. to Mr. Wolcott. (8 Hamilton's. 
Works, Lodge's ed., 359.) Mr. Hamilton gives the following reasons:. 
1. "The subject of complaint to be redressed is irregular or illegal' 
captures or condemnations." 
2. "The article contemplates that various circumstances may ob-
struct compensation in the ordinary course of justice." After giving 
other reasons be asks: •' Is not the constitution of such a tribunal (a. 
commission) by the two parties a manifest abandonment of the preten-
sion of one to administer justice definitely through its tribunals'" He-
states that he understood Mr. Burr and Mr. B. Livingston, whom he bad 
met at a consultation, agreed with him in this view, though it was in. 
conflict with an opinion given by Mr. Rawl(' and Mr. Lewis. 
"The attention of the mixed commission has been repeatedly called·, 
to the precedent of the authority exercised by a similar commission un-
der the British treaty of 1794, and of the discussion between the ·British· 
and American commissioners on the point, the American commissioners 
sustaining the fullness and supremacy of the jurisdiction wbich the · 
Briti~h commissioners questioned. The disposition made of the doubt 
by the lord chancellor (Loughhorough) in his answer to the fifth com-
missioner, Colonel Trum bun, who had submitted the point for his ad-
vice, is well known. 'The construction of the American gentlemen is . 
correct. It was the intention of the high contracting parties to the· 
treaty to clothe this commission with power paramount to all the mari-
time courts of both nations-a power to review and (if in their opinion it: 
should appear just) to revise the decisions of any or all the maritime· 
courts of both.'" 
Trumbull's Reminiscences of his Own Times, 193, quoted in argument of Mr. 
Evarts before the British and American Mixed Commission in the Springbok 
case, 29. See infra, § 362. 
In 1753, Prussia succe~Rfully held Great Britain responsible for the 
erroneous action of British prize courts; and the same result attended 
the exceptions of the United States to British condemnation~ before the 
mixed commission under the treaty of 1 'i94, as already ~tat(ld, and the 
exceptions taken by the United States to Danish condemnations, for.· 
which Denmark was held responsible. 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 431. 
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"The sovereign is therefore held responsible to the state whose citizen 
the claimaint is, that no injustice is done by the capture." 
Dana's Wheaton, § 388, note. 
In H dissenting opinion by Judge Thomas Cooper, in Dempsie, assignee 
<()f Brown, v. Insurance Company, in the Pennsylvania court of errors 
.and appeals, 1808 (referred to supra,§ 238), the following reasons are given 
for declining to assign international conclusive authority to the decisions 
·Of foreign prize courts: 
''They are emanations of the executive authority, the judges sitting, 
·DOt during good behavior, but during pleasure. 
hThey are bound by executive instructions which are always dic-
tated by the interest of the belligerent. (To this a note is appended 
·cCalling attention to the fact that Napoleon's Milan deerees were directed 
to the Tribunal des Prizes; and that the British orders of council of 
1807 were directed inter alios to the British courts of admiralty and vice-
.admiralty.) 
''They are tbe courts of the belligerent; the pl.1intifl's, libelants, are 
the subjects of the belligerent, cruising under the authority and protec-
tion of the belligerent. , 
"The property, if condemned, enriches the belligerent nation. • • • 
''The proceedings are written, by interrogatories and answers; by the 
~ivillaw, and not by the common law of our own country or of Eng-
land. 
''There is no intervention of a jury trial, nor any viva voce examina-
tion of testimony. 
"The salar)7 of a British judge depends on a great degree upon tbe 
number of condemnations. I believe it is £15 sterlmg a vessel." On the 
last point it may be mentioned that the practice which exists in some 
·Countries of Yesting in the judge the appointment of clerks and other 
officials who receive large emolum~nts from condemnations, coupled 
wit,b the fact that the offices in question are often occupied by members 
-of the judge's family, or by personal friends whose interests he has at 
heart, must, from the nature of tllings, influence the judge in the shape 
which he gives the case, unconscious as be may be of such influence. 
''A power over a man's sustenance," so substantially said Chief-Justice 
Gibson, of Pennsylvania, in declaring unconstitutional an act of the 
legislature of that State reducing the salaries of the judges, "is a power 
over himself," and a power of this kind over the judiciary, it was held, it 
was not constitutional for the legislature to assume. Yet what power 
of this character could be more subtle than that exercised over an ad-
miralty judge by a prize case coming before him with an ofl:'er of large 
.emoluments to himself, or to some one of his family or friends, if a con-
·Clemnation be decreed Y That such a temptation would not be con-
.sciously yielded to 'oy British or American judges may be unhesitatingly 
affirmed. But tbe atmoRphere of influence which such a condition of 
things generates is no less pervasive and powerful than would be that of 
temptations directly and avowedly applied; and it is impossible not to ad-
mit that in this atmosphere judges of prize courts have been from time to 
time iwmersed, and that it is from some, at least, of these judges that 
the precedents which make up our prize law have been in part drawn. 
Juuge Cooper's opinion, from which the above points are taken, was 
published in Philadelphia, in 1810, with a preface by M:r. A. J. Dallas, 
United States district attorney in Philadelphia, and afterwards Secre-
tary of the Treasury. In this preface, which adopts and defends th~ 
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views of Judge Cooper, is cited Lord Ellen borough's contemptuous 
censure rin Fisher v. Ogle, 1 Camp., 418, and Donal<lson v. Thompson,. 
ibid, 429) of foreign courts of admiralty, an1l Mr. Dallas proceeds t(} 
declare that "whate\er the animosity of the belligerents can generate-
against each other, whatever their power can impose on the rest of the-
world, is now the law of war, the only measure of jul:ltice, while the-
neutral flag, instead of producing respect and safety, is the certain 
signal for insult and aggression." 
Jrir. Wheaton, after noticing Lord Stowell's claim to absolute supe-
riority from national prejudice, argues that it was impossible for that 
eminent judge to di,est himself of prejudices favorable to the develop-
ment of a great maritime nation such as England. (vVbeat. Hist., 711.) 
On the other hand, Chancellor Kent (1 Oom., 8) declares that '" thel'e 
is scarcely a decision in the English prize courts at Westminster, on 
any general question of public rjght, that bas not receh .. ed the express-
approbation and sanction of our national courts." 
But, as is illustrated by tbe remarks of Mr. Cushing and Sir. T. Twiss-
( quoted ·supro, § 238a), the present tendency of opinion is to regard the 
prize-court rulings of Great Britain during theN apoleonic wars, and' 
the rulings in this country based on them, as not binding executive ac-
tion iu matters of internationalla.w. And, as has also been noticed, the 
high belligerent prerogatives claimed by Sir W. Scott (Lord Stowell),. 
and adopted on his authority b~T our own Supreme Court, have lately · 
been so modified by the English courts as to make them consonant with· 
the \iews held on the same topic by the executive department of the-· 
Government of the United States as well as by the great body of Eu· 
ropean publicists. 
Supra, §§ 238, 238a, 242; inj1·a, § 362; note to the Springbok case. 
The prevalent opinion now is, that in international controversies a.· 
sovereign can no more protect himself ·by a decision in his favor by 
courts established by him, even though they be prize courts, than he-
can by the action of any other department of his Government. 
Supra, §§ 238a, 242. See this noticed in the Springbok case, infra,§ 3!>2. 
"The instant that a court sitting to ~dm1nister international law re~ 
cognizes either governmental orders or proclamations setting forth gov-· 
ernment:tl policy as constituting rules of that code, at once that court-
ceases in fact to administer in its purity the law which it pretenus to-
administer. * * * The functions of the tribunal ha\e undergone a 
change which is justly and inevitably fatal to its weight anti iufluence 
with foreign powers. It is not only a degradation to itself, but it is a 
mischievous injury to the Government w hieh has destroyed the efficiency 
of an abl~ all~"'·" 
5 Am. Law Rev., 255. 
In an article in the Edinburgh Review for February, 1812, under the tit1e of "Dis-
putes with America" (vol. 19, p. 290), the coutrast between Sir William Scott's opin-
ions in 179~ and 1799 and those stated by him in 1811, is thus stated. In the Maria, 
(1 Rob., 350, June 11, 1799), he spoke as follows: "In my opinion, if it could be shown 
that, regardiug mere specul:1tive general principles, such a condemnation ought to be 
deemed sufficient, that woulcl not ue enough; more must be proved, 'it Ulust. be 
shown that it is conformable to the usage and practice of nations.' A great part of ' 
the bw of 11ations stands on no other fountlation. It is introduced, indeed, by gene-
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ral principles; but it travels with those general principles only to a certain extent; 
and if it stops there, you are not at liberty to go further, and to say that mere gene-
ral speculation would bear you out in a further progress." ''It is my duty not to 
admit, that because one nation has thought proper to depart from the common usage 
of the world, and to meet t.he notice of mankind in a new and unprecedent.ed manner, 
that I am on that account nuder the necessit,y of acknowledging the efficacy of such 
a novel institution, merely because general theory might give it a degree of co,mten-
ance, independent of all practice from the earliest history of the world." (1 Rob.~ 
1:39 ff.) "Such," says the Edinburgh Review, "were the sound, enlightened, and con-
sistent doctrines promulgated by the learned judge in the years 1798 and 1799, doc-
trines wholly unconnected with any 'present purpose of particular national interest,' 
uninfluenced by any preference or 'distinction to independent states;' delivered from 
a seat 'of judwial attthority locally he1·e,' indeed, but according to a law which 'has no 
locality,' and by one whose duty it is to determine the question exactly as he would 
determine the question, if sitting at Stockholm,' 'asserting no pretentious, on the 
part of Great Britain, which he would not allow to Sweden.'" * * * ''Twelve 
years," so continues the Review, "have passed away since the period of those beau-
tiful doctrines-an interval not marked by any general change of character among 
neutrals, or any new atrocities on the part of belligerents-distinguished by no pre-
tensions which had not frequently before been set up by the different parties in the 
war, except that on both sides the right of unlimited blockade had been asserted, 
France, complaining that England, in 1806, and previously, exercised this power, had 
declared England and her colonies in a state of blockade; and England, in her turn, 
proclaimed all France, and her allies, blockaded. There were orders and decrees on 
both sides; and both parties acted upon them. 'fhe neutrals protested; and, recol-
lecting the sound and impartial priudples of our prize courts in 1798 and 1790, they 
appealed to that 'judicial authority which has its seat locally here,' but is bound to 
enforce 'a law that has no locality,' and 'to determine in London exactly as it would 
in Stockholm.' The question arose, whether those orders and decrees of one belliger-
ent justified the capture of a neutral trader, and on this point we find Sir W. Scott 
delivering himself with his accustomed eloquence, with a power of language, indeed, 
which never forsakes him, and which might have convinced any person, except the 
suffering parties to whom it was addressed. (Case of thf' Fox, :30th May, 1811.) 
"'It is strictly true that by the constitution of this country, the King in council 
possesses legislative rights over this court, and has power to issue orders and instruc-
tions which it is bound to obey and enforce; and these constitute the written law of 
this court. These two propositions, that the court is hound to administer the law of 
nations, and tha.t it is bound to enforce the King's orders in council, are not at all in-
consistE:~nt with each other; because, these orders and instructions are presumed to 
conform themselves, under the given circumstances, to the principles of its unwritten 
law. They are either directory applications of those principles to the cases indicated 
in them, cases which, with all the facts and circumstances belonging to them, and 
which constitute their legal character, could be but imperfectly known to the court 
itself, or they are positive regulations, consistent · with those principles, applying to 
matters which require more exact and definite rules than those general principles are 
capable of furnishing. 
"'The constitution ofthis court, relatively to the legislative power of the King in 
council, is analogous to that of the courts of common law relatively to that of the 
Parliament of this Kingdom. Those courts have their unwritten law, the approved 
principles of natural reason and justice; they have likewise the written or statute law 
in acts of Parliament, which are directory applications of the same principles to par-
ticular subjects, or positive regulations consistent with them upon matters which 
would remain too much at large ii' they were left to the imperfect information which 
the courts could extract from mere general speculations. "'What would be the duty of 
the individuals who preside in those courts, if reqnired to enforce an net of Parliament 
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which contradicted those principles, is a question which I presume they would nJt 
entertain a priori; because they will not entertain a priori the supposition that any 
such will arise. In like manner, this court will not let itself loose into speculations 
as to what would be its dut,y under such an emergency; because it cannot, without 
extreme indecency, presume that any such emergency will happen ; and it is the less 
disposed to entertain them, because its own observation and experience attest the 
general conformity of such orders and instructions to its principles of unwritten law.' 
(Pp. 2, 3.) 
"Here there are two propositions mentioned, asserting two several duties which the 
court has to perform. One of these is very clearly described; the duty of listening to 
orders in council, and proclamations issued by one of the parties before the court ; 
the other, the duty of administering the law of nations, seems so little consistent with 
the former, that we naturally go back to the preceding passage of the judgment where 
a more particularmentionismadeof it. 'Thiscourt,'saysthelearnetljudge, 'is bound 
to administer the law of nations to the subjects of other countries, in tbe different re-
lations in which they may be placed towards this country and its Government. This 
is what other countries have a right to demand for their subjects, and to complain if 
they receive it not. This is its unwritten law evidenced in the course of its decisions, 
and collected from the common usage of civilized states.' 
"The faultless language of this statement all will readily confess and admire. The 
more judicial virtues of clearness and consistency may be more doubtful in the eyes 
of those who have been studying the law of nations under the same judge, when ruling 
the cases of the Flad Oyen and Swedish Convoy. It is with great reluctance that we 
enter upon any observations which may appear to qu~stion anything stated hy such 
accurate reporters, by Dr. Edwards and Sir C. Robinson, to have been delivered in the 
high court of admiralty. But we have no choice left; we must be content to make 
our election Let ween the doctrines of 1799 and 1811, and to abandon one or the other. 
The reluctance which we feel is therefore materially diminished; for, if we venture 
to dispute the law recently laid down by the learned judge, it is upon his own au-
thority in times but little removed from the present in point of date, and nowise dif-
fering from them in any other respect. 
"How, tl1en, can the conrt be said to administer the unwritten law of nations be-
tween contending states, if it. allows that one Government, within whose territory it 
'locally has its seat,' to make alterations on that law at any moment of time f And 
by what !itretch of ingenuity can we reconcile the position, that the court treats the 
English Government and foreign claimants alike, determining the cause exactly as it 
wonld if sitting in the claimant's country, with the new position that the English 
Government possesses legislative powers over the court, and that its orders are in the 
law of nations what statutes are in the uody of munidpal law f These are quet~tions 
which, we believe, the combined skill and address of the whole doctors of either law 
may safely be defied to answer. 
"Again, what analogy is there between the proclamations of one uelligerent, as re-
·lating to points in the law of nations, and the enactments of statute, as regarding the 
<.:omruon law of the land f Were there indeed any general council of civilized states-
any congress, such as that fancied in Henry IV's famous project for a perpetual 
peace-any amphytyonic council for modern Europe; its decisions and edicts might 
bear to the established public law the same relation that statutes have to the munici-
JH11 code, because they would be the enactments of a common head, binding on and 
acknowledged by the whole body. But the edicts of one state, in qllf~stions between 
tbat state and foreign powers, or between that state and the subjects of foreign powers, 
.or between those who stand in the place of that state and foreign Governments or 
individuals, much more nearly resemble the acts of a party to the cause than the en-
actments of the le.w by which both parties are bound to abide. 
" ~lark the co.atSequences of such loose doctrines, such feeble analogies. They re-
sol nj themselves into an immediate denial that any such thing as the law of nations 
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exists, or that contending parties have any common court to which all may resort 
for justice. There may be a court for French captors in France and for English captors 
in England. To these tribunals such parties may respectively appeal in safety; for 
they derive their rights from edicts issued by the Governments of the two countries 
-severally; and those edicts are good law in the prize courts Of each. But for the 
American claimant, there is no law by which he may be redressed, no court to which 
he may resort. The edicts of his Government are listened to in neither the French nor 
the English tribunals; and he is a prey to the orders of each belligerent in succession. 
Perhaps it may be thought quite a sufficient hardship, without this aggravation, that 
-even under the old and pure system laid down in 1799 and 1798, the neutral was forced 
to receive his sentence in a foreign court, always in the courts of the captor's country. 
But this undoubted rule of law, tempered by the just principles with which it was 
.accompanied, appeared safe and harmless. For, though the court sat locally in the 
belligerent country, it disclaimed all allegiance to its Government, and professed to 
·decide exactly as it would have done sitting in the neutral territory. How is it now, 
when the court, sitting as before, has made so large a stride in allegiance as to profess 
an implicit obedience to the orders of the belligerent Government within whose domin-
ion it ac1sT 
"That a Government should issue edicts repugnant to the law of nations, may be a 
supposition unwillingly admitted; but it is one not contrary to the fact, for all Gov-
ernments have done so, and England among the rest, according to the learned judge's 
-<>wn statement. Neither will it avail to say that, to inquire into the probable conduct 
of the prize courts in such circumstances, is to favor a supposition which cannot be 
-entertained ' without extreme indecency,' or to compare this with an inquiry into the 
probable conduct of municipal courts in the event of a statute being passed repugnant 
to the principles of municipal law. The cases are quite dissimilar. The line of con-
duct for municipal courts in such an emergency is clear. 1\o one ever doubted that 
they must obey the law. The old law is abrogated, and tbey can only look to the 
new. But the courts of prize are to administer a Jaw which cannot, according to Sir 
William Rcott (and if we err it is under the shelter of a grave authority), be altered 
by the practice of one nation, unless it be acquiesced in by the t·est for a course of 
years; for he has laid down that the law, with which they are conversant, is to be 
gathered from genera.! principles, as exemplified in the constant and common usage 
-of all nations. 
''Perhaps it may bring the present case somewhat nearer the feelings of the reader 
if he figures to himself a war between America and France, in which England is 
neutral. At first, the English traders engross all the commerce which each belliger-
ent sacrifices to his quarrel with his adversary. Speedily the two belligerents become 
jealous of England, and endeavor to draw her into their contest. They issue decrees 
against each other nominally, but, in effect, bearing hard on the English trade; and 
English vessels are carried by scores into the ports of America and France. Here 
they appeal to the law of nations: but are told, at Paris, that this law admits of 
modifications, and that the French courts must be bound by the decrees of the Tuil-
leries; at New York, that American courts take the law of nations from Washington; 
and, in both tribunals, that it is impossible,' 'Without extreme indecency,' to suppose the 
-case of any public act of state being done which shall be an infringement on the 
law of nations. The argument may be long, aud its windings intricate and subtle; 
but the result is short, plain, and savoring of matter of fact, rather than matter of 
law; all the English vessels carried into either country would be condemned as good 
and lawful prize to the captors." 
In 115 Edinburg·h Review, (January, 1862,) 261, we have the follow-
ing: "Lord Stowell conceived this country to be engaged iu a revolu-
tionary contest, because we had the misfortune to be at war with a rev-
t'.}Mtionary government. The landmarks of former times aud the stipu-
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lations of more recent treaties were Rwept away by the torrent; but we-
are bold to assert that it is not for the interest or the honor of this coun-
try to attempt at this day to apply the extreme, and often unjustifiable,. 
rules which may boast Lord Stowell's authority." 
VII. PROCEEDINGS OF SUCH COURTS. 
§ 330. 
District courts of the United States possess all the powers of a court~ 
of admiralty, both instance and prize, and may award restitution of 
property claimed as prize of war by a foreign captor. 
Glass v. The Sloop Betsey, 3 Dall., 6. 
A sentence of condemnation as prize does not establish any particu-
lar fact without which the seutence may have been rightfully pro-
nounced. 
Maley v. Shattuck, 3 Cranch, 458. 
The commander of a public armed vessel who unlawfuliy seizes a 
vessel on the high seas, which is afterwards captured by a belligerent 
and condemned as lawful prize, though actually neutral property, is lia· 
ble to make restitution in value, with .damages; and the neutral owner· 
is not bound to appear and defend in the prize court in which hi& 
vessel is proceeded against. · 
Ibid. 
A seizure for the breach of a municipal regul~tion made within the· 
territorial jurisdiction of the sovereign, being valid, and conferring ju-
risdiction on the sovereign, his courts may proceed to sentence, though 
the res be ,lying in a port of another friendly power. 
Hudson v. Guestier, 4 Crancb, 293. See Hudson v. Guestier, 6 ibid., 285. Supra, 
§ 3~9. 
An American vessel sailed from Naples in the year 1812 with a British 
license to carry her cargo to England. She touched at Gibraltar, and,. 
after leaving her deck-load, sailed thence for the United States. Learn-
ing afterwards that war had broken out between the United States and 
Great Britain, she altered her course for England, was captured by the· 
British, carried into Cork, libeled, and acquitted upon her license. 
She then sold her cargo, and, after a detention of seven months in Ire-
land, purchased a return cargo in Liverpool, and ~ailed for the United 
States. She was captured by an American privateer, and both vessel 
and cargo were condemned as prize to the captors. It was held that 
the capture was not abandoned, though only a prize-master was put on 
board, the crew being Americans, and there being no reason to appre~· 
hend a rescue. 
The Alexander, 8 Crancb, 169. 
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Sailing with an jntention to further the views of the enemy is suffi-
cient to condemn the property, although that intention be frustrated. 
by capture. 
The Aurora, ibid., 203. 
Capture as prize of war, jure belli, overrides all previous liens. 
The Frances, 8 Cranch, 418; the Hampton, 5 Wall., 372; the Battle, 6 ibid., ~98 •. 
No lien upon enemy's property, by way of pledge for the payment of 
purchase-money, or otherwise, is sufficient to defeat the rights of the· 
captors in a prize court, unless in very peculiar cases where the lien 
is imposed by a general law of the mercantile world, in<lependent of 
any contract between the parties. 
The Frances, 8 Cranch, 418. 
If a vessel be captured by a superior force and a prize-master and a 
small force be put on board, it is not the duty of the master and crew· 
of the vessel so captured to attempt to rescue her, as they may thereby 
expose the vessel to condemnation, though otherwise innocent. 
Brig Short Staple v. U. S., 9 Cranch, 55. 
The circumstance that a ship is found in the possession of the enemy 
affords prima facie evidence that it is his property. But if it was orig--
inally of a friendly or neutral character, and bas not been changed by 
a sentence of condemnation, or by such possession as nations recognize-
as firm and effectual, it will be restored absolutely or conditionally, as. 
each case requires. 
Schooner Adeline, ibid., 244. 
The test affidavit should state that the property, at the time of ship-
ment and capture, did belong, and, if restored, will belong, to the-
claimant. If the principal is without the country, or at a great dis-
tance from the court, the claim and affidavit may be made by an agent ... 
Ibid. 
As has been already noticed, where a capture is made by a privateer· 
which had been illegally equipped in a neutral country, the prize courts· 
of such neutral country have power, and it is their duty, to restore the 
captured property if brought within their jurisdiction to its owner. 
Brig Alerta v. Moran, 9 Cranch, 359. Supra, § 329. 
To constitute a capture some act should be done indicative of an 
intention to seize and to retain as prize; and it is sufficient if such· 
intention is fairly to be inferred from the conduct of the captor. 
The Grotius, ibid., 368. 
Where captured goods, claimed by a neutral owner, are by consent 
sold under an order of the court, and the proceeds are finally ordered 
to be paid to such owner, the amount of the duties should I.Je deducted 
by the court. 
Brig Concord, 9 Cranch, 387; the Nereide, 1 Wheat., 171. 
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The captors of a neutral ship, laden in part with enem.y's property, 
are 11esponsible only for the freight on the property condemned, and not 
for the whole freight. 
The Antonia Johanna, 1 W!teat., 159. 
In prize questions the Supreme Court has appellate jurisdiction only. 
The Harrison, ibid., 298. 
It is a general rule in prize causes that the decision should be prompt, 
.and should be made, unless some good reason for departing from the rule 
exist, on the papers and testimony afforded by the captured vessel, or 
which can be invoked from the papers of other vessels in possession of 
the court. But in cases of joint and collusive capture, the usual sim-
plicity of the prize proceedings is necessarily departed from; and where, 
in these cases, there is the least doubt, other evidence may be resorted 
to. 
The George, ibid., 408. 
It is the duty of neutrals to put on board of their ships sufficient 
:papers to show the real character of the property ; and, if false or col-
,orable documents are used, the necessity or reasonableness of the ex-
~Cuse ought to be very clear and unequivocal to induce a court of prize 
:to rest satisfied with it. 
The Dos H ermanos, 2 Wheat., 76. 
Claimants of property which is liable to condemnation cannot liti-
:gate the question of the captor's commission. They have no standing 
before the court to assert the rights of the United States. If the capt-
ure was without a commission, the condemnation must be to the United 
,States generally; if with a commission as a national vessel, it must still 
be to the (J nited States, but the proceeds are to be distributed by the 
.court muong the captors according t·o law. 
Ibid. 
If a party attempt to impose on the court by knowingly or fraudu-
·Jently claiming as his own property belonging in part to others, he 
shall not be entitled to restitution of that · portion which he may ulti-
~mately establish as his own. 
Ibid. 
It is the duty of the captors, as soon as practicable, to bring the 
i;hip's papers into the registry of the district court, aud to have the ex-
.aminations of the principal officers and seamen of the captured ship 
taken upon the standing interrogatories. · 
Ibid. ; the Pizarro, 2 Wheat., 227. 
It is exclusively upon these papers and the examinations that the 
cause is to be heard before the district court. If, from the whole evi-
dence, the property clearly appear to be hostile or neutral, condemna-
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tion or acquittal immediately follows. If t.he property appear doubtful, 
or the case be clouded with suspicions or inconsistencies, further proof 
may, in the discretion of the court, be taken. If the parties have been 
guilty of gross fraud or misconduct, or illegality, further proof is not 
allowed, and the parties are visited with all the fatal consequences of 
an original hostile character. 
Ibid. 
In prize causes the evidence to acquit or condemn must come, in. 
the first instance, from the papers and crew of the captured !Ship. 
The Dos Hermanos, 2 Wheat., 76. 
Where an enemy's vessel was captured by a private armed vessel! 
of the United States, and subsequently dispossessed by force or terro~· 
of ~nother vessel of the United States, the prize was, under the cir(_mm,. 
stances of the case, adjudged to the first captor, with costs and dam~­
ages. 
The Mary, ibid., 123. 
In a case of grave doubt as to whether the capture was collusive,., 
the court adjudged the vessel to the captors. 
The Bothnia and the J ahnstoff, ibid., 169. 
Concealment or even spoliation of papers is not of itself a sufficient1. 
ground for condemnation in a prize court; but it is a material circum-
stance calculated to excite the vigilance and justify the suspicions of the, 
court, though it is open to explanation. 
I 
The Pizarro, ibid., 227. 
Under the Spanish treaty of 1795, stipulating that free ships shaW 
make free goods, the want of such a sea-letter, passport, or such certifi-. 
cates as are described in the 17th article of the treaty, is not a sub-
stantive ground of condemnation. It only authorizes capture and send-
ing in for adjudication, and the proprietary interest in the ship may be 
proven by other equivalent testimony. The Spanish character of the· 
ship being ascertained, the proprietary interest of the cargo cannot be 
inquired into, unless so far aa to ascertain that it does not belong to · 
citizens of the United States, whose property, engaged in trade ~ith 
the enemy, is not protected by the treaty. 
Ibid. 
In a suit by the owners of captured property, lost through the fault 
and negligence of the captors, the value of the captured vessel, and the 
prime cost of the cargo, with all charges, and the premium of insur-
ance, were allowed in ascertaining the damages. · 
The .Anna Maria, 2 Wheat., 327. 
Where a capture has actually taken place with the assent of the com-
mander of a squadron, express or implied, the question of liability as--
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sumes a different aspect, and the prize-master may be considered as 
bailee to the use of the whole squadron who are to share in the prize 
·money; but not so as to mere treS~passes unattended with a conversion 
to the use of the squadron. 
The Eleanor, ibid., 345. 
A bill of lading, consigning the goods to a neutral, but unaccompa-
nied by an invoice or letter of ad vice, is not a sufficient evidence to en-
title the claimant to restitution, but affords a ground for the introduc-
tion of further proof. The fact of invoices and letters of advice n·ot 
being found on board may induce a suspicion that papers have been 
~Spoliated. But even if it were proved that an enemy master carrying 
• .a cargo chiefly hostile, had thrown papers overboard, a neutral claim-
ant to whom no fraud is imputable ought not thereby to be precluded 
from further proof. 
The Friendschaft, 3 Wheat., 14. 
A vessel recaptured from the enemy after condemnation must be con-
-demned as enemies' property, and is not to be restored to the former 
<>wner on payment of salvage. The act of June 26, 1812, sec. 5 (2 Stat. 
L., 760), has not changed the law in that respect. A sentence of con-
demnation completely extinguishes the title of the original proprietor, 
.a.nd transfers a complete title to the captor. 
The Star, ibid., 78. 
It is a relaxation of the rules of the prize court to allow time for 
further proof in a case where there bas been a concealment of material 
papers. 
The Fortuna, ibid., 236. 
On an illegal capture the original wrong-doers may be made respon-
sible beyond the loss actually sustained in case of gross and wanton out-
rage; but the owners of the offending privateer, who are only con-
;gtructively liable, are not liable for punitive damages. 
The Amiable Nancy, ibid., 546. 
The fuct of a vessel having been sent into an enemy's port for adjudi-
-cation, and afterwards permitted to resume her voyage, was held to 
raise a violent presumption that she had a license; and, the claimant 
,having produced no evidence to repel the presumption, condemnation 
was pronounced. 
The Langdon Cheves, 4 ~eat., 103. 
In the absence of any act of Congress on the subject, the courts of the 
United States would have authority, under the general law of nations, 
to decree restitution of property captured in violation of their neutral-
ity, under a commission issued within the United States, or under an 
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armament, or augmentation of the armament or crow of the capturing 
vessel, within the same. 
The Estrella, ibid., 298. 
The onus probancli of a neutral interest rests on the claimant ; but the 
·evidence to acquit or condemn shall, in the first instance, come from the 
.ship's papers and persons on board. If the neutrality of the property 
is not established finally beyond a reasonable doubt, condemnation en-
sues. The assertion of a false claim, in whole or in part, by an agent 
• <Of, or in connivance with, the real owners, leads to condemnation. 
The Amiable Isabella, 6 Whea.t., I, 78. 
The commission of a public ship, signed by the proper authorities of 
the nation to which she belongs, is complete proof of ber national char-
acter; and the courts of a foreign country will not inquire into the 
.means by which the title to the property has been acquired. 
The Santissima Trinidad, 7 Wheat., 283. 
Where a capture is made by captors acting under the commission of 
:a foreign country, such capture gives them a right which no other na-
tion neutral to them has a right to :l.mpugn, unless for the purpose of 
vindicating its own violated neutrality. 
La Nereyda, 8 Wheatu 108. 
Whoever sets up a title under condemnation is bound to show that 
the court bad jurisdiction of the cause; and that the sentence has been 
pronounced upon the application of parties competent to ask for it. 
Ibid. 
If property has been wrongfully brought into the United States, and 
the duty paid by a wrongful captor, and a decree of restitution is made 
after a sale, the captor is liable on such a decree only for the balance, 
without interest, after deducting the amount paid as duties. 
The Santa Maria, 10 Wheat .. 431. 
In every case of a proceeding for condemnation upon captures made 
by the public ships-of-war of the United States, whether the same be 
eases of prize strictly jure belli, or upon public acts in the nature of capt· 
ures jure belli, the proceedings are in the name and authority of the 
United States .. 
The Palmyra, 12 Wheat., 1. 
Prize proceedings should be in the name of the United States; but 
if conducted in the name of the captors until the Supreme Court is 
reached, they will not be reversed on that ground. 
Jecker v. Montgomery, 18 How., 110. 
Prize courts properly deny damages or costs where there bas been 
probable cause for seizure. Probable cause exists where there are cir-
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cumstances sufficient to warrant suspicion, though not sufficient to 
warrant condemnation. 
The Thompson, 3 'Vall., 155. 
Causes of prize are usually heard, in the first instance, upon the 
papers found on board the vessel, and the examination taken in p1·epa-
ratorio; and it is in the discretion of the court to order further proof. 
The prima facie effect of a bill of lading being to vest the ownership of· 
the goods in the consignee named in it, where the consignee so named 
is an enemy the goods are prima facie liable to condemnation. Capture 
at sea of enemy's property clothes the captors with all the rights of" 
the owner at the commencement of the voyage; and no lien created 
after the capture, or after the commencement of the voyage, ·can de-
prive the captors of their rights. 
The Sally Magee, ibid., 451. 
Frankness and truth are especially required of the officers of capt-
ured vessels when examined in preparation for the first hearing in 
prize. 
The Springbok, 5 Wall., 1. See infra, § 362. 
When a vessel is liable to condemnation, the first presumption is that 
the cargo is in the same situation. 
The Sally Magee, 3 Wall., 451. 
Regularly, in cases of prize, no evidence is admissible on the first 
hearing, except that which comes from the ship's papers or the testi-
mony of persons found on board. If, upon this evidence, the case is not 
sufficiently clear to warrant condemnation or restitutien, opportunity is 
given by the court, either of its own accord or on motion and proper 
grounds shown, to introduce additional evidence under an order for 
further proof. If, preparatory to the first hearing, testimony was taken 
of persons not in any way connected with the ship, such evidence is 
properly excluded, and the hearing takes place on the proper proofs. 
The Sir William Peel, 5 Wall., 517. 
A ship or cargo is not exempt from condemnation in a prize court,. 
because it was captured in neutral waters. Such a capture might con-
stitute a ground of claim by the neutral power, whose territory had ~uf­
fered violation, for apology or indemnity. But neither an enemy, 11or 
a neutral aeting the part of an enemy, can demand restitution of capt-
ured property on the sole ground of capture in neutral waters. 
Ibid. See infra, § 398. 
Where several witnesses stated facts tending to prove that a Ycssel 
was in the employment of an enemy Government, and that. part, at 
least, of her return cargo was enemy property; but the statcmeut of 
others made it probable that the vessel was what she professed to be, a, 
merchant steamer, belonging to neutrals; that h.er eutward cargo was 
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con~igned in good faith by neutral owners for lawful sale; that the re-
turn cargo was purchased by neutrals, and on neutral account--the 
court directed restitution, without costs or expenses to either party as 
against the other. 
Ibid. The Sir William Peel, ut sup. 
In a case of joint capture by the Army and Navy, it was held that the 
capture inured exclusively to the benefit of the United States, there 
being no statutory provision in such a case as to prize-money. 
The Siren, 13 Wall., 389. 
The right of vessels of the Navy of the United States to prize-money 
exists only by virtue of statute. 
Ibid. 
"The question (in cases of condemnation of a vessel for breach of 
neutrality) is as to the innocency or guilt of the vessel, as if the transac-
tion in which she was implicated was one of personal volition on her 
part." " The most distinguished and unblemished reputation on the part 
of a ship-owner will not protect his vessel from confiscation when it is 
engaged, through untrustworthy agents, and without his knowledge 
and against his prohibition, in illicit employments, in infraction of reve-
nue and fiscal laws, and pre-eminently in violating the la.ws of war." 
Judge Betts, in the case of the Napoleon, Olcutt, 208. 
The legality of captures is to be decided upon competent evidence, 
and no rules are more proper for determining the competency of evi-
dence than those which prevail in courts of admiralty. 
1 Op., 40, Bradford, 1794. 
The master of a captured vessel, by the usage-of admiralty, is a com-
petent witness. 
Ibid. 
It is reasonable, as applicable to all nations, to permit a portion of a. 
prize cargo to be sold under the superintendence of our public officers, 
for the necessary reparation of the prize ship. .As to France, it is within 
the 19th article of the treaty of 1778. 
The prize ship should be permitted to sail whenever the captors wish, 
and a deception practiced on the revenue officers, as to the goods, affords 
no ground for detaining it. 
1 Op., 67, Lee, 1796. 
The profits of a capture made by individuals acting without a com-
missiou, inure to the Government, but it has not been the practice to 
exact t~em. On the contrary, it has been the practice to recompense 
gratuitous enterprise, courage, and patriotism, by assigning the captors 
a part, and sometimes the whole prize. 
1 Op., 463, Wirt, 1821. 
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In the case of the proceeds of the prize the Dos Hermanos, the At-
torney-General gave an opinion, based on the facts of the case as reported 
in 2 Wheaton, 77, that, in strict law, the whole of the proceeds belonged 
to the United States, if they thought proper to assert their claim. 
Ibid. 
The Isabella having been condemned by the Supreme Court of the 
United States as a British vr:ssel falsely and fraudulently covered by 
Spanish documents, and consequently held to be good prize of war (6 
Wheat., 1-100), and a claim having been made by Alonzo Benigno 
Munoz for reimbursement by Congress, and the Attorney-General hav-
ing been requested by the Judiciary Committee to communicate infor-
mation upon the subject, an answer was filed approving the reasons of 
the action of the executive and the judiciary. 
1 Op., 536, Wirt, 1822. 
The 4th section of the act of 3d March, 1800, adopts the rules which 
have been or might be provided by law for the distribution of prize-
money. These rules were taken from the 5th and 6th sections of the 
act of the 23d of April, 1800, by which the whole of the prize is given to 
the captors when the vessel captured is of equal or superior force to the 
vessel making the capture; and when of inferior force, the prize is 
directed to be divided equally between the United States and the cap-
tors. 
1 Op., 594, Wirt, 1823. 
The condemnation of a vessel and cargo in a prize court is not a erim-
inal sentence, and the President cannot remit the forfeiture and restore 
the property, or its proceeds, to the claimant. 
10 Op., 452, Bates, 1863. 
The President may lawfully direct the release of prize property in 
which the captors took no interest, it being in their possession and sub-
ject to their control. 
11 Op., 484, Ashton, 1866. 
A Mexican vessel captured as a blockade runner in May, 1846, and 
brought into New Orleans, as to which no prize proceedings had been 
instituted, was, with her cargo, to be "considered as Mexican property 
found in the port of New Orleans after the existence of war between the 
countries." 
Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Wagner, June 12, 1846. MSS. Dom. Let. 
Articles on the law and practice of prize courts, by Prof. Bulmerincq, of Hei:. 
del berg, are in the Revue de droit int., vol. 10, pp. 185, 388, 595; vol. 11, 
pp. 152, 321, 561; vol. 14, pp. 114 ff. 
The practice in prize courts is discussed by Mr. Dana in Dana's Wheaton, § 388, 
note. 
''The Supreme Court of the United States has followed the English 
rule, and has held valid the condemnation, by a belligerent court, of 
prizes carried into a neutral port and remaining there, the practice be-
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ing justifiable on the ground of convenience to belligerents as well as 
neutrals; and though the prize was in fact within neutral territory, it 
was still to be deemed under the control or sub potestate of the captor, 
whose possession is considered as that of his sovereign. It may also 
be remarked that the rule thus established by the highest courts of Eng-
land and the United States i~ sanctioned by the practice of France, 
Spain, and Holland, but several French publicists deny its legality. 
For the same reason that a prize court of the captor may condemn capt-
ured· property while in a neutral port, it may condemn such property 
situate in any foreign port whjch is in the military possession of the 
captor. 'As a general rule,' says Chief-Justice Taney, delivering the 
opinion of the Supreme Court, • it is the duty of the captor to bring it 
within the jurisdiction of the prize court of the nation to which it be-
longs, and to institute proceedings to have it condemned. This is re-
quired by the act of Congress in cases of capture by ships-of-war of the 
United States; and this act merely enforces the :performance of a duty 
imposed upon the captor by the law of nations, which, in all civilized 
countries, secures to the captured a trial in a court of competent juris-
diction before he can be finally deprived of his property. But there are 
cases where, from existing circumstances, the captor may be excused 
from the performanee of this duty, and may sell or otherwise dispose 
of the property before condemnation. And where the commander of a 
national ship cannot, without weakening inconveniently the force under 
his command, ~pare a sufficient prize crew to man the captured vessel, 
or where the orders of his Government prohibit him from doing so, he 
may lawfully sell or otherwise dispose of the captured property in a 
foreign country, and may afterwards proceerl to adjudication in a court 
of the United States.' Wheat. Hist. Law of NationH, 321; · Jecker et al. 
v. Montgomery, J3 How., 516; The Peacock, 4 Rob., 185; Hudson v. 
Guestier, 4 Cranch, 293; Williams et al. v. Armoyd, 7 Cranch, 52~; The 
Arabella and Madeira, 2 Gallis, 368; The Henrie and Maria, 6 Rob., 138, 
note; the Falcon, 6 Rob., 198; La Dame Cecile, 6 Rob.', 257." 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 427. See as to sale of p'rizes, sup1·a, §§ 329 
if; infra, § 400. 
The following opinion on the general principles of proceeding in 
prize courts was drawn up in the form of a letter to Mr. Jay, on the 
behalf and at the request of the Government of the United States, by 
Sir W. Scott and Sir J. Nicholl, in 1794, as follows: 
"We have the honor of transmitting, agreeably to your excellency's request, a 
statement Qf the general principles of proceeding in prize causes in British courts of 
admiralty, and of the measures proper to be taken when a ship and cargo are brought 
in as prize within their jurisdiction. 
"The general principles of procPeding cannot, in ou·r judgment, be stated more 
correctly or succinctly than we find them laid down in the following extract from a 
report made to his late Majesty in the year 1753 by Sir G. Lee, then judge of the pre-
rogative court; Dr. Paul, His Majesty's advocate-general; Sir Dudley Rider, His 
Majesty's attorney-general, and Mr. Murray (afterwards Lord Mansfield), His Ma-
jesty's solicitor-general: 
"'When two powers are at war they have a right to make p1·izes of the ships, goods, 
and effects of each other upon the high seas; whatever is the property of the enemy 
may be acquired by capture at sea, but tpe property of a friend cannot be taken, pro-
vided he observes his neutrality. 
"'Hence the law of nations has established: 
"'That the goods of an enemy, on board the ship of a friend may be taken. 
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"' 'rhat the lawful goods of a friend, on board the ship of an enemy, ought to be re-
stored. 
"'That contraband goods going to the enemy, though the property of a friend, may 
be taken as prize; because supplying the enemy with what enables him better to 
carr~' on the war is a departure from neutrality. 
'''By the maritime law of nations, universally and immemorially received, there is 
an established method of determination whether the capture be or be not lawful 
prize. 
"'Before the ship or goods can be disposed of by the captor there must be a regular 
judicial proceeding, wherein both parties may be heard, and condemnation thereupon 
as prize in a court of admiralty, judging by the law of nations and treaties. 
"'The proper and regular court for these condemnations is the court of that state 
to whom the captor belongs. 
"'The evidence to acquit or condemn, with or without costs and damages, must in 
the first instance, come merely from the ship taken, viz, the papers on board and the 
examination on oath of the master and other principal officers; for which purpose 
. there are officers of admiralty, in all the considerable sea-ports of every maritime power 
at war, to examine the captains and other principal officers of every ship brought in 
as a prize upon general and impartial interrogatories ; if there do not appear from 
thence ground to condemn, a,s enemy's property or ·contraband, goods going to the 
enemy, there must be an acquittal, unless from the aforesaid evidence the property 
shall appear so doubtful that it is reasonable to go into further proof thereof. 
"'A claim of ship or goods must be supported by the oath of somebody, at least as 
to belief. 
'''The law of nations requires good faith. Therefore every ship must be provided 
with complete and genuine papers, and the master, at least, should be privy to the 
truth of the transaction. 
" 'To enforc~ these rules, if there be false or colorable papers; if any papers be thrown 
overboard; if the master and officers examined in preparato1'io grossly prevaricate; if 
proper ship's papers are not on board; or if the master and crew cannot say whether 
the ship or cargo be the property of a friend or enemy, the law of nations allows, ac-
cording to the different degrees of misbehavior or suspicion arising from the fault of 
the ship taken and other circumstances of the case, costs to be paid, or not to be re-
ceived by the claimant, in case of acquittal and restitution. On the other hand, if a 
seizure is made without probable cause, the captor is adjudged to pay costs and dam-
ages; for which purpose all privateers are obliged to give security for their good be-
havior, and this is referred to and expressly stipulated by many treaties. 
" 'Though from the ship's papers and the preparatory examinations the property 
does not sufficiently appear to be neutral, the claimant is often indulged with time to 
send over affidavits to supplythatdefect; if he willnotshow the property, by sufficient 
affidavits, to be neutral, it is presumed to belong to the enemy. Where the property 
appears from evidence not on board the ship, the captor is justified in bringing her in 
and excused paying costs, because be is not in fault, or, according to the circumstances 
of the case, may justly be entitled to receive his costs. 
'''If the sentence of the court of admiralty is thought to be erroneous, there is in 
every maritime country a superior court of review, consisting of the most considerable 
persons, to which the parties who think themselves aggrieved may appeal; and this 
superior court judges by the same rule which governs the court of admiralty, viz, the 
law of nations and the treaties subsisting with that neutral power whose subject is 
a party before them. 
'''If no appeal is offered, it is an acknowledgment of the justice of the sentence by 
the parties themselves, and conclusive. 
" 'This manner of trial and adjudicat.ion is supported~ alluded to, and enforced, by 
many treaties. 
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"'In this method, all captures at sea were tried, during the last war, by Great Britain, 
France, and Spain, and submitted to by the neutral powers. In this method by courts 
of admiralty, acting according to the law of nations and particular treaties, all captures 
at sea have immemorially been judged of, in every country in Europe. .Any other 
method of trial would be manifestly unjust, absurd, and impracticable.' 
"Such are the principles which govern the proceedings of the prize courts. 
"The following are the measures which ought to be taken. by the captor and by the 
neutral claimant, upon a ship and cargo being brought in as a prize: The captor, 
immediately upon bringing his prize into port, sends up or delivers upon oath to the 
registry of the court of admiralty all papers found on board the captured ship. In 
the course of a few days the examinations in preparatory of the captain and some of the 
crew of the captured ship are taken, upon a set of standing interrogatories, before the 
commissioners of the port to which the prize is brought, and which are also forwarded 
to the registry of the admiralty as soon as taken. .A monition is extracted by the 
captor from the registry and served upon the Royal Exchange, notifying the capture, 
and calling upon all persons interested to appear and show cause why the ship and 
goods should not be condemned. .At the expiration of twenty days the monitioh is 
returned into the registry, with a certificate of its services, and if any claim has been 
given, the cause is then ready for hearing upon the evidence arising out of the ship's 
papers and preparatory examinations. 
"The measures taken on the part of the neutral master or proprietor of the cargo 
are as follows: Upon being brought into port the master usually makes a protest, 
which he forwards to London, as instructions (or with such further directions as he 
thinks proper), either to the correspondent of his owners or to-the consul of his na-
tion, in order to claim the ship and such parts of the cargo as belong to his owners, 
or with which he was particularly intrusted; or the master himself, as soon as he baa 
undergone his examination, goes to London to take the necessary steps. 
"The master, correspondent, or consul applies to a proctor, who prepares a claim, 
supported by an affidavit of the claimant, stating briefly to whom, as he believes, the 
ship and goods claimed belong, and that no enemy has any right or interest in them.· 
Security must be given to the amount of sixty pounds to answer costs, if the case-
should appear so grossly fraudulent on the part of the claimant as to subject him to 
be condemned therein. If the captor has neglected in the mean time to take the usual 
steps (but which seldom happens, as he is strictly enjoined both by his instructions 
and by the prize act to proceed immediately to adjudication), a process issues against 
him on the application of the claimant's proctor, to bring in the ship's papers and 
preparatory examinations, and to proceed in the usual way. 
"As soon as the claim is given, copies of the ship's papers and examinations are pro-
cured from the registry, and upon the return of the monition the cause may be heard. 
It, however, seldoms happens (owing to the great pressure of business, especially at 
the commencement of a war), that causes can possibly be prepared for hearing im-
mediately upon the expiration of the time for the return of the monition; in that case, 
each cause mu~t necessarily take its regular turn. Correspondent measures must be 
taken by the neutral master, if carried within the jurisdiction of a vice-admiralty 
court, by giving a claim supported by his affidavit, and offering a security for costs, 
if t.he claim should be pronounced grossly fraudulent. 
"If the claimant be dissatisfied with the sentence, his proctor enters an appeal in 
the registry of the court where the sentence was given, or before a notary publio 
(which regularly should be entered within fourteen days after the sentence), and he 
afterwards applies at the registry of the lords of appeal in prize causes, which is 
held at the same place as the registry of the high court of admiralty, for an instru-
ment called an inhibition, and which should be taken out within three months, if 
the sentence be in the high court of admiralty, and within nine months if within a 
vice-admiralty court, but may be taken out at later periods if a reasonable cauRe 
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can ue assigned for the delay that has inter,ened. This instrument directs the judge, 
whose sentence is apvealed from, to proceed no further in the cause; it directs the 
· registry to transmit a copy of all the proceedings of the inferior courts; and it directs 
the party who has obtained the sentence to appear before the superior tribunal to an-
swer to the appeal. On applying for this inhibition, security is given on the part of 
the appellant to the amount of two hundred pounds, to answer costs in case it should 
appear to the court of appeal that the appeal is merely vexatious. The inhibition is 
to be served on the judge, the registrar, and the adverse party and his proctor, by 
showing the instrument under seal and delivering a note or copy of the contents. If 
the party cannot be found, and the proctor will not accept the service, the instru-
ment is to b~ served viis et rnodis; that is, by affixing it to the door of the last place 
of residence, or by hanging it on the pillars of the Royal Exchange. 
"That part of the process above described, which is to be executed abroad, may 
be performed by any person to whom it is committed, and the formal part at home is 
t>~xecuted by the officer of the court. A certificate of the service is indorsed upon 
the back of the instrument, sworn before a surrogate of the &uperior court, or before 
a notary public, if the service is abroad. 
"If the cause be mljudged in the vice-admiralty court, it is usual, upon entering an 
appeal there, to procure a copy of the proceedings, which the appellant sends over 
to his correspondent in England, who carries it to a proctor; and the same steps are 
taken to procure and serve an inhibit,ion as where the cause has been adjudged in 
the high court of admiralty. But if a copy of the proceedings cannot be procured 
in due time, an inhibition may be obtained by sending over a copy of the instrument 
of appeal, or by writing to the correspondent an account only of the time and sub-
stance of the sentence. 
"Upon an appeal fresh evidence may be introduced, if, upon hearing the cause, the 
lords of appeal shall be of opinion that the case is of such doubt as that further proof 
ought to have been ordered by the court below. Further proof usually dOnsists of 
affidavits made by the asserted proprietors of the goods, in which they are sometimes 
joined by their clerks and others acquainted with the transaction, and with the real 
property of the goods claimed. In corroboration of these affidavits may be annexed 
original correspondence; duplicates of bills of lading, invoices, extracts from books, etc. 
These papers must be proved by the affidavits of persons who can speak of their 
authenticiliy; and, if copies or extracts, they should be collated and certified by 
public notaries. The affidavits are sworn before the magistrates or others competent 
to administer oaths, in the country where they are made, and authenticated by a cer-
tificate from the British consul. 
"The degree of proof to be required depends upon the degree of suspicion and doubt 
that belongs to the case. In cases of heavy suspicion and great importance, the court 
may order what iii called 'plea and proof'; that is, instead of admitting affidavits and 
documents, introduced by the claimants only, each party is at liberty to allege in 
regular pleadings, such circumstances as may tend to :wquit or condemn the capture, 
and to examine witnesses in support of the allegations, to whom the advel'se party may 
administer interrogatories. The depositions of the witnesses are taken in writing. 
If the witnesses are to be examiued abroad, a commission issues for that purpose ; but 
in no case is it necessary for them to come to England. These solemn proceedings are 
not often resorted to. 
''Standing commissions may be sent to America for the general purpose of receiving 
examinations of witnesses in all cases where the court may find it necessary for the 
purposes of justice to decree an inquiry to be conducted in that manner. 
''With respect to captures and condemnations at Martinico, which are the subjects 
()f another inquiry contained in your note, we can only answer, in general, that we 
are not informed of the particulars of such captures and condemnations; but as we 
know of no legal court of admiralty established at Martinico, we are clearly of opin-
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ion that the legality of any prizes taken there must be tried in the high court of ad-
miralty of England, upon claims given in the manner above described, by such per-
sons as may think themselves aggrieved by the said capture." 
1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 494 ffj imperfectly given in 2 Halleck's Int. Law 
(Baker's ed. ), 416 if. 
VIII. IMPRESSMENT. 
ITS IDSTORY AND ABANDONMENT. 
§ 331. 
" It will be expedient that you take proper opportunities, ·in the mean 
time, of conferring with the minister on this subject (that of impress-
ment), in order to form some arrangement for the protection of our sea-
men on those occasions. We" entirely reject the mode which was the 
subject of the conversation between Mr. Morris and him, which was that 
our seamen should always carry about them certificates of their citizen-
ship; this is a condition never yet submitted to by any nation; one 
with which seamen would never have the precaution to comply. The 
-casualties of their calling would expose them to the constant destruc-
tion or loss of this paper evidence, and thus the British Government 
would be armed with legal authority to impress the whole of our sea-
men. The simplest rule will be that the vessel being American shall 
be evidence that the seamen on board her are such. If they apprehend 
that our vessels might thus become asylums for the fugitives of their 
own nation from impress gangs, the number of men to be protected by 
a vessel may be limited by her tonnage, and one or two officers only be 
permitted to enter the vessel in order to examine the numbers aboard; 
but no press-gang should be allowed ever to go on board an .American 
vessel till after it shall be found tbat there are more than their stipu-
lated number on board, nor till after the master shall have refused to 
deliver the supernumeraries (to be named by himself) to the press-officer 
who has come on board for that purpose; and even then the American 
consul should be called in. In order to urge a settlement of this point 
before a new occasion may arise, it may not be amiss to draw their atten-
tion to the peculiar irritation excited on the last occasion, and the diffi-
culty of avoidilJg our making immediate reprisals on their seamen here. 
You will be so good as to communicate to me what shall pass on this 
subject, and it may be made an article of convention to be entered into 
either there or here." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pjnckney, June 11, 1792. MSS. Inst., Min-
isters. 
"You are desired to persevere till you obtain a regulation to guard 
our vessels from having their h311Hls impressed and to inhibit the Brit-
ish navy officers from taking them under the pretext of their being 
British subjects. There appears but one practicable rule, that the ves-
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sel being American shall be conclusive evidence that the hands are so, 
to a certain number proportioned to her tonnage. Not more than one 
or two officers should be permitted to visit a vessel." 
Same to same, May 7, 1793; ibid. 
"Your information that we are not likely to obtain any protection 
for our seamen in British ports, or against British officers on the high 
seas, is of a serious nature indeed; it contrasts remarkably with the 
multiplied applications we are receiving· from the British minister here 
for protection to their seamen, vessels, and property within our ports 
and bays, which we are complying with, with the most exact justice." 
Same to same, June 4, 1793; ibid. 
The report of Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, of Feb. 28, 1797, on impressments, is 
given in 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 761. 
For letter of Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, in reference to impressment, to Mr. 
King, of June 14, 1799, see MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
"With regard to the insult on our flag, it will readily occur that the 
right of searching and stripping public vessels-of-war of their hands, 
if it exists at aU, must be reciprocal; and it need not be asked whether 
a British naval commander would submit to ~t; neither will ours. But 
if such search for and taking away of seamen were at all admissible in 
practice, it should be in our favor; because American seamen are gen-
erally on board British ships only by impressments j whereas the Brit-
ish seamen to be found in the armed vessels of the United States are 
all volunteers. And you will recollect that the British Government 
have made a distinction between volunteer and impressed Americans, 
releasing the latter when their citizenship was proved, but detaining 
the former although they had entered and taken the bounty only in 
consequence of a previous impressment." 
Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, to 11r. King, Jan. 8, 1799. 1\ISS. Inst., Ministers. 
"The impressment of our seamen is an injury of very serious magni-
tude which deeply affects the feelings and the honor of the nation. 
"This valuable class of men is composed of natives and foreigners 
who engage voluntarily in our service. 
"No right has been asserted to impress the natives of America. Yet 
they are impressed; they are dragged on board Britishships.of-war, with 
the evidence of citizenship in their hands, and forced by violence there 
to serve until conclusive testimonials of their birth can be obtained. 
These must, most generally, be sought for on this side the Atlantic. 
In the mean time acknowledged violence is practiced on a free citizen 
of the United States, by compelling him to engage and to continue in 
foreign service .. Although the lords of the admiralty uniformly direct 
their discharge on the production of this testimony, yet many must 
perish unrelieved, and all are detained a considerable time in lawless 
and injurious confinement. • * * 
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"The case of British subjects, whether naturalized· or not, is more 
questionable, but the right even to impress them is denied. Tbe prac-
tice of the British Government itself may certainly, in a controversy 
with that Go-vernment, be relied on. The privileges it claims and exer-
cises ought to be conceded to others. To deny this would be to deny 
the equality of nations, and to make it a question of power and not of 
right. 
"If the practice of the British Government may be quoted, that 
. practice is to maintain and defend in their sea service all those of any 
nation who have voluntarily engaged in it, or who, according to their 
laws, have become British subjects. 
"Alien seamen not British subjects engaged in our merchant service 
ought to be equally exempt with citizens from impressments. We have 
a righ·t to engage them, and have a right to and an interest in their 
persons to the extent of the service contracted to be performed. 
Britain has no pretext of right to their persons or to their service. To 
tear them from our possession is at the same time an insult and an in-
jury. It is an act of violence for which there exists no palliative." 
Mr. Marshall, Sec. of State, to Mr. King, Sept. 20, 1800; ibid. 
In a letter of Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, to Mr. Monroe, Jan. 5, 1804 (MSS. 
Inst., Ministers), the claim of Great Britain, to the right of vis.itation and 
impressment, are discussed at large, and the claim unqualifiedly rejected. 
See 2 .A.m. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 1:30, and in same volume, 777 if., a list of 
.American seamen impressed into British &hips. 
''On the impressment of our seamen out remonstrances have never 
been intermitted. A hope existed at one moment of an arrangement 
which might have been submitted to, but it soon passed away, and the 
pr.actice, though relaxed at times in the distant seas, has been constantly 
pursued in those of our neighborhood. The grounds on which the rec-
lamations on this su'Qject have been urged will appear in an extract 
from instructions to our minister at Loudon now communicated." 
President Jefferson, Special Message, Jan. 17, 1806. 
In Mr. Madison's letter of Feb. 3, 1807, to Messrs. Monroe and Pinkney (MSS. 
Inst., Ministers), it is stated that the President (Mr. Jefferson) declined 
to enter into any new treaty with Great Britain which did not settle the 
disputed question of impressment. See also letter of same to same of May 
20, 1807. Cf. reasons given supra, §§ 107, 150b, for Mr. Jefferson's disap-
proval of the Monroe-Pinkney draft treaty. 
For the reasons of Messrs. Pinkney and Monroe in dropping the question of 
impressment from the treaty of 1807, see letter to Mr. Madison, .Apr. 22, 
1807, Monroe MSS., Dept. of State; and see draft of private letter to Mr. 
J efferl'on, J nne, 1807; ibid. Supra, § § 107, 150b. 
' The returns of British impressments reported by Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, 
on Mar. 2, 1808 (see 3 .A.m. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 36), shows that impressment 
at that time had assumed such enormous dimensions as to menace the very 
existence,of the United States merch~nt shipping. 
The circular of Admiral Berkeley, commanding on the American waters. 
in the spring of 1807, pushed the British claim of impressment to its ex-
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tremest limit. This circular, wldch bore date the lstof June, 1807, and 
was issued from Halifax, recited that many British seamen bad deserted 
the British fleet and were parading the town of Norfolk, ptotected by 
the civil authorities and by their own officers, who refused to surrender 
t.bem. The several British commanders belonging to the squadron were 
then ordered, in case of meeting the Chesapeake at sea, to proceed, under 
this order, to search her for deserters, " according to the customs and 
u~ages of civilized nations." (See supra, §§ 315b, 319.) The assump-
tion that the" customs and usages of civilized nations" permitted such a 
search and arrest was baseless even on British showing, it having been 
always conceded that a ship-of-war is part of the territory of her sover-
-eign, however strongly such extraterritoriality may have been con-
tested when applied to merchant vessels. The Chesapeake, carrying 
fifty guns, was ordered to sea in April, 1807, her crew being avowedly 
Americans by birth, and believed to be such by the officers, although 
it subsequently appeared that. among them was an Englislnmm, Wilson, 
or Ratford, who was alleged to be a deserter, and three colored Americans 
claimed to ha,?e deserted the l\'Ielampus, a Briti~h cruiser. The Chesa-
peake, with no suspicion in her commander's breast that she was to be 
overhauled, stood out to sea. In the neighborhood of Hampton Roads 
the British squadron consisted of the Bellona, of seventy-four guns, the 
Leopard, of fifty guns, and the Melampus, of thirty-eight guns, under 
the direction of the circular of Admiral Berkeley above noticed. The 
Leopard started for sea (she having been in Lynn Haven Bay) at the 
same time with the Chesapeake, passing her, and standing out to sea a 
few miles ahead of her. There was nothing in this companionship to 
awaken suspicion in Commodore Barron, who commanded the Chesa-
peake, since the British officers of the Atlantic squadron were in the 
habit of friendly intercourse with the officers of United States vessels, 
often giviug them packages for transport by mail or otherwise to Eng-
land. The Leopard, stopping in her course, hailed the Chesapeake, ask-
ing to send some dispatches by her. Commodore Barron then ordered 
the Chesapeake to be brought to, when he was visited by a lieuten-
ant, who banded him Admiral Berkeley's circular. Commodore Barron, 
after acquainting himself with the facts, sent back an answer in which 
he denied that there were any British deserters on board the Chesa-
peake, stating, also, that his orders had been to recruit no deserters, 
and that, in any view, he could not permit his men to be mustered by 
any but his own officers. The Chesapeake bad put to sea with no con-
ception of anything but a peaceful cruise; her decks were lumbered; 
her guns not arranged for action; her crew bad not bad any practice with 
the guns. Commodore Barron, however, put on his guard by the tone of 
the demand, ordered his crew to quarterH. When his reply reached the 
Leopard, the Leopard's captain answered, ''Commodore Barron must 
be aware that the orders of the vice-admiral must be obeyed," which 
message was several times repeated. There being no response from the 
Chesapeake, a shot from tlJe Leopard was sent across her bows; this 
was soon followed by a broadside, by whicl1 Commodore Barron was 
wounded. He then proposed to send a boat on board the Leopard for the 
purpose of inquiry. No notice was taken of this by the Leopard, which 
fired several additional broadsides, lodging twentj~ shot in the hull of 
the Chesapeake, killing three men and wounding severely twenty others. 
So unprepared was the Chesapeake for action that but a single gun was 
fired in replj~. The Chesapeake lowered her flag and surrendered, and 
was then boarded by three officers of the Leopard, who mustered the crew, 
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and after ransacking 1 he vessel discovered the fllleged English de-
serter, Wilson (or Ratford), in a coal-hole, while the three alleged col-
ored deserters from the l\1elampus were seized when among the crew. 
Commodore Barron, while his vessel was in the hands of the British offi-
cer, sent a note to the captain of the Leopard saying that the Chesa-
peake was surrendered as a prize. The captain replied that having ful-
filled his duty his concern with the Chesapeake was over; and he ex-
pressed his regret at the loss of life which had occurred~ which, he took 
the opportunity to say, might have been avoided had the Chesapeake not 
objected to being overhauled. The two crui-sers then went their ways. 
The Leopard took tlle four alleged deserters to Halifax, wllere they were 
tried by court-martial. Ratford (or Wilson), who, it was declared, was 
proved to have been a British subject, was banged. The three colored 
" deserters," as they were called, after a lecture from Admiral Berke-
ley on the ill effects of their conduct, were required to enlist in the 
British service, as the only escape from the gallows. The Chesapeake 
brought into Norfolk the news of her llumiliation, and this news was 
received with indignation through the whole land~ an indignation on 
the part of the extreme Federalists mingled with an unconcealed feeling 
of disapproval of the tardiness of the Government in its naval prepara-
tions, and of the incautiousness of Commodore Barron in proceeding to 
sea so ill-prepared for action. The answer to this, however, was that 
an attack of such a character on a national ship was an act of lawless 
atrocity which no one could expect from a civilized belligerent.. But how-
ever this may be, the municipal authorities of Norfolk, backed by the 
entire sense of the community, informed the British officers command-
ing the fleet who had previously been ho8pitably received, that they 
could no longer be permitted to communicate with the shore. The 
reply from Captain Douglass, who was in command, was so insolent 
and menacing that Governor Cabell at once ordered the neigh boring 
militia to arms for the coast defense. A proclamation WfiS issued by 
the President, which, while expressing a conviction that the outrage 
committed on the Chesapeake was without authority from the British 
Government, called on them to leave the territorial waters of the 
United States, and prohibited any intercourse with them from the 
shore. A court-martial was ordered on Commodore Barron; a hun-
dred thousand militia were called for, though without pay; the forti-
fications of New York, New Orleans, and Charleston were strength-
ened; Congress was called together a month in advance of its regular 
session; and instructions were immediately sent to our minister at Lon-
don to call for explanation and reparation. This message, however, was 
anticipated by a report from tlte British admiral, on receiving which 
Mr. Canning immediately disavowed the action of Admiral Berkeley, 
tendered indemnity, and recalled Berkeley from his command. But 
this was, very proper1y, not considered an adequate reparation, even 
though the British Government offered to restore the men who were still 
unhung, and whose American citizensllip could not be disputed. The 
President, Lowever, asked for not only indemnity, but security. (See 
supra, § 315b.) He also called on tlle British Government to abandon 
their claim to impressment. This tlJey declined to do, insisting on the 
position which Sir Robert Phillimore, one of the most eminent of Eng-
lislJ publicists, has lately declared to be untenable, that British cruisers 
had a right to search American ships of all kinds. They also resented 
the P1esident's proclamation exeluding British cruisers from the ports 
of the United States, which they insisted was ju conflict with tTay's 
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treaty. They issued a royal proclamation calling on all British sailors 
on board foreign vessels, whether armed or otherwise, to leave such 
vessels, and the right of impressment on merchant vessels was again 
claimed. The commanders of British cruisers, also, were authorized to 
call upon the commanders of foreign ships-of-war to deliver up any Brit-
ish seamen on board of them, and if this be refused to report the 
facts to the British admiralty. The Government of the United States re-
fusing to accept indemnity for the Chesapeake outrage on such a basis 
as this, the British ministry sent as envoy to the United States l\1:r. 
Rose, with special powers of negotiation. 1\Ir. Canning, however, clogged 
the negotiation by declaring simultaneously to Messrs. Monroe and 
Pinkney: the American ministers in London, that he would not agree to 
negotiate again on the basis of the treaty which had been negotiated by 
them, since he was not willing to give his approval to the doctrine that 
a Government could repudiate a treaty entered into by its authorized 
envoys. (Supra, § 315b.) Mr. :Madison, in view of the fact that even in 
England, wberlj the sole power of negotiation of treaties was in the 
Orown, it bad never been disputed that the Crown could repudiate 
treaties negotiated by its ministers in departure from their instruc-
tions, declined to regard this criticism as valid. The consequence was 
a continuance, on the part of Great Britain, of that arrogant assump-
tion of mastership of the seas, and of contemptuous disregard of the 
rights and feelings of American negotiators, which culminated in the 
war of 1812. (See for character of negotiations, s·upra, § 107.) The only 
question now open is whether it would not have been better to have de-
clared war when, after the attack on the Chesapeake, the British Gov·-
ernment declined to absolutely surrender the claim of right to call on 
United States ships-of-war to deliver up seamen claimed to be of British 
descent. But we were not then prepared for war; and if war bad then 
been declared there would have been little likelihood of that gallant re-
sistance on sea which four years' preparation secured. (Supra, § 315b.) 
In a report made to the House of Representatives on November 17, 
1807, by a committee to whom the subject was referred, we have the 
following: 
''That the Leopard, shortly after this answer (of Commodore Barron 
that he knew of no British deserters on his ship, and refusing to permit 
his crew to be mustered except under his orders) was received by her 
commander, ranged alongside of the Chesapeake and commenced a 
heavy fire on her. 
"That when the attack upon the Chesapeake commenced, some of 
her guns were not securely fitted in their carriages; some of her sponges 
and wads were too large; but few of her powder-horns were filled; her 
matches were not primed; some of her rammers were not in their 
proper places; her marines were not supplied with cartridges enough, 
while those they bad were not of the proper size, and she was otherwise 
unprepared for action. 
"That the Chesapeake made no resistance whatever, but remained 
under the incessant fire of the Leopard from twenty to thirty minutes, 
when, having suffered much damage in her hull, rigging, and spars, and 
lost three men killed and eighteen wounded, Commodore Barron ordered 
his colors to be struck, and they were struck, he says in his log-book, 
after firing one gun; but the court of inquiry lately held upon his con-
duct say before a single gun of any kind was fired from her. * * • 
"That it has been incontestably proven, as the accompanying printed 
document No.8 will show, that William vVare, John Strahan, and Dan~ 
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iell\1artin are citizens of the United States, and the two former natives 
of the State of Maryland; but they conceive it unnecessary for them or 
for this House to go into any inquiry upon that part of the subject, as, 
in their opinion, whether the men taken from the Chesapeake were or 
were not citizens of the United States, and whether the Chesapeake 
was or was not within the acknowledged limits of the United States at 
the time they were taken, the character of the act of taking them remains 
the same. 
"From the foregoing facts, it appears to your committee that the out-
rage committed on the frigate Chesapeake has been stamped with cir-
cumstances of indignity and insult of which there is scarcely to be found 
a parallel in the history of civilized nations, and requires only the sanc-
tion of the Government under color of whose authority it was perpe-
trated to make it just cause of~ if not an irresistible call for, instant and 
severe retaliatio11." 
The following resolution was proposed as a provisional measure: 
''Resolved, That the attack of the British ship-of-war Leopard, on the 
United States frigate Chesapeake was a flagrant violation of the juris-
diction of the United States; and that the continuance of the British 
squadron (of which the Leopard was one) in their waters; after being 
notified of the proclamation of the President of the United States 
ordering them to depart from the same, was a further violation thereof." 
3 Am. St. Pap., 6. See as to this case further, ~~ 315b, 319. 
The court of inquiry on the conduct of Commodore Barron reported 
a series of conclusions, among which is the following: 
"The court is of opinion that the neglect of Commodore Barron to 
prepare his ship for action under such circumstances, is a direct breach 
of the fourth article of the rules and regulations for the government 
of the Navy of the United States, adopted by an act of the Congress 
of the United States, passed on the 23d day of April, 1800,entitled 'An 
act for tbe better government of the Navy of the United States.' 
"It appears to the court that after the British officer left the Chesa-
peake, bearing a positive refusal from Commodore Barron to the de-
mand which bad been made by Captain Humphreys, and after Commo-
dore Barron was himself satisfied that an attack upon his ship would 
be made, he did not take prompt, necessary, and efficient means to pre-
pare his ship for battle. That his first order was merely to clear his 
gun-deck, and the second, given after the lapse of some time, was to get 
his men to quarters secretly, without beat of drum; although, with such 
a crew as he had on board, and in such a situation as the ship then was, 
it was not to be expected that such orders could be effectually accom-
plished. 
"It appears to the court that the conduct of Commodore Barron 
during the attack of the Leopard, manifested great indecision and a 
disposition to negotiate, rather than a determination bravely to defend 
his ship; that he repeatedly hailed the Leopard during her attack upon 
him; that he drew his men from their guns to lower down boats to send 
on board tbe attacking ship; and that he ordered his first lieutenant 
from his quarters during the attack to carry a message Qn board the 
Leopard at that time firing upon him. 
''It appears to the court that during the attack Commodore Barron 
used language, in the presence of his men, calculated to dispirit his 
crew by ordering them to keep down, that they would all be cut to 
pieces. 
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"It appears to the court that Commodore Barron ordered the colors 
of the Chesapeake to be struck and they wei e struck before a single gun 
of any kind was fireu from ller, and that at the time tht-'y were so struck 
her main-deck battery was in a situation which would have euabled the 
return of a broadside in a very short time. 
"'The court is therefore of opinion that the Chesapeake ''"a~' prema-
turely surreudered at a time when she was nearly prepared for batt:e, 
and when the injuries sustained either in the ship or crew diu not make 
such a surrender then necessary; and that for this Commodore Barron 
falls under a part of the sixth article of the rules and regulations for 
the government of the Navy of the United States, adopted by an act 
of the Congre~s of the United States, passed on the 23d day of April, 
1800, entitled, 'An act for the better government of the Navy of the 
United States.' 
"The court is of opinion, that ~I though the conduct of Commodore 
Barron, before and during the attack of the Leopard, educed great 
inattention to his duty and want of decision, yet that, during that attack, 
he exposed his person, and did not manifest, either by his orders or ac-
tions, any personal fear or want of courage. 
"It appears to the court, that although the Chesapeake might and 
ought to have been better defended than she was, yet that she was not 
in a situation, at the time of the attack made upon her, to have enabled 
so gallant a defense being made as might be expected. Some of her 
guns were not securely fitted in their carriages, some of her sponges 
and wads were too large, but few of her powder-horns were filled, her 
match.-s were not primed, some of her rammers were not in their proper 
places, her marines were neither supplied with enough cartridges nor 
were those of wllich they had of the proper size. None of these circum-
stances, however, could have influenced Commodore Barron in striking 
his colors, because they were not known to him at the time. 
" 'fhe court is of opinion, that the conduct of all the other officers of 
the ship, except those whose duty it was to have remedied the deficien-
cies before stated, and of the crew generally, was proper, commendable, 
and honorable.'' 
3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 22. 
Mr. G. H. Rose, sent by the British minister to the United States in 
December, 1807, to tender such redress for the attack on the Chesa-
peake as would be proper, wa~ instructed to limit his mi.::;sion to the 
case of the Chesapeake, involving, as .Mr. Canning insisted, simply the 
question of impressing from national ships, and to decline to discuss even 
this question while the President's proclamation of July 2, 1807, was in 
force. Mr. Madison answered that the President's proclamation was 
not caused by the outrage on the Chesapeake alone, but by the general 
claim of British ships in American waters to impress from American 
ships of all classes, and that the claim to impress from national ships 
could not be severed from the general claim. 
See full correspondence in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 213 if. For general notice 
of negotia.tion, see supra, §§ 107, 150 b; ancl as to the attack on the Chesa-
peake in. other relations, see supra, § § 315 b, 319. 
The correspondence with the British Government in reference to the 
outrage on the Chesapeake is given at large in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 
30. As there was no tlistincth·e principle of international law enun-
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ciated by our Government in the correspondence beyond that of the 
inadm~ssibility of the British claim to impressment, and as the inviola-
bility of ships-of-war was conceded by the British Government, it is un-
necessary here to do more than to state these points in the present con-
densed shape. 
The correspondeuce between Mr. Monroe, minister at London, and Mr. Canning, 
foreign secretary, in reference to the out.rage on the Chesapeake, is given 
in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.) 186 ff. See also 6 Wait's St. Pap., 5 .ff, 51, 86, 
124. 
The main points of this correspondence· are stated sup1·a, § 315b. The personal 
relations of the British negotiators at Washington to the Administration 
are discussed supra, § § 84, 107 ff. 
It was stated by Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, July 16, 1811, to Mr. Foster, British 
minister at Washington, that "no order had been given by the Government 
for the recovery by force of any citizen so impressed (from American ves-
sels) from any British ship-of-war." This statement was repeated by Mr. 
Monroe in a note of Sept. 14, 1811. 
For President Madison's message of July 6, 1812, with papers on impressments, 
see 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 573. 
As to impressment, see Mr. Crawford to Mr. Clay, June 10, 1814. Colton's Cor-
respondence of Clay, 34 ff. 
"Peace having happily taken place between the United States and 
Great Britain, it is desirable to guard against incidents which, during 
periods of war in Europe, might tend to interrupt it; and, it is believed, 
in particular, that the navigation of American vessels exclusively by 
American seamen, either natives or such as are already naturalized,. 
would not only conduce to the attainment of that object, but also to 
increase the number of our seamen, and consequently to render our 
commerce and navigation independent of the service of foreigners, who 
might be recalled by their Governments under circumstances the most 
inconvenient to the United States. I recommend the subject, therefore, 
to the consideration of Congress ; and in deciding upon it, I am per-
suaded that they will sufficiently estimate the policy of manifesting to 
the world a desire on all occasions to cultivate harmony with other 
nations by any reasonable accommodations which do not impair the 
enjoyment of any of the essential rights of a free and independent peo-
ple. The example on the part of the American Government will merit, 
and may be expected to receive, a reciprocal attention from all the 
friendly powers of Europe." 
Message of President Madison, Feb. 25, 1815. 9 Wait's St. Pap., 438. 
" I sincerely congratulate you on the peace, and more especially on 
the eclat with which the war was closed. The affair of New Orleans was 
fraught with useful lessons to ourselves, our enemies, and our friends, 
and will powerfully influence our future relations with the nations of 
Europe. It will show them we mean to take no part in their wars, and 
count no odds when engaged in our own. I presume that having spared 
to the pride of England her formal acknowledgment of the atrocity of 
impressment in an article of the treaty, she will concur in a, convention 
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for relinquishing it. Without this she must understand that the pres-
ent is but a truce, determinable on the first act of impressment of an 
American citizen committed by an officer of hers. Would it not be 
better that this convention should be a separate act, unconnected with 
any treaty of commerce; and made an indispensable preliminary to any 
other treaty. If blended with a treaty of commerce she will make it the 
price of injurious concessions. Indeed, we are infinitely better without 
such treaties with any nation. We cannot too distinctly detach our-
selves from the European system, which is essentially belligerent, nor 
too sedulously cultivate an American system, essentially pacific. But 
if we go into commercial treaties at all, they should be with all at the 
same time with whom we have important commercial relations. France, 
Spain, Portugal, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Russia, all should pro-
ceed pari pass~t. Our ministers, marching in phalanx on the same line, 
and intercommunicating freely, each will be supported by the weight of 
the whole mass, and the facility with which the other nations will agree 
to equal terms of intercourse will discountenance the selfish higglings 
of England, or justify our rejection of them. Perhaps, with all of them, 
it would be best to have but the sing}@ article gentis amicissimm, leav-
ing everything else to the usages and courtesies of civilized nations.'' 
Mr. Jefferson to President Madison, Mar. 23, 1815. 6 Jeff. Works, 453. 
"I see by several papers that a very unfair play is going on with re-
spect to the unpublished residue of the dispatches from Ghent. It is 
given out that the suppression was the act of the Republicans in the 
Senate, and that an article prohibiting impressment was rejected by the 
British commissioners in a manner involving an abandonment of the 
American doctrine. The fact is, that the vote against publication was 
rounded on the report of Mr. King, etc., and that the rejection of the 
American propositions as to impressment was followed by a protest, 
1entralizing at least the proceeding on that subject." 
Mr. Madison, President, to Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State (unofficial), Apr. 4, 1815. 
Monroe Papers, Dept. of State. 
"If they (the British Government) refuse to settle it (impressment), 
the first American impressed should be a declaration of war. The de-
predations on our merchants I would bear with great patience, as it is 
their desire. They make themselves whole by insurances, very much 
done in England. If the consequently increased price falls on the con-
sumer, it still costs him less than a war, and still operates as a premium 
to our own manufactures. The other po]nt, therefore, being settled, I 
should be slow to wrath on this." 
Mr. Jefierson to Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, July 15, 1815; ibid. 
"The permanency of peace between the two countries is utterly in-
compatible with the assumption of the practice of impressing seamen 
from our vessels on the big h seas." 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Gallatin and Rush, Nov. 2, 1818. 
The negotiations of 1818 in reference to impressment are given in the Brit. and 
For. St. Pap. for 1818, vol. 6, 626jf.; ibid., 1826-'27, vol. 14, 831,832. 
For discussion in 1818 between Mr. Rush and Lord Castlereagh on this subject, 
see Rush's Recollections, 3d ed., 302 ff., 307, 383. 
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By a proclamation issued on October 17, 1822, the British Govern-
ment expressly disavowed the claim of searching neutral national ves-
sels for deserters. 
See Mr. Canning's statement to Messrs. Monroe and Pinkney, Oct.~' 1807. 
3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 197. Mr Canning to Mr. Monroe, Sept. 2.'3, 1807; 
ibid., 200. 
While the United States Government declines to further press on 
Great Britain the express abandonment of all claims to impressment, it 
is understood that the United States Government will continue tore-
sist any attempts by the British Government to impress sailors from 
vessels sailing under the flag of the United States. 
Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Gallatin, June 21, 1S26. MSS. Inst. Ministers, 
As to a case of impres8ment in 1826, explained by the British Government, see 
Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Vaughan, Aug. 15, 1827, Aug.20, 1827. MSS. 
Notes, For. Leg. Mr. Clay to l\lr. Vaughan, Dec. 6, 1828; ibid. Same to 
same, Dec. 11, 1828. 
In reference to certain alleged instances of impressment in 1828, Mr. 
Clay, Secretary of State, in a letter of Januar.v 26, 1829, to Mr. Barbour, 
minister to England, said: " If these proceedings have had the sanction 
of the British Government, you will inform it that the American Gov-
ernment cannot tolerate them ; that, if persisted in, they will be opposed 
by the United States, and that the British Government must be answer-
able for all the consequences, whatever they may be, which may flow 
from perserverance in a practice utterly irreconcilable with the sover-
eign rights of the United States. If those proceedings have taken place 
without the sanction of the British Government you will demand the 
punishment of the several British naval officers at whose instance they 
occurred, and the immediate adoption of efficacious measures to guard 
the navigation of the United States against the occurrence of similar 
irregularities.'' 
As to certain cases of impressment subsequent to the Treaty of Ghent, see House 
Doc. 446, 19th Cong., 2d sess. 6 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 368. 
''The pretension set up by the British commander of his right to in-
terfere" [in impressing from a United States vessel] ~'because the sea-
men claimed to be British is altogether inadmissible. It is understood 
that, in time of peace, British seamen are free, under their own laws, to 
engage in the foreign merchant service; but if it were otherwise, and 
if such service were forbidden by the laws of England, it can never be 
admitted that the commander of a British ship-of-war has authority to 
enforce the municipal law of Great Britain on board a foreign vessel, 
and within a foreign jurisdiction." 
Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Vail, July 31, 1834. MSS. lust., Gr. Brit. 
Seamen on board vessels of the United States are protected by their 
:flag from impressment, whether in foreign ports or on the high seas. 
)Ir. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Stevenson, Jan. 20, 1837; ibid. 
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~.~The American Government, then, is prepared to say that the prac-
tice of impressing seamen from American -vessels cannot be allowed to 
take place. That practice is founded on principles which it does not 
recognize, and is invariably attended by consequences so unjust, so in-
jurious, and of such formidable magnitude as cannot be submitted to." 
l\1r. Webster, Sec. of State, to Lord Ashburton, Aug. 8,1842. MSS. Notes, Gr. 
Brit. 
"The impressment of seamen fl·om merchant -vessels of this country 
l>y British cruisers, although not practiced in time of peace, and there-
fore not at present a productive cause of difference and irritation, has, 
nevertheless, hitherto been Ro prominent a topic of controversy, and is 
so likely to bring on renewed contentions at the first breaking out of a 
European war, that it has been thought the part of wisdom now to take 
it into serious and earnest considerat-ion. The letter from the Secretary 
of State to the British minister explains the grounds which the Gov-
ernment has assumed and the principles which it means to uphold. For 
the defense of these grounds and the maintenance of these principles, 
the most perfect reliance is placed on the intelligence of the American 
}Jeople, and on their firmness and patriotism, in whatever touches the 
honor of the country, or its great and essential interest." 
President Tyler's message, transmitting the Treaty of Washington to the Senate, 
Aug. 11, 1842. 6 Webster's Worlis, 350. 
The protection given by a national flag· to persons sailing under it 
ceases when such persons leave the ship and go on the shores of a neutral 
sovereign who directs their surrender. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr . .McMath, Apr. 28, 1862. MSS. Inst., Barb. 
Powers. 
Mr. King, at the close of his mission to England, in 1804, entered into 
an informal agreement with Lord St. Vincent, first lord of the admiralty, 
that neither nation should for the period of five years take seamen from 
the ships of the other on the high seas. When, however, this agreement 
was submitted to the ministry, it was returned with the qualification that 
it should not apply to the se:1 s immediately washing Great Britain, 
which. it was alleged, had always been considered under British domin-
ion. As this, in 1\Ir. King's opinion, would be an admission of the right 
of impressment in those waters, he gave up the project entire. 
5 Hildreth's His~. U. S., 536. 
By Gouverneur Morris the surrender to the British Government of impressment 
was urged, as his life by Sparks Rhows, with much persistency. Bat as to 
how far Gouverneur Morris, after his abandonment of his French mission, 
became a representative of the British Government, see 1 J. Q. Adams's 
Mem., 149, 209. 
The claim of right by British men-of-war to search American vessels 
for British seamen, and to hnpress them when so found, though one of 
the causes of the war of 1813, was not formally surrendered by the 
Treatv of Ghent. The Government of the United States did not insist 
on such surrender as a sine qua non. The instructions by the Secretary 
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.of State of October 4, 1814, when the fall of Napoleon left this country 
the sole power with whom Great Britain was at war, gave the commis-
sioners authority 4 ' should you find it impracticable to make an arrange-
ment more conformable to the instructions originally given, to agree to 
the status quo ante bellum as the basis of negotiation." It was added, 
however, after a clause guarding the fisheries, "nor is anything to be 
-done which would give a sanction to the British claim of impressment 
on board our vessels." (MSS. Dept. of State, cited in Mr. J. C. B. Davis's 
Notes on Treaties, 99.) The treaty as executed contained no provision . 
on the subject; but the claim was never afterwards asserted or exercised 
by Great Britain. 
''Rush, according to his instruction, made two successive proposals 
to the British Government upon impressment-one the 18th of April 
and the other the 20th of June last. The first was to restrict recipro-
cally the naturalization of sailors, the other was totally to exclude 
·each other's seamen from the respective service, whether in public or 
in merchant vessels, with a positive stipulation a-gainst the impressment 
of men in any case. The British Government, in the first instance, re-
jected both, but afterwards, on the 13th of August, Castlereagh inti-
mated to Rush, as a suggestion of his own, upon which he bad not con-
sulted the other members of the Cabinet, that the second proposition 
might be accepted with two modifications : one, that either party may 
withdraw from the engagement of the stipulation after three or six 
months' notice, as in tbe agreement concerning armaments on the lakes; 
the other, that if a British officer, after entering an American vessel 
for purposes admitted to be lawful, should find a seaman there whom 
he should suspect to be English, he should be authorized to make a 
record or process verbal of the fact, that it may be brought to the knowl-
-edge of the American Government, though not to take the man. The 
deliberation of this day was whether Messrs. Gallatin and Rush should 
be instructed to agree to these modifications or not. Strong objections 
were urged against them both, particularly by Mr. Calhoun. Mr. Craw-
ford inclined to accede to them both, and the President (Monroe) in-
clined to the same. Mr. Wirt, without expressing himself ver;y decid-
edly, thought like the President. My own greatest objections were 
against the proposal as made by ourselves, to which I have always been 
utterly averse, thinking it an illiberal engagement. * * * As, how-
ever, we made the proposal, we must abide by it, if accepted; but its 
own character may justly make us scrupulous against accepting any 
modifications which render it still more exceptionable." * * * On 
the next day "the question upon Lord Castlereagh's proposed modifi-
<:~ations to our proposal for abolishing impressment on the high seas was 
again resumed and argued with much earnestness, Crawford and Wirt 
adhering to their opinions, Calhoun and I to ours. The President ulti-
rnatel~· found a middle term, upon which he concluded, after expressing 
his regret that .. he was obliged to decide between us, equally divided in 
.opinion as we were. He determined to reject the second modification; 
:first, because it implied that the boarding officer should have the power 
of mustering the men of an American vessel and passing them indi-
V'idually under his inspection; and, secondly, because it implied a sus-
picion that we should not faithfully and sincerely carry our own laws 
into execution." * * * "He was con-;Tinced that if the British Gov-
ernment once brought themsel\'es to contract the engagement not to 
take men from our ships, though it should be only for a year, they would 
never resort to the practice again." 
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In reply to ltfr. Webster's statement of August 8, 1842, that ''in 
future in every regularly-documented American merchant ship the 
crew who navigate it will find their protection in the flag which is over 
them," Lord Aberdeen wrote on August 9, that" I have much reason 
to hope that a satisfactory arrangement respecting it (the impressment 
question) may be made, so as to Ret at rest all apprehension and, 
anxiety." 
2 Curtis' Life of Webster, 124. 
As to impressment of seaman, see 2 John Adams' "\Vorks, 226,528; 3 ibid., 503;. 
8 ibid., 450, 451, 453, 455, 656; 9 ibid., 312, 330; 10 ibid., 207. 
For a table of impressments see 4 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 56 ff. As to impress-
ment negotiations, see 1 Ingersoll's Hist. Late War, 1st series, 30. 
For an account of the case of the United States sloop-of-war Baltimore, see 3. 
Life of Pickering, 339 ff. 
On impressment as cause of the war of 1812, see speecl1 of T. Pickering, 4 Life-
of Pickering, 236, 242. 
Several papers which bear, in the correspondence of t.he day, on impressment, 
but which primarily touch on visitation, are found supra, § 327. 
As is stated in a prior section (supra,§ 328), it was conceded in 1862, by the 
Quarterly Review (Conservative) and the Edinburgh Review (Liberal), that 
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I. CONDITIONS AND DECLARATION OP. 
(1) :MAY BE LIMITED AXD COXDITIONED. 
§ 333. 
War may be conditioned on refusal of an ultimatum. 
See Whart. Com. Am. Law, § 211. 
There was no formal declaration on the part of the United States in 
1798-'99 of war with France, yet a quasi war, as it was called, existed 
in 1799 between the United States and France. (S~tpra, § 248, where this 
question is examined in relation to the French spoliations before 1799.) 
In February, 1799, the French frigate L'Insurgente, of forty guns, 
having· previously captured the United States schooner Retaliation, was 
herself captured by the United States frigate Constellation, of thirty 
guns, commanded by Commodore Truxton, who subsequently had an en-
gagement with another French fr\gate of fifty guns, 'who struck her 
colors, but subsequently, in the darkness of the night, escaped with a 
loss of one hundred and sixty men, killed and wounded. As will here-
after be seen, there was no declaration of war on the part of the United 
States, but captures were made and prisoners exchanged. 
lnfta, § 335. See also supra, § 248. 
As to capturing and exchanging French seamen in quasi war, see 8 iohn Adams' 
Works, 599, 661. 
For an account of the relations of the United States and France in 
1796-'97, see 3 Life of Pickering, 345 .ff.; for an account of the mission 
of Pinckney, Gerry, and Marshall, see ibid., 367_ff.; for an account of 
the mission of Ellsworth, ftlurray, and Davie, see ibid., 392 ff.; ·ibid., 
436 ff.; and see Sltpra, §§ 81, 83, 85. 
A "quasi war" also existed on the ~Iississippi Valley with Spain in 
1793. 
1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 454. 
"A perfect war is where one whole nation is at war with another na-
tion, and all the members of both nations are authorized to commit hos-
tilities against all the members of the other, in every case and under 
every circumstance permitted by the general laws of war. An imper-
fect war is limited as to places, persons, and things [to which the editor 
adds:] Such were the limited hostilities authorized by the United States 
against France in 1798. (Lawrence's Wheaton~ 518. )" 
Davis, J., Ct. Cls., opinion on Frenph spoliations, 1Iay 17, 1886. 
On December 6, 1805, President Jefferson, when discussing Spanish 
depredations on our territory, said: '' Considering that Congress alone 
is constitutionally invested with the power of changing our conditions 
from peace to war, I have thought it my duty to await their authority 
for using force in any degree that could be avoided. 1 have ba'rely in-
structed the o.fficer·s stationed in the neighborhood of the aggressions t() 
protect our citizens front violence, to patrol within the bot·ders act1.tally de-
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livererZ to us, ctncl not to go mtt' of the1n btttl whmL necessary to repel an 
inroad, or to rescue a citizen or his property." 
See 2 A.m. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 613. 
President 1\Iadison, in a special message of June 1, 1812, after enu-
merating the injuries suffered from British spoliation, said: " We 
behold, in fine, on the side of Great Britain, a state of war against the 
United States; and on the side of the United States a state of peace 
towards Great Britain." 
See 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 407. 
Hostilities between nations may be limited as to places, persons, and 
things. Such hostilities are termed imp~rfect war, because not solemn, 
and because those who are authorized to commit hostilities act under 
special authority, and can go no further than warranted by their com-
mission. Still it is public war, because it is an external contention by 
force between some of the members of the two nations authorized by 
the legitimate powers. 
Bast'. Tingy, 4 Dall., 37, 40. See supra, § 248. 
Congress can declare a general war, or may wage a limited war; 
limited in place, in objects, or in time. If a general war is declared, 
its extent and operations are only restricted and regulated by the jus 
belli, forming a part of the law of nations; but if a partial war is waged, 
its extent and operation depend on our municipal law. 
Ba8 v. Tingy, 4 Dall., 37. 
Congress may authorize general hostilities, in which case the general 
laws of war apply to our situation, or partial hostilities, in which case 
the laws ofwar, so far as they actually apply to our situation, must be 
noticed. 
1 Talbot v. Seeman, 1 Cranch, 1. 
A. civil war exists and may be prosecuted on the same footing as if 
those opposing the Government were foreign invader's whenever the 
regular course of justice is interrupted by revolt, rebellion, or insurrec-
tion, so that the courts cannot be kept open. Civil war begins by 
insurrection against the lawful authority of the Government, and is 
never solemnly declared. When the party in rebellion occupy and 
hold in a hostile manner a certain portion of territory; have declared 
their independence and cast off their allegiance; have organized 
armies, and commenced hostilities against their former sovereign, the 
world acknowledges them as belligerents, and the contest a war. 
The Prize Cases, 2 Black, 635. 
As to declaration of war, see ·infra, § 334. 
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(2) DECLARATION !\fAY BE FORMALLY NECES~I...RY. 
§ 334. 
.. "In the fir~t place, I have to say that the war-making power in this 
Government rests entirely with Congress; and that the President can 
authorize belligerent operations only in the cases expressly provided 
for by the Constitution and the laws. By these no power is given to 
the Executive to oppose an attack by one independent nation on the 
possessions of another. We are bound to regard both France and 
Hawaii as independent states, and equally independent, and though 
the general policy of the Government might lead it to take part with 
either in a controversy with the other, still, if this interference be an act 
of hostile force, it is not within the constitutional power of the Pres-
ident; and still less is it within the power of any subordinate agent of 
government, civil or military." 
Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Severance, July 14, 1851. MSS. Inst., Ha-
waii. 
"This proposition, looking to a participation by the United States in 
the existing hostilities against China, makes it proper to remind your 
lordship that, under the Constitution of the United States, the execu-
, tive branch of this Government is not the war-making power. The ex-
ercise of that great attribute of sovereignty is vested in Congress, and 
t,he President has no authority tp order aggressive hostilities to be un-
dertaken. 
"Onr naval officers have the right-it is their duty, imleed-to em-
ploy the forces under their command, not only in self-defense, but for the 
protection of the persons and property of our citizens when exposed to 
aets of lawless outrage, and this the~T have done both in China and 
elsewhere, and will do again when necessary. But military expedi-
tions into the Chinese territory cannot be undertaken without the au-
thority of the national legislature." 
~Ir. Cass, Sec. of State, to Lord Napier, Apr. 10, 1857. MSS. Notes, Gr. Brit. 
"I deem it my duty once more earnestly to recommend to Congress 
the passage of a law authorizing the President to employ the naval 
force at his command for the purpose of protecting the lives and prop-
erty of American citizens passing in transit across the Panama, Nic· 
aragua, and rrehnantepEC routes ::tgainst suducn and lawless outbreaks 
aml <lepredations. I shall not repeat the arguments employed in former 
messages in support of this measure. Suffice it to say that the lives of 
many of our people, antl the security of vast amounts of treasure pass-
ing and repassing over one or more of these routes between the Atlan-
tic and Pacific, may be deeply involved in the action of Congress on 
thi~ subject. (As to Isthmus, see supra, §§ 287 .tf.) 
'' l would also again recommend to Congress that authority be given 
to tht~ President to employ the naval force to protect American mer. 
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chant vessels, their crews and cargoes, against violent and lawless seiz-
ure and confiscation in the ports of :Mexico and the Spanish-American 
states, when these countries may be in a disturbed and revolutionary 
condition. The mere knowledge that such an authority had been con-
ferred, as I have already stated, would of itself, in a great degree, pre-
vent the evil. Neither would this require any additional appropriation 
for the naval service. 
"The chief objection urged against the grant of this authority is that 
Congress, by conferring it, would violate the Constitution-that it would 
be a transfer of the war-making; or, strictly 8peaking, the war-declar-
ing power to the Executive. If this were well founded it would, of 
cours·e, be conclusive. A very brief examination, however, will place 
this objection at rest. 
•' Congress possess the sole and exclusive power under the Constitution 
'to declare war.' They alone can 'raise and support armies,' and ' pro-
vide and maintain a navy.' But after Congress shall have declared war, 
and provided the force necessary to carry it on~ the President, as com-
mander-in-chief of the Army and Navy, can alone employ this force in 
making war against the enemy. This is the plain language, and history ' 
proves that it was the well-known intention of the framers of the Con-
stitution." 
President Buchanan, Third Annual Message, 1859. 
~r. Calhoun's report, on June 3, 1,;j12, on behalf of the House Committee on 
Foreign Relations, recommending a declaration of war, is given in 3 Am. 
St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 567; Mr. Grundy's report, of Jan., 1813, on the war, 
is in the same vol., 604. 
The correspondence between the America'n legation at London, and Lord Wel-
lesley, British minister of foreign affairs, in 1811 and in 1812, prior to the 
declaration of war, is given in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 409. 
The correspondence with the British Government, after the declaration of war 
of June 18, 1B12, for the purpose of suspending hostilities, is given in 3 
Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 585 ff. · 
Under the seventh section of the act of 1799 (1 Stat~ L., 716, repealed, 
see Rev. Stat., § 4652), France was to be deemed an enemy of the 
United States in :March, 1799. 
Bas. v. Tingy, 4 Dall., 37, 39. See discussion of this case, supra, 9 248. 
'~By the Constitution Congress alone bas the power to ·declare ana-
tional or foreign war. It cannot decla.re war against a State, or any 
number of States, by virtue of any clause in the Constitution. The 
Constitution confers ou the President the whole executiv-e power. He 
is bound to take care that the laws be faithfully executed. He is com-
mander-in-chief of the Army and N av~' of the United States, and of 
the militia of the several States when called into the actual ser-vice of 
the United States. He bas no power to initiate or declare a war, either 
against a foreign nation or a domestic State, but by the acts of Con-
gress of February 28, 1795, and 3d of March, 1807, he is authorized to 
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call out the militia and use the military and naYal forces of the United 
States in case of iu\asion bJ· foreign nations, and to suppress insurrec-
tions against the government of a State or of the United States. 
"If a war be made by invasion of a foreign nation, the President is 
not only authorized but bound to resist force by force. He does not 
initiate the war, but is bound to accept the challenge witlwnt waiting 
for any special legislative authority; and whether the hostile party be 
a foreign invader or States organized in rebellion it is none the less a 
war, although the declaration of it be 'unilateral.' Lord Stowell (1 
Dodson, 247) observes, 'It is not the less a war on that account, for war 
may exist without a declaration on either side. It is so laid down by 
the best writers on the law of nations. A declaration of war by ope 
country only is not a mere challenge to be accepted or refused at 
pleasure by the other. 
"The battles of Palo Alto and Resaca de la Palma had been fought 
before the passage of the act of Congress of May 13, 1846, which 
recognized 'a state of u·ar as existing by the act of the Republic of Mexico.' 
This act not only provided for the future prosecution of the war, but 
was itself a vindication and ratification of the act of the President in 
accepting the challenge without a previous formal declaration of war 
by Congress." 
Grier, J.; The Prize Cases, 2 Black, 668, Dec., 1862. 
A public war, within the Constitution and the rules and articles of 
war, has existed with the Seminoles since the day Congress recognized 
their hostilities and appropriated money to suppress thet;n. 
3 Op., 307, Butler, 1838. 
The war between the United States and Mexico was begun by a mili-
tary conflict in the disputed territory, and the act of Congress declar-
ing war was not passed until after such collision. (See 2 Twiss, Law 
of Sat., 69; Abdy's Kent (1878), 172.) Supra,§§ 58, 154. 
Un the subject of war without declaration see 1\fr. :Maurice's "Hos-
tilities without Declaration of War." an abstract of the cases in which 
hostilities have occurred between civilized powers prior to declaration 
or warning from 1700 to 1870, and rm:"iew of same by Professor Hol-
land, Revue de droit int., 1885, ~ o. 6, 63-5. See also "Des Hostilites 
sans declaration de guerre," by :\1. Ferand-Giraud, Revue de droit 
int. for 1885, No. 1, 19. 
(3) BUT NOT PRACTICALLY ESSENTIAL. 
§ 335. 
On June 23, 1798, after receiving the message of the President an-
nouncing the suspension of diplomatic intercourse with France, Con-
gress authorized the President to officer and arm the '' provisional 
army." On June 25, our merchant vessels were authorized to resist by 
force "any search, restraint, or seizure" from any vessel sailing under 
French colors, and to capture or recapture such vessels. On J nne 28, 
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the President was authorized to treat persons t:aptured in such vessels 
as prisoners of war. Prisoners so taken were duly exchanged. Supra, 
§§ 228, 248. 
"And whereas actual hostilities have long been practiced on the 
commerce of the United States by the cruisers of the French Republic 
under the orders of its Government, which orders that Government re-
fuses to revoke or relax ; and hence it has become improper any longer 
to allow the consul-general, consuls, and vice-consuls of the French 
Republic above-named, or any of its consular persons or agents hereto-
fore admitted in these United States any longer to exercise theu con-
sular functions; these are therefore to declare that I do no longer recog-
nize the said citizen Letombe as consul-general or consul, nor the said 
citizens Rosier and .Arcainbal as vice-consuls, nor the said citizen Mozard 
as consul of the French Republic in any part of these United States, 
nor permit them or any other consular persons or agents of the French 
Republic,, heretofore admitted in the United States, to exercise their 
functions as such; and I do hereby wholly revoke the exequaturs here-
t()fore given to them respectively and do declare them absolutely null 
and void from this day forw.ard." 
Proclamation of July 13, 1798. 9 John .Adams's Works, 171. 
" I think it clear that whatsoever misunderstanding existed between 
the United States and France (from 1798 to 1800) it did not amount at 
any time to open and public war. It is certain that the amicable rela-
tions of the two countries were very much disturbed; it is certain that 
the United States authorized armed resistance to French captures, and 
the capture of French vessels-of-war found hovering on our coasts; but 
it is certain also, not only that there was no declaration of war on either 
side, but that the United States, under all their provocations, never 
authorized general reprisals on French commerce. At the very mo-
ment when the gentleman says war raged between the United States 
and France, French citizens came into our court~, in .their own names 
claimed restitution for property seized by American cruisers, and ob-
tained decrees of restitution. They claimed as citizens of France, and 
obtained restitution in our courts as citizens of France.'' * '* * The 
act of May 28, 1798, ''it is true, authorized the use of force, under 
certain circumstances, and for certain objects, against French vessels. ' 
But there may be acts of authorized force, there may be assaults, there 
ma;y be battlei:l, there may be captures of ships and imprisonment of 
persons, and yet no general war. Cases of this kind may occur under 
that practice of retorsion which is justified, when adopted for just cause, 
by the laws and usages of nations, and which all the writers distinguish 
from general war." ''On the same day in which this act was passed, 
* * * Congress passed another act entitled 'An act authorizing the 
President of the United States to raise a provisional army,' and the 
first section declared that the President should be authorized ' in the 
event of a tleclara.tion of war against the United States or of actual in-
vasion of this territory by a foreign power, or of imminent danger nf s·uch 
invasion,' to cause to be enlisted ten thousand men." .Mr. Webster also 
called attention to the fact that by the act of F&brnary 20, 1800, war 
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was still spoken of as a future contingency ; and on 1\fay 11, 1800, fur-
ther warlike preparations were stopped. 
l\Ir. Weuster's speech on French spoliations, 4 Webster's Works, 163-5. .See 
supra, § \~ 333, 334. 
As to the spoliations in question, see supra, § 248. 
''The controversy turned on whether France was an enemy of the 
United States, within the meaning of the law. (See further, as to the 
effect of this war in extinguishing prior claims~ Webster's Works, iv., 
162. Benton's Thirty Years in the Senate, 487, 494-509. Cong. Globe, 
1854-'55, 372. Ibid., Index·, 120. )" 
Lawrence's Wheaton (ed. 1863), 878. 
In the Brit. and For. St. Pap. of 1812-'14 (vol. i) will be found the 
legislation of Congress prior to the war of 1812; the correspondence 
with Great Britain relative to overtures for a suspension of hostilities; 
the correspondence with Russia as to mediation, and with Great Britain 
between November, 1813, and December, 1814; the several messages 
of the President as to the war, the correspondence with the commis-
sioners at Ghent, and reports to the Secretaries of the Navy, of War, 
and of the Treasury, in their respective Departments, during the war. 
In the same work, for 1814-'15 (vol. 2~, are to be found the action of the 
Government of the United States on the peace of 1815, and the act of 
Congre~s of February 18, 1815, relative to the exclusion of foreign sea-
men from American vessels. · 
A naval officer of the United States cannot resort to force to compel 
deli\ery to him of American seamen unjustly imprisoned on a vessel in a 
foreign port. His duty is to demand the delivery of such seamen, and 
if this is refused, to resort to the civil authoriti~s. He can, however, 
if there is au attempt forcibly to seize such seamen from their own ves-
sels, forcibly intervene. "The employment of force is justifiable in 
resisting aggressions before they are complete. But if they are consum-
mated, the intervention of the authority of Government becomes neces-
sary if redress is refused by the aggressor." 
:\1r. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rebello, Mar. 22, 1827. .MSS. Notes, Por. Leg. 
'·To this state of general peace with which we have been blessed 
one only exception exists. Tripoli, the least considerable of the Bar-
bary States, had come forward with demands unfounded either in right 
or in compact, and had permitted itself to denounce war, on our failure to 
comply before a given day. The style of the demand admitted but one 
ans"Wer. I seut a small squadron of frigates into the .l\Iediterranean, 
with as~urances to that power of our sincere desire to remain in peace, 
but with orders to protect our commerce against the threatened attack. 
The measure was seasonable and salutary. The Bey had already Je-
clared war. His cruisers were out. Two ha<l arrived at Gibraltar. Our 
commerce in the l\lediterranean was blockadeu and that of the Atlantic 
in peril. The arrival of our squadron dispelled the danger." 
President Jeffenson, First Annual Message, 1801. 
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"It is certain that a condition of war can be raised without an au-
thoritative declaration of war, and, on the other hand, the situation of 
peace may be restored by the long suspension of hostilities, without a 
treaty of peace being made. History is full of such occurrences. What 
period of suspension of war is necessary to justify the presumption of 
the restoration of peace has never yet been settled, and must in every 
case be determined with reference to collateral facts and circumstances. 
"The proceedings of Spain and Chili which have been referred to, 
although inconclusive, require an explanation on the part of either of 
those powers which shall insist that the ~ondition of war still exists. 
Peru, equally with Spain, has as absolute a right to decline the good 
offices or mediation of the United States for peace as either has to accept 
the same. The refusal of either would be inconclusive as an evidence 
of determination to resume or continue the war. It is the interest of the 
the United States, and of all nations, that the return of peace, however 
it may be brought about, shall be accepted whenever it has become 
clearly established. Whenever the United States shall find itself obliged 
to decide the question whether the war still exists between Spain and 
Peru, or whether that war has come to an end, it will make that decision 
only after having carefully examined all the pertinent facts which shall 
'be within its reach, and after having given due consideration to such 
l'epresentations as shall have been made by the several parties inter-
ested." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Gofii, July 22, 1868. MSS. Notes, Spain; Dip. 
Corr., 1861:3. 
'"'Now, if this be the true definition of war, let us see what was the 
situation of the United States in relation to France. In March, .1799, 
Congress had raised an army; sU:>pped all intercourse with France; 
dissolved our treaty; built and equipped ships-of-war, and commissioned 
private armed ships, enjoining the former and authorizing the latter to 
defend themselves against the armed ships of France, to attack them on 
the high seas, to subdue and take them as prize, and to recapture armed 
vessels found in their possession. Here, then, let me ask, what were the 
technical characters of an American and French armed vessel, cam bating 
on the high seas, with a view the one to subdue the other, and to make 
prize of his property Y They certainly were not friends, because there 
was a contention by force; nor were they private enemies, because the 
contention was external, and authorized by the legitimate authority of 
the two Governments. If they were not our enemies I know not what 
constitutes an enemy. • • • What, then, is the evidence of legis-
lative will t In fact ayd in law we are at war." 
Washington, J.; Bas"· Tingy, 4 Dall., 34. See as to this question in relation 
to French spoliations, s-upra, § 248. 
In the Prize Cases, 2 Black, 636, it was held by the majority of the 
court that the late civil war began with the President's proclamation of 
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blockade, April 27, 1861; while by the dissenting judges it was held 
to ltave begun on the adoption by Congress of the act of July 13, 1861. 
''A civil war," said Judge Grier, giving the opinion of the majority. 
"is nm-er solemnly declared; it becomes such by its accidents." The 
institution of a blockade was held to be one of these "accidents." On 
the other hand, Judge Nelson, in an opinion concurred in by Chief-
Justice Taney, Judge Catron, and Judge Clifford, declared that the act 
of July 13, 1861, "recognized a state of civil war between the Govern-
ment and the Confederate States, and made it territorial." 
The United States may be engaged in war, and have all the rights of 
a belligerent, without any declaration by Congress. 
The Amy Warwick, 2 Sprague, 123. 
II. EFFECT OF, AS TO CIVIL RIGHTS. 
(1) ABROGATES TREATIES. 
§ 336. 
This subject is discussed in a prior section, supra, § 135. See also, 
sup'ra, § 302, as to effect of war of 1812 on fisheries. 
(2) BREAKS UP BUSINESS AND SUSPENDS CONTRACTS. 
§ 337. 
War does not extinguish debts due from the citizens of one belliger-
ent to those of another; it merely suspends the remedy for their re-
covery. 
The State of Georgia v. Brailsford, 3 Dall., 1. 
After a declaration of war, all intercourse, and not merely trading, is 
forbidden; and an American citizen cannot lawfully send a vessel to the 
enemy's country to bring away his property. 
The Rapid, 8 Cranch, 155. 
Iu war, all intercourse between the subjects and citizens of the bel-
ligerent countries is illegal, unless sanctioned by the authority of the 
Government or in the exercise of the rights of humanity. 
The Julia, ibid., 181. 
The sailing on a voyage under the license and passport of protection 
of the enemy, in furtherance of his views and interests, subjects the 
ship and cargo to confiscation as prize of war. 
Ibid. The Aurora, ibid., 203. 
The principle of the decision in the Julia (8 Cranch., 181) applies 
to a case where it was not expressly stated in the license that its object 
was to supply the enemy with provisions, but where such object was 
plainly infeu-able. 
The Hiram, ibid., 444. 
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P~operty engaged in an illicit intercourse with the enemy is to be 
condemned to the captors and not to the United States, the municipal 
forfeiture under the laws of the United StateB being absorbedin the 
more general operation of the law of war. 
The Sally, ibid., 382. 
Trading with an enemy does not ipso facto forfeit the property so 
obtained by a citizen, but only subjects it to condemnation when regu-
larly captured. 
The Thomas Gibbons, ibid., 421. 
If, '-1pon the breaking out of a war with this country, our citizens 
have a · right to withdraw their property from the enemy's country, it 
must be done within a reasonable time. Eleven months after . the 
declaration of war is too late. 
The Saint Lawrence, 9 Cranch., 120. 
Citizens of the United States are equally guilty of trading with the 
enemy, whether the trade be between an enemy's port and the United 
States or between the former and some foreign nation. The offense of 
trading with the enemy is complete the moment the vessel sails from a 
port of the United States to a port of the enemy. 
The Rugen, 1 "'Wheat., 61. 
Under the act of the 6th of July, 1812 (2 Stat. L., 778), "to prohibit 
American vessels from proceeding to, or trading with, tile enemies of 
the United States, and for other purposes," it was held, that living fat 
oxen, cows, steers, and heifers are articles of provision and munitions 
of war within the true intent and meaning of the act. Also, that driving 
living fat oxen, etc., on foot, is not a transportation thereof within the 
true intent and meaning of the same act. 
U. S. v. Sheldon, 2 Wheat., 119. 
The sailing under the enemy's license constitutes, of itself, an act of 
illegality, which subjects the property to confiscation, without regard 
to the object of the voyage or the port of destination. 
The Ariadne, ibid., 143. 
A vessel and cargo liable to capture as enemy's property, or for sail-
ing under the pass or license of the enemy, or for trading with the 
enemy, may be seized after arrival in a port of the United States and 
condemned as prize of war. The delictum is not purged by the termi-
nation of the voyage. 
The Caledonian, 4 Wheat., 100. 
The citizens of one belligerent state are incapable of contracting with 
the citizens of the other belligerent state. 
Schofield v. ichelberger, 7 Pet., 58G. 
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The rule is inflexible that trade between citiz~ns or subjects of nations 
at war is forbidden, and property on the high seas, intended for an en-
emy's port, is lawful prize. 
Jecker v. Montgomery, 13 How., 498; 18 i'bid., 110. 
The effect of war is to dissolve a partnership between citizens of 
hostile nations. 
The William Bagaley, 5 Wall., 377. 
Where a citizen of a State adhering during the war of the reb~llion 
to the national cause brought suit, after the war, against a citizen re-
siding during the war within the limits of an insurrectionary State, it 
was held that the period during which the plaintiff was prevented from 
suing by the state of hostilities should be deducted from the time nec-
essary to bar the action under the statute of limitations. 
Hanger v. Abbott, 6 Wall., 53~; University v. Finch, 18 ibid., 106. 
A contract made by a consul of a neutral power with a citizen of a 
belligerent state, that he will" protect," with his neutral name, from 
capture by the belligerent, merchandise which such citizen has in the 
enemy's lines, is against public policy and void. 
Coppell v. Hall, 7 Wall., 542. 
Commercial intercourse between states at war with each other is in-
terdicted. It needs no special declaration on the part of the sovereign 
to accomplish this result, for it follows from the very nature of war that 
trading between.the belligerents should cease. 
U.S. v: Lane, 8 Wall., 185; McKee v. U.S., ibid., 163. 
Intercourse with an enemy during war is unlawful to parties stand-
ing in the relation of debtor and creditor as much as to those who do 
not. 
U.S. v. Grossmayer, 9 Wall., 72. 
A transfer of property to a creditor by an enemy debtor, though 
made to an agent of the creditor and in payment of a debt contracted 
before the war, is void, and cannot be made lawful by any ratification. 
Ibid. 
Every kind of trading or commercial dealing or intercourse, whether 
by transmission of money or of goods, or orders for the delivery of either 
between two countries at war, directly or indirectly, or through the in-
tervention of third persons or partnerships, or by contracts in any form 
looking to or involving such transmission, is prohibited. 
Quoted in Montgomery v. U.S., 15 Wall., 395; from Kershaw v. Kelsey, 100 Mass., 
561; U.S. v. Lapene, 17 Wall., 601. 
During the occupation of New Orleans by the Federal forces during 
the rebellion, a loyal citizen of that place, describing himself as the 
agent of a certain planter, who was an enemy, residing on a plantation 
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in the rebellious region, agreed to sell to a British subject~ domiciled in 
New Orleans, a crop belongiug to the said planter, and described as 
his (the planter's) property. It was ruled that the sale was void. 
It appeared that the loyal citizen had, prior to the war, made ad-
vances to the planter, and it was argued til at he had a lien on the prop-
erty and a power to sell it for the repayment of the advances, and 
that the sale ought to be regarded as his, and not as a sale by the 
planter. The court held, however, that the real parties to the trans-
action were the vendee and a public enemy, at the same time observing 
that there was nothing in the case inconsistent with the doctrine that a 
resident in the territory of one belligerent may have in times of war 
an agent residing in the territory of the other belligerent, to whom his 
debtor may pay a debt, or deliver property in discharge of it, such p~w­
ments or deliveries involving no intercourse between enemies. 
Montgomery v. U. S., 15 \Yall., 395. 
AB to claims IJased ou war, see supra, §§ 223ff. 
As the enforcement of contracts between enemies made before the 
war is suspended during the war, statutes of limitation do not run 
against the rigllt of action of the parties t_o sueh contracts during 
the war. 
Brown v. Hiatts, 15 Wall., 177; Semmes t'. Hartford Ins. Co., 13 ibid., lliO. 
The running of interest also ceases. 
Brown v. Hiatts, 15 Wall., 177. 
The war of the rebellion was accompanied by the general incidents of 
a war between independent nations. The inhabitants of the rebellious 
and of the loyal States became enemies to each other, and were liable 
to be so treated without reference to their individual dispositions or 
opinions; all commercial intercourse and correspondence betweeu them 
were interdicted by principles of public law, as well as by express en-
actments of Congress; all contracts preYiously made between them 
were suspended, and the courts of each belligerent were closed to the 
citizens of the other. 
Ibid. 
A sale of real estate during tile rebelion, under a power in a deed of 
trust previou:sly given to secure the payment of promissory notes of the 
grantors in the deed, is valid, though said grantors at the time of the 
sale were citizens and residents of one of the States declared to be in 
insurrection. 
University 1'. Finch, 18 \Ynll., lOG. 
The fact that seven months after a ten years' lease was made, a" gen-
eral order" from the military department of Louisiana, forbade the sc,.·-
eral bureaus of tile muuicipal government of the city, created by military 
authority, from di~Sposing of any of the city property for a term extend-
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ing beyond a period when the regular civil government of the city might 
be established, was held not to have invalidated the lease. 
New Orleans v. Steamboat Company, 20 Wall., :387. 
The Government of the United States has power to permit limited 
commercial intercourse with an enemy in time of war, and to impose 
such conditions thereon as it sees fit; this power is incident to the power 
to declare war, and to carry it on to a successful termination. .And it 
would seem that the President alone, who is constitutionally invested 
with the entire charge of hostile operations, may exercise this power; 
but whether so or not, there is no doubt that, with the concurrent au-
thority of the Congress, he may exercise it according to his discretion. 
Hamilton v. Dillin, 21 Wall., 73 . 
.A resident of a loyal State, after the 17th of July, 1861, and just 
after the civil war had become flagrant, procured a pass from the 
proper military authority of the United States permitting him to go 
through the Army lines into the insurrectionary territory, and under 
it went into the Confederate States and remained there, engaged in 
business, until the latter part of 1864, when he returned to his old 
domicil. Prior to his return he purchased a large quantity of cotton 
(724 bales), which he stored in Savannah, and which fell into the hands 
of the forces of the United States when that place was captured by 
them. It was held, on a question whether he had been trading with the 
enemy, that he bad not lost his original domicil, and accordingly that 
he had been so trading. 
Mitchell v. U.S., ibid., 350. 
It was not until the 16th of August, 1861, that all commercial inter~ 
course between the States designated as in rebellion and t.he inhabitants 
thereof, with certain exceptions, and the citizens of other States and 
other parts of the United States, became unlawful. 
Matthews t'. McStea, 91 U. S .• 7 . 
.A foreigner, domiciled during the year 1864 in Texas, who, in order to 
obtain permission of the Confederate Government to export his cotton, 
sold at a nominal price and delivered to its agents or officers for its use an 
equal amount of other cotton, which he subsequently redeemed by pay-
ing a stipulated sum therefor, directly contributed to the support of the 
enemy, aud gave him aid and comfort. Out of such a transaction no 
demand against such agents or officers can arise which will be enforced 
in the courts of the United States. 
Radich v. Hutchins, 95 U. S. 210. See supra, § § 223 ff., 227 ff. 
War puts every individual of the respectjve Governments, as well as 
the Governments themselves, in a state of host-ility with each other. 
All treaties, contracts, and rights of property are suspended. The sub-
jects are in all respects considered as enemies. They may seize the 
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persons and property of each other. They have no persona standi in 
Judicio, no power to sue in the public courts of the enemy nation. It 
.becomes, therefore, criminal to comfort or aid the enemy. 
The schooner Rapid and Cargo, 1 Gallison, 303. 
In war all intercourse between subjects and citizens of the belligerent 
·countries is illegal, unless sanctioned by the authority of the Govern. 
ment, or in the exercise of the rights of humanity. • * * Independ· 
·ent of all authority, it would seem a necessary result of a state of war to 
·suspend all negotiations and intercourse between the subjects of the 
·belligerent nations. 
The Julia and Cargo, ibid., 594. 
There is no legal difference, as to a plea of alien enemy, between a 
·eorporation and an individual. 
Society, &c. v. Wheeler, 2 Gallis.on, 105. 
A sale by a belligerent of a war ship to a neutral in a neutral port is 
:invalid by the law of nations, as construed both in England and America. 
The Georgia, 1 Lowell, 96. See infra, § § 388, 393. 
By the law of nations, where a war exists between two distinct and 
independent powers, there must be a suspension of all commercial inter-
eonrse between their citizens; but this principle has not been applied to 
the States which joined the so-called Southern Confederacy. -
u. S. v. Six Boxes of Arms, 1 Bond, 446. 
The existence of war does not prevent the citizens of one belligerent 
power from taking proceedings for the protection of their own property, 
in their own courts, against the citizen~ of the other, whenever the 
latter can be reached by process. 
Lee v. Rogers, 2 Sawyer, 549. 
Permission cannot be granted to a citizen of the United States to send 
.a vessel to a port under the dominion of a country with which we are 
.at war to bring away a cargo of merchandise. 
1 Op., 175, Rush.J 1814. 
Debts due by one belligerent state to the citizens of the other, are 
.not extinguished by the war. 
12 Op., 72, Stanbery, 1866. 
The subject of neutral trade with belligerents is discussed infra, § 388; thut of 
extinguishment of international claims by war, supra, §§ 240, 248. 
Licenses to trade with enemy are considered in Dana's Wheaton, § 410. 
Judge Holmes, in a note to 1 Kent, 167, maintains that the rule is 
"'that these contracts (made before the war) are dissolved which can· 
not he performed except by way of commercial intercourse." In Ker-
shaw v. Kelsey ( 100 Mass., 561), it was held that the rule only prohi.bited 
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"intercourse between colonies of the two belligerents which is incon-
sistent with the state of war between their countries." 
''In the treaty of 1848 between the United States and Great Britain it; 
is provided that in case of war between the two nations the mail-
packets shall be unmolested for six weeks after notice by either Gov-
ernment that t.he service is to be disc0ntiuued; in which case they shalli 
have safe-conduct to return (U.S. Laws, ix, 9fi5). During the Mexican 
war British mail steamers were allowed by the United l::;tates forces to 
pass in and out of Vera Cruz. During the civil war in the United 
States the United States Government adopted a rule that 'public mails 
of any friendly or neutral power, duly certified and authenticated as. 
such,' found on board captured vessels,~ shaH not be searched or opened, 
but be put, as speedily as may oe convenient, on the way to their des-
ignated destination. This instruction, however, will not be deemed to 
protect simulated mails, verified by forged certificates or counterfeited 
seals.' These instructions from the Secretary of State to the Secretary 
of the Navy, of October 31, 186~, were communicate<] to tile ministers 
of foreign Governments. (Dip. Corr., 1863, part i, 402.) In the case 
of the prize Peterhoff, in which the qnestion was as to the actual own-
ership and destination of the cargo, the court at first directed the mails 
found on board to be opened in the presence of the British consul, and 
that he be requested to select such letters as appeared to him to relate 
to the cargo and its destination, and reserve the rest of the mail to for-
ward to its destination. The British consul refused to comply with this . 
request, protesting that the mail should be forwarded unopened. On 
apveal to the Secretary of State, the United States attorney at New, 
York receiYed directions to forward the entire mail to its destination, . 
unexamined, notwithstanding there was reason to believe some letters . 
in it would furnish evidence as to the cargo; and Mr. Seward wrote to , 
to 1\lr. Adams, April 21, 1863, to that effect, ad<ling, 'I shall, however, 
improve the occasion to submit some views upon the general question 
of tbe immunities of public mails found on board of vessels visited uuder 
the belligerent right of search. The subject is one attended with many 
embarrassments, wllile it is of great importance. The President be-
lieves it not less desirable to Great Britain than it is to the United 
States and other maritime powers to arrive at some regulation that will 
at once save the mails of neutrals from unneces~mry interruption aud 
exposure, and, at the same time, prevent them from being made use of' 
as auxiliaries to unlawful designs of irresponsible persons seeking to 
embroil friendly states in the calamities of war.' 
'' 'l'be rule in Mr. Seward's instructions of 31st October, 1862, relate5 
only to public mails duly authenticated; aud the capturing Govern-
ment reserves the right to make sure of the genuineness of the authen-
tication. vVhen the 'Tessel is a private one, but carrying mails under a 
Government contract, like the Cunard or Peninsula and Oriental steam-
ers, and the lines subsidized by the United States for that purpose, a. 
Government mail agent is usually on board, having them in chargr. 
Although this fact does not, in law, protect tile ruailR from search, yet 
it affords opportunity for general arrangements betweeu natwns, and. 
makes spemal arrangements betw:een tile captors and the mail agent, 
in particular cases, more probable." 
Darm's Wheaton, ~ 504 1 note 228. As to Trent case and arrest of dispatches. see ' 
§ § 325, 328, 3i 4. 
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"The protection of the interests and welfare of the state makes the 
application of this rule [prohibiting intercourse between belligerents] 
£specially necessary to the merchant and trader who, under the tempta-
tions of an unlimited mtercourse with the enemy, by artifice or fraud, or 
from motives of cupidity, might he led to sacrifice those interests. 
''See United States v. Boxes of Arms (1 Bond, 446) as to the appli-
·eation of this rule to the States which joined the Southern Confederacy 
·during the American civil war. See also Gay's Gold (13 Wall., 358) 
and United States v. Homeyer (2 Bond, 217) as to the effect of the acts 
>{)f Congress, proclamations, etc., on the same rule." 
:2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 154. 
~·The language of Mr. Justice Story in the cases of the Rapid and 
rthe Mary in the circuit court amounts to a clear denial of the exist-
·ence of the right in question [withdrawal of property of one belliger-
·ent from the territory of the other] under any circumstances, although 
in the case of the St. Lawrence, subsequently decided in the Supreme 
·Court, where the opinion of the court was given by the same distin-
guished judge, any ·direct decision of this question was studiously 
.avoided, and that case was decided on the ground that the property 
.bad not been withdrawn from the enemy's country within reasonable 
time after the knowledge of the war. This exact question, as already 
remarked, bas never been determined by the Supreme Court of the 
United States, nor is its decision involved as a necessary consequence 
in the cases which have been adjudicated before that tribunal. In a 
case decided in the supreme court of the State of New York it was held 
that a citizen of one belligerent rnay withdraw his property from the 
country of the other belligerent, provided he does it within a reason-
able time after the declaration of the war~ and does not himself go to 
,the enemy's country for that purpose. In delivering the opinion of 
the court in this case (Armory v. McGreg·or) Chief-Justice Thompson 
;remarks that from the guarded and cautious manner in which the Su· 
preme Court of the United States had reserved itself upon this par-
ticular question there was reason to conclude that when it should be 
distinctly presented it would be considered as not coming within the 
policy of the rule that renders all trading or intercourse with the enemy 
illegal." 
Ibid., 16:3. 
(3) BUT NOT TRUCES. 
§ 331a. 
"If there is one rule of the law of war more clear and peremptory 
than another, it is that compacts between enemies, such as truces and 
~apitulations, shall be faithfully adhered to, and their non-observance 
is denounced as being manifestly at variance with the true interest and 
-duty, not only of the immediate parties~ but of all mankind." 
Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson, Apr. 151 1842. MSS. Inst., Mex. 
6 Webster's Works. 438. 
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III. .APPLICATION OF, TO ENEMY'S PROPERTY. 
(1) PRIVATE PROPERTY ON LAND NOT USUALLY SUBJECT TO ENE:\IY1S SEIZURE 
§ 338. 
Every nation at war with another is justifiable, by the general and 
strict law of nations, in seiziug and confiscating all movable property 
of its enemy (of any kind or nature whatsoever), wherever found,. 
whether within its territory or not. 
Ware v. Hylton, 3 Dall., 199, 226. See App., Vol. III,§ 3313. 
War gives the right to confiscate, but does not itself confiscate, the 
property of the enemy which may be found in the country at the com-
mencement of the war. When the sovereign authority shall choose to-
bring the right of confiscation into operation, the judicial department 
must gi\Te ef:l'ect to its will. 
Brown v. U. S., 8 Cranch, 110. 
In the United States, proceedings to condemn the property of an 
enemy found within the te_rritory at the declaration of war must be in 
execution of some existing law. 
ibid. But sec the Prize Cases, 2 Black, 635. 
An act of Congress merely declaring war does not authorize such1 
confiscation. 
Brown v. U. S., 8 Cranch, 110. 
An island conquered and occupied by the enemy is, for belligerent 
and commercial purposes, his soil. The produce of that soil is liable to-
condemnation on the high seas while it belongs to the individual pro-
prietor of the soil which produced it, though he is a neutral. 
Thirty Hogsheads of Sugar v. Boyle, 9 Cranch, 191. 
Private property may be taken by a military commander for public 
use, in ca:ses of necessity, or to prevent it from falling into the hands of 
the enemy, but the necessity must be urgent, such as will admit of no 
delay, or the danger must be immediate and impending. But in such 
cases the Government is bound to make full compensation to the owner~ 
Mitchell v. Harmony, 13 How., 115. 
"Being enemies' property, the cotton was liable to capture and con-
fiscation by the adverse party. (Prize Cases, 2 Black, 687.) It is true 
that this rule, as to property on land, has received very important 
qualifications from usage, from the reasonings of enlightened publicists, 
and from judicial decisions. 'It may now be regarded as substantially 
restricted to special cases dictated by the necessary operation of war' 
(1 Kent., !)2), and as excluding, in general, 'the seizure of the private 
property of pacific persons for the sake of gain.' (lbid., 93.) Tlle com-. 
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manding general may determine in what special cases its more strin-
gent application is required by military emergencies; while considera-
tions of public policy and positive provisions of law and the general 
spirit of legislation must indicate the cases in which its application 
may properly be denied to the property of non-combatant enemies. 
"In the case before us, the capture seems to have been justified by 
the peculiar character of the property and by legislation. It is well 
known that cotton has constituted the chief reliance of the rebels for 
means to purchase the munitions of war in Europe. It is a matter of 
history, that rather than permit it to come into the possession of the 
National troops, the rebel Government has everywhere devoted it, how-
ever owned, to destruction. The value "of that destroyed at New Or-
leans, just before its capture,. has been estimated at eighty millions of 
dollars. It is in the record before us, that on this very plantation of 
Mrs. Alexander, one year's crop was destroyed in apprehension of an 
advance of the Union forces. The rebels regarded it as one of their 
main sinews of war; and no principle of equity or just policy required, 
when the national occupation was itself precarious, that it should be 
spared from capture and allowed to remain, in case of the withdrawal 
of the Union troops, an element of strength to the rebellion." 
Chase, C. J.; Mrs. Alexander's Cotton, 2 \Vall., 419. 
As to cotton being contraband, see infra, § 373. 
As to claims for indemnity, see supra,§§ 223ff. 
The humane maxims of the modern law of nations, which exempt pri-
vate property of non-combatant enemies from capture as booty of war, 
found expression in the abandoned and captured property act of March 
12, 1863. 
U. S. v. Klein, 13 Wall., 128. See sup1·a, § § 223 ff. 
"No titles were divested in the insurgent States. unless in pursuance 
of a judgment rendered after due legal proceedings. The Government 
recognized to the fullest extent the humane maxims of the modern law of 
nations, which exempt property of non-combatant enemies frorn capture or 
booty of war." 
Chase, C. J.; U.S. v. Klein, 13 Wall., 128. See to same general effect, Lamar v. 
Browne, 92 U.S., 194. 
Where private property is impressed into public use during an emer-
gency, such as a war, a contract is implied on the part of the GmTern-
ment to make compensation to the owner. 
U.S. v. Russell, 13 Wall., 623. 
During the civil war enemies' property was made liable to confiscation 
by certain acts of Congress, but the Government of che United States 
asserted no general right in \irtue of conquest to compel the payment 
of private debts to itself. 
Planters' Bank v. Union Bank, 16 Wall., 483. Supra,~~ 223ff.; infra,~§ 352ff. 
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It is by no means to be admitted that a conquering power may compel 
private debtors to pay their debts to itself, and that such payments ex-
tinguish the claims of the original creditor. The principle of interna-
tional law, that a conquering state, after the conquest has subsided 
into Government, may exact payment from the state debtors of the 
conquered power, and that payments to the conqueror discharge the 
debt, so that when the former Government returns the debtor is not 
compellable to pay again, has no applicability to debts not due to the 
conquered state. 
Ibid. 
W., a resident of ltfemphis, yurchased, on .April 12,1865, in Mobile, 
from B., a resident of that city, both cities being then in the occupancy 
of the national forces, cotton which was then in the military lines of 
the insurgent forces in Alabama and ltfississippi, the inhabitants 
whereof had been declared to be in insurrection. Between June 30 and 
December 1 of that year. a portion of the cotton, while it was in the 
bands of tbe planters from whom it had been originally purchased by 
the Confederate Government, the agent of which had sold it in l\'lobile 
to B. on the 5th of April, was seized by Treasury agents of tbe United 
States and sold. The proceeds were paid into the Treasury and W. 
sued to reco,·er them. It was ruled that his purchase being in violation 
of law no right arose therefrom which can be enforced against the 
United States. 
Walker's Executors v. U.S., 1U6 U.S., 413. Supra,§§ 222ff.; infra,§§ 352ff. 
By the law of nations the uebts, credits, and corporal property of 
an enemy, found in the country on the breaking out of war, are con-
fiscable. 
Cargo of ship Emulous, 1 Gallison, 562. 
The seizure of enemy property by the United States as prize of war . 
on land, jure belli, is not authorized by the law of nations, and can be 
upheld only by an act of Congress. 
U. S. v. Seventeen hundred and fifty-six Shares of Capital Stock, 5 Blatch., 232 
" The war of the Revolution bas been sometimes appealed to as 
eountenancing the sequestration of debts and the confiscation of prop-
erty. This was denied by 1\Ir. Hamilton, in his argument on the lOth 
article of the British treaty of 1794. He said, in reply to those 'who 
represent the confiscation or sequestration of debts as our best means 
~f retaliation and coercion, as our most powerful, and sometimes as our 
~nly means of defense. So degrading an idea will be rejected with 
disdain by every man who feels a true and well-informed national 
11ride ; by every man who recollects and glories that, in a state of still 
greater immaturity we achieved independence without the aid of this 
dislwnorable expedient. The Federal Government never resorted to 
it, and a few only of the State governments staiued themselves with it. 
It may, perhap~, be said that the Federal Government bad no power 
on tlle subject; but the reverse of this is truly the case. The Federal 
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Government alone bad power. The State governments bad none1 
though some of tl.Jem undertook to exercise it. Til is position is founded 
on the solid ground that the confiscation or seque~:;tration of the debts 
·Of an enemy is a high act of reprisal and war, necessarily and exclu-
sively incident to the power of making war, which was always in 
the Federal Government.' (Hamilton's Works, vii, 329, Camillus No. 
XVIII.) 
"To remed.v, as far as was practicable, what in this view of the case 
mi~·ht he deemed the usurpation of the States under the old Confedera-
tion, not only was the provision in reference to debts, noticed in the 
iext ( ch. 1, § 12, of this part, p. 542 supra), introduced into tho treaty 
·of peace of 1783, but another article (V) contained au agreement on 
the part of Congress to recommend to the legislatures of the respective 
States to provide for the restitution of all estates, rights, and proper-
·ties which had been confiscated, and even in cases where the property 
bad been sold, its restoration, on refuuding to the persons in possession 
·what they bad paid in purchasing it since the confiscation. (8 Stat. 
L., 82.)" 
Lawrence's Wheaton (ed. 1863), 610. See Bupra, ~ 223. 
"It has has been held that the act of Congress declaring war ag·ainst 
··Great Britain did not work such confiscation. (The Juniata, Newberry, 
.352.) In Brown v. U. S., 'ltt sup., the right to confiscate debts was as-
.serted; and Ware v. Hylton (3 Dall., 199), was relied on as authority. 
But the better view is that the property of the inhabitants of au in-
vaded country should not be taken by an invading army without re-
muneration. (U. S. v. Stevenson, 3 Benedict, 119; Bluntschli, § 657.) 
In the United States Articles of War of 1863 (§ 2, art. 37) it is said: 
·'The United States acknowledge and protect, iu ilostile countries oc-
·Cnpied by them, religion and morality, strictly private propertJ', the 
persons of the inhabitants, especially those of women, and the sacred-
ness of the domestic relations. Offenses to the contrary shall be r1g-
·()rously punished.' Infra, § 349. To the effect that private property 
·cannot be seized by an invading army, unless contraband, see 1 Kent 
Com., 93 .ff.; U.S. 17. Homeyer, 2 Bond, 217; Transactions of the Na- • 
tioual Association for the Promotion of Social Science, 1860, 1G3, 279; 
·.ib·i~., 1861, 126, 748, 794; ihid., 1862, 89, 896, 899; ibid., 1863, 831, 878, 
S84; ibid., 1864, 596, 656; ibid., 1868, 16·7-187; Hautefeuille, Droits et 
Devoirs, i, 340-344; 1\'Iartens, Essai sur les Armateurs, § 45; and other 
.~uthorities given in Field, ut sup. Heffter (VOlkerrecht, §§ 130, 132, 139, 
140, 175, 192) holds that war gives only actual possession, but not the 
[egal .property in such captures. 
"Dr. Woolsey (Int. Law,§ 118, note), after noticing Hamilton's argu-
ment against confiscation (Hamilton's vVorks, Yol. vii, 19th Letter of 
'Camillus'), adds, speaking of the confiscation of the private property 
·Of the subject of an enemy, 'The foreigner brought his property here, 
it can at once be said, knowing the risk he might run in the event of a 
' war. vVhy should he not incur the risk~ He f?hould incur it, say the 
·Older practice and the older authorities. He should not, says the 
modern practice, although international law in its rigor involves him in 
it. He should not, according to the t.rue principles of justice, because 
his relation the state at war is not the same with the relation of his 
sovereign or Government; because, in short, he is not in the full sense 
au enemy.' To this it may be added that whan a foreig11er invests prop-
·erty in a country with the permission of its Government, there-is an im· 
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plied understanding that his title thereto will be respected unless di-
vested by his personal act. 
''As sustaining tbe right of seizure of priYate property in an enerny's 
country, see The Venus, 8 Cranch, 253; The Ann Green, 1 GaJ., 274; 
The Lilla, 2 Sprague, 177; The Friendscbaft, 3 \Vheat., 15; 4 ibid., 105. 
That this does not impress with belligerency a neutral on motion to 
leave bona fide belligerent territory, see The Venus, ~tt S'ltpra; The St. 
Lawrence, 1 Gall., 4G7. That neutrals and citizens ure to l>e allowecl a 
reasonable time, after breaking out of war, to withdraw from a bellig-
erent country, see The Sarah Starr, Blatch. Pr. Ca., G50; The General 
Pinckney, ibid., 6G8." 
Whart. Com. Am. Law, § 216. 
As to liability to seizure of neutral property in enemy's lines, see infra, ~ 352. 
As to wanton destruction of property, see infra, § 34!:1. 
"The emancipation of an enemy's slaves is not amoug t:lle acts of 
legitimate war. As relates to the owners, it is a destruction of prh-~te 
property not warranted by the usages of war." 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rush, July 7, 1R20. M8S. Inst., Ministers. 
It is otherwise when such slaves are a material part of the enemy's 
resources, in which case they become contraband and may be emanci-
pated. 
President Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation. 
As to ravages of British forces in war of 1812, soe 1 Ingersoll's Late ·war, 1st 
series, 184 ff. 
For a dh;cussion of the action of the United States with reference to the rights 
of a sovereign over the private property of subjects of a sovereign with 
whom he is a.t war, see 3 Phill. Int. Law (3d ed.), 133ff. 
For an account of the action of the United States in reference to the seizure or 
the private property of non-combataut subjects of enemy States, see 3 
Phill. Int. Law (3 ed.), 366. 
A.s to seizure of private pl'operty in wa,r, see Judge Holmes' note, 1 Kent 
Com., 91. 
"The Supreme Court of the United States, in l{rown v. U. S., 8· 
Cranch, 110, decided primarily and unequh~ocally that, by the law of na-
tions, the right exists to seize and confiscate any property of an enemy 
found in the country on t,he h~ppening of war. On that point the· 
court was uuanimous. The case is so treated by all the American com-
mentators. Kent says (i, 59) that ~the point seems no longer open for-
discussion in this country, and bas become definitively settled in fa \Or 
of the ancient and sterner rule.' Halleck (p. 365) says: 'The Supreme 
Court of the United States has decidecl that the right, st1·icti juris,. 
still exists, as a settled and undoubted right of war, recognized by the 
law of nations.' Woolsey (§ 118) says, 'The Supreme Court of the 
United States has decided, in accordance with the body of earlier aud 
later text-writers, that by strict right such property is confiscable.' * * • 
''Earl Russell, in a dispatch of the 6th December, 18Gl, to the Brit-
ish consul at Richmond, Va., speakmg of an act of the so-called Con-
federate Congress confiscating the property of aJl alien enemi eH (in 
which class were included all residents in the loyal States, wlwther 
Americans or domiciled. foreigners), says, 'vVhatever may ha\'e lJeen 
the abstract rule of the law of nations on this point in former tim es, 
the instances ot' its applica tion in the manner contemplated by the act 
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of the Confederate Congress, in modern and more civilized times, are· 
so rare, and have been so generally condemned, that it may be said to 
have become obsolete.' (Parliamentary .Papers, 1863, 108. See note-
157, infra, on Confiscation of Private Debts, and note 16!J, infra, on 
Conquest and Belligerent Occupation.)" 
Dana's ·wheaton, § 304, note 156. 
The subject of seizure of aliens' cotton during the late civil war is discussed 
supra, §§ 203, 224, 228; infra, §§ 343, 373. 
As to wasting of enemy's property, see infra, § 349. 
(2) CONTRillUTIO~S MAY DE Il\lrOSED; 
§ 33!), 
"No principle is better established than that a nation at war has the-
right of shifting the burden off itself and imposing it on the enemy by 
exacting military contributions. The mode of making such exactions 
must be left to the discretion of the conqueror, but it should he exercised· 
in a manner conformable to the rules of civilized warfare. 
"The right to levy these contributions is essential to tile successful 
prosecution of war in an enemy's country, and the practice of nations· 
has been in accordance with this principle. It is as clearly necessary 
as the right to fight battles, :;tnd its exercise is often essential to the 
subsistence of the army. 
"Entertaining no doubt that the military right to exclude commerce-
altogether from the ports of the enemy in our military occupation in-
cluded the minor right of admitting it under prescribed conditions, it 
became an important question, at the date of the order, whether there 
should be a discrimination between vessels and cargoes belonging to 
neutral nations. 
"Had the vessels and cargoes belonging to the United States been 
admitted without the payment of any duty, while a duty was levied on 
foreign vessels and cargoes, the object of the order would have been 
defeated. The whole commerce would have been conducted in American 
vessels; no contributions could have been collected, and the enemy would 
have been furnished with goods without the exaction from him of any 
contribution whatever, and would have been thus benefited by our 
military occupation, instead of being made to feel the evils of the war. 
In order to levy these contributions, and to make them available for 
the support of the army, it became, therefore, absolutely necessary that 
they should be' collected upon imports into Mexican ports, whether in 
-vessels belonging to citizens of the United States or to foreigners. 
"It was deemed proper to extend the privilege to vessels and their 
cargoes belonging to neutral nations. It has been my policy, since the 
commencement of the war with 1\fexico, to act justly and liberally to-
ward all neutral nations, and to afford to them no just cause of com-
plaint; and we have seen the good consequences of this policy by the 
general satisfaction which it has given." 
President Polk, Special Message, Feb. 10, 1848. 
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"It is doubted, in the last edition of Kent'~ Commentaries that 
was published during the author's life, as to the validity of the powers 
·Claimed by tlle President in his official letter of :March 31, 1847, to the 
Secretary of the Navy. He exercised, as being charged by the Consti-
~tutiou with the prosecution of the war, the right of levying military 
contributions upon the enemy for the purposes of war, and of opening 
the .Mexican ports to neutral trade, tlle whole execution of these com-
mercial regulations being placed under the control of the military and 
naYal forces. 'These fiscal and commercial regulations would,' it is 
.said,' seem to press strongly upon the constitutional powers of Congress 
to raise and support armies, to lay and collect taxes, and to regulate 
-commerce with fereign nations, and to declare war and make rules for 
the goT"ernment and regulation of the land and naT"al forces, and con-
eerning captures on land and water, and to define offenses against the 
law of nations. Though the Constitution veRts the executive power in 
the President and declares him Commander-in-Cl!ief of the Armv and 
Navy of the United States, these powers must necessarily be subordi-
nate to the legislative power in Congress. It would appear to me to 
be the policy or true construction of this simple and general grant of 
power to the President, not to sufi'er it to interfere with those specific 
powers of Congress which are more safely deposited in the lPgislative 
department, aud that the powers thus assumed by the President do not 
.belong to him but to Congress.' 1 Kent Com., 29:!, note b.)'' 
Lawrence's Wheaton (ed. 1863), 1014. 
(3) STATE MOVABLE PROPERTY MAY BE SEIZED. 
§ 3±0. 
Whatever conduces to the support of either belligerent may be seized 
'by the other belligerent ou laud or sea. 
See infra, 9 § 368 ff. 
In U.S. v. ~feRae (L. R.., 8 Eq., G9), it was held that the Government 
·Of the United States was entitled, as of right, to receiv·e from a Con-
federate agent all moneys, goods, and treasure which were public prop-
·€rt.~~ of the United States at the breaking out of th3 war, and that it 
was entitled to all other such property of the Uonfederate Government 
in England which it could claim as successor to the Confederate Gov-
ernment, subject to all prior claims against such Government. But this 
·does not limit the full right to seize au enemy's public treasure in an 
jnvasion of such enemy's territory. 
As to the burning of Washington in 1815, see infra, § 349; 2 ll)gersoll's Hist. 
Late \Var, 1st series, ch. viii. 
(4) So OF PROPERTY IX ENEMIES' TERRITORIAL WATERS. 
§ 341. 
Property on an enemy's territorial waters rests, on principle, in this 
-relation, ou the same basis as property on his land. 
Supra, ~ § 27 ff. j infra, § § 342Jf'. 
As to rights on territorial waters, seo .Mr. Gallatin's report, Feb. 1, 1810. 3 Am. 
St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 33d. 
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(5) LIABILITY TO SEIZUltE OF ENEMY'S PRIVATE PROPERTY ON IUGH SEAS UNDER 
NEUTRAL FLAG. 
§ 342. 
In au opm10n already cited (supra, § 330), given in 1753 by Sir G. 
Lee, then judge of the prerogMive court; Dr. Paul, His l\lajesty's ad-
vocate-general; Sir D. Rider, His l\'Iajesty's attorney-general, and Mr. 
Murray (afterward Lord Mansfield), His .Majesty's solicitor-general, is 
found the following: 
''When two powers are at war they have a right to make prizes of 
the ships, goods, and efl'ects of each other upon the high seas; what-
ever is the property of the enemy may be acquired by capture at sea,. 
but the property of a friend cannot be taken, provided he obser\'es llis, 
neutrality. 
•' Hence the law of nation:s bas established: 
4'That the goods of a.u enemy, on board the ship of a frie11d, may be· 
ta.ken. 
"That the lawful goods of 'it friend, on board t.he ship of an enemy,. 
ought to be restored. 
''That contraband goods going to the enemy, though the property of 
a friend, may be taken as prizes; because supplying the enemy with 
what enables him better to carry on the war is a ueparture from neu-
trality." 
This opinion was given to Mr. Jay in 1794 by Sir W. Scott (Lord Stowell) and. 
Sir J. Nicholl, as exhibiting the then practice of the British plize courts. 
"I believe it cannot be doubted but that by the general law of na--
tions the goods of a friend fou11d in the vessel of an enemy are free, and' 
the goods of an enemy found in the vessel of a friend are lawful prize .. 
"It is true that sundry nations, desirous of avoiding the inconven-
iences of having their vessels stopped at sea, ransacked, carried into-
port, and detained, under pretense of having enemy's goods on board, 
have, in many instances, introduced, by their special treaties, another · 
principle between them, that enemy bottoms shall make enemy goods 
and frie11dJy bottom~ friendly goods; a principle much lcsR embarraRs· 
iug to commerce, and equal to all parties in point of gain and loss; but 
this is altoget~er the efl'ect of particular treaty, controlling in special. 
cases the general principle of the law of nations, and tlwrefore b1king· 
effect between such nations only as have so agreed to control it." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Genet, July 24, 17!.13. 1 Am. St. Pap (For .. 
Rel.), 166. 1 Wait's St. Pap., 134. 
To same effect see l\fr. Jefferson to Mr. Morris, Aug. 16, 179:3. 1 Wait's St. Pap., 
148. 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 16i. And Mr. Hamilton in "Ca.mHlu:s," 
5 Lodge's Hamilton, 218. 
That 1\fr. Jefferson's statement, in his note of July :?4, 1703, that" he 
believed it was not to be doubted that, by the general law of nation~, 
the goods of an enemy found in the vessel of a friend are lawful prize,"· 
was meant by him as appealing to the law of former times, may be ill-
ferred from l\1:r. Madison's letter to Mr. Jefferson, of ,J 11 ne ~9~ 179:3, 
in which he maintained that the principle that free ship~ make frPe 
goods is already ingrafted in the modern law of nations. And about 
the same time 1\lr. Pinckney, the American minister at London, in his 
correspondence with the British seci·etary for foreign afl'i:lir~, Lonl Gren-· 
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ville, claimed the principle of free ships making free goods as then 
.actually ebtablished by general usage. 
3 Rives' :\fa<lison, 347.348; citing 1 Wait's St. Pap., 404. 
"Mr. Jefferson's assertion (in his answer to Genet of July 24, 1793), of 
the principle that enemy's property is liable to capture and condemna-
tion in the vessel of a friend is not absolute. His words are, ' I believe 
it cannot be doubted."' 
6 J. Q. Adams' :\1em., 162 (July 7, 1823). 
On ,June 11, 1824, "l\lr. Wirt (at Cabinet meeting) insisted that we 
could not, without inconsistency, deny the right of belligerents by the 
law of nations to take the property of enemies in neutral vessels, and 
Tead in the State Papers Mr. Jefferson's letter to Genet upon that sub-
ject. I considered the law of nations upon this point as unsettled; but 
l\1r. Wirt's argument was supported by decisions of the Supreme Court, 
against which the executive Government coulJ. not safely assume an 
adversar;v principle. That knot of national law will ultimately resolve 
itself into a question of force." 
Ibid., 382. 
That the United States acknowledged that the rule of "free ships, 
free goods" was not part of the law of nations at the breaking out of 
the war of the first French Revolution is maintained in 3 .Ph ill., Int. 
Law. (3 ed.}, 315 ff. .As to subsequent action of the United States in 
reference to that rule, see ibid., 345, 354, 364. In the same line may be 
consulted article by l\ir . .A. H. Everett, 44 N . .Am. Rev., 24. 
" .Another source of complaint with l\ir. Genet has been that the 
English take French goods out of .American vessels, which, he says, 
is against the law of nations, and ought to be prevented by us. On 
the contrary, we suppose it to be long an established principle of the 
law of nations that the goods of a friend are free in an enemy's vessel, 
and an enemy's goods lawful prize in the vessel of a friend. The in-
convenience of this principle which subjects merchant vessels to be 
stopped at sea, searched, ransacked, led out of their course, ha5 induced 
several nations latterly to stipulate against it by treaty, and to sub-
stitute another in its stead, that free bottoms shall make free goods, 
and enemy's bottoms enemy's goods ; a rule equal to the other in point 
~f loss and gain, but less oppressive to commerce. .As far as it has 
been introduced, it depends on the treaties stipulating it, and forms ex-
-ceptions in special cases to the general operation of the law of nations. 
W~ have introduced it into our treaties with France, Holland, and 
Prussia, and French goods found by the two latter nations in American 
bottoms are not made prize of. It is our wish to establish it with other 
nations. But this requires their consent also, is a work of time, and in 
the meanwhile they have a right to act on the general principle, with-
<>nt gh"ing to us, or to France, cause of complaint." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Monis, Aug. 16,1793. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
rrhe maxim "free ships make free goods" is not an accepted princi-
ple of the law of nations, but was introduced as an exception thereto 
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in the 23d section of the first French-American commercial treaty. 
"This stipulation was intended to operate (indeed it was its sole object, 
and otherwise could have no operation at all) when one of the parties 
should be at war with a nation or nations with whom the other should 
be at peace." The maxim, however, was set aside by France during 
.her war with England in 1796-'97. 
Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pinckney, Jan. 16, 1797. 1 Am. St. Pap. 
(:F'or. Rel.), 5v9. 
"It is possibl~ that in the pending negotiations for peace (July, 1797, 
between Great Britain and France) this principle of free ships making 
free goods may be adopted by all the great maritime powers; in which 
~ase the United States will be among the first of the other powers to 
.accede to it arid to observe it as a universal rule." 
Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, to Mr. J~ Q. Adams, July 17, 1797. MSS. Inst. 
Ministers, 2 Am. St. Pap. (For Rel. ), 250. 
"The principle of making free ships protect enemy's property bas 
.always been cherished by the ma,ritime powers who have not had large 
navies, though stipulations to that effect have been in all wars more or 
less violated. In the present war, indeed, they have been less re-
'spected than usual, because Great Britain has held more uncontrolled 
the command of the sea, and has been less disposed t.han ever to con-
-cede the principle; and because France has disdained most of the re-
-ceived and established ideas upon the laws of nations, and considered 
herself as liberated from all the obligations toward other states which 
interfered with her present objects or the interests of the moment." 
Mr. J. Q. Adams, minister at Berlin, to the Sec. of State, Oct. 31, 1797. 2 Am. 
St. Pap. (:F'or. Rei.), 251. 
"It is a general rule that war gives to a belligerent power a right to 
-seize and confiscate the go()ods of his enemy. However humanity may 
deplore the application of thiR principle, there is perhaps no one to 
which man bas more universally assented, or to which jurists have 
more uniformly agreed. Its theory and its practice have unhappily 
been maintained in all ages. This right, then, may be exercised on the 
goods of an enemy wherever found, unless opposed by some superior 
Tight. It yields by common consent to the superior right of a neutral 
nation to protect, by virtue of its sovereignty, the goods of either of 
the belligerent powers found within its jurisdiction. But can this right 
()f protection, admitted to be possessed by every Government within 
its mere limits in virtue of its absolute sovereignty, be communicated 
to a vessel navigating the high seas"? 
"It is supposed that it cannot be so communicated, because the ocean 
being common to all nations no absolute sovereignty can be acquired 
in it. The rights of all arc equal, and must necessarily check, limit, 
.and restrain each other. The superior right, therefore, of absolute 
Rovereignty to protect all property within its territory ceases to be 
Rnperior when the property is no longer within its own territory, and 
may be encountered by the opposing acknowledged right of a belliger-
ent power to seize and confiscate the goods of his enemy. If the bel-
ligerent permits the neutral to attempt, without hazard to himself, 
thuR to serve and aid his enemy, yet he does not relinquish the right of 
-defeating that attempt whenever it shall be in his power to defeat it. 
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Thus it is admitted that an armed vessel m[ly stop and search at sea a 
neutral bottom, and may take out goods which are contraband of war · 
without giving cause of offense or being supposed in any degree to in-
fringe neutral rights; but this practice could not be permitted within 
the rivers, harbors, or other places of a neutral where its 80vereignty 
was complete. It follows, then, that the full right of affording protec-
tion to all property whate\"er within its own territory, which is inher-
ent in every Government, is not transferred to a vessel navigating the 
high seas. The right of a belligerent over the goods of his enemy 
within his reach is as complete as his rig·ht over contraband of war, , 
and it seems a position not easily to be refuted that a situation that 
will not protect the one will not protect the other. A neutral bottom,. 
then, does not of right, in cases where no compact exists, protect from. 
his enemy the goods of a belligerent power." 
Letter of Messrs. Pinckney, Marshall, and Gerry to the French minister of for-
eign affairs, M. ue Talleyrand, Jan. 17, li98. 2 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 
171. Quoted, with approval, by Sir W. Vernon-Harcourt, in Historicus on, 
Int. Law, 208, 209. 
"The question whether neutral ships shall protect enemy's property 
is, indeed, important. It is of so much importance that if the princi-
ple of free ships, free goods were once really established and honestly 
observed it would put an end forever to all maritime war, and render· 
all military navies useless. However desirable this may be to human-
ity, how much soever rhilosophy may approve it and Christianity de-
sire it, I am clearly convinced it will never take place. The dominant 
power on the ocean will forever trample on it. The French would 
despise it more than any nation in the wolld, if they had the maritime 
superiority of power, and the Russians next to them." 
President Adams to Mr. Marshall, Sec. of State, Oct. 3, 1800. 9 John Auarns' 
Works, 86. 
"vV'hen Europe assumed the general form in which it is occupied by 
the nations now composing It, and turned its attention to maritime-
commerce, we found among its earliest practices, that of taking tlle 
goods of an enemy from the ship of a friend; and that into this prac-
tice every maritime state went sooner or later as it appeared on tlle 
theater of the ocean. If, therefore, we are to consider the practice of 
nations as the sole and sufficient evidence of the law of nature among 
nations, we should unquestionably place this principle among those of 
the natural laws. But its inconveniences, as they affected neutral na-
tions peaceably pursuing their commerce, and its tendency to eml>roil 
them with the powers happening to be at war, and thus to extf'IHl tlle· 
flames of war, induced nations to introduce by special compacts, from 
time to time, a more convenient rule, ' that free ships should makt~ free 
good~;' and this latter principle has, by every maritime natiou of Eu-
rope, been t>stablished, to a greater or less degree, in its treaties wi til 
other nations; insomuch, that all of them have, more or less frequent!~-, 
assented to it as a rule of action in particular cases. Indeed, it is now 
urged, and I think with great appearance of reason, that tbis is the· 
genuine principle dictated by national morality;. and. that the first prac-
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tice arose from accident, and the particular convenience of the states 
which first figured on the wa~er, rather than from well-digested re-
flections on the relations of friend and enemy, on the rights of territo-
rial jurisdiction, and .on the dictates of moral law applied to these. 
Thus it has never been supposed lawful, in the territory of a friend, 
to seize the goods of an enemy. On an element which nature has not 
subjected to the jurisdiction of any particular nation, but has made 
common to all for the purposes to which it is fitted, it would seem that 
the particular portion of it which happens to be occupied by the vessel 
of any nation, in the course of its voyage, is, for the moment, the ex-
clusive property of that nation, and, with the vessel, is exempt from 
intrusion by any other, and from its jurisdiction, as much as if it were 
lying in the harbor of its sovereign. In no country, we believe, is the 
rule otherwise, as to the subjects of property common to all. * * • 
c' Shall two nations, turning tigers, break up in one instance the 
peaceable relations of the whole world~ Reason and nature clearly 
pronounce that the neutral is to go on in the enjoyment of all its 
rights, that its commerce remains free, not subject to the jurisdiction 
of another, nor consequently its vessels to search or to inquiries 
whether their contents are the property of an enemy or are of those 
which have been called contraband of war. 
"Nor does this doctrine contravene the right of preventing vessels 
from entering a t>lockaded port. This right stands on other ground. 
vVhen the fleet of any nation actually beleaguers the port of the enemy, 
· no other has a right to enter their line, any more than their line of bat-
tle on the open sea, or their lines of circumvallation, or of encamp-
ment, or of battle array on land. The space included within their 
lines in any of thoso cases, is either the property of their enemy, or it 
common property assumed and possessed for the moment, which cannot 
be int,ruded on, even by a neutral, without committing the very tres-
pass we are now considering, that of intruding into the lawful posses-
sion of a friend. * * * 
"But though we would not then, nor will we now, engage in war to 
establish this principle [of free ships making free goods] we are never-
theless sincerely friendly to it. We think that the nations of Europe 
have originally set out in error ; that experience has proved the error 
oppressive to the rights and interests of the peaceable part of man-
kind; that every nation but one has acknowledged this by consenting 
to the change, and that one has consented in particular cases; that 
nations have a right to correct an erroneous principle, and to establish 
that which is right aR their rule of action; and, if. they should adopt 
measures for effecting this in a peace~ble way, we shall wish them 
success, and not stand in their way to it. But should it become, at any 
time, expedient for us to co-operate in the establishment of this princi-
ple, the opinion of the executive, on the advice of its constitutional 
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counselors must then be gh-en, alHi tllut of the legislature, au inde-
pendent apd essential organ in the operation, must also be expressed; in 
forming which they will be governed every man by his own judgment~ 
and may, very possibly, judge differently from the ExecutiYe. With 
the same honest views, the most honest men often form different cou-
clusions. As far, howeYer, as we can judge, the principle of' free bot-
toms, free goods,' is that which would carry the wishes of our nation." 
Pre~:~ident Jefferson to l\fr. Li-viugstou, Sept. 9, 1801. 4 Jeff. Works, 403 ff. 
"On the question whether the principle of' free bottoms making free 
goods and enemy bottoms enemy good~,' is now to be considered as e~tab­
lished in the law of natjons, I will state to you a fact within my own 
knowledge, which may lessen the weight of our authority as having 
acted in the war of France and England on the ancient principle 'that 
the goods of an enemy in the bottom of a friend are lawful prize, while 
those of a frie11d in an enemy bottom are not so.' England became a 
part.y in the general war against France on the 1st of February, 1793. 
We took immediately the stand of neutrality. We were aware that 
our great intercourse with these two maritime nations would subject us 
to harassment by multiplied questious on the duties of neutrality, and 
that an important and early one would be which of the two principles 
above stated should be the law of action with us. We wished to act 
on the new one of 'free bottoms, free goods ; ' and we had established 
it in our treaties with other nations, but not with England. We deter-
mined, therefore, to avoid, if possible, committing ourselves on this 
question uutil we could negotiate with England her acquiescence in 
the new principle. Although the cases occurring were numerous, and 
the ministers, Genet and Hammond, eagerly on the watch, we were 
able to avoid any declaration until the massacre of St. Domingo. The 
whites, on that occasion, took refuge on board our ships, then in their-
harbor, with all the property they could find room for, and on their 
passage to the United States many of them were taken by British 
cruisers and their cargoes seized as lawful prize. The inflammable· . 
temper of Genet kindled at once, and he wrote with his usual passion 
a letter reclaiming an observance of the principle of ' free bottoms, free-
goods,' as if already an acknowledged law of neutrality. I pressed him 
in conversation not to urge this point; that although it had been acted 
on by convention, by the armed neutrality, it was not yet become a 
principle of universal admission; that we wished indeed to strengthen 
it by our adoption, and were negotiating an acquiescence on the part 
of Great Britain; but if forced to decide prematurely, we must justify 
ourselves by a declaration of the ancient principle, and that no general 
consent of nations had as yet changed it. He was immoY-able, and on 
the 25th of July wrote a letter so insulting that nothing but a deter-
mined system of justice and moderation would have prevented his being 
shipped home in the first vessel. I had the day before answered his of 
the 9th, in which I had been obliged in our own justification to declare 
that the ancient law was the established principle, still existing and 
authoritative. Our denial, therefore, of the new principle and action 
on the old one were forced upon us by the precipitation and intemper-
ance of Genet, against our wishes and against our aim ; and our in vol-· 
untary practice, therefore, is of less authority against the new rule.'' 
Mr. Jefferson to Mr. Everett, Feb. 24, 1823. 7 Jeff. Works, 271. 
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''On the subject of 'free ships, free goods,' the United States cannot, 
with the same consistency as some other nations, maintain the principle 
as already a part of the law of nations, having on one occasion admitted 
and on another stipulated the contrary. They have, however, invari-
, ably maintained the utility of the principle, and whilst as a pacific and 
'commercial nation they hav-e as grea.t an interest in the due establish-
ment of it as any nation whatever, they may with perfect consistency 
promote such an extension of neutral rights. The northern powers, 
Russia among the rest, having fluctuated in their conduct, may also be 
under some restraints on this subject. Still they may be ready to renew 
their concurrence in voluntary and con\eutional arrangements for giving 
v-alidity to the principle, and in drawing Great Britain into them." 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, to Mr . .Armstrong, Mar. 14, 1806. MSS. Inst., Min-
isters. See also President Madison to Mr. Ingersoll, July 28, 1814. 2 Madi-
son's Writings, 585. 
"It is also desirable to stipulate with the British Government that 
free ships shall make free goods, though it is proper to remark that the 
importance of this rule is much diminished to the United . States by 
their growth as a maritime power, and the capacity and practice of their 
merchants to become the owners of the merchandise carried in our 
Yessels. It is nevertheless still important to them, in common with all 
neutral nations, as it would prev.ent vexatious seizures by belligerent 
cruisers, and unjust condemnations by their tribunals from which the 
United States have sustained such heavy losses." 
Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, May 21, 1816. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
It has grown to be a usage among maritime nations that a belligerent 
may take the property of his enemy from a neutral ship, "paying the 
neutral his freight, and submitting the question of facts to the tribunals 
of the belligerent part,y. It is evident, however, that this usage has 
no foundation in natural right," and is subject to limitation in special 
treaties. 
Mr . .Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr . .Anderson, May 27, 1823 (MSS. Inst., Ministers), 
in which letter the question is discussed at great length. 
'' This search for and seizure of the property of an enemy in the 
vessel of a friend is a relic of the barbarous warfare of barbarous 
·ages, the cruel, and, for the most part, now exploded system of private 
war. As it concerns the enemy himself, it is inconsistent with the 
mitigated usage of modern wars, which respects the private property 
of individuals on the land. As relates to the neutral, it is a viola-
tion of his natural right to pursue, unmolested, his peaceful commercial 
intercourse with his friend. Invidious as is its character in both these 
respects, it has other essential chara:cteristics equally obnoxious. It is 
an uncontrolled -exercise of authority by a man in arms over a man 
without defense; by an officer of one nation over the citizen of another; 
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by a man intent upon the annoyance of his enemy; responsible for the 
act of search to no tribunal, and always prompted to balance the dis-
appointment of a fruitless search by the abusive exercise of his power, 
and to punish the neutral for the very clearness of his neutrality. It 
has, in short, all the features of unbridled power stimulated by hostile 
a11d unsocial passions." 
l\Ir. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Canning, June 24, 1823. MSS. Notes, For. Leg• 
''It has been remarked that by the usages of modern war the private 
property of an enemy is protected from seizure and confiscation as such; 
and private war itself has been almost universally exploded upon the 
land. By an 'exception, the reason of which it is not easy to perceive, 
the private property of an enemy upon the sea has not so fully received the 
benefit of the same principle. Private war, banished by the tacit and 
general consent of Ohristian nations from their territories, has taken its 
last refuge upon the ocean, and there continued to disgrace and afflict 
them by a system of licensed robberJT, bearing all the most atrocious 
characters of piracy. To a Government intent, from motives of general 
benevolence and humanity, upcn the final and total suppression of the 
slave trade, it cannot be unreasonable to claim her aid and co-operation 
to the abolition of private war upon the sea. 
"From the time when the United States took their place among the 
nations of the earth, this has been one of their favorite objects. 
"'It is time,' said Dr. Franklin, in a letter of 14 March, 1785, 'it is 
high time for the sake of humanity that a stop were put to this enor-
mity. The United States of America, though better situated than any 
European nation to make profit by privateering, are, as far as in them 
lies, endeavoring to abolish the practice by offering in all their treaties 
with other powers an article eng-aging solemnly that in case of future 
war no privateer shall be commissioned on either side, and that un~ 
a~med merchant ships on both sides shall pursue their voyages unmo-
lested. This will be a happy improvement of the law of nations. The 
humane and the just cannot but wish general success to the proposi-
tion.' * * * 
"The ninth article contains the usual list of contraband of war, 
omitting the articles used in the construction or equipment of vessels. 
These articles are not included in the principle upon which contraband 
of war was originally founded. Several of them are articles of ordi-
nary export from the United States, and the produce of their soil and 
industry. Others are. articles equally important to the commerce of 
other nations, particularly Russia, whose interests would be unfavorably 
affected by embracing them in the contraband list. The first effect of 
ineluding them in a list of contraband with one nation while they are 
excluded from the same list in treaties with others, is that the belliger-
ent with whom they have been stipulated as contraband acquires, so 
far as the treaties are observed, a~ exclusive market for the aequisition 
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of the articles of which the other belligerent is deprived. The next 
consequence is that the other belligerent, suffering under the double 
injury of this contradictory rule, breaks through the obligation of her 
own treaty and seizes and confiscates upon the principle of retaliat·ion 
upon the enemy. This observation applies to every other point of 
maritime law in which the neutral interest is sacrificed to the belliger-
ent interest with the one power, while the reverse is stipulated with 
·the other. The uniform and painful experience which we have had of 
this should operate as a warning to the Government of the United 
States to introduce the harmony of one congenial system into their fed-
erative relations with foreign powers, and never to concede as maritime 
right to one power a principle the reverse of which they have stipu-
lated with others. · 
"The tenth article of the draft proposes the adoption of the princi-
ple that free ships make free goods and persons, and also that neutral 
property shall be free, though laden in a vessel of the enemy. The 
Government of the United States wish for the universal establishment 
of this principle as a step towards the attainment of the other, the total 
abolition of private maritime war." 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rush, July 28, 1823. MSS.'Iust., Ministers. 
The proposition to abolish by treaty private war by sea, and to restrict contra-
band, wa~ sent at the same time by Mr. Adams to all the leading European 
states. • It was, however, never acted on so as to bind the United" States, 
except in cases of special treaty. 
''The principle upon which the Government of the United States 
now offers this proposal to the civilized world is, that the same pre-
cepts of justice, of charity, and of peace, under the influence of which 
Christian nations have, by common consent, exempted private property 
on shore from the destruction or depredation of war, require the same 
exemption in favor of private property upon the sea. If there be any 
objection to this conclusion, I know not in what it consists; and if any 
should occur to the Russian Government, we only wish that it may be 
made a subject of amicable discussion." 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Middleton, Aug. 13, 1823. MSS. lust., Min-
isters. • 
"It will be within the recollection of the House that immediately 
after the close of the war of our independe nee a measure closely an-
alogous to this congress of Panama was adopted by the Congress of 
our Confederation, and for purposes of preciselj· the same character. 
Three commissioners, with plenipotentiary po~ers~ were appointed to 
negotiate treaties of amity, navigation, and commerce with all the prin-
cipal powers of Europe. They met and resided for about one year for 
that purpose at Paris, and the only result of their negotiations at that 
time was the first treaty between the United States and Prussia, mem-
orable in the diplomatic annals of the world, and precious as a monum('~t 
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of the principles in relation to commerce and maritime warfare, with 
which our country entered upon her career as a member of the great 
family of independent nations. This treaty, prepared in conformity 
with the instructions of the American plenipotentiaries, consecrated 
three fundamental principles of the foreign intercourse which the Con-
gress of that period were desirous of establishing. First, equal reci-
procity, and the mutual stipulation of the privileges of the most favored 
nation in the commercial exchanges of peace ; secondly, the abolition 
of private war upon the ocean; and thirdly, restrictions favorable to 
neutral commerce upon belligerent practices with regard to contraband 
of war and blockades. A painful, it may be said a calamitous, experi-
ence of more than forty years has demonstrated the deep importance 
of these same principles to the peace and prosperity of this nation 
and to the welfare of all maritime states, and has illustrated the pro-
found wisdom with which they were assumed as cardinal points of the 
policy of the Union." 
President J. Q. Adams, Special Message, March 15, 1826. 
"Previous to the war which grew out of the American Revolution, 
the respective rights of neutrals and belligerents bad been settled and 
clearly defined by the conventional law of Europe, to which all the 
maritime powers had given their sanction in the treaties concluded 
among themselves. The few practical infractions, in time of war, of the 
principles thus recognized by them, have been disavowed, upon the 
return of peace, by new stipulations again acknowledging the exist-
ence of the rights of neutrals as set down in the maritime code. 
" In addition to the recognition of these rights by the European 
powers, one of the first acts of the United States, as a nation, was 
their unequivocal sanction of the principles upon which they are 
founded, as declal'ed in their treaty of commerce of 1778 with the 
King of France. These principles were that free ships gave freedom 
to the merchandise, except contraband goods, which were clearly de-
fined, and that neutrals might freely sail to and between enemies' 
ports, except such as were blockaded in the manner therein set forth. 
These principles having thus been established by universal consent, 
became the rule by which it was expected that the belligerents would 
be governed in the war which broke out about that time between 
France and Spain on the one hand, and Great Britain on the other. 
The latter power, however, having soon betrayed a disposition to de-
viate from them in some of the most material points, the Governments 
which had preserved a neutral course in the contest became alarmed 
stt the danger with which their maritime rights were threatened by 
the encroa,chments and naval supr~macy of England, and the Empress 
of Russia, at their head, undertook to unite them in the defense of 
those rights. On the 28th February, 1780, she issued her celebrated 
declaration, containing the principles according to which the com-
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manders of her naval armaments would be instructed to protect the 
neutral rights of her subjects. Those principles were as follows: 
'' 1st. Neutral vessels may freely sail from port to port, and on the 
·coasts of the nations parties to the war. 
" 2d. The goods belonging to the subjects of the said ~tions are, 
with the exception of contraband articles, free on board neutral vessels. 
"3d. With respect to the definition of contraband articles, the Em-
press adheres to the provisions of the lOth and 11th articles of her 
treaty of commerce with Great Britain, and extends the obligations 
therein contained to all the nations at war. 
'"4th. To determine what constitutes a blockaded port, this denomi-
nation is confined to those the entrance into which is manifestly ren-
,dered dangerous in consequence of the dispositions made by the attack-
ing power with ships stationed and sufficiently near. 
"5th. These principles are to serve as a rule in proceedings and 
judgments with respect to the legality of prizes. 
"This declaration was communicated to the belligerent Governments 
with a request that the principles it contained should be observed by 
-them in the prosecution of the war. From France and Spain it received 
the most cordial and unequivocal approbation, as being founded upon 
the maxims of public law which had been their rule of conduct. Great 
Britain, without directly approving or condemning those maxims, 
.promised that the rights of Russia would be respected agreeably to 
.existing treaties. The declaration was likewise communicated to the 
other European power~, and the accession by treaties or solemn dec-
larations of Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Holland, Austria, Portugal, 
and the two Sicilies to the principles asserted by the Empress of Russia, 
formed the league, which, under the name of 'armed neutrality,' 
undertook to preserve inviolate the maritime rights of neutrals. 
"Whatever may have been the conduct of the belligerents in that war 
with respect to the rights of neutrals as tleclared by the armed neu-
trality, the principles asserted by the declaration of the Empress 
Catharine were again solemnly recognized by the treaty of peace con-
cluded by Great Britain and France at Versailles on · the 3d Septem-
ber, 1783. Among the several treaties thereby renewed and confirmed 
was that of Utrecht., in 1713, by which the same contracting parties 
had, nearly a century before, given the most solemn sanction to the 
principles of the armed neutrality, which were thus again proclaimed 
by the most deliberate acts both of belligerents and neutrals as form-
ing the basis of the universal code of maritime legislation among the 
naval powers of the world. 
"Such may be said to have been the established law of nations at the 
period of the peace of 1783, when the United States, recognized as in-
dependent by all the powers of the earth~ took their station amongst 
them. These principles, to which they had given their sanction in their 
treaties with France in 1778, were again confirmed in those of 1782 with 
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Sweden, and in 1785 with Prussia, and continued, uncontroverted by 
other nations, until the wars of the French Revolution broke out and 
became almost general in Europe in 1793. The maxims then advanced 
by Great Britain in her instruction~; to her naval commanders and in 
her order in council regulating their conduct and that of her priva-
teers with regard to neutrals, being in direct contravention of the prin-
ciples set forth in the declaration of the armed neutrality and in her 
own treaty stipulations, compelled the European powers which had re-
mained neutral in the contest to unite again for the protection of their 
rights. It was with this view that the Emperor Paul, of Russia, ap-
pealed to these powers, and that, at his instance, making common cause· 
in behalf of the general interests of nations, Russia, Swedon, Denmark, 
and Prussia united in a new league of armed neutrality, bound them-
selves by new treaties, reasserted the principles laid down in the declara-
tion of 1780, and added thereto some new clauses extending still further 
the privileges of neutr~l commerce." 
Mr. Van Buren, Sec. of State, to Mr. Randolph, June 18, 1830. MSS. Inst., 
.Ministers. 
;, That the neutral flag shall protect all the property on board is not 
established from any fanciful idea that the cargo is supposed to be 
neutral because it is covered by a neutral flag. No such fiction is ad-
mitted even in argument. That hostile property is found in neutral 
ships is supposed by the rule, and it is protected, not because the flag 
is supposed to change it into neutral property, but for the extension of 
commerce, for a\oiding some of the evils of war, and principally for the 
purpose of protecting the merchant ships of the partjes from vexatious 
visits, seizures, and arret;t::;. The rule would be more correctly ex-
pressed by saying the neutral flng ~hall protect hostile property than 
by the phrase free ships make free goods-a figurative expression which, 
considered in a literal sense. has given rise to the false deduction we 
are considering. The reasoning is, if free ships make free goods, then 
the goods derive their character from the vessel. Then, if a neutral 
bottom makes the cargo neutral, though it belong to an enemy, by the 
same rule a belligerent bottom must make the cargo hostile property, 
though it belong to a friend. 
"It will rarely happen that, as a neutral uation, we shall ever fiud it 
convenient to use the vessels of a belligerent as our carriers. But it is 
our interest to give every possible extension and freedom to commerce; 
therefore, although you are to endeavor to procure the last-mentioned 
modification, yet you are not to make jt a point in your negotiation 
should the princjple in its full extent that the neutral flag shall protect 
hostile property be admitted, and tltat, on the contrary, neutral prov-
erty found in an enemy's ship shall be safe. Then it will be well to 
make a positive stipulation of both parts of the rule (as is done in all 
our treaties with the Barbary powers), because, although by the C)C· 
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knowledged law of nations neutral property in a hostile bottom is pro-
tected, yet in a case arising between two powers who bad acknowledged 
the principle that free ships make free goods by treaty, the same process 
of erroneous reasoning I have pointed out might perhaps be employed 
to show that, as between them, the false consequence should follow of 
making neutral property good prize in an enemy's ship. 
Mr. Livingston, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, Nov. 22, 1832. MSS. lust., 
Ministers. 
"The British, in case of war, sei~e every vessel in their ports belong-
ing to the enemy. With this single exception, the rel.ic of an age of 
barbarism and piracy, and which makes part of the King's droits of 
admiralty, I am not aware that any civilized nation does at this time, 
even in case of war, seize the property of private individuals which in 
time of peace had been trusted to the hospitality and good faith of 
the country. I am certain that the United States never were guilty of 
such an act as a nation, neither in 1793, when the British were plunder-
ing without notice our West India trade, and when an unsuccessful 
motion to that effect was made, never to be again repeated, nor in 1798, 
at the time of the greatest excitement and quasi-war against France, 
nor when war was declared against England, in 1812. Since the motion 
of 1793, which, if brought to the test, would have been indignantly re-
jected, during the various periods when our trade was exposed to tlle 
depredations of one or both the belligerents amongst all the devices 
and expedients proposed in order to avoid war, never was the iniqui-
tous proposal of seizing property confided to the protection of our laws 
again suggested. And I trust that, whilst so much is said of what is 
due to the honor of the nation (how applicable to the present state of 
things is another question), such truly dishonorable act is not in con-
templation. · 
"The preceding observation is stricti~ correct with respect to seiz-
ures in time of peace, and is intended to show the gross impropriety of 
supposing that such seizures are a peace measure. I admit that they 
have sometimes takel}. place in time of war. Such was the sequestra-
tion by several of the States of the British debts during the war of ~n­
dependence. Russia also suspended the payment of the interest on a 
loan formerly contracted in Holland whilst she was at war with France, . 
of which Holland had become a, province. Yet these are not examples 
for imitation. The seizure without violence of property belonging to 
the offending Government and not to individuals would, I think, be le-
gitimate in some cases. 
H With respect to letters of marque and reprisal, if we were to judge 
of the act on the immutable principles of justice and in conformity with 
those which regulate the conduct of nations by land, private war of 
every description must be disallowed altogether. But we are com-
pelled, in this as in many other instances, to reeur to the practice of 
nations, to their actual practice at this time, and not to what it was in 
Grotius's time, or even in that of Vattel, who has, by the bye, often 
copied the first writer without attending to changes which had since 
taken place, and asserted doctrines which in practice were already ob-
solete. T4e change in this case has been produced by the progress of 
civilization, and m~ty, 1n fact, be considered as an amelioration. 
"It i::; undeniable that at present general letters of marque and re-
prisal are war to all intents and purposes, that they are never granted 
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but in consequence of an existing war, or as a way of making war 
without a formal declaration. Both the Seven Years' War, and that of 
1778 between France and England, commenced in that way, and were 
long so continued before war was actually declared. 
''It is equally true that special letters of reprisal granted to injured 
individuals anu authorizing them to capture at sea an equivalent for 
their losses from subjects of the offending country, have fallen into en-
tire disuse. Some cases may have escaped my notice. I recollect no 
one instance (in time of peace) since Cromwell. In short, the present 
practice or law of nations admits private war by sea (privateering) in 
time of war; never in time of peace, any more by sea than by land." 
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Everett, Jan. 5, 1835. 2 Gallatin's Writings, 476. 
The treaty provision that free ships make free goods, "having been 
agreed to with Spain when Colombia was in Spanish possession, con-
tinued obligatory on that country not only so long as it remained sub-
ject to Spain, but after it had achieved its independence and had been 
acknowledged by the United States." 
Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Semple, Feb. 13, 1839. MSS. Inst., Colombia. 
"The treaty of 1828, between the United States and Prussia, recog-
nizes the rule that free ships shall make free goods. It does not stipu-
late, however, that the converse of this rule, namely, that enemy's 
ships shall make enemy's goodA, shall be inoperative. • • • 
'' .Merchants domiciled and carrying on business in a country at war 
with another, must be regarded as enemies. This rule has even been 
applied to citizens of the United States engaged in commerce in an 
enemy's country. • • • 
"The liability of this Government to make amends to those Pruss ian 
subjects who complained of maltreatment and robbery by soldiers in 
the service of the United States in 1\-:Iexico, cannot be acknowledged." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Baron Gerolt, Feb.15, 1854. MSS. Notes, Prussia. 
"The proposition~:; submitted to you-the same, I presume, which l.\Ir. 
Crampton has coufidentially submitted. to me-are, 1st, that free ships 
make free goods, except articles contraband of war ; and, 2d, that 
neutral property, not contraband, found on board enemies' ships is not 
liable to confiscation. The United States have long favored the doc-
trine that the neutral flag should protect the cargo, and endeavored to 
have it regarded and acted on as a part of the law of nations. There 
i~ now, I believe, a fair prospect of getting this sound and salutary 
principle incorporated into the international code. 
''There can be, I presume, no doubt that France cheerfully concurs 
with Great Britain in adopting this principle as the rule uf condnct in 
the pending war. I have just received a di~patch from .Mr. 1\Iason. in 
which he details conferences he has had with thE., French ministers on 
the subject of neutral rights; but it does not appear from tl:ie accounts 
he has given of them that t.he French GoYernment had intimated to him 
the course it intended to pursue iu regard to neutral ships and neutral 
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property on board enemies' ships. I have no doubt, however, that 
France has more readily acquiesced in the indicated policy than Great 
Britain." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, Apr. 13, 1854. MSS. lust., Gr. 
Brit. House Ex. Doc. 1031 33d Cong., 1st sess. 
''The right of search has heretofore been so freely used, and so much 
abused, to the injury of our commerce, that it is regarded as an odious 
doctrine in this country, and if exercised against us harshly in the ap-
proaching war will excite deep and wide·spread indignation. Caution 
·On the part of belligerents in exercising it towards us, in cases where 
sanctioned by usage, would be a wise procedure. As the law has been 
declared by the decisions of courts of admiralty and elementary writers, 
it allows belligerents to search neutral vessels for articles contraband 
of war, and for enemies' goods. If the doctrine is so modified as to ex-
empt from seizure and confiscation enemies' property under a neutral 
flag, still the right to seize articles contraband of war, on board of neu-
tral vessels, implies the right to ascertain the character of the cargo. 
If used for such a purpose and in a proper manner, it is not probable 
that serious collisions would occur between neutrals and belligerents. 
"A persistent resistance by a neutral vessel to submit to a search 
renders it confiscable, according to the settled determinations of the 
English admiralty. It would be much to be regretted if any of our 
vessels should be condemned for this cause, unless under circumstances 
which compromitted their neutrality." 
Ibid. 
''Russia has always been foremost among the maritime European 
powers to respect neutral rights, and this Government does not enter-
tain a doubt that she will in the present conflict maintain the liberal 
spirit which has hitherto distinguished her conduct towards neutral 
powers. In the earliest period of this Republic, attempts were made 
to procure the recognition of the doctrine that 'free ships make free 
goods' as a principle of international law; but those attempts were un-
availing, and up to this time enemies' property on board of a neutral 
vessel has been held liable to seizure and confiscation. Russia has the 
merit of having favored the liberal view of this question; France has 
been willing to concede the doctrine, but Great Britain strenuously re-
sisted. Her maritime ascendency has inclined her to maintain extreme 
doctrines in regard to belligerent rights. It may now be regarded as a 
settled principle of maritime law that a neutral flag does not protect 
all the property under it. Notwithstanding this rule it is now quite 
certain that both Great Britain and France in the war in which they 
are likely to be engaged will consent to refrain from the seizure of any 
property which may be found under the flag of a neutral nation except 
artieles that are contraband of war. They will also respect the prop-
~rty, if not contraband, of a neutral owner found on board of an enemy's 
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ship. This, however, is no concession to neutrals, for the international 
code protects their property thus situated." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. de Stoeckl, Apr.14, 1854. MSS. Notes, Russia. 
'~You will observe that there is a suggestion in the inclosed for a 
convention among the principal maritime nations to unite in a declara-
tion that free ships should make free goods, except articles contraband 
of war. This doctrine has had heretofore the sanction of Russia, and 
no reluctance is apprehended on her part to becoming a partnerr to such 
an arrangement. Great Britain is the only considerable power which 
has heretofore mad'e a sturdy opposition to it. Havjng yielded it for 
the present in the existing war. she thereby recognizes the justice and 
fairness of the princi:rle, and would hardly be consistent if she should 
withhold her consent to an agreement to have it hereafter regarded as a 
rule-of international law." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Seymour, May 9, 1854. MSS. Inst., Russia. 
"You are a ware that this Government has strenuously contended 
that free ships should make free goods, articles contraband of war ex-
cepted. Great Britain is believed to be almost the only maritime power 
which has constantly refused to regard this as a rule of international 
law, and her policy in this respect may, it is presumed, be ascribed 
rather to a consciousness of power, than a sense of right. The admi-
ralty courts of the United States have followed English precedents in 
their decisions against this rule. It has, however, been expressly rec-
ognized in several treaties between the United States and France." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mason, Aug. 7, 1854. MSS. Inst., France. 
"The Government of the United States, as you are aware, has stren-
uously contended for the doctrine that free ships make free goods, con-
traband articles excepted. There is not, I believe, a maritime power 
which has not incorporated it in some of its treaties; but Great Britain, 
which is the most considerable of them, has constantly refused to re-
gard it as a rule of international law. Her admiralty courts have re-
jected it and ours have followed after them. W11en Great Britain and 
France, at tbe commencement of the present war with Russia, agreed 
to act upou that principle for the time being, this Government believed 
that a fair occasion was presented for obtaining the general consent of 
commercial nations to recognize it as a principle of the law of nations." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, Aug. 7, Hl54. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
The objections by the Government of the United States to the· dee-
laration of the Paris conference of 1856 are that (1) "All the four prop-
ositious must be taken or none;" (2) they limit the future sovereign 
power of the parties concerned; (3) they exact the surrender of priYa-
teering, a surrender the United States cannot make; (4) they do not 
exempt private property of non-belligerents from confiscartion. 
:VIr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to J\lr. Seillels, July 14, 1856. MSS. Inst., Belgium. 
As to declaration of Paris, see 144 Edinb. Rev., 353. 
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"You are instructed by the President to propose to the Government 
of Mexico to enter into an arrangement for its adherence with the 
United States to the four principles of the declaration of the congress, 
provided the first of them is amended, as specified in my note to the 
Count de Sartiges. Without such amendment, the President is con-
strained for many weighty reasons, some of which are stated in that 
note, to decline acceding to the first principle of the 'declaration.' 
The President, however, will readily give his consent to the remaining 
thre43 principles." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Forsyth, Aug. 29,1856. Ml:::iS. Inst., Mex; 
"Long experience has shown that, in general, when the principal 
powers of Europe are engaged in war, the rights of neutral nations are · 
endangered. This consideration led, in the progress of the war of our 
independence, to the formation of the celebrated confederacy of armed 
neutrality, a primary object of which was to assert the doct,rine that 
free ships make free goods, except in the case of articles contraltand of 
war; a doctrine which, from the very commencement of our national 
being, has beeu a cherished idea of the statesmen of this country. At 
one period or another every maritime power has, by some solemn treaty 
stipulation, recognized that principle; and it might have been hoped 
that it would come to be universally received and respected as a rule 
of international law; but the refusal of one power prevented this, and 
in the next great war which Qnsued, that of the French Revolution, it 
failed to be respected among the belligerent states of Europe. Not-
. withstanding this, the principle is generally admitted to be a sound and 
salutary one; so much so that at the commencement of the existing 
war in Europe, Great Britain and France announced their purpose to 
observe it for the present; not, however, as a recognized international 
right, but as a mere concession for the time being. The co-operation, 
however, of these two powerful maritime nations in the interest of neu-
tral rights appeared to me to afford an occasion inviting and justifying, 
on the part of the United States, a renewed effort to make the doctrine 
in question a principle of international law, by means of special con-
ventions between the several powers of Europe and America. Accord-
ingly, a proposition, embracing not only the rule that free ships make 
free goods, except contraband articles, but also the less contested one, 
that neutral property other than contraband, though on board enemy's 
ships, shall be exempt from confiscation, has been submitted by this 
Government to those of Europe and America. 
"Hussia acted promptly in this matter, and a convention was con-
cluded between that country and the United States, providing for the 
observance of the principles announced, not only as between themselves, 
but also as between them and all other nations which shall enter into 
like stipulations. None of the other powers have as yet taken final 
action on the subject. I am not a"'are, however, that any objection 
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to the proposed stipulations has been made; but, on the contrary, they 
are acknowledged to be e:ssential to the security of neutral commerce; 
and the only apparent obstacle to their general adoption is the possi-
bility that it may be encumbered by inadmissible conditions. 
''The King of the Two Sicilies has expressed to our minister at Naples 
his readiness to concur in our proposition relative to neutral rights, and 
to enter into a convention on that subject." 
President Pierce, Second Annual Message, 1854. See 144 Edinb. Rev., 353. 
''Soon after the commencement of the late war in Europe this Gov-
ernment submitted to the consideration of all maritime nations two 
principles for the security of neutral commerce; one, that the neutral 
flag should cover enemies' goods, except articles contraband of war; 
and the other, that netHral property on board merchant vessels of bel-
ligerents should be exempt from condemnation, with the exception of 
contraband articles. These were not presented as new rules of inter-
national law; having been generally claimed by. neutrals, though not 
always admitted by belligerents. One of the parties to the war-
Russia-as well as several neutral powers, promptly acceded to these 
propositions; and the two other principal belligerents, Great Britain 
and France, having consented to observe them for the present occasion, 
a favorable opportunity seemed to be presented for obtaining a general 
recognition of them both in Europe and America. 
''But Great Britain and France, in common with most of the states 
of Europe, while forbearing to reject, did not affirmatively act upon the 
overtures of the United States. 
"While the question was in this position, the representatives of Rus-
sia, France, Great Britain, Austria, Prussia, Sardinia, and Turkey, as-
sembled at Paris, took into consideration the subject of maritime rights,. 
and put forth a declaration containing the two principles which this 
Government had submitted nearly two years before, to the considera-
tion of maritime powers, and adding thereto the following propositions : 
• Privateering is and remains abolished,' and ' blockades, in order to be 
binding, must be effective, that is to say, maintained by a force suffi-
cient really to prevent access to the coast of the enemy;' and to the 
declaration thus composed of four points, two of which had already 
been proposed by the United States, this Government. has been invited 
to accede by all the powers represented at Paris, except Great Britain 
and Turkey. To the last of the two additional propositions, that in re-
lation to blockades, there can certainly be no objection. It is merely 
the definition of what shall constitute the effectual investment of a 
blockaded place, a definition for which this Government has always con-
tended, claiming indemnity for losses where a practical violation of the 
rule thus defined has been injurious to our commerce. As to there-
maining article of the declaration of the conference of Paris, ' that pri-
vateering is and remains abolished,' I certainly cannot ascribe to the· 
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powers represented in the conference of Paris any but liberal and 
philanthropic views in the attempt to change the unquestionable rule 
of maritime law in regard to privateering. This proposition ·was doubt-
less intended to imply approval of the principle that private property 
upon the ocean, although it might belong to the citizen of a belligerent 
state, should be exempted from capture; and had that proposition been 
so f'rameH as to give full effect to the principle, it would l.tave received 
my ready assent on behalf of the United States. But the measure pro-
posed is inadequate to that purp.ose. It is true that, if adopted, private 
property upon the ocean would be withdrawn from one method of plun-
der, but left exposed, meanwhile, to another mode, which could be used 
with increased effectiveness. The aggressive capacity of great naval 
pQwers would be thereby augmented, while the defensive ability of 
others would be reduced. Though the surrender of the means of 
prosecuting hostilities by employing privateers, as proposed by the 
conference of Paris, is neutral in terms, yet, in practical effect, it would 
be the relinquishment of a right of little value to one class of states, 
but of essential importance to another and a far larger class. It ought 
not to have been anticipated that a measure so inadequate to the ac-
complishment of the proposed object, and so unequal in its operation,. 
would receive the assent of all maritime powers. Private property 
would be still left to the depredations of the public armed cruisers. 
"I have expressed a readiness on the part of this Government to ac-
cede to all the principles contained in the declaration of the conference 
of Paris, provided that the one relating to the abandonment ofprivateer-
ing can be so amended as to effect the object for which, as is presumed, 
it was intended, the immunity of private property on the ocean from 
hostile capture. To effect this object, it is proposed to add to the dec-
laration that 'privateering is and remains abolished,' the following 
amendment: 
"'And that the private property of subjects and citizens of a belliger-
ent on the high seas, shall be exempt from seizure by the public armed 
vessels of the other belligerent, except i,t be contraband.' This amend-
ment has been presented not only to the powers which have asked our 
assent to the declaration to abolish privateering, but to all other mari-
time states. Thus far it has not been rejected by any, and is favorably 
entertained by all which have made any communication in reply. 
"Several of the Governments, regarding with favor the proposition of 
the. United States, have delayed definite action upon it only for the pur-
pose of consulting with others parties to the conference of Paris. I 
have the satisfaction of stating, however) that the Emperor of Russia 
bas entirely and explicitly appl'oved of that modification, and will co-
operate in endeavoring to obtain the assent of other powers; and that 
assurances of a similar purport have been received in relation to the 
disposition of the Emperor of the French." 
President Pierce, Fourth Annual Message, 1856. 
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"It is unfortunate that various claims have been advanced and f'n-
forced by belligerent powers, in the prosecution of wars, for which it 
would be vain to seek any sufficient justification in the law of nations, 
and this consideration adds to the importance of some acceptable ar-
rangement by which this source of apprehension may be removed and 
all danger of collision avoided by clearly defining the rights of the par-
ties in all doubtful cases. 
" If the belligerent powers should substitute their own views for the 
fair provisions of the general law, the most serious consequences may 
bt- apprehended. It becomes all prudent Governments engaged in hos-
tilities to take into consideration the actual condition of public senti-
ment, whenever measures of doubtful chftracter are proposed, and sat-
isfy themselves, not only that they are theoretically right, but that they 
are also practically expedient. * * * 
" With respect to the protection of the vessel and cargo by the flag 
wllich waves over them, the United States look upon that principle as 
e~-;tablished, and they maintain that belligerent property on board a 
neutral ship is not liable to capture, and from existing indications they 
hope to receive the general concurrence of all commercial powers in 
this position. * * * 
"The countries engaged in the pending war have adopted a much 
wiser policy. They hold on to the power of the flag to protect both vessel 
and cargo from all violation, and have proclaimed by public declara-
tions their determination to respect the principle of exemption so hap-
l)ily established. And well is it, in the general interest, that this trib-
ute has been rendered to the opinions of the age. The stopping of 
neutral vessels upon the high seas, their forcible entrance, aud the over-
hauling and examination of their cargoes, the seizure of their freight 
at the will of a foreign officer, the frequent interruption of their vo~­
ages by compelling them to change their destination in or-der to seek 
redress, and above all the assumption of jurisdiction b.r a foreign armed 
party over what has been aptly termld the extension of the territory 
of an independent state, and with all the abuses which are so prom~ to 
accompany the exercise of unlimited power, where responsibility is re-
mote, these are indeed serious' obstructions' little likely to be submitted 
to in the present state of the world without a formidable effort to pre-
vent them. * * * 
" It is not necessary that a neutral power should have announced its 
adherence to this declaration (of Paris) in order to entitle its vessels to 
the immunity promised. * * * 
"The United States, indeed, declined to become a party to the Paris 
conference, though that circumstance does uot affect the position they 
occupy." 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mason, June 17, 1859. MSS. lnst., France. ~ee 
144 Ed. Rev., 353. 
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'l'lle following papers were communicated to Congress by President 
Liucolu in connection with his aunual message of 1861: 
"Mr. Setcard, Secretm·y of State, to ministers of the United State.~ in Grea.t 
Britain, France, Russia, Prussia, Austria, Belgium, Italy, and Den-
'lrta'rk. 
"DEP AR'l'MENT OF STATE, 
. "Washing_ton, April24, 1861. 
"The advocates of benevolence and the believers in human progress, 
encouraged by the slow though marked meliorations of the barbarities 
of war which have obtained in modern times, have been, as you are 
well aware, recently engaged with much assiduity in endeavoring to 
effect some modifications of tbe law of nations in regard to the rights 
of neutrals in maritime war. In the spirit of these movements the 
President of the United States, in the year 1854, submitted to the sev· 
eral maritime nations two propositions, to which he solicited their as-
sent, as permanent principles of internationa1 law, which were as fol-
lows: 
"l. Free ships make free goods; that is to say, that the effects or 
goods belonging to sub.iects or Citizens of a power or state at war are 
free from capture or confiscation when found on . board of neutral ves-
sels, with. the exception of articles contraband of war. 
"2. That the property of neutrals on board an enemy's vessel is not 
subject to confiscation unless the same be contraband of war. 
"Several of the Governments to which these propositions were sub-
mitted expressed their willingness to accept them, while some others, 
which were in a state of war, intimated a desire to defer acting thereon 
until the return of peace should present what they thought would be 
a more auspicious season for such interesting negotiations. 
"On the 16th of April, 1856, a congress was in session at Paris. It 
consisted of several maritime powers, represented by their plenipoten-
tiaries, namely, Gre~t Britain, Austria, France, Russia, Prussia, Sardi-
nia, and Turkey. That congress having taken up the general subject 
to which allusion has already been made in this letter, on the day be-
fore mentioned, came to an agreement, which they adopted in the form 
of a declaration, to the effect following, namely: 
"1. Privateering is and remains abolished. 
"2. The neutral flag covers enemy's goods, with the exception of 
contraband of war. 
"3. Neutral goods, with the exception of contraband of war, are not 
liable to capture under enemy's flag. · 1-.-- ' 
H 4. Blockades, in order to be binding must be effective; that is to 
say, maintained by forces really sufficient to prev-(fnt access to the 
coast of the enemy. 
''The agreement pledged the parties constituting the congress to bring 
the declaration thus made to the knowledge of thtjstates which had not 
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been represented in that body, and to invite them to accede to it. The 
congress, howeve.r, at 
1
the same time insisted, in the first place, that the 
declaration should. be binding only on the powers who were or should be-
come parties to it as one whole and indivisible compact; and, secondly, 
tlJat the parties who had agreed, and those who should afterwards ac-
cede to it, should, after the adoption of the same, enter into no arrange-
ment on the application of maritime law in time of war without stipu-
lating tor a · strict observance of the four points resolved by the 
declaration. 
"The declaration which I llave thus substantially recited of course 
prevented all the powers which became parties to it from accepting the 
two propositions which had been before submitted to the maritime na-
tions by the President of the United States. 
''The declaration was, in due time, submitted by the Governments 
represented in the congress at Paris to the Government of the United 
States. 
''The President, about the 14th of July, 1856, made known to the 
states concerned his unwillingness to accede to the declaration. In 
making that announcement on behalf of this Government, my prede-
cessor, Mr. Marcy, called the attention of those states to the following 
points, namely: 
"1st. That the second and third propositions contained in the Paris 
declaration are substantially the same with the two propositions which 
had before been submitted to the maritime states by the President. 
"2d. That the Paris declaration, with the conditions annexed, was in-
admissible by the United States in three respects, namely: 1st. That 
the Government of the United States could not give its assent to the 
:first proposition contained in the declaration, namely, that ".Privateer-
ing is and remains abolished," although it was willing to accept it 
with an amendment which should exempt the private property of in-
dividuals, though belonging to belligerent states, from seizure or con-
fiscation by national vessels in maritime war. 2d. That for this reason 
the stipulation annexed to the declaration, viz, that the propositions 
mn.:'t be taken altogethet or rejected altogether, without modification, 
could not be allowed. 3d. That the fourth condition annexed to the 
declaration, which provided that the parties acceding to it should enter 
into no negotiation for any modifications of the law of maritime war 
with nations which should not contain the four points contained in the 
Paris declaration, seemed inconsistent with a proper regard to the na-
tional sovereignty of the United Sates. 
•'On the 29th of July, 1856, 1\fr. :Mason, then minister of tlle United 
State~ at Paris, was instructed by the President to propose to the Gov-
ernment of France to enter into an arrangement for its adherence, with 
the Gnited States, to the four principles of the declaration of the congress 
of Paris, provided the first of them should be amended as specified in Mr. 
l\larcJ·'s note to the Count de Sartiges on the 28th of July, 1856. ~Ir. 
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Mat'lou accordingly brought the subject to the notice of the Imperial Gov-
-ernment of France, which was disposed to entertain the matt~r favorably, 
but which failed to communicate its decision on the subject to him. Simi-
lar instructions regarding the matter were addressed by this Department 
to Mr. Dallas, our minister at London, on the 31st day of January, 1857; 
but the proposit,ion above referred to had not been directly presented 
to the British Government by him when the administration of this Gov-
ernment by Franklin Pierce, during whose term these proceedings oc· 
curred, came to an end, on the 3d of March, 1857, and was succeeded 
by that of James Buchanan, who directed the negotiations to be arrested 
for the purpose of enabling him to examine the questions involved, and 
they have ever since remained in that state of suspension. 
"The President of the United States has now taken the subject into 
.consideration, and he is prepared to communicate his views upon it, 
with a disposition to bring the negotiation to a speedy and satisfactory 
-conclusion. 
a For that purpose you are hereby instructed to seek an early oppor-
tunity to call the attention of her Majesty's Government to the subject, 
and. to ascertain whether it is disposed to enter into negotiations for the 
ttccession of the Government of the United States to the declaration 
of the Paris congress, with the conditions annexed by that body to the 
same; and if you shall find that Government so disposed, you will then 
enter into a convention· to that effect, substantially in the form of a 
project for that purpose herewith transmitted to you; the convention 
to take effect from the time when the due ratifications of the same shall 
.have been exchanged. It is presumed that you will need no special 
explanation of the sentiments of the President on this subject for the 
purpose of conducting the necessary conferences with the Government 
to which you are accredited. Its assent is eipe,cted on the ground that 
the proposition is accepted at its suggestion, and in the form it has pre-
ferred. For your own information it will be sufficient to say that the 
President adheres to the opinion expressed by my predecessor, Mr. 
'Marcy, that it would be eminently desirable for the good of all nations 
that the property and effects of pri~a~e individuals, not contraband, 
should be exempt from seizure and confiscation by national vessels in 
maritime war. If the time and circumstances were propitious to a 
prosecution of the negotiation with that object in view, he would direct 
that it should be assiduously pursued. But the right season seems to 
have passed, at least for the present. Europe seems once more on the 
verge of quite general wars. On the other hand, a portion of the 
American people have raised the standard of insurrection, and pfo-
claimed a provisional Government, and, through their organs, have 
taken the bad resolution to invite privateers to prey upon the peaceful 
commerce of the United States. 
''Prudence and humanity combine in persuading the President, un-
der the circumstances, that it is wise to secure the lesser good offered 
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by the Paris congress, without waiting indefinitely in hope to obtain 
the greater one offered to the maritime nations by the President of the-· 
United States. 
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
''WILLIAM H. SEWARD." 
The same, mutatis mutandis, to the ministers of the United States in, 
France, Russia, Prussia, Austria, Belgium, Italy, and Denmark. 
Com;enti.on upon the subject of the rights of belligerents and neutrals in time of wa1·, between-
the United States of America and Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland. 
The United States of America and Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and 
Ireland, being equally animated by a desire to define with more precision the rights-
of belligerent and neutrals in time of war, have, for that purpose, conferred full 
powers, the President of the United States upon Charles F. Adams, accredited as 
their envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to her said MaJesty, and Her-
Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, upon--. 
And the said plenipotentiaries, after having exchanged their full powers, have con-
cluded the following articles : 
ARTICLE I. 
1. Privateering is and remains abolished. 2. The neutral :flag covers enemy's goods,. 
with the exception of contraband of war. 3. Neutral goods, with the exception of, 
contraband of war, are not liable to capture under enemy~s :flag. 4. Blockades, in. 
order to be binding, must be effective; that is to say, maintained by a force sufficient; 
cient really to prevent access to the coast of the enemy. 
ARTICLE II. 
The present convention shall be ratified by the President of the United States of 
America, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and by Her Majesty the 
Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Wash-
ington, within the space of six months from the signature, or sooner if possible. In 
faith whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the present convention in 
duplicate, and have thereto affixed their seals. · 
Done at London, the -- day of --, in the year of our Lord one thousand1 
eight hundred and sixty-one (1861). 
''The rights which it asserts that France expects, as a neutral, from 
the United States, as a belligerent, are even less than this Government,. 
on the 25th of April, instructed you to concede and guar·antee to her by -
treaty, as a friend. On that day we offered to her our adhesion to the-· 
declaration of Paris, which contains four propositions, namely: 1st. 
'fhat privateering shall be abolished. 2d. That a neutral flag covers 
enemy's goods not contraband of war. 3d. That goods of a neutral, 
not contraband, shall not be confiscated though found in an enemy's 
'~ssel. 4th. That blockades, in order to be lawful, must be maintained 
by competent force. We have always, when at war, conceded the three 
last of these rights to neutrals, a fortiori, we could not when at. peacH 
deny t,hem to friendly nations. The first-named concession was pro-
posed on the grounds already mentioned. We are still ready to guar-
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antee these rights, by convention with France, whenever she shall 
authorize either you or her minister here to enter into conveution. 
There is no reservation or difficulty about their application in the 
present case. We hold all the citizens of the United States, loyal or 
-disloyal, alike included by the law of nations and treaties; and we hold 
ourselves bound by the same obligations to see, so far as may be in our 
power, that all our citizens, whether maintaining this Government or 
·engaged in overthrowing it, respect those rights in favor of France and 
.{)f every other friendly nation. In any case, not only shall we allow no 
privateer or national vessel to violate the tights of friendly nations as 
I ha,~e thus described them, but we shall also employ all our naval force 
to prevent the insurgents from violating them just as much as we do to 
prevent them from violating the laws of our o~n country." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, June 6, 1861. MSS. Inst., France; 
Dip. Corr., 1861. 
"You are aware that the ~eclaration of Paris enjoins each of the 
parties that had signed it not to negotiate any other changes of the law 
<>f nations concerning the rights of neutrals in maritime wars. We 
have supposed that this would operate to prevent Great Britain, and 
probably France, from receiving our accession to the declaration if we 
.should insist on the amendment proposed by Mr. Marcy, namely, the 
exemption of private property of non- belligerents from confiscation. 
But ·we should now, as the instructions heretofore given you have 
1tlready informed you, vastly prefer to have the amenrlment accepted. 
Nevertheless, if this cannot be done, let the cou\ention be made for 
.adherence to the declaration, pure and simple." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sandford, June 21,1861. MSS. Inst., Belgium. 
"Your dispatch No.12 (dated June22) bas been received. It relates 
to our proposition for accession to the declaration of Paris. This affair 
has become very much complicated, by reason of the irregular and ex-
traordinary proceeding of the French Government in proposing to take 
notice of the domootic disturbance which bas occurred in this country. 
I do not know that e\en now I can clear the matter up effectually with-
out knowing what may be the result of the communication which, in my 
dispatch No. 19, I instructed you to make to the French Government. 
I will try, nevertheless, to do so. The instructions contained in my 
dispatch No.4, dated 24th of A.prillast, required you to tender to the 
French Government, without delay, our adhesion to the declaration of 
the congress of Paris, pure and simple. 
"The reason why we wished it <lone immediately was, that we supposed 
the French Government would naturally feel a deep anxiety about the 
.safety of their commerce, threatened distinctly with privateering by the 
insurgents, while at the same time, as this Government had heretofore 
persistently declined to relinquish the right of issuing letters of marque, 
dt would be apprehended by France that we too should take up that form 
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of maritime warfare in the present domestic controversy. We appre-
llended that the danger of such a case of depredatwu upon commerce 
equally by the Government itself, and by its enemies, would operate as 
a pro\ocation to France and other commercial nations to recognize the 
insurrectionary party in violation of our national rights and sovereignty. 
On the contrary, we did not desire to depredate on friendly•commerce 
oursel\es, and we thought it our duty to prevent such depredations by 
the insurgents by executing our own laws~ which make privateering by 
disloyal citizens piracy, and punish its pursuit as such. We thought 
it wise, just, and prudent to give, unasked, guarantees to ]~ranee and 
other friendly nations for the security of their commerce from exposure 
to such depredations on either side, at the very moment when we were 
• delh"·ering to them our protest against the recognition of the insurgents. 
The aecession to the declaration of Paris would be the form in which 
these guarantees could be given-that for obvious reasons must be more 
unolljectionable to France and to other commercial nations than any 
other. It was safe on our part, because we tendered it, of course, as the 
act of this Federal Government, to be obligatory equally upon disloyal 
as upon loyal citizens. 
"The instructions wah·ed the :Marcy amendment (which proposed to ex-
empt private property from confiscation in maritime war), and required 
you to propose our accession to the declaration of the congress of Paris, 
pure and simple. These were the reasons for this course, namely: First. 
It was as well understood by this Government then, as it is now by your-
self, that an article of that celebrated declaration prohibits every one of 
the parties to it from negotiating upon the subject of neutral rights 
iu maritime warefare with any nation not a party to it, except for the 
adhesion of such outstanding party to the declaration of the congress 
of Paris, pure and simple. An attempt to obtain an acceptance of 1\Ir. 
1-"'arcy's amendment would require a negotiation not merely with France 
alone, but with all the other original parties of the congress of Pans 
and every G~vernment that has since acceded to the declaration. 1J" ay., 
more; we must obtain their unanimous eonsent to the amendment be-
fore being able to commit ourselves or to engage any other nation, how-
ever well disposed, to commit itself to us on the propositions actually 
contained in the declaration. On the other hand, each nation whie!J is 
a party to the declaration of Paris is at liberty to stipulate singly with 
us for acceptance of that declaration for the government of our neutral 
relations. If. therefore, we should waive the 1\Iarcy proposition, or lea\"e 
it for ultimate consideration, we could establish a complete agreement 
between ourselves and France on a subject which, if it should bA left 
open, might produce consequences very much to be deprecated. It is 
almost unnecessary to say that what we proposed to France was equally 
and simultaneously proposed to every other maritime power. In this 
way we expected to remove eYery cause that any foreign power could, 
have for the reeognition of the insurgents as a belligerent power. 
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''The matter stood in this plain and intelligible way until certain 
declarations or expressions of the French Government induced you to 
believe that they would recognize and treat the insurgents as a distinct 
national power for belligerent purposes. It was not altogether unrea-
sonable that you, being at Paris, should suppose that this Government 
would think itself obliged to acquiesce in such a course by the Govern-
ment of France. So assuming, you thought that we would not adhere 
to our proposition to accede to the declaration, pure and simple, since 
such a course would, as y,ou thought, be effective to bind this Govern-
ment without binding the insurgents, and would leave France at liberty 
to hold us bound and the insurgents free from the obligations created 
by our adhesion. Moreover, if we correctly understand your dispatch 
on that subject, you supposed that you might propose our adhesion to 
the Treaty of Paris, not pure and simple, but with the addition of the 
Marcy proposition in the first instance, and might afterwards, in case 
of its being declined in that form, withdraw the addition, and then pro-
pose our accession to the declaration of Paris, pure and, simple. 
" While you were acting on these views on your side of the Atlantic, 
we on this side, not less confident in our strength than in our rights, as 
you are now aware, were acting on another view, which is altogether 
different, namely, that we shall not acquiesce in any declaration of the 
Government of France that assumes that this Government is not now, 
as it always has been, exclusive sovereign, for war as well as for peace, 
within the States and Territories of the Federal Union, and over all 
citizens, the disloyal and loyal all alike. We treat in that character, 
which is our legal character, or we do not treat at all, and we in no 
way consent to compromise that character in the least degree. We do 
not even suffer this character to become the subject of discussion. 
Good faith and honor, as well as the same expediency which prompted 
the proffer of our accession to the declaration of Paris, pure and sim-
ple, in the first instance, now require us to adhere to that proposition 
and abide by it; and we do adhere to it, not, however, as a divided, but 
as an undivided nation. The proposition is tendered to France not as 
a neutral, but as a friend, and the agreement is to be obligatory upon 
the United States and France and all their legal dependencies just 
alike. 
"The case was peculiar, and in the aspect in which it presented itself 
to you portentous. We were content that you might risk the experi-
ment, so, however, that you should not bring any responsibility for 
delay upon this Government. But you now see that by incorporating 
the Marcy amendment in your proposition you have encountered the 
very difficulty which was at first foreseen by us. The following nations 
are parties to the declaration of Paris, namely: Baden, Bavaria, Bel-
gium, Bremen, Brazil, Duchy of Brunswick, Chili, the Argentine Con-
federation, the Germanic Confederation, Denmark, the two Sicilies, the 
Republic of the Equator, the Roman States, Greece, Guatemala., Hayti, 
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Hn.mlmrg, Hanover, the two Hesses, Lubeck, :Mecklenburg-Strelitz, 
l\Iecklenburg-Sehwerin, Nassau, Oldenburg, Parma, Holland, Peru, 
Portugal, Saxony, Saxe-Altenburg, Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, Saxe-1\'Ieinin-
gen, Saxe-Weimar, Sweden, Switzerland, Tuscany, "\Viirtemberg, An-
halt Dessau, lVIodena, New Granada, and Uruguay. 
"Tbe great exigency in our affairs willba\e passed away-for preser-
Yation or destruction of the American Union-before we could bring 
all tltese nations to unanimity ~n the subject, as you have submitted it 
to 1\fr. Thouvenel. It is a time not for propagandism, but for energetic 
acting· to arrest the worst of all national calamities. We therefore 
expect you now to renew the proposition in the form originally pre-
scribed, but in doing this you will ~either unnecessarily raise a question 
about the character in which this Government acts (being exclusive 
sovereign), nor, on the other hand, in any way compromise that char-
acter in any degree. Whene\er · such a question occurs to binder you, 
Jet it come up from the other party in the negotiation. It will be time 
then to stop and wait for such :further instructions as the new exigency 
may require. 
"One word more. You will, in any case, avow our preference for the 
proposition with the Marcy amendment incorporated, and will assure 
the Government of France that whenever there shall be any hope for 
the adoption of that beneficent feature by the necessary parties as a 
principle of the law of nations we shall be ready not only to agTee tP ;~' 
hut eYen to propose it and to lead in the necessary negotiation~ 
"'This paper is, in one view, a conversation merely between yourself 
aud us. It is not to be made public. On. the other hand, we confide 
i1:1 your discretion to make such explanations as will relieve yourself 
of em harrassments and this Government of any suspicion of inconsist-
t'ncy or indirection in its intercourse with the enlighte11ed and friendly 
Government of France." 
Air. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. ·Dayton, July 6, 1861. MSS. Inst., France; 
Dip. Corr., 1861. 
The United States adheres to the following- principles: 
1st. The neutral flag covers enemy's goods, with the exception of 
<'OJltraband of war. 
2d . .X eutral goods, not contraband of war, are not liable to confisca-
tion. un~ler enemy's flag. 
~1ct. Blockades, in order to be binding. must be effective. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jones, Aug. 12, 1861. MSS. Inst., Austria. 
''Your clispatcll of August 2 (No. 22) has been rec.eiYed. It is ac-
companied by a correspondence which has just taken place between 
yourse1f and Lord John Russell, with a Yiew, on your part, to remoYe 
po~~ihle obstructions against tlle entrance upon negotiations, with 
":hielt ~·ou have so long been charged, for an accession on our part to 
the derl:tration of the congress in Paris on the subject of the rigllts of 
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n0utrals in maritime war. It was also understood by you that a fur-
ther result of the correspondence. would be to facilitate, indiL·ectly, the 
opening of similar negotiations for a like object, by Mr. Dayton, with 
the Government of France. 
''Your letter to Lord John Russell is judicious, and is approved. 
Lord John Russell's answer is satisfactory, with the exception of a single 
passage, upc)n which it is my duty to instruct you to ask the British 
secretary for foreign affairs for an explanation. 
"That passage is as follows: 
" 'I need scarcely add that on tbe part of Great Britain the engage-
ment will be prospective, and will not invalidate anything already done.' 
"A brief statement of the objects of the proposed negotiation will 
bring the necessity for an explanation of this passage into a strong light. 
we· have heretofore })roposed to other maritime states certain meliora-
tions of the laws of maritime war affecting the rights of neutrals. 
The meliorations are: 1st. That the neutral flag shall protect enemy's 
goods not contraband of war. 2d. That the goods of neutrals, not con-
traband, though found under an enemy's flag, shall not be confiscated. 
3d. That blockades, to be respected, must be effective. 
" The congress at Paris adopted these three principles, adding a 
fourth, namely, that privateering shall be abolished. The powers which 
constituted that congress invited the adhesion of the United States to 
that declaration. The United States answered that they would accede 
on condition that the others powers would accept a fifth proposition, 
namely, that the goods of private persons, non-combatants, should be 
exelllpt from confiscation in maritime war. 
"When this answer was given by the United States, the British Gov-
ernment declined to accept the proposed amendment, or fifth proposi-
tion, thus offered by tht United States, and the negotiation :was then 
suspended. We have now proposed to resume the negotiation, offering 
our adhesion to the declaration of Paris, as before, with the amendment 
which would exempt private property from confiscation in maritime 
war. 
"The British Government now, as before, declares this amendment 
or-fifth proposition inadmi~sible. It results that, if the United States 
can at all become a party to the decla1:ation of the congress of Paris by 
the necessary consent of the parties already committed to it, this cau· 
be done only by their accepting that declaration without auy amend-
ment whatever; in other words, 'pure and simple.' Under these cir-
cumstances you have proposed, in your letter to Lord John Hussell, to 
negotiate our adhesion to the declaration in that form. It is at this 
st,age of the affair that Lord John Russell interposes, by wa.y of caution, 
the remark that 'on the part of Great Britain the engagement will be 
prospective, and will not invalidate anything already done.' 
''I need dwell on this remark only one moment to show that, although 
expressed 1n a very simple form and in a quite casual manner, it con-
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tains what amounts to a preliminary condition, which must be conceded 
by the United States to Great Britain, and either be inserted in the 
convention, and so modify our adhesion to the declaration of Paris, or 
else must be in some confidential manner implied and reserved, with 
the same effect. 
"Upon principle this Go-vernment could not consent to enter into for-
mal negotiations, the result of which, as expressed in a convention, 
should be modified or restricted by a tacit or implied reservation. Even 
if such a proceeding was compatible with our convictions of propriety 
or of expediency, there would yet remain an insuperable obstacle in the 
way of such a measure. 
"The President can only initiate a treaty. The treaty negotiated can 
come into life only through an express and deliberate act of ratification 
by the Senate of the United States, which ratification sanctions, in any 
case, only what is set down in the treaty itself. I am not, by any means, 
to be understood in these remarks as implying a belief that Lord John 
Russell desires, expects, or contemplates the practice of any reservation 
on the part of the United States or of Great Britain. The fact of his 
having given you the caution upon which I am remarking would be 
sufficient, if evidence were necessary, to exclude any apprehension of 
that sort. It results from these remarks that the convention into which 
we are to enter must contain a provision to the effect that' the engage-
ments' to be made therein are, 'on the part of Great Britain, prospect-
ive, and will not invalidate anything already done.' 
" I must, therefore, now discuss the propriety of inserting such a stip-
ulation in the convention which you have been authorized to consum-
mate. The proposed stipulation is divisible into two parts, namely : 
First. That the engagements of Great Britain are 'prospective' [only]. 
''I do not see any great objection to such an amendment. But why 
should it be important~ A contract is always prospective, and pros-
pective only, if it contains no express stipulation that it shall be retro-
spective in its operation. So much, therefore, of the st1pulation asked 
is unnecessary, while, if conceded, it might possibly give occasion to 
misapprehension as to its effect. You will, therefore, decline to make 
such a condition without first receiving a satisfactory explanation of its 
meaning and its importance. 
"The second part of the proposed condition is, that the 'engagement 
will not invalidate anything alreadJ· done.' I am not sure that I should 
think this proposed condition exceptionable, if its effect were clearly 
understood. It is necessary, however, to go outside of his lordship's 
letter to find out what is meant by the words 'anything already done.' 
If 'anything' pertinent to the subject' bas been already done' which 
ought not to be invalidated, it is clear that it must have been done 
either by the joint action of the United States and Great Britain, or by 
the United States only, or by Great Britain acting alone. There has 
been no ioint action of the United States and Great Britain upon the 
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~ubject. The United States have done nothing .affecting it; certainl;y 
nothing which they apprehend would be invalidated by the simple form 
of convention which they propose. I am left to conclude, therefore, _ 
that the 'thing' which 'has beoo done already,' and which Great Britain 
desires shall not be invalidated by the convention, must be something 
which she herself has done. At the same time, we are left to conj~cture 
what that thing is which is thus to be carefully saved. It wouJd be 
hazardous on our part to assume to know, while I have no doubt that 
the British Government, with its accustomed frankness, and in view of 
the desirableness of a perfect understanding of the matter, will at once 
specify what the thing which has been done by her, and which is not to 
be invalidated, really is. You will, therefore, respectfully ask the right 
honorable secretary for foreign affairs for an explanation of the part of 
his letter which I have thus drawn under review, as a preliminary to 
any further proceedings in the proposed negotiation. · 
"You will perform this in such a mf}inner as to show that the expla-
nation is asked in no querulous or hypercritical spirit. Secondly, you 
will perform it with reasonable promptness, so that the attainment of 
the important object of the negotiation may not be unnecessarily de-
layed; and, thirdly, you will assure the British Go,;ernment that while 
the United States at present see no reason to think that the stipulation 
proposed is necessary or expedient, yet, in view of the great interests 
of commerce and of civilization which are in\rolved, they will refuse 
nothing which shall be really just, or even non-essential and not 
injurious to themselves, while of course I suppose tJ:tey are not ex-
pected in any way to compromise their own national integrity, safety, 
or honor." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, Aug. 17, 1861. MSS. Inst,., Gr. Brit.; 
Dip. Corr., 1861. See Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hiilsemann, Aug. 
22, 1861. MSS. Notes, Austria. 
"I have received your dispatch of August 23, number 32. It is ac-
companied by a note which was addressed to you by Lord Russell on the 
19th of the same month, and a paper containfng the form of an official 
declaration which he proposes to make on the part of Her MaJesty on 
the occasion of affixing hi~ signature to the projected convention be-
tween the United States and Great Britain for the accession of the 
former power to the articles of the declaration of the congress of Paris 
for the melioration of the rigor of international law in regard to neutrals 
in maritime war. The instrument thus submitted to us by Lord Rus-
sell is in the following words: ' Draft of declaration.-In affixing his 
signature to the convention of this day, between Her Majesty the Queen 
of Great Britain and Ireland and the United States of America, the Earl 
Russell declares, by order of Her Majesty, that Her Majesty does not 
intend thereby to undertake any engagement which shall have any 
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bearing, direct or indirect, on the internal differei1Ces now prevailing in 
the United States.' 
., Lord Russell, in his note to you, explains the object of the instru-
ment by saying that it is intended to prevent any misconception as to 
the nature of the engagement to be taken by Her :Majesty. 
''You have judged very rightly in considering this proceeding on the 
part of the British Government as one so grave and so novel in its 
character as to render further action on you!' part in regard to the pro-
jected conv-ention inadmissible until you shall have special instructions 
from this Department. 
"Long before the present communication can reach you, my instruc-
tions of August 17, No. 61, will ha\e come to your hands. That paper 
directed you to ask Lord Russell to explain a passage in a note written 
to you, and then lying before me, in which he said: 'I need scarcely 
add that on the part of Great Britain the engagement (to be contained 
in the projected convention) will be prospective, and will not invalidate 
anything already done,' which explanation I stated would be expected 
as a preliminary before you could proceed further in the transaction. 
"You have thus been already prepared for the information that your 
resolution to await special instructions in the present emergency is ap-
proved. 
"I feel myself at liberty, perhaps bound, to assume that Lord Rus-
sell's proposed declaration, which I have herein recited, will have been 
already regarded, as well by him as by yourself, as sufficiently answer-
ing the request for preliminary explanations which you were instructed 
to make. 
"I may, therefore, assume that the case is fully before me, and that 
the question whether this Government will consent to enter into the 
projected treaty with Great Britain, subject to the condition of admit-
ting· the simultaneous declaration on Her Majesty's part, proposed by 
Lor<l Russell, is ready to be decided. 
''I am instructed by the President to say that the proposed declara-
tion js jnadmissible. 
''It would be virtually a new and distinct article incorporated into 
the projected convention. To admit such a new article wouhl, for the 
first time in the history of the United States, be to permit a foreign 
power to take cognizance of and adjust its relations upon assumed in-
ternal and purely domestic differences existing within our own country. 
"This broad consideration supersedes any necessity for considering 
in what manner or in what degree the projected convention, if cow-
pleted either subject to the explanation proposed or not, would bear 
directly or indirectly on the internal differences which the British Gov-
ernment assume to be prevailing in the United State3. 
"I do not enlarge upon this branch of the subject. It is enough to 
say that the ·dew thus adopted by the President seems to be in harmony 
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equally with a prudent regard to the safety of the Republic and a just 
sense of its honor and dignity. 
''The proposed declaration is inadmissible, among o.ther reasons, be-
cause it 1s not mutual. It proposes a special rule by which Her Majes-
ty's obligations shall be meliorated in their bearing upon internal diffi-
culties now prevailing in the United States, while the obligations to be 
assumed by the United States shall not be similarly meliorated or at all 
affected in their bearing on internal differences that may now be pre-
Yailing, or may hereafter arise and prevail~ in Great Britain. 
''It is inadmissible, because it would be a substantial and even a 
radical departure from the declaration of the congress at Paris. That 
declaration makes no exception in favor of any of the parties to it in 
regard to the bearing of their obligations upon internal differences 
which may prevail in the territories or dominions of other parties. 
"The declaration of the congress of Paris is the joint act of forty-six 
great and enlightened powers, de~5igning to alleviate the evils of mari-
tirue war and to promote the first interest of humanity, which is peace. 
The Government of Great Britain will not, I am sure, expect us to ac-
cede to this noble act otherwise than upon the same equal footing upon 
which all the other parties to it are standing. We could not consent 
to accede to the declaration with a modification of its terms unless aU 
the present parties to it should stipulate that the modification should 
oe adopted as one of universal application. The British Government 
cannot but know that there would be little prospect of an entire re-
formatiOn of the declaration of Paris at the present time, and it has 
not even told us that it would accept the modification as a general one 
if it were proposed. 
"It results that the United States .must accede to the declaration of 
the congress of Paris on the same terms with all theother parties to itt 
or that they do not accede to it at all. 
"You will present these considerations to Lord Russell, not as argu-
ments why the British Government ought to recede from tb,e position 
it has assumed, but as the grounds upon which the United States de-
cline to enter into the projected convention recognizing that exceptional 
position of Her Majesty. 
"If, therefore, Her Britannic Majesty's Government shall adhere to 
the proposition thus disallowed, you will inform Lord Russell that the 
negotiation must for the present be suspended. 
''I forbear purposely from a review of the past correspondence, to 
ascertain the relative responsibilities of the parties for this failure of 
negotiations, from which I had hoped results would flow beneficial, not 
only to the two nations, but to the whole world-beneficial, not in the 
present age only. but in future ages. 
"It is my desire that we may withdraw from the subject carrying 
away no feelings of passion, prejudice, or jealousy, Ho that in some hap-
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pier time it may be resumed, and the important objects of the proposed 
convention may be fully secured. I believe that that propitious time 
is even now not distant; and I will hope that when it coines Great 
Britain will not only willingly and unconditionally accept the adhesion 
of the United States to all the benignant articles of the declaration of 
the congress of Paris, but will even go further, and, relinquishing her 
present objections, consent, as the United States have so constantly in-
vited, that the private property, not contraband, of citizens and sub-
jects of nations in collision shall be exempted from confiscation equally 
in warfare wagen on the . land and in warfare waged upon the seas, 
which are the common high ways of all nations. 
''Regarding this negotiation as at an end, the question arises, what, 
then, are to be the views and policy of the United States in regard to 
the rights of neutrals in maritime war in the present case. My previ-
ous dispatches leave no uncertainty upon this point. We regard Great 
Britain as a friend. Her Majesty's flag, according to our traditional 
principles, covers enemy's goods not contraband of war. Goods of Her 
l'viajesty's subjects, not contraband of war, are exempt from confisca-
tiou, though found under a neutral or disloyal flag. No depredation 
s~all be committed by our naval forces or by those of any of our citi-
zens, so far· as we can prevent it, upon the vessels or property of Brit-
ish subjects. Our blockade, being effective, must be respected. 
''The unfortunate failure of our negotiations to amend the law of 
nations in regard to maritime war does not make us enemies, although, 
if they had been successful, we should have perhaps been more assured 
friends. 
"Civil war is a calamity from which certainly no people or nation that 
has ever existed has been always exempt. It is one which probably no 
nation ever will escape. Perhaps its most injurious trait is its tendency 
to subvert the good understanding and break up the relations existing 
between the distracted state and friendly nations, and to i.nvolve them, 
sooner or later, in war. It is the desire of the United States that the 
internal differences existing in this country may be confined within our 
own borders. I do not suffer myself for a moment to doubt that Great 
Britain has a desire that we may be successful in attaining that object, 
and that she looks with dread upon the possibility of being herself 
drawn into this unhappy internal controversy of our own. I do not 
think it can be regarded as disrespectful if you should remind Lord 
Russell that when~ in 1838, a civil war broke out in Canada, a part of 
the British dominions adjacent to the United States, the Cong1·essof the 
United States passed and the President executed a law which effectu-
ally prevented any intervention against the Government of Great Brit-
ain in those internal differences by Amer1can citizens, whatever might 
be their motives, real or pl'etended, whether of interest or sympathy. 
I send you a copy of that enactment. The British Government will 
judge for itself whether it is suggestive of any measures on the part of 
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Great Britain that might tend to preserve the peace of the two coun-
tries, and through that way the peace of all nations." 
l\!r, Seward, Sec. of St~te, to Mr. Adams, Sept. 7, 1861. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit.; 
Dip, Corr., 1861. 
'' I have the honor to acknowledge the reception of dispatches from 
the Department, numbered from 61 to 67, both inclusive. 
''Since the date of your No. 61,of the 17th of August, you will have 
learned ere this that the enigmatical extract from Lord Russell's note 
to me, of which yon instructed me to ask an explanation, has taken a 
very distinct and unequivocal shape, superseding all necessity for further 
inquiry. I may take occasion to remark upon the similarity of some of 
the reasoning in your dispatch with that which you will find already 
made use of in my letter to his lordship, of the 23d August, declining 
to conclude the negotiation. On the whole, it seems to me that it is 
perhaps as well to let it stay for the present in the situation in which 
Her Majesty's ministers have placed it. But in this I remain to be di- ' 
:rected at the vleasure of the President. 
"'In this connection I have the honor to transmit a copy of Lord Rus-
se1l's note of the 28th of August, in rPply to mine of the 23d of that 
month to him, already referred to in the preceding paragraph. I like-
wise send a copy of his instructions to Lord Lyows, which he seems to 
have furnished to me as an evidence of his good faith in the represen-
tation he made of them to me at the conference." 
Mr. Adams to Mr. Seward, Sept. 7, 1861. MSS. Dispatch, Gr. Brit.; Dip. Corr., 
1861. 
''The undersigned, Her Majesty's principal secretary of state for for-
eign affairs, has had the honor to receive the note, of the 23d instant, 
of Mr. Adams, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the 
United States. 
~'Mr. Adams has accounted satisfactorily for the delay in answering 
the note of the undersigned of the 19th instant. Her Majesty's Gov-
ernment in all these transactions has acted in concert with the Govern-
ment of the Emperor of the French, and the undersigned cannot be 
surprised that Mr. Adams should wish to communicate with Mr. Day-
ton, at Paris, before replying to his note. 
''The undersigned is quite prepared, following Mr. Adams, to reca-
pitulate the particulars of this negotiation, and he is happy to think 
that in matters of fact there is no ground for any controversy between 
them. He need only supply omissions. 
''Mr. Adams, at his first interview with the undersigned, on the 18th 
of May last, mentioned the subject of the declaration of Paris as one on 
which he had power to negotiate, and the under~Signed then told him 
that the matter had been already committed to the care of Lord Lyons, 
at Washington, with authority to agree with the Government of the 
United States on the basis of the adoption of three of the articles and 
the omission of the first, being that relating to privateering. So far, 
the statement of Mr. Adams agrees substantially with that which is 
here made. But the representation of the undersigned was strictly 
accurate, and in the faith of it he subjoins the dispatch by which Lord 
I-';yons was authorized to negotiate on the basis of the throe latter 
articles of the declaration of Paris. Lord Lyons, howe,er, was not 
empowered to sign a convmition, because that form had not been 
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adopted by the powers who originally signed the declaration, nor by 
any of the numerous states which afterwards gave their adherence to-
its articleR. 
"At a later period, when Mr. Adams brought a copy of his full 
powers to the foreign office, the undersigned asked why the adherence 
of the United States should not be given in the same form as that of 
other powers, and he was told, in reply, that as the Constitution of the 
United States required the consent of the Senate to any agreement 
with foreign powers, that agreement must necessarily, or at least would 
most conveniently, be made in the shape of a convention. 
'' The uudersigned yielded to this argument, and proposed to the 
Government of the Emperor of the French, with which Her Majesty's 
Government have been acting throughout in complete agreement, to con-
cur likewise in this departure from the form in which the declaration of 
Paris had been adopted by the maritime powers of Europe. 
"But the British Government could not sign the convention proposed 
by the United States as an act of Great Britain singly and alone, and 
they found to their surprise that in case of France and of some of the 
other European powers the addition of Mr. Marcy relating to private 
property at sea had been proposed by the ministers of the United States 
at the courts of those powers. 
"The undersigned concurs in the statement made by Mr. Adams re-
specting the transactions which followed. Her Majesty's Government, 
like Mr. Adams, wished to establish a doctrine for all time, with a view 
to lessen the horrors of war all over the globe. The instructions sent to 
Lord Lyons prove the sincerity of their wish to give permanence and 
fixity of principles to this part of the law of nations. 
''The undersigned has now arrived at that part of the subject upon 
which the negotiation is interrupted. 
''The undersigned has notified Mr. Adams of his intention to accom-
pany his signature of the proposed convention with a declaration to the 
etf'ect that Her Majesty' does not intend thereby to undertake any en-
gagement which shall have any bearing, direct or indirect, on the inter. 
ual differences now prevailing in the United States.' 
'' The reasons for this course can be easily explained. On some recent 
oecasions, as on the fulfillment of the treaty of 1846, respecting the 
boundary, and with respect to the treaty called by the name of the 
'Clayton-Bulwer treaty,' serious differences have· arisen with regard 
to the precise meaning of words, and the intention of those who framed 
them. 
"It was most desirable in framing a new agreement not to give rise 
to a fresh dispute. 
"'But the different attitude of Grea.t Britain and of the United Stares 
in regard to the internal dissensions now unhappily prevailing in the 
United States gave warning that such a dispute might arise out of the 
proposed convention. 
" Her Majesty's Government, upon receiving intelligence that the 
President had declared b,v prochtmation his intention to blockade the 
ports of nine of the States of the Union, and that l\Jr. Davis, speaking 
in the name of those nine States, had declared his intention to issue 
letters of marque and repr~Bals, and having also received certain infor-
mation of the design of both sides to arm, had come to the conclusion 
that civil war existed in America, and Her Majesty had thereupon 
proclaimed her neutrality in the approaching contest. 
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"The Government of the United States, on the other hand, spoke 
only of unlawful combinations, and designated those concerned in them 
as rebels and pirates. It would follow logically and consistently, from 
the attitude taken by Her l\iajesty's Government, that the so-called 
Confederate States, being acknowledged as a belligerent, might, by the 
law of nations, arm privateers, and that their privateers must be re-
garded as the armed vessels of a belligerent. 
"With equal logic and consistency it would follow, from the position 
taken by the United States, that the privateers of the Southern States 
might be decreed to be pirates, and it might be further argued by the 
Government of the United States that a European power signing a 
convention with the United States, declaring that privateering was 
and remains abolished, would be bound to treat the privateers of the 
so-called Confederate States as pirates. 
" Hence, instead of an agreement, charges of bad faith and violation 
of a convention might be brought in the United States against the 
power signing such a convention, and treating the privateers of the so-
called Confederate States as those of a belligerent power. 
"The undersigned bad at first intended to make verbally the declara-
tion proposed. But he considered it would be more clear, more open, 
more fair to Mr. Ada.ms to put the declaration in writing, and give no-
tice of it to :Mr. Adams before signing the convention. 
;! The undersigned will not now reply to the reasons given by Mr. 
Adams for not signing the convention if accompanied by the proposed 
declaration. Her Majesty's Government wish the question to be fairly 
weighed by the United States Government. The undersigned, like Mr . 
.Adams, wishes to maintain and perpetuate the most friendly relations 
between Her Majesty's Kingdom and the United States. It is jn this 
spirit that Her Majesty's Government decline to bind themselves with-
~1ut a clear explanation on their part to a convention which, seemingly 
confined to an adoption of the declaration of Paris of 1856, might be 
construed as an engagement to interfere in the unhappy dissensions now 
prevailing in the United States-an interference which would be con-
trary to Her Majesty's public declarations, and would be a reversal of 
the policy which Her Majesty has deliberately sanctioned." 
Earl Russell to 1\fr. Adams, August 28, 1861 ; ibid. 
The following instructi"ons were inclosed : 
"FOREIGN OFFICE, May 18, 1861. 
"MY LORD: Her Majesty's Government deeply lament the outbreak of hostilities 
iu North America, and they would gladly lend their aid to therestoration of peace. 
"You are instructed, therefore, in case you should be asked to employ your good 
offices, either singly or in conjunction with the representatives of other powers, to give 
your assistance in promoting the work of reconciliation. But as it is most probable, 
especially after a recent letter of Mr. Seward, that foreign advice is not likely to be 
accepted, you will refrain from offering it unasked. Such being the case, and suppos-
ing the contest not to be at once ended by signal success on one side or by the return 
of friendly feeling between the two contending parties, Her Majesty's Government have 
to consider what will be the position of Great Britain as a neutral between the two 
belligerents. 
"So far as the position of Great Britain in this respect towardthe European powers 
is concerned, that position has been greatly modified by the declaration of Paris of April 
16, 1856. That declaration was signed by the ministers of Austria, France, Great. 
Britain, Prussia, Russia, Sardinia, and Turkey. 
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"The motives for making that declaration, and for agreeing to the articles of mari-
time law which it proposes to introduce with a view to the establishment of a 'uni-
form doctrine' and 'fixed principles,' are thus shortly enumerated in the declaration: 
'''Considering that maritime law in time of war has long been the subject of deplor-
able disputes; 
"'That the uncertainty of the law and of the duties in such a matter gives rise t(} 
differences of opinion between neutrals and belligerents which may occasion serious 
difficulties, and even conflicts ; 
'''That it h, consequently advantageous to establish a uniform doctrine on so im-
portant a point; . 
"'That the plenipotentiaries assembled in congress at Paris cannot better respond 
to the intentions by which their Governments are animated than by seeking to intro-
duce into international relations fixed principles in this respect-
"' The above-mentioned plenipotentiaries, being duly authorized, resolved to con-
cert among themselves as to the means of attaining this object, and having come to-
an agreement have adopted the following solemn declaration:' 
"1st. Privateering is and remains abolished. ' 
'' 2d. The neutral flag covers enemy's goods, with the exception of contraband of 
war. 
"3d. Neutral goods, with the exception of contraband of war, are not liable tOo 
capture under enemy's flag. 
"4th. Blockades, in order to be binding, must be effective-that is to say, main-
tained by a force sufficient really to prevent access to the coast of the enemy. 
"The powers signing the declaration enga.ged to bring it to the knowledge of the 
states which had not taken part in the Congress of Paris, and to invite those states 
to accede to if. They finally agreed that 'the present declaration is not and shall 
not be binding, except between those powers who have acceded or who shall accede 
to it.' 
"The powers which acceded to the declaration are Baden, Bavaria, Belgium, Bre-
men, Brazil, Duchy of Brunswick, Chili, the Argentine Confederation, the Germanic 
Confederation, Denmark, the Two Sicilies, the Republic of the Equator, the Roman 
States, Greece, Guatemala, Hayti, Hamburg, Hanover, the two Hesses, Lubeck, Meck-
lenburg-Strelitz, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Nassau, Oldenburg, Parma, Holland, Peru, 
Portugal, Saxony, Saxe-Altenburg, Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, Saxe-Meiningen, Saxe-Wei-
mer, Sweden, Switzerland, Tuscany, Wiirtemberg, Anhalt Dessau, Modena, New 
Granada, and Uruguay. 
"Mr. Secretary Marcy, in acknowledging, on the 28th.of July, 1856, the communica-
tion of the declaration of Paris made to the Government of the United States by the 
Count de Sartiges, proposed to add to the first article thereof the following words: 'and 
that t,he private property of the subjects or citizens of a belligerent on the high seas 
shall be exempted from seizure by public armed vessels of the other belligerents, ex-
cept it be contraband;' and Mr. Marcy expressed the willingness of the Government 
of the United States to adopt the clause so amended, together with the other three prin-
ciples contained in the declaration. 
''Mr. Marcy also stated that he was directed to communicate the approval of the 
President of the second, third, and fourth propositions, independently of the first,. 
should the proposed amendment of the first article be unacceptable. 
"The United States minister in London, on the 24th of February, 1857, renewed the 
proposal in regard to the first article, and submitted a draft of convention, in which 
the article so amended woulu be embodied with the other three articles. But, before 
any decision was taken on this proposal, a change took place in the American Gov-
ernment by the election of a new President of the United States, and Mr. Dallas 
announced, on the 25th of April, 1857, that he was directed to suspend negotiations on 
the subject; up to the present time those negotiations have not been renewed. 
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"The consequence is, that the United States remaining outside the provisions of the 
declaration of Paris, the uncertainty of the law and of international duties with regard 
to such matters may give rise to differences of opinion between neutrals and belliger-
ents which may occasion serious difficulties and even conflicts. 
"It is with a view to remove beforehand such 'difficulties,' and to preYent such 
'conflicts,' that I now address you. 
"For this purpose I proceed to remark on the four articles, beginning, not with the 
first, but with the last: 
"In a letter to the Earl of Clarendon of the 24th of February, 1857, Mr. Dallas, 
the minister of the United States, while submitting the draft of a new convention, 
explains the views of the Government of the United States on the four articles. • 
"In reference to the last article he says: 'The fourth of those principles, respect-
ing blockades, had, it is believed, long since become a fixed rule of the law of war.' 
"There can be no difference of opinion, therefore, with regard to the fourth article. 
"With respect to the third article, the principle laid down in it has long ~een rec-
ognized as law, both in Great Britain and in the United States. Indeed this part of 
the law is stated by Chancellor Kent to be uniform in the two countries. 
"With respect to the second article, Mr. Dallas says, in the letter before quoted: 
'About two years prior to the meeting of the congress at Paris, negotiations had been 
originated and were in train with the maritime nations for the adoption of the sec-
ond and third propositions substantially as enumerated in the declaration.' 
"The Vnited States have therefore no objection in principle to the second proposi-
tion. 
"Indeed, Her Majesty's Government have to remark that this principle is adopted 
in the treaties between the United States and Russia of the 22d of July, 1854, and 
was sanctioned by the United States in the earliest period of the hi.story of their in-
dependence by their accession to the armed neutrality. 
"With Great Britain the case has been different. She formerly contended for the 
opposite principles as the established rule of the law of nations. 
"But having, in 1856, upon full consideration, determined to depart from that 
rule, she means to adhere to the principle she then adopted. The United States, who 
have always desired this change, can, it may be presumed, have no difficulty in as-
senting to the principle set forth in the second article of the declaration of Paris. 
"There remains only to be considered the first article, namely, that relating to pri-
vateering, from which the Government of the United States withhold their assent. 
Under these circumstances it is expedient to consider what is required on this subject 
by the general law ofnat.ion,s. Now, it must be borne in mind that privateers bear-
ing the flag of one or other of the belligerents may be manned by lawless and aban-
doned men, who may commit, for the sake of plunder, the most destructive and san-
guinary outrages. 
"There can be no question but that the commander and crew of the ship bearing a 
letter of marque must, by law of nations, carry on their hostilities according to the 
established laws of war. Her Majesty's Government must, therefore, hold any Gov-
ernment issuing such letters of marque responsible for, and liable to make good, any 
losses sustained by Her Majesty's subjects in consequence of wrongful proceeding of 
vessels sailing under such letters of marque. 
"In this way the object of the declaration of Paris may, to a certain extent, be at-
tained without the adoption of any new principle. 
"Yon will urge these views upon Mr. Seward. 
"The proposals of Her Majesty's Government are made with a view to limit and 
restrain that destruct_ion of property and that interruption of trade which must, in a 
greater or less degree, be the inevitable consequence of the present hostilities. Her 
Majesty's Government expect that these proposals will be received by the United 
States Government in a friendly spirit. If such shall be the case, you will endeavor 
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(in concert with 1\f, Mercier) to come to on agrooment on the subject binding France, 
Great Britain, and the United States. 
"If these proposals should, however, be rejected, Her Majesty's Government will 
consider what other steps should be taken with a view to protect from wrong and 
injury the trade and the property and persons of British subjects. 
"I am, &c., 
'' J. RUSSELL. 
·"The Lord LYONS." 
For discussion by :Mr. Seward of the Treaty of Paris, see Mr. Seward, Sec. of 
State, to Mr. Clay, Apr. 24, 1861. :MSS. Inst., Russia. 
"Your dispatch of August 22, No. 35, bas been received. I learn 
·:from it that Mr. Thouvenel is unwilling to negotiate for an accession 
by the United States to .the declaration of the congress of Paris con-
cerning the rights of neutrals in maritime war, except 'on a distinct 
understanding that it is to have no bearing, directly or indirectly, on 
the question of the domestic difficulty now existing in our country,' 
and that to render the matter certain, 1\fr. Thouy·enel proposes to make 
a written declaration simultaneously with his execution of the pro-
jected convention for that accession. 
"You have sent me a copy of a note to this effect addressed to you 
·-.by Mr. Thouvenel, and have also represented to me an official conversa-
tion which he bas held with you upon the same subject. The declara-
tion which 1\ir. Thouvenel thus proposes to make is in these words: 
"'In affixing his signature to the convention concluded on date of 
this day between France and the United States, the undersigned de-
clares, in execution of the orders of the Emperor, that the Govern-
ment of His 1\iajesty does not intend to undertake by the said conven-
tion any engagements of a nature to impHcate it, directly or indirectly, 
in the internal conflict now existing in the United States.' 
"My dispatch of the 17th day of August last, No. 41, which you 
must have received some time ago, will already have prepared you to 
expect my approval of the decision to wait for specific instructions in 
this new emergency at which you have arrived. 
'"The obscurity of the text of the declaration which Mr. Thouvenel 
submits to us is sufficiently relieved by his verbal explanations. Accord-
ing to your report of the conversation, before referred to, be said that 
both France and Great Britain had already announced that they would 
take no part in our domestic controversy, and they thought that·a frank 
and open declaration in ad vance of t}le execution of the projected con-
vention might save difficulty and misconception hereafter. He further 
said, in the way of specification, that the provisions of the convention 
standing alone might bind England and France to pursue and punish 
the privateers of the South as pirates; that they are unwilling to do 
this, and bad so declared. He said, also, that we r.ould deal with these 
people as we choose, and they (England and France) could only express 
their regrets on the score of humanity if we should deal with them as 
pirates, but that they could not participate in such a course. He added 
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that although both England and France are anxious to have the adhe-
sion of the United States to the declaration of Paris, yet that they 
·would rather dispense with it altogether than be drawn into our do-
mestic controversy. He insisted somewhat pointedly that we could 
take no just exception to this outside declaration, to be made simulta-
neously with the execution of the convention, unless we intended that 
they (England and France) shall be made parties to our controversy, 
and that the vei:J fact of your hesitation was an additional reason why 
they should insist upon making such contemporaneous declaration as 
they proposed. 
''These remarks of J\1r. Thouvenel are certainly distinguished by 
entire frankness. It shall be my effort to reply to them with modera-
tion and candor. 
"In 1856, France, Great Britain, Russia, Prussia, Sardinia, and 
Turkey, being assembled in congress at Paris, with a view to modify 
the law of nations so as to meliorate the evils of maritime war, adopted 
and set forth a declaration, which is in .the following words : 
"1st. Privateering is and remains abolished. 
"2d. The neutral flag covers enemy's goods, with the exception of 
contraband of war. 
"3d. Neutral goods, with the exception of contraband of war, are 
not liable to ca.pture under enemy's flag. 
" 4tll. Blockades, in order to be binding, must be effective-that is 
to say, maintained by forces sufficient really to prevent access to the 
coast of the enemy. 
"The states which constituted the congress mutually agreed to sub-
mit the declaration to all other. nations and invite them to accede to it. 
It was to be submitted as no special or narrow treaty between particu-
lar states for limited periods or special purposes of advantage, or under 
peculiar circumstances; but, on the contrary, its several articles were, 
by voluntary acceptance of maritime powers, to constitute a new chap-
ter in the law of nations, and each one of the articles was to be uni-
versal and eternal in its application and obligation. France especially 
invited the United States to accede to these articles. .A.n invitation 
was equally tendered to all other civilized nations, and the articles 
have been already adopted by forty-one of the powers thus invited. 
The United States hesitated, but only for the purpose of making an 
effort to induce the other parties to enlarge the beneficent scope of 
the deelaration. Having failed in that effort, they now, after a delay 
not unusual in ·such great international discussions, offer their adhe-
sion to that declaration, pure and simple, in the form, words and man-
ner in which it was originally adopted and accepted by all of the 
forty-six nations which have become parties to it. France declines to 
receive that adhesion, unless she be allowed to make a special declara-
tion, which would constitute an additional ancl qualifying article, lim-
iting the obligations of France to the United States to a narrower range 
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than the obligations which the United States must assume towards 
France and towards every other one of the forty-six sovereigns whe 
are parties to it, and narrower than the mutual obligations of all those 
parties, including France herself. · 
"If we should accede to that condition, it ma,nifestly would not be 
the declaration of the congress of Paris to which we would be adhering, 
but a different and special and peculia,r treaty between France and the 
United States only. Even as such a treaty it would be unequal. As-
suming that Mr. 'fhouvenel's reasoning is correct, we should in that case 
be contracting an obligation, directly or indirectly, to implicate our-
selves in any internal conflict that may now be existing or that may 
hereafter occur in France, while she would be distinctly excused by us 
from any similar duty towards the United States. 
" I know that France is a friend, and means to be just and equal 
towards the United States. I must assume, therefore, that she means 
not to make an exceptional arrangement with us, but to carry out the 
same arrangement in her interpretation of the obligations of the decla-
ration of the congress of Paris in regard to other powers. Thus car-
ried out, the declaration of Paris would be expounded so as to exclude 
all internal conflicts in states from the application of the articles of that 
celebrated declaration. J\fost of the wars of modern times-perhaps of 
all times-have been insurrectionary wars, or "internal conflicts." If 
the position now assumed by France should thus be taken by all the 
other parties to the declaration, then it would follow that the first article 
of that instrument, instead of being, in fact, an universal and effectual 
inhibition of the practice of privateering, would abrogate it only in 
wars between foreign nations, while it would enjoy universal toleration 
in civil and social wars. With great deference I cannot but think that 
thus modified the declaration of the congress of Paris would lose much 
of the reverence which it has hitherto received from Christian nations. 
If it were proper for me to pursue the argument further I might add 
that sedition, insurrection, and treason would find in such a new reading 
of the declaration of Paris encouragement which would tend to render 
the most stable and even the most beneficent systems of government 
insecure. Nor do I know on what grounds it can be contended that 
practices more destructive to property and life ought to be tolerated in 
civil or fratricidal wars than are allowe.d in wars between independent 
nations. 
"I cannot, indeed, admit that the engagement which France is re-
quired to make without the qualifying declaration in . question would, 
directly or indirectly, implicate her in our internal conflicts. But if 
such should be its effect, I must, in the first r>lace, disclaim any desire 
for such an intervention on the part of the United States. The whole 
of this long correspondence bas had for one of its objects the purpose 
of averting any such intervention. If, however, such an intervention 
would be the result of the unqualified execution of the convention by 
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France, then the fault clearly must be inherent in the declaration of 
the congress of Paris itself, and it is not a result of ansthing that the 
United Sta.tes have done or proposed. 
"Two motives induced them to tender their adhesion to that declara-
tion-fin:;t, a sincere desire to co-operate with other progressive nations 
in the melioration of the rigors of maritime war ; second, a desire to 
relieve France from any apprehension of danger to the lives or prop-
·erty of her people from violence to occur in the course of the civil con-
flict in which we are engaged, by giving her, unasked, all the guarantees 
in that respect which are contained in the declaration of the congress 
{)f Paris. The latter of these two motives is now put to rest, insomuch 
as France declines the guarantees we ofi'er. Doubtlessly, she is satis-
fied that they are unnecessary. We have always practiced on the prin-
~iples of the declaration. We did so long before they were adopted by 
the congress of Paris, so far as the rights of neutrals or friendly states 
.are concerned. While our relations with France remain as they now 
are we shall continue the ·same practice none the less faithfully than if 
bound to do so by a solemn convention. 
" The other and higher motive will remain unsatisfied, and it will lose 
none of" its force. We shall be ready to accede to the declaration of 
Paris with every power that will agree to adopt its principles for the 
government of its relations to us, and which shall be content to accept 
,our adhesion on the same basis upon which all the other parties to it 
have acceded. 
"We know that :France has a high and generous ambition. We 
shall wait for her to accept hereafter that co-operation on our part in a 
grea.t. reform which she now declines. We shaH not doubt that when 
the present embarrassment which causes her to decline this co-opera-
tion shall have been removed, as it soon will be, she will then agree 
with us to go still further, and abolish the confiscation of property of 
non-belligerent citizens and subjects in maritime war. 
" You will inform l\Ir. Thouvenel that the proposed declaration on 
the part of the Emperor is deemed inadmissible by the President of the 
United States; and if it shall be still insisted upon, you will then in-
form him that you are instructed for the present to desist from further 
negotiation on the subject involved." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, Sept. 10, 1813'1. MSS. Inst., France; 
Dip. Corr., 1861. 
"I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 
19th instant, communicating to this Government the text of a dispatch 
from Count Bismarck, to the effect that private property on the high 
seas will be exempt from seizure by the ships of His Majesty the King 
<>f Prussia, without regard to reciprocity. 
"In compliance with the request further contained in your note, that 
.communication has been officially made public from this Department. 
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"It is now nearly a century since the United States, through Thomas 
Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, and John .Ad~Jms, their plenipotentiaries, 
and Prussia, under the guidance of the great Frederick, entered into a 
treaty of amity and commerce, to be in force for ten years from its date, 
whereby it was agreed that if war should unhappily arise between the 
two contracting parties, 'all merchant and trading vessels employed 
in exchanging the products of different. places, and thereby rendering 
the necessaries, conveniences, and comforts of human life more easy to 
be obtained, and more general, should be allowed to pass free and un-
molested; and that neither of the contracting powers should grant or 
issue any commission to any private armed vessels, empowering them 
to take or destroy such trading vessels, or interrupt such commerce.' 
"The Government of the United States receives with great pleasure 
the renewed adherence of a great and enlightened German Government 
to the principle temporarily established by the treaty of 1785, and since 
then advocated by this Government whenever opportunity has offered. 
In 1854, President Pierce, in his annual message to Congress, said~ 
'Should the leading powers of Europe concur in proposing as a rule of 
international law, to exempt private property upon the ocean from 
·seizure by public armed cruisers, as well as by privateers, the United 
States will readily meet them on that broad ground.' In 1856 this 
Government was invited to give its adhesion to the declaration of Paris. 
Mr. Marcy, the then Secretary of State, replied: 'The President pro-
poses to add to the first proposition in the declaration of the congress 
at Paris the following words: ''.And that the private property of the 
subjects or citizens of a belligerent on the high seas shall be exempted 
from seizure by public armed vessels of the other belligerent, unless it 
be contraband." Thus amended, the Government of the United States 
will adopt it, together with the other three principles contained in that 
declaration.' .And again, in 1861, Mr. Seward renewed the offer to 
give the adhesion of the United States to the declaration of the con-
gress at Paris, and expressed a preference that the same amendment 
shotld be retained. 
"Count Bismarck's dispatch, communicated in your letter of the 19th 
instant, shows that North Germany is willing to recognize this principle 
(even without reciprocity) in the war which has now unhappily broken 
out between that country and France. This gives reason to hope that 
the Government and the people of the United States may soon be grati-
fied by seeing it universally recognized as another restraining and 
harmonizing influence imposed by modern civilization upon the art of 
war." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Gerolt, July 22, 1870. MSS. Kotes, Germ.; ~or. 
Rei., 1870. 
"You are informed that you are authorized to obtain the recognition of 
the principle of the exemption of private property of citizens or subjects 
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of either of the two parties (to tile Franco-German war) from capture 
on the high seas by either privateers or public vessels of the other." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bancroft, Oct. 28, 1870. MSS. lust., Germ.; For. 
Rel., 1870. 
"The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, has the 
honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note of Baron Gerolt, the envoy 
and minister plenipotentiary of the North German Union, of the 14th 
instant, inclosing a translation of a telegram from Count Bismarck, of 
the 13th instant, to the North Germa,n legation at Washington, in the 
following words : 
"The treatment of German merchant ships by France obliges us to revoke the dec-
laration made by us at the beginning of the war, exempting all French merchant ves-
sels, not carrying contraband of war articles, from capture by our war vessels. 
"As neutral property may have been shipped on board of French vessels in confi-
dence of the above declaration, the new measure will not be carried into effect until 
four weeks after this date. 
"In informing Baron Gerolt that the information so communicated 
will be made public, the undersigned has the honor further to express 
the great regret with which the Government of the United States re-
ceives the information that circumstances have arisen which in the 
opinion of the Government of North Germany justifies its withdrawal 
from a position which the Government of the United States regarded 
with very great satisfaction, as taken in the best interests of civiliza-
tion. 
"The telegram from Count Bismarck, which was communicated to the 
undersigned by Baron Gerolt on the 19th day of July last, was in the 
following language : 
"Private property on high seas will be exempted from seizure by His Majest.y's 
ships, without regard to reciprocity. 
" The notice now communicated to the undersigned by Baron Gerolt 
relates in terms to French merchant vessels, and makes no mention of 
American merchant vessels. To avoid misapprehension and future 
difficulty, the undersigned has the honor to inquire of Baron Gerolt 
whether the merchant vessels of the United States are to continue ex-
empt from seizure, or whether they are to be considered at the expira-
tion of the term named as relegated to their rights under' the 13th 
article of the treaty of 1799 between the United States and Prussia, 
which was revived by the 12th article of the treaty of 1828. 
" 'ART. XIII. And in the same case of one of the contracting parties being engaged 
in war with any other power, to prevent all the difficulties and misunderstandings 
that usually arise respecting merchandise of contraband, such as arms, ammunition, 
and military stores of every kind, no such articles carried in the vessels, or by the 
subjects or citizens of either party, to the enemies of the other, shall be deemed con-
traband, so as to induce confiscation or condemnation and a loss of property to indi-
viduals. Nevertheless, it !.'lhall be lawful to stop such vessels and articles, and to de-
tain them for such length of time as the captors may think necessary to prevent the 
jnconvenience or damage that might ensue from their proceeding, paying, however, 
a reasonable compensation for the loss such arrest shall occasion to the proprietors; 
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and it shall further be allowed to use in the service of the capt.ors the whole or any 
part of the military stores so detained, paying the owners the full value of the same, 
to be ascertained by the current price at the place of its destination. But in the 
case supposed of a vessel stopped for articles of contraband, if the master of t,he ves-
·sel stopped will deliver out the goods supposed to be of contraband nature, he shall 
be admitted to do it, and the vessel shaU not in that case be carried into any port, 
nor further detained, but shall be allowed to proceed on her voyage. 
"'All cannon, mortars, fire-arms, pistols, bombs, grenades, bullets, l)alls, muskets, 
:flints, matches, powder, saltpeter, sulphur, cuirasses, pikes, swords, belts, cartouch 
boxes, saddles, and bridles, beyond the quantity necessary for the use of the ship, or 
beyond that which every man serving on board the vessel, or passenger, ought to 
have; and in general whatever is comprised under the denomination of arms and 
military stores, of what description soever, shall be deemed objects of contraband."' 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Gerolt, Jan. 14, 1871. MSS. Notes, Germ.; For. 
Rel., 1871. 
"The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, has the 
honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note which Baron Gerolt, envoy 
:and minister plenipotentiary of the North German Union, did him the 
honor, on the 16th instant, to address to him upon the revocation of the 
-declaration made by the North German Government at the commence-
ment of the war with France, fot the protection of all private property 
.at s~a. Baron Gerolt apparently labors under a mistake in supposing 
that the undersigned, in his note of the 14th instant, inquired whether 
the mm:chant vessels of the United States would, after the inauguration 
-of the new measures, still be protected from capture as before, and would 
be treated according to the provisions of the treaty between Prussia and 
the United States which was cited by the undersigned. 
"The undersigned was unfortunate in the use of language in his note 
of the 14th instant, if it is capable of being construed as implying any 
·doubt of the purpose of the Government of His Majesty the King of 
Prussia, or of the Government of North Germany, to observe faithfully 
its treaty obligations toward the United States. The telegram of Count 
Bismarck, communicated to the undersigned by Baron Gerolt on the 14th 
instant, related to terms to French vessels alone. 
"It was the object of the undersigned to ascertain whether the ves-
.sels of the United States were to continue at liberty to transport contra-
band of war without liability to seizure, in accordance with the terms 
·of the notice communicated to the undersigned on the 19th of July last. 
If it should appear that it was the purpose of the North German Gov-
ernment to withdraw the privilege so conceded, it would follow that the 
vessels of the United States would be remitted to the rights secured to 
them by the treaty cited in the undersigned's note of the 14th instant. 
The undersigned hopes to receive at an early day information on this 
subject wllich may be made public. 
"Tlle undersigned observes with some surprise that Baron Gerolt 
thinks that it might be considered as a matter of course that articles 
contraband of war were not intended to be embraced among the items 
of 'private property on the high seas to be exempted from seizure,' 
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nn<ler the notice of the 19th of July last. The undersigned takes the 
liberty to refer Baron Gerolt to the very precise language in the tele-
gram of Count Bismarck, and to say th•at it seems to the undersigned 
scarcely probable or -even possible that a statesman so distinguisked 
as Count Bismarck, and so accurate in the choice of words to express 
his meaning, would have failed to set forth so important an exception, 
had he not intended to extend the exemption from seizure to all private 
property." 
Same to same, Jan. 19, 1871 ; ib·id. 
"Your dispatch, No. 106, of the 21st January last, has been re-
ceived. It is accompanied by translations of certain recent decreei of 
the Peruvian Government and copies of circulars addressed by the min-
ister of foreign affairs of Peru to the representatives of friendly nations. 
' All these inclosures, with the exception of those which you number 6 
and 7, relate to internal affairs of that country, and do not appear to 
call for any special instructions. One of th.e papers referred to, how-
ever, assumes that Chili has seized those nitrates on the Peruvian coast 
which Peru claims as her own, and is exporting their products in neutral 
vessels, and that, therefore, Peruvian cruisers will not respect a neutral 
flag detected in that business. 
"Although in the present subdued condition of the Peruvian navy 
there may not be much risk of capture of neutral vessels by the Peru. 
vian men-of-war, it is proper that you should remind that Government of 
the eighteenth article of its treaty of 1870 with the United States, which 
expressly stipulates that free ships shall give freedom to goods, and 
that everything shall be deemed free which shall be found on board the 
vessels belonging to ci"tizens of either of the contracting parties, although 
the whole lading or a part thereof should belong to the enemies of either, 
articles contraband of war always excepted. It seems clear, therefore, 
that if a Peruvian cruiser should capture an American vessel whose 
cargo, in whole or in part, should consist of the nitrate referred to, the 
treaty would be violated in a case for which it was specially intended 
to provide. For such an act that Government would certainly be held 
accountable. It is hoped, therefore, that that Government, as a proof 
of its friendly disposition toward that of the United 8tates, and of its 
desire to observe in good faith its formal treaty stipulations, will either 
so modify the circular referred to or will give such orders as may pre-
vent an act of which we should have such just cause to complain. 
''I have received copies of the two circulars through the charge 
d'affaires of Peru in "\Vasbington, and baye prepared replies thereto, 
which I inclose. You will please retain copies of the same on your :files 
and deliver the originals." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Christiancy, Mar. 1,1880. MSS. Inst., Peru; 
For. Rel., 1880. 
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"It is natural that Peru should be incensed at the exportation of 
nitrate for the benefit and account of her adversary. It is to be re-
gretted, however, that she should allow her resentment to lead her t(} 
claim a belligerent right not acknowledged by any authority, that of 
capturing on the high seas vessels of a neutral for having on board a 
cargo from a place which she owned before the war. In this case, how-
ever, her title to it was annulled, or at least suspended, by the armed 
occupation by Chili of the region whence the article was taken. The 
attempt of Peru, therefore, to avenge upon neutrals her want of good 
fortune in the contest will not, it is to be feared, add to her reputation 
for magnanimity or regard to public law, and certainly will not be 
acquiesced in by the Governments of neutrals, whose interests may 
thereby be affected." 
Same to same, Mar. 2, 1880; ibid.; Doc. with President's mes;age of Jan. 26~ 
1882. 
The object of the armed neutrality entered into by the northern 
European maritime powers in 1780, •frequently above referred to,. 
was to establish, as against England, the rights of neutral property 
on the high seas. By the treaty of July 11, 1799, between the IT nited 
States and Prussia, the doctrine of free ships making free goods was 
reaffirmed. Russia, Sweden, and Denmark having about the same time 
entered into separate treaties for renewing the principles of the armed 
neutrality, Great Britain laid an embargo OQ the shipping of those na-
tions, and sent a squadron to the Baltic, whose operations culminated 
in the destruction of the Danish fleet. 
47 West. Rev., 349. See supm, §~ 149, 159. 
''That the American amendment was necessary to give to the 'dec-
laration' of Paris full effect, was soon recognized by most of the Euro-
pean Governments, as the writer of these notes bas reason to know from 
the perusal of the papers in the Department of State at vVashington, 
which were placed at his disposition by the late Secretaries with a view 
to the preparation of the present edition of this work. Among the mi-
nor maritime states there was a clear unanimity of sentiment, but they 
naturally awaited, before giving a formal reply, the answer of the great 
powers. The adhesion of Russia was promptly rendered. Prince 
Gortschakoff instructed, so early as September, 1856, the Russian min-
ister at Washington to communicate to Secretary Marcy a copy of his 
instructions to Baron Brurow. He says: 'Your excellency will have 
an opportunity in Paris of taking cognizance of Mr. :Marcy's note, in 
which the American proposition is developed in that cautious and lucid 
manner which commands conviction. The Secretary of State does not 
argue the exclusive intereRts of the United States; his plea is put for 
the whole of mankind. It grows out of a generous thought, the em· 
bodiment of which rests upon arguments which admit of no reply. The 
attention of the Emperor has, in an eminent deg·ree, been enlisted by 
the overtures of the American Cabinet. In his· view of the question 
they deserve to be taken into serious consideration by the powers 
which signed the Treaty of Paris. They would honor themselves should 
they, by a resolution taken in common and proclaimed to the world, 
apply to private property on the seas the principle of inviolability which 
they have ever professed for it on land. They would crown the work 
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Df pacification which has called them together, and givt it an additional 
guarantee of permanence. By order of the Emperor you are invited to 
entertain this idea before the minister of foreign affairs, and to apprise 
him forthwith that should the American proposition become the subject 
of common deliberation among the powers, it would receive a most de-
dsive support at the hands of the representative of His Imper-ial 
Maje8ty. You: are even authorized to declare that our august master 
would be disposed to take the initiative of this question.' 
"The American minister at Paris was assured by Count vvalewski, 
in November, 1856, that the French Government would agree to the 
"declaration' as modified by us, though a formal assent was deferred 
with a view to consultation with the other parties to the Treaty of 
Paris. Prussia formally announced in lVlay, 1857, to Mr. Cass, Secre-
tary of State, who had replaced Mr. Marcy, that the Cabinet of Berlin 
gave its adhesion to the proposit.ion made by the President of the 
United States to be added to the principles agreed on at Paris, declar-
ing, at the same time, that' if this p~oposition should become the sub-
ject of a collective deliberation, it can rely on the most marked support 
of Prussia, which earnestly desires that other states will unite in a de-
termination, the benefits of which will apply to all nations.'" 
Lawrence's Wheaton ( ed. 1863), 640, 641. 
I 
"This point appears not to have escaped the attention of foreign 
powers, and with a view to remove difficulties and to prevent conflicts 
which might arise from differences of opinion between belligerents and 
neutrals while the United States remained outside of the Treaty of 
Paris, Lord J. Russell, on the 18th of May, 1861, instructed Lord Lyons 
to waive (as mentioned in a note to chap. 2, §10, of this part) the pri-
vateer clause, and, in concert with the French minister at Washington, 
M. 1\iercier, to come to an agreement on the other articles binding on 
France, Great Britain, and the United States. (Papers relating to 
foreign a1l'airs, etc., accompanying President's message, December, 
1861,133). * * * 
''For the reason already explained, the Executive alone is not, under 
the Constitution of the United States, competent to effect modifications 
()f the public law, and should the case come before the judiciary, the 
courts might not deem themselves bound by the assurance contained 
in Mr. Seward's instructions of the 7th of September, 1861, to Mr. 
Adams, and reiterated in the note of December 26, 1861, to Lord Lyons, 
that the neutral flag should cover enemy's goods not contraband of 
war." 
Ibid., 778. 
So far, however, as relates to the interpretation of existing laws, the 
above statement is open to criticism. The executive department, being 
charged with the foreign relations of the Government, is the only au-
. thority to which foreign powers can look as determining these relations, 
and the law to which they are subject. Nor, as has been seen, is the 
executive department, when directing its officers to take or not take an 
enemy's goods on neutral ships. in any way bound by the rulings of the 
courts. 
Supra, § § 78, 138, 238. 
"During the civil war in the United States, the French Government 
felt uneasy lest France should suffer by reason of the fact that, under 
her treaty of 1800, the United States might condemn French goods in 
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rebel vessels, while it would not do so with the goods of other nations 
with whom the United States had no such treaty. This, no doubt, 
added a motive for the French to unite with England to arrange the dif. 
:ficulties that lay in the way of the accession of the United States to the 
ueclaration of Paris. J\Ir. Seward's letter to :Mr. Adams of 7th Septem-
ber, 1861, in which he breaks off the negotiations for an accession to 
the declaration of Paris, still declares that the United StateN, in this 
war, will adopt the policy ' according to our traditional principles, that 
Her Majesty's flag covers enemy's goods not contraband of war. Goods 
of Her :Majesty's subjects not contraband of war are exempt from con-
fiscation, though found under a disloyal flag.' (Dip. Corr., 1861, 143.) 
And, in his letter to }Ir. Dayton, of September 10, 1861, on the same 
subject, Mr. Seward says: 'We have always practiced on the principles 
of the declaration. We <lid so long before they were adopted by the 
congress of Paris, so far as the rights of neutral or friendly states are 
concerned. While our relations with France remain as they now are, 
we shall continue the same practice, none the less faithfully than if 
bound to do so by a solemn convention.' (Dip. Corr., 1861, 251.) 
" The British and French Governments, through their consuls at 
Charleston, made an arrangement with the Confederacy, by which the 
Confederates agreed to adopt the third, fourth, and :fifth articles of 
Paris, but not the :first. (British Pari. Papers, North America, No. 3.) 
And in his letter to Lord Lyons on the Trent affair, 1\ir. Seward refers 
to the fact that the United States had, in this war, made known its in-
tention to act in accordance with the second and third articles of the 
declaration of Paris." 
Dana's Wheaton, § 475, note 223. 
"Mr. Dana, in his edition of ·wheaton's Elements of International Law, page 610, 
bas observed in a note upon the second resolution of the declaration of Paris, that 
'if a nation party to the declaration is at war with one that is not, the former is not 
bound to abandon its right to take enemy's goods from vessels of neutral nations, 
which are parties to the declaration, and as the stipulation is made not fi·om any 
doubts that as between belligerents only such captures are the natural and proper 
results of war, but for the benefit of neutrals vexed thereby, all parties to the decl11.r-
ation, when they are neutral, are in danger of losing the benefits of it.' The conclu-
sion at which Mr. Dana arrives seems to be insufficiently warranted if the circum-
stances which led to the declaration of Paris are taken into account, seeing that the 
declaration of the seven powers assembled in congress was simply a confirmation on 
their part of a reform in the practice of maritime warfare, which bad been inaugu-
rated by France and Great Britain in 1854, under a mutual agreement witk respect to 
neutrals in a war against an enemy who was no party to the agreement. .A memoir 
read by M. Drouyn de Lbuys before the French .Academy on 4th .April, 1868, may be 
cited in illustration of the views upon which F.rance and Great Britain acted in 1854. 
His excellency, who was minister of .foreign affairs in Paris in 1854, and who in that 
capacity initiated the mutual compromise between l!'rance and Great Britain, which 
was subsequently embodied in the second and third resolutions of the declaration of 
1856, thus expresses himself: 'The system inaugurated by the war of 1854 responded 
so well to the common wants of all countries tbati it took without difficulty the char-
acter of a definitive reform of international law. .At the congress of peace assembled 
in Paris in 1856, the plenipotentiaries, whose mission it was to consecrate the results 
of the war, found themselves naturally led to comprise in it the confirmation of 
the rules, which had been observed by the belligerent powers ;with regard to neu-
trals. This was the object of the declaration of Paris of 1856.' 
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"l.Ir. Dana does not appear to have been aware at the time when he so interpreted 
the declaration of Paris, that France and Great Britain, the two powers with whom 
the declaration originated, had in practice put an interpretation on the second and 
third resolutions which is calculated to relieve all neutrals, who have adhered to the 
declaration of Paris, from all risk of losing the benefit of their adherence to it undet 
the circumstances contemplated by Mr. Dana. .E'or instance, in anticipation of a 
joint war against China, which power has not acceded to the declaration of Paris, 
France and Great Britain, as allies in the event of war1 issued each of them an ordi-
nance 'as to the observance of the rules of maritime law under the declaration of 
the congress of Paris of 1856 towards tl:.e vessels and goods of the enemy and of 
neutral powers.'" 
Sir T. Twiss on Belligerent Rights, &c., London, 1884. 
"The declaration of Paris, 1856," says Dr. Woolsey (Int. Law .App., 
iii., note 25), "by which the neutral flag C.')vers enemies' goods, de-
stroyed the force of the rule of 1756, for the new rule protects neutral 
trade in innocent articles between two hostile ports, whether such trade 
had been opene~ to neutrals in time of peace or not. The rule is ex-
pressed in the most general terms. But, although this rule is obsolete, 
and has gone into history for the most part, the United States, not be-
ing a party to the above-mentioned declaration, may yet be under the 
operation of the old British law in regard to coasting and colonial trade. 
Here two questions may be asked, the one touching the lawfulness of 
coasting trade proper, the other touching the conveyance by neutrals 
of their goods, brought out of foreign ports, from one port of the enemy 
to another. Our Government has contended for the right of neut.rals 
to engage in both descriptions of trade, if we are not in an err.or, while 
some of our publicists hold the first to be reasonably forbidden, the 
other to be allowed. Judge Story says (Life and Letters, i, 285-289) 
that, in his private opinion, 'the coasting trade of nations, in its strict-
est character, is so exclusively a national trade that neutrals can never 
be permitted to engage in it during war without being affected with the 
penalty of confiscation. The British have unjustly extended the doc-
trine to cases where a neutral has traded between ports of the enemy 
with a cargo taken in at a neutral country.' He is' as clearly satisfied 
that the colonial trade between the mother country and the colony, where 
that trade is thrown open merely in war, is liable, in most instances, 
to the same penalty. But the British have extended their doctrine 
to all intercourse with the colonies, even from or to a neutral country, 
and herein, it seems [to him], they have abused the rule.' There seems 
to be reason for such a diflerence. To open coasting trade to neutrals 
is a confession of inability to carry on that branch of trade on account 
of apprehensions from the enemy's force, and an invitation to neutrals 
to afford relief from the pressure of war. It is to adopt a new kind of 
vessel, on the ground that they cannot be captured. The belligerent 
surely has the right to say that his attempts to injure his enemy shall 
not be paralyzed in this manner. But he bas no right to forbid the 
neutral to carry his own goods from hostile port to hostile port, when 
he might have done it before. Every right of innocent trade, then, en-
joyed by the neutral in peace, should be allowed after the breaking out 
of the war ; but new rights, given to them on account of the war, may 
be disregarded by the belligerent as injuring his interests. · 
"Hautefeuille remarks, on the other side, that the sovereign who can 
interdict can also permit a certain kind of commerce. But this is 
begging the question. Can be, by such privileges, restrain his enemy 
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from annoying him-privileges which are nothing but taking the neutral 
trader into a kind of partnership~ Suppose that he hired war vesselR 
from a neutral sovereign, would that exempt them from capture~" 
''There are many reasons which render the maritime trade of Great 
Britain the most valuable, as it is the largest, in the world, and indeed 
because it is the largest; and were our navy of ten times the strength 
and numbers it is, our trade would be still more valuable." 
144 Edinb. Rev., 363, in stating why Great Britain should accept the doctrine 
of free ships making free goods. 
As to Russia's vacillat.ing attitude as to armed neutrality, see 8 John Quincy 
Adams' Memoirs, 67. 
For an account of the action of the United States in reference to the rule of 
1756, see 3 PhiU., Int. Law (3 eel.), 378, 382. 
Mr. J. Q. Adams' correspondence, when at Berlin in 1798, as to the neutrality of 
free ships, is given in 2 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 252 ff. 
The full text of the exposition of the doctrine of neutral rights at sea by Mr. 
J. Q. Adams, Sec. of State, in his instructions to Mr. Rush, of July 28, 1823, 
is given in Senate Ex. Doc. 396, 18th Cong., 2cl sess., 5 Am. St. Pap. (For. 
Rel.), 529. 
The correspondence in 1854 between the United States and other countries 
to belligerent rights as affected by the then pending war, is given in Pres-
ident Pierce's message of May 11,1854, House Ex. Doc. 103, 33d Cong., 1st 
sess. 
The Brit. and For. St. Pap. for 1855-'56, vol. 46, 821, gives correspondence be-
tween the United States and Denmark, France, Great Britain, Russia 
and Sweden and Norway, relative to rights of neutrality and rights of 
belligerents in war. Among these papers are the ;following: The Danish 
minister to Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, Jan. 20, 1854, as to the Russian war 
then beginning. The Swedish charge d'affaires to Mr. Marcy, Jan. 28,1854, 
on same subject. Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, Feb.14, 1854. 
Mr. Buchanan, U.S. Minister at London, to Mr. Marcy, Feb. 24, Mar. 17, 
1854 (elsewhere noted). Mr. Mason, U.S. minister in Paris, to Mr. Marcy, 
as to French Government's view on privateering. 
Much of the correspondence as to the Treaty of Paris is given in Brit. and For. 
St. Pap., 1864-'65, vol. 55. 
By the Presi<lent's instructions of the 28th of August, 1812, issued 
under and in accordance with the prize act of that year (2 Stat. L., 
761), British andAmericanproperty, shipped in Great Britain, on board 
·a, vessel of the United States, after a knowledge of the war, but in con- . 
~Sequence of the repeal of the British orders in council, are .protected 
from forfeiture. 
The Thomas Gibbons, 8 Cranch, 421; The Mary, 9 ibid., 126. 
Goods appearing by ship's papers to be a consignment from alien ene-
mies to American merchants, condemned in toto as prize, although 
further proof was offered that American merchants were jointly inter-
ested, and that they had a lien upon the goods in consequence of ad-
vances made by them. 
The Frances, 8 Cranch, 335. 
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If a British merchant purchase with his own funds, t\YO cargoes of 
goods, in consequence of, but not in strict conformity with, the orders 
of an American bouse, and ship them to America, giving the consign-· 
ors an option within 24 hours after receipt of his letter to take or reject 
both cargoes, and if they give notice within the time that they will 
take one cargo, but will consider as to the other, this puts it in the 
power of the British merchant either to cast the whole upon the Amer-
ican house, or to resume his property, and make them accountable for 
that which came to their bands; and, therefore the right of property 
in cargo, does not, in transitu, vest in the American house, but remains 
in the British subject, and is liable to condemnation, he being an en-
emy. 
The Frances, 9 Crauch, 183. 
A vessel of the United States, which went to England after the war· 
was known, and brought thence a cargo belonging chiefly to British 
subjects, condemned. 
The St. Lawrence, 8 Cranch, .!34. 
Therules, that neutral bottoms make neutral goods, and that enemieS' 
bottoms make enemies' goods, are not only separable in their naturer 
but ba\e. generally been separated; and they are held in the United 
States to be di8tinct. 
The Nereide, 9 Cranch, 388. 
A stipulation in a treaty that neutral bottoms sball make neutral 
goods, does HOt UJ necessary implication introduce the principle that 
enemies' bottoms shall make enemies' goods. 
Ibid. 
Reciprocating to the subjects of a nation, or retaJiating on them its 
unjust proceedings towards our citizens, is a political, not a legal meas-
ure. 
Ibid. 
"The rule that the goods of an enemy, found in the vessel of a friend, 
are prize of war, and that the goods of a friend, found in the vessel of 
an enemy, are to be restored, is believed to be a part of the original law 
of nations, as generally, perhaps universally, acknowledged. Certainly, 
it has been fully and unequivocally recognized by the United States. 
This rule is founded on the simple and intelligible principle that war 
gives a full right to capture the goods of an enemy, but gives no right 
to capture the goods of a friend. In the practical application of this 
principle, so as to form tile rule, the propositions that the neutral flag 
constitutes no protection to enemy property, and that the belligerellt 
flag communicates no hostile character to neutral property, are neces-
sarily admitted. Tile character of the property, taken distinctly all(l 
separately from all other considerations, dPpends in no degree upon the 
character of the \Chicle in which it is found. 
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"Many nations have believed it to be their interest to \ary this sim-
ple and natural principle of public law. They have changed it by con-
vention between themselves, as far as the~y have believed it to be for 
their advantage to change it. But unless there be something in the 
nature of the rule which renders its parts unsusceptible of division, 
nations must be capable of dividing it by express compact; and if they 
stipulate either that the neutral flag shall cover enemy goods, or that 
the enemy flag shall infect friendly goods, there would, in reason, seem 
to be no necessity for implying a distmct stipulation not expressed by 
the parties. Treaties are formed upon deliberate reflection. Diplo-
matic men read the public treaties made by other nations, and cannot 
be supposed either to omit or insert an article, common in public treaties, 
without being aware of the efl'ect of·such omission or insertion. Neither 
the one nor the other is to be ascribed to inattention. And if an omit-
ted article be not necessarily implie
1
d in one which is inserted, the sub-
ject to which that article would a_pply remains under the ancient rule. 
That the stipulation of immunity to enemy goods, in the bottoms of one 
of the parties being neutral, does not imply a surrender of the goods of 
that party being neutral if found in the \essel of an enemy, is the prop-
osition of the counsel for the claimant, and he powerfully sustains that 
proposition by arguments arising from the nature of the two stipula-
tions. The agreement that neutral bottoms shall make neutral goods, 
is, he very justly remarks, a cop.cession made by the belligerent to the 
neutral. It enlarges the sphere of neutral commerce, and gives to the 
neutral flag a capacity not given to it by the law of nations. 
" Tbe stipulation which subjects neutral property found in the bot-
tom of an enemy to condemnation as prize of war, is a concession made 
by the neutral to the belligerent. It narrows the sphere of neutral , 
commerce, and takes from the neutral a privilege he possessed under 
the law of nations. The one may be, and often is, exchanged for the 
other. But it may be the interest and the will of both parties to stipu-
late the one without the other; and if it be their interest or their will, 
what shall prevent its accomplishment' A neutral may give some 
other compensation for the privilege of transporting enemy goods in 
safety, or both parties may find an interest in stipulating for this privi-
lege, and neither may be disposed to make to, or require from, the 
other, the surrender of any right as its consideration. What shall re-
strain independent nations from making such a compact~ And how is 
tbeir intention to be communicated to each other or to the world, so 
properly as by the compact itself' 
"If reason can furnish no evidence of the indissolubility of the two 
maxims, the supporters of that proposition will certainly derive no aid 
from the history of their progress, from the first attempts at their in-
troduction to the present moment. 
~'For a considerable length of time they were the companions of each 
other, not as one maxim consisting· of a single indivisible principle, but 
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as two stipulations, the one, in the view of the parties, forming a natu-
ral and obvious consideration for the other. The celebrated compact 
termed the armed neutrality attempted to effect by force a great revo-
lution in the law of natious. The attempt failed, but it made a deep 
.and lasting impression on public sentiment. The character 'of this effort 
has been accurately stated by the counsel for the claimants. Its object 
was to eularge, and not in any thing to diminish, the rights of neutrals. 
The great powers, parties to this agreement, contended for the principle 
that free ships slwuld make free goods, but not for the converse maxim; 
. so far were tlley from supposing the one to follow as a corollary from 
the other, that the contrary opinion was openly and distinctly avowed. 
The King of PrusRia declared his expectation that in future neutral 
bottoms would protect the goods of an enemy, and that neutral goods 
would be safe in an enemy bottom. There is no reason to believe that 
tllis opinion was not common to those powers who acceded to the prin-
ciples of the armed neutrality. 
"From that epoch to the present [1815], in the various treaties which 
have been formed, some contain no article on the subject, and conse-
quently leave the ancient rule in full force. Some stipulate that the 
charaeter of the cargo shall depend upon the flag, some that the neu-
tral tlag shall protect the goods of an enemy, some that the goods of a 
neutral in the vess.d of a friend (!) shall be prize of war, and some tllat 
the goods of an enemy in a neutral bottom shall be safe, and that friendly 
goods in the bottom of an enemy shall also be safe. 
"This review, which was taken with minute accuracy at the bar, cer-
tainly demonstrates that in public opinion no two principles are more 
distinct and independent of each other than the two which have been 
{!Ontended to be inseparable." 
Marshall, C. J.; The Nereide, 9 Cranch., 418. See The Julia, 8 Cranch, 181. 
Goods, the property of merchants actually domiciled in the enemy's 
country at the breaking out of the war, are subject to capture and con-
1i.scation as prize. 
The Mary and Susan, 1 Wheat., 46. 
Property in transit from a belligerent to a neutral is subject to capt· 
·ure and condemnation, if it bas not vested at the time of the capture 
in the neutral consignees. 
The St. Jose Indiano, ibid., 208. 
Covering belligerent property by neutral papers is not contrary to 
the law of nations, and, in neutral courts, does not invalidate contracts 
·made in relation to such property. 
De Valengin 1'. Dufl'y, 14 Pet., 282. 
An enemy'8 commerce under neutral disguises has no claim to neu-
tral immunity. 
The Bermuda, 3 Wall., 514. 
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Presumptions of ownership in a neutral, ansmg from registry or.-
other documents, may be rebutted by circumstances. 
Ibid. 
The liability of property, the product of an enemy country, and com- · 
ing from it durmg war, to capture, being irrespective of the status dom- · 
icilii, guilt or innocence, of the owner, such property is as much liable to · 
capture, when belonging to a loyal citizen of the country of the captors, .. 
as if owned by a citizen or subject of the hostile country or by the hostile· 
Government itself. The only qualification of this rule is that, where, . 
upon the breaking out of hostilities or as soon after as possible, the-
owner escapes with such property as be can take with him, or in goocl 
faith thus early removes his propert.y, with the view of putting it be-
yond the dominion of the hostile power, the property iu such cases is. 
exempt from the liability which would otherwise attend it, 
The Gray Jacket, 5 Wall., 342. 
Where the war (a civil war) broke out in .April, 1861, a removal on 
the 30th of December, 186::>, was held to be too late. 
Ibid . 
.An order for further proof in prize cases is always m2de with extreme· 
caution, and only when the ends of justice clearly require it. .A. claim-
ant forfeits the right to ask it, by any guilty concealments in the case . . 
Ibitl. 
The statute of July 13, 1861, giving the Secretary of the Treasury 
po'.-rer to remit penalties, etc., in certain cases did not extend to cap- · 
tnres jure belli. 
lbid.; The Hampton, 5 .. Wall., 372. 
Under the principles of international law, mortgages on vessels capt-· 
ured jure belli are to be treated only as liens subject to being O\er• 
Tidden by the capture. 
The Hampton, ibid., 372. 
The law of nations does not prohibit the carrying of enemies' goods. 
in neutral vessels; so far from so doing, p.pon the condemnation of the-
goods, the vessel is entitled to freight. But if a neutral endeavors, by 
false appearances, to cover the property of a belligerent from the lawful . 
seizure of his enemy, such conduct identifies the neutral with tlie bel-
ligerent whom he thus endeavors to protect, and is a fraud on the · 
neutrality of his own Government and upon the rights of. the bellig~ . 
"Tent. 
Schwartz v. Insurance Company of North America, 3 :Wash. C. C., 117 . 
.A. shipment ma,de by an enemy shipper to his correspondent in 
.America, to belong to the latter at his election, in twenty-fonr hours .. 
after the arrival thereof, is liable to condemnation as hostile· property?:' 
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·lt being held that an election made during the transit will not merge 
·the hostile character of tlle property. 
The ship Francis and Cargo, 1 Gallison, 445 . 
.As will be seen by a survey of the above cases, the right to seize en-
€my's goods sailing under neutral flag has been sustained in the Julia, 
.8 Cranch, 181; the N ereide, 9 Cranch, 388; the Ariadne, 2 Wheat., 
143. Seethe Caledonian, 4 Wheat., 100; the Hart, 3 Wall.,559; S. C.,Bl. 
Pr. Ca., 379. That shipping goods in an enemy's ship gives presump-
tion that goods belong to enemy, see the London Packet, 1 Mason, 14; 
the Amy Warwick, 2 Blatch., 635. On the other hand, the executive 
department of the Government, to use Mr. Marcy's language (Mr. 
Marc:r to Mr. :l\fason, Aug. 7, 1850, abov~quoted), ''bas st,renuously con-
·tended that free ships made free goods, articles contraband of war ex-
cepted," and that this was then regarded by the Executive as the gen-
erally accepted rule is evi(lenced by Mr. Marcy's statement in the next 
sentence, that "Great Britain is believed to be almost the only maritime 
power which bas constantly refused to regard this as a rule of inter-
national law." E,·enin the strain of the late civil war, Mr. Seward, when 
proposing to accede to the declaration of Paris on this point, did so on 
the ground that the declaration did not make a new rule, but estab-
lished an old one, which the United States has maintained as a part of 
international law. This difference of opinion between the judicial and 
executive departments of the Government may be attributed, in the 
main, to the distinct political training of the two departments. The 
-executive, from the time of the administration of Mr. Jefferson, inclined 
to the liberal view of international law which became then prevalent 
.among political economists; and though Mr. Jefferson, when Hecretary 
of State, a~ first thought the weight of authority was the other way, 
be changed his mind as to thitl, and took the lead, as President, in recom-
mending as the best rule, that free ships should make free goods. The 
same doctrine was vindicated with great elaboration by Mr. Madison, and 
lias been accepted, more or less conspicuously, whenever occasi9n arose, 
by succeeding Presidents. While, however, the executive department 
,continued to accept these distinctive views of international law, of which 
Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Madison were the exponents, it was otherwise 
with the judiciary. In part this may be attributed to the. strong an-
tagonism of Chief-Justice Marshall to Mr. J e:fl'erson, and to the scheme 
<>f public law of which Mr. Jefferson was the leading exponent. But 
aside from this, and aside from the strong bias towards English law 
and English precedent, which arose from the prior political bias of 
that great judge, and of his earlier associates, it is impoAsible not to 
forget the effect produced, even on professional minds entirely impar-
tial, by the reverence and affection all American lawyers must feel for 
English judicial literature. If this be the case now-if ~mch literature 
charm us now, often influencing our judgment, amid the great mass 
which we posses~ of legal literature of our own-how much greater 
nmst have been the influence when the sole text book at hand was 
Blackstone, and when Sir William . Scott's attractive and lucid judg-
ments were tile only sources from which prize law could be studied 
in the Englhsh tongue. Yet, as is elsewhere shown (supra, §§ 238, 
329a), the highest Eng-lish authorities on international law, while ad-
mitting the fascination of Sir W. Scott's style, now regard his later 
prize dccsions as no longer binding law. 
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If, during the late civil war, views of Sir W. Scott which bad grad· 
ually ceased to be authoritative in England were reaffirmor,l )y our 
Supreme Court, three explanatory conditions must be remembered : (1) 
The judges of that court were not. themsel\·es, with one or two excep-
tions, familiar with prize law, and from the most startling· judgments of 
that court (e. g., that in the Springbok, i1~{ra, § 362), Judge Nelson and 
Judge Cli:fl'ord, who were the judges most familiar with this branch of' 
law, dissented. (2) It could hardly be expected, at a time when the 
whole atmosphere was charged with a sense of tl1e necessity of vig-
orous war measures, at least as strongly as was tlle atmosphere of Eng-
land in the time of Sir "\V. Scott, that precedents estt.tblislled by prior · 
decisions of the court, in favor of high belligerent rights, should. have 
been overruled. Yet, at this :very period, it is greatly to the credit of' 
Mr. Seward that he maintained unbroken the doctrine as to belligerent 
rights in this relation pronounced by his predecessors. Co-ordinate as-
are the executive and the judiciary in matters of international law 
(supra, § ~38), it was right that he should ha,·e taken this course, not 
regarding himself as bound by the rulings of the courts, and it is right,. 
also, that to the different positions assumed in this relation by the exec-
uth·e and the judiciary, attention should be called in this work. 
" It has been the singular honor of the late Lonl Kingsdown, who· 
presided over the English high court of appeal in prize cases during. 
the Crimean war, to have applied the law of blockade to neutral ves-
sels with an equity unknown to the prize court in the days of Lord· 
Stowell, and which a veteran judge of the English high co"urt of ad-
miralty (the Right Hon. Dr. Lushington), who had practiced in prize· 
cases before Lord Stowell, considered. to be too favorable to neutrals. 
It was also in former days the pride of the Supreme Court of the United. 
States to have framed its practice in prize causes after th~ rules of the· 
British courts of prize, which, as observed by one of the mo~t eminent 
jurists of the United States, Mr. Justice Story, are conformable witlli 
the prize practice of France and other European countries. It would be· 
deeply to be regretted that upon the l:1,w of blockade the prize courts. 
of the two countries should proceed henceforth on divergent lines, and 
that whilst the British high court of appeal has been striving to render· 
the law of blockade le~s onerous to neutrals by tempering its adminis-
tration with greater equity, the Supreme Court of the United States of 
America should have risked to make it intolerable by throwing upon 
the neutral owners of cargo a burden of proof which it is contrary to 
natural equity to impose upon them, and by sanctioning the novel prin-
ciple that a cargo may be condemned for a breach of blockade, whilst 
the ship i.tself, in which it is laden, is acquitted of any design of pro-
ceeding to a blockaded port." · 
Sir T. Twiss, Belligerency, &c., London, 1~84. 
(6) LIABILITY OF NEUTRAL PROP.ERTY UNDER ENEC\fY"8 FLAG. 
§ 343. 
A neutral may lawfully ship his goods on board an armed belligerent 
vessel, and if her force be used in a combat in which he gives no aid 
his goods are not affected. 
The Nereide, 9 Cranch, 368; the Atalanta, 3 Wheat., 409. 
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The mere depositing by a neutral of Lis goods in an armed belliger-
ent merchantman does not impress his goods with a belligerent charac-
ter at the time of their seizure by the enemy, even though he were him-
self on board, if he took no part in and in no way directed the defense 
of the merchantman. 
The Nereide, 9 Cr::~.nch, 38tl. See, however, dissenting opinion of Story, J. 
''That a neutral may.Jawfully place his goods on board a belligerent 
ship for conveyance ou the ocean is universally recognized as the orig-
inal rule of the law of nations." · ~'The rule is universally laid down in 
terms which comprehend an armed as well as an unarmed vessel." 
Marshall, C. J.; the Nereide, 9 Cranch, 425. 
Where enemy's property is fraudulently blended in the same claim 
with neutral property, the latter is liable to share the fate of the former, 
and must be condemned. 
The St. Nicholas, 1 ·wheat., 417. 
Neutral muniments, howe-ver regular and formal, if only colorable, 
do not affect belligerent rights. 
The Rugen, ibid., 61. 
It is a principle of the Jaw of nations that a neutral cargo found on 
board an armed enemy's vessel is not liable to condemnation as prize of 
war. 
The Atalanta, 3 Wheat., 409. 
In general the circumstance of goods being found on board an en-
emy's ship raises a presumption that they are enemy's property. 
The London Packet, 5 Wheat., 132. 
Neutrals who place their vessels under belligerent control and engage 
them in belligerent trade, or permit them to be sent with contraband 
cargoes under cover of false destination to neutral ports, while the real 
destination is to belligerent ports, impress upon them the character of 
the belligerent in whose service they are employed, and cannot com-
plain if they are seized and condemned as enemy property. 
The Hart, 3 Wall., 559. 
As to leaving property at enemy's disposal, see infra, § 353. 
"The Supreme Court of the United States bas held that there is no 
valid distinction of right between the act of a neutral merchant who 
loads his goods on board an enemy's merchant suip and the act of a 
neutral mercuant who ships his goods in an armed vessel belonging to 
the enemy. The opinion of Chief.Just.ice MarshaJl, who with the ma-
jority of the court decided, in the ca,se of the N ere ide, 'that a neutral 
merchant had a right to charter and lade his goods on board a bellig-
erent armed vessel without forfeiting his neutral character,' is entitled 
to great weight, not merely from the authority which attaches to the 
opinions of that eminent judge, but also from tlle solidity of the reason-
ing upon wllich llis judgment in that case proceeJed. But the opinion 
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of Mr. Justice Story was the other way, and coincided with the view of 
Lord Stowell. The Supreme Court of the United States, in February 
term, 1818, maintained the same view in the case of the Atalanta (3 
Wheat., 40D; 5 Wheat., 433) as it had previously maintained in the 
N ereide; so that the decisions of the highest tribunal of the United 
States is on this point in direct conflict with the jud.gment of the English 
high court of admiralty." 
Twiss, Law of Nations in War (2d ed.), 188. 
By an order in council of 1854, .it was declared not to be "Her Maj-
esty's intention to claim the confiscation of neutraJ property, not being 
contraband of war, found on board enemy's ships." The French Gov-
ernment took the same position. (See Lawrence's Wheaton, 770-1, note 
228.) 
(7) EXCEPTIONS AS TO RULE OF SEIZURE OF ENEMY'S PROPERTY AT SEA. 
§ 344. 
Even by those who hold that enemy's property may be seized on 
neutral ships, it is agreed that such seizure cannot be rnade on neutral 
waters (supra, § 27) or on public ships. (Supra, § 36.) 
(8) WHAT IS A LAWFUL CAPTURE OF AN ENEMY'S MERCHANT SHIP. 
§ 345. 
In 1799 there was a limited state of hostilities between this country 
and France, and the capture of a private armed vessel, officered and 
manned by Frenchme'n, and sailing under the French flag, was lawful, 
though the vessel was the property of a neutral, from whom the French 
possessors had captured her. 
Talbot v. Seeman, 1 Cranch, 1. 
A vessel of the United States, which carries a cargo for freight from 
a neutral to an enemy's port, after the war is known, is Hable to capt-
ure and condemnation, though such.passage is a part of her borne voy-
age from the neutral port to the United States, and the capture is made 
after she has sailed from the enemy's port. 
The Joseph, 8 Cranch, 451. 
In cases of recapture the rule of reciprocity is applied. If France 
would restore in a like case, then we are bound to restore ; if otherwise, 
then the whole property must be condemned to the recaptors. It ap-
pears that by. the law of France in cases of recapture, after the prop-
erty has been twenty-four hours in possession of the enemy, the whole 
J>roperty is adjudged good prize to the recaptors, whether it belonged 
to her subjects, to her allies, or to neutrals. We are bound, therefore, 
in this case to apply the same rule; and as the property in this case 
wa~ recaptured after it had been in possession of' the enemy more than 
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twenty-four hours, it must, so far as it belonged to persons domiciled 
in France, be condemned to the captors. 
Schooner Adeline, 9 Cranch, 244. 
If a capture be made by a privateer, which had been illegally equip-
ped in a neutral country, the prize courts of such neutral country have 
-power and it is their duty to restore the captured property, if brought 
·witbiu their jurisdiction to its owner. 
Brig Alerta v. Moran; ibid., 359. 
As to privateers, see further infra, § § 384, 385. 
Navigating under a license from the enemy is closely connected in 
principle with the offense of trading with the enemy, and is cause of 
·Confiscation. In both cases the knowledge of the agent will affect the 
principal, although he may, in reality, be ignorant of the fact. 
The Hi~am, 1 Wheat., 440. 
The capture of a neutral ship having enemy'~ property ·On board is a 
..strictly justifiable exercise of the rights of war. It is no wrong done 
to the neutral, even though the voyage be thereby defeated. The cap-
tors are not therefore answerable in pmnam to the neutral .for the losses 
which he may sustain by a lawful exercise of belligerent rights. It is 
the misfortune of the neutral and not the fault of the uelligerent. 
By the capture the captors are substituted in lieu of the original 
'()Wners. and they take the property cum onere. They are, therefore, 
responsible for the freight which then attached upon the property, of 
which the sentence of condemnation ascertains them to be the rightful 
<>wners, succeeding to the former proprietors. So f~r the rule seems per-
fectly equitable, but to press it further and charge them with the .freight 
.of goods which they have never received, or with the burden of a charter 
party into which they have never entered, would be unreasonable in 
itself and inconsistent with the admitted principles of prize law. It 
might, in case of a justifiable capture by the condemnation of a single 
bale of goods, lead the captors to their r~in with tile stipulated freight 
-of a whole cargo. 
The Antonia Johanna, 1 Wheat., 159. See i11jra, § 35:3. 
The rules of prize courts as to the vesting of property are the same 
with those of the common law by which the thing sold, after the com-
pletion of the contract, is properly at the risk of the purchaser. But 
the question still recurs, when is the contract executed~ It is certainly 
·competent for an agent abroad, who purchases in pursuance of orders, 
to vest the property in his principal immediately on the purchase. This 
is the case when he purchases exclusively on the credit of his principal, 
or makes an absolute appropriation and designation of the property for 
his principal. But where a merchant abroad, in pursuance of orders, 
either sells his own goods or purchases goods on his own credit (and 
thereby, in reality, becomes the owner), no property in the good.s vests 
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in his correspondent until he has done some notorious act to divest him·-
self of his title or has parted with the possession by an actual and un-
conditional delivery for the use of such correspondent. 
The St. Jose Indiano, 1 Wheat., 208. 
Whatever might be the right of the Swedisll sovereign, acting under 
his own authority, we are of opinion that if a Swedish vessel be en-
gaged in the actual service of Great Britain, or in carrying stores for· 
the exclusive use of the British armies, she must, to all intents and 
purposes, be cleemed a British transport. It is perfectly immaterial in 
what particular enterprise those armies might, at the time, be engaged; 
for the same important benefits are conferred upon an enemy, wh(}-
thereby acquires a greater disposable force to bring into action against 
us. 
Story J; The Commercen, 1 \Vheat., 382. Chief-Justice Marshall dissenting. 
The mere sailing under an enemy's license, without regard to the ob-
ject of the voyage, or the port of destination, constitutes in itself an act 
of illegality which subjects the property to confiscation. 
The Ariadne, 2 Wheat., 143. 
Where a neutral ship-owner lends his name to coy-er a .fraud with re-
gard to the cargo, his conduct will subject the ship to condemnation. 
The Fortuna, 3 Wheat., 236. 
A vessel and cargo liable to capture as enemy's ptoperty, or for sail-
ing under the pass or license of the enemy, or for trading with the· 
enemy, may be seized after arrival in a port of the United States anc} 
condemned as prize of war. The delictum is not purged by the termina-
tion of the voyage. 
The Caledonian, 4 Wheat., 100. 
A capture of Spanish property, in violation of our neutrality, by a, 
vessel built, armed, equipped, and owned in the United States, is ille-
gal, and the property, if brought within our territorial limits, will be· 
restored to the original owuer. 
La Concepcion, 6 ·wheat., 235. 
It is settled that if captures are made by vessels which have violated, 
our neutrality acts, the property may be _restored, if brought within our 
territory. Hence a vessel armed and manned in one of our ports, and 
sailing thence to a belligerent port, with the intent thence to depart on. 
a cruise with the crew and armament obtained here, and so departing 
and capturing belligerent propertJ', violates our neutrality law8, and 
her prizes coming w~thin our juris<liction will be restored. 
The Gran Para, 7 Wheat., 471. 
The seizure of a \essel by the naval force of the United States in 
waters belonging to a friendly power, though an offense against that 
power, is a matter to be adjusted bet ween the two Governments and. 
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not within the cognizance of the court, and does not render unlawful; 
judicial proceedings against the vessel, instituted after her arrival, 
within the jurisdiction of the United States. 
Ship Richmond 1J. U.S., 9 Cranch, 102; The Merino, 9 Wheat., 391. 
Spoliation of papers at the time of capture warrants unfaYorable in-
ferences as to the employment., destination, and ownership of the capt-
ured vessel. 
The Bermuda, 3 Wall., 514. 
The act of March 3, 1863~ " to protect the liens upon \Tessels in cer~ 
tain cases," etc., does not refer to captures jure belli, or modify the law 
of prize in any respect. 
The Hampton, 5 Wall., 372. 
In the Hart~ 3 Wall., 559, it was said by Chase, C. J., "that neu-
trals who place their vessels under belligerent control, and engage· 
them in belligerent trade, or permit them to be sent with contraband 
cargoes under cover of false destination to neutral ports, impress upon· 
them the charactec oft he belligerent in wlwse service they are employed,. 
and cannot complain if they are seized and condemned as enemy's prop-
erty." 
Ships in time of war are bound by the character impressed upon them. 
by the Government from which their documents issue and under whose-
flag and pass they sail. 
The share of a citizen in a ship sailing under an enemy's flag and pa-
pers, there having been ample time and opportunity to dispose of the· 
same, but no attempt made to do so, is subject to capture and condem-
nation equally with the shares of enemies in the same ship. And where· 
the cargo and ship are owned by the same person, the cargo follows the· 
fate of the ship. 
The William Bagaley, 5 Wall., 377. 
If a ship or cargo is enemy property, or if either be otherwise liable· 
to condemnation, the circumstance that the vessel at the time of the 
capture was in neutral waters would not, by itself, avail the claimants 
in a prize court. It might constitute a ground of claim by the neutral 
power, whose territories had suffered trespass, for apology or indemnity •. 
(See infra, §§ 3, 40, 96.) But neither a hostile belligerent nor a neutral 
acting the part of ::mch belligerent, can demand restitution of captured 
property on the sole ground of capture in neutral waters. 
The Sir William Peel, ibid., 517;. The Adela, 6 ibid., 266. 
A bona fide purchase for a commercial purpose by a neutral in his 
own home port, of a ship-of-war of a belligerent that had fled to such 
port in order to escape from enemy vessels in pursuit, but which was 
bona fide dismantled prior to the sale, and afterward fitted up for the 
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merchant service,.does not pass a title above the right of capture by the 
.other belligerent. 
The Georgia, 7 Wall., 32. 
A merchant vessel of one country visiting, for the purpose of trade, a 
port of another where martial law has been established, under bellig-
-erent right, subjects herself to that law while she is in such port. 
U.S. v. Diekelman, 92 U.S., 520. Supra, § 35. 
As to seizures for blockade-running, see infra, § 362 ; for carrying contraband, 
§ ~~75; action of prize court as to, sup1·a, § 330; as to sales to belligerent, 
infra, § 392. 
'The benefit of the registry of an American vessel is lost to the owner 
<during his residence in a foreign country, but upon his return to this 
-country the disability ceases; nor does the fact that during the foreign 
residence of the owner the vessel carried a foreign flag work any divest-
iture of title, nor render the disability perpetual. 
1 Op., 523, Wirt, 1821. 
''In 1854, at t'he commencement of the Crimean war, it was proclaimed 
by an order in council that an Rnljsian vessels in British ports should 
be allbwed six weeks for loading their cargoes and for departing there-
from, and, further, that if met with at sea by any British ships-of-war 
they were to be permitted to continue their voyage, if from their papers 
it was evident that their cargoes bad been taken aboard before the ex-
viration of the abo\e term. The French Government also issued a sim-
ilar order. The Brith;b Government, on the same occasion ordered all 
Her Majest:y's subjects who might be resident in Russia to return to 
.their own country within the term of six weeks." 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 126. 
A similar course was taken by the German and French Governments 
in the war of 1870. 
Ibid., 127. 
"Fishing boats have also, as a general rule, been exempted from the 
,.effects of hostilities. As early as 1521, while war was raging between 
Charles V and Francis, embassadors from these two sovereigns met at 
Calais, then English, and agreed that whereas the herring fishery was 
.about to commence, the subjects of both belligerents engaged in this 
'Pursuit should be safe and unmolested by the other party, and should 
have leave to fish as in time of peace. In the war of 1800, the Brit.ish 
.a,nd French Governments issued formal instructions exempting the fish-
ing boats of each other's subjects from seizure. This order was subse-
quently rescinded by the British Government, on the alleged ground 
that some French fishing-boats were equipped as gunboats, and that 
.some French fishermen, who had been prisoners in England, llad vio-
lated their parole not to serve, and llad gone to join the French fleet at 
Brest. Such e~cuses were evidently mere pretexts; and after some 
angry discussions had 'taken place on the subject, the British restric-
tion was withdrawn, and the freedom of fishermen was again allowed 
-on both sides. French writers consider this exemption as an established 
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principle of the modern law of war, and it has been so recognized in the 
French courts, which have restored such vessels when captured by 
French cruisers." 
Ibid., 151. 
(9) WHEN CONVOYS PROTECT. 
§ 346. 
"'Although' (says Dr. Nicoll) 'a neutral ship may legally carry ene--· 
mies' property, yet the belligerent has on the other hand. a right· to· 
seize that property, paying the neutral his freight an<l expenses. If 
the neutral, in order to prevent the belligerent from exercising his legat 
right., puts himself under the enemies' convoy, the claim of freight and 
expenses is thereby forfeited. It is a departure from that impartiality 
which the neutral is bound to observe. The only question in this case· 
would be, whether the ship itself was not, under the circumstances, liable· 
to confiscation.' 
"In another case, where the American vessel had been condemned• 
with her cargo, Dr. Nicoll gave his opinion not to prosecute an appeal, 
because the circumstance of going under convoy was, ifi his judgnwut,. 
a just canse of forfeiture. This latter opinion I haYe not in writin:;, 
but Mr. Wagner (tlle clerk charged with this business) well remembers. 
it. But here . the cause of forfeiture is not the simple fact of going 
under convoy, but the attempting, in a neut·ral vessf'l, to sheltPr the 
goods of an enemy by means of the convoy; an<l, therefore, if this di~­
tinction be correct, an American vessel with an .American cargo may 
innocently go under convoy. But why do this with neutral property Of 
Because a belligerent power, without regarding treaties or the law of 
nations, makes prize of such property. If, however, su<:h unwarranta-
ble captures are not made (and this, I suppose, you judged to be tbe 
fact in respect to our vessels trading with Great Britain and Ireland) 
there can be no reason for seeking convoys; and the doing it migllt 
give offense to the Government against which it was requested. Bnt 
whenever that Government has no scruple to interrupt and injure our. 
lawful commerce, by means of her armed vessels, we can haYe no scru-
ple to accept protection from the convoys of her enemies. The only 
question then will be whether the Government shall formally request'" 
the convoy~ This is· a question of some deUcacy, as it regards the· 
foreign power to whom the request shall be made, on the score of ob· 
ligation. But if for the sake of preserYing a lucrative or necessary 
trade that power . voluntarily offers, or, on the request of indh-'iduals..,. 
grants the requisite convoys, are we then to refuse them~ Clearly 
not, and such is the sense of the President." 
Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, to Mr. King, May 9, 1797. :MSS. lnst., MinisterA. 
"It is an ordinary duty of the naval force of a neutral, during either· 
civil or foreign wars, to convoy merchant vessels of the nation to wllich 
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it belongs to the ports of the belligerents. This, however, should not 
be done in contravention of belligerent rights as defined by the la.w 
of nations or by treaty. The only limitations of the rights to convoy 
recognized by the treaty between the United States and Mexico are 
those contained in the 24th article, which declares that when vessels 
are under convoy, the verbal declaration of the commander of the con-
voy, on llis word of honor, that the vessels under his protection belong 
to the nation whose flag he carries, and, when they are bound to an 
-enemy's port, that they have no contraband goods on board shall be 
sufficient. vVith these conditions the United States have at all times 
been willing to comply." 
Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Monasterio, May 18, 1837. MSS. Notes, Mex. 
"Calhoun asked (at a Cabinet meeting on October 26, 18~~), if we 
could authorize the merchant vessel itself to resist the belligerent 
right of search. I said no; and that the British claimed the right of 
-searching convoyed vessels, but that we ne\er admitted that right, and 
that the opposite principle was that of the armed neutrality. They 
maintained that a convoy was a pledge on the part of the convoying 
nation that the ~onvoyed vessel bas no articles of contraband on board, 
and is not going to a blockaded port, and the word of honor of the 
commander of the convoy to that effect must be given. Bnt, I added, 
if we could instruct our officer to give convoy at all, we cannot allow 
him to submit to the search by foreigners of a vessel under his charge, 
for it is placing our officer and the nation itself in an attitude of infe. 
1riority and humiliation. The PreRident agreed with this opinion, and 
Mr. Calhoun declared his acquiescence in it, and it was determined that 
the instructions to Biddle should be drawn accordingly." 
5 J. Q. Adams's Mem., 86. 
"The act of sailing under belligerent or neutral convoy is of itself a 
violation of neutrality, and the ship and cargo if caught in delicto are 
justly confiscable_; and furthe~, if resistance be necessary, as in my 
opinion it is not, to perfect .the offense, still, that the resistance of the 
convoy is to all purposes the resistance of the associated fleet. • • • 
I am unable to perceive any solid foundation on which to rest a dis-
tinction between the resistance of a neutral and of an enemy master. 
"I cannot bring my mind to believe that a neutral can charter an 
.armed enemy ship, and victual and man her with an enemy crew 
* • • with the avowed purpose and necessary intent that she should 
resist every enemy; that he should take on board hostile shipments 
·Or freight, commissions, and profits; "" "" "" that he can be the entire 
projector and conductor of the voyage, and co-operate in all the plans 
.of the owner to render resistance to search secure and effectual; and 
that yet, notwithstanding all this conduct, by the law of nations he 
may shelter his property from confiscation,- and claim the privileges of 
an inoffensive neutral.~' 
Story, J. ; The Nereide, ~} Cranch, 445, 453, 454 ; dissenting opinion. See opin·· 
ion of court by Marshall, C. J., supra,, § 343. 
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IV. RULES OF CIVILIZED W .d.RFARE TO BE OBSERVED. 
(1) SPIES AXD THEIR TREATlUE.XT. 
§ 347. 
'' A spy is a persoR sent by one belligerent to gain secret information 
.-of the forces and defenses of the other, to be used for hostile purposes. 
According to practice he may use deception under the penalty of being 
lawfully hanged if detected. To give this odious name and character 
to a confidential agent of a neutral power, bearing the commission of 
his country, and sent for a purpose fully warranted by the law of na-
tions, is not only to abuse language but also to confound all just ideas, 
and to amJOunce the wildest and most extravagant notions, such as 
certainly were not to have been expected in a grave diplomatic paper; 
and the President directs the undersigned to say to 1\Ir. Hiilsemann 
that the American Government would regard such an imputation on 
it by the Cabinet of Austria, as that it employed spies, and ~hat in a 
quarrel none of its own, as distinctly offensive, if it did not presume, 
as it is willi11g to presume, that the word used in the original German 
was not of equivalent meaning with 'spy' in the English language, or 
that in some other way the employment of such an opprobrious ter~m 
may be explained. Had the Imperial Government of Austria subjected 
1\Ir. Mann to the treatment of a spy it would have placed itself without 
the pale of civilized nations, and the Cabinet of Vienna may be assured 
that if it had carried, or attempted to carry, any such lawless purpose 
into effect in the case of an authorized agent of this Gm·ernment, the 
.spirit of the people of this country would have demanded imrnecliate 
hostilities to be waged by the utmost exertion of the power of theRe-
public, military and naval." 
Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hlilsernann, Dec. 21, 1850. MSS. Notes, 
Germ. States. See further as to Mr. Mann's case, supra, §§ 49, 70. 
As to Andre's case, see 3 Phill. Int. Law (3d ed. ), 168. See also sup1·a, ~ § 225, 2~6. 
(2) PRISONERS A...~D THEIR TREATMENT. 
(a) GENERAL RULES. 
§ 348. 
".An .American citizen, being a pilot, may lawfully exerci8e his usual 
functions as pilot on board of any vessel-of-war; and if during his em-
ployment on board an engagement takes place, his being on board is 
not to be considered as criminal, but accidental and innocent." 
Mr. Randolph, Sec. of State, to Mr. Fauchet, Sept. 17, 1794. MSS. Notes, 
For. Leg. 
A French decree "that every foreigner found on board the vesEels 
of war or of commerce of the enemy is to be treated as a prisoner of 
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war, and can have no right to the protection of the diplomatic and 
commercial agents of his nation," is in contravention of the law or 
nations. 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, report, Jan. 25, 1806. 
As to treatment of British prisoners during Revolutionary War, see 3 John 
" Adams' Works, 63, 163. 
A subject of a foreign power, ~cting under a commission from the·. 
hostile Government, should be treated as an enemy, and confined as a-, 
prisoner of war. 
1 Op., 84. See supra, § 21. 
"By the law of war either party to it may receive and list among his. 
troops such as quit the other, unless there has been a previous stipula-
tion to the contrary. But when they (such refugees) have been re-
ceived, a high moral faith and irrevocable honor, sanctioned by the· 
usages of all nations, gives to them protection personally and security 
for all that they have or may possess. They are exempt also from all 
reproach from the :;;overeignty to which their services have been ren-
dered. Nothing that they claim as their own can be taken from them 
upon the imputation that they had forfeited or meant to relinquish it 
by the abandonment of their allegiance to the sovereignty which they 
have left." · 
Wayne, J.; U.S. v. Reading, 18 How., 10. 
"I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a let ter, dated 25th 
1\iarch, from. the Acting Secretary of War, inclosing a paper compiled 
by Lieutenant-Colonel Poland, which contains the English text of tile 
Geneva (Red Cross) convention (1864), of the additional articles (1868), 
and of the declaration of St. Petersburg (1868) in regard to explosive 
bullets. Your Department asks for any further information in respects 
mentioned in said paper. 
''I inclose a copy of the President's proclamation (July 26, 1882) by 
which it will be seen that while this Governmont bas acceded to tile 
Geneva convention, its accession to the additional articles has been 
reserved until it shall be notified of their ratification by the signatory 
powers. 
''Til is notification has never been given, and these articles tilerefore 
have not the binding force of a convention. 
'' Tbe only additional ratification of the Geneva convention notified 
to this Government since July, 1882, is that of Bulgaria, March 1, 18t":>±. 
"Tile United States not being a party to the declaration of St. Peters-
burg, this Department has issued p,o official copy thereof. Lieutenant-
Colonel Poland's version is an essentially correct translation of tile 
French copy on our files, and the signatory powers are correctly enu-
merated. 
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·• 'rlw Gni ted States has made no con\entional agreements with other 
pow{'rs iu regar(l to the :subjed:s of the::5e conn~utions and this declara-
tion." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to :,fr. Endicott, Sec. of ·war, April 2, lt86. 1\!SS. 
Dorn. Let. 
"PROCLAl\IATIO~ 01<' THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES A...~NOUNCI~G ACCESSION 
TO THE AFORESAID ARTICLES. 
"Concluded August 22, 1864; acceded to hy the President :\-larch 1, 1882; a~~eession 
concurred in by the Senate March 16, 1clo2; proclaimed as to the original convention 
(1864), but with reserve as to the additional articles July 26, 1882. 
"The President's ratification of the act of accession, as transmitted to Bern, and 
exchanged for the ratification of the other signs,tory and adhesory powers, embraces 
the French text of the convention of August 22, 1864, and the ad<litional articles of 
October 20, H368. The French text is therefore for all international purposes the 
standard one. 
"By the President of the Dniled States of A1nerica-.A proclamation. 
''Whereas on the 22d day of August, 1864, a convention was concluded at Geneva, 
Switzerland, between the states enumerated, etc., the tenor of which convention is 
hereinafter subjoined:" 
( llero follows the text of the original articles.) 
"And whereas the several contracting parties to the said convention exchanged 
the ratifications thereof at Geneva, on the 22d day of June, 1865. 
•• And whereas the several states hereinafter named have adhered to the said con-
Yention in virtue of Article IX thereof, t.o wit: Sweden, December 13, 1864; Greece, 
January 5-7, 1865; Great Britain, February 1S, 1865; Mecklenburg-Schwerin, March 
9, 1865; 'furkey, July 5, 1865; Wiirtemberg, June 2, 1866; Hesse, June 22, 1866; Ba-
varia, June 30, 1866; Austria, July 21, 1866; Russia, May 10-2~, 1867; Persia, Decem-
ber 5, Hl74; Ronmania, November 18-30, 1874; Salvador, December 30, 1874; Mon-
tenegro, November 17-29, 1675; Servia, March 24, 1876; Bolivia, October 16, 1879; 
Chili, November 15, 1879; Argentine Republic, November 25, 1879; Peru, April2:2, 
U:l80 ; Bulgaria, March 1, 1884. 
"And whereas the Swiss Confederation, in virtue of the said Article IX of 'laid 
convention, has invited the United States of America to accede thereto. 
And whereas on the 20th October, 1866, certain additional articles were proposed 
and signed at Geneva on behalf of Great Britain, Austria, Baden, Bavaria, Belgium, 
Denmark, France, Italy, Netherlands, North Germany, Sweden and Norway, Switz-
erland, Turkey, and Wiirtemberg, the tenor of which additional articles is herein-
after subjoined." 
(Here the text of additional articles follows:) 
"And whereas the President of the United State of America, by and with the ad-
vice and consent of the Senate, did, on the first day of March, one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-two, declare that the United States accede to the said conven-
tion of the 22d of August, 1864, and also accede to the said con\ention of October 20, 
1858. 
"And whereas on the ninth day of June, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
two, the Federal Council of the Swiss Confederation, in vhtue of the final provision 
of a certain minute of the exchange of ratifications of the said convention at Bern, 
December 22, 1o64, did, by a formal declaratioJ.:., aceept the said adhesion of the 
United States of America, as well in the name cf the Swiss Conl'ederation as in that 
of the contracting states. 
"And whereas, furthermore, the Government of the Swiss Confederation has iii-
formed the Government of the United States, that the exchange of the ratifica,tions 
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' of the aforesaid additional articles of October, 20, 1868, to which the United States 
of America have in like manner adhered as aforesaid, bas not yet taken place between 
the contracting parties, and that these articles cannot be regarded as a treaty in full 
force and effect. 
"Now, therefore, be it known that I, Chester A. Arthur, President of the United 
States of America, have caused the said· convention of August 22, 1864, to be rnade 
public, to the end that the sarne and every article and clause thereof rnay be obsert'ed and 
fulfilled with good faith by the United States and the citizens thereof, re.serving, howe>er, 
the prornulgation of the hereinbefore mentioned add·itional articles of October 20, 1868, 
notwithstanding the accession of the United States of America thereto, until the ex-
change of the ratifications thereof between the several contracting states shall have 
been effected, and the said additional articles shall have acquired full force and effect 
as an international treaty. 
''In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the United 
States to be affixed. 
"Done at the city of Washington this twenty-sixth day of July, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-two, and of the Independence of the 
United States, the one hundred and seventh, 
" By the President: 
"FREDERICK T. FRELINGHUYSEN1 
"Secretary of State." 
'' CHESTER A. ARTHUR. [L. s.] 
The following is the convention referred to in the above procla-
mation: 
CONVENTION FOR THE AMELIORATION OF THE CONDITION OF SOLDIERS WOUNDED 
IN .ARMIES IN THE FIELD. 
The Swiss Confederation, Baden, Belgium, Denmark, Spain, France, Hesse, Italy, 
Netherlands, Portugal, Prussia, Wiirtemberg, being equally animated by the desire 
to mitigate, as far as depends upon them, the evils inseparable from war, to suppress 
their useless severities, and to ameliorate the condition of soldiers wounded on the 
:field of battle, have resolved to conclude a convention for that purpose, and have 
named their plenipotentiaries. .,. * * 
Who, after having exchanged their powers, found in good and due form, have agreed 
upon the following articles : 
ARTICLE I. Ambulances and military hospitals shall be acknowledged to be neuter, 
and, as such, shall be protected and respected by belligerents so long as any sick or 
wounded may be therein. 
Such neutrality shall cease if the ambulances or hospitals should be held by mili-
tary force. 
ART. II. Persons employed in hospitals and ambulances, comprising the staff for 
superintendence, medical service, administration, transport of wounded, as well as 
chaplains, shall participate in the benefit of neutrality whilst so employed, and so 
~ long as there remain any wounded to bring in or to succor. 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE I."' The persons designed (designated) in Article II of the 
convention shall continue after occupation by the enemy to give their services, ac-
cording to the measure of the necessities, to the sick and the wounded of the ambu-
lance or hospital which they serve. 
* 'rhe Government .of the United Htates acceded to the original articles of the "Red 
Cross" convention of 1864, but its accession to the additional articles has been reserved 
until it shall be notified of their ratification by the signatory powers. This notifica-
tion has never been given, and these additional artic1es therefore have not the bind-
ing force of a convention. 
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Wlwn they shall make a demand to withdraw, the commander of the occupying 
forccl:! shall fix the moment of their departure, which be cannot under any circum-
stances delay, except for a short period in casu of military neces~ity. 
ART. III. The persons designated in the preceding article (II) may, even after oc-
eupation by the enemy, continue to fulfill their duties in the hospital or ambulance 
which they serve, or may withdraw in order to rejoin the corps to which they belong. 
Under such circumstances, when those per·sons shall cease from their functions, they 
shall be delivered by the occupying army to the outposts of the enemy. 
ART. IV. As the equipment of military hospitals remains subject to the laws of war, 
persons attached to such hospitals cannot, in withdrawing, carry away any articles 
but such as are their private property. Under the same circumstances au ambulance 
shall, on the contrary, retain its equipment. 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE II . ., Dispositions ought to be made by the belligerent powers 
to assure to the persons neutralized, who may fall into the bands of the enemy army, 
the complete enjoyment of their appointments. (See Additional Article VII.) 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE III. * In the conditions provided for by Articles I and IV of 
the convention (of 1864), the denomination of ambulance applies to country hos-
pitals and other temporary establishments, which follow the troops on the field of 
battle to receive there the sick and wounded. 
ART. V. Inhabitants of the country who may bring help to the wounded shall be 
respected, and shall remain free. The generals of the belligerent powers shall make 
it their care to inform the inhabitants of the appt=~al addressed to their humanity, and 
of the neutrality which will be the consequence of it. 
Any wounded man entertained and taken care of in a house shall be considered 
as a protection thereto. Any inhabitant who shall have entertained wounded men 
in his house shall be exempted from the quartering of troops, as well as from a part 
of the Qontributions of war which may be imposed. 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE IV. it Conformably to the spirit of Article V, of the conven-
tion (of 1864), and under the reserves mentioned in t,he protocol of 1t!64, it is explained 
that, as regards the division of the charges relative to the lodgment of troops and the 
contributions of war, account will only be taken in an equitable degree of the char-
itable zeal exhibited by the inhabitants. 
ART. VI. Wounded or sick soldiers shall be entertained and taken care of, to what,-
ever nation they may belong. 
Commanders-in-chief shall have the power to deliver immediately to the outposts 
of the enemy soldiers who have been wounded in an engagement, when circum-
stances permit this to be done, and with the consent of both parties. 
Those who are recognized after their wounds are healed as incapable of serving 
shall be sent back to their country. 
The others.may also be Rent back, on condition of not again bearing arms during . 
the continuance of the war. 
Evacuations, together with the persons under whose directions they take place, 
shall be protected by an absolute neutrality. 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE V.* In ~xtension of Article VI of the convention (of 186·\), 
it is stipulated that, with the reservation of officers, the detention of whom may be of 
importance to the success of the war, and within the limits fixed by the second para-
graph of this article, the wounded who have fallen into the hands of the enemy, a] . 
though they may not have been recognized as incapable of service, ought to be sent 
back to their country after their wounds are healed, or sooner if it be possible, on 
condition always of not resuming their arms during the continuance of the war. 
ART. VII. A distinctive and uniform flag shall be adopted for hospitals, ambulances: 
and evacuations. t It must, on every occasion, be accompanied by the national flag. 
*See note to Additional Article I. 
t See note under Article X for definition of evacuations. 
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An arm badge shall also be allowed for individuals neutralized, but the delivery· 
thereof shall be left to military authority. 
The :fiag and the arm badge shall bear a red cross on a white ground. 
ART. VIII. The details of execution of the present convention shall be regulated 
by the commanders-in-chief of belligerent armies, according to the instructions of' 
their respective Governments, and in conformity with the general principles laid 
down in this convention. 
ART. IX. The high contracting powers have agreed to communicate the present 
convention to those Governments which have not found it convenient to send pleni-
potentiaries to the international conference at Geneva, with an invitation to accede· 
thereto. The protocol is for that purpose left open. 
ART. X. The present convention shall be ratified, and the ratification shall be ex-~ 
changed at Berne in four months, or sooner if possible. 
In witness whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the same, and have · 
affixed thereto the seal of their arms. 
Done at Geneva, the twenty-second day of August, one thousand eight hundred. 
and sixty-four. 
( Signatu.res.) 
(The remaining articles of the convention of 1868, not published above are:) 
Concerning the ma·r.ine. 
ADDITIO~AL ARTICLE VI. The boats, which are at their risk and peril, during and 
after the combat, pick up, or which having picked upt.he shipwrecked or the wounded,. 
convey therh on board of a neutral or hospital ship, shall enjoy, until the completion 
of their mission, such a degree of neutrality as the circumstances of the combat and 
the situation of the vessels in conflict will allow to be applied to them. 
The appreciation of the circumstances is confided to the humanity of all the com-
batants. 
The shipwrecked and the wounded persons so picked up and saved cannot serve· 
during the continuance of the war. 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE VII. Every person employed in the religious, medical, or 
hospital service of any captured vessel is declared neutral. In quitting the vessel, 
he carries away the articles and the instruments of surgery, which are his private-
property. (See following article.) 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE VIII. Every person designated in the preceding article (VII)-
ought to continue to fulfill his functions on board of the captured vessel, to assist in 
the evacuations of the wounded made by the victorious party, after which he ought-
to be free to rejoin his country, conformably to the second paragraph of the first 
additional article above mentioned. 
The stipulations of the second additional article above mentioned are applicable· 
to the treatment of these persons. (See Additional Article II.) 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE IX. :Military hospital vessels remain subject to the laws of" 
war, in what regards their equipment, they become the property of the co.ptor; but 
the latter cannot divert them from their special occupation during the continuance · 
of the war. 
Additional articles proposed to the above, together with discussions thereon by 
the French and British Governments, are given in a pamphlet by Colonel 
Poland, published in 1886, on the convention of Geneva. With this are 
given the results of the Brussels conference of 1874, Dr. Lieber's instructions . 
for the government of the armies of the United States, and other illustrative 
documents. 
The laws of war, in reference to the persons of belligerents, are ·discussed in 3 
Fiore's droit int. (2d ed., J 885, trans. by Antoine), chap. vii. 
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"A prisoner of war who escapes may be shot, or otherwise killed in his flight; lmt 
neither death nor any other punishment shall be inflicted upon him simply for his 
attempt to escape, which the law of war does not consider a crime. Stricter means 
of security shall be used after an unsuccessful attempt at escape. 
"If, however, a conspiracy is discovered, the purpose of which is a united or general 
e.scapP, the conspirators may be rigorously punished, even with death; and capital 
punishment may also be inflicted upon prisoners Qf war discovered to ha>e plotted 
rebellion against the authorities of the captors, whether in union with the fellow 
prisoners or other persons." 
Instructions for the government of armies of the United States in the field, 
quoted in 2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 44. 
"Prisoners of war may be released from captivity by exchange, and, under certain 
'circumstances, by parole. 
"The term parole designates the pledge of individual good faith and honor to do, 
or to omit doing, certain acts after he who gives his parole shall have been dismissed 
wholly or partially, from the power of the captor. 
"The pledge of the parole is always an individual, but not a private act. 
"The parole applies chiefly to prisoners of war whom the captor allows to return 
to their country, or to live in greater freedom within the captor's country or territory, 
.on conditions stated in the parole. 
"Release of prisoners of war by exchange is the general rule, release by parole is 
the exception. 
" Breaking \he parole is punished with death when the person breaking the parole 
is captured again. 
''Accurate lists, therefore, of the paroled persons must be kept by the belligerentt~." 
Ibid. 
"In April, 1865, General Grant wrote to General Lee that he proposed to receive 
the surrender of the Army of Northern Virginia on the following terms, viz: 
"1. That rolls of all the officers and men were to be made in duplicate, one copy to 
be given to an officer of the selection of the former, the other to be retained by whom-
soever the latter might appoint. 
"2. That the officers give their individual paroles not to take arms against the 
Government of the United States until properly exchanged, and <>ach commander of 
a company or regiment to sign a like parole for his men. The arms, arti11E>ry, and 
public property to be parked and stacked, and turned over to the officers appointed 
b.v the former to receive t,hem. That this do not include the side-arms of the officers, 
nor their private horses or baggage. 
"3. That, this being done, each officer and man shall be allowed to retnrn to his 
honw, aml Rba11 not he disturbed b~· the United States authority so long as they ob-
serve their paroles and the laws in force where they re ' ide. 
"General I.ee accepted these terms on the same day, aJl(l the other rebel annie~ 
subsequently surrenderetl on substantially the same terms. 
1' By an agreement made t,lw same mon~h bet\Yeen General Johnston, commanding 
the Confederate army, and Major-General Sherman, commanding the Army of the 
United States, the Confederate armieR tben in existence were to he disbanded and 
conducted to their several State capitals, therein to deposit their arms and public 
property in the State ar-enal; and each officer and man 10 agree to cea e from acts of 
war, and to abide the action of hoth State and Federal authorities. The number of 
arms anfl mnuitions of war to be reported to the Chief of Ordnance at \Yashiugtou, 
snllject to th<' fntnre action of the Congress of the United States, and in 1he mean 
time to be used solely to maintain peace and order within the borde . of tbf' ilitferent 
States. The Executive of the United States to recognize the Revernl titatP govem-
•ments, on their officers and legislatures taking the oaths prescribed h;r the Coustitu-
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tion oft he United States. The Federal courts in the several States to be re-established~ 
the people and inhabitants of those States to be guaranteed their political rights and 
franchise so far as the Executive could do so. The executive authority of the Gov-
ernment of the United States not to disturb any of the people by reason of the war, so 
long as they lived in peace and quiet. In fact, a general amnesty to be established." 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed. ), 349. 
As to exchange of prisoners, see 3 John Adams' Works, 63, 163; 7 ibid., 13, 4t. 
(b) ARBUTHNOT AND AMBRISTER. 
§ 348a. 
"' vVhen at war' (says Vattel) 'with a ferocious nation, which observes 
no rules and grants no quarter, they may be chastised in the persons of 
those of them who may be taken; they are of the number of the guilty, 
and by this rigor the attempt may be made of bringing them to a sense 
of the laws of humanity.' And again: 'As a general has the rigb.t of 
sacrificing the lives of his enemies to his own safety or that of his peo-
ple, if he has to contend with an inhuman enemy, often guilty of such 
excesses, he may take the lives of some of his prisoners, and treat them· 
as his own people have been treated.' The justification of these princi-
ples is found in their salutary efficacy, for terror and for example. 
"It is thus only that the barbarities of Indians can be successfully 
encountered. It is thus only that the worse than Indian barbarities of 
European impostors, pretending authority from their Governments, but 
always disavowed, can be punished and arrested. * * * 
"The two Englishmen, executed by order of General Jackson were 
not only identified with the savages with whom they were carrying on 
war against the United States, but one of them was the mover and pro-
moter of the war, which, without his interference and false promises to 
the Indians of support from the British Government, never would have-
happened. The other was the instrument of war against Spain as well 
as the United States, commissioned by McGregor and expeditecl by 
Woodbine, upon their project of conquering Florida with these Indians 
and negroes. Accomplices of the savages, and, sinning against their 
better knowledge, worse than savages, General Jackson, possessed of 
their persons and of the proofs of their guilt, might, by the lawful and 
ordinary usages of war, have hung them both without the formality of" 
a trial. To allow them every possible opportunity of refuting the proofs, 
or of showing any circumstance in extenuation of their crimes, he gave 
them the benefit of trial by a court-martial of highly respectable officers. 
The defense of one consisted solely and exclusively of technical cavils . 
at the nature of part of the evidence; the other confessed his guilt. 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Erving, Nov. 28, 1818. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
4 A.m. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 544; adopted and approved in Lawrence's · 
Whe~on, 588. See supra, § § 190, 243. 
The court-martial in the case of Arbuthnot and Ambrister consisted' 
of l\1aj. Gen. E. P. Gaines, president; members, Colonel King, Oolonel1 
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Williams, Lieutenant Colonel Gibson, )lajor :Jiuhlenberg, :Jlajor :Jiont-
gomery, Captain Vashan, Colonel Dyer, Lieutenant-Colonel Lindsay, 
Lieutenant-Colonel Elliott, Major Fanning, .:\Iajor Minton, Captain Crit-
tenden, Lieutenant Glassel. 
The court met and was sworn on April 26, 1818. The trial occupied 
more than two days, and a great mass of testimony was taken. Tht• first 
charge against Arbuthnot was for ''exciting the Creek Indians to war 
against the United States~" the second was for "acting as a spy, aid-
ing and comforting the enemy, and supplying them with tlle menus of 
war." Both charges were sustained by specifications. A third charge 
followed, of exciting the Indians to murder Hambly and DoJ·le; but this 
charge was withdrawn, as not within the jurisdiction of the court. Two-
thirds of the court agreed to a finding that ''the court, after mature de-
liberation, on the evidence adduced, find tlle prisoner, A. Arbuthnot, 
guilty of the first charge, and guilty of the second charge, leaving out 
th~ words 'acting as a spy;' and after mature reflection sentence him, 
A. Arbuthnot, to be suspended by the neck until he is dead." 
Ambrister was charged with "levying war against the United State~," 
by taking command of hostile Indians and ordering a party of thP-m 
''to give batt.le to an army of the UniteJ States.'' He was found guilty, 
and was sentenced to be shot; but this· was afterwards reconsidered, 
and commuted to fifty stripes and a year's imprisonment. The next 
morning General Jackson issued the following order: 
" The commanding general approves the finding and sentence of thf3 
court in the case of A. Arbuthnot, and approves the finding and first 
sentence of tlie court in the case of Robert 0. Ambrister, and di~;ap. 
proves the reconsideration of the sentence of the honorable court in this 
case. 
'~It appears from the evidence and pleading of the prisoner that he 
did lead and command, within the territory of Spain (being a subject 
of Great Britain), the Indians at war against the United States, these 
nations being at peace. It is an established principle of the law of na-
tions, that any individual of a nation making war against the citizens 
of any other nation, they being at peace, forfeits his allegiance and be-
comes an outlaw and pirate. This is the case with .Robert C. Ambris-
ter, clearly shown by the evidence adduced." 
If the ruling of the court-martial rests upon the reason given by 
General Jackson when affirmiug it, it cannot be sustained. It is not a 
Yiolation cf the law of mttions for a subject of a peaceful neutral power 
to volunte~r his services to a belligerent; nor does such a volunteer, 
by taking part in belligerPnt warfare, ''forfeit his allegiance or become" 
an outlaw and pirate. There has been no war in which a part of the 
combatants on both sides have not been drawn from states at peace 
with both of the belligerents. This was emineutl~~ the case with the 
Ametican Revolutivn; the British army being largely manned by for-
eig~ auxiliaries, the army of the United States taking some of its most 
eminent officers frou: France and Germany. 
It dues not follow, howm'er, that the action of General Jackson ma.y 
not be sustained when applied to savage warfare. Such a warfare had 
been waging between the United States and tlle Indians whom tlle defend-
ants were clwrged with inciting to war. On XoYember 30,1817, not five 
months before the court-martial, a boat, containing forty soldiers of the 
United States, under the command of Lieutenant Scott, seven soldiers' 
wives, and five little children, while on Its way up the Appalachicola 
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River, not far from Fort Scott, reached a point where a large body of 
Seminoles were in ambush. A volley of shot was fired on the boat, by 
which Lieutenant Scott was killed and all his command either killed or 
wounded. The assailants, who had previously been not only unseen but 
unsuspected, plunged into the water and b:Jarded the boat, which ·was 
close to the shore. Those on board who were still living were mas~a­
cred, with the exception of one woman, who was carried away by the In-
dians, and of four men, who escaped by swimming to the opposite 
shore, two of them only, however, succeeding in reaching Fort Scott. 
All the others were scalped, and the children were snatched by the heels 
and their heads crushed by being dashed against the boat. Nor was 
this all. In the course of the following week an attack was made, in the 
same way, on other boats which were ascending the river, and it was not 
till after two men were killed and thirteen wounded, that the survivors 
succeeded in making their way to Fort Scott. This was the kind of 
"war" which Arbuthnot and Ambrister were charged with inciting. It 
was, therefore, an organized system of assassination and rapine, not war, 
and those who incited it might well be regarded, not prisoners of war, 
but accessories before the fact to such assassination and rapine, and 
justly condemned to death. Whether these t,wo defendants were guilty 
of this offense is a question of fact, dependent, not merely on the evidence 
as reported to us, but upon conditions which were notorious at the 
time, and which, therefore, did not require proof. It was established 
that the savages not only received the arms by which their massacres 
were effected from foreign aid, but were under the belief that they 
were supported by Englishmen in their uprising; and in the evidence 
that is reported to us, there is much to show that Arbuthnot and Am-
brister dexterously fanued the flames as well as supplied the fuel. Two 
important circumstances, also, are to be considered in forming our esti-
mate of the finding of the court. First, the members of the court were 
men of high character, who, from their participation in this very cam-
paign, were cognizant of the kind of warfare which the accused were 
charged with instigating; secondly, the British Government, after a 
careful investigation of the facts, if not acquiescing in the rightfulness 
of the action of the court-martial, at least made no complaint of it as 
invoh·ing a violation of international law. 
Supra, § 243. 
As to forfeiture of right to governmental protection by abandonment of alle-
giance, see supra, § 190. 
"The necessity of my reviewing' with particularit,~ the proofs against 
each of these unhappy sufferers (Arbuthnot and Ambrister) bad been 
superseded, I observed, by what bad passed at our interview (Mr. Rush 
and Lord Oastlereagh) on the seventh. This Government itself had ac-
quiesced in the reality of their offenses. I would content myself with 
superadding that the President believes that these two individuals, 
in connection with Nicholls and Woodbine, had been the prime movers 
in the recent Indian war. That without theirinstigation it never would 
have taken place, any more than the butcheries which preceded and 
provoked it; the butchery of Mrs. Garrett and her children; the butch-
ery of a boat's crew, with a midshipman at their head, deputed from a 
national vessel, and ascending in time of peace the Appalachicola on a 
lawful errand; the butchery in time of peace at one stroke, upon another 
occasion, of a party of more than thirty Americans, amongst which 
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wt:re both women and children, with many other butcheries alike au-
thentic and shocking." 
:\Ir. Rush, , il1ister at London, to Mr. J. Q Adams, Sec. of State, Jan. 12, 18El. 
}1SR. Dispatches, Gr. Brit. See supra, § 216. 
"'As matters now stand, we sllall have no difficulty whatever with the . 
British Cabinet re.:pecting these executions. * * * I perceh·e, from 
soBw proceeclings in Congress as well as in our newspapers, what might 
he t·nn~iclered as a little curious, had not analogous things occurred he-
fore in the hi8tory of parties with us. I mean a strenuous dennnciatiou 
of tllese executions by ~orne of our own people, at a time when the 
Britisll Government itself is refusing to stretch out it" hand in behalf 
of tlle offenders." 
~Ir. Rush, minister at London, to Mr. Monroe, President, Jan. li, !CHI (unoffi-
cial). MSS. l\Ionroe Pap., Dept. of State. 
'· Tbe executiou of Arbuthnot anu Ambrister is also making much 
noise, I mean only out of doors; for 1 am happy to add, a8 yet, tllis 
Government has taken no part '\Yhatever, so far as is known to me, in 
these senseless and premature clamors." 
Same to same, Aug. 13, 1818; ibid. 
"Out of doors the excitement seemed to rise higher and higher. Stocks 
experienced a slight fall. The newspapers kept up their fire. Little 
acquainted with the true character of the transaction, they gave YPnt 
to angry declamation. They fiercely denounced the Government of the 
United States. Tyrant, ruffian, murderer, were among the epithets ap-
plieu to their commanding general. He was exhibited in placards 
through the streets. The journals, without distinction of party, united 
in these attacks. The Whig, and others in opposition, took the lead. 
Those in the Tory interest, although more restrained, gave them coun-
tenance. In the midst of all this passion, the ministry stood firm. Bet-
ter informed, more just, they had made up their minds not to risk the 
peace of the two countries on grounds so untenable. It forms an in-
stance of the intemgence and strength of a Government, disregarding 
the first clamors of a powerful press, and first erroneous impulses of an 
almost universal public feeling. At a later day of mr mission, Lord 
Castlereagh said to me that a war might llave been produced on this 
occasion, ' if the ministry had but held up a finger.' " 
Rush's Residence at Court of London, etc., 304 ff, 33<::. 
The most favorable view of Arbuthnot's character and conduct, in con-
nection with the offenses for which he was tried, is that which is given 
by l\lr. Parton, in the second volume of his Life of Jackson, ch. 34 if. 
(See also 6 Hildreth's Unitetl States, 643.) For a whole generation the 
trial of Arbuthnot and Ambrister was a party issue; and the opponents 
of General Jackson and of his administration made the alleged atrocity 
of the proceedings one of the chief grounds of opposition to General 
Jackson:s election, and to his subsequent administration. In times of 
such great bitterness of political feeling as then existed, it was difficult 
for the opponents of General Jackson, who embraced most of the men 
of cultivation and literary power in the land, to take an unbiased view 
of the procedure. But now, when these events have receded into his-
tory, it may be safely said that, while General Jackson's reason for 
affirmmg the action of the court is badly expressed, the action of the 
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court was in itself right, and the execution sustainable under the law 
of nations. 
Arbuthnot's forfeiture of British protection is considered supra, § 
190 ; his loss of title to protection by misconduct, supra, § 243. 
As to atrocities to pl'isoners by Indians in the British service in the war of 1812, 
see 6 Hildreth's United States, 394. 
·"The only question for the British Government was, if the case was 
one which called for retribution, and whether they' should interfere for 
the protection of British subjects who engage, without the consent of 
their Government, in the service of states at war with each other 
but at peace with their Government. Any British subject who en· 
gages in such foreign service, without permiRsion, forfeits the protec-
tion of his country and becomes liable to military punishment if the 
party by whom he is taken chooses to carry the rights of war to that 
cruel severity. ThiM is a principle admitted by the law of nations, 
and which, in the policy of the law of nations, has been frequently 
adopted. It is obvious that if it were to be maintained that a coun-
try should hold ·out protection to every adventurer who enters into 
foreign service, the assertion of such a principle would lead it into 
interminable warfare. The case of Ambrister stands on the ground 
that he was taken aiding the enemy, and although General Jackson's 
conduct was most atrocious in inflicting upon him a capital punishment, 
and contrary to the sentence of the court-martial, that was a question 
between the general and his Government. Arbuthnot's case stands on 
a different ground. He was not taken in arms, but he was proved-as 
a political servant rather than as a military agent-to have afforded 
equal aid and assistance to the enemy, and could not be held to be ex-
empt from punishment; he had placed himself in the same position as 
if he bore arms. And it was on thjse considerations that the above-
mentioned motion was negatived." 
2 Halleck's Int. L~w (Baker's ed.), 70. The above is part of a note by SirS. 
Baker. See, a1so, snpra, § § 190, 243. 
For a full vindication of General Jackson's action, see Mr. J. Q. Adams' instruc-
tion to Mr. Erving, of Nov. 28, 1818, quoted in part at the beginning of this 
section. 
In the Brit. and For. St. Pap. for 1818-'19 (vol. 6), 326, will be found the cor-
respondence whh Great Britain relative to the war with the Seminole In· 
dians, in which the proceedings against Arbuilllmot and Ambrister are 
reviewed. The extracts include (inter alia) the instructions of Mr. Adams, 
Sec. of State, to Mr. Erving, Nov. 18 and Dec. 2, 181B, General Jackson's 
letter to the governor of Pensacola, together with full notes of the trial of 
Arbuthnot and A.mbrister, letters from Arbuthnot, and subsequent corre-
spondence with General Jackson and General Gaines. 
(c) REPRISALS IN WAR OF 1812. 
§ 348b. 
Retorsion and reprisal, in their general relations, are considered in a 
prior section, supra, § 318. 
The British Government, having sent to England, early in 1813, to 
be tried for treason, twenty-three Irishmen, naturalized in the United 
States, who had been captured in vessels of the United States, Con-
gress authorized the President to retaliate. Under this act, General 
Dearborn placed in close confinement twenty-three prisoners taken at 
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Fort George. General Prevost, under the express directions of Lord 
Bathurst, thereupon ordered the close imprisonment of double the num-
ber of commissioned or uncommissioned United States officers. 'l'his 
was followed b.v a threat of" unmitigated severity against the American 
citizens and villages" in case the system of retaliation was pursued. 
l\Ir. :\I:ulison having retorted by putting in confinement a similar num-
ber of British officers taken by the United States, General Prevost im-
mediately retorted by subjecting to the same discipline all his prisoners 
whatsoe,~er. The difficulty was aggravated by the denunciation by 
leading New England Federalists of "this policy of exposing our own 
citizens to imprisonment and death for the sake of a set of foreign 
renegades, as they were bitterly described," "and the escape of some of 
the imprisoned British officers from Worcester jail gave very general 
satisfaction." (6 Hildreth's Hist., U. S., 446.) (Mr. Hildreth's attach-
ment to the Federalists, it must be remembered, gives to statements 
such as this peculiar weight.) In Massachusetts this sentiment took 
effect in a statute forbidding the use of the State jails to the United 
States for prisoners of war ; and the jailers were directed to discharge 
all prisoners of war after thirty days' confinement. An act of Oongre~s 
was at once passed authorizing the United States marshals, when the 
State jails were refused, to provide other places of confinement, and 
the legislature of Pennsylvania at once granted its prisons for this 
purpose. A better temper, however, soon came over the British Gov-
ernment, by whom this system had been instituted. A party of Uniretl 
States officers, who were prisoners of war in England, were relf"'ased 
on parole, with instructions to state to the President that the twenty-
three prisoners who had been charged with treason in England bad 
not been tried, but remained on the usual basis of prisoners of war. 
This led to the dismissal on parole of all the officers of both sides. 
As to treatment of prisoners of war in the war of 1812, see 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. 
Rei.), 630. See Lawrence com. sur Wheat., 3, 229. 
The correspondence between Vice-Admiral Cochrane and Mr. Monroe, in 1814, 
as to reprisals, is given supra, § 318. 
( cl) DARTMOOR PRISON~RS. 
§ 348c. 
On the announcement of the ratification of the treaty of Ghent there 
was naturally some disorder among the American prisoners of war con-
fined at Dartmoor, near Plymouth, who were not as yet released. Ou 
April 6, 1815, there was some slight disturbance, and indications of an 
attempt, at least of one or two, to break loose. The captain on guard 
directed the alarm bell to be sounded, which caused a rush of prisoners, 
most of whom had no part whatever in the disorder, to the place of alarm. 
He then ordered the prisoners to their yards, and directed a squad of 
soldiers to charge them. The crowd of prisoners was great; they 
would not, and indeed, in the crush of the narrow passage in which 
they were, could not, immediately retreat; and it was said by some of 
the witnesses that stones were thrown from among them at the soldiers, 
though this last fact was negatived by a great preponderance of testi-
mony. An order to :fire was given, though by whom it was not clearly 
shown, and this firing, on a per.fectly defenseless crowd, was continued 
until seven persons were killed, thirty dangerously and thirty slightly 
wounded. A commission consisting of Mr. F. S. Larpcmt, representing 
the British Government, and Mr. Charles King, deputed by the Amer· 
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can mission in London, ha-\ing T"isited the scene of action and exam-
ined into the facts. reported that "this firing (at the outset) was justi-
fiable in a military point of view," but that 4' it is very difficult to find 
any justification for the further renewal and continuance of the firing,'' 
which is attributed to '"the state of individual irritation and exaspera-
tion on the part of the soldiers who followed the prisoners into their 
yards." Lord Castlereagh, on receiving this report, expressed, on }fay 
22,1815, the "disapprobation" of the Prince Regent at the conduct of 
the troops, and his desire "to make a compensation to the widows and 
families of the sufferers." Mr. :Monroe, Secretary of State, on being 
informed of this action, sent on December 11, 1885, to :Jlr. Baker, 
British charge d'affaires at Washington, a note in which he said: ''It is 
painful to touch on this unfortunate event, from the deep distress it has 
caused the whole American people. This repugnance is increased by 
the consideration that our Governments, though penetrated with regret, 
do not agree in sentiment respecting the conduct of the parties engaged 
in it. Whilst the President dec1ines accepting- the provision contem-
plated by His Royal Highness the Prince Regent, he nevertheless does 
full justice to the motives which dictated it." 
The evidence taken in the case is given in 4 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 24 ff. 
In a prior section the case of the Dartmoor prisoners is discussed in 
-connection with the question of applogy and satisfaction. Supra,§ 315c. 
(e) CASES IN MEXICAN WAR. 
§ 348d. 
"Prisoners of war are to be considered as unfortunate and not as 
-criminal, and are to be treated accordingly, although the question of 
detention or liberation is one affecting the interest of the captor alone, 
and therefore one with which no other Government ought to interfere 
- in any way; yet the right to detain by no means implies the right to 
dispose of the prisoners at the pleasure of the captor. That right in-
volves certain duties, among them that. of pro·dding the prisoners with 
the necessaries of life and abstaining from the infliction of any punish-
ment upon them which they ma:r not have merited by an offense against 
the laws of the country since they were taken." 
)Jr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ellis, Feb. 26, 1842. MSS. Inst., Mex. 
The Government of the United States Laving acknowledged the in-
dependence of Texas, and Texas being at -war with 1Yiexico, if a citizen 
of the United States captured when with a Texas army by l\fexican 
forces should be treated in :l\Iexico as a rebel and not as a prisoner of 
war, on the ground that Mexico had not acknowledged Texas as a bel-
ligerent, "after his release had. been demanded by this Go\ernment, 
eonsequences of the most serious character would certainly arise." 
Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson, Apr. 5, 1842. MSS. lust., Mex. 
For acknowledgment of liberation of such prisoners, Bee same to same, Sept. 5, 
1842. 
As protesting against the Mexican doctrine that all "foreigners" invading 
Mexico with the Texan armies should be granted no quarter, see Mr. Up-
shur, Sec. of State, to Mr. Thompson, July 2i, 1842. 
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"By the law and practice of civilized nations, enemies' subjects taken 
in arms may be made prisoners of war, but every person found in the 
train of an army is not to be considered as therefore a belligerent or 
an enemy. In all wars and in all countries multitudes of persons follow 
the march of armies for the purposes of traffic or from motives of crri-
osity or the influence of other causes who neither expect to be nor rea-
sonably c.an be considered belligerents. Whoever in the Texan expe-
dition to Santa Fe was commissioned or enrolled for the military service 
of Texas, or, being armed, was in the pay of that Government and 
engaged in an expedition hostile to :l\Iexico, may be considered as her 
enemy, and might lawfully, therefore, be detained as a prisoner of war. 
This is not to be doubted, and by the general progress of modern nations 
it is true that the fact of having been found in arms with others ad-
mitted to be armed for belligerent purposes raises a presumption of 
hostile character. In many cases, and especially in regard to E~ropean 
wars in modern times, it might be difficult to repel the force of this pre-
~umption. It is still, however, but a presumption, because it is nev·er-
theless true that a man may be found in arms with no hostile intentions. 
He may ha\e assumed arms for other purposes, and may assert a pacific 
character with which the fact of his being more or less armed would be 
entirely consistent. In former and less civilized ages cases of this 
sort existed without number in European society. \\Then the peace of 
communities was less firmly established by efficient laws, and when, 
therefore, men often traveled armed for their own defense, or when in-
dividuals being armed according to the fashion of the age, yet often 
journeyed under the protection of military escorts or bodies of soldiers, 
the possession of arms was no evidence of hostile character, circum-
stances of the times sufficiently explaining such appearances consist-
ently with pacific intentions; and circumstances of the country may 
repel the presumption of hostility as well as circumstances of the times 
or the manners of <:L particular age. .. * * 
''There would be no meaning in that well-settle<l principle of the law 
of nations which exempts men of letter::; and other classes of non-com-
batants from the liability of being made prisoners of war if it were au 
answer to any claim for such exemption that the person making it was 
united with a military force, or journeying under its protection. As to 
the assertion that it is against the law of ~fexico for foreiguers to pass 
into it across the line of Texas, it is with no little surprise that the 
Mexican secretary of state is found to assert this reason for makiug 
:\[r. Kendall a prisoner." 
:, Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to )Ir .. Thompson, Apr. 5, 184~. :MSS. Inst., :!Hex. 
6 Webster's Works, 427, 432. 
Prisoners taken from a Texan hostile expedition in Mexico in 1840 
(Mexico not having ~t the time acknowledged Texan independence) are 
to be regar<led as prisoners of war, an<l cannot be treate<l as subject to 
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the municipal laws of illexico. "Any proceeding founded on this idea 
would undoubtedly be attended with the most serious consequences. 
It is now several years since the independence of Texas as a separate 
Government has been acknowledged by the United States, and she has 
since been r'ecognized in that character by several of the most consid-
erable powers of Europe. The war between her and Mexico, which has 
continued so long and with such success that for a long time there has 
been no hostile foot in Texas, is a public war, and as such it has been 
and will be regarded by this Government. It is not now an outbreak 
of rebellion-a fresh insurrection-the parties to which may be treated 
as rebels. The contest, supposed, indeed, to haYe been substantially 
ended, has at least advanced far beyond that point. It is a public war, 
and persons captured in the course of it, who are detained at all, are 
to be detained as prisoners of war, and not otherwise. It is true that 
the independence of Texas has not been recognized by Mexico. It is 
equally true that the independence of ·Mexico has only been recently 
recognized by Spain. But the United States, having acknowledged both 
tlle independence of Mexico before Spain acknowledged it and the inde-
pelldence of Texas, although Mexico has not yet acknowledged it, stands 
in the same relation toward both these Governments, and is as much 
bound to protect its citizens in a proper intercourse with '.rexas against 
injuries by the Government of Mexico as it would have been to protect 
such citizens in a like intercourse with Mexico against ·injuries by 
Spain." 
Ibid., 434. 
{ 3) 'V ANTON DESTRUCTION PROHIBITED 
§ 349. 
See App., Vol. III,§ 349. 
The burning in 1814 by the British of the President's residence, of the 
Capitol, and of other buildings in Washington, was an outrage and an in-
dignity unexampled in modern times; and was remarkable from the fact 
that the injury it produced to Great Britain was imm~c:tsurably greater 
than that it produced to the United States. It is true that build-
ings associated with the settlement of the Government at Washing-
ton were destroyed; but these could be readily, with scarce a conscious-
ness of the loss, be replaced. It is true, also, that valuable records 
of the Government were burned or carried off, and that this loss is 
one which cannot be fully made up. But to Great Britain the penalty 
inflicted was summary and effective. The invaders were almost im-
mediately ignominiously driven back to their ships, with the humiliating 
stigma attached to a horde of baffled marauders. Whatever party divis-
ions existed in the United States as to the policy of the war ceased when 
it was found in wllat way this war was to be conducted by Ureat. 
Britain. Throughout the continent of Europe there was not a publicist 
who spoke on the subject who did not condemn the'outrage as a disgrace 
to those who inflicted it and as a gross \iolation of the laws of war. 
Napoleon, it was said, had been spoken of as reckless, and yet, though he 
had occupied almost every capital of Europe, so far from burning pub-
lic buildings, he sheltered them from injury by putting them under 
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special guards. It is true that when fortified towns bad been taken 
after defenses unnecessarily protracted there had been sometimes hard 
mea:sure shown to the defenders, but Washington was not a fortified 
town, nor were the assailants a besieging army wearied by long service 
in the trenches. They were simply a cohort of incendiaries, so it wa 
argued, not organized for battle, who, landing on an unprotected coast, 
darted on a capital which was but a village, burned its public buildings, 
and then, when they met an armed force after the burning was done, 
hurried back to their ships. It is no wonder, so it was further said, 
that tbe military power of the United States should have derived an 
immense stimulus from such an outrage, nor that the battle of New Or-
leans should have been the response to the burning of Washington. 
"They wantonly destroyed the public edifices having no relation in 
their structure to operations of war, nor used at the time for military 
annoyance; some of these edifices being costly monuments of taste aud 
of the arts, and others depositories of the public archives, not only pre-
cious to the nation as the memorials of its origin and its early transac-
tions, but interesting to all nations as contributions to the general stock 
of historical instruction and political science." 
President Madison's proclamation of Sept. 1, 1814. 
The British Government, immediately after being advised of the con-
flagration, publicly thanked the officers concerned in it; and on being 
f'nbsequently informed of the death of General Ross, who was killed, the 
dar after the conflagration, in .the abortive march to Baltimore, erected 
a monument in Westminster Abbey to his memory. But before long it 
was discovered that the burning of Washington was as impolitic as it 
was in violation of the law of nations. The sentiment of condemnation 
that then sprung up is exhibited in a speech of Sir James Mackintosh in 
the House of Commons on April II, 1815, in an address to the Prince Re-
gent on thetreatyofpeace. It was argued by him that H the culpable de- . 
lay of the ministry in opening tbe negotiations of peace could be ex-
plained only on the miserable policrofprotractingthe war for the sake of 
striking a blow against America. The disgrace of the naval war, of bal-
ancedsuccess between the British navy and thenew-born.rnarineof ..._1\..mer-
ica, was to be redeemed by protracted warfare, and by pouring onr victo-
rious armies upon the American continent. That opportunity, fatally for 
us, arose. If the congress bad opened in June, it was impossible that 
we should have sent out orders for the attack on Washington. We 
should have been saved from that success, which he considered a thousand 
times more disgraceful and disastrous than the worst defeat. * * * 
It was a success which had made our naval power hateful and alarming 
to all Europe. It was a success which gave the hearts of the American 
people to elft3ry enemy who might rise against England. It was an euter-
pdse which most exasperated a people and least weakened a government 
of any recorded in the annals of war. For every justifiable purpose of 
present warfare, it was almost impotent. To every wise object of retro-
spective policy, it was hostile. It was an attack, not against the strength 
or resources of a state, butagainstthe national honor and public affections 
of a people. .After twenty-five years of the fiercest warfare, in which 
every great capital of the European continent had been spared. he bad 
almost said respected, by enemies, it was reserved for England to vio-
late all that decent courtesy towards the seats of national dignity which, 
in the midst of enmity, manifest the respect of nations for each other, 
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by an expedition deliberately and principally directed against palaces 
of government, balls of legislation, tribunals of justice, repositories of 
the muniments of property, and of the records of history; objectst 
among civilized nations, exempted from the ravages of war, and secured1 
as far as possible, even from its accidental operation, because they con-
tribute nothing to the means of hostility, but are consecrated to pur-
poses of peace, and minister to the common and perpetual interest of 
all human society. It seemed to him an aggravation of this atrocious 
measure that ministers had attempted to justify thP destruction of a. 
distinguished capital as a retaliation for some violences of inferior 
American officers, unauthorized and disavowed by their Governmentt 
against he knew not what village in Upper Canada. To make such re-
taliation just, there must alwa;ys be clear proof of the outrage; in gen-
eral, also, sufficient evidence that the adverse Government had refused 
to make due reparation for it; and, at least, some proportion of the pun-
ishment to the offense. Here there was very imperfect evidence of the 
outrage-no proof of refusal to repair-and demonstration of the ex-
cessive and monstrous iniquity of what was falsely called retaliation. 
Tbe value of a capital is not to be estimated by its houses and ware-
houses and shops. It consisted chiefly in what could be neither num-
bered nor weighed. It was not e\en by the elegance or grandeur of 
its monuments that it was most dear to a generous people. They 
looked upon it with affection and pride as the seat of legislation, as the 
sanctuary of public justice, often as linked with the memory of past 
times, sometimes still more as connected with their fondest and proudest 
hopes of greatness to come. To put all these respectable feelings of 
a great people, sanctified by the illustrious name of Washington, on a 
level with half a dozen wooden sheds in the temporary seat of a pro-
\iucial government, was an act of intolerable insolence, and implied as 
much contempt for the feelings of America as for the common sense of 
mankind." 
30 Hansard Parl. Deb. 526 if. See Dana's Wheaton, § 051. 2 Ingersoll's Hist. 
Late ·war, ser. 1, ch. viii. 
•' Nothing could be so unwise, to say nothing more," so said the Edin-
burgh Review, in the year of the e\ent; ''as our unmeaning marauding 
expedition to Washington and Baltimore, which exasperated without 
wectliening, and irritated all the passions of the nation, without even 
a, tendency to diminish its resources-nay, which added directly to their 
force, both by the indignation and unanimity which they excited and by 
teaching them to feel their own strength, and to despise an enemy that, 
with all his preparation and animosity could do them so little su bstan-
tial mischief." 
24 Edinb. Rev., 254, Nov., 1814. 
Sir A. Alison, after showing his Tory"'proclivities by declaring that the 
"battle" of Bladensburg has <lone "service to the cause of historic truth 
by demonstrating in a decisive manner the extreme feebleness of the 
means for national protection which democratic institution::; afford," goes 
on to say that ''it is to be regretted that the luster of the victory has 
been much tarnished to the British arms by the unusual and, under the 
eircumstance~, unwarrantable extensiou which they made of the ravage~ 
of war to the pcwific or ornamental edifices of the capital." 
10 Alis. Hist. of Europe, 725. 
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"TIJe fo1lowing propositions, drawn from the in~trnctions issued for 
the g·overnment of tiJe Army of the United States in tiJe field, com-
mend themselves to approval so much by their moderation and by their 
sound reason, that they are gh,.en here as rules that all enlightened 
pow€rs recognize, accept, and act upon: :Military necessity, as under-
stood by modern civilized nations, consists in the necPssity of those 
measureR which are indispensable for securing the ends of war, and 
which are lawful according to the modern laws and usages of wa.r. 
Military necessity admits of all direct destruction of life or limb of armed 
enemies, and of other persons whose destruction is incidentally un-
avoidable in the armed contests of the war. It allows of all destruction 
of property and obstruction of the ways and channels of traffic, tran•l, 
or communication, and of aU withholding of sustenance or means of life 
from the enemy, of the appropriation of whatever an enemy's country 
affords neces~ary for the safety and subsistence of the army, and of such 
deception as does not involve the breaking of good faith, eitiJer pointedly 
pledged regarding agr~ements entered into during the war, or supposed 
by the modern law of war to exist. l\Iilitary necessity does not admit of 
cruelty or torture to extract coufes~ion, nor of poison, nor of wanton de-
vastation of a district. It admits of deception, but distlains acts of 
perfi'd,r; and, in general. it does not include a11y act of l.wstility that 
makes the return to peaee unnecessarily difficult." 
Ab<ly's Kent (lt:7o), 2~3. See~ Halleck's, Int. Law (Eaker's e<l.), 37. 
'' Comman<lerR, wbenc·n;r admissnJle, inform the enf'my of their inten-
tion to bombard. a plaee, so that the nou-comba.tants, and eRpecially 
the women and children, may he remO\·ed before the bombanlmeut com-
mences. But it is no infraction of the common law of war to omit tllus 
to inform t!Jc e11emy. Surprise may be a nece88ity." 
Instructions for the government of armies of the United States in the field. 2 
Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed. ), 38. 
"31. A victorious army appropdates all public money, seizes all public 
movable property until furt'ller direction by its GoYerumeut, and seques-
ters for its own benefit or that of its Government all the revennes of real 
property belouging to the hostile Government or nation. The title to 
such rf'al property remains in abeyance during military occupation, and 
until the conquest is made complete. * * * 
"34. As a general rule, the property belonging to churches, to hospi-
tals, or other establishments of an exclusively charitable character, to 
establishments of education, or foundations for the promotion of knowl-
edge, whether public schools, universities, academies of learning, or ob-
servatories, museums of the fine arts, or of a scientific character-such 
property is not to be considered public property in the sense of para-
graph 31; but it may be taxed or used when the public service may re-
quire it. .. 
''35. Classical works of art, libraries, scientific collections, or precious 
instruments, such as astronomical telescopes, as well as hospitals, must 
be secured agaiust all avoidable injury, even when they are contained 
in fortified places whilst besil'ged or bo111 barde<l. 
"3G. If sneh works of art, libraries, collections, or instruments belong-
ing to a hostile nation or Government, cau be removed without injnry, 
the ruler of the conquering Rtate or nation may order them to be seizt~tl 
and removed for tiJe benefit of the said uatiou. The ultimate owner~Liip 
is to be settled by the ensuing treaty of peace. 
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"In no case shall they be sold and given away, if captured by the 
armies of the United States, nor shall they ever be privately appro-
priated, or wantonly destroyed or injured." 
Instructions for the government of armies of the United States in the field. 2 
2 Ha.lleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 39.ff. 
The bombardment of unfortified towns is not permitted by the law of 
nations. (See Calvo, 3d ed., vol. ii, 137.) An exception to this rule is 
recognized in cases where the inhabitants of an unfortified city oppose, 
by barricades and other hostile works, the entrance of the enemy's army, 
or wantonly proceed in the destruction of his property and refuse redress. 
As to Greytown, see § § 224, 315. 
"In the case of a collection of Italian paintings and prints captured 
by a British vessel during the war of 1812, on their passage from Italy 
to the United States, the learned judge (Sir Alexander Croke) of the 
vic~-admiralty court at Halifax, directed them to be restored to the 
Academy of Arts in Philadelphia, on the ground that the arts and 
sciences are admitted amongst all civilized nations to form an exception 
to the severe rights of war, and to be entitled to favor and protection. 
They are considered not as the peculium of this or that nation, but as 
the property of mankind at large, and as belonging to the common in-
terests of the whole species; and that the restitution of such property 
to the claimants would be in conformity with the law of nations, as prac-
ticed by all civilized countries." 
Twiss, Law of Nations at War (2d ed.), 132. 
V. WHO ARE ENTITLED TO BELLIGERENT RIGHTS. 
(1) !N FOREIGN WAR AUTHORIZATION FROM SOVEREIGN GE~ERALL Y NECESSARY. 
§ 350. 
"If one citizen has a right to go to war of his own authority, every 
citizen has the same. If every citizen has that right, then the nation 
(which is composed of all its citizens) has a right to go to war by the 
authority of its individual citizens. But this is not true, either on the 
general principles of society or by our Constitution, which gives that 
power to Congress alone, and not to the .citizen individually. Then 
the first position is not true, and no citizen has a right to go to war on 
his own authority, and for what he does without right he ought to be 
punished." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, Aug. 16, 1793. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
4 Jeff. Works, 37. Adopted by Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, report to Presi-
dent (Thrasher's case), Dec. 23, 1851. 6 Webster's Works, 527. (This re-
port is not on record in the Department of State.) See supra, § § 190, 203, 
229, 230, 244, 257. 
" While noticing the irregularities committed on the ocean by others, 
those on our own part should not be omitted nor left unprovided for. 
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Complaints ha"\"e been received that persons residing within the United 
States have taken on themselves to arm merchant vessels, and to force 
a commerce into certain ports and countries in defiance of the laws of 
those countries. That individuals should undertake to wage private 
war, independently of the authority of their country, cannot be per-
mitted in a well ordered society. Its tendency to produce aggression 
on the laws and rights of other nations and to endanger the peace 
of our own is so obvious that I doubt not you will adopt measures 
for restraining it effectually in future." 
President Jefferson, Fourth Annual Message, 1804. 
"That an individual forming part of a public force, and acting under 
the authority of his Government, is not to be answerable as a private 
trespasser or malefactor, is a principle of public law. sanctioned by the 
usages of all civilized nations, and which the Government of the United 
States has uo inclination to dispute. * * * All that is intended to 
be said at present is, that since the attack on the Caroline is avowed as 
a national act, which may justify reprisals, or even general war, if the 
Government of the United States, in the judgment which it shall form 
of the transaction and of its own duty, should see fit so to decide, yet 
that it raises a question purely public and political, a question between 
independent nations, and that individuals concerned in it cannot be 
arrested and tried before the ordinary tribunals, as for the violation 
of municipal law." 
Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to the Attorney-General (Mr. Crittenden), Mar. 15, 
1841. 2 Curtis' Webster, 65. In§ 21, supra, Mr. Calhoun's reply to Mr. 
vVebster, in this relation, is given. 
As to Caroline case, see supra, § 50 . . 
As to McLeod's case, 1\'Ir. Webster, in his speech in the Senate on the 
·treaty of vVashington (Apr. 6, 1846) said: "McLeod's case went on in the 
eourt of New York, and I was utterly surprised at the decision of that 
court on the habeas corpus. On the peril and risk of my professional 
reputation, I now say that the opinion of the court of New Y~rk in that 
case is not a respectable opinion, either on account of the result at whicb 
it arrives, or the reasoning on which it proceeds." In a note it is ad d 
that the opinion had been reviewed by Judge Tallmadge, of New York 
City, and that of this review Chief-Justice Spencer said that'' it refutes 
and overthrows the opinion most amply," and that Chancellor Kent 
. said, •' It is conclusive at every point." 
5 Webster's Works, 129. 
For a full discussion of McLeod's case, see !JUpra, § 21. 
No hostilities of any kind, except in necessary self-defense, can law-
' fnlly be practiced by one individual of a nation against an individual of 
auy other nation at enmity with it, but in virtue of some public au. 
thority. 
Talbot v. Janson, 3 Dall., 133. 
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The fact that the commander of a prh·ate armed vessel is an alien, 
enemy does not invalidate a capture made by it. 
The Mary and Susan, 1 Wheat., 46. 
It is an offense against the law of nations for any persons) whether·· 
citizens or foreigners, to go into the territory of Spain with intent to· 
recover their property by their own strength, or in any other manner. 
than that permitted by its laws. 
1 Op., 68,- Lee, 1797. 
''It is necessary, in order to place the members of an army under th~ 
protection ·of the law of nations, that it should be commissioned by a 
state. If war were to be waged by private parties, operating according. 
to the whims of inuiviclual leaders, every place that was seized would•. 
be sacked and outraged, and war would be the pretense to satiate pri-
-vate greed and spite. Hence, all civilized nations have agreed in the 
position that war, to be a defense to an indictment for homicide or other · 
wrong, must be conducted by a belligerent state, and that it cannot 
avail voluntary combatants not acting under the commiRsion of a bel-
ligerent. But freebooters, or detached bodies of volunteers, acting in 
subordinat,ion to a general system, if they wear a distinctive uniform, 
are to be regarded as soldiers of a b~lligerent army. 1\ir. l1~ielu, in his. 
proposed code, thus speaks: 'The following persons, and no otllers, are · 
deemed to be impressed with the military character: (1) Those who con-
stitute a part of the military forces of the nation; and (2), Those who 
are conn.ected with the operations thereof, by the expre8s authority of 
the nation.' This was accorded to the partisans of 1\larion and Sumter 
in the American Revolution, they being treated as belligerents by Lord 
Rawdon and Lord Cornwallis, who were in successive command of the 
British forces in South Carolina; by Napoleon to the German independ-
ent Yolnnteers in the later Napoleonic campaigns; and by the A ustri-
ans, a.t the time of the uprising of Italy, to the forces of Garibaldi. 
(Lawreuce's Wheaton's Elem. of Int. J_.a,w, 627, pt. iv, cllap. ii, § 8; 
Dana's '\Vlleaton, § 356; Bluntschli, Droit Int. Oodifie, § 569, cited by 
Field, ut supra.) There must, boweYer, be a military uuiform, aud tltis 
test was insisted on bv the Government of the United States in its arti-
cles of war ist;ued in l8G3, and by the German Government in its occu-
pation of France in 1871. The privileges of b(>lligerents attach to sub-
si · ary forces, camp followers, etc. But uuuniformed predatory guerrilla . 
han<ls are regarded as outlaws, and may be puuisbNl by a belligerent 
as rob hers and murderers. (Halleck's Int. Law and Laws of \Var, 386, . 
387; Heffter, Droit Int.,§ 126; 3 Phill. Int. Law,§ 96; Lieber's Instruc-
tions for tbe Government of Armies of the United States,§ iv.) But if 
employed by the nation, they become part of its forces. (Halleck, 386,_ 
§ 8; adopted by Field, 'ttt supra.)" 
Whart. Com. Am. Law, ~ 221. 
(:.:!) JXSl:RGEXTS ARE BELLIGEHEXTS v,-IIEX PIWCEEDED AGAl-"'ST BY Ol'E-"' WAR. 
§ 351. 
The question of recognition of belligereney is discm:se<l, supra, § 69;- , 
that of insurgency as a preliminary to belligereney, inlra., § 381. 
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VI. WREN ENEMY'S CHARACTER IS IJIPUT.ABLE TO NEUTRALS. 
(lJ 'WHEN RESIDING IN ENEMY'S JURISDICTION. 
§ 352. 
In other sections the liability of neutral or alien property to seizure 
is considered as follows: Rights of aliens generally. § 201; subjection 
of, to local seizures, § 203 ; injury of, from belligerent action, §§ 223 if.; 
injury of, from mob attacks, § 226; belligerent's spoliation by neutral, 
·§ 227; neutral's spoliation by belligerent, § 228; subjection of alien to 
reprisal, § 318; confiscation of goods of, as a war measure, § 336; con-
traband goods of, liable to seizure,§ 375; cotton belonging to, suscepti-
bility of seizure when in belligerent lines,§§ 203, 224-228, 353,373. 
As to domicil attaching to aliens, see supra, § 198; inj1·a, § 353. 
"An answer to these notes has been delayed with the view of obtain-
·ing the opinion of the Supreme Court in the case entitled 'The United 
States v. Guillem,' which it was supposed might contribute to a better 
understanding of the case first named. That decision having been re-
·cently given, I have now the honor to transmit to you a copy of it for 
your consideration, and to state, in reply to your application, that the 
legality of the capture in the case of the Jenne Nelly bas been inci-
dentally tried and decided, both by the district court of Louisiana and 
by the Supreme Court of the United States." 
Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to l\1 Boislecombe, :Feb. 14, 1851. MSS. Notes, 
France. 
A neutral who places his personal property in a country occupied in 
turn by each of two belligerent armies takes the risks, and cannot after-
wards proceed against the conqueror for injuries resulting from the 
.course of war. 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Muruaga, June 28, 1886. MSS. Notes, Spain. 
A neutral, who has resided in an enemy's country, resumes his neu-
tral rights as soon as he puts himself and his family in itinere to return 
home to reside, and has a right to take with him money he has earned, 
.as the means of support for himself and his family. Such property, 
it was further bold, is not forfeited by a breach of blockade by the ves-
sel on board of which he has taken passage if he personally is in no 
fault. 
U. S. v. GuiJ.lem, 11 How., 47. See this case considered in dispatch from Mr. 
Hoffman, Apr. 14, 1879. For. Rel., 1879. Whart. Com. Am. Law,§ ~19. 
-
The question how far a temporary residence of a neutral merchant in 
:an enemy's country imposes on such merchant the enemy's liability to 
capture at sea, is discussed at large by Mr. Pinkney, as commissioner 
under the treaty of 1794. See Wheaton's Life of Pinkney, 245 if. 
An American citizen, residing in a foreign country, may acquire the 
.commercial privileges attached to his domicil ; and, by making him· 
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self the subject of a foreign power, be places himself out of the protec--
tion of the United Stat~s while within the territory of the sovereign to, 
whom he has sworn allegiance. 
Murray t'. The Charming Betsey, 2 Cranch, 64. 
A Spanish subject, who comes to the United States in time of peace-
to carry on trade, and remains here engaged in trade after a war bas -
been begun between Spain and Great Britain, is to be deemed an Amer-
ican merchant by the law of domicil, although by th~ law of Spain the· 
trade in which he was engaged could be carried on only by a Spanish-
subject; his neutral character depending, not on the kind of trade in, 
which he was engaged, but on his domi~il. 
Livingston v. Maryland Ins. Co., 7 Cranch, 506. 
The acceptance and use of an enemy's license on a voyage to a neu-
tral port; prosecuted in furtherance of the enemy's . avowed objects, is. 
illegal, and subjects vessel and cargo to confiscation. It is not neces-
sary, in order to subject the property to condemnation, that the person 
granting the license should be duly authorized to grant it, provided the 
person receiving it takes it with the expectation that it will protect hi& 
property from the enemy. 
The Aurora, 8 Cranch, 203. .As to license, see inj1·a, § 31:l8. 
If a person who bas acquired a domicil in an enemy's country cause· 
property to be shipped before the war be declared, or before its decla-
ration be known, it is, like other enemies' property, liable to capture .. 
But national character whi~h a man acquire'S by residence may be thrown 
off at pleasure by a return to his native country, or even by leaving the· 
country in which he has resided for another. 
The Venus, ibid., 253. 
The domicil of a neutral or citizen in an enemy's country subjects . 
his property embarked in trade to capture on the high seas. 
Ibid.; The Frances, ibid., 335; S. P., ibid., 363. 
If, upon the breaking out of a war with this country, our citizens· 
have a right to withdraw their property from the enemy's country, it 
must be done within a reasonable time. Eleven months after the dec-
laration of war is too late. 
The St. Lawrence, 9 Cranch, 120. 
A detention in the enemy's country by perils of the sea, or an act of 
the enemy, does not render unlawful a voyage lawful in its inception. 
The Mary, ibid., 126. 
Shipments made by merchants actually domiciled in the enemy's 
country at the breaking out of a war partake of the nature of enemy: 
trade, and, as such, are subject to capture. 
The Mary and Susan, 1 \Vhea~ .• 46. 
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Tile share of a partner in a neutral house is, j-ure belli, subject to 
coufiscation where his own domicil is in a hostile country. 
The Antonia Johanna, ibid., 159. 
A native citizen of the United States who· emigrated before a dec-
laration of war to a neutral country, and there acquired a domicil, 
afterward returning to tbe United States during the war ancl reacquir-
ing his natiYe domicil, is to be held as recovering his American 
citizenship, so that he could not afterward, flagrante bello, acquire a. 
neutral domicil by again emigrating to his adopted country. 
The Dos Hermanos, 2 'Vheat., 76. 
:l\Iere casual return to his native country of a merchant who is 
domiciled in a neutral country at the time of capture does not revive 
his native domicil, it appearing that he left his commercial establish-
ment in the neutral country to be condm~ted by his clerks in his ab-
sence, and that he visited his native country merely on me'rcantile busi-
ness, intending to return to his adopted country. 
The Friendschaft, 3 Wheat., 14. 
The property of a bouse of trade established in the enemy's country 
is condemnable as prize, whatever may be the personal domicil of the 
partners. 
Ibid., 4 Wheat., 105. 
All persons, whether foreigners or not, residing within the territory 
occupied by the hostile party in the civil war in the United States, 
are liable to be treated as enemi~s. 
The Prize Cases, 2 Black, 635; The Venice, 2 'Vall., 258. 
"It is said, that though remaining in rebel territory, Mrs. Ale4an-
der has no personal sympathy with the rebel cause, and that her 
property therefore cannot be regarded as enemy property; but this 
court cannot inquire into the personal character and dispositions of 
individual inhabitants of enemy territory. We must be governed by 
the principle of public law, so often announced from this bench, asap-
plicable alike to civil and international wars, that all the people of 
each State or district in insurrection against the United States must 
be regarded as enemies, until, by the action of the legislature and tlu~ 
executive, or otherwise, that relation is thoroughly and permanently 
changed." 
Chase, C. J.; Mrs. Alexander's Cotton, 2 \Vall., 419. 
As to cotton as contraband, see §§ 203, 224, 2 -8, 37:3. As to claims for spolia-
tion of neutral, see supra,§§ 227 ff; inj1·a, § 353; App., Vol. III,§ 352. 
Alien friends who remain in the country of the enemy after the dec-
laration of war have impressed upon tllem so much the character of 
enemies that trading with them becomes illegal, and all property so 
acquired is liable to confiscation. 
The William Bagaley, 5 Wall. 3i7. 
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Domicil in such cases becomes an important consideration, because 
every person is to be considered in such proceedings as belonging to 
that country where he has his domicil, whatever may be his native or 
adopted country. 
Ibid. 
The court bas never gone further in protecting the property of citi-
zens residing during the rebellion in the Confederate States from judi-
cial sale than to declare that where such citizen has been driven from 
his home by a special military order and forbidden to return, judicial 
proceedings against him were void. 
University v. Finch, 18 Wall., 106. 
The court reaffirms the ruling in the "\Villiam Bagaley (5 Wall., 377), 
that a resident of a section in rebellion should leave it as soon as prac-
ticable and adhere to the regular established Government; and fur-
thermore holds that one who, abandoning his home, enters the military 
. lines of the enemy and is in sympathy and co-operation with those who 
strive by armed force to overthrow the Union, is, during his stay there, 
an enemy of the Government, and liable to be treated as such, both as 
to his person and property. 
Gates v. Goodloe, 101 U. S., 612. 
As to abandonment of citizenship, see supra, ~~ 176-190, 216. 
As to seizure in other cases, see supra, §§ 201,203,223, ~26-228, 318,336. 
As we have seen, partnership property sent to sea by a partner dom-
iciled in an enemy's country partakes of the character of such partner 
(The William Bagaley, 5 Wall., 377), though this taint does not reach 
to the separate property of a partner having a neutral domicil. (Ibid.; 
The Sally Magee, Blatch. Pr. Ca., 382; The Aigburth, ibid., 635.) 
That a neutral's residence in an enemy's country exposes his property to enemy's 
risks, see The Gray Jacket, 5 Wall., 342; The Pioneer, Blatch. Pr. Ca., 61; 
The Prince Leopold, ibid., 89; The Lilla, 2 Sprague, 177. And see, more fully, 
supra, §§ 198, 223; App., Vol. III, § 3!'l2. 
According to Chancellor Kent, the principle that ''for all commercial 
purposes the domicil of the party, without reference t<l the place ot' 
birth, becomes the test of national character, bas been repeatedly and 
explicitly admitted in the courts of the United States." "If he re-
sides" (here ''domicil" and "residence" are treated as convertible by 
()hancellor Kent, which, if the latter term be regarded as defining the 
rule, would largely extend belligerent rights) "in a belligerent country, 
his property is liable to capture as enemy's property, and if he resides 
in a neutral country, he enjoys all the privileges, and is subject to all 
the inconveniences of the neutral trade." (1 Kent Com., 75; 'fhe Ches-
ter, 2 Dall., 41; Maley ·v. Shattuck, 3 Oranch, 458; The Venus, 8 ibid., 
253. To the same effect, see The William Bagaley, 5 \Vall., 377; The 
Cheshire, 3 Wall., 231.) Sir Hobert Phillimore, on the other hand, 
.P.vidently accepts this position with reluctance ~ 4 Phill., 169), though 
it is reaffirmed by Mr. Dicey, who states the distinction to . be as fol-
lows: "A commercial domicil is such a residence in a country for the 
purpose of trading there as makes a person's trade or business con-
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tribute to or form part of the resources of such country, and renders 
it. therefore, reasonable that his hostile, friendly, or neutral character 
. should be determined by reference to the character of such country. 
When a person's civil domicil is in question, the matter to be deter-
mined is whether he has or has not so settled in a given country as to 
have maae it his home. When a person's commercial domicil is in 
·question, the matter to be determined is whether he is or is not resid-
ing in a given country with the intention of continuing to trade there." 
(Dicey on Domicil, 345; see further Whart. Confl. of Laws,§ 70.) This 
is clearly put; and if we accept the position that an enemy's goods may 
be seized at sea wherever found, gives us at least a line of demarka-
·tion readily understood and easily applied. It is, however, to be re-
gretted that the term ''domicil" should be adapted to conditions so 
different as residence with intention to establish a permanent home, and 
residence with intention to engage in business. The rejection of this 
-distiJJction renders still more objectionable the claim of belligerents to 
seize an enemy's goods at sea. If by an "enemy" is to be considered 
any one who by his business contributes to the resources of au enemy's 
country, it would be hard for any goods on the high seas, in any way 
related to a belligerent country, to escape the meshes of the net of the 
<>ther belligerent. And even were we to bold that a commercial "domi-
cil" of thiR kind stamps the party accepting it with the political char-
acter of the country in which be does business, the more reasonable 
view is that if be engage in such business in time of peace, this "domi-
cil," if not adopted as final. ceases when the sovereign of such counti·y 
enters into a war which could not have been contemplated by the party 
when he engaged in the business. This is the position taken by l\Iar-
shall, 0. J., in The Venus (8 Cranch, 253), dissenting in this respect 
from the majority of the court, who held to the English Yiew. Chan-
cellor Kent (Com., i, 7U) and Mr. Duer (Ins., i, 498), vindicate the dissent· 
ing opinion of the Chief J nstice; Chancellor Kent saying "there is no 
doubt of its superior solidity and. justice." And. even uy the English 
courts a person doing business in a land in which be is not naturalized 
is allowed, on the breaking out of war, a reasonable time to leave such 
land, and dissol ,·e his business relations. The Gerasimo, 11 l\ioore, P. 
C., 88; The Ariel, ibid., 119; see, for par<1;llel cases in this country, The 
William Bagaley, 5 Wall., 377; The Gray Jacket, 5 Wall., 342. But 
·where a merchant elects to put his goods in a country en~aged in war, 
he impresses such goods, according to the English view, with the politi-
·cal character of such country; and this "allows a merchant to act in 
two characters, so as to protect his property connected with his house 
in a neutral country, and to subject to seizur~ and forfeiture his effects 
belonging to the establishment in the belligerent country." 
See 1 Kent Com., 81, citing. among other cases, The San Jose, 2 Gallison, 268. 
As to rights and duties of domicil, see supra, §§ 198ff. 
(2) '\VHEN LEAVING PRORERTY AT ENEMY'S DISPOSAL. 
§ 353. 
The principle that personal dispositions of the individual inbabitants 
of enemy territory cannot, in questions of prize, be klquired into, ap-
plies in civil as well as foreign wars. Property captured on land by 
the officers and crews of a naval force of the United States, is not 
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"maritime prize;'' even though, like cotton, it may have been a prop-
erty subject of capture generally, as an element of strength to the--
enemy. 
Mrs. Alexander's Cotton, 2 Wall., 404. 
As to principle in this case, see further § § 203, 224, 228, 352, 373. 
NOTE.-By the act of Congress of March 12, 1863, the proceeds or 
the sale of such property were deposited in the National Treasury, S() 
that loyal owners might obtain restitution, on making satisfactory proof" 
of their loyalty in the Court of Claims. 
As to cotton as contraband, see infra, § 373. 
The property of a commercial house, established in the enemy's. 
country, is subject to seizure and condemnation as prize, though some 
of the partners may have a neutral domicil. 
The Cheshire, 3 Wall., 231. . 
When a neutral, who places his vessels under belligerent control, and· 
engages them in belligerent trade, or permits them to be sent with con-
traband cargoes, under cover of false destination, to neutral ports,. 
while the real destination is to belligerent ports, he impresses upon 
them the character of the belligerents in whose service they are em-· 
ployed, and the vessel may be seized and condemned as enemy· 
property. 
The Hart, ibid., 559. See supra, §§ 223 if, 227 ff. 
Property, the product of an enemy country, and coming from it during: 
war, bears the impress of enemy's property. If it belongs to a loyal 
citizen of the country of the captors, it is nevertheless as much liable· 
to condemnation as if owned by a citizen or subject of the hostile· 
country, or by the hostile Government itself. 
The only qualification of these ru1£>s is, that where, upon the break--
ing out of liostilities, or as soon after as possible, the owner escap_es. 
with such property as he can take with him, or in good faith thus early 
removes his property, with the view of putting it beyond the dominion, 
of the hostile power, the property in such cases is exempt from the· 
liability which would otherwise attend it. 
The Gray Jacket, 5 Wall., 342. 
The presumption of the law of nations is against an owner who· 
suffers his property to continue in the hostile country for a considerable· 
length of time. 
If a person, abandoning a hostile country, has had his property in 
partnership with citizens thereof, it is his duty to withdraw or dispose· 
of his interest in the firm. If he neglects to do so, his property. 
becomes liable as enemy's property. 
The William Bagaley, ibid., 377; snpra, §§ 223 if, 227 ff. 
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Where, after active hostilities had ceased in Georgia, cotton, as pri-
vate property, was seized there by the military forces of the United 
States, in obedience to an order of the commanding general, during 
their occupation and actual government of that State, it was held to 
have been taken from hostile possession within the meaning of that 
term, and was, without regard to the status of the owner, a legitimate 
subject of capture. 
Lamar v. Browne, 92 U.S., 187. See as to cotton, supra, §§ 203,224, 228; ir1j1·a, 
§ 373. 
Wh~t shall be the subject of capture, as against an enemy, is always 
within the control of every belligerent. It is the duty of his military 
forces in the field to seize and hold that which is apparently so subject, 
leaving the owner to make good his claim as against the captor, in the 
appropriate tribunal established for that purpose. In that regard they 
occupy on land the same position that naval forces do at sea. 
A person residing in an enemy's country long enough to acqnire a· 
domicil there, is subject to the disabilities of an enemy, so far as his 
property is concerned. 
U. S. v. Cargo of the El Telegrafo, 1 Newb. Adm., 383. 
A. Frenchman who had resided thirteen years in Mexico, was held to 
have acquired a domicil in the enemy's country, subjecting him, so far 
as his property was concerned, to all the disabilities of an alien en~my .. 
Rogers v. The Amado, ibid, 400. 
That the question of·enemy or friend depends upon the domicil, see The Ann. 
Green, 1 Gallison, 274; The Joseph, ibid., 545; The Francis, ibid., 614. And 
see as to domicil, supra, § 19o. 
If there be a house o.f trade established in the enemy's country, the 
property of all the partners in the house is condemnable as prize, not-
withstanding some of them have a neutral residence. But; such con-
nection will not affect the other separate property of the partners hav-
ing a neutral residence. 
The San Jose Indiano, 2 Gallison, 268. Supra, §§ 198, 352. 
The rule of international law is well established that a foreigner who 
resides in the country of a belligerent can claim no indemnity for losses 
of property occasioned by acts of war of the other belligerent. Hence 
American merchants domiciled for commercial purposes at Valparaiso 
cannot sustain a claim for indemnity against Spain or Chili for losses 
of merchandise in the conflagration caused by the bombardment of 
Valparaiso by the Spanish fleet in March, 1866. 
12 Op., 21, Stanbery, 18G6. Supm, § 198. 
As to neutral property under enemy's flag, see supra, § 343. 
As to seizures of enemy's goods under neutral flags, see supra, § 342; and see 
further, as to alien neutral's liability to setzure of goods, §§ 201, 203, 2'23, 
227' 228, 318. 
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VII. ADMINISTRATION BY CONQUEROR. 
(1) As TO COURTS. 
§ 354. 
·conquered territory, while subject to temporary military control, re-
tain~ its municipal institutions. 
Supra, § § 3, 4. 
A portion of the territory of the United States under the military 
-occupation of a public enemy, is deemed a foreign country with respect 
to our revenue laws, and goods imported during such occupation do not 
become liable to the payment of duties on the evacuation of the terri· 
tory by the enemy. 
U. S. v. Rice, 4 Wheat., 246. 
Neither the President nor any military officer can establish a court 
in a conquered country and authorize it to decide upon the rights of the 
United States or of individuals in prize cases, nor to administer the 
law of nations. Hence the courts established or sanctioned in Mexico 
during the war by the commanders of the American forces, were to be 
regarded as nothing more than the agents of the military power, to as-
sist it in preserving order in the conquered territory, and to protect 
the inhabitants in their persons and property while it was occupied by 
the American arms. They were subject to the military power, and 
their decisions under it8 control, whenever the commanding officer 
tlwnght proper to interfere. They were not courts of the United States, 
and had no right to adjudicate upon a question of prize or no prize; 
and the sentence of condemnation of such courts is a nullity, and can 
·have no effect upon the rights of any party. 
Jecker v. Montgomery, 13 How., 515. See Snell v. Fanssatt, 1 ·wash. C. C., 271; 
and see supra, § § 3 if. 
It was within the authority of the President, as commander-in-chief, 
to establish courts during the rebellion in portions of the insurgent ter. 
ritory which were occupied by the national forces. 
The Grapeshot, 9 Wall., 129. 
The Constitution did not prohibit the creation by military authorits 
of courts for the trial of civil causes during the civH war in conquered 
portions of the insurgent States. The establishment of such courts 
was the exercise of the ordinary rights of conquest. 
Mechanics' and Traders' Bank v. Union Bank, 22 ·wall., 276. 
It will be presumed, until the contrary is proven, that a court estab-
.lished by proclamation of the commanding general in New Orleans on 
the 1st of l\1ay, 1862, on the occupation of the city y the Government 
forces, was established with the authorization of the President. 
Ibid. 
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Whether a court established during the rebellion by tl1e proclamation 
of a general commanding the Army of the United States, in a depart-
ment and State then lately in rebellion, and now held only by military 
occupation-the jurisdiction of the court being nowhere clearly defined 
in the order constituting it-acted, in fact, within its jurisdiction in a 
case adjudged by it, where one bank of the State was claiming from 
another bank of the same State a large sum of money, is- not a ques-
tion for the Federal courts to determine, but is exclusively for the proper 
State court. 
Ibid. See also § § 3 if. 
1\iartiallaw is the law of military necessity in the actual presence of 
war. It is administered by the General of the Army, and is under llis 
supreme control. 
U.S. v. Diekelman, 92 U. S., 520. 
When any portion of the insurgent States was in the occupation of 
the forces of the United States during the rebellion, the muuicipallaws, 
if not suspended or superseded, were generally admimstered there by 
the ordinary tribunals for the protection and benefit of persons 110t in 
the militar~- service. Their continued enforcement was not for the pro-
tection or the control of officers or soldiers of the Army. 
Dow v. Johnson, 100 U.S., 158. 
An officer of the Army of the United States, whilst ser,ing in the· 
enemy's country during the rebellion, was not liable to an action in 
the courts of that country for injuries resulting from his military 
orders or acts; nor could he be required by a civil tribunal to ju!:'tify 
or explain them upon any allegation of the injured party that they 
were not justified by military neoessity. He was subject to the laws. 
of war, and amenable only to his own Government. 
Ibid. 
As to limits of courts-martial, see 1 John Adams' WorkR, 562; 8 ibid., 567; 2 
Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's eel.), 45fl; Whart. Cr. Pl. and Pr., § 979, note. 
As to martial law, see 3 John Adams' Works, 440. 
As to relations of civil to military authority, see 10 John Adams' Works, 17, 
203. 
As to effect of war on titles and municipal law, see supra, § 4. 
As to distinctions in respect to martial law, see Whart. Cr. Pl. and Pr., § 979', . 
note. 
(2) As TO EXECUTIVE. 
§ 355. 
If a nation be not entirely subdued, its territory, when in tlle invader's. 
lines, is regarded as a mere military occupation, until its fate shall be· 
determined by final treaty. If it be ceded by the treaty, the acquisition 
is confirmed, and the ceded territory becomes a part of the nation to, 
which it is annexed, either on the terms stipulated in tlte treaty of c~s-
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sion or on sruh as its new master shall impose. On such transfer of 
territory, it has never been held that the relations of the inhabitants 
with each other undergo any change. Their relations with their former 
sovereign are dissolved, and new relations are created between them 
.and the Government which has acquired their territory. The same act 
which transfers their count:r;y transfers the allegiance of those whore-
main in it, and while the law which may be denominated political is 
necessarily changed, that which regulates the intercourse and general 
conduct of individuals remains in force until altered by the newly-created 
,power of the state. 
American Ins. Co. v. 356 Bales of Cotton, 1 Pet., 511,542. See supra, §§ 3, 4. 
By the modern usage of nations, private property is not confiscated, 
·nor private rights annulled by a conqnest; and the same rule should 
apply to an amicable cession. The people change their allegiance, their 
relation to their ancient sovereign is dissolved ; but their relations to 
each other, and their rights of property remain undisturbed. A cession 
of territory is never understood to be a cession of the property belong-
ing to its inhabitants. The sovereign cedes that only which belongs to 
him. · 
U. S. v. Percheman, 7 Pet., 51; and see Strother v. Lucas, 12 ibid., 410. See 
supra, § § 3, 4, 338. 
"The President, as constitutional Commander-in-Chief of the Army 
:and Navy, authorized (in 1S47) the military and naval commander of our 
forces in California to exercise the belligerent rights of a conqueror, and 
to form a civil government for the conquered territory, and to impose 
duties on imports and tonnage as military contributions for the support 
of the government and of the army which had the conquest in posses-
sion. * * * No one can doubt that these orders of the President, 
and the action of our Army and Navy commander in California, in con-
formity with them, were according to the law of arms and the right of 
conquest, or that they were operative until the ratification and exchange 
of a treaty of peace. Such would be the case upon general principles in 
respect to war and peace between nations." 
Wayne, J.; Cross v. Harrison, 16 How., 190. 
The authority and jurisdiction of Mexican officers in California are 
held to terminate on the 7th of July, 1846. The political department 
of the Government has designat~d that day as the period when the con-
quest of California was completed and the Mexican officers were dis-
placed, and in this respect the judiciary follows the action of the polit-
ical department. 
U.S. v. Yorba, 1 Wall., 412. 
The territory of Castine, by the conquest and occupation by Great 
Britain, passed under the temporary allegiance and sovereignty of the 
British sovereign. The sovereignty of the United States over the terri-
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tory was su~pended during such occupation, so that the laws of the 
United States could not be rightfully enforced there, or be obligatory 
upon the inhabitants who remained and submitted to the conquerors. 
But a territory conquered by an enemy is not to be considered as incor-
porated into the dominions of that enemy without a, renunciation in a 
-treaty of peace, or a long and perinanent possession. Until such incor-
poration it is still entitled to the full benefit of the law of postliminy. 
U. S. v. Hayward, 2 Gallison, 485. 
VIII. ENDING OF WAR. 
(1) BY CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES. 
§ 356. 
"Conquest gives only an inchoate treaty of peace, which does not 
become perfect till confirmed by the treaty of peace, and by a renun-
ciation or abandonment by the former proprietor." 
Opinion of Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, Mar. 18, 1792. 7 Jeff. 'Vorks, 572. 
The late civil war began and terminated at different times in differ-
ent States. Its commencement may be referred to the proclamation 
of blockade of the 19th of April, 1861, in those States to which it ap-~ 
plied; and to the proclamation of blockade of the 27th of April, 1861, 
in the States to which it applied. Its termination may be reft"rred, in 
various States, to the proclamations declaring itclosed in those States. 
The Protector, 12 Wall., 700; Brown v. Hiatts, 15 ibid., 177; Adger v. Alston, 
ibid., 355; Batesville Institute v Kauffman, 18 ?bid._, 151. 
Citizens of the loyal States were not, however, prevented from suing 
citizens of the Confederate States in the Federal courts in those States 
as soon as such courts were opened. Before any official proclamation of 
the end of the civil war was made courts of the United States were held 
in the several States which had been engaged in rebellion, and their 
jurisdiction to hear and determine the cases brought before them as well 
before as after such procl&mation is not open to controversy. 
Masterson v. Howard, 18 Wall., 99. 
[These were all cases of the application of the rule that, as between citizens of 
the loyal and rebellious States, the statutes of limitation did not run during 
the rebellion, and in determining what period should be deducted for the 
pendency of the war from the limitation prescribed, it was held that the 
war continued until proclamation was officially made of its close. See 
also App., Vol. III,§ 356.] 
(2) BY TREATY OF PEACE. 
§ 357. 
The topic of treaties of peace is examined at large in a prior chapter. 




1. WHAT ESSENTIAL TO. 
(1) Must be duly instituted, § 359. 
(2) Must be notified to n~utrals, § 360. 
(3) Must be effective,§ 361. 
(4) Obstructions may be temporarily placed in channel of access, § 361a, . 
II. ENFORCEMENT OF. 
(1) Vessels seeking evasion of, may be seized, § 362. 
(2) Must be brought to prize court, § 363. 
III. PACIFIC BLOCKADE, § 364. 
IV. DUTY OF NEUTRAL AS TO BLOCKADE-RUNNING, § 365. 
I. WHAT ESSENTIAL TO. 
(1) MUST BE DULY INSTITUTED. 
§ 359. 
"On principle it might well be questioned whether this rule (the righ t-
to confiscate vessels bound to a blockaded port) can be applied to a.. 
place not completely invested by land as well as by sea. If we exam-
ine the reasoning on which is founded .the right to intercept and confis-
cate supplies designed for a blockaded town, it will be difficult to resist : 
the conviction that its extension to towns invested by sea only is an 
unjustifiable encroachment on the rights of neutrals. But it is not of' 
this departure from principle, a departure which has received some-
sanction from practice, that we mean to complain. It is that ports not 
effectually blockaded by a force capable of completely investing them 
have yet been declared in a state of blockade, and vessels attempting· 
to enter therein have been seized and on that account confiscated." 
Mr. Marshall, Sec. of State, to Mr. King, Sept. 20, 1800. MSS. Inst. Ministers 
2 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 488. 
For following portion of this paper, see infra, § 361. 
"If the subject of blockade, so simple in its original application, now 
involves the most complicated questions of maritime law among wt-
tiom;, it is to be ascribed to abuses of power on one side, to too mud.1 
condescension on the other, and to the multitude of incidental cases 
which have arisen as precedents, establishing arbitrary and ephemeral 
doctrines, since the breaking down of the original bounds and land-
marks of mutual and universal rights. 
"Although the commerce of the United States has been to a greater. 
extent than any other the victim of those gigantic abuses-of. power, in 
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'has never suffered without just complaints in individual cases, and con-
'!tant and strong remonstrance on the part of the Government of the 
-said States against the principle and practice of everything like an 
imaginary blockade, the hydra of lawless oppression. 
"Thus it has ever been maintained by the United States that a proc· 
lamation or ideal blockade of an extensive coast, not supported by the 
actual presence of a naval power competent to enforce its simultaneous, 
constant, and effective operation on every point of such coast, is ille-
gal throughout hs whole extent, even for the ports which may be in 
actual blockade; otherwise every capture under a notified blockade 
would be legal, because the capture itself would be proof of the block-
ading force. This is, in general terms, one of the fundamental rules of 
the law of blockade as professed and practiced by the Government of 
the United States. 
'~And if this principle is to derive strength from the enormity of' 
consequences resulting from a contrary practice, it could not be better 
sustained than by the terms of the original declaration of the existing 
Brazilian blockade, combined with its subsequent practical application." 
Mr. Forbes, minister of the United States to Buenos Ayres, to Admiral Lobo, 
commanding the Brazilian squadron blockading Buenos Ayres, Feb. 13, 
1826. Brit. and For. 8t. Pap. (1825-'26), vol. 13, 822. 
The orders and decrees of the belligerent powers of Europe affecting the com-
merce of the United States are given in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 263. 
Count Romanzoff 's circular of May 14, 1809, as to the blockade of the Baltic, is 
in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 327. 
President Madison's message of Jan. 12, 1810, with the accompanying papers, 
relative to French blockade of ports in the Baltic, is given in 7 Wait's St. 
Pap., 342. 
Mr. Pinkney's exposition of the law of blockade, in this relation, in his note of 
Jan. 14, 1811, to Lord Wellesley, is given in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 419. 
The position maintained by Great Britain in 1811 is exhibited in the notes of 
Mr. Foster, British minister at Washington, to Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, 
as giYen in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 439. 
As to blockade by Spain of the ports of Santa Fe, see 4 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 
156. 
President Monroe's message of Feb. 12, 1818, as to blockade of Santa Fe, is in 
11 Wait's St. Pap., 473. 
An elaborate and extended discussion, carried on in 1825-'28, between Com-
modore Biddle, commanding the United States Navy in Brazilian waters, 
and Mr. Raguet, United States minister at Brazil, in reference to the Bra-
zilian blockades of Pernambuco and the River Plate, will be found in the 
Brit. and For. St. Pap. for 1828-'29, vol. 16, 1099 ff. 
The message of President J. Q. Adams, of May 23, 1828, containing a mass of 
correspondence in reference to the Brazilian blockade then recently ex-
isting, as well as to certain alleged outrages of the Brazilian Government, 
is contained in House Doc. 499, 20th Cong., 1st sess.; 6 Am. St. Pap. (For. 
Rei.), 1021. See also same volume, 277 ff., Brit. and For. St. Pap. (1826-'27), 
vol. xiv, 1165, for further correspondence. 
The blockade of Buenos Ayres by Brazil, and Mr. Raguet's demand for his pass-
port, arf' given in House Ex. Doc. 281, 20th Cong., 1st sess. 6 Am. St. Pap. 
(For. Rei.), 1021. 
As to blockades on Mexican coast and the Rio de la Plata, see Mr. Van Buren's 
• message of Feb. 22, 1839, House Ex. J?oc. 211, 25th Cong., 3d seas. 
As to the practice of the United States as to blockade, see 3 Phill. Int. Law 
(3d ed.), 478. 
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The correspondence wit.h Great Britain respecting the blockade of 
the west coast of Mexico in 1846, is found in the Brit. and For. St. 
Pap. for 1848-'49, vol. 37, 565. The documents include a note from 
Mr. Buchanan, Secretary, to Mr. Pakenham, of December 29, 1846, 
in which it is said: "It is sufficiently apparent from the whole proc-
lamation (of Commodore Stockton) that he did not intend to estab-
lish a paper blockade. This would have been equally unwarranted by 
his instructions and by the principles which the United States have 
maintained in regard to blockades ever since we became an independent 
nation." In a circular from Mr. Mason, Secretary of the Navy, of De-
cember 24, to the commanding officers of the United States Navy in 
the Pacific, it is said that "a lawful maritime blockade requires the 
actual presence of a sufficient force stationed at the entrance of the 
ports, sufficiently near to prevent communication. The only excep-
tiOJl to this rule which requires the actual presence of an adequate 
force to constitute a lawful blockade, arises out of the occasional tem-
porary absence of the blockading squadron produced by accident, as in 
the case of a storm, which does not suspend the legal operation of a 
blockade. The law considers an attempt to take advantage of such an 
accidentai removal a fraudulent attempt to break the blockade. The 
United States have at all times maintained these principles on the sub-
ject of blockade; and yon will take care not to attempt the applica-
tion of penalties for a breach of blockade, except in cases where your 
right is justified by these rules. You should give general notice that 
under Commodore Stockton's general notification no part on the west 
side of Mexico is regarded as blockaded unless there is~ a sufficient 
American force to maintain it actually present, or temporarily driven 
from such actual presence by storms of weather, intending to return." 
''Your dispatch of June 28, No. 10, has been received. 
''I have already, in a previous communication, informed you that 
this Government has not been disturbed by the action of the British 
authorities in sending three regiments into Canada, nor by the an-
nouncement of the coming of British armed vessels into American 
waters. These movements are certainly not very formidable in their 
proportions; and we willingly accept the explanation that they proceed 
from merely prudential motives. 
"Doubtless it bad been better if they had not been made. But what 
Government can say that it never acts precipitately, or even capri-
ciously~ On our part the possibility of foreign intervention, sooner or 
later, in this domestic disturbance is never absent from the thoughts 
of this Government. We are, therefore, not likely to exaggerate indi-
cations of an emergency for which we hold ourselves bound to be in a 
measure always prepared. 
"Another subject which, according to your report, was discussed in 
your late interview with Lord John Russell demands more extended re-
marks. I refer to the portion of your dispatch which is in these words: 
'His lordship then said something about difficulties in New Granada, 
and the intelligence that the insurgents there had passed a law to close 
their ports. But the law officers here told him that this could n6t be 
done as against foreign nations, except by the regular form of a block-
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ad e. He did not know what we thought about it; but he had observed 
that some such plan was said to be likely to be adopted at the coming 
meeting of Congress in regard to the ports of those whom we considered 
as insurgents.' 
"Much as I deprecate a reference in official communications of this 
kind to explanations made by ministers in Parliament, not always fully 
or accurately reported, and always liable to be perverted when applied 
to cases not considered when the explanations are given, I neverthe-
less find it necessary, by way of elucidating the subject, to bring into 
this connection the substance of a debate which is said to have taken 
place in the House of Commons on the 27th of June last, and which is 
as follows: 
''Mr. H. Berkly asked the secretary of state for foreign affairs whether 
Her Majesty's Government recognized a notification given by Senor 
.Martin, minister plenipotentiary to this court from the Granadian Con-
federation, better known as the Republic of New Granada, which 
announces a blockade of the ports of .Rio Bacha, Santa Marta, Sa va-
nilla, Carthagena, and Zaporte, and which Government did Her 1\;Iaj-
esty's Government recognize in the so-called Granadian Confederation. 
''Lord John Russell said the question is one of cousiderable impor-
tance. The Government of New Granada has announced, not a block-
ade, but that cert.ain ports of New Gra~ada are to be closed. The 
opinion of Her Majesty's Govern.ment, after taking legal advice, is that 
it is perfectly competent for the Government of a country in a state of 
tranquillity to say which ports shall be open to trade and which shall 
be closed; but in the event of insurrection or civil war in that country, 
it is not competent for its Government to close the ports that are de 
facto in the hands of the insurgents, as that would be an invasion of 
international law with regard to blockade. Admiral Milne, acting on 
instructions from Her Majesty's Government, has ordered the com-
manders of Her Majesty's ships not to recognize the closing of their 
port~. 
''Since your conversation with Lord John Russell, and also since the 
debate which I have extracted occurred, the Congress of the United 
States has by law asserted the right of this Government to close the 
ports in this country which have been seized by the insurgents. 
"I send you herewith a copy of the enactment. The connecting by 
Lord John Russell of that measure when it was in prospect with what 
had taken place in regard to a law of New Granada, gives to there-
markR which he made to you a significance that requires no especial 
illustration. If the Government of the United States should close their 
insurrectionary ports under the new statute, and Great Britain should, 
in pursuance of the intimation made, disregard the act, no one can 
suppose for a moment that the United States would acquiesce. When 
a conflict on such a question shall arrive between the United States and 
Grea~ Britam, it is not easily to be seen what maritime nation could 
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keep aloof from it. It must be confessed, therefore, that a new inci-
dent has occurred increasing the danger that what has hitherto been, 
and, as we think, ought to be, a merely domestic controversy of our 
own, may be enlarged into a general war among the great maritime na-
tions. Hence the necessity for endeavoring to bring about a more per-
fect understanding between the United States and Great Britain for the 
regulation of their mutual relations than has yet been attained. 
"In attempting that important object I may be allowed to begin by 
affirming that the President deprecates, as much as any citizen of either 
country or any friend of humanity throughout the world can deprecate, 
the evil of foreign wars, to be superinduced, as be thinks unnecessa-
rily, upon the painful civil conflict in which we are engaged for the pur-
pose of defending and maintaining our national authority over our own 
disloyal citizens. 
"I may add, also, for myself, that however otherwise I may at any 
time have been understood, it has been an earnest and profound solici-
tude to avert foreign war that alone has prompted the emphatic and 
sometimes, perhaps, impassioned remonstrances I have hitherto made 
against any form or measure of recognition of the insurgents by the 
Government of Great Britain. I write in the same spirit now; and I 
invoke on the part of the British Government, 'as I propose to exercise 
on my own, the calmness which all counselors ought to practice in de-
bates which involve the peace and happiness of mankind. 
''The United States and Great Britain have assumed incompatible, 
and thus far irreconcilable, positions on the subject of the existing 
insurrection. 
"The United States claim and insist that the integrity of the Repub-
lic is unbroken, and that their Government is supreme so far as foreign 
nations are concerned, as well for war as for peace, over all the States, 
all sections, and all citizens, the loyal not more than the disloyal, the 
patriots and the insurgents alike. Consequently they insist that the 
British Government shall in no way intervene in the insurrection, or 
hold commercial or other intercourse with the insurgents in derogation 
of the Federal authority. 
"Tbe British Government, without having first deliberately heard 
the claims of the United States, announced, through a proclamation of 
the Queen, that it took notice of the insurrection as a civil war so fla-
grant as to divide this country into two belligerent parties, of which 
the Federal Government constitutes one and the disloyal citizens the 
other; and consequently it inferred a right of Great Britain to stand 
in an attitude of neutrality between them. 
"It is not my purpose at this time to vindicate the position of the 
United States, nor is it my purpose to attempt to show to the Govern-
ment of Great Bi-itain that its position is indefensible. 
"The question at issue concerns the United States primarily, and 
Great Britain only secondarily and incidentally. It is, as I have before 
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said, a question of integrity, which is nothing less than the life of the 
Republic itself. 
''The position which the Government has taken has been dictated, 
therefore, by the law of self-preservation. No nation animated by 
loyal sentiments and inspired by a generous ambition can even sufl'er 
itself to debate with parties within or without a policy of self-preserva-
tion. In assuming this position and the policy resulting from it, we 
have done, as I think, just what Great Britain herself must, and there-
fore would, do if a domestic insurrection should attempt to detach Ire-
land, or Scotland, or England from the United Kingdom, w bile she 
would hear no argument nor enter into any debate upon the subject. 
Neither adverse opinions of theoretical writers nor precedents drawn 
from the practice of other nations, or, even if they could be, from her 
own, would modify her course, which would be all the more vigorously 
followed, if internal resistance should fortify itself with alliances 
throughout the world. This is exactly the case now with the United 
States. 
"So, for obvious reasons, I refrain from argument to prove to the 
Government of Great Britain the assumed error of the position it bas 
avowed. 
"First, argument from a party that maintains itself to be absolutely 
right, and resolved in no case to change its convictions, becomes merely 
controversial. Secondly, such argument would be only an indirect 
way of defending our own position, which is unchangeable. Thirdly, 
the position of Great Britain bas been taken upon the assumption of 
a certain degree of probability of success by the insurgents in arms ; 
and it must be sooner or later abandoned, as that probability shall di-
minish and ultimately cease, while in any case that circumstance does 
not affect our position or the policy which we have adopted. It must, 
therefore, be left to Great Britain to do what we have done, namely, 
survey the entire field, with the consequences of her course deemed by 
us to be erroneous, and determine as those consequences develop them-
selves how long that course shall be pursued; 
"While, however, thus waiving controversy on the main point, I am 
tempted by a sincere conviction that Great Britain really must desire, 
as we do, that the peace of the world may not be unnecessarily broken, 
to consider the attitude of the two powers, with a view to mutual for-
bearance, until reconciliation of conflicting systems shall have become 
in every event impossible. 
''The British Government win, I think, admit that so soon as its 
unexpected, and, as we regard it, injurious, position assum(1d_ in the 
Queen's proclamation became known to us, we took some pains to aYert 
premature or unnecessary collision, if it could be done without sacri-
ficing any part of the sovereignty which we had determined in every 
event to defend. We promptly renewed the proposition which, for-
tunately for both parties, we had tendered before that proclamation was 
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issued, to concede as one whole undivided sovereignty to Great Brit-
ain, as a friend, all the guarantees for her commerce that she might 
"'" ·claim as a neutral from this Government as one of her two imagined 
belligerents. It seemed to us that these two great and kindred nations 
might decline to be dogmatic, and act practically with a view to imme-
diate peace and ultimate good understanding. · 
''So, on the other baud, it is my duty to admit, as I most frankly do, 
that the directions given by the British Government that our blockade 
.shall be respected, and that favor or shelter shall be denied to insur-
gent privateers, together with the disallowance of the application of 
the insurgent commissioners, have given us good reason to expect 
that our compl~te sovereignty, though theoretically questioned in the 
Queen's proclamation, would be practically respected. Lord Lyons, as 
you are a ware, proposed to read to me a dispatch which he had re-
ceived from his Government; affirming the position assumed in the 
Queen's proclamation, and deducing from that position claims as a 
neutral to guarantees of safety to British commerce less than those 
we had, as I have already stated, offered to her as a friend. I de-
clined, as you have been advised, to hear the communication, but nev-
ertheless renewed through you, as I consistently could, the offer of the 
greater guarantees before tendered. 
"The case then seemed to me to stand thus: The two nations had, 
indeed, failed to find a common ground or principle on which they could 
stand together; but they had succeeded in reaching a perfect under-
standing of the nature and extent of their disagreement, and in finding 
a line of mutual, practical forbearance. It was under this aspect of the 
positions of the two Governments that the President thought himself 
authorized to iuform Congress on its coming together. on the 4th of July 
instant, in extra session, that the sovereignty c;>f the United States was 
practically respected by all nations. 
''Nothing has occurred to change this condition of affairs, unless it be 
the attitude which Lord John Russell has indicated for the British Gov-
ernment in regard to an . apprehended closing of the insurrectionary 
ports, and the passage of the law of Congress which authorizes that 
. measure in the discretion of the President. 
"It is my purpose not to anticipate or even indicate the decision which 
will be made, but simply to' suggest to you what you may properly and 
advantageously say whil~ the subject is under consideration. First. 
You will, of course, prevent misconception of the measure by stating 
that the law only authorizes the President to close the ports in his dis-
cretion, accordingly as he shall regard exigencies now existing or here-
after to arise. 
"Secondly. The passage of the law, taken in connection with attend-
ant circumstances, does uot necessarily indicate a legislative conviction 
that the ports ought to be closed, but only shows the purpose of Con-
gress tb.at the closing of the ports, if it is now or shall become neces-
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sary, shall not fail for want of power explicitly conferred by law. When, 
on the 13th of April last, disloyal citizens defiantly inaugurated an 
armed insurrection by the bombardment of Fort Sumter, the President's 
constitutional obligation to suppress the insurrection became impera-
tive. 
"But the case was new, and had not been adequately provided for 
by express law. The President called military and naval forces into 
activity, instituted a blockade, and incurred great expense, for all which 
no direct legal provisions existed. He convened Congress at the ear-
liest possible day to confirm these measures if they should see fit. 
''Congress, when it came together, confronted these facts. It has 
employed itself les~ in directing how and in what way the Union shall 
be maintained, than in confirming what the President had already 
done, and in putting into his hands more ample means and greater 
power than hA has exercised or asked. 
"The law in question was passed in this generous and patriotic spirit. 
Whether it shall be put into execution to-day or to-morrow, or at what 
time, will depend on the condition of things at home and abroad, and 
a careful weighing of the advantages of so stringent a measure against 
those which are derived from the existing blockade. 
''Thirdly. You may assure the British Government that no change 
of policy now pnnmed, injuriously affecting foreign commerce, will be 
made from motives of aggression against nations which practically re-
spect the sovereignty of the United States or without due considera-
tion of all the circumstances, foreign as well as domestic, bearing upon 
the question. The same ~apirit of forbearance towards foreign nations, 
arising from a desire to confine the calamities of the unhappy contest 
as much as possible, and to bring it to a close by the complete restora-
tion of the authority of the Government as speedily as possible, that 
have hitherto regulated the action of the Government, will continue to 
control its counsels. 
"On the othc..·r hand, you will not leave it at all doubtful that the Pres-
ident fully adheres to the position that this GoYernment so early adopted, 
and which I lmve so continually throughout this controversy main· 
tained; consequently he fully agrees with Congress in the principle of 
law which autlwrize~ him to close the ports which have been seized by 
the insurgents, aiHl he will put into execution and maintain it with all 
the means at his command, at the hazard of whatever consequences, 
whenever it shall appear tbat the safety of the nation requires it. 
''I cannot leay~ the subject without endeaYoring once more, as 
I have so often <lone before, to inducA the Bdtislt Government to real-
ize the conviction which I have more tban once expressed in this cor-
respondence, that the policy of the Government is one th~t is based on 
interests of the greatest importance a11d sentiments of the bigbest vir-
tue, and therefore is in 11u case likely to be changed, wbateYer may be 
the varying fortunes of the war at home or the action of foreign nations 
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on this subject, while the policy of foreign Rtates rests on ephemeral in-
terests of commerce or of ambition merely. The policy of these United 
States is not a creature of the Government but an inspiration of the 
people, while the policies of foreign s-tates are at the choice mainly of 
the Governments presiding over them. If, through error, on whatever 
side this civil contention shall transcend the national bounds and in-
volve foreign states, the energies of all commercial nations, including 
our own, will necessarily be turned to war, and a general carnival of the 
adventurous and the reckless of all countries, at the cost of the exist-
ing commerce of the world, must ensue. Beyond that painful scene 
upon the seas there lie, but dimly concealed from our vision, scenes of 
devastation and desolation which will leave no roots remaining out of 
which trade between the United States and Great Britain, as it has 
hitherto flourished, can ever again spring up." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, July 21,1861. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit.; 
Dip. Corr.; 1861. 
" At the close of my dispatch, No. 17, on the subject of my last con-
ference with Lord John Russell, I mentioned my intention to write to Mr. 
Dayton, at Paris, to know whether he felt authorized to proceed in a 
simultaneous negotiation on the subject of the declaration of the con-
gress at Paris. I have now to report that I executed my purpose on 
the 19th instant. 
" On the evening of the 24th I received a note from Mr. Dayton an-
nouncing his arrival in town and his wish to confer with me upon this 
matter. 
" Yesterday morning I had the pleasure of a full and free conversa-
tion with him, in the course of which we carefully compared our respect-
ive instructions and the action taken under them. 
''I am very glad he has taken the trouble to come over to see me, for 
I confesH that I was a little embarrassed by not knowing the precise 
nature of his proposal to the French Government at the time when I 
heard of it from Lord John Russell. Had I been informed of it I should 
perhaps have shaped my own course a lit.tle differently. So I doubt not 
that he would have been pleased to know more exactly my own proceed-
ings as well as the more specific character of my instructions. .An 
hour's interview has had the effect to correct our impressions better 
than could have been accomplished by an elaborate correspondence. 
'' I can now perfectly understand as well as enter into the reasons 
which prompted his proposal of the declaration of Paris, connected as 
it was with the modification first suggested by Mr. Marcy. There can 
be no doubt that the attempt to secure such an extension of the appli-
cation of the principle contained in the first point of that declaration 
was worth making, on the part of the new .Administration, particularly 
at a place where there was no reason to presume any disinclination to 
adopt it. Neither did the reply of Mr. Thouvenel entirely preclude the 
hope of ult.imate success, so far as the disposition of France may be 
presumed. 
"The obstacles, if any there are, must be inferred to have been 
thought to exist elsewhere. And an advance could be expected only 
when the efi'orts to remove them had been applied with effect in the 
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proper quarter. It was, therefore, both natural and proper for Mr. 
Dayton, after having made his offer, and received such an answer, to 
wait patiently until it should become apparent that such efforts had 
been made, and made without success. 
"There can be no doubt that the opposition to this modification cen-
ters here. Independently of the formal announcement of Lord John 
Russell to me that the proposition was declined, I have, from other 
sources of information, some reason to believe that it springs from the 
tenacity of a class of influential persons, by their age and general affin-
ities adverse to all sudden variations from established ideas. Such 
people are not to be carried away by novel reasoning, however forcible. 
We have cause to feel the presence of a similar power at home, though 
in a vastly reduced degree. 
"All modifications of the public law, however beneficent, naturally 
meet with honest resistance in these quarters for a time. It is to be 
feared that this may have the effect of defeating, at this moment, the 
application of the noble doctrines of the declaration of Paris, in the 
full expansion of which they are susceptible. But to my mind the 
failure to reach that extreme point will not justify the United States in 
declining to accept the good which is actually within their grasp. The 
declaration of the leading powers of civilized Europe, made at Paris in 
1856, engrafted upon the law of nations for the first time great principles 
for which the Government of the United States had always contended 
against some of those powers, and down to that time had contended in 
vain. 
" That great act was the virtual triumph of their policy all over the 
globe. It was the sacrifice, on the part of Great Britain, of notions she 
had ever before held to with the most unrelenting rigidity. It would 
therefore seem as if any reluctance to acknowledge this practical 
·amount of benefit, obtained on the mere ground that something re-
mained to require, was calculated only to wither the laurels gained by 
our victory. 
''It would almost seem like a retrograde tendency to the barbarism 
of former ages. Surely it is not in the spirit of the reformed Govern-
ment in America to give countenance to any such impression. What-
ever may have been the character of the policy in later years, the ad-
vent of another and a better power should be marked by a recurrence 
to the best doctrines ever proclaimed in the national history. And if 
it so happen that they are not now adopted by others to the exact ex-
tent that we would prefer, the obvious course of wisdom would seem to 
be to accept the good which can be obtained, and patiently to await 
another opportunity when a continuance of exertions in the same direc-
tion may enable us to secure everything that is left to be desired." 
Mr. Adams to Mr. Seward, July 6, 1861. MSS. Dispatches, Gr. Brit.; Dip. 
Corr., 1861. 
The blockade (in 1861-'.62) " is a legitimate war measure intended to 
exhaust the insurrection. As I have already intimated, we are willing 
to conform to the law of nations as it is, or to consent to modifications 
of it, upon sufficient guarantees that what we concede to other nations 
shall be equally conceded by them. It is not the blockade that dis-
tresses European commerce ; it is the insurrection that renders the 
blockade necessary. Let the European powers discourage the insur--
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rection, it will perish. The blockade has ·not been unreasonably pro-
tracted." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, Feb. 19, 1862. MSS. Inst.; France; 
Dip. Corr., 1862. 
As to blockade of Confederate ports, see Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1860-'61, vol. 
51 ; ibid., 1864-'65, vol. 55. 
" The rule adopted by the French Government in 1861, in respect to 
the civil war then existing in the United States, was as follows: 'The 
Southern States exhibit to foreign eyes the appearance of a Govern-
ment de facto, and are hence to be recognized as belligerents, and can 
employ against their adversaries such measures as are usual in war. 
* * * France recognizes in them (the United States) the right to 
establish blockades, without at the same time recognizing the Confed-
eracy as a new state, never having entered into an official relation with 
it. The United States followed the same course in reference to French 
interposition in Mexico, never having recognized Maximilian as Em-
peror, but never having contested his right to establish a blockade. It 
is true that on August 17, 1866, President Johnson refused to recognize 
the imperial decree of July 9 declaring the blockade of Matamoras, 
but this was only because the blockade was ine:ff'ecti"·re.' (Archiv. Dip., 
1866, iv, 276.)" 
Fauchille, du Blocus Maritime, Paris, 1882. 
"Blockades are divided by English and American publicists into two 
kinds: (1) a sim-ple or de facto blockade and (2) a public or governmental 
blockade. This is by no means a mere nominal distinction, but one 
that leads to practical consequences of much importance. In cases of 
capture, the rules of evidence which are applicable to one kind of block-
ade, are entirely inapplicable to the other; and what a neutral vessel· 
might lawfully do in case of a simple blockade, would be sufficient 
cause for condemnation in case of a governmental blockade. A simple 
or de facto blockade is constituted merely by the fact of an investment, 
and without any necessity of a public notification. As it arises solely 
from facts, _ it ceases when they terminate; its existence must, there-
fore, in all cases, be established by clear and decisive evidence. The 
burden of proof is thrown upon the captors, and they are bound to 
show that there was an actual blockade at the time of the capture. If 
the blockading ships were absent from their stations at the time the al-
leged breach occurred, the captors must prove that it was accidental, 
and not such an absence as would dissolve the blockade. A public, or 
governmental blockade, is one whete the investment is not only actually 
established, but where, also, a public notification of the fact is made to 
neutral powers by the G overument, or officers of state, declaring the 
blockade. Such notice to a neutral state is presumed to extend to all 
its subjects; and a blockad~ established by a public edict is presumed 
to continue till a public notification of its expiration. Hence the 
burden of proof is changed, and the captured party is uow bound to 
repel the legal presumptions against him by unequivocal evidence. It 
would, probably, not be sufficient for the neutral claimant to prove that 
the blockading squadron was absent, and there was no actual invest-
ment at the time the alleged breach took place; he must also prove 
that it was not an accidental and temporary absence, occasioned by 
storms, but that it arose from causes which, by their necessary aud 
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legal operation, raised the blockade. (Wheat. Elem. Int. Law, pt. iv, 
ch. iii,§ 28; the Neptunus, K., 1 Rob., 170; the Betsey, 1 Rob., 331; the 
·Christina Margaretha, 6 Rob., 62; the Vrow Johanna, 2 Rob., 109; 
Duer on Insurance, vol. i, pp. 649, 659; Phillimore on Int. Law, vol. 
iii,§ 290; the Mercurius, 1 Rob., 82; the Neptunus, H., 2 Rob., 110; the 
Welvaart van Pillau, 2 Rob., 130; Ortolan, Diploma tie de la. Mer, tome 
ii, ch. ix; Ha1,1tefeuille, Des Nations Neutres, tit. ix, ch. v, § 2.)" 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed. ); 219. 
Notice from the British Government that a blockade will not be con-
sidered as existing without an actual investment, and that vessels bound 
to an invested port will not be captured, unless previously warned off, 
justifies ·the master of an American vessel, who has been warned off, 
but has, subsequently, reasonable ground to believe the blockade has 
ceased, in returning to make inquiry off the port, intending to proceed 
elsewhere if the blockade still continues. 
Maryland Ins. Co. v. Wood, 7 Cranch, 402. 
The right to blockade an enemy's port with a competent force, is a 
right secured to every belligerent by the law of nations. 
McCall v. Marine Ins. Co., 8 Cranch, 59. 
A belligerent may blockade the port of his enemy; but this blockade 
does not, according to modern usage, extend to a neutral vessel found 
in port, nor prevent her from coming out with the cargo which was on 
board when the blockade was instituted. 
Olivera v. Union Ins. Co., 3 Wheat., 183. 
Neutrals may question the existence of a blockade, and challenge 
the legal authority of the party which has undertaken to establish it. 
One belligerent, engaged in actual war, has a right to blockade the 
ports of the other, and neutrals are bound to respect that right. The 
blockade of the ports of the Confederacy under the proclamation of 
the President of the 19th of April 1861, was valid. 
The Prize Case~, 2 Black, 635; The Circassian, 2 Wall., 135; The Admiral, 
3 ibid., 603. 
To justify the exercise of the right of blockade, and legalize the capt· 
nre of a neutral vessel for violating it, a state of actual war must exist, 
and the neutral must have knowledge or notice that it is the inten· 
tion of one belligerent to blockade the ports of the other. 
To creat~ the right of blockade, and other belligerent rights, as of 
capture, as against neutrals, it is not nece~sary that the party claiming 
them should be at war with a separate and independent power; the 
parties to a civil war are in the same predicament as two nations who 
engage iu a contest and ha\e recourse to arms. A state of actual war 
may exist without any formal declaration of it by either party; and 
this is true of both a civil and a foreign war. 
The Prize Cases, 2 Black. 635. 
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The proclamation of blockade having allowed fifteen days for neutrals 
to leave, a vessel which overstays the time is liable to capture, even if 
her delay was partly due to difficulty in procuring a tug, this being one 
of the accidents which must have been foreseen and should have been 
provided for while the vessel was remaining in port and loading a cargo 
with the proclamation in view. 
Ibid. 
A public blockade of a city is not terminated by the occupation of 
the city by the blockading belligerent; the city itself being hostile, the 
opposing enemy in the neighborhood, and the occupation limited, recent, 
and subject to the vicissitudes of war. Still less does such occupation 
terminate such a blockade proclaimed and maintained not only against 
the city, but against the fort and district commercially dependent upon 
it and blockaded by its blockade. 
The Circassian, 2 Wall., 135. 
This ruling conflicts with Thirty Hogsheads v. Boyle, 9 Cranch, 191. 
Damages were afterwards given by the :Mixed Commission to the owners 
of the Circassian. See Hall Int. Law., 656. Of the decision in the Cir-
cassian Professor Lorimer thus speaks : 
"A British ship, the Circassian, was actually seized and confiscated 
by the American prize court for attempting to run the blockade at New 
Orleans after New Orleans had been retaken and was in possession of 
the North, and she was restored only under the l\1ixed Commission ap-
pointed by the Treaty of Washington at the close of the war. The com-
mission held that as the blockade was terminated by the recapture, the 
right of a belligerent to exercise the privileges which it conferred 
against a neutral vessel was at an end." 
Lorimer's Law of Nations, 145. 
A public blockade, that is to say, a blockade regularly notified to 
neutral Gover.nments, and as such distinguished from a simple blockade 
or such as may be established by a naval officer acting on his own dis-
cretion or under direction of his superiors, must, in the absence of clear 
proof to the contrary, be presumed to contii:me until notification is given 
by the blockading Government of its discontinuance. 
The Circassian, 2 Wall., 135; The Baigorry, ibid., 474. 
Evidence of intent to violate blockade may be collected from bills of 
lading, from letters and papers found on board the captured vessel, 
from acts and words of the owners or hirers of the vessel a:ud the ship-
pers of the cargo and their agents, and from the spoliation of papers iu 
apprehension of capture. 
The Circassian, ibid., 135. 
The blockade of the coast of Louisiana, as established on the coast of 
the Southern States genera1ly, by the President's proclamation of Apri1 
19, 1861, was not terminated by the capture of the forts below New 
Orleans by Commodore Farragut and the occupation of the city by 
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General Butler, a.nd the proclamation of the President of the 12th of 
May, 1862, declaring that after June 1 the blockade of the port of New 
Orleans should cease. It therefore remained in force at Oalcasieu, on 
the western extremity of the coast of Louisiana. 
The Baigorry, ibid., 474. The Josephine, 3 ibid., 83. 
A blockade is not to be extended by construction. 
The Peterho:ff, 5 Wall., 28. 
A blockade which was "intended to bl6lckade the whole coast, from 
the Chesapeake Bay to the Rio Grande," did not include the mouth of 
the Rio Grande, the middle of that stream forming the boundary line 
between the United States and Mexico, and the free navigation of the 
river bei~g guaranteed by treaty. The presumption from these facts 
could be overcome only by an express declaration to that end. 
Ibid. 
Bence trade, during the rebellion, between London and Matamoras, 
two neutral places, the latter an inland port of Mexico, and close to the 
Mexican boundary line, even with intent to supply, from Matamoras, 
goods to Texas, then an enemy of the United States, was not unlawful 
on the ground of such violation. 
lbid. 
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§ 360. 
When a blockade has been abandoned and then renewed, "there should 
be either a new proclamation by the blockading sovereign, or vessels 
making for the blockaded port (after notice of the withdrawal) ought 
to be " premonished of their danger and permitted to change their 
course as they might think proper." 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, to Mr. C. Pinckney, Oct. 25, 1801. MSS. Inst. Min-
isters. 
"The British principle which makes a notification to foreign Govern-
ments of an intended blockade equivalent to the notice required by the 
law of nations before the penalty can be incurred, cannot be conceded." 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, report Jan. 25, 1806. MSS. Dom. Let. 
'' In addition to what is proposed on the subject of blockades in VI 
and VII articles, the perseverance of Great Britain in considering a 
notification of a blockade, and even of an intended blockade, to a for-
eign Government, or its ministers at London, as a notice to its citizens, 
and as rendering a vessel, whenever found in a destination to the noti-
fied port, liable to capture, calls for a special remedy. The palpable 
injustice of the practice is aggravated by the auxiliary rule prevailing 
in the British courts, that the blockade is to be held in legal force until 
the Governmental notification be expressly rescinded, however certain 
the fact may be that the blockade was never formed or had ceased. · 
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You will be at no loss for topics to enforce the inconsistency of these in-
Novations with the law of nations, with the nature of blockades, with 
the safety of neutral · commerce, and particularly with the communica-
tion made to this Government by order of the British Government in 
the year 1804, according to which the British commanders and vice-
admiralty courts were instructed ' not to consider any blockade of the 
islands of Martinique and Guadaloupe as existing unless in respect of 
particular ports which may be actually invested, and then not to capt-
ure vessels bound to such ports unless they shall previously have been 
warned not to enter them.'" 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Monroe ancl Pinkney, May 17, 1806. MSS. 
Inst., Ministers. 
''On this subject it is fortunate that Great Britain has already in a 
formal communication admitted the principle for which we contend. It 
will be only necessary therefore to hold her to the true sense of her own 
act. The words of the communication are' that vessels must be warned 
not to enter.' The term warn technically imports a distinction between 
an individual notice to vessels and a general notice by proclamation 
or diplomatic communication; and the terms not to enter equally dis-
tinguishes a notice at or very near the blockaded port from a notice 
directed against the original destination, or the apparent intention of 
a vessel nowise approaching such a port." 
Same to same, Feb. 3, 1807; ibid. 
Notification of blockade must be made directly to the Governments 
of neutral powers. 
Mr. Rush, Sec. of State, to Mr. Correa, .May 28, 1817. MSS. Notes, For. Leg. 
"It will be your duty, however, to bear in mind the true principles 
of blockade contended for and im;isted upon by the United States. 
They are well known to the world. vVe deny that general and diplo-
matic notifications of blockade are of binding force; though they may 
be regarded as friendly notices. Blockade must be confined to particu-
lar and specified places, with a sufficient force near to intercept the en-
try of vessels, and no vessel is subject to capture without previous 
notice or due warning." 
Mr. Clayton, Sec. of State, to Mr. Flennikeu, May 12, 1849. MSS. Inst., Den-
mark. 
The rule requiring notice of a blockade applies, at the utmost, only 
to vessels about entering a blockaded port in ignorance of the exist-
ence of the blockade. 
Mr. Hunter, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Sartiges, July 29, 1852. M~S. Notes, 
France. 
''The safest rule, in regard to the rights of both belligerents and 
neutrals involved in blockade, is believed to be contained in the 18th 
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article of the treaty between the United States and Great Britain of the 
19th of November, 1794, in the following words: 
'"And whereas it frequently happens that vessels sail for a port or 
· place belonging to an enemy, without knowing that the same is either 
besieged, blockaded, or invested, it is agreed that every vessel so cir-
cumstanced may be turned away from such port or place,. but she shall 
not be detained, nor her cargo, if not 'contraband, be confiscated, un-
less after the notice, she shall again attempt to enter, but she shall be 
permitted to go to any other port or place she may think proper.' 
"A similar article is contained in many other treaties between the 
United States and foreign powers." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Lord Lyons, Mar. 24, 1862. MSS. Notes, Gr. 
Brit. 
As to notification by Texas in 1842 of blockade of Mexico, see Brit. and For. St. 
Pap., 1845-'46, vol. 34, 1261, 1262. This blockade, not being "real," was, 
on Sept. 21, 1842, ueclared by the British foreign office to be of no effect . 
. In numerous ·treaties negotiated by the United States, it is provided 
tha,t, notwithstanding a diplomatic general notice of blockade, a neu- J 
tral vessel cannot be condemned for blockade-running unless she had 
notice en route that the place in question was blockaded. (Treaty with 
Sweden, September 4, 1816; July 14, 1827; with Prussia, .May 1, 1828; 
with Greece, December 10, 1837; with Sardinia, November 26, 1837.) 
In other treaties special notification is made dependent on the question 
of the knowledge or ignorance of the party seized. (Treaty of the United 
States with Great Britain, November 28, 1795; with France, September 
30, 1800; with Hayti, November 3, 1864; with Italy, February 27, 1871.) 
''But notwithstanding these treaties, the Government of the United 
States seems to look upon the diplomatic notice as superfluous, and to 
exact in all cases a special notification. The instructions of .May 14,1846, 
relating to the blockade of Mexican portr; prescribe that no neutral ves-
sel entering into a blockaded port can be captured or detained unless it 
has received from one of the blockading squadron special notice of the 
existence." (Martens Nouv. rec. IX, 167.) The proclamation of Presi-
dent Lincoln of April 19, 1861, declares that if, with the intention to 
violate the blockade, a ship attempts to leave or to enter one of the 
blockaded ports, there must be an examination by the commander of 
one of the blockading vessels, who shall take due note of the fact and 
date of the notice. Lord Lyons to Lord Russell, May 2, 1861 ; Mr. 
Seward to the minister of Spain, Archiv. Dip., 1861, ii, 265; iii, 438, 
443. But the American prize courts have not accepted this opinion of 
the Executive, and have fallen back on the limitations of the treaties 
above mentioned .; and the Federal courts have declared that a vessel 
could be taken prize without special notice, if the officers of the vessel 
had knowledge of the blockade, and were consequently chargeable with 
bad faith. (The Circassian, 2 Wall., 135.)" 
Fa.tlchille's Blocns Maritime (Paris, 1882), 203, 204. 
As to notification by the United States, in 1846, of the blockade of Mexican 
ports in the Pacific, see Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1845-'46, 1139. 
Notice may be express, to a particular Government, or to a ship, or 
it may be inferred from all the facts, among which notoriety is to be 
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especially considered. To proceed to the mouth of the blockaded port 
on the plea of there seeking information, exposes the vessel to serwus 
suspicion of knowledge of blockade, and the mere hovering around a 
blockaded port, as if to seize some unguarded point to enter, is ground 
for seizure. 
See the Cornelius, 3 Wall .• 214. 
The treaty between the United States and Great Britain provides that 
every vessel may be turned away from every blockaded or besieged port 
or place, which shall have sailed for the same without knowledge of the 
blockade or siege; but she shall not be detained, nor her cargo, if not 
contraband, be confiscated unless, after notice, she shall again attempt 
to enter; but she shall be permitted to go to any other port or place 
she may think proper. And this treaty is conceived to be a correct ex-
position of the present law of nations upon this point. The intention 
must be manifested in such manner as to be equivalent to an attempt. 
Fitzsimmons v. Newport Ins. Co., 4 Cranch, 185. 
In the absence of such a treaty, the courts do not require notice; Field's Code 
Int. Law, § 892, citing 1 Kent Com., 150; The Circassian, 2 Wall., 135; 
Wheat. on Capture, 193-207; The Hallie Jackson, Blatch. Prize Cases, 2, 
41; The Empress, ibid., 175; except where the vessel sails without a knowl-
edge of the blockade; The Nayade, 1 Newb. Adm., 366. 
It is a settled rule that a vessel in a blockaded port is presumed to 
have notice of a blockade as soon as it commences. 
The Prize Cases, 2 Black, 635. 
The provision in the President's proclamation of the 19th of April, 
1861, for warning vessels which approached the blockaded ports with a 
view to entering, did not protect a vessel that sailed for a blockaded port 
with knowledge of the blockade. 
The Hiawatha, ibid., 677; The Admiral, 3 ·wall., 603. 
Where a vessel, knowing of a blockade when she sails, has no just reason 
to suppose it has been discontinued, her approach to the mouth of a 
blockaded port for inquiry is itself a breach of the blockade, and sub-
jects both vessel and cargo to seizure .and condemnation. 
The Cheshire, 3 Wall., 231. 
Knowledge of a recently established blockade may be inferred from 
facts. 
The Herald, ibid., 768. 
Under the proclamation of the President of April19, 1861, only those 
who are ignorant of the blockade are entitled to the warning and in-
dorsement mentioned in the proclamation. 
The Revere, 2 Sprague, 107. 
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(3) MUST BE EFFECTIVE. 
§ 361. 
" Ports not effectually blockaded by a force capable of completely 
investing them have not yet been ~eclared (by the law of nations) in a 
8tate of blockade. • • • If the effectiveness of the blockade is dis-
pensed with, then every port of all the belligerent powers may at all times 
be declared in that state (of blockade) and the commerce of neutrals is 
thereby subjected to universal capture. But if this principle is strictly 
adhered to, the capacity to blockade will be limited to the naval force 
of the belligerent, and of consequence the mischief to neutral com-
merce cannot be very extensive. I observe that you have pressed this 
reasoning on the British minister, who replies that an occasional ab-
sence of a fleet from a blockaded port ought not to change the state of 
the place. Whatever force this observation may be entitled to where 
that occasional absence has been produced by an accident, as a storm 
which for a moment blows off the fleet and forces it from its station, 
which station it immediately resumes, I am persuaded that when a part 
of the fleet is applied, though only for a time, to other objects, or comes 
into port, the very principle requiring an effective blockade-which is 
that the mischief can only be coextensive with the naval force of the 
belligerent-requires that during such temporary absence the com-
merce of neutrals to the place should be free." 
Mr. Marshall, Sec. of State, to Mr. King, Sept. 20, 1800. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
2 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 1800. 
1\lere liability by neutral vessels, to capture, by belligerent cruisers 
hov2ring around a coast, cannot constitute a blockade of a port on such 
coast. 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, to Mr. C. Pinckney, Oct. 25, 1801. MSS. Inst., Min-
isters. 
The law of nations requires, to constitute a blockade, that there should 
be the'' presence and position of a force rendering access to the pro-
hibited place manifestly difficult and dangerous. Every jurist of rep· 
utation, who treats with precision on this branch of the laws of nations, 
refers to an autual or particular blockade." 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, to Mr. Thornton, Oct. 27, 1803. MS~. Dom. Let. See 
also letter of Mr. Madison to Mr. Merry, Dec. 24, 1803; ibid. 
"The fictitious blockades proclaimed by Great Britain and made the 
pretext for violating the commerce of neutral nations have been one of 
the greatest abuses ever committed on the high seas. During the late 
war they were carried to an extravagance which would have been ridic-
ulous, if in their effects they had not inflicted such serious and exten-
sive injuries on neutral nations. Ports were proclaimed in a state of 
blockade previous to the arrival of any force at them, were considered 
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in that state without regard to intermissions in the presence of the 
blockading force, and the proclamations left in operation after its final 
departure; the British cruisers during the whole time seizing every 
vessel bound to such ports, at whatever -distance from them, and the 
British prize courts pronouncing cQJidemnations wherever a knowledge 
of the proclamation at the time of sa'iling could be presumed, although · 
it might afterwards be known that no real blockade existed. The whole 
scene was a perfect mockery in which fact was sacrificed to form and 
right to power and plunder. The United States were among the great-
est sufferers; and would have been still more so, if redress for some of 
the spoliations proceeding from this source had not fallen within the 
provisions of an article in the treaty of 1.794." 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, to Mr. Monroe, Jan. 5,1804. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
"The British Government having repealed the order in council and 
the blockade of May, 1806, and all other illegal blockades, and having 
declared that it would institute no blockad·e which should not be sup-
ported by an adequate force, it was thought better to leave that question 
on that ground than to continue the war to obtain a more precise defi-
nition of blockade, after the other essential cause of the war, that of 
impressment, should be removed." 
Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, to the envoys at Ghent, June 23, 1814. MSS. Inst. 
Ministers. 
Although the commissioners of the United States, during the con-
ference at Ghent, were unable to obtain from Great Britain any defi-
nition which would limit blockade, the British Government from that 
time ceased to claim that blockades were effective unless supported by 
a naval force adequate to substantially seal the port. 
See 4 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 9 . . 
''No maxim of the law of nations is better established than that a 
blockade shall be confined to particular ports, and that an adequate 
force shall b.e stationed at each to support it. The force should be sta-
tionary, and not a cruising squadron, and placed so near the entrance 
of the harbor, or mouth of the river,' as to make it evidently dangerous 
for a vessel to enter. I have to add that a vessel entering the port 
ought not to be seized, except in returning to it after being warned off 
by the blockading squadron stationed near it." 
Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, to Mr. de Onis, Mar. 20,1816. MSS. Notes, For. Leg •. 
"This consideration ought to operate with still greater force in lead-
ing the British Cabinet to an adjustment of the principal objects of 
collision between neutral and belligerent interests. 'rhe unexampled 
outrages upon all neutral rights which were sanctioned during the late 
wars both. by Great Britain and France, were admitted by both to be 
unwarranted by the ordinary laws of nations. They were, on both sides, 
professed to be retaliations, and each party pleaded the excesses of the 
other as the justification of its own. Yet so irresistible is the tend-
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ency of precedent to become principle in that part of the law of nations 
which has its foundations in usage, that Great Britain, in her late war . 
with the United States, applied against neutral maritime nations almost; 
all the most exceptionable doctrines and practices which she had intro· 
duced during her war against France. The maritime nations were then 
so subservient to her domination that in the Kingdom of the Nether-
lands a clearance was actually refused to vessels from thence to a port 
in the United States on the avowed ground that their whole coast had 
been declared by Great Britain to be in a state of blockade. The whole 
coast in a state of blockade, wllile the British commerce, upon every 
sea, was writhing under the torture inflicted by our armed vessels and 
privateers issuing from the ports thus pretended to be in blockade! 
The dereliction of the rights of maritime neutrality by all the allied 
powers at the congress of Vienna, and at the s'ubsequent negotiations 
for settling the affairs of Europe at Paris, have so far given a tacit 
sanction to all the British practices in the late wars that none of them 
would have a right to complain if the United States, on the contin-
gency of a maritime war in which they should be engaged, should ap· 
ply to the neutral commerce of all those allies the doctrines which they 
thus suffered Great Britain, without remonstrance, to apply against it 
in her late contest with the United States." 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rush, Nov. Hi, 1817. MSS. lust., Ministers. 
"The renewal of the war in Venezuela has been 8ignalized on the 
part of the Spanish commanders by proclamations of blockade unwar-
ranted by the law of nations, and by decrees regardless of that of 
humanity. With no other naval force than a single frigate, a brig, and 
a schooner, employed in transporting supplies from Curacoa to Porto 
Cabello, they have presumed to declare a blockade of more than twelve 
hundred miles of coast. To this outrage upon all the rights ofneutral-
ity, they have added the absurd pretension of interdicting the peaceable 
commerce of other nations with all the ports of the Spanish Main, upon 
the pretense that it had heretofore been forbidden by the Spanish colo-
nial laws ; and on the strength of these two inadmissible principles, 
they have issued commissions at Porto Cabello and in the island of 
Porto Rico to a swarm of privateers, which have committed extensive 
and ruinous depredations npon the lawful commerce of the United 
States, as well as upon that of other nations, and particularly of Great 
Britain. It was impossible that neutral nations should submit to such 
a system; the execution has been as strongly marked with violence and 
cruelty as was its origin with injustice. * * • The naval officers of 
the United States who have been instructed to protect our commer~e 
in that quarter have been brought in conflict with two descriptions of 
unlawful captors, the acknowledged and the disavowed pirates from 
Porto -Rico .and Porto Cabello, and in both cases the actual depreda-
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tors have been of the same class of Spanish subjects, and often proba-
bly the same persons." 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Nelson, Apr. 8, 1823. MSS. Inst., Ministers, 
Lawrence's Wheaton (ed. 1863), 846, 847. 
In 1827, Brazil, being a belligerent, imposing a blockade on her ene-
mies, undertook to lay down two laws ofblockade,maintainingas against 
United States vessels the strict rules held by the United StateR and as 
against British vessels the laxer rules held by Great Britain. This the 
British Government resisted, holding that it would recognize no block-
ade that was not effectual. Brazil was forced to give way, and the rule 
the maritime powers united in imposing on the Brazilian blockade the 
test of efficacy. On this Mr. J. Q. Adams, then President, thus com-
ments in his 1\femoirs: 44 Belligerent, she (Great Britain) tramples on 
neutral rights; neutral, she maintains them at the cannon's mouth; and 
the Brazilian courts have been awed into submission." 
7 J. Q. Adams' Memoirs, 385. 
As to t,he action of our Government in respect to Key West as a port of refuge 
for South American belligerent cruisers, see 7 J. Q. Adams' Memoirs, 290. 
For correspondence of the United States with Spa,in in 1822 as to blockade of 
South America, see Brit. and For. St. Pap., vol, 9, 784. 
"The mandate of the Mexican Government was obviously tantamount 
to a blockade by notification merely, the illegality of which has invari-
ably been asserted by the United States, and has been agreed to by 
Mexico in the treaty." · 
Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Monasterio, May 18, 1837. MSS. Notes, Mex . 
"A blockade, to be valid under the law of nations, must be efficient; 
that is to say, carried on by a force competent to preven~ the entrance 
of neutrals into the blockaded ports. * * * Neutrals proceeding to 
such ports cannot lawfully be captured for the mere intent, express or 
implied, of entering them, but must be warned off' by the blockading 
force; but after having thus been duly warned, if they shall again at-
tempt to enter, they are liable to capture and condemnation as lawful 
prize." 
Mr. Clayton, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bowlin, Jan. 24, 1850. MSS. Dom. Let. 
"It may be admitted that neither France nor the United States has 
acknowledged the legality of the blockade of an extensive coast by 
proclamation only, and without a force to carry the same into effect. It 
may also be true that, with a view to protect innocent neutrals, proceed-
ing from a distance to a blockaded port, from capture on account of an 
honest ignorance on their part of the existence of the blockade, a pre-
vious warning thereof, by an entry, or other mode of actual notice, on 
the papers of the vessel, has been deemed advisable." · 
Mr. Webster, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sartiges, June 3, 1852. MSS. Notes, France. 
"In some respects I think the law of blockade is unreasonably rig-
orous towards neutrals, and they can fairly claim a relaxation of it. By 
the decisions of the English courts of admiralty-and ours have gen-
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erally followed thbir footsteps-a neutral vessel which happens to be in 
a blockaded port is not permitted to depart with a cargo unless that 
cargo was on board at the time when the blockade commenced or was 
:first made known. Having visited the port in the common freedom of 
trade, a neutral vessel ought to be permitted to depart with a cargo 
without regard to the time when it was received on board." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, Apr. 13, 1854. MSS. Inst., Gr. 
Brit. House Ex. Doc. 103, 33rd Cong., 1st Sess. 
As condemning paper blockades, see ~Ir. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sartiges, 
July 28, 1856. MSS. Notes, France. 
"The blockade of an enemy's coast, in order to prevent all intercourse 
with neutral powers, even for the most peaceful purpose, is a claim 
which gains no additional strength by an investigation into the founda-
tion on which it rests; and the evils which have accompanied its exer-
cise call for an efficient remedy. The investment of a place by sea and 
land with a Yiew to its reduction, preventing it from receiving supplies 
of men and material necessary for its defense, is a legitimate mode of 
prosecuting hostilities which cannot be reasonably objected to, so long 
as war is recognized as an arbiter of national disputes. But the block-
ade of a coast or of commercial positions along it, without any regard 
to ulterior military operations, and with the real design of carrying on 
a war against trade, and from its very nature against the trade of 
peaceable and friendly powers, instead of a war against armed men, is 
a proceeding which it is difficult to reconcile with reason or with the 
opinions of modern times. To watch every creek and river and harbor 
upon an ocean frontier, in order to seize and confiscate every vessel 
with its cargo attempting to enter or go out, without any direct effect 
upon the true objects of war, is a mode of conducting hostilities which 
would find few advocates if now :first presented for consideration. U n-
fortunately, however, the right to do this has been long recognized by the 
law of nations, accompanied indeed with precautionary conditions, in-
tended to prevent abuse, but which experience has shown to be lament-
ably inoperative. IL is very desirable, therefore, that this constant 
source of irritation in time of war should be guarded against, and the 
power to interrupt all intercourse with extensive regions be limited and 
precisely defined, before, by a necessary reaction, its exercise is met 
by an armed resistance. * * * 
"But Lord Stowell has borne yet more direct testimony to the cor-
.. rectness of these suggestions. In a case decided by him, he said a 
blockade is 'a sort of circumvallation, by which all correspondence and 
communication is, as far as human force can effect it, effectually cut 
off,' etc." 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. :Mason, June 2i, 18S9. MSS. Inst., France. 
''The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, has had 
the honor of receiving the note of Baron Gerolt of the 30th ultimo, mak-
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ing inquiries~~ u"ut r.he blockaue of the ports in se'{ eral of the States, 
and would observe in reply-
'' 1st. That the blockade will be strictly enforced upon the principles 
recognized by the law of nations. 
"2d. That armed vessels of neutral states will have the right to enter 
and depart from the interdicted ports. 
''3d. That merchant vessels in port at the time when the blockade 
took effect will be allowed a reasonable time for their departure. 
"4th. The Government cannot consent that the emigrant vessels 
shall enter the interdicted ports." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Baron Gerolt, May 2, 1861. MSS. Notes, Prussia. 
Temporary fortuitous absence of a blockading force, by which oc-
casional blockade-runners slip in, does not of itself break up the blockade. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Lord Lyons, May27, 1861. MSS. Notes, Gr. Brit. 
Lord Russell, in an interview with Mr. Adams, having stated that 
the British Government, in conformity with a declaration previously 
made in the House of Commons, would not recognize as internationally 
binding a decree of a sovereign closing certain of his ports which were 
in the hands of insurgents, Mr. Seward instructed Mr. Adams that 
though there was an act of Congress authorizing the President to close 
such ports of the United States as were held by the Confederates, the 
President, while not conceding that such action would not be interna-
tionally valid, had not determined to enforce the act of Congress, and 
regarded as satisfactory the position taken by the British Government 
as to the requisites of blockade. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, July 20, 1861. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
" The loan made by European capital is a direct engagement with the 
armed insurgents, who have assumed to control, supply, and deliver 
cotton for the reimbursement of the money advanced, with interest. 
You will give notice to Earl Russell that this transaction necessarily 
brings to an end all concessions, of whatever form, that have been made 
by this Government for mitigating or alleviating the rigor of the block-
ade in regard to the shipment of cotton and tobacco. Nor will any title 
of any person, whether citizen of the United States or subject of a for-
eign power, to any cotton or merchandise, which title is derived from 
or through any pretended insurgent authority or other agency hostile 
to the United States, be respected by this Govm~nment." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, Apr. 10, 1863. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
As to blockade-running during the civil war, see Senate Ex. Doc. 11, 41st 
Cong., 1st sess. 
"Only such blockades as shall be duly proclaimed and maintained by 
adequate force, in conformity to the law of nations, will be observed and 
respected by the United States." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of Shte, to Mr. Sullivan , June 13, 1867. MSS. Inst., Colombia. 
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The United States Government was entitled under the law of nations 
to send in 1868, without molestation from the Brazilian blockading 
squadron, an armed cruiser up the river Parana to Paraguay, then at 
war with Brazil, the object being to bring home the minister of the 
United States at Paraguay. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Webb, Aug. 17, 1868. MSS. Inst., Brazil. 
"I am aware of no instance in which the right of blockade has been 
invoked for the purpose of preventing the Government of a neutral and 
friendly state from communicating with its diplomatic agent accredited 
to the Government of the blockaded country. It is believed that safe 
co11ducts are rarely, if ever, refused under such circumstances, and 
when the refusal does take place the aggrieved party bas a right to 
expect sufficient reasons therefor." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Kirk, June 17, 1869. MSS. Inst., Arg. Rep. See 
supra,§ 97. 
"I have bad the honor to receive your note of yesterday. It is ac-
companied by a copy of a circular addressed to you by the chancellor 
of the Empire, relative to the supposed blockade by Turkey of the 
ports of the Black Sea by proclamation only, and the indiscriminate 
placing by order of that power of torpedoes in the bed of the Danube. 
Although it is true that the United States did not sign and has not 
since acceded to the declaration of Paris of 1856, our reserve in this 
respect was and has not been occasioned by any doubt as to the sound-
ness of the rule in regard to blockades which that instrument embodies. 
That rule has always been regarded by this Government as the wisest, 
especially in the interests of neutrals, and as founded upon texts of 
public law generally received. It is probable, however, that as the flag 
of the United States, even in times of peace, is seldom seen in the 
Black Sea, there probably will be little or no occasion for the practical 
assertion of the rule by us at this juncture. The employment of tor-
pedoes is so recent a belligerent device that it is believed the powers 
as yet have had no opportunity to consider the general regulati<:ms, if 
any, to which they should be subjected. For this reason I now forbear 
to express any opinion upon the proceeding to which you advert." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Shishkin, June 12,1877. MSS. Notes, Russia; 
For. Rel., U377. See Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Christiancy, Aug. 8, 
1879. MSS. Inst., Peru. Mr. Evarts, Sec. ·of State, to Mr. Christiancy, 
Jan. 25, 18f:!l, ibid ,: quoted infra, § 361a. 
'~When threatened oy civil strife or foreign war, a Government may 
readily be supposed to ha,Te the right to interdict traffic with any port. 
"This carries with it the right to punish infractions of the proclaimed 
interdiction; in other words, to Pnforce the declared blockade. The pri-
vate citizenR of other Governments engaged in commercial pursuits are 
not bound to obey the proclamation, but they disobey it at their peril. 
It is, however, no part of the international duties of the Governments 
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to which such citizen belong to enforce against them the declaration of 
blockade made by another state. 
Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Langston, Dec. 15, 1883. MSS. Inst., 
Hayti. 
"This Government, following the received tenets of international 
law, does not admit that a decree of a sovereign Government closing 
certain national ports in the possession of foreign enemies or of insur-
gents has any international effect, unless sustained by a blockading 
force sufficient to practically close such ports. 
"Mr. Lawrence thus states the rule drawn from the positions taken 
by the administrations of Presidents Jefferson and Madison during the 
struggles with France and England, which grew out of the attempt to 
claim the right of closure-as equivalent to blockade-without effective 
action to that end: 'Nor does the law of blockade differ in civil war 
from what it is in foreign war. Trade between foreigners and a port in 
possession of one of the parties to the contest cannot be prevented by 
a municipal interdict of the other. For this, on principle, the most 
obvious reason exists. The waters adjacent to the coast of a country 
are deemed within its jurisdictional limits only because they can be 
commanded from the shore. It thence follows that whenever the do-
minion over the land is lost, by its passing under the control of another 
power, whether in foreign war or civil war, the sovereignty over the 
waters · capable of being controlled from the land likewise ceases.' 
(Lawrence's note on Wheaton, part ii, ch. iv, § 5 (2d annotated ed.), 846.) 
"The situation which the present decree assumes to create is analo-
gous to that caused by the action of the Govemment of New Granada 
in 1861. The Granadian charge d'affaires, Seiior Rafael Pombo, on 
the 31st of March of that year, notified Mr. Seward that certain ports,. 
among them Rio Hacha, Santa Marta, Cartagena, Sabanilla, and Za-
pote, all on the Caribbean coast, had been declared to be closed to com-
merce whether of export or of import. There is this difference, how-
ever, that the Granadian Government then announced that war vessels 
of the Confederation were to cruise about the ports closed to commerce 
for the purpose of seizing vessels which should be found violating the 
closure which bad been decreed. It appears from 1\Ir. Seward's note of 
acknowledgment to Senor Pombo, dated April 9, 1861, that the an-
nouncement then made was interpreted as a declaration that certain 
named ports were 'in a state of blockade which should be rendered 
effective by national vessels, and of which due public notice had been 
given.' • 
"While the Government of the United States, in 1861, thus confirmed 
the doctrine it had consistently maintained from the earliest days of 
the Republic, that non-possessed ports might be effectually closed by a 
maritime blockade, the British Government then controverted the Tight 
of New Granada to resort to such a remedy. Answering an inquiry in 
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the House of Commons, June 27, 1861, Lord John Russell~ the secre· 
tary of state for foreign affairs, said: 'The Government of New Gra-
nada has announced not a blockade, but that certain ports of New 
Granada are to be closed. The opinion of Her Majesty's Government, 
after taking legal advice, is that it is perfectly competent to the Gov-
ernment of a country in a state of tranquillity to say which ports shall be 
open to trade and which shall be closed; but in the event of insurrec-
tion or civil war in that country, it is not competent for its Government 
to close the ports that are de facto in the bands of the insurgents, as 
that would be a violation of international law with regard to blockade~.' 
His lordship added that orders had been given to the British naval 
commanders in the Caribbean £ea 'not to recognize the closing of these 
ports.' (See Parliamentary Debates, cite<l in Lawrence's Wheaton (2d 
annotated e(l.) notes, 46-48.) 
''When in 1861 the civil war in the United States broke out, this 
Government maintained the position that the municipal closure of do-
mestic ports in the hands of the Confederate forces was a legitimate 
incident toward the maintenance of an effective blockade by sea. This 
was opposed by the British Government, and in the correspondence 
which then took place Lord John Russell repeatedly announced to l\Ir. 
Adams the same rule as he had previously announced with regard to 
the Granadian decree; and he finally appealed to his answer in the 
New Granada case for the purpose of showing that it was intended to 
make the rule universal. (U.S. Dip. Corr., 1861,90, 95,117, 120, 177.) 
The British ministry ultimately went to the extreme of declaring that 
they would consider such a municipal enactment (that of the closure of 
non-possessed ports) as null and void, and that 'they would not submit 
to measures taken on the high seas in pursuance of such decree.' (Par-
liamentary Papers, 1862, North America, ~o. 1, 72; Lord I.1yons to 
Lord J. Russell, .August 12, 1861.) 
"In a speech of Mr. Cobden, made on October 25, 1862 (cited in Law-
rence's Wheaton, 2d annotated ed., 823, note), he said: 'It has been dis-
tinctly intimated to America that we do not recognize their municipal 
right in the matter; and if they were to proclaim, for example, that 
Charleston was not to be traded with, and did not keep a sufficient force 
of ships there, we should go on trading with the town just as if noth-
ing had occurred. It is only upon condition that the blockade shall 
be effectively maintained as between belligerents that the European 
powers recognize it at all. 
''A recent authority, Professor Perels~ judge of the imperial admiralty 
court in B_erlin, in a treatise on international maritime law, published 
in 1882, writes thus : 'The em bar go of domestic ports, no matter hy 
what measures or for what purpose it takes place, as it has not the 
character of a real blockade, cannot have the same consequences. It 
can indeed without question be maintained, in case of need, by means 
of the employment of force again8t such neutral ships as do not choose 
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to acquiesce in it.; likewise a seizure of such neutral ships as do not 
find themselves prepared to submit to the measures of embargo must 
be considered as allowable, and it must be held in the case of active 
resistance that even the destruction of such ships is allowable in accol'd-
ance with the rules of war; but it is inadmissible, because not grounded 
on international law, to condemn as good prizes . on account of their 
cargoes, neutral ships resisting such embargo.' (Op. cit.,§ 52.) And 
it is conceded by this eminent authority that there can be, withont 
blockade, no closure of a port not in possession of the sovereign issu-
ing the decree. . 
"The legislation by the Congress of the United States in 1861 rela-
tive to the closing of the ports of the South held by the Confederate 
armies was really conditioned on a blockade. As Mr. Seward wrote to 
Mr. Adams, July 21, 1861, 'the law only authorizes the President to 
close the ports in his discretion, accordillg as he shall regard exigencies 
now existing or hereafter to arise. * * * The passage of the law, 
taken in connection with attendant circumstances, does not necessarily 
indicate a legislative conviction that the ports ought to be closed, but 
only shows the purpose of Congress that the closing of the ports, if it is 
now or shall become necessary, shall not fail for want of power explicitly 
conferred by law.' (U. S. Dip. Corr., 1861, 120.) Under the authority so 
conferred certain ports were closed by formal proclamation of blockade 
which it thereupon became incumbent upon the Government of the 
United States to maintain e:ffecti vely according to the prescriptions of 
international maritime law. 
"After careful examination of the authorities and precedents bearing 
upon this important question, I am bound to conclude, as g·eneral prin-
ciple, that a decr~e by a sovereign power closing to neutral commerce 
ports held by its enemies, whether foreign or domestic, can have no 
international validity and no extraterritorial effect in the direction of 
imposing any obligation upon the Governments of neutral powers to 
recognize it or to contribute toward its enforcement by any domestic 
.action on their part. Such a degree may indeed be necessary as a mu-
nicipal enactment of the state which proclaims it, in order to clothe the 
executive with authority to proceed to the institution of a formal and 
effective blockade, but when that purpose is attained its power is ex-
hausted. If the sovereign decreeing such closure have a naval force 
sufficient to maintain a blockade, and if be duly proclaim such a block-
ade, then he may seize, and subject to the adjudication of a prize court, 
veRsels which may attempt to run the blockade. If be lay an embargo, 
then vessels attempting to evade such embargo may be forcibly repelled 
by l1im if he be in possession of the port so closed. But his decree clos-
ing ports whicl?- are held adversely to him is, by itself, entitled to no 
international respect. Were it otherwise, the de facto and titular sov-
·ereigns of any determinate country or region might between them ex-
clude all merchant ships whatever from their ports, and in this way 
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not only ruin those engaged in trade with such states, but cause much 
discomfort to the nations of the world by the exclusion of necessary 
products found in no other market. 
"The decree of closure of certain named ports of Colombia contains 
no intimation of an ulterior purpose to resort to a proclaimed and effect-
ive blockade. It may, therefore, be premature to treat your announce-
ment as importing such ulterior measures; but it gives me pleasure to 
declare that the Government of the United States will recognize any 
effective blockade instituted by the United States of Colombia with 
respect to its domestic ports not actually subject to its authoriliy. This 
Government will also submit to the forcible repulsion of vessels of the 
United States by any embargo which Colombia may lay upon ports of 
which it has possession, when it bas power to effect such repulsion. 
But the Government of the United States must regard as utterly nuga-
tory proclamations closing ports which the United States of Colombia 
do not possess under cover of a naval force which is not even pretended 
to be competent to constitute a blockade. 
".As early as April 24, 1861, when Mr. Lincoln's administration had 
only been in office six weeks, but when it was already apparent that 
the secession movement then begun would speedily have possession of 
most of the ports of the Southern States, Mr. Seward addressed a cir-
cular to the ministers of the United States in Europe, in which he 
declared the adhesion of the United States Government to the rule that 
'blockades, in order to be binding, Jl?USt be effective; that is to say, 
maintained by forces sufficient really to prevent access to the coast of 
the enemy.' (U. S. Dip. Corr., 1861, 34.) 
"When President Lincoln proclaimed, as he did on the inception of 
the civil war, a blockade of the Southern coast, the proclamation was 
followed by an announcement to France and to England that the block-
ade would be effective in the above sense ; and it is important to 
observe that, enormous as were the profits to be gained by block-
ade-running, and doubtful as was at least the friendliness of certain 
European courts towards the United States, not one of the maritime 
powers of Europe complained that the blockade was not effective. 
"CongreHs, it is true, adopted a few weeks later a municipal statute, 
as herein before stated, authorizing the President, at his disf;retion, to 
close the Southern ports ; but as to this measure the following obser-
vations are to be made: 
'' (ct) The closure was to be a domestic act, incidental to the blockade, 
the permanency of which as a general measure during the civil war the 
President had alread;r announced to foreign sovereigns. 
" (b) It was to be effected in part by lanrl. forces. 
" (c) Its institution was conditional upon _the discretion of the Presi-
dent, which discretion was neYer exercised. 
"It is as thus qualified and explained that Mr. Seward refers, in his 
correspondence with Mr. Adams and Lord Lyons, to the statutes in 
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question, but it is impossible not to see, in Mr. Seward's references, a la-
tent appeal of great force against the action of those European powers 
which, at the beginning of this century, did not hesitate to convulse 
and devastate the world by decrees and orders in council closing ports 
they did not possess. They 9-id this in the face of vehement and almost 
supplicatory remonstrances from the United States, and forced this 
Government, then young in the family of sovereignties, and naturally 
desirous of peace with all, most reluctantly and at great cost of blood 
and treasure to undertake, as at last the sole maritime contestant, wars 
against Great Britain and France to maintain the freedom of the seas 
and the invalidity of paper blockades." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Becerra, Apr. 9, 1885. MSS. Notes, Colombia; 
For. Rei., 1885. 
Fauchill~ (Blocus Maritime, 155), while pushing in this, as in other 
respects, his vindication of neutral rights to their extreme limit, holds 
that the United States accept the position of Sir W. Scott that a blockade 
is not broken by an accidental dispersion of the blockading squadron 
through stress of weather. "In 1800, tbe United States held that a 
blockade was maintained notwithstanding a temporary dispersion of the 
blockaders by storm (Mr. Marshall to Mr. King; September 20, 1800), and 
the same view was enforced by 1\'Ir. Mason in his instructions to the naval 
commanders of December 24, 1846." He admits, also, that the same 
position is taken by Phillimore, iii,§ 294; 1 Kent., 365; and other high 
authorities. But he pro~eeds to cite the opinion of Ortolan (ii, 314, 
and also Deane on Blockade, 54) to the effect that while a blockade is . 
not vacated permanently by such a dispersion, it is suspended while the 
dispersion continues, so that vessels entering during such an interval 
are not liable to be seized for blockade-running. He proceeds to argue 
that the preponderance of reason and of authority is with the position 
that when a blockading force is dispersed by stress of weather or by 
other causes, the blockade is broken, and cannot be renewed except by 
notice, as if it were a new blockade. 
I 
A blockade may be made effectual by batteries ashore as well as by 
ships afloat. In the case of an inland fort, the most effective blockade 
would be maintained by batteries commanding the river or inlet by which 
it may be approached, supported by a naval force sufficient to warn off 
innocent and capture offending vessels attempting to enter. 
The Circassian, 2 Wall., 135. 
The fact that the master ~nu mate saw no blockading ships off the 
port where their vessel was loaded, and from which she sailed, is not 
enough to show that a blockade, once established and notified, had been 
discontinued. · 
The Baigorry, ib·id., 474. 
A blockade, once regularly proclaimed and established, will not be 
held to be ineffective by continual entries in the log-book, supported 
by testimony of officers of the vessel seized, that, the weather being 
clear, no blockading vessels were to be seen off the port from which t.he 
vessel sailed. 
The Andromeda, ibid., 481. 
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Where, in time of war, a foreign vessel, availing herself of a procla-
mation of the President of May 12,1862, entered the port of New Orleans, 
the blockade of which was not removed, but only relaxed in the inter-
ests of commerce, she thereby assented to the conditions imposed by 
such proclamation that she should not takp, out goods contraband of 
war, nor depart until cleared by the collector of customs according to 
law. 
U.S. t'. Diekelman, 92 U.S., 520. 
(4) OBSTRUCTIONS MAY BE TEMPORARILY PLACED IN CHANNEL OF ACCESS. 
§ 361a. 
The obstructing ·by a blockading squadron of the blockaded port, . 
leaving the main channel open, is not inconsistent with international 
' law. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, Feb. 19, 1862. MSS. Inst., France. 
Lord Lyons's protest against the use of stone in the blockading of 
Charleston, is limited to the element of permanency, no objections be-
ing made by him to obstructions which could be removed after the 
termination of hostilities. (Archiv Dip., 1862, ii, 80.) Fauchillc (Blocns 
Maritime, 144 if.) dissents, not very forcibly, from this view, although 
it was acquiesced in at the time by the French Government. 
"On February 14, 1862, in the House of Lords, Lord Stanhope called 
the attention of J..~ord John Russell to the report that a second squad-
ron of ships, laden wit~h stone, was to be sunk by the Government of 
the United States in the Maffitt's Channel of Charleston Harbor. The 
sinking of large ships, laden with stone, on banks of mud at the en-
trance of a harbor, could only end in the perm anent destruction of the 
same, and such was not justified by the laws of war. It was not an 
act of man against man, but against the bounty of Providence, which 
had vouchsafed harbors for the advantage and intercourse of one peo-
ple with another. On this ground we (the British) were well entitled 
to protest against the act. Lord John Russell approved of the protest, 
and considered the destruction of commercial harbors a most barbarous 
act. He stated that the French Government took the same view, and 
were decided to remonstrate with the United States Government. 
" On February 28, Lord John Russell informed the House that he 
bad received a dispatch from Lord Lyons, to the effect that Mr. Sew-
arP, stated there had not been a complete filling up of Charleston Har-
bor, and that no more stone ships would be sunk there." 
2 Halleck's Int. Law, (Baker's ed.), 23. 
"I regret that a report which has been communicated to the De-
partment obliges me to request that you will make a strong represen-
tation in the premises to the Peruvian Government, should you find on 
inquiry that the report is well founded. This report is that the Peru-
vians have made use, during the present war with Chili, of 'boats con-
taining explosive materials,' which have 'in some instances been sent 
adrift on the chance of their being fallen in with by some of the Chilian 
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blockading squadrons.' How far the case or the launch to which you 
refer in your No.183, which was loaded with concealed dynamite, comes 
within the description of cases mentioned, the Department has not the 
requisite data to determine. 
"It is sufficiently obvious that this practice must be fraught with 
danger to neutral vessels entitled to protection under the law of nations, 
and that in case American vessels are injured thereby, this Government 
can do no less than bolo the Government of Peru responsible for any 
damage which may be thus occasioned. 
" There is no disposition on the part of this Government to act in any 
wise nor 'in any spirit which may be construed as unnecessarily critical 
of the methods whereby Peru seeks to protect her life or territory 
against any enemy whatsoever; but it will appear, I think, to the high 
sense of propriety which has in times past distinguished the councils 
of the Peruvian Government, and which without doubt still abides· 
therein, that in case it is ascertained that means and ways so dangerous 
to neutrals as those adverted to have been for any reason suffered to-
be adopted by her forces, or any part of them, they should be at once 
checked, not only for the benefit of Peru, but in the interest of a wise 
and chivalrous warfare, which should constantly a:fi'ord to neutral pow-
ers the highest possible consideration." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Christiancy, Jan. 25, 1881. MSS. Inst., Peru. 
· Doc. with President's message of Jan. 26, 1882. See to same effect Mr. 
Evarts to Mr. Shishkin, June 12, 1877. MSS. Notes, Russia; quoted supra, 
§ 361. 
"On the lOth of January I was informed by the British minister, Sir 
Harry Parkes, an(l the German charge d'affaires, Count Tattenbach, 
that dispatches had been received from their consuls at Canton saying 
that the Chinese authorities were preparing to obstruct the water ap. 
proaches to Canton, and that the effect of these obstructions would be 
to imperil, if not to prevent, navigation. The German consul reported 
that Whampoa would 'be totally blocked.' 
"I telegraphed 1\fr. Consul Seymour for information, and his reply I 
inclose. 1\fr. Seymour, as you will observe, said that there would be 
'serious obstructions without equivalent benefits.' 
''Two questions arose which in the opinion of the legation required 
immediate attention. 
"The first was that by the terms of the treaty of Tien-Tsin, 1858, con-
cluded between China and the United States, in Article XXVI, United 
States vessels, in the event of war between China and other powers, 
were to have free access and egress in the open ports. 'It is further 
agreed,' says the treaty, 'that in case, at any time hereafter, China shall 
be at war with any foreign nation whatever, and should for that cause 
exclude such nation from entering her ports, still the vessels of the 
United States shall not the less continue to pursue their commerce in 
freedom and security, and to transport goods to and f~om the ports of 
the belligerent powers,' etc. 
"The second was that the Chinese authorities, in a time of peace, were 
performing a belligerent act directed against the commerce of friendly 
powers, an act which If permitted at Canton would stand as a prece-
dent for closing every port in China. 
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''I was not disposed to Jay much stress upon the first of these propo-
sitions, or even to make it a matter of serious debate with the Govern-
ment, without asking for your special instructions. To be sure, the 
stipulations of the treaty are plain. It was made, however, in 1858. 
Since then the methods of offensive and defensive warfare have been 
revolutionized. The United States, during the rebellion, saw fit to ob-
struct the channels in Charleston Harbor by sinking ships laden with 
stone, to secure an effective blockade. Germany, during her latest war 
with France, protected her Baltic ports with torpedoes. I should have 
felt some embarrassment in seeking to persuade the yam,en that what 
Germany and the United States regarded as honorable warfare could 
not be permitted to them. 
"At all events, I should have deemed it wise, before making· any 
representation to the yamen, to have asked the Department for further-
instructions as to how far my Government was disposed to assert our- · 
rights under the article I have quoted. 
"As to the second proposition, I could see no doubt as to my imme~ 
diate duty. The situation was this: The viceroy of two provinces, a 
local official, upon his own responsibility, without asking the orders of 
his Government and without any communication to the foreign powers 
of such a contemplated act, proposed to do what could only be regard~d 
as an extreme and supreme measure of war, namely, to close a port open 
to us by the treaties. This was to be done when Uhina was at peace, 
and before any declaration of war, or even an intention so to declare, 
had been published. If the obstruction of Canton, under these circum-
stances, was permitted, without a prompt and decisive protest, there 
would be no reason why this or a subsequent Government, the Canton 
viceroy, or the ruler of other province~, should not obstruct and close 
every port in China. .And while it might be said that motives of self-
interest and the natural desire of the Chinese to profit out of foreign 
commerce would render such apprehensions improbable, yet one can 
never cease to remember that in China there is a powerful and what 
some observers regard a dominant anti-foreign sentiment, which would 
regard such a measure as excluding all foreigners from the Empire as 
an act of the highest patriotism. 
"The question was one which under ordinary circumstances I should 
have submitted to the diplomatic body. But on account of the rela-
tions between China and France, I believed, on reflection, that separate-
action, and especially in my own capacity as the American representa-
tive, would be the most effective in securing the ends of peace. With 
this view I requested an interview with the ministers of the yamen. 
The result was a long conversation, a report of which is inclosed. 
"It would be superfluous to repeat what is written with so much de-
tail in this report. • • • 
"Although we oould not induce the yamen to give us a formal with-
drawal of their policy, nor to make any promise that what had been 
done at Canton might not be repea.ted at Shanghai and Tien-Tsin, the 
practical effect of our joint action was to arrest the obstructions pro-
posed in Canton, and to show the Government that we could not permit 
what bad been attempted as a precedent. I did not feel myself at lib-
erty to go beyond an earnest and at the same time a friendly protest. 
''The point at issue was so important, and the possible action of the 
yamen so uncertain, that I felt bound to submit it without delay to the 
Department. This was also done by the British legation. The dispatch 
of Sir Harry Parkes to Lord Granville, and his lordship's answer, will 
be found as inclosures. 
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"I also requested .Admiral Davis, now at Shanghai, to have some 
skilled officer examine the nature of the proposed obstruction. Such a 
report would have a technical value, as that of a professional expert, 
apart from the judgment of the consular gentlemen upon whose informa-
tion we act. 
"The correspondence is herewith submitted to the Department. I 
am persuaded that you will agree with me that, considering, on the one 
hand, our rights under the, treaties, and, on the other, the practical em-
barrassments which confronted China, wishing under no circumstances 
to appear harsh and stern, the position taken by the yamen made our 
duty clear; that this duty was to protest against a grave violation of 
treaties and of international law. I endeavored to do so in a way that 
would show the minister that no nation, undf'r existing fomrs of civil-
ized society, could venture upon deeds of this nature without doing her-
self in the end a grave injury; that treaties and international law were 
made for the common welfare of mankind, and that in their sanctity 
(Jbina had no small share. 
"To have overlooked the action of the Canton viceroy, to have per-
mitted a precedent which at any time, under the reactionary influences 
possible in China, would have fatally wounded every foreign interest, 
would, in my opinion, have been a serious neglect of duty. I trust that 
the action of the legation will meet with your approval." 
Mr. Young, minister to China, to Mr. Frelinghuysen, Feb. 11, 18tl4. MSS. Dis-
patches China; For. Rel., 1884. 
"Your No. 350, of the 11th of February last, concerning the threat-
ened obstruction of the Canton River by the viceroy of the province, as 
a defensive war measure, has been received and read with much atten-
tion. 
"The report of your conference with the yamen on the 14th of Jan-
uary presents very clearly the embarrassments which attend any at-
tempt to make clear to the Chinese Government the relations of the 
treaty powers to each other in regard to this question. 
'' In your interview with the yamen you closely anticipated the tenor 
of my telegraphic instruction of the ~2d of J auuar;y. Had that telegram 
been before you it might possibly have furnished you with a reply to an 
argument frequently put forth by the ministers of the yamen, that the 
neutral powers should show their friendship for China by preventing 
France from attacking China without proper previous notice of inten-
tion to do so. This is, as you will have seen, almost exactly the ground 
taken by thp, United States. 
''The real issue seems to have been very succinctly put by Chang-ta-
jen in the interview of the following day with Sir Harry Parkes. 'If,' 
said he, ' China could be certain that France would be guided by the 
laws of war in her future action, and an authorit3.tive assurance could 
be obtained from any quarter that France would not attack (the open 
ports) without due notice, Chang-ta-jen would promise, on his own re-
sponsibility, that the obstruction~ at Canton should be removed.' 
'' The gravity of the question seems to have been removed in a great 
measure by the assurance given by the yamen that a channel of over 
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100 feet in width would be left in both channels for the convenie11ce of 
steamers and sailing vessels, an assurance wilich Chang-ta-jen E;eems 
afterwards to have still further extended to l[JO feet, as appears from 
the telegram from tile British corisul at Canton to Sir Harry Parkes of 
January 26. 
H Even, however, under this favorable modification, the obstruction 
to the channel at Canton and Whampoa can only be tolerated as a tem-
porary measure, to be removed as soon as the special occasion therefor 
shall have passed, and under no circumstances to be admitted as a pre-
cedent for setting obstacles to open navigation at the treaty ports in 
time of peace, under pretext of being intended for ultimate strategic 
defense in the contingency of future war." 
)lr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Young, Apr. 18, 1884; ibid. 
"Your No.l41 is before me, and brings to the Department, with much 
clearness, a question of great interest. It is unquestionable that a bel-
ligerent may, during war, place obstructions in the cLanuel of a bellig-
erent port, for tLe purpose of excluding vessels of tile other belligerent 
which seek the port eitber as lwstile crui::-~ers or as blockade-runners. 
This was done hy the Dutch wilen attacked by Spain, in the time of 
Philip II; by England when attacked by the Dutch, in tl1e time of 
Charles Il; by the United States wben attacl~ed by Great Britain, in 
the l~evolutionnry War and in the war of1812; by the Umted States <lur-
ing the late civil war; by Russia at the siege of Sebastopol ; allfl by G('r-
many during tile Franco-German war of 1870. Bnt while snell i~ tlle law, 
it is equally settled by the law of nations that when war ceases, such ob-
structions, when impelling navigation in chan:uels iu which great silips 
are accustomed to pass, must be removed by the territorial authoritit-s. 
Such is the rule, apart from treaty; and it was implicitly admitted b.Y 
l\Ir. Seward, when, in replying to the remonstrances by the Briti~h Gov-
ernment on the placing by the blockading authorities of obstructions in 
the harbor of Charleston, he stated tilat these obstructions were placed 
there merely temporarily. Were there any doubt about this question, 
which I maintain there is not, it would be settled by the proYisions of 
our treaties with China, which virtually make Uanton a free port, to 
which our merchant ships are entitled to have free access in time of 
peace. You are therefore instructed to make use of the best efforts in 
your power to induce the Chinese GoYernment to remove the obstruc-
tion in the Canton River, which, as you state, operate to close the port 
of Canton to the merchant vessels of the United States. In sending to 
you this instruction, I affirm the instructions of l\1r. Frelinghuysen to 
Mr. Young, No. 2G7, dated April18, 1884, printed in the Foreign Rela-
tions of that year." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby, July 28, 1886. MSS. Inst., China.. 
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II. ENFORCEMENT OF. 
(1) VESSELS SEEKING EVASION OF, MAY BE SEIZED. 
§ 362. 
The rule" which subjects to capture vessels arriving at a port in the 
interval between a removal and a return of the blockading forces," is a 
deviation from international law. 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of Stat~, report of Jan. 25, 1806. MSS. Dept. of State. 
For correspondence with Brazilian Government in 1827, respecting 
the exclusion of neutral ships-of-war from blockaded ports, see Brit. 
and For. St. Pap., 1827-'28, vol. 15, 1118. In Commod{>re Biddle's 
. letter of November 11, 1827, to the Brazilian admiral, he states " that 
blockades have never been deemed to extend to public ships. Great 
Britain almost perpetually at war, and numerically superior at sea to 
any other nation, never for a moment pretended that neutral ships-of-
war could be affected by bloekades. During several years of the war 
in Europe, the G-overnment of the United States maintained its diplo-
matic intercourse with France exclusively by means of its public ships 
entering the blockaded ports. In 1811, in the U.S. S. Hornet, I my-
self went into Cherbourg, then blockaded by a British squadron; was 
boarded as I went in by the blockadiug squadron, but merely for the 
purpose of ascertaining our national character." The Brazilian admi-
ral in reply stated that by a recent decision of the British Cabinet," ves-
sels-of-war could not enter blockaded ports, and such has continued to 
be the practice of the English." 
It is not inconsistent with the principles of international law for a 
neutral sovereign to send an armed cruiser to .watch a blockaded coast, 
so as to see no injustice is done to his own merchant vessels, and that 
they may be prevented from any irregular proceedings. 
Mr. Van Buren, Sec. of State, to Mr. Azambigo, Mar. 8, 1831. MSS. Notes, 
For. Leg. 
" On this point the law of nations cannot admit of doubt. Its prin-
ciples are announced more clearly than I could express them by Sir 
William Scott, in delivering the opinion of the court in the ca~e of 
the Vrouw Judith (1 Robinson's Admiralty Reports, 151), that emi-
nent publicist says: 'Now, with respect to the matter of blockade, I 
must observe that a blockade is just as much violated by a vessel pass-
ing outwards as inwards. A blockade is a sort of circumvallation round 
a place, by which all foreign connection and correspondence is, as far 
as human force can effect it, to be entirely cut o:fl'. It is intended to sus-
pend the entire commerce of that place; and a neutral is no more at 
liberty to assist the traffic of exportation than of importation. The ut-
most that can be allowed to a neutral vessel is that, having alrearly 
taken on board a cargo before the blockade begins, she may be at lib-
erty to retire with it. But it must be considered as a rule which this 
court means to apply, that a neutral ship departing, can only take away 
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a cargo bona. fide purchased and delivered before the commencement of 
the blockade; if she afterwards takes on board a cargo, it is a fraudu-
leut act, and a \iolation of the blockade.' 
''But the very question arising in the case of the Jeune Nelly bas 
been judicially decided, after full argument, by the United States dis-
trict court for Louisiana, a prize court of competent jurisdiction, and I 
now have the honor to transmit you a copy of the opinion of the learned 
judge, extracted from the New Orleans Picayune, of the 14th Decem-
ber, 1847." 
Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Poussin, Jan.17, 1849. MSS. Notes, France. 
See Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, April 13, 1854. MSS. Inst., Gr. 
Brit. House Ex. Doc. 103, 33d Cong., 1st sess.; quoted supm, § 361. . 
The carrying letters or passengers to blockaded ports by neutral war 
vessels, entering by courtesy therein, is an infraction of neutrality. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Lord Lyons, Oct. 4, 1861. MSS. Notes, Gr. Brit. 
Same to same, Oct. 14, 1861 ; ibid. 
As to recapt.ure of blockade-runner Emily St. Pierre, see Brit. and For. St. Pap., 
1864 ~'65, vol. 55. 
"The fact of clearing out for a blockaded port is in itself innocent, 
unless it be accompanied with knowledge of the blockade. The clear-
ance, therefore, is not considered as the offence; the persisting in the 
intention to enter that port, after warning by the blockading, is the 
ground of the sentence. * * * 
"Vattel, b. 3, s. 117, says, 'All commerc~ with a besieged town is 
entirely prohibited. If I lay siege to a place, or even simply blockade 
it, I have a right to binder any one from entering, and to treat as an 
enemy whoever attempts to enter the place, or carry anything to the 
besieged, without my leave.' The right to treat the vessel as an enemy 
is declared, by Vattel, to be founded on the attempt to enter, and cer-
tainly this attempt must be made by a person knowing the fact.'' 
Marshall. C. J.; Fitzsimmons v. Newport Ins. Co., 4 Cranch, 198. 
A vessel sailing ignorantly for a bloekaded port is not liable to con-
demnation unuer the law of nations. 
Yeaton v. Fry, 5 Cranch, 335. 
No neutral can, after knowledge of a blockade, lawfully enter or 
attempt to enter the blockaded port; and to do so would be a violation 
of neutral character, which, according to established usages, would sub-
ject the property engaged therein to the penalty of confiscation. 
McCall v. Marine Ins. Co., 8 Cranch, 59. 
A vessel sailing from a neutral port with intent to violate a blockade 
is liable to capture and condemnation as prize from the time of sailing, 
though she intend to call at another neutral port, not reached at time 
of capture, before proceeding to her ulterior <lestinatiou. 
The Circas::~ian, 2 Wall., 135 .. 
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Intent to run a blockade may be inferred in part from delay of th& 
vessel to sail after being completely laden, and from changing the ship's · 
course in order to escape a ship-of-war cruising for blockade-runners .. 
A vessel and cargo, though owned by neutrals, may be condemned as 
enemy property, because of the vessel being engaged in enemy trade, 
and because of an attempt to violate a blockade a.nd to elude visitation . 
and search. 
The Baigorry, ibid., 474. 
If a vessel is found without a proper license near a blockading squad-
ron, under circumstances indicating intent to run the blockade, and iu, 
such a position that, if not prevented, she might pass the blockading 
force, she cannot thus, flagra,nte factq, set up as an excuse that she was. 
seeking the squadron with a view of getting an authority to proceed on 
her desired voyage. 
The Josephine, :3 ·wan., 83. 
A cargo taken from a port in violation of a blockade, with the intent · 
to transship it at an intermediate port for its port of ultimate destina-
tion, remains liable to capture and condemnation after the t.ransship-· 
ment. 
The Thompson, ibid., 155. 
Presumption of an intent to run a blockade by a vessel bound appa-
rently to a lawful port may be inferred from a combination of circum~ 
stances. 
The Cornelius, ibid., 214. 
Destination alone justifies seizure and condemnation of ship and cargo · 
in voyage to ports under blockade; and such d~stination justifies-
equally seizure of contraband in voyage to ports not under blockade; . 
but in the latter case the ship, and cargo, not contraband, are free · 
from seizure, except in cases of fraud or bad faith. 
The Bermuda, ibid., 514. 
For a criticism of this case see 3 Phill. Int. Law (3d ed. ), 446. 
The approach of a vessel to the mouth of a blockaded port for in- -
quiry-the blockade having been generally known-is itself a breach , 
of the blockade, and subjects both vessel and cargo to condemnation. 
The Cheshire, ib·id., 231. 
Where a clearance of a vessel expressed a neutral port to be her sole · 
port of destination, but the facts showed that her primary purpose was · 
to get cargoes into and out of a port under blockade, the outward cargo, 
if obtaiued, to go to tlle neutral port named as tlle one cleared for, the 
fact that the vessel's letter of instructions directed the master to call otf. 
the blockaded port and, if be should find tile l>loekade still in force, t() · 
get the officer in command of the uloekadiug sllip to indorse on the · 
• vessel's register that she llad been warned oft' (in accordance with what:.i 
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·the owners of the vessel asserted to be their understanding of neutral 
rights under the President's proclamation of the 19th of April, 1861)~ 
. and then to go to the port for which the clearance called, will not save 
the vessel from condemnation as prize, she having been captured close 
by the blockaded port, standing in for it, and without ever having made 
.an inquiry anywhere whether the port was blockaded or not. 
The Admiral, ibid., 603. 
Mere sailing for a blockaded port is not an offense, but where the 
· ves~el has knowledge of the blockade, and_ sails with the intention of 
violating it, she is liable to capture. A vessel·setting sail from England 
-on the 9th of September, 1861, with actual knowledge of a proclamation 
· which the President of the United States made on tue 19th of the April 
preceding, blockading certain Southern ports, had no right, under an 
. ·allegation of a purpose to see if the blockade existed, to sail to one of 
-the ports actually blockaded. 
Ibid. 
\Vhere the papers of a ship sailing under a charter-party are all gen-
lline and regular, and show a voyage between neutral ports, where there 
has been no concealment or spoliation of papers; where the stipulations 
of the charter-party in favor of the owners are apparently in good faith, 
and the owners are neutrals, have no interest in the cargo, and have 
not previously in any way violated neutral obligations, and there is no 
sufficient proof that they have any knowledge of the unlawful destina-
tion of the cargo-in such case the vessel will not be condemned, because 
·the neutral port to which it is sailing has been constantly and noto-
riously used as a port of call and transshipment by persons engaged in 
systematic violation of blockade and in the conveyance of contraband 
-of war, and was meant by the owners of the cargo to be so used on this 
..occasion. But the mere fact that the master declared himself ignorant 
.as to what a part of his cargo, of which invoices were not on board 
(having been sent by mail to the port of destination), consisted, such 
part having been contraband; and also declared himself ignorant of the 
-cause of capture, when his mate, boatswain, and steward all testified 
that they understood it to be the vessel's having contraband on board, 
·wa~ held not sufficient of itself to infer guilt to the owners of the vessel, 
·who were in no way compromised with the cargo. 
The Springbok, 5 Wall., 1. 
A neutral vessel sailing under a charter-party from one neutral port 
~o an~ther was captured and libeled for intent to violate a blockade. 
The port to which she was sailing, though neutral, had been constantly 
.and notoriously used as a port of call and transshipment by persons· 
engaged in systematic violation of certain blockaded ports and in the 
conveyance of contraband of war. Her cargo consisted of 2,007 pack-
.ages, of which the contents of 619 packages were disclosed by the bills. 
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oflading, the contents of the remaining 1,388 not being disclosed. Both 
the bills of lading all(l the manifest made the cargo deliYerable to order, . 
and the master was directed by his letter of instructions to report. 
himself on arrival at his destination to H., who "would giv-e him orders . 
as to the delivery of his. cargo." A certain fraction of that portion of' 
the cargo whose contents were undisclosed was specially fitted for the · 
enemy's military use, and a larger part capable of being adapted to it. 
On invoking the proofs in two other cases it was found that the owners . 
of the cargo in question and the charterer of tlle vessel were the owners . 
of certain vessels which, while sailing ostensibly for neut.ral ports, had 
been captured and shown to have been engaged in blockade-running; . 
and that many packages on one of these vessels, being numbered in a 
broken series of numbers, bad many of their complemental numbers on ·. 
the vessel now under adjudication. No application was made to take 
further proof in explanation of these facts, and the claim to the cargo· 
was not sworn to by either of the persons owning it and resident in 
England, but by an agent at New York, on "information and belief."' 
No guilty intent, or complicity in any, ·on the part of the owners of the-
vessel having been shown, she was restored, but the cargo was con~­
demned for intent to run the blockade. 
Ibid. 
A. vessel destined for a neutral port with no ulterior destination for'-
herself, and none by sea for her cargo, to a blockaded place, violates -
no blockade. 
The Peterhoff, 5 Wall., 2Fl. 
As to the case, see 3 Phill. Int. Law (3 ea.), 395 .ff.; 479 ff. 
A neutral, professing to be engaged in trade with a neutral port situ- · 
ated so near to a blockaded port as to warrant close observation by the~ 
blockading squadron, must keep his vessel, while discharging or re-
·ceiving cargo, so clearly on the neutral side of the blockading line as to · 
repel, so far as position can repel, all imputation of intent to break the · 
blockade. .And neglect of that duty may well justify capture andJ 
sending in for adjudication; though it might not justify a condemna--
tion in the absence of evidence that the neglect was willful. 
The Dashing Wave, 5 Wall., 170. 
Where a party, whose national character does not appear, gives his: 
money to a neutral house, to be shjpped with money of that house and 
in their name, and an attorney in fact, on capture of the money and 
libel of it as prize, states that such neutral house are the owners thereof, 
and that "no other persons are interested therein," tue capture and 
Sfmding in will be justified; though in the abElence of proof of an euemy's 
·character in the party 8hipping his money with the neutral's, a con-
demnation may not ensue. Wbere a vessel has been guilty of careless-
ness and a portion of her cargo is of a suspicious nature, the costs and,,. 
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expem~es of the capture may be ratably apportioned between the vessel 
and the suspicious portion of the cargo, though both are restored. 
Ibid. 
A neutral vessel, completely laden with a neutral cargo, and at 
anchor on th~ neutral side of a river which washed a blockaded coast, 
drifted into hostile waters and wa~ captured, while temporarily at 
anchor there, on suspicion of intent· to break the blockade. It was held 
that temporary anchorage in waters occupied by the blockading \essels 
did not justify capture in the absence of other grounds. 
The Teresita, 5 Wall., 180. 
A vessel sailing through blockaded waters was seized on suspicion of 
'intent to break the blockade. Besides the fact that her manifest bore 
date as of a day when only a part of the cargo was laden, her bills of 
health and clearance pointed to one port as her port of destination, 
while the captain's letter of instructions required him to stop at an-
other, not in a direct line, for instructions. Tbe vessel's bills of health 
specified six men and no passengers, there being, in fact, one passen- . 
ger; and the provisional certificate of registry represented as sole 
owner one person, and other papers another. It was held that these 
circumstam~es justified the seizure. 
It further appeared that the vessel's name had been changed, and 
that her master had ten months before commanded a blockade-runner . 
. Not only was her ownership in doubt, the ostensible ownership being 
apparently but a mere cover, but no claim was pnt in for her, except by 
the captain, who put in a claim for the ostensible owners, though with-
out instructions from them and only in his capacity of master. The 
evidence, too, was very strong, that a portion of the cargo was enemy's 
property. Under these circumstances condemnation was decreed. 
The Jenny, ibid., ltl3. 
In proceedings against a ship and cargo as prize of war, the burden 
of proving neutral ownership is on the claimants ; and when there is no 
proof of such ownership, and still more when the weight of evidence is 
on the side of enemy ownership, condemnation will be pronounced. 
Ibid. 
During the civil war a British vessel bound from England toN assau, 
New Providence, was captured by an American war steamer, and was 
condemned as intending to run the blockade of the southern coast of the 
United States; the grounds being that Nassau, though a neutral port, 
was constantly and notoriously used as a port of call nud transshipment 
by persons engaged in systematic violation of the blockade, and in the 
conve~ance of contraband of war; the vessel and cargo were consigned 
to a house well known to the court, from previous snits, to be so en-
gaged; the second officer of the vessel and several of the seamen, ex-
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a mined in preparatorio, testified strongly that the purpose of the vessel 
was to break the blockade; and the owner, who was heard, on leave 
given him to take further proof touching the use he intended to make 
of the vessel after arrival at Nassau, the trade or busines·s he intended 
she should engage in, and the purpose for which she was going to that 
port, said and produced nothing. 
The Pearl, 5 Wall., 574. 
A permit to enter or depart from a blockaded port, issued by an offi-
cer who has no authority to grant it, is invalid, and will not save a 
vessel from condemnation on the charge of blockade-running. 
The Sea Lion, 5 Wall., 630; S. P., The Ouachita Cotton, 6 ibid., 521; S. P., The 
Ueform, 3 ibid., 617; S. P., Coppell v. Hall, 7 ibid., 542. 
Where a neutral vessel, which had apparently set out on a lawful 
voyage, was captured, she was restored, the only evidence against her 
being that, when captured, she was out of the most direct and regular 
course, which was explained by the fact of there having been rough 
weather, which made it desirable for bAr to take the course she did. 
The Sea Witch, 6 Wall., 242. 
A cargo shipped from a neutral country by neutrals resident there, and 
destined ostensibly to a neutral port, was restored with costs after capt-
ure in a suspicious region, and where the vessel on its outward voyage 
had violated a blockade; there having been nothing to fix on the neu· 
trals themselves any connection with the ownership or outward voyage 
of the vessel (which was itself condemned), nor anything to prove that 
their purposes were not lawful. But a certain portion of the cargo, 
which had been shipped like the rest, except that the shipper was a 
merchant residing and doing business in the enemy's country, was con-
. demned. 
The Flying Scud, 6 Wall., 263. 
A vessel was condemned for intended breach of the blockade of the 
southern coast, having been found near Great Abaco Island, with no 
destination sufficiently proved, without sufficient documents, with a 
cargo of which much the largest part consisted of contraband of war, 
and with many letters addressed to one of the blockaded-ports, for which 
her chief officer declared that she meant to run. 
The Adela, ibid., 266. 
The liability of a vessel to capture and condemnation for breach of 
blockade ceases at the end of her return voyage. 
The Wren, ibid., 582. 
To justify a neutral vessel in attempting to enter a blockaded port she 
must be in such distress as to render her entry a matter of uncontrollable 
uecessity. 
The Diana, 7 'Vall., 3G4. 
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During the blockade of Port Royal in 1861 a Spanish steam vessel, 
with the permission of the commander of the blockading squadron, put 
into that port in distress, and was there seized as prize of war, and u~ed 
by the Government till J nne, 1862, when she was brought to New York 
.and condemned. In June of the following year, however, the Go\ern-
rnent in the mean time using the vessel, a decree of restitution was 
.ordered; but the vessel never was restored. Sub~equently the case 
was referred to a commissioner to ascertain the damages for the seizure 
and detention, and final judgment was rendered by the court on his 
award. This judgment was reversed on account of the impropriety of 
· O~e of the items included in the decree of the district court. But it was 
held, that clearly the vessel was not lawful prize of war or subject to 
·Capture, and that her owners were entitled to fair indemnity, though 
it might well be doubted whether the case was not more properly a 
·subject of diplomatic adjustment than of determination by the courts. 
The Nuestra Senora de Regla, 17 Wall., 29. 
Tue capture of a vessel for violation of blockade may be lawful, if 
·made by a national vessel, though the latter be not part of the block-
.ading force. 
The Memphis, Blatch. Prize Cases, 2GO. 
Where an American vessel had entered and cleared from a port under 
blockade, and, while returning to New Orleans, was captured by aves-
-sel belonging to the French blockading squadron, from which the cap-
tain of the former rescued her and. brought her to her destination, th6 
.port of New Orleans; and demand, subsequently, being made of the 
Executive to deliver up the vessel and cargo, both on account of the 
.said breach of 'blockade and rescue, it was advised that the captors 
bad no right of property in said vessel and cargo, and that the liabil-
:ity of the vessel to condemnation, if it ever existed, had ceased by the 
termination of her voyage at the port of her destination. 
It was also advised that the case called for a judicial decision settling 
·certain questions of fact concerning the legality of the blockade, capt-
ure, etc., before the Executive could act, and that, as independently of 
this, there was no constitutional right vested in the Executive to deliver 
•Up the property of an American citizen, clairued by him as his own, and 
·in his actual possession, and not condemned, nor legally adjudged to 
·belong to another. 
3 Op., 3i7, Grundy, 1838. 
Preparations towards entering a blockaded port, such as hovering 
:around it, with other acts from which an intention to enter may be in-
ferred, are grounds for seizure, unless the blockade is exclusively for 
ingress or egress. 
The Coosa, 1 Newb. Adm., 393; The Hiawatha, B1atch. Pr. Ca., 1; 2 Blatch., 
635; The Empress, Blatch. Pr. Ca., 175; Halleck's Int. Law, ch. 23, ~ 23. 
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But a mere abandoned purpose, there having been no m·ert act to·· 
execute it, is not ground for seizure. 
1 Kent Com., 147; The John Gilpin, Blatch. Pr. Ca., 291. 
The decision in the case of the Springbok (Blatch. Pr. Ca., 380, 434; 5 Wall., 1), noted: 
in its proper place above, has been the subject of great discussion. The Springbok left 
London December 9, 1862, for Nassau, and when one hundred and fifty miles from the· 
latter port was captured by the Federal cruiser Sonoma, the ground being that she in-
tended to run the blockade. The vessel and her cargo were condemned by the district 
court of New York. This decree was reversed by the Supreme Court of the United· 
States in December, 1866, so far as concerns the ship, but affirmed au to the cargo. There 
was nothing in the papers taken from the Springbok to show that the intention was . 
to run the blockade. The condemnation of the cargo of the Springbok was put by 
the Chief Justice on the alternative of either contraband or blockade-running. "We· 
do not now refer," he said ( 3 \Vall., 26), ''to the character of the cargo for the pur-
pose of determining whether it was liable to condemnation as contraband, but for the · 
purpose of ascertaining its real destination; j01·, we repeat, contraband or not, it could not 
be condemned if really destined for Nassau and not beyond; and, contraband or not, it must 
be condernned if destined to any 1·e.btl port, for all rebel po't'tB were unde1· blockade."· 
* * * "Upon the whole case we cannot doubt that the cargo was originally shipped, 
with intent to violate the blockade; that the owners of the cargo intended that it 
should be transshipped at Nassau into some vessel more likely to succeed in running: 
safely to a blockaded port than the Springbok; that the voyage from London to the· 
blockaded port was, as to cargo, both in law and in the intent of the parties, one 
voyage; and that the liability to condemnation, if captured during any part of that-
voya.ge, attached to the cargo from the time of sailing." 
The British foreign office was advised on the 13th of March, 1863, by Sir William. 
Atherton, Sir Roundell Palmer, and Dr. Phillimore (the then law officers of the Crown) • 
that "there was nothing to justify the seizure of the bark Springbok and her cargo, 
and that Her Majesty's Government would be justified in demanding the immediate· 
restitution of the ship and cargo. without submitting to any adjudication by an Amer--
ic:m prize court." 
But while this was the law so given, the British commissioner, when the case cam-e· 
before the Mixed Claims Commission, under the Treaty of Washington, in May, 1877, . 
united with the other commissioners in finding against the claimant for the cargo. 
The following is part of an opinion on the same case by :Mr. Mellish, afterwards. 
lord justice, and Sir W. Harcourt: 
"The first observation we shall make is: 
"That in a case where the ship itself is really and bona fide destined for a neutral port: 
(and that is here admitted to be the case), the onus of the proof lies on the captors, . 
and they ought to give clear and conclusive evidence to justify the inference that the· 
cargo itself ha::,t a different destination. 
"The Supreme Court, in their judgment, very justly state that the real question on 
which the condemnation must turn is the original destination of the cargo. ·But when 
we come to examine the grounds upon which the court founds a conclusion adverse· 
to the cargo, we find that these grounus are many of them inaccurate in fact and 
erroneous in principle. 
"The first ground taken by the court as .iustifying the conclusion that Nassau was. 
not the real destination of the cargo is derived from the form of the bills of lading and 
the manifest. The court argue that because the bills of lading did not disclose the-
contents of the packages, and because no consignee was named, but, the cargo was de-
livered to order and assigns, these circumstances showed an attempt at 'fraudulent 
concealment' of the destination of the cargo. We have before us a statement of some 
of the principal sworn brokers of London, which accords wit.h our own experience •. 
that the bills of lading are in the usual and regular form of consignmentt> tu an agen1ie 
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for sale in such a port as Nassau. It is probable that the court may have been misled 
by what we believe to be the fact, viz, that in shipments to the American ports 
greater particularity of specification is required in order to comply with the require-
ments of the American custom-house. But as these documents are perfectly regular, 
and in the form usually adopted in the course of trade to an English port, there is 
nothing in them which could raise an inference of' fraudulent concealment.' 
"The next point taken by the court is, that a sale at Nassau conlcl not have been 
intended, because the bills of lading made the cargo deliverable to order. It is quite-
true that such a form of the bills of lading was, as the court says, 'a negation that a 
sale had been made to any one at Nassau.' But that was uot the case set up by the 
claimants. Their case was, that the cargo was sent to an agent at Nassau for sale 
.there, and for such an object the form of the bills of lading was perfectly regular and 
appropriate. 
''On these two main points, therefore, the judgment seems to us to have proceeded 
on a misapprehension of the facts. 
''The next ground on which the court rely is the character of the cargo itself. 
Not, as the court justly say, that the cargo, if really destined for Nassau, could be 
condemned as contraband, but rather that the fact of its being contraband was a 
good ground of inference that it was not destined for Nassau. This point, which is 
much insisted on by the court, appears to us to be founded on an entire misappre-
hension. The fact that tho goods, or some of them, were contraband, so far from fur-
nishing an argument that they were not destined for sale at Nassau, is, on the con-
trary, as far as it goes, a proof the other way. Nassau was a place which bad a very 
insignificant home trade of its own, but which had developed a very great trade as an 
entrepotof contraband goods, which adventurers in blockade-running purchased there 
for the purposes of their business. The very things which a person sending goods for 
the Nassau market would be the most likely to consign there would be goods fitted for-
blockade-running. But such a trade on the p1;1.rt of the person who sent them to Nas-
sau for sale there would be a perfectly lawful trade. If A sent a cargo of muskets t() 
Nassau, intending to sell them there, they could not be condemned because be thought 
B was likely so buy them there in order to run them through the blockade. The fact, 
therefore, of the nature of the cargo does not seem to us to justify the material infer-
ence which the court draw from it, viz, that the cargo could not have been intended 
for sale at Nassau. 
''The last point taken by the court in order to prove the material issue, viz, whether· 
a bona fide sale was or was not intended at Nassau, is equally founded on a remarka-
ble misapprehension of fact. The court say: 'If these circumstances were insufficient 
grounds for a !'latisfactory conclusion, another might be found in the presence of the 
Gertrude in the harbor of Nassau, with undisguised intent to run the blockade a.bont. 
the time when the arrival of the Springbok was expected. It seems P-xtremely prob-
able that she had been sent to Nassau to await the arrival of the Springbok and to 
convey her cargo to a belligerent and blockaded port.' Now, it is a remarkable fa,ct 
in the case that this supposed circumstance, by which the court seek to eke out what 
appears to have been felt a somewhat weak chain of iuference, is itself a complete 
mistake. The Gert.rurle was not at Nassau awaiting the arrival of the Springbok. 
On the contrary, we are informed that it appears hy Lloyd's List that at the time 
when the Springbok was captured close to Nassau the Gertrude was lying at Queens-
town, in Ireland. Thl' inference of intended transshipment drawn from the assumed 
presence of the Gertrude at Nassau, therefore, entirely falls to the ground. 
"It seems to us that these arguments relied on by the court fail to establish the 
point on which alone the judgment of condemnation could be founded, and that the 
facts of the case are at least equally consistent with the hypothesis of an intended 
sale at Nassau, which, considering the undoubted neutral destin at ion of the vessel, we 
think it lay with the captors to rebut. 
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"Lookil1g at the whole circumstances, we have no doubt that, if the facts of the 
case bad been clearly set forth and distinctly apprehended, as they appear upon the 
papers before us, the cargo ought not to have been, and would not have been, cou-
.(lemued, and that, consequently, there has been in this case a miscarriage of jus-
iiice." 
The following criticisms by European publicists may be studied in this connection: 
"In later times Great Britain has practically abandoned her theory of paper block-
•ades. In an official proclamation, published at the commencement of the Crimean 
war (see London Gazette of the 20th March, 1854) we read,' And she (Her Majesty the 
•Queen) must maintain the right of a belligerent to prevent neutrals from breaking 
.any effective blockade which may be established with au adequate force against the 
lnemy's forts, harbors; or coasts.' The declaration of the congress of Paris of 1856, 
.confirms the principle in the following words: ' Les blocns pour ~tre obligatoires doi-
vent etre effectifs, c'est-a-dire, main tenus par une force suffisante pour interdire rt.~elle­
cment l'acces du littoral de l'ennemi.' (Blockades in order to be binding must be e~ect­
·ive; that is to say, maintained by a force sufficient really to prevent access to the 
coast of the enemy.) 
"Accordingly Bluntschli observes, in his work 6n Modern International Law § 829): 
'A port is understooJ to be actually blockaded when ingress to and egress from it 
are prev~uted by vessels-of-war station~d off it, or by the land batteries of the block-
ading power. No specific number of vessels is required, nor a specific number of can-
•non in the land batteries; but the warlike force must be sufficiently close and strong 
to prevent merchant vessels from entering or leaving it, not on individztal occasions, 
·nor yet necessarily on every o'ccasion, but as a general1·ule.' 
"In section 8~~3. Bluutschli propounds this other axiom of international law,' A 
.blockade lasts only as long as it is effective.' If the blockading squadron is forced to with-
draw before a superior force of the enemy, the blockade must be considered as raised. 
It follows, then, that a neutral vessel on the high seas, bound. to a blockaded port, can· 
not be seized for breach of blockade, even though the master has knowledge of the 
blockade. To the eye of international law, a real breach of blockade is committed 
-only when a neutral vessel attempts by force or stratagem to enter or leave the block-
aded port. Blnntschli further contends ( § 835) that, in every case, the vessel can be 
lawfully captured only while in the act of attempting to violate the blockade. 
"It must be conceded-it is, in fact, admitted-that the blockade of the ports of the 
,rebel States during the war of secession was, on the whole, effective. The doctrine, 
however, upon which the Supreme Court of the United States has condemned the 
-entire cargo of the Springbok, a neutral vessel, on her way to a neutral port, is quite 
monstrous, more especially as the court acquits that vessel of any intention to violate 
the blockade. If such a doctrine were carried to its logical conclusions,·and were en-
forced by a belligerent great maritime power as rigorously as it has baen by the United 
. States, all neutral property on the high seas might be treate(l as lawful prize of war. 
"The official report of Mr. Robert S. Hale, the agent and counsel of the United 
.States Government, before the Mixed Commission, contains, at page 367 of the appen-
·dix, a copy of a 'Confidential memomndum for the use of the commissioners on the 
part of the United St.ttes in the American-British Joint High Commission, Washington, 
1871, which was inclosed in a communication addressed to each of the American com-
. missioners by the honorable Mr. Fish, the American Secretary of State, on February 
22, 1871.' In t,hese secret instructions Mr. Fish informed the American commissioners 
.that 'one hundred and sixty-seven cases have been condemned by the prize courts of 
the United States. ·with the exception of one case, that of the Springbok, the Depart-
ment of State is not aware of a disposition on the part of the British Government to 
-dissent fi·om any final adjudication of the Supreme Court of the United States in a 
,prize case. " 
Gessner's Rev. of Springbok case. To same effect, see_ Gessner's Int. Law, 231. 
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"The Ex(cutive Government of the United States has always avowed a readiness 
on its part to redress any grievance resulting to neutral commerce from the decision 
of its prize courts, if the circumstances appear to call for it. The case of the Adela 
may be cited, in which th6 Ron. W. H. Seward, the United States Secretary of State, 
thus expressed himself in a note addressed to the Hon. \V. Stuart, the British charge 
d'affaires at Washington, on 27th September, 186:l. 'If the principles of maritinw 
law shall finally be decided against the claimants, due reparation therefor shall be 
made. The Government has no disposition to claim any unlawful belligerent rights, 
and will cheerfully grant to neutrals, who ruay be injured by the operations of the · 
United States forces the same redress which it would expect if the position of the · 
parties were reversed.' These are noble words, worthy of the represf'ntative of a. 
great nation which can afford to be both generous and just. 
"The insurrection of seven of the Southern States of the Federal Union of North 
American States having acquired the proportions of a civil war, the Government of the 
Union gave notice to tho European powers that they had established a blockade of 
the entire Atlantic coast of the United 8tates from the bay of Chesapeake to the 
month of. the Rio Grande, an extent of about three thousand miles. From a corre-
spondence respecting instructions given to naval officers of the United States in regard 
to neutral vessels and mails laid before the British Parliament (Parliamentary Papers, 
North America (1863), No. 5), it appears that the United States flag officer at Key 
West informed the Brittsh commander, Hewett, that the United States ernisers had 
received orders to seize any British vessels whose names were forwardl:'d to them 
from the Government of Washington, and that the fact of such vessels being bound 
from one British port to another would not prevent the United States officers from 
carrying out those orders. A rep~esentation was accordingly made by Mr. Stnart, 1 he 
British charge d'affaires at Washington, to Mr. Seward, the Secretary of State, in con-
sequence of the capture of the British steamer Adela, bound from Liverpool and Ber-
muda to Nassau, for which latter port she was carrying a British mail, and the Sec-
retary of State on the following day communicated to Mr. Stuart a new set of instruc-
tions, which he was addressing in the name of the President to the Secretary of .the 
Navy, 'laying down rules for the future guidance of United States naval officers, . 
which essentially modified the instructions, under which they had been latterly sup-
posed to be authorized to seize certain ships, of which a list had been furnished, when . 
or where those ships were met with, irrespective of tho observance of international 
law.' Mr. Seward snbsequently communicated to Mr. Stuart a copy of the instruc-
tions, which the President bad directed him to transmit to the Secretary of the Navy, . 
and which copy was in fact forwarded by Mr. Stuart to Her Britannic Majesty's prin- · 
cipal secretary of state for foreign affairs. 
''HaYing premised that it was the duty of the naval officers to be >igilant in search--
ing and seizing vessels of whatever nation which were carrying contraband of war 
to insurgents of the United States, but that it was equally important that the provis-
ions of the maritime law in all cases be observed, the instructions proceeded to direct,. 
in the third article, that when the visit was made the vessel was then not to be seized• 
without a search carefully made, so far as to render it reasonable to believe that she · 
was engaged in carrying contraband of war to the insurgents and to their ports, or• 
otherwise violating the blockade, and that if it should appear that she was actual1y 
past~ing from one friendly or so-called neutral port to another, and not bound or pro--
ceeding to or from a port in the possession of the insurgents, she could not be law-
fully seized. The date of these instructions was 8th August, 1862. They were cau--
tiously worded, and if they had been carefully observed by the cruisers of the 
United States, their execution of the duty confided to them could have given no cause · 
of offense to neutral nations. 
''Since I took up my pen to review the progress made during the last thirty years 
in rendering war less onerous to neutrals, a debate has taken place in the Upper-
Chambers of the States General of the Netherlands on the subject of t.he condemna-
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tion of the cargo of the Springbok, with a view to prevent the doctrine upon which 
the Supreme Court of the United States justified its decision from beiug generally 
accepted in European prize courts. Count van Lynden van Sandenburg, minister 
<>f Rtate, in the sitting of the Upper Chamber of the States General, on Friday, 25th 
January, 1884, in the course of his speech, in which he set forth the history of the 
-capture and release of the vessel and the condemnation of her cargo, stated that he 
knew that the attention of several powers is now directed to the question, which has 
.at length a~sumed an international character, seeing that it vitally affects neutral 
'rights. 'It matters not,' he said, 'who the owners of her cargo may be, to what 
illationality they may belong, whether they are English, French, Dutch, or even 
.American. A great principle is at stake, and the only satisfactory and conclusive 
~proof that the United States Governm~mt can give that it at length abandons and 
renounces a doctrine destructive of neutral trade and a judgment pronounced in 
-error, will be the awarding full compensation to the despoiled own~rs of the cargo, 
the long-suffering victims of a flagrant miscarriage of justice. Now, is it not,' he 
-continued, 'the clear course, is it not the duty of the Netherlands Government, of 
the Government of the country which gave birth to Hugo Grotius, to approach the 
United States of North America, in conjunction with other maritime powers, for the 
purpose of prevailing on their Government to retrace its steps. In my opinion it is 
clearly our duty.' 
"Herr Vander Does de Willebois, the Netherlands minister of foreign affairs, in 
his reply, stated that the Netherlands minister at Washington had already been 
instructed to take every opportunity to press earnestly the subject on the American 
Government." 
Sir T. Twiss, Belligerent Rights, &c., 1884. 
Sir R. Phillimore (3 Int. Law, 3d ed., 490), says: "It seems to me, after much con-
sideration, and with all respect for the high character of the tribunal, difficult to 
support the decision of the majority of the Supreme Court of the United States in the 
case of the Springbok, that a cargo shipped for a neutral port can be condemned on 
the ground that it was intended to transship it at that port, and forward it by another 
vessel to a blockaded port." He refers to Sir Travers Twiss's pamphlet on "BelligeF-
ent Rights on the High Seas" as authority. 
Mr. Hall, in his treatise on international law (Oxford, 1884), thus speaks: "Dur-
ing the American civil war the courts of the United States gave a violent extension 
to the notion of contraband destination, borrowing for the purpose the name of a doc-
trine of the English courts, of wholly different nature from that by which they were 
themselves guided. * * By the American courts during the civil war the idea 
<>f continuous voyage was seized on, and was applied to cases of contraband and 
blockade. Vessels were captured while on their voyage from one neutral port to an-
<>ther, and then condemned as carriers of contraband, or for intent to break block-
ade. * * The American decisions have been universally reprobated outside the 
United States, and would probably find no defenders in their own country." (§ 247, 
note.) In section 263 it is said that "during the American civil war, the courts of the 
United States strained and denaturalized the principles of English blockade law to 
cover doctrines of unfortunate violence." Mr. Hall cites, as dissenting from the doc-
trine, a letter from Mr. Justice Clifford to Mr. Lawrence. (3Law Mag. and Rev. (4th 
f'!eries), 31.) Mr. Lawrence took the same position. (Ibid.) 
"Suppose a state of war between France and the United States: A French cruiser 
would, under the old system, have the power of preventing a British neutral ship from 
carrying an American cargo of corn to Liverpool, and an American cruiser would 
equally have the right of takjng a French consignment of silk or fancy goods out of 
a Cunard oteamer on her way to America, because enemy's property was liable to seiz-
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ure under the neutral flag. It is not too much to say tbat war itself would. be regarded 
hy tho British nation as far preferable to such a state of neutrality. * * * In tbeso 
six wars (Franco-Austrian war of 1859, the Mexican war, the American civil war, the 
Danish war of 1864, the German war of lf:l66, and the .l<'ranco-Gerrnan war of 1870), 
no attempt was made to interfere with neutral ships of commerce, except by blockade, 
and the stoppage at sea of contraband of war, and, upon the whole, the world, but 
more especially this country, gained immensely by it." 
144 Edinb. Rev., 359. 
Pauchille, in his treatise on blockade (Paris, 1882), speaks of the judgment of the 
Supreme Court as follows: 
"This decree, unprecise as it was, not even designating the port whose blockade 
the vessel was assumed to purpose to break, was nevertheless affirmed by the .Mixed 
Commis!!ion, instituted by the two governments, by virtue of the twelfth article of 
the Treaty of \Vashington. By these decisions the theory of blockade violation re-
ceived a new extension, which may be formulated as follows: A belligerent can seize 
and condemn for bloc!.:ade breaking the cargo of a vessel immediately after its depart-
ure from one nPutral port for another neutral port, no matter how distant may be the 
blockaded port, if there be a suspicion that the cargo, after having been disembarked in 
-the friendly port, should afterwards be tran~:~ported to a. blockaded port and placed at 
the disposition of the enemy; it being held that the voyage from one neutral port to 
.another neutral port, and the subsequent voyage from the second neutral port to a 
blockaded port constitute one and the same voyage which is tainted on principle. 
"This theory of continuity of voyage is not a new invention, but only recently has 
it been applied to the violation of blockades. It is a revival of the famous rule of the 
war of 1756, by which it was held to be incompatible with neutrality for the subject 
-<Jf a neutral state to engage in time of war in a commerce between a belligerent and 
his colonies when such commerce was interdicted by the latter belligerent in time of 
peace. With the view of escaping the harshness of this rule neutrals t0ok an interme-
diate neutral port as the medium by which they carried on trade between the colony 
and the mother country. In order to stop this trade Sir W. Scott invented what he 
-called the doctrine of continuous voyages, by which the voyage from the intermediate 
port to the mother country was held to be continuous with that between the colony 
and the intermediate port, though no seizures were permitted except on voyages be-
tween the intermediate port and the belligerent port. This doctrine was pushed 
by the Supreme Court of the United Sta.tes so as to make it sustain the seizure of aves-
t~el between the port of original departure and the intermediate neutral port, and this 
·on the conjecture of an ulterior adventure being projected for: the goods in question 
from such intermediate neutral port to a blockaded port. * * * The effect of this 
-decision is to impose on a voyage between two neutral ports the penalties which may 
be imposed on a voyage between a neutral and a belligerent port. The decision rests 
()D the fiction that though the vessel in which the goods are to be carried is changed at 
the intermediate port, yet the voyage is the same; and the reason would apply no mat-
ter how many changes the goods might be subjected to, or how many successive neu-
tral ports they might pass through. But international law repudiates such fictions, 
tnternationallaw being eminently a law based on common sense. The fiction in the 
present case imposes on neutral commerce restrictions irrationally onerous. It gives 
to belligerent cruisers a power over neutral ports greater and more arbitrary than 
they possess in respect to belligerent ports, since, while neutrals can carry to non-
blockaded belligerent ports objects which are not contraband of war, they cannot, 
without risk of seizure, carry the same objects to another neutral port. It cannot be 
said that this traffic between friendly ports can be prohibited on account of the suspi-
<'~on that the cargo disembarked in a neutral port will ultimately be consigned to a 
blockaded port, for this restriction does not serve to protect neutral rights. All will 
be left to the judgment of the opposing belligerent. He will be sole judge of a q·nes-
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tion in which his interests are greatly involved. The preliminary examination, 
which would extend to all vessels whatever issuing from neutral portA, would be 
undertaken on the high seas, involving an entire overhauling of papers and cargo~, 
while the decision would be left to a prize court of the captor, after an examina- -
tion, more or less protracted, and hence prejudicial to the neutral rights. Hence, . 
the theory of continuity of voyage destroys the freedom of the seas, and the com-
mercial freedom of nlmtrals. It makes the blockading belligerent the despot of 
the ocean, putting neutral commerce at his feet. It will be sufficient for him t o·· 
blockade a single port to enable him, if his navy be sufficient, to paralyze all neutral 
commerce. * All the saltpeter of commerce, to borrow an illustration from 
Sir Travers Twiss, is sent from Bengal, througl:t Calcutta, to London, which is the · 
great entrepot from which European nations receive this staple. Now, what would 
be the e:tfect of war in such a relation 7 A neutral ship freighted with saltpeter en 
route for London would be liab1e to seizure by the belligerent, though London wae -. 
a neutral port, en the ground that London was not the final port of destination, but 
that the saltpeter was ultimately to be forwarded from London to a belligerent. Or, 
there might be a war between France and Russia, in which France undertakes to 
blockade the Russian Baltic ports. A cargo of a character absolutely innocent, such 
as sugar or coffee, is em barked at an American port on an English ship destined for -
Loudon. This vessel, if the 'continuous voyage' theory be good, could be arrested 
when half over the Atlantic by a French cruiser on the suspicion that the cargo, after · 
its arrival at London, might be bought by a Russian agent and forwarded to some 
blockaded Baltic port. In The Peterhoff (5 'Vall., 28; Blatch. Pr. Ca., 403, 521), the 
rule was pushed still further, so as to apply the doctrine of continuous voyages to · 
cases where the goods were to be transported from one neutral port to another, and-
to be thence taken by land to the belligerent. The Peterhoff was an English mer-
chant ship which was freighted in London for Matamoras, a neutral Mexican port. 
She was captured en- route by the United States cruiser Vanderbilt, on the suspicion 
that her destination was a blockaded Texan port. On August 1, 1863, she was held 
good prize by the New York prize court. The seizure of tho ship was not followed 
by protests from the British Government, Lord Russell's answer to the proprietors -
of the Peter hoff showing that that Government was by no means prepared to disavow 
the theory of continuous voyages as laid down by the Federal courts. (Arch. Dipl. 
Hl63, lv, 105-109.) This' approbation' by the British Government of the doctrine 
thus laid down, shows how little respect that Government bas for tbe declaration ofi 
Paris, of which it was one of the principal signers, for this theory assigns the same 
valiaity to fictitious as to effective blockades, the declaration only authorizing the 
blockade of waters adjoining the place blockacled. Not only, also, would the enemy's, 
coast be subject to this supervision, since blockading squadrons could be placed 
around neutral ports to arrest all vessels issuing therefrom which carry goods which· 
might find their way into an enemy's territory. This doctrine, also, implicitly nulli-
fies the rule, admitted by Great Britain inl856, that an enemy's property on a neutral 
ship is free. But, anomalous as is this position of Great Britain in accepting this· 
extension of the doctrine of continuity of voyages, still more anomalous is the posi-
tion of the United States, which heretofore had vindicated the freedom of enemy's-
goods when under neutral flag. It is true that the United States did not, as did , 
Great Britain, accede to the declaration of Paris, but, on the other hand, the UnitNl 
States had uniformly maintained the position that only effective blooka.oes ,,.-ere 
obligatory, and President Lincoln had notified all the powers of his intention to 
maintain during the war these particular principles of the congress of Paris. (Arc hi v. 
Dipl. 1861, iv, llfl.) In conclusion, we must bold that this ruling in the Spriugbok. 
caso is not only dangerous, but is a retrogressive step in international maritime war."' 
Du Bloous Maritime, par Paul Fauc.hille, Paris, 1882, 335 8• 
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·• Opiniou delivered by l\-Iebsrs. Arntz, professor of intPrnationallaw in the Univers-
ity uf Brussels and advocate; Asser, professor of international Jaw in the Unive-rsity 
of Amsterdam and legal councilor of the department of foreign affairs at The Hague, 
advocate, etc. ; Bnlmerincq, privy councilor, profesHor of international law in the 
Univer~ity of Heidelberg, etc.; Gessner, doctor of civil law, acting imperial coun-
cilor of legatio11 at Berlin; William Edward Hall, doctor of laws of the University 
of Oxford; D~ Martens, professor of international law in the University of St. Peters-
burg and councilor at the minister of foreign affairs there, etc. ; Piera11toni, professor 
of international law in the University of Rome, and member of the council of diplo-
matic controversy, etc.; Renault, professor of international law in the Faculty of Law 
and in the Free School of Political Science in Paris; Alberic Rolin, professor of law 
in the University of Ghent ~nd advocate; and Sir Travers Twiss, Q. C., formerly pro-
fessor of international law in London and of civil law in Oxford, late Queen's advo-
cate-general, etc. 
"We, the undersigned members of the maritime prize commission, nominated by 
the Institute of International Law from amongst its members to frame a scheme 
of international maritime prize law, having been consulted as to the juridical sound-
ness of the doctrine laid down and applied by the Supreme Court of the United States 
of America in the case of the Springbok, have unanimously given the following opin-
ion: 
•': That the theory of continuous voyages, as we :find it enunciated and applied in 
the judgment of the Supreme Court of the United States of .America, which condemned 
as good prize of war the entire cargo of the British bark Springbok (1867), a neu-
tral vessel on its way to a neutral port, is subversive of an established rule of the law 
of maritime warfare, according to which neutral property on board a vessel under a 
ueutral fta.g, whilst on its way to another neutral port, is not liable to capture or con-
fiscation by a belligerent as lawful prize of war; that such tr~e when carried on be-
tween neutral ports has, according to the law of nations, ever been held to be abso-
lutely free, and that the novel theory, as before propounded, whereby it is presuuted 
that the cargo, after having been unladen in a neutral port, will have an ulterior des-
tination to some enemy port, would aggravate the hindrances to which the trade of 
neutrals is already exposed, and would, to use the words of Bluntschli, 'annihilate' 
such trade, by subjecting their property to confiscation, not upon proof of an actual 
voyage of the vessel and cargo to an enemy port, but upon suspicion that the cargo, 
after having been unladen at the neutral port to which the vessel is bound, may be 
transshipped into some other vessel and carried to some effectively blockaded enemy 
port. 
"That theory above propounded te.nds to contravene the efforts of the European 
powers to establish a uniform doctrine respecting the immunity from capture of all 
property under a neutral flag, contraband of war alone excepted. 
"That the theory in qu~stion must be regarded as a serious inroad upon the rights 
of neutral nations, inasmuch as the fact of the destination of a neutral vessel to a neu-
tral port would no longer suffice of itself to prevent the capture of goods non-contra-
band on board. 
''That, furthermore, the result would be that, as regards blockade, every neutral 
port to which a neutral vessel might be carrying a neutral cargo would become con-
stmctively a blockaded port if there were the slightest ground for suspecting that the 
cargo, after being unladen in such neutral port was intended to be forwarded in some 
other vessel to so'lne port actually blockaded. 
"\Ve, the undersigned, are accordingly of opinion that it is extremely desirable that 
the Government of the United States of America, which has been on several occasions 
the zealous promoter of important amendments of the rules of maritime warfare, in 
the interest of neutrals, should take an early opportunity of declaring, in such form as 
it may see fit, that it does not intend to incorporate the above-propounded theory intc 
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its system of maritime prize law, and that the condemnation of the cargo ofthe Spring-
bok shall not be adopted as a precedent l>y its prize courts." 
(Here follo'v the names above given.) 
14 Revue de droit int., 127-129. The Springbok case is criticised by Gessner, in same 
review, 7, 236; by Westlake, 7, 258; by Gessner in his Reform des Kriegseerechte; by 
Sir Travers Twiss in a pamphlet on this special topic; by "D. C. L." in a pamphlet to 
the same effect. It is supported by Mr. Bancroft Davis in a pamphlet entitled Les 
Tribunaux de Prises des :ITitats Unis, &c., 1878. 
Fiore, in the second edition of his w9rk on International Law, translated into French 
by A.ntoine (1886), vol. 3, § 164~, takes, when commenting on the Springbok case, the 
following distinctions: 
"Contraband goods destined for one belligerent may be seized by the othet belliger-
t:nt when found on a neutral ship sa.iling between neutral ports if it be plain that the 
intention was to supply the goods to the former belligerent. In this sense voyages of 
such goods are continuous, as they constitute an indivisible unity as links in the same 
chain. But this by itself would not justify the seizure of the vessel, but only the seiz-
ure of such goods as are actually contraband, and of no other." 
The following is a translation of the conclusion of an article on maritime warfare, 
contributed to the Revue des Deux Mondes, of September 1, 1883, by Monsieur Arthur 
Desjardins, avocat-general of the court of cassation, Paris, member of the Institute of 
France, etc. : 
"The prize courts of the United States of America have slid den much further down 
the above slippery and dangerous path. Their decisions in the case of the British 
bark Springbok and its cargo are so manifestly in subversion of the universally ac-
cepted doctrines of in ternationallaw, that Monsieur Charies de Boeck, in his recent 
able work (De la propriete privee ennemi sons pavilion ennemi) denounces them as 
'highly dangerous innovations,' and devotes an entire chapter to their examination 
and refutation. Dr. Ge~sner, an eminent jurist and councilor of the Berlin foreign 
office, has pronounced these judgments 'monstrous.' Bluntschli declared that they 
are more pregnant with danger to neutral commerce than the exploded 'pape'r block-
ades.' Even in England the law officers of the Crown, Sir Robert Phillimore, Sir 
William Atherton, and Sir Roundell Palmer (now lord chancellor of England), pro-
nounced the seizure of the Springbok illegal. 
"The question which now awa.its the decision of the maritime powers is whether 
they are to take a step, uot in advance, but a decided 1·etrograde step in respect of neu-
tral rights; whether the progress made in 1856 is to be lost, whether all the jurists 
and statesmen who believed that they had pretty well defined the rights of neutrals, 
have for years past been only benighted dreamers of dreams. 
"The Springbok, a British ~ailing vessel, chartered and loaded by British mer-
chauts, sailed from London, on the 2d December, 1862, bound for Nassau, in the Brit-
ish colony, the Bahamas, carrying a general cargo consisting chiefly of Manchester 
goods, haberdashery, groceries, drugs, stationery, &c. An insignificant portion of the 
cargo, worth about £700 sterling, consisted of articles which the American prize 
courts thought fit to regard as contraband of wa1·, while the appraised value of the 
entire cargo was upwards of £66,000 sterling. The proportion of alleged contraband 
was little more than one per cent. Upon the 3d of February, 1863, the Springbok, 
while sailing direct to Nassau and about 150 miles distant from that port, was seized, 
u•ithout any search, by the United States cruiser Sonoma. The vessel and the entire 
cargo were sumruarily condemned as good prize of war by the New York district 
prize court. Upon appeal, the Supreme Court of the United States, restored the 
vessel on the ground that a neutral port was its bonafide destination, but that court 
condemned the entire cargo by a judgment which ran as follows: 
"'Upon the whole case we cannot doubt that the cargo was originally shipped 
with intent to violate the blockade; that the owners of the cargo intended that it should 
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be transshipped at Nassau into some vessel more likely to succeed in reaching safely a 
blockaded port than the Springbok; that the voyage from London to the blockaded 
port was, as to cargo, both in law and in the intent of the parties, one voyage j and 
that the liability to condemnation, if captured during any part of that voyage, at-
tached to the cargo from the time of sailing.' 
"All the above-quoted legal display rests on a judicial sophism. In respect of thP-
eargo between the port of loading and the suspected port of deli very (a port which the 
prize com·t was unable to tJpecijy), there is, forsooth, but 'one voyage.' Now, a voyage 
in the widest application of the word, has never been held in maritime legal phrase-
~ logy to comprise more than the space traversed by a vessel between its ports of load-
ing and unloading. But to pretend that the ' voyage' still continues after the cargo 
has been discharged and the commercial operation has been completed is, indeed, the 
very a~me of the judicial temerity. The proposition is rendered more glaringly pre-
posterous by the court's admission that the voyage 'as to the ship' en<led at Nassau. 
The voyage is at an end 'as to the ship,' yet it is continuous 'as to the cargo.' This is 
startling law. 'l'he proposition seems more monstrous and absurd when we bear in 
mind that no transshipment having taken place, it was utterly impossible to say whether 
or not the cargo would be sent forward, or, if so sent forward, to what port it might 
go. To tack such a hypothetical, indefinite, imaginary voyage without date of de-
parture or fixed destination on to the completed voyage, and thus to con vert the real 
.port of destination (Nassau) into an inte1·mediate port, is to misconstrue the facts of 
the case and to establish the right of confiscation by a wretched play upon words. 
"To hold a vessel and cargo liable to capture simply bf'cause it is on its way to, a 
blockaded port is, in our opinion, a departure from the true principles of internation:,1l 
law. What, we ask, was the use of the congress of Paris in 1856 abrogating paper 
.and other fictitious blockades, if England and th~ United States persist in maintain-
ing that the bare intent constitutes a breach of blockade, and that the setting sail for 
a hloekaded port establishes that intent. The paradox is altogether indefensible in 
the case of a vessel sailing from one neutral port to another neutral port. According 
to the English and American doctrine it would, under the circumstances, be neces-
sary to prove that the vessel's destination was simulated; the intent would be inferred 
from the care taken to conceal it and to mislead the belligerent as to the real des-
tination. But even in au English prize court the captqr would be required to produce 
the clearest proof of the alleged concealed destination. There would be no guessing 
no surmising, no inferring, no jumping at illogical conclusions, as in the case of the 
Springbok. In the case of that vessel the Supreme Court's judgment is in the highest 
degree arbitrary and unjust. Firstly, the blockade is held to have been broken be-
cause there was an intention to break it; secondly, the neutral vessel is held to have 
had the intention to break the blockade, not because it was proceeding to a certain 
blockaded port, but because though bound to a neut1·al port it mightsubseqnently pro-
ceed thence to 'some blockaded port,' or the cargo might be sent forward by trans-
shipment to 'some blockaded port.' No! Such doctrines are repugnant to every priu-
.ciple of international justice. No more in the United States than in Europe are such 
subtleties compatible with the law of nations. The case of the Springbok is one of 
thMe upon which public opinion, even in the United States, has already decisively 
~ondemned the judges. • * * 
''The American people are too enlightened, they possess too much practical sound 
sense, not to perceive that if the doctrine of their Supreme Court were generally 
adopted, if the Springbok precedent were followed by future belligerents, neutral 
eommerce would be completely crippled, paralyzed, or destroyed on the advent of a 
maritime war. For instance, American coasting vessels carrying cotton from New 
Orleans to New York would be liable to capture while on that honest voyage, because 
the cotton might subsequently be forwarded to some blockaded port and some bellig-
~rent cruiser suspected such ulterior destination. In time of war, courage-robur et 
as triplex-would be necessary to risk a voyage from one neutra·t port to another. If 
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the merchants in countries engaged in war were to a.~lstain from risking their goods· 
at sea because private enemy property does not yet enjoy immunity from capture, 
and if neutral vessels were laid U}>, and their owners renounced a lucrative neutral 
carrying trade out of fear of being seized, as the Springbok was, on suspicion of being 
eng:tged on 'a continuous voyage' to some undefined blockaded port, what would 
become of maritime international trade 7 What, we ask, will be the position of those· 
nations which, in consequence of their need of foreign supplies, cannot possibly dis-
pense with that trade 7 The subject is a very serious one. It deserves, it commands, 
the meditation and action of statesmen, and especially of American statesmen." 
The" synopsis" of the Springbok's cargo shows, that out of a cargo of £65,677, only· 
£700 was assigned to goods which might be considered contraband. 
On the same topic may be consulted Mr. J. C. Bancroft Davis, "Tribunaux de 
prise aux etats Unis, Paris, 1878. 
The ruling of the Supreme Court in the Springbok case, together 
with the opinions on it by foreign jurists, are given above at large, in 
consequence not merely of the extraordinary attention t.be decision of 
the court bas attracted abroad, but of the vast importance of the issue 
to neutral rights. The decision in this case, so it was said by Blunt-
schli, at once one of the most liberal and most accurate of modern pub-
licists, has inflicted a more serious blow on neutral rights than did all 
the orders in council put together. As is shown by the prior note, the 
d~sappr.oval of this famous decision, so strongly expressed by Bluntschli, 
is shared with more or less intensity by all the eminent publicists of the-
continent of Europe whose attention has been called to it, while even 
in England, from whose precedents the decision was in part drawn, it is-
treated by high authorities as aiming an unjustifiable blow at neutral 
rightE.. .As to the opinion of the court, the following remarks m&y he 
made: 
( 1) The opinion of the court has not that logical precision VI hich 
enables us to discover how far the question determined involves a ques-
tion of blockade. It cannot be clearly ascertained from the opinion 
whether the goods confis~ated were held good prize because it wa,s in-
tended that they should run the blockade of some particular block-
a,(le<l Confederate port, or because they were contraband destined for -
belligerent use in the Confederacy. 
(2) The decision was approved by a bare majority of the court, and 
arnoug the dissenting judges was M-:r. Justice Nelson, whose knowledge· 
of international law was not equaled by that of any of his associates, . 
and Mr. Justice Clifl:'or.d, distinguished as much for strong sense as for 
his practice in maritime cases. That the case, in any view, was not, in 
the hurry of business, considered with that care which its great impor-
tance, as it now appears to us, demande'd, is evident not merely from the· 
looseness and vagueness of its terrns, but from the fact that no dissent-
ing opinion i.s recorded, nor the arguments. of counsel even noted. It is-
a matter of great regret, also, that the masterly argument of .Mr. Eva.rts, 
before the Mixed Commission afterwards instructed to act on this dass . 
of claims, and printed in the proceedings of that commission (vol. xxi, 
I...~ib. Dept. of State), an argument which is one of the ablest expositions 
of international law in this relation which has ever appeared, and is recog-
nized as such by the highest foreign authority, had not been delivered be-
fore the Supreme Court so as to ha\e enabled that tribunal to become 
aware of the great gravity of the question involved. 
(3) While the great body of foreign jurists, British as well as con-
tinental, protested against the decision, it is not a little significant . 
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that at tlle llearing before the commission the Britit-ih comrn1s-;wner 
united in affirming the condemnation. Down to thiR hearing it was 
um1erstood that the British Go\ernment, acting under the adYice of its 
law officers, had disapprO\·ed of the condemnation. l\lr. EYarts' argu-
ment, however, weut to show that the condemnatiuu, while perhaps siv-
tainablc under the British system as defined by Sir "·· Scott, ''as iu 
antagonism, uot merely to the doctrines set forth in Sir vY. Scott's time 
by the United States, but to those moderu restrictions of blockade, by 
which alone the rights of neutral commerce can be sustained against a 
belligerent having the mastery of the seas. It is not strauge that tlw 
BritislJ. commissioner should have declined to set aside a ruling so con-
sistent with the older British precedents and so favorable to belligere11t 
maritime ascendancy. 
(4) The decision cannot be accepted witllout discarding those rules 
.as to neutral rights for which the United States made war in 1812, and 
which, except in the Springbok and cognate cases, the executi\e de-
partment of the United States Government, when stating the law, has 
.since then consistently vindicated. The first of these is that blockades 
must be of specific ports. '1 he second is that there can be no confis-
cation of non-contraband goods owned by neutrals and in neutral ships, 
{)ll the ground that it is probable that such goods may be, at one or more 
intermediate ports, transshipped or retransshipped, and theu find their 
·way to a port blockaded by the party seizing. 
See injl'a. ~ 3od, where the question of" continuous voyages" is more fully dis-
cussed. 
(5) The ruling is in conflict with the views generally exi)ressed by 
the executi,-e department of the Government of the United States, a 
department which has not merely co-ordinate authority in this respect 
with the judiciary, but is especially charged -with the determination of 
the law of blockade, so far as concerns our relatious to foreign states. 
See c\tations in this chapter, and also supra, \\~ 23:-,, :);29a. 
To agree to perform a duty effectively is a very different thing from 
agreeing to perform it absolutely; the latter engagement is a guaran-
tee, the former is an engagement to perform tlle duty unless casus in-
tervene. A carrier, for instance, does not insure against a sudden frost 
which a prudent person could not foresee, nor against peculiar and ex-
traordinary storms; nor even against defective performance by em-
ployes, when this defectiveness arises from extraordinary interferences 
not to be prognosticated. And so it. is with blockades. A blockade to 
be effective need not be perfect. It is not necessary that the beleaguered· 
port should be hermetically sealecl. It js not enough to make the block-
ade ineffective that on some particularly stormy night a blockade-run-
ner slid through the blockading squadron. Nor is it enough that 
through some exceptional and rare negligence of the officers of one of 
the blockading vessels a blockade-runner was allowed to pass when 
perfect vigilance could have arrested him. But if the blockade is not 
in the majn effective-if it can be easily eluded-if escaping it~ toils is 
due not to casus or some rare and exceptional negligence, but to a gen-
-eral laxity or want of efficiency-then such blockade is not Yalid. 
Whart. Corn. Am. Law, § 233. 
"In some cases where a blockading squadron, from the nature of the 
channels leading to a port, can be eluded with ease, a large nulll ber of 
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successful evasions may be insufficient to destroy the legal efficiency 
of the blockade. Thus, during the .American civil war the blockade 
of Charleston was usually maintained by several ships, of which one 
lay off the bar between the two principal channels of entrance, while 
two or three others cruised outside within signaling distance. This 
amount and disposition of force seems to have been thought by the 
British Government amply sufficient to create the degree of risk neces-
sary under the English view of international law, although, from the 
peculiar nature of the coast, a large number of vessels succeeded in get-
ting in and out during the whole continuance of the blockade." 
Hall, Int. Law, 618, citing Bernard, Neut. of Great Britain, chaps. x a11.d xi. 
\ 
'' If approach for inquiry were permissible, it will readily be seen 
that the greatest facilities would be afforded to elude·the blockade." 
Field, J.; The Cheshire, 3 Wall., 235; S. P., The Spes, 5 C. Rob., 80; The Char-
lotte Christine, 6 C. Rob., 101. 
That the President of the United States may declare a blockade without the .. 
action of Congress, see The Sarah Starr, Blatch. Pr. Ca., 69; The Amy War--
wick, 2 Sprague, 123; S. C., 2 Black., 635. 
(2) MUST BE BROUGHT TO PRIZE COURT. 
§ 363. 
The subject and necessit:y of pnze courts in cases of belligerent seizures of neu-
trals is discussed supra, ~ ~ 329 if. 
The report of the British law officers on the rules of admiralty jurisdiction in, 
time of war will be found in the Brit. and For. St. Pap. for 183~-':3;1, vol. 
xx. 889. 
After a regular condemnation of a vessel and cargo in a prize court 
for breach of blockade, the President cannot remit the forfeiture and 
restore the property or its proceeds to the claimant. 
10 Op., 452, Bates, 1863. 
''In the absence of rules in relation to blockades in time of peace, . 
those applicable to blockades in time of war are the only ones accordiug· 
to which the case of the Lone is to be considered. vVhether seized in 
con~equence of one or the other description of hlockade, the duties of the 
captors are the same, both with reference ~o the captured vessel, which 
they are bound so to secure as to insure their continued possessjon of 
it, and to her crew, who are to be treated with all the humanity and 
kindness which are consistent with the security of the prize, and which, 
it is gratifying to perceive from your note, have been extended to citi-
zens of the United States detained by naval forces of France. It would 
be to t,he President a cause of sincere regret if anything connected with 
the cas'e under consideration should lead to a change in the conduct of· 
the officers commanding those forces towards .American citizens falling 
into their bands of which the United States would have just cause tOo 
complain." 
Mr. Vail, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Pontois, Oct. 23, 1838. MSS. Notes,. 
France. 
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III. PACIFIC BLOCKADE. 
§ 364. 
Whether there can be such a thing as a pacific blockade is a ques-
tion which was much discussed at the beginning of the late civil war in 
the United States. That the ins.titntion of a blockade does not itself 
imply a recognition of belligerent rights in the party blockaded was 
maintained by Mr. Gladstone; that a "pacific blockade" could be in-
~tituted in full conformity with international law was maintained by 
Mr. Sumner in an elaborate speech delivered in February, 1869. The 
precedents in this connection are as follows : 
France, Great Britain, and Russia, having ineffectually attempted to 
mediate between Greece and Turkey, Turkey resolutely repelling their 
intervention, blockaded, in 1827, all the coasts of Greece where Turkish 
armies were encamped. This was stated by the three powers to the 
Sultan to be a pacific measure, but was not considered by him in that 
light, since it paralyzed his armies. The result was the battle of Na-
varino, by which the Turkish navy was destroyed. 
The next nominally pacific blockade, to follow the enumeration of 
Faucbille (Blocus Maritime, Paris, 1882),. was instituted by France in 
1831, for the purpose of closing the Tagus, in order to redress inju-
ries alleged to have been committed on .French subjects by Portugal. 
This blockade resulted in a treaty signed at Lisbon, on July 14, 1831, by 
which reparation was given to France for the injuries complained of, . 
and the Portuguese vessels captured by France were restored. 
In 1833 France and Great Britain imposed a blockade on the ports of 
Holland without terminating the pacific relations between the block-
ading squadron and Holland. The object was to compel the assent of 
Holland to the recognition of Belgium. 
In 1838 France took the same course in blockading the ports of Mex-
ico and isolating the fort of St. Jean d'Ulioa, protesting at the same 
time that pacific relations continued between the two countries. Mex-
ico, however, not regarding the measure as pacific, declared war against 
France. 
In the same year, France and Great Britain united in blockading 
the ports of the Argentine Republic. The blockade lasted ten years, 
and during the whole of this period the blockading powers insisted 
that peace still continued. 
In 1850 Great Britain, as a punishment for certain alleged injuries 
inflicted two years before by Greek soldiers on the officers of the Brit-
ish ship Fan tome, and to compel payment of certain other indemnities, 
blockaded the ports of Greece. The blockade was withdrawn without 
war. 
See 1 Calvo, § 676. 
In 1860 Victor Emmanuel, then King of Piedmont, joined the revo-
lutionary Government of Naples in blockading ports in Sicily, then 
held by the King of Naples. The relations between the two courts of 
Turin and Naples continued to be what were called pacific. 
In 1862 Great Britain imposed what was called a pacific blockade 
on the port of Rio de Janeiro. The avowed object was redress for pil-
lage, by the local population, of the Prince of Wales, an English vessel. 
Earl Russell, in imposing this blockade, declared that, while taking 
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this measure, the British Government continued to be animated by 
friendly sentiments towards the Emperor of Brazil. 
Ibid. 
In February, 1879, the coast of Bolivia, tht.n in alliance with Peru, 
was blocka9.ed by Chili, as a pretended pacific measure of redress, war 
not being declared until the succeeding April. 
In 1880 something very much like a blockade was instituted by the 
appearance at the port of Dulcigno of a fleet of British, German, French, 
Austrian, Russian, and Italian men-of-war, the avowed object being to 
compel the Turkish Government to execute the treaty which conceded 
this town to Montenegro. This was declared to be nothing more than 
a "naval demonstration," intended to overawe the Sultan, who was 
asked by the six powers to join in this ''demonstration" by withdraw-
ing his forces from the town. But it was announced that if the town 
was not given up it would be blockaded. · 
Yet, notwithstanding these precedents, the weight of authority is 
that while as a war measure a blockade when effectual will be inter-
nationally respected, this will not be the case with a blockade in-
stituted as part of a system of pacific pressure. As is declared by 
Hautefeuille (ii, 264), while treaty stipulations as to blockades are 
numerous, they all of them imply a war between one of the contracting 
parties with a third power, in which war the other contracting party is 
neutral. The declaration, also, of April16, 1856, which. was signed by 
all the powers except tbe United States, Spain, and Mexico, proscribes, 
· in equally formal terms, blockades instituted in peace. This expression 
of opinion is all the more effective from the fact that it is not 'an asser-
tion of a principle that is new, but rather a recognition of a principle 
that is established. The Institut de droit international, also, at its 
meeting at The Hague, in 187 4, resolved by a large majority that pacific 
blockades were not legitimate methods of international pressure. 
(Revue de droit int., 1875, 609.) But this action was not unanimous, 
nor are publicists and statesmen in general accord when treating of 
this important question. "Nous nons sommes trouves la clans une 
situation tres difficile, nons faisions un blocus, ce qui n'est pas laguerre 
complete, la guerre {leclaree." (Discours de M. Guizot, Feb. 8, 1841, 
cited by Fauchille, 48.) A pacific blockade is declared by Rolin-Jac-
qnemyus, a very high authority, to be an intermediate state between 
peace and war. (Revue de droit int., 1876, 165.) 
See Deane, Law of Blockade, 45-48. Holtz. Ency., i, 80i. 
Mr. Lawrence cites Bautefeuille, Droits des Nations Neutres (tom. ii, 
274, 2me ed.), as stating that "the war of France with Mexico, which 
terminated by a treaty of peace in 1839, was preceded by two years of 
blockade. In the last case, a quclRtion, which it was agreed to refer to 
the arbitration of a third power, arose, on the conclusion of peace, 
whether the vessels sequestered during the blockade, and before the 
declaration of war by l\lexico, should be restored. However the 
point, whether a blockade is to be deemed a pacific remedy, may be 
settled, as regards the parties immediately concerned, it cannot be 
sustained as to neutral8, otherwise than as a belligerent measure. 
From the right of conquest exercised over the territorial sea arises the 
right of blockade. which is the right of jurisdiction accordPd by the 
primitive law to the territorial sovereign; a right by virtue of which 
he l'Xel udes all foreigners from passing through his dominions, and 
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the immediate consequence of which is to cut off the place sur-
rounded by the conquered territory from all communication with the 
foreigners beyond it. The duty of these foreigners, of these neutrals, 
is to respect the law of the territorial sovereignty; they cannot enter 
his doJDinions without his consent , without being exposed to the ap-
plication of the laws which they ,-iolate. .A blockade is, then, an act 
of war. It is the result of a previous act, which can only take placf' 
during war, the complete conquest and continued possession of a part 
of the enemy's territory. (Ibid., tom. iii, 10, 182.'') 
Lawrence's Wheaton (ed. 1663), 8-15. 
Fiore (Droit int., 2d ed., 1885, trans. by Antoine),§ 1231, while maintain· 
ing that pacific blockades are not inconsistent with the settled principles 
of international law, holds that they are virtually reprisals, and are sub-
ject to the rules goverBing reprisals as well as those governing blockades. 
He insists, however, that such a pacific blockade does not afl'ect third 
powers. But this distinction is properly rejected in a note by the trans-
lator. A blockade merely binding the blockading and blockaded powers 
would be illusory. 
IV. DUTY OF :NEUTRAL AS TO BLOCK.t{DE-RUN.NIKG. 
§ 365. 
During the late civil war large int4irests in England were concerned 
n1 movements for breaking the blockade in the Southern ports. The 
profits were enormous, and vast sums of money were spent, and great 
~kill and energy employed in takiug advantage of the opportunity. 
Nassau, a port ordinarily without business, became the center of a large 
and active trade, and teemed with adventu,rers, speculators, and sailors 
engaged in fitting out and manning vessels to run into the blockaded 
ports. 1\fany of these veRsels were built in England. and Scotland for 
this very end; large, deep, swift, painted in such a way as not to catch 
the eye, capable of carrying large freight, and manned with bold 
and skillful navigators. The Government of the United States ad-
dressed to the British Government protests against this syF:.tem, organ-
ized and carried on in and through British ports and with British capi-
tal. But Earl Russell, in a letter of l\1ay 10, 1862, declared that fitting 
out vessels of this class was not in contraveution either of British mu-
uicipa.llaw or of the law of nations. He likened the case in this respect 
to that of exportations of munitions of war, the exportation of which no 
state is required by international law to prohibit. A blockade-runner, 
it is true, if proved to be b'tlch, can be seized with its cargo anrl confis-
cated, but the remedy is to he limited to this seizure. (Arch. Dipl., 
1862, iv, 100.) This position was elaborately sustained by Mountagi1e 
Bernard in his treatise on British neutrality, ch. xii. By Rolin-Jacque-
myns (Revue de droit international for 1871, 127-129), the position is 
accepted with some modifications, aml only in subordination to the 
general rule that to impose on a ueutral the duty of stopping the build-
ing and sailing of blockade-runne.rs would impose a new and onerous 
burden on neutrals, and give an undue advantage to belligerency over 
neutrality. (See Fauchille, Blocus .Maritime, Paris, 1882, 391. The 
subject is more fully examined infra, §§ 402 ff. See also Whart. on Con-
tracts, § 479.) 
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"'The carrying on trade with a blockaded port is not a breach of munici-
pal law nor illegal, so as to prevent a court of the loci contractus from 
enforcing the contract of which the trade is the subject. A neutral 
state is not bound by the law of nations to impede or diminish its own 
trade by municipal restrictions. A neutral merchant may ship goods 
prohibited jure belli, and they may be rightfully seized and condemned. 
It is one of the cases where two 'conflicting rights' exist which either 
party may exercise without charging the other with doing wrong. As the 
transportation is not prohibited by the laws of the neutral sovereign, 
his subjects may lawfully be concerned in it, and as the right of war 
lawfully authorizes a belligerent power to seize and condemn the goods, 
he may lawfully do it. Whatever is not prohibited by the posit;ive law 
of a eountry is lawful. Although the law of nations is part of the mu-
nicipal law of England, and it may be said that by that law contra-
band trade is prohibited_ to neutrals, and consequently unlawful, yet 
the law of nations does not declare the trade to be unlawful. It only 
authorizes the seizure of the contraband articles by the belligerent 
powers. (The Helen, 35 Law J. (N. S.), Adm., 2; compare with it the 
Santissima Trinidad, 7 Wheat., 283; Richardson v. Marine Insurance 
Co., 6 Mass., 113; Seton and others v. Low, 1 Johns. Ex parte Ohavasse, 
34 Law J. (N. S.), Chane., 17.)" 
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I. MUNITIONS OF W .AR CONTRABAND. 
§ 368. 
By the '' armed neutrality" entered into during the American Revo-
lutionary War by Hussia, Denmark, and Sweden in 1780, "being the 
three northern powers from whose dominions chiefly the other mari-
time nations of Europe received supplies of timber and other naval 
stores," the effort was made '' to strike these from the list of contra-
band, or by some means to exempt them from capture." It was under-
stood, however, at the time, that this was an exception from the law of 
nations. By this law "timber and other articles for the equipment of 
ships are contraband of war." Hence the recital of this principle in 
Jay's treaty ought to give no just cause of offense to France. 
Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pinckney, Jan. 16, 1797. lfSS. Inst., .Minis-
ters. 
" If the circumstance, and the cargo and its destination, show un-
eq}livocally that its application must be to military purposes, materials 
fit for both peace and war may assume the character of contraband, but 
if those circumstances afford solid ground for the opinion that the sus-
pected materials are designed only for the ordinary purposes of the 
nation then there can be no just motive for interrupting a commerce 
which ought to be pronounced lawful. 
"This principle would seem to mark the boundaries of the conflicting 
rights of neutral and belligerent powers ; for neutrals have a right to 
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carry on their usual commerce, and belligerents ha\e a right to prevent 
them from supplying the enemy with instruments of war. * * * 
''In the catalogue of contraband agreed on between the United 
States and Great Britain there is one description which leaves to con-
struction what specific articles it may comprehend. It is in the follow-
ing words: 'and generally whatever may serve directly to the equipment 
of vessels.' 
''In construing this question the British courts of vice-admiralty ap-
pear to consider it as including whatever might, by any possibility, be 
applied to the equipment of vessels. Although the article be in itself 
unfit and improper for that use, and therefore be not in common so ap-
plied, yet if it might by possibility, from a want of other proper mate-
rials, admit of such an application, the courts adjudge, although such 
other materials be not wanting at the port of destination, that it IS con-
traband of war. 
"This construction we dee in alike unfriendly and unjust. We con-
. ceive that the expression which has been cited comprehends only snell 
articles as in themselves are proper for, and in their ordinary use are 
applied to, the equipment of vessels. 
''Under the British construction all operation is referred to the word 
'directly.' Expunge it from the sentence and according to them the 
sense will remain the same. But plain reason and the soundest and 
most universally admitted rules of construction forbid us to interpret 
by garbling a compact. The word 'directly' is an important word, • 
which forms a necessary and essential part of the description, and must 
have been inserted for the purpose of having its due weigllt in ascer-
taining the sense of the article. We can discover no eftect which is 
allowed to it unless it be admitted to limit the description to materials 
which, in their ordinary use and common application, are in considerable 
quantities proper for, or ' serve directly to, the equipment of vessels.' 
To exclude it, or to construe the article as jf it was excluded, is to sub-
stitute another agreement for that of the parties. 
" We do not admit the expression we are considering to be in itself 
doubtful. But if it was so, rules of construction prescribed by reason 
and adopted by consent seem to us to reject the interpretation of the 
British courts. 
"As this contract is formed between a belligerent and neutral nation, 
it must have been designed to secure the rights of each, and co:nse-
quently to protect that commerce which neutrals may lawfully carry on, 
as well as to authorize the seizure of articles which they may not law-
fully carry to the enemy. But under the interpretation complained of, 
not only articles of doubtful. use with respect to the equipment of ves-
sels, but such as are not proper for that purpose, or, if proper, only in 
very small quantities, and which, therefore, are not in common so applied, 
are, because they may by mere possibility admit of that application, 
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el~ssed with articles prohibited, on the principle that they are for tbe 
purposes of war. 
" This construction ought to be rejected, because it would swell the 
list of contraband to an ext.ent which the laws and usages of 11ations 
do not authorize; it would prohibit, as being for the equipment of ves-
sels, articles plainly not destined for that purpose, but fitted and nec-
essary for the ordinary occupations of men in peace. And it w9.uld 
consequently presuppose a surrender on the part of the United States 
of rights in themselves unquestionable, and the exercise of which is 
essential to themselves and not injurious to Britain in the prosecution 
of the war in which she is engaged." 
Mr. Marshall, Sec. of State, to Mr. King, Sept. 20,1800. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
2 Am. State Pap., (For. Rel.,) 488. See 5 Am. Law Rev., 256. 
Iu the draft convention, suggested on January 5, 1804, by Mr. Madi-
son, Secretary of State, to :Mr. Monroe, minister to England, occurs the 
following: 
"ART. IV. Contraband of war shall consist of the following articles 
only: Saltpeter, sulphur, cuirasses, pikes, swords, sword-belts, kllap-
sacks, saddles and bridles, cannon, mortars, :fire-arms, pistols, bombs, 
grenades, bullets, firelocks, flints, matches, and gunpowder; excepting 
howeYer, the quantity of the said articles which may be necessary for the 
defense or use of the ship and those who compose the crew, and no other 
articles whatever, not here enumerated, shall be reputed contraband or 
liable to confiscation, but shall pass freely without being subjected to 
the smallest difficulty, unless they be enemy's property; and it is to be 
particularly understood that under the denomination of enemy's prop 
erty is not to be comprised the merchandise of the growth, produce, or 
mauufactures of the countries or dominions at war which shall have 
been acquired by the citizens or subjects of the neutral power, and 
shall be transported for their account, which merchandise cannot in 
auy case or on any pretext be excepted from the freedom of the neu-
tral flag." 
On th_is Mr. Madison makes the following observations: 
"' This enumeration of contraband articles is copied from the treaty of 
1781 between Great Britain and Russia. It is sufficiently limited, and 
that treaty is an authority more likely than any other to be respected 
by the British GoYernment. The sequel of the article, which protects 
the productions of an hostile colony converted into .nentral property, is 
taken from the same model, with the addition of the terms 'in any case 
~ or on anJ· pretext.' This addition is meant to embrace more explicitly 
our right to trade freely with the colonies at war with Great Britain, 
and between them and all parts of the world in colonial productions, 
being at the time not enemy's but neutral property; a trade O'l.Ually 
legitimate in itself with that between neutral countries directly and 
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in their respective vessels and such colonies, which her regulations do 
not contest .. 
"In support of this right, in opposition to the British doctrine that a 
trade not allowed by a nation in time of peace cannot be opened to 
neutrals in time of war, it may be urged that all nations are in the 
practice of varying more or less in time of war, their commercial laws 
from t.he state of these laws in time of .peace, a practice agreeable to 
reason as well as favorable to neutral nations; that the change may 
be made in time of war on considerations not incident to a state of 
war, but on such as are known to have the same effect in time of peace; 
that Great Britain herself is in the regular practice of changing her 
navigation and commercial laws in times of war, particularly in rela-
tion to a neutral intercourse with her colonies ; that at this time she 
admits a trade between neutral countries and the colonies of her ene-
mies, when carried on directly between them or IJetween the former 
and herself, interrupting only a direct trade between such colonies and 
their parent state, and between them and countries in Europe, other 
than those to which the neutral trade may respectively belong; that 
as she does not contest the right of neutrals to trade with hostile col-
onies within these limitations, the trade can be and actually is carried 
· on indirectly between such colonies and all countries, even those to which 
the colonies belong; and consequently that the effect of her doctrine 
and her practice is not to deprive her enemy of their colonial trade, 
but merely to lessen th~ value of it in proportion to the charges inci-
dent to the circuitous course into which it is forced, an ad vantage to 
her which, if just in itself, would not be sufficiently so to balance the 
impolitic vexations accruing to a neutral and friendly nation." 
MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
"I havt>. the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 25th 
ultimo, wherein you present certain reasons which lead your Govern-
ment to ask that this Government, in common with other powers, con-
sent to a. general prohibition of the passage of the Dardanelles or the 
Black Sea by vessels carrying dynamite. 
'·In the form in which the request is presented, this Government 
would not feel justified in giving this measure its unqualified sanction, 
inasmuch as it is founded not so much on the inherent danger to life 
and property of the explosives named while in transit as on the possible 
ulterior wish to which they may be put. I need scarcely adduce argu-
ment to show that such a course is tantamount to enlarging the inter-
national definition of contraband of war, and making the substances in 
question contraband also in time of peace. To this proposit,ion the 
United States could not assent. eithe_r as a general principle or in its 
practical application to a class of explosives whose employment is 
widely extending in all operations of mining and tun:J.eling, and which, 
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rightl~y used, plays an important part in the internal de'lelopment of 
the natural resources of nearly all countries. 
"If, however, the question presented were one of regulating the con-
veyance of a dangerous detonating or inflammable substance, so that its 
transit might be unaccompanied by peril to life, this Government could 
find no objection to such a course. Our own laws (sections 4472, 5353, 
and 5354 of the Revised S~atutes) prohibit the carriage of such explo-
sives upon any vessel oc vehicle whatever used for the conveyance of 
passengers to the United States or between the States and Territories; 
and section 5354 especially considers the death of any person when 
caused by the transit or attempted transit of such explosives as entail-
ing upon the offenders the penalty for manslaughter. Our statutes, 
however, do not absolutely prohibit, but, simply regulate the conveyance 
of explosive::;. , 
"This Government will be happy to consider any scheme for the regu-
lation of the conveyance of explosives through the straits of the Porte, 
and if it shall not appear that the rights of peaceful and legitimate com-
merce or of transit through waters by which the world's commerce must 
necessarily pass are interfered with or prohibited, your Government 
may rest assured that no objection will be made to the enforcemeut of 
such legislation." 
Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Aristarchi Bey, Dec. 4, 1882. MSS. Notes, 
Turkey; For. Rel., 1883. 
Mr. King's correspondence in 1799 as to contraband is given 2 Am. St. Pap 
(For Rel. ), 494 ff. 
Mr. Seward's report of Jan. 26, 1863, giving correspondence in relation to the 
capture of British vessels sailing from one British port to another with cou-
traband articles for the Confederate States, is given in Senate Ex. Doc. 27, 
37th Cong., 3d sess. 
There are two classes of goods as to which no question can arise in 
this connection. The first comprises things that could not possibly be 
used for warlike purposes, e. g., books in no way connected with war, 
articles of family dress, etc. The second comprises articles which could 
not be used for any but warlike purposes, e. g., cannon, torpedoes, and 
fire-arms so constructed as to be fitted only for military use. Between 
these two classes fall innumerable articles, whose character in this re-
spect depends upon the concrete case. Iron, for instance, would not be 
ordinarily contraband; but if it be forwarded to a cannon foundrJ' 
belonging to a belligerent to be made up into cannon, and if the whole 
transaction be for the purpose of thus applying the iron, then the iron 
in this particular case would be contraband. 
Whart. Com. Am. Law, § 226. See 5 Am. Law Rev., ~56. 
That it is no breach of neutrality to sell munitions of war to a belligerent, see 
infra, § 391. 
As to causal relationship requisite to impose responsibility in such cases, see 
Whart. Crim. Law, §~ 159 ff., 1961. 
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II. AND WHATEVER IS ESSENTIAL TO BELLIGERF-NT SUPPORT. 
(1) As TO COAL. 
§ 369. 
" The discussion which at this time is going on respecting the mili-
tary character of coal, and whether it is now .excluded from general 
commerce as contraband of war is a striking illustration of the ten-
dency to enlarge this power of prohibition and seizure, and of the neces-
sity of watching its exermse with unabated vigilance. Here is an articlet 
not exclusively nor even principally used in war, but which enters into 
general consumption in the arts of peace, to which, indeed, it is now 
Yitally necessary. It has become also important in commercial naviga-
tion. It is a product of nature with which some regions are bounti-
fully supplied while others are destitute of it, and its transportation, 
instead of meeting with impediments, should be aided and encouraged. 
The attempt to enable belligerent nations to prevent all trade in this 
most valuable accessory to mechanical power has no just claim for sup-
port in the law of natiorlG; and the United States avow their determi-
nation to oppose it so far ~s their vessels are concerned." 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mason, June 2i, 1859. MSS. Inst., France. 
~'The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, having 
taken the President's instructions, has now the honor to reply to the 
note which was addressed to the undersigned by the honorable WiHiam 
Stuart, Her Britannic Majesty's charge d'affaires, on the 25th day of 
September last, concerniNg certain proceedings of the collector of cus-
toms at New York, affecting clearances of vessels and cargoes from 
that port to British ports in the Bahama Islands. 
''In June last, Lord Lyons, Her Britannic J\fajesty's minister, then 
residing here, submitted to the undersigned a letter which had then re-
cently been addressed to his lordship by P. Edwards, esq., her Majesty's 
acting consul at New York. It was set forth in that commul}ication 
that the custom-house authorities in that port had, upon several occa-
sions, thrown serious impediments in the way of the shipment of coal, 
as ordinary merchandise, to Nassau, and, in some cases where the goods 
were already embarked and even cleared at the custom-house, they had 
refused to permit the vessel to go to sea until such goods had been 
relanded; and that one of the officials had shown him an order, issued 
from the Treasury Department, of the 18th of April, in which shipments 
~f eoal where prohibited to any ports or places north of Cape St. Roque 
aud west of the fifteenth degree of longitude ea8t, where there was a 
reason to suspect that it might be intended for the use of the so-called 
Confederate Government or ships, and this prohibition embraced all 
the British North American colonies British vVest Indies, Bermuda't 
and the British possessions on the coast of South America. Mr. 
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Ed wards also stated, in the same letter, that, upon inquiry of tbe offi-
cer having superintendence of the clearance bureau whether it w~s in-
tended that this order should be strictly enforced, that officer replied 
that such was the collector's intention. Mr. Edwards proceeded to 
-state that a British merchant, largely ·interested in the trade of the 
North American colonies and West Indies, had informed him that that 
merchant had made repeated applications to the custom-house to be 
.allowed to export coal, some of which was to oe tendered for the use of 
Her Majesty's vessels upon the West India station, at the same time 
offering to enter into bonds that it should be landed in fo'reign ports, 
but that his applications had all been rejected. Mr. Ed wards then 
commented on what be assumed to be the instructions of the Hon. Mr. 
Chase, Secretary of the Treasury of the United States, to the collector 
at New York, and complained that the very great discretionary powers 
which those instructions were supposed to give to the collector had 
been used to the annoyance and injury of British trade, and, in this 
connection, he represented that in one case where a quantity of dry 
goods, consisting of .plain and printed cotton fabrics, had been shipped 
on a British vessel for Nassau, the shippers were obliged, by the cus-
tom-house, to reland them before permission for the vessel to proceed 
to sea could be obtained; that in another a number of packages of 
sho.es were prohibited from exportation; and that, in a more recent 
case, where an order had been received from some merchants at Nas-
sau to ship a quantity of drugs, consisting of sulphate of quinine, can-
tharides, and acids, only a portion of the order was permitted to be ex-
ported. Mr. Edwards further stated that, at one time, strong excep-
tion was taken by the custom-house officials to what they alleged to be 
an extraordinary quantity of flour and provisions shipped at New York 
for the British West Indies, but that he was not aware that it amounted 
to actual prohibition. Mr. Edwards concluded with saying that much 
inconvenience had been experienced, and yet continued to be experi-
enced, by British merchants in New York from the manner in which 
the instructions issued by the Treasury Department had been enforced; 
that articles of ordinary export were at times prohibited, while wares 
which could be of service to belligerents have been allowed to pass 
uninvestigated. 
"The letter of Lord Lyons was immediately submitted to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury for his consideration. That officer, upon examin-
ing the case, communicated a note to this Department, in which he 
stated that the restrictions upon the exportation of coal had been en-
forced by the collector under instructions of the Treasury, of the 18th 
·of April, 1862, alike upon domestic and foreign shipping clearing to 
ports north of Cape St. Roque and west of the fifteenth degree of longi-
tude east, and the Treasury would, with pleasure, remove all restric-
tions upon trade when the existing imperative necessity which had 
induced them should cease. The Secretary of the Treasury, with his 
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note, communicated to the undersigned a report upon the general sub-
ject from the collector of the customs at New York, in which that officer-
stated that, in the exercise of the discretion devolved upon him, he hadl 
prohibited the shipment of coals, dry goods, sboes, quinine, and other 
drugs, tin-ware, munitions of war, and sundry other articles; to Nassau 
and the West Indies, and other foreign ports, when he had reason to 
suspect that they were intended, by individual enterprise, or the special 
contracts of British subjects, directly to contribute to the welfare of the 
enemies of the United States; and, in regard to the statement of Mr •. 
Edwards, that articles of ordinary export have at times been prohibited,. 
while wares which could only be of service to a belligerent were allowed 
to pass unquestioned, the collector answered that he had no data in his-
possession which could be referred to for the facts thus charged. 
"The note of the Secretary of the Treasury and the report of the col-
lector of customs at New York were promptly communicated by the 
undersigned to the honorable Mr. Stuart, who transmitted the same to-
his Government. 
''The note of Mr. Stuart which is now under consideration presents, 
as the undersigned is informed, the views of Her Majesty's Government 
upon the subject of the correspondence which has been briefly but, as 
is believed, fairly recited. By that note the undersigned is informed 
that Her Majesty's Government regard the subject as one of great im-
portance, and that, however desirous of making every allowance for the· 
difficulties of the position of the United States that Government may 
be, it is impossible for them to acquiesce in the system of interference 
with the legitimate trade of Great Britain which is now practiced by t,he-
United States authorities, such interference being not only in contra-
vention of the treaties existing between Great Britain and the United 
States, bnt also the established principles of international law. 
''Mr. Stuart then, upon the documents which have been recited, states 
the case which is thus pronounced to be inadmissible, as follows, namely: 
'It appears that British vessels lawfully trading between New York 
and the Bahamas are in some instances refused clearances at New York, 
and in others, after having bee!! regularly cleared, with full knowledge 
of the United States authorities of the articles on board, are detained 
and searched, and are required either to reland portions of their cargoes 
or to give bonds that no part of the cargo Rhall at any intermediate time-
be used by the enemies of the United States. And these proceedings 
are not claimed to be prescribed by any general law or regulation of 
commerce, but are avowed to be wholly discretionary with the collector 
of the customs, to be enforced by him whenever he shall entertain the 
suspicion and belief that the real destination of the cargo is, mediately 
or immediately, to some port in the possession of the enemies of the 
United States, or if he shall be satisfied that there is imminent dange.r 
that the goods, wares, and merchandise, of whatever description, loaded 
on such vessels will fall into ·the possession or under the control of the-· 
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insurgents. The collector of the customs, in his repo1t of the 12th of 
June, states that, in the exercise of the discretion devolved upon him 
as an officer of the Government of a sovereign people, he had prohib-
ited the shipment of coals and dry goods and shoes, and quinine and 
other drugs, and tin-ware, and munitions of war, and sundry other arti-
cles, to Nassau and the West Indies, a.nd other foreign ports where he 
had reason to suspect that they were intended, by individual enter-
prise, or the special contracts of British subjects, to contribute directly 
to the welfare of the enemies of the United States.' 
"Upon the facts thus assumed Mr. Stuart proceeds to argue the case, 
saying that Her Majesty's Government cannot call to mind any prin-
ciple of international jurisprudence, nor any precedent approved by 
international law, to justify such interference with the trade of ne:u-
trals. That trade between Great Britain and the United States, at 
least as to ports and places in the undisturbed possession of the United 
States, is not in any degree affected by the state of war in which the 
United States are engaged; and, moreover, that trade between Great 
Britain and an enemy of the United States (the former preserving a 
strict neutrality or indifference between the belligerent parties) can be 
affected only by the international law of blockade. 1\fr. Stuart pro-
ceeds to remark that the United States will admit that shipments 
similar to those now subJected to interference from New York to Nas-
sau and other British ports, if made in time of peace, could not be pro-
hibited without giving manifest cause of just complaint to Great Britain, 
especially when sueh shipments remain open to other nations not hav-
ing with the United States treaties of a more favorable nature. It fol-
lows, therefore, Mr. Stuart says, that to prohibit such shipments to 
British subjects, while permitting them to the subjects of other nationst 
is to asi-iume a state of quasi-hostility to Great Britain, on account of 
geographical or other circumstances supposed to mix her up with the 
interests of the enemy of the United States. Mr. Stuart pr~ceeds to 
remark that the doctrine assumed by the United States authorities 
would seem to be that goods which ordinarily may be lawfully shipped 
from the United States by British subjects to certain British ports in 
British bottoms may·be embargoed if, in the judgment of an inferioc 
officer, such as a collector of a port, there is imminent danger that on 
their passage to the British port the enemy will unlawfully seize them, 
or that, ha\ing safely arrived at that port, they may with greater 
facility be exported thence to the enemy, or that they may in any way 
fall into the possession of or under the control of the enemy. After 
declaring that he is instructed to say that Her Majesty's Government 
cannot assent to such a doctrine, Mr. Stuart observes that Great Britain 
has declared her neutrality in the contest now raging between the 
United States Government and the so-called Confederate States, and 
that she is consequently entitled to the rights of neutrals, and to insist 
that her commerce shall not be interrupted, except upon the principles 
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which ordinarily apply to neutrals; that these principles authorize 
nothing more than the maintenance of a strict and actual blockade of 
that enemy's ports, by such force as shall at least make it evidently 
dangerous to attempt to enter them. But the fact of a neutral · ship 
having succeeded in evading a blockade affords no ground for inter-
national complaint, nor is it an offense which can be punished upon any 
subsequent seizure of the ship after she has successfully run the block-
ade. Mr. Stuart adds that Her Majesty's Government consider that it 
would be introducing a novel and dangerous principle in the law of 
nations if belligerents, instead of maintaining an effective blockade, 
were to he allowed, upon mere suspicion or belief, well or ill founded, 
that certain merchandise could ultimately find i~s way into the enemy's 
country, to cut off all or any commerce between their commercial allies 
and themselves; that this would be to substitute for the effectual block-
ade recognized by the law of nations a comparatively cheap and easy 
method of interrupting the trade of neutrals. But when this illegal 
substitution for such a blockade is applied to a particular nation, on 
account of the geographical position of its territories, or for other rea-
sons, while the same ports of the belligerent are open for like exports 
to other nations, the case assumes a still graver complexion. Mr. Stuart 
adds that, although the question raised by the supposed interference 
with the trade of Great Britain is as to what are the international 
obligations of the United States towards Great Britain as a neutral 
country, and not as to what may be at any given moment the local 
laws of the United States, which laws cannot overreach treaty rights) 
it may not be amiss to point. out that the system of interference com-
plained of is apparently not in conformity even with the terms of the 
act of Congress under which the Treasury instructions were issued; 
that that act authorizes the refusal of clearances to foreign vessels only 
when the Secretary of the Treasury shall have satisfactory reasons to 
believe that the goods or sonie part of them are intended for ports or 
places in possession or under control of insurgents against the United 
States, and authorizes bonds to be taken only to secure the delivery 
of the cargo at the destination for which it is cleared, and in order 
that no part thereof should be used in affording aid or comfort to any 
person or parties in insurrection against the authority of the United 
States. 
"Mr. Stuart then argues that if this latter condition is to be under-
stood, as in reasonable construction it must, of any use preceding de-
li very at the specified destination, it may not be objectionable, but if 
meant to makP, the master and owner responsible for any subsequent 
use of the articles constituting t.he cargo after they have passed beyond 
their power of control, it is unreasonable and perfectly inadmissible. 
Mr. Stuart further remarks that, with respect to the apprehension of 
imminent danger that goods, etc., may fall into the possession or under 
the control of the insurgents, it may also be observed that the act of 
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Congress appears to contain no provisions applicable to any exports by 
sea from the United States, the third section, which relates to that sub-
ject, being strictly confined to importations into any part of the United 
States, and to transportation upon any railroad, turnpike, or other road 
or other means of transportation within the United States. Therefore 
(Mr. Stuart remarks) it would appear that what has been done with 
respect to this point is not only contrary to the obligations of treaties 
and of international law, but also beyond the special and extraordinary 
enactments prepared by Congress itself. Mr. Stuart concludes that the 
President cannot expect that Great Britain should allow British trade 
-with her own colonies, by way of the United States, or the trade between 
her own colonies and the United States, to be fettered by restrictions 
and conditions inconsistent with treaties between the United States and 
Great Britain, and repugnant to international law, and that therefore 
Her Majest.y's Government expect that the President, in the exercise of 
his discretion, will prohibit the imposing of all such restrictions and con-
ditions as have thus been complained of. 
''The undersigned regrets that Mr. Stuart, while so steadily insist-
ing that the proceedings of which be complains are in contravention of 
international law, bas not thought it important to favor the undersigned 
with references to the particular principles or maxims of that law which 
are thus assumed to be infringed. This omission "is the more regretted 
because the examination of a nth orities made by the undersigned has 
failed in bringing those principles and maxims into view. Mr. Stuar.t 
bas equally omitted to indicate the particular treaty obligations of the 
United States which be claims have been infringed. The undersigned, 
however, finds in the conYention to regulate the commerce between the 
United States and His Britannic Majesty, which was concluded on the 
3d day of July, 1815, and ·which was renewed by the convention of the 
6th August, 1817, the treaty obligations which, in the absence of refer-
ence by Mr. Stuart, are assumed to be those to which Mr. Stuart alludes. 
The ·first of these is in the words following: 
"'ARTICLE 1. There shall be, between the territories of the United 
States of America and all the territories of His Britannic Majesty in 
Europe, a reciprocal liberty of commerce. The inhabitants of the two 
countries, respectively, shall have liberty freely and securely to come, 
with their ships and cargoes, to all such places, ports, and rivers in the 
territories aforesaid to which other foreigners are permitted to come, to 
enter into the same, and to remain and reside in any part of said terri-
tories respecthTely; also to hire and occupy houses and warehouses for 
the purposes of their commerce, and, generally, the merchants and 
traders of each nation, respectively, shall enjoy the most complete pro-
tection and security for their eommerce, but subject always to the laws 
and statutes of the two countries, respectively. 
'''ARTICLE 2. No higher or other duty shall be imn.osed on the impor-
tation into the United States of any articles, the growth, produce~ or 
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manufacture of His Bdtannic Majesty's territories .in Europe) c:~~ud no 
higher or other duties shall be imposed on thP. importation into the ter-
ritories of His Britannic Majesty in Europe of any articles, the growth, 
produce, or manufacture of the United State~, than are or shall be pay-
able on the like articles, being the growth, produce, or manufacture of 
any other foreign country; nor shall any higher or other duties or 
charges be imposed in either of the two countries on the exportation of 
any articles to the United States, or to His Britannic Majesty's terri-
tories in Europe, respectively, than such as are payable on the exporta-
tion of the like articles to any foreign country. Nor shall any prohibi-
tion be imposed on the exportation or importation of any articles, the 
growth, produce, or manufacture of the United States, or of His Bri-
tannic Majesty's territories in Europe, to or from the said territories of 
His Britannic Majesty in Europe, or to or from the said United States, 
which shall not equally extend to all other nations.' • 
''By enactments of the legislatures of the two countrjes, the British 
colonies are brought within the effect of the stipulations in these con-
ventions. 
'' Having thus, as far as possible, established the standard by which 
the proceedings complained of are to be tried, the undersigne£1. proceeds 
to examine those proceedings themselves. 
''On the 20th of M~, 1862, the Congress of the United States enacted 
a law, the first three sections of which are as follows: 
'''SECTION 1. That the Secretary of the Treasury, in addition to the 
powers conferred upon him by the act of the 13th of July, 1861, be, and 
he is hereby, authorized to refuse a clearance to any vessel or other 
vehicle, laden with goods, wares, or merchandise, destined for a foreign 
or domestic port, whenever he shall have satisfactory reasons to believe 
that such goods, wares, or merch~ndise, or any part thereof, whatever 
may be their ostensible destination, are intended for ports or places in 
possession or under control cf insurgents against the United States; 
and if any vessel or other vehicle, for which a clearance or permit shall 
have been refu~ed by the Secretary of the Treasury, or by his order as 
aforesaid, shall depart or attempt to depart for a foreign or domestic 
port without being duly cleared or permitted, such vessel or other ve-
hicle, with her tackle, apparel, furniture, and cargo, shall be forfeited 
to the United States. 
'''SEC. 2. That whenever a permit or clearance is granted for either 
a foreign or domestic port it shall be lawful for the collector, if he deem 
it necessary under the circumstances of the case, to require a bond to 
be executed by the master or the owner c f the vessel in a penalty equal 
to the value of the cargo, and with sureties to the satisfaction of said 
collector that the said cargo shall be delivered at the destination for 
which it is cleared or permitted, and that no part thereof shall be used 
in affording aid or comfort to any person or parties in insurrection 
against the authority of the United States. 
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'''SEc. 3. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and be is hereby, 
further empowered to prohibit and prevent the transportation on any 
vessel, or upon any railroad, turnpike, or other road or means of trans-
portation within the United States, of any goods, wares, or merchandise 
·.of whatever character, and whatever may be the ostensible destination 
of the same, in all cases where there shall be satisfactory reason to be-
lieve that such· goods, wares, or merchandi!:!e are intended for any place 
in the possession or under the control of the insurgents against the 
United States, or that there is imminent danger that such goods, wares, 
or merchandise will fall into the possession or under the control of such 
insurgents; and he is further authorized, in all cases when he shaH 
·-deem it expedient so to do, to require reasonable security to be given that 
the goods, wares, or merchandise, shall not be transported to any place 
under the insurrectionary control, and shall not in any way be used to 
give aid or comfort to such insurgents; and he may establish all such 
general or special regulations as may be necessary or proper to carry 
into effect the purposes of this act; and if any goods, wares, or mer-
-chandise shall be transported in violation of this act, or of any regula-
tion of the Secretary of the Treasury established in pursuance thereof, 
Qr if any attempt shall be made so to transport, then all goods, wares, 
.and merchandise so transported or attempted to be transported shall 
be forfeited to the United States.' 
"After considering the arguments of Mr. Stuart in the most careful 
manner, it is not apparent to the undersigned that they invalidate the 
.act of Congress, the substance of which has been recited. By the law 
of nations every State is sovereign over its own citizens and strangers 
residing within its limits, its own productions and fabrics, and its own 
ports and waters, and its highways, and, generally, within all its proper 
territories. It bas a right to maintain that sovereignty against sedi-
tion and insurrection by civil preventives and penalties and armed 
force, and it has a right to interdict and prohibit, within its own bound-
aries, exportation of its productions and fabrics and the supplying of 
traitors, in arms against itself, with material and munitions, and any 
other form of aid and comfort. It has a right, within its own territo-
ries, to employ all the means necessary to make these prohibitions ef-
fective. It <1oes not appear to the undersigned that the United States 
haYe surrendered this right by the convention between themselves and 
Great Britain which has been recited. It is true that by the first arti-
cle of the convention of 1815 British merchants have liberty fully and 
freely to come with their ships and cargoes into the ports, rivers, and 
places within the territories of the United States, and to be protected 
in their commerce there, but this right is expressly restricted to the 
ports, rivers, and places only into which other foreigners are permitted 
to enter, and in which they are permitted to reside and trade, and they 
are, moreover, expressly declared, while entering, residing, and trad-
ing _in such ports, rivers, and places, to be subject to the laws and stat-
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utes of the two countries. So, by the third article of the convention of 
1815~ it is stipulated that prohibitions shall not be imposed on the ex-
portation or importation of any articles the growth, produce, or manu-
facture of either country; this stipulation, however, is not absolute, but 
only a stipulation that any such prohibition shall extend equally to all 
other nations as well as Great Britain. The law of Congress seems to 
be free from the special objections which are raised by Mr. Stuart. It 
does not confine its prohibitions or its requirements to British vessels 
trading between New York and the Bahamas, but applies them to all 
"Vessels of all nations, including the United States, wherever tradingr 
whether with the Bahamas or with any other part of the world. The 
prohibitions and requirements are not uncertain as to the authority 
which prescribes them or the form of the prescription, but they are de-
clared and promulgated in solemn enactment by the Congress of the 
United States. The conditions on which the prohibitions and require-
ments are suspended are not left to capricious suspicions or beliefs, but 
they are dependent on satisfactory evidence of ascertainable facts. 
They involve no question of neutral rights, because no neutral has or 
can have a right more than any citizen of the United States to do an 
act within their exclusive jurisdiction which is prohibited by the 
statutes and laws of the country. The act has nothing to do with the 
blockade of the insurrectionary ports, because it confines its prohibi-
tions and requirements to transaetions occurring, and to persons resid-
ing or being, within the ports actually possessed by the United States, 
and under their undisputed protection and control. 
"HaYing thus vindicated the act of Congress under which the pro-
ceedings of which Mr. Stuart has complained are supposed to have oc-
curred, the undersigned will next examine the manner in which the act 
has been directed by the Secreta.ry of the Treasury to be executed. 
"On the 14th of April, 1862, before the act of Congress was passed, 
it had been reported to the President that anthracite coal was being 
shipped from some of the ports of the United States to southern ports 
within and to other southern ports without the United States for the 
purpose of supplying fuel to piratical vessels which were engaged in 
depredating on the national commerce on the high seas. The Secretary 
of the Treasury, therefore, by authority of the President, who is charged 
with the supreme duty of maintaining and executing the laws, issued 
to the collectors of the customs at New York and other ports the fol-
lowing instruction : 
"'Clear no vessel with anthracite coal for foreign ports nor for home 
ports south of Delaware Bay till otherwise instructed.' 
"It was thereupon represented to the President that this order was 
unnecessarily stringent and severe upon general commerce, because it 
prohibited the exportation of coal to ports situated so far from the 
haunts and harbors of the pirates that the article would not bear the 
expense of transportation to such haunts and harbors, and thereupon 
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the Secretary of the Treasury. by the President's authority, on the 18th 
of May issued a new instruction on the subject to the collectors of the 
customs, which was of the efl'ect following: 
" 'The instructions of the 14th ultimo, concerning the prohibition of 
the exportation of coals, are so far modified as to apply only to ports 
north of Cape St. Roque, on the eastern coast of South America, and 
west of the fifteenth degree of longitude east. Coal may be cleared to 
other foreign ports, as before, until further directed.' 
"The subject of supplies of coal and other merchandise having, in 
the mean time, engaged the attention of Congress, with the result of 
the p:fssage of the law before ment,ioned, the Secretary of the Treasury, 
on the 23d of May last, and as speedily as possible after the approval 
of the law, issued the following instruction to the collectors of the cus-
toms of the United States: 
'''Until further instructed you will regard as contraband of war the 
following articles, viz: Cannon, mortars, :fire-arms, pistols, bombs, 
grenades, :firelocks, flints, matches, powder, saltpeter, balls, bullets, 
pikes, swords, sulphur, helmets or boarding-caps, 8word belts, saddles 
and bridles, always excepting the quantity of the 8aid articles which 
may be necessary for the defense of the ship and of those who compose 
the crew, cartridge-bag material, percussion and other caps, clothing 
adapted for uniforms, rosin, sail-cloth of all kinds, hemp and cordage 
material, ship ]umber, tar and pitch, ardent spirits, military persons in 
the service of the enemy, dispatches of the enemy, and articles of like 
character with those specially enumerated. 
"'You will also refuse clearances to all \essels which, whatever the 
ostensible destination, are believed by you, on satisfactory grounds, to 
be intended for ports or places in possession or under the control of in-
surgents against the United States, or that there is imminent danger 
that the goods, wares, or merchandise, of whatsoever description, will 
fall into the possession or under the control of such insurgents. And 
in all cases where, in your judgment, there is ground for apprehension 
that any goods, wares, or merchandise shipped at your port will be used . 
in any way for the aid of the insurgents or the insurrection, you will 
require substantial security to be given that such goods, wares, or 
merchandise shall not in any way be used to give aid or comfort to such 
insurgents. You will be especially careful, upon applications for clear-
ances, to require bonds with sufficient sureties for fulfilling faithfully 
all the conditions imposed by law or departmental regulations from 
shippers of the following articles to the ports opened, or to any other 
ports from which they may easily be and are probably intended to be 
reshipped in aid of the existing insurrection, namely: liquors of all 
kinds, coals, iron, lead, copper, tin, brass, telegraph instruments, wire, 
porous cups, platinum, sulphuric acid, zinc, and all other telegraph ma-
terials, marine engines, screw propellers, paddle-wheels, cylinders, 
cranks, shafts, boilers, tubes for boilers, fire bars, and eYery t"trticle 
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whatever which is, can, or may become applicable for the manufacture 
<>f marine machinery or for the armor of vessels.' 
" These are the Treasury regulations under which the proceedings of 
the collector at New York, which are complained of by Mr. Stuart, are 
supposed to have taken place. It is not apparent to the undersigned 
that these regulations in any way transcend the authority conferred 
upon the Secretary of the Treasury and upon the collectors of the United 
States by the before-recited act of Congress. Nor is it apparent that 
they are more obnoxious than that act itself is to the objections which 
have been raised by Mr. Stuart. They do not expressly, nor by any im-
plication, discriminate against Great Britain, her colonies or dependen-
cies, and in favor of any other nation, or even in favor of the United 
States. They do not discriminate between British ports, British mer-
chants, British vessels, or British merchandise, and the ports, merchants, 
and vessels of the United States or those of any other nation. The 
instructions reave nothing to the caprice of the collector as a subordi-
nate officer, but they are explicit commercial regulations, prescribed by 
the highest authority. The conditions on which prohibitions are to 
attach are to be ascertained upon satisfactory evidence, and for the 
collector's exercise of power in applying them he is responsible to the 
head of the Department to which he belongs. The regulations have no 
, connection whatever with the blockade, but they affect only persons, 
vessels, merchandise, ports, waters, and highways, exclusively within 
the United States and within the territories which are in the absolute 
and unquestioned possession of the United States, and subject in fact 
.a.s well as in law to their authority. 
"Jj-,ully admitting th~ principle for which Mr. Stuart so earnestly con-
tends, that all proceedings and even regulations and laws of the United 
States which afl'ect foreign commerce must not discriminate to the 
prejudice of Great Britain, the undersigned finds no adequate grounds 
for supposing that the principle is violated in these regulations. The 
instructions issued on the 14th of April and the 18th of May, prohibit-
ing the exportation of coals to ports within geographical limits, which 
leave freedom of export to the other one-half of the world, may seem to 
furnish ground for exception. But the prohibition applies to all Amer~ 
ican and all foreign merchant vessels and cargoes as well as to those of 
Great Britain, and to all the states which are situated within the as-
signed limits, as well as to British dopendencies situated therein. It is 
understood to be an accepted maxim that no law reaches in e:ffe(.!t be-
yond the point where the reason of the Jaw fails, especially if the law so 
extended should be productive of injuries without object and without 
compensation or benefit. There is not the least reason to suppose that 
the insurgents of the United States could in any way derive benefit 
from the exportation of anthracite coal to Archangel, or to Shanghai, 
-or to Japan. Nor is it manifest that the British nation, its merchants, 
.a;nd vessels, do not, in common with other nations, their merchants, and 
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vessels, derive benefits and advantages from the export permitted to all 
ports of whatever nation beyond the limits assigned by the Secretary of 
the Treasury. Nevertheless the President, desirouR to remove all pos-
sible grounds for misconstruction, has directed that those instructions 
shall be rescinded, so that the case will stand altogether upon the act 
-of Congress and the general instructions of the Treasury, which have 
been recited. 
" In regard to the special proceedings of the collector of the customs 
at New York, which are complained of, the information presente~ to the 
undersigned is vague and uncertain. There is no satisfactory evidence 
in the papers under consideration that he has in any case made a clear-
ance or exacted a bond which involved any infringement of the law of 
Congress and the regulations of the Treasury. This Government will 
.cheerfully examine upon its merits any case of infringement which may 
be presented to it, and will promptly render the redress which shall be 
due, if the complaint shall be sustained; and it will further instruct all 
its collectors that, in performing their duties, they will be governed by 
not merely the letter but the spirit of the regulations of the Treasury, 
.and of the act of Congress, so as to make no injurious or invidious dis-
crimination to the prejudice of Great Britain." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Stuart, Oct. 3, 1862. MSS. Notes, Gr. Brit.; 
Dip. Corr., 1862. See 5 Am. I:aw Rev., 264. 
"The duties of neutrality by the law of nations cannot be either ex-
panded or contracted by national legislation. The United States, for 
instance, may, in excessive caution, require from its citizens duties more 
stringent than those imposed by the law of nations, but this, while it 
may make them penally liable in their own land, does not by itself make 
them or their Government extra-territorially liable for this action in dis-
obeying such local legislation. On the other hand, a Government can-
not rliminish its liability for breach of neutrality by fixing a low statu-
tory standard. 
"It is also to be observed that the fact that certain articles of com-
merce are contraband does not make it a breach of neutrality to export 
them. There has not been since the organization of our Government, 
a European war in which, in full accordance with the rules of interna-
tional law as accepted by the United States, munitions of war have not 
been sent by American citizens to one. or both of tli.e belligerents, yet 
it has never been doubted that these munitions of war, if seized by the 
belligerent against. whom they were to be used, could have been con-
demned as contraband. 
"The question, then, is whether furnishing to belligerents coal and life-
shells, which appear to have composed the cargo of one of the British 
vessels which gave rise to this correspondence, is a breach of neutrality 
which the law of nations forbids. 
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"The question must be answered in the negative as to coal, and the 
same conclusion may be adopted with regard to life-shells, which are 
said to be projectHes used in the bringing to shore or rescue of wrecks. 
"Under these circumstances it is not perceived why in the present 
case the United States authorities should intervene to prevent such 
supply from being forwarded to the open ports of either belligerent. 
Even supposing such articles to be contraband of war and consequently 
liable to be seized and confiscated by the offended belligerent, it is no 
breach of neutrality for a neutral to forward them to such belligerent 
ports, subject, of course, to such risks. When, however, such articles 
are forwarded directly to vessels-of-war in belligerent service, another 
question arises. Provision and munitions of war sent to belligerent 
cruisers are unquestionably contraband of war. Whether, however, it 
is a breach of neutrality by the law of nations to forward them directly 
to belligerent cruisers, depends so much upon extraneous circumstances 
that the question .can only be properly decided when these . circum-
stances are presented in detail." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Smithers, June 1, 1885. MSS. Inst., China; 
For. Rel., 1885. · 
As to exportation of coal as contraband, see Whart. Com. Am. Law, § 251; 
Whart. Crim. Law (9th ed.), §§ 1901 ff. As to depots of coal, see infra,§ 
398. 
The following is taken from the proceedings of the Geneva tribunal 
(infra, § 402a) : 
It was maintained in the American case that the proofs showed that 
the insurgent cruisers were permitted to supply themselves with coal in 
British ports in greater quantities and with greater freedom, and with 
less restrictions than were imposed upon the United States; and it was 
insisted that, in consequence of these facts, there was an absence of 
neutrality, which made those ports bases of hostile operations against 
the United States under the second rule of the treaty. 
On this point the award says that-
In order to Impart to any supplies of coal a character inconsistent with the second 
rule, prohibiting the use of neutral ports or waters as a base of naval operations for a 
belligerent, it is necessary that the said supplies should be connected with special cir-
cumstances of time, of persons, or of place, which may combine to give them such 
character. 
It does not appear by the terms of the award that Great Britain is 
held responsible for the acts of any vessel solely in consequence of ille-
gal supplies of coal. The question is, therefore, a ::;peculative one, so • 
far as relates to this controversy. The opinions of the four arbitrators. 
who signed the award furnish, however, the explanation of what they 
mean when they speak of" special circumstances of time, of persons, or 
of place." 
Mr. Adams says : 
I perceive no other way to determine the degree of responsibility of a neutral in 
these cases, than by an examination of the evidence to show the intent of the grant 
in any specific case. Fraud or falsehood in such a case poisons everything it touches. 
Even indifference may degenerate into willful negligence, and that will impose a. 
·burden of proof to relieve it before responsibility can be relieved. 
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Count Sclopis says: 
I will not say that the simple fact of having allowed a greater amount of coal than 
was necessary to enable a vessel to reach the nearest port of its country constitutes in 
~tself a sufficient grievance to call for an indemnity. As the lord chancellor ofEng-
~and said on the 12th of June, 1871, iu the House of Lords, England and the United 
States equally hold the principle that it is no violation of the law of nations to fur-
"\lish arms to a belligerent. But if an excessive supply of coal is connected with other 
circumstances which show that it was used as a veritable res hostilis, then there is an 
infraction of the second article of the treaty. * * * Thus, for example, when I see 
the Florida and the Rhenandoah choose for their fields of action, the one the stretch 
of sea between the Bahama Archipelago and Bermuda, to cruise there at its ease, and 
the other Melbourne and Hobson's Bay for the purpost', immediately carried out, of 
going to the Arctic Seas, there to attack the whaling vessels, I cannot but regard the 
supplies of coal in quantities sufficient for such services infraction of the second rule 
of Articie VI. 
:Mr. Stampfli says of the Sumter: 
The permission given to the Sumter to remain and to take in coal at Trinidad does 
not of itself constitute a sufficient basis for accusing the British authorities of having 
failed in their duties as neutrals, because the fact cannot be considered by itself, since 
the Sumter both before anJ after that time was admitted into the ports of many other 
states, where it staid and took in coal, * * * so that it cannot be held that the 
port of Trinidad served as a base of operations. 
In the Franco-German war of 1870, Prince Bismarck earnestly remon-
strated with Great Britain for permitting the export of coal to France. 
This remonstrance, however, was ineffectual. " When Prussia was in 
the same position as that in which Great Britain then found herself, 
her Jine of conduct was similar, and she found herself equally unable to 
enforce upon her subjects stringent obligations against the exportation 
even of unquestionable munitions of war. During the Crimean war, 
arms and munitions were freely exported from Prussia to Russia, and 
arms of Belgian manufacture found their way to the same quarter 
through Prussian territory, in spite of a decree issued by the Prussian 
Government, p,rohibiting the transport of arms coming from foreign 
states." 
2 Halleck's Int. Law. (Baker's eel.), 258, note. France took the ground that 
coal was not contraband; ibid., 260. 
Neutral duties as to allowing belligerents to receive supplies of coal are dis-
cussed infra,§§ 3981f.; Whart. Com. Am. Law, §§ 226,241. 
It is certainly no breech of neutrality to sell coal for use on a bellig-
erent steamer visiting the port of sale casually under stress of weather. 
But it would plainly he a breach of neutrality to establish a coaling 
depot to supply all steamers of any particular belligerent. 
Whart. Com. Am. Law, § 226. Infra,, § 398. 
(2) As TO PROVISIONS. , 
§ 370. 
"' In one of your letters of March 13, you express your apprehensions 
that some of the belligerent powers may stop our vessels going with 
grain to the ports of their enemies, and ask instructions which may 
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meet the question in various points of view, intending, however, in the· 
mean time to contend for the amplest freedom of neutral nations. Your 
intention in this is perfectly proper, and coincides with the ideas of our 
own Government in the particular case you put, as in general cases. 
Such a stoppage to an unblockaded port would be so unequivocal :-tn 
infringement of the neutral rights, that we cannot conceive it will he 
attempted. With respect to our conduct as a neutral nation, it is 
marked out in our treaties with France and Holland, two of the bellig-
erent powers; and as the duties of neutrality require an equal conduct 
to both parties, we should, on that ground, act on the same principles 
towards Great Britain. We pr(\.sume that this would be satisfactory to 
her, because of its equality, and because she too has sanctioned the same 
principles in her treaty with France. Even our 17th article with France, 
which must be disagreeable, as from its nature it is unequal, is adopted, 
exactly, by Great Britain in her 40th article with the same power; and 
would have laid her, in a like case, under the same unequal obligations 
against us. We wish then that it could be tll'ranged with Great Brit-
ain that our treaties with France and Holland, and that of France and 
Great Britain (which agree in what respects neutral nations) should form 
the line of L'\>nduct for us all, in the present war, in the cases for which 
they provide. Where they are silent, the general principles of the law 
of nations must give the rule. I mean the principles of that law as they 
have been liberalized in latter times by the refinement of manners and 
morals, and evidenced by the declarations, stipulations, and practice of 
every civilized nation. In our treaty with Prussia indeed we have gone 
ahead of other nations in doing away restraints on the commerce of 
peaceful nations, by declaring that nothing shall be contraband, for, in 
truth, in the present improved state of the arts, when every country has 
such ample means of procu-ring arms within and without itself, the reg-
ulations of contraband answer no other en<l than to draw other nations 
into the war. However, as nations have not given sanction to this im-
provement, we claim it, at present, with Prussia alone." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pinckney, May 7, 1793. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
"Reason and usage have established that when two nations go to 
war, those who choose to live in peace retain their natural right to 
pursue their agriculture, manufacture~, and other ordinary vocation, 
to carry the produce of their industry for exchange to all nations, bel-
ligerent or neutral, as usual, to go and come freely without inquiry or 
molestation, and in short, that the war among others shall be for them · 
as if it did not exist. One restriction on their natural rights has been 
submitted to by nations at peace, that is to say, that of not furnishing 
to either party implements merely of war for the annoyance of the other, 
nor anything whatever to a place blockaded by its enemy. What these 
implements of war are, bas been so often agreed and is so well under-
stood, as to leave little question about them at this day. There does 
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not exist perhaps a nation, in our common hemisphere, which has not 
made a particular enumeration of them in some or all of their treaties, 
under the name of contraband. It suffices for the present occasion to 
say that corn, flour, and meal are not of the class of contraband, and 
consequently remain articles of free commerce. A culture which, like 
that of the soil, gives employment to such a proportion of mankind,. 
could never be suspended by the whole earth, or interrupted for them, 
whenever any two nations should think it proper to go to war. 
"The state of war, then, existing between Great Britain and France, 
furnishes no legitimate right to either to interrupt the agriculture of 
the United States or the peaceable exchange it){ its produce with all na-
tions; and consequently the assumption of it will be as lawful hereaf-
ter as now, in peace as in war. No ground, acknowledged oy the com-
mon reason of mankind, authorizes this act now, and unacknowledged 
ground may be taken at any time and all times. We see, then, a prac· 
tice be'gun to which no time, no circumstances, prescribe any limits, and 
which strikes at the root of our agriculture, that branch of industry 
which gives food, clothing, and comfort to the great mass of the inhab-
itants of these States. If any nation whatever has a right to shut up, 
to our produce, all the ports of the earth except her own and those of 
her friends, she may shut up these also, and so confine us within our 
own limits. No nation can subscribe to such pretensions ; no nation 
can agree, at the mere will or interest of another, to have its peaceable 
industry suspended and its citizens reduced to idleness and want. The 
loss of our produce, if destined for foreign markets, or that loss whieh 
would result from an arbitrary restraint of our markets, is a tax too se-
rious for us to acquiesce in. It is not enough for a nation to say we· 
and our friends will buy your produce. We have a right to answer that 
it suits us better to sell to their enemies as well as their friends. Our 
ships do not go to France to return empty. They go to exchange the 
surplus of one produce which we can spare for surpluses of other kinds 
which they can spare and we want; which they can furnish on better 
terms and more to our mind than Great Britain or her friends. We· 
have a right to judge for ourselves what market best suits us, and they 
have none to forbid us the enjoyment of the necessaries and comforts 
which we may obtain from any other independent country." 
Same to same, Sept. 7,1793; ibid. 1 Wait's St. Pap., 393. See Mr. Jefferson to 
Mr. Hammond, Sept. 22,1793; ibid., 399. Mr. Jefferson to minister from France, 
Nov. 30,1793. 4 Jeff. Works, 84. Mr. Pinckney to Lord Grenville, Jan.:'.~, 
1794. 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel), 240, 448. 
"If, by a circuit of construction, food can be universally ranked among 
military engines, what article, to which human comfort of any ldnd 
can be traced, is not to be registered as contraband' In some peculiar 
circumstances it must be confessed corn, meal, and flour are so; as in 
a blockade, siege, or investment. There the exclusion of them directly 
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and obviously goes to the reduction of the place; but neutral commerce 
is, in this instaD£e, infringed only where the exclusion, if continued 
without intermission, would be decisive in its efl'ect." 
Mr. Randolph, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hammond, May 1,1794. 1 Am. St. Pap. 
(For. Rei.), 4f>O. See 4 Lodge's Hamilton, 304; 5 ibid., 253. 
"Before the treaty with Great Britain her cru:.sers captured neutral 
vessels bound to ]france with provisions. She asserted that in certain 
cases provisions were contraband of war, consequently that she might 
lawfully capture and confiscate such provisions. We opposed the prin-
ciple and the practice. Britain insisted on her right. In this dilemma 
it was agreed by the treaty that whenever provisions becoming contra-
band by tqe law of nations should be captured, they should be paid for 
with a reasonable mercantile profit. This stipulation, without admit-
ting the principle, by securing the American merchants from loss in 
case of capturP., would certainly tend to promote rather than to discour-
age ad ventures in provisions to France." 
Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pinckney,Jan.16, 1797. MSS. Inst., Min-
isters. 
"Certain provisions are not allowed, by the consent of nations, to be 
contraband bnt where everything is so, as in the case of a blockaded 
town, with which all intercourse is forbidden." 
Mr. Jefferson to Mr. Everett, Feb. 24, 1823. 7 Jeff. Works, 270. See 7 Am. Law 
Rev .• 456. 
"As a means of annoyance, this international prohibition against car-
rying to a country engaged in hostilities articles useful for military pur-
poses is practically of little value to its enemy. It found its way 
into the code of nations when the means of supply were much more 
restricted than at present, and before the progress of improvement had 
placed it in the power of almost every nation to provide itself with what-
ever it may want, either for offensive or defensive operations. * * * 
"There is no accepted enumeration of the articles coming within the 
prohibition. And to add to the dangers of collision, the principle by 
which they are to be tested is so loosely defined that it is practically 
of little use, but to furnish a pretext when one is wanting, to enable 
parties at war to enlarge the contraband list at their pleasure. Some of 
the later and approved writers upon the law of nations, as Hautefeuille 
and Ortolan, object to this power of extension ad libitum, and the former 
particularly confines the list to objects of first necessity for war, and 
which are exclusively useful in its prosecution, and which can be directly 
employed for that purpose without undergoing any change-that is to 
say, to arms and munitions of war." 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mason, June 27, 1859. MSS. lust., France. 
"I have followed with peculiar interest the European discussion relat-
ing to the French declaration making rice contraband of war. 
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"'I'he greater number of the European powers, so far as I have ob-
served, have failed to avow their position on this question. Etlgland, 
however, found her navigation and commercial interests so much in-
volved that her Government appears to have protested against the 
doctrine. .At the risk of duplicating the information already on the files 
of the Department, I inclose herewith a printed summary of the Anglo-
French views of the queRtion, deeming it worthy of preservation in the-
files of important international qu~stions. 
"But more especially I beg your attention to the importance of the 
principle involved in this declaration, as it concerns our American in-
terests. We are neutrals in European wars. Food constitutes an im-
mense portion of our exports. Ev-ery European war produce£ an in-
creased demand for these supplies from neutral countries. The French 
doctrine declares them contraband, not only when destined directly for 
military consumption, but when going in the ordinary course of trade 
as food for the civil population of the belligerent Government. If food 
can be thus excluded and captured, still more can clothing, the instru-
ments of inclt;tstry, and all less vital supplies be cut off on the ground 
that they tend to support the efforts of the belligerent nation. Indeed, 
the real principle involved goes to this extent, that everything the want 
of which will increase the distress of the civil population of the bellig-
erent country m~,y be declared contraband of war. The entire trade of 
neutrals with belligerents may thus be destroyed, irrespective of an 
effective blockade of ports. War itself would become more fatal to 
neutral states than to belligerent interests. 
" The rule of feudal times, the starvation of beleaguered and fortified 
towns, might be extended to an entire population of an open country. 
It is a return to barbaric habits of war. It might equally be claimed 
that all the peaceful men of arms-bearing age could be deported, be-
cause otherwise they might be added to the military forces of the coun-
try. 
The United States and other countries have hitherto refused to rec-
ognize coal as contraband of war, indispensable as it is to the equip-
ment of war steam cruisers, because its chief use is for peaceful objects. 
But this French doctrine goes far beyond that. 
"Although the Franco-Chinese war is ended, there is always danger 
that this precedent will be again adopted in the heat of another war, 
unless resisted by energetic protests in the interests of neutral trade 
and of humanity itself. Its adoption indeed would practically nullify 
tbe advantages of neutrals intended to be secured by the Paris declara· 
tions of 1856." 
Mr. Kasson, minister at Berlin, to Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, Apr. 23, 1885. 
MSS. Dispatches, Germ., For. Rel., 18tl5. 
Provisions sent to a belligerent are not, i!! general, deemed contra-
band; but they may become so, although the property of a neutral, on 
account of the particular situation of the war, or on account of their 
destination. If destined for the ordinary use of life in the enemy's 
country, they are not, in general, contraband; but it is otherwise if 
destined for military use. Hence, if destined for the army or navy of 
the· enemy, or for his ports of naval or military equipment, they are 
deemed contraband. Another exception from being treated as contra-
band is, where the provisions are the growth of the neutral exporting 
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country. But if they be the growth of the enemy's country~ and more· 
especialiy if the property of his subjects, and destined for enemy's use, 
there does not seem any good reason for the exemption; for, as Sir 
William Scott has observed, in such a case the party has not only gone 
out of his way for the supply of the enemy, but he has assisted him by 
taking off his surplus commodities. 
The Commercen, 1 \Vheat., 382. 
Provisions may become contraband of war when destined to a port of 
naval equipment of an enemy, and a fortiori, _when destined for the 
supply of his army. 
Maisonnaire v. Keating, 2 Gallison, 325. 
(3) As TO MONEY. 
§ 371. 
1\:foney sent a belligerent country for payment of debts or purchase of 
goods is not to be regarded as contraband of war. It is otherwise when 
forwarded to assist belligerent operations. 
See infra, § 390. 
"While it may be conceded that the cases to which you refer as de-
ciding that even provisions bound to an enemy's port may, in peculiar 
circumstances, be regarded as contraband, are founded in correct princi-
ples, I have not yet succeeded in finding a case in which paper money, 
intended for a foreign Government, has been seized or condemned as 
contraband." 
Mr. Blaine, Sec. of State, to Mr. Martinez, J nne 3, !Sol. MSS. Notes, Chili. 
''You seek to justify the seizure on the ground that money, or its 
representative, may, under special circumstances, be regarded as con-
traband of war, and consequently, that the seizure, in this case, was a 
lawful one. You do not, however, specify the circumstances under 
which money may be so regarded, nor do you refer to the text of the 
law of nations or to the cases in prize courts where the doctrine has. 
been maintained. Diligent but fruitless search has here been made for 
them. It is possible that the maritime courts of a belligerent may, in 
some instance, have so determined, but there is not believecl to be any 
reported case of the kind. 
Same to same, May 18, 1881 ; ibid. 
Money, silver-plate, and bullion, when destined for hostile use or for 
the purchase of hostile supplies, being contraband of war, where a for-
eign vessel entered New Orleans under the license of the President's 
proclamation of lYiay 12, 1862, the determination of the question as to 
whether articles of this class, part of her outward-bound cargo, were con-
traband, devolved upon the Federal general commanding in that city .. 
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Believing them to be so, be was authorized to order them to be removed 
from her, and her clearance to be withheld until his order should be 
complied with. 
U. S. v. Diekelman, 92 U. S., 520. 
That it is not a breach of neutrality to permit subjects or citizens to lend money 
to a belligerent, see infra, §§ 388-390. 
(4) As TO HORSES. 
§ 372. 
By the 24th article of the treaty with France of 1778, "horses with 
their furniture" were contraband. 
1 Op., 61, Lee, 1796. 
As between countries on the same continent, horses are usually 
regarded as contraband, since, when they can be readily transported, 
they form an important and peculiarly ajvailable contribution to military 
strength. 
Hall's Int. Law, 615. 
(5) As TO MERCIIANDISE. 
§ 373. 
"If Mexico shall prescribe to us what merchandise we shall not sell 
to French subjects, because it may be employed in military operation~ 
against Mexico, France must equally be allowed to dictate to us what 
merchandise we shall allow to be shipped to Mexico, because it might 
be belligerently used against France. Every other nation which is at 
war would have a similar right, and every other commercial nation 
would be bound to respect it as much as the United States. Commerce 
in that case, instead of being free or independent, would exist on~y at 
the caprice of war." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Romero, Dec. 15, 1862. MSS. Notes, Mex. 
Citizens of the United States have, by the law of nations and by treaty, 
the right to carry to the enemies of Spain, whether insurgents or foreign 
foes, all merchandise not contraband of war, subject only to the require-
ments of legal blockade. ''Articles contraband of war, when destined 
for the enemies of Spain, are liable to seizure on the high seas, but the 
right of seizure is limited to such articles only, and no claims for its 
extension to other merchandise, or to persons not in the civil, military, 
or naval service of the enemies of Spain, will be acquiesced in by the 
United States. This Government certainly cannot assent to the punish-
ment by Spanish authorities of any citizen of the United States for the 
exercise of a privilege to which he may be entitled under public laws 
and treaties." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Roberts, Apr. 3, 1869. :MSS. Notes, Spain. 
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In Dana's N·otes to Wheaton we have the following summary: 
"Of the continental writers, Hautefenille contends for the .absolute 
rule limiting contraband to such articles as are in their nature of first 
necessity for war, substantially exclusively military in their use, and 
.·so made up as to be capable of direct and immediate use iu war. (Tit. 
8, § 2, tom. ii, 84, 101, 154, 412; tom. iii, 222.) Ortolan is of the 
same opinion, in principle, and contends that all modern treaties limit 
the application of contraband to articles directly and solely applicable 
to war; yet he admits that certain articles not actually munitions of 
war, but whose usefulness is chiefly in war, may, under circumstances, 
be contraband; as sulphur, saltpeter, marine steam machiner.r, etc.; 
but coal, he contends, from its general necessity, is always free. (Tom. 
ii, ch. vi, 179-206.) :Masse (Droit Corum., i, 200-211), admits that the cir-
cumstances mav determine whether articles doubtful in their nature 
.are contraband "in the particular case, as the character of the port of 
destination, the quantity of goods, and the necessities and character of 
the war. The same view is taken by Tetens, a Swedish writer (Surles 
droits reciprogues, 111-113). Hubner (lib. ii, ch. i, §§ 8, D), seems to be 
of the same opinion with Tetens an<l Masse. Kliiber (§ 288) says that 
naval stores are not contraband, but adds, that in case of doubt as to 
the quality of particular articles, the presumption should be in favor of 
·the freedom of trade. 
-H The subject is not affecte<l by the declaration of Paris, of 1856." 
Dana's Wheaton, 629, note 226. 
The English court's treat as goods absolutely contraband ammuni-
'tion and materials for ammunition; military and naval equipments and 
stores (Charlotte, 5 C. Rob., 305); hemp, co_rdage, and other materials 
for fitting up shipping (Neptunus, 3 C. Rob., 329; 6 C. Rob. 408); and 
steam engines and machinery for steamers (Lusbington, Prize Law,§§ 
169-172). 
It has also been ruled that printing presses, materials, and paper, 
and postage stamps, belonging to the enemy, and intended for its im-
mediate use, are contraband. (The Bermuda, 3 Wall. 514, 552.) 
"The doctrine of occasional contraband received its widest extem;ion 
~in the war of England against revolutionary France. The British rep-
resentative to our Government claimed, in 1793 and 1794, that by the 
,Jaw of nations all provisions were to be considered as contraband, in 
the case where the depriving the enemy of these supplies was one of 
the means employed to reduce him to reasonable terms of peace, and 
~that the actual situation of France was such as to lead to that mode of 
~distressing her, inasmuch as she had armed almost the whole laboring 
class of the people for the purpose of commencing and supporting hos-
tilities against all the Governments of Europe. If a Government had 
armed nearly its whole laboring population the laws of poJitical econ-
omy would probably reduce it to weakness far sooner than the cruisers 
of its enemy would have that effect." 
Woolsey, Int. Law, § 182. 
That the contraband quality of merchandise devends upon its object, see 5 Am. 
Law Rev., 260. Supra, § 368. 
According to Ohief Justice Chase, contraband goods are divided into 
three classes. ''Of these the first consists of articles manufactured, and 
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primarily and ordinarily used, for military purposes in time of war; the 
second, of articles which may be and are used for purposes of war or 
peace, according to circumstances; and the third, of articles exclusively 
used for peaceful purposes. 
"Merchandise of the first class destined to a belligerent country, or 
places occupied by the army or navy of a belligerent, is always contra-
band; merchandise of the second class is contraband only when actu-
ally destined to the military or naval use of a belligerent; while mer-
chandise of the third class is not contraband at all, though liable to 
seizure and condemnation for violation of blockade or siege." 
The Peterhoff, 5 ·wall., 58. 
Artillery, harness, men's army bluchers, artillery boots, Government 
regulation gray blankets, are of the first class. 
Ibid. 
Contraband is liable to capture when destined to the hostile country 
or to the actual military or naval use of the enemy (according to the 
above rule), whether a violation of blockade be intended or not. 
Ibid. 
"The following list is given by .l\Ir. Godfrey Lushington, in his 
1\Ian ual of Naval Prize Law, viz: 
"'Goods absolutely contraband.-Arms of all kinds and machinery for 
manufacturing arms. Ammunition and materials for ammunition, in-
cluding lead, sulphate of potash, muriate of potash, chloride of potas-
sium, chlorate of potash, and nitrate of silver, gunpowder and its ma-
terials~ saltpeter, and brimstone; also, gun-cotton . .1\lilitary equipment& 
and clothing ; military stores; naval stores, such as masts (The Char-
lotte, 5 Rob., 305), spars, rudders, and ship-timber (The Tweude Brodre, 
4 Rob., 33), hemp (The Apollo, 4 Rob., 158), and cordage, sail-cloth, 
(The Neptnnus, 3 Rob., 108), pitch and tar (The Jonge Tobias, 1 Rob., 
329), copper fit for sheathing vessels (The Charlotte, 5 Rob., 275); 
marine engines, and the component parts thereof, including screw pro-
pellers, paddle-wheels, cylinders, cranks, shafts, boilers, tubes for boilers, 
boiler-plates, and fire bars, marine cement, and the materials used in 
the manufacture thereof, as blue lias and Portland cement; iron in any 
of tbe following forms: anchors, rivet iron, angle iron, round bars of i 
to~ of an inch diameter, rivets, strips of iron, sheet-plate iron exceed~ 
ing:! of an inch, and low moor and bowling plates."' 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's etl.), 260,261. 
"In order to constitute contraband of war, it is aLsolutely essential 
that two elements should concur, viz, a hostile quality and a hostile-
destination. If either of these elements is wanting, there can be no 
such thing as contraband. Innocent goods going to a belligerent port 
are not contraband. Here there is a hostile destination, but no hostile 
quality. Hostile goods, such as munitions of war, going to a neutral 
port, are not contraband. Here there is a hostile quality, but no hostile 
destination." 
Historicus, 191. 
As to effect of treaties, see App., Vol. III, ~ 370. 
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That each case is to be determined by the test of fitness for belliger-
ent purposes, see 5 Am. Law Rev., 258, citing the Peterhoff, 5 Wall., 
28, where it was held that "blankets, boots, and other articles, which, 
from the marks on the cases and from their own appearance were evi-
dently intended for the use o.f the Confederate forces were confiscable." 
Cotton was contraband of war, during the late civil war, when it was 
the basis on which the belligerent operations of the Confederacy rested. 
House Rep. 262, 43d Cong., 1st sess. Mrs. Alexander's cotton, 2 'Vall., 404; 
cHed supra,§ 352. See as to seizure of aliens' cotton, supra, ~§ 203, 224, 228, 
343, 352. . ., 
''Cotton was useful as collateral security for loans negotiated abroad 
by the Confederate States Government, or, as in the present case, was sold 
by it for ca~h to meet current expenses, or to purchase arms and muni-
tions of war. Its use for such purposes was publicly proclaimed by the 
Confederaey, and its sale interdiete<l, exeept under regulations estab-
lished by, or contraet with, the Confederate Government. Cotton was 
thus o:ffieially classed among war supplies, and as sneh, was liable to 
be destroyed, when found by the Federal troops, or turned to any use 
which the exigencies of war might dictate. • * * 
"Cotton in faet was to the Confederacy as much munitions of war as 
powder and ball, for it furnished the chief means of obtaining those in-
dispensables of warfarA. In international law, there could be no ques-
tion as to the right of the Federal commanders to seize it as contraband 
of war, whether they found it on rebel territory or intercepted' it on the 
way to the parties who were to furnish in return material aid in the 
form of the sinews of war, arms, or general supplies." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Muruuga, .Tune 26, 1886. lVISS. Not es, Spain. 
See supra, ~~ 203, 224, 228, 343; App., VoL III,§ 373. 
(6) As TO SOLDIERS. 
§ 373a. 
"It is important not to confound, as has sometimes been artfully at-
tempted, the right of search with the pretended right of impressment. 
In opposing this we do not contend against the right of search for pur-
poses in which we have, like other nations, acquiesced; that is to say, 
so far as relates to objects which we have admitted to be liable to capt-
ure and condemUt.:ttion, such as enemies' property and eontraband articles. 
But ·we deny the right of capturing or taking out of neutral ships (and, 
therefore, searching for) persons of any description whatever, with one 
single exception," that of soldiers in service of the enemy provided for in 
several treaties. * * * ~'Yet, as aU those treaties were with nations 
that aeknowledged the principle of 'free ships fre~ goods,' I am not ready 
to a.ssert that, with respect to Great Britain, since we admit that enemy's 
property is liable to capture and eondemnation, the exception ought 
not to be to the same extent as respects persons, so as to admit that all 
enemies may be taken out, although they be not soldiers, and in the 
actual service of the enemies." 
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Everett, Aug. 9, 1828. 2 Gallatin's Writings, 404. 
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"Iu consequence of instructions from the American Government, I 
.called at the foreign office a few days ago, to represent to your lordship 
the conduct of Captain May, of the British mail steamer Teviot, who, 
unmindful of his duty as a neutral, and using improperly the extraordi-
nary privileges which the American Government has grant~d to British 
mail steamers ever since the· commencement of the present war with 
Mexico, in the month of August last, brought from the Havana to Vera 
Cruz, General Paredes, late President of Mexico, the author of the war 
of Mexico against the United States, and their avowed and embittered 
enemy. 
"By the principles of British law, according to t.he opinion of Sir 
William Scott (6 Robinson's Reports, 430) Captain May has rendered 
the Teviot liable to confiscation. Or the President of the United States 
might effectually prevent similar aid to the enemy by withdrawing from 
these steamers the privilege of entering the port of Vera Cruz. But I 
am confident Her Majesty's Government will render such steps unneces-
sary by adopting efficient means to prevent, for the future, such viola-
tions of their neutrality. 
" If Captain May or any of his officers implicated in this serious charge 
are officers in the British service, I feel bound to ask for their dismissal 
or punishment in such other way as may clearly manifest that the British 
Government has disapp1·oved their conduct." 
Mr. Bancroft, U.S. minister at London, to Lord Palmerston, Oct. 8, 1847. MSS. 
Dispatches, Gr. Brit. 
''In answer to your letter of the 8th instant, complaining of the con-
duct of Captain l\Iay, of the British mail steamer Teviot, in having con-
veyed General Paredes from the Havana to Vera Cruz, I have the honor 
to state to yon that tlle lords commissioners of the admiralty, having 
investigated the circumstances of this affair, Hor Majesty's Government 
have informed the directors of the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company, 
to whom the steamer Teviot belongs, that the directors are bound to 
.testify, in a marked. manner, their disapproval of Captain 1\fay's con-
duct in having thus abused the indulgence afforded to the company's 
vessels by the Government of the United States; and the directors of 
the company have accordingly stated to Her :Majesty's Government that 
they will immediately suspend Captain May from his command; and 
that they publicly and distinctly condemn any act on the part of their · 
-officers which may be regarded aR a breach of faith towards the Gov-
€rnment of the United States, or as an infringement or invasion of the 
regulations established by the United States officers in those ports of 
Mexico which are occupied by the forces of the United States." 
Lord Palmerston to Mr. Bancroft, Nov. 16, 1847. :MSS. Dispatches, Gr. Brit. 
In an article by Mr. Horatio King on the " Trent affair," in the Maga-
zine of American History for 1\iarcb, 1886, vol. xv, 278, it is stated that 
4
' during the 1\'Iexican war General Paredes, a bitter enemy of the United 
States, who was arrested in 1846, at the beginning of the war, and being 
in Europe, was brought to Vera Cruz on the 14th of August, 1847, in the 
British mail steamer Teviot. Secretary Buchanan made complaint in 
a letter to 1\'Ir. Bancroft, our minister to England, saying: 'A neutral 
vessel which ca.rries a l\Iexican officer of high military rank to 1\Iexico 
for the purpose of taking part in hostilities to our country is liable to con-
fiscation, according to Hir William Scott."' 
See 5 Am. Law. Rev., 267. 
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III. HOW FAR DISPATCHES .AND DIPLOMATIC AGENTS ARE CONTRA-
BAND. 
& 374. 
l\ir. Seward's letters and instructions in respect to the Trent affair,. 
so far as concerns the question of reference to a prize court, are given 
supra, sections 325, 328. So far as concerns the question of the contra-
band character of diplomatic dispatches and diplomatic agents, the fol-
lowing papers are to be considered : 
"In connection with the case of Messrs. l\'Iason and Slidell, the De-
partment has recently been engaged in examining that of ::\f. Fauchet, 
a minister from France during Washington's administration, who, 
while on his way to embark at Newport, R.I., on his return home, prob-
ably escaped seizure by the commander of the British ship Africa, near 
that port, in consequence of the packet Peggy, in which he was pro-
ceeding from New York to Newport, being compelled by stress of 
weather to put into Stonington, Conn. Here l\L Fauchet received in-
timations of the intention of the commander of the Africa, which in-
duced him to proceed to Newport by land and across the ferries. 
'Vhen the weather moderated the Peggy proceeded on her course, and 
when she approached the Africa she was boarded from that ve~sel, the 
trunks of the passengers were searched, and disappointment shown at 
the absence of J\L F'auchet. This act having been committed within the-
maritime jurisdiction of the United States, and the British vice-consul 
at Newport having been implicated in it, his exequatur was formally 
revoked by President \Vashin'gton and explanations demanded of the 
British Government; first through their minister here, and then tbrough 
lVfr. John Quincy Adams, acting charge d'affaires at London." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, Dec. 16, 1861. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
The report of Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, Dec. 9, 1862, giving the documents in 
regpect to the attempted seizure of M. Fauchet, French minister to the 
United States, by the commander of the British ship-of-war Africa, in 
1795, is printed in Senate Ex. Doc. 4, 37th Cong., 3d sess. 
For an account of the attempt of the captain of the British ship-of-war Africa 
to seize M. Fauchet, the French minister to the United States, while in our 
territorial waters, see 3 Life of Pickering, 231 ff. 
"All writers and judges pronounce naval or military persons in the 
service of the enemy contraband. Vattel says war allows us to cut off 
from an enemy all his resources, and to hinder him from sending min-
isters to solicit assistance. And Sir William Scott says you may stop 
the ambassador of your enemy on his passage. Dispatches are not 
less clearly contraband, and the bearers or couriers who undertake to 
carry them fall under the same condemnation. 
"A. subtlety might be raised whether pretended ministers of a usurp-
ing power, not recognized ns legal by either the belligerent or the neu-. 
tral, could be held to be contraband. But it would disappear on being 
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subjected to what is the true test in all cases-namely, the spirit of tlle 
law. Sir William Scott, speaking of civil magistrates who are arrested 
and detained as contraband, says : 
~'~It appears to me on principle to be but reasonable that 'vllen it is 
of sufficient importance to the enemy that such persons slutll be sent 
out on the public service at the public expense, it should afford equal 
ground of forfeiture against the vessel that may be let out for a pur-
pose so intimately connected with the hostile operations.'" 
l\Ir. Seward, Sec. of :::itate, to Lord Lyons, Dec. 26, 1861. MSS. Notes, Gr. Drit. 
See Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Lord Lyons, Ja,n. 13, 18G~. :MSS. N'otcs, Gr. 
Brit., Dip. Corr., 1862. 
The following paper is here introduced as showing the position taken 
by the British Government as to the doctrine of contraband in this re-
lation: 
Earl R'ltssell to Lord Lyons. 
''FOREIGN OFFICE, Jwnua1·y 23, 1802. 
"}tly LoRD: I mentioned in my dispatch of the lOth instant that Her 
:l\Iajesty's Government differed from 1Ur. Seward in some of the conclu-
siOl}S aL which be had arrived, rmd that I should state to you, on a 
future occasion, wherein these differences consisted. I now proceed to 
do so. It is necessary to observe that I propose to discuss the questions 
involved in this corre:spondence solely on the principles of international 
law. Mr. Seward himself, speaking of the capture of the four gentle-
men taken from on board the Trent, says: 'The question before us is, 
whether this proceeding was authorized by, and conducted according 
to, the law of nations.' This is, in fact, the nature of the question which 
has been, but happily is no longer, at issue. It concerned the respect-
' ive rights of belligerents and of neutrals. We must, therefore, discard 
entirely from our minds the allegation that the captured persons were 
rebels, and we must consider them only as enemies of the United States 
at war with its Government, for that is the ground on which Mr. Sew-
arcl ultimately places the discussion. It is the only ground upon which 
foreign Governments can treat it. 
"The first inquiry that arises, therefore, is, as }tfr. Seward states it, 
'Were the persons named and their supposed dispatches contraband of 
war~' Upon this question Her }tlajesty's Government differ entirely 
from 1\'Ir. ~eward. '.rbe general ,right and duty of a neutral power to 
maintain its own communications and friendly relations with l>oth bel; 
ligerents c'annot be disputed. 
'"A neutral nation,'" says Vattel (book iii, chap. 7, § 118), 'continues, 
with the two parties at war, in the several relations nature has placed 
between nations. It is ready to perform towards both of them all the 
duties of humanity, reciprocally due from nation to nation.' In the 
lJerformance of these duties, on both sides, the neutral nation has itself 
a most direct and material interest, especially when it has numerous 
citizens resident in the territories of both belligerents, and when its 
citizens, resident both there and at home, have property of great value 
in the territories of the belligerents which may be exposed to danger 
from acts of confiscation and violence, if the protection of their own 
Government should be withheld. This is the case with respect to Brit-
ish subjects during ·tl1e present civil war in North_ America. 
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"Acting upon these principles, Sir William Scott, in the case of 1he 
Caroline (Chr. Rob., 461, cited and approved by Wheaton, Elements, 
part iv, chap. 3, § 22), during the war between Great Britain and 
France, decided that the carrying of dispatches from the Frencl1 ambas-
sador resident in the United States to the Government of France by an 
United States merchant shi:p was no violation of the neutrality of the 
United States in the war between G-reat Britain and France, and that 
such dispatches could not be treated as contraband of war. 'The neu-
tral country,' he said, 'has a right to preserve its relations with the 
.enemy, and you are not at liberty to conclude that any communication 
between them can partake, in any degree, of the nature of hostility 
.against you. The enemy may have his hostile projects to be attempted 
with the neutral state, but your reliance is on t.he integrity of that neu-
tral state, that it will not favor nor participate in such designs, but, as far 
as its own councils and actions are concerned, will oppose them. .And 
if there should be private reasons to suppose that this confidence in the 
good faith of the neutral state has a doubtful foundation, that is mat-
ter for the caution of the Government, to be counteracted by just meas-
ures of preventive policy; but it is no ground on which this court cau 
pronounce that the neutral carrier has violated his duty by bearing 
dispatches, which, as far as he can know, may be presumed to be of an 
innocent nature, and in the maintenance of a pacific connection.' 
"And he continues, shortly afterwards: 
'''It is to be considered, also, with regard to this question, what may 
be due to the convenience of the neutral state, for its interests may re-
quire that the intercourse of correspondence with the enemy's country 
should not be altogether interdicted. It might be thought to amount 
.almost to a declaration that an ambassador from the enemy shall not 
reside in the neutral state, if he is declared to be debarred from the only 
means of communicating with his own; for to what useful purpose can 
he reside there without the opportunities of such a communication¥ It 
is too much to say that all the business of the two states shall be trans-
acted by the minister of the neutral state resident in the enemy's coun-
try. The practice of nations has allowed to neutral states the privilege 
{)f receiving ministers from the belligerent states, and the use and con-
venience of an immediate negotiation with them.' 
''That these principles must necessarily extend to every kind of diplo-
matic communication between Government and Government, whether 
by sending or receiving ambassadors or commissioners personally, or by 
sending or receiving dispatches from or to such ambassadors or commis-
sioners, or from or to the respective Governments, is too plain to need 
argument; and it seems no less clear that such communications must 
be as legitimate and innocent in their first commencement as afterwards, 
and that the rule cannot be restricted to the case in which diplomatic 
relations are already formally established by the residence of an accred-
ited minister of the belligerent power in the neutral country. It is the 
neutrality of the one party to the communications, and not either the 
mode of the communication or the time when it first takes place, which 
furnishes the test of the true application of the principle. 
"The only distinction arising out of the peculiar circumstances of a 
-civil war, and of the non-recognition of the independence of the de facto 
Government of one of the belligerents, either by the other belligerent 
or by the neutral power, is this: That 'for the purpose of avoiding the 
difficulties which might arise from a formal and positive solution of these 
questions diplomatic agents are frequently substituted, who are clothed 
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with the powers and enjoy the immunities of ministers, though they are 
not invested with the representative character, nor entitled to diplo-
matic honors.' (Wheaton's Elements, part iii, cLap. 1, § 5.) Upon 
this footing 1\lfessrs. :Mason and Slidell; who are expressly stated by Mr. 
Seward to have been sent as pretended ministers plenipotentiary from 
the Southern States to the courts of St. James and of Paris, must have 
been sent, and would ha\e been, if at all, received; and the reception 
of these gentlemen upon this footing could not have been justly regarded, 
according to the law of uations, as a hostile or unfriendly act towards 
the United States. Nor, indeed, is it clear that these gentlemen would 
have been clothed with any powers, or have enjoyed any immunities 
beyond those accorded to diplomatic agents not officially recognized. 
''It appears to Her J'lfnjesty's Governmeut to be a necessary and cer-
tain deduction from these principles that the conveyance of public 
agents of t:Uis character from Havana to St. Thomas, on their way to 
GrE:at Britain and France, anu of their credentials or dispatches (if any) 
on board tlw Trent, was not and could not be a violation of the duties 
of neutrality on the part of that vessel; and, both for that reason and, 
also, because the destination of these persons and of. their dispatches 
was bona fide neutral, it is, in the judgment of Her :M.ajcsty's Govern-
ment, clear and certain that they were not contraband. 
"The doctrine of contraband has its whole foundation and odgin in the 
principle which is nowhere more accurately explained than in the fol-
lowing passage of Bynkershoek. After stating in general terms, the 
duty of impartial neutrality, he adds: 'Et sane id, quod modo dice bam, 
non tantum ratio <locct, sed et usus, inter omnes fere gentes receptus. 
Quam vis enim libera sint cum amicorum nostrorum hostibus commercia, 
usn tam en placuit, * * * ne alterutrum his rebus juvemus, quibus 
bellum contra ami cos nostros instruatur et foveatur. Non licet igitur 
.alterutri advehere ea, quibus in bello gerendo opus habet; ut sunt tor-
menta, arma, et, quorum prmcipuus in bello usus, milites. * * * 
Optimo jure interdictum est, ne quid eorum bostibus su.bministremus; 
.quia his rebus nos ipsi quodammodo videremur amicis nostris bellum 
facere.' (Bynkershoek, Qumst. Jur. Publ., lib. i, chap. 9.) 
"The principle of contraband war is here clearly explained, and it is 
impossible that men or dispatches which do not come within that prin-
ciple can in this sense be contraband. The penalty of knowingly car-
rying contraband of war is, as Mr. Seward states, nothing less than the 
confiscation of the ship; but it is impossible that this penalty can be 
incurred when the neutral has done no more than employ means usual 
.among nations for maintaining his own proper relations with one of the 
belligerents. It is of the very essence of the definition of contraband 
that the articles should have a hostile, anu not a neutral destination. 
"Goods,' says Lord Stowell (The Imina, 3 Chr. Rob., 167), 'going to 
.a neutral port cannot come under the description of contraband, all 
goods going tl1ere being equally lawful. The rule respecting contra-
hands,' he adds, 'as I have always understood it, is, that articles must 
be taken in delicto, ip. the actual prosecution of the voyage to an enemy's 
port.' On what just principle can it be contended that a hostile desti-
nation is less necessary, or a neutral destination more noxious, for con-
stituting a contraband character in the case of public agents or dispatches 
than in the case of arms and ammunition~ J'l1r. Seward seeks to support 
his conclusion on this point by a reference to the well-known dietum of 
Sir "\Villiam Scott in the case of the Caroline, that 'you may ~top the 
a-mbassador of your enemy on his passage' (The Carolina, G U:Ur. Rob., 
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4G8), and to another dictum of the same judge in tbe case of the Oro-
zembo (The Orozembo, 6 Chr. Rob., 434), that civil fm1ctionaries, 'if 
sent for a purpose intimately connected with the hostile operations,' 
may fall under the same rule with persons who~?e employment is directly 
military. 
"These q notations are, as it seems to Her l\1ajesty's Government, irrel-
evant; the words of Sir W. Scott are in both cases applied by .l\Ir. 
Seward in a sense different from that in which they were used. Sir 
William Scot.t does not say that an ambassador sent from a belligerent 
to a neutral state may be stopped as contraband while on his passage 
on board a neutral vessel belonging io that or any other neutral state, 
nor that, if he be not contraband, the other belligerent would have any 
right to stop him on such a voyage. 
"The sole object whieh Sir William Scott had in view was to explain 
the extent and limits of the doctrine of the inviolability of ambassadors 
in virtue of that character; for he says: 
" 'The limits that are assigned to the operations of war against them, 
by Vattel and other writers upon these subjects, are, that you may ex-
ercise your right of war· against them whenever the character of hostility 
exists. You may stop the ambassador of your enemy on his passage; 
but when he has arrived, and has taken upon him the functions of his 
office, and has been admitted in his repreRentative character, he becomes 
a sort of middle man, entitled to peculia!' privileges, as set apart for the 
protection of the relations of amit.y and peace, in maintaining wllich all 
nations are in some degree interested.' 
"There is certainly nothing in this passage from which an inference 
cail be drawn so totally opposed to the general tenor of the whole judg-
ment as that an ambassador proceeding to the country to which he is 
sent, and on board a neutral vessel belonging to that country, can be 
stopped on the ground that the conveyance of such an ambassador is a 
breach of neutrality, which it must be if he be contraband of war. Sir 
William Scott is here expressing not his own opinion merely, but the 
doctrine which he considers to have been laid down by writers of au-
thority upon the subject. No writer of authority has ever suggested 
that an ambassador proceeding to a neutral state on board one of its 
merchant ships is contraband of war. The only writer named by Sir 
William Scott is Vattel (Vattel, lib. iv, chap. 7, § 85), whose words 
are these: 'On pent encore attaquer et arreter ses gens' (i.e., gens de 
l'ennemi), 'partout oil on ala liberte d'exercer des actes d'hostilite. Non 
seulement done on peut justement refuser le passage aux ministres 
qu'un ennemi envoye a d'autres souverains; les arrete meme, s'ils entre-
prennent de passer secretement et sans permission dans les lieux dont 
on est maitre.' 
''And he adds, as an example, the seizure of a French ambassador 
when passing through the dominions of Hanover during war between 
England and France, by the King of England, who was also sovereign 
of Hanover. 
"The rule, therefore, to be collected from these authorities is, that you 
may stop an enemy's ambassador in any place of which you are your-
self the master, or in any other place where you have a right to exer-
cise acts of hostility. Your own territory, or ships of your own coun-
try, are places of which you are yourself the master. The enemy's 
territory, or the enemy's ships, are places in which you have a right to 
exercise acts of hostility. Neutral vessels guilty of no violation of the 
laws of neutrality are places where you have no right to exercise acts 
of hostility. 
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''It would be an inversion of the doctrine that ambassadors haYe pe-
~uliar privileges to argue that they are less protected than other men. 
The right conclusion is, that an ambassador sent to a neutral power is 
inviolable on the high seas, as well as in neutral waters, while under the 
protection of the neutral flag. 
'"The other doctrine of Sir William Scott, in the case of the Orozembo, 
is even less pertinent to the present question. That related to tlw case 
{)fa neutral ship which, upon the effect of the evidence given on the 
trial, was held by the court to have been engaged as an enemy's trans-
port to convey the enemy's military officers, and some of his civil offi-
cers whose duties were intimately connected with milita1:y operations, 
from the enemy's country to one of the enemy's colonies which was 
about to be the theater of those operations-the whole being done 
under color of a simulated neutral destination. But as long as a neu-
tral Government, within whose territory no military operations are car-
ried on, adheres to its professions of neutrality, the duties of civil offi-
cers on a mission to that Government, and within its territory, cannot 
possibly be ' connected with' any 'military operations ' in the sense 
. in which these words were used by l::5ir ·william Scott, as, indeed, is 
rendered quite clear by the passages already cited from his own judg-
ment in tile case of the Caroline. In connection witll tllis part of the 
~"ubject, it is necessary to notice a remarkable passage in Mr. Seward's 
note, in which he says: 'I assume, in the present case, what, as I 
read British authorities, is regarded by Great Britain herself as true 
maritime law, that the circum~tance that the 'l'rent was proceeding from 
a neutral port to another neutral port does not modify the right of bel-
ligerent capture.' If, indeed, the immediate and ostensible voyage of 
the Trent had been to a neutral port, but her ultimate and re-al desti-
nation to some port of the enemy, Her Majesty's Government might 
have been better able to understand the reference to British authorities 
~ontained in this passage. It is undoubtedly the law as laid down by 
British authorities, that if the real destination of the vessel be hostile 
(that is, to the enemy, or the enemy's country), it cannot be covered 
.and rendered innocent by a fictitious destination to a neutral port. 
But if the real terminus of the voyage be bona fide in a neutral terri-
tory, no English, nor, indeed, as Her :Majesty's Government believe, 
any American authority can be found which has ever given countenance 
to the doctrine that either men or dispatches can be subject, during 
such a voyage, and on board such a neutral vessel, to belligerent capt-
ure as contraband of war. Her Majesty's Government regard such a 
doctrine as wholly irreconcilable with the true principles of maritime 
law, and certainly with those principles as they have been understood 
in the courts of this country. 
"It is to be further observed that packets engaged in t,he postal serv-
ice, and keeping up the regular and periodical communications between 
the different countries of Europe and America, and other parts of the 
world, though in the absence of treaty stipulations they may not be 
exempted from visit and search in time of war, nor from the penalties 
of any violation of neutrality, if proved to have been knowingly com-
mitted, are still, when sailing in the ordinary and innocent course of 
their legitimate employment, which consists in the conveyance of mails 
and passengers, entitled to peculiar favor and protection from all Gov-
ernments in whose service they are engaged. To detain, disturb, or in-
terfere with them, without the very gravest cause, would be an aet of 
a most noxious and injurious character, not only to a vast number ancl 
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variety of individual and private interests, but to the public interests 
of neutral and friendly Governments. It has been necessary to dwell 
upon these points in some detail, because they involve principles of the 
highest importance, and because if 1\ir. Seward's arguments were acted 
upon as sound the most injurious consequences might follow. 
"For instance, in the present war, according to Mr. Seward's doctrine, 
any packet ship carrying a Confederate agent from Dover to Calais, or 
from Calais to Dover, might be captured and carried to New York. In 
case of a war between Aust.ria and Italy, the conveyance of an Italian 
minister or agent might cause the capture of a neutral packet plying 
between lVIalta and lVlarseilles, or between Malta and Gibraltar, the 
condemnation of the ship at Trieste, and the confinement of the min-
ister or agent in an .Austrian prison. So in the late ~ar between 
Great Britain aud France on the one hand, and Russia on the other, a 
Russian minister going from Hamburg to Washington in an 1-\meri-
can ship might have been brought to Portsmouth, the ship might have 
been condemned, and the minister sent to the tower of London. So 
also a Confederate vessel-of-war might capture a Cunard steamer on 
its way from Halifax to Liverpool, on the ground of its carrying dis-
patches from :Mr. Seward to Mr. Adams. In view, therefore, of the 
erroneous principles asserted by l\1:r. Beward, and the consequences they 
involve, Her lVlajesty's Government tbink it necessary to declare that 
they would not acquiesce in the capture of any British merchant ship 
in circumstances similar to those of the Trent, and that the fact of 
its being brought before a prize court, though it would alter the 
character, would not diminish the gravity of the offense against the 
law of nations which would thereby be committed. 
''Having disposed of the question whether the persons named, and 
their supposed dispatches, were contraband of war, I am relieved from 
the necessity of discussing the other questions raised by Mr. Seward, 
namely, whether Captain Wilkes had lawfully a right to stop and 
search the Trent for these persons and their supposed dispatches; 
whether that right, assuming that he possessed it, was exercised by him 
in a lawful and proper manner; and whether he had a right to capture 
the persons found on board. 
"The fifth question put by 1\ir. Seward, namely, whether Captain 
Wilkes exercised the alleged right of capture in the manner allowed and 
recognized by the law of nations, is resolved by 1\-Ir. Seward himself in 
the negative. I cannot conclude, however, without noticing one very 
singular passage in Mr. Seward's dispatch. 
'' 1\Ir. Seward asserts that 'if the safety of this Union required the de-
tention of the captured persons it would be the right and duty of this 
Government to detain them.' He proceeds to say that the waning pro-
portions of the insurrection, and the comparative unimportance of the 
captured persons themselves, forbid him from resorting to that defense. 
Mr. Seward does not here assert any right founded on international law, 
however inconvenient or irritating to neutral nations; he entirely loses 
sight of the vast difference which exists between the exercise of an ex-
treme right and the commission of an unquestionable wrong. His frank-
ness compels me to be equally open, and to inform him that Great Britain 
could not have submitted to the perpetration of that wrong, however 
:flourishing might have been the insurrection in the South, and however 
important the persons captured :rpight have been. 
"Happily all danger of hostile collision on this subject has been 
avoided. It is the earnest hope of Her ~iajesty's Government that 
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similar dangers, if they should arise, may be averted by peaceful nego-
tiations conducted in the spirit which befits the organs of two great na-
tions. 
"I request you to read this dispatch to l\Ir. Seward, and give him a 
copy of it. 
"I am, &c., 
" RUSSELL." 
"The Trent affair, all the world sees, was an accident for which not 
the least responsibility rests upon this Government. For a time our 
national pride and passion appealed to us to abandon an ancient liberal 
policy; but, even though unad\ised, we did not listen to it, and we are 
to-day, after that occurrence, as ready and as willing to join other mari-
time powers in meliorations of the law, to the extent that France desires, 
as we were before it happened, and before the civil war commenced. 
Forced into a belligerent attitude, and treated as such by neutrall)Owers, 
we, of course, while these hostilities last, must claim for ourRelves the 
rigors which other ma!'itime powers agree to apply to us when we are 
neutrals. But even to-day, in the midst of this strife, if the other powers, 
including Great Britain, should agree to abolish naval blockades alto-
getller and forever, and to exempt private property from confiscation in 
maritimf\ war, we are prepared to consider the propositions. But we 
can make no proposition except as a whole nation. France and Great 
Britain, having declared the insurgents a belligerent, are not prepared 
to treat with us as more than a part of a nation. Is it not clear that 
the sooner they reconsider that unnecessary step, so prematurely taken, 
the better H will be for all parties concerned' I send you a copy of ruy 
rejoinder to Earl Russell on the Trent afi'air, which will show you more 
at large our views on this point." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, Feb. 19, 1862. MSS. Inst., France; 
Dip. Corr., 1862. 
As to documents in the Trent case, see Senate Ex. Doc. 8, 39th Cong., 2d sess.; 
Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1864-'65, vol. 55; 2 Ph ill. Int. Law (3d ed. ), 168. 
" There is no recognized. sanction of the principle that a bona fide 
authenticated and sealed public mail of a friendly or neutral power, 
found on a commercial vessel navigating between two neutral ports, 
can be violated lawfully, either by a naval officer or a prize court, merely 
because the vessel on which it is found is searched and seized as con-
traband." 
Mr. Sewarrl, Sec. of State, to Mr. 'Velles, Apr. 15, 1863, Apr. 20,1865. MSS. Dom. 
Let. See same to same, Oct. 31, 1o6i', excepting "simulated or forged 
mails." 
In a case in New York, where official dispatches of importance were 
sent from Batavia to New York, and there given unofficially, without 
notice of their nature, to the master of a United States ship, to be sent 
to a private person in France, the ship was released upon the captain 
testifying under oath that be was ignorant of the nature and contents 
of the letters. (The Rapid, Edwards, 228.) On theotherhantl, tbA En-
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gUsh courts have held, with undue harshness, that' a vessel is not exempt 
from confiscation for carrying such dispatches, even where it was invol-
untarily pressed into the belligerent service by force, or where the char-
acter of the dispatches was fraudulently concealed. (The Carolina, 4 
C. l{ob., 259; The Orezem bo, G 0. Rob., 43u.) Sir R. Phillimore (iii, § 272), 
sustains.these cases, which :Mr. Hall dissents from (p. 593). Bluntschli 
(§ 803) maintains that military dispatches (e. g., orders of a commanding 
officer to a subordinate to carry on military operations) are unquestion-
ably contraband, but that it is otherwise with dispatches professing 
pacific negotiation, which are to be regarded as diplomatic correspond-
ence. (See cases noted in Wheaton, § 504, Dana's note.) In the Tulip 
(Fisher's Pr. Cas., 26), it was held that a neutral ship may, by the law of 
nations, carry dispatches from a minister resident in the neutral coun-
try to the ports of the belligerent in the country to which the minister 
belongs. If stopped on the high seas by the other belligerent, how-
.ever, the duty of the ship's master, it was held, is to deliver up the dis-
patches to the arresting belligerent. 
The following is from 1\ir. Field's proposed internationa,l code: ''Sec-
tion 861. Documents are contraband when they are official communi-
cations from or to officers of a hostile nation, and fitted to subserve the 
purposes of the war, but not otherwise. 
"Sir William Scott interprets 'dispatche~,' treated of in the decis-
ions as warlike or contraband communications, to be 'official communi-
cations of official persons, on the public affairs of the Government.' (The 
Caroline, 6 Ch. Robinson's Rep., 465.) But to this rule there is an ex-
ception in the case of communications to or from a neutral nation, or 
the hostile nation's ministers or consuls resident in the neutral nation." 
As to the effect of war upon the rnail service, see Field, sections 862, 
919. 
"Lushington (Naval Prize Law, Introd., p. xii) says, that to give up 
altogether the right to search mail s.teamers and bags, when destined to 
a hostile port, is a sacrifice which can hardly be expected from bellig-
erents; cit:ng Disp. of Earl Russell to 1\fr. Stuart, November 20, 1862; 
Parliamentary Papers, No. Amer., Nov. 5, 1863." 
lbid, § 862. 
Mr. Horatio King, in the l\iagazine of American History for March, 
1886, makes the following statement: 
'' Hon. Edward Everett, before the Middlesex .Mechanics Association 
at Lowell, justified the capture of Messrs. Mason and Slidell as perfectly 
lawful-their confinement in Fort Warren as perfectly lawful-and said 
'they would no doubt be kept there until the restoration of peace, which 
we all so much desire, and we may, I . am sure, cordially wish them a 
safe and speedy deliverance.' Mr. George Sumner, a well-read lawyer, 
said in the Boston Transcript of November 18, 'The act of Captain 
Wilkes was in strict accordance with the principles ofinternationallaw, 
recognized in England, and in strict conformity with English practice.' 
Even the British consul at New Orleans, 1\'fr.l\Iuir, it was authoritatively 
stated, justified the seizure and supplied legal authority to appear in a 
legal editorial of one of the city papers. * * * There was a banquet 
at the Revere House, in Boston, in honor of Captain Wilkes, Hon. J. 
Edmunds Wiley presiding. His act was highly applauded by 1\-Ir. Ed-
munds, Governor Andrew, and Chief-Justice Bigelow.;' vVhen such 
.eminent men sustained the highest belligerent claims, we cannot be sur-
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pri:sed tlmt analogous high pretensions were made by .English states-
meu and courts duriug the agony of the :Xapoleouie wars. 
Dr. Woolsey (Int. Law, § 184) speaks as . follows: ''The ca~e of the 
Trent, in which this and seV"eral other principles of iuternational law 
were in,olV"ecl, may here receiYe a brief notice. This ve~sel, sailing 
from one nentral port to another on its usual route as a packet ship, 
was O\erhauled by au American captain, and four per:sonR were ex-
tracted from it on the high seas, under the pretext that they were 
ambassadors, and bearers of.dispatches from the Confederate Govern-
ment, so called, to its agents in Europe. The vessel itself was al-
lowed to pursue its way, by waiver of right as the officer who made the 
detention thought, but no dispatches were found. On this transaction 
we may remark: (1) That there is no process known to international 
law by which a nation may extract from a neutral ship on the high sea 
a hostile ambassador, a traitor, or auy criminal whatsoever. Nor can 
any neutral ship be brought in for adjudication on account of having 
Ruch passengers on board. (2) If there had been hostile dispatches 
found on board, the ship might haYe been captured and taken into port; 
and when it had entered our waters, these four men, being citizens 
charged with treason, were amenable to our law~. But there appears 
to l1ave been no Yalid pretext for seizing the yessel. It is simply ab-
:o:;urd to say that these men were living dispatches. (3) The character 
of the Yessel as a packet ship, conYeying mails and passengers from one 
llt·ntral port to another, almost precluded the possibility of guilt. EYen 
if hostile military persons bad been found on board, it might be a ques-
tion whether their presence would involve the ship in guilt, as they 
were going from a neutral country to a neutral country. (4) It ill 
became the United States-a nation which had eYer insisted stren-
uously upon neutral rights-to take a step more like the former British 
practice of extracting seamen out of neutral vessels upon the high seas, 
than like any modern precedent in the conduct of ciYilized nations, and 
that, too, when she bad protested against this procedure on the part of 
Great Britain and made it a ground of war. As for the rest, this affair 
of the Trent bas been of use to the world, by committing Great Britain 
to the side of neutral rights upon the seas." 
An extended discussion of the topic treated in this section will be 
found in Dana's Wheaton, § 504, note, 641 if. Mr. Dana states that in 
case of the Trent having been brought into an American prize court, 
.:\lessrs. Mason and Slidell "could not be condemned or released by the 
eourt. They would doubtless have been held as prisoners of war by the 
United States Government." But" there is no decided case in England 
or America that required the condemnation of the Yessel, even if Messrs. 
l\Iason and Slidell had not the immunity of diplomatic persons." 
Juan article in the North American Review for July, 18G~ (vol. 95, 8), 
Mr. Seward's position that the Trent should have been sent to a prize 
court is elaborately criticised. The chief objection taken is that (as l\lr. 
Seward admitted) as the judgment of a prize court 4 ' could determine 
nothmg in relation to the lawfulness of the capture of these persons," 
the appeal to the prize court would, even in case of condem11ation, be 
ineffectual. But the answer is thattlte "persons" in question would then 
haYe been brought, and brought lawfully, into the jurisdiction of the 
United ~tates, liable to be dealt with by any process that might be 
instituted against them. 
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"' Had l\Iason and Slidell once reached their destination, they would 
thereafter have been invested with that immunity which pertains to a 
diplomatic agent on board a neutral vessel. But on their way thither 
they were, by the American doctrine, to be regarded as embryotic min-
isters only; their diplomatic character and privileges bad not vested 
absolutely, but were contingent upon their uninterrupted arrival at the 
countries to which they were respectively accredited. * * * The 
whole subject of the transportation of diplomatic persons remains in 
dubio." 
5 Am. Law ReY., 268. 
"One thing, however, the United States claim, and with a good show 
of right, that the Trent case did settle conclusively, and that is, that 
where the passage of contraband persons is to be interrupted, it is un-
justifiable to remove them bodily from the vessel and to allow her to 
proceed. She must herself be seized and carried into the belligerent 
port for trial in the prize courts." 
Ibid. 
Prof. Mountague Bernard, after a full discussion of the 'rrent case, 
holds that a neutral merchant or packet ship carrying persons in an 
enemy's employment is not liable to condemnation unless she is used 
by the enemy as a transport. 
· Neutrality of Great Britain, &c., ch. 9. See 2 Ren1e de droit int., 126. 
l\ir. Seward's reasonings ''would serve to justify, and may be taken 
to encourage, the captain of the Tuscarora, to seize the Dover packet 
boat and carry her into New York for adjudication, in case Messrs.J\'[a. 
son and Slidell should take a through ti(jket from London to Paris." 
Historicus, 192. 
" Although dispatches are classed as contraband articles, and their 
carriage is illegal, because pf their peculiar character, ambassadors are 
neither contraband articles nor denounced by international law." 
Abdy's Kent (1878), 359. 
"The suppression of Mr. Seward's pacific note, and the positive de-
nial of the fact that such a communication had been recei,Ted, published 
in the prime minister's personal organ, would have formed the subject 
of discm;sion in Parliament if Parliament had not been at that time in 
a remarkably complaisant mood. The expedition to Canada, at a sea-
son when no military .operations could possibly have been undertaken 
in that quarter, has entailed upon this country a waste of several mill-
ions, besides other bad effects. Undoubtedly the prime minister of that 
day did exhibit his usual love of displaying military force; and all will 
admit that allything like a gratuitous menace was peculiarly ofl'ensivfl 
and unworthy when directed agaiust a nation in distress. But can 
Americans honestly say that no color of justification for a display of 
force was afforded on their side~" 
Goldwin Smith in 13 Macmillan's Mag., 169. 
According to He:ffter (§ 161ak as adopted by Perels (§ 47), the "trans-
port of the diplomatic agellt of a belligerent to a neutral port cannot 
be by itself regarded as a violation of neutrality; the object of the 
agents must be an alliance for the continuance of the war, in which case 
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the arrest and carrying off would be not unjustifiable.'' Perels dissents 
from Gessner's distinction that such arrest would not be justifiable, 
€Ven in the latter case, if made when the agent was passing between 
two neutral ports. 
It is argueu by Fiore, droit int. (trans. by Antoine, 1886, vol. 3, 
§ 1605), that a belligerent can preclude agents of the other belligerent 
from crossiug llis territory, but he cannot preclude tllem from being 
transported in a neutral ship on the high seas. In tl.Je Trent case, he 
goes on to say, that if belligerent dispatches are contraband of war, 
so, a jortwri, is it with the diplomatic agents carrying them; hut this 
position, he thinks, was ·rictoriously com batted by Lord Russell, in his 
reply. 1\lr. Fiore goes on to say that a great majority of publicists dis-
sented from the position that tile arrest of :M:essrs. l\Iason and Slidell 
.could be sustained. 
For further notices of the Trent case see 46 Hunt's l\Ierch. Mag., 1; 5 Am. Law 
Rev., 267; S South. Law Rev., 33; Abdy's Kent (1878), 355. 
For details as to action in Trei1t case, see 1 Thurlow 'Veed.'s Life, 6~4 .ff'. ; 
Loud. Quart. Rev., Jan., 1862. 
'.rhat insurgents may have informal diplomatic relations with neutrals, see 
sup1·a, § 69; Wbart. Com. Am. Law, § 165; 5 J. Q. Adams' :Memoirs, chap. 
xii, where several interviews of Mr. Adams, when Secretary, with such 
emissaries, are noted. 
De\iating in this respect from the practice adopted in the general ar-
Tangement of this work, the reply of Lord Russell to Mr. Seward's in-
. .structions in the Trent case is giy·en above, in connection with those 
instructions. The reason is that Lord Russell's reply takes ground 
which was substantially adopted by the leading European powers, and, 
therefore, placing it side by side with .l.Hr. Seward's in~tructions, giYes 
u~ a basis fi.·om which we can gather certain general rules in respect to 
the important subject of which it treats. These rules are as follows: 
(1) Diplomatic agents ~ent by one belligerent to a neutral are not, 
in themselves, contraband of wnr, subject to seizure by the other bel-
ligerent if found on a neutral ship on the high seas. It is true that a 
belligerent diplomatic agent may carry with him dispatches which nre 
promotive of the belligerent designs of the power he represents; and 
. if so, such dispatches will be contraband of war, and, if the agent car-
rying them be proved to be cognizant of their character and employed 
in carrying out the belligerent purpose they disclose, he may- be sub-
jected to the same taint and exposed to tl.Je same contingencies. But 
it does not follow that a diplomatic agent from a belligerent, when on 
a neutral 'essel, bound to a neutral port, is necessarily employed in 
tLe furtherance of belligerent designs. He may be engaged on an er-
rand of peace. This may be in two ways. He may be seeking to con-
summate some such general plan for the mitigation of the sufferings of 
war, as was set forth by the declaration of Paris of 1856, or by the Gen-
eva conference which met during the Franco-German war. It is well 
known that both Gre:;.t Britain and France sought to obtain the acces· 
sion of other powers to the principles with regard to freedom of neutral 
ships adopted by the Treaty ot Paris; and it is noticed in other sections 
of this work that the United States Government, when a neutral dur-
ing the Napoleonic wars, sought to have agreements of the same char::w-
ter made between itself and the then great belligerent powers. Such a 
condition of tllings would be likPly again to occur in any future maritime 
war China, for iustance, is rapidly becoming an important power, with a 
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great population capable of being efficientl.v employed in naval enter--
prises, and with a Government which is able to appreciate and employ 
remarkably capable diplomatists. (See London Spectator, Sept. 11,. 
.1886, 1203.) The relations of China to France are such as that war· 
between these powers may at an;y time be renewed, and this on a large· 
scale ; and if such a war should arise, the United States would be not 
unlikely to intervene to mitigate its horrors, and the United States . 
Government would be prompted, should such an intervention take 
place, to say to China: " Send to us, if you choose, an envoy specially 
charged with the mission of coming to some such arrangement as may 
make the war in which you are engaged conform to modern civilized 
usage. You have held," so the United States might say," that in an ex-
treme case you might permanently obstruct your ports of entry. This-
is a matter as to which your envoy might treat at Washington with the 
French legation." Or the United States might, as it bas done in other 
cases, consent to mediate arid say: "Send your envoy to vVashington for 
the purpose of canvassing with the French envoy the terms of peace, 
just as we sent our envoys to St. Petersburg iu 1813 for the same 
purpose." Now the United States Government, as in a peculiar de-
gree the vindicator of neutral rights, and as eminently bound to pro-
mote peace, and to prevent any uridue supremacy on the high seas of 
any great maritime power, would not tamely acquiesce in the seizure, 
on one of her own merchant ships on the high seas, of envoys sent to-
her from China for such pacific purposes as this. The question then 
comes up, suppose, under such circumstances, a Chinese envoy should 
be arrested on the high seas in a United. States ship, and suppose tha~ 
no papers were found in his custody showing that his design was to add. 
to the strength of Chinese belligerency, could the arresting belligerent 
impute from the nature of things a contraband character to such en-
voy' Now, the reasoning of Lord Russell. sustained b,y the other great 
European powers and acquiesced in by Mr. Seward, is that no such con-
traband character is to be so imputed. And the reasons are obvious . . 
First, when an agent is engaged in a mission which is only on a par-
ticular contingency illegal, such arrest cannot be sustained unless such·, 
illegal contingency can be shown to exist. Secondly, even were we to · 
reject this position, diplomacy, it must be recollected, is the police of" 
peace; and until the contrary is shown, a diplomatic agent on the high 
Reas is to be presumed to be on a pacific errand. · 
(2) The case is not altered when the diplomatic agent, whose status. 
is under discussion, represents an insurgent power whose belligerency 
(but not whose sovereignty) has been recognized by the power in one · 
of whose ships such envoy is arrested. During 1 he lat.ter part of the 
long contest between Spain and her Sout.h American colonies, those · 
colonies had informal agents at V'V.,..ashington, who were received so far-
as such reception enabled the United States to intf'rcede with both bel-
ligerents for the adoption of humane modes of warfare, nnd ultimately 
for the settlement of judicious terms of peace. The United States would 
certainly have witnessed with grave displeasure the seizure and confis-
cation by Spain on a United States ship of one of those envoys bound to 
the United States; and if Spain had insisted on such a measure she 
would have hastened the acknowledgment of South American independ-
ence. It is not impossible that the United States may be placed in a 
similar condition of neutral interposition between Great Britain and a 
revolted province, either in the Old or the New World. If so, the United· 
States would not be likely to silently acquiesce in the seizure on board.\ 
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of one of her merchaut ships of envoys to herself from such insurgeuts 
(they being recognized as belligerents), unless it should be pro,Ted that 
the object of those envoys was to obtain, in violation of the law of na-
tions, troops or contraband of war. 
(3) "'\Vhere there is ground to suspect an envoy from a belligerent to 
a neutral to be on a mission distinctivel;r belligerent, then, if he be 
arrested by the other belligerent on board a neutral ship, he and the 
ship on which he is found must be taken to a prize court for adjudica-
tion. Undoubtedly the proceedings against him in such a prize court 
would be. novel, as such a case, if it should ever occur, would be the 
first instance in which an admiralty proceeding in rem would be insti-
tuted against a person. But be this as it may, J\Ir. Seward's position, 
that such a case would be for a prize court, is not, supposing that there 
be criminative evidence against the envoy, showilig him to be on a dis-
tinctively beiligerent service, directly controverted by Lord Russell, 
and may be held to be now generally accepted. At the same time it 
should be remembered that the action of a prize court in condemning 
such euvoy as contraband would not bar the neutral nation on whose 
'Ship the arrest was made from proceeding against the arresting nation 
for a violation of neutral rights. Supra, § 329. 
IV. PENALTIES ON CONTRABAND. 
MAY BE SEIZED ON HIGH SEAS. 
§ 375. 
In the correspondence between ~'fr. Pickering, Secretary of State, and 
Mr . .Adet, minister of France,"inl796, while it was agreed on both sides 
that horses are contraband of war, it was maintained correctly by 1\Ir. 
Pwkering, in opposition to .Mr . .Adet, that the only means of redress in 
such cases by the offended belligerent was the seizure of such contra-
band on the high seas, or in his own country, and that the Government 
.of the country of exportation was not required by international law to 
prohibit such exportation. 
Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adet, Jan. 12, )by 25, 1796. MSS. Notes, 
For. Leg. 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 646ff.,649.) 
'' In reference to your letter of the 2d February last, I soon after took 
occasion to intimate to you what appeared to be the President's way of 
thinking on the subject. I ha\e now the honor to state to you that 
while, by the law of nations, the right of a belligerent power to capture 
and detain the merchant vessels of neutrals, on just suspicion of hav-
ing on board enemy's property, or of carrying to such enemy any of 
the articles which are contraband of war, is unquestionable, no prece-
·dent is recollected, nor does any reason occur which should require the 
neutral to exert its power in aid of the right of the belligerent nation 
·in such captures and detentions. It is conceived that, after warning 
its citizens or subjects of the legal consequences of carrying enemy's 
·property or contraband goods, nothing can be demanded of the sover-
-eign of the neutral nation but to remain passive. If, howe\er, i:t;1 the 
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present case, the British captors of the brigantine Experience, Hewit, 
master; the ship Lucy, James Oonolly, master, and the brigantine }..,air 
Columbia, Edward Carey, master, have any right to the possession of 
those American vessels or their cargoes, in consequence of their capt-
ure and detention, but which you state to have been rescued by their 
masters from the captors and carried into ports of the United States, 
the question is of a nature cognizable before the tribunals of justice, 
which are opened to hear the captors' complaints, and the proper offi-
cer will execute their decrees. 
•' You suggest that these rescues are an infringement of the law of 
nations. Permit me to assqre you that any arguments which you shall 
offer to that point will receive a just attention. 
•' With regard to the British seamen and deserters who have assisted 
in the re:scues, with great truth I am authorized to assure you that the 
Government have no desire to retain them; but besides that the many 
months elapsed since those events, and the consequent dispersion of" 
the men, would probably render their delivery impracticable, it is not 
kuowu to be authorized by any law. This bas brought into \iew your 
projecr, of stipulations for the mutual delivery of deserters, whether 
searneu or soldiers; and I have now the honor to inclose a counter-pro-
ject l>,y which you will see the objections which have occurred to your 
propositions. The President has been pleased to direct and empower 
me to negotiate with you on this subject, and it will affonl him g1 eat 
pleasure if we can make a satisfactory arrangement." 
::\lr. Pickering, Sec. of St.ate, to Mr. List.on, May 3, 1b00. MSS. Notes, For. Leg.; 
reprinted in Dip. Corr. for H~62, 149. 
The rule "that a vessel on a return voyage is liable to capture b.v 
the circumstances of her having on the outward voyage contraband· 
articles to an enemy's port" is an interpolation in the law of nationR. 
• Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, report of Jan. 25, 1806. MSS. Dept. of State. 
"It is natural that Peru should be incensed at the exportation of 
nitrate for the benefit and account of her adversary. It is to be re-
gretted, however, that sbe should allow her resentment to lead her to 
claim a, belligerent right not acknowledged by any authority, that of 
capturing on the high seas vessels of a neutral for having on board a 
cargo from a place which she controlled before the war. In this case, 
however, her title to it was annuJled, or at least suspended, by the armed 
occupation by Chili of the region whence the article was taken. The 
attempt of Peru, therefore, to avenge upon neutrals her want of good 
fortune in the contest will not, it is to be feared, add to her reputation, 
for magnanimity or regard to public law, and certainly will not be ac-
quiesced in by the Governments of neutrals, whose interests may thereby 
be affected." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Christiancy, Mar. 2, 1880. MSS. Inst.., Peru;·. 
For. Rel., 1880. 
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The carriage of contraband goods does not subject the vessel andre-
maining cargo to confiscation, unless they all belong to the same owner, 
or unless there has been some actual co-operation in an attempted fraud 
upon th.e belligerent, by covering up the voyage unuer false papers, and 
with a false destination. When the contraband' goous lla\·e been de-
posited at the port of destination, neither the vessel nor the cargo is 
liable to seizure on the return voyage, though the latter may have been 
purchased with the proceeds of the contraband. 
The same rule would seem to apply, by analogy, to cases where the 
contraband articles have been ·deposited at an intermediate port on th~ 
outward voyage, and before it terminated. But if the voyage be dis-
guised, and the vessel sails under false papers, and with a false desti-
nation, the mere deposit of the contraband in the course of the voyage 
does not exempt the vessel from seizure. 
Carrington v. Ins. Co., 8 Pet., 495. 
l\fere consent to transportation of contraband will not always or usu-
ally be taken as a violation of good faith by the neutral owner of a 
ship. There must be circumstances of aggravation. The nature of the 
contraband articles and their importance to the belligerent, and gen-
eral features of the transaction must be taken into consideration in 
determining whether the neutral owner intended or did not intend, by 
consenting to the transportation, to mix in the war. 
Contraband of wa~ is always subject to seizure when being conveyed 
to a belligerent destination, whether the voyage be direct or indirect; 
such seizure, however, is restricted to actual contraband, and does not 
extend to the ship or other cargo, except in cases of fraud or bad faith 
on the part of the owners or of the master with the sanction of the 
owners. 
The Bermuda, 3 Wall., 514; The Springbok, 5 ibid., 1. These cases are criti-
cised supra, § 362. 
Contraband articles contaminate the non-contraband parts of a cargo, 
if belonging to the same owner, and the non-contraband must share 
the fate of the contraband. 
The Peterhoff, 5 Wall., 28. 
Con,eyance of contraband attaches in ordinary cases only to the 
freight of the contraband merchandise. It does not subject the vessel 
to forfeiture. 
Ibid. 
rrhe trade of neutrals with belligerents in articles not contraband is 
absolutely free, unless interrupted by blockade. 
Ibid. 
'Vl.wre contraband and not contraband belong to the same owner, 
the latter must share the fate of the former. 
Ibid. 
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So far as concerns those portions of the above rulings in which the 
law of contraband is blended with that of blockade, they are consid-
ered in the discussion of the Springbok case. (Supra,§ 362.) It may be 
here stated that while contraband goodsy wllen at sea., are liable to be 
seized at any period of their transit, if the fact that they were intended 
for the opposing belligerent is established, the taint cannot be extended 
to non -contraband goods in the same cargo. 
'£he Stephen Hart (Blatch. Pr. Ca., 387), where it was held if the 
guilty intention of transporting contraband goods existed when the 
goods left their own port, such intent could not be obliterated by the 
innocent intention of shipping at a neutral port in the way, and that 
such voyages form one transaction, is stated and examined in .Abdy's 
Kent (1878), 349. 
"The right of th.e neutral to transport, and of the hostile power to 
seize, are conflicting rights, and neither party can charge the other 
with a criminal act." 
1 Kent Com., 142; approved by Lord Westbury, Ex parte Chavasse, 11 Jur., N• 
S., 400. See 11 Op., 408, 451; The Helen, L. R., 1 Ad. & Ec., 1. 
The following passage from Kent's Com., 142, is quoted by Sir W. 
Harcourt (Historicus, 129), with high encomium: 
" It is a general understanding, grounded on true principles, that the 
powers at war may seize and confi&cate all contraband goods without 
any complaint on the part of the neutral nation, and without any impu-
tations of a breach of authority in the neutral sov~reign himself. It 
was contended on the part of the French nation, in 1796, that neutral 
Governments were bound to restrain their subjects from selling or im-
porting articles contraband of war to the belligerent powers. But it 
was su< cessfully shown, on the part of the United States, that neutrals 
may lawfully sell, at home, to a belligerent purchaser, or carry themselves 
to the bellig~rent powers, contraband articles, subject to the right of 
seizure in transitu. This right has since been explicitly declared by the 
judicial .authorities of this country. The right of the neutral to trans-
~ port, and of the hostile power to seize, are conflicting rights, and 
neither party can charge the other with a criminal act." 
Sir W. Harcourt, on the same page, also adopts as "conclusive and 
authoritative," the following from Judge Story's opinion in the Santis-
sima Trinidad: 
''There is nothing ln our laws or in the laws of nations that forbids 
our citizens from sending armed vessels as well as munitions of war to 
foreign ports for sale. It is a commercial ad venture which no nation 
is bound to prohibit, and which only exposes the persons engaged in 
it to the penalty of confiscation." See infra, §§ 391, 393. 
In other sections the liability of neutral or alien property to seizure is 
coHsid~red as follows: Rights of aliens generally, § 201; subjection of, 
to local seizures, § 203; injury of, from belligerent action, §§ 223 if.; in-
jury of, from mob violence, § 226; belllgerent.s' spoliation by neutral, 
§ 227; neutrals' spoliation by belligerent, § 228; subjection of alien to 
reprisal, § 318; confiscation of goods of, as a war measure, § 336; im-
putability of enemy's eharacter to neutral, § 352; cotton _belonging 
to neutral, susceptibility of, to seizure when in belligerent lines,§§ 203, 
224-228,352,353,373. 
As to domicil attaching to alien, see § 198. 
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PIRACY AND PRIVATEERING. 
i. DEFI:NITION OF PIRACY. 
(1) Must be robber~- on the high seas, § 380. 
(2) Warlike attacks of insurgents not piracy, § 381. 
II. MUNICIPAL DEFINITIONS NOT EXTRATERRITORIAL, § 382. 
III. PRIY ATEERS. 
( 1) Who are, § 383. 
(2) Not pirates by law of nations, § 384. 
(3) Sustained by policy of the United States, § 385. 
As to arming merchant vessels, see § 39. 
I. DEFINITION OF PLRACY. 
(1) MUST BE ROBBERY ON THE HIGH SEAS. 
§ 380 . 
.Armed cruisers, which, though claiming to be commissioned by in-
surgents, prey on merchant vessels of all nationalities indiscriminately, 
are to be regarded as pirates. 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Nelson, Apr. 28, 1823. MSS. Inst., Ministers . 
.A mere intention or even preparation to commit piracy is not piracy. 
Mr. Clayton, Sec. of State, to Mr. Calderon de la Barca, July 9, 1850. MSS. 
Notes, Spain . 
.A merchant vessel whose subordinate crew rise in revolt, and, after 
killing the captain, make depredations on other shipping, is a pirate by 
the law of nations. 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Starkweather, Sept.18, 1854. MSS. Inst., Chili. 
"General hostility," as distinguished from special, is a condition of 
- piracy by the law of nations, and does :f!Ot exist in a case of homicide 
by revolt of crew. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Van Yalkenburgh, Feb. 19, 1869. MSS. Im;t., 
Japan. 
Definitions of piracy are given infra, ~ 381. 
.An exposition of the statutes of the United States in relation to pi-
racy is given in the opinion of l\1r. E. Pesbine Smith, law officer of the 
Department, January 6, 1871, communicated by Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, 
to Mr. 1\lazel, June 6, 1871. MSS. Notes, Nether lands. 
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·~-\. robber,y committed on the high seas may be piracy under the act of 
the 13th of April, 1790, for the punishment of certain crimes against 
the United States, although such robbery, if committed on l:lnd, would 
not by the law of the United States be punishable with death. The 
crime of robbery, as mentioned in this act, is the crime of robbery as 
recognized and defined at common law. 
The crime of robbery, committed by a person who is not a citizen of the 
United States, on the high seas, on board of a ship belonging exclush·ely 
to subjects of a foreign state, is not piracy under the act, and is not 
punishable in the courts of the United States. 
U.S. v. Palmer, 3 Wheat., 610. 
A commission granted by Aury, styling himself brigadier of the Mexi-
can Republic, a Republic of whose existence nothing i.s known, and gen-
eralissimo of the Floridas, a province in the possession of Spain, will 
not authorize citizens of the United States, under our statute, to cruise 
as privateers ; and it appearing that a capture by such persons, though 
ostensibly made under such a commission, was made, in fact, not jure 
belli, but animo furandi, the ofl:'ense is statutory piracy. 
By the act of the 30th A pol, 1790, section 8, persons on board of any 
vessel which has thrown oft' its national character by cruising pirati-
cally, are triable on a charge of pirauy in the courts of the United States. 
U. S. v. Klintock, 5 Wheat., 144; U. S. v. Pirates, ibid., 184. See infra, § 381. 
Robbery or forcible depredations upon the sea, animo furandi, is pi- <: 
raey by the law of nations. 
U. S. v. Smith, 5 'Vheat., 153. 
By assuming the character of pirates, the crew of a vessel lose all 
claim to national character or protection. Hence an American citizen, 
fitting out a vessel in a port of the United States to cruise against a 
power with whi~h the United States are at peace, is not protected, by a 
commission from a belligerent, from punishment for any offense com-
mitted by him against "Vessels of the United States. On an indictment 
in such a case, a jury may find that a Yessel, within a marine league of 
the shore, at anchor in an open roadstead, where vessels only ride under 
the shelter of the land at a season when the course of the winds is in-
variable, is upon the high seas. 
U. S. v. Pirates, ibid., 184, 204, 206. 
Though the independence of Buenos Ayres has not been acknowl-
edged by the United States, we have recognized the existence of a state 
of civil war between Spain and its colonies, and each party to that war 
is respected by us in its exercise of all belligerent rights, ineluding the 
right of capture. 
The Santissima Trinidad, 7 Wheat., 283. See i11jra, § 381. 
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The African slave trade not being repugnant to the law of nations, a 
v-essel cannot be brought in by an American cruiser for adjudication for 
being engaged in it, even where the vessel belongs to a nation which 
has pT'ohibitecl the trade. 
The Antelope, 10 ·wheat., 66. 
A piratical aggression by an arme~l vessel is a good ground for confis-
cation and is so made by the act of March 3, 1819. But not every hostile 
attack in time of peace is piratical. It may be by mistake, or in nec-
essary self-defense, or to repel a supposed meditated attack by pirates. 
If justifiable, no blame attaches. 
The Marianna Flora, 11 Wheat .. , 1 . 
• Probable cause is a sufficient excuse for a capture for piratical ag-
gression. 
Ibid.; The Palmyra, 12 Wheaii., 1. 
A non·commissionecl cruiser may seize for the benefit of the Govern-
ment .. 
Carrington t'. Merchants' Ins. Co., 8 Pet., 495. 
Under the 9th article of the treaty of 1819, between the United 
States and Spain, providing for the restoration of property rescued from 
pirates and robbers on the high seas, it is necessary to show: (1) That 
what is claimed falls within the description of vessel or merchandise; 
(2) that it has been rescued on the high seas from pirates and robbers; 
(3) that the asserted proprietors are the true proprietors. 
U.S. v. The Amistad, 15 Pet., 51S. 
As to this case in detail, see supra, § 161. 
Under this article negroes lawfully held as slaves and subject to sale 
under the laws of Spain, on board a Spanish vessel, may be deemed 
merchand*'e; but native Africans, unlawfully kidnapped and imported 
into a Spanish colony contrary to the laws of Spain, as in this case, are 
not merchandise; nor can any person show that be is entitled to tbem 
as their proprietor, nor are they pirates and robbers, if they rise and 
kill the master and take possession of the vessel to regain their liberty. 
Ibid. 
Xative Africans, unlawfully detained on board of a Spanish vessel 
are not bound by a treaty between the United States and Spain, but 
may, as foreigners to both countries, assert their rights to their liberty 
before the courts of the United States. 
Ibid. 
Under the fourth section of the act of .l\larch 3, 1819, any piratical ag-
gression subjects the vessel to forfeiture, though not made ca-usa lucri 
and though the owners were entirely innocent, and the vessel was armed 
for a lawful purpose and sailed on a lawful voyage. 
U.S. v. brig Malek Adhel, :t How., 210. 
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Persons trading to the west coast of Africa, on which coast two kinds of 
commerce are carried on-one (the regular trade) lawful, the other (the 
slave trade) criminal-should keep their operations so clear and dis-
tinct in their character as to repel the imputation of a purpose to en-
gage in the latter. 
The Slavers, 2 \Vall., 350. 
Piracy is defined by the law of nations to be a forcible depredation 
upon property on the high seas, without lawful authority, done animo 
furandi; that is, as defined, in this connection, in a spirit anrl intention 
of universal hostility. A pirate is said to be one who roves the sea in 
an armed vessel, without any commission from any soYereign state, on 
• his own authority, and for the purpose of seizing by force and appro-
priating to himself, without discrimination, every vessel he rmy meet. 
In a state of war between two nations a commission to a private 
armed vessel from either of the belligerents affords a defense, according 
to the law of nations, in the courts of the enemy, against a charge of 
robbery or piracy on the high seas of which it might be guilty in the 
absence of such authority. 
U. S. v. Baker, 5 Blatch., 11-13. 
If the prize be a pirate the officers and crew are to be prosecuted in 
the circuit court of the United States, without respect to the nation to 
which each individual may belong. 
I~ it be regularly commissioned as a ship-of-war, the officers and crew 
are to be detained as prisoners, except such as are citizens of the United 
States, who are to be tried for treason. 
1 Op., 85, Lee, 1798. 
Prosecutions for piracy committed out of the jurisdiction of any par-
ticular State, should take place in the district where the ~ffender is 
apprehended, or into which he may be first brought. 
1 Op., 185, Rush, 1815. 
Certain citizens of the United States were arrested while sailing as 
privateers under a commission from Artigas, a Portuguese colony, 
then in a state of insurrection, but not recognized as a sovereign power 
by our Government. It was advised that they should be indicted as 
pirates under the act of 1790. 
1 Op .• 249, Wirt, 1818. 
The recaptors of American vessels from pirates are entitled to sal-
vage; but the rate r~s~o i:p. the discretion of the court before which the 
case;s ~hall be brought. 
1 Op., 531, Wirt, 1822. 
A French vessel with kidnapped Africans on board was captured by 
pirates, and from them recaptured by an American vessel and brought 
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into port. ..d. demand made by the French minister for the restoration 
of the Africans was held to be .well founded. 
Ibid., 534. 
A recapture from pirates gives a fair claim for salvage by the general 
maritime law, and by the act of March 3, 1800, national ships are en-
titleu to salvage from ships of friendly powers rescued from their ene-
mies, which act, in spirit, applies to rescues frorp. pirates. 
Ibid., 577. 
By analogy to the act of the 0d of ~larch, 1800, the rate of salvage 
to which recaptors of an American vessel from pirates are entitled is 
one·sixth of the Yessel and cargo, or, if the vessel has been armed since 
ller capture, one· half of the vessel and one· sixth of the cargo. 
Ibid., 584. 
If the vessel had been long in the hands of pirates and used as their 
own, a higher rate of salvage should be allowed than if she were re-
captured in the moment of her capture, having just struck, and the 
crew being still capable of resistance. 
Ibid. 
It is not statutory piracy for the captain of a vessel, to whom the 
vessel and carg-o have been consigned with instructions to proceNl to 
the Pacific and there sell vessel and cargo and remit the proceeds to · 
the owners, to fail to remit such proceeds after having made sale ac-
cording to instructions; and his arrest on such a charge would be false 
imprisonment. 
2 Op., 19, Wirt, 1825. 
Under the act of :\larch 3, 1819, persons charged with piracy must 
be tried in the circuit court for the district into which they are first 
brought, or in which they were found; and it is not in the power of 
the President to send them to another tribunal, domestic or foreign. 
20p., 559, Taney, 1833. 
During the civil war, the existence of which had been recognized by 
the United States, between Texas and :Mexico, a Texan armed schoouer 
captured an American merchantman, on the ground that she was laden 
with proYisions, stores, and munitions of war for the Jlexicau army. It 
was held that the capture could not be deemed an act of piracy unless 
it should appear that the principal actors in it were citizens of the 
-qnited States, in which case they might be indicted for piracy under 
the 9th section of the crimes act of the 30th of April, 1790, which 
declares "that if any citizen shall commit any piracy or robbery, against 
the United States or any citizen thereof, upon the high seas, under color 
of any commission from any foreign prince or state, or on any pretense 
of authority from any person, such offender shall, notwithstanding the 
pretense of any such authority, be deemed, adjudged, and taken to be· 
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a private felon ami a robber, and on being thereof convicted shall suffer 
death." 
3 Op., 120, Butler, 1836. 
When a civil war breaks out in a foreign nation, and part of such 
nation erects a distinct and separate Government, and the United 
States, though they do not acknowledge the independence of the new 
Government, do yet recognize the existence of a civil war, our courts 
have uniformly regarded such party as a belligerent nation in regard 
·to acts done jure belli. 
Ibid. 
Such acts may be unlawful when measured by the laws of nations or 
by treaty stipulations; the individuals concerned in them may be 
treated as trespassers, and the nation to which they belong may be 
held responsible by the United States, but the parties concerned are 
not treated as pirates. 
Ibid. 
Persons, however, acting under a commission from one of the bellig-
erents, who make a capture, ostensibl~? in the right of war, but really 
with the design of robbery, are guilty of piracy. 
Ibid. 
Although it has been doubted whether a mere body of rebellious men 
can claim all the rights of a separate power on the high seas, without 
absolute or qualified recognition from foreign Governments, there is 110 
authority for a doubt that the parties to a civil war have the right to 
conduct it with all the incidents of lawful war within the territory to 
which they both belong. 
9 Op., 140, Black, 1858. 
When, during the existence of a civil war in Peru, American vessels 
found a port of that country, and points on its coast where guano is de-
posited, in the possession of one of the parties to the contest, and pro-
cured under its authority and jurisdiction clearances and licenses at the 
custom-house to load with guano, they were guilty of nothing (having 
acted fairly in pursuance of the license) for which the other party to the 
civil war could lawfully punish or molest them afterward. 
Ibid. 
To make the fire of one vessel into another a piratical aggression under 
the act of March 3, 1819, it must be a first a,ggression, unprovoked· by 
any previous act of hostility or menace from the other side. 
9 Op., 455, Black, 1860. 
Obiter, that piracy can be committed on the great lakes, e. g., Lake-
Erie. 
11 Op., 114, Bates, 1864. 
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Where a portion of the crew- of the steamer Edgar Stewart forcibly 
displaced the master from command and took possession of the \essel, 
it was advised that this did not constitute the offense of piracy, but of 
mutiny; that, for the latter offense, the parties charged are liable to be 
tried aiHl punished under the laws of the United States, and that they 
may be tried therefor in any district into which they are first brought. 
14 Op., 589, Hill, acting, 1872. 
By the British statute of 17 George III, ch. 9, in 1777, after reciting 
that whereas a rebellion and war have been openly and traitorously 
levied and carried on in certain of His l\lajesty's colonies and planta-
tions in America, and "acts of treason and piracy have been com-
mitted on the high seas and upon the ships and goods of His l\Iajesty's 
subjects, and many persons have been seized and taken, who are ex-
pressly charged or strongly suspected of such treasons aud felonie , 
awl many more such persons may be hereafter so seized and taken, and 
whereas such persons have been or may be brought into this Kingdom 
and into other parts of His Majesty's dominions, and it may be iucon-
Yenient in many such cases to proceed forthwith to the trial of' such 
criminals, and at the same time of evil example to suffer them to go at 
large," it was enacted that ''all such persons (describing them) may be 
detained in custody, without bail or main-prize, till the 1st of January, 
1778, and no judge shall bail or try any such J>erson without an order 
of rhe PriYy Councn, before that time." (31 Pickering's Statutes, 312, 
<'uutinued annuallv bv successjve re-enactments till the end of the war. 
Ibid., \Ol. 32, 1, 17.5: 'vol. 33, 3, 183; vol. 34, 1.) 
Lawrence's Wheaton (ed. 186::l), 249. Supra, § 382. 
The operation of this act was confined mainly to American priva-
teersrnen captured by British cruisers. None, however, were executed 
as pirates under this statute, and all were ultimately exchanged or 
released. 
Mr. Jefferson's report of December 30, 1790, relative to the l\iediter-
ranean trade, and the expediency of resorting to forcible measures to 
suppr~s Algerine piracy, is in 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 104. 
President 1\lonroe's message of l\1ay 21, 1824, explanatory of the coll-
vention with Great Britain making the slave trade piratical is gi\en in 
Senate Doc. 374, 18th Cong., 1st sess.; 5 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 344, 
See also on this topic Senate Rep., Jan. 10, lb25; Senate Doc. 390, 18t.h Cong., 
2d sess.; 5 Am. St. Pap., 489. House Doc. No. 398, 18th Cong., 2d sess; 5 
Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 585. 
As to proceedings by United States consuls in foreign ports in cases of piracy, 
mutiny, or any other offense against the United States, see Mr. Buchanan, 
Sec. of State, to Committee of Claims, Mar. 4, 1846. MSS. Report Book. 
It has been held in England that piracy, being an offense jf.tre gen-
tium, an act of piracy, committed on the high seas on a vessel of the 
United States, is not so exclusivel3' an offense within the jurjsdiction of 
the United States as to sustain a demand by the United States 011 
Great Britain for the surrender of the parties concerned under the Brit-
ish-American extradition treaty. 
Th'nan, in1·e, 5 Best. & S. 645; Cockburn, C. J., dist>. See adverse criticism in 
Abdy's Kent (1878), 413; and see also Whart. Cr. Pl. and Pr., §~ 45, 72; 
Whart. Cr. Law, §§ 284, 1686. Compare Bttpm, ~§ 33a, 35a. 
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(2) WARLIKE ATTACKS OF INSURGENTS NOT PIRACY. 
§ 381. 
Several judicial rulings on this topic will be found Bupra, 9 380. 
The question whether Captain Semmes, of the Alabama, should be· 
prosecuted for piracy was discussed in the Atlantic 1\ionthly for July 
· and August, 1872, by l\1r. Bolles, who was the Solicitor of the Navy 
Department, and to whom this question was referred. This article 
F;tates at the outset that-
,, By establishing a blockade of Confederate ports, our Government had rec-
o~;·nized the Confederates as belligerents, if not as a belligerent state, and had thus. 
confessed that Confederate officers and men, military or naval, could not be treated 
as pirates or guerrillas, so long as they obeyed the laws of war; the same recognition 
was made when cartels for exchange of prisoners were established between the :Federal 
and Confederate authorities; and, above all, when the Federal Executive, after the 
courts had declared Confederate privateersmen to be pirates, had deliberately set aside 
those judgments, and admitted the captured and condemned officers and men of the 
SaYannah and the Jeff Davis to exchange as prisoners of war." 
The conclusion is as follows : 
"It is evident that after it had been, as it soon was, resolved that neither treason 
nor piracy should be charged against Semmes before a military or naval tribunal, a.nd 
that his met,hods of capturing, 'plundering,' and destroying vessels should not be 
treated as offenses against public law and duty, but that he should be dealt with as a 
belligerent naval officer, bound to obey the laws of war and entitled to their protectiont 
it was needless to inquire where or by whom the Alabama was built, manned, armeclt 
or commissioned, or whether a Government without an open port can legitimately 
own or employ a naval force. These inquiries, however interesting or important 
they might be in other connections, were of no sort of interest or importance as 
elements of a trial for violating the laws of war in the conduct of a cruiser subject 
to those laws and protected by them. 
"In this way the field and the duty of inquiry were reduced to the two subjects of 
cruelty to prisoners and peindy toward Captain Winslow and the powe~ he repre-
sented." 
[bid. 
These articles by Mr. Bolles are commented on by Sir A. Cockburn,. 
in his opinion in the Geneva tribunal, and in 2 Bulloch's Secret Service 
Conf. States, 116 ff. 
That a commission of some kind from a belligerent or insurgent power 
js necessary to relieve persons attacking a vessel on the high seas and 
surreptitiously rlisposing of it and its cargo, from the charge of piracy, 
supposing their work be one of general devastation, was held by the 
Briti~ vice-admiralty court in Halifax, in 1864, in the Chesapeake case, 
cited more fully supra,§ 27. 
See Dana's Wheaton, 522. 
In U. S. v. Baker, 5 Blatch., 6 (Trial of officers of the Savannah, 371),. 
Judge Nelson charged the jury that "if it were necessary on the part 
of the Government to bring the crime charged against the prisoners 
within the definition of robbery and piracy as known to the common 
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law of nations, there would be great difficulty iu so doing, perhaps, upon 
the counts--certainly upon the evidence. For tllat shows, if an;ytlling, 
an intent to depredate upon the vessels and property of one nation only, 
the United States, which falls far short of the spirit and intent which 
are said to constitute the essential elements of the crime." To same 
effect see Woolsey, Int. La.w, app. 3; Harlan, J., Ford v. Surget, 97 U. 
S., 619; Dole v. Ins. Co., 6 Allen, 373; 2 Cliff., 394; Fifield v. Ins. Co., 
47 Pa. St., 166; and other cases. It is true that a contrary view was 
taken by Judges Grier a.nd Cadwalader in Smith's case, in Philadelphia 
in 1862, when a conviction took place, but there was no sentence, and 
the prisoners were transferred to military control as prisoners of war, 
and not as pirates. 
For the following statement as to the latter case I am indebted to 
Mr. Ashton, one of the counsel for the prosecution: 
vVASHINGTON, January 26, 1886. 
I think that there was no motion made for a new trial in the piracy cases-certainly 
none was ever argued. After the conviction of the prisoners a State question arose 
as to what should be done with them. The Confederate Government, it was under-
stood, threatened retaliation if they were hanued. The Attorney-General, Mr. Bates, 
was in favor of their being duly sentenced, but Mr. Seward thought that they should 
be exchanged as prisoners of war, and his advice prevailed with the President; and 
my recollection is that the district att.orney and marshal were instructed, in letters 
written by Mr. Seward, to turn the men over to the military custody of the Govern-
ment. Mr. Seward was somewhat in the habit at that time of directing the marshals 
and district attorneys, a practice that Mr. Bates always resented when his attention 
was called to it, and afterwards succeeded in correcting. At any tate we were in-
structed to release the prisoners from civil custody, but how to do that was the ques-
tion. Judge Cadwalader, in consultation with me on the suhject, suggested-you 
know how fertile he was in suggestion-t.hat the men be brought into court on a writ 
of habeas c01pus, and that each should be asked to say whether he preferred to remain 
in his present civil custody or to be remanded to the military custody from whence 
he came. I adopted this suggestion, a writ was issued, the men were brought into 
court, and each was asked the above question by the court. It was, of course, an-
swered as we supposed it would be; and an order was made by the court for tho 
delivery of the men, by the marshal of the district, to the military custody of the 
Government. In that way we got rid of our w bite elephants. My recollection is 
that Judge Grier was rather in favor of letting the law take its course in the cases, 
and that he would have sentenced the men if I pad asked for judgment. Judge 
Caclwaln.der, though believing the men had been rightly convicted, was satisfied to 
let them go in the way I have mentioned. 
I believe that there is a report of Smith's case in the Law Library of Congress, but 
I suppose what I have mentioned is not contained in it. 
" You will, therefore, say to the secretary for foreign affairs : 
'' 1. Thai we do not dispute the right of the Government of Hayti to 
treat the officers and crew of the Quaker City and Florida [vessels in 
the service of insurgents against Hayti] as pirates for all intents and 
purposes. How they are to be regarded by their own legitimate Gov-
ernment is a question of municipal law into which we have no occasion, 
if we bad the right, to enter. 
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'' 2. That this GoYernrnent is not aware of ans reason which would 
require or justity it iu looking upon the ves~el named in a different 
light from any other vessels employed iu the service of the insurgents. 
"3. rrhat regarding them simply as armea cruisers of insurgents not 
yet acknowledged by this Go-vernment to have attained belligerent 
rights, it is cbmpetent to the United States to deny and resist the ex-
ercise by those vessels or any other agents of the rebellion of the privi-
leges which attend maritime war, in respect to our citizens or their 
property entitled to our protection. We may or may not, at our option, 
as justice or policy may require, 'treat them as pirates in the absolute 
and unqualified sense, or we may, as the circumstances of any actual 
case shall suggest, waive the extreme right and recognize, where facts 
warrant it, an actual intent on the part of the individual offenflers, not 
to depredate in a criminal sense and for private gain, but to capture and 
destroy jure belli. It is sufficient for the present purpose that the 
United States will not admit any commission or authority proceeding 
fi'om rebels as a justification or excuse for injury to persons or property 
entitled to the protection of this Government. They will not tolerate 
the search or stopping by cruisers in the rebel service of vessels of the 
United States, nor any other act which is only priYileged by recognized 
belligerency. 
" 4. While asserting the right to capture and destroy the ,-essels in 
question, and others of similar character, if any aggression upon per-
sons or prof!erty entitled to the protection of this Government shall 
recommend such action, we cannot admit tlle existence of any uoliga-
tion to do so in the interest of Hayti or of the general security of com-
merce." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett, Sept. 14, 1869. MSS. InRt., Hayti. 
"The expedient of declaring a revolted national, vessel to be a 
' pirate' has often been resorted to among the Spanish American coun-
tries in times of civil t~1mult, and on late occasions in Europe. At the 
time of the Murcian rising, in 1873, the insurgents at Cartagena seized 
the Spanish iron-clads in harbor and cruised with them along the 
coast, committing hostilities. The Spanish Government proclaimed 
the vessels pirates, and invited their capture by any nation. A Ger-
man naval commander then in the Mediterranean did in fact capture 
one of the revolted ships and claimed it as a German prize, but his act 
was rlisavowed. The rule is, simply, that a' pirate' is a natural enemy 
of an men, to be repressed by any, and wherever found, while a revolted 
vessel is the enemy only of the power against which it acts. While it 
may be outlawed, so far as the outlawing state is concerned, no foreign 
state is bound to respect or execute such outlawry to the extent of 
treating the vessel as a public enemy of mankind. Treason is not 
piracy, and the attitude of foreign Governments towards the offender 
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may ue negative merely, so far as· demanded by a proper observance 
of the principle of neutrality." 
.Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Langston, Dec. 15, 1883. MSS. lust., 
Hayti; For. Rel., 1P84. 
"The Go-vernment of the United States cannot regard as piratical ves-
sels manned by parties in arms against the Government of the United 
.States of Colombia, when such Yessels are passing to and from ports held 
by such insurgents, or even when attacking ports in the possession of the 
National Government. In the late civil wa-a, the United. States, a tan early 
period of the struggle~ surrendered the position that those manning the 
Confederate cruisers were pirates under international law. The United 
States of Colombia cannot, sooner or later, do otherwise than accept 
the same view. But, however this may be, no neutral power can acqui-
esce in the position now taken by the Colombian Government. \Yhat-
e"Ver may be the demerits of the vessels in the power of the insurgeut"', 
or whatever may be the status of those manning them, under the mu-
nicipal law of Colombia, if they be brought by the act of the National 
Goverument within the operation of that law, there can be no question 
that such vessels, when engaged as above stated, are not, by the law of 
,nations, pirates, nor catl they be rega!ded as pirates by the United 
.States." . ~ 
Mr. Bayard. Sec. of State, to Mr. Becerra, Apr. 9, 1885. MSS. Notes, Col~m­
bia; For. ReL, 188G. 
"The status of purpose or of employment, which the Government of 
Colombia seeks to create against such vessels by decreeing them to be 
pirates, is, of course, wholly distinct from their inherent status as float-
ing property. On this latter point we are not as yet, adequately in-
formed. The commanders of the naval vessels of the United States on 
the Colombian coast have, however, been told that if conclusive proof 
be shown that any vessels belonging· to citizens of the United States 
have been unlawfully taken from them, the recovery of such property 
by the owners, or by others acting in their behalf, to the end of its res-
toration to their legitimate control, is warrantable." 
Ibid. 
" Pending these occurrences a question of much importance was pre-
sented by decrees of the Colombian Government, proclaiming 'the cloR-
ure of certain pol'ts then in the hands of the insurgents, and declaring 
vessels lleld by the revolutionists to be piratical and liable to capture 
by any power. To neither of these propositions could the United States. 
assent. An effective closure of ports not in the possession o~ the Gov· 
ernment, but held by hostile partjsans, could not be recognized; neither 
could the vessels of insurgents ag-ainst the legitimate sovereignty be 
deemed hostes llurnani generis within the precepts of international law, 
whatever might be the definition and penalty of their acts under tbe 
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municipal law of the state against whose authority they were in revolt . . 
The denial by this Government of the Oolom bian propositions did not,. 
however, imply the admission of a belligerent status on the part of the 
insurgents. The Colombian Government has expressed its willingness 
to negotiate conventions for the adjustment, by arbitration, of claims . 
by foreign citizens arising out of the destruction of the city of Aspin-
wall by the insurrectionary forces." 
President Cleveland, First Annuall\fessage, 1885. 
That vessels sent from foreign ports by insurgents having no ports of their own · 
• are pirates is argued bf 1\fr. Seward, Sec. of State, to 1\fr. Dayton, Nov. 21,_ 
1863. 1\fSS. Inst., France. 
On the other hand, it is no defense to an indictment against a citi-
zen of the United States, for statutory piracy, for taking a privateer · 
commission from foreign insurgents not recognized by us as belliger-
ents, that the depredations charged were under the color of such com--
mission. 
1 Op., 251, Wirt, 1818. 
Nor can this Government recognize as privateers, entitled to the im-
munities of such, vessels owned and manned by its own citizens, it be-
ing neutral, for an attack on a foreign or friendly power. 
''The Government of the United States is prohibited by the laws of 
t1ie Union from recognizing as a lawful Colombian privatee:r any vessel,. 
commanded, officered, and manned chiefly by citizens of this Union." 
1\fr. Adams, Sec. of State, to 1\fr. Anderson, June 29, 1824. 1\fSS. Inst., Minis-
ters. 
As to the question of cruisers of insurgents not recognized as belligerents, see · 
supra, §§ 69, 70. 
Lu April 24, 1885, the brigantine Ambrose Light, carrying the Colom-
bian flag, and claiming to be commissioned as a vessel-of-war by "Pe-
droa Lara, governor of the provice of Baranquilla, in the United States of 
Colombia, with full powers conferred by the citizen president of the State," 
was seized by the United States gunboat Alliance about twenty miles to 
the westward of Cartagena, and was taken to New York for adjudica-
tion as a prize. The ''Government," by whom the Ambrose Light was , 
commissioned, while in possession of several important ports of Colom-
bia, and blockading others, did not claim title under the titular Govern-
ment of Colombia, acknowledged as such by the United States, but was . 
organized by insurgents against that Government. On the hearing of 
the libel to procure the condemnation of the Ambrose Light, the proofs 
showed, according to the report of the case given in the Federal Re-
porter of December 8, 1885, (l) "that she had been sold to, and legally 
· belonged to, Co}J:mte, one of the chief military leaders of the insJ-ugents 
at Baranquilla;" (2) that "none of her officers or crew were citizens of 
the United States;" (3) that "she was engaged upon a hostile expedi-
tion against Cartagena, and designed to assist in the blockade and siege 
of that port by the rebels against the established Government;" ( 4) 
that she was instructed ''to fight any Colombian vessel not showing the 
white flag with a red cross;" (5) that ~' Sabanilla and a few other ad-
jacent sea-ports in the province of Baranquilla, including the city of · 
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Baranquil1a, had been for some months previous, and still were, under 
the control of the insurgents;" while (6) "the proofs did not show that 
an_y other depredations or hostilities were intended by the vessel than 
such as might be incident to the struggle between the insurgents and 
the Government of Colombia, and to the so-called blockade awl siege 
Df Cartagena." 
It appears also that the correspondence between 1\ir. Becerra and :Mr. 
Bayard was treated at the hearing as part of the evidence in tlJe case. 
On this state of facts, Judge Brown, to auopt the statement in the care-
fully-drawn head-notes gi\en in the Fed~ral Reporter, held that "in the 
absence of any recognition of rebel belligerency, or of an existing state 
of war in Colombia, either by that Government or by any otlJer nation, 
the rebel commission of their own vessel as a vessel-of-war -was, in tlJe 
eye of international law, unauthorized and void; that the seizure of the 
vessel as piratical was technically authorized by the law of nations; 
but, that the implied recognition of an existing state of war in the Secre-
tary's letter of the same date prevented any condemnation of the vessel; 
'but that as her seizure was lawful at the time, her release should be 
·ordered on tlJe payment of the disbursements of the proceeding.'' 
In a review of this decision by the Solicitor of the Department of 
State, published in the Albany Law Journal, for Februar,y 13, 1886, the 
following points are made: 
"When we are notified, as we were in the pre~ent case, . by a foreign 
-sovereign that an armed insurrection is in existence within his domains, 
the fact is one of which we are bound to take notice. vVe cannot, it is 
true, give such insurgents hospitality in our ports; nor do we release 
their titular sovereign, as we would do in case werecognize their bel-
ligerency, from Iesponsil>ility for their acts. But while such is the case 
we respond to such an announcement by applying to him and to them 
the rule of non-intervention in foreign disturbances on which our whole 
.syt::~teru of extraterritorial policy rests. * * • We recognize foreign 
insurgency by refusing to send our military and naval forces to attack 
its armies or its fleets, and by refusing to deliver up t,bose concerned in 
it when they take refuge on our shores. We say in such cases to the 
titular Government, whether it be despotic or liberal, 'We cannot in-
tervene to fight your battl{'s, either on land or at sea; neither will we 
surrender political fugitives who have escaped from you to our ships or 
our shores.' But a recognition of foreign belligerency is a very different 
thing. It is never determined on until an insurrection has obtained 
permanency, and stands on something like settled parity with the Gov-
·ernment it assails. Such a recognition is announced by a proclamation 
of neutrality, and is followed by placing insurgent and titular Govern-
ments on the same terms of access to the ports of the sovereign by wlJom 
the proclamation bas been issued. Hence while in very many cases we 
have recognized foreign insurgencies, we have never recognized such 
insurgencies as belligermtt until they have shown themsehTes, by long 
and enduring exhibition of strength, to be on something like a parity 
with the state against which they revolt. The Government of the 
United States unquestionably recognized the insurgency of the forces 
arrayed in April last against the Colombian titular Government. But it 
expressly declares that it did not recognize their belligerency. * * * 
"I wish now to inquire what .is the definition of piracy to be drawn 
from those who may really be considered standard authors in interna-
-tional law. It so happens that I have before me letters on this topic 
·:from .Mr. Fiore, professor of international law at Naples; from Mr. 
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Westlake; from M. Martens, professor of international law at St. Peters-
burg; from Baron de Neumann, professor of international law at Vienna, 
and member of the Austrian House of Peers; and from M. Calvo. Ar-
gentine minister at Berlin. These gentlemen are all.of them authors of 
high standing in international law, and are leading members of tile In-
stitute of International Law, in which I have the honor to be one of 
their associates. I sent them the note of Mr. Bavard to Mr. Becerra 
shortly after it was made public, and as is not unusual among tile mem-
bers of tile institute, some of them were good enough to favor me with 
replies. written, I need scarcely say, some time before Judge Brown's 
deciHion was made known. In these replies the distinctions taken iu 
J.\Ir. Bayard's notes are unequivocally sustained. From J.\I. CalYo's let-
ter of June 5last (and I believe I could cite no higher authority) I quote 
the following: 
"' 'rhe government, the t,ranquillity and the existence of which are im-
perilled by rebellion, is sovereign, as no one denies, in punishing and 
repelling by a.ll the forces it possesses the attacks directed against it; 
bnt it doetl not suffice that it should attach to these attacks the title of 
piracy, in order that the rebellion should be transformed, ipso facto, as 
regards foreign states, into a crime against the law of nations, punish-
able as such. These states can, at most, look on these acts as those of 
belligerents, especially if the rebellion is prolonged, assumes a serious. 
form, and partakes clearly of the character of civil war. If the rebel 
~hip~ <1o not limit themselves to attacking the Go"Vernment or the forces 
of tlw Government against which they have rebelled, but commit acts. 
of hostility or of damage against ships of other nations~ these nations 
have then the right to obtain direct satisfaction by seizing them and in-
flicting the customary punishment on them, in conformity with tile law 
of 11ations, or indirect, by banding them over to the GO\"erliment whose 
allegiance they base thrown off by rebellion. It is then from thi8 Gm~­
erument that the reparation is to be expected, which we have the right 
to ask for the wrong done, or the injury· experienced. The uote of Mr. 
Bayard of April 24. 1885, is one precedent more iu fa\or of the IilJentl 
doctrines which are becoming more and more pronounced reganli11g the-
important question of blockade, and the diminution of the rights of bel-
ligerents in reference to those of neutrals, and to the liberty' of iuter-
course and of navigation; aud a tribute is due to the Goverume11t of 
vVashington that it has constantly and faithfully taken the side of prog-
ress in this respect wllenever it has found an opportunity.' * * * 
"The works of the authors of which I speak, are of the highest rank 
among such standards, and the letters of the authors are the best in-
terpreters of what their works say. But I pass these to take up two 
other authorities whom I select, because they undertake rather to give-
the sense of international jurists as a body rather than their owu dis-
tinctive views. 
"The first is Holzendorff in his Encyklopadie der .Rechtswissenshaft, 
a work of singular accuracy and fullness. In this work we have the 
following: 
. '' 'See·raub (piraterie, piracy), ein Verbrechen, bestehend in dem raub-
erish gewaltsamen Angri:ff gegen Handelsschiffe auf hoher See.' Trans-
lating literally, this make::; 'sea-robbery,' and the very title is signifi-
cant, to consist in a forcible attack for purposes of robbery on mer-
chant vessels on t,Ile high seas. He goes on to say that the ofl'ense is a. 
crime by the law of na,tions; t.hat the 'sea-robber' is lwstis humani gen-
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eris, who may be tried in any state into which he may be brought, and 
when caught in the act, may be forthwith killed by the captor. 
"Among the admirable qualities of the late Sir H. PhiJlimore not the 
least distinguished was the patient impartiality with whicll he collected 
the sense of that branch of ~he profession of whieh for years he was the 
leadi.ng English representative. And Sir R. Phillimore (1 Int. Law, 
488) gives the following definition: 'Piracy,' he says, 'is an assault 
upon vessels navigated on the high seas committed animo fw·andi, 
whether the robbery or forcible depredation be effected or not, and 
whether or not it be accompanied by murder or personal injury.' He 
proceeds to quote Judge Story's statement in U.S. v. Smitll (5 Wheat., 
163), that 'whatever may be the diversity of definitions in other re-
spects, all writers concur in holding that robbery or forcible depreda-
tions upon the sea, animo furandi, is piracy.' He cites further a ruling 
of 'the judge of the vice-admiralty court at Charleston, S. C., in 1718, 
that· piracy is a robbery committed on the sea, and a pirate is a sea-
thief.' He shows also that the ruling of Dr. Lushington, in the case of 
the Magellan pitates (10 Jurist, 1165) was based, not on the position 
that the oft(mders in question were insurgents who had not been recog-
nized as belligerents, but· on the proof that their depredations were di-
rected against others than their titular sovoreign. 'I think it does not 
follow,' he quotes Dr. Lushington, in giving his judgment in that case, 
as sayi~1g, that ' because persons who are rebels and insurgents rnay com-
mit against the ruling powers of their country acts of violence, they may 
not be, as well as insurgents and rebels, pirates also j J!irates jot· other acts 
cmmnitted against othe'r persons.'" 
The same view, it is held, is taken by Perels. (Seerecht, § 127.) 
" President Woolsey holds that the Confederate privateers, eve11 from 
the standpoiut of the United States, were not pirates (Int. Law App., 
3, note 12 to 4th ed.); and in section 137 of the third edition President 
Woolsey defines p!ra<;y in such a way as expressly to exclude acts of 
war by insurgents against their parent state. The same position was 
maintained with great ability and learning by the late Mr. V\r. B. Law-
rence, who was a master in this branch of jurisprudence. (Lawrence's 
Wheaton, 209, 246, 24 7, 248~ 256, and note, furnished by Mr. Lawrence, 
to Whart. Or. Law (8th and 9th ed.), § 1861.) 
•'The definitions of :Mr. D. D. Field (Int. Code, 82) and of Sir J. F. 
Stephen (Dig. Or. Law, art. 104) expressly exclude attacks by insur-
gent vessels on their titular sovereign." 
"In Hall's International Law, page 223, the law is thus stated: 
" 'It is generally said that one of the conditions of the piratical char-
acter of an act is the absence of authority to do it derived from any 
sovereign state. Dift'erent language would no doubt have ~een em-
ployed if sufficient attention had been earlier giYen to societies actually 
independent, though not recognized as sovereign. Most acts which 
become piratical through being done without due authority are acts of 
war when done under the authority of a state, and, as societies to which 
bellig·erent rights have been granted have equal rights with perma-
nently established states for the purposes of war, it need scarcl'l;r be 
said that all acts authorized by them are done under due autllority. 
Whether the same can be said of acts done under the authorit.y of 
politically organized societies, which are not yet recoguized as belliger-
ent, ma~ appear more open to argument, though tl1e conclusion can 
hardly be different. Snell societies being· uuknown to internatioual 
law, they l.uctve no power to gi\-e a legal character to acts of any kiud. 
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At first sight, consequently, acts of war done under tlleir authority 
must seem to be at least tecllnically piratical. But it is by the per-
formance of sucll acts that independence is establislled and its exist-
ence proved. When done with a certain amount of success, they just-
ify the concession of belligerent privileges; when so done as to show 
that independence will be permanent, they compel recognition as a 
state. It is impossible to pretend that acts which are done for the pur-
pose of setting up a legal Rtate of things, and which may in fact have 
already succeeded in setting it up, are piratical for want of an external 
recognit~on of their validity, wllen the grant of that recognition is 
properly dependent in the main upon the existence of such a condition 
of affairs as can only be produced by the very acts in question. It 
\Yould be absurd to require a claimant to justl(y his claim by doing acts 
for which he may be hanged. Besides, though the ab~ence of the com-
petent authority is the test of piracy, its essence consists in the pursuit 
of private as contrasted with public ends. Primarily the pirate iE! a 
man who satisfies his personal greed or his personal vengeance by rob-
bery or murder in places beyond the jurisdiction of a state. The man 
who acts with a public object may do like acts to a certain extent, but 
his moral attitude is different, and the acts themselves will be kept 
within well-marked bounds. He is not only not the enemy of the 
human race, but he is the enemy solely of a particular state. * * * 
The true view, then, would .seem to be that acts which are allowed in 
war when authorized by a politically organized society are not pirati-
cal. Whether a particular society is or_ is not politically organized is a 
question of fact which must be decided upon the circumstances of the 
case.' Hall's Int. Law, 233 if. · 
"Under Mr. Wheaton's definition, to make cruisers of insurgent Gov-
ernments pirates, they must be ' depredators.' That this is all he 
meant by his definition, is clear when we take in connection with it his 
reference to United States t'. Klintock (5 Wheat., 153), where tile court, 
according to Mr. Wheaton's own head-note, declined to decide whether 
tlle term 'piracy' applies to 'a person acting with good faith under 
~nch a commission,' i. e., a commission from 'a republic whose existence 
is unknown and unacknowledged.' Nor can we exclude from consid-
ering, as construing Mr. Wheaton's statement in his text-book, the note 
on piracy (in 5 Wheat., 167), to which he refers us; a note which binds Mr. 
Wheaton, the ostensible author, none the less completely from the fact 
that-it was written for him, as it is now known, by Judge Story. In 
this admirable note we have a long series of definition~, nearly thirty in 
number, in all of which the essential feature of piracy is declared to be 
robbery o~ the high seas. So, according to this note, speak Grotius, the 
old Roman jurists, Bynkershoek, Azuni, Bacon, Martens, Rutherforth, 
W oodeson, Burlamaqui, Calvin us, Bouchard, Bonuemont, Ferrier, the 
authors of the Encyclopedie des Sciences (who define pirates as 
"bandits" of the sea), Valin, Straccha, Beawes, Molloy, Marshall, the 
author of Viuer's-- Abriugment, Com.)'Il, Coke, Targa, Blackstone, and 
Hawkins. The definition of Hawkins I here copy, not onl;y because 
it is the most accurate, but because it has been virtually adopted by Sir 
J. F. Stephen: 
'''A pirate, at the common law, is a person who commits any of those 
acts of piracy, robbery, and depredation upon the high seas which if 
connnjtted upon land would have amounted to felony there.' And to 
thil" the note adds this comment: 'The intention of Hawkins must 
ba,·e lwen to use the phrase'' at common law" in its most comprehen-
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. sive sense; in which sense the law of nations itself_ is part of the com-
mon law.' 
The cone] usions given are as follows: 
' ' 1. We ought not, in cases of insurrections in foreign countries, to 
acknowledge insurgents as 1 •elligerents until the insurrectioB estab-
lislles itself on such a basis of apparent permanency to put it, at least 
for a time~ on an apparent parit,y with the parent state. When such 
a conuition of things is manifest, then a proclamation of neutrality 
shonld be issued, and the insurgent vessels admitted to the same rights 
in our ports as are those of tlle Government which they assail. 
"2. vVe ought not, in any case, to interfere to suppress insurrections 
in foreign states by attacking either the land or the maritime forces of 
the insurgents. To do so would be to cast aside that policy of non-in-
terference in foreign systems which we have heretofore fol1owed with 
.scrupulous conscientiousness, would render us in most cases the sup-
porters of despotisms as atrocious as those of Yturhide, of Fr~ncia, or 
-of King Bomba, and would, 'When the interference was attempted on 
behalf of the weaker Southern American GoYernments. throw such 
Governments permanently on our hands, and thus subject us to bur-
dens our system could not bear. To this policy of interference there 
should be but two exceptions. We should interfere to prevent any 
European power from effecting a new lodgment on this continent. We 
should interfere also on the Isthmus when necessary to carry out 
our treaty guarantee of free transit. But beyond this our interf~rence 
cannot go. No matter how vehement may be the decrees of foreign 
Governments declaring insurgents to be traitors and pirates, tbm~e de-
crees it should not be for"us to execute.'' 
Mr. Dana (Dana's Wheaton, 193, note) adds the following to 1\lr. 
Wheaton's definition of piracy: 
''It mu8t be admitted that the attempted definitions of piracy are 
unsatisfactory; some being too wide and some too narrow. The au-
thor's description, rather than definition, is perhaps the most adequate. 
Some writers, and even judges, seem to have treated the phrase ~ hostis 
lwmani generis,' as if it were a definition of piracy. Dr. Tindal (How-
ell's St. Tr., xii, 1271, 1272, note), in the case of the privateers of 
James II, reports this' point as made and overruled, and says: 'It is 
neither a definition, nor as much as a description of a pirate, but a t,JJe-
m·etical invective.' It is true, that a pirate, jure gent'imn, ean be seized 
and tried by anY. uation, irrespective of hi~ llatiOllal character or that 
Df tile vessel on board whicll, against which, or from which the act 
was done. The reason of that, must be that the act is one over which 
all nations have equal jurisdiction. This cau result only from the f~wt 
tha,t it is committed where all ha \·e a eommou, and no nation an exclu-
sive, jurisdiction, i.e., upon the lligh seas; aU(I, if on board ship, and by 
her own crew, then the ship muse be one iu which no national authority 
reigns. The criminal may ha•e committed but one crime, and intended 
but one, and that against a vessel of a particular nation; yet, if done 
on the high seas, nuder certain circumstances hereafter to be referred 
to, he may be seized and tried by any nation. In such a case it can not 
be necessary to satisfy the court affirmatively, as a fact, that be had a 
purpose to plunder vessels of all nations, or vessels irrespective of na-
tionality; nor would the court be driven to an artificial presumption of 
law contrary to the facts in the case, that such general hostile purpose 
existed. 
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''On the other hand, that is too wide a definition which would em-
brace all acts of plunder and violence, in degree sufficient to constitute 
piracy, simply because done on the high seas. As every crjme may be 
committed at sea, piracy might thus be extellded to the whole criminal 
code. If an act, of robbery or murder were committed upon one of the 
passengers or crew by another in a vessel at sea, the vessel being at 
the time, and continuing~ under lawful authority, and the offender were 
secured and confined by the master of the vessel•to be taken horne for 
trial-this state of things would not authorize seizure and trial by any 
nation that chose to interfere, or within whose limits the offender might 
;.afterwards be found.'' 
In :\1r. Fish's note to Admiral Polo de Bernabe,April18, 1874 (l\1SS. 
Notes, Spain (:B..,or. Rei.), 1874), he adopts Mr. Dana's note, as given 
above, accepting that definition, and closing with the words, "in short, 
they must be in the predicament of outlaws." Hence, those concerned 
in the enterprise of the Virginius were not pirates at common law. 
The case of the Huascar, which is sometimes referred to in this re-
lation, is as follows: 
The crew of a Peruvian monitor, the Huasear, anchored at Callao, 
revolted on JYiay 6, 1877, and declared for the insurgent G·overnment of 
Pierola. The Huascar proceeded to sea without opposition from other 
Peruvian ve~sels in the harbor. On May 8 the titular Government of 
Peru issued a decree calling the Huascar crew '' rebels," and authoriz· 
ing her capture. The Hnascar then stopped several British vessels, tak-
ing out of one of them two officers who were going to Peru to enter Gov-
ernment service. The British admiral on those coasts being advised of 
these proceedings, and also of the seizure, of certain lighters of coal be-
longing to British subjects, sent the Shah, a British cruiser, to sea to 
seize the Huascar. An engagement took place, which was only par-
tially successful, the Huascar ultimately eluding her assailant. The 
Huascar subsequently surrendered to Peru, and Peru claime<l indemnity 
from Great Britain for the conduct of the British admiral. The law 
officer:s of the Crown, on the question being referred to them, hel<l that 
as the Huascar was sailing under no national flag, and was an irre-
sponsible depredating cruiser, approved the conduct of the admiral. 
vVhen the question came up before the Honse of Commons, the attor-
ney-general maintained that the Huascar was a rover committing dep-
redations on foreign shipping. It would have been otherwise, be con-
ceded, if tllere had been an existing rebellion entitled to the rights of 
bell igeren c.r. 
1 Halleck's Int. Law, note (Baker's eel. ), 3139. See criticism in 2 Calvo, 3d ed., 
302. 
As to statu8 of United States citizens who enlist in the service of an insurgent 
power, see supm, § 69. 
II. MUNICIPAL DEFINITIONS NOT EXTRATERRITORIAL. 
§ 382. 
A municipal definition of piracy~ expanding or contracting the defini-
tion of the law of nations, has no extraterritorial effect. 
See supra, § 9, and cases cited in §§ 3ti0, 3'31. 
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The British position that .American citizens employed on Freneh pri-
vateers In the war with revolutionary France were pirates, is in conflict 
with settled principles of international law. 
Mr. Randolph, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hammond, Oct . 23, 1794. MSS. Notes, 
For. L eg. 
No prosecutions for piracy were instituted against prisoners taken 
from such privateers. 
For British statute, see supm, ~ 381. 
The French decree of June 6, 1803, "importing that every privateer 
of which two-thirds of the crew should not be natives of England, or 
subjects of a power the enemy of France, shall be considered a pirate," 
is in contravention of the law of nations. 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, report Jan. 25, 1806. MSS. Dom. I~et . 
• 
III. PRIVATEERS. 
(1) WHO ARE. 
§ 383. 
As to arming of merchant vessels, see supra, § 40. 
"The term privateer is understood not to extend to vessels armed for 
merchandise and war, commonly called with us letters of marque, nor, of 
course to vessels-of-war in the immediate service of the Government of 
either of the powers at war." 
Mr. Hamiltt~n's circular of Aug. 4, 1793. 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 140. 
"Though a merchant vessel has arms to defend herself in time of war, 
in the course of her regular commerce, this no more makes her a priva-
teer than a husbandman following his plow in time of war, with a knife 
or pistol in his pocket, is thereby made a soldier." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to .Mr. Morris, Aug. 16, 1793. l\ISS. lust., Minis-
ters. 1 Wait's St. Pap.,147; 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 167. 
Under the general term "privateers·" are enumerated the following: 
(1) Naval officers taking charge of merchant vessels and cruising un-
der the direction of their sovereign in time of war. (2) Officers of mer-
chant vessels, subjects of a belligerent state, cruising under commission 
from their sovereign in time of war. (3) Volunteer officers of merchant 
vessels cruising against the enemy of their sovereig·n, but without any 
commission from their sovereign. (4) Sul~jects of neutral states taking 
out, for lhe purpose of preying on the commerce of one belligerent, com-
missions for tllis purpose from the other belligerent. 
Of these Nos. (1) and (2) do not technically fall under the bead of 
"privateers" according to the position taken by the British Govern-
ment in 1870, as stated in the text. If so, it is hard to see how offieers 
of merchant ships, volunteering as cruisers tor their sovereign, eau be 
l'egarded as pirates by the law of nations. In the final uprising rtgainst 
Napoleon in Germany numberless parties of such volunteers took part1 
and in our own Revolutionary War, volunteer local troops, in periods of 
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great emergency, frequently took the field, and were recognized as bel-
ligerents, though without commission from the sovereign. "PriYa· 
teers" falling under the head of No. (4), however, must be regarded as 
mere adventurers in search of plunder, and t he recognition of such as 
belligerents, if not prohibited by the law of nations, is prohibited by 
the distinctive laws of the United States. This distinction is taken by 
lVIr. Entler-Johnstone in his Handbook of Maritime Rights (London, 
1876), 12. (See infra,§ 384.) 
By Swift, a privateer is defined to be an armed vessel, belonging to 
one or more private individuals, licensed by Government to take prizes 
from an enemy. 
In Wilhelm's :Military Dictionary, (Phil., 1881), the name '"Partisan" 
is stated to be given to "small corps detached from the main body of an 
army, and acting independently against the enemy. In partisan war-
fare much liherty is allowed to partisans." But~ if so in military, why 
not in naval warfare~ The objection is to the plunder of private prop-
€rty on the high seas, against which th~ United States have always 
remonstrated, not to the particular agency employed. 
In McCulloch's Commercial Dictionary, London, 1882, privateers are 
defined to be "ships-of-war fitted out by private individuals to annoy 
and plunder the enemy. But before commencing their operations, it IS 
indispensable that they obtain letters of marque and reprisal from the 
Government whose subjects they are, aut,horizing them to commit hos-
tilities, and that they conform strictly to the rules laid down for the 
regulation of their conduct. All private individuals attacking others 
at sea, unless empowered by letters of marque, are to be considered 
pirates." 
Whart. Com. Am. Law, § 201, note. 
''A private armed vessel or privateer is a vessel owned and o:fficered 
by private persons, but acting under a commission from the state, 
usually called letters of marque. It answers to a company on land 
raised and eommanded by private persons, but acting under rules from 
the snpreme authority, rather than to one raised and acting without 
license, which would resemble a privateer without commission. The 
commission, on both elements, alone gives a right to the thing captured, 
aml insures good treatment from the enemy. A private vessel lev.ying 
war without such license, although not engaged in a piratical act, 
would fare hardly in the enemy's hands." 
Woolsey's Int. Law, § 121. 
"'By the laws ofmostofthe nations of Europe, the owners of privateers 
are required to give bond and security, in amount from $8,000 to $12,000, 
to comply with the regulations concerning their cruising, and to pre-
vent them from committing illegal acts." 
1 De Bow's Rev., 517. 
A privateer's commissjon fraudulently obtained is, as to vesting the 
interests of prize, utterly void. But a commission may be lawfully ob-
tained, although the parties intended to use it as a cover for illegal 
purposes. If a commission is fairly obtained, without imposition or 
fraud upon the officers of Government, it is not void merely because the 
parties privately intend to violate, under its protection, the laws of 
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their country. .A. collusive capture conveys no title to the captors~ 
not because the commission is thereby made void, but because the cap-
tors thereby forfeit all title to the prize property. 
The Experiment, 8 Wheat., 261. See supra, § 381. 
(2) NOT PIRATES BY LAW OF NATIONS. 
§ 384. 
/ 
Privateers of powers recognized as belligerents are not pirates by the 
law of nations. 
Harlan, J., Ford v. Surget, 97 U. S. 619; citing Dole. v. Ins. Co., '1 Allen, 373;. 
Planters' Bank v. Union Bank, 16 Wall., 483; S. P., U.S. v. Baker, 5 Blatch., 
6; Fifield v. Ins. Co., 47 Pa. St., 166, and other cases. 
' The right to resort to privateers is as clear as the right to use pub-
lic armed ships, and as incontestable as any other right appertaining t~ 
to belligerents." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sartiges, July 2E, lt:l56. MSS. Notes, France. 
A privateer cannot be regarded as a pirate because she is manned 
and operates under an ordinance authorizing foreigners to fit out and 
take commissions as privateers from the state issuing the ordinance, 
and to take enemy's property out of neutral ships. 
f) J. Q. Adams's Memoirs, 383-385. 
''That two points in the declaration (of Paris) upon which, as already 
remarked, considerable light has been thrown during the Franco-German 
war of 1870, are the interpretation that is to be given to the term 'la 
course,' which occurs in the first resolution, ~nd likewise the interpre-
tation to be given to the term 'contraband of war,' which occurs in the 
second and third resolutions. The phrase 'la course' dates from a 
periOd when it was the practice of states, whenever there was occasion 
to have recourse to an armed expedition on the high seas against an-
other state, to grant letters of marque to the commanders of private 
cruisers, authorizing them to make reprisals against the vessels and 
cargoes of the subjects of the other state. By-and-by commissions of 
war come to be issued by sovereign princes to private ships fitted out 
either by their own subjects or by the subjects of other powers, so that 
it was competent for a power which bad no public sllips-of-war of its 
own to harass the commerce of its enemy by issuing letters of marque 
and reprisals not merely to vessels of itR own subjects, hut to the vessels 
of the subjects of other powers, and when commissions of war came to 
be granted to both classes of such vessels i,n the sixteenth century, 
tbey bad lawful authority to exercise belligerent rights against neutrals. 
as well as against the enemy. It can well be imagined, as the crews 
of such ships were brought together by the prospect of plunder, and 
?n were under no naval discipline, that when a single corsair or privateer 
hove in sight on the high seas, it caused a greater terror to a neutral 
merchant ship than a :fleet ofpublic ships-of-war. 
"In the present century, however, as the practice of states in in-
trusting their defense on land to· regiments of foreign origin serving 
them for pay has generally been discarded, so the practice of granting 
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commissions of war to the subjects of foreign states sen·ing for plunder 
has fallen into disrepute, to say nothing of the license of maritime war-
fare so conducted being intolerable to the civilization of the present 
age. That a main object, which the two allied powers in the war of 
1854 against Russia had in view, was to put an end to the practice of 
belligerents issuing letters of marque and reprisals to the t:Jubjects of 
neutral states, is confirmed by the memoir of l\1. Drouyn de Lhnys. 
already mentioned. ' 
" 'What influenced especially the English Government was the fear 
of America inclining against us, and lending to our enemies the co-opera-
tion of her hardy volunteers. The maritime population of the United 
.States, tbeir enterprising marine, might furnish to Russia the elements 
of a fleet of privateers, which, attached to its serviC'e by letters of marque 
and covering the seas with a network, would harass and ptu~me our 
commerce even in the most remote waters. To prevent such a danger 
the Cabinet of London held it of importance to conciliate the faYorable 
disposition of the Federal Government. It had conceived the idea of 
proposing to it at the same time as to the French Government and to 
all the maritime states, the conclusion of an arrangement, having for 
its object the suppression of privateering, and permitting to be treated 
as a pirate every one, who in time of war should be found furnished 
with letters of marque. This project, which was in the end abandoned, 
It> evidence of the disquiet feU by England. We thougllt, as they did, 
l'e.:3pecting privateering, a barbarous practice which marked too often, 
HlHler an appearance of patriotic devotion, violence excited b3r the al-
lurement of ·lucre. At former epochs, justified by the fury of war, it 
was able in the midst of numerous iniquities, to give rise to some heroic 
action, to transmit even to history some glorious names. But we con-
sidered it to be incompatible henceforth with the usages of civilized 
nations, which cannot allow private persons to be armed with the rights 
of war, and which reserve their terrible application to the public power 
of established states.' 
''Such was the object in view of the allied powe1 s in the war against 
Russia, according to the highest authority. We find also a statement 
from the same authority, namely, the French minister for foreign 
affairs, in his report to the Emperor of the French, of 29th March, 1854, 
that the moti"Ve of the allied powers was to mitigate the disastrous 
effects of war upon the commerce of neutral nations and to relieve it 
from all unnecessary shackles, and accordingly the Bm peror of the 
French published a declaration, at the conclusion of which he announced 
that he had no intention to deliver 'lettres de marque pom; autoriser 
les armements en course.' On the other hand, the British Government 
issued a corresponding declaration on 28th Marcb, 1854, announcing 
that it was not the intention of the Queen of the United Kingdom to 
issue letters of marque for the commissioning of privateers. 
" No occasion for the interpretation of the first article of the decla-
ration of Paris of 1856 arose in its application to a war, in which both 
the belligerent parties were signatories of that declaration, before the 
Fram~o - German war of 1870, wllen the Prussian Government issued a 
decree (24th July, 1870) relating to the constitution ot' a volunteer 
naval force. Under that decree the King of Prussia invited all Ger-
man seamen and shipowners to place themselves and their forces and 
ships suitable thereto at the service of the fatLerlaud. The officers 
and crews were to be enrolled by the owners of the ships and were to 
enter into the federal navy for the continuance of the war, and to wear 
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its uniform and badge of rank, to acknowledge its competence and to 
take an oath to the articles of war. The ships were to sail under the 
federal flag and to be armed and · fitted out for the service allotted to 
them by the federal royal navy. The ships destroyed in the service of 
their ~ountry were to be paid for to their owner~ at a price taxed by a 
naYal commission, and a sum was to be paid by the state as a deposit, 
when the ships. were placed at the service of the state, which, at the· end 
of the war, when the ships were restored to their owners, was to be 
reckoned as hire. The French Government, regarding the institution by 
Prussia of a volunteer naYal force as the revival of privateering unrler a 
diBguisecl form, lost no time in calling the attention of the British Go\-
ernment to the Royal Prussian decree, as instituting au auxiliary marine 
contrary to Prussia's engagements under the declaration of 1856. Earl 
Gran ville, on behalf of the British Government, referred the matter tot lle 
law officers of tlle Crown, and in accordance with their opinion returned 
for answer,' that there was a substantial difference between the propo~ecl 
naval volunteer force sanctioned by the Prussian Government aud the 
Hy~tem of privateering which, under the designation of "la course," the 
declaration of Paris was intended to suppress, inasm·uch as the vessels 
refe rred to in the Royal Pru~sian decree would be for all intents and 
purposes in the service of the Prussian Government, and the crews 
would be under the same discipline as the crews on board vessels belong· 
ing- permanently to the federal navy.' Upon these considerations the 
British Government could not object to the <lecree of the German GoY-
erument as infringing the declaration of Paris. (Brit. and For. St. Pap., 
hi, GO~. Pereh;, :l\Ianuel de droit maritime international, 195; Pari~, 
1884.) 
"There is not an unanimity of opinion amongst text writers on inter-
national law on the subject of this Prussian auxiliary marine, as to 
whether its institution was in conflict with the declaration of Paris or 
not. .l\1. Charles Calvo, ancien ministre, considers that vessels equipped 
in accordance with the Prussian decree may be regarded as privateers 
of an aggravated character, seeing that the owners are not required to 
give security for their good conduct (Le droit international, 3me ed., 
tome iii, 303; Paris, 18~0); and Mr; W. E. Hall, in his recent work on 
International Law, p. 455, observes that 'unles~ a volunteer navy could 
be brought into closer connection with 1 he state than seems to have been 
the case in the Prussian project, it would be difficult to show that its 
4'Stablishment did not constitute an evasion of the declaration of Paris.' 
But neither of these eminent publicists seem to have given sufficient 
weight to the provisions of the Prussian decree, under which the officen; 
and crew were required to enter into the federal navy for the continu-
ance of the war, were to wear its uniform, and to take an oath to the 
articles of war. Further, the vessels were to be fitted out by the state, 
· and were to sail under the public flag of the state. 
"On the other hand, Professor GEffcken, in his recent edition of 
Heffter's Droit International de l'Europe (Paris, 1883), p. 278, anti Dr. 
Charles de Boeck, in his masterly treatise on enemy's property under an 
enemy's flag, have recognized a broad distinction between such an aux-
iliary force, which under the Royal decree was intended to be employed 
solely against the enemy, and privateers, which may be of no matter 
what nationality, and whose main object it has always been to prey 
upon neutral commerce, keeping up the worst traditions of private war-
fare uuder cover of letters of marque. It should be observed that the 
Prussian Government never gave practical effect to the Royal decree on 
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this subject, and that no vessel of the 'seewehr,' as instituted in 1870,. 
·ever put t9 sea. (Staats Archiv., 4345, 4346.)" 
Sir T. Twiss, Belligerent Rights, &c., London, 1884. See as to action of Ger-
man Government, inj1·a, § 385. 
"On the sea all the Rubjects of one belligerent are the enemies of aU 
the subjects of the other, and entitled to do all such acts as war justifies. 
between the belligerent powers themselves. Hence, whilst there may 
be impediments in the way of a private uncommissioned ship retaining 
the captures it may make, or disposing of them in any way it may please,. 
those impediments arise from the enactments of municipal law, and are 
not imposed by international law, which in no way affects this question. 
But, secondly, if a private ship l>elonging to one of the belligerents. 
attack and capture the vessel of a neutral powt'r, without a commission 
of war, the case is widely different. Here the attacking vessel may be 
treated as a pirate by the vessel attacked, or by any vessel coming to 
ber aid." 
Abdy's Kent ( 1878), 227. 
(3) SUSTAINED BY POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES. 
§ 385. 
Under the construction adopted by General Washington's adminis-
tration of the 19th article of the French· American treat.y "privateers. 
only of the enemies of France were absolutely excluded from our ports, 
except, as before, when compelled to enter through stress of weather, 
pursuant to the 22d article· of the treaty, while the nationa,l ships of any 
other nation were entitled to an asylum in our ports, excepting those 
which should have made prize of the people or propert.y of France coming 
in with their prizes." 
Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pinckney, Jan. 16, 1797. l\fSS. Inst., Min-
isters. 
By the act of July 9, 1798, privateers were required to give security 
in $14,000, if the vessel earried more than one hundred and fifty men, 
an•l in half that sum if she carried less. 
"The United States Government, in 1812, issued the following in-
structions to commanders of American urivateers: 
"'The high seas referred to in } our commission you will understand 
generally to refer to low-water mark; but with the exception of the 
space within one league, or three miles, from the shore of countries at 
peace, both with Great Britain and the United States. You may, nev-
ertheless, execute your commission within that distance of the shore of 
a nation at war with Great Britain, and even on the waters within the 
jurisdiction of such natwn, if permitted so to do. You are to pay the 
strictest regard to the rights of neutral powers and the usages of civil-
ized nations, and in all your proceedings toward neutral vessels you are 
to give them as little molestation or interruption as wiJl consist with 
the right of ascertaining· their neutral character, and of detaining and 
bringing them in for regular adjudication in the proper cases. You are· 
particularly to avoid even the appearance of using force or seduction,. 
with a view to deprive such vessels of the.ir crew or of their passengers, 
other than persons in the military service of the enemy. Towards ~n­
emy's vessels and their crews you are to proceed, in exercising the 
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rights of war, with all the justice and humanity which characterize the 
uation of which you are members. The master and one or more of the 
principal persons belonging to the captured vessel are to be sent, as 
soon after the capture as may be, to the judge, or judges, of the proper 
<!ourt of the D nited States, to be examin.ed upon oath touching the in· 
terest or property of the captured vesse1 and her lading; and at the 
same time are to be delivered to the judge or judges all passes, charter-
partie~, bills of lading, invoice.s, letters, and other documents and writ-
ings found on board; the said papers to be proved by affidavit of the 
<!ommander of the capturing vessel, or some other person present at tlle 
capture, to be produced as they were received, without fraud, addition, 
.subduction, or embezzlement.'" 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (llaker's ed.), 13 ff. See, on instructions to privateers 
of the United States, the Mary and Susan, 1 \Vheat., 46. See 2 \Vheat., 
(App.) 80. 
In 1\Ir. Gallatin's speech of February 10, 1797, he advocates priva-
teer.ing as "our only mode of warfare against European nations at sea.' 
Adams's Gallatin, 170. 
"Privateers will find their own men and money. Let nothing be 
spared to encourage them. They are the dagger which strikes at the 
lleart of the enemy-their commerce." 
Mr. Jefferson to Mr. 1\Ionr<Je, Jan. 1, 1815. 6 Jeff. \Vorks, 40U. 
"With regard to the ideas suggested in :your note of 22d of l\farch 
of a common agreement to be adopted by all Goverhments, or by several 
in amity with each other, to consider as a pirate every privateer with 
a commission delivered with blanks left for the names, unlimited in 
point of time, or whose captain, and at least half of its crew, should 
not be natives of the country under whose flag the privateer shall be 
navigated, I would submit to your enlightened consideration that, in-
dependently of the question whether all or any of the nations of Europe 
are prepared to agree upon such a mutual stipulation, there might be 
great difficulty to the admission of the principle in the code of the 
United States. By the laws of nations the punishment denounced 
against the crime of piracy is capital ; a severity which, by the insti-
tutions of the United States, is confined to very few crimes of the most 
atrocious character. It would scarcely be compatible with the senti-
ments prevailing in this nation to extend that heaviest of all penalties 
to offenses the malignity of which might be so different in degree ac-
cording to the various circumstances under which they might be per-
petrated." 
l\Ir. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. de Neuville, Apr. 15, 1819. MSS. Notes, For. 
Leg. 
"The issuing of letters of marque and reprisal is an act of high 
sovereign authority. Under the Constitution of the United States 
this power is intrusted alone to Congress. A declaration of war, with-
-out a special provision fer the purpose, contained in the act, does not 
.confer upon the President this authority. Whenever civilized Govern-
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ments resort to this expedient to annoy their enemies, they adopt the 
regulations and restrictions necessary to prevent or punish abuses. 
almost necessarily arising from the grant to private individuals of the 
authority to make war upon the ocean. Responsible securities are 
required in such cases from the commanders of privateers, to prevent 
them from abusing their high trust. By means such as these the rights. 
of the citizens and subjects of the power granting the commission, as 
well as those of neutrals, are maintained, and the rights of war, ac-
cording to t.he practice of civilized nations, are secured even to the 
enemy. These precautions are necessary to prevent such commissions. 
from falling into the hands of free-booters, slave-traders, and pirates 
prepared to violate all laws, human and divine, in the pursuit of plunder. 
"What, then, must be thought of a Government, in the nineteenth 
century, which, disregarding all its high duties, sends its agents abroad 
with hundreds of blank commissions to privateers, to be sold to all the 
wretches upon earth, base enough to make the purchase~ The high 
prerogatives of sovereign powers are thus transferred to the lowest 
agent, who is authorized to fill up the blank in the commission, by in-
serting the name of the commander of the privateer. Well did the 
President observe, in his last annual message to Oongre&s, that,' as the 
preliminaries required by the practice of ci\ilized nations for commis-
sioning privateers, and regulating their conduct, appear not to have 
been observed, and a!; these commissions are in blank, to be filled up 
with the names of citizens and subjects of all nations who may be will-
ing to purchase them, the whole proceeding can only be construed as 
an invitation to all the freebooters upon earth, who are willing to pay 
for the privilege, to cruise against American commerce.' * * * 
''This Government cannot recognize the lawful ezistence of Mexican 
privateers in the 1\fediterranean. Those assuming this name have not 
received their commissions in l\iexico, but in friendly countries, where 
to grant or to accept them was a violation of neutral rights; they do 
not belong to Mexican citizens, and their crewR are composed chiefly of 
Spanish subjects, who, by the act of accepting such commissions, become 
pirates. These corsairs take to the seas, under color of commissions 
issued in blank and filled up in a Spanish port by some inferior agent, 
from whom they have purchased the privilege to plunder American 
vessels. Among their crews will be found pirates, slave traders, and 
freebooters of almost every country, except Mexico herself, ready to prey 
upon the commerce of all nations, ~hen this can be done with impunity. 
The character and the interests of all Christendom require that they 
should not receive the countenance of any civilized nation. 
''Our vessels of war in the l\'Iediterranean· will be ordered to seize 
and send home for trial as pirates, under the treaty of 1795 and the 
act of March 3, 1847, all Spanish subjects who have accepted and acted 
under such :Mexican commissions." 
Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Saunders, l,une 13, 1847. MSS. lust., Spain~ 
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'' Thu'rsday, March 16, 1854. 
"Called at the foreign office by the invitation of Lord Clarendon. He 
presented me a printed treaty in blank, which he proposed should be 
executed by Great Britain, France, and the United States. The chief 
object of it was that all captains of privateers and their crews should 
be considered and punished as pirates, who, being subjects or citizens 
of one of the three nations who were neutral, should cruise against either 
of the others when belligerent. The object undoubtedly was to prevent 
Americans from taking service in Hussian privateers during the present 
war. We had much conversation on the subject, which I do not mean 
to repeat, this memorandum being merely intended to refresh my own 
memory. His lordship had before . him a list of the different treaties 
between the United States and other nations on this subject. 
''I was somewhat taken by surprise, though I stated my objections 
pretty clearly to such a treaty. Not having done justice to the subject, 
in my own opinion, I requested and obtained an interview for the next 
day, when I stated them more fully and clearly. The beads were as 
follows: 
"1. It would be a violation of our neutrality in the war to agree with 
France and England that .American citizens who servea on board Rus-
sian privateers should be punished as pirates. To prevent this, Rus-
sia ·should become a party to the treaty, which, under existing circum-
stances, was impossible. 
'' 2. Our treaties only embraced a person of either nation who should 
take commissions as privateers, and did not extend to the crew. Sailors 
were a thoughtless race, and it would be cruel and unjust to punish 
them as pirates for taking such service, when they often might do it 
from want and necessity. 
"3. The British law claims all who are born as British subjects to 
be British subjects forever. We naturalize them and protect them as 
American citizens. If the treaty were concluded, and a British cruiser 
should capture a Russian privateer with a naturalized Irishman on 
board, what would be the consequence 1 The British law could not 
punish him as an .American citizen under the treat.y, because it would 
regard him as a British su~ject. It might hang him for high treason; 
and such an event would produce ·a collision between the two countries. 
The old and the dangerous question would then be presented in one of 
its worst aspects. 
"4. Whilst such a treaty might be justly executed by such nations 
as Great Britain and the United States, would it be just, wise, or hu-
mane to agree that their sailors who took service on board a privateer 
should be summarily tried and executed as pirates by several powers 
which could be named ~ 
" 5. O~ti bono should Great Britain make snell a treaty with France 
-during the existing war. If no neutral power should enter into it with 
them, it could have no effect during its continuance. 
"6. The time might possibly come when Great Britain, in a war with 
the despotisms of Europe, might find it to be exceedingly to her inter-
est to employ .American sailors on board her privateers, and such a 
treaty would render this impossible. Why should she unnecessarily 
bind her hands~ 
· "7. The objections of the United States to enter into entangling alli-
ances with European nations. 
"8. By the law of nations, as expounded both in British and American 
courts, a commission to a privateer, regularly issued by a belligerent 
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nation, protects both the captain and the crew from punishment as 
pirates. vVould the different commercial nations of the earth be willing 
to change this law as you propose, especially in regard to the crew~ 
Would it be proper to do so in regard to the latter~ 
"After I had stated these objections at some length on Friday, the 
17th of March, Lord Clarendon observed that when some of tllem were 
stated the day before, they had struck him with so much force after re-
flection, that lte had come to the office from the House of Lords at night 
and written them down and sent them to Sir James Graham. In his 
own opinion the treaty ought not to be concluded, and if the Cabinet 
came to this conclusion the aftair should drop, and I agreed I would not 
write to the Department on the subject. If otherwise, and the treaty 
should be presented to the Government of the United States, then I was 
to report our conversation." 
Memoranda of Mr. Buchanan, m\nister at London. 2 Curtis' Buchanan, 128. 
"In answer (to Lord Clarendon} I admitted that the practice of pri va-
teering was subject to great abuses; but it did not seem to me possi-
ble, under existing circumstances, for the United States to agree to 
its suppression, unless the naval powers would go one step further, and 
consent that war against private property should be abolished altogether 
upon the ocean, as it had already been upon the land. There was noth-
ing really different in principle or morality between the act of a regular 
cruiser and that of a privateer in robbing a mer\3hant vessel upon the 
ocean, and confiscating the prOJJerty of private individuals on board for 
the benefit of the captor. But how would the suppression of privateer-
ing, without going further, operate upon the United States~ Suppose, 
for example, we should again unfortunately be engaged in a war with 
Great Britain, which I earnestly hope might never be the case, to what a 
situation must we be reduced if we slwuld consent to abolish privateer-
ing ~ The navy of Great Britain was v-astly superior to that of the 
United States in the number of ve~sels-of-war. * * * The only 
means which we would. possess to counterbalance in some degree their 
far greater numerical strength would be to convert our merchant 
vessels cast out of employment by the war into privateers, and en-
deavor, by their assistance, to inflict as much injury on British as they 
. would be able to inflict on American commerce." 
Mr. Buchanan, minister at London, to Mr. Marcy, Mar. 24,1854. MSS. Dispatches, 
Gr. Brit. House Ex. Doc. 103, 33d Cong., 1st scss. 
"The King of Prussia entirely approves of the project of a treaty to 
the same effect (as to protection of private property at sea) submitted 
to him, but proposes an additional article providing for the renunciation 
of privateering. Such an article, for most obvious reasons, is much 
desired by nations having naval establishments, large in proportion to 
their foreign commerce. If it were adopted as an international rule, 
the commerce of a nation having comparatively a small naval force, 
would be very much at the mercy of its enemy, in case of war with a 
power of decided naval superiority. The bare statement of the condi-
tion in which the United States would be placed, after having surren-
dered the right to resort to privateers, in the event of war with a bellig-
erent of naval supremacy, will show that this Government could never 
listen to such a proposition. .The navy of the first maritime power in 
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Rn .. ropeis at least ten times as large as that of the United States. The 
foreign commerce of the two countries is nearly equal, and about 
equally exposed to hostile depredations. In war between that power 
and the United States, without resort on our part to our mercantile 
marine, the means of our enemy to inflict injury upon our commerce 
would be tenfold greater than ours to retaliate. We could not extri-
cate our country from this unequal condition, with such an enemy, un-
less we at once departed from our present peaceful policy, and became 
a great naval power. Nor would this country be better situated, in war 
with one of tile secondary naval powers. Though the nava,l disparity 
would be less, the greater extent,- and more exposed comUtion of our 
wide-spread commerce, would give any of them a like ad vaatage over us. 
"The proposition to enter into engagements to forego resort to pri-
vateers, in case this country should be forced into war with a great naval 
power, is not entitled to more favorable consideration than would be a 
proposition to agree not to accept the services of volunteers for opera-
tions on land. When the honor or the rights of orrr country require it 
to assume a hostile attitude, it confidently relies upon the patriotism of 
its citizens, not ordinarily devoted to the military profession, to aug-
ment the Army and the Navy, so as to make them fully adequate to the 
emergency which calls them into action. The proposal to surrender the 
right to employ pri\ateers is professedly founded upon the principle 
that private property of uuoffending non-combatants, though enemies, 
should be exempt from the ravages of war; but the proposed surrender 
goes but little way in carrying out that principle, which equally requires 
that such private property should not be seized or molested by national 
ships-of-war. Should the leading powers of Europe concur in propos-
ing, as a rule of international law, to exempt private property upon the 
ocean from seizure by public armed cruisers, as well as by privateers, 
the United States will readily meet them upon that broad ground." 
President Pierce, Second Annual Message, 1854. 
"Both Great Britain and France, as well as Russia, feel much con-
cerned as to the course which our citizens will take in regard to priva-
teering. The two former powers would at this time most readily enter 
into conveLtions stipulating that the subjects or citizens of the party 
being a neutral, who shall accept commissions or letters of marque, and 
engage in the privateer service, the other party being a belligerent, 
may be treated as pirates. A stipulation to this effect is contained in 
several of our treaties, but I do not think the President would permit 
it to be inserted in any new one. His objection ta it does not arise from 
a desire to have our citizens embark in foreign belligerent service, but 
on the contrary, he would much regret to see them take such a course. 
Our laws go as far as those of any other nation, I think further, in lay-
ing restraints upon them in rega.rd to going into foreign printteer serv-
ice. This Government is not prepared to listen to any proposition for 
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a total suppression of privateering. It would not enter into any con-
vention whereby it would preclude itself from resorting to the merchant 
marine of the country in case it should become a belligerent party." 
Mr.l\Iarcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, .Apr. 13, 1854. 1\ISS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
"The views of the President on the proposal by Prussia to add a 
provision against granting letters of marque to privateers, are briefly 
presented in his annual message to Congress of the 4th instant, a copy 
of which accompanies this note. Limited as that proposal is, the Presi-
dent is unwilling to accede to it. 
"If a stipulation in regard to the individual property of the citizens 
or subjects of powers engaged in hostilities as comprehensh-e as that 
suggested in the message had any chance of being ·generally accept-
able, he would agree to add it to those contained in the draft. As' a 
provision in any form to renounce the right of granting letters of 
marque or of seizing private property on the high seas by public armed 
cruisers would undoubtedly embarrass and probably defeat the attempt 
to secure the general recognition of the essential neutral rights pro-
posed. by the convention, the President sincerely hoped that His 1\faj-
esty the King of Prussia would agree to it in the form in which it has 
been presented to him by the United States." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Baron Gerolt, Dec. 9, 1854. MSS. Notes, Prussia. 
" Some of the powers which are parties to that ' declaration,' and 
many which are invited to concur in it, are under solemn treaty stipula-
tions with the United. States, and it is presumed they are with other 
nations, in which the right to resort to privateers is not only recognized, 
but the manner of employing them is regulated with great particularity. 
How the proposed new engagement can be reconciled with the faithful 
observance of existing treaty stipulations on the subject cannot be easily 
perceived. 
"I shall not, in this dispatch, remark upon the incompatibility of these 
obligations, nor shall I now exhibit the views which this Government 
entertains of the fatal doctrine now attempted to be introduced into the 
maritime code, to most commercial nations, and especially to those 
which are not burdened, or may not choose to burden themselves, with 
large naval establishments. 
"The right of a commercial state, when unhappily involved in war, 
to employ its mercantile marine for defense and aggression, has here-
tofore proved to be an essential aid in checking the domination of a bel-
ligerent possessed of a powerful navy. By the surrender of that uncon-
tested right one legitimate mode of defense is parted with for a like sur-
render only in form by a strong· naval power, but in effect the mutual 
surrender places the weaker nation more completely at the mercy of 
the stronger." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Gadsden, July 14, 1856. MSS. Inst., Mex.; Mr. 
Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Seibels, July 14, 1856. MSS. Inst., Belgium. 
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''The policy of the law which allows a resort to privateers has been 
questioned for reasons which do not command the assent of this Gov-
ernment. Without entering into afull discussion on this point, the un-
dersigned will confront the ordinary and chief objection to that policy 
by an authority which will be regarded with profound respect, particu-
larly in France. In a commentary on the French ordonnance of 1668, 
Valin says: 
'''However lawful and time-honored this mode of warfare may be, it 
is ne-vertheless disapproved of by some pretended philosophers. Ac-
cording to their notions such is not the way in which the state and the 
sovereign are to be served; whilst the profits which individuals may 
derive from the pursuit are illicit, or at least disgraceful. But this is 
the language of bad citizens, who, under the stately mask of a spurious 
wisdom and of a craftily sensitive conscience, seek to mislead the judg-
ment by a concealment of the secret motive which gives birth to their 
indifference for the welfare and advantage of the state. Such are as . 
worthy of blame as are those entitled to praise who generously expose 
their property and their lives to the dangers of privateering.' 
''In a work of much repute, published in France almost simultane-
ously with the proceedings of the congress at Paris, it is declared that 
'the issuing of letters of marque, therefore, is a constantly customary 
belligerent act. Privateers are bona fide war vessels, manned by vol-
unteers, to whom, by way of reward, the sovereign resigns such prizes 
as they make, in the same manner as he sometimes assigns to the land 
forces a port.ion of the war contributions levied on the conquered 
~nemy.' (Pistoye et Duverdy, des Prises Maritimes.) * * * 
"No nation which has a due sense of self-respect will allow any other 
belligerent or neutral to determine the character of the force which it 
may deem proper to use in prosecuting hostilities; nor will it act wisely 
if it voluntarily surrenders the right to resort to any means Banctioned 
by international law which under any circumstances may be advantage-
Dusly used for defense or aggression. 
"The United States consider powerful navies and large standing 
armies, as permanent establishments, to be detrimental to national pros-
perity and dangerous to civil liberty. The expense of keeping them up 
is burdensome to the people; they are in some degree a menace to peace 
.among nations. A large force ever ready to be devoted to the purposes 
-of war is a temptation to rush into it. The policy of the United States 
has ever ·been, and never more than now, adverse to such establish-
ments, and they can never be brought to acquiesce in any change in 
.international law which may render it necessary for them to maintain 
a powerful navy or large standing army in time of peace. If forced to 
vindicate their rights by arms they are content, in the present aspect of 
international relations, to rely, in military operations on land, mainly 
upon volunteer troops, and for the protection of their commerce, in no 
dnconsiderable degree upon their mercantile marine. If this country 
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were deprived of these resources it would be obliged to change its policy 
and assume a military attitude before the world. In resisting an at-
tempt to change the existing maritime law that may produce such a 
result, it looks beyond its own interest, and embraces in its view the 
interest of all nations as are not likely to be dominant naval powers. 
Their situation in this respect is similar to that of the United States, 
and to them the protection of commerce and the maintenance of inter .. 
national relations of peace appeal as strongly as to this country to with-
stand the proposed change in the settled law of nations. To such nations 
the surrender of the right to resort to privateers would be attended with 
consequences most arlverse to their commercial prosp.erity without any 
compensating advantages. * * * 
''It certainly ought not to excite the least surprise that strong naval 
powers should be willing to forego the practice, comparatively useless 
to them, of employing privateers upon condition that weaker powers 
agree to part with their most effective means of defending their mari-
time rights. It is in the opinion of this Government to be seriously ap-
prehended that if the use of privateers be abandoned the dominion over 
the seas will be surrendered to those powers which adopt the policy 
and have the means of keeping up large navies. The one which has a 
decided naval superiority would be potentially the mistress of the ocean, 
and by the abolition of privateering that domination would be more 
firmly secured. Such a power engaged in a war with a nation inferior 
in naval strength would have nothing to do for the security and pro-
tection of its commerce but to look after the ships of the regular navy 
of its enemy. These might be held in check by one-half or less of its 
naval force, and the other might sweep the commerce of its enemy from 
the ocean. Nor would the injurious effect of a vast naval superiority 
to weaker states be much diminished if th~t superiority was shared 
among three or four great powers. It is unquestionably the interest of· 
such weaker states to discountenance and resist a measure which fos-
ters the growth of regular naval establishments." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sartiges, July 28, 1856. MSS. Notes, France. 
The President " finds himself unable to agree to the first principle in 
the' declaration' contained in Protocol No. 23, which proposes to abolish 
privateering, or to the proposition in the Protocol No. 24, which de-
clared_ the indivisibility of the four ;principles of the declaration, and 
surrenders the liberty to negotiate in regard to neutral rights except 
on inadmissible conditions. U cannot have been the object of the Gov-
ernments represented in the congress at Paris to obstruct the adoption 
of principles which all approve and are willing to observe, unless they 
are encumbered by an unrelated principle to which some Governments 
cannot accede without a more extended application of it than that: 
which js proposed by the Paris congress." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of Rtate, to Mr. Mason, July 29, 1856. MSS. Inst., France. 
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"Though the President does not seriously apprehenu that the rights.. 
of the United States in regard to the employment of privateers will be 
affected directly or indirectly by the new state of things which may 
arise out of the proceedings of the congress at Paris, yet it would be 
gratifying to him to be assured by the Government of Sardinia that no-
new complications in our relations with it are likely to spring from those 
proceedings. He trusts that, so long as Sardinia is, and be anxiously 
desires that she should ever be, a friendly power, her ports will be, as. 
they heretofore have been, a refuge from the dangers of the sea and 
from attack as well for our own privateers as for our merchant vessels 
and national ships-of-war in the event of hostilities between any other-
European power and this country." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Daniel, July 2!J, 1856. MSS. Inst., Italy. 
"You will see by the inclosed slip just cut from the Globe newspaper 
that Mr. Cobden anticipates for your conditional surrender of priva-
teering an almost unanimous decision in the House of Commons in its 
favor. This is a sincere, and, I believe, a sound opinion, viewing the 
question as an Engl·ish one. They will gain everything, first, for the 
security of their commerce, and, second. in the concentrative efficacy 
of their prodigious naval armament. War will not endanger their 
merchant ships or their manufactures, and thus, relieved from a11 care 
about these vital interests, they may send their fleets to bully and thun-
der where they please. Opposite results may be drawn from an A ·mer-
ican view. Losing the right of privateering, in other words, of assail-
ing tlte Yital interests of our adversary, our means of aggression are 
nil. Our Navy must be docked, and we must be content with whatever 
terms the adversary in this national duel may prescribe for a peace, if 
indeed a peace would ever be desirable or attainable. You sec, I have 
my misgiving·s on ;your great measure of change in the rights of nations 
at war. If our Navy approached anywhere near to the power of the one 
displayed ofl' Portsmouth last spring, I should be quite willing to let it 
take its cbance in defending our coast, but as it uow is, and, as I am 
afraid, by an unwise economy, it may long l>e kept, it is impossible to 
say at bow many points of landing along our coast a war would rapidly 
become one of invasion." 
Mr. Dallas to Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, Dec. 12, 1856. 1 Letters from London, 119. 
1\Ir. Seward's circular of April 24, 18Gl, proposing to abolish priv::t-
teering, shows on its face that the proposition was a mere temporary 
expedient induced by the exigencies of the civil war. He recites the 
propositions of the Paris congress: (1) that privateering be abolished 1 
(2) that neutral flags should cover enemy's goods; (3) that neutral goods 
should not be liable to capture under enemy's flag; and (4) that block-
ades must be effective. He then calls attention to the fact that when the 
President (1\ir. Pierce), on July 14, 1856, declined to accede to these 
propositionR, 1\fr· 1\farcy, then Secretary of State, said that the United 
States were willing to accept the abolition of privateering ''with an 
amendment which should exempt the .private property of individuals, 
though belonging to belligerent states, from seizure, or confiscation by 
national Yessels in Mlaritime war." This, however, \Yas not acceded to 
by England, and the proposition, iu ]\Ir. Ducbanan's administration, wa& 
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withdrawn. Since then, however, things have changed. "Europe 
seems once more on the verge of quite general wars. On the other hand, 
a portion of the American people have raised the standard of insurrec-
tion, and proclaimed a provisional Government, and, through their or-
gans, have taken the bad resolution to inv-ite privateers to prey upon 
the peaceful commerce of the Unite<l States. Prudence and humanity 
combine in persuading the President, under the circumstances, that it 
is wise to secure the lesser good offered by the Paris congress, without 
waiting indefinitely in hope to obtain the greater one offered to the ma,ri-
time nations by the President of the United States." This proposition 
was not entertained by England and France, and that it was a mere 
transient impulse of l\fr. Seward, and was speedily withdrawn, if not 
forgotten, is illustrated by his letter of July 12, 1862, to Mr. Adams, in 
which he says: ''This transaction will furnish you a suitable occasion 
for informing Earl Russel that since the Oreto and other gunboats are 
being recei,ed by the insurgents from Europe to renew demonstra-
tions on national commere, Congress is about to authorize the issue of 
letters of marque and reprisal, and that if we find it necessary to sup-
press that piracy, we shall bring privateers into service for that purpose, 
and, of course, for that purpose only." Congress did not authorize the 
issuing of letters of marque and reprisal, it not being ''necessary;" but 
that such a step should be held by Mr. Seward to be the duty and right 
·of the Government shows that his circular of April 24, 1861, must have 
been regarded by him, if regarded at all, as recalled. It certainly was 
never acted on by any European power. 
The 2d section of the act of August 5, 1861, to protect commerce and 
punish piracy, authorized the President to direct the commanders of 
-~'armed vessels sailing under the authority of any letters of marque or 
reprisal granted by the Congress of the United States, or the command-
ers of any other suitable vessels," to seize and capture vessels intended 
for piratical aggressions; no act, however, authorizing the issue of let-
ters of marque during the civil war was passed (see Stat. L., 1861, 315), 
though, as will be seen, Mr. Seward reserved the right so to do if it 
were necessary. But the Secretary of the Navy, in a note of October 
1, 1861, to the Secretary of State said: 
''In relation to the communication of H. B. Forbes, esq ., a copy of 
:which was sent by you te this Department on the 16th ultimo, inquir-
ing whether letters of marque cannot be furnished for the propeller 
Pembroke, which is about to be dispatchecl 'to China, I have the honor 
to state that it appears to me there are objections to, and no authority 
for, granting letters of marque in the present contest. I am not aware 
that Congress, which has the exclusive power of granting letters of 
marque and reprisal, has authorized such letters to be issued against 
the insurgents, and were there such authorization I am not prepared to 
.advise its exercise, because it would, in my view, be a recognition of 
t,he assumption of the insurgents that they are a distinct and independ-
-ent nationalit:v. 
"Under the act of August 5, 1861, 'supplementary to an act entitled 
an act to protect the commerce of the United States, and to punish the 
crime of piracy,' the President is authorized to instruct the commanders 
of' armed vessels sailing under the authority of any letters of marque 
and reprisal granted by the Congress of the United States, or the com-
manders of any other suitable vessels, to subdue, seize, take, and, if on , 
.the high seas, to send jnto any port of the United States any vessel or 
·boat built, purchased, fitted out, or held,' etc. 
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"This allnsion to letters of marque does not authorize such letters to 
be issued, nor do I find any other act containing such authorization. 
But the same act, in the 2d section, as above quoted, gives the Presi-
·dent power to authorize the 'commanders of any suitable vessels to 
subdue, seize,' etc. Under this clause, letters permissive, under proper 
restrictions and guards against abuse, might be granted to the propeller 
Pembroke, so as to meet the views expressed by lVlr. Forbes. This 
would seem to be lawful and perhaps not liable to the objections of 
granting letters of marque against our own citizens, and that, too, with-
.out law or autlwrity from the only constituted power that 'can grant it." 
Mr. 'Velles, Sec. of the Navy, to Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, Oct. 1,1861. MSS. 
Dept. of State. 
1\fr. Seward, on lYiarch 9, 1863, wrote to lYir. Adams (M:SS. Inst., Gr. 
Brit.) that ''Congress bas conferred upon the President ample power 
for the execution of the latter measure (issue of letters of marque and 
reprisal) and the necessary arrangements for it are now engaging the 
.attention of the proper Departments." 
He suhseq_uently instructed Mr. Dayton as follows: 
" The unrestrained issue of piratical vessels from Europe to destroy 
·our commerce, break our blockade of insurrectionary ports, and invade 
our loyal coast, would practically be a European war against the Uni-
ted States, none the less real or dangerous for wanting the sanction of 
.a formal declaration. Congress has committed to the President, as a 
weapon of national defense, the authority to issue letters of marque. 
We know that it is a weapon that cannot be handled without great 
danger of annoyance to neutral and friendly commercial powers. But 
even that hazard must be incurred rather than quietly submit to the 
:apprehended greater evil." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of Sta.te, to Mr. Dayton, Apr. 24, 18t>3. MSS. Inst., France. 
''Thoughtful and hopeful minds generally favor the proposition to 
exempt private persons arid property on the high seas from the inflic-
tions of war. So far as I have learned, this opinion bas, however, been 
by no means universally accepted. There is a large class of persons 
who hal>itually regard foreign war as always a probable contingency, 
besides many who are continuany·accepting a conflict with some partic-
ular state or states. These persons regard privateering not only as 
the strongest arm of naval defense, but as one which the United States 
could use with greater advantage than any foreign enemy. Those per-
sons are so jealous on the subject of privateering that they are always 
unwilling to consent to waive the right in any one treaty for fear that 
the treaty may become a precedent for the entire abandonment of that 
form of public war. Certainly this latter class very strongly prevailed 
throughout the entire period of our civil war. I have not recently 
made any careful inquiry to ascertain how far that popular sentiment 
has been modified by the return of peace." 
:Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bancroft, Feb.l9, 1868. 1\ISS. Inst., Prussia; 
Dip. Corr., 1868. 
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"A bill to authorize the President, during the continuance of the~· 
civil war, to grant letters of marque and reprisal, was introduced at the 
session of 1861-'62, but failed in consequence of the position taken in 
opposition, that letters of marque could only be granted against an. 
independent state, and that their issue might be regarded as a recog-
nition of the Confederate States. It was also objected that the billif 
passed would be regarded as an admission of weakness on the part of 
the Federal Navy, and as conflicting with the ·position that privateer-
ing, as conducted by the Confederate States, was piracy." 
Congressional Globe, 1661-'62, 3325, 3335. See Lawrence's Wheaton ( ed. 1863),. 
643. 
As to encouragement of privateers by Congress and their efficiency in the Rev-
olutionary War, see 2 John Adams' Works, 504; 3 ibid., 37, 207; 7 ibid.,. 
21,23,159,176, 189,273,299,312,356; 10ibid., 27,31. 
As to their encouragement by France, see 7 John Adams' 'Vorks, 21, 23. 
As to policy and lawfulness of privateering, see 9 John Adams' Works, 607;. 
and see 13 Hunt's Merchants' Mag., 450, 456; 8 Edin. Rev., 13; 2 N. Am. 
Rev. (N. S.), 166. 
As to French privateers, see 8 John Adams' ·works, 551; 9 ibid., 16,155. 
Mr. Jefferson'~ message of Jan. 21, 1~05, on Americn,n privateers, with the accom-
panying papers, is given in 2 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 607. 
The papers and correspondence conuected with President Monroe's instructions 
as to private armed vessels are given in President Pierce's message of .June 
12, 1854; House Ex. Doc. lll, 33d Cong., 1st sess. 
As to refusal of France to concur in a convention with the United States so-
far as to abolish privateering during the civil war, see Mr. Seward, Sec. 
of State, to Mr. Dayton, Sept. 10, 18tH. MSS. Inst., France. 
Further correspondence relating to privateering will be found in Brit. and For. 
St. Pap. for 1860-'61 ; vol. 51; ibid., 1864-'65, vol. 55. 
Mr. Sumner's views in opposition to letters of marque and reprisal are in 7 Sum-
ner's vVorkR, 278, :H3. 
The position of the United States in reference to the proposition of the Paris. 
conference for the abolition of pri vateering is further discussed supra, 
~ 342. See also ~~ Ph ill. Int. Law (3d ed. ), 534. 
The United States Government surrendered at the close of the late· 
civil war the position that Confederate privateers were pirates. 
Mr. Bolles, Solicitor of the Navy, in Atlantic Monthly for July and August, 
1871. See these articles noticed in Sir A. Cockburn's Review of the Geneva. 
Arbitration, and Bullock's Secret Service of Confederate States, ii, 116; 
sup1·a, § 31-!1. 
The status of Confederate privateers in foreign ports is considered in a report 
with accompanying papers of Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, Apr. 26, 1862; 
House Ex. Doc. 104, 37th Cong., 2d sess. 
As to the Chesapeake pirates, see supra1 § 27. 
"Were the claims of the great naval powers to seize private property 
on the high seas abandoned, this monopoly would be less prejudicial. 
But, directed as it is to the appropriation of such spoils, it is virtually,.. 
if conceded, a monopoly to powers of a particular class to seize what-
ever is afloat on the waters which their 1irize courts may condemn .. 
The suppression ofprivateering, therefore, is not called for in the interests" 
of peace. Such suppression would only add another stimulus to the in-
crease of naval armaments already bearing so oppressively on the Old' 
World; anc..l the effect would be to force on this continent a competitioD> 
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m tlle ruinous race for naYal supremacy in which at present the maritime 
powers of Europe are engaged. And it should also be observed that a 
-privateer navy is the militia of the seas, consiRtent as is the militia of 
the land with industrial pursuits, adding to the wealth and comfort of 
the community when war does not exist. When the calamity of war 
does come, tllen there will be enough shipping and sailors di8engaged 
from their prior employments to man such militia fleets. It is no 
doubt a choice of evils. But as long as the seizure of uelligerent pri-
vate property on the high seas is countenanced by the European rna-
Tine powers, so long it is better for the United States to hold the right 
to turn their merchant service into naval service in case of war, than 
for them to overburden the country by an enormous navy in times of 
peace." 
Whart . Corn. Am. Law, ~ 201. 
To the objection that privateers may appropriate tbeir booty, the an-
;Swer is (1) that ships-of-war appropriate large parts of such booty as 
prize-money, and (2) that privateers may be placed on the same footing 
.as to prize-money with ships-of-war. This difficulty being removed, 
.and privateers being subjected to naval control, it is hard to see what 
greater objections exist to the commissioning of the commanders of pri-
vateers than to the issuing of commissions to particular officers to raise 
troops for loeal defense. In this way, in fact, as is remarked hy Perels, 
an author of eminence already cited, the necessity of large navies is 
.avoided, as a sovereign with a mercantile marine can readily, by issuing 
privateering commissions, so harass his enemy's commerce as to equalize 
the conflict with such enemy, though possessing a far superior naval 
force. The retention of resotc_'t ,'S which would punish au assailant is 
{)ne of the best ways of preventing an assault. The United. States Gov-
ernment having elected, wisely or unwisely, not to maintain a large 
navy, can only keep its position on the high seas by holding in reserve 
the right to commission privateers when necessary .. 
Ibid. 
Mr. Jefferson, in a paper dated July 4, 1812, vindicating privateer-
ing, says: "What is war~ It is simply a contest between nations, 
-of trying which can do tbe other the moiSt harm. Who carries on the 
war~ Armies are formed and navies manned b:v individuals. How is 
.a battle gained~ By the death of individuals. ·what produces peace~ 
The distress of individuals. What difference to the sufferer is it that 
his property is taken by a national or private armed vessel~ Did our 
merchants, who have lost nine hundred and ·seventeen vessels by British 
-captures feel any gratificati'on that the most of them were taken by 
His Majesty's men-of-war~ Were the spoils less rigidly exacted by a 
.seventy-four gun ship than by a privateer of four guns; and were not 
all equally cond(mmed ~ War, whether on la.nd or sea, is constituted 
of acts of violence on the persons and property of individuals; and ex-
cess of violence is the grand cause that brings a bon t a peace. One man 
fights for wages paid him by the Government, or a patriotic zeal for the 
defense of his country; another, duly authorized, and giving tlle proper 
pledges for his good conduct, undertakes to paJ-T himself at the expense 
of the foe, and serves his country as effectually as the former, andGov-
.ernment drawing all its supplies from the people, is, in reality, as much 
.afl:'ected by the losses of the one as the other, the efficacy of its meas-
ures depending upon the energies and resources of the whole. In the 
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United States, every possible encouragement should be given to priva-
teering in time of war with a commercial nation. vVe have tens of 
thousand of seamen that without it would be destitute of the means of 
support, and useless to their country. Our national ships are too few 
in number to give employment to a twentieth part of them, or to retal-
iate the acts of the enemy. But by licensing private armed vessels, 
the whole naval force of the nation is truly brought to bear on the foe, 
and while the contest lasts, that it may have the speedier termination, 
let every individual contribute his mite, in the best way he can, to dis-
tress and harass the enemy, and compel him to peace." 
Coggeshall's Hist . .Am. Privateers, introduction, p. 43. 
"We have been worsted in most of our naval encounters, and baftled 
in most of our enterprises by land. With a naval force on their coast 
exceeding that of the enemy in the proportion of two to one, we have 
lost two out of three of all the sea-fights in which we have been engaged, 
and at least three times as many men as our opponents; while their 
privateers swarm unchecked round all our settlements, and even on the 
coasts of Europe, and have already made prize of more than seventeen 
hundred of our merchant vessels." 
24 Edinb. Rev., 250, Nov., 1814. 
"In 1814, during the war between the United States and Great 
Britain, the legislature of New York passed an act to constitute every 
association of five or more persons, embarking in the trade of privateer-
ing, a body politic and corporate, with corporate powers, on their com-
plying with certain formalities." 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 13. 
At the close of the Crimean war an agreement was made, as part of 
the Treaty of Paris, by the parties to the war who joined in that treaty, 
pronouncing privateering to be piracy. The several questions proposed 
by thh; treaty are considered together supra, § 342. Construed as was 
the prohibition of the Treat)T of Paris by both Germany and Great 
Britain, during the Franco-German war of 1870, it is not inconsistent 
with the use of privateering under the liinitations above given. "She" 
(Germany) "invited ~hip-owners to lend their ships for the war for a 
remuneration. The crews were to be hired by the owners, but were 
'to enter the federal navy for the continuance of the war, wear its 
uniform, acknowledge its competency, and take oath to the articles of 
war.' In case these ships destroyed or captured ships of the enemy, 
certain premiums were to be paid to the owners for distribution among 
the crews. The French Government complained to Lord Granvil1e 
about this decree, alleging that it was, under a disguised form, there-
establishment of privateering; but Lord Granville, after consulting the 
then law officers, Sir Travers Twiss, Sir R. Collier, and Sir John Col-
eridge, replied: 'They advised me that there are, in their opinion, sub-
stantial differences between the proposed naval volunteer force sanc-
tioned by the Prussian Government, and the system of privateering 
which, under the designation of'' la course," the declaration of Paris was 
intended to suppress, and that Her Majesty's Government cannot object 
to the decree of the Prnssian Government as infringing the declaration 
of Paris."' (M:r. L::twrence in North Amer. Rev. for July, 1878, 32; 
citing 22 Solicitors' Journal, 523.) To the same effect is the opinion of 
Bluntschli. "Nothing," declares that eminent publicist, "prevents a 
state from forming a body of volunteers to be employed as a part of the 
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auxiliary force of its army; so a maritime nation may, with entire pro-
priety, reinforce its fleet by adding vessels previously employed in com-
merce. .An appeal may even be made to all the forces of the nation-
to a sort of naval Landsturm-to com bat the enemy." (!:l Revue de 
droit int., 552.) 
See, also, Twiss, Duties in Time of War, 423, and more fully Sir T. Twiss' state-
ment, supra, § 384. 
It is stated that the late "Confederate Government," owing "to the 
disabilities to which their privateers were exposed in foreign ports," dis-
continued privateering, and its cruisers "claimed the right of public 
ships-of. war, and were commanded by officers commissioned by the Con-
federate States." 
North Amer. Rev., ut supra, 31. 
Citizens of the United States are forbidden by statute to take part in 
the equipment or manning of privateers to act against nations at peace 
with the United States. (Act of June 14, 1797, and .April 24, 1816.) 
Treaties making privateering under such circumstances piracy have 
been negotiated with England, France, Prussia, Holland, Spain, and 
Sweden. (See letter of 1\fr. 1\Iar~, of April 28, 1854, and President's 
declaration of neutrality of April 20, 1818.) 
The policy of privateering is thus discussed by President Woolsey: 
"The right to employ this kind of extraordinary naval force is un-
questioned, nor is it at all against the usage of nations in times past to 
grant commissions even to privateers owned by aliens. The ad vantages 
of employing privateers are (1) that seamen thrown out of work by war 
can thus gain a livelihood and be of use to their country. (2) A nation 
which maintains no great navy is thus enabled to call into activity a 
temporary force on brief notice and at small cost. Thus an inferior 
state, with a large commercial marine, can approach on the sea nearer 
to an equality with a larger rival having a powerful fleet at its disposal. 
And as aggressions are likely to come from large powers, privateering 
may be a means, and perhaps the only effectual means, of obtaining 
justice to which a small commercial state can resort." 
\Yoolsey's Int. Law, § 121. 
"On the other hand, the system of privateering is attended with very 
gre.at evils. ( 1) The motive is plunder. It is nearly impossible that the 
feeling of honor and regard for professional reputation should act upon 
theprivateersman's mind. .And when his occupation on the sea is ended, 
he returns with something of the spirit of a robber to infest society. (2) 
The control over such crews is slight, while they need great control. 
They are made up of bold~ lawless men, and are where no superior au-
thority can watch or direct them. The responsibility at the best can 
only be remote. The officers will not be apt to be men of the same train-
ing with the commanders of public ships, and cannQt govern their crews 
as easily as the masters of commercial vessels can go\ern theirs. (3) 
The evils are heightened when privateers are employed in the execution 
of belligerent rights against neutrals, where a high degree of character 
and forbearance in the commanding officer is of especial importance. 
''Hence many have felt it to be desirable that pri~teering should be 
placed under the ban of international law, and the feeling is on the in-
crease, in our age of humanity, that the system ought to come to an end." 
Ibid.' § 122. 
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But the objections aboYe stated may be removed by placing priva-
teering under the restrictions above proposed. 
A belligerent cannot send out privateers from neutral ports. 
Talbot v. Janson, 3 Dall., 133. 
The commission of a privateer must be considered as qualified and 
limited by the laws Ynder which it issues, and as subordinate to the in-
·structions of the President, issued under the same act. 
The Thom::ts Gibbons, 8 Cranch, 421. 
An enemy's vessel, captured by a privateer, recaptured by another 
·enemy's vessel, and again recaptured by another privateer and brought 
in for adjudication, was adjudged as prize to the last captors. 
The Astrea, 1 Wheat., 125. 
The district courts of the United States, by virtue of their general 
.admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, have jurisdiction of questions of 
marine trespass by privateers independent of the special provisions of 
the prize act of the 26th of June, 1812. (2 Stat. L., 259.) 
The Amiable Naucy, 3 Wheat., 546. 
The fact that a vessel cruising under the commission of a new Gov-
·ernment not acknowledged by the United States is employed by such 
·Government may be established by parol evidence, without proving the 
seal to such commission. 
The Estrella, 4 Wheat., 298. 
\V"ar having been recognized by the Government of the United States 
to exist between Spain and her colonies, a capture of a Spanish vessel 
. .and cargo by a privateer commissioned by the province of Uarthagena, 
while it had an organized Government and was at war with Spain, was 
held not to be within the jurisdiction ofthe courts of the United States, 
either by the general law of nations or by the treaty with Spain, which 
~tipulated for restitution in cases of piracy and captures in violation of 
.our neutrality, this being neither. · 
The Neustra Senora de la Caridad, 4 Wheat, 497. 
A commission to a privateer by a belligerent is a defense to an indict-
·ment for piracy. 
U.S. v. Baker, 5 Blatch., 13. 
Where =+n American vessel commissioned with a letter of marque and 
reprisal has been sold to foreigners~ and the new owners are found 
cruising with the same commander, with the same letter and under the 
American flag, and there is good reason to suppose that the commission 
of the letter of marque bas been intentionally transferred, it is sueh an 
.abuse of the commission as will warrant a suit on the bond. 




I. RIGHTS OF NEUTRAL. 
(1) May trade with either belligerent, and herein as to trade with :}Olorues 
not open in peace, § 388. 
(2) May permit free discussion as to foreign sovereigns, § 389. 
(3) May permit subjects to furnish funds or supplies to belligerents, § 390 
(4) Or munitions of war, § 391. 
(5) Or to enlist in service of belligerent, § 392. 
(6) Or to sell or purchase ships, § 393. 
(7) Or may give asylum to belligerent ships or troops, § 394. 
U. RESTRICTIONS OF NEUTRAL. 
(1) Bound to restrain enlistments by belligerent, § 395. 
(2) Or issuing of armed expeditions, § 395a. 
(3) Bound to restrain fitting out of and sailing of armed cruisers of bellig-
erent, § 396. 
( 4) Or passage of belligerent's troops over soil, § 397. 
(5) Bonnd not to permit territory to be made the base of belligerent opera-
tions, § 3!)8. 
(6) Nor to permit belligerent naval operations in territorial waters, ~ 399. 
(7) Nor to permit sale of prize in ports, § 400. 
(8) Bound to redress damages done to belligerent by its connivance or neg-
ligence, § 401. 
£II. DEGREE OF VIGIL.L~CE TO BE EXERCISED. 
(1) Not perfect vigilance, but such as is reasonable under the circumstances, 
§ 402. 
(2) Rules of 1871, and Geneva tribunal, § 40:la. 
IV. MUNICIPAL STATUTES NOT EXTRATERRITORIAL, § 403. 
V. PERSONS VIOLATL~G MUNICIPAL STATUTE MAY BE PROCEEDED AGAINST MUNICI-
PALLY, ~ 404. 
VI. POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES IS MAINTENANCE OF NEUT.!lAL RIGHTS, § 405· 
I. RIGHTS OF NEU.TRAL. 
1) MAY TRADE WITH EITHER BELLIGERENT, AND HEREIN AS TO TRADE WITH COL-
ONIES NOT OPEN IN PEACE. 
§ 388. 
'' With respect to the general principle which disallows to neutral 
nations, in time of war, a trade not allowed to them in time of peace, it 
may be observed: 
" First. That the principle is of modern date; that it is maintained, 
as js believed, by no other nation but Great Britain; and that it was 
assumed by her under the ::mspices of a maritime ascendency, which 
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rendered such a principle subservient to her particular interest. T.he 
history of her regulations on this subject shows that they have been 
con:stantly modified under the influence of that consideration. The 
course of these modifications will be seen in an appendix to the fourth 
volnme of Robinson's Admiralty Reports. 
" Secondly. That the principle is manifestly contrary to the general 
interest of commercial nations, as well as to the law of nations settled 
by the most approved authorities, which recognize no restraints on the 
trade of nations not at war, with na,tions at war, other than that it shall 
be impartial between the latter, that it shall not extend to certain mili-
tary articles, nor to the transportation of persons in military service, 
nor to places actually blockaded or besieged. 
"Thirdly. That the principle is the more contrary to reason and to 
right inasmuch as the admission of neutrals into a colonial trade shut 
against them in times of peace, may, and often does, result from consid-
erations which open to neutrals direct channels of trade with the 
parent state shut to them in times of peace, the legality of which latter 
relaxation is not known to have been contested; and inasmuch as com-
merce may be, and frequently is, opened in time of war between a 
colony and other countries, from considerations which are not incident 
to the war, and which would produce the same effect in a time of peace, 
such, for example, as a failure or diminution of the ordiqary sources of 
supplies, or new turns in the course of profitable interchanges. 
"Fourthly. That it is not only contra.ry to the principles and prac-
tice of other nations, but to the practice of Great Britain hers~lf. It is 
well known to be her invariable practice in time of war, by relaxations 
in her navigation laws, to admit neutrals to trade in channels forbidden 
to them in times of peace, and particularly to open her colonial trade 
both to neutral vessels and supplies to which it is shut in times of peace, 
and that one at least of her objects in these relaxations is to give to 
her trade an immunity from capture, to which in her own hands it would 
be subjected by the war. 
"Fifthly. The practice, which has prevailed in the British dominions, 
sanctioned by orders of council and an act of Parliament (39 G. 3, ch. 98] 
authorizing for British subjects a direct trade with the enemy, still fur-
ther diminishes the force of her pretensions for depriving us of the co-
lonial trade. Thus we see in Robinson's Admiralty Reports, passim, 
that during the last war a licensed commercial intercourse prevailed 
between Great Britain and her enemies, France, Spain, and Holland, 
because it comprehended articles necessary for her manufactures and 
agriculture, notwithstanding the effect it had in opening a vent to the 
surplus productions of the others. In this manner she assumes to sus-
pend the war itself as to particular objects of trade beneficial to herself, 
while she denies the right of the other belligerents to suspend their 
accustomed commercial restrictions in favor of neutrals. But the in- " 
justice and inconsistency of her attempt to press a strict rule on neutrals 
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is more forcibly displayed by the nature of the trade which is openly 
<Jarried on between the colonies of Great Britain and Spain in the West 
Indies. The mode of it is detailed in the inclosed copy of a letter from a 
lVIr. Billings, wherein it will be seen that American vessels and cargoes, 
after being condemned in British courts under pretense of illicit com· 
merce, are sent on British account to the enemies of Great Britain, if 
not to the very port of the destination interrupted when they were 
American property. What respect can be claimed from others to a doc· 
trine not only of so recent an origin and enforced with so little uni-
fotmity, but which is so conspicuously disregarded in practice by the 
nation itself which stands alone in contending for it. 
"Sixthly. It is particularly worthy of attention that the board of com-
missioners jointly constituted by the British and American Govern-
ments under the 7th article of the treaty of 1794, by reversing condem-
nations of the British courts founded on the British instructions of 
November, 1793, condemnetl the principle that a trade forbidden to neu-
trals in time of peace could not be opened to them in time of war, on 
which.preci!:le principle these instructions were founded. And as the 
reversal could be justified by no other authority than the law of nations, 
by which they were to be guided, the law of nations, according to that 
tribunal, condemn.s the principle here combatted. Whether the British 
commissioners concurred in these reversals does not appear ; but 
whether they did or did not, the decision was equally binding, and af-
fords a precedent which could not be disrespected by a like succeeding 
tribunal, and ought not to be without great ~eight with both nations 
in like questions recurring between them. 
"On these grounds the United States may justly regard the British 
.captures and condemnations of neutral trade with colonies of the ene-
mies of Great Britain as violations of right; and if reason, consistency, 
or that sound policy which cannot be at variance with either, be allowed 
the weight which they ought to have, the British Government will feel 
sufficient motives to repair the wrongs done in such cases by its cruisers 
.and courts." 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, to Mr. Monroe, .Apr. 12, 1805. MSS. Inst., Ministers, 
3 .Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 101. 
The principle that "a trade openeq to neutrals by a nation at war, 
()n account of the war, is unlawful," has no foundation in the law of 
nations. 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, report of Jan. 25, 1806. MSS. Dom. LAt. See sup1·a, 
§ 359 ff. 
Mr. Monroe, in a dispatch to Mr. Madison, August 20, 1805, states that 
the British position is declared by Lord Mulgrave to be '' that a neu-
tral power had no right to a commerce with the colonies of an enemy 
in time of war which it had not in time of peace, and that every 
extension of it in the former state, beyond the limit of the latter, was 
due to the concession of Great Britain, not to the right of the neutral 
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power." (See 3 Am. St. Pap.~ 105, for a conference with Mr. Fox on this -
subject. See Mr. Monroe to Mr. Madison, April 28, 1806. 3 Am. St. 
Pap. (For. Rel.), 118. 
''The rights of a neutral to carry on a commercial intercourse with 
every part of the dominions of a belligerent, permitted by the laws of' 
the country (with the exception of blockaded ports and contraband of · 
war) was believed to have been decided between Great Britain and the-
United States by the sentence of the commissioners mutually appointed 
to decide on that and other questions of difference between the two-
nations, and by the actual payment of damages awarded by them 
against Great Britain for the infractions of that right. When, there-
fore, it was perceived that the same principle was revived with others . 
more novel, and extending the injury, instructions ·were given to the · 
minister plenipotentiary of the United States at the court of London, . 
and remonstrances duly made by him on this subject, as will appear by 
documents transmitted herewith. These were followed by a partial and 
temporary suspension only, without any disavowal of the principle. He 
has, therefore, been instructed to urge this subject anew, to bring it 
more fully to the bar of reason, and to insist on rights too evident and. 
too important to be surrendered. In the mean time the evil is proceed-
ing under adjudications founded on the principle which is denied •. 
Under these circumstances the subject presents itself for the consider-
atiou of Uongress." 
President Jefferson, Special Message, Jan. 17, 1806. 
The correspondence of Mr. Pinkney, United States minister at Lon-
don, in 1806-'08, with ~fr. Canning, British foreign secretary, in refer-
ence to the British order of council aflecting the trade of the United 
States is found in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 203 if, 222 ff. 
'·To former violations (by Great Britain) of maritime rights, another 
is now added of very extensive effect. The Government of that ne1tion 
ha,s issued an order interdicting all trade by neutrals between ports not 
in amity ·with them, and being at war with every nation on the Atlantic 
and Mediterranean seas, our vessels are required to sacrifice their car-
goes at the first ports they touch, or to return home without the benefit 
of returning to any other market. Under this new law of the ocean, . 
our trade to the Mediterranean has been swept away by seizures and 
condemnations, and that in other ·seas has been threatened with the · 
same fate." 
President Jefferson's message of Oct. 27, 1807; ~~Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 5. 
"The declaration which Her Britannic Majesty's Government pro-
poses to issue is distinct in interdicting to neutrals the coasting and co-
lonial trade with the belligerent, if not enjoyed by them previous to 
the war. In regard to this trade, you are aware that Great Britain as-
serted principles, in the wars resulting from the French revolution, be-
fore she issued her obnoxious orders in council, which this country held! 
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to be in violation of the law of nations. Should she still adhere to 
those principles in the coming conflict in Europe, and have occasion to 
apply them to our commerce, they will be seriously controverted by the 
United States, and may diRturb our friendly relations with her and her 
alliecll:::elligerents. The liberal spirit she has indicated in respect to the 
cargoes under a neutral flag, and neutral property which may be found 
on board of enemy's ships, gives an implied assurance that she will not 
attempt again to assert belligerent rights which are not well sustained 
,by the well-settled principles of international law." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, Apr. 13,1854. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
House Ex. Doc. 103, 33d Cong., 1st sess . 
. The British rule, proclaimed in 1756, by which "direct trade with the 
·enemies' colonies was made subject to restrictions," is discussed in a 
work under the title of ''An examination of the British doctrine which 
:subjects to capture a neutral trade, not open in time of peace," written 
by Mr. Madison. (See 2 Madison's Works, 229 if.) The British view 
·of the question is stated in a pamphlet. by Mr. James Stephen, entitled 
"War in Disguise." The object of the British Government, in which it 
·was zealously supported by Sir W. Scott, was to stamp with illegality 
'Voyages from French or Dutch colonies to the United States and from 
thence to France or Holland. To sustain this the doctrine of '' couti-
1luity of voyages" was invented, a doct,rine which was caught up and 
.applied in the case of the Springbok, criticised at large in another sec-
tion. (S~tpra, § 362.) The doctrine, as applied by the British admiralty 
-courts in 1801, was that unless a ship from a French colony landed her 
goods and paid her duties in the port of the United States to which 
she intermediately resorted on her way to France, her voyage to the 
United States was to be held to be continuous with that from the United 
.State~ to France. In 1805, however, it was held in the case of the Essex, 
that if the duties were not actually paid, but were provided for by means 
-of debentures, the importation into the United States was not bona fide, 
.and the voyage was held to be continuous, notwithstanding the goods 
were disembarked in New York. But aside from the technical diffi-
culties attending the doctrine of continuous voyages, as thus stated, 
.and the ruin to which it subjects neutral interests, it is repugnant to 
those principles of sovereignty which are at the basis of international 
law. A sovereign has a right to regulate his trade as be chooses. He 
may impose tariffs, embargoes, non-intercourse. as he deems best. He 
may say, ''At peace no one shall trade with my colonies but myself." 
If he has power to impose one kind of limitation in peace. he can impose 
another kind of limitation in war. Since no one disputes a neutral's 
right to trade between ports of the mother country, it is difficult to see 
on what ground rests the denial of a neutral's right to trade between 
the port of a colony and that of the mother country. War necessarily 
greatly abridges neutral commerce by exposing it to confiscation for 
-contraband and for blockade-running. To permit one belligerent to 
shut out neutrals from a commerce which the other belligerent may 
{)pen to them, such commerce uot being in contraband of war or in 
evasion of blockade, would impose upon neutrality burdens so intoler-
able as to make war, on its part,, preferable to peace. The doctrine of 
"continuous voyages," als9, as thus interpreted, is open to all the objec-
·tions of a paper blockade; it enables a belligerent cruiser to seize all 
XJeutrals going to a belligerent port if they hold produce of the colonies 
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of that belligerent, though there be no pretense of a blockade of either 
colony or the mother state. Great Britain, also, it was urged, had no 
right to complain of this relaxation by a hostile sovereign of his colo-
nial regulations, since she had repeatedly varied in war her colonial 
policy of trade, relaxing it so as to enable her colonies to have the ad-
vantage of neutral commerce. 
2 Lyman's Diplomacy of the United States, chap. i. The Springbok case js 
criticised at large, B?tpra, § 362. The defects in Sir W. Scott's reasoning as 
to continuous voyages, and the want of present authoritativeness in his 
conclusions, are discussed Bupra, § § 238, 329a. 
"The doctrine of continued or continuous voyages," says Dr. Woolsey 
(Int. Law, app. iii, n. 27), "which Sir W. Scott, afterwards Lord Stow--
ell, originated, deserves to be noticed, and may be noticed here, al-
though it first arose in reference to colonial trade with another country 
carried ou by neutrals. As the English courts condemned such trade, 
the neutrals in the :first part of this century, especially shippers and 
captains belonging to the United States, tried to evade the rule by stop-
ping at a neutral port and seeming to pay duties, and then, perhaps,. 
after landing and relading the cargoes, carried them to the mother-
country of the colony. The motive for this was, that if the goods in 
question were bona fide imported from the neutral country, the trans-
actiou was a regu}Ju one. The courts held, that if an original intention 
could be proved of carrying the goods from the colony to the mother-
coon try, the proceedings in the neutral terrttory, even if they amounted 
to landing goods and paying duties, could not overcome the evidence, 
of such intention; the voyage was really a continued one artfully in-
terrupted, and the penalties of law had to take ofi"ect. Evidence there-
fore, of original intention and destination was the turning-point in such 
cases. (See, especially, the case of the Polly, Robinson's Rep., ii, 361-372 ~ 
the cases of the Maria and the William, ibid., v, 365-372, and 385-406, 
and the cases there mentioned.) 
"The principle of continued voyages will apply when cases of con-
traband, attempt to break blockade, etc., come up before courts wlliclt 
accept this English doctrine. In our late war many British vessels· 
went to Nassau, and either landed their cargoes destined for Confeder-
ate ports there to be carried forward in some other vessel, or stopp~d 
at that port as a convenient place for a new start towards Charleston or-
some other harbor. If an intention to enter a blockaded port cau be 
shown, the vessel and the cargo, as is said in the text, are subject to-
ca,pture according to English and American doctrine from the time of: 
setting sail. Now the doctrine of continued voyages has been so ap-
plied by our Supreme Court that it matters not if the vessel stops at a 
neutral port, or unlades its cargo and another vessel conveys it onward, 
or if formalities of consignment to a person at. the neutral port, or th& 
payment even of duties are used to cover the transaction, provided des-
tination to the blockaded port, or, in the case of contraband, to the hos-
tile country, can be established, the ship on any part of its voyage, and 
the cargo before and after being landed, are held to be liable to confis-
cation. Or, again, if the master of the vessel was ordered to stop at the· 
neutraJ port to ascertain what the danger was of continuing the voyage · 
to the blockaded harbor, still guilt rested on the parties to the transac-
tion as before. All this seems a natural extension of the English prin-
ciple of continued voyages, as at first given out; but there is danger 
that courts will infer intention on insufficient grounds. A still bolder· 
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extension was given to it by our courts in the case of vessels and goods 
bound to the Rio Grande, the goods being then carried up by lighters 
to Matamoras. We could not prohibit neutrals from sending goods to 
the Mexican side of that river; but if it could be made to appear that 
the goods were destined for the side belonging to the United States, 
that was held to be sufficient ground for condemnation of them ; although, 
in order to reach their destination, they would need overland carriage 
over neutral territory. (See Prof. Bernard's Brit. Neutral., 307-317, and 
comp. Dana's note 231 on Wheaton, § 508.)" 
The advantages claimed to be derived by Great Britain from the 
adoption of the rule of continuity, and the injury inflicted on neutrals 
by the application of this restriction, are thus stated in the London 
Quarterly Review for March, 1812 (vol. 7, p. 5): ''It will be sufficient for 
our purpose to ob~erve that so far was the rule of 1756 relaxed that the 
ports of the United States of Ameri~a became so many entrepots for the 
manufactures and commodities of France, Spain, and Holland, from 
whence they were re-exported, under the American flag, to their re-
spective colonies; they brought back the produce of those colonies to 
the ports of America; they reshipped them for the enemies' ports in 
Europe; they entered freely all the ports of the United Kingdom with 
cargoes brought directly from the hostile colonies; thus, in fact, not only 
carrying on the whole trade of one of the belligerents which that bellig-
erent would have carried on in time of peace, but superadding their 
own and a considerable part of ours. Valuable cargoes of bullion and 
specie and spices were nominally purchased by Americans, in the east-
ern colonies of the enemy, and wafted under the American flag to the 
real hostile proprietors. One single American house contracted for the 
whole of the merchandise of the Dutch East India Company at Batavia, 
amounting to no less a sum than one million seven hundred thoJ.lsand 
pounds sterling. The consequence was that, while not a single mer-
chant ship belonging to the enemy crossed the Atlantic, or doubled the 
Cape of Good Hope, the produce of the eastern and western worlds sold 
cheaper in the markets of France and Holland than in our own. * * * 
The commerce of England became every month more languid and pros-
trate, till reduced, as justly observed by a member of the House of Com-
mons, 'to a state of suspended animation."' 
In discussing the controversy in .1810-'11 between Great Britain and 
the United States in respect to the orders of council, the Edinburgh Re-
view for November, 1812 (vol. 20, p. 453), thus speaks: 
''It was long the anxious business of the American minister, as ap-
pears from the documents before us~ to procure by persuasion an aban-
donment of the measures hostile to the .American trade. He urged 
his case on views of justice and general policy; he calmly com batted 
the pretexts by which he was met; he boldly and pointedly asserted 
that the claims of this country must, sooner or later, be abandoned; 
and he added, what ought never to be forgotten, that they were unjust, 
and that time, therefore, could do nothing for them. His representa-
tions were met by declarations of' what His Majesty owed to the honor, 
dignity, and essential rights of his crown,' and by all the other sounding 
commonplaces used on such occasiom~. These sentiments were after-
wards explained at greater length, and promulgated to the world in the 
deliberate record of a state paper. But in spite of the honor of His l\lnj-
esty thus pledged to these obnoxious measures, they were repealed. A 
laborious investigation into their merits ended in their unqualified rep-
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robation and abandonment; their authors were unable to look in the 
face the scenes of beggary, disorder, and wretchedness which their 
policy had brought on the country; they were borne down by the cries 
of suffering millions, and they yielded to necessity what they had 
formerly refused to justice. This was clearly, therefore, an act of un-
willing submission. It bore not the stamp of conciliation; and the only 
inference to be drawn from it was that the plotters of mischief, being 
fairly caught in their own snare, were glad to escape, on any terms, 
from the effect of their ill-considered measures. * * • There is not 
a man in the Kingdom who can doubt that if the orders in council had 
been rescinded six months sooner, the war might have been entirely 
avoided, and all other points of difference between the countries adjusted 
on an amicable footing." 
See same Review, vol. 11, 24 Oct., 1807. 
As to licenses by one belligerent authorizing the party licensed to 
trade with the other, the following distinctions are taken: . 
''A license is a sort of safe-conduct, granted by a belligerent state to 
its own subjects, to those of its enemy, or to neutrals, to carry on a trade 
which is interdicted by the laws of war, and it operates as a dispensa-
tion from the penalties of those laws, with respect to the state granting 
it, and so far as its terms can be fairly construed to extend. The officers 
and tribunals of the state under whose authority they are issued are 
bound to respect such documents as lawful relaxations of the ordinary 
state of war; but the adverse belligerent may justly consider them as 
per se a ground of capture and confiscation. Licenses are necessarily 
stricti juris, and cannot be carried beyond the evident intention of those 
by whom they are granted; nevertheless, they are not construed with 
pedantic accuracy, nor will their fair efl"ect be vitiated by every slight 
deviation from their terms and conditions. Much, however, will depend 
upon the nature of the terms which are not complied with. Thus a 
Yariation in the quality or character of the goods will often lead to more 
dangerous consequences than an excess of qnantity. Ag-ain, a license 
to trade, though safe in the hands of one person, might become dan-
gerous in those of another; so, also, with respect to the limitations of 
time and place specified in a license. Such restrictions are often of ma-
terial importance, and cannot be deviated from with safety. * * * In 
the United States, as a general rule, licenses are issued under the au -
thority of an act of Congress, but in special cases and for purposes im -
mediately connected with the pro~ecution of a war, they may be granted 
by the authority of the President, as Commander in Chief of the military 
and naval forces of the United States." 
~Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 364. See further as to licenses, supra,~ 337 
The objections to the accepting of licenses from an enemy are thus 
stated by Judg~ Story in the Julia ( 1 Gall., 233;. 8 Crancb, 181). The prin-
ciple, he states, is that ''in war all intercoun~e between the subjects and 
citizens of the belligerent countries is illegal, unless sanctioned by the 
authority of the Government or in the exercise of the rights of human-
ity." He insists that a license from an enemy must be regarded as an 
agreement with such enemy that the licensee will conduct himself in 
a neutral manner, and avoid any hostile acts toward such enemy, and 
bt> holcts, therefore, that acting under sucb a license is a violation of 
thf' la.ws of war, and of a citizen's duties to his own Government. "Can 
an Amer-ican citizen," be asks. " be permitted in this manner to carve 
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{)Ut for himself a neutrality upon the 'ocean when his country is at war' 
Can he justify himself in refusing to aid his countrymen, wlw have 
fallen into the hands of the enemy on the ocean, or decline their rescue '? 
Can he withdraw his personal services when the necessities of the 
nation require them~ Can an engag~ment be legal which impos~s upon 
him the temptation or . necessity of deeming his personal interests at 
variance with the legitimate objects of his Government¥'' He declare8 
that incompleteness of a voyage, under license from the enems, is no 
defense, for the \esse! is liabl~ to capt.ure at the instant the voyage 
under such license is commenced. Wherever the object of tile voyage 
is prohibited, its inception with the illegal intent completes the offense 
to which the legal penalty attaches. This case of illegal trading, under 
a license from the enemy, is only a particular application of a universal 
rule. Nor can it be a defense that the trade is not subservient to the 
~nemy's interest, as the condemnation of such licensed vessel and cargo 
rests upon the broad ground of the illegality of such voyage. 
See 2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 169 ff. 
Neutrals may establish themselves, for the purposes of trade, in ports 
convenient to either belligerent; and may sell or transport to either 
such articles as they may wish to buy, subject to risks of capture for 
violation of blockade or for the conveyance of contraband to belligerent 
porrs. 
The Bermuda, 3 Wall., 514. 
Voyages from neutral ports to belligerent ports are not protected in 
respect of seizure, either of ship or cargo, by an intention, real or pre-
tended, to touch at intermediate neutral ports. 
Ibid. 
(2) MAY PERMIT FREE DISCUSSION AS TO FOREIGN SOVEREIGNS. 
§ 389. 
The topic of sympathy with foreign political struggles is considered 
supra., § 47a; that of non-prohibition of documents assailing foreign 
Governments supra, § 56. · 
On July 4, 1816, at " a public feast at Baltimore," Mr. Skinner, tile 
postmaster at that city, g;-1ve a "fe8th·e'' toast ~mpposed to re:tlect on 
the character of the then French Government. The French minister <:tt 
Washington called upon ~Ir . .i\'Ionroe., then Secretary of State, to cause 
the postmaster to be dismissed, ami to apologize for the alleged insult. 
This was refused by 1\lr. Monroe, who stated in reply that on matters 
of this character the Government of tile U nitecl States exerci~ed no 
control. 
Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, to :Mr. Gallatin, Sept. 10, 1816. .\'ISS. Inst., Ministers. 
Subsequently, in retaliation for the" toast," the functions of tile French 
consul at Baltimore were suspem1ed by the French minister, who harl 
taken additional offense on account of a toast given at a New York din-
ner to "l\1arshal Grouchy," who, the French minister said, was not a 
'' marshal." 
See letter of Mr. Monroe to Mr. J. Q. Adams, Nov. 2, 1516. 
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The French Government having asked for the dismissal of Mr. Skin-
ner in consequence of his "disrespectful" conduct, the Duke of Riche-
lieu, minister of foreign affairs, in an interview with Mr. Gallatin, 
minister of the United States at Paris, said that "in asking for the dis-
mission of Mr. Skinner there wa~ no intention of giving offense; it was 
only stating the kind of reparation which appeared most natural, and 
which would be satisfactory. • * * I am sorry to say that no ex-
planation I could give appeared to make any impression on him. * * * 
He said that they would not preserve any public agent in the town where 
His Majesty had been publicly insulted." 
Mr. Gallatin to Mr. Monroe, Nov. 21, 1816. 2 Gallatin's Writings, 9. 
The Duke of Richelieu subsequently told Mr. Gallatin that ''the re-
fusal to dismiss the postmaster at Baltimore," would indispose the 
Government .of Louis XVIII to take steps towards paying for Napo-
leon's spoliations. 
Same to same, Jan. 20, 1817; ibid., 22. 
The Government of the United States, when called upon by the Min-
ister of Russia to explain certain newspaper "calumnies" on his Gov-
ernment, to which the Government of the United States was intimated 
to have" directly or indirectly given its support," answered, through 
the Secretary of ~tate, that no further explanations could be given 
''until an imputation so injurious to the reputation of this Government, 
and so inconsistent with its sincere professions of amity for Russia and 
respect for its sovereign, shall be withdrawn." 
Mr. Livingston, Sec. of State, to Mr. de Sacken, Dec. 4,1832. MSS. Notes, For. 
Leg. 
The United States Government has no power, under our Constitution 
and laws, to interfere with publications in the States critising foreign 
Governments, or encouraging revolt against such Governments. 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Molina,, Nov. 26, 1860. MSS. Notes, Cent. Am. 
"Whatever be their purpose, it is not alleged or even understood 
that they have instigated any insurrection in Ireland, or sent out from 
the United States for such a purpose to that country or elsewhere any 
money, men, or arms, or that any sedition or rebellion actually existR in 
Ireland. Should they attempt to violate the neutrality laws in regard 
to Great Britain, the laws of the United States and regulations already 
sanctioned by the President are ample to prevent the commission of 
that crime. It is thus seen that a case ha~ not arisen in which this 
Government could with right, or ought to, interfere with the meetings 
of the Fenian Brotherhood. I may properly add that this Government 
has no sufficient grounds to apprehend that any such case will occur, 
unless renewed and systematic aggressions from the British ports and 
provinces should defeat all.the efforts of this Government to maintain and 
preserve peace with Great Britain. Under these circumstances an~r at-
tempt to visit the Fenian Brotherhood with official censures is unneces-
sary, and, therefore, in the belief of this Government, would be unwise, 
as it would be manifestly unconstitutionaJ. The attorney-general of 
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the State of Louisiana is responsible to the State Government, and th~ 
people of that State, exclusively of this Government." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Burnley, Mar. 20, 1865. MSS. Notes, Gr. Brit. 
"~he Fenian agitation is a British and not an American movement. A 
movement for which the agitators .have secured to themselves the ben-
efits of refuge, which the Constitution and laws of the United States 
a.fiord to exiles and immigrants ~from foreign lands. 
''The only question for this Government is, not whether the motives 
or designs of the agitators in regard to Ireland are just, wise, beneficent 
. . ' or humane, or the reverse. but whether, In seeking to promote their de~ 
signs, they commit any violation of 'the laws of the United States which 
have been adopted to prevent military or naval aggression by persons 
who are amenable to those laws, against nations whom the United States 
maintain relations of peace and friendship. 
'' Thus far no such violation of positive law has been brought to the 
knowledge of this Government by either its own agents, who are believed 
to be vigilant, or through any complaint from the British legation. No 
restraint has been put upon British agents of observation, and no ob-
stacles placed in their way. 
"Neither the character of the agitation, nor the condition of our inter-
national relations is such as to render it wise for this Government to 
denounce the proceedings of the agitators as long as they confine them-
selves within those limits of moral agitation which are recognized as 
legitimate equally by the laws of the United States and by those of 
Great Britain." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, Mar. 10, 1866. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
A~ to expression of sympathy with Ireland, see Mr. Banks' report, July 25, 1866; 
House Rep. 100, 39th Cong., 1st sess. 
"The Executive of the United States * * * is incompetent to pass 
on the subversive character of utterances alleged to contravene the laws 
of another land." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Valera, July 31, 1885. MSS. Notes, Spain; 
For. Rel., 1885. For remainder of note, see injm, § 402. 
It has been already noticed that foreign Governments, in their inter-
course with this Government, are to hold the Department of State to be 
the sole organ of the Executive, and will not be permitted to comment 
on the domestic politics of the nation. 
Sup1 a, § § 79 ff. 
(3) MAY PERMIT SUBJECTS TO FURNISH FUNDS OR SUPPLIES '1'0 BELLIGERENTS. 
§ 390. 
Mr. Pickering's instructions of March 2, 1798, to Messrs. Pinck•ney, 
Marshall, and Gerry, are cited by Chancellor Kent, as maintaining 
that "a loan of money to one of the belligerent parties is considered to 
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be a violation of neutrality.'; But the loan proposed in this case was 
to be from the political representatives of a neutral state to a bellig-
erent. 
''I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 21st 
instant, in which you call the attention of the Department to the means 
employed, as alleged, by persons in this country who plot aga,inst the 
peace of Cuba, for the accomplishment of their designs, and more 
.especially to the method of acquisition through the sale of lottery 
tickets in the United States. 
"I cannot refrain from expressing the appreciation felt by the Govern-
ment, of your assurances, so frankly and courteously given, touching 
the energy and sincerity with which the United States has endeavored 
·to prevent the forwarding of aid from our shores to parties engaged in 
promoting insurrection in Cuba, while at the same time, as regards the 
special communication of your note, I beg to observe that so far a.s 
.concerns furnishing funds to support Cuban insurrections, this Govern-
ment can do no more than to recur to the often aunounced intention to 
prosecute all persons concerned in disturbing the peace of a friendly 
foreign state, so far as permitted by the neutrality and cognate statute 
of the United States. 
"So far as concerns the sale of lottery tickets in particular States, the 
matter is for State legislation. There is no Federal statute prohibiting 
sales either of lottery tickets or any other article of traffic, on the 
ground that the proce'eds are to be applied to aid insurgents in a for-
eign land, nor is it a principle of international law that a sovereign is 
bound in any sense to prohibit sales of any kind on the ground that 
the proceeds might go to unlawful objects. 
"There are, however, in most of the States in the Union statutes pro-
viding for the punishment of those concerned in lottery ticket,s, without 
reference to the object to which their proceeds may be applied. To 
secure the prosecution and conviction of the offenders in sucb ca5es the 
proper course is to apply to the authorities of the State where the lot-
tery tickets complained of are sold, bringing the matter to their atten-
tion by an oath, made by a proper presentation to a State magistrate." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Valera, Mar. 31, 1885. MSS. In~<t., Spaiu ; 
For. Rel., 1885. 
The furnishing funds by subjects of a neutral state to relieve sufteriug 
in a belligerent state is not a breach of neutrality. During the Franco-
German war large snms of money were sent from Germans iu this coun -
try to their friends in Germany, for the relief of sufferers in the boR-
pitals, and large sums were also sent by persons in tbis country sympa-
thizing with France to the French hospitals; but ueither in respect to 
such contributions nor in respect to meetings called to express sympathy 
with the one or the otber belligerent was it maintained that such action 
constituted a breach of neutrality. The English Government has eYen 
gone furtter than this. In 1860 a. revolt took place in Naples which 
was, if not instigated, at least materially aided by the King of Sar-
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tlinia. The liberal English press took an active part in encouraging the 
insurgents; they also received from England important material aiC\,. 
Whart. Com. Am. Law,§ 245. See Hall, Int. Law,§ 216. 
It is remarkable that a contrary view should be taken by Bluntschli 
(§ i6H), Calvo (§ 1060), and Phillimore (iii, 147). Mr. Hall mentions 
that during the Franco-German war the French Morgan loan and part 
of the North German Confederation loan were issued in England. On 
the other hand, it has been held that a suit cannot be maintained on a 
~loan made expressly to afl'ect a belligerent object (Kennett v. Chambers, 
14 ilow., 38), or to aid in an insurrection in a foreign state against a 
GoYernment at peace with the state of the lender. De Wiitz v. Hen-
<hicks, 9 1\:Ioore C. P., 586; 2 Bing., 314. 
In De Wiitz v. Hendricks, above cited, it was held that British 
1;uurts of justice will not take notice of or afford any assistance to per-
sunt:; who, in Great Britain, make or undertake to make loans to a bellig-
erents at war with a nation at peace with Great Britain. On June 17 
a]l(l Jnne 19, 1823, the King's advocate (Robinson), the attorney-gen-
f' rRl(Gift'ord), and the solicitor-general (Copley), gave an opinion to Mr. 
Canning to the effect that "reasoning on general principles, we should 
be inclined to say that such subscriptions in favor of one of two bellig-
erent states, being inconsistent with the neutrality declared by the 
goYernment of the country and with the law of nations, would be illegal 
and subject the parties concerned in them to prosecution for a misde-
meanor, on account of their obvious tendency to interrupt the friend-
ship subsisting between this country and the other belligerent, and to 
involve the stat,e in dispute, and possibly in the calamities of war. It 
is proper, however, to add that subscriptions of a similar nature have 
formerly been entered into (particularly the subscription in favor of 
the people of Poland in 1792 and 1793), without any notice having been 
taken of them by the public authorities of the country, and without 
any complaint having, as far as we can learn, been made by the powers 
whose interests might be supposed to have been affected by such sub-
scriptions. Neither can we find any instance of a prosecution having 
been instituted for an offense of this nature, or any hint at such a pro-
ceeding in any period of our history. We think, therefore, even if it 
could be proved that the money bad been actually sent in pursuance of 
the subscription, it is not likely t,hat a prosecution against the individ-
uals concerned in such a measure would be successful. 
"But until the money be actually sent, the only mode of proceeding,. 
as we conceive, would be for counseling -or conspiring to assist with 
money one of the belligerents in the contest with the other, a prosecu-
tion attended with still greater difficulty." 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 197. 
(4) OR MUNITIONS OF WAR. 
§ 39L 
"Our citizens have always been free to make, vend, and export arms. 
It is the constant occupation and livelihood of some of them. To suppress-
their callings, the only means, perhaps, of their subsistence, because a 
war exists in foreign and distant countries, in which we have no con-
cern, would scarcely be expected. It would be hard in principle and 
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imwssible in practice. The law of nations, therefore, respecting the 
rights of those at peace, does not require from them such an internal 
derangement in their occupations. It is satisfied with the external pen-
alty pronounced in the President's proclamation, that of confiscation of 
such portion of these arms as shall fall into the hands of the belligerent 
powers on their way to the ports of their enemies." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to minister of Great Britain, May 15, 1793; 3 Jeff. 
Works, 558. See 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 69,147. A similar note was 
addressed on the samedaytothe minister of France. See 3 Jeff. Works. 560_ 
"The purchasing within and exporting from the United States, by 
way of merchandise, articles commonly called contraband, being generally 
warlike instruments and military stores, is free to all the parties at 
war, and is not to be interfered with. 
Mr. Hamilton's Treasury circular of Aug. 4, 1793. 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 
140. 
"In both the sections cited" (from Vattel) ''the right of neutrals to 
trade in articles contraband of war is clearly established; in the first, 
by selling to the warring powers who come to the neutral country to 
buy them; in the second, by the neutral subjects or citizens carrying 
t hem to the countries of the powers at war, and there selling them." 
Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, to the minister of France, May 15, 1796. Cited 
from 1 Am. St. Pap., 649, by Mr. Carpenter, June 3, 1872, in the Senate of 
the United States, when sustaining the report of the Senate committee 
holding that the sale of refuse ordnance stores in 1871 by the Government 
of the United States to parties who were agents of the }'rench Government 
was not in contravention of international law. 
"In pursuance of this policy, the laws of the United States do not 
forbid their citizens to sell to either of the belligerent powers articles 
contraband of war, or take munitions of war or soldiers on board their 
private ships for transportation, and although in so doing the individ-
ual citizen exposes his property or person to some of the hazards of 
war, his acts do not involve any breach of national neutrality, nor of 
themselves implicate the Government. Thus, during the progress of 
the present war in Europe, our citizens have, without national responsi-
bility therefor, sold gunpowder and arms to all buyers, regardless of 
the destination of those articles. Our merchantmen have been and 
still continue to be largely employed by Great Britain and by France 
in transporting troops, provisions, and munitions of war to the principal 
seat of military operations, and in bringing home their sick and wounded 
soldiers; but such use of our mercantile marine is not interdicted either 
by the international or by our municipal law, and therefore does not 
compromit our neutral relations with Russia." 
President Pierce, Second Annual Message, 1854; adopted by Sir W. Harcourt, 
in Historicus, 132. 
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"The mere exportation of arms and munitions of war from the United 
States to a belligerent country has never, however, been considered as 
an oflense against the act of Congress of the 20th of April, 1818. All 
belligerents enjoy this right equally, and a privilege which is open to 
all eannot justly be complained of by any one party to a war. Guate. 
mala, however, has a right under the law of nations and under her 
treaty with the United States to seize contraband of war on its way to 
ller enemy, and this Government will not complain if she should exer-
cise this right in the manner which the treaty prescribes." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Molina, 1\Iar. 16,1854. 1\ISS. Notes, Cent. Am. 
~' It is certainly a novel doctrine of international law that traffic by 
citizens or subjects of a neutral power with belligerents, though it 
should he in arms, ammunition, and warlike stores compromits the 
neutrality of that power. That the enterprise of individuals, citizens 
of the United States, may have led them in some instances, and to a 
limited extent, to trade with Russia in some of the specified articles is 
not denied, nor is it necessary that it should be, for the purpose of vin· 
<heating this Government from the charge of having disregarded the 
duties of neutrality in the present war." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buchanan, Oct. 31, 1855. MSS. Inst., Gr. 
Brit. 
''Private manufacturing establishments have been resorted to for 
powder, arms, and warlike stores, and immense qua~tities of provis-
ions have been furnished to supply their armies in the Crimea. In the 
face of these facts, open and known to all the world, it certainly was 
not expected that the British Government would have alluded to the 
very limited traffic which some of our citizens may have had with Rus-
sia, as sustaining a solemn charge against this Government for viola-
ting neutral obligation towards the allies. Russia may have shared 
scantily, but the allies have undoubtedly partaken largely in the bene-
fits derived from the capital, the industry, and the inventive genius of 
American citizens in the progress of the war ; but as this Government 
has had no connection with these proceedings, neither belligerent has 
any just ground of complaint against it." 
Ibid. 
The action of the United States Government in forbidding clearances 
or shipments of arms to other countries during the civil war was not 
caused by the exigencies of the war, and gave no preference to either 
of the belligerents then at war in Mexico. This prohibition did not ex-
tend to the shipment of wagons; and the Mexican Government, on the 
general principles of international law, cannot complain of the shipment 
from New York of wagons purchased for the use of the French troops 
in Mexico. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rom,ero, Dec. 15. 1862. MSS. Notes. Mex. 
Same to same, Jan. 7, 1863; ibid. 
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Transportation of arms or money from the United St~tes to either of' 
the belligerents in Mexico is not a breach of neutrality, either under 
international law or the municipal law of the United States. 
Same to same, Aug. 7, 1865; ibid. 
Early in 1872 complaints were made to the Senate of the United 
States that certain '"sales of ordnance stores" had been ''made by the· 
Go\ernment of the United States during the fiscal year ending the 30th 
of June, 1871, to parties who were agents of the French Government,. 
such stores to be used by France in the war then penuing with Germany. 
A eommittee was appointed to investigate the subject, anu on June· 
30, 1871, this committee, through .Mr. Carpenter, chairman, submitted 
a report, in which it was observed that the Government being in pos-
session, at the close of the civil war, of a large quantity of ''muskets 
anu other military stores," for which it had no occasion, a sta,tute was 
passed in 1~68 (15 Stat. L.~ 250), authorizing the sale of such arms and 
stores as were "unsuitable" for use. Under this provision certain 
large sales were made "without" (as the report stated) "the least pref-
erence to purchasers as to opportunities or conditions of purchase, ex-
cept that persons were excluded from the opportunity to purchase who 
were suspected of being agents of France, then at war with Germany.''~ 
Un the question whether the sales were "made under such circum-
stances as to v.iolate the obligations of the United States as a neutral 
power pending the war between France and Germany," the committee 
reported as follows: 
''This subject involves two questions-one in regard to the law appli-
cable to the transactions or the question what the Government rnight 
do under the cirdumstanoos, and the other a question of fact. What was 
donri1 As to the first question, it is the duty of a power desiring to 
respect the obligations of neutrality, to maintain strict impartiality in 
regard to the belligerent powers. This, however, is more a question of 
intention than of fact. If a nation be under treaty obligations with 
auother, the treaty having beeu entered into when no war was existing 
or anticipated, to furnish such other nation ships or other supplies in 
the event of a future war, the obligations of such a treaty may be dis-
charged during the existence of such war without impairing the position 
of the contracting nation as a neutral. So if a nation has afundon hand 
which it is accustomed to loan, or is engaged in the manufacture and 
sale of arms and other military supplies, it may loan such money or 
prosecute such sale during the existence of war between other nations,. 
proviued it does so in the fair pursuit of its own interest, and without 
any intention of influencing the strife." 
After quoting Vattel to sustain this position, the committee went on 
to say: 
4
' Congress having, by the act of 1868, directed the Secretary of War 
to dispose of these arms and stores, and the Government being engaged 
in such sales prior to the war between France and Germany, had a right 
to continue the same during the war, and might, in the city of Wash-
ington, have sold and delivered any amount of such stores to Frederick 
William or Louis Napoleon in person, without violating the obligationS-
of neutrality, providing such sales were made in good faith, not for the 
purpose of intluencing the strife, but in execution of the lawful purpose 
of the Government to sell its surplus armR and stores." 
It was then stated that after certain sales to Remington & Sons had 
been agreed on, but before delivery, the Secretary of War ~ceived a. 
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telegram, which led him " to suspect that Remington & Sons might be 
purchasing as agents of the French Government," and he then gave 
-orders that no further sales should be made to them. The sale already 
made, however, was not repudiated, and the articles were delivered 
subsequent to the reception of the telegram. 
The committee, after an examination of the facts, reported as fol-
lows: 
''Your committee, without hesitation, report that the sales of arm~ 
aml military stores during the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1871, were 
not made under such circumstances as to violate the obligations of our 
·Government as a neutral power; and this, to recapitulate, for three 
reasons: (1) The Remingtons were not, in fact, agents of France during 
the time when sales were made to them ; (2) if they were such agents, 
.such fact was neither known nor suspected by our Government at the 
time the sales were made; and (3), if .they had been such agents, and 
if that fact had been known to our Government, or if, instead of send-
ing agents, Louis Napoleon or Frederick \Villiam had personally ap-
peared at the War Department to purchase arms it would have been 
Jawful for us to sell to either of them, in pursuance of a national policy 
adopted by us prior to the commencement of hostilities." 
Report of the Senate Committee on the sale of arms by the Ordnance Depart-
ment, May 11, 1872; 42d Cong., 2d sess., Rep. 183. See also House Rep. 
46, 42d Cong., ~d sess. 
The question of sale of munitions of war in the Franco-German war is discussed 
at large in 3 Fiore's droit int. (2d ed., trans. by Antoine, 1886), § 1561. 
Perels, Int. Seerecht, 251, says that the Government of the United 
.states sold in October, 1870, at public auction 500,000 muskets, 163 car-
bines, 35,000 revolvers, 40,000 sabers, 20,000 horse trappings, and 50 
batteries with ammunition; and that the export from New York to 
France from September to the middle of December of that year in-
cluded 378,000 muskets, 45,000,000 patronen, 55 cannon, and 2,000 pis-
tols. He adds that these facts do not require comment. · 
"Referring to Mr. Adee's Nos. 209, 214, and 216, it is presumed that 
before the receipt of this you will, under your general instructions, have 
asked an explanation of the letter of General Burriel to the editor of 
the Revue des deux Mondes. 
''General Burriel founds his justification on the assertion that he 
acted under the decree of the captain-general of Cuba of 1\-iarch, 1869, 
in which it was said : 
"'Vessels which may be captured in Spanish waters, or on the high seas near to the 
island, having on board men, arms, and munitions, or effects, that can in any manner 
contribute, promote, or foment the insurrection in this province, whatsoever their 
derivation and destination, after examination of their papers and register, shall be 
de facto considered as enemies of the integrity of our territory, and treated as pirates, 
in accordance with the ordinances of the navy. All persons captured in such vessels, 
without regard to their number, will be immedi8,tely executed.' 
''Immediately on the receipt of this decree at this Department, I 
wrote to Mr. Lope:z Roberts as follows respecting it: 
'"It is to be regretted that so high a functionary as the captain-general of Cuba. 
should, as this paper seems to indicate, have overlooked the obligations of his Govern. 
•ment pursuant to the law of nations, and especially its promises in the treaty betwe..en 
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the United States and Spain of 1795. Under that law and treaty the United States-
expect for their citizens and vessels the pd vilege of carrying to the enemies of Spain, 
whether those enemies be claimed as Spanish subjects or citizens of other countries, 
subject only to the requirements of a legal blockade, all merchandise not contraband 
of war. Articles contraband of war, when destined for the enemies of Spain, are lia-
ble to seizure on the high seas, but the right of seizure is limited to such articles only, 
and no claim for its extension to other merchandise, or to persons not in the civil, 
military, or naval service of the enemies of Spain, will be acquiesced in by the United 
States. 
"'This Government certainly cannot assent to the punishment by Spanish authori-
ties of any citizen of the United States for the exercise of a privilege to which he may 
be entitled under public law and treaties. 
" 'It is consequently hoped that his excellency the captain-general of Cuba. will 
either recall the proclamation referred to, or will give such instructions to the proper 
officers as will prevent its illegal application to citizens of the United States or their 
property. A contrary course might endanger those friendly and cordial relations be-
tween the two Governments, which it is the hearty desire of the President should be 
maintained.' 
''It has been supposed at this Department that in consequence of 
these representations this highly objectionable decree was abrogated. 
It was therefore with no little surprise that information was received 
of the assertion that it is reg<:trded as still in force. It is deemed im-
portant to have accurate information on this point. 
"You are therefore instructed, as soon after the receipt of this as 
possible, to inquire whether it be true, as stated by General Burriel,. 
that the decrees of March 24, 1869, had not been abrogated when the· 
executions took place at Santiago de Cuba; also whether those decrees, 
or anything equivalent to them, respecting jurisdiction on the high seas,. 
are regarded as still in force .; also whether the executions by General 
Burriel's orders are regarded as having been made under authority of 
law. 
"It is supposed that the neglect hitherto of the Government of Spain 
to institute steps for the punishment of General Burriel and his asso-
ciates in the bloody deeds at Santiago de Cuba has been caused by the 
extraordinary political condition of the peninsula. If this supposition 
is incorrect it is important that we should know that fact. You willt 
therefore, also inquire whether proceedings are to be instituted against 
them and when and where the proceedings will probably take place. 
You will also inquire whether it is in contemplation to exhibit any marks 
of the displeasure of his Government by' military degradation or other-
wise." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cushing, June 9, 1874. MSS. Inst., Spain; For. 
Rel., 1874. 
"The exportation of arms and munitions of war of their own manu-
facture to foreign countries, is an important part of the commerce of 
the United States. In time of war their Government will expect those 
engaged in the business to beware of all the risks legally incident to it. 
No such expectation, however, can be indulged in a time of profound 
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peace; and indemnification will be asked of any nation which may 
unnecessarily or illegally obstruct such trade." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Cramer, July 28, 1874. MSS. Inst., Denmark. 
~ee also Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Russell, June 4,1875. MSS. Inst., 
Venez. 
''A torpedo launch, in five sections, ready to be set up," though con-
traband of war, may be exported from the United States without breach 
of neutrality. 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State1 to Mr. Sherman, Nov. 14, 1879. MSS. Dom. Let. 
Such articles are "a legitimate element of commerce to the citizens 
of the United States, a neutral power, with either of the belligerents 
in time of war in the same manner' and to the same extent as they would 
be in time of peace, and afford no ground for the interference of the 
executive officers of the United States." 
Ibid. 
That neutrals may sell arms to belligerents, see further Mr. Frelinghuysen, 
Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, Feb. 19, 1883. MSS. Inst., Netherlands. 
Neutrals, in their own country, may sell to belligerents whatever bel-
ligerents choose to buy. The principal exceptions to this rule are, that 
neutrals must not sell to one belligerent what they refuse to sell to the 
other, and must not furnish soldiers or sailors to either; nor prepare, 
nor suffer to be prepared within their territory, armed ships or mili-
tary or naval expeditions against the oth~r. 
The Bermuda, 3 Wall., 514. 
Neutrals also may convey to belligerent ports not under blockade 
whatever belligerents may desire to take, except contrabe,nd of war, 
which is always subject to seizure when being conveyed to a belligerent 
J.estination, whether the voyage be direct or indirect; such seizure, 
however, is restricted to actual contraband, and does not extend to the 
ship or other cargo, except in cases of fraud or bad faith on the part of 
the owners, or of the master with their sanction. 
lbid. 
The landing of a cargo contraband of war, on the shore of the country 
of one belligerent, at a point not blockaded, is not an act of hostility 
against the othe~ belligerent. 
The Florida, 4 Benedict, 452. 
Belligerents may come into the territory of a neutral nation, and 
there purchase and remove any article whatsoever, even instruments of 
war, unless the right be denied by express statute. If, however, the 
object of such an act be to impede the operations of either belligerent 
power, and to favor the other, it is a violation of neutrality. 
1 Op., 61 Lee, 1796. 
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Neutrals may sell munitions of war to belligerents, subject to the right 
·of seizure in transitu. 
11 Op., 408, Speed, 1865. 
There is no law or regulation which forbids any person or Govern-
mtent, whether the political designation be rea.l or assumed, from pur· 
cchasing arms fcom citizens of the United States, and shipping them at 
,t.be risk of the purchaser. 
Ibid., 451. 
. As to supply of arms to South American colonies when in insurrection against 
Spain, see 5 J. Q. Adams' Memoirs, 46. 
~·For a criticism of the position of the United States in reference to the rights of 
!lleutrals to furnish contraband of war to belligerents, see 3 Phill. Int. Law 
(3d ed. ), 250, 408; aml as criticising Sir R. Phillimore and pointing out his 
mistakes in this relation, see Historicus, by Sir W. Harcourt, 130 ff. 
If the sale of munitions of war is to be held a breach of neutrality, 
"'~ ' instantly upon the declaration of war between two belligerents, not 
only the traffic by sea of all the rest of the neutral powers of the world 
would be exposed to the inconveniences of which they are already im-
patient, but the whole inland trade of every nation of the earth, which 
.,has hitherto been free, would be cast into the fetters. * * * It would 
:. gi.voe to the belligerent the right of interference in every act of neutral 
•domestic commerce, till at last the burden would be so enormous that 
' neutrality Hself would become more intolerable tban war, and the result 
·of this assumed reform, professing to be founded on 'the principles of 
eternal justice,' would be nothing less than universal and interminable 
hostilities." (Sir W. Harcourt, Historicus, 134.) For, not only the ven-
dor of the iron would have to be prevented from selling to the vendor 
<Of the gun, but the miner and machinist would have to be prevented 
from working for the \end or of the iron. A neutral sovereign, therefore, 
would have either to stop all machinery by which munitions of war could . 
·be produced for belligerent use, or expose himself to a call for wllat-
~ever damages his failure so to do might have caused either belligerent. 
·Under such circumstances it would be far more economical and politic 
·to plunge into a war as a belligerent than to keep out of it as a neutral. 
The mere act of furnishing by the subject of a neutral state a bel-
1igerent with munitions of war, does not involve such neutral state in 
a breach of neutrality. (1) Between selling arms to a man and indict-
able participation in an illegal act intended to be effected by the vendee 
through the instrumentality of such arms there is no causal connection. 
'The miner or manufacturer, to appeal to an analogous case, may regard 
it not only as possible, but -as probable, that his staples, when consist-
ing of weapons or of the materials of weapons, may be used for guilty 
:purposes, but neither miner nor manufacturer becomes thereby penally 
responsible. (2) To make the vendor of munitions of war punishable 
would make it necessary to impose like responsibility on the manufact-
urer; and if on the manufacturer, then on the producer of the raw ma-
t erial which the manufacturer works up. In each case the thing made 
•.Or sold is one of the necessities of war. In each case the producer or 
·vendor knows that the thing produced or sold will probably be used 
for warlike purposes. Hence, in times of war, not only would neutral 
sales of munitions of war become penal, but penal responsibility might 
be attached to the production of any of the materials from which such 
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weapons are manufactured. (3) Not would this paralysis be limited to· 
periods of war. A prudent Government, long foreseeing a rupture, or 
preparing in secret to surprise an unprepared foe, might take an un-
fair -advantage of its adversary, were this permitted, by purchasing in · 
advance of the attack all munitions which neutral states might have· 
in the market; but, on the theory before us, a neutral state could not 
permit this without breach of neutrality, since to permit such a sal0-
would be to give a peculiarl~ ... unfair advantage to the purchasing bel-
ligerent. Hence, if such sales are indictable in times of war, they are· 
a fortiori indictable in times of peace. Why would a foreign nation, it 
might well be argued, want in times of peace to buy Armstrong guns, 
or iron-clads, unless to pounce suddenly down on an unprepared foe~ 
No munitions of war, therefore, could be sold in any country unless to 
its own subjects and for its own use; and countries which c~nnot pro-
duce the iron or coal necessary for the manufacture of artillery or iron-
clads, would, if no nation can furnish munitions of war to another, have 
to do without artillery or iron-clads. ( 4) To establish a national police 
which could prevent the sale of such staples would impose on neutral 
stateg a burden, not only intolerable, but incompatible with constitu-
tional traditions. It might be possible in a land-locked province like · 
Switzerland; it might even be possible in islands of the size of Great 
Britain; but in a country so vast as the United States, and with an · 
ocean frontier so extended, it would be impossible to establish a police· 
that could preclude such exportation without vesting in the National ' 
Government powers and patronage inconsistent with republican institu-
tions, and so enormously expensive as to make it more economical to 
interpose in a war as a belligerent thttn to watch such war as a neutral. 
For these and other reasons the United States Government has insisted 
on the right of a neutral to send munitions of war to a belligerent; ami· 
this position was taken by President Grant in his proclamation of Au-
gust 22, 1870. The right was stoutly contested, however, by Germany, . 
while it was maintained by both England and the United States. (See 
authorities cited in Whart. Crim. Law, 9th ed., § 1903; 1 Kent Com.,.. 
142; G Webster's Works, 452.) · See also notes of this action in begina.-
ning of this section. 
"It was contended," says Chancellor Kent (1 Com., 142), "on the·· 
part of the French nation iu1796, that neutral Governments were bound1 
to restrain their subjects from selling or exporting articles contraband' 
of war to the belligerent powers. But it was successfully shown, on the· 
part of the United States, that neutrals may lawfully sell £1Jt home to&. 
belligerent purchaser, or carry themselves to the belligerent powers, 
contraband articles subject to the right of seizure in transitu. This. 
right has since been explicitly declared by the judicial authorities or · 
this country. (Richardson v. Ins. Co., 6 Mass., 113; The Santissima 
Trinidad, 7 Wheat., 283.) The right of the neutral to transport, and of 
the hostile power to seize, are conflicting rights, and neither party can 
charge the other with a criminal act." In a note it is added: " This . 
passage is cited and approved by Lord West bury in Ex parte Chavasse·: 
re Grazebrook, 34 L. J. N. S. By., 17. (See Historicus, Int. Law, 119,. 
129; Hobbs v. Henning, 17 C. B. N. S. 794; The Helen, L. R. 1 Ad.&, 
Ec., 1.)" Mr. Abby (Abby's Kent (ed. 1878), 301) maintains that the 
English authorities cited by Chancellor Kent do not sustain his positiono. 
".As an illustration of the difficulties that would arise in this country 
from an extension of neutral liability, may be mentioned the fact than 
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in 1882-83, munitions of war, approximating in value to $5,000,000, were 
forwarded from San Francisco to China. 'The ammunition cases bad 
the brand U. S. GoYernment, 45 caliber, and all the cases were from 
Springfield, Mass.' 'During that period 240,000 Springfield rifles, and 
25,000,000 cartridges in all have been forwarded, besides from 500 to 800 
bales of cotton duck suitable for tents, by express by e:1ch steamer for 
China.' (Philadelphia Inquirer, Aug. 8, 1883.) The United States Gov-
ernment could not, except by measures which would involve not only 
enormous expense, but a vast and perilous increase of police force, pre-
vent parties from buying up ammunition at public or private sale, and 
sending it to China. Yet, if the non-prevent,ion of such exportations 
imposed li-ability for the damage thereby produced, the United States 
would be obliged to pay for all the injury done to English or French 
property by such ammunition in case of a war between China and Prance 
or England." 
Whart. Com. Am. Law, § 246. 
(5) OR TO ENLIST IN SERVICE OF BELLIGERENT. 
§ 392. 
"Vessels of either of the parties not armed, or armed previous to 
their coming into the ports of the United States, which shall not have 
infringed any of the foregoing terms, may lawfully engage or enlist 
therein their own subjects or citizens, not being inhabitants (domiciled ~) 
of the United States." 
Mr. Hamilton's Treasury circular of Aug. 4, 1793. 1 Am. St. Pap. (For Rei.), 
140. 
That a citizen of the United States enlisted in service of a foreign belligerent 
cannot claim the interposition of his own Government for redress for inju-
ries suffered by him in such service, see Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. 
Williams, July 29, 1874, quoted supra, § 225. 
"A telegram concerning the service of citizens of the United States 
as pilots on French vessels of war in Chinese waters was received from 
you on the 9th instant in the following words: 
"'Chinese object American pilots French men-of-war. Shall I forbid such service Y 
"'YOUNG.' 
" To this the following reply was sent March 10 : 
"'Although well disposed, we cannot forbid our citizens serving under private con-
tract at their own risk. Not prohibited by statutes or cognizable by consuls.' 
''The obligation of a neutral Government to prevent its citizens from 
joining in hostile movements against a foreign state is limited by the 
extent to which such citizens are under its jurisdiction, and by the mu-
nicipa,llaws applicable to their actions. Hence, a citizen outside of such 
jurisdiction may not be controlled in his free acts, but what he does is 
at his own risk and peril. If he offer his service to a combatant, that 
is a matter of private contract, which it may be equally improper for 
his own Government to forbid or protect, and such service in legitimate 
war is not contrary to international law. 
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''In China, however, foreign powers have an extraterritorial juris-
diction, conferred by treaty. This jurisdiction is in no wise arbitrary, 
but is limited by laws, and is not preventive, but punitory. If a citizen 
of the United States in China commit an offense against the . peace of 
China, it is triable in the consular courts. Section 4102 of the Revised 
Statutes provides that 'insurrection or rebellion against the Govern-
ment of either of those countries [i.e., the countries named in section 
4083, whereof China is one] with intent to subvert the same, and mur-
der, shall be capital offenses, punishable with death,' etc., the consular 
court and the minister to concur in awarding the penalty. But the 
simple act of entering into a private contract to serve either combat-
ant in open warfare would not appear to be triable under this section; 
.and, even if it were, this Government would have no rightful power to 
forbid such service. 
"It is, of course, understood that this reasoning does not apply to 
persons in the employ of the Government of the United States. For 
·such persons, while so employed, to perform hostile service for either 
party would . be a breach alike of discipline and neutral good faith 
which the rules of the service would be competent to prevent. 
"In the interest of good will between nations, it is desirable that 
-citizens of the United States should not take part with either belliger-
·ent, or, if they do so, that it should be distinctly known that they 
thereby act beyond all effective responsibility of their own Govern-
ment. Your discretion will doubtless show you how far it may be op-
portune to go in the direction of dissuading any citizen of the United 
States from taking sides in the present contest, but whatever you may 
do should be marked with the most obvious impartiality." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Young, Mar. 11, 1885. MSS. Inst., China; 
For. Rel., 1885. 
An American citizen may enter either the land or naval service of a 
foreign Government without compromising the neutrality of his own. 
The Santissima Trinidad, 1 Brock., 478. 
Nor is it a crime, under the neutrality law, to le~:we this country with 
intent to enlist in foreign military service; nor to transport persons out 
of the country with their own consent who have an intention of so en-
listing. 
To constitute a crime under the statute, such person must be hired 
·or retained to go abroad with the intent to be so enlisted. 
U.S. v. Lon is Kazinski, 2 Sprague, 7. 
It is, however, a breach of neutrality for one sovereign to recruit sol-
diers in another's territory. 
I-nfra, § 395. 
Mariners may be said to be citizens of the world ; and it is usual for 
them of all countries to serve on board of any merchant ship that will 
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take them into pay, and this practice, from the manner of their liveli-
hood, seems, for obvious reasons, founded on convenience and, in many 
instances, on necessity. 
1 Op., 61, Lee, 1796. 
If foreign sovereigns purchase ships in the United States, and load 
them with provisions for the use of their fleets or armies, those ships 
are to be considered as commercially employed; and if they be not at· 
tacked to the naval or military expeditions, as part thereof, in accom-
panying the fleet, or closely following the army from place to place, for 
the purpose of furnishing them with supplies, there can be no pretext 
for restraining American sailors from hiring on board of them for the 
purpose of gaining a support in their customary way of occupation. 
Ibid. 
A citizen of a neutral nation has a .right to render his personal service 
as a sailor on board of any vessel whatever employed in mere commerce, 
though owned by either of the belligerent powers, or the subjects o.r 
citizens of either, and nothing hostile can be imputed to such conduct. 
Ibid. 
To same general effect see 4 Op., 336; U. S. v. Skinner, 2 "Wheel., C. C., 232 i-
Stoughton v. Taylor, 2 Paine, 655. 
( 6) OR TO SELL OR PURCHASE SHIPS. 
§ 393. 
"If vessels have been built in the United States and afterwards sold 
to one of the belligerents and converted into vessels-of-war, our citi-
zens engaged in that species of manufacture have been equally ready 
to build and sell vessels to the other belligerent. In point of f~ct botll 
belligerents have occasionally supplied themselves with vessels-of-war 
from citizens of the United States. And the very singular case has. 
occurred of the same ship-builder having sold two vessels, one to the 
King of Spain and the other to one of the southern republics, which. 
vessels afterwards met and encountered each other at sea. 
"During a state of war between two nations the commercial indus-
try and pursuits of a neutral nation are often materially injured. If 
the neutral finds some compensation in a new species of industry, which 
the necessities of the belligerents stimulate or bring into activity, it can-
not be deemed very unreasonable that he should avail himself of that 
compensation, provided he confines himself within the line of entire· 
impartiality, and violates no rule of public law." 
Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rivas y Salmon, June 9, 1827. MSS. Notes, For. 
Leg. 
''Ship-building is a great branch of American manufactures, in which. 
the citizens of the United States may lawfully employ their capital and 
industry. When built they may seek a market for the article in for-
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eign ports as well as their own. The Government adopts the neces-
sary precaution to prevent any private American vessel from leaving 
our ports equipped and prepared for hostile action, or, if it allow, in 
any instance, a partial or imperfect armament, it subjects the owner of 
the vessel to the performance of the duty of giving bond, with ade-
quate security, that she shall not be employed to cruise or commit hos-
tilities against a friend of the United States. 
" It may possibly be deemed a violation of strict neutrality to sell to 
a belligerent vessels-of-war completely equipped and armed for battle, 
and yet the Emperor of Russia could not have entertained that opin-
ion, or he would not have sold to Spain during the present war, to 
which he was a neutral, a whole fleet of ships-of-war, including some 
of the line. 
"But if it be forbidden by the law of neutrality to sell to a bellig-
erent an armed vessel completely equipped and ready for action, it is 
believed not to be contrary to that law to sell to a belligerent a ve~sel 
in any other state, although it may be convertible into a ship of war. 
"To require the citizens of a neutral power to abstain from the ex-
ercise of their incontestable right to dispose of the property, which 
they must have in an unarmed ship, to a belligerent, would in effect 
be to demand that they should cease to have any commerce, or to 
employ any naviga,tion in their intercourse with the belligerent. It 
would require more-it would be necessary to lay a general embargot 
and to put an entire stop to the total commerce of the neutral with all 
nations; for, if a ship or any other article of manufacture or com-
merce, applicable to the purpose of war, .went to sea at all, it might 
directly or indirectly find its way into the ports, and subsequently be-
come the property of a belligerent. 
"The neutral is always seriously affected in the pursuit of his lawful 
commerce by a state of war between other powers. It can hardly be 
expected that he should submit to a universal cessation of his trade, 
because by possibility some of the subjects of it may be acquired in a 
regular course of business by a belligerent, and may aid him in his 
efforts against an enemy. If the neutral show no partiality; if he is 
as ready to sell to one belligerent as the other; and if he take, himself, 
no part in the war, he cannot be justly accused of any violation of his 
neutral obligations." 
Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, t;o Mr. Tacon, Oct. 31, 18~7. MSS. Notes, For. Leg. 
"The principle, therefore, that the neutral has a perfect right to pur-
chase the merchant vessels of the belligerents has been maintruined by 
England, by Russia, and by the United States, and it is inconsistent 
with these historical facts to say that the contrary doctrine avowed by 
France has had the sanction of the chief maritime nations, or that 'it 
forms a part of the whole doctrine of maritime law."' 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mason, Feb. 19, 1856. MSS. Inst., France. 
See also 11 Wait's St. Pap., 203 jf. 
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1\ir. Marcy's position, as above stated, is in harmony with the English 
rule, but is stoutly contested in France, where it is held, under the reg~ 
ulations of July 26, 1778, that enemy-built vessels cannot be made 
neutral by· a sale to a neutral after hostilities break out. (See 2 De Pis-
toye et Duverdy, Prises Maritime, 1, 502.) In Russia the French rule is 
said to be applied. (See Courier des Etats Unis, Oct. 27, 1855, cited 
Lawrence's Wheaton (ed. 1863), 581, 582.) The English rule, like that 
adopted by Mr. Marcy, requires that the sale should be bona fide. (The 
Sechs Geschwistern (4 Robin, Adm., 100; see 2 Wildman's Int. Law, 
90.) As sustaining Mr. :Marcy's position, see Mr. Evarts, Secretary of 
State, to Mr. Christiancy, 1\iay 8, 1879; MSS. Inst., Peru; For. Rei., 
1879. Same to same, December 26, 1879. 
In 1883, during the war between France and China, many Chinese 
vessels were sold to citizens of the United States, and after the war wa:s 
over were resold to Chinese. The validity of this transaction does not 
seem to have been tested by France. (See President Arthur's Fourth 
Annual Message, 1884.) 
"I have received 1\Jr. Young's No. 650, of February 14 last, and have 
to approve his instruction to 1\ir. Wingate, consul at ~,oo-Chow, inti-
mating that in view of our friendly relations with both China and 
France a consular officer should be careful to avoid doing anything, 
even in an informal manner, that might be regarded as a violation of 
the strictest neutrality. 
"As illustrating further our position in such cases, I herewith inclose 
for your information a copy of an instruction lately addressed to our 
consul-general at Shanghai touching the sale of vessels by American 
citizens in China." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Smithers, Apr. 20, 1883. MSS. lust., China; 
:For. Rei., 1885. 
The following is the inclosure above referred to: 
"On the 19th ultimo you telegraphed to the Department inquiring 
'Can Americans sell steamers to Chinese~' You were answered to the 
effect that the inquiry was too vague to admit of intelligent examina-
tion. 
"On March 20 you repeated the inquiry in a modified form, 'Can 
American steamers here be sold to Chinese~' 
"The question is still too obscurely presented to admit of a reply by 
telegraph covering the different cases which it presents. There are 
alternative aspects to each fundamental point covered by your inquiry, 
thus: 
"(1) Are the steamers in question registered vessels of the United 
States plying between our ports and those of China, or are they foreign-
built vessels in Chinese waters which have become the property of 
dtizens of the United States through bona fide purchase' 
"(2) Are the owners of the steamers residing within or without the 
jurisdiction of China~ 
"(3) Is it proposed to sell them to the Chinese Government, or to 
individual subjects of China~ 
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'' (4) .Are they to be employed as regularly enrolled vessels-of-war or 
as privateers under Chinese commission issued to individuals, or as 
Government transports, or as merchant vessels in legitimate trade with 
unblockaded ports, or as blockade-runners t 
"Any given combination of these points would involve a distinct 
application of international law thereto. 
".Assuming that the owners of the steamers are within Chinese juris-
diction, as the steamers appear to be, judging from your second tele-
gram, the intervention of the consular officers of th:e United States 
would be required, in case of sale to aliens, to cancel the papers under 
which the steamers now bear our flag. If they are regularly registered 
vessels, the registry is to be destroyed and one-half of it sent to this De-
partment. If they are foreign built and owned by American citizens, 
the certified bill of sale allowed under paragraph 340 of the Consular 
Regulations of 1881 should be canceled by the consul; and if the new 
transfer should take place at. another consulate than that at which the 
original purchase of the vessel was recorded, official correspondence 
beween the two consulates would be needed to efi:'ect such cancellation. 
"It would, however, be manifestly improper for any official of the 
United St~tes to take part in the transfer of a steamer, or of any prop-
erty whatever, for a warlike purpose, to a belligerent towards whom 
the United States maintained a position of neutrality. 
''If, however, the proposed transaction should be clearly and posi-
tively determined to be wholly pacific, and not intended in any way 
directly or indirectly to favor the employment of the vessel for or in aid 
{)f any hostile purpose, the intervention of the consul to cancel the ex-
isting documents of the vessel would not violate any international obli-
gation on the part of this Government. The utmost discretion and the 
most evident and positive proof of the legitimacy df the transfer would, 
however, be necessary, and in case of doubt, however remote, it would 
be the consul's duty to decline to intervene in the transaction. 
''Your inquiry is susceptible of still another aspect, for you may have 
desired to know whether you were under any obligation to prevent the 
transfer of .American -owned steamers to the flag of China, whether 
with pacific or with hostile intent. In any case where the ultimate ob-
ject of the transfer is or may appear to be hostile, and where consular 
intervention is necessary to effect a valid transfer, the withholdment of 
such intervention would be the limit to which a consul could go to pre-
vent such unlawful change of ownership. But if the legalization of the 
.sale should be unnecessary, there would be no international obligation on 
the consul to prevent the seller from alienating his property, nor would 
any preventive means appear to be within the consul's reach, in such a 
manner as to impute responsibility to him for failure to employ them. 
The consul would have no more control, and consequent.ly no more re-
sponsibility, iu the case of transfer of the American vendor's property 
by private contract and simple delivery within Chinese jurisdiction, 
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than in the case of a pnvate contract on the part of the same vendor 
to lend his personal aid to either belligerent. In either case, the party 
alienating his property or his services does so at his own risk and periL 
" This instruction, although covering only a part of the hypothetical 
:field embraced in your inquiries, may serve to guide you in whatever-
specific case may be presented; but if you should be in doubt on any 
point involved, precise instructions will be given to you thereon." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Stahel, Apr. 14, 1885. MSS. Inst., Consuls~ 
For. Rel., 1885. 
These vessels had been previously sold to citizens of the United 
States by Chinese. 
See President Arthur's annual message of 1884, quoted infra,§ 410. 
It is not a violation of the neutrality laws of the United States to sen 
to a foreigner a vessel built in this country, though suited to be a pri-
vateer, and having some equipments calculated for war but frequently 
used by merchant ~hips. 
Moodie v. The Ship Alfred, 3 Dall., 307. 
Sending armed vessels and munitions of war to the ports of a bellig-
erent for sale as articles of commerce is not prohibited by the law of 
nations or by the laws of the United States, though it may render the 
property liable to confiscation. 
The Santissima Trinidad, 7 Wheat., 283. 
vVhile the sale of a vessel armed or unarmed to a belligerent is not 
forbidden by international law, such a vessel, even on its way to the 
vendee, is liable to be seized as contraband on the high seas by the op-
posing belligerent. 
Story, J., Santi&sima Trinidad, 7 Wheat., 340; The Bermuda, 3 Wall., 514; The-
Florida, 4 Ben., 452; see Crawford v. Wm. Penn, Pet. C. C., 106; U.S. v. The 
Etta, 13 Am. Law. Reg., 38; The Lilla, 2 Sprague, 177; 2 Cliff., 169; Dana's 
Wheaton, note 215. 
The case of tb~ sale of the Meteor is ex.amined infra, § 396. See, on this point 
5 Am. Law Rev., 263 . 
.A bona fide purchase for a commercial purpose by a neutral, in his 
own home port, of a ship-of-war of a belligerent that had fled .to such 
port in order to escape from enemy vessels in pursuit, but which was 
bona fide dismantled prior to the sale, and afterward fitted up for the 
merchant service, does not pass a title above the right of capture by the 
other belligerent. 
The Georgia, 7 Wall., 32. 
A sale in a neutral port of a war ship by a belligerent to a neutral is 
invalid. 
The Georgia, 1 Lowell, 98. 
. It is not a violation of the neutrality laws of the United States for a 
merchant or ship owner to sell his vessel and cargo (should the latter 
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·even consist of warlike stores) to a citizen or inhabitant of Buenos 
.Ayres (then an insurgent belligerent). Nor will it make any difference 
whether such sale be made directly in a port of the United States, with 
immediate transfer and possession thereupon, or under a contract en-
tered into here, with delivery to take place in a port of South .America. 
1 Op., 190, Rush, 1816. 
There is nothing in the law of nations which requires that a ship, in 
{)rder that she may enjoy all the benefits of nationality, should have 
been constructed in a particular country, or which negatives the gen-
eral right of a nation to purchase and naturalize the ships of another 
nation. • 
6 Op., 638, Cushing, 1854. 
Each nation, however, has the right to prescribe convenient rules on 
this subject. 
lbid. 
No Government has the right to contest the validity of the sale of a 
.ship on the pretense of its having been, at one t.ime, belligerent prop-
erty, i.e., the property of its enemy. 
Ibid. 
The only question that can be investigated in the case of a neutral 
ship purchased from a belligerent is the bona fides of the transaction. 
The state of war interrupts no contract of purchase and sale, or of trans-
portation, as between neutral and belligerent, except in articles contra-
band of war. The registry of a ship is not a document required by the 
law of nations, as expressive of the ship's national character. 
Ibid. See infra, §§ 408,ff . 
.A citizen of the United States may purchase a ship of a belligeMnt 
power, at home or abroad, in a belligerent port, or on the high seas, 
provided the purchase be made bona fide, a.nd the property be passed 
absolutely and without reserve; and the ship so purchased becomes en-
titled to bear the flag and receive the protection of the United States. 
Neutrals have a right to purchase ships of belligerents. 
7 Op., 538, Cushing, 1855. See infra, § 399. 
The distinction between fitting out and arming ships-of-war for the 
serviCe of a belligerent, which is not permissible, and selling to snell 
belligerent ships to be converted into men-of-war and munitions of war, 
which is permissible, may be thus explained: It is not indictable for a 
gunsmith to sell a pistol to a party who may use it unlawfully, even 
though the vendor may have reasons to suspect the object of ·the pur-
chase. It would, however, be unlawful for the gunsmith to join in ar-
ranging a m~chine by which a specific unlawful purpose is to be achieved. 
It is not unlawful, in other words, to be concerned in preparations which 
will not, unless diverted by an independent force, produce a violation 
of law. It is, however, unlawful to be concerned in putting in actual 
-operation dangerous machines. He who is concerned in fitting out and 
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arming a man-of-war for the purpose of preying on the commerce of a 
friendly state, or of attacking its armed ships or ports, is as much con-
cerned in the attack as he who takes part in manufacturing and plant-
ing a torpedo in a frequented channel is responsible for the mischief 
done by the torpedo. This distinction has been already asserted in the 
cases which rule that it is an indictable offense to be concerned in coun-
seling and aiding a specific attack, but not an indictable offense to be 
concerned in selling arms by which such attack is to be made. 
See The Gran Para, 7 Wheat., 471. 
(7) OR :MAY GIVE ASYLUM TO BELLIGERENT SHIPS OR TROOPS." 
§ 394:. 
The fact that by treaty with France we were bound to receive her 
Jmblic armed vessels in our ports was held, in 1793, no reason why we 
should not extend a similar asylum to Great Britain, with whom we 
had no such treaty. 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hammond, Sept. 9, 1793. MSS. Notes, For. 
Leg. 1.A.m. St. Pap. (For. Rel.); 176; 1 Wait's St. Pap., 170. See as to 
French and British treaties, supra,§§ 148ff., 150ff. 
The correspondence as to "la Petite Democrate, heretofore la Petite Sarah," to 
adopt Genet's description, is given in 1 .A.m. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 163 ff. 
"The doctrine as to the admission of prizes maintained by the Gov-
ernment from the commencement of the war between England, France, 
etc., to this day has been this: The treaties give a right to armed 
vessels, with their prizes, to go where they please (consequently into 
our ports), and that those prizes shall not be detained, seized, nor adju-
dicated, but that the armed vessel may depart as speedily as may be, 
with her p1·ize, to the place_ of her commission, and that we are not to 
suffer their enemies to sell in our ports the prizes taken by their pri-
vateArs. Before the British treaty no stipulation stood in the way of 
permitting France to sell her prizes here, and we did permit it, but ex-
pressly as a favor, not as a right. * * * These stipulations admit 
the prizes to put into our ports in cases of necessity, or perhaps of con-
• venience, but no right to remain if disagreeable to us, and absolutely not 
to be sold." 
Mr. Jefferson, President, to Mr. Gallatin, Aug. 28, 1801. 1 Ga.llatin's Writings, 
42. See further as to this treaty, supra, § 148. 
Misconduct by belligerent cruisers in neutral waters will justify the 
sovereign of such waters in requiring the departure of such cruisers 
from such waters. This ground was taken by President J e:fferson 
November 19, 1807, when ordering the departure of the British squad-
ron from the waters of the United States. 
See sup1·a, §§ 315b, 319, 031. This proclamation is given in 3 Am. St. Pap. (For. 
Rel.), 23 . 
. After the South American insurgents were recognized as belligerents 
in 18J6, their public vessels were received in the ports of the United 
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States on the same basis as those of Spain. Sympathy with the insur-
gents also, if not desire for plunder, led to the fitting out in Baltimore 
of numerous privateers to prey on Spanish commerce under insurgent 
flags. This led to the act of 1816, imposing fine, imprisonment, and 
forfeiture in such cases. 
"The Government of the United States has been sincerely disposed 
to perform toward both belligerents all the offices of hospitality enjoined 
by humanity and the public law and consistent with their friendship 
to both; but it can permit neither, under allegations of distress, 
whether feigned or real, to perform acts incompatible with a strict and 
impartial neutrality." 
Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Obregon, May 1, 1828. MSS. Notes, For. Leg, 
The following correspondence is here inserted at large in consequence 
of the elaborate exposition it gives of the right of asylum: 
''The department of the colonies has just communicated to me the in-
formation, transmitted by the governor of Cura~oa, concerning the 
affair of the ship Sumter, and I hasten to bring to your notice the fol~ 
lowing observations, by way of sequence to the preliminary reply which 
I had the honor to address to you on the 2<1 of this month. According 
to the principles of the law of nations, all nations without exception 
may admit vessels-of-war belonging to a belligerent state to thoir ports, 
and accord to them all the favors which constitute an asylum. Condi-
tions are imposed on said vessels during their stay in the port or road-
stead. For example, they must keep perfect peace with all vessels that 
may be there; they may not augment their crews, nor the number of 
their guns, nor be on the lookout in the ports or roadsteads for the pur-
pose of watching after hostile vessels arriving or departing, etc. Be-
sides, every state has the right to interdict foreign vessels-of-war from 
entrance to ports which are purely military. Thus it was that Sweden 
and Denmark, in 1854, at the time of the Crimean war, reserved the 
right to exclude vessels-of-war from such or such ports of their domin-
ions. 
'~The neutral power has also the right to act like France, who, b,v 
her declaration of neutrality in the war between the United States an(l 
the Confederate State8, under date of 9th June last (Moniteur of 11th 
June), does not permit any vessel-of-war, or privateer, of oue or tlH• 
other of the belligerents, to enter and remain with their prizes in Freueh 
ports longer than twenty-four hours, unless in case of refuge umlPr 
stress. 
"In the proclamation of the month of June last, which was communi-
cated to you with my dispatch of the 13th, the Government of tlw Netb -
erlands has not excluded vessels-of-war from her ports. 
"As to privateers, the greatest number of the maritime nations allows 
them the privilege of asylum upon the same conditions nearly as to 
vessels-of-war. 
"According to a highly esteemed author on the law of nations (Haute-
feuille, Droits et Devoirs des Nations Neutres, i, 139), privateers may 
claim entrance into the ports of nations which have consented to accor<l 
asylum to them, not only in cases of pressing danger, but even in cases 
in which they may deem it advantageous, or even only agreeable, and 
for obtainjng rest or articles of secondary necessity, such as the l'efresh-
ments they may ha\7 e need of. 
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"The terms of the proclamation of the Nether lands Government, 
which admits privateers into Netherlands ports only in cases of distress, 
harmonize with this doctrine. 
"Moreover, according to the information received from the governor 
of Cura9oa, the Sumter was actually in distress, and that functionary 
could not, therefore, refuse to allow the said vessel to enter the port. 
"Strong in its amicable intentions, the King's Government does not 
believe itself bound to confine itself to the defense of the conduct of one 
<>fits agents in the particular case under discussion. It is not ignorant 
that it can or may hereafter be a contested question in such cases as to 
the reality of the distress in which such vessel or other would be, and 
that thus the subject of the admission generally of the Confederate 
States vessels would rest untouched. I, therefore, sir, think it oppor-
tune to look into the question to determine whether the Sumter should 
have been admitted to Curagoa outside of the condition of well-assured 
distress. 
"It is evident that the reply to be made is dependent on another 
question-that is to say, was this vessel a man-of-war or a privateer' 
"In the latter case, the Netherlands Government could not, except 
in case of a putting in compelled by distress (relache forcee) admit the 
Sumter into the ports of its territories. 
"It is not sufficient to dispose of the difficulty by the declaration that 
the Sumter is, as is stated in your dispatches, ' a vessel fitted out for, 
and actually engaged in, piratical expeditions,' or! a privateer steamer.' 
Such an assertion should be clearly proved, in accordance with the rule 
of law, 'affirmanti incumbit probatio.' 
"After having poised, with all the attention which comports with the 
weightiness of the matter, the facts and circumstances which charac-
terize the dissensions which now are laying desolate the United States, 
and of which no Government more desires the prompt termination than 
does that of the Netherlands, I think I ma.y express the conviction that 
the Sumter is not a privateer, but a man-of-war-grounding myself on 
the following considerations : 
" In the first place, the declaration of the commander of the vessel 
given in writing to the governor of Ouragoa, who had made known that 
be would not allow a prh7 ateer to come into the port, and had then de-
manded explanations as to the character of the vessel. r:rhis declaration 
-purported 'the Sumter is a ship-of-war duly commissioned by the Gov-
ernment of the Confederate States.' 
"The Nether lands governor had to be contented with the word of the 
commander couched in writing. Mr. Ortolan (Diplomatie de la Mer, 
i, 217), in speaking of the evidence of nationality of vessels-of-war, 
thus expresses himself: 
"'The flag and the pennant are visible indications, but we are not 
bound to give faith to them until they are sustained by a cannon-shot.' 
''The attestation of the commander may be exigible, but other proofs 
must be presumed; and, whether on the high seas or elsewhere, no 
foreign power has the right to obtain the exhibition of them. 
''Therefore the colonial council bas unanimously concluded that the 
word of the commanding officer was sufficient. 
"In the second place, the vessel armed for war by private persons is 
called 'privateer.' The character of such vessel is settled precisely, 
and, like her English name (privateer), indicates sufficiently under this 
circumstance that she is a private armed vessel-name which Mr. 
Wheaton gives them. (Elements of International Law, ii, 19.) 
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"Privateering is the maritime warfare which privateers are authorized 
to make, for thei'r own account, against merchant vessels of the enemy 
by virtue ofletters of marque which are issued to them by the state. 
"The Sumter is not a private vessel; is not the private property of 
unconnected individuals-of private ship-owners. She, therefore, can-
not be a privateer; she can only be a ship-of-war or ship of the state 
armed for cruising. 'fhus the Sumter is designated, in the extract an-
nexed from Harpers Weekly, under the name of' rebel ship-of-war.' 
"Thirdly. It cannot be held, as you propose in your dispatch of the 
9th of this month, that all vessels carrying the Confederate flag are, 
without distinction, to be considered as privateers, because the prin-
ciples of the law of nations, as well as the examples of history, require 
that the rights of war be accorded to those States. 
"The Government of the United States- holds that it should consider 
the States of the South as rebels. 
"It does not pertain to the King's Government to pronounce upon 
the subject of a question which is entirely within the domain of the 
internal regulation of the United States; neither has it to inquire 
whether, in virtue of the Constitution which rules that Republic, the 
States of the South can separate from the central Government, and 
whether they ought, then, aye or no, to be reputed as rebels during the 
first period of the difficulties. 
"But I de~m it my duty to observe to you, sir, that, according to the 
·doctrines of the best publicists, such as Vattel (iii, c. 18, § 292), and Mr. 
de Rayneval (Droit de la Nation et des Gens, i, 161), there is a notable 
·difference between rebellion and civil war. ' When,' says Vattel, ' a 
party is formed in the state which no longer obeys its sovereign and 
is strong enough to make head against him, or, in a Republic, when the 
nation divides into two opposing parties and. on one side and the other 
take up arms, then it is civil war.' It is, therefore, the latter which 
now agitates the great American Republic. 
'~But, in this case, the rights of war must be accorded to the two 
,parties. 
'~Let me be allowed to cite here ·· Only two passages; the one from 
Vattel (ii, c. 4, § 56), which reads: ,.Whenever affairs reach to civil 
war the ties of political association are broken, or at least suspended, 
between the sovereign and his people. They may be considered as two 
-distinct powers; and, since one and the other are independent of any 
foreign authority, no one bas the right to judge between them. Each 
of them may be right. It follows, then, that the two parties may act as 
having equal right.' The other passage is taken from the work of a 
former minister, himself belonging to the United States, 1\fr. Wheaton, 
who (in his Elements of International Law, c. i, 35, Am. eel., part 
1, p. 32), thus expresses himself: 'If the foreign state would observe 
absolute neutrality in the face of dissensions which disturb another 
state, it must accord to both belligerent parties all the rights which 
war accords to public enemies, such as the right of blockade a!ld the 
.right of intercepting merchandise contraband of war.' 
''As ior historic evidence, it will suffice to call to mind from ancient 
times the struggle of the United Provinces with Spain, and from modern 
date the war between the Hispano-American colonies and the mother 
-·-country since 1810, the war of independence of Greece from Turkey 
. since 1821, etc. 
"It will doubtless be useless to recollect, on this occasion, that the 
•' Principle to see only insurgents in the States of the South, having 
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neither sovereignty nor rights of war, nor of peace, was put forward 
by England, at the breaking out of the war of independence of the 
Anglo-American colonies, in the vindicatory memoir published by the 
British Court in 1778 in answer to the exposition of the motives for 
the conduct of France, which had lately signed, on the 6th clay of 
February of that year, a treaty with the United States, in which they 
were regarded as an independent nation. 
" But the Court of Versailles set o_ut from other principles, which 
she developed in ' Observations on the Vindicatory Memoir of the Court 
of London,' saying, among other things: 'It is sufficient to the justifi~ 
cation of His Majesty that the colonies had established their independ-
ence not merely by a solemn declaration, but also in fact, and had 
maintained it against the efforts of the mother country.' 
" Existing circumstances seem to present the same characteristics ; 
and if it is desired to treat the States of the South as rebels, and accuse-
them of felony there might here be cited as applicable to the actual 
conduct of the United States towards the Confederates the following· 
remark of the Court of Versailles: 'In advancing this proposition (that 
the possession of independence, of which the French Cabinet said the· 
Americans were in the enjoyment in 1778, wa~ a veritable felony), the· 
English minister had, without doubt, forgotten the cou~se he had him-
self taken towards the Americans from the publication of the Declara-
tion of Independence. It is remembered that the creatures of the court 
constantly called upon the rebellion vengeance and destruction. How-
ever, notwithstanding 9>ll their clamors, the English minister abstained, 
after the Declaration of Independence, from prosecuting the Americans 
as rebels; he observed, and still observes towards them, the rules of 
war usual among independent nations. American prisoners have been. 
exchanged through cartels,' etc. 
"The rights of war cannot, then, in the opinion of the King's Govern-
ment, be refused to tlle Confederate States; ~ut I hasten to add that. 
the recognition of these rights does not import in favor of .such States-
recognition of their sovereignty. 
"'Foreign nations,' says Mr. Martens (Precis du Droit des Gens; I. 
viii, c. 3, § 264), 'cannot refuse to consider as lawful enemies those-
who are empowered by their actual Government, whatey·er that may be. 
This is not recognition of its legitimacy.' 
"This last recognition can only spring from express and official de-
claration, which no one of the Cabinets of Europe has thus far made. 
''Finally, and in the last place, I permit myself here to cite the ex-
ample of the American privateer Paul Jones. 
• ''This vessel, considered as a pirate by England, had captured two of' 
His Britannic Majesty's ships in 0ctober, 1779. She took them into the 
Texel, and remained there more than two months, notwithstanding the 
representations of ~1r. York, ambassador of Great Britain at The Hague, 
who considered the asylum accorded to such privateer (pirate as he 
called it in his memoir to the States General of 21st March, 1780) as 
directly contrary to treaties, and even to the ordinances of the Gov-
ernment of the Republic. 
"Mr. York demanded that the English vessels should be released. 
"The States General refused the restitution of the prizes. 
"The United States, whose belligerent rights were not recognized by 
England, enjoyed at that period the same treatment in the ports of the 
Republic of the United Provinces as the Netherlands authorities have 
now accorded to the Confederate States. 
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"If the Cabinet of The Hague cannot, therefore, by force of the pre-
ceding, class all vessels of the. Confederate States armed for war in the 
category of privateers, much less can it treat them as pirates (as you 
call them in your dispatch of the 12th of this month), or consider the 
Sumter as engaged in a filibustering expedition-' engaged in a pirat-
ical expedition against tbe commerce of the United States'-as it reads 
in your communication of the 2d of September. 
"Here again historic antecedent~ militate in favor of the opinion of 
tbe Netherlands Government. 
, "Is there need, in fact, to remind you that at the outset of the War of 
American 1 nclependence, in 1778, the English refused to recognize Amer-
ican privateers as lawful enemies, under the pretense that the letters of 
marque wbich they bore did not emanate from a sovereign, but from 
revolted subjects ~ 
"But Great Britain soon had to desist from this pretension, and to 
accord international treatment to the colonists in arms against. the 
mother country. 
'~The frankness . with which the King's Government has expressed its 
convictions in relation to the course to be taken towards the States of 
the South will, without doubt,. be estimated at its just value by the 
Government of the United States. 
"It will perceive therein the well-settled intention to preserve in 
safety the rights of neutrality; to lay down for itself and to follow a line 
of conduct equally distant from feebleness as from too great adventurous-
ness, but suitable for maintaining intact the dignity of the state. 
"The Government of the Netherlands desires to observe; on the oc-
casion of existing affairs in America, a perfect and absolute neutrality, 
and to abstain therefore from the slightest act of partiality. . · 
"According to Hubner (Saisie de Batiments Neutres), 'neutrality 
consists in absolute inaction relative to war, and in exact and perfect 
impartiality manifested by facts in regard to the belligerents, as far as 
this impartiality has relation to the w~r, and to the direct and imme-
diate measures for its prosecution.' 
'''Neutrality,' says Azuni (Droits 1\'Iaritimes), 'is the continuation in 
a state of peace of a power which, when war is kindled between two or 
more nations, absolutely abstains from taking any part in the contest.' 
"But if the proposition be admitted that all the vessels of the Con-
federate States armed for war should be considered prima facie as pri-
vateers, would there not be a flagrant inequality between the treatment 
and the favors accorded to vessels-of-war of the United States and the 
vessels of the Confederate States, which haYe not for the moment a 
navy properly so called~ 
. "This, evidently, would be giving proof of partiality incompatible 
with real duties of neutrality. The only question iB to determine with 
exactitude the distinctive characteristics between a privateer and a 
ship-of-war, although this may be difficult of execution. Thus is ig-
nored that which Count Reventlon, envoy of the King of Denmark at 
Madrid, drew attention to in 1782, that there exists among the maritime 
powers regulations or conventions between sovereigns, which oblige 
th~m to equip their vessels in a certain manner, that they may be held 
veritably armed for war. 
"You express also, in your dispatch of September 2, the hope that 
theN ether lands Government will do justice to your reclamation, ground-
ing yourself on the tenor of treaties existing between the Nether lands 
and the United States, on the principles of the law of nations, and, 
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finally, upon the assurances you have received from the King's Govern-
ment. 
"Amidst all the European powers there are few who ba\e better de-
fended the rights of neutrals, and have suffered more in this noble cause 
than Denmark ; and one of her greatest statesmen of the close of the 
last century, Count Bernstorf!', has been able to declare with justice, in 
his memoir of Jul5T 28, 1793, a document that will long continue to be 
celebrated: 'A neutral power fulfills all its duties by never departing 
from the most strict impartiality, nor from the avowed meaning of its 
treaties.' 
"I haYe endeavored, sir, to show, in wbat precedes, that the Govern-
ment of thA Netherlands has fulfilled conscientiously its first duty and 
will adhere faithfully thereto. 
"The Cabinet of Tbe Hague does not observe and will not observe less 
religiously the tenor of treaties. 
''The treaty of the 19th of January, 1839, and the additional conven-
tion of the 26th of August, 1852, only relate to commerce and naviga-
tion ; the only treaties that can be in \oked in the present case are those 
<Of the 8th of October, 1782. 
"I do not think it my duty to enter here upon a discussion of princi-
ples on the question of deciding whether these treaties can still be con-
sidered as actually in force, and I will not take advantage of the cir-
cumstance that the Cabinet of Washington has implicitly recognized, by 
the very reclamation which is the object of your dispatches, that the 
treaties of 1782 cannot any longer be invoked as the basis of interna-
tional relations between the Netherlands and the United States. 
"I will only take the liberty of observing to you, sir, that the execu-
tion of the stipulations included in those diplomatic acts would be far, 
in the present circumstances, from being favorable to the Government 
of the Republic. 
''In fact we should, in this case, admit to our ports privateers with 
their prizes, which could even be sold there by virtue of article 5 of the 
before-cited con\ention of 1782 on rescues. 
"It would, perhaps, be objected that the treaty of 1782, having been 
·concluded with the United States of America, could not be invoked by 
a part of tbe Union which had se<:eded from the central Government, 
and I do not dissent from the opinion that this thorny question of pub-
lic law would gh·e rise, should the case occur, to very serious difficul-
ties. 
"But we cannot lose sight of the fact that the treaty spoken of was 
concluded, even before the recognition of the United States by England 
in 1783, with the oldest members of the Republic, among others, to 
wit, with Virginia, North Carolina., South Carolina, and Georgia, and 
that those States actually figure among the secessionists. 
"In 1782 the Republic of North America was only a simple confedera-
1ion of States, remaining sovereign, united only for common defense 
,(Staatenbund), and it is only since the establishm~pt of the Constitu-
tion of tbe 17th of September, 1787, that the pact which binds together 
:the United States received the character which is attributed to it by 
l\fr. Wheaton, also (Elements of International Law) , of a perfect union 
1·between all the members as one people under one GoYernment, federal 
,and supreme (Bundestaat), 'a commonwealth,' according to Mr. Mot-
ley in his pamphlet, Causes of the Civil vVar in America, p. 71. · 
" In view of this fundamental difference between the present charac. 
ter of the Government of the United States and that of the party con , 
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tracting the treaty of 1782, it would be difficult to refuse in equity the 
privilege of the secessionist States to avail themselves of it. 
"It will, therefore, not escape your penetration that it is preferable, 
as well for the Netherlands as for the Cabinet of Washington, to leave 
the treaty above mentioned at rest, and that, in excluding privateers 
from its ports tlle Government of the Netherlands has acted only in the 
interests of the Government of the United States, to which it is bound 
by feelings of a friendship which elates even from the time of the exist-
ence of the Republic of the United Provinces, and which the King's. 
Government will make every effort to maintain and consolidate more· 
and more. 
"According to the law of nations, tlle cases in which the neutrality of 
a power is more ad vautageous to one party than to the other do not affect. 
or impair it; it suffices that the neutrality be perfect and strictly ob-
served. The Government of the Netherlands has not departed from it, 
therefore, in denying admission to the ports of His :Majesty's territories 
to privateers, although at first glance this determination is unfavorable 
to the Southern States. 
''The difficulties which have actually arisen, and which may be re-
newed hereafter, the desire to avoid as much as possible everything that 
could compromise the good understanding between the Governments 
of the United States and the Netherlands, impose on the last the obli-
gation to examine with scrupulous attention if the maintenance of the 
general principles which I have had the honor to develop might not in 
some particular cases impair the attitude of neutrality which the Cabi-
net of The Hague desires to observe. If, for example, we had room to 
believe that tlle Sumter, or any other vessel of one of the two bellig-
erent parties, sought to make of Ouragoa, or any other port in His 
Majesty's dominions, the base of operations against the commerce of 
the adverse party, the Government of tbe Netherlands would be the 
first to perceive that such acts would be a real infraction, not merely 
of the neutrality we wish to observe, but also of the right of sovereignty 
over the territorial seas of the state; the duty of a neutral state being 
to take care that vessels of the belligerent parties commit no acts of' 
hostility within the limits of its territory, and do not keep watch in 
the ports of its dominion to course from them after vessels of the ad-
verse party. 
"Instructions on this point will be addressed to the governors of the 
Netherlands colonial possessions. 
"I flatter myself that the preceding explanations will suffice to con-
vince the Federal Government of the unchangeable desire of that of 
the Netherlands to maintain a strict neutrality, and will cause the dis-
appearance of the slightest trace of misunderstanding between the· 
Cabinets of The Hague and of Washington." 
Baron von Zuylen to Mr. Pike, Minister Resident of the United States at The-
Hague, Sept. 17,1861. Dip. Corr., 1861. 
"By some accident our foreign mail missed the steamer. It is only 
just now that I have received your dispatch of September 4 (No. 15)e 
The proceeding at Ouragoa in regard to the Sumter was so extraordi-
nary, and so entirely contrary to what this Government had expected 
from that of Holland, that I lose no time in instructing you to urge the 
consideration of the subject with as much earnestness as possible. I 
cannot believe that that Government wili hesitate to disavow lihe con-
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duct of the authorities if they have been correctly reported to this De-
partment." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pike, Sept. 28,1861. MSS. Inst., Netberlan<.ls; 
Dip. Corr., 1861. 
"I am just now informed by a dispatch from Henry Sawyer, esq., our 
consul at Paramaribo, that on the lOth clay of August last the piratical 
steamer Sumter entered that port, and was allowed by the authorities 
there to approach the town, and to purchase and to receive coals, to 
stay during her pleasure, and to retire unmolested, all of which was 
done in opposition to the remonstrances of the consul. 
"You will lose no time in soliciting the attention of His 1\fa;jesty's 
Government to this violation of the rights of the United States. They 
will be well aware that it is the second instance of the same kind that 
has occurred in regard to the same vessel in Dutch colonies in the West 
Indies. 
"It is some relief of the sense of injury which we feel that we do 
not certainly know that the authorities who have permitted these 
wrongs bad received instructions from their horne Government in re-
gard to the rights of the U nitecl St'ittes in the 'present emergency. We 
therefore hope for satisfactory explanations. But, in any case, you will 
inform that Government that the United States will expect them to 
visit those authorities with a censure so unreserved as will prevent 
the repetition of such injuries hereafter. An early resolution of the 
subject is imperatively necessary, in order that this Government may 
determine what is required for the protection of its national rights in 
the Dutch American ports." 
Same to same, Oct. 4, 1861 ; ibid. 
1' Since my last (under date of October 2) I have received a letter 
frmn the United States consul at Paramaribo, of which the following is 
a copy: 
" 'UNITED STATES CONSULATE, 
"'PoTt of Paramaribo, Septetnbe1· 4, 1861. 
"'SIR: I have the honor (but with chagrin) to inform you that the rebel steamer 
Sumter arrived at this port on the 19th of August, and left on the 31st, having been 
allowed to coal and refit. I used my best endeavors to prevent it without avail. 
"'I am, &c., 
"'HENRY SAWYER.' 
"Immediately on the receipt of it I addressed the following note to 
the minister of foreign affairs : 
'''THE HAGUE, October 8, 1861. 
"'SIR.: I have just receilred a communication from the American 
consul at Paramaribo under date of the 4th September last, which I lose 
no time in laying before your excellency. 
'"The consul states'"-[see above]. 
'' 'The reappearance of the Sumter in a port of theN etherlands, after 
so brief an interval, seems to disclose a deliberate purpose on the part 
of the persons engaged in rebellion against the United States Govern-
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ment to practice upon the presumed indifference, the expected favor, or 
the fancied weakness of the Dutch Government. 
''~During a period of forty-six days, during which we have heard of 
this piratical vessel in the West Indies, it would appear that she bad 
been twice entertained and supplied at Dutch ports, and spent eighteen 
·days under their sheltr.r. 
'''This can be no accidental circumstance. 
~ ·;'In themultitudeofharborswith which the Westindiaseas abound, 
the Sumter bas had no occasion to confine her visits so entirely to the 
ports of one nation, especially one so scantily supplied with them as Hol-
land. And the fact that she does so is, in my judgment, not fairly sus-
·ceptible of any other interpretation than the one I have given. 
"'I feel convinced that the Government of the Netherlands will see 
in this repeated visit of the Sumter (this time, it appears, without any 
pretext) a distinct violation of its neutrality according to its own views, 
as laid down in your excellency's communication to me of the 17th of 
.September last, and a case which will call for the energetic assertion of 
it.s purpose expressed in the paper referred to, namely, not to allow its 
·ports to lJe made the base of hostile operations against the United 
States. For that the Sumter is clearly making such use of the Dutch 
ports would seem to admit of no controversy. 
"'In view of the existing state of the correspondence between the 
United States and the Netherlands on the general subject to which this 
~ase belongs, and of the questions and relations involved therein, I 
shall be excused for the brevity of this communication upon a topic of 
.so much importance and so provocative of comment. 
"' 'J'he undersigned a. vails himself,' etc. 
"I called to-day upon Baron Von Zuylen, but he was absent, and I 
·shall not therefore be able to see him again before the close of the mail 
which takes this. And I do not know that an interview would in any 
way affect the existing state of things or give me any new information. 
This Government's intentions are good; and it desires to avoid all dif-
ficulty with the United States, and with everybody else. 
"As I stated in my dispatch of the 25th September, I have confidence 
that orders have been given that will impede the operations of these 
vessels in Dutch ports hereafter, and probably drive them elsewhere." 
Mr. Pike to Mr. Seward, Oct. 9, 1861; ibicl. 
"The delay of the Government of the Netherlands in disposing of 
the unpleasant questions which llave arisen concerning the American 
pirates in the colonies of that country is a subject of deep concern; 
and you are instructed, if you find it necessary, to use such urgency 
as may be effectual to obtain the definitive decision of that Government 
thereon so early that it may be considered by the President before the 
meeting of Congress in December next." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pike, Oct. 10,1861; ibid. 
"After reflection, upon the reappearance of the Sumter, and her pro-
longed stay in the port of Paramaribo (this time apparently without 
pretext of any kind), I have felt, in view of the position taken by the 
Dutch Government in their communication tc, me of the 17th of Sep-
tember, that we were entitled to be special1y Informed of the precise 
i.nterpretation which this Government puts upon their general declara-
tion in the communication referred to, TllliDt1ly thai it will not pe.rmit 
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its ports to be made the base of hostile operations against the United 
States commerce. 
"I have accordingly made the direct inquiry of Baron Van Zuylen, 
. without waiting to hear what you have to say in response to that com-
munication. In reply to my inquiry, Baron Van Zuylen has informed 
me that, previous to his receiving information of the appearance of the· 
Sumter at Paramaribo, orders were issued by the department of the 
colonies, instrnding the colonial authorities not to permit the repetition 
of the visits of the Sumter and other vessels of the so-called Confed-
erate States; and if they did make their appearance in Dutch ports, to · 
require them to leave within twenty-four hours, under penalty of being 
held to occupy a hostile attitude towards the Government of the Neth-
erlands. And. further, that those authorities have also been instructed 
to forbid the furnishing of such vessels with more than twenty-four-
hours' supply of fuel. These instructions, thus defined, are to the point. 
Whether they have been made general, and with that disregard of dis-
tinctions between the rights of mere belligerents and those of recognized 
nationalities, enjoying pacific relations and acting under treaties of 
amity and friendship, that mark-- the communication to which I have 
adverted, I did not deem it pertinent to inquire, nor do I consider the 
inquiry of any value as regards the practical bearings of this case. 
"In compliance with my request, Baron Van Zuylen has promised to 
fnrniRh me with a copy of the order referred to, which, when received, 
I shall transmit to you without delay.. · 
' "Although this order, as thus described to me by l'vir. Van Zuylen, 
only sustains the expectations I have expressed to you on two former 
occasions as to what the action of thL;; Government would be, yet, con-
sidering the present attitude of the question, it is a matter of some sur-· 
prise to me that a copy of it should not have been tendered without 
waiting to have it asked for. * * * 
"Taking it to be as herein described, I do not see that the position of' 
this Government, so far as its action is concerned, is amenable to very 
grave censure, whatever may be said of its theoretic views, since the 
Dutch ports are now substantially shut to the vessels. The restriction 
in regard to supplying fuel, if adopted by other powers holding colonies. 
in the West Indies, will put an end to rebel operations by steam in those 
seas. 
"I take some gratification in reflecting that my persistent appeals to· 
the Government to issue specific orders, on some ground, to their colonial 
authorities, looking to the exclusion of the piratical vessels of the seceding. 
States from the Dutch ports,. have not been wholly unavailing. That 
the Government has argued against it, and declined acting on any sug-
gestion I could make, is of small consequence, so long as they have found; 
out a way of their own of doing the thing that was needed. 
"Baron Van Zuylen has renewedly expressed great regret that any 
questions should have arisen between the two Governments." 
Mr. Pike to Mr. Seward, Oct. 12, 1861; ibicl. 
"I have the honor to inclose yon the reply of the minister of foreign 
affairs to the communication I addressed to him on the 8th instant, in 
regard to the reappearance of the Sumter at Paramaribo. He states 
therein the character of the orders which have been sent to the colonial 
authorities, to which I referred in my last dispatch of October 12 (No .. 
22). 
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"The British minister here, Sir Andrew Buchanan, expressed in-
credulity and surprise when I informed him this Government had issued:, 
the order in question. He declared the British Government would not 
do it, and that tho United States would not under similar circumstances .. 
He said it was giving us an advantage, and was not therefore neutral 
conduct. He added that Russia asked Sweden to close her ports against 
both belligerents during the Crimean war, and England would not per-
mit it, alleging that as Russia did not want to use them, and England 
did, it gaYe the former an advantage to which that power was not en-
titled. The British Government held that Sweden, as a neutral bad no-
right to alter the natural situation unless it operated equally. 
~'You see lJerein bow thoroughly English officials (and it seems to me· 
nll others) are i!lllmed with th~ idea that the rights of a mere belligerent 
are the same as the rights of a nation, in cases like the one under con-
sideration. 
"I have receiYed to day a letter from our consul at Paramaribo, dated 
September 20) in which be says the United States steamer Powhatan 
arrived there on the 14th in search of the Sumter, and left for Brazil 
the same day; also that the Keystone State arrived on the 18th on the 
same errand, and left on the 19th for the vVest India Islands." 
Same to same, Oct. 16, 1861; ibid. 
"By your dispatch of the 8th of thi::; month yon have fixed my atten-
tention on the arrival of the Sumter at Paramaribo, and yon complain. 
that on this occasion the said vessel was admitted into ports of the· 
Netherlands during eighteen days out of the forty-six in which the Sum-
ter had shown herself in the vVest Indian seas. 
"You suppose that this is not a fortuitous case, and you demand that 
the Go\--ernment of the Netherlands, in accordance with the intentions 
mentioned at the close of my communication of the 17th September last, 
may not permit its ports to serve as stations or as base of hostile opera-
tions against the United_States. 
''You have not deemed it your duty to enter for the moment on tbe-
uiscussion of the arguments contained in my above-mentioned communi-
cation, but you say that you wish to await preliminarily the reply of the 
Cabinet at Washington. 
~'I may, therefore, on my part, confine myself for the moment tore-
ferring, as to wha,t regards the admission in general of the Sumter into. 
the ports of the N etllerlands and the character of this vessel, to the ar-
guments contained in my communication of the 17th September, from. 
which it follows that if we do not choose to consider prima facie all the· 
ships of tlJe s~ceuing States as privateers, and if, in tile present case, 
the Sumter could not be, in the opinion of the Government of ·the Neth-
erlands, comprised among such, entrance to the ports of theN etherlands-
cannot be prohibite<l to that vessel without a departure from neutrality 
and from the express terms of the proclamation of the Royal Govern-
ment. 
"It has already been observed that the latter, in forbidding access t(} 
the ports of the Netherlands to privateers, favors the United States 
much more, among others, than tile declaration of the lOth of June by 
the French Government, which, not permitting any vessel-of-war or 
privateer of the one or the other of the belligerents to sojourn with prizfJs. 
in the ports of tile Empire for longer time than twenty-four hours, ex-
cept in case of shelter through stress (·relacheforcee), admits them with-
out distinction whBn they do not bring prizes with tllem. But, without 
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€ntering here into useless developments, I think I may observe to you, 
sir, that the Royal Government, whilst refusing to treat as pirates, or 
-even to consider as privateers, all the vessels of the Southern States, bas 
striven, as much as the duties of strict neutrality permit, to keep the 
Sumter away from our ports. When this vessel arrived at Paramarjbo, 
the commanders of two ships of the French imperial marine which were 
there at the time, declared to the governor of Surinam that the Sumter 
was a regular vessel-of-war and not a privateer. The commander of the 
Sumter exhibited afterwards, to the same functionary, his commission 
as comm Lwdant in a regular navy. 
"Although there was no reason, under such circumstances, to refuse to 
the Sumter the enjoyment of the law of hospitality in all its extent, the 
governor, before referred to, strove to limit it as much as possible. Thus, 
although pit coal is not reputed contraband, if not at most, and within 
a recent time only, contraband by accident, it was not supplied to the 
.Sumter except in the very restricted quautity cf 125 tons, at the most 
sufficient for four days' progress. · 
''However, the Government of the Nether lands, wishing to give a 
fresh proof of its desire [to avoid J all tbat could give the slightest sub-
ject for complaint to tile United States, bas just sent instructions to the 
colonial authorities, enjoining them not to admit, except in case of shel-
ter from stress (relache forcee), the vessels-of-war and privateers of the 
two belligerent parties, unless for twice twenty-four hours, and not to 
permit them, when they are steamers, to provided themselves with a 
quantity of coal more than sufficient for a run of twenty-four hours. 
"It is needless to add that the Cabinet of The Hague will not depart 
from the principles mentioned at the close of my reply of the 17th Sep-
tember, of which you demand. the application; it does know and will 
know how to act in conformity with the obligations of impartiality and 
·of neutrality, without losing ·sight of tlie care for its own dignity. 
"Called by the confidence of the King to maintain that dignity, to 
·defend the rights of the Crown, nnd to direct the relations of the state 
with foreign powers, I know not how to conceal from you, sir, that cer-
tain expressions in your communications above mentioned, of the 23d 
.and 25th September last have caused. an unpleasant impression on the 
King's Government, and do not appear to me to correspond with the 
manner in which I have striven to treat the question now under discus-
-sion, o"r with the desire which actuates the Government of the Nether-
lands to seek for a solution perfectly in harmony with its sentiments of 
friendship towards the United States, and with the observance of 
treaties. 
"The feeling of distrust which seems to have dictated your last dis-
;patch of the 8th of this month, and which shows itself especially in 
some entirely erroneous appreciations of the conduct of the Government 
of the Netherlands, gives to the last, strong in its good faith and in its 
friendly intentions, just cause for astonishment. So, then, the Cabinet 
<Of which I have the honor to form part deems that it may dispense with 
undertaking a justification useless to all who examine impartially and 
without passion the events which have taken place. 
"The news which bas reached me from the royal legation~ at London 
and at Washington, relative to the conduct of the British Government 
in the affair of the Sumter, can only corroborate the views developed 
in my reply of the 17th September last, and in the present communica-
tion. 
"It results from this, in effect, that not only has the British Govern-
ment treated the Sumter exactly as was done at Curagoa, since that 
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vessel sojourned six or seven days at the island of Trinidad, where she 
was received amicably and considered as a vessel-of-war, but that the 
Crown lawyers of England, having been consulted on the matter, have 
unanimously decla1·ed that the conduct of the governor of that colony 
of England had been in all points in conformity with the Qu.een's proc-
lamation of neutrality. 
"According to them the Sumter was not a privateer but a regular 
vessel-of-war (duly commissioned), belonging to a state possessing the 
rights of war (belligerent rights). 
''The Sumter, then, has ueen treated as a vessel-of-war of the United 
States would ha'e been, and that Vf'Ssel had the same right to obtain 
·supplies at Trinidad as any vessel belonging to the navy of the Northern 
'States." 
Baron Van Zuylen, to .1\lr. Pike, Oct. 15, 1861; ibid. 
"Your dispatch of the 25th of September, No. 18, has been received. 
(tis accompanied by a note which was addressed to you by Baron Van 
.Zuylen, on the 17th day of September last, on the subject of the ad-
mission of the pirate steamer Sumter into the port of Curayoa. 
"I reproduce the account of that transaction, which was made by this 
Government a subject of complaint to the Government of the Nether-
lands. The steamer Sumter hove in sight of the port of Curayoa on the 
evening of the 15th of July, and fired a gun for the pilot, who immedi-
ately took to sea. On his reaching the pirate v~ssel she hoisted what 
is called the Confederate flag, and the same being unknown in that port, 
the pilot told the captain that he had to report to the governor before 
taking the vessel into port. The pilot having made this report, the gov-
·ernor replied to the captain that, according to orders from the supreme 
Government, be could not admit privatears into the port, nor their 
prizes, but in the case of distress, and therefore the steamer could not 
be admitted before her character was perfectly known. 
"In reply to this message the captain of the steamer remained outside 
-of the port until the next morning, when be sent a dispatch to the gov-
ernor, by an officert stating that his vessel being a duly commissioned 
man-of-war of the Confederate States, he desired to enter the port for a 
few days. The colonial court ass em bled the same evening, and, on the 
ground of the declaration and assurance of the privateer captain that 
-the vessel is not a privateer, it was decided that she should enter the 
port~ and she entered accordingly. 
"The consul of the United States thereupon informed the governor, 
by a note, that the steamer was, by the laws and express declaration of 
the United States, a pirate, and that on her way from New Orleans to 
Curagoa she had taken and sent for saJe to the Spanish island of Cuba 
several American merchant vessels, and on these grounds he asked upon 
what pretext and conditions the unlawful steamer had obtained admit-
tance into Ouragoa. 
"The governor answered that'~ according to the orders received from 
·the supreme Government, neither privateers nor their prizes are to l>e 
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allowed admittance to the ports or bays of this colony, save only in 
cases of distress. But that this prohibition does not extend to vessels-
of-war, and that the Sumter being a man-of-war, according to the rules. 
of nations, could not be repelled from that port. 
"The piratical vessel was then supplied, at Curagoa, with 120 tons of 
coals, and departed at her own time 'and pleasure. On receiving this-
information you were instructed to call the attention of the Government 
of the Netherlands to the proceeding of the goYernor of Curagoa, and to· 
ask that the proceedings, if correctly reported, might be disavowed,. 
and that the governor might be made to feel the displeasure of his Gov-
ernment. 
''You performed this duty in due season by addressing a proper note-
to Baron Van Zuylen. On the 2d of September he acknowledged your-
note, and promised you an early reply on the merits of the subject. 
''On the 17th of September be communicated this reply to you in the-
note which is now before me. 
"I encounter difficulty in giving you instructions for your reply to-
. that paper, because, first, since the correspondence was opened a simi-
lar case of violation of our national rights bas occurred in the hospital-
ities extended to the same piratical vessel in the Dutch port of Pernam-
buco, and has been made a subject of similar complaint, which as yet, 
so far as I am advised, remains unanswered; and, secondly, the note of 
Baron Van Zuy len promises that special instructions shall be speedily 
given to the colonial authorities of the Netherlands in regard to con- • 
duct in cases similar to those which have induced the existing com-
plaints. I cannot, of course, foresee how far those instructions, yet un-
known to me, may modify the position assumed by the minister of for-
eign affairs in the paper under consideration. 
HUnder these circumstances, I must be content with setting forth, for · 
the information o{ the Government of the Netherlands, just what the· 
United States claim and expect in regard to the matter in debate. 
"They have asked for an. explanation of the case, presented by the 
admission of the Sumter by the governer of Curagoa, if one can be 
satisfactorily given; and if not, then for a disavowal of that officer's. 
proceedings, attended by a justly deserved rebuke. 
"These demands have been made, not from irritation or any sensi-
bility of national pride, but to make it sure that hencefor-th any piratical 
vessel fitted out by or under the agency of disloyal American citizens,_ 
and cruising in pursuit of merchant vessels of the United States, shall 
not be admitted into either the continental or the colonial ports of the 
Netherlands under any pretext whatever. If that assurance cannot be 
obtained in some way, we must provide for tbe protection of our rights-
in some other way. Thus, the subject is one of a purely practical char-
acter; it neither requires nor admits of debate or argument on the part 
of the United States. If what is thus desired shall be obtained by the· 
United States in any way, they will be satisfied; if it fails to be ob-
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tained through the disinclination of the Government of the Nether lands, 
its proceedings in this respect will be deemed unfriendly and injurious 
to the United States. The United States being thus disposed to treat 
the subject in a practical way, they are not tenacious about the manner 
Dr form in which the due respect to their rights is manifested by the 
G O\ernment of the Netherlands, and still less about the considerations 
or nrguments upon which that Government regulates its own conduct 
in the matter. They regard the whole insurrection in this country as 
~phemeral; indeed, theybelievethattheattemptat piracyunderthena.me 
of privateering, made by the insurgents, bas already well nigh failed. 
'Vhile, therefore, they insist that shelter shall not be afforded to the 
pirates by nations in friendship with the United States, they, at the 
same time, are not unwilling to avoid grave debates concerning their 
rights that might survive the existing controversy. It remains only to 
say in this connection that the course which the United States are pur-
suing in their complaints to the Government of the Netherlands is not 
peculiar, but it is the same which has been and which will be pursued 
towards any other maritime power on the occurrence of similar griev-
ances. 
"With these remarks, I proceed
1 
to notice Baron Van Zuylen's com-
munication. You will reply to him that the United. States unreservedly 
·claim to <letermine for themselves absolutely the character of the Sumter, 
she being a vessel fitted out, owned, armed, sailed, and directed by Amer-
ican citizens who owe allegiance to the Unjted States, and who neither 
ha\e nor can, in their piratical purposes and pursuits, have or claim 
any political authority from any lawful source whatever. 
"The United States regard the vessel as piratical, and the persons by 
whom she is manned and navigate<! as pirates. 
''The United States, therefore, cannot admit that the Sumter is a 
ship-of-war or a privateer, and so entitled to any privileges whatever, 
in either of those characters, in the port of Curagoa; nor can they de-
bate any such subject with the Government of the Netherlands. This 
will be all that you will need to say in reply to the whole of Baron Von 
Zuylen's note, except that portion of it which states, rather by way of 
argument than of assertion, that according to the information received 
from the governor of Curagoa (by the Government of the Netherlands) 
the Sumter was actually in distress, and that functionary t~erefore 
could not refuse to allow the said vessel to enter the port. 
"If this position shall be actually assumed by the Government of the 
Netherlands two questiol'ls will arise: first, whether the fact that the 
Sumter was in distress was t'rue, or a belief of the truth of that fact 
was tbe real ground upon which she was admitted l>y the colonial gov-
ernor into the port of Cura<;oa; secondly, how far a piratical vessel, 
roving over the seas in pursuit of peaceful commercial vessels of the 
United States, and fleeing before their naval pursuit, but falling into 
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distress herself, is entitled to charity at the hands of a state friendly to 
the nation upon whose commerce her depredations are directed. 
''It would hence be idle to occupy ourselves with a discussion of these 
questions until we know that the Government of the Netherlands de-
ter.mines to stanu upon the main position from which they are derived. 
"You will therefore ask the Baron Van Zuylen for an explicit state-
ment on this subject. 
"I ccmnotbut hope, however, that the GovernmentoftheNetherlands 
will come to the conclusion that it is wisest and best, in view of the re-
lations of the two countries, to give such directions to its agents as will 
render further prosecution of this discussion unnecessary, while it will 
prevent similar injuries in future to our national dignity and honor. 
Should it. determine otherwise, and not be able to place the conduct of 
the governor-general at Oura<;oa in a better light than it has already 
done, it will become necessary to consider what means we can take to 
protect, in the ports of the Nether lands, national rights which cannot 
be surrendered or compromised. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pike, Oct. 17, 1861. MSS. Inst., Nether-
lands ; ibid. 
"I had the honor to transmit to you on the 16th instant, the last com-
munication of this Government in respect to the Sumter case, referring 
to the orders recently given to its colonial authorities, by which the stay 
of such vessels in Dutch ports is limited to 24 hours, and by which they 
are also forbidden to take on board more than 24 hours' supply of coal. 
''Considering these orders to be important, I ha.ve, in the following 
copy of my reply to the Dutch Government, ventured to express a qual- · 
ified satisfaction at their issue. I am in hopes you will adopt a similar 
view of the case, as I conceive this Government to be well disposed to-
wards the United States, and to consider that it has strained a point in 
our favor. 
''I doubt if England or France will do anything of the sort; but the 
course of Holland will, at least, furnish excellent grounds for some per-
tinent questions in case they decline. 
"I have informed Mr. Adams, and also l\Ir. Dayton and l\1r. Schurz, 
of the final action of this Government in this case. The copy of my 
note follows (to Baron Van Zuylen): 
" ' United States Legation, The Hague, October 22, 1861. 
'''SIR: In reply to your communication of the 15th instant, which I 
have had the honor to receive, I take pleasure in assuring your excel-
lency that it has been far from my purpose to say anything at any time 
which should occasion pv,inful impressions on the part of His .Majesty's 
Government, or to use language marked by impatience or irritation a.t 
the course of the Government of the Netherlands . . But while making 
this disclaimer, frankness compels me to add that I should not know 
in what more moderate terms to express my sentiments than those I 
have had the honor to employ in addressing His l\:1ajesty's Govern-
ment. 
"'I desire further to say, in respect to that part of your excellency's 
communication which refers to the recent orders given to the Dutch 
colonial authorities not to permit vessels engaged in pirating upon the 
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United States commerce to remain in their ports more than 24 hours, 
and, when. steamers, not to be furnished with more than 24 hours' sup-
ply of fuel, that, while I receive the announcement with satisfaction, it 
is qualified by deep regrets at the position His :Majesty's Government. 
has thought proper to take in placing the misguided persons in rebel. 
lion against ' the United States on a footing of equality, in a most im-
portant respect, wiLh the Government to which they owe obedience; 
for, though the orders in question deny shelter and aid to pirl:l;tes, it is 
impossible to regard with complacency the fact that the exclusion op-
erates equally against the vessels of the United States, denying to them 
that accustomed hospitality ever accorded by friendly nations. 
" 'Abstaining, however, now as heretofore, from any discussion on 
this topic while awaHing the reply of my Government to your commu-
nication of .the 17th of September, I will only add that I feel assured 
the United States Government will fully share these regrets, and I can 
only hope will not impeach my expressions of satisfaction at the orders 
which you inform me have been given in accordance with the rule of 
action laid down in that paper, notwithstanding the p.osition falls so 
far short of that which the United States have confidently expected 
Holland would occupy on this question.''' 
Mr. Pike to Mr. Seward, Oct. 23, 1861 ; ibid. 
"Your dispatch of October 9 (No. 20) has been received. We wait 
with much interest the result of your application to the Government of 
the Netherlands for explanations of the hospitalities extended by its 
colonial authorities to privateers." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pike, Oct. 30, 1861. MSS. Inst., Netherlands; 
ibid. 
''Your dispatch of October 12 (No. 22) has been received. I learn 
with much pleasure that you have assurances which, although informal, 
lead you to expect that a satisf:wtory course .will be adopted by His 
Majesty's Government in regard to the exclusion of privateers from the 
ports of the Nether lands." 
1\fr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pike, Nov. 2, 1861; ibid. 
"I duly received your dispatch (No. 25) of the lOth of Octo be~, but 
have nothing by the last mail. I await your response to the communi-
cation of 1\ir. Van Zuylen of the 17th of September last. 
"I have the honor to inclose yon the reply of the minister of foreign 
affairs to my note of the 22d of last month, a copy of which I forwarded 
to you in my last. 
Mr. Pike to Mr. Seward, Nov. 6, 1861; ibid. 
"I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 22d of this month, 
relative to the affair of the Sumter, and it has been gratifying to me 
to learn from itti tenor that you have received with satisfaction the in-
formation as to the measures adopted by the Government of the Low 
Countries to prevent the return · or the prolonged stay in its ports of 
vessels which, like the Sumter; seemed to desire to use them as the 
base of their operations against the commerce of the adverse party. 
•' You regret only that the Government of the King should have 
adopted the e:ame treatment towards the war vessels of the seceding 
States and those of the United States. 
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"Without entering here into an extended discussion, rendered, more-
over, almost superfluous by my two preceding communications, I shall 
merely permit myself, sir, in referring to their contents, to cause you to 
-observe that, agreeably to tlte doctrine of the best publicists, neutrality 
imposes upon tho~e nations which desire to enjoy its benefits a com-
plete abstention from all tllat could establish a difference of treatment 
between the belligerent parties, and that this principle applies as well 
·to the cases of civil war, or e\en of rebellion, as to that of an ordinary 
war. 
"Your Government having <lesired that measures shou1u be taken to 
prevent a prolonged stay in ~mr ports of the Sumter, or other Yessels-of-
war of the seceding States, we have admitted the justice of this claim. 
But these measures could not reach exclusively one of the tvro parties; 
they were to be general, a~nd the consequence of it is that the new in-
structions given to the governors of Cura~oa and of Surinam neither 
:permit the vessels-of-war of the United States, except in the case of be-
ing compelled to put into a port, to sojourn in the ports of the Nether-
lands, in the West Indies, for a longer time than twice 24 hours (and 
not for only 24 !lours, as you seem to believe). 
"Nevertheless, the. privateers, with or without their prizes, are, as 
heretofore, excluded from theN ether land ports, and it is b;y an oversight, 
which I hasten to rectify, that the words 'and the privateers' have been 
introduced into that part of my communication of the 15th of this month 
which calls your attention to the instructions transmitted to the colonial 
authorities)' 
Baron Van Zuylen to ~Ir. Pike, Oct. 29, 1861; ibid. 
''Your d1spatch No. 24, dated October 23, has been received. 
"!learn from it that the Government of the Netherlands has made an 
order which will, it is hoped, practically prevent the recurrence of such 
·countenance and favor to pirates in the ports of that state as we have 
heretofore complained of. You will express to Baron Zuylen our satis-
faction with this proceeding, viewed in that light, but you will be no 
less explicit in saying that this Government by no means assents to the 
·qualifications affecting its claims as a, sovereign power upon the Neth-
erlands by which the proceeding is qualified. 
"Not only are we not seeking occasions for difference with any for-
eign powers, but we are, on the other hand, endeavoring to preserve 
.amity and friendship with them all, in a crisis which tries the magna-
nimity of our country. Influenced by these feelings, I can 'bnly hope 
that no new injury or disrespect to our flag may occur in the ports of 
the Netherlands, to bring the action of their Government again under 
review by us. 
"I am directed by the President to express his approval of the dili-
,gence and discretion you have practiced in this important transaction." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pike, Nov. 11, 1861. MSS. In st., Netherlands; 
ibid. 
'~Your dispatch of October 16 (No. 23) has been received. It con-
tains the reply of J\fr. de Zuylen to the note you had addressed to him 
0con the subject of the Sumter at Paramaribo. 
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''In another paper I have already communicated the President's views 
of the disposition of that subject made by the Government of the 
Netherlands, so that nothing remains to be said on the subject which 
you have had occasion to discuss in the dispatch now before me." 
Same to same, Nov. 11, 1861; ibid. 
''Your dispatch of NoYember 6 (No. 25) has just been received. I 
have already anticipated and disposed of the principal subject which it 
presents. 
"Felicitate the Government of the Netherlands as we felicitate our-
selves on the J;enewed auguries of good and cordial relations between 
friends too old to be alienated thoughtlessly or from mere impatience." 
Same to same, Nov. 23, 1861 ; ibid. 
"I freely admit that it is no part of a neutral's duty to assist in 
making captures for a belligerent, but I maintain it to be equally clear 
that, so far from being neutrality, it is direct hostility for a stranger to 
intervene and rescue men who had been cast into the ocean In battle, 
and then carry them away from under the conqueror's guns." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, JL1ly 15, 1864. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
Under the nineteenth article of the treaty with France of 1778, a pri-
vateer has a right, on any urgent necessity, to make repairs in any ports 
of the United States. The replacement of her force is not an augmen-
tation of it. 
Moodie v. The Ship Phrnbe Anne, 3 Dall., 319. See as to treaty of 1778 supra, 
§ 148. 
It is customary for neutral powers, either by treaty or by regulations 
when the exigency arises, to limit the right of asylum. Privateers are 
not held as equally entitled with ships-of-war to the right of asylum; 
and it is not uncommon for neutral nations wholly to exclude them from 
their ports. 
7 Op., 122, Cushing, 1855. 
As to prizes of war, the same right exists, either to wholly admit 
them or wholly exclude them. 
Ibid. 
Armed ships of a belligerent, whether men-of-war or private armed 
cruisers, are to be admitted, with their prizes, into the territorial waters 
of a neutral for refuge, whether from chase or from the perils of the sea. 
But it is a question of mere temporary asylum, accorded in obedience to 
the dictates of humanity, and to be regulated by specific exigency. 
The right of asylum is, nevertheless, presumed where it has not been 
previously denied. 
ibid. 
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Although a neutral must not lend his territory for purposes of war, 
he may receive a beaten army or individual fugitives, provided he dis-
arms them and does not allow them again to engage in the war. But 
as he cannot be expected to provide for them himself, and as to require 
either belligerent to pay for their support .would be indirectly aiding the 
other, "perhaps the equity of the case and the necessity of precaution 
might both be satisfied by the release of such fugitives under a conven-
tion between the neutral and belligerent states, by which the latter 
should undertake not to employ them during the continuance of the 
war." 
Hall's Int. Law, § 230. Infra,§ 398. 
As to privileges of public armed ships in foreign ports, see supra,§ 36. 
II. RESTRICTIONS OF NEUTRAL. 
(1) BOUND TO RESTRAIN ENLISTMENTS BY BELLIGERENT. 
§ 395. 
"The granting military commissions within the United States by any 
other authority than their own is an infringement on their sovereignty, 
and particularly so when granted to their own citizens to lead them to 
commit acts contrary to the duties they owe their own country." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Genet, June 5, 1793; 1 Wait's St. Pap,81; 
1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 150. 
Mr. Jefferson's letter of May 15, 1793, to Mr. Ternant, forbidding French re-
cruiting in the United States, is given in lAm. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 148. 
''Mr. Genet asserts his right of a;rming in our ports, and of enlist-
ing our citizens, and that we have no right to restrain him or punish 
them. Examining this queRtion under the law of nations, founded on 
the general sense and usage of mankind, we have produced proofs from 
the most enlightened and approved writers on the subject that a neutral 
nation must, in all things relating to the war, observe an exact impar-
tiality towards the parties; that favors to one to the prejudice of the 
other would import a fraudulent neutrality, of which no nation would 
be the dupe; that no succor sh.ould be given to either, unless stipu-
lated by treaty, in men, arms, or anything else directly serving for war; 
that the right of raising troops being one of the rights of sovereignty, 
and consequently appertaining exclusively to the nation itself, no foreign 
power or person can levy men within its territory without its consent; 
and he who does may be rightfully and severely punished ; that if the 
United States have a right to refuse the permission to arm vessels and 
raise men within their ports and territories they are bound by the laws 
of neutrality to exercise that right, and to ·prohibit such armaments and 
enlistments. To these principles of the law of nations Mr. Genet an-
swers by calling them 'd-iplomatic subtilties' and 'aphorisms of Vattel 
and others.' But something more than this is necessary to disprove 
them; and till they are disproved, we hold it certain that the law of 
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nations and the rules of neutrality forbid our permitting either party 
to arm in our ports." 
1\Ir. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, Aug. 16, 1793. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
4 Jeff. Works, 34. 
"While the laws of the Union are thus peremptory in their prohibition 
·<Of the equipment or armament of belligerent cruisers in our ports, they 
provide not less absolutely that no person shan; within the territory or 
jurisdiction of the United States, enlist or enter himself, or hire or retain 
another person to enlist or enter himself, or to go beyond the limits or 
jnri~ctiction of the United States with intent to be enlisted or entered, 
in the service of any foreign state, either as a soldier or. as a marine or 
.seaman on board of any vessel-of-war, letter of marque, or privateer. 
And these enactments are also in strict conformity with the law of na-
tions, which declares that no state has the right to raise troops for land 
·or sea service in ano~her state without its consent, and that, whether 
forbidden by the municipal law or not, the very attempt to do it with-
out such consent is an attack on the national sovereignty. 
"Such being the public rights and the municipal law of the United 
States, no solicitude on the subject was entertained by this Govern-
ment, when, a year since, the British Parliament passed an act to pro-
-vide for the enlistment of for~igners in the military service of Great 
Britain. Nothing on the face of the act, or in its public hi8tory, indi-
-cated that the British Government proposed to attempt recruitment in 
the United States, nor did it ever give intimation of such intention to 
this Government. It was matter of surprise, therefore, to find, snbse-
·quently, that the engagement of persons within the United States to 
proceed to Halifax, in the BritiRh province of Nova Scotia, and there 
.enlist in the service of Great :Britain, was going on extensively, with 
little or no disguise. Ordinary legal steps were immediately taken to 
.arrest and punish parties concerned, and so put an end to acts infring-
ing the· municipal law and derogatory to our sovereignty. Meanwhile 
;Suitable representations on the subject were addressed to the British 
·GO\Ternment. 
"Thereupon it became known, by the admission of the British Go,·-
-ernment itself, that the attempt to draw recruits from this country 
origiuated with it, or at least had its approval and sanction; but it 
also appeared that the public agents engaged in it had 'stringent in-
structions' not to violate the municipal law of the United States. 
" It is difficult to understand how it should ha.ve been supposed that 
troops could be raised here by Great Britain without violation of the 
municipal law. The unmistakable object of the law was to prevent 
c.weQ- such act, which, if performed, must be either in violation of the 
law or in studied evasion of it; and in either alternative, the act done 
-would be alike injurious to the sovereignty oj the United States. 
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"In the mean time the matter acquired additional importance by the 
recruitments in the United ~tates not being discontinued, and the dis· 
closure of the fact that they were prosecuted upon a eystematic plan . 
devised by civil authority; that recruiting rendezvous had been opened . 
in our principal cities, and depots for the reception of recruits estab-
lished on our frontier; and the whole business conducted t:nder the 
supervision and by the regular co-operation of British officers, civil an<l 
military, some in the North .American provinces and some in the Unite<l 
States. The complicity of those officers in an undertaking which could 
only be accomplished by defying our laws, throwing suspicion over our 
attitude of neutrality, and disregarding our territorial rights, is con--
clusively proved by the evidence elicited on the trial of such of their 
agents as have been apprehended and convicted. Some of the officer;:;. 
thus implicated are of high official position, and many of them beyon<l 
our jurisdiction, so that legal proceedings could not reach the source-· 
of the mischief. 
"These conRiderations, and the fact that the cause of complaint was 
not a mere casual occurrence, but a deliberate design, entered upon with 
full knowledge of our laws and national policy, and conducted by re-
sponsible public functionaries, impelled me to present the case to -the · 
British Government, in order to secure, not only a cessation of the wrong, 
but its reparation. The subject is still under discussion, the result of 
which will be communicated to you in due time." 
President Pierce, Third Annual Message, 1855. 
As to dismissal of British minister on this ground, see supra, § 84 . 
As to the right voluntarily to enlist, see supra, § 392. 
If a public armed vessel of a belligerent violate our neutrality by 
unlawfully enlisting men in our ports, the property captured by her on 
the ensuing cruise will, if brought within the territorial limits of the. 
United States, be restored to the original owners. 
The Sautissima Trinidad, 7 Wheat., 283. 
A contract between citizens of the United Stat~s and an inhabitant· 
of Texas, to enable him to raise men and procure arms to carry on the 
war with Mexico, the independence of Texas not having been acknowl-
edged by the United States, was held contrary to our national obliga-
tions to Mexico, and violative of our public policy. It cannot, therefore,. 
be specifically enforced by a court of the United States. 
Kennett v. Chambers, 14 How., 38. 
Colombian vessels are entitled, under articles 6 and 31 of the treaty 
with that Republic of 1824, to make repairs in our ports when forced 
into them by stress of weather, but not to enlist recruits there, either 
from our citizens or from foreigners, except such as may be transiently 
within the United States. 
2 Op., 4, Wirt, 1825. 
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The enlistment at New York of seamen or others for service on war 
vessels of Mexic~(she being at war with Texas), such persons not being 
_ :1\Iexicans transiently within the United States, is a breach of the act 
of 1818. 
4 Op., 336, Nelson, 1844. 
The attempt by one Government to enlist troops in the territory of 
.another, without the latter's consent, is just cause of war. 
7 Op., 367, Cushing, 1855. 
Foreign levies may not be allowed to one belligerent and refused to 
·the other, consistently with the duties of neutrality. 
Ibid. 
A. foreign minister who engages in the enlistment of troops here for 
his Government is subject to be summarily expelled from the country; 
·or, after demand of recall, dismissed by the President. 
lbid. Supra, § 84. 
If agents of the British Government, being instructed to enlist mili-
·tary recruits, succeed in evading the municipal law and so escape pun-
ishment as malefactors, "such successful evasion serves to increase the 
;.intensity of the international wrong done the United States." 
8 Op., 468, Cushing, 1855. See ibid., 476, Cushing, 1856. 34th Cong., 1st seas., 
House Ex. Doc. 107. 
For dismissal of British minister and consul, see sup1·a, § 84. 
For indictment in U.S. v. Hertz, for illegal recruiting, see Whart. Prec., 1123. 
(2) OR ISSUING OF ARMED EXPEDITIONS. 
§395a. 
''The aiding either party, then, with vessels, arms, or men, being un-
1awful by the law of nations, and not rendered lawful by the treaty, it 
is made a question whether our citizens, joining in these unhiwful enter-
prises, may be punished. The United States being in a state of peace 
with most of the belligerent powers by treaty, and with all of them by 
the laws of nature, murders and robberies committed by our, citizens, 
within our territory, or on the high seas, on those with whom we are so 
.at peace, are punishable, equally as if committed on our own inhabi-
tants. If I might venture to reason a little formally, without being 
·charged with running into subtilties and aphorisms, I would say that if 
-one citizen has a right to go to war of his own authority, every citizen 
has the same. If every citizen has that right, then the nation (which 
is composed of all its citizens) has a right to go to war, by the authority 
-of its individual citizens. But this is not true either on the general 
principles of society, or by our Constit11tion, which gives that power to 
·Congress alone and not to the citizens individually. Then the first po-
"'lition was not true, and no citizen has a right to go to war of his own 
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authority; and for what he does without right he ought to be punishedo 
Indeed, nothing can be more obviously absurd ttan t~ say that all the 
citizens may be at war, and yet the nation at peace. It has been pre. 
tended, indeed, that the engagement of a citizen in an enterprise of this 
nature was a divestment of the character of citizen, and a transfer of 
jurisdiction over him to another sovereign. Our citizens are certainly 
free to divest themselves of that character, by emigration, and other 
acts manifesting their intention, and may then become the subjects of 
another power, and free to do whatever the subjects of that power may 
do. But the laws do not adrpit that the bare commission of a crime 
amounts of itself to a divestment of the character of citizen, and with-
draws the crimi_nal from their coercion." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, Aug. 16,1793. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
In 1806 an expedition was concocted in New York by Miranda, a . 
Spanish adventurer, for the invasion of Spanish America. On the trial 
of Smith and Ogden at New York for participation in this enterprise,. 
the defendants offered to prove that the President had approved of the 
enterprise after due notice to him of its character. The court held that 
the testimony was irrelevant, as prior approbation by the President of· 
an illegal act would not condone it. "Although the charge of the judge 
was Rtrongly against the defendants, and there was no question as to.· 
the law, the jury returned a verdict of not guilty." 
Note by Mr. W. B. Lawrence in 2 Whart. Cr. Law,§ 1908. See this case noticed 
in other relations, infra, § 404. 
In instructions from Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, to Mr. Armstrong, Mar. 14, . 
1806, it is shown that prompt and rigor.Jus measures were taken by the 
Government to suppress this expedition. 
A report on petition of citizens alleging that they were ignorantly drawn into 
Miranda's expedition and were subsequently held in slavery by the Spanish 
Government is in Ex. Doc., June 9, 1809, 11th Cong., 1st sess. 
"Miranda had the address to make certain persons of New. York, 
among others Col. W. Smith, the surveyor, believe that on his visit to· 
Washington he had enlisted the Executive in a secret sanction of his~ 
project. They fell into the snare, and in their testimony, when exam-
ined, rehearsed the representations of Miranda as to what passed 
between him and the Executive. Hence the outcry against the latter 
as violating the law of nations against a friendly power. The truth is 
the Government proceeded with the most delicate attention to its duty, . 
on one hand keeping in view all its legal obligations to Spain, and on 
the other not making themselves, by going beyond them, a party 
against the people of South America. I do not believe a more unexcep-
tionable course was ever pursued by any Government." 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State (unofficial), to Mr. Monroe, Mar. 10, 1806. 2 Madi-
son's Writings, 220. 
See Dana's Wheaton, § 439, note 2~8, for details as to Miranda's expedition. See,., 
also, infra, § 404. 
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"What have been called expeditions organized within our limits for 
foreign service have been only the departure of unassociated individ-
uals. Such a departure, though several may go at t.he same time, con-
stitutes no infringement of our neutrality laws, no violation of neutral 
obligations, and furnishes no ground for the arraignment of this Gov-
ernment by any foreign power." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Escalante, May 8, 1856. MSS. Notes, Spain. 
"While any citizen of the United States is at liberty, under munici-
pal and international law, to expatriate himself unarmed and to engage 
individually when abroad in any foreign service that he may choose, 
yet on the other hand the laws of the United States and the law of 
nations, as they are understood by us, forbid the Goverpment from au-
thorizing or permitting the enlistment or organization on .American 
ground, or the departure from our territory, of armed military forces 
to carry on hostilities against any foreign state, except in a war against 
that state duly declared by Congress. 
"The Prince ~faximilian is either a principal or a subordinate bellig-
erent in Mexico. The treaty which has been made between Austria 
and that belligerent by which the former authorizes the organization 
within the Austrian dominions of two thousand or more volunteers, 
manifestly to be engaged in war against the Republic of Mexico, is 
deemed by this Government inconsistent with the principle of neutrality 
and an engagement with Maximilian in his invasion of that Republic." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Motley, Apr. 30, 1866. MSS. Inst., Austria. 
A mere preparation or plan of violation of neutrality, without overt 
acts, does not make the party amenable under section 6 of the neutrality 
act of 1818 (Rev. Stat.,§ 5286). If the means provided were procured 
to be used on the occurrence of a future contingent event, no liability is 
incurred under the statute. If, also, the intention is that the means 
provided shall only be used at a time and under circumstances when 
they could be used without a violation of law, no criminality attaches 
to the act. 
U. S. v. Lumsden, 1 Bond, 5. 
(3) BOUND TO RESTRAIN FITTING OUT OF AND SAILING OF ARMED CRUISERS OJ' 
BELLIGERENT. 
§ 396. 
''The practice of commissioning, equipping, and manning vessels in 
our ports to cruise on any of the belligerent parties, is equally and en-
tirely disapproved, and the Government will take effectual measures to 
prevent a repetition of it." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, t.o the minister of Great Britain. May 15, 1793. 
MSS. Notes, For. Leg. 3 Jeff. Works, 105. 
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"Under the second point of view it appears to me wrong on tbe part 
of the United States (where not constrained by treaties) to permit one 
party in the present war to do what cannot be permitted to the other. 
We cannot permit the enemies of France to fit out privateers in our 
ports by the 22d article of our treaty. We ought not, therefore, to 
permit France to do it, the treaty leaving us free to refuse, and there-
fusal being necessary to preserve a fair neutrality. Yet, considering 
that the present is the first case which has arisen; that it has been in 
the first moment of the war, in one of the most distant ports of the 
United States, and before measures could be taken by the Government 
to meet all the cases which may flow from the infant state of our Gov-
ernment and novelty of our position, it ought to be placed by Great 
Britain among the accidents of loss to which a nation is exposed in a 
state of war, and by no means as a premeditated wrong on the part of 
the Government. In the last light it cannot be taken, because the act 
from which it results placed the United States with the offended, and 
not the offending, party. Her minister has seen that there could have 
been on our part neither permission nor connivance. A very moderate 
apology, then, from the United States ought to satisfy Great Britain." 
Opinion of Mr . .Jefferson, Sec. of State, on the restitution by the United States 
of prizes taken by French privateers fitted out in Charleston, May 15, 
1793. 2 Randall's Life of .Jefferson, 137. 
" The President, * * • after mature consideration and delibera-
tion, was (in the case of Citoyen Genet) of opinion that the arming and 
equipping of vessels in the ports of the United States to cruise against 
nations with whom they are at peace was incompatible with the terri-
torial sovereignty of the United States, and makes them instrumental 
to the annoyance of those nations, and thereby tends to compromit their 
peace." 
Mr . .Jefferson Sec. of State, to Mr. Genet, .June 5, 1793; affirmed by Mr. Ran-
dolph, Sec. of State, in letter to Mr. Fauchet, May 29, 1795. MSS. Notes, 
For. Leg. 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 150. Genet's answer, ibid., 151. 
"As it was apprehended by the President of the United States that 
attempts might be made by persons within the United States to arm 
and equip vessels for the purpose of cruising against some of the powers 
at this time engaged in war, whereby the peace of the United States 
might be committed, the governors of the several States were desired 
to be on the watch against such enterprises, and to seize such vessels 
found within the jurisdiction of their States." 
Mr . .Jefferson, Sec. of State, to U. S. district attorney for N. Y., .June 12, 1793. 
MSS. Dom. Let. 
In Mr. Jefferson's letter of June 17, 1793, to Mr. Genet, he stated 
that it being reported to the President that an armed French cruiser 
was fitting out, arming, and manning in the port of New York, for the 
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express purpose of cruising against certain other nations with whom 
we are at peace, that she had taken her guns and ammunition aboard, 
and was on the point of departure, ''orders were immediately sent to 
deliver over the vessel and the persons concerned in the enterprise to 
the tribunals of the country, that if the act was of those forbidden by 
the law it might be punished; if it was not forbidden it might be so 
declared." 
1 Wait's St. Pap., 90; 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 154. 
Genet's notes of June 25, 1793, giving notice of arming of English vessels in 
United States harbors are given in 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 159, a,nd in 
succeeding pages of the same volume other correspondence as to arming of 
vessels in such ports. 
"RULES ADOPTED BY THE CABINET AS TO THE EQUIPl\IEN'l' OF VESSELS IN THE PORTS 
OF THE UNITED STATES BY BELLIGERENT POWERS, AND PROCEEDINGS ON THE CON-
DUCT OF THE FRENCH MINISTER. 
"AUGUST 3, 1793. 
"1. The original arming and equipping of vessels in the ports of the United State:s 
by any of the belligerent parties for military service offensive or defeusi v~ is deemed 
unlawful. 
"2. Equipments of merchant vessels by either of the belligerent parties, in the 
ports of the United States, purely for the accommodation of them as such, is deemed 
lawful. 
"3. Equipments, in the ports of the United States, of vessels-of-war in the im-
mediate service of the Government of any of the belligerent parties, which, if done 
to other vessels, would b~ of a doubtful nature, as being applica.ble either to com-
merce or war, are deemed lawful; except those which shall have made prize of the 
subjects, people, or property of France, coming with their prizes into the ports of the 
United States, pursuant to the seventeenth article of our treaty of amity and com-
merce with France. 
"4. Equipments in the ports of the United States by any of the parties at war 
with France, of vessels fitted for merchandise and war, whether with or without 
commissions, which are doubtful in their nature as b~ing appJinable either to com-
merce or war, are deemed lawful, except those which shall be made prize, etc. 
"5. Equipments of any of the vessels of France in the ports of the United States, 
which are doubtful in their uature as being applicable to commerce or war, are 
deemed lawful. 
"6. Equipments of every kind in the ports of the United States, of privateers of 
the powers at war with France, are deemed unlawful. 
"7. Equipments of vessels in the ports of the United States, which are of a nature 
solely adapted to war, are deemed unlawful; except those stranded or wrecked, as 
mentioned in the eighteenth article of our treaty with France, the sixteenth of our 
treaty with the United Netherlands, the ninth of our treaty with Prussia, and, 
except those mentioned in the nineteenth article of our treaty with France, the seven-
teenth of our treaty with the United Netherlands, the eighteenth of our treaty with 
Prussia. 
"8. Vessels of either of the parties not armed, or armed previous to their coming 
into the ports of the United States, which shall not have infringed any of the fore-
going rules, may lawfully engage or enlist their own subjects or citizens, not being 
inhabitants of the United States, except privateers of the powers at war with France, 
and except those vessels which shall have made prize, etc. 
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"The foregoing rules having been considered by us a~ several meetings, and be-






The above, which is given in 10 Washington's Writings (by Sparks), 546, as a 
cabinet resolution, appears in 1 Am. St. Pap., For. Rel., 140, as an append-
age to Mr. Hamilton's Treasury Circular of Aug. 4, 1793. In 10 Washing-
ton's Writings, 546, the serious mistake is made of putting "lawful" for 
"unlawful" at the end of clause "6." 
" RESTITUTION OF PRIZES. 
"AUGUST 5, 1793. 
"That the minister of the French Republic be informed that the President con-
siders the United States bound, pursuant to positive assurances given in conformity 
to the laws of neutrality, to effectuate the restoration of, or to make compensation for 
prizes, which shall have been made of any of the parties at war with France, subse-
quent to the 5th day of June last, by privateers :fitted out of their ports. 
"That it is consequently expected that he will cause restitution to be made of all 
prizes taken and brought into our ports subsequent to the above-mentioned day by 
such privateers, in defect of which, the President considers it as incumbent upon the 
United States to indemnify the owners of tho~:~e prizes, the indemnification to be reim-
bursed by the French nat,ion. 
"'!'hat Lesides taking efficacious measures to prevent the future :fitting out of pri-
vateers in the ports of the United States, they will not give asylum therein to ~nyt 
which shall have been at any time so :fitted out, and will cause restitution of all , 
such prizes as shall be hereafter brought within their ports by any of the said priva-
teers. 
"That instructions be sent to the respective governors in conformity to the above 
communication. 
"'£he foregoing having been duly considered, and being unanimously approved, 





10 Washington's Writings, 546. See App., Vol. III, ~ 396~ 
As to construction of French treaty in this relation, see supra, § 148. 
"The original arming and equipping of vessels in the ports of the 
United States by any of the belligerent parties for military service, 
offensive or defensive, is deemed unlawful. 
"Equipmeuts of merchant vessels by either of the belligerent parties 
in the ports of the United States, purely for the accommodation of them 
as such, is deemed lawful. 
"Equipments in the ports of the United States of vessels-of-war in 
the immediate service of the Government of any of the belligerent par-
ties, which, if done to other vessels would be of a doubtful nature as 
being applicable either to commerce or war, are deemed lawful. 
'' Equipments of vessels in the ports of the United States, which are 
of a nature solely adapted to war, are deemed unlawful, except those 
stranded or wrecked," etc. 
Mr. H~milton's Treasury circular of Aug. 4,1793. 1 Am. St. Pap. (For Rei.), 140. 
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In Mr. Jefferson's letter, when Secretary of State, to Mr. Genet, of 
August 7, 1793, he states that "the President considers the United 
States as bound, pursuant to the laws of neutrality, to effectuate the res-
toration of, or to make compensation for prizes, which shall have been 
made of any of the parties at war with France, subsequent to the 5th 
day of June last, by privateers :fitted out of our ports." 
1 Wait's, St. Pap., 136; 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 167. 
The opening in a neutral port of the port-holes of a belligerent cruiser, 
which had been previously closed, is" as much an augmentation of the 
force of the said vessel as if the port-holes were now to be cut for the 
first time." 
Decision of President Washington as given by Mr. Randolph, Sec. of State, to 
Mr. Fauchet, June 13,1795. MSS. Notes, For. Leg. 
"We can never allow one belligerent to buy and fit out vessels here, 
to be manned with his own people, and probably act against the other." 
Mr. Jefferson, President, to the Sec. of State, Aug. 12, 1808. 5 Jeff. Works, 339. 
" Having communicated to you verbally the information asked for by 
your letter of the 1st inst~nt, except so far as relates to the last in-
quiry it contains, I have now the honor to state that the provisions 
deemed necessary to make the laws effectual against :fitting out armed 
vessels in our ports for the purpose of hostile cruising seem to be-
" 1. That they should be laid under bond not to violate the treaties 
of the United States or the obligations of the United States under the 
law of nations in all cases where there is reason to suspect such a pur-
pose on foot, including the cases of vessels taking on board arms and 
munitions of war, applicable to the equipment and armament of such 
vessels subsequent to their departure. 
'' 2. To invest the collectors, or other revenue officers where there are 
no coilectors, with power to seize and detain vessels under circum-
sta~ces indicating strong presumption of an intended breach of the 
law; the detention to take place until the order of the Executive, on a 
full representation of the facts had thereupon, can be obtained. The 
statute book contains analogous powers to this above suggested. (See 
particularly the eleventh section of the act of Congress of April 25, 
1808.) . 
"The existing laws do not go to this extent. They do not authorize 
the demand of security in any shape or any interposition on the part of 
the magistracy as a preventive where there is reason to suspect au in-
tention to commit the offense. They rest upon the· general footing of 
punishing the offense merely where if there be full evidence of the actual 
perpetration of the crime, the party is handed over, afte:r the trial, to 
the penalty denounced." 
Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, to Mr. Forsyth, Jan. 6, 1817. 4 Am. St. Pap. (For· 
Rel.), 103. 
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Under the neutrality laws of the United States a telligerent will not 
be permitted to augment the force of his armed crui8ers when in a port 
of the United States. 
Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rebello, Jan. 29, 1828. MSS. Notes, For. Leg. 
Same to same, Apr; 8, 1828 ; ibid. 
As to vigilance that will be deemed sufficient in such cases, see lettet last cited, 
and see infra, § 402. 
"The Government of the United States has taken no new resolution 
to prevent vessels under their flag sailing from their ports in a warlike 
condition. The law on this subject has remained the same during the 
last ten years. According to the provisions of the act of Congress, 
every person is prohibited from fitting out and arming or augmenting 
the force of any vessel within the limits of the United States to cruise 
against the subjects, citizens, or property of any prince or state, colony, 
district, or people with whom the United States are at peace. In in-
stances in which the sailing of armed vessels belonging wholly or in 
part to citizens of the United States, which is allowed in certain cases 
for self-protection against pirates or other unlawful aggressions, the 
owners are required to give bond with sufficient sureties in double the 
amount of the value of the vessel and cargo, prior to clearing, that it 
shall not be employed by such owners to cruise against powers with 
which the United States are at peace. And in other instancbs the 
proper officers are authorized to detain any vessel manifestly built for 
warlike purposes, and about to depart from the United States, the cargo 
of which vessel shall principally consist of arms and ammunition of war 
when the number of men shipped on board or other circumstances shall 
indicate that such vessel is intended to be employed by the owners to 
cruise or commit hostilities against friendly powers until the decision 
of the President thereon, or until the owners shall give bond and se-
curity as previously required." 
Same to same, May 1, 11:!28 ; ibid. 
For a neutral to permit a belligerent vessel to be fitted out in his 
ports to cruise against the other belligerent is a gross breach of neu-
trality. 
Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Saunders, June 13, 1847. MSS. Inst., Spain. 
The Government of the United States will, under its own neutrality 
acts, prevent war cruisers issuing from its ports to aid a belligerent 
contest with a friendly state. 
Mr. Clayton, Sec. of State, to Baron von Roenne, Apr. 10, 1849. MSS. Notes, 
German States. Same to same, Apr. 29, 1849. Ibid. -. 
And it makes no difference in such case that the vessel wa~ meant 
for defensive and not offensive operations. 
Ibid., May 5, 1849. 
"Shortly after I had entered upon the discharge of the executive du-
ties, .! was apprized that a war steamer belonging to the German Em-
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pire was being fitted out in the harbor of New York, with the aid of 
some of our naval officers rendered under the permission of the late 
Secretary of the Navy. This permission was granted during an armis-
tice between that Empire and the Kingdom of Denmark, which had been 
engaged in the Schleswig-Holstein war. Apprehensive that this act of 
intervention on our part might be viewed as a violation of our neutral 
obligations incurred by the treaty with Denmark and of the provisionfl 
of the act of Congress of the 20th of April, 1818, I directed that no fur-
ther aid should be rendered by any agent or officer of the Navy, and I 
instructed the Secretary of State to appriz~ the minister of the German 
Empire accredited to this Government of my determination to execute 
the law of the United States and to maintain the faith of treaties with 
all nations. The correspondence which ensued between the Depart-
ment of State and the minister of the German Empire is herewith laid 
before you. The execution of the law and the observance of the treat~ 
were deemed by me to be due to the honor of the country, as well as 
to the sacred obligations of the Constitution. I shall not fail to pursue 
the same course, should a similar case arise, with any other nation. 
• Having avowed the opinion, on taking the oath of office, that in disputes 
between conflicting foreign Governments it is our interest, not less than 
our duty, to remain strictly neutral, I shall not abandon it. You wiP 
perceive from the correspondence submitted to you in connection with 
this subject that the course adopted in this case has been properly re-
garded by the belligerent powers interested in the matter." 
President Taylor, First Annual Message, 1849. 
''But our municipal law, in accordance with the law of nations, per-
emptorily forbids not only foreigners but our own citizens to fit out 
within the United States a vessel to commit hostilities against any state 
with which the United States are at peace, or to increase the force of 
any foreign armed vessel intended for such hostilities against a friendly 
state. 
''Whatever concern may have been felt by either of the belligerent 
powers lest private armed cruisers or other vessels in the service of one 
might be fitted out in the ports of this country to depredate on the 
property of the other, all such fears have proved to be utterly ground-
less. Our citizens have been withheld from any s.uch act or purpose by 
good faith and by respect for the law." 
President Pierce, Third Annual Message, 1855. 
On the general question, see Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1864-'65, vol. 55. 
~t: The proper authorities in New York will be instructed to detain gun-
boats preparing to issue from that pOTt, in violation of neutrality in the 
contest between Peru and Spain. 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Freyre, Aug. 10, 1869. MSS. Notes, Peru. 
As to withdrawal of this order on peace between Peru and Spain, see same to 
same, Dec. 8, 1869. 
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A vessel constructed in a United States port for a hostile attack on a 
friendly sovereign will be arrested, under our neutrality laws, even 
though she is not yet complete, and the intention is to send her to a 
foreign port for completion. 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, fjo Mr. Sullivan, Feb. 21, 1878. MSS. Dom. Let. See 
Mr. Evarts to Mr. Sherman, June 5, 1878; ibid. 
As to rules of Treaty of Washington and Geneva tribunal, see infra,§ 402a. 
Tpe capture of a vessel of a country at peace with the United States, 
made by a vessel fitted out in one of our ports, and commanded by one 
of our citizens, is illegal, and if the captured vessel is brought within 
our jurisdiction, the district courts, upon a libel for a tortious seizure, 
may inquire into the facts, and decree restitution. And if a privateer, 
duly commissioned by a belligerent, collude with a vessel so fitted out 
and commanded, to cover her prizes and share with her their proceeds, 
such collusion is a fraud on the law of nations, and the claim of the bel-
ligerent will be rejected. 
Talbot v. Janson, 3 Dall., 133. 
Under article 19 of the treaty with France of 1778 (supra, § 148) a 
French privateer has a right to make repairs in our ports. The replace-
ment of her force is not an augmentation. 
Moodie v. The Ship Phoobe Anne, ibid., 319. 
A. neutral nation may, if so disposed, without a breach of her neutral 
character, grant permission to both belligerents to equip their vessels-
of-war within her territory. But, without such permission, the subjects 
of such belligerent power have no right to equip vessels-of-war, or to 
increase or aug·ment their force, either with arms or with men, within 
the territory of such neutral nation. 
All captures made by means of such equipments are illegal in relation 
to such nation, and it is competent for her courts, in case the prizes so 
taken are brought infra prmsidia, to order them to be restored. 
Brig Alerta v. Bias Moran, 9 Cranch, 359. 
If restitution be claimed on the ground that the capturing vessel has 
augmented her force in the United States by enlisting men, it rests upon 
the claimant to prove the enlistment; and, this being done, upon the 
captors to prove that the persons enlisted were subjects or citizens of 
the prince or state under whose flag the cruiser sails, transiently within 
the United States, and therefore subject to enlistment. 
The Estrella, 4 Wheat., 298; S. P., La Amistad de Rues, 5 ibid., 385. 
An augmentation of the force of a foreign belligerent vessel in a port 
of the United States, we being neutral, by a substantial increase of her 
crew, is a breach of our neutrality. 
Santissima Trinidad, 7 Wheat., 283. 
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Neither our municipal law nor the law of nations forbids our citizens 
from sending armed vessels, as well as munitions of war, to foreign 
ports for sale. 
Ibid. 
A cruiser, armed and manned in a United States port (we being at 
the time neutral), and sailing from thence to a belligerent port with the 
intent to depart on a cruise with the armament and crew obtained here, 
violates our neutrality statutes by so departing and capturing belligerent 
property; and her prizes coming into our jurisdiction will be restored. 
While a bona fide determination of her cruise for which the illegal arma-
ment was here obtained 1:JUts an end to her disability, a mere colorable 
determination has no such effect. 
The Gran Para, 7 Wheat., 471. 
"If this were to be admitted in such a case as this, the laws for the 
preservation of our neutrality would be completely eluded, so far as 
this enforcement depends on the restitution of prizes made in violation 
of them. Vessels completely p.tted in our ports for military operations 
need only sail to a belligerent port, and there, after obtaining a com-
mission, go through the ceremony of discharging and re:enlisting their 
crew to become perfectly legitimate cruisers, purified from every taint 
contracted at the place where all their real force and capacity for an-
noyance wn.s acquired. This would indeed be a fraudulent neutrality, 
disgraceful to our own Government, and of which no nation would be 
the dupe. It is impossible for a moment to disguise the facts~ that the 
arms and ammunition taken on board the Irresistible at Baltimore 
were taken for the purpose of being used on a cruise, and that the men 
there enlisted, though engaged, in form, as for a commercial voyage, 
were not so engaged in fact. There was no commercial voyage, and no 
individual of the crew could believe that there was one." 
Marshall, C. J., ibid., 487. 
If property captured in violation of our neutrality laws be found, 
within our jurisdiction, in the hands of the master of the capturing 
vessel, it will be restored, whether a condemnation or other change of 
title has intervened or not. 
The Arrogante Barcelones, ibid., 496; supra, ~ 329a. 
Captures by ves.sels fitted out in the United States in violation of 
neutrality are held illegal when the property is brought within our 
jurisdiction. 
The Fan~y, 9 Wheat., 658. 
Under the 3d section of the neutrality act of April20, 1818, it is not 
necessary that the vessel should be armed or in a condition to commit 
hostilities, on leaving the United States, in order to convict a party con-
eerned in the enterprise who is indicted for being concerned in fitting 
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out a vessel with intent that she should be employed in the service of a 
foreign province or state a,t peace with the United States. It is suffi-
cient if the defendant was knowingly concerned in fitting out or arming 
the vessel with intent as aforesaid, though the intent should appear to-
have been defeated after the vessel sailed. But if the defendant had he 
no fixed intention when the vessel sailed to employ her as 11 privateer, 
but only a wish so to employ her if he could obtain funds on her arrival 
at a foreign port, for the purpose of arming her, he ought not to be con-
victed. 
U. S. v. Quincy, 6 Pet., 445. 
An American built vessel, the Hector, havin"g been fitted out and com-
missioned at Charleston by Genet as the French privaneer Vainqueur-
de la Bastille, went to sea and then returned to the United States, and 
was detained and dismantled by the United States Government at Wil-
mington, N. C. She then sailed thence unarmed as a foreign vessel,. 
but was equipped and commissioned at Hayti by the French authorities. 
She went again to sea, and brought a prize, the Betsey, into Charleston 
in 1795. It was held, that, under the circumstances, the fitting out by 
ajd of which the capture was made, was not in contravention of law. 
The Betsey, Bee, 67. 
A French privateer having come to Charleston unarmed, leave to arm 
her was asked and refused. She returned, after a cruise, with guns 
mounted and a prize. The court restored the prize, the ground being 
that she did take on board the guns at Charleston to be used as her ar-
mament, and that the act was an illegal augmentation of force. 
The Nancy, ibid., 73. 
It was held that the repairing the waist, and cutting two ports in it 
for guns at a port of the U nitecl States, of a vessel fitted out and com-
missioned as a vessel-of-war when she entered, does not by itself con-
stitute an augmenting of her force within the meaning of the act of 5th 
J"une, 1794-.. 
The Brothers, ibid., 76. 
A prize was restored on the ground that the French privateer which 
took it had before the capture augmented her force by taking in addi-
tional guns at a port of the United States. 
The Betsey Cathcart, Bee, 292; Dana's Wheaton, § 439, note 215. 
Frequent complaints were made in 1815-'17, by Abbe Oorrea, the· 
Portuguese minister at Washington, of infractions of neutrality in the 
contest then raging between Portugal and her South American colonies. 
(See Mr. Correa to Mr. Monroe, Dec. 20,1816. MSS. Notes, Portuguese 
Legation.) President Madison sent a special message on the subject 
to Congress, and the result was the passage, on March 3, 1817, of an act 
limited to two years, which was made permanent by the act of 20th 
April, 1818, which act repealed the act of 1794, and renewed its provis-
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ions with additional powers of summary interference. The clauses so 
added required the owners or consignees of any armed vesE.d to give 
bond in sufficient sureties in double the value of tue vessel, cargo, and 
armament, that it should not be employed by them to cruise or commit 
hostilities against any state or people with whom the United States were 
at peace; and authorized the revenue officers to detain any vessel about 
to depart under circumstances rendering it probable that she would be so 
employed. (§§ 10, 11, act 20th April, 1818.) It being suggested by the 
Spanish minister that the South American provinces in revolt, and not 
recognized as independent, might not be included in the word "state," 
the words " colony, district, or people," were added. 
Dana's Wheaton, § 439, note 2t5. 
Denmark having remonstrated, in 1848, on the building and fitting 
out in New York, in that year, during an armistice in the hostilities be-
tween Denmark and Germany, of a steamer at New York to be used as a 
ship·of-war by Germany, the German minister replied that the vessel 
had been ordered without regard to the war. She was to be used, it 
was alleged, for defensive purposes during the armistice. The United 
States Government, however, refused to permit the vessel to proceed 
to Germany until security had been given, under the statute, that she 
should not be employed as a vessel of war during hostilities then about 
to recommence. 
Dana's Wheaton, § 409, note 215; citing Annuaire des Deux Mondes, 1852-'53, 
485. Ex. Doc. 5, 31st Cong. 5 Op., 4:J, Toucey, 1848. • 
In 18.55 the British consul at New York applied to this Department for 
the arrest of a ship called the Maury,fitting out there, which, he cfaimed, 
was intended to cruise under the Russian flag against Great Britain. 
The United States district attorney at New York libeled the vessel and 
placed her in the custody of the marshal. After a full examination, the 
British consul was satisfied and withd,rew the complaint. 
Dana's Wheaton, § 439, note 215; citing Senate Ex. Doc. 238, 34th Cong. 
The case of the Meteor, which has been the subject of much dis-
cussion in this relation, is reported in brief, in 1 Am. Law Rev., 401. 
According to this report, the Meteor was built in the Unitecl States in 
1865, during the war then pending between Chili and Spain, and sold 
to the Chilian Government, without armament, and then, it was alleged, 
commissioned, when in the United States, as a Chilian privateer. She 
was libeled in. New York and seized January 23, 1866; and on thehear-
ing before Judge Betts it was maintained by the claimant to "be no 
offense (under the act of 1818) to issue a commission within the United 
States for a vessel fitted and equipped to cruise or commit hostilities, 
and intended to cruise and commit hostilities, so long as such vessel was 
not armed at the time, and was not intended to be armed within the 
United States, although it could be shown that a clear intent existed, 
on the part of the person issuing or delivering the commission, that the 
vessel should receive her armament the moment she should be beyond 
the jurisdiction of the United States." It was said, however, by Judge 
Betts that '' the court cannot give any such construction to the statute. 
Such a construction was repudiated by the Supreme Court. * * * 
The Meteor, although not completely fitted out for military operations, 
was a vessel-of-war, and not a vessel of commerce. She has in: no man-
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ner been altered from a vessel-of-war so as to fit her to be only a mer-
chantman and so as to unfit her to be a vessel-of-war. It needed only 
that she should reach a point beyond the jurisdiction of the United 
States, and there have her armament and ammunition put on board of 
her, to become an armed cruiser of the Chilian Government against the 
Government of Spain. * * * To say that the neutrality laws of the 
United States have never prohibited the sale of a -vessel-of-war as an 
article of commerce, is merely to say that they have not prohibited the 
fitting out and arming, or the attempting to fit out and arm, or the fur-
nishilfig or fitting out or arming, of a Yessel, within the limits of the 
United States, provided the unlawful and prohibited intent did not 
exist." The court relied as authority on Dana's Wheaton, 562,563, note 
215, where it is said that "an American merchant may ~uihl and fully 
arm a vessel and supply her with stores, and ofier her for sale in our 
own market. If be does any acts, as an agent or servant of a belliger-
ent, or in pursuance of an arrangement or understanding with a belliger-
ent, that she shall be employed in hostilities when sold, he is guilty. 
He may, without violating our law, send out such a vessel, so equipped, 
under the flag and papers of his own country, with no more force of 
crew than is suitable for navigation, with no right to resist search or 
seizure, and to take the chances of capture as contraband merchandise, 
of blockade, and of a market in a belligerent port. In such case the 
extent and character of the equipment is as immaterial as in the other 
class of cases. The intent is all. The act is open to great suspicions 
and ahuse, and the line may often be scarcely traceable; yet the prin-
ciple is clear enough. Is the intent one to prepare an article of contra-
band merchandise, to be sent to the market of a belligerent, subject to 
the chances of captur~ and of the market~ Or, on the other- hand, is it 
to fit out a vessel which shall leave our port to cruise, immediately or 
ultimately, against the commerce of a friendly nation~ The latter we 
are bound to prevent. The former the belligerent must prevent." 
Judge Betts then proceeded to say: "The evidence in the present case 
leaves no rational doubt that what was done here in respect to the 
Meteor was done with the intent that she should be employed in hostile 
operations in favor of Chili against Spain; and that what was done by 
her owners towards dispatching her from the United States was done 
in pursuance of an arrangement with the authorized agents of Chili for 
her sale to that Government, and for her employment in hostilities 
against Spain, and that the case is not one of a bona fide commercial 
dea.Ung in contraband of war. \Vit"4 these views, there must be a de-
cree condemning and forfeiting the property under seizure, in accord-
ance with the prayer of the libel." 
See, for a further statement of Judge Betts' ruling, 2 Halleck's Int. Ln.w 
(Baker's ed. ), 199. 
Judge Betts' decree was reversed in the circuit court, where the fol-
lowing opinion was delivered by l\1:r. Justice Nelson: 
'' This is an appeal in admiralty from a decree of condemnation in a 
libel of information for the violation of the neutrality laws of the United 
States. We have examined the pleadings and proofs in the case, and 
have been unable to concur in the judgment of the court below, but from 
the pressure of other business have not found time to write out at large 
the grounds and reasons for the opinion arrived at. \Ve must, th(lre-
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fore, for- the present, be content in the statement of our conclusions in 
the matter: 
'' 1. Although negotiations were commenced and carried on between 
the owners of the Meteor and agents of the Government of Chili, for 
the sale of her to the latter, with the knowledge that she would be em-
ployed against the Government of Spain, with which Chili was at war, 
yet these negotiations failed and came to an end from the inability 
of the agents to raise the amount of the purchase-money demanded; 
aud if the sale of the vessel, in its then conilition and equipment, to 
the Uhilian Government would have been a violation of our neutrality 
laws, of which it is unnecessary to express any opinion, the termination 
-of the negotiation put an end to this ground of complaint. 
"2. The furnishing of the vessel with coal and provisions for a voy-
age to Panama, or some other port of South America, and the purpose 
of the owners to Rend her thither, in our judgment, was not in pur-
suance. of an agreement or understanding with.the agents of the Chilian 
Government, but for the purpose and design of finding a market for 
her, and that the owners were free to sell her on her arrival there to 
the Government of Chili or of Spain, or of any other Government or 
person with whom they might be able to negotiate a sale: 
"3. The witnesses chiefly relied on to implicate the owners iri the 
negotiations with the agents of the Chilian Government, with a view 
and intent of fitting out and equipping the vessel to be employed in the 
war with Spain, are persons who had volunteered to negotiate on be-
half of the agents with the owners in expectation of large commissions 
in the event of a sale, or persons in the expectation of employment in 
some situation in the command of the vessel, and very clearly manifest 
their disappointment and chagrin at the failure of the negotiations, and 
whose testimony is to be examined with considerable distrust and sus-
picion. We are not satisfied that a case is made out, upon the proofs, 
of a violation of the neutrality laws of the United States, and must, 
therefore, reverse the decree below, and enter a decree dismissing the 
libel." 
An appeal was taken by the Government from the decision of the 
circuit court to the Supreme Court of the United States, but was not 
prosecut~d to a hearing, being dismissed by consent November 9, 
1868. 
Report of the-case of the steamship Meteor, Balch, 201, 202. -Little, Brown & 
Co., 1869. 
In a criticism on Judge Betts' ruling, in the North American Review 
for October, 1866 (vol. 103, p. 188), we have the following: 
"It has been by many supposed that the decision in this Meteor case 
will be of great weight and importance as a precedent in the question 
,of the.Alabama and other Confederate vessels, now pending between 
this country and Great Britain, and the suspicion has been intimated 
by some that the law was a little warped by the learned judge with the 
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charitable intent of aiding Mr. Seward in the controversy. To justify 
either of these ideas, it is of course primarily necessary that the cases 
should be at least substantially parallel. That they are far from being 
so may be briefly shown. The Meteor was built as a purely commercial 
enterprise to be sent to a foreign land, there to take her chance of find-
ing a market, subject to the risk of capture on the way, to be followed 
by confiscation as contraband of war, and to the further risk, should 
she reach her destination in safety, of finding no market in case the war 
should be drawing to a close, or terms could not be agreed on; liable,. 
also, to be sold to any other bidder who would pay a better price. She 
differed nowise from any other contraband merchandise, except in the 
wholly insignificant fact that instead of being of such a nature as tO> 
require to be carried she was able to move herself. She was simply a 
mercantile speculation in contraband merchandise, which is of all men 
and nations confessedly and avowedly legitimate. The Alabama pre-
sents no one of these characteristics. * * * The question then be-
ing, as JVIr. Dana says, of intent, the vital difference is readily distin-
guishable. The English builders had assured their trade before they 
entered upon the undertaking; the American merchants only had in 
view a quite probable purchaser. The former were not free to dispose 
of their ship to any person who might offer her price; for she was be· 
spoken; the latter would have been very glad to have received and 
closed with a fair offer from any source. In short, the action of the 
former betrays clearly the intent, the element of illegality, but how the 
action of the latter can have been regarded in the same light we must 
confess ourselves unable to see. Where, then, is the similarity~ Or 
why should it have been conceived necessary to sacrifice the Meteor, to· 
overrule old and good law, to create a new necessity requiring to be 
met by new statutes of untried efficiency, simply for the purpose of 
creating a precedent which is after all no precedent~'' 
The captain and mate of a United States vessel, if they, knowing 
the character of their cargo and its intended purpose, transport arms 
from a port within the United States to a foreign port, together with 
men and stores to be used in a military expedition against a people at 
peace with the United States, are guilty of a misdemeanor under Re-
vised Statutes, section 5286. 
U.S. v. Rand, 17 Fed. Rep., 142, E. Dist. of Pa., 1883. 
In United States v. The Mary Anne Hogaa (18 Fed. Rep., 529) it was-
held that an expedition organized in parts in one of our ports, to be 
united at a common rendezvous at sea, for the purpose of aiding one of 
the belligerents in a foreign war, this purpose being plainly shown, is. 
within the prohibitions of section 5283, Revised Statutes. 
The fact that a steamer carries to foreign insurgents arms for their· 
use, with false manifests, and accompanied by an agent for the insur-
gents, is, with other circumstances, probable cause for the arrest,. 
though on trial the vessel was discharged. 
U. S. v. City 'of Mexico, 25 Fed. Rep., 924. 
Whether a neutral sovereign is bound to pursue beyond his territorial 
waters a belligerent vessel fitted out in such waters in violation of his. 
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neutrality, has been much discussed. In La Amistad de Hues, 5 Wheat., 
390, it was said by Story, J., that when a neutral nation js "called upon 
by either of the belligerents to act in such cases, all that justice seems to 
require is that the neutral nation should fairly execute its own laws and 
give no as.vlum to the property captured." (See further as to this case 
infra, § 400.) On the other hand, it is said by Story, J., in the Mari-
anna Flora, 11 Wheat., 42, that "it is true that it has been held in the 
courts of this country that American ships, offending against our laws, 
.and foreign ships, in like manner offending within our jurisdiction, may, 
afterwards, be pursued and seized upon the ocean, and rightfully be 
brought into our courts for adjudication. This, however, has never 
been supposed to draw after it any right of visitation or search. The 
party in such case seizes at his peril. If he establishes the forfeiture 
he is justified. If he fails he must make full compensation in damages." 
Sir W. Harcourt, in criticising these rulings in Historicus (p. 158) says: 
"The principle to be deduced from this decision (La Amistad) is that 
the neutral power cannot be called upon by the injured belligerent to 
grant him any remedy beyond that whch may be exercised over prop-
erty or persons who are at the time within the neutral jurisdiction. It 
is true that in the celebrated case of the Portuguese expedition toTer-
-ceira, it was contended by the Duke of Wellington's government that 
an expedition having fraudulently evaded the English jurisdiction and 
started from these shores in violation of the enlistment act, the English 
Government was entitled to pursue and seize the ships beyond the juris-
diction; and though this doctrine receives some countenance from the 
.dicta of the court in the American case of the Marianna Flora (11 Wheat., 
42), nevertheless this doctrine was vehemently, and it is generally 
thought successfully, controverted by the minority, of whom Sir J. 
Mackintosh and the late Dr. Joseph Phillimore and 1\Ir. Huskisson were 
the principal spokesmen. (Vide Hansard, vol. xxiv, new series.) At all 
events, I think it is quite clear that, whether such a right exists or not, 
on the part of a neutral, it is not a duty on his part which the belliger-
ent can call upon him to enforce." 
As to restrictions in use of neutral waters by belligerents, see infra, § 399; 
supra, § 27. 
As to arrests outside of three-mile limit, see supra, § 32. 
If a vessel be fitted out, furnished, or armed within the waters of the 
United States, and there be sufficient grounds for believing that it is 
done with intent to employ it in the service of any foreign prince or 
state, to cruise or commit hostilities upon the subjects or property of 
another foreign prince or state with whom the United States are at 
peace, it is unlawful under the act of Congress. 
1 Op., 191, Rush, 1816. 
If an English vessel be seeking an armament with the latter purpose, 
it will be unlawful. But there is no law to prohibit her taking in arms 
.oc military stores, in the way of trade, or for ~ecessary self-defense. 
Ibid. 
The building of vessels in New York for the Mexican Government, 
while at war with Texas, to be equipped at New York as war vessels 
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and there placed under the control of the l\{exican Government, was a 
violation of the act of 1818. 
3 Op., 738, Legare, 1841. 
The object of the act of 1818 was to prevent ~n equipping of vessels-
of-war in our ports for a foreign power actually engaged in hostilities 
with a nation with which the United States are at peace, knowing the 
purpose for which they are to be employed. Where, however, the ves-
sel, though to be delivered to a belligerent, was not to be transferred 
within the jurisdiction of the United States, was to be sent out of port un-
armed, and was to continue under the control of our own citizens, every 
precaution being taken to insure her pacific conduct on the high seas, 
it was ad vised that she be permitted to sail, bonds having first been 
given, under section 10 of the act of 1818, that she should not be em-
ployed to cruise or commit hostilities, etc. 
Ibid. 
The repair of Mexican war steamers in the port of New York, together-
with the augmentation of their force by adding to the number of their-
guns, etc., is a violation of the act of 1818. But the repair of their bot-
toms, copper, etc., does not constitute an increase or augmentation of 
force within the meaning of the act. 
4. Op., 336, Nelson, 1844. 
The fitting out of a war vessel of the German Government in the port 
New York, while a state of war exists between that Government and 
Denmark, such vessel being calculated to cruise and commit hostilities 
against Denmark, its property, or subjects, is contrary to the act of 
1818. The fact that the vessel was to repair to Bremerhaven, there to· 
await orders, made no difference, as any intent, ultimate or proximate, 
to commit hostilities is violation of the act. 
5 Op., 92, Johnson, 1849. 
" .The effects of a violation of neutrality committed by means of the 
construction, equipment, and armament of a vessel are not done away 
with by any commission which the Government of the belligerent power, 
benefited by the violation of neutrality, may afterward have granted to 
that vessel; and the ultimate step by which the offense is completed 
cannot be 3dmissible as a ground for the absolution of the offender, nor 
can the consummation of his fraud become the means of establishing 
his innocence. The privilege of extra-territoriality, accorded to vessels-
of-war, has been admitted into the law of nations, not as an absolute 
right, but solely as a proceeding founded on the principle of courtesy and 
mutual deference between different nations, and, therefore, can never 
be appealed to for the protection of acts done in violation of neutrality.'' 
Award of•Geneva tribunal. 4 Pap. Rel. Treat. of Wash., 10, 11. Infra,§ 402a~ 
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"It is an offense by the law of nations for a sovereign to permit the 
issue from his ports of a man-of-war so commissioned, when this might 
be prm .. ented by the exercise of proper care and diligence. It may be 
said that between selling, by subjects of a neutral state, of armed ships 
to a belligerent, which is not forbidden by the law of nations, aud fit-
ting out by iudividuals of a cruiser comm·~ssioned and armed to serve 
such belligerent, which is forbidden, there is no perceptible distinction. 
But between the sale of ships and of munitions of war, and the :fitting 
out of a cruiser commissioned or to be commissioned for belligerent pur-
poses, there is as real a difference as between permitting individuals, 
though armed, to emigrate to a belligerent country, and permitting the 
enlistment of soldiers to serve such belligerent. To prevent the sale of 
ships or of munitions of war to a belligerent, would, as we have seen, 
inflict a serious injury on commerce, as well as make countries which 
do not produce iron and other essentials of iron-clads, and munitions 
of war, victims of a country by which these staples are produced. But 
this argument does not apply to the fitting out and manning of cruisers 
and permitting a neutral port to be made the basis from which such 
cruisers go forth commissioned by one belligerent to destroy the ship-
ping of the other. belligerent at sea. The imperfect performance by 
the British Government of its duties in this respect, provoked a contro-
versy with the United States, which led to the Treaty of Washington, 
above noticed. It is true that, as will be seen, the rules laid down in 
the Treaty of Washington are not to be r~garded as incorporated in in-
ternationallaw, or as forming interpretations of that law by which the 
parties are bound. But while tbis is the case, the whole procedure 
must be regarded as ratifying the general principle above stated, that 
it is a breach of international law for a neutral sovereign to permit the 
issuing from his ports of cruisers fitted out, commissioned, and manned 
for belligerent warfare. Infra, § 402a. 
"But a neutral country may, without breach of neutrality, permit both 
belligerents to equip vessels in its ports. Even without any previous 
stipulation with either party, the ports of a neutral nation may be closed 
or kept open to the prizes of both. (Mr. Lawrence, North Am. Rev., 
July, 1878, p. 25.) 
"The question is discussed by Sir W. Harcourt (Historicus), Int. 
Law, 151; in Bernard on British Neutrality, etc., London, 1870, and 
in Bemis on American Neutrality, Boston, 1866. It was argued with 
great .research in the Alexandra (Attorney-General v. Sillem), London, 
1863, and in The .1\'Ieteor, Boston (Little, Brown & Co.), 1869. (See 
Holmes' Kent, i, 124, and 3 .Am. Law Rev., 234.) 
"In the .Alexandra case (see pamph. rep.) the applicability of the for-
eign enlistment act to such cases was fully discussed. (See notice in 
Bernard on British Neutrality, etc.) The arguments on the motion to 
discharge the rule are given in Atty. Gen. v. Sillem, 2 Hurl. & C., 431. 
'' 'The direct logical conclusions,' says Mr. Hall (International Law, 
Oxford, 1880, § 225), 'to be obtained from the ground principles of 
neutrality, go no further than to prohibit the issue from neutral waters 
of a vessel provided with a belligerent commission or belonging to a 
belligerent, and able to inflict damage on his enemy. * * * On the 
other ha:pd, it is fully recognized that a vessel completely armed, and 
in every respect fitted the moment it receives its crew to act as a man-
of-war, is a proper subject of commerce. There is nothing to pre1ent 
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its neutral possessor from selling it, and undertaking to deliv,~r it to 
the belligerent, either in the neutral port or in that of the purchaser, 
subject to the right of the other belUgerent to seize it as contraband if 
he meets it on the high seas or within his enemy's waters.' 
"'The existing law, according to the summary of it given by Chancel-
lor Kent (Com., i, 128) and adopted by Wheaton (Lawrence's Wheaton, 
729), declares it to be a misdemeanor for any person within the juris-
diction of the United States to augment the force of any armed vessel 
belonging to one foreign power at war with another power with whom 
they are at peace; or to hire or enlist troops or seamen for foreign mil-
itary or naval service, or to be concerned in fitting out any vessel to 
cruise or commit hostilities in foreign service against a nation at peace 
with them; and the vessel in this latter case is made subject to forfeit-
ure. The President is also authorized to employ force to compel any 
foreign vessel to depart, which by the law of nations or treaties ought 
not to remain within the United States, and to employ generally the pub-
lic force in enforcing the duties of neutrality prescribed by law. (Re-
vised Statutes, §§ 1033 ff.' Note by Mr. Lawrence in Whart. Crim. 
Law, 8th ed., § 1908.) 
"In the Santissima Trinidad, 7 Wheat., 283, Judge Story, giving the 
opinion of the court, maintained that the sale of armed ships-of- war to 
belligerents by neutrals was never held unlawful in the United States. 
'There is nothing in our laws,' he said, 'or in the law of nations, that 
forbids our citizens from sending armed vessels as well as munitions of 
war to foreign ports for sale.'" 
Whart. Com. Am. Law, § 249. 
"Mr. Baron Channell, in the case of the Alexandra, said: 'The 
foreign enlistment act, particularly the seventh section, is very im-
perfectly worded. There is no doubt that it was in a great measure, 
but with what appeared to me very important variations, penned from 
an act of the United States, passed in Congress in 1792, and re-enacted 
in 1818.' This vessel was built at Liverpool, nominally for Frazer, Tren-
holm & Co. She was, after being launched, immediately taken to a 
public dock for completion. .According to the evidence at the trial, she 
was apparently built for war, but not for commerce, but might have 
been used as a yacht. At the trial, which took place before the chtef 
baron of the court of exchequer, on an information by the attorney-
general, the jury found for the defendants. The question was left to the 
jury by the chief baron as follows: 'Was there any intention that in 
the port of Liverpool, or in any other port, she should be either equipped, 
furnished, fitted out, or armed with the intention of taking part in any 
contest~ If you think the object was to equip, furnish, fit out, or arm 
that vessel at Liverpool, then that is a sufficient matter. But if you 
think the object really was to build a ship in obedience to an order and 
iu compliance with a contract, leaving to those who bought it to make 
what use they thought fit of it, then it appears to me that the foreign 
enlistment act has not in any degree been broken.' (The Neutrality 
of Great Britain During the American Civil War, Montague Bernard, 
ch. xiii, 355.) The arguments on the motion to discharge the rule are 
in Attorney-General v. Sillem, 2 Hurl & C., 431. 
"Contrary to the course of the United States, in confiding the exe-
cution of her neutrality acts, including that of 1818, to the admiralty 
conrts, the English act of 1819 gave jurisdiction to the common-law 
courts; and the case of the Alexandra, which was for.mally decided in 
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favor of the defendant, though the opinions of the judges of the court 
-D( exchequer were divided on a technical question of construetion, pro-
duced an irritation in the minds of the American people, which neither 
the decision, in a contrary sense, of a Scotch court, nor even the inter 
ference of the Government with the purchase of the Anglo-Chinese 
squadron, supposed to be intended for the South, had any effect in al-
laying. 
"So far back as January, 1867, a commission was appointed, consist-
ing of some of the most eminent English jurists, including Phillimore, 
Twiss, and Vernon Harcourt, all high authorities on international law, 
and to which Mr. Abbott (now Lord Tenterden) was attached in the 
~apacity that he held to the high commission at Washington. The re-
sult of their labors was embodied in the act of 9th of August, 1870, the 
passage of which was hastened by the Franco-Prussian war. This act 
prohibit-s the building, or causing to be built, by any person within 
Her Majesty's dominions any ship, with intent or knowledge of its 
being employed in the military or naval service of any foreign state 
at war with any friendly state; issuing or delivering any commission 
for any such ship; equipping any such ship, or dispatching or causing 
.any such ship to be dispatched for such purpose. It is deserving of 
notice that Mr. Vernon Harcourt dissented to that portion of the re-
port of the commissioners that applied to the prohibition of ship-build-
ing. Jurisdiction in cases under the act is given to the court of ad-
miralty, which is not the least important amendment of the law.'' 
Note by Mr. W. B. Lawrence to Whart. Crim. Law (9th ed.), § 1908. 
(4) OR PASSAGE OF BELLIGERENT TROOPS OYER SOIL. 
§ 397. 
The Government of the United States will not at the request of a 
foreign Government, intervene to prevent the transit to the country of 
the latter persons objectionable to it unless they form part of a hostile 
military expedition. 
M'l'. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to the minister of France, Nov. 30, 1793. MSS. 
Notes, For. Leg. 4 Jeff. Works, 86. 
'' I transmit a copy of letters to this Department from the Secretary 
of War, of the 13th, 15th, and 16th instant, with their accompaniments. 
They relate to a conflict between troops in the service of Diaz and other 
forces, supposed to be in the interests of Lerdo, on the Rio Grande front-
ier. It seems that the Diaz troops, after defeating and routing their 
adversaries on Mexican soil, pursued them into Texas, where they again 
attacked and dispersed tham. This was a violation of the territory 
of the United States which you will lose no time in remonstrating 
against. 
"While it is deemed hardly probable that this unjustifiable invasion 
of American soil was made in obedience to any specific orders from the 
Mexican capital, it is, nevertheless, a grave violation of international 
law, which cannot for a moment be overlooked. You ar~ instructed to 
call the attentiop of the officers of the de facto Government with whom 
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yon are holding unofficial intercourse to this case, and to say that the 
Government of the United States will confidently expect a prompt dis-
avowal of the act, with reparation for its consequences, and the punish-
ment of its perpetrators." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Foster, June21, 1877. MSS. lust., Mex.; For. 
Re1., 1877. 
That this is a breach of neutrality, see Field's Int. Code, § 971, and see supra, 
§ § lla, 13 if . 
.As to permission to belligerent to transport troops, see correspondence in 4 Ham-
ilton's Works, Lodge's eel., 48jf; and see, also,·supm, § 13, where the ques-
tion is further discussed. 
(5) BOUND NOT TO PERl\IIT TERRITORY TO BE MADE THE BASE OF BELLIGERENT 
OPERATIONS. 
§ 398. 
'' It is the right of every nation to prohibit acts of sovereignty from 
being exercised by any other within its limits, and the duty of a neutral 
nation to prohibit such as would injure one of the warring powers." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Genet, June 5, 1793. 1 .A.m. St. Pap. (For. 
Rel.), 150; 1 Wait's St. Pap., 80. Same to same, .July 24, 1793. 1 .A.m. St. 
Pap. (For. Rel. ), 166. 
It is a principle of the law of nations that no belligerent can rightfully 
make use of the territory of a neutral state for belligerent purposes, 
without the consent of the neutral Government. 
7 Op., 387, Cushing, 1855. See further supra, § 27; infra, § 399. 
When belligerent troops, in order to escape the other belligerent, 
take refuge in neutral territory, if they do not lay down their arms they 
should be compelled to do so by the neutral sovereign. In such case 
they are protected by the law of nations from the opposing belligerent. 
This, it is true, is contested by Bynkershoek. 
"Rut this opinion of Bynkershoek is not supported by the practice 
of nations, nor by writers on public law. Abreu, Valin, Emer1gon, 
Vattel, Azuni, Sir William Scott, :1\Iartens, Phi.llimore, Manning, and 
other European writers maintain the sounder doctrine, that when the 
fiying enemy has entered neutral territory he is placed immediately 
under the protection of the neutral power, and that there is no excep-
tion to the rule that every voluntary entrance into neutral territory, 
with hostile purposes, is absolutely unlawful. Kent, Wheaton, Story, 
and other American writers oppose the doctrine of Bynkershoek, and 
the Government of the United States has invariably claimed the abso-
lute inviolability of neutral territory." 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's eel.), U30. See supra, § 394. 
The question how far it is a breach of neutrality to supply coal to a 
belligerent has been already incidentally considered (supt·a, § 369). It 
ma,y be here stated, in connection with tbe present head, that it is not 
a breach of neutrality for a neutral state to permit the coaling of 
belligerent steamers in its ports to the same extent as it permits the 
coaling of other foreign steamers resorting to its ports casually and 
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without settled stations established for them. Nor is it a breach of 
neutrality for a neutral state to permit the sale of coal to any extent 
to a belligerent. It would, however, be a breach of neutrality for a 
neutral tp permit a permanent depot or magazine to be opened Oil its 
shores, Oil which a particular belligerent could depend for constant 
supplies. To require a neutral to shut up its ports so as to exclude 
from coaling all belligerents, would expose a nation with ports as numer-
ous as those of the United States to an expense as great as would be 
imposed by actual belligerency. It is on the belligerent, who goes to 
war, not on the neutral, who desires to keep out of it, that should 
be thrown expenses so enormous, and constitutional strains so severe 
as those thus required. On the other hand, the breaking up of central 
depots or magazines for the constant supply of particular belligerents 
would be within easy range of ordinary national police. Nor can there 
be any charge of partiality made in allowing coaling with the limita-
tion above stated, wherr the same privilege is granted to both belliger-
ents. · 
Whart. Crim. Law (9th ed. ), § 1908. Supra, § 369; infra, § § 399, 402a. 
(6) NOR TO PERMIT BELLIGERENT NAVAL OPERATIONS IN TERRITORIAL WATERS. 
§ 399. 
"I inclose you also several memorials and letters which have passed 
between the Executive and the ministers of France and England. The~e 
will develop to you the principles on which we are proceeding between 
the belligerent powers. The decisions, being founded on what is con-
ceived· to be rigorous justice, give dissatisfaction to both parties, and 
produce complaints from both. It is our duty, however, to persevere in 
them and to meet the consequences. You will observe that Mr. Ham-
mopd proposes to refer to his court the determination of the President 
that the prit;es taken by the Citoyen Genet could not be. given up; the 
reasons for this are explained in the papers. Mr. Genet had stated 
that she was manned by French citizens. Mr. Hammond had not 
stated to the contrary before the decision. Neither produced any proofs. 
It was therefore supposed that she was manned principally with French 
citizens. After the decision lVIr. Hammond denies the fact, but with-
out producing any proof. I am really unable to say how it was, but I 
believe it to be certain that there were very few Americans. He says 
the issuing the commission, etc., by Mr. Genet within our territory was 
an infringement of our sovereignty; therefore, the proceeds of it should 
be given up to Great Britain. The infringement was a matter between 
France and us. Had we insisted on any penalty or forfeiture by way of 
satisfaction to our insulted rights, it would have belonged to us, not to 
a third party. As between Great Britain and us, considering all the 
circumstances explained in the papers, we deemed we did enough to 
satisfy her. We are · moreover assured that it is the standing usage of 
France, perhaps, too, of other nations, in all wars, to lodge blank com- • 
missions with all their foreign consuls to be given to every vessel of 
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their nation, merchant or armed, without which a merchant vessel would 
be punished as a pirate were she to take the smallest thing of the enemy 
that should fall in her way. Indeed, the place of the delivery of a com-
mission is immaterial, as it may be sent by letter to any one. So it may 
be delivered by hand to him anywhere; the place of signa,ture by the 
sovereign is the material thing. Were that to be done in any other 
jurisdiction than his own, it might draw the validity of the act in ques-
tion." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pinckney, June 14,1793. MSS. Inst., Min-
isters. 
"France, England, and all other nations have a right to cruise on 
our coasts, a right not derived from our permission, but from the 
law of nature. To render this more advantageous, France has secured 
to herself by a treaty with us (as she has done also by a treaty with 
Great Britain, in the event of a war with us or any other nation), two 
special rights: (1) Admission for her prizes and privateers into our 
ports. This, by the seventeenth and twenty-second articles, is secured 
to her exclusively of her enemies, as is done for her in the like case by 
Great Britain, were her present war with us instead of Great Britain. 
(2) Admission for her public vessels-of-war into our ports, in cases of 
stress of weather, pirates, enemies, or other urgent necessity, to refresh, 
victual, repair, etc. This is not exclusive. As, then, we are bound by 
treaty to receive the public armed vessels of France, and are not bound 
to exclude those of her enemieR, the Executive has never denied the 
same right of asylum in our ports to the public armed vessels of your 
nation. They, as well as the Ji,rench, are free to come to them in all cases 
of stress of weather, piracies, enemies, or other urgent necessity, and to 
refresh, victual, repair, etc. And so many are these urgent necessities to 
vessels far from their own ports, that we have thought inquiries into the 
nature as well as the degree of the necessities which drive them hither as 
endless as they would be fruitless, and therefore have not made them. 
' And the rather because there is a t.hird right, secured to neither by 
treaty, but due to both on the principles of hospitality between friendly 
nations, that of coming into our ports, not under the pressure of urgent 
necessity, but whenever their comfort or convenience induces them. On 
this ground, also, th\1 two nations are on a footing." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hammond, Sept. 9, 17~3. MSS. Notes, For, 
Leg. 4 Jeff. Works, 65. 
A foreign sovereign who uses the hospitality of our ports as a base 
of operations for the purpose of sallying forth to harass our &llies as 
well as our own citizens, may be called upon for reparation. 
Mr. Randolph, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hft-mmond, Apr.13, 1795. MSS. Notes, For. 
Leg. 
"As it is contrary to the law of nations that any of the belligerent 
powers should commit hostility on the waters which are Sl!-bject to the 
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exclusive jurisdiction of the United States, so oaght not the ships-of, 
war belonging to any belligerent power to take a station in these waters 
in order to carry on hostile expeditions from them." 
Mr. Randolph, Sec. of State, circular to the governors, Apr. 16, 1795. MSS. 
Dom. Let. This posiiion is further discussed in Mr. Randolph's letter to 
Mr. Hammond, of .Apr. 22, 1795. MSS. Notes, For. Leg. Sltpra, §§ 27 ff. 
"Since our last meeting the aspect of our foreign relations has con-
siderably changed. Our coasts have been infested and our harbors 
watched by private armed vessels, some of them without commissionst 
others with those of legal form, but committing piratical acts beyond 
the authority of their commissions. They have capt~red in the very 
entrance of our harbors, as well as on the high seas, not only the vessels 
of our friends coming to trade with us, but our own also. They have 
carried them off under pretense of legal adjudication, but. not daring to 
approach a court of justice, they have plundered and sunk them by the 
way, or in obscure places where no evidence could arise against them; 
maltreated the crews, and abandoned them in boats in the open sea or 
on desert shores, without food or covering. These enormities appearing 
to be unreached by any control of their sovereigns, I found it necessary 
to equip a force to cruise within our own seas, to arrest all vessels of 
these descriptions found hovering on our coast within the limits of the. 
Gulf Stream, and to bring the offenders in for trial as pirates. 
"The same system of hovering on our coasts and harbors under color 
of seeking enemies has been also carried on by public armed ships, to 
the great annoyance and oppression of our commerce. New principles, 
too, have been interpolated into the law of nations, founded neither in 
justice nor the usage or acknowledgment of nations. According to 
these, a belligerent takes to himself a commerce with his own enemy 
which he denies to a neutral on the ground of its aiding that enemy in 
the war. But reason revolts at such an inconsistency, and the neutral 
having equal right with the belligerent to decide the question, the in-
terest of our constituents and the duty of maintaining the authority of 
reason, the only umpire between just nations, impose on us the obliga-
tion of providing an effectual and determined opposition to a doctrine 
so injurious to the rights of peaceable nations. Indeed the confidence 
we ought to have in the justice of others still countenances the hope that 
a sounder view of those rights will of itself induce from every bellig-
erent a more correct observance of them." 
President Jefferson, Fifth .Annual Message, 1805. 
The invasion of neutral rights by an attack on one belligerent cruiser . 
by another on neutral waters is not condoned by the fact that the chase 
was begun outside of the neutral line. 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, to Mr. Monroe, Nov. 11, 1806. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
"When a foreign territorial jurisdiction has been violated in the seiz-
ure of an American vessel (by officers of the United States), and this . 
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seizure has been the means of bringing her within reach of the process 
of the court, it has been decided by our S1-1preme Court, in affirming 
the condemnation of a vessel so seized, that the offense thereby com-
mitted against the foreign power did not invalidate the proceedings 
against the vessel. (Ship Richmond, 9 Cranch, 102.)" 
Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, letter to Committee of Claims, Mar. 4, 1846. MSS. 
Report Book. 
The seizure of an American vessel by an American ship-of-war, within 
the jurisdiction of a foreign Government, for an inf<ringement of our 
revenue or navigation laws, is a violation of the territorial authority of 
the foreign Government, though this is a matter of which such Govern-
ment alone can complain. 
4 Op., 285, Nelson, 1843. 
The pursuit by a belligerent cruiser of an enemy's ship within neutral 
waters, and driving the latter ashore, is a violation of the law of nations. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Tassara, May 21, 1862. MSS. Notes, Spain. 
"I am directed by the President to ask you to give the following in-
structions, explicitly, to the naval officers of the United States, namely: 
''Firstly, that under no circumstances will they seize any foreign 
vessel within the waters of a friendly nation. 
''Secondly, that in no case are they authorized to chase and fire at a 
foreign vessel without showing their colors, giving her the customary 
preliminary notice of a desire to speak and visit her. 
''Thirdly, that when this visit is made the vessel is not then to be 
seized without a search, carefully made, so far as to render it reasonable 
to believe that she is engaged in carrying contraband of war to the in-
surgents and to their ports, or otherwise violating the blockade, and 
that if it shall appear that she is actually bound, and passing from one 
friendly or so-called neutral port to another, and not bound or proceed-
ing to or from a port in the possession of the insurgents, then she can-
not be lawfully seized; and, 
"Fiually, that official seals, or locks, or fastenings of foreign author-
ities are in no case nor on any pretext to be broken or parcels covered 
by them read by any naval authorities of the United States, but aJI 
bags or other things conveying such parcels, and duly sealed and fast-
ened by foreign authorities, will be, in the discretion of the United States 
officer to whom they may come, delivered to the consul, commanding 
naval officer, or legation of the foreign Government to be opened, upon 
the understanding that whatever is contraband or important as evidence 
concerning the character of a captured vessel, will be remitted to the 
said court or to the Secretary of State at Washington, or such sealed 
bags or parcels may be at once forwarded to this Department to the end 
that the proper authorities of the foreign Government may receive them 
without delay." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Welles, Aug. 8, 1862. MSS. Dom. Let. 
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The capture of the Florida, a Confederate cruiser, by the United 
States war steamer Wachusett, in the port of Bahia, "was an unauthor-
ized, unlawful, and indefensible exercise of the naval force of the United 
States within a foreign country, in defiance of its established and duly 
recognized Government," and as such is entitled to reparation. It was 
held, however, that to this might be set off the damages to tbe United 
States arising from Brazil giving asylum and succor to the Florida, 
which the United States did not regard as a belligerent cruiser. But 
it was admitted that" it does not belong to the captains of the ships-of-
war of the United States, or to the commanders of their armies, or to 
their vessels residing in foreign parts, acting without the authority of 
Congress and without such executive direction, and choosing their own 
manner and occasion, to redress the wrongs of the country." The crew 
of the Florida were released, being un~wfully captured. The Florida 
was not restored, because, on her way to port, she sunk from "a leak 
'" hich could not be seasonably stopped." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Barbosa da Silva, Dec. 26, 1864. MSS. Notes, 
Brazil. 
As to the capture of the Florida, see more fully supra, § 27. 
Supply in a neutral port of coal to a belligerent cruiser from a constant 
coaling base, made available as a system for the purposes of the belliger-
ent, is a breach of neutrality. 
4 Pap. Rel., Treat. Wash., 121f. Infra, §§ 398, 402a. Supra, § 369. 
But the mere occasional supply of coal to a belligerent cruiser, not 
from a constant coaling base, or in st;tch quantities as to greatly en-
hance the cruiser's capacity for destruction, is not of itself a breach of 
neutrality. 
Ibid. See criticism by Mr. Lawrence in Whart. Crim. Law (9th ed.), § 1908. 
And see also Whart. Com. Am. Law, §§ 2491f. See also supra,; 396; in-
fra, § 402a. 
A capture made in neutral waters is, as between enemies, deemed to 
all intents and purposes rightful. It is only by the neutral sovereign 
that its legal validity can be called in question; and if he omits or de-
clines to interpose a claim, the property is condemnable, jure belli, to 
the captors. If the captured vessel commenc~hostilities upon the 
captor in neutral waters, she forfeits the neutfal ' protection, and the 
capture is not an injury for which redress can be sought from the neu-
tral sovereign. 
The Anne, 3 Wheat., 435. 
A capture of Spanish property by a vessel built, armed, equipped, 
and owned in the United States, is illegal, and. the property, if brought · 
within our territorial limits, will be restored to the original owners. 
La Concepcion, 6 Wheat., 235. 
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Restitution ought not to be decreed on the ground of the violation 
of our neutrality, unless the fact be established beyond a reasonable 
doubt. 
The Santissima Trinidad, 7 Wheat., 283. 
A purchase of a ship-of-war from an enemy whilst lying in a neutral 
port, to which it had fled for refuge, is invalid, and the ship remains 
liable to capture and condemnation, though the purchase was bona fide, 
for a commercial purpose, the ship having been dismantled prior to the 
sale and afterwards fitted up for the merchant service. 
The Georgia, 7 Wall., 32. See more fully Bupra, § 393. 
The seizure by one belligerent, in neutral territory, of a ship belong-
ing to another belligerent, is unlawful, and the ship must be restored. 
1 Op., 32, Randolph, 1793; 1 .Aj'l. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 148; Bupra, ~ 27. 
Where it is claimed by a foreign minister that a seizure made by an 
American vessel was a violation of the sovereignty of his Government,., 
the President may, upon being satisfied of the fact, where there is a 
suit pending for the seizure, cause the Attorney-General to file a sug-
gestion of the fact in the cause, in order that it may be disclosed to the-
court. 
1 Op., 504, Wirt, 1821. 
Every neutral nation has a right to exact, by force, if need be, that 
belligerent powers shall not make use of its territory for the purposes 
of their war. • 
7 Op., 122, Cushing, 1855. 
"Our courts held (during the war between France and England) and 
they continue to hold, that if the capture be made within the territorial 
limits of a neutral country into which the prize is brought, or by a 
privateer which has been illegally equipped in such neutral country, 
the prize courts of that country not only possess the power, but it is 
their duty to restore the property to the owner." 
Mr. Lawrence, North Am. Rev., July, 1878, p. 26. 
The· claims maintained by the United States against Denmark from 
1779, for a series of successive years, were for rcertain prizes captu!'ed 
during the Revolutionary War by :the privateers under Paul Jones. 
These prizes were carried into a port of Norway, then under the Danish 
Crown. Denmark surrendered them to Great .Britain. A demand for 
indemnity was made at once by Dr. Franklin, and was met by the Danish 
Government by an assertion that Denmark was bound to this course 
by her engagements with Great Britain. An indemnity was, however, 
offered, but was declined as inadequate. (3 Sparks's Dip. Corr., 121.) 
After further negotiations, in 1805, J.\.Ir. Madison, Secretary of State, 
insisted that in any view the restoration of the prizes to the other party 
in the war would be unauthorized, and the right of the United States 
to compensation was unquestionable. 
Congress, in 1806, made an appropriation to the commander of one 
of the frigates "on account of his claim for prize money," "to be de· 
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ducted from his proportion of the money which ma~~ be obtained from 
the Danish Government." 
6 U. S. Stat. L., 61. 
The further progress of these claims is discussed in Lawrence's ·wheaton ( ed. 
1863), 41 ff, and their character is considered 8n1Jra, § 329a. 
In a dispatch from Mr. 'Vbeaton to 1\Ir. Upshur, Secretary of State, 
November 10, 1843, which was adopted as the basis of instructions in 
reply, Mr. Wheaton took the gi'ound that, in " the absence of any treaty 
with England to exclude the prizes of her enemy, and of any previous 
prohibition to the United States, by either of which means their prizes 
might have been refused admission without any violation of neutrality, 
they had a right to presume the assent of Denmark to send them into her 
ports; the more especially had they such a right when based, as in the 
actual case, on necessity from stress of weather. When once arrived 
in the port, the neutral Government of Denmark was bound to respect 
the military right of possession, lawfully acquired through war, by 
capture on tbe high seas, and continued in the port to which the prize 
was brought-1' 
See further as to these claims, House Ex. Doc. 264, 28th Cong., 1st sess.; Senate 
Rep. 63, 29th Cong., 2d sess.; Cong. Globe, 37th Cong., 1st sess., 312. Law-
rence's ·wheaton, ut 811pra, and details given Bupra, § 329a. 
" It is undoubtedly true that no private person can rest a claim for 
the restoration of prize in the courts of the captor on the ground that 
the capture was made in neutral waters, and that the neutral nation 
whose rights have been infringed alone can interpose." 
The Lilla, 2 Spragu~, 177; The Sir William Peel, 5 Wall., 517; The Adela, 6 
ibid., 266; The Anne, 3 Wheaton, 435; Wheaton, Dana's note, 209; Judge 
Holmes' note to 1 Kent, 118. 
'~A neutral state, also, is not bound to receive in its waters the ships-
.of-war of belligerents, though it may grant the privilege, if it grants 
it to the vessels of both belligerents. In cases of necessity, an asylum 
-should not on any pretense be refused. The mere transit of belligerent 
ships-of-war through neutral territorial waters is permitted when such 
waters are the margin of the open seas. But the use of the territorial 
waters of a neutral state cannot by the law of nations be granted to a 
belligerent for warlike purposes, or for the purposes of equipment with 
munitions of war. It is otherwise with regard to repairs and obtaining 
provisions and coal; though, as we shall see, a neutral cannot open a 
·depot for the permanent supply of coal and provisions to belligerent 
cruisers. And the stay of belligerent cruisers in a neutral port is 
usually limited by proclamations of the neutral Government to twenty-
four hours, unless a longer time be required by stress of weather or by 
the necessity for repairs. It is settled that a belligerent cruiser cannot 
be permitted to pursue a ship of the other belligerent into neutral 
waters, or, a fortiori, to engage in direct warfare in such waters. It 
has been argued that a belligerent cruiser, when pursued, cannot be 
granted an asylum in a neutral port, except on condition of going out 
of service during the war, t.hough the. preponderance of opinion is 
against this view. But it iR generally agreed that it is not permissible 
for a belligerent cruiser to pursue a cruiser or merchant vessel of the 
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other belligerent immediately on the latter leaving the neutral port. 
Before such pursuit is permitted; twenty-four hours should intervene." 
Whart. Com. Am. Law,§ 239. See more fully supra, § 27. 
The case of the American privateer brig General Armstrong, de· 
stroyed in th~ harbor of Fayal, in September, 1814, by an English squad-
ron,bas been elsewhere referred to(supra,§§ 27,227,248; infra, §401), and 
it has been seen that the claim hrought by the United States against 
Portugal for breach of neutrality in permitting the outrage, was referred 
to Louis Napoleon as umpire, whose decision was adverse to the United 
States. 
Supm, § 227. See also Lawrence's vVheaton (ed. 1863), 720, 721, citing Senate· 
Ex. Doc., 32d Cong., 1st sess.; House Ex. Doc. 53, 32d Cong., 2d sess.; Sen-
ate Ex. Doc., 24. 
"Again, in the case of the reclamations made by the United State& 
Government upon that of Portugal for the destruction of the privateer 
General Armstrong, in Fayal Harbor, in 1814, by an English squadron, 
being in effect a violation of neutral territory, the matter was referred 
to the arbitration of the Emperor Louis Napoleon, at that time Presi-
dent of the French Republic, who, by his award dated the 30th Novem-
ber, 1852, having ascertained that the first shot was fired by the Amer-
ican commander, that the protection of the Portuguese Government 
was not appealed to until the .fight had commenced, and that conse-
quently the American captain had himself violated the neutral territory 
of the Portuguese sovereign, held that as on these grounds Portugal 
was not responsible for the result of the conflict, consequently no in-
demnity was due to the American Government." 
Abdy's Kent (2d ed.), 157. 
It is maintained by Sir W. Harcourt (Historicus, 161, 162), that when 
neutral rights have been invaded by one belligerent to the injury of an-
other, the latter, ~'who, though he may have sustained injury, has suf-
fered the violation of no right, has no definite or lawful claim upon the 
neutral for reparation. He may urge on the neutral, by way of remon-
strance, the duty of obtaining redress for him at the hands of the of-
fender; this, however, is only a duty of imperfect obligation. He 
cannot demand at the hands of the neutral compensation for the injury 
he may have sustained, nor can he impose upon the neutral the duty of 
obtaining for him any remedy beyond that which may be bad over per-
sons or things which may be infra prresidia., and consequently within the 
neutral jurisdiction." To this effect is cited The Anne, 3 Wheat., 435; 
Story,J.; 1 Kent Com., 116,119,121. But Judge Holmes (in his note to 
1 Kent Com., 117) says: "The text does no't seem to bear out the conclu-
sion just stated. In the well-known case of the General Armstrong, 
the United States made a claim against Portugal for not preventing the 
destruction of a United States privateer by British vessels, when lying 
in a Portuguese harbor, during the war of 1812. The case was submit-
ted to Louis Napoleon, then President of the French Republic, who held 
that Portugal was excused, even admitting the principle that a neutral 
might be liable under such circumstances, by the alleged facts that the 
garrison was feeble and that the American commander had not applied 
in proper time to the local officer for protection, but had resisted the 
attack with arms, thus himself violating the neutrality of the territory. 
Wheaton, ~awrence's note, 217; Wheaton, Dana's note, 208. In 1 Pis-
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toye et Duverdy, Traite des Prises 1\Iaritimes, 197, a contrary doctrine 
to that of Historicus is laid down." 
On general principles, as is elsewhere shown, a neutral may, by fail-
ure to perform the duties of neutrality, make himself liable to a bellig-
erent who suffers from such failure. Supra, § 227; ·infra, § 400. 
(7) NOR TO PER::\IIT SALE OF PRIZE IN PORTS. 
§ 400. 
"Restitution of prizes has been made by the Executive of the United 
States only in the two cases, 1st, of capture, within their jurisdiction, 
by armed vessels originally constituted such without the limits of ths 
United States; or 2d, of capture, either within or without their juris-
diction, by armed vessels, originally constituted such within the limits: 
of the United States, which last have been called proscribed vessels. 
"All military equipments within the ports of the United States are 
forbidden to the vessels of the belligerent powers, even where they have· 
been constituted vessels-of-war before their arrival in our , ports; and 
where such equipments have been made before detection, they are or-
dered to be suppressed when detected, and the vessel reduced to her-
original condition. But if they escape detection altogether, depart and 
make prizes, the Executive has not undertaken to restore the prizes. 
" With due care it can scarcely happen that military equipments of 
any magnitude shall escape discovery. Those which are small may 
sometimes, perhaps, escape,. but to pursue these so far as to decide that 
the smallest circumstance of military equipment to a vessel in our ports . 
shall invalidate her prizes through all time, would be a measure of in-
ralculable consequences. And since our interference must be governed 
by some general rule, and between great and small eq uipments no prac--
ticable line of distinction can be drawn, it will be attended with less 
evil on the whole to rely on the efficiency of the means of p.revention,. 
that they will reach with certainty equipments of any magnitude, and 
the great mass of those of smaller importance also ; and if some should 
in the event escape all our vigilance, to consider these of the number 
of cases which will at times baffle the restraints of the wisest and best 
guarded rules which human foresight can devise. And I think we may 
safely rely that since the regulations which got into a course of execu-
tion about the middle of August last it is scarcely possible that equip-
ments of any importance should escape discovery." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to minister of Great Britain, Nov. 14, 179:3. MSS. 
Notes, For. Leg.; 4 Jeff. ·works, 79. See as to treaty with France supra,§ 148. 
British ships with their prizes were not, in 1795, under the then treaty 
with France, suffered to come into the ports of the United States. 
Mr:Randolph, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hammond, Apr.13, 1795. MSS. Notes, For. 
Leg. 
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"The sale of prizes brought into the ports of the United States by 
.armed vessels of the French Republic, * * * has been regarded by 
us not as a right to which the captors were entitled either by the law 
41[)f nations or our treaty of amity and commerce with France." 
Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adet, May 24, 1796. MSS. Notes, For. Leg. 
1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel. ), 651. In Mr. Pickering's letter to Mr. Adet, of 
Nov. 15, 1796, this is confined, for the present, to sales of prizes taken by 
privateers. MSS. Notes, For. Leg. 
· Fltting out in the ports of the United States privateers to attack 
''"British commerce being an invasion of the neutrality of the United 
. :States, "the most effectual means of defeating their unlawful practices 
·was the seizing of their prizes when brought within our jurisdiction." 
.Mr. Pickering, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pinckney, June 16, 1797. MSS. Inst., 
1\'Iinisters. 
When a foreign belligerent cruiser brings a prize into a neutral port, 
the cruiser will be required to depart as soon as practicable, and will 
not be permitted to dispose in such port of the prize or of its goods. 
Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Tacon, Apr. 11, 1828. MSS. Notes, For. Leg. 
''The laws of the United States do not admit of the sale within their 
~] urisdiction, for any purpose of prize, goods taken by one belligerent 
from another and brought into their ports. This Government does not 
· take jurisdiction at all upon the question of prize or no prize, but leaves 
·, that question exclusively to the cognizance of the tribunals of the re-
spective b~lligerents." 
Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Obregon, May ~' 1828; ibid. 
''Neither belligerent is allowed by the laws of the United States to sell 
his prizes within their ports. The rights of hospitality are equally 
-offered to both. They could not be denied, in many cases. without a 
wiolation of the duties of humanity." 
Mr. Clay, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rebello, May 1, 1828; ibid. 
·After a privateer of one belligerent has captured a merchant vessel 
r ~f the other, "the property cannot be transferred until after it shall 
. have been condemned by a court of admiralty; and the question of prize 
• . .or no prize bel•ngs exclusively to the courts of the captor." 
Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Saunders, June 13, 1847. MSS. Inst., 
Spain. 
The Chesapeake, a United States merchant steamer, was seized by a 
·Confederate privateer, which, in order to avoid recapture, brought her 
into a Nova Scotian port. There she was seized by the provincial au-
.thorities and held for adjudication. The judge before whom the case 
'Was argued held that the sovereign whose territorial rights are violated 
by the subjects or citizens of a friendly state, can, if he finds them within 
his jurisdiction, inflict on them his own penalty in his own mode; that 
.the Chesapeake, if a prize at all, was an uncondemned prize; that for a 
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belligerent to bring an uncondemned prize into a neutral port, to avoid 
recapture, is such a grave offense against the neutral state that it ipso . 
facto subjects the prize to forfeiture, and that the vessel should be re-
stored to the owners on the payment of costs. "By the direction of 
the President I have advised that the owners pay the costs under· 
protest. This Government still adheres to the opinion that it was its. 
right under the circumstances of the case to have an immediate and un-
conditional restitution of the Chesapeake and her cargo by executive 
authority, without waiting for an adjudication; nevertheless, it ac-
cepts the restitution so far as it has been ordered, and in the form in 
which it has been adjudged, and willingly leaves further claim for fhture 
consideration, being satisfied that Her Majesty's provincial authoritie& 
in Nova Scotia have conducted their proceedings in this matter in a. 
spirit at once just and friendly towards the United States; and that 
the judgment rendered reflects honor upon the enlightened magistrate· 
who presides in the vice-admiralty court." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, Feb. 24, 1864. MSS. lust., Gr. Brit. 
A general narrative of the proceedings in reference to the Chesapeake is given 
supra, § 27. 
Ifa capture be made by a privateer which had been illegally equipped' 
in a neutral country, the prize courts of such country have power, and 
it is their duty, to restore the captured property, if brought within their· 
jurisdiction, to its owner. 
Brig A.lerta v. Moran, 9 Cranch, 359. 
If a prize, taken in violation of our neutrality, is voluntarily brought-
within our territory, the courts must decree restitution to the original· 
owners. Where, however, the original owner seeks restitution on the 
ground of a violation of our neutrality by the captors, the onus probandi 
rests on him to make out his case. 
La, Amistad de Rues, 5 ·wheat., 385. 
"The doctrine heretofore asserted in this court is, that whene\er a 
capture is made by any belligerent in violation of our neutrality, if the· 
prize come voluntarily within our jurisdiction, it shall be restored to the· 
original owners. Tbis is done upon the footing of the general law of 
nations, and the doctrine is fully recognized by the act of Congress of 
1794. But this court have never yet been understood to carry their ju-
risdiction in cases of violation of neutrality beyond the authority to de-
cree restitution of the specific property, with the costs and expenses 
during the pending of the judicial proceedings. vVe are now called 
upon to give general damages for plunderage, and if the particular cir--
cumstances of any case shall hereafter require it, we may be called: 
upon to inflict exemplary damages to the same extent as in ordinary 
cases of marine torts. We entirely disclaim any right to inflict such. 
damages, and consider it no part of the duty of a neutral nation to 
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interpose upon the mere footing of the law of nations to settle all the 
rights and wrongs which may grow out of a capture between belliger_ 
-ents. Strictly speaking, there can be no such thing as a marine tort 
between the belligerents. Each h<1s an undoubted right to exercise all 
the rights of war against the other, and it cannot be a matter of judi-
-cial complaint that they are exercised with severity, even if the parties 
do transcend those rules which the customary laws of war j nstify. At 
least, they have never been held within the congnizance of tlw prize 
tribunals of neutral nations. The captors are amenable to their ow~ 
Government exclusively for any excess or irregularity in their proceed-
ings, and a neutral nation ought not otherwise to interfere than to pre-
vent captors from obtaining any unjust advantage by a violation of its 
llleutral jurisdiction. A neutral nation may, indeed, inflict pecuniary 
o0r other penalties on the parties for any such violation; but it then 
<loes it professedly in vindication of its own rights, and not by way of 
~ompensation to the captured. When called upon by either of the bel-
ligerents to act in such cases, all that justice seems to require is that 
the neutral nation should fairly execute its own laws and give no asylum 
to the property unjustly captured. It is bound, therefore, to restore 
the property if found within its own ports, but beyond tbis it is ' not 
<>bliged to interpose between the belligerents." 
Ibid., 389; Story, J. SeEi further supra, § 396. 
There is high authority for the position that a prize may be carried 
into a neutral port and there sold, but considerations of expediency 
should lead the neutral sovereign to exercise his undoubted right of 
prohibiting such sale. 
2 Op., 86, vVirt, 1828. 
It would be a breach of neutrality to permit a port to be made a 
cruising station for a belligerent, or a depot for his spoils and prisoners. 
Ibid. 
It is not a breach of neutrality to permit a vessel captured as prize 
to be repaired in our ports and put in a condition to be taken to a port 
40f the captor for adjudication. 
Ibid. 
I 
(8) BOUND TO REDRESS DAl\IAGES DO:YE TO BELLIGERENT BY ITS CONNIVANCE OR 
NEGLIGENCE. 
§ 401. 
J\!Ir. Jefferson, Secretary of State, in his letter of September 5, 1793, 
to Mr. Hammond, stated that" having, for particular reasons, forborne 
to use all the means in our power for tlle restitution" (to England) of 
certain vessels captured by French privateers which were fitted out. in 
ports of the United States, "the President thought it incumbent on the 
United States to make compensation for them." 
1 vVait's St. Pap., 166; 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 174. 
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"I take tlw true principle to be tlmt 'for violations of jurisdiction, 
with the consent of the sovereign or his voluntary sufferance, indemni-
fication is due; but that for others he is bound only to use all reasonable 
means to obtain indemnification from the aggressor, which must be cal-
·.culated on his circumstances, and these endeavors bona fide made ; and, 
failing, he is no further responsible.' It would be extraordinary, indeed, 
if we were to be answerable for the conduct of belligerents through our 
whole coast, whether inhabited or not." 
Mr. Jefferson, President, to the SecretaryofState,Apr. 21,1807. 5 Jeff. Works, 
6'9. 
When there is an invasion of neutral rights by privateers commis-
:Sioned by the United States their commissions will be withdrawn. 
Mr. Monroe, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rademaker, May 1, 1814. MSS. Notes, For. 
Leg. 
When there is probable cause to believe that expeditions are on foot 
to violate tile neutrality laws of the United States, the President will 
·direct the district attorneys of the jurisdictions in which such move-
ments are suspected to exist to order due inquiries, and, if there be suf-
,ficient evidenc ), to commence legal proceedings against the parties im-
.plieated. 
Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, circular, Dec. 21, 1837. MSS. Dom. Let. Other cir-
culars to the same effect will be found in the records of the Department of 
State for 1837-'38-'39. See also letter of Mr. Forsyth to t.he Governor of Ver-
mont, Dec. 27, 1837; ibid. See infra, {I 402. 
A vessel was fitted out at Savannah with armament, munitions, and 
:Sea stores, and being afterwards found, under another name, with a 
·commission from the Republic of Venezuela to cruise against the sub-
jects of the King of Spain, was seized by the United States authorities 
for violating the neutrality laws. The captain admitted that the vessel 
·had already made a cruise in the capacity above stated, but applied to 
the President for her discharge from further prosecution on the ground 
that she was a legitimate armed vessel, lawfully sailing under the flag 
{)f Venezuela. It was held that the case was one for adjudication in 
·court, and did not call for the extraordinary interference of the Gov-
.ernment. 
1 Op., vVirt, 1818. 
The better opinion is that the belligerent of whom an unjust ad-
vantage is tttken (by a neutral's partiality) has a right to redress from 
the neutral who permits his neutrality to be thus abused. 
Whart. Com. Am. Law, §§ 249 ff, citing Lawrence's vVheaton, note 217; Dana's 
Wheaton, 208; Holmes' note to 1 Kent Com., 117, 111:3. 
This was t.he position taken in the long-litigated case of the brig 
cGeneral Armstrong, which was seized during the war of 1812, in a 
Portuguese port, by a British cruiser, in violation of Portuguese neu-
trality. The parties interested claimed redress from Portugal, but, on 
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reference to Louis Napoleon (afterwards emperor) as arbitrator, the case· 
was decided against them. Congress then passed a resolution appro-
priating a fund to repay them their losses. 
The claim of thoso interested in the brig General Armstrong is discussed in 
greater detail supra,§§ 27, 247, 248, 399. 
"The power A lives in perfect harmony and friendship with power B. 
The power C, either with reason or without, commits hostilities against 
the subjects of the power B, takes some of their vessels, carries them 
into the ports of A, friend of both, where they are condemned and sold 
by the official agents of power C, without power A being able to pre-
vent it. At last a treaty is entered into, by which the powers B and C 
adjust their differences, and in this treaty the power B renounces and 
abandons to power 0 the right to any claim for the injuries and losses 
occasioned to its subjects by the hostilities from power C. 
"Qucere. Has the power B any right to call upon power A for in-
demnities for the losses occasioned in its ports and coasts to its sub-
jects by those of power C, after the power B has abandoned or relin-
quished, by its treaty with C, its rights for the damages which could 
be claimed for the injuries sustained by the hostile conduct of the 
power C' 
"Answer. We have considered the above case, and are of opinion 
that, on the general principles of the law of nations, the power A is not 
liable to the power B for acts done upon the vessels belonging to the 
subjects of power B by the power C, within the ports of A, the ·zatter 
not being able to prevent it. Nations are not, any more than individuals, 
bound to perform impossibilities. 
"But even leaving impossibilities out of the question, and admitting 
that e power A could have prevented the injury which was committed 
by the power 0, but refused or neglected to do it, we are of opinion 
that, if the power B has released or relinquished the same injury to 
power C, in that case the power A is no longer liable to any responsi-
bility in damages on account of its acquiescence: 
"1st. Because it appears to us that, in the present case, the power C 
is to be considered as the principal party and the power A merely as 
an acces8ory, and that it is in that relation to each other that their 
several acts and their respective liability to the injured party is to be 
considered. Now, it is in the nature of all accessory things that they 
cannot subsist without the principal thing, and the principal trespass 
being done away by the release to C, the accessory offense of A ·must 
be done away likewise, according to the well-known maxim of law, ac-
cessorium sequitur principale. 
"2d. Because a release or relinquishment of a rjght implies in law 
the receipt of satisfaction; and it is contrary to every principle of juris-
prudence for a party to receive a double satisfaction for the same injury, 
and here the injury received by B from· C and from A is essentially the 
same. The acts of those two powers were indeed different, but the 
effect which they produced was the same, and that effect only can be 
the object of compensation in damages. 
u 3d. Because if the power A could be compelled to make satisfaction 
to power B for the injury which the latter has released or relinquished 
to C, that release or relinquishment would be defeated to every useful 
purpose, as the power C would be liable to the power A for the same 
damages from which it was intended to be discharged by the release of 
B. Now a release, as 1rell as every other contract or engagement, im-
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plies that nothing shall he done by the grantor directly or indirectly to 
defeat its bona fide intent or effect. If, therefore, the claim preferred 
by B upon A will, if admitted, indirectly defeat the release granted to 
C, such claim must be pronounced to be illegal. 
"Upon the whole, we are of opinion that the release granted b.r the 
power B to the power C operates also as a release to the power 1\. for its 
participation in the injnry which was the object of that release. 
'
1PHILADELPIIIA, Novcntber 15, 1802." 
~Am. St. Pap. (l!,or. Rel. ), 605. 
. "JARED INGERSOLL. 
''WILLIAM RAWLE. 
"J. B. McKEAN. 
"P. S. DUPONCEAU. 
"The power and duty of the United States to restore captures made 
in violation of our neutral rights and brought into .American ports, 
have never been matters of question; but, in the constitutional ar-
rangement of the different authorities of the American Federal Union, 
doubts were at first entertained whether it belonged to the executive 
Government or to the judiciary to perform the duty of inquiry into 
captures made in violation of American sovereignt.y, and of making 
restitution to the injured party. But it has long since been settled that 
this duty appropriately belongs to the F'ederal tribunals, acting as courts 
of admiralty and maritimejurisdictiofl. It, however, bas been judicially 
determined that this peculiar jurisdiction of the courts of the neutral 
Government to inquire into the validity of captures made in violation of 
the neutral immunity, will be exercised only for the purpose of restor-
ing the specific property when voluntarily brought within the territory, 
and does not extend to the infliction of vindictive damages, as in ordi-
nary cases of maritime injuries, and as is done by the courts of the 
captor's own country. The punishment to be imposed upon the party 
violating the municipal statutes of the neutral state is a matter to be 
determined in a separate and distinct proceeding. The court will ex-
ercise jurisdiction and decree restitution to the original owner, in case 
of capture from a belligerent power by a citizen of the United States, 
under a commission from another belligerent power, such capture being 
a violation of neutral duty; but they have no jurisdiction on a libel for 
damages for the capture of a vessel as prize by the commissioned cruiser 
of a belligerent power, although the vessel belong to citizens of the 
United States and the capturing vessel and her commander be found 
and proceeded against within the jurisdiction of the court." 
2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed. ), 207. See as to action of prize courts in such 
cases, Bupra. § § 328 jf. 
III. DEGREE OF VIGILANCE TO BE EXERCISED. 
(1) NOT PERFECT VIGILANCE, BUT SUCH AS IS REASONABLE UNDER THE CIRCUM· 
STANCES. 
§ 402. 
" Observations on the value of peace with other nations are unneces-
sary. It would be wise, however, by timely provisions to guard against 
those acts of our own citizens which might tend to disturb it, and to 
put ourselves in a condition to give that satisfaction to foreign nations 
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which we may sometimes have occasion to require from them. I par-
ticularly recommend to your consideration the means of preventing those 
aggressions by our citizens on the territory of other nations, and other 
infractions of the law of nations, which, furnishing just subject of com-
plaint, might endanger our peace with them. And, in general, the 
maintenance of a friendly intercourse with foreign powers will be pre-
sented to your attention by the expiration of the law for that purpose, 
which takes place, if not renewed, at the close of the present session." 
President Washington, Fourth Annual Address, 1792. 
"You may on every occasion give assurances, which cannot go beyond 
the real desires of this country, to preserve a fair neutrality in the pres-
ent war, on condition that the rights of neutral nations are respected 
in us as they have been settled in modern times either by the express . 
declarations of the powers of Europe, or their adoption of them on 
par-ticular occasions. From our treaties with France and Holland, and 
that of England and France, a very clear and simple line of conduct 
-can be marked out for us, and I think we are not unreasonable in ex-
pecting that England shall recognize towards us the same principles 
which she has stipulated to recognize towards France in a state of neu-
trality.'' 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr~ Pinckney, Apr. 20, 1793. MSS. Inst., Min-
isters. 
" Whereas it appears that a state of war exists between Austria, 
Prussia, Sardinia, Great Britain, and the United Netherlands on the one 
part, and France on the other, and the duty and interests of the United 
States require that they should with sincerity and good faith adopt and 
pursue a conduct friendly and impartial toward the belligerent powers: 
'"I have, therefore, thought fit, by these presents, to declare the dis-
position of the United States to observe the conduct aforesaid toward 
those powers respectively, and to exhort and warn the citizens of the 
United States carefully to avoid all acts and proceedings whatsoever 
which may in any manner tend to contravene such disposition. 
''And I do hereby also make known that whosoever of the citizens of 
the United States· shall render himself liablQ to punishment or forfeit· 
ure under the law of nations by committing, aiding, or abetting hostil-
ities against any of the said powers, or by carrying to any of them 
those articles which are deemed contraband by the modern usage of 
nations, will not receive the protection of the United States against 
such punishment or forfeiture; and further, that I have given instruc-
tions to those officers to whom it belongs to cause prosecutions to be 
instituted against all persons who shall, within the cognizance of the 
~ourts of the United States, violate the laws of nations with respect to 
the powers at war or any of them." 
President Washington's proclamation, Apr. 22, 1793. 
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"The public papers giYing us reason to believe that the war is be-
-coming nearly general iu Europe, and that it has already involved 
nations with which we are in daily habits of commerce and friendship, 
the President has thought it proper to issue the proclamation of which 
I inclose you a copy, in order to mark out to our citizens the line of 
conduct they are to pursue. That this intimation, however, might not 
work to their l)rejudice, by being produced against them as conclusive 
evidence of their knowledge of the existence of war and of the nations 
engaged in it, in any case where they might be drawn into courts of 
justice for acts done without that knowledge, it has been thought nec-
essary to write to the representatives of the belligerent powers here 
the letter, of which a copy is also inclosed, reserving to our citizens 
those immunities to which they are entitled tHl authentic information 
shall be given to our Government by the parties at war, and be thus 
.communicated with due certainty to our citizens." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Messrs. Morris, Pinckney, and Short, Apr. 26, 
1793. MSS. Inst., Ministers. 
"This [the Cabinetl sits almost every day on questions of neutrality. 
H. produced the other day the draft of a letter from himself to the collect-
-ors of the customs, giving them in charge to watch over all proceedings 
in their districts contrary to the laws of neutrality or tending to impair 
-our peace with the belligerent powers, and particularly to observe if 
vessels pierced for guns should be built, and to inform him of it. This 
was objected to: (1) As setting up a system of espionage destructive 
vf the peace of society; ( 2) transferring to the Treasury Department 
the conservation of the laws of neutrality and peace with foreign 
.nations; (3) it was rather proposed to intimate to the judges that the 
laws respecting neutrality being now come into activity, they should 
.charge grand juries with the observance of them, these being constitu-
tional and public informers, and the persons accused knowing of what 
they should do, and having an opportunity of justifying themselves. 
E. R. found out a hair to split, which, as always happens, became the 
·decision. H. is to write to the collectors of the customs, who are to 
·COnvey their information to the attorney of the district, to whom E. R. 
is to write, to receive their information and proceed by indictment. 
'The clause respecting the building vessels pierced for guns is to be 
<>mitted; for, although three against one thought it would be a breach 
of neutrality, yet they thought we might defer giving a public opinion 
on it as yet. Everything, my dear sir, hangs upo~ the opinion of a 
single person, and that the most indecisive one I ever had to do busi-
:ness with. He always contrives to agree in principle with one, but -in 
·conclusion with the other." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Madison, May 13, 1793. 2 Randall's Life of 
Jefferson, 131. 
"The United States, in prohibiting all the belligerent powers from 
-equipping, arming, and manning vessels-of-war in their ports, have 
.exercised a right and a duty with justice and with great moderation.'' 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Genet, June 5, 1793. 1 ·wait's St. Pap., 93; 
1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 150. 
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"You have most perfectly seized the original idea of the proclamation. 
When first proposed as a declaration of neutrality, it was opposed, first, 
because the Executive had no power to declare neutrality; second, as 
such, a declaration would be premature, and would lose us the benefit 
for which it might be bartered. It was urged that there was a strong 
impression in the minds of many that they were free to join in the hos-
tilities on the side of France. Others were unapprised of the danger 
they would be exposed to in ~arrying contraband goods, etc. It was, 
therefore, agreed that a proclamation should issue, declaring that we 
were in a state of peace, admonishing the people to do nothing contra-
vening it, and putting them on their guard as to contraband. On this 
ground, it was accepted or acquiesced in by all, and E. R., who drew 
it, brought it to me (the draft) to let me see there was no such word as 
neutrality in it. Circumstances forbid other verbal criticisms. The 
public, however, soon took it up as a declaration of neutrality, and it 
came to be considered at length as such. * >!!< '"' • With respect to our 
citizens who bad joined in hostilities against a nation with whom we 
are at peace the subject was thus viewed: Treaties are law. By the 
treaty with England, we are in a state of peace with her. He who 
breaks that peace, if within our jurisdiction, breaks the laws, and is 
punishable by them. .And if he is punishable, he ought to be punished, 
because no citizen should be free to commit his country to war." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Monroe, July 14, 1793. 2 RandaJl's Life of 
Jefferson, 167. 
Mr. Hamilton's circular instructions of Aug. 4, 1793, to collectors of customs ar& 
in 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.) 140; and are given snpra, ~ 196. 
'' On the declaration of war between France and England, the United 
States being at peace with both, their situation was so new and inex· 
perienced by themselves, that their citizens were not, in the first in-
stant, sensible of the new duties resulting therefrom, and of the restraints 
it would impose even on their dispositions towards the belligerent powers. 
Some of them imagined (and chiefly their transient sea-faring citizens, 
that they were free to indulge those dispositions to take side with either 
party, and enrich themselves by depredations on the commerce of the 
other, and were meditating enterprises of this nature, as there was 
reason to believe. In this state of the public mind, and before it should 
take an erroneous direction, difficult to be set right, and dangerous to 
themselves and their country, the President thought it expedient, 
through the channel of proclamation, to remind our fellow-citizens that 
we were in a state of peace with all the belligerent powers; that in that 
state it was our duty neither to aid nor injure any; to exhort and warn 
them against acts which might contravene this duty, and particularly 
those of positive hostility, for the punishment of which the laws would 
be appealed to, and to put them on their guard also as to the risks 
they would run if they should attempt to carry articles of contraband 
to any. This proclamation, ordered on the 19th and signed the 22d 
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·day of April, was sent to you in my letter of the 26th of the same 
month." 
Mr. ,Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, Aug. 16, 1793. MSS. Inst., Min_ 
isters. 
"As in ca~es where vessels are reclaimed by the subjects or citizens 
of the belligerent powers as having been taken within the jurisdiction 
of the United States, it becomes necessary to ascertain that fact by 
testimony taken according to the laws of the United States, the gov-
ernors of the several States, to whom the application will be made in 
the first inst:\nce, are desired immediately to notify thereof the attor-
neys of their respective districts. The attorney is thereupon instructed 
to give notice to the principal agent of both parties who may have 
come in with the prize, and also to the consuls of the nations inter-
ested, and to recommend to them to appoint, by mutual consent, arbi-
ters to decide whether the capture was made within the jurisdiction of 
the United States, as stated to you in my letter of the 8th instant, ac-
cording to whose award the governor may proceed to deliver the vessel 
to the one or the other party. But in case the parties or consuls shall 
not agree to name arbiters, then the attorm~y, or some person substi-
tuted for him, is to notify them of the time and place when and where 
he will be, in order · to take the depositions of such witnesses as they 
may cause to come before him, which depositions he is to transmit for 
the information and decision of the President." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hammond, Nov. 10,1793. MSS. Notes, For. 
Leg. 4 Jeff. Works, 76; 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 183; 1 ·wait's St. Pap., 
196. 
"As soon as the war in Europe had embraced those powers with whom 
the United States have the most extensive relations, there was reason 
to apprehend that our intercourse with them might be interrupted and 
our disposition for peace drawn into question by the suspicions too 
often entertained by belligerent nations. It seemed, therefore, to be 
my duty to admonish our citizens of the consequences of a contraband 
trade and of hostile acts to any of the parties, and to obtain, by a 
declaration of the existing legal state of things, an easier admission of 
our right to the immunities belonging to our situation. Under these 
impressions the proclamation which will be laid before you was issued. 
"In this posture of affairs, both new and delicate, I resolved to adopt 
general rules which should conform to the treaties and assert the priv-
ileges of the United States. These were reduced into a system, which 
will be communicated to yon. Although I have not thought myself at 
liberty to forbid the sale of the prizes permitted by our treaty of com-
n1erce with France to be brought into our ports, I have not refused to 
cause them to be restored when they were taken within the protection 
of our territory, or by vessels commissioned or equipped in a warlike 
form within the limits of the United States. 
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"It rests with the wisdom of Congress to correct, improve, or enforce 
this plan of procedure; and it wiJl probably be found expedient to ex-
tend the legal code and the jurisdiction of the courts of the Unite<l 
States to many cases which, though dependent on principles already 
recognized, demand some further provisions. 
"Where individuals shall, within the United States, array themselves 
in hostility against any of the powers at war, or enter upon military 
expeditions or enterprises within the jurisdiction of the United States, 
or usurp and exercise judicial authority within the United States, or 
where the penalties on violations of the law of nations may have been 
indistinctly marked or are inadequate, these offenses cannot receive 
too early and close an attention, and require prompt and decisive rem-
edies. 
'' Whatsoever these remedies will be, they will be well administered 
by the judiciary, who possess a long-established course of investigation, 
effectual process, and officers in the habit of executing it. 
"In like manner, as several of the courts have doubted, under par-
ticular circumstances, their power to liberate the vessels of a nation at 
peace, and even of a citizen ofthe United States, although seize(l under 
a· false color of being hostile property, and have denied their powers to 
liberate certain captures within the protection of our territory, it would 
seem proper to regulate their jurisdiction jn these points. But if the 
Executive is to be the resort in either of the two last-mentioned cases, 
it is hoped that he will be authorized by law to have facts ascertained 
by the courts when for his own information he shall require it." 
Preside.i!t Washington, Fifth Annual Address, 1793. 1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 
. 21. 
President Washington's proclamation of December 3,1793, which was 
the seconu of the series of important papers issued during his adminis-
tration settling neutral rights, as now generally understood, declared 
that ''whosoever of the citizens of the United States shall render him-
self liable to punishment or forfeiture under the law of nations by com-
mitting, aiding, or abetting hostilities against any of the said powers, 
or by carrying to them any of those articles which are deemed contra-
band by the modern usage of nations (the italics as in original) will not 
receive the protection of the United States," etc. The period fixed by the 
definition, therefore, was before the expansion of the term in the war 
that ensued. 
1 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 140. 
Mr. Hamilton, in his essays entitled Pacificus, published in exposi-
tion of President ·washington's "neutrality" proclamation of 1793, took 
the ground that all treaty-making and war powers are Executive pre-
rogatives and belong to the President of the United States, except so 
far as limited by the Constitution. He insisted, therefore, that the 
proclamation in question was not merely an exposition of the intention 
of the Executive to enforce the laws, but an authoritative announce-
ment of the position to be taken by the United States as to forejgn pow-
ers. :lllr. Madison's reply, published shortly after over the name of 
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Helvidius, maintained that treaty-making and war-making are attri-
butes of sovereignty which, in popular governments, are in the nature 
of laws~ to be enacted by the legislature and enforced by the Executive. 
From his argument the following passages are extracted: 
"If we consult for a moment the nature and operation of the two pow-
ers to declare war and to make treaties, it will be impossible not to see 
that they can never fall within a proper definition of executive powers. 
The natural province of the Executive 1\'lagistrate is to execute laws, as 
that of the legislature is to make laws. All his acts, therefore, properly 
executive, must presuppose the existence of the laws to be executed. A 
treaty is not an execution of laws; it does not presuppose the existence 
of laws. It is, on the contrary, to have itself the force of a law, and to 
be carried into execution, like all other laws, by the Executive ~Magistrate. 
To say, then, that the power of making treaties, which are confessedly 
laws, belongs naturally to the department which is to execute laws, is 
to say that the executive department naturally includes a legislative 
power. * * * In the general distribution of powers, we find that 
of declaring war expressly vested in the Congress, where every other 
legislative power is declared to be vested; aiKl without any other qual-
ification than what is common to every other legislative act. The con-
stitutional idea of this power would seem, then, clearly to be that it is of 
a legislative and not of an executive na.ture. * * * The power of 
treaties is vested jointly in the legislature and the Senate, which is a 
branch of the legislature. From this arrangement, merely, there can be 
no inference that would necessarily exclude the power from the Execu-
tive class; since the Senate is joined with the President in another 
·power, that of appointing to offices, which, so far as relates to executive 
offices at.least, is considered as of an executive nature. Yet, on the 
other hand, there are sufficient indications that the power of treaties is 
regarded by the Constitution as materially different from mere execu-
tive power, and as having more affinity to the legislative than to the 
executive character. One circumstance indicating this, is the consti-
tutional regulation under which the Senate give their consent in the 
case of treaties. In all other cases the consent of the body is expressed 
by a majority of voices. In this particular case a concurrence of two-
thirds at least is made necessary, as a substitute or compensation for 
the other branch of the legislature, which, on certain occasions, could 
not be conveniently a party to the transaction. But the conclusive cir-
cumstance is that treaties, when formed according to the constitutional 
mode, are confessedly to have the force and operation of laws, and are to be 
a rule for the courts in controversies between man and man as much as 
any other laws. They are even emphatically declared by the Constitution 
to be 'the supreme law of the land.'" 
1 Madison's Writings, 614 if. 
:Mr. Hamilton, in Paci.ficus, argued that the clause declaring that 
''the President shall receive ambassadors, other public ministers, and 
consuls," might be so construed as to give the Executive the power "of 
putting the United States in a condition to become an associate in war." 
To this 1\Ir. 1\Ia<lison, in Helvidius, replied by quoting and adopting 
the following from No. 69 of the Federalist, written by .Mr. Hamilton: 
''The President is also to be authorized to receive ambassadors and 
other public ministers. Tllis, though it has been a rich theme of decla-
mation, is more a matter of dignity than of authority. It is a circum-
stance that will be without consequence in the administration of the 
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Government, and it is far more convenient that it should be arranged 
in this manner, than that there should be a necessity of convening the 
legislature or one of its branches upon every arrival of a foreign min-
ister, though it were merely to take the place of a departed predecessor." 
Mr. 1\fadison proceeded to comment as follows : 
"When a foreign minister presents himself, two questions immediately 
arise : Are his credentials from the existing and acting Government of 
his country~ Are they perfectly authenticated~ These questions 
belong of necessity to the Executive; but they involve no cognizance of 
the question whether those exercising the Government have the right 
along with the possession. This belongs to the nation, and to the nation 
alone, on whom the Government operates. The questions before the 
Executive are merely questions of fact, and the Executive would have 
precisely tlte same right, or rather, be under the same necessity, of deciding 
them, if its function was simply to receive w·ithout any discretion to reject 
public ministers." • 
1 Madison's Writings, 632 .If. 
lir. 1\Iadison's construction of this particular clause is no doubt logi-
cally correct. But at the same time, as Mr.l\fadison was among the first 
practically to assert, it is a function of the Executive primarily to de-
termine the question of recognition of foreign revolutionary movements 
either as belligerents or Governments. See supra, §§ 87, 137. 
On the question how far the proclamation of April22, 17D3, was meant 
to be a settlement of the relation of the United States to the belligerent 
powers, and not simply the views of the Executive as to such relation, 
we have the following letter from Mr. Jefferson to 1\fr. Madison of June 
23, 1793: 
'' The proclamation as first proposed was to have been a declaration 
of neutrality. It was opposed on these grounds: (1) That a declaration 
of neutrality was a declaration that there should be no war, to which 
the Executive was not competent; (2) that it would be better to hold 
back the declaration of neutrality as a thing worth something to the 
powers at war-that they would bid for it, and we might reasonably 
ask for it the broadest privileges of neutral nations. The first objection 
was so far respected as to avoid inserting the term neub·ality; and the 
drawing of the instrument was left to Edmund Randolph. That there 
should be a proclamation was passed unanimously, with the approba-
tion or acquiescence of all parties." 
3 Rives' Madison, 325. 
"A contest in the arena of the public press between two such cham-
pions could not fail to draw the earnest attention of their contempora-
ries, for, though they engaged with vizors down, they were easily rec-
ognized by the superior temper and polish of their weapons and the 
practiced skiH with which they were wielded. .Mr. Madison embarked. 
in it, as we have seen, with great reluctance. His habitual aversion to 
controversy was in this instance increased by his knowledge of the par-
ticular character of his adversary. 'One thing that particularly vexes 
me,' he said in an unreserved letter to a friend, 'is that I foreknow, 
from the prolixity and tenacity of the writer, that the business will not 
be terminated by a single fire, and, of course, that I must return to the 
charge in order to prevent a triumph without a victory.' Happily, he 
was relieved from this annoyance. Pacificus attempted no reply, and 
the apologetic suggestion of one connected with him by the closest re-
lations, that the papers of Pacificus, being written amid harassing 
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. cares and. vexations, may be liable to some 'little cavils,' would lead to 
the conclusion th~t, if no reply to Helvidius was attempted, it; was 
from the consciousness that none could be successfully ma<le." 
Mr. Rives in 3 Rives' :Madison, 354, 055. 
l\fr. Hildreth ( 4 Hist. U. S., 429), following the ·line of the extreme 
Federalists, thus states the i~sue: "Hamilton took the field in defense 
of the proclamation of neutrality in a series of articles under the sig-
nature of Pacificus, in which he maintained with great ability not only 
the policy of that measure, but the President's right, by its issue, to 
·de-cide upon the position in which the nation stood." As to this, it is 
to be observed that the proclamation carefully avoided the use of the 
term" neutrality," nor did it undertake to state what were the relations 
of the country as to peace or war, or what should be the compacts en-
tered into by it with foreign states. The proclamation rested on the 
assumption tllat war with foreign countries could be declared only by 
··Congress, and that treaties required for their adoption the action of 
President and Senate. All that the proclamation stated was the de-
termination of the President not to create neutrality, but to perform 
such neutral duties as were impose<l on him by law . 
.A.s to the controversy in the Cabinet on the question how far our treaty rela-
tions to France were affected by the French revolution, see supra, § § 137, 148. 
The note of Mr. Randolph, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hammond, British minister, of 
'June 2, 1794, vindicating the neutral action of the United States Govern-
ment, is found in 1 .A.m. St. Pap. (For Rel.), 464. 
The execution of the neutrality laws was at first left to the State 
·executives, on the appeal of the President. "The militia of Richmond, 
in Virginia, actually marched, at a moment's warning, between seventy 
and eighty miles, to seize a vessel supposed to be under preparation as 
a French privateer. Resistance was at first apprehended, but it was 
·. overawed, and the btu5iness completely effected." 
• Mr. Randolph, Sec. of State, to ~fr. Pinckney, Aug.ll, 1iD4. MSS. Inst., Min-
isters. 
''The extent of the United States imposes the necessity of substi-
tuting the agency of th:e governors in the place of an instantaneous 
action of the Federal Executive, and therefore general rules alone can 
·be provided." 
Mr. Randolph, Sec. of State, to Mr. Fa.uchet, Oct. 22, 1794. MSS. Notes, For. 
Leg. 1 .A.m. St. Pap. (For. Rei.), 589. 
Duress cannot be set up by a sovereign when charged with breach Of 
neutrality unless it" be shown that the force or danger which destroyed 
the free agency really existed, and that all reasonable means were em-
ployed to preYent or remedy the evil resulting." 
Mr. Madison, Sec. of State, to Mr. C. C. Pinckney, Oct. 25, 1802. Sa~e to same, 
Pcb. 6, 1804. Mt\S. Inst., Ministers. See supra, §~ 17~ 50 ff. 
It is no defense that the breaches of neutrality W(re committed by · 
.an alien resident. 
Snme to same, Oct. ;J5,1802. Mr. Madison to Mr. Monroe, Oct. 25, 1804. -· MSS. 
Inst., Ministers. See supra, ~ ~05 
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"We have seen with sincere concern the flames of war lighted up-
again in Europe, and nations with which we have the most friendly and 
useful relations engaged in mutual destruction. While we regret the .. 
miseries in which we see others involved, let us bow with gratitude to · 
that kind Providence which, inspiring with wisdom and moderation our 
late legislative councils while placed under the urgency of the greatest 
wrongs, guarded us from hastily entering into the sanguinary contest, 
and left us only to look on and to pity its ravages. These will be heav-
iest on those immediately engaged. Yet the nations pursuing peace-
will not be exempt from all evil. In the course of this conflict let it be 
our endeavor, as it is our interest and desire, to cultivate the friendship · 
of the belligerent nations by every act of justice and of innocent kind-
ness; to receive their armed vessels with hospitality from the dis-
tresses of the sea, but to administer the means of annoyance to none;. 
to establish in our harbors such a police as may maintain law and order; 
to restrain our citizens from embarking individually in a war in which 
their country takes no part; to punish severely those persons, citizen or· 
alien, who shall usurp the cover of our flag for vessels n~t entitled to it,. 
infecting thereby with suspicion those of real Americans, and commit--
ting us into controversies for the redress of wrongs not our own; to-
exact from every nation the observance, toward our vessels and citi-
zens, of those principles and practices which all civilized people ac-
knowledge; to merit the character of a just nation, and maintain that 
of an independent one, preferring every consequence to insult and 
habitual wrong. Congress will consider whether the existing laws en-
able us efficaciously to maintain this course with our citizens in aU 
places, and with others while ~ithin the limits of our jurisdiction, and 
will give them the new modifications necessary,for these objects. Some-
contraventions of right have already taken place, both within our juris-
dictional limits and on the high seas. The friendly disposition of the 
Governments from whose agents they have proceeded, as well as their 
wisdom and regard for justice, leave us in reasonable expectation that 
they will be rectified and prevented in future, and that no act will be-
countenanced by them which threatens to disturb our friendly inter-
course. Separated by a wide ocean from the nations of Europe, and 
from the political interests which entangle them, together with products 
and wants which render our commerce and friendship useful to them 
and theirs to us, it cannot be the interest of any to assail us, nor ours-
to disturb them. We should be most unwise, indeed, were we to cast 
away the singular blessings of the position in which nature has placed 
us, the opportunity she has endowed us with of pursuing, at a distance-
from foreign contentions, the paths of industry, peace, and happiness; 
of cultivating general friendship, and of bringing collisions of interest . 
to the umpirage of r~ason rather than of force." 
President Jefferson, Third Annual Message; 1803, 
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In a letter of Mr. J\fadison, Secretary of St::tte, to Mr. Armstrong, 
March 14, 1806, the course of the United States Go,ernment in respect 
to Miranda's expedition is detailed, and it is shown that the Govern-
ment took prompt measures to suppress that expedition. 
As to Miranda's expedit.ion, see supra, 9 395~; infra, § 404. 
''It is found that the exi~ting IawA have not the efficacy necessary to 
prevent violations of the obligations of the United States as a nation 
at peace toward belligerent parties, and other unlawful acts on the high 
seas, by armed \essels equipped within the waters of the United States. 
"With a view to maintain more effectually the respect due to the 
laws, to the character, and to the neutral and pacific relations of the 
United States, I recommend to the consideration of Congress the expe-
diency of such further legislative provisions as may be requisite for 
detaining vessels actually equipped, or in a course of equipment, with a 
warlike force, within the jurisdiction of the United States; or, as the 
case may be, for obtaining from the owners or commanders of such 
vessels adequate securities against the abuse of their armaments, with 
the exceptions- in such provisions, proper for the cases of merchant 
vessels furnished with tile defensive armaments usual on distant and 
dangerous expeditions, and of a private commerce in military stores 
permitted by our laws, and which the law of nations does not require 
the United States to prohibit." 
President Madison, message of Dec. 26, 1816. 11 Wait's St. Pap., 203. As to 
arming merchant vessels, see supra,§ 39. 
"In addition to the letter I wrote to you on the 6th, in reply to the 
one which you wrote to me on the 1st instant, I have the honor to state 
that information has been received at;. this Department, from various 
sources, that vessels have been armed and equipped in our ports for 
the 'purpose of cruising against the commerce of nations in amity. with 
the United States, and no doubt is entertained that this information 
was in some instances correct. The owners of these vessels have, how_ 
ever, generally taken care so to conceal these armamentR and equip-
ments, and the object of them, as to render it extremely difficult, under 
existing circumstances, to prevent or punish this infraction of the law. 
It has been represented-
" First. That vessels belonging to citizens of the United States or 
foreigners have been armed or equipped in our ports, and have cleared 
out from our custom-houses as merchant vessels, and, after touching at 
other norts, have :fl.Oisted the flag of some of the belligerents, and cruised 
under it against the commerce of nations in amity with the United 
States. 
"Secondly. That in other instances, other vessels, armed and equipped 
in our ports, have hoisted such flags after clearing out and getting to 
sea, and ha\e in like manner cruised against the commerce of nations 
in amity with the United States, extending their depredations in a few 
cases to the property of citizens of the United States. 
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"Thirdly. That in other instances, foreign vessels have entered the 
ports of the United States, and, availing themselves of the privileges 
allowed by our laws, have in various modes augmented their arma-
ments with pretended commercial views; have taken on boa.rd citizens 
of the United States as passengers, who, on their arrival at neutral 
ports, have assumed the character of officers and soldiers in the service 
()f some of the parties in the contest now prevailing in our southern 
hemisphere. 
"Information, founded upon these representations, has from time to 
time been given to the attorneys and collectors of the respective dis-
tricts in which the armaments are stated to have been made, but from 
the difficulty of obtaining the necessary evidence to establish facts on 
·which the law would operate few prosecutions have been instituted. 
''In reply to your second inquiry, I beg leave to refer to the commu-
nication from tb'e Secretary of the Treasury to the Committee of Ways 
and 1\Ieans, during the last session of Congress, in the case of the 
.American Eagle, and to the papers inclosed herewith." 
Mr . .Monroe, Sec. of State1 to Mr. Forsyth, Jan. 10, 1817. 4 Am. St. Pap. (For. 
Rei.), 104. 
·'"It was anticipated at an early stage that the contest between Spain 
:and the colonies would become highly interesting to the United States . 
. It was natural that our citizens should sympathize in events which 
. affected their neighbors. It seemed probable also that the 1)rosecution 
·of the conflict along our coasts and in contiguous countries would oc-
, casionally interrupt our commerce and otherwise affect the persons and 
:property of our citizens. These anticipations have been realized. Such 
injuries have been received from persons acting under the authority of 
·both the parties, and for which redress has in most instances been with-
held. Through every stage of the conflict the United States have main-
. tained an impartial neutrality, giving aid to neither of the parties in men, 
money, ships, or munitions of war. They have regarded the contest 
not in the light of an ordinary insurrection or rebellion, but as a civil 
war between parties nearly equal, having, as to neutral powers, equal 
rights. Our ports have been open to both, and every article, the fruit 
.of our soil or of the industry of our citizens, which either was permitted 
-to take, has been equally free to the other. Should the colonies estab-
Jish their independence, it is proper now to state that this Government 
neither seeks nor would accept from them any ad vantage in commerce 
or otherwise which will not be equally open to all other nations. The 
·colonies will in that event become independent states, free from any 
obligation to or connection with us which it may not then be their 
dnterest to form on the basis of a fair reciprocity." 
President Monroe, First Annual :Message, 1817. 
"The Government of the United States, having used all the means in 
:ats power to prevent the :fitthrg out and arming of ves~els (in this case 
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privateers under South American flags, but alleged to have been manned 
with American citizens to crui~e against Portugal) in their ports to cruise 
against any nation with whom they are at peace, and having faithfully 
carried into execution the laws enacted to preserve inviolate the neutral 
and pacific obligations of the Union, cannot consider itself bound t() 
indemnify individual foreigners for losses for captures over which the 
United States have neither control nor jurisdiction." 
l\fr. Adams, Sec. of State, "bo Mr. Correa de Serra, Mar. 14, 181t3. MSS. Notes,. 
For. Leg. 
"By the usual principles of international law, the state of neutralitY' 
recognizes the cause of both parties to the cont6st as just j that is, it 
avoids all consideration of the merits of the contest. But when, aban-
doning that neutrality, a nation takesonesidein awarofother parties, 
the first question to be settled is the justice of the cause to be assumed .. 
If the European allies are to take side with Spain, to reduce her Soutb 
American colonies to submission, we trust they will make some previous. 
inquiry into the justice of the cause they are to undertake. As neutrals 
we are not required to decide the question of justice. We are sure w& 
should not find it on the side of Spain." 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Gallat in, Mayl9, UHS. MSS. lust ., Ministers •. 
"In the civil war existing between Spain and the Spanish provinces 
in this hemisphere, the greatest care has been taken to enforce the 
laws intended to preserve an impartial neutrality. Our ports have been 
equally open to both parties, and on the same conditions, and our citi-
zens have been equally restrained from interfering in favor of either, to:· 
the prejudice of the other. The progress ~f the war, however, has oper-
ated manifestly in favor of the colonies. Buenos Ayres still maintains. 
unshaken the independence which it declared in 1816, and has enjoyed 
since 1810. Like success has attended Chili and the provinces north of' 
the La Plata bordering on it, and likewise Venezuela." 
PreBident Monroe, Third Annual Message, 181\J. 
''In the existing unfortunate civil war uetween Spain and the South. 
American provinces, the United States have constantly avowed and· 
faithfully maintained an imJ'artial neutrality. No violation of that 
neutrality, by any citizen of the United States, has ever received sanc-
tion or countenance from this Government. Whenever the laws, pre-
viously enacted for the preservation of neutrality, have been found, by 
experience, in any manner defective, they have been strengthened by. 
new provisions and severe penalties. Spanish property, illegally capt~ 
ured, has been constantly restored by the decisions of the tribunals of· 
the United States; nor has the life itself been spared of individuals 
guilt.y of piracy, committed upon Spanish property on the high seas." 
Mr. Adams, Sec. of State, to Mr. Vives, May 3, 1820. MSS. Notes, For. Leg. 
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" This contest was considered at an early stage by my pre decessor a 
civil war in which the parties were entitled toequalrights·in ourports. 
This decision, the first made by any power, being formed on great con· 
sideration of the comparative strength and resources of the parties, the ' 
length of time, and successful opposition made by the colonies, and of 
all other circumstances on which it ought to depend, was in strict ac-
cord with the law of nations. Congress has invariably acted on this 
principle, having made no change in our relations with either party. 
Our attitude has, therefore, been that of neutrality between them, which 
has been maintained with the strictest impartiality. No aid has been 
afforded to either, nor has any privilege been enjoyed by the one which 
has not been equally open to the other party, and every exertion has 
been made in its power to enforce the execution of the laws prohibiting 
illegal equipments with equal rigor against both. 
"By -this equality between the parties their public vessels have been 
received in our ports on the same footing; they have enjoyed an .equal 
right to purchase antl export arms, munitions of war, and every other 
supplr, the exportation of all articles whatever being permitted under 
laws which were passed long before the commencement of the contest; 
our citizens have treated equally with both, and their commerce with 
each has been alike protected by the Government. 
"Respecting the attitude which it may be proper for the United States 
to maintain hereafter between the parties, I have no hesitation in stat-
ing it as my opinion that the neutrality heretofore observed should still 
be adhered to. From the change in the Government of Spain and the 
negotiation now depending, invited by the Cortes and accepted by the 
colonies, it may be presumed that their differences will be settled on the 
terms proposed by the colonies. Should the war be continued, the Uni-
ted States, regarding its occurrences, will always have it in their power 
to adopt such measures respeeting it as their honor and interest may 
require.'' 
President Monroe, Second Inaugural Address, 1821. 
''The attention of this Government has been drawn with great solici-
tude to other subjects, and particularly to that relating to a state of 
maritime war, involving the relative rigpts of neutral and belligerent 
in such wars. Most of the difficulties which we have experienced, and of 
the losses which we have sustained, since the establishment of our inde-
pendence, have proceeded from the unsettled state of those rights and 
the extent to which the belligerent claim has been carried against the 
neutral party. It is impossible to look back on the occurrences of the 
late wars in Europe, and to behold the disregard which was paid to our 
rights as a neutral power, and the waste which was made of our com-
merce by the parties to those wars, by various acts of tth:eirir.espective 
Governments, and under the pretext by each that the other had set the 
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-example, without great mortification, aud a fixed purpose never to sub-
,mit to the like in future." 
President Monroe, Eighth .Annual Message, 1824. 
The effort.s made by the United States to maintain neutrality in the contest be-
tween Spain and Portugal, on the one side, and the South .American colo-
nies, on the other, in ~onnection with the various polit.ica,l influences to 
which the administration was exposed, are discussed supra, §§ 71, 72, 161a. 
See also Mr. Dana's notes to Wheaton, § 440. 
In the 4th and 5th volumes of Mr. J. Q . .Adams' Memoirs will be found much 
interesting information on this topic. 
As to the bearing of the Monroe doctrine on this question, see supra, §§ 57, 
71, 72. 
As to limits of United States neutrality in war between Mexico and Texas, see 
Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, to Mr. Ellis, Dec. 9, 1836. MSS. Inst., Mex.; 
supra, § § 58, 348d . 
..As to neutrality in respect to Mexico, see report of Mr. Forsyth, Sec. of State, 
Jan. 8, 1838, Honse Doc. 74, 25th Cong., 2d sess. 
The President's proclamation in 1838, in respect to the Canadian troubles, will 
be fvund in the Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1849-'50, vot 38, 1074. 
The message of President Van Buren, .Ian. 8, 1838, as to breaches of neutrality 
on our northern frontier, will be found in House Ex. Doc. 73, 2r>th Cong., 
2d se&s. 
"Depredations by our citizens upon nations at peace with the United 
:States, or combinations for committing them, have at all times been 
regarded by the American Government and people with the greatest 
abhorrence. Military incursions by our citizens into countries so situ-
ated, and the commission of acts of violence on the members thereof, in 
,order to effect a change in its Government, or under any pretext what-
ever, have, from the commencement of our Government, been held 
·equally criminal on the part of those engaged in them, and as much 
-deserving punishment as would be the disturbance of the public :peace 
by the perpetration of similar acts within our own territory." 
President Van Buren, Second .Annual Message, 1838. 
·The President's proclamation of .Aug. 11, 1849, as to threatened invasion of 
Cuba and Mexico is found in the Brit. and For. St. Pap., 1849-'50, Tol. 
39, 77. 
"Although these offenders against the laws have forfeited the pro· 
tection of their country, yet the Government may, so far as is consist-
-ent with its obligations to other countries, and its fixed purpose to 
maintain and enforce the laws, entertain sympathy for their unoffend-
ing families antl friends, a~ well as a feeling of compassion for them-
selves. Accordingly no proper effort has been spared, and none will 
be spared, to procure the release of such citizens of the United States, 
.engaged in this unlawful enterprise, as are now in confinement in Spain; 
but it is to be hoped that such interposition with the Government of 
that country may not be considered as affording any ground of expecta-
tion that the Government of the United States will, hereafter, feel 
.itself under any obligation of duty to interfere for the liberation or 
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pardon of such persons as are :flagrant offenders against the law of 
nations and the laws of the United States. Those laws must be exe .. 
cuted. If we desire to maintain our respectability among the nations 
of the earth, it behooves us to enforce steadily and sternly the neutral-
ity acts passed by Congress, and to follow, as far as may be, the viola-
tion of those acts with condign punishment. 
"But what gives a peculiar criminality to this invasion of Cuba is 
that, under the lead of Spanish subjects and with the aid of citizens of 
the United States, it had its origin with many in motives of cupidity. 
Money was advanced by individuals, probably in considerable amounts,. 
to purchase Cuban bonds, as they have been called, issued by Lopez, 
sold, doubtless, at a very large discount, and for the payment of which 
the public lands and public property of Cuba, of whatever kind, and 
the fiscal resources of the people and Government of that island, from 
whatever source to be derived, were pledged, as well as the good faith 
of the Government expected to be established. All these means of pay-
ment, it is evident, were only to "Qe obtained by a process of bloodshed, 
war, and revolution. None will deny that those who set on foot militar:y-
expeditions against foreign states by means like these are far more cul-
pable than the ignorant and the necessitous whom they induce to go· 
forth as the ostensible parties in the proceeding. These originators of 
the invasion of Cuba seem to have determined with coolness and system 
upon an undertaking which should uisgrace their country, violate its. 
laws, and put to hazard the lives of ill-informed and deluded men. 
You will consider whether further legislation be necessary to prevent. 
the perpetration of such offenses in future. 
"No indi\iduals have a right to hazard the peace of the country or to. 
violate its laws upon vague notions of altering or reforming Govern-
ments in other states. This principle is not only reasonable in itself 
and in accordance with public law, but is ingrafted into the codes of 
other nations as well as our own. But while such are the sentimel\ts of 
this Government it may be added that eyery independent nation must 
be presumed to be able to defend its possessions against u~authorized~ 
individuals banded togetmer to attack them: The Government of the 
United States at all times since its establishment has abstained and 
has sought to restrain the citizens of the country from entering into 
controversies between other powers and to observe all the duties of 
neutrality. At an eady period of the Government-in the administra-
tion of Washington-several laws were passed for this purpose. The· 
main provisions of these laws were re-enacted by act of April, 1818, by 
which, amongst other things, it was declared that if any person shall, 
within the territory or jurisdiction of the United States, begin or set on. 
foot or provide or prepare the means for any military expedition or en-
terprise to be carried on from thence against the territory or dominion 
·of any foreign prince or state, or of any cowny, district, or people with 
whom the United States are at peace, every person so offending shaU 
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be deemed guilty of a high misdemeanor, and shall be fined not exceed-
ing three thousand dollars and imprisoned not more th.!ln three years; 
--and this law has been executed and enforced to the fu~l extent of the 
power of the Government from that day to this. 
"In proclaiming 2'lnd adhering to the doctrine of neutrality and non-
intervention the United States have not followed the lead of other civi-
lized nations; they have taken the lead themselves, and have been fol-
lowed by others. This was admitted by one of the most eminent of 
modern British statesmen, who said in Parliament, whil_e a minister of 
the Crown, 'that if he wished for a guide in a system of neutrality he-
should take that laid down by America in the days of Washington and 
the Secretaryship of Jefferson'; and we see, in fact, that the act of Con-
gress of 1818 was followed the succeeding year by an act of the Parlia-
ment of England substantially the same in its general provisions. Up 
to that time there bad been no similar law in England, except certain 
highly penal statutes passed in the reign of George II, prohibiting Eng-
lish subjects from enlisting in foreign service, the avowed object of 
which statutes was that foreign armies, raised for the purpose of restor-
ing the house of Stuart to the throne, should not be strengthened by 
recruits from England herself. 
"All must see that difficulties may arise in carrying tl1e laws referred 
to into execution in a country now baving three or four thousand miles 
of seacoast, with an infinite number of ports and harbors and small in-
lets, from some of which unlawful expeditions may suddenly set forth, 
without the knowledge of Government, against the possessions of for-
eign states." 
Presidf:'nt Fillmore, Second .Annual Message, 1851; Mr. \Vebster, Sec. of State. 
''In reply the undersigned has to acquaint General Almonte that 
there is no law of the United States which authorizes-the refusal of a 
clearance to a vessel bound to a port in a state of insurrection, or the 
imposition of any penalty for the entrance of a United States vessel 
into such a port for commercial purposes only. The just belligerent 
rights, however, of all powers, engaged in civil or foreign war, so far as-
those rights may be invaded by citizens of the United States, are, it is 
conceived, amply protected by the act of Cougress of the 20th of Aprilt 
1818." 
Mr . .Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr . .Almonte, May 14, 1855. MSS. Notes, Mex. 
"A grand jury of this country having presented yourself and Colonel 
Kinney for a violation of our laws in getting up the expedition, Colonel 
Kinney hflving evaded trial by leaving the United States, and the Gov-
ernment of Nicaragua having declared it to be an intended hostile in-
vasion of its territories, you ought not to indulge the slightest expec-
tation that this Government could be induced to aid or countenance-
the enterprise. In view of what has already been disclosed, the Gov-
ernment cannot assume as an undoubted fact, and act upon it as such,. 
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your declaration that your undertaking is conformable to the laws of 
your own country and not liable to objection from the authorities of the 
country which is the seat of your contemplated operations. 
''This Government acknowledges it to be a duty to protect the rights 
{)f its citizens engaged in lawful pursuits abroad from tyrannical power, 
.and will not shrink from the performance of that duty on any and all 
proper occasions; but it does not believe that you present a case where 
this duty arises. 
"It has altSo another duty to perform not at all incompatible with the 
former; it is to maintain friendly relations with all foreign powers, and 
to discountenance and repress, when illegal, all ent.erprises designed to 
·disturb the safety or tranquillity of any other state. 
''I am aware that civil discord now prevails in the Republic of Nic-
.aragua, and it is natural to conclude that what one party oppose another 
may favor. While this Government believes it prudent to abstain from 
interfering as far as practicable with these internal divisions, yet it can-
not decline, in certain emergencies, to decide who possess the political 
power of the state. Our minister in Nicaragua has regarded the au-
thorities which issued the proclamation against your expedition to be in 
possession of the executive power of Nicaragua; be has been received 
·by and has treated with them as the Government of thap country, and 
has lately negotiated a treaty with them. This fact has an important 
bearing on the subjects presented in your letter of the 26th instant, 
.and sustains the positions I .have taken in this reply to it." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Fabers, June 29, 1855. MSS. Dom. Let. 
"The Government of the undersigned regrets that persons who may 
<OWe it either temporary or permanent allegiance should proceed from 
the United States to any foreign country for hostile purposes, and ac-
knowledges its •obligation to prevent this misdemeanor by all proper 
means. The laws of the United States by which this policy and obli-
gation are declared and acknowledged are believed to be ample for 
their purpose. Circumstances, however, imputable neither to the in-
adequacy of those laws nor to the want of good faith in the persons 
..charged with their administration, may occasionally enable offenders 
to escape detection." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Molina, Dec. 10, 1855. MSS. Notes, eent . .A.m. 
"The United States gave an early example to other nations in regard 
to its neutral duties by enacting stringent neutrality laws; they cer-
tainly preceded Great Britain in legislation upon the subject. These 
laws have laid upon the citizens or residents of the United States such 
restraints as neutral obligations towards other states require, or are 
·compatible with the spirit of free institutions. They prohibit enlist-
ments for foreign service within the limits of the United States, or any 
.agreement to go beyond those limits, for the purpose of such enlist-
ments; they denounce, under heavy penalties, the fitting out of priva· 
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teers or the organizing any expeditions against foreign states or their 
territories. lHr. :Molina will find it difficult to show an instance in which 
.any other country, including his own, has done more by legislation than 
the United States to preserve with fidelity neutral relations with other 
powers. The execution of these laws is all that can be required of this 
Governme.nt in maintaining its foreign relations." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Molina, Apr. 25, 1856. MSS. Notes, Cent. A.m. 
In Mr. Cass's instructions of July 25, 1858, to Mr. Lamar(MSS. Inst., Cent. A.m.), 
the vigilance and good faith of the United States in putting down filibus-
tering preparations in Nicaragua is shown in detail. 
"A Government is responsible only for the faithful discharge of its · 
international duties, but not for the consequences of illegal enterprises 
{)f which it had no knowledge, or which the want of proof or other cir-
-cum.stances rendered it unable to prevent." 
Mr. Cass, Sec. of State, to Mr. Molina, Nov. 26, 1860. MSS. Notes, Cent. A.m. 
It is within the competency of a belligerent to place, as a war measure, 
the export of anthracite coal under such limitations as would most cripple 
'itS antagonist. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Stuart, Oct. 3, 1862. MSS. Notes, Gr. Brit. 
Mr. Seward to Lord Lyons, Jan. 9, 1863; ibid. Same to same, Mar. 18, 1864, ibid; 
see supra, § 369. 
When notified of the Crimean war, the Secretary of State informed 
·the French minister at Washington" that the laws of the United States 
imposed severe restrictions not only upon its own citizens, but upon all 
~ersons who might be resident in this country, against equipping priva-
teers, receiving commissions, or enlisting men therein, for the purpose 
·Of taking a part in any foreign war; that it was not apprehended that 
there would be any attempt to violate these laws, but should the just 
.expectation of the President be disappointed, he would. not fail in his 
duty to use the power with which he was invested to enf-orce obedience 
to them." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Dayton, Oct. 24, 1863. MSS. Inst., France. 
While objecting to a continuance granted by the presiding judge in 
·the trial of the case of Rumble, tried and acquitted in England in 1865 
for breach of neutrality laws, "the Government acknowledges that it 
does not otherwise find any sufficient ground for questioning the learn-
ing or impartiality of the presiding judge in the conduct of the trial." 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Adams, Mar. 21, 1865. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
Persons and vessels arrested under order of the President for breach 
·Of neutrality may be detained by the naval forces of the United States, 
under his directions, until lawfully discharged. 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Edwards, June 29, 1869. MSS. Dom. Let. 
"It is impossible not to compare and contr~st the conduct of the 
~tates-general as regards Gr£.at Britain, on occasion of the revolt of 
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the British colonies, with that of Great Britain as regards the insurrec-
tion in the Southern States. No fleets were fitted out by .America in the 
ports of the Netherlands to prey on the commerce of Great Britain. 
· Only in a single instance did American cruisers have temporary har-
borage in the Texel. Year after year the exports of munitions of war· 
from the Nether lands were forbidden by the states-general, the more· 
completely to fulfill their duty of amity and neutrality towards Great, 
Britairi. But, nevertheless, Great Britain treated a declaration of neu-· 
trality by the states-general, and the observance of that declaration, as 
a sufficient cause of war against the Netherlands, prior to which the 
British Government continually complained of the occasional supplies 
derived by the colonies from the island of St. Eustatius. How light in 
this respect would have been the burdens of the United States during 
the late insurrection if British aid had been confined to a contraband 
commerce between the insurgents and the port of Nassau!" 
Mr. Fish, Sec. o£ State, to Mr. Motley, Sept. 25, 1869. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
"The Government of the United States may almost be said to have· 
originated the modern doctrine of the obligations of neutrals to main-
tain their neutrality. They were the first to make that internationa1 
obligation the subject of a municipal law. They have been loyal to that 
doctrine throughout their history. They have suffered because other· 
powers have been less loyal to it than themselves, and they have con-
tinued to maintain it throughout the present disturbances in the islands-
of the West Indies. If there was any negle~t to properly scrutinize the 
character of these vessels in the United States, which I do not admit, 
it was due in the one case to the neglect of the minister of .ffa..yti and. 
in the other case to the neglect of the Haytian consul." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett, Oct. 13, 1869. MSS. Inst., Hayti. 
In July, 1869, the President issued to the district-attorney and mar-
shal for the eastern district of New York a commission empowering 
them, or either of them, "to employ such part of the land or naval 
forces .of the United States, or of the militia thereof, for the purposes 
indicated by the eighth section of the act of April 20, 1818, commonly 
known as the neutrality act." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pierrepont, July 13, 1869. MSS. Dom. Let. 
Orders were at the same time given for the capture of all concerned 
.in expeditions violating such law. 
Ibid. 
See also Mr. Fish's letter to 1\ir. Pierrepont, of July 15, 1869; Mr. Fish to Mr. 
Barlow, July 17, 1869; Mr. Fish to Mr. Robeson, Aug. 10, 1869; Mr. Fish 
to Mr. Barlow, Aug. 10, 1869, as to custody of gunboats seized under above 
order. MSS. Dom. Let. 
As to the subsequent destiny of these gunboats see Mr. Fish to Mr. Pierrepont,, 
Nov. 26. 1869. Ibid. 
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''Whereas a- state of war unhappily exists be~ ween France, on the 
-Qne side, and the North German Confederacy and its allies, on the other 
side; and whereas the United States are on terms of friendship and 
amity with all the contending powers, and with the persons inhabiting 
their several dominions; and whereas great numbers of the citizens of 
the United States reside within the territories or dominions of each of 
the said belligerents, and carry on commerce, trade, or other business 
or pursuits therein, protected by the faith of treaties; and whereas great 
numbers of the subjects or citizens of each of the saiu belligerents resi<le 
within the territory or jurisdiction of the United States, and carry on 
commerce, trade, or other business or pursuits therein; and whereas 
the laws of the United States, without interfering with the free expres-
sion of opinion and sympathJ', or with the open manufacture or sale of 
arms or munitions of war, nevertheless impose upon all persons who 
may be within their territory and jurisdiction the duty of an impartial 
neutrality during the existence of the contest: 
"Now, therefore, I, Ulysses S. Grant, President of the United States, 
·in order to preserve the neutrality of the United States and of their 
-citizens and of persons within their territory and jurisdiction, and to 
oenforce their laws, and in order that all persons, being warned of the 
general tenor of the laws and treaties of the United States in this be· 
half, and of the law of nations, may thus be prevented from an uninten-
tional violation of the same, do hereby declare and proclaim that by 
the act passed on the 20th day of April, .A. D. 1818, commo.:1ly known 
.as the 'neutrality law,' the following acts are forbidden to be done, 
under severe penalties, within the territory and jurisdiction of the 
'United States, to wit: 
" 1. Accepting and exercising a commission to serve either of the 
-said belligerents by land or by sea against the other belligerent. 
"2. Enlisting or entering into the service of either of the said bellig-
··erents as a soldier, or as a marine, or seaman on board of any vessel of 
war, letter of marque, or privateer. 
'' 3. Hiring or retaining another person to enlist or enter himself in the 
-service of either of the said belligerents as a soldier, or as a marine, or 
·seaman on board of any vessel of war, letter of marque, or privateer. 
,'' 4. Hiring another person to go beyond the limits or jurisdiction of 
the United States with intent to be enlisted as aforesaid. 
"5. Hiring another person to go beyond the limits of the United 
-States with the intent to be entered into service as aforesaid. 
"6. Retaining another person to go beyond the limits of the United 
-States with intent to be enlisted as aforesaid. 
"7. Retaining another person to go beyond the limits of the United 
.. States with intent to be entered into service as aformmid. (But the 
·said act is not to be construed to extend to a citizen or subject of either 
belligerent who, being transiently within the United States, shall, on 
board of any vessel-of-war, which, at the time of its arrival within the 
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United States, was fitted and equipped as such vessel of war, enlist or 
enter himself or hire or retain another subject or citizen of the same 
belligerent, who is transiently within the United States, to enlist or 
enter himself to serve such belligerent on board such vessel-of-war, if 
the United States shall then be at peace with such belligerent.) 
"8. Fitting out and arming, or attempt to fit out and arm, or procur-
ing to be. fitted out and armed, or knowingly being concerned in the 
furnishing~ fitting out, or arming of any ship or vessel with intent that 
such ship or vessel shall be employed in the service of either of the 
said belligerents. 
"9. Issuing or delivering a commission within the territory or juris-
diction of the United States for any ship or vessel to the intent that 
she may be employed as aforesaid. 
" 10. Increasing or augmenting, or procuring to be increased or aug-
mented, or knowingly being concerned in increasing or augmenting, the 
force of any ship-of-war, cruiser, or other armed vessel, which at the 
time of her arriYal within the United States was a ship-of-war, cruiser, 
or armed vessel in the service of either of the said belligerents, or be-
longing to the subjects or citizens of either, by adding to the number 
of guns of such Yessels, or by changing those on board of her for guns 
C!>f a larger caliber,' or by the addition thereto of any equipment solely 
. applicable to war. 
"11. Beginning or setting on foot or providing or preparing the 
means for any military expedition or enterprise to be carried on from 
the territory or jurisdiction of the United States against the territories 
or dominions of either of the said belligerents. 
"And I do further declare and proclaim that by the nineteenth ar-
ticle of the treaty of amity and commerce which was concluded between 
His Majesty the King of Prussia and the United States of America, on 
the 11th day of ,July, A. D. 1799, which article was revived by the 
treaty of May 1, A. D. 1828, between the same parties, and is still in 
force, it was agreed that' the vessels-of-war, public and private, of both 
parties, shall carry freely, wheresoever they please, the vessels and 
effects taken from their enemies, without being obliged to pay any du-
ties, charges, or fees to officers of admiralty, of the customs, or any 
others; nor shall such prizes be arrested, searched, or put under any 
legal process, when they come to and enter the ports of the other party, 
but may freely be carried out again at any time by their captors to the 
places expressed in their commissions, which the commanding officer of 
such vessel shall be obliged to show.' 
"And I do further declare and proclaim that it has been officially 
communicated to the Government of the United States by the envoy 
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the North German Con-
federation, at Washington, that private property on tho high seas will 
be exempted from seizure by the ships of Hir~ Majesty the King of Prus-
sia, without regard to reciprocity. 
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''And I do further declare and proclaim that it has been officially 
communicated to the Government of the United States by the envoy 
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of His ltfajesty the Emperor 
of the ],rench, at Washington, that orders have been given that, in the 
conduct of the war, the commanders of the French forces on land and 
on the seas shall scrupulously observe toward neutral powers the rules 
of international law, and that they shall strictly adhere to the principles 
set forth in the declaration of the congress of Paris of the 16th of April, 
1856, that is to say: 1st. That privateering is and remains abolished. 
2d. That the neutral flag covers enemy's goods, with the exception of 
contraband of war. 3d. That neutral goods, with the exception of con-
traband of war, are not liable to capture under the enemy's flag. 4th. 
That blockades, in order to be binding, must be effective, that is to say, 
maintained by a force sufficient really to prevent access to the coast of 
the enemy; and that, although the United States have not adhered to 
the declaration of 1856, the vessels of His Majesty will not seize enemy's 
property found on board of a vessel of the United States, providefl that 
property is not contraband of war. 
"And I do further declare and proclaim that the statutes of the United 
States and the law of nations alike require that no person within the 
territory and jurisdiction of the United States shall take part, directly 
or indirectly, in the said war, but shall remain at peace with each of 
the said belligerents, and shall maintain a strict and impartial neutral-
ity, and that whatever privileges shall be accorded to one belligerent 
within the ports of the United States shall be in like manner accorded 
to the other. 
''And I do hereby enjoin all the good citizens of the United States, 
and all persons residing or being within the territory or jurisdiction of 
the United States, to observe the laws thereof, and to commit no act 
contrary to the provisions of the said statutes, or in violation of the law 
of nations in that behalf. 
''And I do hereby warn all citizens of the United States, and all per-
sons residing or being within their territory or jurisdiction, that, while 
the free and full expression of sympathies in public and private is not 
restricted by the laws of the United States, military forces in aid of 
either belligerent cannot lawfully be originated or organized within 
their jurisdiction; and that while all persons may lawfully, and with-
out restriction, by reason of the aforesaid state of war, manufacture 
and sell within the United States arms and munitions of war, and 
other articles ordinarily known as 'contraband of war,' yet they cannot 
carry such article3 upon the high seas for the use or service of either 
belligerent, nor can they transport soldiers and officers of either, or 
attempt. to break any blockade which may be lawfully established and 
maintained during the war, without incurring the risk of hostile capt-
ure and the penalties denounced by the law of nations in that behalf. 
''And I do hereby give notice that all citizens of the United States, 
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. and others who may claim the protection of this Government, who may 
misconduct themselves in the premises, will do so at their peril, and 
that they can in no wise obtain any protection from the Government of 
'the United States against the consequences of thejr misconduct." 
President Grant's neutrality proclamation, Aug. 22, 1870. For. Rel., 1870. 
"Whereas on the 22d day of August, 1870, my proclamation was 
·iss11ed, enjoining neutrality in the present war between France and 
the North Getman Confederation and its allies, and declaring, so far 
as then seemed to be necessary, the respective rights and obligations 
of the belligerent p~rties and of the citizens of the United States; and 
whereas subsequent information gives reason to apprehend that armed 
-cruisers of the belligerents may be tempted to abuse the hospitality 
-accorded to them in the ports, harbors, roadsteads, and other waters of 
the U 11ite.d States, by making such waters subservient to the purposes 
of war: 
''Now, therefore, I, Ulysses S. Grant, President of the United States 
of America, do hereby proclaim and declare that any frequenting and 
use of the waters within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States 
by the armed vessels of either belligerent, whether public ships or 
privateers, for the purpose of preparing for hostile operations, or as 
posts of observation upon the ships-of-war or privateers or merchant 
vessels of the other belligerent lying within or being about to enter the 
.jurisdiction of the United States, must be regarded as unfriendly and 
. offensive, and in violation of that neutrality which it is the determina-
tion of this Government to observe; and to the end that the hazard 
and inconvenience of such apprehended practices may be avoided, I 
further proclaim and declare that, from and after the 12th day of Octo-
ber instant, and during the continuance of the present hostilities 
between France and the North German Confederation and its all~s, 
no ship-of-war or privateer of either belligerent shall be permitted to 
make use of any port, harbor, roadstead, or other waters within the 
.jurisdiction of the United States as a station or place of resort for any 
-warlike purpose, or for the purpose of obtaining any facilities of war-
·Hke equipment; and no ship-of-war or privateer of either belligerent 
shall be permitted to sail out of or leave any port, harbor, or road-
stead, or waters subject to the jurisdiction of the United States from 
-which a vessel of the other belligerent (whether the same shall be a 
ship-of-war, a privateer, or a merchant ship) shall have previously 
-departed, until after the expiration of at least twenty-four hours from 
the departure of such last-mentioned vessel beyond the jurisdiction of 
the United States. If any ship-of-war or privateer of either belligerent 
.shall, after the time this notification takes effect, enter any port, har-
-bor, roadstead, or waters of the United States, such vessel shall be 
required to depart and to put to sea within twenty-four hours after her 
,entrance into such pt>rt, harbor, roadstead, or waters, except in case of 
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stress of weather or of her requiring provisions or things necessary for 
the subsistence of her crew, or for repairs; in either of which cases the 
authorities of the port or of the nearest port (as the case may be) shall 
require her to put to sea as soon as possible after the expiration of such 
_period of twenty-four hours, without permitting her to take in sup-
plies beyond what may be necessary for her immediate use; and no 
such vessel whic.:h may have been permitted to remain within the 
waters of the United States for the purpose of repair shall continue 
within such port, harbor, roadstead, or waters for a longer period than 
twenty-four hours after her necessary repairs shall have been com-
pleted, unless within such twenty-four hours a vessel, whether ship-of-
war, pri-vateer, or merchant ship of the other belligerent, shall have 
departed therefrom, in which case the time limited for the departure of 
such ship-of-war or privateer shall be extended so far as may be neces-
sary to secure an interval of not less than twenty-four hours between 
such departure and that of any ship-of-war, privateer, or merchant ship 
of the other belligerent which may have previously quit the same port, 
harbor, roadstead, or waters. No ship-of-war or privateer of either 
belligerent shall be detained in any port, harbor, roadstead, or waters 
of the United States more than tw~nty-four hours, by reason of the. 
successive ueparturcs from such port, harbor, roadstead, or waters of 
more than one \essel of the other belligerent. But if there be several 
vessels of each or either of the two belligerents in the same port, har-
bor, roadstead, or wa;ters, the order of their departure therefrom shall 
be so arranged as to afford the opportunity of leaving alternately to 
the vessels of the respective belligerents, and to cause the l~ast deten-
tion consistent with the objects of this proclamation. No ship-of-war 
or privateer of either belligerent shall be permitted, while in any port, 
harbor, roadstead, or waters within the jurisdiction of the United 
States, to take in any supplies except provisions and such other things 
as may be requisite for the subsistence of her crew, and except so 
much coal only as may be sufficient to carry such vessel, if without sail 
power, to the nearest European port of her own country; or in case the 
vessel is rigged to go under sail, and may also be propelled by steam 
power, fuen with half the quantity of coal which she would be entitled 
to receive if dependent upon steam alone; and no coal shall be again 
supplied to any such ship-of-war or privateer in the same or any other 
port, harbor, roadstead, or waters of the United States, without special 
permission, until after the expiration of three months from the time 
when such coal may have been last supplied to her within the waters 
of the United States, unless such ship-of-war or privateer shall, since 
last thus supplied, have entered a European port of the Government 
to which she belongs." 
President Grant's proclamation of Oct. 8, 1870. For. Rei., 1870. 
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"The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States of Amer-
ica, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the two notes which 
Mr. Lopez Roberts, the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipoten-
tiary of Spain, did him the honor to address to him on the 17th instant. 
One of these notes incloses copies of a correspondence between the 
Spanish consul at New York and the district attorney of the United 
States for the southern district of New York, in relation to the steamer 
Hornet. 
"In transmitting this correspondence Mr. LopezRobertsavailshimself 
of the opportunity to make certain comments upon the conduct of some 
of the officers of the United States towards that steamer. If the under-
signed correctly apprehends the purpose of that note of Mr. Lopez 
Roberts, its complaints relate to acts said to have been done, or omitted 
to be doue, at two distinct periods. Those first complained of are 
charged as happening about the time when the correspondence took 
place between the Spanish consul and the district attorney. The re-
maining charges relate to matters that took place prior to that corre-
spondence, and which have no connection with it~ With regard to the 
first complaint, it would appear, from the correspondence transmitted 
by Mr. Lopez Roberts, that the Spanish consul at New York, on the 8th 
instant, informed the district attorney for the southern district of New 
York that, in compliance with a supposed intimation or suggestion from 
the Secretary of State, he called his attention to the steamer Hornet, 
that that steamer had been formerly employed in illegal expeditions 
against Cuba; that she had been libeled for this at Wilmington; that 
on the 7th day of June last, bonds were given for her discharge, and 
she was released; that she was then brought to the port of New York; 
that the Spanish consul again made complaint against her, and she was 
again seized and libeled on the 6th day of October last; that, applica-
tion being made for her release, a hearing was had before the court, in 
which the Spanish consul took part; that, as the result of that judicial 
hearing, she was again released; that the consul, at the date of his 
letter, had information, on which he relied with perfect confidence, that 
the steamer was being fitted out in the port of New York for the pur_ 
pose of proceeding to sea, and there taking on board military expedi-
tions from Nassau and Key West, and conducting them to ·the coast of 
Cuba; that he thought his note to a local prosecuting officer as 'suffi-
cient to call for the exercise of the ample preventive power of this 
Government against the departure;' and that he left in the hands of 
that officer the responsibility of permitting the vessel to proceed. 
"The district attorney appears to have replied to this note, on the 
same day, that there was no proof or evidence in it which would author-
ize him to seize the Hornet, or to take any steps beyond those which he 
had already taken; that he had caused a rigid scrutiny to be exercised 
in order to prevent the Hornet from taking on board anything indicat-
ing hostile intentions; that he had been advised that it was the purpose 
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of that vessel to clear for Nassau; that he could not act legall.Y on mel'e 
surmise; but that, if proper evidence were furnished, he would take 
any ~tops necessary to prevent -violations of the laws of the United 
States. 
"It is further charged in J.\ir. Lopez; Roberts' note that the steamer 
Hornet on the same day put to sea, without such steps 'haYing teen 
taken to prevent her departure as should have been dictated by the cir-
cumstances and criminal antecedents of the aforesaid vessel.' 
"The undersigned has the honor, in reply to this portion of the first 
note of J.\fr. Lopez Roberts, to say that it appears from this correspond-
ence that the Hornet, having been seized on the complaint of the Span-
ish consul only two months before the date of the correspondence, and 
a hearing in which the Spanish consul took part having resulted in the· 
discharge of the vessel, no subsequent proof, or anything in the nature-
of legal evidence other than a. repetition of that which had already been 
passed upon by the court, and been decided to be insufficient for the 
detention of the vessel, had been furnished by the consul, or by any 
other Spanish official; that, nevertheless, the district attorney offered 
to again take steps to detain the Hornet, if proof were furnished which 
would warrant him in so doing, which proof was not furnished. 
"The undersigned takes the Fberty to call the attention of Mr. Lopez 
Roberts to the fact that a district attorney of the United States is an 
officer whose duties are reguiated by law, and who, in the absence of 
executive warrant, has no right to detain the vessels of American citi-
zens without legal process, founded not upon surmises, or upon the an-
tecedent character of a vessel, or upon the belief or conviction of a con-
sul, but upon proof submitted according to the forms required by law •. 
Although it appears to the undersigned that in this case the district 
attorney complied with his duty, and would not have been justified in .. 
taking steps for the seizure of the Hornet in December, on the unsup-
ported representations of the consul, after the failure of that officer to 
furnish the requisite proof to authorize her continued detention, yet, as ., 
Mr. Lopez Roberts seems to think that thel'e may have been a dereJic .. . 
tion of duty, the undersigned will transmit to the head of the Depart-
ment of Justice, to whom the district attorney for the southern district 
of New York is subordinate, a copy of l\fr. Lopez Roberts' complaint, 
and of the correspondence inclosed in his note. 
"The undersigned, in taking leave of this branch of the subject, in· 
vites the attention of :Mr. Lopez Roberts to the inaccuracy of the Span-
ish consul at New York, when he states that 'the Secretary of State of 
the United States has informed his excellency the minister of Spain that 
all complaints or information in respect to violations of the neutrality 
laws of this Government, to the prejudice of the lawful authority of Spain, 
shall be presented to you (the district attorney), as the prosecuting offiM 
cer of the Dnited States.' It is undoubtedly true that the undersigned 
did request l\fr. Lopez Roberts, for convenience in the judicial proceed-
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ings which might be begun, as well as to secure promptness of action in 
the courts when necessary, to say to the consuls of Spain that they 
would be authorized to lay before the prosecutit.J.g officers of the United 
States, without previous transmission to the undersigned through the 
Spanish legation at Washington, any legal proof of a viol:1tion of its 
laws that might be in their possession. The undersigned was thus able 
to show to the Government of Spain that the United States would omit 
nothing that could be reasonably deemed essential to the performance 
of their duties toward Spain. But it was not the purpose of tbe under-
signed to surrender to these subordinates the respective right and duty 
of making and receiving aU complaints in respect to any alleged viola-
tion of the neutrality laws of this country, to the prejudice of the lawful 
authority of Spain. Such a proceeding would not have accorded with 
the dignity of this Government, -or with the respect which it entertains 
for its an'3ient ally and friend. It it also reasonable to conclude from 
the transmission of this note to the undersigned, that Mr. Lopez Rob-
erts regards the subject in the same light, and that when he inclosed in 
his note a copy of the consul's letter, he failed to consider with his usual 
care the latitude of its signification. 
· ''The remainder of the note, to which the undersigned is now reply-
ing, is devoted to a criticism upon the conduct of the Government of the 
United States with reference to the previous career of the Hornet. The 
second note of Mr. Lopez Roberts, of the same date, is devoted to the 
examination of the conduct of this Government toward certain other 
vessels and persons charged with past violations of the neutrality laws 
of the United States connected with previous alleged expeditions against 
the Island of Cuba. The undersigned propQses to treat these subjects 
together. 
"Mr. Lopez Roberts claims that he has shown by satisfactory proof 
that the vessels known as the Perit, the Catherine Whiting, the H. M. 
Cool, the Jonathan Chase, the George B. Upton, and the Hornet, have 
been engaged in aiding the insurrection in Cuba, in such a way as to 
violate the laws of the United States known as the 'neutrality laws.' 
He also says that in his judgment the owners of all vessels who, 'know-
ing the purpose for which their property is destined, load them in order 
to break the laws established for the maintenance of the duties of inter-
national neutrality, should be made to feel the legal consequences of 
their conduct in the improper employment of their property.' He fur-
ther gives the names of sundry persons who, in the city of New York 
and elsewhere in the territory of the United States, are said to· have 
aided and abetted in alleged violations of the laws of the United States 
in one or more of these expeditions. With regard to most of these per-
sons, he sets forth with some detail a variety of acts which were said to 
haYe been committed prior to the 12th day of October last. , 
"It would also appear, from the statement of l\1r. Lopez Roberts, that 
some efforts have been made by Spanish officials to ind nee the district 
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attorney for the southern district of New York to proceed against some 
of these yessels or persons, and that he has decided that, in some of the 
cases, no proceedings can be had, for technical reasons that are stated 
in Mr. Lopez Roberts' note, and that, as to the individuals named, no 
proceedings can be maintained, because it is supposed by him that under 
the operation of the proclamation of the President of the United States, 
dated October 12, 1870, all offenses against international or municipal 
htw referred to in the proclamatiOn were pardoned or condoned. 
"He also complains, in the case of the Hornet, that the proceedings 
which were begun against that vessel at Wilmington were not prose-
cuted to final judgment and execution; and he adds that, 'if the Fed-
eral Government had given the necessary orders for it to be continued 
in the courts of justice, it is not to be doubted that, at the present mo-
ment, the steamer Hornet would not be about to commence new and 
criminal adventures.' 
"He complains of the restitution of the Hornet as 'an incomprehensi-
ble act of neglect.' He says that while he' is far from wishing to make 
any suggestion which could be interpreted as an interference in the ad-
ministration of the laws of this country in that which relates to past 
uffenses against neutrality, yet he cannot avoid the conviction that the 
Secretary of State will agree that such an indulgence * * * tende 
to preserve and encourage the state of things in New York relative to 
expeditions against Cuba.' 
''It would be a sufficient answer for the undersigned, in reply to these 
portions of 1\fr. Lopez Roberts' notes, to say that his very proper dis-
claimer of a purpose to interfere in the administration of the laws of 
this country in that which relates to past offenses against neutrality, 
renders an these statements irrelevant. So long as the rights in the 
domestic tribunals of the United States which are secured to the sub-
jects of Spain by treaty are not invaded, and so long as the officials of 
the United States manifest the readiness which they have ever shown 
to prevent attempted violations of the laws enacted to enforce their 
international obligations, a criticism upon the conduct of the courts of 
the United States in the treatment of persons charged with past offenses 
could not but be regarded as a step beyond the recognized bounds of 
diplomatic correspondence. It may not, however, be improper, while 
accepting the disclaimer of Mr. Lopez Roberts, to indicate to him the 
leading motives which prompted the benevolent act of the President and 
the merciful policy of this Government. 
"A fierce and sanguinary conflict had been raging for two years in the 
Island of Cuba when the President's proclamation of October 12 was 
issued. That this conflict originated in a sense of wrongs sustained 
through a long series of years of misgovernment prior to the outbreak 
of the late revolution on the peninsula, would probably not be denied 
by the eminent men who were at the head of that revolution. On the 
contrary, it is understood that they have been free in the expression of 
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their regret that the Cubans would not trust the ·remedy of their un-
doubted grievances to the hands of the liberals of Spain. 
"In the prosecution of this contest several decrees were made by the 
Spanish authorities which interfered with, or threatened to interfere 
with, the rights of citizens of the Uni~~d States. The United States 
took occasion in advance to express tbeir dissatisfaction with such 
decrees, and to point out how they might conflict with th~ rights of 
their citizens. 
"In the progress of events the sympathies of large portions of the 
people of the United States naturally became interested in the struggle 
to throw oft' a political connection which had entailed upon Cuba 
an onerous system of taxation, and which had deprived it of its auton-
omy. This natural feeHng was increased and vivified when it became 
known that the insurgents were further contending for a cause for which 
'the American people had themselves su.ffered so much-the abolition of 
African slavery. 
"The Government of the United States felt constrained by its interna-
tional duties not to permit itself to be controlled by this popular sym-
pathy. The authorities of Spain denied that the insurrection possessed 
that civil and political organization, and that probablity of success, 
which would require the other national powers to accord to it the right 
to carry on a recognized war, and this Government admitted that such 
was the case, and has continued so to regard it up to the present time. 
"In the course of the struggle, as had been foreseen, the rights of 
citizens of the United States were affected by the steps taken by the 
.Spanish authorities to crush the insurrection. It being found in con ven-
ient to refer all such cases to Madrid, Mr. Lopez Roberts was, upon 
the request of this Government, authorized to settle by agreement with 
the captain-general of Cuba, without consulting the Spanish Govern-
ment, questions arising with this Government or its citizens, from the 
circumstances through which the Island of Cuba was passing, except in 
-cases of disagreement with the superior authority, or in a case of such 
gravity that, in the judgment of J\'Ir. Lopez Roberts, it might require 
.previous consultation with the Government. 
"Under the operation of this regulation, various representations were 
·from time to time made to Mr. Lopez Roberts by the undersigned, and 
questions were thus amicably adjusted, until the power was withdrawn 
by the Government at Madrid, 'in view,' as the undersigned was after-
ward officially informed, 'of the favorable situation in ?.chich the Island of 
·<O?.tba then was.' 
"It was understood here, both from representations made to the 
American minister at Madrid, and from the views repeatedly expressed 
·by the Spanish minister at Washington, that the' favorable situation' 
.referred to was the supposed extinction of aP. organized armed resist-
i3nce to Spanish authority in Cuba. 
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"The President did not and would not suppose that the Government 
{)f Spain would lessen the means of protection to the persons and proper-
ties of citizens of the United States in Cuba, which it had extended dur-
ing the insurrection at the request of this Government, unless it was con-
vinced that the insurrection, .which made it necessary, had virtually 
ceased. He could not and would not assume that a Government which 
had maintained such friendly relations with this Government would vol-
untarily do so unfriendly an act as to withdraw, without notice, the pow-
ers conferred upon Mr. Lopez Roberts at his request, unless it was con-
vinced that the necessity for them had ceased in consequence of the 
suppression of the insurrecti.on. He was pleased to believe that, in the 
·opinion of the Spanish Government, the danger from the insurrection 
was over; that the time for milder measures had come, and that the 
blessings of peace were to follow. It did not appear to him that there-
straints upon the commerc~ of the United States and upon the free 
movements of their citizens-measures which had been taken because 
the maintenance of the obligations of the United States as one of the 
family of nations appeared to require them-should be longer imposed. 
It did not seem to this Government that good could come from contin-
uing preventive, much less punitive, proceedings against individuals or 
vessels, when the cause which prompted the alleged illegal acts was sup-
posed to have disappeared. It was believed to be in harmony with the 
humane policy which has characterized this Government, that a suspen-
sion of the rigid prosecution of offenses (partaking of a political char-
acter) growing out of a sympathy with a political struggle in a neigh-
boring island, might well take place. It was hoped that the benevolent 
·example of the United States in this respect might, perhaps, be reflected 
in the policy of Spain toward Cuba. It was believed that the reforms 
which had been so often promised to the representative of the United 
'States at :Madrid were about to be granted; that the blot of slavery 
would disappear; that the right of colonial self-government would be. 
given to the island; that the burdensome system of taxation would be 
abolished, and that, peace being restored, all the desired reforms being 
granted, and amnesty and pardon being given, the Government of the 
United States would be relieved from the disagreeable duties which it 
·had performed for about two years. 
"1\fr. Lopez Roberts will :find in these considerations an evidence of the 
generous purposes and desires of the Government of the United States 
toward his Government and toward the Island of Cuba, and its logical 
action in reliance upon the promises and the representations of the Span-
ish Government, and of its esteemed representative to this Government. 
He will permit the undersigned also to say (in reply to his suggestion 
that these persons have been stimulated an<l encouraged by the indulg-
ence hitherto shown them by a benevolent Government) that it seems to 
the undersigned that they have found their encouragement and their 
.stimulus, not in the humane course of this Government, but in that 
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love of liberty and in that sympathy with communi tie~ struggiing against" 
oppression, and for freedom, which is the portion of all generous nat-
ures; and that such stimulus and encouragement will fail them when 
Spain shall imitate the benign policy of the United States. 
"Mr. Lopez Roberts also does the undersigned the honor to quote, 
with approval, from a dispatch from the undersigned to l\1r.l\fotley, the 
following passages : 
"'We hold that the international duty of the Queen's Government 
in this respect was above and independent of the municipal law of Eng-
land. It was a sovereign duty, attaching to Great Britain as a sover-
eign power. The municipal law was but a means of repressing or pun-
ishing individual wrong-doers; the law of nations was the true and· 
proper rule of duty for the Government. 
"'But the Government of the United States has never been able to 
see the force of this alleged difficulty. The common law of England is. 
the common law of the United States. In both countries, and cer-
tainly in England, revenue seizures are made daily, and ships are pre-
vented from going to sea on much less cause of suspicion than attached 
to the suspected ships of the Confederates.' 
''The undersigned receives with great satisfaction this official adhesion 
of Spain to the doctrine that in time of war it is as well the right as the 
duty of the non-combatant powers to maintain a neutral position-a 
doctrine of which the United States were the earliest and have remained 
the most consistent advocates. In the first stage of their national his-
tory, they suffered from the unlawful attempts of other belligerent pow-
ers to force them from the neutral attitude which they had the right to · 
maintain. In a later and more trying period, they were injured by the· 
neglect of other powers to preserve their neutrality 'fhen they them~ 
selves were in a state of war. It is a satisfaction to feel that the posi-
tion which they have maintained when they were at peace, and claimed 
when they were at war, is gaining ground on the continent of Europe. 
''The intelligence and acumen of Mr. Lopez Roberts cannot have 
failed to notice that these doctrines were. applied to a condition when a 
state of war was recognized by the neutral; that the whole of the con-
text of the argument from which l\ir. Lopez Roberts has done the un-
dersigned the honor to excerpt the passages which are quoted above; re-
late to a recognized condition of war, and that the grievances complained 
of by the United States in the dispatch from which the quotations are" 
made were the acts of a Government which had formally recognized a 
state of war between the United States and their armed opponents. 
"To make the doctrine of tbe passages which have been quoted ap-
plicable to the relations of Spain and Cuba, the former must. acknowl-
edge a state of war between herself and th6 inhabitants of Cuba which 
other nations may recognize. 
'~The undersigned has not heretofore understood that the Govern-
ment of Spain had yet recognized, or was yet willing that the other 
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powers should recognize, a state of war as existing in the Island ofCubar 
but the application which his excellency the minister of Spain endeavors 
to make of the position in which the United States acknowledged. to 
have found themselves after that several powers, including Spain, had 
accorded the rights of belligerents to their revolted citizens, induces the 
undersigned to inquire whether Spain now regards her position toward 
the insurgents of Cuba the same as that which the United State& occu-
pied toward their insurgent citizens at the time of the occurrence of the 
acts complained of in the dispatch from which 1\Ir. Lopez Roberts has 
quoted." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Lopez Roberts, Dec. 28, 1870. :MSS. Notes, Spain; 
For. Rel., 1871. 
"Your dispatch No. 64, of N1e 25th ultimo, has been rec~ived. The 
assurances offered to you by the Haytian Government as to its disposi-
tion to keep wholly neutral in the contest between the Dominican par-
ties, severally headed by Baez and Cabral, did not seem to be expressed 
in a way to inspire perfect confidence in their sincerity. If it be borne 
in mind that, for a considerable period, both the Spanish and French 
parts of tlw island of San Domingo were under the sole dominion of 
Hayti, that it has been the policy of that Government not only to op-
pose the independence of the Spanish part of the island, but to prevent 
its occupation by a foreign power, the difficulty of lending entire cre-
dence to any assurances which that Government may give as to its in-
disposition to interfere in Dominican affairs will be apparent. The pro-
test of the Haytians against the recent attempt of Spain to regain her 
foot-hold in that island is fresh in the recollection of the public. * * • 
" It may easi~y be understood that the Haytians, being mostly de-
scended from those of African extraction, who, once held in slavery, won 
their freedom and independence by expelling their former masters, 
should be relucta11t to allow any nation tolerating slavery to acquire 
dominion in San Domingo. This feeling should not now, however, in-
clude the United States, especially in view of the fact that the equality 
of races here before the law "is signally exemplified in the person of our 
diplomatic representative accredited to them." 
Mr. F.ish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett, Feb. 9, 1871. 1\I~S. Ins£. Hayti: For. 
Rel., 1871. 
"&nee the last instruction to you upon the subject, reiterated repre-
sentations have been received here from the Governmen·t of the Domin-
ican Republic to the effect that, despite its professions of neutrality, 
the Haytian Government has taken part with Cabral and Luperon, the 
armed enemies of that Republic oii the frontier, and has furnished them 
with men, munitions, and arms in furtherance of their designs. The 
facts stated, or some of them, are of a character which may not be de-
nied by the Government of Hayti. If their accuracy should be acknowl-
edged, that Government might be said to have acted with a want of 
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good faith towards the Government of the United States, against which 
you will again remonstrate pointedly but dispassionately." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bassett, June 24,1871. MSS. Inst., Hayti; For. 
Rel., 1871. 
"The position which the United States assumed, and has maintained, 
• * * bas been that when reasonable grounds were presented to a 
Government, by a friendly power, for suspicion that its peace is threat-
ened by parties within the jurisdiction of that Government, it is the 
duty of the latter to become the active prosecutor of those threatening 
the peace of the former." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Akerman, Nov. 20, 11371. MSS. Dom. Let. 
[This supposes that the Government in which such disturbing action 
takes place has the legal and constitutional power to suppress it. 
Whether, supposing it has such power, it is internationally liable for 
failufe to prosecute, depends upon the amount of proof accessible to it, 
and the nature of the alleged breaches of neutrality. But want of con-
stitutional power to prosecute is not in itself a bar to a claim for a fail-
ure to enforce neutrality. See sttpra, § 9; and further rulings in this 
and the following section.] 
The President, under the eighth section of the act of April 20, 1818, is 
not required to arrest in a United States port an unarmed vessel un-
less it be 8hown that a military enterprise is begun or set on foot through 
her contrary to the provisions of the statute. 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Bernab~, Mar. 23, 1874. l\ISS. Notes, Spain. 
"The United States do not employ any police force. Consequently, 
it is usually advisable for the agents of a foreign state which may sup-
pose that illegal enterprises against it are about to be set on foot in this 
country to employ detectives of their own to watch suspected parties. 
If a discovery should thereby be made of an offense against the law 
the testimony of the detective would be available for the prosecution 
of the offenders. Under the law of this country and of England, as 
contradistinguished, I believe, from that of the continent of Europe 
and elsewhere, no person can be arrested or prosecuted for a crime or 
misdemeanor except upon the affidavit of a credible witness." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Garcia, Nov. 17, 1874. MSS. Notes, .A.rg. Rep. 
"This Government has hitherto expected and will continue to expect 
that other Governments will fulfill their duties as neutrals towards the 
United States. It has been its endeavor and always will be its purpose 
to fulfill the same duties ~owards other nations, and in like manner 
towards Spain. It is not conscious of any dereliction in this respect, 
and it believes that its power is ample for the purpose. Any Govern-
ment which requires the exercise of that power must, however, proceed 
in the only way by which that authority can be available." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mantilla, Sept. 27, 1875. MSS. Notes, Spain. 
For a discussion of the Alabama case, see Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Sir E. 
Thornton, Sept. 18, 1876. MSS. Notes, Gr. Brit.; and see injm, § 402 a. 
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The allowing a vessel bearing the :flag of the United States to take 
part in warlike operations against a Government with which the United 
States is at peace is a violation of the spirit of our neutrality statutes. 
Mr. :Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Marsh, Jan. 29, 1877. MSS. Instr., Italy. 
"I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 30th 
of April, in which you communicate to me officially the information 
that ' Russia has declared war against the Ottoman Empire, and com-
menced hostilities in Europe and Asia.'· You state also that, in view of 
these events, the Sublime Porte is convinced that the Government of 
the United States will, as a neutral state, be pleased to guarantee the 
same treatment that it granted to the belligerents in the last great 
European war of 1870-'71. 
"I am directed by the President to say in reply that the expectation 
of the Sublime Porte that a just and impartial neutrality will be ob-
served by the United States is well founded. The Government of the 
United States will now, as heretofore, be found earnest, not only in 
maintaining an attitude of neutrality in European contests, but in faith-
fully observing all treaty obligations with either of the belligerent pow-
ers, and also in preventing the infraction, by any persons in this country, 
of the laws of the United States or the laws of nations. 
"While thus adhering with fidelity to a line of action which is in 
accord both with legal obligations and with the public sentiment of the 
.American people, the Government of the United States anticipates with 
confidence that the Sublime Porte will1 on its part, take due care that 
the rights of the United States as a neutral power shall be fully and 
scrupulously respected, and that citizens of the United States, wherever 
pursuing their peaceable and lawful avocations, shall in no wise be un. 
justly interfered with or molested." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Aristarchi Bey, May 3,1877. MSS. Notes, Turkey; 
For. Rel., 1877. 
''Your dispatch, No. 7, of the 29th of .April last has been received. 
It relates to neutral rights and the rights of peaceable and unarmed 
citizens in bombarded towns. The general views upon these subjects 
. which you express are approved, and you were judiciously cautious 
before you joined your diplomatic colleagues in s}gning the protest 
which was addressed to the commander of the Chilian :fleet, to require 
that paper to be so changed as to make the protest dependent upon the 
truth of the facts which originally was assumed. The prudence of this 
step is understood to have since been illustrated by the disclosure that 
the bombardment of at least one of the points named was by no means 
unprovoked, but was in retaliation for the firing upon boats of the Chil-
ian squadron, which approached the port under a :flag of truce for the 
purpose of announcing the. blockade. The firing upon a flag of truce 
is notoriously one of the gravest breaches of the laws of war which a 
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belligerent can commit, and is held to justify severe measures of retal-
iation, such as were adopted in the instance adverted to. 
44Although the policy of this Government has heretofore shown a 
leaning towards neutral rights, this has never been or intended to be 
such as to extinguish the just rights of belligerents, especially of com-
paratively weak powers. It is apprehended that the capitalists of great 
European states, who have heavy investments in the funds and in the 
trade of the South .American countries, are so alarmed about their inter-
ests that they may not be indisposed to deny any belligerent rights to 
those countries in the war now unhappily on foot. Undoubtedly they 
endeavor to impress their views and their anxieties upon their Govern-
ments at home. This Department is not aware how these may have 
been received. It is hoped, however, that in deciding upon the subject 
that no neutral will omit to bear in mind that an acknowledgment of 
the independence of the belligerents implies a concession to them of all 
the rights in that character which they may claim under the public law, 
however the exercise of those rights may infringe upon the interests of 
neutrals. 
"The war auverted to is much to be deplored, and, for the sake of 
humanity at least, it is hoped that it may soon be brought to an honor-
able close. Although our own citizens have a much smaller interest in 
this than those of European countries, complaints upon the subject,. 
especially from owners of vessels in the carr;ying trade, have reached 
this Department. Hostilities in this case, however, are not likely to be 
soonest ended, or peace to be permanent, if neutrals show such impa-
tience as they wou1d not be likely to acquiesce in if the situation were 
to be reversed. 
"In regard to the law applicable to the bombardment of u·nforti:fied 
places permit me to refer you to the opinion of Attorney-General Henry 
Stanbery, of the 31st of August, 1866, relative to the bombardment of 
Valparaiso by the Spaniards. A manuscript copy of the paper is here-
with transmitted to provide for the contingency of your not having a 
printed one." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, toUr. Christiancy, June 18, 1879. MSS. Inst., Peru; 
For. Rei., 1879. 
In ~Ir. Evarts' instruction is inclosed the following: 
"It appears from your letter of the 27th instant that the American 
commercial houses of Wheelwright & Co. and Loring & Co., domiciled 
for commercial purposes at Valparaiso, sustained losses of their mer-
chandise in the conflagration caused by the bombardment of that city 
by the Spanish fleet on the 31st of March last. 
"The question presented for my opinion is, whether a case is made for 
the intervention of the United States on behalf of these citizens for 
indemnity against Spain or Chili~ 
"I do not see any ground upon which such interveniion is allowable in 
respect to either of those Governments. 
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''The born bardment was in the prosecution of an existing war between 
Spain and Chili. Although, under the circumstances, it was a measure 
-of extreme severity, yet it cannot be said to have been contrary to the 
laws of war, nor was it unattended with the preliminary warning to 
non-combatants usual in such cases. 
''It does not appear that in carrying on the bomlmrdment any dis-
·crimination was made againRt resident foreigners or their property. On 
the contrary, there was at least an attempt to confine the damage to 
public property. 
"Then, as to the Chilian authorities, it does not appear that they did 
-or omitted any act for which our citizens there domiciled have a right 
to complain, or that the measul'e of protection they were bound by 
public law to extend to those citizens and their property was withheld. 
''No defense was made against the bombardment, for that would have 
been fruitless and would have aggravated the damage, as Valparaiso 
was not then fortified, and no discrimination was made by those author-
ities between their own citizens· and foreigners there domiciled. All 
-Shared alike in the common disaster. 
"The rule of international law is well established that a foreigner who 
resides in the country of a belligerent can claim no indemnity for losses 
{)f property occasioned by acts of war like the one in question. 
"The bombardment of Copenhagen by the British in 1807 is a notable 
illustration of this rule. Immense losses were sustained by foreigners 
domiciled in that city. There was no previous declaration of war against 
Denmark, and no reasonable ground upon which the bombardment could 
be justified, and yet no reclamation upon the footing of these losses was 
~ver admitted by Great Britain. The bombardment of Greytown, in 
:1\iay, 1854, by the United States sloop-of-war Cyane, is another instance 
of this rule. Losses were sustained by French citizens there domiciled, 
from the fire of the Cyan e. A petition to the United States from those 
parties for indemnity was presented through the French minister, then 
resident at Washington, but without the express sanction of his Gov-
·ernment. Upon full consideration, this petition was refused. Mr. 
Marcy, then Secretary of State, in answer to the claim, holds the follow-
ing language: ' The undersigned is not aware that the principle that 
foreigners domiciled in a belligerent country must share with the citi-
zens of that country in the fortunes of war has ever been seriously con-
troverted or departed from in practice.' 
"I have therefore to repeat that I am of opinion no ground is laid for 
the intervention of the United States in favor of these parties." 
12 Op., 21, Stanbery, Aug. 31, 1866. 
As to exertions of the Government to prevent filibustering expedition from Key 
West to Cnl>a in 1884, see Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Reed, 
Apr. 30, 1884. MSS. lust., Spain. 
''I recommend that the scope of the neutrality laws of the United 
.States be so enlarged as to cover all patent acts of hostility committed 
in our territory and aimed against the peace of a friendly nation. Ex-
isting statutes prohibit the fitting out of armed expeditions and restrict 
the shipment of explosives, though the enactments in the latter respect 
were not framed with regard to international obligations, but simply 
for the protection of passenger travel. All the statutes were intended 
to meet special emergencies that had already arisen. Other emergen-
-cies have arisen since, and modern ingenuity supplies means for the 
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organization of hostilities without open resort to armed \essels or to 
filibustering parties. 
''I see no reason why overt preparations in this country for the com-
mission of criminal acts, such as are here under consideration, should 
not be alike punishable, whether such acts are intended to be com-
mitted in our own country or in a foreign country with which we are at 
peace. 
''The prompt and thorough treatment of this question is one which 
intimately concerns the national honor." 
President .Arthur, Fourth Annual Message, 188-t. 
"I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt to-day of your note of 
the 26th instant, in which you inform me that the Spanish consul at New 
Orleans has intelligence of certain deposits of arms and munitions in 
the city of New Orleans, and on board of a vessel in the waters of that 
port, which are said to be intended for the equipment of a filibustering 
expedition against Cuba. In view of this you ask that the United States 
marshal at New Orleans be instructed, as on previous occasions, by the 
Attorney-General, to take action in the case, seconding the action of the 
collector of the port, who, as you say, is prepared to act under his stand-
ing orders. 
"I have hastened to transmit your note to the Attorney-General, with 
the request that the agents of his Department at New Orleans be in-
structed by telegraph that, so soon as the judicial mechanism necessary 
for the enforcement of the laws applicable to the case shall have been 
set in motion by due information made under oath by some person cog-
nizant of the facts alleged, or possessing belief sufficient to that end, 
those officers shall lend all due aid to further the ends of justice. 
"I have also transmitted a translation of j·our note to the Secretary 
of the Treasury, to the end that the co-operation of the re\enue officers 
in the enforcement of the law may be assured." 
:Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Valera, May 28, 1885. :MSS. Notes, Spain ; 
:For. Rel., 1885. 
"I take this occasion to communicate, in connection with the note 
addressed to j·ou on the 28th ultimo, the following terms of a telegram 
from the Treasury Department on the 29th ultimo, to the collector of 
customs, New Orleans, viz : 
'''You will give United States attorney and officers acting under his 
direction all aid that may be legally given to prevent the shipment of 
arms by bark Adelina or other vessel in expedition against Cuba in vio-
lation of neutrality laws.'" 
Same to same, June 13, 1885 ; ibid. 
"At the earliest moment compatible with a due consideration of the 
subject presented, I take pleasure in replying to the note of the 21st 
instant which you did me the bonor to address to me concerning the 
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manifestations of disaffected Cubans and their sympathizers in the 
United States, and the powers and dut.y of this Government, under ex-
isting law, in respect of such manifestations. 
"The frankness and energy with which you present, at the instance of 
the chief magistrate of the Island of Cuba and on behalf of your Gov-
ernment, the considerations which you deem pertinent to the matter 
would cause a mere summary of your argument to suffer by comparison. 
Nor does it appear necessary to the purposes of this reply that I should 
recite your premises seriatim. It will be sufficient to regard the object 
you appear to hav-e in view, which I take to be to cast upon the Gov-
ernment of the United States implied responsibility for 'permitting' 
or 'tolerating' expressions of sympathy in the United States on the 
part of those misguided persons who seek to disturb the peace of Spain," 
and to urge the obligations of this Government to prevent such expres-
sions from being wade. Incidentally you appear to impugn the suffi-
ciency of the existing modes of procedure in the United States with 
reference to infractions of law, as, for instance, when you advert to the 
apprehended results of trial by a jury of the vicinage where the offense 
may have been committed, and assume that the prmralence of popu-
lar sympathy with the accused would 'almost certainly' result in ac-
quittal. 
"While the tenor of your note leads me to believ-e that you hold it the 
duty of a Government to repress outward manifestations of opinions 
which may result in overt violations of law, I would perhaps do you in-
justice if I thought you held it likewise an obligation on the part of the 
Executive to repress public sympathy with the actors in the case. 
''The sympathies of masses of men may be mistakenly bestowed upon 
unworthy objects, but error of this character is not in itself a crime 
amenable to the punitive arm of justice. 
"As you are aware, the Executive of the United States has no author-
ity to take cognizance of individual opinions and the manifestation 
thereof, even when taking the shape of revolutionary or seditious ex-
pressions directed against our own Government; and it is no less in. 
competent to pass upon the subversive character of utterances alleged 
to contravene the laws of another land. In the early life of this Gov-
ernment an attempt was made by the 'alien and sedition' acts, passed 
in 1798, to invest the E:x;ecutive with authority over those persons, 
strangers or natives, who might by conduct short of overt crime imperil 
the stability of the infant state, but those acts were exceedingly ob-
noxious to the majority of the American people, and by their own terms 
were of very limited duration, and since their expiration public opinion 
would nm-er have justified their re-enactment. The people of the 
United States became early convinced of the uselessness and unwisdom 
of such statutes. Error being in such cases its own corrective, a safe-
guard is found in the fact that the open proclamation of nefarious intent 
renders it harmless. (See supra, § 389.) 
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''In passing from the mere announcement of the purpo~e to do unlaw-
ful acts to the overt commission thereof, the domain of statute law is 
.entered. Our laws define and punish acts against the peace and safety 
of our own country and of friendly states. The neutral1ty act prescribes 
the duty of this Government in respect of acts harmful to its neighbors. 
And here let me notice the impression which seems to mark a part of 
your note, that the statute implies a de facto neutrality toward both 
the foreign state and those whose acts within our jurisdiction may dis-
turb its peace. 
"You say that you deplore 'as almost incomprehensible this laxity 
in defending a fi'lendly nation from the attacks of any conspirators, and 
this singular idea of calling'' neutrality" thi.~ lack of discrimination be-
tween a legitimate and civilized Government, which is regarded as 
friendly, and an outlaw who seeks to make war upon that Govern-
ment by means of robbery, plunder, and incendiarism. One would 
think that there was no room for neutrality in such a case, and that none 
was possible between two parties whose characters are so entirely dis-
tinct.' 
"I need scarcely remind you that the phrase 'neutrality act' is a 
distinctive name, applied for convenience sake merely, as is the term 
,. foreign enlistment act' to the analogous British statute. The scope 
and purpose of the act are not thereby declared or restricted. The act 
itself is so comprehensive that the same provisions which prevent our 
soil from being made a baF~-e ·of operations by one foreign belligerent 
against another likewise prevent the perpetration within our territory 
<>f hostile acts against a friendly people by those who may not be legiti-
mate belligerents, but outlaws in the light of the jurisprudence of na-
tions. There is and can be no 'neutrality' in the latter case. If the 
hostile party carries his hostility beyond the pale of law, he commits a 
crime against the United States and is amenable to the prescribed pro-
(;ess and punishment. 
''This Government administers its own law in the case; it does not 
assume to visit with penalty conduct which, if committed within a for-
eign jurisdiction, might be punishable therein. To do otherwise would 
be, in effect, to attempt to recognize and administer within ' the sover-
eignty of the United States a domestic law of another sovereign. As 
I intimated in my note to you of May 28 last, proceedings under the 
'neutrality laws' of the United States are' set in. motion by due infor-
mation made under oath by some person cognizant of the facts ' alleged 
or possessing belief sufficient to that end,' but they are so set in motion 
in the name, and by the power, and through the officers, of the Govern-
ment of the United States. Prosecutions against any who are alleged 
to have contravened those laws are not by suit inter partes, but in the 
name and behalf of the Government of the United States against the 
accused. The foreign Government against whose peace the alleged 
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hostile act may be directed is not a plaintiff in the action, as you seem 
to suggest. The Government of the United States is the plaintifl'. 
''The injury complained of is not to the foreign Government, but to 
the peace and good order and laws of the Government of the United 
States. And the Executive can no more punish or repress offenses of 
this nature without the judicial ascertainment of the fact that an unlaw. 
ful act has been committed than it could by administrati \Te man<late 
award death on a charge of murder. N:either in the one case nor in 
the other could the representations of parties claiming to be aggrieved 
<override the indispensable requisite of a judicial proceeding. The fact 
that the imputed act of wrong doing may, in its result, affect the peace 
of another state, does not supersede the law applicable to the case, and 
recourse to that law cannot 'imply the uselessness of a diplomatic repre- .. , 
sentati ve.' 
"This Government does not and cannot undertake, as I have shown, 
to control the workings of opinions, sympathy, and affiliation of senti-
ments, an<l the expression thereof is not punishable in this country by 
-law; but any affidavit, founded even upon mere information or belief, 
·Charging a breach of any public law regulating acts against the peace 
or safety of a foreign state, will lead to an examination and a prosecu-
tion by the district officers of the United States wholly at the public 
·cost should the facts thus alleged ex parte b~ found to bring the matter 
,within the purview of the statute. 
"The law, being so in control of the case, must follow it to the end. 
The Executive has no authority over the judiciary. The exp1·essions of 
-sympathy cannot be controlled, howe\..,.er misplaced. The acquittal of 
persons charged with the most detestable crimes again~t society, some-
times in the face of overwhelming evidence of guilt, is frequently 
.accompanied by the acclaim of a reckless, unthinking body of sympa-
thizers. · 
"The Government of tlle United States is able confidently to aver the 
:fullest compliance, ~tberrimn fide, with its obligations to the friendly 
power of Spain, and to avow also its readiness to set in motion instantly 
all the ample machinery of its laws to prevent and punish any invasion 
of or intrusion upon her peace, her honor, and her possessions. 
"The indignation you feel, and which is reflected in your note, is 
doubtless very natural, but in the name of the United States, and in 
the interest of the harmony and good understanding which it is our 
common duty and pleasure to endeavor to maintain, I am constrained 
to deprecate the deflection of any portion of that indignation from its 
legitimate objects towards the Government of the United States or its 
officials, who, I am glad to say, heartily join with you in reprobation of 
those who defy law, whether in Cuba or in the United States. 
"In conclusion, permit me to assure you that if any attempt on your 
,part or by your agents to cause the laws applicable to the case, and the · 
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nternational obligations of the United States, to be respected to their 
fullest extent shall fail, and the incident be brought to the notice of 
this Department, it will promptly lend its aid to vindicate the law and 
enforce its remedies." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. V:alera, July 31, 1885. :MSS. Notes, Spain; . 
For. Rel., 1885. See for further directions as to enforcement of neutrality: 
statutes, Mr. Bay3rcl, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall, Sept. 1, 1825. MSS. lust., . 
Cent,, AJ;D . 
Down to 1818 the general practice was for the President to call on: 
the governors of States to aid in enforcing neutrality laws. After the· 
statute of April 20, 1818, the President (ancl sometimes the Secretary 
of State acting for him) addressed circular letters, or special letters, to · 
the attorneys-general, or to district attorneys and marshals, as the 
case might require, calling for their assistance in preserving neutrality. 
Among these letters the following may be mentioned: 
:Mr. Calhoun, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hoffman, Sept. 21, 1844. MSS. :Porn. Let.; 
Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, circular, Aug. 30, 1848, ibid.; Mr. Clayton, 
Sec. of State, circulars, Aug. 8 andJO, 1849, Jan. 23, and May 17, 1850, ibid.; 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, circular, June 5, 1854, ivid.; Mr. Seward, Sec. of 
State, circular, April 6, 1861, ibid.; Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hoar,. 
July 24, 18697 Mar. 4, 1870, ibid.; Mr. J. C. B. Davis, Acting Sec. of State,_ 
to Mr. Akerman, Aug. 1, 1870, ibid.; Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Pierre-
pont, Feb. 19, 1876, ibid.; to Mr. Bliss, Aug. 19, andNov. 1, 1876, ibid.; to· 
Mr. Taft, Nov. 13, 1tr6, and Jan.13, 1877, ibid.; Mr. F. vV. Seward, Acting 
Sec. of State, to Mr. Devens, Apr. 25,1877, ibid.; Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, 
to Mr. Devens, June 5, 1877, ibid; to Messrs. Sullivan et al., Dec. 17, 1877,. 
ibid., to Mr. Kobbe, Jan. 9, 187H, ibid. 
Revised Statutes, § 5290, provides that "the several collectors of the· 
customs shall detain any vessel manifestly built for warlike purposes,. 
and about to depart the United States, the cargo of which principally 
consists of arms and munitions of war, when the number of men shipped· 
on board, or other circumstances, rend~r it probable that such vessel is 
intended to be employed by the ownera to cruise or commit hostilities 
upon the sut~ects, citizens, or property of any foreign prince or state, 
or of any colony, district, or people with whom the United States are at 
peace, until the decision of the President is had thereon, or until the 
owner gives such bond and security as is required of the owners of 
armed vessels by the preceding section." 
By § 5291, "the provisions of this title shall not be construed to · 
extend to any subject or citizen of any foreign prince, state, colony, 
district, or people who is transiently within the United States, and. 
[enlist] enlists or enters himself on board of any vessel-of-war, letter of 
marque, or privateer, which at the time of its arrival within the United 
States was fitted and equipped as such, or hires or retains another sub-
ject or citizen of the same foreign prince, state, colony, district, or peo-
ple, who is transiently within the United States, to enlist or enter him-
self to serve such foreign prince, state, colony, district, or people, on 
board such vessel-of-war, letter of marque, or privateer, if the United 
States shall then be at peace with such foreign prince, state, colony, 
district, or people. Nor shall they be construed to prevent the prose-
cution or punishment o.f treason, or of any piracy defined .Joy the laws~ 
of the United States." 
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A citizen of the United States who has violated its neutrality can-
not shelter himself under a commission from a foreign belUgerent. 
The Bello Corrunes, 6 Wheat., 152. 
The Government of the United States having recognized the exist-
ence of a civil war between Spain and Buenos Ayres and avowed a de-
termination to remain neutral between the parties, and to allow to each 
the same rights of asylum and hospitality and intercouse, each party 
is to be deemed a belligerent nation, having sovereign rights of war, 
though the independence of the colony has not been acknowledged by 
us. All captures made by each must be considered as having the same 
validity, and all the immunities which may be claimed by public ships 
in our ports, under the law of nations, must be considered by the courts 
as equally the right of each. 
The Santissima Trinidad, 7 Wheat., 283. 
That a United States di~trict judge has power to require a person, 
who has given just ground to suspect him of an intent to violate the · 
neutrality laws, to give bond that he will observe them, see United 
States v. Quitman, ~ Am. L. Reg., 645. 
When an officer belonging to a military force ordered out by the Pres-
ident, under the neutrality act of March 10, 1838, § 8 (5 Stat., 214), ''to 
prevent the violation and to enforce the due execution" of the act, and 
instructed by his commanding general to execute that purpose, seized 
property, as a precautionary means to prevent an intended violation of 
the act, with a view of detaining it until an officer having the power to 
seize and hold it for the purpose of proceeding with it in the manner 
directed oy the statute could be procured and act in the matter, it was 
held that the seizure was lawful. 
Stoughton t•. Dimick, 3 Blatch., 356; 29 Vt., 535; Circ. (Vt.), 1855. 
A vessel under arrest, to prevent her from cruising against belliger-
ent powers, may be discharged on the order of the President, commu-
nicated to the marshal having her in custody. 
1 Op., 48, Bradford, 1794. 
A state of neutrality does not require a nation to prevent its seamen 
from employing themselves in contraband trade. 
1 Op., 61, Lee, 1796. 
A citizen of a neutral state who, for hire, serves on a neutral ship 
employed in contrabanu commerce with a belligerent power, is not pun-
ishable personally, according to the law of nations, though taken in the 
act by that belligerent nation to whose detriment 'the trade would 
operate. 
Ibid. See supra, § 375. 
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Where certain \essels bt.ing constructed in the United States for 1\lex-
ico for the purpose of waging war against Texas (an independent 
state) were not delivered, nor the property changed, within our juris-
diction, but were sent out of port under control of our own citizens un-
armed, and where every possible precaution had been taken to insure 
pacific conduct on the high seas, it was held that although the sale was 
made abroad, if the yessels were equipped by American citizens within 
the United States for belligerent purposes, and for a nation belligerent 
to another with which ours was at peace, knowing the purposes for which 
they were to be employed, such equipment was repugnant to the act of 
1818. (3 Stat., 447; R. S., § 5283.) 
3 Op., 741, Legare, 1842. 
The test of tbe violation of the laws of the United States against inter-
ference with foreign governments -is the commission of an overt act. 
8 Op., 472, Cushing, 1855. 
The neutrality act of 1818 is not restricted in its operation to cases of 
war between two nations or where both parties to a contest have been 
recognized as belligerents, that is, as having a sufficiently organized polit-
ical existence to enable them to carry on war. It would extend to the 
fitting out and arming of ¥essels for a revolted colony, whose belliger-
ency had not been recognized, but it should not be applied to the fitting 
out, etc., of vessels for the parent state for use against a revolted colony 
whose independence has not in any manner been recognized by our Gov-
ernment. 
13 Op., 177, Hoar, 1869. 
Proof that a vessel transported from Aspinwall to the coast of Cuba 
men, arms, and munitions of war, destined to aid the Cuban insurgents, 
is insufficient by itself to ~all for proceedings against such vessel for 
~iolatiou of the neutrality law of the United States. (Rev. Stat.,§ 5281.ff.) 
13 Op., G41, Akerman, 1871. 
The papers presented by the Secretary of State in the case of the 
Virginius do not establish any violation of the neutrality laws, either 
by the owners of the steamer or by the persons engaged thereon. 
14 Op., 49, Bristo"·, 1872 . 
.A.s to the Virginius, see more fully supra, § 3~7. 
As to the "armed neutrality," see 1 John Adams' 'Yorks, 33:3; 3 ibid., 350, 352; 
7 ibid., 263,322,460,544,595,636 . 
.A.s to controversies in relation to neutral rights, see article by !lfr. Trescot in 
Southern Quarterly Review for .A.pr., 1854, 437 ff. 
The correspondence, in 1856, with Great Britain r elative to the war then pend. 
ing between Great Britain and Tiussia, will be foundin Brit. and For. St. Pap., 
1857-'58, vol. 48. 
For a discussion of the policy of neutrality adopteu by the United States unde:~; 
the Presidency of ·washington, see 1 Phill. Int. Law (3 ed.), 555. 
For a statement of Mr. Canning in refereuce to the neutral policy of the Unitecl 
States, see 3 Phill. Int. Law (3 ed.), 242. 
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'' Tbe great statesmen who wisely and firmly guided the policy of 
the United States during the first twenty years after the recognition 
of their Federal Republic as an independent power, a period of almost 
unprecedented conflict and excitement among the principal commu-
nities of the civilized world, deserve the credit of having done most 
to ascertain and to establish the sound principles on which neutrals 
should act towards belligerents. When war broke out between England 
and revolutionary France in 1793, attempts were made by the French 
agents to use the American ports for fitting out cruisers against En-
glish commerce. On complaint of this being made by the British minis-
ter to General Washington, the President of tbe United States, a formal 
declaration wns issued b.r .l\lr. Jefferson, the :E'orejgn Secretary of State, 
which declared that 'it is the right of every nation to prohibit acts of 
sovereignty from being exercised by any other within its limits.' So far 
Mr. Jeflerson was only following older authoritjes. But the American 
statesman went further, and pronounced that 'it is the duty of a neutral 
nation to prohibit such acts as would injure one of the warring powers.' 
This important principle was first clearly stated thus, . and was consist-
ently acted on by the new Republic after the jurists of the Old World bad 
long written confusedly and doubtingly, and after. the statesmen of the 
Old World bad long been' incoherent' in their practice with regard to it." 
Creasy's Int. Law, 572. 
The United States and British neutrality statutes, and the decisions under them, 
are elaborately discussed by Mr. Abdy in Abdy's Kent (1878), 269 if. 
As to enforcement of neutrality by Great Britain, during the late civil war in 
the United. States, see Senate Ex. Doc. 11, 41st Cong., 1st sess. 
"But though it is an entire mistake to sa:r that the American act of 
1818 was in any respect superior to the British act of the ensuing year, 
it is true that, since the time the American act was passed, the working 
of tbe legal administration in the United States Las become, for the 
purpose of proceeding against a suspected vessel, in one respect better 
than that of Great Britain. It appears that in each district of the 
United States there is a resident legal officer of the Federal Govern-
ment, called the district attorney, to whom, if the action of the Gov-
ernment is invoked, a question of this kind is referred, and whose duty 
it is to ascertain the facts, collect the evidence, and report to the Gov-
ernment. Such an officer is, no doubt, better adapted to such a purpose 
than a collector of customs. But can it be said to have been the duty 
of the British Government, not having similar district officers, to ap-
point such, at the different ship-building ports, with a view the better 
to protect belligerents against ships being eqillpped or armed against 
them~ 
"Another advantage of the American system is, that the duty of ad-
judicating in such a case devolves on a judge in the court of admiralty 
instead of op. a jury, who are sometimes apt to be swayed in favor of 
their own countrymen when sued at the instance of foreigners. But 
this relates to the condemnation of vessels, not to their seizure. .And 
with the exception of the Florida and Alabama, every 'essel the seiz-
ure of which could be asked for, as instanced in the cases of the Alex-
andra, the Pampero, ~nd the iron·clad rams at Birkenhead, was seized 
and prevented from doing any harm to the commerce of the United 
States. The Alexandra, it is true, was released after trial in England, 
but she was seized again at Nassau, and not liberated till after the 
close of the war. Practically speaking, therefore, in the later cases, 
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everything was accomplished which could have resulted from the most 
. perfect machinery that could have been devi'sed for such a purpose." 
Sir A. Cockburn, opinion in Geneva Tribunal of 1872. 
In the same opinion in the Geneva Tribunal (Treaty of ·washington Papers, 
vol. 4, 301, (f.,) the various "filibustering" expeditions w bich were 
started in the United States are reviewed with great zest. 
"Of the great trading nations, AmeDica is almost the only one that 
bas shown consistency of principle. The firmness and thorough under-
standing of the laws of nations, which during this war [the French 
Revolution] she has displayed, must forever rank her high in the scale 
of enlightened communities." 
Ward's Rights and Duties, &c., 166; cited in Bemis' American Neutrality, 28. 
"The conduct of the United States with respect to this matter [the 
principles professed by the armed neutrality of 1780] has been, under 
the most trying circumstances, marked, not only by perfect consistency, 
but by preference for right and duty over interest and the expediency 
of the moment." 
3 Phill. Int. Law, 282; quoted in Bemis' American Neutrality, 28. 
The effect of President Johnson's proclamation in putting down in 
the United States cooperation with the "Fenian" invasion of Canada is 
noticed in Bemis' American Neutrality, 92. As to the action of Presi-
dents Van Buren and Fillmore in suppression of similar invasions of 
Canada, see supra, §§ 21, 50 c. 
(2) RULES OF 1871 AND GF.NEVA TRIBUNAL. 
§ 402 a. 
Article VI of the Treaty of vVashington of 1871, providing, among 
other things, for an arbitration to determine British liability for the 
depredations on the commerce of the United States by the Alabama 
and other Confederate cruisers which left British waters, is as follows: 
"In deciding the matters submitted to the arbitrators they shall be governed by 
the following three rules, which are agreed upon by the high contracting parties, as 
rules to be taken as applicable to the case, and by such principles ofinternationallaw, 
not inconsistent therewith, as the arbitrators shall determine to have been applicable 
to the case: 
"RULES. 
"A neutral Government is bound-
" First. To use clue diligence to prevent the fitting out, arming, or equipping, within 
its jurisdiction, of any vessel which it bas reasonable ground to believe is intended to 
cruise or to carry on war agair.st a power with which it is at peace; and also' to use 
like diligence to prevent the departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel intended to 
cruise or carry on war as above, such vessel having been specially adapted, in whole or 
in part, within such jurisdiction, to warlike use. • 
"Secondly. Not to permit or suffer either belligerent to make use of its ports or 
waters as the base of naval operations against the other, or for the purpose of the 
renewal or augmentation of military supplies or arms, or the recruitment of men. 
"Thirdly. To exercise clue diligence in its own ports and waters, and as to all per-
sons within its jurisdiction, to prevent any violation of the foregoing obligations and 
duties. 
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"Her Britannic Majesty has commanded her high commissioners and plenipoten-
tiaries to declare that Her Majesty's Government cannot assent to the foregoing rules 
.as a statement of principles of international law which were iu force at the time 
when the claims mentioned in .Article I arose, but that Her Majesty's Government, 
in order to evince its desire of strengthening the friendly relations between the two 
·countries, and of making satisfactory provision for the future, agrees that in deciding 
thA questions between the two countries arising out of those claims, the arbitrators 
should assume that Her Majesty's Government had undertaken to act upon the prin-
ciples set forth in these rules. 
''And the high contracting parties agree to observe these rules as between them-
selves in future, and to bring them to the knowledge of other maritime powers, and 
,to invite them to accede to them." 
DECISIO~ A~D A. WARD 
..Made by the tribunal of arbitration constituted by virtuO'of the first article of the treaty 
conchtded at Washington the 8th of May, 1871, between the United States of America and 
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. 
The United States of .America and Her Britannic Majesty having agreed by .Article 
l of the treaty concluded and signed at ·washington the 8th of May, 1871, to refer all 
the claims "generically known as the .Alabama claims" to a tribunal of arbitration to 
·be composed· of five arbHrators named: 
One by the President of the United States, 
One by Her Britannic Majesty, 
.One by His Majesty the King of Italy, 
One by the President of the Swiss Confederation, 
One by His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil; 
.And the President of the United States, Her Britannic Majesty, His Majesty the 
King of Italy, the President of the Swiss Confederation, and His Majesty the Em-
peror of Brazil having respectively named their arbitrators, to wit: 
The President of the United States, Charles Francis .Adams, esquire; 
Her Britannic Majesty, Sir Alexander James Edmund Cockburn, baronet, a member 
.of Her Majesty's privy council, lord chief justice of England; 
His Majesty the King of Italy;~.i:fis Excellency Co~nt l!..,rederick Sclopis, of Salerano, 
.a knight of the Order of the Annunciata, minister of state, senator of the Kingdom 
<()f Italy; 
The President of the Swiss Confederation, M. James Stamp:fli; 
His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil, His Excellency Marcos Antonio d' Arauj6, Vis· 
.count d'Itajnba, a grandee of the Empire of Brazil, member of the council of H. M. 
the Emperor of Brazil, and his envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary in 
France. 
And the five arbitrators above named having assembled at Geneva (in Switzerland) 
in one of the chambers of t.he H6tel de Ville on the 15th ofDeceq1ber, 1871, in conform-
ity with the terms of the second article of the Treaty of Washington, of the 8th of May 
.of that year, and having proceeded to the inspection and verification of their respective 
powers, which wero found duly authenticated, the tribunal of arbitration was declared 
duly organized. 
The agents named by each of the high contracting parties, by virtue of the same 
.Article n, to wit: 
For tL.e United States of America, John C. Bancroft Davis, esq.; 
And for Her Britannic Majesty, Charles Stuart Aubrey, Lord Tenterden, a peer of 
the United Kingdom, companion of the Most Honorable Order of the Bath, assistant 
under-secretary of state for foreign affairs; 
Who~e powers were found likewise duly authenticated, then delivered to each of 
.the arbitrators the printed case prepared by each of the two parties, accompanied by 
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the documents, the official correspon<lence, and other evidence on which each rclie<l, 
in conformity with the terms of the thir<l article of the said treaty. 
In virtue of the decision made by the tribunal at its :first session, the counter-case 
and additional documents, correspon<lence, and evidence referred to in Article IV of 
the said treaty were delivered by the respective agents of the two parties to the sec-
retary of the tribunal on the 15th of April, 1872, at the chamber of conference, at the 
Hotel de Ville of Geneva. 
The tribunal, in accordance with the vote of adjournment passed at their second 
session, held on the 16th of December, 1871, re-assembled at Geneva on the 15th of' 
June, 1872; and the agent of each of the parties duly delivered to each of the arbi-
trators, and to the agent of the other party, the printed argument referred to in 
Article V of the said treaty. 
The tribunal having since fully taken into their consideration the treaty, and also 
the cases, counter-cases, documents, evidence, and arguments, and likewise all other· 
communications made to them b.Y the two parties during the progress of their sit-
tings, and having impartially and carefully examined the same, 
Has arrived at the decision embodied in the present award: 
·whereas, having regard to the sixth and seventh articles of the said treaty, the arbi-
trators are bound under the terms of the said sixth article, "in deciding the matters. 
submitted to them, to be governed by the three rules therein specrfied and by such 
principles ·of international law, not inconsistent therewith, as the arbitrators shall 
determine to have been applicable to the case;" 
And whereas the "due <liligence" refeued to in t.he first and third of the said rules. 
ought to be exercised by neutral Governments in exact proportion to the risks to which 
either of the belligerents may be exposed, from a failure to fulfill the obligations of' 
neutrality on their part ; 
And whereas the circumstances out of which thfl facts constituting the subject-mat_ 
ter of the present controversy arose were of a nature to call for the exercise on the-
part of Her Britannic Majesty's Government of all possible solicitude for the observ-
ance of the rights and the duties involved in the proclamation of neutrality issued 
by Her Majesty on the 13th day of May, 1861 ; 
And whereas the effects of a violation of neutrality committed by means of the 
construction, equipment, and armament of a vessel are not done away with by any 
commission which the Government of the belligerent power, benefited by the viola-
iion of neutrality, may afterwards have granted to that vessel; and the ultimate 
step, by which the offense is completed, cannot be admissible as a ground for the ab-
solution of the offender, nor can the consummation of his fraud become the means of 
establishing his innocence; 
And whereas the privHege of extra-territoriality accorded to vesseJs of war has been 
admitted into the law of nations, not as an absolute right, but solely as a proceeding. 
founded on the prineiple of courtesy and mutual deference between different nations, 
and therefore can never be appealed to for the protection of acts done in violation of.' 
neutrality; . 
And whereas the absence of a previous notice cannot be regarded as a failure in any· 
consideration required by the law of nations, in those cases in which a vessel carries. 
with it its own condemnation ; 
And whereas, in order to impart to any supplies of coal a character inconsistent with 
the second rule, prohibiting the use of neutral ports or waters, as a base of naval oper-
ations for a belligerent, it is necessary that the said supplies should be connected 
with special circumstances of time, of persons, or of place, which may combine to. 
give them such character; 
And whereas, with respect to the vessel called the Alabama, it clearly results from 
all the facts relative to the construction of the ship at first -designated by the number 
"290" iu the port of Liverpool, and its equipment and armament in the vicinity of 
Terceim thro ugh the agency of the vessels c:t\led the Agrippina and the Bahama, dis-
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patched from Great Britain to that end, that the British Government failed to use 
due diligence in the performance of Hs neutral obligations; and especially that it 
omitted, notwithstanding the warnings and official representations made by the dip~ 
lomatic agents of the United States during the construction of the said number" 290," 
to take in due time any effective measures of prevention, and that those orders which 
it did give at last, for the detention of the vessel, wete issued so late that their exe-
cution was not practicable; 
And whereas, after the escape of that vessel, the measures taken for its pursuit and 
arrest were so imperfect as to lead to no result, and therefore cannot be considered 
sufficient to release Great Britain from the responsibility already incurred; 
And whereas, in despite of the violatior.os of the neutrality of Great Britain com-
mittecl by the "290," this same vessel, iater known as the Confederate. cruiser Ala-
bama, was on several occasions freely admitted into the ports of colonies of Great 
Britain, instead of being proceeded against as it ought to have been in any and every 
port within British jurisdiction in which it might have been found; 
And whereas the Government of Her Britannic Majesty cannot justify itself for a 
failure in clue diligence on the plea of insufficiency of the legal means of action which 
it possessed: 
Four of the arbitmtors, for the reasons abon' assigned, and the fifth, for reasons-
separately assigned by him, are of opinion that Great Britain has in this case failed" 
by omission, to fulfill the duties prescribed in the first and the t"ilird of the rules es-
tablished by the sixth article of the Treaty of ·washington. 
And whereas, with respect to the vessel called the Florida, it results from all the facts. 
relative to the construction of the Oreto in the port of Liverpool, and to its issue 
therefrom, which facts failed to induce the a.nthorlties in Great Britain to resort to 
measures adequate to prevent the violation of the neutrality of that nation, notwith-
standing the warnings and repeated representations of the agents of the United 
Statts, that Her Majesty's Government has failed to use due diligence to fulfill the 
duties of neutrality; 
And whereas it likewise results from all the facts relative to the stay of the Oreto 
at Nassau, to her issue from that port, to her enlistment of men, to her supplies, and 
to her armament, with the co-operation of the British vessel Prince Alfred, at Green 
Cay, that there was negligence on the part of the British colonial authorities; 
Aucl whereas, notwithstanding the violation of the neutrality of Great Britain com-
mitted by the Oreto, this same vessel, later known as the Confederate cruiser Florida, 
was nevertheless on several occasions freely admitted into the ports of British colo-
nies; 
And whereas the judicial acquittal of the Oreto at Nassau cannot relieve Great 
Britain from the responsibility incurred by her under the principles of international 
law; nor can the fact of the entry of the Florida into the Confederate port of Mobile, 
and of its stay there during four months, extinguish the responsibility previously to-
that time incurred by Great Britain; 
For these reasons the tribunal, by a majority of four voices to one, is of opinion 
that Great Britain has in this case failed, by omission, to fulfill the duties prescriaecl 
in the first, in the second, and in the third of the rules established by Article VI of 
the Treaty of Washington. 
And whereas, with respect to the vessel called the Shenandoah, it results from all 
the facts relative to the departure from London of the merchaut-vessel the Sea King, 
and to tho transformation of that ship into a Confederate cruiser under the name of 
the Shenandoah, near the island of Madeira, that the Government of Her Britannic 
Majesty is not chargeable with any failure, down to that elate, iu the use of due dili-
gence to fulfill tho duties of neutralitJ; 
But whereas it results from all the facts connected with the stay of the Shenan--
doah at Melbourne, and especially with the augmentation which the British Govern-
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<>f men within that port, that there was negligence on the part of the authorities at 
that place: 
For these reasons the tribunal is unanimously of opinion that Great Britain has not 
failed, by any act or omission, "to fulfill any of the duties prescribed Ly the three 
rules of Article VI in the Treaty of \Vashington, or by the principles of international 
law not inconsistent therewith," in respect to the vessel called the Shenandoah, dur-
ing the period of time anterior to her entry into the port of Melbourne; 
:And, Ly a majority of three to two voices, the tribunal decides that Great Britain 
has failed, Ly omission, to fulfill the duties prescribed by the second and third of the 
rules aforesaid, in the case of this same vessel, from and after her entry into Hobson's 
Bay, and is therefore responsible for all acts committed by that vessel after her de-
parture from Melbourne, on the 18th day of February, 1865. 
And so far as relates to the vessels called tile Tuscaloosa (tender to the Alabama), 
the Clarence, the Tacony, and the Archer (tenders to tho Florida), the tribunal is 
:unanimously of opinion that such t,enders or auxiliary vessels, being properly re-
garded as accessories, must necessarily follow the lot of their principals, and be sub-
mitted to the same decision which applies to them respectively. 
And so far as relates to the vessel called Retribution, the tribunal, "by a majority .of 
three to two voices, is of opinion that Great Britain has not failed by any act or 
-omission to fulfill any of the duties prescribed by the three rules of Article VI in the 
Treaty of Washington, or by the principles of international law not inconsistent there-
with. 
And so far as relates to the vessels cal1ed the Georgia, the Sumter, the Nashville, 
the Tallahasee, and the Chickamauga, respectively, the tribunal is unanimously of 
<>pinion that Great Britain has not failed, by any act or omission to fulfill any of the 
·duties prescribed by the three rules of Article VI in the Treaty of \Va~hington, or by 
the principles of international law not inconsistent therewith. 
And so far as relates to the vessels called the Sallie, the Jefferson Davis, the Music, 
the Boston, and the V. H. Joy, respectively, tho tribunal is unanimously of opinion 
that they ought to be excluded from consideration for want of evidence. 
And whereas, so far as relates to the particulars of the indemnity claimed by the 
United States, the costs of pursuit of the Confederate cruisers are not, in the judg-
ment of the tribunal, properly distinguishable from the general expenses of the war 
~arried on by the United States: 
The tribunal is, therefore, of opinion, by a majority of three to two voices, that 
there is no ground for awarding to the United States any sum by way of indemnity 
under this head. 
And whereas prospocti>fl earnings cannot properly be made the subject of com-
pensation, inasmuch as they depend in their nature upon future and uncertain con-
<tingencies: 
The tribunal is unanimously of opinion that there is no ground for awarding to 
the United States any sum by way of indemnity under this head . 
.And whereas, in order to arrive at an equitable compensation for the damages 
which have been sustained, it is necessary to set aside all double claims for the same 
losses, and all claims for" gross freights," so far as they exceed "net freights"; 
And whereas it is just and reasonable to allow interest at a reasonable rate; 
And whereas, in accordance with the spirit and letter of the Treaty of \Vashington, 
it is preferable to adopt the form of adjudication of a sum in gross, rather than to 
refer the subject of compensation for further discussion and deliberation to a board 
·Of assessors, as provided by Article X of the said treaty: 
The tribunal, making use of the authority conferred upon it by Article VII ofthe 
saiJ treaty, by a majority of fooc voices to one, awards to the United States a sum 
of $.15,500,000 in gold, as the indemnity to be paid by Great Britain to the United 
States, for the satisfaction of all the clq,ims referred to the consideration of the tribu-
·nal, conformably to the provision-, con tained in Article VII of the aforesaid treaty. 
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And,. in accordance with the terms of Article XI of the said treaty, the tribunal 
declares that "all the claims referred to in the treaty as submitted to the· tribunal 
are hereby fully, perfectly, and :finally settled." 
Furthermore, it declares that ueach and every one of the said claims, whether the 
same may or may not have been presented to the notice of, or made, preferred, or 
laid before the tribunal, shall henceforth be considered and treated as :finally settled, 
barred, and inadmissible." 
In testimony whereof this present decision and award has been made in dupli-
·Cate, aud signed by the ~ubitrators who have given their assent thereto, the whole 
being in exact conformity with the provisions of Article VII of the said Treaty of 
vVashington. 
Made and concluded at the H6tel de Ville of Geneva, in Switzerland, the 14th day 
{)fthe month of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight bu1;1d~ed and 
seventy-two. 




The following extracts are taken from the opinions of the arbitrators: 
"In the first of the rules laid down in Article VI of the Treaty of 
Washington mention is made of the due diligence to prevent the build-
ing, equipment, and arming of vessels, which a Government is bound 
to exercise, when it has reasona.ble ground to believe that this building, 
arming, and equipping are for the purpose of furnishing warlike aid to 
one of the bemgerents. 
"The same words occur again in tbe third rule, while they are want-
ing in the second. 'Why so~' asked Lord Cairns in the debate on the 
treat.y which took place in the House of Lords on the 12th June of last 
year. It seems to me that it might be answered; because) in the case 
-of the first and third rules there is room for investigations of persons 
&.nd circumstances to ascertain the facts denounced, whereas the second 
relates to a series of evident facts on which no inquiry need be made as 
regards credibility. 
"'What,' continued tbe noble lord,' is the standard by which you can 
.measure due diligence? Due dWgence, by itself, means nothing. What 
is uue diligence with one man, with one power, is not due diligence with 
.another man, with a greater power.' 
" Due diligence, then, is determined, in my opinion, as I have already 
said, by the relation of the matter to the obligation imposed by law. 
But what is the measure of the sufficient reason? It will be furnished 
by the principles of the law of nations, and the character of the circum-
stances. 
"A vessel, thoroughly fitted out for war, leaves the shores upon which 
it has been built without receiving its armament; a simple merchant 
vessel is charged with the transport of its armament ; the place of 
meeting is fixed, and there the arming of the yessel is completed. The 
-trick is done. But the judge cannot allow his reason and conscience to 
be led astray by such stratagems. On the contrary, the maneuver will 
.only demonstrate more clearly the criminality of both vessels. 
''I return, then, to what was said by Sir Robert Peel in a memorable 
speech delivered in the Bouse of Commons on the 28th April, 1830. 'If 
the troops were on board one vessel and their arms in another, did that 
make any difference~' and I do not hesitate to say that if the vessel was 
fitted out for war and ready to receive her armament, and her arms were 
on board another vessel, -it made no difference. * * * 
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''There is no ground to fear that the application of these rules cau go , 
so far as to violate the principles on which national Governments rest. 
The nature of the engagement does not reach that point. It is very 
possible that their application may sometimes embarrass Governments 
in their political conduct, but it will more often prevent disorders cap-
able of leading to misfortunes which could not be sufficiently deplored. 
"The rules of the sixth article of the Trea,ty of Washington are des- -
tined to become principles of universal law for the maintenance of neu-
trality. The \Cry text of the treaty says so, and Mr. Gladstone and 
Lord Granville have always, and with reason, insisted on this prospect-
ive benefit to civilization. In order to realize it, the several Govern-
ments must take measures to obtain fitting powers for the execution of 
the law. As regards the past, there have been great discrepancies on 
this point in the legislation of different nations. The United States, 
with their district attorneys, their marshals, and organized police offi-
cers, were better assisted than England was, with its customs and ex-
cise officers only. I do not doubt that these views will be received, if 
the Treaty of Washington is to be carried out in earnest, and it would· 
be a great misfortune if it were not." 
Count Sclopis. 
"If, then, a vessel, built on neutral territory for the use of a belliger· 
ent, fraudulently, and without the knowledge of the neutral, comes again 
within the jurisdiction of the sovereign whose neutrality it has violated, 
it ought to be seized and detained; for it is impossible to allow to such· 
vessel the same extra-territorial rights as are allowed to other belligerent 
vessels of war, 9uilt in accordance with Jaw and without any infraction 
of neutrality. The commission with which such a vessel is provjded i& 
insufficient to protect her as against the neutral whose neutrality she· 
has violated. 
"And how can the belligerent complain of the application of this 
principle~ By seizing or detaining the vessel the neutral only prevents. 
the belligerent from deriving a<lvantage from the ~raud committed 
within his territory by the same belligerent; while by not proceeding 
against a guilty vessel, the neutral justly exposes itself to having its. 
good faith justly called in question by the otlwr belligerent. 
"This principle of seizure, of detention, or at any rate of preliminary 
notice that a vessel, under such circumstances, will not be received in 
the ports of the neutral whose neutrality she has violated, is fair and· 
salutary, inasmuch as it is calculated to prevent complications between 
neutrals and bel11gerents, and to contribute toward freeing neutrals 
from responsibility by proving their good faith in the case of a fraud 
perpetrated within their territory. 
''Tile converse of tllis principle is repugnant to the moral sense, for· 
it would be allowing the fraudulent party to derive benefit from his. 
fraud. 
''The rules established by the Empire of Brazil confirm the principle 
which we haYejust laid down, for in its regulations respecting neutrality 
directions are given-
"§ 6. Not to admit into the ports of the Empire a belligerent who has onee \iolated 
the neutrality; and, 
"§ 7. To compel vessels which may attempt to violatl'l the neutrality to leave the 
maritime territory of the Empire immediately, without supplying them with anything 
whatever. 
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"In fine, the commission with which a vessel-of-war may be provided 
has not the power to protect her as against the neutral whose neutrality 
she has previously violated." 
Viscount D'Itajnba. 
"The fact that a vessel, built in contravention of the laws of neu-
trality, escapes and gets out to sea, does not free that vessel from tlle 
responsibility she has incurred by her violation of neutrality; she may, 
therefore, be proceeded against if she returns within the jurisdiction of 
the injured state. The fact of her having been transferred or commis-
sioned in the mean while does not annul the violation committed unless 
the transfer or commissioning, as the case may be, was a bona fide trans-
-action." 
M:r. 8tU,mpfii. 
"It may be inferred that the sense of the words 'due diligence' is 
that of 'earnest labor owed to some other party,' which that party may 
claim as its right. 
"But, if this definition be conceded, it must naturally follow that the 
nature and extent of this obligation cannot be measured exclusi \ely by 
the judgment or pleasure of the party subject to it. If it could, iu the 
·Qrdinary transactions between indidduals, there would be little security 
for the faithful performance of obligations. If it were not that the 
.party to whom the obligation has been given retains a right to claim it 
in tlle sense that he understands it, his prospect of obtaining justice in 
.a contf•sted case would be but slight. 
"If this view of the meaning of the words be the cor!'ect one, it fol-
lows that, when~' neutral Government is bound, as in the first and third 
rules laid down in the treaty fol' our guidance, to usc ' due diligence' in 
regard to certain things, it incurs an obligation to some external party, 
the nature and extent of which it is not competent to it to measure ex-
,c1usively by its own will and pleasure. * * * 
"To suppose that the moral stain attached to a transaction of this 
·character can be wiped out by the mere incideut of visiting one place 
or another, without any material alteration of the constituent body in-
spiring its action, seems to me to be attaching to an accident the virtue 
which appertains solely to an exercise of the will. I cannot, tllerefore, 
concede to this notion any shade of weight. The vessel called the 
Florida, in my view, carried the same indelible stamp of dishonor from 
its cradle to its grave; and in this opinion I have been happy to dis-
,cover tllat I am completely sustained by the authority of one of the 
most eminent of the jurists of my own country who ever sat in the 
highest seat of her most elevated tribunal. I find it recorded in one of 
the volumes submitted to our consideration by the agent of Her Maj-
esty's Government, from which I pray for leave to introduce the fol-
lowing extract, as making an appropriate close: 
"'If this were to be admitted,' says Chief-Justice Marsh~l1, 'the laws for the preser-
vation of our neutrality would be completely eluded. Vessels completely fitted in our 
ports for military expeditions need only sail to a belligerent port, and there, after ob-
taining a commission, go through the ceremony of discharging and re-enlisting their 
crew, to become perfectly legitimate cruisers, purified from every taint contracted at 
the place where all their real force and capacity for annoyance was acquired, This 
would, indeed, be fraudulent neutrality, disgraceful to our own Government and of 
which no nation woulu be the dnl)e.' 
'"For the reasons herein specified, I have come to the conclusion in the 
.case now presented of the Florida, that Great Britain, by reason of her 
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omission to use uue diligence to prevent the fitting-out, arming, and 
equipping within its jurisdiction of that vessel, and further of her omis-
sion to forbid the crew of that vessel from making use of its ports or 
waters as the base of operations against the United States, has failed 
to fulfill the duties set forth in each and every one of the three rules 
prescribed to the arbitrators as their guide under the terms of the 
Treaty of Washington. * * * 
"Let us see bow these restraints on neutral commerce became settled 
in time. As they existed till a very recent period, according to the 
general practice of nations, they were as follows: · 
"1. Though the belligerent might · resort to the neutral territory to 
purchase such articles as be required, even for his use in war, and the neu-
tral in selling him such artieles would be guilty of no infraction of 
neutrality, yet, in regard to things capable of being used in. war, ancl 
which thenceforth received the appellation of • contraband of war,' if, 
instead of t.he belligerent himself conveying them, the neutral under-
_took to convey them, such articles, if intercepted by the adversary, 
though the property of the neutral in them had not been transferred to 
the belligerent, were liable to be seized and became forfeited to the 
captor. If the article was of a doubtful character, ancipiUs us~~s, that is, 
one that might be applied to purposes of peace or of war, the liability of 
seizure depended on whetber the surrounding circumstances showed 
that it wa& intended for the one use or tbe other. 
"2. If either belligerent possessed sufficient force at sea to bar the 
access to a port belonging to his enemy, be was entitleu to forbid the 
neutral all access to such port for the purpose of trade, however inno-
cent and harmless the cargo with which his ship might be charged, 
under the penalty of forfeiting both ship and cargo. 
•' 3. The neutral was prohibited from carrying the goods of a belliger-
ent, such goods not being protected by the neutral :flag, but being sub-
ject to seizure. . 
'' 4. Besides this, according to the pra.etice of France, the neutral was 
prohibited from having his goods carried in tlJe enemy's ship, and if the 
ship was taken the goods became prize. 
"Lastly, to enforce the rights thus assumed by powerful belligerents, 
the neutral had further to submit to what was called the right of search, 
in order that tbe belligerent might satisfy himself whether goods of the 
enemy, or goods contraband of war intended for the enemy, were being 
conveyed in the neutral ships. 
"By the wise and liberal provisions of the declaration of Paris ofl856, 
the last two oppressive restraints on the trade of neutrals, mentioned 
under heads 3 and 4, have, as between most of the leading nations of 
the world, been done away with. The others remain. America has 
not as yet formally assented to the declaration of Paris. The two rules 
in question do not, however, come into play on this occasion .. 
"But the two first of the restraints put on neutral commerce occupy 
a prominent place in the discussions which have occurred in the course 
of this inquiry. Both of them are manifestly restraints, and restraints 
of a very serious character, on the natural freedom of neutral commerce. 
The advantage thus acquired of preventing the trade of the neutral in 
articles of warlike use, at a time when that trade is the most likely to 
be profitable to him, and still more that of preventing it in any shape 
by the blockading of an enemy's port, is obviously obtained only at the 
expense of the peaceful rights of neutral commerce." 
Mr. Adams. 
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"The jurists of the seventeenth century, among whom Vinnius occu. 
pies a prominent place (Com., Lib. iii, tit. xv), divided the diligentia 
and corresponding culpa of the Roman law into three degrees. Thus 
we have culpa lata, levis, levissima, taking the intermediate degree, or-
culpa levis, as being the absence of the diligence which a man of ordinary 
prudence and care would apply in the management of his own affairs in 
the given circumstances of the case. 'rhough attacked by Donellus, 
this tripartite division of diligence and default held its ground among 
juridical writers for a considerable time; but on the formation of the 
French code, the practical good sense of those by whom that great work 
was carried out, so visible in their discussions, induced them to discard 
it, and to establish one common standand of diligence or care as appli-
cable to all cases of civil obligations, namely, that of the 'bon pere de 
famille,' the 'diligens paterfamilias' of the Roman digest. The Code 
Napoleon has been followed in the codes of other countries. .Among 
others, the Austrian code has lately adopted the same principle. 
"The juridical view, too, of the earlier writers was not destined to 
stand its ground. After it had been assailed by Thibaud and Von Lohr, 
Hasse, in a most learned and able treatise, 'Die Cu-lpa des romischen 
Rechts,' thoroughly exposed its unsoundness, ·and his views have since 
been followed by a series of German jurists, including Professor l\'Iomm-
sen in his well-known work 'Beitrage zum Obligationsrecht' (vol. iii, 
360.) 
"~.,rench authors have for the most part taken the same view. Com-
mentators on the code-Duranton, Ducarroy, Troplong, and lastly M. 
Demolombe, in his great work, the 'Cours du code civil,'-have agreed 
that there can only be one standard for the diligence required in the 
affairs of life, where the interests of others are concerned, namely, that 
of men of ordinary capacity, prudence, and care. · 
"' Qu'est ce que la.diligence d'un bon pere de famille 1' asks M. Trap-
long. (Code civil explique, vol. i, § 371.) 
"' C'est ln. diligence de celui qui, comme le dit Heineccius, tient le milieu entre l'avare 
aux cent yeux et l'homme negligent et dissipe. C'est dans le systeme dont M. Ducar-
roy est l'organe, et que j'adopte pleinement, ]a diligence qu'nn indi vidu, as sui diligent 
que les hommes le soni ordinairement, apporte a ]a conservation de ce qui lui appar-
tient. On voit qu'en ce point les deux systemes se rencontrent, et conduisent a une 
m~me definition-c'est-a dire, a ee juste milieu qui est dans la nature de l'humanite.' 
~''The only thing to be considered,' says Professor Mommsen, 'is 
whether the default is such as does not occur to a diligent father of a 
family in general.' 'The care to be taken is "qualem diligens pater-
familias suis rebus adhibere so let."'" 
Sir A. Cockburn. 
[This view is sustained in detail in Wharton on Negligence, §§ 59.ff., 
w:Qere it is shown that to make business men liable for omission of per-
fect diligence would place them under a burden so heavy as to be in-
tolerable, and that the only proper definition of ''culpable negligence" 
is ''a want of such diligence as under the circumstances of the partic-
ular case good business men of the particular class are accustomed to 
show."] 
"There are certain points on which all writers are unanimous, and, 
as I bad till now imagined, all nations agreed. 
"A sovereign has absolute dominion in and over his own ports and 
waters. He can permit the entrance into them to the ships of other 
nations, or refuse it; he can grant it to some, can deny it to others; he 
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·-can subject it to such restrictions, conditions, or regulations as he 
pleases. But, by the universal comity of nations, in the absence of 
such restrictions or prohibition, the ports and waters of e\ery nation 
are open to all comers. Ships can freely enter, and freely stay; can 
have necessary repairs <lone; can obtain supplies of every kincl, and in 
unlimited quantity; and though their crews, when on shore, are subject 
to the local jurisdiction, ships of war are consi<lered as forming part of 
the territory of the country to wllich they belong, and, consequently, 
as exempt from local jurisdiction; and, save as regards sanitary or other 
port regulations, as protected by the flag under which they sail from 
all interference on the part of the local authority. 
"Such is the state of things while the world is at peace. But if a war 
arises between any two countries, a considerable modification, no doubt, 
. of the rights both of sovereigns who remain neutral and of those en-
gaged in the war immediately arises. 
"While the neutral sovereign has the undoubted right of imposing any 
restrictions or ~onditions be pleases, in respect of any of the foregoing 
particulars, on the ships-of-war of either belligerent, yet, if he exercises 
that right, the equality which is essential to neutrality requires that he 
shall impose them equally on both, and enforce them equally against 
both. On the other band, by the universal accord of nations, the bel-
ligerent is bound to respect the inviolability of neutral water~!!, and 
therefore cannot attack his enemy within them, or make them the base 
,of hostile operations. Ile is subject also to restraint in three other im-
portant particulars: He cannot recruit his crew from the neutral port; 
he cannot take ad vantage of the OPl)Ortnnity afforded him of having 
repairs done to augment in any respect the warlike force of his vessel; 
he cannot purchase on the neutral territory arms or munitions of war 
for tlle use of it. These restrictions are imposed by the law of nations, 
·independently of any regulations of the local sovereign. Besides this, 
the belligerent is bound to conform to the regulations made by the lat-
ter with reference to the exercise of the liberty accorded to him; but 
. subject to these conditions, a belligerent vessel has the right of asylum, 
that is, of refuge from storm and hostile pursuit; bas liberty of entry 
. and of stay; that of having the repairs done wh~ch are necessary to en-
able it to keep the sea in safety; and that of obtaining whatever is 
necessary for the purpose of navigation, as well as supplies for tbe sub-
sistence of the crew. 
"And, be it remembered-I fear it has not always been borne in 
. mind-the liberty thus afforded is not by the general law subjected to 
any limitations as regards length of stay, quantity of supply, or con-
dition as to the future proceedings of the vessel." 
Sir A. Cockburn. 
J\Ir. J. C. B. Davis, in his report, as agent of the American case, to the 
. Secretary of State, begins by stating the position of the two contending 
parties as to "due diligence." On the American side, he declares, it 
was argued that such diligence was to be gauged '' by the ability of 
the part,y incurring the liability to exercise the diligence required by 
the exigencies of the case, and by the extent of the injury which may 
follow negligence." On the other side it was said that-
" Her Majesty's Government knows of no distinction between more uignifieu and 
less dignified powers; it regards all sovereign states as enjoying equal rights and 
. equally subject to al~_ ?-rdina.ry international obligations; and it is firmly persuaded 
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that there is no state in Europe or America which woulrl be willing to claim or accept 
any iwwuuity in this respect on the ground of its inferiority to others in extent, 
military force, or population." 
''Count Sclopis, in his opinion, says: 
"The words due diligence necessarily imply the idea of a relation between the duty 
and its object. It is impossible to define a pt·iori and abst.ractly an absolute duty of 
diligence. The thing to which the diligence relates determines its degree. * * * 
As to the measure of activity in the performance of the duties of a neutral, I think 
the following rule should be laid down: That it should be in a direct ratio to the 
actual danger to which the belligerent will be exposed through the laxity of the neu-
tral, and in an inverse rati• to the direct means which the belligerent can control for 
averting the danger." 
"The tribunal, in its award, says : 
" 'The due diligence referred to in the first aud third of the said rules. ougJ:!t t.o bel 
exercised by neutral Governments in exact proportion to the risks to which either of 
the belligerents may be exposed from a failure to fulfill the obligations of neutrality 
on their part. * i< * The circumstances out of which the facts const.ituting the 
subject-matter of the present controversy arose were of a nature to call for the exer-
aise, on the part of Her Britannic Majesty's Government, of all possible solicitude for 
the observance of the rights and duties involved in the proclamation of neutrality 
issued by Her Majesty, on the 13th of May, 1861.'" 
On the subject of the toleration of insurgent operations in England, 
and English feeling against the United States, Mr. Davis thus sum-
marizes the discussion: 
"'Ooun t ~clop is says, respecting this point : 
'' 'The British Government was fully informed th&t the Confederates had established 
in England a branch of their means of attack and defense against the United States. 
Commissioners representing the Government of Richmond were domiciled in London, 
and had put themselves in communication with the English Government. Lord Rus-
sell had received these Confederate representatives in an unofficial way. The first 
visit took place on the llth of May, 1861; that is to say, three days before the Queen's 
proclamation of neutrality, and four days before Mr. Adams arrived in London as the 
minister of the United States. And further, the English Government could not but 
know that gre:tt commercial houses were managing the interests of the Confederates 
at Liverpool, a town which, from that time, was very openly pronounced in favor of 
the South. In Parliament itself opinions were before long openly expressed in favor 
of the insurgents. The Queen's ministers themselves did not disguise that, in their 
opinion, it would be VtJY difficult for the American Union to re-establish itself as be_ 
fore. * * * It results from this, in my opinion, that the English Government found 
itself, during the first years of the war of secession, in the midst of circumstances 
which could not but have an influence, if notdirectlyupon itself, at least upon a part 
of the population subject to the British Crown. No Government is safe against cer-
tain waves of public opinion, which it cannot master at its will. I am far from 
thinking that the animus of the English Government was hostile tothe Federal Gov-
ernment during the war. Yet there were grave dangers for the United States in 
Great Britain and her colonies which there were not direct means for averting. Eng-
land, therefore, should have fulfilled her duties as a neutral by the exercise of a dili-
gence equal to the gravity of the danger. * * * It cannot be denied that there 
werfl moments when its watchfulness seemed to fail and when feebleness in certain 
branches of the public service resulted in great detriment to the United States.' 
''Viscount d'Itajuba has not placed on record his opinion on this ·sub-
ject, unless it can be gathered from a single passage in his remarks 
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upon the effect of a commission on an offending cruiser, when he says, 
'By seizing or detaining the vessel the neutral only prevents the bel-
ligerent from deriving advantage from the fraud committed within its 
territory lly the same belligerent; while, by not proceeding against a 
guilty russel it exposes itself to having its good faith justly called in question 
by the other belligerent.' 
As to duty to detain an offending cruiser when it comes again within 
the neutral's jurisdiction, and effect of a commission upon such cruiser, 
l\Jr. Davis made the following report: 
" It was maintained in the American case that, by the true construc-
tion of the second clause of the first rule of the treaty, when a vessel 
like the Florida, Alabama, Georgia, or Shenandoah, which has been 
especially adapted within a neutral port for the use of a belligerent in 
war, comes again within the neutral's jurisdiction, it is the duty of the 
neutral to seize and detain it. This construction was denied by Great 
Britain. It was maintained in the British papers submitted to the 
tribunal that the obligation created by this clause refers only to the 
duty of preventing the original departure of the vessel, and that the 
fact that the Yessel was, after the original departure from the neutral 
port, commissioned as a ship of war protects it against detention. 
"To this point we rejoined that a commission is no protection against 
seizure in such case, and does not operate to release the neutral from 
the obligation to detain the offender. 
"The Viscount d'ltajuba seemed to favor the American construction. 
He said: 
'' 'According to the latter part of the first rule of Article VI of the Treaty of W a.shing-
ton, the neutral is bound also to use due diligence to prevent the departure from i,ts 
jurisdiction of any vessel intended to cruise or carry on war as above [viz, against a 
belUgerent], such vessel having been specially adaptetl, in whole or in part, within 
its jurisdiction to warlike use. ,. if if If, then, a vessel built on neutral territory 
for the use of a belligerent, fraudulently aud without the knowledge of the neutral, 
comes again within the jurisdiction of the sovereign whose neutrality it has violated, 
it ought to be seized and detained.' 
''Count Sclopis says, on this point: 
"'It is on the nature of these special circumstances that the first rule laid down in 
Artie le VI of the Treaty of Washington specifically rests. The operation of that rule 
would be illusory, if it could not be applied to vessels subsequently commissioned. 
The object in view is to prevent the construction, arming, and equipping of the vessel, 
and to prevent her departure when there is sufficient reason o believe that she is in-
tended to carry on war on behalf of one of the belligerents; and when probability has 
become certainty, shall not the rule be applicable to the direct and palpable conse-
quences which it originally was intended to prevent f' 
"In the award the tribunal says that-
" 'The effects of a violation of neutrality committed by means of the construction, 
equipment, and armament of a vessel are not done away with by any commission 
which the Government of the belligerent power, benefited by the violation of neu-
trality, may afterwards have granted. to that vessel; and the ultimate step by which 
the offense is completed cannot be admissible as a ground for the absolution of the 
offender, nor can the consummation of his fraud become the means of establishing his 
innocence. The privilege of extraterritoriality accorded to vessels-of-war has been 
admitted into the law of nations, not as an absolute right, but solely as a proceeding 
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founded on the principles of courtesy and mutual deference between different nations, 
.and therefore can never be appealed to for the protection of acts done in violation of 
neutrality.' 
"It will be observed that the tribunal, instead of adopting the recog-
nition by the Viscount d'Itajuba of a pos-itive obligation on the part of 
the neutral to detain the vessel, in the case supposed, limited itself to 
-expressing the opinion that, in such case, the neutral would have the 
right to make such detention.'' 
Mr. J. C. B. Davis' report. 
The following subsequent review by Mr. J. C. B. Davis, in his Notes 
on Treaties, of the proceedings and rulings of the tribunal, derives 
peculiar weight from the fact that he was agent for the United States at 
Geneva: 
"The Treaty of Washington of May 8, 1871, contains three rules re-
SJJeeting the duties of neutrals in a maritime war. 
'" In the arbitration which took place at Geneva the main conten-
tiom; on each side, and the decisions, so far as any were given, were as 
follows: 
''I. The United States contended that the three rules were in force 
before the treaty was made. Great Britain denied this, both in the 
t1eat,\7 and in the papers submitted-at Geneva. In the British counter-
case ]t was said, 'These rules go beyond any definition of neutral 
duty which, up to that time, had been established by the law or gener~l 
practice of nations.' The tribunal did not notice this point; but Mr. 
Glad:::-tone, in the House of Commons, on the 26th day of May, 1873, 
said with respect to it, 'Were they, as regards us, an ex post facto law¥ 
I say tlley were not. We deemed that they formed part of the inter-
natimml law at the time the claims arose.' 
"II. The United States contended that the Government of Great 
Britain, by its indiscreet baste in counseling the Queen's proclamation 
recognizing the insurgents as belligerents, by its preconcerted joint ac-
tion with France respecting the declarations of the Congress of Paris, 
by its refusal to take steps for the amendment of its neutrality laws, by 
its refraining for so long a time from seizing the rams at Liverpool, by 
its conduct in the affair of the Trent, and by its approval of the course 
{)fits colonial officers at various times-and that the individual members 
Df the Government, by their open and frequent expressions of sympathy 
with the insurgents, and of desires for their success.,.....had exhibited an 
unfriendly feeling, which might affect their own course, and could not 
but affect the action of their subordinates; and that all this was a want 
-of the 'due diligence' in the observance of neutral duties which is re. 
quired at once by the treaty and by international law. They also con-
tenrled that such facts, when proved, imbued with the character of cul-
pable negligence many acts of subordinates in the British service for 
w hicb, otherwise, the Government might not be held responsible; as, for 
instance, acts of the colleetor of customs at Liverpool respecting the 
Florida and the Alabama; acts of the authorities at Nassau respecting 
the arming of the Florida at Green Cay, and subsequently respecting 
her supplies of coal; acts of the authorities at Bermuda respecting the 
Florida, and acts of the authorities at Melbourne respecting the Shen-
andoah. The.Y further contended that there were many such acts of 
subordinates which, taken individually and by themselves, would not 
form a just basis for holding culpable a Government which was honestly 
and with vigilance striving to perform its duty as a neutral, but which, 
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taken in connection with each other, and with the proofs of animus. 
which were offered, estalished culpability in the Government itself. 
"The mode of stating the contentions on each side in these proceed-
ings was peculiar. The two parties were .by the treaty required to de-
posit- their cases simultaneously; also in like manner their counter-
cases (each of which was to be a reply to the case of the other) and 
their arguments on the cases, counter·cases, and evidence. When, 
therefore, the theory of the attack in the case of the United States was. 
developed, the theory of the defense in the case of Great Britain was. 
developed simultaneously. In respect of the necessity of bringing howe 
to the Government itself the acts of the subordinates, it was identiCal 
in theory with the case of the United States. It said: 'A charge of in-
jurious negligence on the part of a sovereign Government, in the exer-
cise of any of the powers of sovereignty, needs to be sustained on strong 
and solid grounds. Every sovereign Government claims the right to be· 
independent of external scrutiny or interference in its exercise of these 
powers; and the general assumption that they are exercised with good 
faith and reasonable care, and that laws are fairly and properly admin-
ister€d-an assumption without which peace and friendly intercourse 
could not, exist among nations-ought to subsist until it has been dis-
plaeed by proof to the contrary. It is not enough to suggest or prove 
that a Government~ in the exercise of a reasonable judgment on some 
question of fact or law, and using the means of information at its com; 
mand, has formed and acted on an opinion from which another Govern-
ment dissents or can induce an arbitrator to dissent. Still less is i~ 
sufficient to show that a judgment pronounced by a court of competent 
jurisdiction, and acted upon by the Executive, was tainted with error. 
An administrative act founded on error, or an erroneous judgment of a 
court, may, indeed, under some circumstances, found a claim to com- · 
pensation on behalf of a person or Government injured by the act or 
judgment. But a charge of negligence brought against a Government 
cannot be supported on such grounds. Nor is it enough to suggest or 
prove some defect of judgment or penetration, or somewhat less than 
the utmost possible promptitude and celerity of action, on the part of 
an officer of the Government in the execution of his official duties. To 
found on this alone a claim to compensation, as for a breach of interna-
tional duty, would be to exact in international afl'airs a perfection of 
administration which few Governments or none attain in fact, or could 
reasonably hope to attain, in their domestic concerns; it would set up 
an impracticable, and therefore an unjust and fallacious, standard,. 
would give occasion to incessant and unreasonable complaintR, and 
render the situation of neutrals intolerable. Nor, ag:otin, is a nation to 
be held responsible for a delay or omission occasioned by mere accident, 
and not by the want of reasonable foresight or care. Lastly, it is not 
sufficient to show that an act has b~en done which it was the duty of 
the Government to endeavor to prevent. It is necessary to allege and 
to prove that there has been a failure to usP, for the prevention of a,n 
act which the Government was bound to endeavor to prevent, Ruch 
care as Governments ordinarily employ in their domestic concerns,, 
and may reasonably be expected to exert in matters of international 
interest and obligation. These considerations apply with especial 
force to nations which are in the enjoyment of free institutions, and in 
which the Government is bound to obey, and cannot dispense with, 
the laws.' 
•' III. It was maintained in the American case that tlle diligeuce of 
the neutral should 'be proportioned to the magnitude of t·he subject1-· 
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and to the dignity and strength of the power which is to exercise it' 
(p. 158), and that it should be 'gauged by the character and magni-
tude of the matter which it may affect, b~1 the relative condition of the 
parties, by the ability of the party incurring the liability to exercise 
the diligence required by the exigencies of the case, and by the extent 
of the injury which may follow negligence' (p. 152). 
" On the other side it was said, ' Her Majesty's Government knows 
-of no distinction between more dignified and less dignified powers; it 
regards all sovereign states as enjoying equal rights, and equally sub-
ject to all ordinary international obligations; and it is firmly persuaded 
that there is no state in Europe or America which would be willing to 
claim or accept any immunity in this respect, on the ground of its in-
feriority to others in extent, military force, or population.' · 'Due dili-
gence on the part of a sovereign Government signifies that measure of 
oore which the Government is under an international obligation to use 
· for a given purpose. This measure, where it has not been defined by 
international usage or agreement, is to be deduced from the nature of 
the obligation itself, and from those considerations of justice, equity, 
and general expediency on which the law of nations is founded. The 
measure of care which a Government is bound to use in order to pre-
vent within its jurisdiction certain classes of acts, from which harm 
might accrue to foreign states .or their citizens, must always (unless 
specifically determined by usage or agreement) be dependent, more or 
less, on the surrounding circumstances, and cannot be defined with 
precision in the form of a general rule. It would commonly, however, 
be unreasonable and impracticable to require that it should exceed that 
which the Governments of civilized states are accustomed to employ in 
matters concerning their own security or that of their own citizens.' 
The tribunal, in its award, said, 'the due diligence referred to in the 
first and third of the said rules ought to be exercised by neutral Gov-
ernments in exact proportion to the risks to which either of the bellig-
erents may be exposed, from a failure to fulfill the obligations of neu-
trality on their part; and the circumstances out of which the facts 
constituting the subject-matter of the present controversy arose were of 
a nature to call for the exercise on the part of Her Britannic 1\:lajesty's 
GoYernment of all possible solicitude for the observance of the rights 
and duties involved in the proclamation of neutrality issued by Her 
Majesty on the 13th day of May, 1861.' * * * 
"'V. 'It was maintained in the American case that the liability of Great 
Britain should be measured by the rules of international law, and that 
it could not be escaped by reason of any alleged deficiencies in any in-
ternallegislation. Tbe award says the Government of Her Britannic 
M.ajesty cannot justify itself for a failure in due diligence on the insuffi-
-ciencies of the legal means of action which it possessed.' 
VI. [The statement in topic VI, as given by Mr. Davis, is here omitted, 
as it is given substantially supra, § 369.] 
"The manner in which the United States had performed their duties 
as a neutral was made the subject of extended comment 'by both sides 
in these proceedings. The United States were arraigned in the case of 
Great Britain; in the British counter-case; in the British argument; 
in Sir Roundell Palmer's supplemental argument. In their counter-
case they met the allegations of Great Britain and they attached to it 
a mass of historical documents in support of their denial; and their 
counsel discussed the subject at length in the argument." 
Mr. J. C. B. Da.vis, Notes, &c. 
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"The two parties were agreed that the rule should not be presented to 
foreign powers for their acceptance without an explanation which would 
prevent such a conclusion [unduly averse to belligerents], and which 
would restrain their operation to those acts which are done for the serv-
ice of a vessel cruising or carrying on war, or intending to cruise or carry 
on war against another belligerent, and that they should not extend to 
cases where military supplies or arms are exported for the use of a bel-
ligerent power from neutral ports or waters in the ordinary course of 
commerce. To formalize a new clause in a manner acceptable to Eng-
land and ~4..merica had not been practicable before the interruption of 
the correspondence in 1872. 
"It was not resumed till June, 1873, after the difficulties of agree-
ment had been increased by the exaggerated construction given by the 
arbitrators to the terms of the rules. 'The due diligence,' they say,. 
'referred to in the first and third of the said rules, ought to be exer-
cised by neutral Governments in exact proportion to the risks to which 
either of the belligerents may be exposed, from a failure to fulfill the 
oblig·ations of neutrality on their part;' and that 'the circumstances 
out of which the facts constituting the subject-matter of the present 
controversy arose were of a nature to call for the exercise, on the part 
0f Her Britannic 1\fajesty's Government, of all possible solicitude for 
the observance of the rights and duties involved in the proclamation of 
neutrality is~:med by Her 1\fajesty on the 31st May, 1861.' 
"A dispatch of Earl Granville, alluding to the proposition of 1\'lr. 
Fish to submit the three rules to the maritime powers, refers to the 
embarrassments which resulted from the presentation to the commis-
sion of the indirect claims, and to the difficult position in which the-
representatives of England and of the United States would be placed 
if they submitted to other states a series of rulings as to the meaning 
of which they entirely differed. Earl Granville furthermore in"'isted 
that, while the English Government is not at all disposed, as it appears 
especially from the debates in Parliament, to accept all the decisions of 
the tribunal at Geneva, the presentation of the three rules to 'the great 
powers' would probably be considered as an acceptance of its interpre-
tation of them, and inevitably induce the rejection of the three rules by 
all these powers. 
"The President, in pursuance of their resolution of June 3, 1878, sub-
mitted to the Senate, January 13, 1879, the correspondence between 
the Governments of the United States and Great Britain in regard to 
inviting other maritime powers to accede to the three rules. The last 
note, which was from Mr. Fish to Sir Edward Thornton, bears date 
September 18, 1876. The correspondence clearly establishes that there 
was no disposition on the part of the two powers, least so on the P<lrt of 
Great Britain, to make the submission; and from the subsequent silence 
we are to infer that the three rules are to be deemed limited in tlleir 
operation to the single matter of the Alabama. claims, and as with-
drawn from any proposed reform of the law of nations. It mxy be 
added that there was a conviction on the part of both Goverumeuts 
that they could not receive the assent of a single state. Austria and 
Germany had early given instructions to that effect. (Parliamentary 
Papers, 187 4; Congressional Documents :Senate Ex. Doc. 26, 45th Cong., 
3d sess., 1879. )" 
Mr. W. B. Lawrence, note to vVhart. Crim. Law (9th ed.) § 1908. 
" Considerable difference of opinion prevails among jurists as to the 
~ff~t which the decision of the arbitrators [of the Geneva tribunal} 
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Jtas made on the general principles of international law. It should be 
remembered that Austria, Holland, Germany, Russia, Spain, and other 
states were not represented at the conference, and both in Great Britain 
and on the continent the better opinion seems to be that oppressh~e and 
impracticable obligations, hitherto unknown to international law, would 
be imposed on neutral nations if the principles set forth as the basis of 
the award, and the interpretation placed on the three rules of the sixth 
~rticle of the above treaty by the majority of the arbitrators, were ac-
ceded to in future cases. In reply to Mr. Hardy, on March 21, 1873, 
:Mr. Gladstone, as prime minister, stated in the House of Commons that 
in bringing these rules to the knowledge of other maritime powers, and 
inviting them to accede to the same, 'you have a right to expect that 
we should take care that our recommendation of the three rules does 
not carry with it, in whole or in part, in substance or even in shadow, 
so far as we (the British Government) are concerned, the recitals of the 
al'bitrators as being of any authority in this matter.' 
"Further, some considerable correspondence passed between the 
British Government and the Government of the United States during 
the years 1871-'7 4, with respect to communicating to other maritime 
Gcvernments the above rules,. but it was not found possible to draft a 
note which could meet the respective views of the two Governments." 
Note by SirS. Baker in 2 Halleck's Int. Law (Baker's ed.), 189. 
"Until a state had placed itself under a ruler armed with the great-
est practicable amount of executive power, and free from every consti-
tutional check whatever, it could not be said to have done all that was 
possible in order to insure the prompt arrest and the speedy condemna-
tion and punishment of individuals who had broken, or who seemed 
likely to break, the requirements of international law as to not injuring 
foreign nations. Such a conclusion is realJy a reductio ad absurdum, 
which demonstrates the unsoundness of the dogma virtually announced 
by four of the Geneva arbitrators-the · doctrine that in inquiring 
whether a state is or is not chargeable with culpable fault or negligence 
for not having prevented certain acts of individuals, no regard what-
ever is to be paid to the system of criminal process which, and which 
alone,, is recognized and permitted by the fundamental i.nstitutions of 
that state." 
Creasy's Int. Law, 335. 
''It was an object of the Treaty of vVashington to concert a code of 
rules on the former subject 'vhich should be binding henceforward on 
both the contracting parties, and should be recommended by them to all 
civilized states for general adoption, but, unfortunately, when the arbi-
trators under that treaty came to apply 'the three rules' of that treaty, 
it was found that the arbitrators were not all of accord as to the proper 
interpretation to be given to them, and 'the three rules' having served 
their purpose for the settlement of a passing dispute, have been allowed 
to remain a dead letter as regards their contemplated incorporation into 
the generalla,w of nations. But one thing has resulted frorri the adop-
tion of those rules for the purpose of deciding amicably a contro,·ersy 
between Great Britain and the United States-that both those powers 
have placed on record before an international tribunal their conviction 
that ships which are capable of being employed iu the military or naval 
service of a belligerent power have peculiar qualities whieh distinguish 
them from other chattels which are suitable for warlike purposes, and 
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that the circumstance of their being private property is of no weight as' 
regards the responsibility of a neutral power to prevent their equipment 
and their dispatch from its ports if it wishes to maintain good faith. 
The members of the Institute of International Law, in their session at 
Geneva in 1874, took 'the three rules' of the Treaty of Washington into 
the1r consideration, and pronounced an opinion that 'the three rules,' 
although in point of form they were open to objection, were in substanc~ 
the clear application of a recognized principle of the law of nations. 
There is an apparent contradiction of principle between that opinion 
and the proposal which has been favorably entertained by a majority 
of the wembers of the· institute in their session at The Hague, that the 
right of capturing enemy's ships on the high seas, if they are privatQ 
property, should be denied to a belligerent. Besides, as the modern 
law of nations has invested a ship, notwithstanding it is private prop-
erty~ with a territorial character on the high seas in time of peace, there 
seems uo sound reason why a ship should be divested of its territorial 
character in time of war on the ground of its being private property, 
more particularly when the very circumstance of war invests it with 
peculiar territorial qualities, which are not a fiction of law, but are of 
substantial and indispensable service for the purposes of war, where 
one of the belligerent parties is a maritime power." 
TW'iss, Law of Nations, as to war (2d ed.), introd., 42. 
Prof. E. Robertson, in treating, in the Encyclopedia Britannica, on 
international law, thus speaks of the "three rules": "These rules, 
which we believe to be substantially just, have been unduly discred-
ited in England, partly by the result of the arbitration, partly by the fact 
that they were from the point of view of English opinions ex post facto 
rules, and that the words defining liability(' due diligence') were vague 
and open to unforeseen constructions; for example, the construction act-
ually adopted by the Geneva tribunal that due diligence ought to be 
exercised in proportion to the belligerent's risk of suffering from anw 
failure of the neutral lo fulfill his obligations." 
A majority of the members attending the Institute of· International 
Law, at its session in 1875 (.Annuaire, 1877, 139), adopted the following 
resolution: 
"L'£tat neutre qui veut rester en paix et en relations d'amiti6 avec les bellige_ 
rants, et jouir des droits de la neutralite, ale devoir de s'abstenir de prendre aucuna 
part a la guerre, au moyen de la prestation de secours militaires a l'un des bellige-
rants ou a tons les deux, et de veiller ace que son territoire ne serve pas comme centre 
d'organisations, ou comme point de depart aux expeditions hostiles contre l'un d'eux 
ou contre tous deux. 
"En consequence, l'£tat neutre ne peut mettre en aucune maniere a la disposition 
de l'nn des .135 tats belligerants, ni lui vendre ses navires de guerre, on navires de trans-
ports militaires, comme aussi le materiel deses arsenaux on de ses magasins militaires, 
dans le but de l'aider a continuer la guerre. En outre, l'Etat neutre est tenu de 
veiller ace que les autres personnes ne met tent des navires de guerre a la disposition 
d'aucun des Etats belligerants, dans ses ports on dans les parties de mer qui dependent 
de sa juridiction." 
When the rules came before the institute, their approval was op-
posed by Professors Bernard and Lorimer and by Sir Travers Twiss. 
They are also disapproved by Sir R. Phillimore, 3 Int. Law, 270. 
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Of the three rules of the Treaty of Washington, Fiore, a distinguished 
Italian publicist, thus speaks (Fiore droit int., 2d ed., 1886, translated 
by Antoine, iii, § 1555): 
"It cannot be at this time said that all the powers have admitted 
t,he rules thus accepted by England and the United States. These 
rules ma~7' nevertheless, be considered, not only as the expression of a 
con"Ventional law agreed on by two states, but as correct principles of 
international law. They are, in effect, and in their essence, the appli-
cation of a general principle that states which are strangers to a war 
must prevent on their own territories the organization of expeditions 
Dr the preparing of armaments on account of either of the belligerents.'' 
But Fiore proceeds to extend neutral duties in this respect beyond 
the three rules, by making the non-repression by neutral Governments 
of the construction by individuals of vessels for a belligerent a breach 
of neutrality. 
In section 1556 J1"'iore proceeds to say that a neutral Government is 
required "par to us les moyens en son pouvoir, la construction dans ses 
pol'ts on dans ses eaux territoriales de navires destines aux usages de 
la guerre, et la conclusion de contrats pour la construction de ces memes 
batiments." For a Government to use "all the means in its power" for 
such purposes would not only make ne1,1trality more exhaustive than 
war, but would require an ubiquitously despotic police. 
In the same volume are cited the following authorities bearing on the Alabama 
case: 
Voir Reclamation de 1' Alabama; Calvo, Revue de droit int., 1874, 453; Pradier 
Fodere, La Question del' Alabama, et le droit des gens; Pierantoni, Gli arbitrati in-
ternazionali, eel il trattado de Washington; Rivier, L'Affaire de I' Alabama; vV. B. 
Lawrence, Indirect Claims, &c.; Bluntschli, Opinion impartiale sur la question de 
l'Alabama, Revue de droit int., 1870, 457. 
On reviewing the ''three rules" in connection with the subsequent 
proceedings of the commission, the following distinctions may be taken. 
The" rules" themselves may be regarded as setting forth in terms stu-
diously general certain. propositions which few publicists would disap-
prove. But the treaty does not by itself give these rules the authority 
()f a code, and this for the following reasons: 
(1) The "rules" were only to be binding as rules of international law 
if accepted by the leading powers, which they have not been. 
(2) They are not binding as permanent and absolute rules on England 
aml the United States: (a) because neither England nor the United 
States have ever considered them .to be so binding; and (b) because, by 
the treaty that proposed them as temporary rules of action for guid-
ance of a special and exceptional court, their permanent adoption is 
dependent upon their communication to tlle great European powers, 
wb.ich communication has never been made. This position is taken by 
1\ir. Fish in his letters to Sir Ed ward Thornton, of 1\'Iay 8 and September 
18, 1876, as communicated by President Hayes in his messa~e to the 
Senate of January 13, 1879; and there is no dissent of the British Gov-
ernment recorded. 
(3) Even if the "rules" be binding, it must be remembered that on 
the topics discussed in the text they are couched in a vagueness which 
no doubt was intentional, and which leaves open the main points of 
dispute. 
It is to be observed, in addition, that while the weight of authority 
is that the ''rules" themselves contain propositions which are generally 
unobjectionable, such is not the case with the decisions of the majority 
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of the arbitrators, who interpret the "rules" so as to impose on neu-
trals duties not only on their face unreasonable, but so oppressive as to 
make neutrality a burden which no prudent nation, in cases of great 
maritime wars abroad, would accept. 
In an exposition of the arbitration in the American Law Review, vii, 
237, it is said: "In limiting the rights of neutrals and augmenting the 
rights of belligerents, a grave injury is done to the cause of civilization 
anclltumanity. * * * It seems to us that the tendencies of modern 
theorists and the tendencies which have found expression in the decision 
at Geneva, are in the interests of absolutism, of enormously powerful 
states, of immense standing armies, of military power. * * * That 
the United States should in a few years have become so drunk with 
militarv excitement and success as to labor for such a consummation is 
simplyL marvelous." 
''It will be at once seen that these rules, though leading immediately 
to an award superficially favorable to the United States in the large 
damages it gave, placed limitations on the rights of neutrals greater 
even than those England had endeavored to impose during the Napole-
onic wars, and far greater than those which the United States had ever 
previously been willing to concede. If such limitations are to be strictly 
applied, ·the position of a neutral, so it may be well argued, will be much 
more perilous and more onerous, in case of war between maritime pow-
ers, than that of a belligerent. Our Government, to fulfill the obliga-
tions cast on it by these rules, would be obliged not only to have a. 
strong police at all its ports to prevent contraband articles from going 
out to a belligerent, but to have a powerful navy to scour the seas to 
intercept vessels which might elude the home authorities and creep out 
carryiflg such contraband aid. It must be recollected that not only our 
Atlantic and Pacific coasts, but our boundary to the north and to the 
south contains innumerable points at which belligerents can replenish 
their contraband stores, and that nothing but a standing army or navy 
greater than those of any European power could prevent such operations. 
Nor would this be the only difficulty. No foreign war could exist with-
out imposing upon the Governments of neutral states functions in the 
repression of sympathy with either belligerent which no free Governrnent 
can exercise without straining its prerogatives to the utmost. It is uot 
strange, therefore, that in view of the hardness of these rules, they 
Rhould be regarded by European as well as by American publicists as 
likely to be of only temporary obliga~tion. 'When we come to the sub-
ject of neutrality,' says Professor Lorimer, of Edinburgh, a leading 
member of the Institute of International Law (Institutes of the Law 
of Nations, by James Lorimer, LL.D., Blackwood & Sons, 1883, p. 52), 
'we shall see but too much reason to believe that even the Treaty of 
VV.,.. ashingtou of 1871, though professing to determine the relation be-
tween belligerents and neutrals permanently, was in reality -a ·Compro-
mise by which neutral rights were sacrificed to the extent which, on that 
occasion, was requisite to avoid a fratricidal war. Before the award of 
the arbiters who met at Geneva could be applied as a precedent, a new 
treaty, embodying the famous. ' three rules,' would require to be nego-
tiated; and it is extremely unlikely that either England, or any other 
neutral power, would aga.in agree, beforehand, to pcty damages fm· the ful-
fillment of the impossible engagements wkich these r~t. les impose.' This view 
is strengthened by the fact that the British members of the commission 
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by whom the Treaty of Washington was negotiated inserted in the treaty 
the following memorandum: 'Her Majesty's Government cannot assent 
to the foregoing rules as a statement of principles of international law, 
which were in foree at the time when the claims mentioned in Article I 
arose; but Her :Majesty's Government, in order to evince its desire of 
strengthenmg the friendly relations between the two countries and of 
making satisfactory provision for the future, agrees that in deciding the 
question between the two countries arising out of those claims, tlte 
• arbitrators should assume that Her Majesty's Government bn.d under-
taken to act upon the principles set forth in those rules.' lt was pro-
posed, in the treaty of 1871, that the 'three rules' should be submitted 
to the great powers of Europe. . It soon became evident that neither 
Great B'ritain nor the United States desired to make such a submisRiou. 
It may be also added that there was a conviction on the part of both 
Governments that they would not receive the assent of a single state. 
Austria and Germany bad early stated that their assent would not be 
given. The 'three rules,' therefore, were agreed to by the United 
States only provisionally, and are not only in conflict whh the principles 
for which the United States contended down to the late civil war, but 
give advantages to belligerents-which even Great Britain regards as 
excessive. These rules, repudiated as they have been by the contraet-
ing powers, and rejected by all other powers, are to be regarded not 
only as not forming part of the law of nations, but as not binding 
either Great Britain or the United States. That the 'three rules' were 
temporary and exceptional, and were to be only effective in case of rati-
fication by the great powers, which ratification was never giveu, is 
maintained by Mr. Fish in his letters to Sir E. Thornton, of May 8 and 
September 18, 1876, communicated by Mr. Hayes in his message to the 
Semtte of January 13, 1879. The same position was taken in the House 
of Commons in 1873 by Mr. Gladstone. Sir W. Harcourt, Mr. :.israeli, 
and the attorney-general." 
Whart. Com. Am. Law, § 244. 
"'If Great Britain, with her comparatively few ports, failed to prevent 
the use of these ports for the fitting Ollt of Confederate cruisers, we can 
learn what would be the doom of the United States in case of a Euro-
pean maritime war in which we occupied the position of neutrals. If 
war, for instance, should exist between Great Britain and any leading 
continental power, it would be impossible to prevent snell power (e. g., 
Russia, who has very limited capacity of naval armament), from secur-
ing contraband aid in our ports. We obtained $15,000,000 under the 
Geneva arbitration; if the Geneva rules are to hold good, the payment 
of this comparatively small sum would make us the insurers of any Joss 
B1itish commerce might incur from cruisers whose coaling or whol:le re-
pair in our ports we could not pre\ent, unless by the use of expedients 
subversive of our institutions. The strain put on the British Govern-
ment hy the attempts of the Confederate States in our late civil war to 
fit out cruisers in British ports is well told in l\fr. Bullock's 'Secret 
Service of the Confederate States,' New York, 1884. In case of a Enro-
pean naval war, we being neutrals, ingenuity in our ports by either bel-
ligerent, far less than was displayed by the Confederate agents in Brit-
ish ports during the late civil war, would make it necessary, if the 
three rules' be applied to us, either to line our shores with a standing 
army of almost unlimited extent or to become belligerents ourselves." 
Ibid. 
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Indirect claims, it was declared by the arbitrators, "did not consti-
tute, on principles of international-law applicable to such cases, good 
and sufficient foundation for an award of compensation or computation 
of damages between nations. On the side of Great Britain the solution 
was a practical one; no damages were to be awarded for this class of 
claims. On our side the solution was reached in the manner pointed 
out b,y the treaty, viz, by the action of the court. On the suggestion 
of the othtr side, this unofficial act was then formally entered as an 
official judgment, in the following language: 
"Count Sclopis, on behalf of all the arbitrators, then declarec} that 
the said several claims for indirect losses mentioned in the statement 
made by the agent of the United States on the 25th instant, and referred 
to in the statement just made by the agent of Her Britannic Majesty, 
are, and from henceforth will be, wholly excluded from the considera-
tion of the tribuual, and directed the secretary to embody this declara-
tion in the protocol of this day's proceedings." 
Report of Mr. J. C. B. Davis to Mr. Fish, Sept. 21, H372. 
As to this part of the rulings of the tribunal there has been no dissent. 
Thus when the subject of the Geneva award is discussed by Calvo, Droit 
Int., vol. iii, 411.ff., giving in this respect the opinion of continental pub-
licists, he accepts the position that a belligerent cannot receive from 
a neutral pecuniary damages for losses which his arms have su:fl:"ered 
through such neutral's negligence in not preventing the other bellig-
erent's cruisers from getting to sea. He consequently sustains the 
tribunal in rejecting the claim for indirect damages. 
IV. MUNICIPAL STATUTES NOT EXTRA-TERRITORIAL. 
§ 403. 
As a general rule, municipal statutes expanding or contracting the 
law of nations, have no extra-territorial effect. · 
SupTa, § 9; infra, App., Vol. III,§ 403. 
''The law of nations secures to neutrals unrestricted commerce with 
the belligerents, except in articles contraband of war, and trade with 
blockaded or besieged places. With these exceptions commerce is as 
free between neutrals and belligerbnts as if it were carried on solely 
between neutral nations; and it is difficult to conceive upon what prin-
ciple an exception can be made and the neutral deprived of the rights 
secured in regard to the purchase of merchant vessels. 
~'It is true a regulation of France has been referred to in support of 
the doctrine avowed by the Imperial Government, but it is hardly neces-
sary to observe that a municipal law of that country can only affect 
persons under its control, and can have no binding force beyond its 
territorial limits. The parties who made the contract for the sale and 
purchase of the ship St. Harlampy were not under the jurisdiction of 
the municipal law of France; on the contrary, they were both within 
the jurisdiction of the United States as well as the property which 
formed the subject of the transaction. The validity or invalidity of the 
transaction can be determined only b;y the local or international law. 
It was a contract authorized by the laws of this country and the law of 
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nations; and it was supposed to be universally conceded that such a 
contract would be respected everywhere. Certainly no Government 
except that under which the contract was made could interpose to de-
stroy or vary the obligations which its provisions impose if not·contrary 
to the law of nations. This is the doctrine of the European publicists, 
and it is especially sustained by Hautefeuille, whose authority will, I 
doubt not, be recognized by the Emperor's Government. He says,' It is 
impossible to recognize such a right as that claimed by the regulation 
of France.' ' Commerce,' be adds, 'is free between the neutral and b61-
1igerent nat,ions; this liberty is unlimited except [by] the two restrictioli;;; 
relative to· contraband of war, and places besieged, blockaded, or in-
vested; it extenrls to all kinds of provisions, merchandise, and movable 
objects without exception. Pacific nations can then, when they judge 
proper, purchase the merchant ships of one of the parties engaged in 
hostilities, without the other pa-rty having the right to complain, with-
out, above all, that it should have power to censure, to annul these 
sales, to consider and treat as an enemy, a ship really neutral and reg-
ularly recognized by the neutral Government as belonging to its sub-
jects. To declare null and without obligation a contract, it is indis-
pensable that the legislator should have jurisdiction over ·the contracting 
parties. It is then necessary, in order that such a thing should take 
place, to suppose that the belligerent possesses the right of jurisdiction 
over neutral nations. That is impossible ; the pretension of the bellig-
erents is an abuse of force, an attempt against the independence of pa-
cific nations, and consequently a violation ~f the duties imposed by 
divine law upon nations at war.' 
"However long may be the period during which this doctrine has· 
formed part of the municipal code of France, it is manifestly not in 
harmony with her maritime policy, and it is confidently believed by this 
Government that France will not assert it not only against the practice 
of other nations but against the authority of her most enlightened 
writers on public law." 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mason, Feb. 19, 1856. MSS. Inst., France. 
" We hold that the international ·duty of the Queen's Government in 
this respect was above and independent of the municipal laws of Eng-
land. It was a sovereign duty attaching to Great Britain as a sover-
eign power. The municipal law was but a means of repressing or pun-
ishing individual wrong-doers; the law of nations was the true and 
proper rule of duty for the Government. If the municipal laws were 
defective, that was a domestic inconvenience, of concern only to the 
local Government~ and for it to remedy or not by suitable legislation as 
it pleased. But no sovereign power can rightfully plead the defects of 
its. own domestic penal statutes as justification or extenuation of an 
international wrong to another sovereign power." · 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Motley, Sept. 25, 1869. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit. 
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The undertaking of a belligerent to enlist troops of land or sea in a 
neutral state without the previous consent of the latter is a hostile at-
tack on its national sovereignty. The act of Congress prohibiting for-
eign enlistments is a matter of domestic or municipal right as to which 
foreign Governments have no right to inquire, the international offense 
being independent of the question of the existence of a prohibitory act 
of Congress. 
7 Op., 367, Cushing, 1855. 
The measure of a neutral's obligations are to be found in the rules of 
international law; and it cannot shelter itself by the allegation that its 
own legislation imparts a laxer standard on its Rubjects. 
4 Pap. Rel. Treat Washington, 12. 
~' Theneutr:a,lity statutes, both of Great Britain and of the United States, 
impose much severer restrictions in this respect on subjects than the law 
of nations imposes upon sovereigns. The history of legislation and of 
public opinion in the United States on this topic is of peculiar interest, 
not only as showing that our Iegislation imposing neutrality is more 
stri11gent than the law of nations, but as marking the extent to which 
pn blie opinion is swayed to and fro by the varying necessities of epochs. 
G<,ueral Washington, in a message of December 3, 1793, said: ~'The 
orig·iual arming and equipping of vessels in the ports of the United States 
by (m:LJ of the belligerent parties for military service, offensive or defen-
si ,·e, is deemed unlawful;" and this, in condemning the intrusion of a 
belligerent on neutral soil for the purpose of fitting out belligerent ar-
maments, is unquestionably a rule of the law of nations. There is 
nothing in this remarkable message, so often appea,led to at home and 
abroad as giving the true tests of international neutrality, which de-
clares that the fitting out of an armed vessel intended to be delivered 
to a belligerent in his own port is forbidden by the law of nations. The 
neutrality aet adopted by Congress for t.he purpose, not of defining the 
law of nations but of prescribing the duty of citizens to the National 
Government, undoubtedly made it penal to fit out and arm vessels with 
intent that they should be employed in the belligerent service of a for-
eign state; but this statute, passed from excessive caution, for the pur-
pose of keeping the new Republic, as far as possible, out of the tempes-
tuous war then raging in Europe, was never regarded, as we have seen, 
as determining the duties of the United States when a neutral to foreign 
belligerents. * * * Our neutrality statutes are again accepted with the 
interpretation put on them in the Santissima Trinidad, the qualification 
being acknowledged that they prescribe the duty of our citizens to the 
United States, not that of the United States to foreign Governments; 
and even were this not the case, the ruling in that case, that by the law 
of nations a neutral is not bound to prevent its subjects from selling 
armed vessels to a belligerent, bas never been judicially modified ; and 
the Federal Government has again accepted this view even as deter-
mining the scope of our own statutes. We have, as a country, exhaust-
less mine~ of iron and coal; and though we may not be able to build 
steamslJips as cheaply as they are built in Great Britain, yet the difter-
euce is but slight, and there may be many reasons, baRed in part on 
p<ftent rig·hts to specific munitions of war, in part on political relations, 
which might lead a foreign nation to purchase ships in our dock-
yards rather than in those of G_lasgow or Liverpool or Belfast. The 
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industry is one of importance; it is one of the prime factors of national 
power; it enables a powerful nation to stand by herself as against tha 
world, and to protect her ports, no matter what may be the invader's 
naval strength. Now it so happens that since the civil war we have 
been constantly supplying with armed ships foreign nations in a state 
of belligerency either actual or prospective. There has not been a single 
official intimation that sales of this kind are illegal. Were a prosecu-
tion to be ord~red against parties making such sales, there can be no 
question that the ruling in the Santissima Trinidad would be repeated, 
and the defendants in such cases acquitted. And even were it other-
wise, and the sales were to be held illegal by our municipal law, that 
mtmicipallaw would not be held to modify the law of nations, and make 
our Government liable to the offended belligerent for its omission to stop 
such sales. No doubt to carelessly or knowingly permit an armed cruiser 
to be manned in a neutral port, and sent out from such port to prey on 
belligerent commerce, or to form part of a belligerent navy, is a breach 
of neutrality. * * * But for a neutral to sell a ship, even an iron-clad, 
to a bellige\'ent, such ship not being manned and armed in a neutral port 
is 110 more a breach of neutrality than for a neutral to permit able-bodied 
men to emigrate to a belligerent state." 
Whart. Com. Am. Law, § 241. 
''It by no means follows that because, by the law of nations, a neu-
tral state is bound to a certain line of conduct towards belligerents, its 
subjects are bound by the same line of conduct, and are responsible to 
their state for any such acts of participation in foreign wars, as by the 
law of nations it is bound to prevent. A nation, on the one side, may 
say, ' I do not choose to suppress these acts of participation, or I can-
not suppress them, but I will take on myself the consequences, and will 
make rep:uation.' Such was the posit.ion of President Washington be-
fore the passage of the neutrality statute. Prosecutions against the 
offenders were attempted at common law, and although as we have seen, 
it was at first held that the Federal courts had common-law jurisdiction 
of offenses against the law of nations, yet the conclusion was soon 
reached that without a statute such offenses could not be judicially 
reached. This conclusion was communicated to the English minister, 
Mr. Hammond, with the announcement that the United States Govern-
ment would nevertheless hold itself responsible to foreign nations for 
any infractions of its international obligations, though it might not be 
able to proceed penally against its own citizens for such infractions. 
(Sup'ra, § 395a, if.) The same attitude was assumed by Great Britain in 
the Alabama controversy. British legislation might be defective, it 
was admitted, so far as concerned the power to punish British subjects 
for breaches of neutrality, but this in no way Jimited the obligation of 
the British Government to make good to the United States losses in-
curred through such misconduct. And, on the other hand, a state may 
impose by statute on its subjects an abstention much more strict than 
that which is imposed by international law on itself. If so, its subjects 
are bound by the statute, and may be convicted of offenses, which, for 
municipal purposes, it deems breaches of neutrality, though the litigated 
nets would not be breaches of neutrality by the law of nations." 
Wbart .. Crim. Law (9th ec1.), § 1901. 
"The nation is primarily responsible to other nations for certain deeds 
when done by herself or by any of her subjects. Tbis responsibility has 
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been long since recognized and fixed by international law. In order 
that she may more promptly and efficiently perform the duties growing 
out. of this responsibility, she passes her neutrality act. But it is a mat-
ter wholly of domestic concern. Her liability to her sister nations is not 
changed one whit thereby; to them it is immaterial what branch of the 
Government is charged with this performance or what method is taken 
to secure it.. If she relies on the sufficiency of her law she does 'it at 
her own risk, not at the risk of another people. If the law proves in-
sufficient it is her misfortune, it is the result of her own faulty judg-
ment, and she remains equally liable to make reparation for the wrong 
which her law has failed to prevent. It is no answer for her, when 
ealled upon to make satisfaction for the wrong, to reply that she is very 
sorry but must really be pardoned, because her neutrality act was inef-
ficient in the case. What if it were~ No one save her own statesmen 
is responsible for the sufficiency of her neutrality act. It was her own 
creation, to suit her own requirements, and for her own sole conven-
ience. The other nation does not seek to hold her under this; she is not 
coming into her courts as a common litigant to abide by the construc-
tion of one of her <lomestic laws. So far as the injured nation is con-
cerned, the other may pass or revoke such statutes, regard or disregard 
them at her pleasure. But under the general law of nations, according 
to the well-known principles of the international law of the civilized 
world, the injury must be answered for. U is out of this code that the 
liability springs, anrl. according to this it must be met. The defect, 
then, in the English statute could work no acquittal of England in the 
case of the Alexandra or in any similar case. We bold her to answer 
under the law of nations. She may deal with her own statute as she 
will, and make it efficient or a nullity as she chooses, but her option to 
do the latter can in no degree affect the relations which exist between 
herself and the United States as civilized nations." 
North Am. Rev., Oct., 1866, 493. 
V. PERSONS VIOLATING MUNICIPAL STATU1E MAY BE PROCEEDED 
AGAINST MUNICIPALLY. 
§ 404. 
This principle was distinctively applied in trials, during PreLident 
Washington's administration, for breaches of neutrality by enlisting in, 
or aiding in fitting out, foreign belligerent cruisers. 
See Hen:field's casej Whart. St. Tr., 49; Villato's case, ibid., 185; Williams's 
case, ibid., 652. 
Under our neutrality statute either to fit out or to arm is indictable. 
U.S. v. Guinet, 2 Dall., 321; Whart. St. Tr., 93; U. S. v. Quincy, 6 Pet., 445. 
Acts of hostility committed by American citizens against sucb as are 
in amity with us, being in violation of a treaty and against the public 
peace, are offenses against the United States when committed witbi.n 
the territory or jurisdiction thereof, and as such are punishable by in-
dictment in the district or circuit courts. The high seas being within 
the jurisdiction of the district and circuit courts, such an offense com-
mitted thereon, is cognizable by said courts. Where such an offense 
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is committed out of the jurisdiction of the United States the offenders 
must be dealt with abroad, and, after proclamation by the, President, 
'Will have forfeited all protection from the American Government. 
1 Op., 57, Bmdford, 17SG. 
It is a misdemeanor at common law to plot and combine to disturb 
-the peace and tranquillity of the United States and to draw them into 
a war with a foreign nation. 
1 Op., 75, Lee, 1797. But see contra, rulings noted in Whart. Crim. Law, § 2G3. 
There is no municipal law in the United States to prevent the organ-
ization of combinations to aid and abet rebellion in another country, 
unless forcible acts be attempted. 
8 Op., 216, Cushing, 1856. See supra, §§ 390 ff. 
Tl10 Government of the United States cannot undertake to punish 
its own citizens for disposing in another country of contraband ar-
ticles in violation of the laws of such country. "Neither our own laws, 
nor, as is believed, those of any foreign country, make provision for 
the enforcement of the penal laws of another country, the general rule 
being that the laws of every nation are competent to vindicate their 
own authority." 
Mr. Clay, ~ec. of State, to Mr. Obregon, Apr. 6, 1827. MSS. Notes, For. Leg. 
See on this topic, Whart. Crim. Law,§§ 271 if.; supra, § 15. 
Under the act of 1794, made perpetual by the act of 1800, was held 
;the trial of Smith and Ogden for being concerneu in the expedition of 
_Miranda against the dominions of the King of Spain, in South America. 
The defense proposed to establish that the expedition had been insti-
tuted with the concurrence, if not at the suggestion, of the Government 
.of the United States, and for that purpose summoned as witnesses the 
.Secretary of State, and other principal members of the Administration. 
These officers, in a communication to the court, expressed their inability 
to attend on account of public duties, but proposed that their testimony 
should be taken by commission, to which the defendants refused to as-
sent, but asked for compulsory process, and that the case might be de-
ferred until their attendance. ~'he court decided that their testimony 
would be immaterial, inasmuch as the previous knowledge or approba-
tion of the President to the illegal acts of a citizen could afford him no 
justification for the breach of a constitutional law. The President's duty 
is faithfully to execute the laws, and he has no such dispensing power. 
But although the charge of the judge was strongly against the defend-
ants, and there was no question as to the law, the jury returned a verdict 
of not guilty. (Trial of Smith and Ogden, 237.) 
How far General Hamilton was implicated in l\iiranda's schemes there 
is now no evidence to determine. In a letter from Hamilton to Miranda, 
dated August 22, 1798 (8 Hamilton's \tV'"ritings, by Lodge, 506), Hamil-
ton states, "The sentiments I entertain with regard to that object (the 
~object' as to whicll a. gentleman was commissioned to consult with 
Hamilton) have been long since in your knowledge, but I could personally 
have no participation in it unless patronized by the Government of this 
country. It was my wish that matters bad ripened for a co-operation, 
.in tile course of this fall, on the part of this country. But this can now 
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scarcely be the case." He then foreshadows a joint attack by Great 
Britain and the United States for the conquest of Spanish America, of 
which "good work" he declares that be "would be happy in my official 
station, to be an instrument." He then tells Miranda that " your 
presence here will, in this case, be extremely essential." Bnt Hamil-
ton's scheme was Government, not private, spoliation of Spain. 
The existing law, according to the summary of it as given by Chan-
cellor Kent (1 Kent's Commentaries, 128), and adopted by Wheaton 
(Lawrence's Wheaton, 729), declares it to be a misdemeanor for any 
person within the jurisdjction of the United States to augment the force 
of any armed vessel belonging to one foreign power at war with another 
power with whom they are at peace; or to hire or enlist troops or sea--
men for foreign military or naval service, or to be concerned in fitting 
out any vessel to cruise or commit hostilities in foreign service against 
a nation at peace with them; and the vessel in the latter case is made 
subject to forfeiture. The President is also authorized to employ force 
to compel any foreign vessel to depart, which, by the law of nations or 
treaties, ought not to remain within the United States, and to employ 
generally the public force in enforcing the duties of neutrality prescribed 
by law. (Rev. Stat., §& 1033 if.) 
It is to be noted that it is equally unlawful to fit out ships against an 
insurgent Government as it is to ftt them out for the insurgent. 
Merely furnishing to a belligerent, by a citizen of a neutral state, of 
contraband of war, does not on principle make such citizen penally 
responsible for a breach of neutrality, or for the consequences which 
ensue from the use by such belligerent of the articles furnished. The 
reasons are as follows : 
"(1) Between selling arms to a man, and an indictable participation in 
an illegal act intended by the vendee with such arms, there is no neces-
sary causal relation. 'The miner, the manufacturer, and the mer-
chant,' as has already been said, 'may regard it not only as possible, 
but probable, that their staples may be used for guilty purposes, but 
neither miner, manufacturer, nor merchant becomes thereby penally 
responsible.' 'To enable a gunshot wound to be inflicted, an almost 
innumerable series of conditions is necessary. 1 t is necessary that the 
gun should be procured by the assailant. It is necessary that the gun 
should have been made by the manufacturer. It is necessary that the· 
steel of the gun should haYe been properly tempered; that the bullet 
should have been properly east; that the matC'.rials from which bullet, 
tube, and trigger were made should have been dug- from the mine and 
duly fashioned in the factory. * * * All these are necessary condi-
tions of the shooting, without which the shooting could not have taken 
place. No one of them, however, is in the eye of the law the cause.' 
(2) To make the vendor of munitions of war indictable would make it 
necessary to impose like penal responsibility on the manufacturer; and• 
if on the manufacturer, then on the producer of the raw material which 
the manufacturer works up. In each case the thing made or sold is one 
of the necessities of war. In each case the producer or vendor knows 
that the thing produced or sold will probably be used for this· purpose. 
Hence, in times of war, not merely would neutral sale of munitions of 
war become penal, but penal responsibility would be attached to the 
production of any of the materials from which such weapons are manu-
factured, if such weapons afterward fell into the band(') of a belligerent .. 
\3) Nor would this paralysis he limited to periods of war. A prudent 
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Government, long foreseeing a rupture, or preparing in secret to sur-
prise an unprepared foe, might take an unfair advantage of its adver-
sary, were this permitted, by purchasing in advance of the attack all 
munitions which neutral states might have in the market; but on the 
theory before us, a neutral slate could not permit this witht>ut breach 
of neutrality, since to permit such sales would be to give a peculiarly 
unfair advantage to the purchasing belligerent. Hence, if such sales 
were indictable in time of war, they would c); fortiori be indictable in 
time of peace. Why would a foreign nation, it might well be argued, 
want in time of peace to buy Dahlgren guns, or Armstrong guns, or 
iron-clads, unle~s to suddenly pounce down on an unprepared foe~ No 
munitions of war, therefore, could be sold in any country unless to its 
own subjects, and for its own use; and countries which cannot produce 
the iron or coal necessary for the manufacture of artillery would have 
to do without artillery, if it be indictable for a neutral to furnish a bel-
ligerent, either present or prospective, with munitions of war. ( 4) To 
establish a national police which could prevent the sale of such commo-
dities would impose a burden on neutral states not only intolerable, 
but incompatible with constitutional traditions. It might be possible 
in a land-locked province, such as Switzerland; it might be even possible 
in an island like Great Britain, and with a navy so powerful; but in a 
country as vast as the United States, and with an ocean frontier so 
extended, it would be impossible to establish a system of adequate pre-
vention without employing naval and military armaments inconsistent 
with our settled policy, and imposing on us a vecuniary burden far 
greater than any corresponding loss to belligerents. (5) The laissez 
faire rule may undoubtedly be pressed too far; but when we say that 
we will not prohibit the sale of fire-arms to our own citizens because they 
may be used for homicidal purpm;;es, we cannot be called npon to inter-
vene to prevent their sale to citizens of other states, simply because 
such citi2ens may use them in battle." 
Wbart. Crim. Law (9th ed. ), § 1903. 
VI. POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES lS MAINTENANCE OF NEUTRAL 
BIGHTS. 
§ 405. 
"The policy of the United States is to maintain neutral immunities for 
the following reasons: (1) The probabilities of war are far less with us 
than with the great European states. From the nature of things, 
points of friction between the United States and foreign nations are 
comparatively few. We have an ocean between us and the great armed 
camps of the Old World; and while there are 'innumerable questions 
as to which one European state may come into collision with another, 
the only points as to which we would be likely to come into collision 
with a European state are those concerned in the maintenance of neu-
tral rights. It was to maintain such rights that we went to war in 
1812; and, except during the abnormal and exceptional spasm of the 
late civil war, our national life has heretofore been the life of a neu-
t ral and a vindicator of neutral rig{lts, and neutrality, when our sys-
tem took shape, was arduous. The world was absorbed in the tremen-
dous contest between France, on the one side, and England, with· her · 
allies, on the other. A.t times we were the only civilized power that re-
mained neutral. Threats and blandishments were used both by France 
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and England to drive us from our position, but that pc_sition was not 
only defined and defended, under General Washington's administration, 
in papers so able and just as to be the basis of all future proclamations 
of neutrality, but was adhered to, though necessitating a war for its 
defense. eur international attitude is, from the nature of things, that 
of neutrality; and of the rights of neutrals we are, from the necessity 
of the case, the peculiar champions. (2) Although the richest country 
in the world, onr traditions and temper are averse to large naval and 
military establishments. (3) The idea of pacific settlement of disputed 
international questions is one of growing power among· us; the horror 
of war has not been diminished by the experience of the civil war; 
there is no country in the world where love of order is so great, and in 
which public peace is kept by an army and navy so small; it would be 
hard to convince the people of the United States that the immense and 
exhausting armaments of the great European states are not in part 
caused by the assigning of undue power to belligerents, and that one 
of the best ways of inducing a gradual lessening of these armaments 
would be the reduction of these powers. By belligerents, and especially 
by Great Britain when engaged in her great naval wars, have these pow-
ers been defined in the interest of war; it is important that the definition 
should be readjusted by neutrals in the interests of peace. (4) It is 
impossible to overcome the feeling that the sea, like the air, should be 
free~ and that no power, no matter how great its resources, should be 
permitted to dominate it, so as to enable it, in case of war, to ransack 
all ships which may be met for the discovery of an enemy's goods. 
Prizes will become more and more valuable as the wealth traversing 
the ocean is multiplied; and to sustain belligerent rights in the sense 
they ha\~e been understood by Great Britain, is to place in the bands of 
that nation, as possessing the most powerful navy in the world, almost 
unchecked control over this wealth. The position of the United States 
is that of the pow.er which has more of its produce on the high seas 
than has any other power, while it has of all great powers th~ smallest 
navy; and this position, being that of a nation which has few points to 
go to war about, is, from tlle nature of things, so far as concerns neu-
tral rights, antagonistic to that of nations who, with far less wealth on 
the high seas, possess navies which would enable them, if this right 
were conceded to them, to overhaul the commerce on the great ocean 
lanes of travel. (5) It is not right to ofl'er such a premium to prepon-
derance of naval strength as is offered by the theory of belligerent 
rights as maintained in Great Britain. To allow a belligerent to search 
neutral ships, and to take out of them whatever a prize court of such 
belligerent might consider enemy's goods, gives a virtual supremacy 
to the power whose superiority in naval force enables it to sweep the 
seas. If the right to seize an enemy's property in neutral ships is here-
after to be claimed by Great Britain, the right of other nations to ob-
tain naval armaments abroad should be conceded. And to prevent the 
United States, the only country besides Great Britain in which iron can 
be manufactured so as to be used for steam cruisers, from supplying 
other nations, when either at war with Great Britain, or when prepar-
ing for such war, with iron to be used in naval warfare, is to make Great' 
Britain tyrant of the seas. Such a claim is as inconsistent with the 
wise and liberal policy of Great Bi'itain in the present generation as it 
is with the interests and . self-respect of the other great states of the 
civilized world." · 
Whart. Com. Am. Law,§ 2 -1~. ... 
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The position of the United States as to neutral rights is thus criti-
cised in 1828, in the London Quarterly Review: 
''England, more than any other power, has experienced this frigid and 
exacting temper on the part of the United States, ever since that pre-
cious Treaty of Ghent, which gave to them all that they asked, and much 
more than they had any right to expect. Not contented with this, the 
Republic has since put forth claims of the most unreasonable nature; 
and, in the discussions that have taken place, evinced a litigious posi-
tion on points th.1t can scarcely fail, sooner or later, to bring the two 
nations into collision. Vve mean such points as Great Britain never can 
concede, and which can have no other object; if persevered in, than to 
serve as so many pretexts to join the enemy against us in any future 
war, as she did 1n the last. * * * 
"Her ideas of a legitimate blockade agree pretty nearly with our 
own-that to constitute a legal blockade there must be an efficient force 
to llfevent aU ships from entering a blockaded port; that a public noti-
fication must be made; that no ship shall be subject to capture for first 
attempting to pass the blockading force, but be warned off; but if, after 
being so warned, she again attempts it, she shall be liable to capture. 
But the American Government has launched a novel proposition of a 
.very singular nature-that belligerents should abstain from commis-
sioning privateers and from capturing private property at sea, which 
is a pretty considerable enlargement of the principle that she has long 
endeavored to establish, that the flag' of, a neutral vessel shall cover 
all property on board, except contraband of war; for here, in order to 
ascertain whether a vessel has on board articles contraband of war. it 
is necessary to examine her; and this being admitted., is conceding the 
whole question of the right of search. We perceive she has laid down 
her new doctrine on this point in a treaty with some young Republic 
on the American continent, which calls itself Guatemala; indeed, no 
pains are spared to impregnate all the sister Republics of both Americas 
with the principles of her new code of maritime law, though some of 
them have not a cock-boat. No matter; it affords the occasion of put-
ting on record American opinions on matters of public law, and the 
line of policy she is anxious to establish. Her broad proposition is 
this, that' war gives the belligerent no natural right to take the prop-
erty of his enemy from the vessel of his friend,' a convenient doctrine 
enough, it must be admitted, for one who is ready to be the friend of 
either or both belligerents as best suits his purpose." 
Lond. Quar. Rev., vol. 37, 286. Referred to in Mr. Gallatin to Edward Ev-
erett, Aug. 6, 1828. 2 Gallatin's Writings, 400. §lee supra, § 150. 
It is worthy of notice that most of the distinctive doctrines here attributed to 
the United States are now adopted by Great Britain. 
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I. VESSELS CARRYING THE FLAG OF THE UNITED STATES CANNOT, IN 
TIME OF PEACE, BE ARRESTED ON THE HIGH SEAS, EXCEPT AT 
THE RISK OF THE PARTY MAKING THE ARREST. 
§ 408. 
It has been already seen (suprc~, § 327) that a national flag is prima 
facie evidence, on the high seas, that the nationality of the ship carry-
ing it corresponds to that of the flag. It is true that when there is proba-
ble ground to believe that the flag is assumed for piratical purposes, this 
will excuse the arrest and search of the vessel. But unless there be such 
probable cause the vessel must be assumed by foreign cruisers to be en-
titled to the flag she flies. 
II. SHIPS' PAPERS CERTIFYING, UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE 
UNITED STATES, THAT THE VESSEL HOLDING 1'HEM IS A VESSEL 
OF THE UNITED STATES, CANNOT BE TESTED AS TO ALLEG'ED 
FRADDULENCY BY FOREIGN POWERS. THE QUESTION OF THEIR 
VALIDITY IS EXCLUSIVELY FOR TEE UNITED STATES. 
§ 40D. 
A certificate under the authority of the United States must be taken 
by foreign powers as genuine, and can be impeached by them only by ap-
plication to the Government of the United States .. This has been held 
as to naturalization certificates (supra,§ 174a); and the same principle, 
as was held in the Virginius case (supra, § 327), applies to papers certi-
fying, under the authority of the United States, that the vessel holding 
them is a vessel of the United States. If such papers are fraudulent, 
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the parties forging or wrongfully using them are liable to punishment 
in the United States; and the United States will not permit them to be 
employed as a basis of a claim against foreign powers. But the United 
States must be the sole judge of their validity, so far as concerns pro-
-ceedings on the high seas. No foreign power can be permitted to de-
termine as to such validity. Supra, §§ 3'1.6 if. 
lii. VESSELS OWNED BY CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES 'MAY 
CARRY .THE FLAG OF THE UNITED STATES ON THE HIGH SEAS, 
AND ARE ENTITLED TO THE PROTECTION OF THE UNITED 
STATES GOVERNMENT, THOUGH FROM BEING FOREIGN BUILT 
OR FROM OTHER CAUSES THEY ARE NOT AND CANNOT BE 
REGISTERED AS VESSELS OF THE UNITED STATES. 
§ 410. 
The protection afforded to non-registered vessels owned by citizens 
<of the United States on the high seas is analogous to that given to per-
sons of foreign birth not naturalized, but domiciled in the United States. 
We have statutes to the effect that a foreigner can only acquire citizen-
ship of the United States by naturalization, and we have treaties desig-
nating such naturalization as the only process by which native allegi-
ance can be divested and an adoptive allegiance acquired. Notwith-
standing these statutes, however, a person of foreign birth who acquires 
a domicil in the United States will be protected by the Government of 
the United States in the enjoyment of all rights appertaining to domi-
-cil (supra, § 198 ff.), unless limited by treaty. The principle i~ based on 
international law, which, as distinguished from municipal law, makes, 
for international purposes, domicil the basis on which rest personal 
.status, taxation, and succession of movables after death. (Ibid. See 
Whart. Confl. of Laws, § 7, where this question is discussed at large.) 
So it is with regard to ships at sea. As to them, municipal regula-
tions, unless incorporated in the law of nations, have no extraterri-
torial force. (Sup ret, § 9.) Ownership is the basis on which nationality 
rests; ownership is evidenced by bill of sale and . guaranteed by the 
flag the ship carries; foreign nations will not look into the question of 
title, nor examine how far municipal laws have been complied with so 
as to enable the ship for municipal purposes to carry the flag; a certifi-
cate or passport, therefore, from the sovereign of the flag, or a certificate 
from one of his consuls, that the vessel is owned by one of his citizens or 
subjects, will be a sufficient assurance that the flag, for international pur-
poses, is rightfully carried. Sea-letters, as issued by tile Government of 
the United States, are in this view simply an assurance by the Govern-
ment issuing them, based on ownership, of protection on the high seas. 
Municipally such letters have no effect. Interqationally they merely 
extend to the ship the protection which each sovereign, when not other-
wise bound by treaty, is authorized by international law to give the sllips 
of his subjects or: citizens on the high seas. These ships are entitled 
to no municipal privileges given by statute to registered vessels exclu-
sively, just as a person of foreign birth, domiciled in the United States, 
is not ordinarily entitled to vote unless naturalized. But just as such 
persons, so domiciled, will be protected by the United States so far as 
concerns their relations to foreign states, so non-registered ships on the 
high seas, owned by citizens of the United States, will be protected by 
the G.overnment of the United States so far as concerns their relations_ 
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to foreign states. And what is said. of sea-letters may be said, also, of 
consular certificates of United States ownership. 
"The persons and property of our citizens are entitled to the protec-· 
tion of our Government in all places where they may lawfully go. No· 
laws forbid a merchant to buy, own, and use af.oreign-built vessel. She· 
is then his lawful property, and entitled to the protection of his nation 
whenever he is lawfully using her. 
"The laws, indeed, for the encouragement of ship-building have given 
to home-built vessels the exclusive privilege of being registered and 
paying lighter duties. To this privilege, therefore, the foreign-built 
vessel, though owned at home, does not pretend. But the laws have 
not said. that they withdraw their protection from the foreign-built ves-
sel. To tllis protection, then, she retains her title, notwithstanding the 
preference given to the home-built vessel as to duties. It would be 
hard, indeed, because the law has given one valuable right to home-
built vessels, to infer that it had taken away all rights from those, 
foreign built." 
Opinion of Mr. Jefferson, May 3, 1793. 7 Jeff. \Vorks, GZ4. 
"It being necessary in the present state of war among the principal 
European powers that all ships and vessels belonging to citizens of the 
United States should be furnished, as soon as possible, with sea-letters, . 
for their more perfect identification and security, you will find within 
the inclosure ten copies of two several documents of that kind, signed 
by the President of the United States, and countersigned by the Secre-
tary of the Department of State, which have been received from that 
Department tor the purpose of being transmitted to the several custom-
houses. One of each of these letters is to be delivered to every ship or 
vessel, being actually and bona fide the property of one or more citizens of 
the United States, after the captain shall have duly made oath to the 
effect, and according to the tenor of the certificate, printed under that 
which is in Dutch and English, the substance and purport of which oath 
is comprised in the lOth, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th lines of the said· 
printed certificate. To this the captain is to be duly sworn before some 
officer qualified to administer oaths. * * * 
"The certificate is then to be signed by the magistrate, and the public 
seal (or if he has no public s~al, his private seal) is to be affixed. The· 
blanks are to be filled up both in the English and Dutch copies of the· 
sea-letter by the collector, and in both tile English and the Dutch 
copies of the certificate by the magistrate or judge. * * * 
"You will acknowledge the receipt of all sea-letters you shall receive 
from time to time, and you will keep a record thereof, and of your 
disposition of them, showing the names of the vessels (with their 
masters and owners) for which they were issued, the ports of the United 
States to which the vessels shall belong, the date at which you issu& 
GG'! 
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them, the officer before whom the captain shall be sworn, the burdens. 
or tonnage of the vessels, and the ladings on board of them. 
" Of these you will be pleased to make an abstract by way of return, 
up to the last day of every revenue quarter, and to transmit the same 
to this office, with a note of the sea-letters received and issued during 
such quarter, and of the quantity remaining on hand. 
"These documents being of great importance to the United States, 
not only as ~hey regard the benefits to be derived from the state of 
peace by the owners, navigators, and builders of ships, but also as they 
affect the importation of our supplies, and the exportation of our pro-
duce, at peace charges, you will execute the business in relation to them 
with proportionate circumspection and care." 
Mr. Hamilton, Sec. of Treasury, to Mr. Lamb, collector of customs for New 
York, May 13, 1793; cited in Sleght v. Hartshorne, 2 Johns. N. Y., 535. 
"I send yon the forms of the passports given here--the onP- in three 
columns is that now used, the other having been soon discontinued. 
It is determined that they shall be given in our own ports only, and to 
serve but for one voyage. It has also been determined that they shall 
be given to all vessels bona fide ow!led by American citizens wholly,. 
whether built here or not. Our property, whether in the form of vessels, 
cargoes, or anything else, has a right to pass th-e seas untouched by any 
nation, by the law of nations; and no one has a right to ask where a 
vessel was built, but where is she owned~ To the security which the 
law of nations gives to snch vessels against all nations are added par-
ticular stipulations with three of the belligerent powers. · Had it not 
been in our power to enlarge our national stock of shipping suddenly in 
the present exigency, a great proportion of our produce must have re-
mained on our hands for want of the means of transportation to market. 
At this time, indeed, a great proportion is in that predicament. The most 
rigorous measures will be taken to prevent any vessel not wholly and 
bona fide owned by American citizens from obtaining our passports .. 
It is much our interest to prevent the competition of other nations from 
taking from us the benefits we have a right to expect from the neu-
trality of our flag: and I think we may be very sure that few, if any, 
will be fraudulently obtained within our ports." 
Mr. Jefferson, Sec. of State, to Mr. Morris, June 13, 1793. MSS. lust., Ministers. 
"There is no authority in law warranting an American minister in 
China' to grant sea-letters or any documents of a like character to· 
foreign vessels purchased by Americans residing in China, designed to· 
be used in the coasting trade of that country. '" 
Mr. Buchanan, Sec. of State, to Mr. Davis, Feb. 17, 1849. :MSS. lust., China. 
"The law of nations does not require a register or any other par-
ticular paper as expressive of the ship's national character. Laws de-
scribing the kind of papers vessels must carry are considered as regu--
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lations purely local and municipal, for purposes of public policy, and 
vary in different countries. As evidence that the vessel has changed 
owners, the bill of sale is required by the practice of maritime courts, 
and is generally satisfactory. Sir William Scott says: 'A bill of sale 
is the proper title to which the maritime courts of all countries would 
look. It is the universal instrument of transfer of ships in the usage 
of aU maritime countries."' 
Mr. Marcy, Sec. of State, to Mr. Mason, Feb. 19, 1856. MSS. Inst., France. 
The. Stonewall, a vessel owned in the United States, was sold and de-
livered to the Japanese Government in American waters. She then 
became a Japanese vessel, and on her arriving at Japan, during the 
-civil war there raging, was out of the control of the officers of the United 
States, diplomatic or naval. 
Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, to Mr. Valkenbnrgh, Apr. 30,1868. MSS. lust., Japan. 
[The Consular Regulations] "stated that foreign-built vessels, pur-
chased and wholly owned by citizens of the United States, whether pur-
·Chasedofbelligerents or neutrals, during awartowhic~ the United States 
.are not a party, or in peace, of foreign owners, are entitled to the protec-
tion and flag of the United States as the property' of American citizens.' 
The same instructions, hpwever, require that the purchase should have 
been in good faith. The purpose of the authority to consuls in the matter 
,obviously was to enable citizens of the United States residing abroatl 
to buy foreign-built vessels for lawful trade. It was not intended to 
sanction a simulated purchase of such vessels, to be employed in hostile 
·Operations against countries with which the United States are at peace. 
A.lthough, if the purchase in this instance was a bona fide transaction, 
it may be that a vessel so employed by the purchaser may not have 
technically violated the neutrality law of the United States, still her 
·employment in the business in which those vessels engaged, while fly-
ing the flag of this country, was contrary to the spirit of that act, and 
at variance with the friendship then existing between the United States 
.and the King of the Two Sicilies. In point of fact, the examination 
which has been made has given rise to a doubt whether the alleged 
purchase of the vessels referred to was a bona .flde transaction for a 
valuable consideration, or was only simulated in order that the flag 
()f the United States might be used to screen them from capture by the 
Neapolitan navy on their way to ,and from Sicily. It cannot be doubt-
ful how far the authority or the countenance of this Government should 
be employed in behalf of a claim if it should prove to be of this latter 
character." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Marsh, Jan. 29, 1877. MSS. Inst., Italy. See Mr. 
Fish to Sir E. Thornton, Mar. 7, 1875. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit.; For. Rel., 
1875. 
"1\ir. Gibbs' dispatch, No. 328, of the 7th ultimo, has been received. 
It is accompanied by a copy of a circular from the Peruvian foreign 
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office, which had beeh addressed to the legation, inquiring, 1st, as to the 
requisites pursuant to law for a merchant vessel to be regarded as a 
vessel of the United States; 2d, as to the conditions required by law 
for a foreign vessel to display in good faith the flag of the United 
States. 
"In view of Mr. Gibbs' dispatch, I have to state that his answer to 
the firRt question appears to be in conformity to the provision of the 
Revised Statutes, to which reference is made. His answer to the sec-
ond question, in stating that there is no law which permits a foreign 
vessel to use the flag of the United States, is also correct as far as it 
g·oes. It might, however, have been added that there is no prohibition 
,of such use by a foreign vessel beyond the jurisdiction of the United 
States, or any penalty provided therefor. Yon are aware that the Con-
.sula.r Regulations provide for the purchase of foreign vessels abroad 
by citizens, and (§ 220) that if such purchase is in good faith it en-
titles the vessel to protection as the lawful property of a citizen of the 
United States. The practice of making such purchases has advanta-
geously been pursued from the origin of this Government. There may 
have been instances in which it llas been abused by collusion between 
a consul a ud the parties to the sale. If; however, circumstances justify 
on the part of that officer an opinion tllat the sale was honest, and that 
the vessel has really become the property of a citizen, she may properly 
fly the flag of the owner's country as an indication of her ownership, 
and as an emblem of his nationality." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Christiancy, :May 8, 1879. 1\ISS. lust., Peru; 
For. Rei., 1879. 
"It is notorious that a maritime war scarcely ever occurs when at 
least one of the belligerents does not seek to protect more or less of its 
-shipping· by a neutral flag. In some instances this may honestly be 
done, but sales of vessels of belligerents to neutrals in apprehension of 
war, or when hostilities may have actually broken out, are always more 
Dr less liable to suspicion, and such transactions justify the strictest 
inquiry on the part of the belligerent who thereby may have been de-
frauded of his right to capture enemy's property. There are various 
circumt:;tances tending to show the good faith, or the reverse, of such 
transfers. Prominent among these is the ability of the alleged pur-
"Chaser to pay for his bargain. 
"If, prior to the sale, be was notoriously incapable of making any 
such purchase, or if his previous pursuits rl.id not fit him for the use of 
the property, these and other obvious circumstances will tend to show 
.a want of that good faith which alone can impart the rights of a neutral 
to a vessel so acquired. I am sorry to say that instances are not want-
ing where impecunious citizens of the United States have claimed to be 
the purchasers of foreign craft, and in some of them have actually hacl 
the hardilwod to apply to this Department for its interposition, when 
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the terms of their contract may not, in their opinion, have been complied 
with by the other party. 
''The acceptance of the pretended ownership of a foreign-built s]:lip 
has undoubtedly proved profitable to many American citizens. This 
wa~ particularly the case during the great wars between maritime states, 
growing out of the French revolution, when the United States were at 
peace. Ship-owners of this country, also, probably found a neutral flag 
a convenient cover for their property during our last war with Great 
Britain, and especially during the war of the rebellion in this country. 
It is understood, however, that when these hostilities were brought to 
a close, Congress r~jected the application of parties who asked to have 
those of their vessels renationalized which had been transferred under 
the circumstances referred to. 
"It may have been the intention of Congress when it prescribed the 
national flag, that it should be used only by vessels of the United States, 
as defined by law. No such intention, however, is expressed in any 
statute. As a citizen is not prohibited from purchasing and employing 
abroad a foreign-built ship, when such purchase is made in good faith, 
there is no reason why he should not fly the flag of his country as an 
indication of ownership. This is frequently and constantly done, espe-
cially in Chinese and other Eastern waters. It also appears from Mr. 
Osborn's letter to you that there are American vessels of foreign build 
frequenting Chilian ports, which were bought years ago. The right or 
these vessels to display the flag of the United States will not be ques-
tioned by this Department, and probably would be respected by any 
court of admiralty. 
"It must be confessed that the regulations in authorizing a consul to 
authenticate and record a bill of sale of a foreign-built ve~sel, bestqw a 
great power and responsibility on that officer in making him, in the first 
instance, at least, the sole judge of the good faith of the transaction. 
There must have been, and may be, times and occasions when the temp-
tation to abuse such a power may have been, and may be, irresistible .. 
Although the validity of the transfer may, in the end, be judiciall.v in-
quired into, much harm might result from a simulated sale, before a 
final decision on the subject could be reached. Still the possible abuse 
of power by a consul is not a sufficient reason for abrogating the power, 
especially if Congress should abstain from forbidding the purchase and 
use abroad of foreign-built ships by American citizens." 
Same to s:tnw, May 20, 18i0; ibid. 
"Section 4100 of the Hevisetl Statute~ provides that' no sea-letter or 
other document certifying or proving any vessel to be the property of' 
a citizen of the United States shall be issued except to vessels duly 
registered or enrolled and licensed as vessels of the United States, or 
to vessels 1.ohioh shall be wholly owned by citizens of the United 8tat6s, and 
furnished with or entitled to sea-letters or other custom-house <locu-
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ments.' This section clearly recognizes the right of American citizen~ 
to become the owners of foreign-built vessels. 
';There is, however, no law which in express terms permits a foreign 
vessel so owned by an .American citizen to use the flag of the United 
States, nor, on the other hand, is there any prohibition of such use by 
a foreign vessel beyond the jurisdiction of the Unitecl States, or any 
penalty provided therefor. * * * 
''It is known * * * that there are many vessels thus purchased 
and owned by citizens of the United States now doing business on the 
.coasts of Chili and Peru and other South .American countries, and that 
while there is no specific provision of law, either permissive or prohibi-
tory on the subject of such vessels carrying the flag of the United 
States, it has been the long-established practice of these vessels to sail 
under that flag. Under these circumstances the Department does not 
feel disposed at the present moment to issue any more or specific in-
structions on the subject, and especially any that might in any way 
tend to jeopardize the interests of .American citizens owning such prop. 
erty." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Osborne, June 9, 1879. MSS. lust., Cllili. 
"Your dispatch No. 77, of November 5, 1879, has been received. You 
express in it the opinion that the time has arrived for a definite and 
precise declaration of the principles which are to govern the ministers 
and consuls of the United States, and more especially our naval officers, 
in reference to the use of the .American flag by foreign-built ships, 
claimed to have been purchased by .American citizens from subjects or 
citizens of a belligerent power, during the existence of an actual war 
between such belligerent Government and another belligerent, towards 
both of which our Government maintains the position of a neutral. You 
say that if left to your own judgment, you would decide at once and 
without reserve that any transfer made by citizens of one of the bellig-
erents to a citizen of the United States, during the pending war, so far 
from being treated as prirna facie evidence of good faith and validity, 
should be treated as pr·ima facie fraudulent and void; and that it should 
be so held, as well by our consuls as by our naval officers, until clear 
and satisfactory evidence of the reality and good faith of the transfer 
should be produced. You then go on to say that your doubts in regard 
to the matter arise from the fact that you are informed that this De-
partment has approved not only your views, but also those of the 
minister of the Unitetl States in Santiago and our consul at Valparaiso, 
which you say are tliametrically opposed to yours. You then proceed 
to state the views of these officers in a manner which, it is necessary to 
say, is not justified by any dispatches which have been received from 
them at this Department. You next refer to the case of the Itata, ex-
pressing your opinion 'that that vessel is about to assume again. the 
American flag, and tllat a large part of the Chilian merchant marine 
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will arrange itself, by means of the fraudulent transfers, under the same 
colors. You ask, therefore, for definite instructions in view of these 
possibilities as to the duty of diplomatic representatives and consular 
officers, as well as of officers of the United States Navy. 
"This Department, in its instructions numbered 7, 11, and 23, to your 
legation, and in instructions of similar purport, numbered 65 and 67, to 
the legation in Santiago, has already defined tbe principles which should 
guide you in the determination of these questions. 
"In reply to your request for further instructions, this Department 
can do little more than ·reiterate and reaffirm the leading principles 
hitherto laid down, relying upon ;your discretion and judgment for their 
proper application in matters of uetail, as it is manifestly impossible to 
frame an instruction which shall meet every possible incident as it may 
· arise. 
"The rigtit of Americans to buy foreign-built vessels and to carry on 
commerce with them is clear and undoubted. A reference to paragraphs 
220 and 221 of the Consular Regulations will show how perfectly this 
right is recognized and how clearly the exercise of it is defined. It has 
existed, as stated in instruction to your legation, No. 11, of 1\Iay 8, ever 
since t3e origin of this Government. The fact that it is possible for col-
lusion to take place between consuls and American merchants in foreign 
countries in connection with these transactions is not a sufficient reason 
to invalidate a right which exists independently of statute law and which 
is advantageous to the interests of American commerce and enterprise. 
As a consequence and adjunct of this right, the flying of tile American 
flag cannot be absolutely prohibited. As stated before, in the above-
mentioned instruction, if circumstances justify on the part of the consu· 
lar officer an opinion that the sale was honest and that tbe vessel has 
really become the· property of a citizen, she may properly fly tlie flag of 
the owner's country, as an indication of such ownership and an emblem 
of the owner's nationality. 
"The duty of the consul in reference to these transactions is clearly 
enough indicated in Article XVII of the Consular Regulations. He is 
forbidden by law to grant any marine document or certificate of owner-
ship, but he may properly make record of the bill of sale ju his office, 
authenticate its execution, and deliver to the purchaser a certificate to 
that effect, and also certify that the owner is a citizen of the C nited 
States. A considerable discretion and responsibility rests upon consuls 
in regard to determining the good faith of such transactions. They are 
not to conclude, as a, matter of course, that all such transactions are 
genuine and honest. They are to take notice of any circumstances 
which would indicate that the transfer is fraudulent, and in all such 
cases it is their duty to refuse the certificates referred to. But, on the 
other hand, they are certainly not required to consider the mere fact of 
the transfer of a foreign-built vessel to an American citizen as an evi-
dence of bad faith. The presumption is rather on the other side, as in 
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all transactions in civilized countries. In the absence of any indications 
of fraud, a sale in the regular way, with the usual business formalities, 
is to be regarded by the consul as made in good faith. 
"When such transactions have been perfected, and when a consul, thor-
oughly satisfied of the good faith of the parties, has given his certificate 
of the transfer of a foreign-built vessel to an American citizen, and 
a vessel furnished with such consular certificate has been regularly 
cleared from the port where the consul referred to is stationed, and bas 
come within the jurisdiction of another consular officer or diplomatic 
representative of the United States, it should require very strong evi-
dence of fraud to induce the second consular officer to deny the Ameri-
can character of the vessel, to refuse the regular and necessary clear-
ance to enable the vessel to pursue its voyage, and still more, to insist 
upon such a vessel hauling down its flag. In cases where a consular 
officer or diplomatic representative is thoroughly convinced that a vessel 
has no right to an American certificate of sale, and consequently no 
right to the use of the American colors, he will be justified in going to 
the extent indicated; but this discretionary power should be used with 
the utmost caution and reserve. 
"Vessels in these cirtcumstances, of course, cannot claim the privi-
leges and immunities and the thorough protection which are accorded to 
regularlyregi.stere<lAmerican vessels plying between ports of the United 
States and those of foreign countries. The American owners domiciled 
abroad, engaging in business of this sort, take upon themselves all the 
risks incident to such traffic. If they are seized by the war vessels of 
one or the other belligerent and carried into courts of admiralty as prizes, 
they have no right to demand from the diplomatic officers of the United 
States that they shall he accorded anything more than fair treatment 
in such courts; that is to say, the fact that they are provided with con- . 
sular certificates of American ownership secures for them only a pre-
sumption that such is the fact, an<l they are not necessarily for that 
reason entitled to demand from the legations of the United States 
anything more than that protection afforded to every other species of 
property belonging to American citizens domiciled in foreign countries. 
"In the absence of any statutory l)l'Ovisions in regard to these impor-
tant and delicate matters, it seems to be the duty of the executive branch 
of the Government to prevent as far as possible any damage or danger 
to American interests, and, in addition, to guard and cherish to the ex-
tent of its power the right of neutrals to carry on honest commerce be-
tween nations engaged in hostilities, reducing to the least possible degree 
the hindrances to neutral trade which inevitably arise from a state of 
war. 
''You will, therefore, in all cases that may arise, keep these considera-
tions constantly in sight, and apply them with that judgment aud dis-
cretion which have hitherto won tlle approval of the President. Your 
action and that of your predecessor, in the matter of the Itata, has 
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··ueen commended, because there seemed sufficient reason to doubt the 
regularity of the transfer, in virtue of which she was displaying the 
American flag. If, as you intimate, that vessel and her consorts are 
now about to resume our flag, and other merchant vessels are preparing 
to pursue the same course, it will be the duty of the consul, under the 
-direction of the legation, in that country where these ships first display 
American colors, to inquire strictly into the circumstances of the alleged 
.transfers, and refuse or grant clearances, according to the merits of each 
particular case. This being done, it is obvious that the act of one Ameri-
·can consul or minister should not be challenged or reversed by another 
except upon the strongest ·proof of mistake or collusion." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Christiancy, Dec. 26, 1879. MSS. Inst., Peru; 
For. Rel., 1879. Duplicated to Mr. Osborne. MSS. Inst., Chili. 
"I regret to have to instruct Jron to bring to the attention of His 
'Imperial :l\Iajesty's Government a case of wrong inflicted by Russian 
subjects upon a vessel owned by an American citizen, and entitled 
·under onr laws to fly the flag of the United States in foreign waters 
.and claim its protection there. 
''The facts are briefly these: 
"In 1880 a small schooner of some 75 tons burden was built at a for-
-eign ship-yard, at Yokohama~ Japan, and when completed was sold to 
.an American citizen, l\fr. Lorenz Heinrich Petersen, a German by birth, 
but uaturalized as an American citizen at San Francisco, August 11, 
1871. The schooner was sold under the name of the Diana, in virtue 
·of a regular bill of sale, executed and acknowledged before the United 
.States consul-general at Kanagawa on the 21st of ~tlpril, 1881. In con-
formity with the United States law and with the regulations prescribed 
by this Department, the consul-general certified the bill of sale, thus 
·evidencing the American ownership of the vessel, and giving her the 
right to fly the United States flag. 
"Four days after her sale to :M:r. Petersen, and under the command 
of that gentleman as captain, the.Diana sailed from Yokohama under 
the American flag, on the 25th of April, 1881, on her first voyage, for 
the purpose of hunting otter and seal in the North Pacific Ocean and 
·in the Bering, China, and Japan Seas. Her crew, as shipped before 
the consul-general, consisted, besides 1he captain, of a German mate, 
named Charles Robert Conrad, a German mate and hunter, named 
Friedrich von Well; a Norwegian hunter, named William Smith; a 
Japanese cook, and eighteen Japanese seamen. She hunted for otter 
and seal among the Kurile group of islands, belonging to Japan, untH 
the beginning of October, 1881, when rough weather came on and 
checked her operations. 
"On the 25th of October, the Diana, llaving then sailed northeasterly 
to the vicinity of the Copper Islands (Medvo or l\1edoi), a Russian pos-
session, three boats were sent ashore to find a landing and secure a 
provision of wood and water. When the boats had come within some 
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fifty yards of the shore, they were fired upon by unseen persons from 
the cliffs of the island. Three men, all of them Japanese seamen, were 
killed, and five men were wounded, of whom three were Japanese, the 
others being the German, von Well, and the Norwegian, Smith, each of 
whom was in command of a boat. The survivors :fled to the Diana, 
which, after taking them on board, raised the United States flag at 
half-mast, displayed a signal of distress, and awaited some less hostile 
-demonstration on the part of the natives on shore. No response was 
made to the signals, and the Diana set sail for the nearest port, Petro-
pavloosk, in search of surgical aid and supplies. She arrived there on 
the 30th of October, and the wounded men received prompt and con-
siderate treatment in the Government hospital. 
"Captain Petersen at once reported to the governor of Petropavloosk 
the outrage perpetrated uy the natives of Copper Island, and urged that 
a yessel should ue sent thither to ascertain the facts and punish the 
.offenders. The request was not complied with, on the ground that, as 
.alleged, the lateness of the season ma,Je na,vigation dangerous, and no 
steps whatever ai1pear to have been taken to investigate the occur-
rence. 
'•On the 5th of November, the governor summoned Captain Petersen 
before him, and inquired where he had captured his fur-seal. Cap-
tain Petersen replied that the skins on board had been obtained in 
Japanese waters, at the Kurile groups. The governor, however, appar-
-ently not satisfied with the explanation, ordered the seal-s1dns to be 
sent ashore, because, as he said, they might possibly ha,ve been taken 
in Russian waters, where, by a proclamation (which bas heretofore been 
the occasion of instructions to your legation), the capture of fur-seal by 
foreign vessels is prohibited. To this order, founded, as would seem, 
{)n mere suspicion, and one which the vessel's own log of her cruise in 
the Kurile Islands would probably have shown to be unwarranted, 
Captain Petersen very naturally demurred, whereupon force was em-
ployed, 14 soldiers were sent on board the schooner, and five hundred 
and seventy-two skins were seized and carried on shore. For these the 
.governor gave Captain Petersen a receipt, and, it is stated, referred him 
for redress to the Russian consul at Yokohama, to whom he said the 
receipt might be shown in support of any claim Captain Petersen 
might ad vance. 
"The Diana was then allowed to •sail for Yokohama, and on ar-
riving there, Captain Petersen made formal complaint to the United 
States consul-general, filing with him a sworn statement in support of 
his claim, with affidavits of the European members of his crew as to the 
truth of the facts allege<l. A duplicate original of Captain Petersen's 
petition and copies of the other depositions mentioned are herewith 
transmitted. 
'~You will observe th<1t Captain Petersen claims indemnification to 
:the amount of $3G,OOO from the Russian Government. In estimating 
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the loss, the gravity of the outrage committed upon the defenseless 
boats of the Diana by the inhdspitable natives of 1\'ledvoi, the breaking 
up of the voyage of the vessel, joined to the actual s~izure of valuable 
seal-skins lawfully taken outside of Russian jurisdiction, are items to 
be considered. Without further investigation, this Department is not 
prepared to state whether the amount of Captain Petersen's claim is 
reasonable or not. Further inquiry is now being made on this subject, 
the result of which will be communicated to you. 
"In addition to the claim on behalf of the captain, inasmuch as the 
seamen on board of the Yessel were in actual service under the United 
States flag, this Government must ask due indemnity for the five 
wounded men and for the families of the three men who were murdered~ 
"You will lose no time in·making earnest representation of this case 
to the Government of His Majesty the Czar, through the ministry for 
foreign affairs. You will, while stating the facts and asking an imme-
diate and searching investigation thereof, express the deep regret of 
the President on learning of this savage attack committed upon in-
offensive seafarers by the subjects of a power whose just and generous 
treatment of strangers on its coasts have been so often and of late SO-
strikingly manifested. You will say that the President deems the oc-
casion one for the Russian Government not only to visit its severe dis~ 
pleasure on the savages who, by this barbarous act have brought dis-
credit upon the Russian name, but to tender also to Captain Petersen 
such reparation as will insure the return of the property taken from 
him on groundless suspicion or its fair value, as well as make good to 
him the loss and injury sustained through the deplorable event. And 
you will further say that this Governmeu t looks to that of Russia for 
suitable and just indemnification in the case of tlw killed and wounded 
seamen who at the time of the attack were undm~ the protection of the 
flag of the United States, and that this simple and appropriate redress-
is asked for each and all of the sufferers in the firm confidence that the 
demand will commend itself to the sense of justice of the Russian Gov· 
ernment, and that its response will be prompt and adequate." 
Mr. J. Davis, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Hunt, Aug. 18, 1882. MSS. Inst.,. 
Russia. 
On January 12, 1884, :rtir. Frelinghuysen instructed 1\'lr. Hunt tore: 
frain from further pressing this claim, the reason being want of a proper 
case on the merits. • 
"I have received and read with care your number 501, of the 4th ul-
timo, detailing the transfer of the Chinese l\1erchants Steam Navigation 
Company's vessels to the American flag, July 3llast. The transaction 
appears to have been discreetly arranged, and the appropriateness of 
the vessels in question reverting under the flag which they first bore 
before the line 11assed under Chinese control is apparent." 
Mr. Frelinglmyscn, Sec. of State, to Mr. Young, Oct. 23, 1884. MSS. Inst.,. 
China. 
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This instruction refers to the sale, during the French-Chinese war then 
pending, of certain Chinese vessels to Russell & Co., citizens of the 
United States. 
An examination of Mr. Young's dispatch No. 501, and of the volumi-
nous papers thereto attached, gives no indication that these vessels or 
any of them, were built in the United States, or Tegistered as such. 
''The recent purchase by citizens of the Unite<l States of a large 
_ trading fleet., heretofore under the Chinese flag, bas considerably en-
hanced our commercial importance in the East. In view of the large 
number of vessels built or purchased by American citizens in other 
countries and exclusively employed in legitimate traffic between for-
eign ports under the recognized protection of our flag, it might be well 
to provide a uniform rule for their registration and documentation, so 
that the bona fide property rights of our citizens therein :-:;hall be duly 
evidenced ~nd properly guarded." 
President Arthur, Fourth Annual Message, 1884. 
In a dispatch from Mr. Smithers, of the Chinese legation, to the Sec-
retary of State, No. 58, dated August 28, 1885, we are informed of the 
resale of the vessels to China. The closing paragraph of this dispatch 
is as follows : "In this connection I may remark that ~ir. Drummond, 
an English barrister at law at Shanghai, who was the counsel of the 
Chinese company at the time the transfer took place to Russell & Co., 
has recently stated, over his own signature, that the sale of the ships 
was a perfectly honorable transaction, and that there was no obligation 
of any kind on the part of the Russells to return them to the Chinese. 
The fact js, as I have been credibly informed, after the refusal of the 
Chinese Government to continue tbe Rice subsidy to the American 
firm, the property was not only unrenumerative, but would have 
proved disastrous to the holders." · 
For instructions to Mr. Smithers, see supra, 9 393. 
As to this resale, see Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Smithers, Apr. 20, lo85. 
MSS. Inst., China; For. RP-l., lt:l85; with inclosure, given at large, supra, 9 
393. 
''Was the .Arctic such a "Vessel [a vessel of the United States, entitled 
to carry the flag]~ It is conceded that she was not registered as 
such, and that she could not have been so registered, as her master 
was not a citizen of the United States and she was built abroad. On 
the other hand, she was owned by a citizen of the United States, and she 
belongs to a numerous class of vessels navigating the waters of Japan, 
China, and the North Pacific, which, carrying the flag of the United 
States, owned by citizens of the United States, and augmenting largely, 
if indirectly, the resources of the United States, are not registered as 
United States vessels. It bas been ruled more than once by me, follow-
ing in this a long line of precedents in this Department, that such ves-
sels, so owned, and thus carrying the flag ofthe United States, are en-
titled to the protection of the U nitecl States, and that the United States 
will permit no foreign nation to question the regularity of the papers 
of such vessels, assuming that they are own.ed by citizens of the United 
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States, and are, without molestation to others, traversing the ldgh seas. 
A marked illustration of this may be cited in the case of au otter and 
seal bunting vessel, the Diana, a vessel built in a foreign ship-yard, 
commanded by a German captain, but owned by a citizen of the United 
States. The Diana, when engaged in her particular business on th~ 
North Pacific, was attacked, when in the neighborhood of the Copper 
Island (Medoi) by Russian residents of that island. This Department 
at once demanded redress from Russia, and the position was taken, in 
instructions to JVIr. Hunt, August 18, 1882, that, as the Diana, though 
built abroad and commanded by a German subject, was sold to a citi-
zen of the United States 'in virtue of a regular bill of sale, executed 
and acknowledged before the United States consul-general at Kana-
gawa on the 21st of April, 1881,' and as the consul-general, 'in con-
formity with the United States law, and with the regulations of this 
Department, certified the bill of sale, thus evidencing the American 
ownership of the \essel, and giving her the right to fly the United 
States flag,' she was entitled to the protection of the Government of 
the United States. This position I now reaffirm in reference to the 
Arctic." 
Mr. Bayanl, Sec. of State, to Mr. Garland, Oct. 20, 1886. MSS. Dom. Let. 
"Ships or vessels of the United States are the creations of the legis-
lation of Congress. None can be denominated such, or be entitled to 
the benefits or privileges· thereof, except those registered or enrolled 
according to the act of September 1, 1789, and those which, after the 
last day of l\iarch, 1793, shall be registered or enrolled in pursuance of 
the act of 31st December, 1792, and must be wholly owned by a citizen 
or citizens of the United State:s, and to be commanded by a citizen of 
the same. 
"And none can be registered or enrolled unless built within the United 
States before or after the 4th of July, 1776, and belonging wholly to a 
citizen or citizens of the United States, or, not built within said States, 
but on the 16th of May, 1789, belonging, and thence continuing to be-
long, to a citizen or citizens thereof; or ships or vessels captured from 
the enemy, in war, by a. citizen, and lawfully condemned as prize, or 
adjudged to be forfeited for a breach of the laws of the United States, 
and being wholly owned by a citizen or citizens thereof. (1 Stat. L., 
§ 2, 288.) 
"Ships or vessels not brought within these provisions of the acts of 
Congress, and not entitled to the benefits or privileges thereunto be-
longing, are of no more value as American vessels than the wood and 
iron out of which they are constructed. Their substantial if not entire 
value consists in their right to the character of national \essels, and to 
have the protection of the national flag floating at their mast's head. 
"Congress having created, a8 it were, this species of property, all<l 
conferred upon it its chief value under the power given iu the Oonstitu· 
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tion to regulate commerce, we perceive no reason for entertaining any 
serious doubt but that this power may be extended to the security and 
protection of the rights and titles of all persons dealing therein. The 
judicial mind seems to have generally taken this direction." 
Nelson, J., White's Bank v. Smith, 7 Wall., 655, 656. 
The point . decided in this case was that under the act -of July 29, 
1850, the recording of a mortgage in the office of a collector of the ves-
sel's home port has the effect, irrespective of State legislation, of giving 
the mortgagee a preference over a subsequent purchaser or mortgagee. 
It was further held that the home port of the vessel is the port in which 
the bill of sale, mortgage, etc., should be recorded. 
"The first section of the act of 1817 prohibits the importation of any 
goods or wares from any foreign port into the United States except in 
two cases: 
"1st. They may be imported in vessels of the United States; or, 
'' 2d. In such foreign vessels as truly and wholly belong to the citizens 
or subjects of the country of which the goods are the production, or 
from which they are most usually first shipped for transportation. · 
"The claimant's answer does not bring him within either of these 
classes: 
"1. The :Merritt is not a vessel of the United States. The informa-
tion alleged-it was not denied, and that is all the case contains upon 
the subject-that the nferritt was the property of citizens of the United 
States, and that she was a foreign-built vessel. That she was owned 
by citizens of the United States did not make her a vessel of the United 
States. By the statute of 1792 only ships which have been registered 
in the manner therein pr~scribed shall be denominated or deemed ves- , 
sels of the United States, entitled to the benefits or privileges apper-
taining to such ships. There is no allegation that the Merritt had been 
so registered. Indeed, she could not have 'been under the provision8 of 
the act last referred to. 
"2. The cargo of the :Merritt was iron and lumber, t.he production of 
the British provinces of Canada, while her owners were citizens of i:h<1 
United States. She did not, therefore, come within the second clesurip· 
tion of the statute of 1817, as a foreign vessel truly and wholly belong-
ing to citizens of the country of which the cargo waB the growth or 
production. On the contrary, it is conceded by the pleadings that her 
owners were American citizens. The :rt'!erritt, therefore, falls within the 
prohibition of the act, and is liable to forfeiture; she was neither aves-
sel of the United States nor a foreign vessel wholly belonging to citi· 
zens of the country of which lwr cargo was the production. 
"But the claimant seeks the benefit of the proviso of the act, viz~ 
• That this regulation shall not extend to the vessels of any foreigr:. 
nation which has not adopted, and shall not adopt, a similar regula-
tion.' He alleges that neither the Kingdom of Gr~at Britain nor the 
province of Canada has adopteu similar regulations. 
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''The case does not show that the l\Ierritt has any of the evitlences 
of being a British ship. She produces no register, or certificate, or 
document of any ldnd to entitle her to make that claim. The fact that 
she is foreign built does not prove it. Proof even that she 'Yas built in 
Great Britain would not establish it. Pirates and rovers may issue . 
from the most peaceful and friendly ports. 'The documents a vessel 
carries furnish the only evidence of her nationality. Of these the Mer-
ritt is entirely destitute, so far as the case shows. There is nothing, 
therefore, to bring her within the terms of the proviso." 
Hunt, J., The MerrHt, 17 \Vall., 585 ff. 
In this case it was held that a vessel built in Canada, but owned by 
citizens of the United States, and loaded with Canada products, can-
not be regarded either as a vessel of the United States, or aR a foreign 
vessel belonging to citizens of the country of which the cargo was 
the growth. It was held, therefore, that if she was engaged in trans-
porting the products of Canada into the ports of the United States, 
she was subject to forfeiture under the act of March 1, 1817. (3 Stat. 
L., 351.) It is to be observed that, according to the statement of Judge 
Hunt, the Merritt bad "no register, certificate, or document of any 
kind" to show her nationality. It was, however, conceded by the 
pleadings that her owners were citizens of the United States. 
''It is to be understood that every vessel of the United States which 
is afloat is bound to have with her, from the officers of her home port, 
either a register or an enrollment. The former is used when she is en-
gaged in a foreign voyage or trade, and the latter when she is engaged 
in domestic commerce, usually called the coasting trade. If found 
afloat, whether by steam or sail, without one or the other of these, and 
without the right one with referencetothetradeshe is.engagedin,orthe 
place where she is found, she is entitled to no protection under the laws 
of the United States, and is liable to seizure for such violation of the 
law, and in a foreign jurisdiction, or on the high seas, can cia im no rights 
as an American vessel." 
Miller, J., Badger v. Gutierez, 111 U. S., 736, 737. 
In this case it is held that a collector who detains a ship's papers, 
when the ship is ,not under seizure, and when her papers are not depos-
ited with him for t~e purposes of entry and clearance, subjects himself 
to an action for dam ages. 
As to the statutes regulating the duti.es af consuls in Tespect to 
registered vessels, the following rulings of Attorneys-General may be 
cited: 
Section 430D, Heviseu Statute~, does not require the papers of an 
American vessel in a foreign port ~.0 be ,delivered to the consul, except 
in cases where it is necessary to make an entry at the custom-house. 
4 Op. 190, Mason, 1845 
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The master of a vessel, on her "arrival" in a foreign port, is not 
·compellable to deposit her papers with the consul, unless the arrival • be such as involves entry in the custom-house and clearance. 
6 Op., 163, Cushing, 1853; 9 ibid.; 256, Black, 18fi8. 
:Masters of American vessels are subject to suit for forfeiture in the 
name of the consul for omission to deposit with him the papers accord-
ing to law, but not to indictment. (Rev. Stat., § 4310.) 
7 Op., 395, Cushing, 1855. 
The master of an American vessel sailing to or between ports in the 
British North American provinces is required, on arriving at any such 
port, to deposit his ship's papers with ~he American consul. 
11 Op., 72, Bates, 1866. 
Section 1720, Revised Statutes, does not change or affect the duties 
of masters of American vessels running regularly by weekly or monthly 
trips or otherwise, to or between foreign ports, as imposed by act of 
1803. (2 Stat. L., 203; Rev. Stat., § 4300.) 
Ibid. 
If an American vessel is obliged by the law or usage prevailing at a 
foreign port to effect an entry, and she does enter conformably to the 
local law or usage, her coming to such foreign port amounts to au ar-
rival within the meaning of section 2 of the act of 1803 (2 Stat. L., 203; 
Rev. Stat., § 4309), independently of any ulterior destination of the 
vessel, or the time she may remain or intend to remain at such port, or 
the particular business she may transact there. 
Ibid. 
The question of port jurisdiction of consuls over seamen and shipping 
has been already discussed. 
Sup1·a, § 124. 
"I have the honor to state to yon that I have carefully considered 
the questions presented for your opinion by Hon. Hamilton li'ish, Sec-
retary of State, in his letter to you of the 20th of November last, which 
letter was referred by you to me, with the direction that I should pre-
pare an opinion on the. same, and I beg to report the following as my 
opinion: 
"The first question submitted by the Secretary of State is as fol-
lows: 
'''Is a foreign-built vessel, not a registered vessel of the United States, 
but wholly ~wned by citizens of the United States, entitled to bear the 
:flag of the UnHed States~' 
"And to this question my answer is yes. 
''I do not find that any statute law of the United States in any way 
declares what vessels shall or what vessP.ls shall not carry the tlag of 
the United States; but the so-called navigation laws declare, to speak 
generally, that only vessels built in the United States and owned by 
.citizens of the United States can be registered as vessels of the United 
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States, and further, that no other than registered vessels shall be cle-
nominatecl and deemed ships or vessels of the United States, entitled 
t~ the benefits and privileges appertaining to such ships oi vessels. 
(See act of 31st Dec., 1702, 1 Stat. L., p. 287.) 
"The benefits and privileges reservetl by the act above cited to reg-
istered vessels of the United States do not, in my opinion, restrict the 
right to carry the flag of the United States, but refer particularly to 
certain commercial benefits and privileges which, by various laws of the 
United States, are given to registered vessels of the United States; 
that is, to vessels built in the Uniteu States, in order that ship-building 
in the United States may be encouraged. 
4
' While the navigation laws give such commercial privileges to ves-
sels built in the United States, they in no way forbid citizens of the 
Onited States to own vessels built in other countries, nor is the protec-
tion of the United States in any ~y denied to such foreign-built vesselr-; 
if they are owned by citizens of the United States. 
"So held Mr. Cushing, in 1854 (6 Op., 638), and so held Mr. Tal-
bot, Acting Attorney-General, on August 31, 1870. (See opinion, not 
printed.) The question submitted to Mr. Cushing by Mr. Marcy, referred 
directly to the right of a foreign-built vessel owned by citizens of the 
United States to carry the flag of the United States, and Mr. Cushing 
replied: 'Upon full consideration, therefore, of all the relations of the 
subject, there remains no doubt in my mind as to the right of a citizen 
of the United States ~o purchase a foreign ship of a belligerent power,. 
and this anywhere, at borne or abroad, in a belligerent port or a r.eutral 
port, or even upon the high seas, provided the purchase be made bona 
fide, and the property be passed absolutely and without reserve, and the 
ship so purchased becomes entitled to bear the flag and receive the pro-
tection of the United States.' 
" Mr. Cushing's opinion is in terms limited to vessels purchased from 
belligerents, but if foreign-built vessels so purchased by citizens of the 
United States are entitled to the protection of the United States1 still 
more are vessels purchased from foreign nations in time of peace en-
titled to such protection. 
"You will notice that Mr. Cushing directly answers the first question 
of Mr. Fish, for he declares that the ship so purchased becomes entitled 
to bear the flag of the United States, and I should now simply refer to 
this opinion as an answer to the question submitted by Mr. Fish ~ad 
not Mr. Talbot in a certain way dissented therefrom. 
"In answer to questions submitted to him by Mr. Creswell, Post-
master-General, Mr. Talbot says: 'I have no hesitation in giving my 
opinion that this class of property, namely, vessels once foreign and now 
owned by citizens of the United States, are, in the words of your ques-
tion, entitled to the protection of the Government of this country; the 
word protection here being used in its primitive sense, and signifying 
protection from depredation or injury to foreign Governments or pow-
ers.' So far be agrees with Mr. Cushing, but farther on he says; 'I 
refrain from expressing concurrence with l\Ir. Cushing's opinion that 
such vessels are entitled to bear the flag of the United States. While it 
might be true in a certain sense, yet I hesitate to assent to it as a truth 
having practical force. I doubt the propriety of declaring a vessel en-
titled to bear the flag of a nation when she can have on board no docu-
ment known to international law as witnessing that title, and I appre-
hend belligerent cruisers upon the sea and prize courts upon the shore 
would give efi'ect to this doubt.' 
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''Thus Mr. Talbot agrees with Mr. Cushing that any ship owned by 
citizens of the United States is entitled to the protection of the United 
States, but while 1\:fr. Cushing would give to any such ship the right to 
carry tlw flag of the United States, 1\fr. Talbot hesitates to give the 
right to carry that flag to any ship not registered, that is, to splak gen-
erally, to an;y foreign-built ship. Mr. Cushing regards the bill of sale 
as the true eYidence of American ownership, the one best known to in-
ternational law, while 1\lr. Talbot regards the register as the only docu-
ment recognized by prize courts. 
''I cannot think that 1\:fr. Talbot was right. A flag is but the outward 
symbol which a ship carries to show her nationality, and this nationality 
is recognized by the law of nations as determined by the nationality of 
her owners. A ship's flag therefore should propm-ly correspond with her 
actual ownership. Frequently in prize courts questions arise as to the 
ownership of a certain vessel, but when that question is determined 
the nationality of the ship is determined and the court practically say, 
this vessel is owned by citizens of a certain country, she is enti\J.ed to 
tqe protection of that country, she should carry the flag of that country,. 
and must be condemned. or released as the property of citizens of that 
country. 
"The court may examine various papers and witnesses to ascertain 
the true ownership, and when there is a register that document may be 
among these papers, but in the words of Lord Stowell, ' a bill of sale 
is the proper title to which the maritime courts of all countries would 
look. It is the universal instrument of the transfer of ships in the 
usage of all maritime countries.' (The Sisters, 5 C. Rob., 155; see 3 
Kent's Corn., 130.) . 
"The flag, then, the outward. symbol of ownersllip, should properly 
correspond. with the bill of sale, the universal instrument of t.he actual 
ownership of a vessel. . 
"So has the flag come to be regarded as the outward symbol of na-
tionality that even in solemn treaties it is spol).en of as if it were the 
conclusive evidence of such nationa1ity, and in this way the word flag 
is used in the rules laid. down in the declaration of Paris, for example: 
"The 2cl article provides that the neutral flag (Ze pavillon neutre) 
covers enemy's goods, with tlie exception of contraband of war. 
''And again, the 3d article provides that neutral goods, with the 
exception of contraband of war, are not liable to capture under the 
enemy's flag (sous pavillon ennemi). 
"These rules release neutral goods iu an enemy's ship in certain cases, 
but still the ship may be condemned because . she carries the enemy's 
flag, that is, because she is owned by citizens of an enemy's country, 
and this irrespective of the fact that she was built in anotber country. 
"If, then, vessels must be protected and may be condemned because 
they are owned by citizens of the United States, certainly they must 
not, except by express statute, be held as forbidden to carry the :flag of 
the United States, which is but the sign they show to give notice that 
they are erititled to that protection. Without doubt Congress could 
have forbidden any foreign-built ship to carry the flag of the United 
States, but it bas not done so. Previous to 1854, the registry laws of 
Great Britaiu were very similar to those of the United States, but the· 
courts of Great Britain held that though a foreign-built ship could not 
be entitled to a British register, yet if wholly owned by British subjects 
snell a ship was entitled to British protection. (See cases cited by 1\:fr~ 
Cushing.) 
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"By the act of 17 ancl1S Victoria, ch. 104: (Aug. 10, 1854), all ships, 
wherever built, became entitled to receive a British register, provided 
they were owned by subjects of Great Britain. Formerly a British reg-
ister was an evidence that a ship was built and owned in Great Britain; 
now a British register is simply evidence that a ship is owned in Great 
Britain, and is, as it were, but confirmatory evidence of the bill of sale. 
Formerly a foreign-built ship could not be registered as a British ship, 
but was entitled to the protection of the British flag, provided she was 
owned by British subjects. Now every vessel owned by British sub-
jects can bave a British register, and the statute denies the right to use 
the British flag to any vessel which does not have a British register, 
that is, which \loes not have the official evidence that she is owned by 
British subjects. 
''While the British registry law has changed, the United States law 
remains the same. The British law gives no exclusive privileges to ves-
sels built in Great Britain, but denies the right to carry its flag to any 
vessel not having an official register as the evidence of ller British 
ownership, while the United States does not deny its flag or protection 
to any ve~sel owned by citizens of the United States, but restricts the 
privileges and benefits of its commerce to those vessels which carry an 
official register as the evidence that they were built and owned in the 
United States. A British-built vessel, owned by citizens of the United 
States; cannot be registered either in Great Britain or in the United 
States ; she cannot carry the British flag; she is entitled to the protec-
tion of the United States; the flag of the United Sta,tes is but the out-
ward sign that she is entitled to that protection; no statutes forbid her 
to carry that flag, and without such express statute I cannot think that 
right should be denied her. 
"Under the present laws, in my opinion, any vessel wholly owned by 
citizens of the United States is entitled to carry the flag of the United 
States. 
"I am aware that this opinion might, under existing laws, if generally 
.acted upon, be the source of some embarrassment, for the United States 
may be called ·upon to protect a vessel carrying its flag without pos-
sessing any official evidence that such vessel is entitled to that protec-
tion; but still more embarrassment would seem to me to result from the 
.opinion of Mr. Talbot, should the United States be cailed upon to protect 
a vessel owned by citizens of the United States though sailing under a 
foreign flag. 
"1 pass on to consider the second question proposed by .Mr. Fish, 
which is as follows: 
'''Which of the below-mentioned acts of Congress ara applicable to 
foreign-built vessels which are not registered vessels of the United 
.States, but which are wholly owned by citizens of the United States t 
'''Act of 28th February, 1803; 2 Stat. L., 203, particularly the 2d and 
3d sections. (See Consular Regulations 1870, 212.) 
"'Actof20th July, 1840; 5 Stat.L.,394. (See Consular Regulations 
1870, 217.) 
'' '~c\ct of 29th July, 1850; 9 Stat. L.,440,section G. (See Consular Reg-
ulations 1870, 222.) 
"'Act of August 18, 1856; 11 Stat. L., 52, particularly the sections 25 
. to 28, inclusive. (See Consular Regulations 1870, 239.) 
"'Act of August 5, 18Gl; 12 Stat. L., 315. (See Consular Regulations 
1870, 254.) 
"'Act of February 19, 18G2; 13 Stat. L., 340. (See Consular Regula-
tions 1870, 255.) 
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'''Act of .April 29, 1864; 13 Stat. L., Gl. (See Consular Regulations 
1870, 262.) 
'''.Act of June 281 1864; 1~t.at. L., 201. (See Consular Regulations 
1870, 264.) 
'''.Act of June 29, 1870; 16 Stat. L., 160. (See Consular Regulations 
1870, 271.') 
"This second inquiry of 1\lr. Fish refers in the first place to the 2d 
and 3d sections of the act of 2oth February, 1803. 
''The 1st section of.i this act provides what shall be done by tlw 
master of any vessel bound on a foreign voyage before a clearance be 
granted to her, and what he shall do on his arri\Tal at the :first port of 
the United States. 
"The 2d sect,ion makes it tlw duty of every master or commander of 
a ship or vessel belonging to citizens of the United States, who shall 
sail from any port of the United States, on his arrival at a foreign port, 
to deposit his register, sea-letter, etc., with the consul, which register, 
sea-letter, etc., it shall be the duty of the consul to delh·er to such mas-
ter or commander on his producing to him a clearanee from the proper 
Qfficer of the port where the ship or vessel may be. 
''The 3d section provides that whenever a ship or vessel belonging 
to a citizen of the United States shall be sold in a foreign country and 
her company discharged, or when a seaman or mariner, a citizen of the 
United States, shall, with his own consent, be discharged in a foreign 
country, three months' pay over and above the wages which may then 
be due to all mariners or seamen on board who may be designated as 
.citizens of the United States shall be paid to the United States consul 
by the master or commander of that vessel. 
"In 1831 some questions arose as to whether the act of 1803 (particu-
larly the first three sections thereof) was applicable to the mercantile 
marine of a foreign .nation or people on wllich .American seamen were 
€mployed or in which American citizens were interested as owners. 
'"The matter being referred to Mr. Berrien, he wrote to the Secretary 
Qf State (2 Op., 448), that in his opinion this aet was confined 'to 
vessels owned by citizens of the United States and constituting a part 
{)f her mercantile marine by sailing under her flag.' 
''In terms this opinion of Mr. Berrien would make these sections ( quot-
ing 1\fr. ]'ish) 'applicable to vessels which are not registered vessels 
of the United States, but which are wholly owned by citizens of the 
United States,' for, if. my opinion before given is correct, such vessels 
may sail under the flag of the United States and so, in a certain sense, 
constitute part of her mercantile marine. 
"It is not probable, however, that Mr. Berrien particularly consid-
ered tlle question as to whether any foreign-built vessel could carry the 
flag of the united s .tates, but he evidently was of the opinion that the 
act of 1803 was confined to vessels that l1ad a United States register, 
for he interpreted the same according to the terms of the 1st and 2d 
.sections tllereof, which sections are evidently confined to vessels that 
have a United States register. Therefore, while l\fr. Berrien confined 
this act in terms to Yesscls constituting a part of the mercantile marine 
-of the United States by sailing under her flag, it is evident from the argu-
ment he used that so far as lle considered the question he regarded the 
words 'constituting a part of her mercantile marine by sailing under 
her flag,' as synonymous with the words 'having a United States reg-
ister.' 
'"IVIr. Berrien mnst therefore be held to have construed this act as not 
properly applicable to any vessels tllat did not have a United Sta.te?s 
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register, and as th~refore not applicable to the class of vessels describeu. 
in the 2d question of J\Ir. :Fish. 
"Nor do the 2q. and 3d sections of this act seem to me to be ap-
plicable to the class of \essels described by l\-Ir. Fish, for although, in 
my opinion, such vessels are entitled to carry the :flag of the United 
States, yet the 2d section clearly applies only to registered vessels, 
and though the 3d section, if standing alone, might be considered as . 
appJicable to vessels owned by citizens of the United States whether · 
registered or not, yet when taken in connection with the first two sec-
tions of the act, I think this third section is more properly to be con-
strued as applicable only to registered vessels of the United States, and 
therefore as not applicable to foreign-built vessels which are not regis-
tered vessels of the United States. 
"The 2d inquiry of Mr. Fish refers, in the second place, to the act . 
of 20th July, 1840, whicll act relates particularly to the shipping and 
discharge of seamen and to the duties of consuls in relation thereto .. 
This act is in fac.t in extension of, and supplementary to, the act of 28th 
February, 1803, already consiuered, and must be construed like that 
act as not applicable to the class of vessels described ·by .l\1r. Fish, but . 
only to registered -vessels of the United States. 
"The 2d inquiry of Mr. Fish refers, in the third place, to the 6th 
section of the act of 29th July, 1850, which section is but an amend-
ment to tlJe 12th section of the act of 20th ;; uly, 1840, already consid-
ered, and does not alter the construction I have already put upon that . 
act. · 
•' The 2d inquiry of Mr. Fish refers, In the fourth place, to sections . 
25 to 28, inclusive, of the act of 18th of August, 1856, which act is the · 
general act of that elate, to regulate the diplomatic and consular sys-
tems of the United States, an<l as far as sections 25 to 28, inclusi\.,e, are· 
concerned is in amendment of the acts of 1803 and 1840, already con-
sidered, and like them must be construed as not applicable to the class. 
of vessels described by l\Ir. Fish. 
"The 2d inquiry of J\fr. Fish, in the fifth place, refers to the act of 5th 
of August, lt>61, which act declares that American vessels running· 
regularly by weekly or monthly trips, or otherwise, to or between for-
eign ports shall not be required to pay fees to consuls for more than 
four trips in a year, anything in the law or regulations respecting consu-
lar fees to the contrary notwithstanding. 
"In the several acts already considered vessels having a register or 
the United States are generally described as 'vessels of the United 
States,' and in this act of August, 1861, the words 'American vessels" 
are used in the same sense, as appears from the connection of this act 
with the earlier acts already considered. 
''The words' American vessels' and the words 'vessels of the United 
States' are in the statutes used interchangeably and perhaps some-
what loosely, and they were so used in the act submitted to :Mr. Tal-
bot for his opinion as above stated, but he was unable to give any 
meaning to the words 'American vessel' which clirl not imply that they 
meant a vessel having a United States register, and so the same words. 
must be construed in the act of August 5, 1861. 
"The 2d inquiry of Mr. Fish, in the sixth place, refers to the act of 
the 19th of February, 1862, which in exact terms is particularly applica-
ble to vessels registered, enrolled, or licensed within the United Sta,tes, 
the act being entitled 'An act to prohibit the coolie trade by American 
citizens in American vessels.' · GS"1 
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''The 2d inquiry of l\fr. Fisll, in the seventh place, refers to the act .of 
the 29th of April, 1864, which act is entitled An act to provide for the 
<lollection of hospital dues from yessels of the United States sold or 
transferred in foreign ports or waters, and must be construed, like the 
acts of 1803 and 1840, relating to the same subject and already consid-
-ered, as applicable only to registered vessels of the United States. 
''The 2d inquiry of Mr. Fish refers, in the eighth place, to the act 
.of 28th of June, 1864, which act repeals t,hat portion of 'An act for the 
regulation of seamen on board the public and private vessels of the 
United States,' approved the 3cl of l\1:arch, 1813, which made it not . 
lawful to employ on board any of the public or private vessels of the 
United States any person or persons, except. citizens of the United 
States, etc. This act, uoder the construction already given to the 
words 'vessels of the United States,' is only applieable to registered 
vessels of the United States. 
"The 2d inquiry of Mr. Fish, in the last place, refers to tlw act of 
.June 29, 1870, which act provides that from the master or owners of 
·every vessel of the United States arriving from a foreign port, or of reg-
istered vessels employed in the coasting trade, the sum of fort.Y cents 
per ton shall be collected .by the collectors of customs at the ports of 
the United States, and for each and every seaman who shall ha\e been 
.employed on said vessel since she last entered at any port of the United 
States, etc. 
"This act in terms so di::;tinctly relates to registered vessels of the 
Uniteu States that it seems to confirm all the constructions I have put 
upon the acts previously considered, viz, that like this act they are 
only applicable to' vessels of the United States,' or 'American vessels'; 
that is, to registered vessels of the United States. 
''I then arrive at the conclusion that any vessel wholly owned by 
citizens of the United States is entitled to the protection of the United 
States, and can carry the flag of the United States, but that none of 
the acts, or parts of acts, referred to by 1\fr. l!"~ish are applicable to any 
vessel that does not have a United States register. 
"If this conclusion is right, a vessel owned by citizens of the United 
States, . but not built in the United States, though entitled to its pro-
tection, would yet be under no relation thereto or to its consuls, from 
which that vessel, in a certain way, would be compelled to bear part 
of the cost of that protection by the payment of the fees due under 
existing statutes from registered vessels to the collectors, the consuls, 
and divers other officers of the United States, but she would sail the 
ocean flying the flag of the United States, entitled to demand protec-
tion from the Navy and the consuls of the United States, but yet with-
out any official papers on board from officers of the United States 
which would present prirna facie and official evidence that she was en-
titled to carry that flag and to receive that protection. 
"While I have been unable to arrive at any other conclusion than 
above statetl, I have not fajled to see the difficulties that might. arise 
if under existing statutes the citizens of the United States should en-. 
gage in foreign commerce in foreign-built ships, and I judge tllat the 
Secretary of State contemplated that the existing laws might be defect-
ive when he asked for your official opinion, so that,' if necessary, Con-
gress may at the coming session be cal1ecl in to pass further legislation 
in the matter.' 
"As I interpret the existing statutes, they seem to me to be defect-
ive. These defect~, however, though existing for n?w many years, 
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haYe only recently, by the great commercial changes that haYc taken 
place, come to be apparent and of considerable magnitude. 
"The navigation act of 1792, on which an the acts hereinbefore con-
sidered are based, was enacted when United States citizens were en-
gaged in no commerce which did not contemplate a voyage from and to a 
part of the United States. At that time England had practically closed 
her domestic and export commerce to vessels not built and owned in 
Great Britain. Under these circumstances Congress made laws which 
practically closed the domestic and export commerce of the United 
States to any but registered vessels of the United States, and gener-
ally enacted that no vessels should be registered as vessels of the 
United States except they were built in the United States. 
"This legislation was doubtless intended to prevent, and did practi-
cally prevent, citizens of the United States ·from owning vessels not 
built in the United States, but it so prevented them, not by express 
enactment to that effect, but from the fact that in such vessels United 
States citizens could not in consequence of that act carry on any com-
merce .with the United States, and no other commerce was open to 
them. 
"To-day, however, the situation has changed, though the United 
States law remains the same. 
"England opens her ports to the vessels of all nations, bnt of greater 
importance than this, China and Japan and other nations present a 
new field for commerce. 
''Meanwhile the expense of building vessels in the United States has 
greatly increased; it is now possible, practicable, and profitable for citi-
zens of the United States to carry on commerce in the Pacific Ocean 
in vessels owned by them, but which vessels have no need to come to 
bring freight to or to export it from the ports of the United States. 
"Under these circumstances the laws of the United States cease to 
be effective to prevent citizens of the United States from owning ves-
sels which are built out of the United States and are not registered in 
the United States, and it does not seem to me strange, then, to find that 
the laws of the United States have not as yet fixed any d11ties upon 
the owners of these vessels which never come to the United States, and 
so never ha\e need of an American register to give them the privi-
leges of the domestic and export commerce of the United States. If 
such vessels should come to the United States they must bear all the 
burdens placed upon foreign vessels, and, knowing this, they remain 
engaged in foreign corn merce, entitled to the protection of the United 
States, but under no special relations to the consuls of the United 
States. 
"Congress under these circumstances should, in my judgment, either 
forbid any vessel to carry the flag of the United States which is not a 
registered vessel of the United States, or should provide for the giving 
of some official certificate to '"essels wholly owned by citizens of the 
United States wherever built, and should fix the status of such ves-
sels .in foreign ports and before the consuls of the Unhed States. 
•' I quote from Mr. Oushing (6 Op., 653): 'The question of what par-
ticular document, if any, shall be issued from the Treasury or State 
Department to a foreign-built ship lawfully owned by a citizen of the 
United States in the absence of any special legislation on the subject, 
~eerns to me a proper one for the consideration of the Executive and of 
Congress.' 
"Commenting on these words of J\-Ir. Cushing, l\Ir1 Talbot, says: 'That 
is, of the law-making power. Congress might undoubtedly authorize 
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the issuing of such papers, but as it was at the date of .Mr. Cushing~s 
, opinion so is it now, Congress has not conferred the authority in ques-
tion.' 
"Since 1\Ir. Talbot's opinion Congress bas passed no further legisla-
tion on this matter, and the want of some legislation is still felt. 
"Vvhat that legislation should be is to a great extent a question of 
policy. 
"Should Congress think best to prevent the dtizens of the United 
States from engaging in commerce, even bet"een foreign countries, 
except in vessels built in the United States, it can practically do so by 
enacting that no vessel shall be eutitled to carry the flag of the United 
States unless under existing laws she is a registereu~ enrolled, or licensed 
vessel of the United States. 
"On the other hand, should Congress while reserving the domestic 
commerce of the United States to vessels built in the United States 
think jt wise to allow the citizens of the United States in any vessels 
owned by them to compete for the profits of foreign commerce, it can do so 
by some enactment which shall furni8h the means by which an official 
certificate of American ownership can be given to a vessel wholly owned 
by citizens of the United States and by which a vessel with snell a cer-
tificate, her owners, charterers, officers, and crew shall be declared sub-
ject to the same duties and entitled to the same privileges in foreign 
countries and before a consul of the United States that they would be 
subject or entitled to were they duly registered vessels of the United 
States. 
"In the same enactment Congress might also provide that no vessel 
except a duly registered vessel of the United States, or a vessel possess-
ing a proper certificate that she was wholly owned by citizens of the 
United States, should be entitled to carry the flag of the United States." 
Opinion of Mr. Beaman, Solicitor of Department of State, and Examiner of 
Claims, Jan. 5, 1872; approved by Mr. Akerman, Attorney-General, on 
same day. Misc. Letters, Dept. of State, 1872. See criticism injm, App., 
~ 410. 
"A.s far as the records of the Department of State show, it was at 
first the usage of the Government to issue what were called 'lVIed-
iterranean letters,' a form of which is hereunto annexed. These letters 
were based, not on registry, but on alleged ownership by citizens of the 
United States, and authorized the vessels to which they were granted 
to sail under tlle flag of the United States. Subsequently, what were 
called 'sea-letters' were issued, a form of one of which is annexed. 
"These letters, granted to vessels which are foreign built, and there-
fore not entitled to registry under our navigation laws, are well known 
in maritime practice. We find, for instance, in Bouvier's Law Dic-
tionary, the following statement: 
"'Sea-letter, or sea-brief (mar. law), is a document which sllould be 
found on board of every neutral ship. It specifies the nature and quan-
tity of the cargo, the place from whence it comes, and its destination. 
Chit. Law of Nat., 197.' 
"Hevised Statutes, section 41DO, clearly leaves this practice undis-
turbed. Tllis section, whose history is given by l\ir. Ouslling in_ an 
opinion to be presently quoted, is ~s follows: 
" 'No sea-letter or otller document certif~ring or proYinp; any vessel 
to be the property of a citizen of the United States shall he issued, 
except to vessels <1 nly registered or enrolled and licensed as Ycssels of 
the Uuited States, or to vcs8els wldch shall be ~olwlly mcned by citizens of 
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. the United Btates, and furnished with or entitled to sea·letters or other 
-custom-house documents.' 
"'You will observe tha.t, under this section, sea-letters may be granted 
to vessels which shall be wholly owned by citizens of the Unitecl States, 
though not registered.. * * * 
"The question was brought before ltir. Cushing when Attorney-
General, and in an opinion dated August 7, 1854 (GOp., G38), the topic 
is discussed by him with llis usual exhaustiveness. From tllis opinion 
tlle following passages are taken: 
'" Tbe statutes of the United States recognize the following classes 
·of sea-going vessels, namely: 
"' 1. Ships built in the United States, wholly owned by citizens there-
of, employed in foreign commerce, which are entitled to be registered, 
and as such to enjoy all the rights and privileges conferred by any law 
o()n ships of the United States. (Act of December 31, 1792, 1 Stat. L., 
287.) 
''"Such a ship, of course, loses her privileges . as a registered ship on 
being sold to a foreigner, and is tllereafter treated forever as foreign-
Jbuilt, even though she be purchased back by the original owner or any 
·other citizen of the Uniteu States. (See opinion l\farch lG, 1854, ante, 
383.) 
"' 2. Vessels built in tlle United States, anu wllolly owned by citi-
zens thereof, employed in the coasting trade or fisheries, which are en-
titled to be enrolled and licensed as such, and to enjoy all the privileges, 
in their particular employment, conferred by law on vessels of the 
United States. (..c'\ct of February 18, 1793, 1 Stat. L., 305.) 
"' 3. Ships built in the United States, bu,t owned wholly or in part 
by foreigners, which are entitled to be recorded, hut not in general to 
be registered or enrolled and licensed. (Act of December 31, 1792, 
4tbi supra.) 
"' 4. Ships not built in the United Btates, but O'Wned by citizens thereof, 
nf which more in the sequel. 
"' 5. Ships built out of the United States, and not owned by citizens 
thereof. 
''' 6. Special provisions exist in regard to the steamboats belonging to 
·companies engaged in the transportation of ocean mails, as well as in 
regard to those navigating the bays and rivers of the country,. wllich 
provisions relax the registry or enrollment laws, so as to admit owner-
ship, under certain regulations, of person~ not citizens of the United 
States. 
'''The registry and enrollment statutes of the United States are in 
imitation of those of GTeat Britain, in pari materia, and for the same 
objects, namely, to promote the construction and ownership of ships 
in the country, and to facilitate the execution of local or public law. 
They are classified with reference to the business they may pursue ; 
their cbaracter is a~thenticated, and they enjoy various advantages 
from whieh other vessels are wholly excluded, or to which these are 
partial1y admitted, according to the interests and polic.)..,. of the GoYern-
ment. (AblJott on Shipping, p. 158.) 
"'It is with vessels of the fourth of the aboYe classes that we have 
more im1Hcdiate concern. • 
" 'It i.s observable, in the first place, that there is nothing in the 
statutes to require a vessel to be registered or enrolled. She is entitled 
to registry or enrollment under certain circumstances, and, receiving it, 
·she thereupon is admitted to certain duties and obligations; but if 
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owned by a. citizen of the Un·ited States, she is American p'roperty, and 
posses.~;ed of a,ll the general r·ights of any property of an American. 
" 'Secondly, the registry or enrollment or other custom-house docu-
ment, such as sea-letter, is prima fa.cie evidence only as to the owner-
ship of a ship in some cases, but conclusive in none. The law even 
concedes the possibility of the registry or enrollment existing in the 
name of one person, whilst the property is really in another. Property 
in a ship i~ a matter in pais, to be proved as fact by competent testi-
mony like any other fact. (U. S. v. Pirates, 5 Wheat., 187, 199; U. S. 
v. Amedy, 11 ·ibid., 409; U.S. v. Jones, 3 Wash. C. C. R., 209; Taggart 
v. Loriug, 16 Mass., 336; Wendover v. Hogeboom, 7 Johnson,308; Bass 
v. Steele, 3 Wash. C. C. R., 381; Leonard v. Huntington, 15 Johnson, 
298; Ligon v. New Orleans Navigation Company, 7 Martin's R. (N. S.), 
678; Brooks v. Bondsey, 17 Pickering, 441.) * * * 
'''This Government bas not, as yet, followed the example of that of 
Great Britain so far as to admif foreign-built vessels to registry, but 
such vessels may lJe lawfully ow11ed b~y Americans. 
"~Upon full consideration, therefore, of all the relations of the sub-
ject, there remains no doubt in my mind as to the right of a citizen of 
the United States to purchase a foreign ship of a belligerent power, 
and this aDywhere, at home or abroad, in a belligerent port or a neu-
tral port, or even upon the high seas, provided the purchase be made 
bun a fide, and the property be passed absolutely and without reserve; 
and the ship so purchased becomes entitled to bear the flag and receive 
the protection of the United States.' 
"The question was again referred to the Department of Justice in 
1872, and on January 5, 1872, the views of .Mr. Cushing were affirmed 
by Mr. Akerman, Attorney-General, adopting a very able report made 
to him on the topic by Mr. Beaman, examiner of claims. (This report 
is given above.) On June 19, 1880 (16 Op., 533), the same conclusion 
was stated by Mr. Devens, then Attorney-General, in an opinion from 
which the following passages are extracted: 
•' 'The provisions of the navigation laws are commercial in their char-
acter, and intended mainly for the protection of American commerce 
and property upon the high seas. The vessel in question is a British-
built vessel, had a British register, and upon the facts as they appear 
before me has now been sold to an American citizen and is llis property. 
By the sale to an .American citizen she has forfeited her British regis-
try, as I understand the British law upon that subject. 
"'The inquiry is, therefore, Is a foreign-built ve~sel, owned entirely 
by American citizens and having no foreign registry, entitled to carry 
the American flag ~ 
"'I am of opinion that such vessel is entitled to carry the American flag, 
and in this way to assert her own nationality and her claim upon the Amer-i-
can Government for protection. 
" 'The haste in which I am required to answer this question prevents 
me from entering into any reasoning on the subject. I refer, however, 
to an opinion of Attorney-General Cushing upon the subject (6 Op., 
638), and also to an opinion of Mr. Beaman, of this Department, ap-
proved by Attorney-General Akerman January 5, 1872.'" 
[Here follow extracts from Mr. Evarts' instructions to lVIr. Osborne, 
and also from other instructions above q noted.] 
"The Consular Regulations issued by this Department in 187 4, section 
225, cited above by Mr.Evarts, affirm broadly that • the right of .American 
citizens to acquire property in foreign ships has been held to be a neu_ 
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tral right, independent of statutory law, and such property is no more 
or less entitled to protection by the United States than any other prop-
erty of an American citizen.' This is qualified by section 226; but sec-
tion 225 without this qualification is reissued in the edition of the Con-
sular Regulations of 1881. In this edition the following new sections 
appear: 
'' '339. The existing general regulations of the Treasury Department 
under the customs and navigation laws (Customs Regulations, 1874) 
recognize the right of property in vessels of this character, and declare 
them to be entitled to the protection of the authorities and to the flag 
of the United States, although no register, enrollment, license, or other 
marine document prescribed by the laws of the United States can law-
fully be issued to such vessels whether they are American or foreign 
built. The former practice of issuing sea-letters in the case of the pur-
chase abroad of American or foreign v.essels by citizens of the United 
States is no longer authorized, and will not be permitted. · 
"' 340. To enable, however, the owners of a vessel so situated to pro-
tect their rights, if molested or questioned, a consular officer, though 
forbidden by law to grant any marine document or certificate of 
O_'fnership, may lawfully make record of the bill of sale in his office, au-
thenticate its execution, and deliver to the purchaser a certificate· to 
that effect, certifying also that the owner is a citizen of the United 
States. Before granting such certificate, the consular officer will re-
quire the tonnage of the vessel to be duly ascertained in pursuance of 
law, and insert the same in the description of the vessel in his certifi-
cate. (See Form No. 35.) These facts thus. authenticated, if the transfer 
is in good faith, entitle the vessel to protection ~s the lawful property 
of a citizen of the United States; and tile authentication of the bill of 
sale and of citizenship will be prima .facie proof of such good faith. 
" '344. The privilege of carrying the flag of the United States is under 
the regulation of Congress, and it may have been the intention of that 
body that it should be used only by regularly-documented vessels. No 
such intention, however, is found in any statute. And as a citizen is 
not prohibited from purchasing and employing abroad a foreign ship, 
it is regarded as reasonable and proper that be should be permitted to 
fly the flag of his country as an indication of ownership, and for the 
due protection of his property. The practice of carrying the flag by 
such vessels is now established. The right to do so will not be ques-
tioned, and it is probable that it would be respected by the courts.' 
"By a series o! treaties the international authority of sea-letters and 
of passports is recognized. (These treaties are referred to infra in de-
tail.) It must be remembered. that those treaties are not only, from 
their nature, declaratory of international law, but are as much a part 
of the supreme municipal law of the United States as are its statutes. 
And it also must be remembered that the term 'sea-letter,' as used 
in these treaties, was accepted, so far as the United States was con-
cerned, in the sense, which with us it always bore, of a passport to aves-
sel owned by citizens of the United States, irrespective of the question 
of registry. * * * 
" Keepiug iu mind the section of the Revised Statutes above quoted, 
and the construction assigned to it, as above stated, not only in this 
Department, but in the Department of Justice, I have no hesitation 
in saying that vessels owned by citizens of the United States, but for-
eign built, are entitled to carry thw fla.g of the United States, and to 
obtain, when such vessels are purchased abroad, the certificate speci-
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ned in section 340 of the Cor:sular Regulations above quoted. Yessels 
of thil'! class, it is true, cannot have in our ports the privileges given by 
statute to registered vessels; but there is no reason why they should 
not engage in foreign trade, and when iu tltis trade carry tile tl.ag and en-
joy the protection of tlw United States. It waD nuder sea-letters or sim-
ilar letters, bas6d not on our registration laws lmt on the principle of the 
law of nations, that ships owned by citizens of a country are entitlecl to · 
the flag and protection of that country, that a large part of the carry-
ing trade of the world was done, during the Napoleonic wars, under the 
flag of the United States, nor was the rightfulness of this title and this 
protection ever questioned by England during those bitter and terrible 
s truggles, when she questioned almost every other maritime right we 
possessed. The English courts, as well as the courts of the continent 
of Europe, united in the principle, since then asserted by us on more than 
one important occasion, that while municipal laws expanding or con-
tracting the law of nations, bind municipally, they do not bind inter-
nationally, and that while a nation may municipally impose peculiarly 
stringent rules on its own ~ubjects, it does not, so far as concerns its 
own liability, bind jts subjects to observe those rules in their dealings 
with foreigners or with foreign stateR. But it is not necessary to in-
vcfke this principle for the determination of the present issue. I hold 
that even by our own legislation, documents of the character specified 
in section 340 of the Consular Regulations, and in section 94 of the 
Treasury regulations, can be granted to vessels owned by citizens of 
the United States entitling them to fly the United States flag, and to re-
ceive the protection of the United States. And I see no reason, under 
our present legislation, why, in case of the United States being a neu-
tral during a war between maritime powers, this Department should 
not resume the practice of issuing sea-letters to foreign built ships 
o wned by citizens of the United States; though such sea-letters might 
not confer on the vessels holding th~m any immunities beyond those 
conferred in similar cases at present by consular or customs certificates 
of sale." 
Opinion of Mr. Wharton, Solicitor of Department of State and Examiner of 
Claims, Nov. ao, Hl85. See injm, App., § 410. 
Extracts from treaties between the United States and various nations, as to national charac-
ter and documentation of vessels. 
ALGIERS. '• 
(1795.) 
ART. VIII. Any citizen of the United States of North America, having bought any 
prize condemned by the Algerines, shall not be again captured by the cruisers of the 
Regency then at sea, although they have not a passport; a certificate from the con-
sul resident being deemed sufficient until such time (as] they can procure such pass-
port. 
(1815.) 
ART. VII. Proper pp,ssports shall immediately be given to the vessels of both the 
contracting parties, on condition that the vessels-of-war belonging to the Regency of 
Algiers, on meeting with merchant vessels belonging to the citizens of the United 
States of America, shall not be permitted to visit them with more than ~wo per-
sons besides the rowers; these only shall be permitted to go on board without first 
obtaining leave from the commander of said vessel, who shall compare the passport, 
and immediately permit said vessel to proceed on her voyage; and should any of the 
-subjects of Algiers insult or molest the commander or any other person on board a 
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vessel so visited, or plunder any of the property contained in her, on complaint being 
made by the consul of the United States residing in Algiers, and on his producing 
sufficient proof to substantiate the fact, the commander or rais of said Algerine ship-
or vessel of war, as well as the offenders, shall be punished in the most exemplary 
manner. 
All vessels-of-war belonging to the United States of America, on meeting a cruiser 
belonging to the Regency of Algiers, on having seen her passports and certificates-
from the consul of the United States residing in Algiers, shall permit her to proceed 
on her cruise unmolested and without detention. No passport shall be granted by 
either party to any vessels but such as are absolutely the property of citizens or sub-
jects of the said contracting parties, on any pretense whatever. 
In the treaty of 1816 the same clause is repeated. This treaty was terminated. 
by French conquest, 1831 ; supra, § 137 a. 
ARGENTL.~E CONFEDERATION. 
(1853.) 
ART. VII. The contracting parties agree to consider and treat as vessels of tha-
United States and of the Argentine Confederation all those which, being furnished by 
the competent authority with a regular passport or sea-letter, shall, nuder the then. 
existing laws and regulations of either of the two Governments, be recognized fully 
and bona fide as national vessels by that country to which they respectively belong. 
BELGIUM. 
(1858.) 
ART. X. The high contracting parties agree to consider and to treat as Belgian ves-
sels, and as vessels of the United States, all those which, being provided by the com-
petent authority with a passport, sea-letter, or any other sufficient document, shall be 
recognized, conformably with existing laws, as national vessels In the country to which, 
they respectively belong. . 
Repeated in Art. IX of treaty of 1875. 
BOLIVIA. 
(1858.) 
ART. V. For the better understanding of the preceding article, and taking into con-
sideration the actual state of the commercial marine of the Republic of Bolivia, it i&· 
stipulated and agreed that a]f. vessels belonging exclusively to a citizen or citizens of 
said Republic, and whose captain is also a citizen of the same, though the construc-
tion or the crew are or may be foreign, shall be considered, for all the objects of this· 
treaty, as a Bolivian vessel. 
.A:RT. XXII. To avoid all kind of vexation and abuse in the examination of the pa-
pers relating to the ownership of the vessels belonging to the citizens of the two con-
tacting parties, they agree that, in case one of them should be engaged in war, the-
ships and vessels belonging to the citizens of the other must be furnished with sea_ 
letters or passports, expressing the name, property, and bulk of the ships, as also th& 
name and place of habitation of the master and commander of said vessel, in order that 
it may thereby appear that said ship truly belongs to the citizens of one of the par-
ties; they likewise agree that such ships being laden, besides the said sea-letters or 
passports, shall also be provided with certificates, containing the several particulars· 
of the cargo, and the place whence the ship sailed, so that it may be known whether 
any forbidden or contraband goods be on board the same; which certificates shall be 
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without such requisites said vessels may be detained, to be adjudged by the compe-
tent tribunal, and may be declared legal prize, unless the said defect shall prove to be 
owing to accident, and supplied by testim:my entirely equivalent. 
BRAZIL. 
(1828.) 
.ART. IV (:final clause). The Government of the United States, however, considering 
the present state of the navigation of Brazil, agrees that a vessel shall be considered 
as Brazilian when the proprietor and captain are subjects of Brazil and the papers 
are in legal form . 
.ART. XXI. To avoid all kind of vexation and abuse in the examination of the pa-
rpers relating to the ownership of the vessels belonging to the citizens and subjects of 
the two contracting parties, they have agreed, and do agree, that in case one of them 
,shall be engaged in war, the ships and vessels belonging tu the citizens or subjects of 
the other must be furnished with sea-letters or passports, expressing the name, prop-
erty, and bulk of the ship, as also the name and place of habitation of tke master or 
commander of said vessel, in order that it may thereby appear that the ship really 
and truly belongs to the citizens or subjects of one of the parties; they have likewise 
.agreed, that such ships being laden, besides the sea-letters or passports, shall also be 
provided with certificates containing the several particulars of the cargo, and the 
place whence the ship sailed, so that it may be known whether any forbidden or con-
traband goods be on board the _same; which certificates shall be made out by the 
officers of the place whence the ship sailed, in the accustomed form; without such 
requisites said vessel may be detained, to be adjudged by the competent tribunal, 
and may be declared legal prize, unless the said defect shall be proved to be owing to 
accident, and be satisfied or supplied by testimony entirely equivalent. 




ART. XIX. To avoid all kind of vexation and abuse in the examination of the 
papers relating to the ownership of the vessels belonging to the citizens of the two 
.contracting parties, they have agreed, and do agree, that in case one of them shall 
be engaged in war, the ships and vessels belonging to the citizens of the other must 
be furnished with sea-letters or passports, expressing the name, property, and bulk 
of the ship, as also the name and place of habitation of the master or commander of 
of said vessel, in order that it may thereby appear that the ship really and truly be-
longs to the citizens of one of the parties; they have likewise agreed that, such ships 
being laden, besides the sea-letters or passports, shall also be provided with certifi-
cates containing the several particulars of the cargo, and the place whence the ship 
sailed, so that it may be known whether any forbidden or contraband goods be on 
board the same; which certificates shall be made out by the officers of the place 
whence the ship sailed, in the accustomed form; without which requisites said ves-
-sel may be detained, to be adjudged by the competent tribunal, and may be cleclared 
legal prize, unless the said defect shall be proved to be owing to accident, and be sat-
·is:fied or supplied by testimony entirely equivalent. 
This treaty terminated Jan. 20, 1850. See supra, § 137a. 
COLOMBIA. 
(1824.) 
ART. XIX. To avoid all kind of vexation and abuse in the examination of the pa-
pers relating to the ownership of the vessels belonging to the citizens of the two 
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contracting parties, they hav.e agreed, and do agree, that in case one of them ohoultl 
be engaged in war, the ships and vessels belonging to the citizens of the other must 
be furnished with sea-letters or passports, expressing the name, property, and bulk 
of the ship, as also the name and place of habitation of the master or commander 
of said vessel, in order that it may thereby appear that the ship really and truly be-
longs to the citizens of one of the parties; they have likewise agreed that such ships· 
being laden, besides the said sea-letters or passports, shall also be provided with certifi-
cates containing the several particulars of the cargo, and the place whence the ship 
sailed, so that it may be known whether any forbidden or contraband goods be on 
board the same; which certificates shall be made out by the officers of the place 
whence the ship sailed in the accustomed form; without which requisites said vessel 
may be detained to be adjudged by the competent tribunal, and may be declared legal 
prize, unless the said defect shall be satisfied or supplied by testimony entirely equiv-
alent. 
This treaty terminated by limitation, Oct. 3, 1836. See Bupm, §§ 137a, 145. 
DoMINICAN REPUBLIC. 
(1867.) 
ART. VIII. For the better understanding of the preceding stipulations, it has been 
agreed that every vessel belonging exclusively to a citizen or citizens of the Domin-
ican Republic, and whose captain is also a citizen of the same, such vessel having 
also complied with all the other requisites established by law to acquire such national 
character, though the construction and crew are or may be foreign, shall be consid-
ered, for all the objects of this treaty, as a Dominican vessel. 
ART. XVI. In time of war the merchant ships belonging to the citizens of either of 
the contracting parties, which shall be bound to a port of the enemy of one of the 
parties, and concerning whose voyage and the art.icles of their cargo there shall be 
just gl·ounds of suspicion, shall be obliged to exhiuit, as well upon the high seas as 
in the ports or roads, not only their passports, but likewise their certificates, showing 
that their goods are not of the quality of those which are specified to be contraband 
in the thirteenth article of the present convention. 
ECUADOR. 
(1839.) 
ART. V. For the better understanding of the preceding article, and taking into 
consideration the actual state of the commercial marine of Ecuador, it has been stipu-
lated and agreed that all vessels belonging exclusively to a citizen or citizens of said 
Republic, and whose captain is also a citizen of the same, though the construction or 
the crew are or may be foreign, shall be considered, for all the objects of this treaty, 
as an Ecuadorian vessel. 
ART. XXII. To avoid all kind of vexation and abuse in the examination of the 
papers relating to the ownership of the vessels belonging to the citizens of the two 
contracting parties, they have agreed, and do agree, that in case one of them should be 
engaged in war, the ships and vessels belonging to the citizens of the other must be 
furnished with sea-letters or passports, expressing the name, property, and bulk of 
the ships; as also the uame and place of habitation of the master and commander 
of said vessel, in order that it may thereby appear that said ship truly belong~> to the 
citizens of one of the parties. They have likewise agreed that such ships, being 
laden, besides the said sea-letters or passports,"shall also be provided with certificates 
containing the several particulars of t,he cargo, and the place whence the ship sailed, 
so t.hat it may be known whether any forbidden or contraband goods be on board the-
same; which certificates shall be made out by the officers of the place whence the ship 
sailed, in the accustomed form; without such requisites said vessels may be detained,. 
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to be adjudged by the competent tribunal, and may be declared legal prize, unless 
the said defect shall be proved to be owing to accident, and satisfied and supplied by 
testimony entirely equivalent. 
FRANCE. 
(1778.) 
ART. XXV. To the end that all manner of dissensions and quarrels may be avoided 
and prevented, on one side and the other, it is agreed that in case either of the parties 
hep:~to should be engaged in war, the ships and vessels belonging to the subjects or 
people of the other ally must be furnished with sea-letters or passport~, expressing 
the name, property, and bulk of the ship, as also the name and place of habitation of 
the master or commander of the said ship, that it may appear thereby that the ship 
really and truly belongs to the subjects of one of the parties, which passport shall be 
made out and granted according to the form annexed to this treaty; they shall like~ 
wise be recalled every year, that is, if the ship happens to return home within the 
space of a year. It is likewise agreed that such ships being laden at·e to be provided 
not only with passports as above mentioned, but also with certificates, containingthf' 
several particulars of the cargo, the place whence the ship sailed, and whither she il' 
bound, that so it may be known whether any forbidden or contraband goods be or· 
board the same; which certificate shall be made out by the officers of the place whencf 
the ship set sail, in the accustomed form; and if any one shall think it fit or advisable 
to express in the said certificates the person to whom the goods on board belong, be 
may freely do so. 
(1800.) 
ART. XVI. The merchant ships belonging to the citizens of either of the contracting 
parties, which shall be bound to a port of the enemy of one of the parties, and con-
cerning whose voyage and the articles of their cargo there shall be just grounds of 
suspicion, shall be obliged to exhibit, as well upon the high seas as in the ports or 
roads, not only their passports, but likewise their certificates, showing that their 
goods are not of the quality of those which are specified to be contraband in the 
thirteenth article of the present convention. 
As to the termination of these treaties, see Bltpra, § § 137 a, 148 ff, 248. 
GUATEMALA. 
(1849.) 
ART. XXI. To avoid all kind of vexation and abuse in the examination of the pa-
pers relating to the ownership of the vessels belonging to the citizens of the two con-
tracting parties, they have agreed, and do agree, that in case one of them should be 
engaged in war, the ships and vessels belonging to the citizens of the other must be 
furnished with sea-letters or passports expressing the name, property, and bulk of the 
ship, as also the name and place of habitation of the master or commander of said 
vessel, in order that it may thereby appear that the ship really and truly belongs to 
the citizens of one of the parties. They have likewise agreed that such ships, being 
laden, besides the said sea-letters or passports, shall also be provided with certificates 
containing the several particulars of the cargo and the place whence the ship sailed. 
so that it may be known whether any forbidden or contraband goods be on board the 
same; which certificates shall be made out by the officers of the place whence the 
ship sailed, iu the accustomed form; without which requisite~ said vessel may be de-
tained to be adjudged by the competent tribunal, and may be declared legal prizA, 
unless the said defect shall be satisfiecl or supplied by testimony entirely equivalent. 
This treaty terminated Nov. ·1, 1874; see 8upra, ~ 1:3ia. 
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HANOVER. 
(1840.) 
ART. II. The privileges secured by the present article to the vessels of the respect-
ive high contracting parties shall only extend to such as are built within their re-
spective territories, or lawfully condemned as prize of war, or adjudged to be for-
feited for a breach of the municipal laws of either of the parties, and belonging 
wholly to their citizens or subjects respectively, and of which the master, officers, 
and two-thirds of the crew shall consist of the citizens or subjects of the country to 
which the vessel belongs. 
(1846.) 
ART. V. The privileges secured by the present treaty to the respective vessels of the 
high contracting parties shall only extend to such as are built within their respect-
ive territories, or lawfully condemned as prize of war, or adjudged to be forfeited 
for a breach of the municipal laws of either of the high contracting parties, and belong-
ing wholly to their citizens or subjects. 
It is further stipulated that vessels of the Kingdom of Hanover may select their 
crews from any of the states of the Germanic Confederation, provided that the mas-
ter of each be a subject of the Kingdom of Hanover. 
Hanover was absorbed in Germany in 1866. See supra, § 137a. 
HANSEATIC REPUBLICS. 
(1827.) 
ART. IV. In consideration of the limited extent of the territories of the Republics of 
Lubeck, Bremen, and Hamburg, and of the intimate connection of trade and naviga-
tion subsisting between these Republics, it is hereby stipulated and agreed, that any 
vessel which shall be owned exclusively by a citizen or citizens of any or either of 
them, and of which the master shall also be a citizen of any or either of them, and 
provided three-fourths of the crew shall be citizens or subjects of any or either of the 
said Republics, or of any or either of the states of the Confederation of Germany, 
such vessel, so owned and navigated, shall, for all the purposes of this convention, 
be taken to be and considered as a vessel belonging to Lubeck, Bremen, or Hambdrg. 
See, as to absorption in Germany, supra,§ 1~7a. 
HAYTI. 
(1864.) 
ART. XXIII. To avoid all kind of vexation and abuse in the examination of the 
papers relating to the ownership of the vessels belonging to the citizens of the con-
tracting parties, it is hereby agreed that when one party shall be engaged in war, 
and the other party shall be neutral, the vessels of the neutral party shall be furnished 
with passports, that it may appear thereby that they really belong to citizens of the 
neutral party. These passports shall be valid for any number of voyages, but shall 
be renewed every year. 
If the vessels are laden, in addition to the passports above named they shall be pro-
vided with certificates, in due form, made out by the officers of the place whence they 
sailed, so that it may be known whether they carry any contraband goods. And if 
it shall not appear from the said certificates that there are contraband good.s on board, 
the vessels shall be permitted to proceed on their voyage. If it shall appear from the 
certificates that there are contraband goods on board any such vessel, and the com-
mander of the same shall offer to deliver them up, that offer shall be accepted and a 
receipt for the same shall be given, and the vessel shall be at liberty to pursue her 
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voyage unless the quantity of contraband goods be greater than can be conveniently 
received on board the ship-of-war or privateer, in which case, as in all other cases of 
just detention, the vessel shall be carried to the nearest safe and convenient port for 
the delivery ofthe same. 
In case any vessel shall not be furnished with such passport or certificates as are 
,above required for the same, such case may be examined by a proper judge or tribunal; 
and if it shall appear from other documents or proofs, admissible by the usage of na-
tions, that the vessel belongs to citizens or subjects of the neutral party, it shall not be 
<~onfiscated, but shall be released with her cargo (contraband goods excepted), and 
be permitted to proceed on her voyage. 
ITALY. 
(1871.) 
ART. XVII. All vessels sailing under the flag of the United States, and furnished 
with such papers as their laws require, shall be regarded in Italy as vessels of the 
United States, and reciprocally, all vessels sailin't under theJlag of Italy, and fur-
nished with the papers which the laws of Italy require, shall be regarded in the 
United States as Italian vessels. · 
MECKLENBURG-SCHWERIN. 
(1847.) 
~RT. V. The privileges secured by the present treaty to the respective vessels of the 
high contracting parties shall only extend to such as are built within their respective 
territories, or lawfully condemned as prizes of war, or adjudged to be forfeited for a 
breach of the municipal laws of either of the high contracting parties, and belong-
ing wholly to their subjects or citizens. 
It is further stipulated that vessels of the Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-Sc'!twerin 
may select their crews from any of the states of the Germanic Confederation, provided 
that the master of each be a subject of the Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin. 
As to absorption in Germany, see supra, § 137a. 
MEXICO. 
(1831.) 
ART. XXIII. To avoid all kinds of vexation and abuse in the examination of the 
papers relating to the ownership of vessels belonging to the citizens of the two con-
tracting parties, they have agreed, and do agree, that in case one of them should be 
engaged in war, the vessels belonging to the citizens of the other must be furnished 
with sea-letters or passports, expressing the name, property, and bulk of the vessel, 
and also the name and place of habitation of the master or commander of said ves-
sel, in order that it may thereby appear that the said vessel really and truly belongs 
to the citizens of one of the contracting parties; they have likewise agreed that such 
vessels, being laden, besides the said sea-letters or passports, shall also be provided 
with certificates containing the several particulars of the cargo and the place whence 
the vessel sailed, so that it may be known whether any forbidden or contraband goods 
be on board the same; which certificate shall be made out by the officers of the place 
whence the vessel sailed, in the accustomed form; without which requisites the said 
vessel may be detained, to be adjudged by the competent tribunal, and may be de-
clared legal prize, unless the said defect shall be satisfied or supplied by testimony 
entirely equivalent to the satisfaction of the competent tribunal. 
This treaty terminated Nov. 30, 1881. See supra, § 137a. 
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l\:IOROCCO. 
(1836.) 
ART. IV. A signal, or pass, shall be given to all vessels belonging to both parties, 
by which they are to be known when they meet at sea; and if the commander of a 
ship-of-war of either party shall have other ships under his convoy, the declaration 
of the commander shall alone be sufficient to exempt any of them from examination. 
NETHERLANDS. 
(1782.) 
ART. XXV. To the end that all dissension and quarrel may be avoided and pre-
vented, it has been agreed, that in case that one of the two parties happens to be at 
war, the vessels belonging to the ~:~ubjects or inhabitants of the other ally shall be pro- · 
vided with sea-letters or passports, expressing the name, the property, and the burden 
of the vessel, as also the name and the place of abode of the master or commander of 
the said vessel, to the e:Jid that thereby it may appear that the vessel really and truly 
belongs to subje9ts or inhabitants of one of the parties; which passports shall be drawn 
and distributed according to the form annexed to this treaty; each time that the 
vessel shall return she should have such her passport renewed, or at least they ought 
not to be of more ancient date than two years before the vessel has been returned to 
her own country. 
It has been also agreed that. such vessels, being loaded, ought to be provided, not 
only with the said passports or sea-letters, but also with a general passport, or with 
particular passports or manifests, or other public documents. which are ordinarily 
given to vessels outward bound in the ports from whence the vessels have set sail in 
the last place, containing a specification of the cargo, of the place from whence the 
vessel departed, and of that of her dest.ination, or, instead of all thesP, with certifi-
cates from the magistrates or governors of cities, places, and colonies from whence 
the vessel came, given in the usual form, to the end that it may be known whether 
there are any effects prohibited or contraband, on board the vessels, and whether they 
are destined to be carried to an enemy's country or not; and in case any one judges 
proper to express in the said documents the persons to whom the effects on board be-
long he may do it freely, without, however, being bound to do it; and the omission 
of such expression cannot and ought not to cause a confiscation. 
As to how far this treaty continues operative see Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. 
De Westenberg, Apr. 9, 1873, quoted supm, § 137; and see also snpra, § 
137a. Cf. comments of Judge Story in the Amiable Isabella, 6 Wheat., 74. 
(1839.) 
ART. IV. The contracting parties agree to consider and treat as vessels of the United 
States and of the Netherlands all such as, being furnished by the competent authority 
with a passport or sea-letter, shall, under the then existing laws and regulations, be 
recognized as national vessels by the country to which they respectively belongy 
NEW GRANADA. 
(1846.) 
ART. XXII. To avoid all kind of vexation and abuse in the examination of the 
papers relating to the ownership of the vessels belonging to the citizens of the two 
contra.cting parties, they have agreed, and do hereby agree, that in case one of them 
should be engaged in war, the ships and vessels belonging to the citizens of the other 
must be furnished with sea-letters or passports, expressing the name, property, and bulk 
of the ship, as also t.he name and place of habitation of the master and commander of 
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the said vessel, in order that it may thereby appear that the ship really and truly be-
longs to the citizens of one of the parties; they have likewise agreed that when such 
ships have a ca.rgo, they shall also be provided, besides the said sea-letters or pass-
ports, with certificates containing the several partiuulars of the cargo and the place 
whence the ship sailed, so that it may be known whether any forbidden or contraband 
goods are on board the same; which certificates shall be madeoutbytheofficers of the 
place whence the ship sailed, in the accustomed form; without which requisites said 
vessel may be detained, to be adjudged by the competent tribunal, and may be de-
clared lawful prize, unless the said defect shall be proved to be owing to accident and 
shall be satisfied or supplied by testimony entirely equivalent. 
See supra, § 145. 
OTTOMAN EMPIRE. 
(1862.) 
ART. X. All vessels which, according to the laws of the United States, are to be 
deemed vessels of the United States, and all vessels which, according to Ottoman 
laws, are to be deemed Ottoman vessels, shall, for the purposes of this treaty, be deemed 
vessels of the United States and Ottoman vessels respectively. 
See as to this treaty, supra, § 165. 
PARAGUAY. 
(1859.) 
ART. VII. All vessels which, according to the laws of the United States of America, 
are to be deemed vessels of the United States of America, and all vessels which, ac-
cording to the laws of Paraguay, are to be deemed Paraguayan vessels, shall, for the 
purposes of this treaty, be deemed vessels of the United States of America and Para-
gu~yan vessels, respectively. 
PERU. 
(1870.) 
ART. XXV. Both contracting parties likewise agree that when one of them shall be 
engg,ged in war the vessels of the other must be furnished with sea-letters, patents, 
or passports, in which shall be expressed the name, burden of the vessel, and the 
name and place of residence of the owner and master, or captain thereof, in order that 
it may appear that the vesseJ really and truly belongs to citizens of the said other party. 
It is also agreecl that such vessel, being laden, besides the sea-letters, patents, or pass. 
ports, shall be provided with manifests or certificates containing the particularR of the 
cargo, and the place where it was taken on board, so that it may be known whether 
any part of the same consists of contraband or prohibited articles; which certificate 
shall be made out in the accustomed form by the authorities of the port whence tho 
vessel sailed; without which requisites the vessel may be detained, to be adjudged 
by the competent tribunals, and may be declared good and legal prize, unless it shall 
be proved that the said defect or omission was owning to accident, or unless it shall be 
· satisfied or supplied by testimony equivalent in the opinion of the said tribunals, for 
which purpose there shall be allowed a reasonable length of time to procure and 
present it. 
This treaty terminated March 31,1886; see sup1·a, § 137a. 
PRUSSIA. 
(1785.) 
ART. XIV. And in the same case where one of the parties is engaged in war with 
another power, that the vessels of the neutral party may be readily ar.d certainly 
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known, it is agreed that they shall be provided with sea-letters or passports, which 
shall express the name, the property, and burden of the vessel, as also the name 
and dwelling of the master; which passports shall be made out in good and due 
forms (to be settled by conventions between the parties whenever occasion shall re-
quire), shall be renewed as often as the vessel shall return into port, and shall be ex-
hibited whensoever required, as we1l in the opeu sea as in port. But if the said vessel 
be under convoy of one or more vessels-of-war belonging to the neutral party, the 
simple declaration of the officer commanding the convoy, that the said vessel belongs 
to the party of which he is, shall be considered as establishing the fact, and shall re· 
lieve both parties from the trouble of further examination. 
This treaty terminated Oct., 1796, by its own limitation. See supra, § 137a. 
(1799.) 
ART. XIV. To insure to the vessels of the two contracting parties the ad vantage of 
being readily and certainly known in time of war, it is agreed that they shall be pro-
vided with the sea-letters and documents hereafter specified: 
1. A passport, expressing the name, the property, and the burden of the vessel, as 
also the name and dwelling of the master, which passport shall be made out in good 
and due form, shall be renewed as often as the vessel shall return into port, and shall 
be exhibited whensoever required, as well in the open sea as in port. But if the ves-
Rel be under convoy of one or more vessels-of-war, belonging to the neutral party, the 
simple declaration of the officer commanding the convoy, that the said vessel belongs 
to the party of which be is, shall be considered as establishing the fact, and shall re-
lieve both parties from the trouble of further examination. 
As to this clause, see comments by Judge Story in the Amiable Isabella, 6 
Wheat., 72. 
As their production ought to be exacted only when one of the contracting parties 
shall be at war, and as their exhibition ought to have no other object than to prove 
the neutrality of the vessel, its cargo, and company, they shaJl not be deemed abso-
lutely necessary on board such vessels belonging to the neutral party as shall have 
sailed from its ports before or within three months after the Government shall have 
been informed of the state of war in which the belligerent party shall be engaged. In 
the interval, in default of these specific documents, the neutrality of the vessel may 
be established by such other evidence as the tribunals authorized to judge of the case 
may deem sufficient. 
Terminated by limitation June 22, 1810; see supra, §§ 137a, 149. 
SAN SALVADOR. 
(1870.) 
ART. XXII. To avoid all kinds of vexation and abuse in the examination of the papers 
relating to the ownership of the vessels belonging to the citizens of the two contract-
ing parties, they have agreed, and do hereby agree, that in case one of t,hem should be 
engaged in war, the ships and vessels belonging to the citizens of the other must be 
furnished with sea-letters or passports expressing the name, property, and bulk of 
the ship, as also the name and place of habitation of the master and commander of 
the said vessel, in order that it may thereby appear that the ship really and truly be-
longs to the citizens of one of the parties. They have likewise agreed that when such 
ships have a cargo, they shall also be provided, besides the said sea-letters or passports, 
with cert,ificates containing the several particulars of the car~o and the place whence 
the ship sailed, so that it may be known whether any forbidden or contraband goods 
are on board the same; which certificates shall be made out by the officers of the 
place whence the ship sailed, in the accustomed form; without which requisites said 
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vessel may be detained to be adjudged by the competent tribunal, and may be de-
clared lawful prize, unless the said defect shall be proved to be owing to accident,. 
and shall be satisfied or supplied by testimony entirely equivalent. 
The same provision is in treaty of 1850. 
SPAIN. 
(1795.) 
ART. XVII. To the end that all manner of dissensions and quarrels may be 
avoided and prevented on one side and the other, it is agreed, that in case either of 
the parties hereto should be engaged in a war, the ships and vessels belonging to the 
subjects or people of the other party must be furnished with sea-letters or passports, 
expressing the name, property, and bulk of the ship, as also the name and place of 
habitation of the master or commander of the said ship, that it may appear thereby 
that the ship really and truly belongs to the subjects of one of the parties, which 
passport shall be made out and granted according to the form annexed to this treaty. 
They shall likewise be recalled every year, that is, if the ship happens to return home 
within the space of a year. 
It is likewise agreed that such ships, being laden, are to be provided not only with 
passports as above mentioned, but also with certificates, containing the several par-
ticulars of the cargo, the place whence the ship sailed, that so it may be known 
whether any forbidden or contraband goods be on board the same; which certificates 
shall be made out by the officers of the place whence the ship sailed in the accus-
tomed form. And if any one shall think it fit or advisable to express in the said cer-
tificates the person to whom the goods on board belong, he may freely do so: With-
out which requisites they may be sent to one of the ports of the other contracting 
party, and adjudged by the competent tribunal, according to what is above set forth, 
that all the circumstances of this omission having been well examined, they shall be 
adjudged to be legal prizes, unless they shall give legal satisfaction of their property 
by testimony entirely equivalent. 
In the Amiable Isabella, 6 Wheat., 1, it was held that the first clause of the 
above treaty is inoperative, from the failure of the treaty to annex the form 
of passport. 
A note as to this omission is given in its place, supra, ~ 161. 
SWEDEN. 
(178:3.) 
ART. XI. In order to avoid and prevent on both sides all disputes and discord, it is 
agreed that, in case one of the parties shall be engaged in a war, the ships and vessels 
belonging to the subjects or inhabitants of the other shall be furnished with sea-let-
ters or passports, expressing the name, property, and port of the vessel, and also the 
same and place of abode of the master or commander of the said vessel, in order that 
it may thereby appear that the said vessel really and truly belongs to the subjects of 
the one or the other party. These passports, which shall be drawn up in good and 
due form, shall be renewed every time the vessel returns home in the course of the 
year. It is also agreed that the said vessels, when loaded, shall be provided not only 
with sea-letters, but also with certificates containing a particular account of the 
cargo, the place from which the vessel sailed, and that of her destination, in order 
that it may be known whether they carry any of the prohibited or contraband mer-
chandises mentioned in the 9th article of the present treaty; which certificates shall 
be made out by the officers of the place from which the vessel shall depart. 
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TWO SICILIES. 
(1855.) 
ART. IX. The national character of the vessels of the respective countries shall be 
recognized and admitted by each of the parties, according to its own laws and special 
rules, ·by means of papers granted by the competent authorities to the captains or mas-
ters. And no vessels of either of the contracting parties shall be entitled to profit by 
the immunities and advantages granted in the present treaty, unless they are pro-
vided with the proper papers and certificates, as required by the regulations existing 
in the respective countries, to establish their tonnage and their nationality. 
'l'his country has been absorbed in Italy. See supra, §§ 137a, 152. 
TRIPOLI. 
(1796.) 
ART. IV. Pro per passports are to be given to all vessels of both parties, by which 
they are to be known. And considering the distance between the two countries, eight-
een months from the date of this treaty shall be allowed for procuring such passports. 
During this interval the other papers belonging to such vessels shall be sufficient for 
their protection. 
See Article VI, treaty oi' 1805. 
TUNIS. 
(1797.) 
ART. IV. On both sides sufficient passports shall be given to vessels, that they may 
be known and treated as friendly ; and, considering the distance between the two 
countries, a term of eighteen months is given, within which term respect shall be 
paid to the said passports, without requiring the conge or document (which, at Tunis, 
iEI called testa), but after the said term the conge shall be presented. 
VENEZUELA. 
(1836.) 
ART. V. For the better understanding of the preceding article, and taking into con-
sideration the actual state of the commercial marine of the Republic of Venezuela, it 
has been stipulated and agreed that all vessels belonging exclusively to a citizen or 
citizens of said Republic, and whose captain is also a citizen of the same, though the 
construction or crew are or may be foreign, shall be considered, for all the objects of 
this treaty, as a Venezuelan vessel. 
Repeated in Art. VIII, treaty of 1860. 
ART. XXII. To avoid all kind of vexation and abuse in the examination of the papers 
relating to the ownership of the v-essels belonging to the citizens of the two contract-
ing parties, they have agreed, and do agree, that in case one of them should be en-
gaged in war, the ships and vessels belonging to the citizens of the other must be fur-
nished with sea-letters, or passports, expressing the name, property, and bulk of the 
ships, as also the name and place of habitation of the master or commander of said 
vessel, in order that it may thereby appear that said ship really and truly belongs to 
t,he citizens of one of the parties; they have likewise agreed that such ship, being 
laden, besides the said sea-letters, or passports, shall also be provided with certificates 
containing the several particulars of the cargo, and the place whence the ship sailed, 
so that it may be known whether any forbidden or contraband goods be on board the 
same j which certificates shall be made out by the officers of the place whence the 
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ship sailed, in the accustomed form. Without such requisites said vessels may be 
detained, to be adjudged by the competent tribunal, and may be declared legal prize, 
unless the said defect shall be proved to be owing to accident, and satisfied or supplied 
by testimony entirely equivalent. 
This treaty terminated by notice Jan., 1851; see supra, §§ 137a, 165a. 
(1860.) 
ART. XVI. And that captures on light suspicions may be avoided, and injuries 
thence arising prevented, it is agreed that, when one party shall be engaged in war, 
and the· other party be neutral, the ships of the neutral party shall be furnished with 
passports, that it may appear thereby that the ships really belong to the citizens of 
the neutral party; they shall be valid for any number of voyages, but shall be re-
newed every year-that is, if t,he ship happens to return home in the space of a year. 
If the ships are laden, they shall be provided, not ouly with the passports above men-
tioned, but also with certificates, so that it may be known whether they carry any con-
traband goods. No other paper shall be required, any usage or ordinance to the con-
trary notwithstanding. And if it shall not appear from the said certificates that there 
are contraband goods on board, the ships shall be permitted to proceed on their voy-
age. If it shall appear from the certificates that there are contraband goods on board 
any such ship, and the commander of tht- same shall offer to deliver them up, the offer 
shall be accepted, and a receipt for the same shall be given, and the ship shall. be at 
libel'ty to pursue its voyage1 unless the quantity of the contraband goods be greater 
than can conveniently be received on board ljhe ship -of-war or privateer; in whicll 
case, as in all other cases of just detention, the ship shall be carried into the nearest safe 
and convenient port for the delivery of the same. 
If any ship shall not be furnished with such passport or certificates as are above re-
quired for the same, such case may be examined by a proper judge or tribunal; and if 
it shall appear from other documents or proofs, admissible by the usage of nations, that 
the ship belongs to the citizens or subjects of the neutral party, it shall not be confis-
cated, but shall be released with her cargo (contraband goods excepted), and be per-
mitted to proceed on her voyage. 
If the master of a ship, named in the passport, should happen to die, or. be removed 
by any other cause, and another put in his place, the ship and cargo shall, nevertheless, 
be equally secure, and the passport rema~n in full force. 
This treaty terminated by notice, Oct. 22, 1870. See supra, § 137 a. 
The above clauses are cited, not as establishing as a principle of the 
law of nations that sea· letters or passports are proof of a ship's nation-
ality, but as showing that they were at the time generally recognized 
as having this effect. 
"No sea-letter or other document certifying or proving any vessel to 
be the property of a citizen of the United States shall be issued, except 
to vessels duly registered, or enrolled and licensed as vessels of the 
United States, or to vessels which shall be wholly owned by citizens ()f 
the United States, and furnished with or entitled to sea,-letters or other 
custom-house documents." [ A.ct Mar. 20, 1810.] 
Rev. Stat., § 4190. 
"ART. 14. Marine documents consist of certificates of registry and 
enrolment, and licenses. R. S., 4312 and 4319. 
"ART. 15. In addition to these, sea-letters and passports for vessels 
m;:ty be issued through collectors, on application, to registered vessels 
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engaged in the foreign trade by sea, as an additional vrotection and 
evidence of nationality. They are to be in all cases surrendered with 
the certificate of registry at the expiration of the voyage. R. S., 4306 
and 4307. 
"ART. 93. Foreign-built or denationalized vessels purchased and 
wholly owned by citizens of the United States, whether purchased of 
belligerents or neutrals during a war to which the United States are 
not a party, or in peace, of foreign owners, are entitled to the protec-
tion of the authorities and flag of the United States, as the property of 
American citizens, although no register, enrolment, license, or other 
marine document, prescribed by the laws of the United States, can be 
lawfully i~sued to such vessels. 
"ART. 94. To enable, however, the owners of a vessel so circum-
stanced, to protect their rights, if molested or questioned, the collector-
of the customs, though forbidden by law to grant any marine document,_ 
may lawfully make record of the bill of sale in his office, authenticate 
its validity in form and substance, and deliver to the owner a certificate t() 
that effect, certifying, also, that the owner is a citizen of the United States. 
"These facts, thus authenticated, if the transfer was in good faith, 
entitle the vessel to protection as the lawful property of a citizen of the-
United States; and the authentiuation of the bill of sale and of citizen·· 
ship will be prima facie proof of such good faith." 
Treasury Regulations, 1884. 
In U. S. v. Rogers, 3 Sumner, 342 (1838), it may be inferred from 
Judge Story's opinion that a ship without proper municipal papers is 
not an ''American vessel" under the statute of March 3, 1835,Rev. Stat., 
§ 5359, making revolt indictable. S. P. U.S. v. Jenkins, 1 N.Y. Leg. 
Obs., 344. But in U. S. v. Peterson, 1 Wood. and M., 305 (1846), it was 
held by Judge Woodbury that an indictment in such case could be sus-
tained on proof that the vessel was owned by American citizens and 
sailed from an American port. And in U. S. v. Seagrist, 4 Blatch., 42(} 
(1860), it was held that proof' of American ownership alone was sufficient. 
"The objection that no documentary proof, such as a bill of sale or 
registry, was put in establishing the national character of the vessel~ 
cannot avail the defendants. The master testified that she was owned 
in this city, by American citizens, and it was only necessary for the-
prosecution to prove that she was American property to support the-
indictment. It was not, in any way, an issue, on the trial, whether she· 
was entitled to the privileges of an American bottom, under our revenue 
laws. The only fact involved was whether she was American property, 
and of' this there can be no doubt. (3 Kent's Com., 130, 132, 150)." 
Betts, J., U. S. v. Seagrist, 4 Blatchf., 421. 
''In Marshall (p. 317) a distinction is made between a passport and a 
sea-letter. The former is <lefined to be a permission from a neutral to a 
master of a ship to proceed on the voyage proposed, and usually con.-
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tains his name and residence, the name, description, and destination of 
the ship, with such other matters as the practice of the place requires. 
This document he describes as essentially necessary for the safety of 
every ship. * * * 
"lt has been the policy of the United States, 1n common with other 
commercial nations, to encourage their own ships. Our navigation act 
.enumerates and describes certain Yessels, and empllaticall,ydenominates 
them ships or vessels of tlle United States. Their distinguishing char-
acteristics are tllat they are built, owned, and commanded by citizens 
of this country. They are registered with the collector and are entitled 
to a certificate called a register. Tllis register is of itself COllsitlered a 
competent document to prove the ship American, and would in most 
cases serve as a sufficient prot~ction against capture. But cases occur 
wherein this register is not granted to vessels owned by citizens of the 
United States. Tlle principal case is where the vessel is built out of 
the conn try. In such case the collector cannot grant a register; but it 
being proper and necessary that the owner should Lave some document 
to protect his property against the rapacity of cruisers on the ocean, 
and to establish his neutrality, a formula has been devised and is 
granted, called a certificate of ownership. With a view to the encour-
aging of ship-building in this country a discrimination is also made in 
the duties of tonnage. Ships of the United States pay at the rate of 6 
cents per ton; ships built within tlle United States after a certain 
period, but belonging wholly, or in part, to foreigners, 30 cents per ton; 
.and all other ships 50 cents a ton. Hence, under both beads of own-
-ership and the place of building all vessels are considered, by our laws, 
under four distinct views: (1) Vessels of the United States. (2) Ves-
sels built in the United States owned by foreigners. (3) Vessels built 
<>ut of the United States owned by citizens. ( 4) Vessels built out of 
the United States owned by foreigners. 
" Vessels of the first and third classes, being owned by citizens, are 
entitled to the protection of the Government. The second and fourth 
.classes, being owned by foreigner8, cannot receive any documents which 
would in the least protect them from capture. To encourage our own 
ship-building, vessels of the United States pay but a small duty of 6 
·Cents ; vessels built and owned here by foreigners, pay a duty of 30 
-cents ; and if our citizens will go into foreign countries to build, or to 
purchase vessels, they are put on the same footing as foreigners~ owning 
foreign vessels, with regard to the rate of duties, although as citizens 
they have a right to demand the protecting band of the Government for 
their property. Hence arises the division of vessels owned by citizens 
into two classes, vessels of the United States or registered vessels, and 
vessels belonging to the citizens of the United States, certificated but 
not registered. The owners of the latter description of vessels, consid-
~ering this certificate of ownership as a sufficient shield for neutral prop· 
erty, denominated it a sea-letter; and it may have obtained that ap-
pellation at the time our first navigation act was passed, which was in 
the year 1789, some years before the letter from the Secretary of the 
Treasury set forth in tbe bill of exceptions, was written. This term 
was at a subsequent period ingrafted into our statute book, as I shall 
presently show. 
"In the year 1793, when a general war was kindled in Europe, the . 
President of the United States, in order that our vessels mig·ht enjoy 
the benefits stipulated by treaties and be generally protected against 
the depredations of the belligerents, ordered documents to be furnishe(l 
from the custom-houses to all ships and vessels belonging to citizens 
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of the United States. This document is denominated in the letter of 
the Secretary of the Treasury a sea-letter, and is the formub of the 
passport adopted in the treaties, and was given to certificatecl as well as. 
to registered vessels. This was a mere ExecntiYe regulation unauthor-
ized by any exiRting statute, and so it continued until the 1st of Jnne7 
179G, when an act was passed directing the Secretary of State to pre-
pare a form which, when approved by the President, should be deemed 
the form of a passport for ships and vessels of the United States. The 
form adopted was the same as described in the treaties. It was so con-
structed in order that we might have the benefit of tlwse treaties. 
The passports exhibited by the plaintiffs were issued subsequent to 
1796, and, although conformable to the formulas prescribed in the trea-
ties, they emanated from this statute. And here two remarkable cir-
cumstances occurred; the term sea-letter in the treaties was dropped 
in the statute, and the word passport adopted; and the passport was 
only authorized to be granted to registered vessels. This must have 
been ·considered as a negation of the rights of the Executive heretofore 
exercised of granting passports to certificated vessels. Hence, the cer-
tificate of American ownership being their only guard, this certificate 
was emphatically denominated their sea-letter or protection. 
''The case before us occurred in the year 1798, two years after the 
passing of the statute authorizing the granting of passports only to 
registered ships. Inconveniences having been sustained from this dis-
crimination, and certificated ships being thus deprived of so important 
a document, a law was passed on the 2d day of :l\farch, 1803, and direct-
ing that every unregistered ship or vessel owned by a citizen or citizens 
of the United States, and sailing with a sea-letter, going to any foreign 
country, should be furnished with a passport, prescribed in the former 
act, for ships and vessels of the United States. This statute is ooe of 
the only two that contain the term sea-letter, and that it is used here 
in the sense of a certificate of ownership cannot be doubted. A. pass-
port is to b.e granted to a vessel owned by a citizen sailing- with a sea-
letter. The passport authorized by a former statute is precisely the 
same with the sea-letter or passport of the treaties. If, then, by the term 
sea-letter in this statute, is intended the sea-letter or passport of the 
treaty, the provision is superfluous and idle, because it proYides for what 
already exists; and changing t,he terms to the construction insisted on by 
the defendants, the statute would read thus: 'That every unregistered 
sllip, sailing with a sea-letter, and owned by a citizen of the United 
States, shall be fu.rnished with a sea-letter,' that is, provided with what 
it already possessed. The only way to escape from this absurdity is. 
to adopt the certificate of ownership as the true and legitimate sea-letter 
But this is not all. Another statute was passed on the 14th day of 
April, 1802, where the word sea-letter is used precisely in the sense 
now contended for. The statute declares that 'the second section of the· 
act to retain a furt,her sum or drawback for the expenses incident to the 
allowance and payment thereof, and in lieu of stamp duties or de-
bentures,' shall not be deemed to operate on unregistered ships or vessels 
owned by citizens of the United ~tates at the time of pas&ing the said 
act in those cases where such ship or vessel at that time possessed a 
sea-letter or other regular document, issued from a custom-house of the 
United States, proving such a ship or \essel to be American property. 
This provision il::i intended to operate in favor of unregistered vessels 
owned by citizens. And the term sea-letter is used as synonymous 
with a regular document issued by a custom-house of the United States. 
to certificated vessels. 
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"'I consider, therefore, tlw term sea-letter, although variously under-
stood on former occasions, yet as now adopted, naturalized, and legiti-
mated in our statute uook, and its meaning perfectly defined, in the 
sense contended for by tile plaintiffs. Though mentioned in certain 
treaties as synonymous with passports, yet by statutes subsequently 
created, the term passport is exclusively used, and the word sea-letter 
transferred. and attached to a different idea. The court ought, tilere-
fore, to have decided that the legal, technical sea-letter, contemplated 
by tile supreme legislature, and spoken of in our statutes, was the certifi-
cate ot ownership granted to unregistered vessels belonging to citizens 
of the United States." 
Sleght v. Hartshorne, 2 Johns. (~. Y.), 531,543. Clinton, Senator, giYing 
opinion of rr ajority of court. 
"The insurance was upon 'the good American ship, called the Rod-
man.' These words amount to a warranty that the ship was American, 
according to the settled construction of the phrase both in this and in the 
English courts. (1 Johns. Cas., 341; 2 ibid., 168; 3 Bos. & Pull., 201,506, 
510, 514, 531; 6 East's Rep., 383.) A warranty that the property is 
American undoubtedly means that it is not only so in fact, but that it 
shall be clothed with the requisite evi<lence of its American character, 
for the purpose of protection, and in reference the law of nations, under 
the sanetion of which the voyage in question was to be conducted. (1 
Johns. Cas., 3GJ; 2 ibicl., 148.) It was proved that the ship was owned 
by the plaintiff, and tbat he was an American citizen; and, from the 
case, we are to conclude that the ship ha<l all the papers requisite for 
an American vessel, except an American register. The case is some-
what equivocal upon that point; but this we think to be the better 
construction of it. If sbe Ila<l not the documents required by our 
treaties, it ought to have been made a distinct, substantive ground of 
objection at the trial. The case states 'that tile defendants' counsel 
moved for a non-suit, on the ground that the \'esse] was warranted by 
the policy to be an American vessel, and tQ,at the plaintiff bad pro-
duced no proof of her being such; but that, ou the contrary, it appeared, 
from the testimony in the cause, that she was only a sea-letter vessel, 
without an American register.' This was an admission that she was a 
sea-letter vessel, though the competent proof of that fact is not <lis-
closed in the case, and the defendants e\'idently p1ac6d their motion for 
a non-suit on the single ground of the want of a register. If anything 
was wanted to show a compliance with the warranty, except the regis-
ter, it ought to have been expressly so stated. The presumption must 
be, after verdict, and upon this case, that every objection was supplied. 
·we are then reduced to this single point: Was thewautofa register a 
breach of the warranty~ At the time the policy was underwritten, 
there were two kinds of American vessels, the one registered, and t.he 
other unregistered and carrs"ing a sea-letter, or an official certificate of 
ownership, and both kinds were recognized by law as American ves-
sels, though the former was entitled to higher privileges under the Jaws 
of Congress. (6 Laws U. S., 72.) But in reference to the law of na-
tions, and to security upon the high seas, both species of vessels were 
equally entitled to protection as American property. There was no use 
in requiring a register for any object within the purview of the war-
ranty. The want of it did not enhance the risk. 'It is a known and 
established rule,' says Sir William Scott, in the case of the Vigilantia 
(1 Rob., 113), 'that if a vessel is navigating under tho pass of a foreign 
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country, she is considered as bearing the national character of that na-
tion under whose pass she sails; she makes a part of its navigation, 
and is in every respect liable to be considered as a vessel of that coun-
try.' vVhat was said by Lord Alvanley in Bearing v. Claggett (3 Bos. & 
Pull., 201) is not applicable, nor does it affect this doctrine. He con-
sidered tha,t the warranty of a ship to be American required an Ameri-
can register, under our navigation act and the French treaty, and that 
the privilege of carrying the American flag, as a safe-conduct among 
belligereut powers, was to be denied io all ships not sailing under a 
compliance with that act. The act he referred to was passed in 1792 
(2 Laws U.S., 131), and declared that none but registered vessels should 
be ueemed vessels of the United States entitled to the benefits and 
privileges appertaining to such vessels. He was not then apprised of 
the distinction between registered and unregistered vessels, and of the 
leg·islative recognition of the latter as American vessels, entitled to 
privileges in port as such, under the act of 1802. The act of 1792, to 
which he referred, seems, by its terms, to have left unregistered ves-
sels as alien vessels, and without the protection of the United States. 
Whether that was or was not the condition of such vessels at that time 
is not now a material inquiry, since the vessel in question, at the time 
-of the warranty, was not only American property in fact, but entitled, 
by her sea-letter, under our law and under the law of uations, to the im-
munities of the American flag. This was equivalent to what was termed 
by Sir William Scott a national pass, and so it was considered in the 
~ourt of errors, in the case of Sleght v. Hartshorne (2 Jo.hns. Rep., 531)." 
Kent, Ch. J., Barker v. Phamix Ins. Co., 8 Johns. Rep., 307, 319. 
''There are two kiuds of American vessels, registered and unregis· 
tered. The former are entitled to greater privileges within the United 
.StateR than the latter; they pay Jess tonnage, and the goods imported 
in them pay less duties. The counsel for the defendant contended, in 
the first place, that the words of the insured are to be taken most 
strongly against himself, and therefore a registered vessel which is en-
titled to the highest privileges must be intended. This is pushing the 
matter too far. Where the words are doubtful they are to be taken most 
strongly against the speaker. But not so where they are sufficiently 
clear. There being two kinds of American bottoms, if I engage that a 
certain vessel is an American bottom, generally, my engagement is 
complied with if she is an American bottom of either kind, unless it can 
be shown that such construction involves consequences at variance with 
the object of the agreement. We are then to consider the object of this 
warranty. It was to insure to the underwriters that protection to which 
neutrals are entitled. Now, if this object is answered without a regis-
ter, and if the use of a register is principally to obtain privileges of a, 
·domestic nature, there is no ground for asserting that the warranty con-
templated a registered vessel' exclusively. But if, as has been argued 
by the defendants, an unregistered \essel, though owned by citizens of 
the United States, was at the time of this insurance unprotected by the 
Government and deprived of those documents to which foreign nations 
look, as proof of neutrality, then, indeed, tliere will be strong reason for 
saying that the warranty required a registered vessel. It is necessary 
therefore, to examine what was the situation of a vessel sailing under a 
sea-letter at the date of this insurance. A good deal will depend on 
ascertaining with precision the nature of a sea-letter, concerning which 
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pally, as it appears to me, by confounding it with a different instrument, 
called a certificate of ownership. It is provided by the 25th article of 
our treaty with France that the ships and vessels of the people of both 
nations shall be furnished with sea-letters or passports. From this ex-
pression it seems that a sea-letter and a passport were considered as the 
same. I presume that during the Revolutionary War our vessels were 
furnished with this document according to treaty. During the peace 
that succeeded, it is probable that it was omitted, as there was no dan-
ger of capture. But when war broke out again between France and 
England, it became a matter of importance that our vessels should be 
so documented as to afford them protection in their navigation. .Ac-
cordingly we find that the attention of our Government was very early 
turned to this subject. In a circular letter from the Secretary of the 
·rreasury to the several collectors, of the 13th of May, 1793, he men-
tions the necessity of furnishing 'all ships and vessels belonging to cit-
izens of the United States with sea-letters, for their more perfect iden-
tification and security.' This letter was accompanied with sea-letters ac-
cording to the forin prescribed by the Government, and not materially 
different from that which had been used in the Revolutionary War. It 
is under the band of the President and seal of the 0 nited States, coun-
tersigned by the Secretary of State, and contains the·name and burden 
of the vessel, with the nature of her cargo, the name of her master, and 
·the voyage on which she is bound, with permission to depart and pro-
ceed on the voyage. It contains also a declaration that oath has been 
made by the master, proving the vessel to be the propbrty of citizens 
of the United States only. Underneath the signature of the Secretary 
of State is a certificate, signed by the collector of the port from whence 
the vessel sails, that oath has been made before him by the master 
that the said vessel is owned by citizen£ of the United States only. This 
certificate is addressed to all foreign kings and potentates, and prays. 
that ttte said master may be received and treated with kindness and 
friendship, etc. This sea-letter being furnished to all vessels, regis-
tered or unregistered, belonging to citizens of the United States, af-
forded the same protection to both. It was a passport within the· 
meaning of our treaties with France, Spain, Holland, etc., nor have 
we any reason to suppose that its efficacy was called in· question by 
either of them. Lord .Alvanley appears, therefore, to have been mis-
taken when he said, in the case of Baring, etc., v. Claggett (3 Bos. & 
Pull., 213), that our unregistered vessels were not protected from capt-
ure by our treaty with France. It is true by the registering act of the· 
31st of December, 1792, it is declared that none other than registered 
vessels 'should be denominated and deemed vessels of the United. 
States entitled to the benefits and privileges appertaining to such. 
vessels.' But those benefits and privileges were of a · municipal nature, 
with wbich foreign powers bad no concern. On the 1st of June, 1796,. 
an act was passed directing the Secretary of State, with the approba-
tion of the President, to prepare a form of passport for ships andJ 
vessels of the United States going to foreign countries. And by a sup-
plement to this act, passed the second of 1\Iarch, 1803, every unregis-
tered ship or vessel, owned by citi~ens of the United-States and saihng 
with a sea-letter, goiug to any foreign country, is entitled to one of the 
passports created by the original law. Hence it has been concluded 
by the counsel for the defendants that unregistered vessels were un-
provided with a passport during the interval between the passing of 
the acts of June, 1796, and March, 1803; that they carried in fact noth-
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·ing but a certificate of ownership, which obtained, in common par-
lance, the name of sea-letter, but did not operate as a passport. But in 
this I think they are mistaken. During all that period sea-let,ters (which 
were passports) were granted to unregistered vessels, and the passports 
under the act of J nne, 179G, were what are commonly called Mediter-
ranean passports, rendered necessary by our treaty with the Dey of Al-
giers, on the 5th of Septem uer, 1795, by the fourth article of which eight-
een months were allowed for furnishing the ships of the United States 
with passports. The sea-letters which operated as passports among 
the European nations are printed in the English, French, Spanish, and 
Dutch languages. But the :Mediterranean passports are in the English 
language only, ornamented with an engraving and indented at the top, 
so that the Algerines might easily distinguish them by the eye, and 
by an examination of the indented part. :Mr. Dallas' argument bas 
thrown light upon the subject of passports and sea-letters. From a care-
ful examination of the acts and papers to which he referred, I am sat-
isfied that his view of the subject was correct. The result of all this 
is, that when the insurance in question was made, the brig Rosina was 
furnished with aU the documents which an American unregistered ves-
sel ought to have, and with all the documents necessary to protect her 
against the European belligerents. As to the Algerines, we were at 
peace with them. At any rate it is not to be ~5Upposed that danger from 
that quarter could have been apprehended in a voyage from New Or-
leans to Philadelphii1, and therefore it is entitled to no consideration 
in the construction of the warranty. Upon the whole I am of opinion 
that the warranty was complied with, and therefore judgment should be 
entered for the pl~intiff. 
Tilghman, C. J., in Griffith v. Ins. Co., G Binn. (Pa.), 464,466.tf. (1813). 
"It is the usage of American vessels to take sea-letters in voyages 
to Europe, bnt to the West Indies and coastwi~:;e, they most generally 
sail with a certificate only." 
Hoffman, arguendo, in Sleght v. Rhinelander, 1 Johns., 197. 
~'The title to a ship acquired by purchase passes by writing. A bill 
of sale is the true and proper muniment of title to a ship, and one which 
the maritime courts of all nations will look for, and in their ordinary 
practice require. In Scotland a written conveyance of property in 
ships bas, by custom, become essential; and in England it is made ab-
solutely necessary by statute with regard to British subjects. Posses-
sion of a ship and acts of ownership will, jn this, as in other cases of 
property, be presumptive evidence of title, without the aid of docu-
mentary proof, and will stand good until that presumption is U.estroyed 
by contrary proof; and a sale and delivery of a ship without any bill of 
sale, writing, or instrument will be good at l~w as between the parties." 
3 Kent Com., 130, citing The Sisters, 5 C. Rob., 155; 1 Mason, 139; ·weston v. 
Penniman, 1 ibid., :W6; 2 ibid., 4:35; Ohl v. Eagle Ins. Co., 4 ibid,, 390; Code do 
Commerce, art. 195. Robertson '1.'. French, 4 East, 130; Sutton v. Buck, 2 
Taunt., 302; Taggard v. Loring, 16 Mass., 336; ·wendover v. Hogleboom, 
7 Johns., 308; Bixby v. Franklin Ins. Co., 8 Pick., 86. Abbott on Ship., 
113; The Amelie, 6 'Vall., 18, 30; Rice v. McLaren, 42 Me., 157, 166; Mc-
Mahon v. Davidson, 12 Minn., 357, 369, 370; The Active, Olcott, 286; Fon-
taine v. Beers, 19 Ala., 722. 
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"'rho pass or passport, and the sea-letter (sea-brief), as Roding, in 
his JYiarine Lexicon, additionally names it., seems to be a term of doubt-
ful and ambiguous interpretation in the law; for the sea-brief, or sea-
letter, according to Marshall (p. 317), is a different document from the 
passport, relating, as he says, to the nature and quantity of the cargo, 
the place from whence it comes, and its destination; whereas the pass-
port, according to the same authority, js more particularly intended to 
protect the ship and to sanction the voyage proposed ; w bile from the 
author's text above it will be perceived that the pass there spoken. of 
extends equally to the protection of ship aml cargo, and is, from the 
reference to Roding, indiscriminately termed passport or sea-letter. In 
our treaties with France, Holland, and Spain the terms are used synony-
mously, and there relate solely to the vessel. Yet in Johns. (N.Y.) 
Reports, volume 1, page 192, and volume 2, page 531, where' a vessel 
was warranted to sail under a sea-letter without a register, it was suc-
cessfully contended that a cert-ificate of property, which relates only to 
the cargo, was in its commercial import a sea-letter, when, at the time 
of the trial of the cause, such papers as a sea-letter and a certificate of 
property appear to hav-e been distinctly known and used, the certifi-
cate of ownership to prove the property in regard to the custom-house, 
and the sea-letter to evince the nati~:mality of the vessel and to protect 
the cargo from being detained by a belligerent. This perplexity seems 
to arise from acts of Congress subsequent to the above treaties, in 
which the term sea-letter is mostly abandoned and the word passport 
adopted; and in one of the only two in which the term is used, the act 
of the second of March, 1803, supplementary to an act providing pass-
ports for the ships and vessels of the United States, it cannot be 
doubted that it is not to be understood in the sense in which it is ap-
plied. in the above treaties; for, by that act, vessels owned by a citizen 
of the United States, and sailing with sea-letters, are to be furnished 
with passports of the form prescribed by the act, to which this is a sup-
plement. Per curiam in the above case: 'The passport authorized by 
the former act is precisely the same with the sea-letter or passport of 
the treaties. If, then, by the term sea-letter in this statute is intended 
the sea-letter or passport of the treaty, the provision is superfluous and 
idle, because it provides for what already exists. The only way to es-
cape from this absurdity is to adopt the certificate of ownership as the 
true and legitimate sea-letter. Though mentioned in certain treaties as 
synonymous with passport, yet, by statutes subsequently created, the 
term passport is exclusively used, and the word sea-letter transferred 
and attached to a different idea.' See also an act of Congress of the 14th 
,of April, 1802, in which the word sea-letter is used in the same sense. 
"'What understanding is, then, to prevail wit~ regard to the distinct 
and relative meaning of the terms passport, sea-letter, and certificate 
of property~ We are inclined to believe that the passport and sea-
letter are essentially the same, intended to evidence the nationality of 
the Yessel and protect the cargo from belligerents; while the certificate 
-of property differs from it in deriving its importance and Yalidity from 
the usage of the custom-house alone, not being prescribed by any law. 
''The act of Congress of 1796 directs the Secretary of State to pre-
pare a form of a passport for the ships and vessels of the United States. 
It is probable that the term pasSlJOrt was here intended to signify the 
same paper which had been spoken of in our treaties with foreign pow-
-ers, and which is indiscriminately termed sea-letter or passport; for the 
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Secretary, in the execution of this duty, called the paper~, which L.e for-
warded to the custom-houses, sea-letters. In the act of 1803 unregis-
tered vessels, sailing with a sea-letter, are directed to be furnished on 
application with a passport. Tbe word, when used in this statute, 
means, as we conceive, a :Mediterranean pass, a paper entirely of do-
mestic creation, and differing essentially from those papers required to 
be on board by the general law of nations. The object of the law of 
1803 then becomes manifest, viz, to extend to vessels foreign built, but 
owned in this country, tlle benefit of being protected under a :Mediter-
ranean passport. But the use of the same word to express in the first 
act a sea-letter and in the second a Mediterranean pass has created the 
obscurity which has prevailed upon this subject. 
"We subjoin an extract from a circular of the Hon. A. J. Dallas, of 
February 25, 1815, then Secretary of the Treasury, to the collectors of 
customs of the United States, in which these documents among others 
are referred to, and our view of their relation to each other partly sus-
tained: 
"'1. The certificate of registry.-This document is created by our own 
laws, and belongs exclusively to vessels American built and owned, or 
such particular vessels as are expressly adopted by the registering act. 
It is an instrument which the vessel must carry, in order to entitle her 
• to the privileges of vessels of the United States. 
" '2. The sea-letter.-This document is an instrument of the maritime 
law of nations, and under' the denomi~ation of a passport, as well as of a 
sea-letter, treaties sometimes require it to be carried by the merchant 
vessels belonging to the contracting parties.. It is an instrument which 
gives no privilege as to duties of import; but simply declares the 
American ownership, and recommends the vessel to the comity of na-
tions. Vessels are· under no legal obligations to carry a sea-letter; and 
indeed it is only necessary for neutral vessels in a time of war. 
"' 3. The Mediterranean passport.-This instrument having been de~ 
scribed under the general denomination of " passport" in some acts 
of Congress has been occasionally confounded with the sea-letter which 
has also been denominated a passport. The form was intraduced soon 
after the treaty with Algiers, which called for the instrument; and it 
is intended as a protection for American vessels against the Barbary 
Powers.'" 
Jacobson's Sea Laws, 66; note by ·william ]!...,rick, the editor. 
''The passport, sea-brief, sea-letter, or pass.-This is a certificate gran ted 
by authority of the neutral state, giving permission to the master of 
the ship to proceed on the voyage proposed, and declaring that while 
on such voyage the shiP. is under the protection of the neutral state. 
It is indispensable to the safety of a neutral ship; and no vessel is per-
mitted to disown the national character therein ascribed to her." 
Arnonld's Marine Ins. (1872), 569. 
"On entend par lettre marine la passe de mer." 
Ortolan Regles de 1\fer, i, 195. 
It is not competent for one sovereign to determine as to the muni-
cipal regularity or adequacy of the ship's papers issued by another 
fiovereign. It is enough if such papers are in the shape of a protection 
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or passport, and emanate from the sovereign of the owners of the ship, 
or from one of his subalterns. 
Kaltenuorn, Grnndsatzc des pmktischen Europi.iischen Seerechts, Berlin, 1851, 
~~ 45 ffj Lewis, Deutsche Seerecht, Leipsic, 1877, I, 14. 
·wharton's Law Diet. (London, 1883), quoting 1 Marsh. on Ins., c. 9, s. 6, speaks 
of passports, sea briefs, and sell. letters as papers "required hy the law of 
nations to he on board1neutral ships." 
"If we look to the origin of the mercantile flag, it would appear to· 
be a regulation of the municipal law of individual states, and not to be 
an institution of the general maritime law. The passport or sea-letter, 
as the case may be, is the formal voucher of the ship's national charac-
ter. The passport purports to be a requisition on the part of the Gov-
ernment of a state to suffer the vessel to pass 'freely with her company,. 
passengers, goods, and merchandise without any hindrance, seizure, or 
molestation as being owned by citizens or subjects of said state. 'The 
first paper,' says·Sir William Scott, 'which we usually look for, as proof 
of property, is the pass.' The same learned judge elsewhere observes: 
'It is a known and well-established rule, with respect to a vessel, that 
if she is navigating under the pass of a foreign country, she is consid-
ered as bearing the national character of that nation under whose pass 
she' sails. She makes a part of its navigation, and is in every respect 
liable to be considere1 as a vessel of that country.' The pass or sea-
letter, was until very recent times indispensable for the security of a 
neutral ship .from molestation by belligerent cruisers, and it was the only 
paper to which any respect was paid by the cruisers of the Barbary 
states, as warranting the vessel to be within •the protection of their re-
spective treaty engagements with the European powers. If a vesse~ 
be furnished with a pass or sea-letter, it ·is immaterial whether she has 
any mercantile flag on board or not. The latter by itself is not a cri-
terion of the national character of the owners of the vessel." 
Twiss, Law of Nations, as to war (2d ed.), 172. 
To this passage is appended the following note : 
"The best account of the passport is given by D'Abreu (part i, ch. 
22), who justly observes that it covers sometimes the cargo as well as. 
the ship, but that it invariably named the ship, its build, the captain, 
and his residence. D'Abreu also gives an account of the sea-letter,. 
which he describes as being in the same form as the pass. The differ-
ence ~between them would seem to consist in this, that whilst the pass 
is issued in the name of a sovereign power or state, the sea-letter is 
issued in the name of the civil authorities of the port from which the 
vessel is fitted out. The form of a sea.letter is annexed to the treaty 
of tbePyrenees(A. D. 1650), under which it was provided that free ships 
should make free goods. It is termed 'literm sal vi conductus,' and the 
force and efl'ect of it is thus described in the XVII Article of the treaty 
itself: 'Ex qui bus non solum de suis mercibus impositis, sed etiam 
de loco domicilii et habitationis, ut et de norLine tam Domini et magis-
tri navis, quam navigii ipsius constare queat : quo· per duo h::ecce me· 
dia cognoscatur, an merces vehant de contrebande, et sufficienter tam 
de qualitate quam de Domino et magistro dicti navigii constet. His 
literis sal vi conductus et certificationibus plena fides habebitur.' In the 
Treaty of Copenhagen concluded July 11, 1670, between Great Britain 
and Denmark, the sea-letter is termed a certificate; and it is provided 
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that the ships of either confederate shall carry letters of passport and 
a certificate, of which the forms are set forth in the body of the treaty. 
This sea-letter or certificate extended to the cltrgo." 
"J.Jes nations maritimes sont libres de fixer les conditions auxquelles 
elles reconnaissent la nationalite des navires etrangers dans les eaux 
dependant de leur territoire; mais · les egards que les nations se doi-
vent entre elles exigent que ces conditions ne soient pas de nature ~), 
entraver la libre navigation ct le commerce maritime. 
"En tout cas le navire doit etre mis a meme de fournir la preuve de 
sa nationalite au moyen de documents autbentiques on de certa~ins signes 
distinctifs permettant de verifier a premiere vue a quelle nation il ap-
partient. 
'' Le pavilion est le signe apparent du caractere national d'un navire. 
Chaque Etat a des coulenrs particulieres, sons lesquelles naviguent ses 
nationaux et qui ne pen vent etre arborees sans sa permission. 
" Se servir du pavilion d'un Etat etranger sans l'autorlsation de cet 
Etat est un acte qui est considere comme nne infraction au droit inter-
national, comme nne manceuvre frauduleuse et attentatoire a l'honneur 
de l'Etat etranger. L'Etat dont on a usurpe abusivement le pavilion 
et celui a l'egard duquel on se sert d'un faux pavilion ont run et l'autre 
le droit d'exiger la pnnition des coupables et, suivant les circonstances, 
de les punir eux-m~mes. 
"Le pavilion ne su:ffit pas a lui seul prouver la nationalite du navire; 
il offre trop de facilites a l'abus et au4 usurpations. Pour avoir un 
moyen de controle plus certain les nations maritimes sont convenues 
que tout navire marchand doit etre pourvu de papiers debord ou lettres 
de mer, que le capitaine est tenue de produire chaque fois qn'il en est 
Iegitimement requis. Ces papiers debord consistent le plus ordinaire-
ment dans un acte indignant le signalement du navire, ses dimensions, 
son nom, des details sur sa construction, dans un passe port ou patente 
de navigation, l'acte autorisant le navire a porter le pavilion national, 
uu role de l'equipage mentionnant les noms et Ja nationalite des mate-
lots, et un acte d'achat ou de propriete. Du reste ces papiers donnent 
lieu a une grande diversite d'usages entre les nations; leur nombre, leur 
nature et leur libelle varient d'ailleurs {t l'infini d'un pays a l'autre, et 
~ont regis par les codes ou les lois interieures de chaque :Etat." 
Calvo, droit international, tome ii, §§ 873, 874, 875. 
D'Abreu (Pressas de Mar, 1st ed., 1746), lS.U:, enumerates nine doc-
uments that ought to be found on board a merchant ship upon the high 
seas: 
1. El passaporte (the passport). 
2. Las letras de mar (sea-letter). 
3. Ellibro den·ater (the book of charts). 
4. La certificacion 6 patente de sanidad (tho bill of health). 
5. La pertenencia del navio (bill of sale or certificate of ownership) • 
.(). El libra de sobordo. 
7. La carta-partida (the charter-party). 
8. El conocimento (the bill of lading). 
9. La factura (the invoice). 
"El primer instrumento con que debe navegar todo navio mercantil: 
·es el passaporte, y no es otra cosa, que .una licencia de el soberano, del 
capitan, 6 dueno del navio, para que este navegue, el qna1 se concede, 
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<tmas veces por tiempo limitado, y otras sin limitacion. Se nombra en 
el el puerto a donde es el destino, y se refieren por mayor las mercadu-
rias, que conduce; bien, que otras veces, ni se senala tiempo, ni Ingar 
ni carga; pero siempre el capitan, y navio, y la naturaleza, domicilio 6 
residencia de aquel. 
~' Este instrumento es tan precisso y necessario para la navegacion, 
que el navio, que se hallare sin el, puede ser legitimamente apressado; 
como consta del .Articulo G de la Ordinanza de Corso, en estas terminos: 
'Han de ser de buena pressa todos los navios pertenecientes a enemigos, 
y los mandados por piratas corsarios, y otra gente, que corriere lamar 
sin Despacho de algun Principe, ni Estado Soberano.' Cnya disposicion 
conforma mucho con lo que observaban los Romanos en los passaportes 
de que usaban, para comerciar libre, y seguramente, y que registraban 
solamente los agentes in rebus; (2) porque sin los Despachos, que lla-
ma ban 'Evectiones 6 Tractatorias,' (3) nose podia conducir cosa alguna; 
y aunque algunos Interpretes al Oodigo son de sentir, que estos Despa-
chos eran con los que se assistia a)os Correos, para que Jes diesseil 
los Caballos necessarios a su viage; y otros los entienden de los que se 
libraban {t los ministros, para el carrnage, y utensilios, que se les man-
daba dar en sus jornadas, no tenemos duda en que dichos Despachos, 
deben extenderse a los passaportes dados para el comercio de las mer-
caderias; (4) fuera de que en qualquiera inteUgencia, que se les quiera 
dar, es constante, que quanto se comerciare, ha de ser ajustado {t las 
,ordenes, y Despachos, que previenen las Leyes; de suerte, que los efec-
tos que se encontraren en navios mercantiles que navegaran sin passa-
porte, han ser de buena Pressa. 
"El segundo instrumento es, las Letras de 1\far, por las quales debe 
constar no solamente ue la carga del navio, sino tambien de el lugar 
de su habitacion, residencia, y nombre, assi del maestre y patron, como 
del navio mismo, para que de este modo se pueda reconocer, si lleva 
mercaderias de contravando, a cuyas Letras de Marse debe dar entera 
fee y credito. Este instrumento lo creemos tam bien absoluta e indis-
pensablemente necesario para la navegacion, pues el Articulo 17 de 
Tratado de los Pirineos, despues de eqnipararlo con los passaportes, pre-
viene que se lleve; y al fin de dicho Tratado, se encuentra sn formu-
lario, que es el siguiente: 
"'.A todos los que las presentes viercn, nuestros los regidores, con-
sules y magistraclos de la villa de---, hazemos saber a quien tocare, 
que N--, maestre del navio ---, pareci6 ante nos, y debaxo de jura-
men to solemne declar6, que el navio, Jlamado N--, de porte de--
tonelaclas, poco mas, 6 menos, del qual es maestre al presente, es navio 
frances; y deseando nosotros, que dicho maestre de navio sea ayu-
dado en sus negocios, pedimos en general y en particular a todas las 
personas, que encontraren dicho navio, y a todos los lugares donde 
llegare con sus mercaderias, tengan por agradable de admitirle favora-
blemente, tratarle bien, y recibirle en sus puertos, bahias y dominos, 
6 permitirle fuera en sus riveras, mediante el pagamento de derechos 
de peage y los demas acostumbraclos, dexandole navegar, passar, fre-
quentar y negociar alli, 6 en qualesquiera otras partes, que le pare-
ciere a proposito, cosa que nosotros reconoceremos gratamente, en fee 
de lo qual havemos firmado las presentes, y selladolas con el sello de 
nuestra villa.' .Aunque el .Articulo de los Pirineos arriba citado, pre-
scribe indispensablemente que todo navio mercantil, que navegue, 
trayga las Letras de Mar, no creemos, sin embargo, que por la falta 
de este instrumento, deba reputarse el navio por de buena Pressa, 
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siempre que trayga e1 passaporte de sn Soberano, pucR eq uivale este en.. 
substancia a las Letras de ~Iar." 
D'Abreu, Pressas de .Mar, lS:fJ. 
Exnmrr A.-Forrn of Medite-rmnean letter in use in the Department of State wlwn Mr .. 
Jefferson was Sem·etary. 
[Cut of full-rigged ship, and under it view of a harbor.] 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
To all persons whom these may concern: 
Suffer the---,--- master or commander, of the burthen of-- tons or there--
abouts, mounted with --- guns, navigated with --· men, to pass with her com-
pany, passengers, goods, and merchandise, without any hindrance, seizure, or mo-
lestation, the said--- appearing by good testimony to belong to one or more of' 
the citizens of the United States, and to him or them only. 
Given under my hand and the seal of the United States of America., the -- day· 
of---, in th.e year of our Lord-- thousand-- hundred and--. 
By the President: 
Number-. ------
' Secretary of State. 
STATE OF ---, 
District of---. 
Countersigned by 






PRACTICE AS TO SUCH LETTERS. 
§ 413. 
Letters rogatory, in their geueral relations, are discussed in Wharton's 
Confl. of Laws,§ 723. Iu this chapter will be given notes of rulings in 
this relation by the executive and judicial departments of the Govern-
ment of the United States. 
The certificate and seal of the British minister resilient in Hanover 
is not a proper authentication of the proceedings of an officer of that 
country in taking depositions. It is not in any way connected with the 
functions of the minister, and his certificate and seal can only authen-
ticate those acts which are appropriate to his office. 
Stein v. Bowman, 13 Pet., 209. 
The circuit court will issue letters rogatory for the purpose of obtain-
ing testimony when the Government of the place where the evidence 
is to be obtained will not permit a commission to be executed. 
Nelson v. U.S., 1 Pet. C. C., 235. 
In this case a form of such letters is given. See also Mexico v. De Arangois, G 
Duer, 634; Kuchling v. Leherman, 9 Phila., 160. 
A commission was issued by a judge in Cuba to the Spanish consul 
in New York to take testimony to be used in a criminal prosecution for 
swindling, and the consul thereupon applied to the district court for a 
summons to compel the witness to appear and testify. It was ruled 
that the court had no power to issue the summons asked for, the only 
provisions made by Congress on the subject of enforcing the giving of 
testimony in judicial proceedings pending in a foreign country being 
those found in the acts of 2 March, 1855 (10 Stat., 630), and of 3 March, 
1863 (12 Stat., 769; Rev. Stat., 4071), neither of which aets applies to 
the case proposed. 
Matter of the Spanish Consul, 1 Benedict, 225. 
"Letters rogatory for the purpose of taking the testimony of persons 
residing in the United States, which may be material in suits pending 
in the courts of foreign countries, are frequently sent to this Depart-
ment, usually with a note from the minister for foreign affairs of the 
foreign country or from its diplomatic representative here, requesting 
that the business may be attended to. It is not, however, the province 
of the Department of State to dispose of matters of this kind. Fre-
quently witnesses whose testimony is sought reside in places far from 
this city, rendering it impracticable to have the testimony taken within 
the time at which it is required in order to make it a\ailable. 
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"It is, therefore, deemed advisable to issue this circular, to which are 
appended tlw acts of Congress regulating the taking of testimony in 
such cases. Other information upon t.he subject, which will be found 
useful to persons interested, is contained in the following-
'' DIRECTIONS.-Both circuit and district c0urts of the United States 
are held in each of the States at the following points: 
"In Alabama, at Huntsville, Birmingham, J\'lontgomery, and 1\'fobile; 
in Arkansas, at Little Rock; in California, at San Francisco and Los 
Angeles; in Colorado, at Denver, Pueblo, and Del Norte; in Connec-
ticut, at New Haven and Hartford; in Delaware, at Wilmington; in 
Florida, at Tallahassee, Pensacola, Jacksonvi11e, Key vVest, and Tampa; 
in Georgia, at Atlanta, Savannab, and Macon; in Illinois, at Chicago, 
Springfield, and Cairo; in Indiana, at New Albany, Evansville, Indian-
apolis, and Fort Wayne; in Iowa, at Dubuque, Fort Dodge, Sioux Oity, 
Keokuk, Council Bluff's, and Des Moines; in Kansas, at Fort Scott, 
Leavenworth, and Topeka; in Kentucky, at Frankfort, Covington, 
Louisville, and Paducah; in Louisiana, at New Orleans, Opelousas, 
Alexandria, Shreveport, and Monroe; in 1\faine, at Portland; in Mary-
land, at Baltimore; in Massachusetts, at Boston; in Michigan, at Port 
Huron, Detroit, Grand Rapids, aml Marquette; in Minnesota, at Saint 
Paul; in l\1ississippi, at Aberdeen, Oxford, and Jackson; in Missouri, 
at Saint Louis, Jefferson City, and Kansas City; in Nebraska, at Lin-
coln and Omaha; in Ne"Vadn, at Carson City; in New Hampshire, at 
Portsmouth and Concord; in New Jersey, at 'l'renton; in New York, 
at Canandaigua, Albany, S;yracuse, Utica, New York, and Brooklyn; in 
North Carolina, at Haleigh, Greensborough, Statesville, Asheville, and 
Charlotte; in Ohio, at OJe\elanu, Toledo, Cincinnati, an<l Uolum bus~ 
in Oregon, at Portland; in Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia, Erie, Pitts-
burg, \Villiarnsport, and Scranton; in Rhode Island, at Newport ana 
Providence; in South Carolina., at Charleston a.nd Columbia; in Ten-
nessee, at Knoxville, Chattanooga, Nashville, Jackson, and :Memphis; 
in Texas, at Graham, Dallas, \Vaco, Galveston, Tyler, Jefferson, Aus-
tin, San Antonio, Brownsvllle, a11d El Paso; in Vermont, at Burling-
ton, vVindsor, and Rutland; in Virginia, at Richmond, Alexandria, 
Norfolk, Lynch burgh, Abingdon, Harrison burgh, and Dan"Vill~. ~ in \Vest 
Virginia, circuit court at Parkersburg, <listrict court at \Vheeling, 
Clarksburgh, and Charleston-; in Wisconsin, at l\Hlwaukee, Oshkosh, 
Madison, Ean Claire, and La Crosse. . 
"In some of the States, district courts are held at other points in 
addition to those above specified. -
"The clerks of the courts of the United States are authorized to take 
depositions, and may be designated as commissioners for that purpose 
in letters rogatory, which, when returned, are to be used in the courts 
of foreign countries. 
"The letteri:i rogatory may be addressed to the judge of either the 
circuit court of the United States for the State of---, or the district 
court of the United States for the district of--- (naming the State), 
praying the judge of that court to name and appoint the commissioner; 
or such letters may be addressed to the commissioner directly." 
"The letter or package should in all cases be directed to the clerk of 
the district or circuit court to which the letters rogatory are addressed. 
The clerk's office is at the place where the court holds its session." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, circular to diplomatic and consular officers, Apr. 15, 
1872; Consular Regulations, 1881, Appendix No. IV. 
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A.n act to facilitate the taking of depositions within the United States, to be used in tbe courts of 
other countries, and for other purpeses. .Approved March 3, 1863. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatives of the Unit6d States of America 
in Congress assembled, That the testimony of any witness residing within the United 
States, to be used in any suit for the recovery of money or property depending in any 
court in any foreign country with which the United States are at peace, and in which 
the Government of such foreign country shall be a party or shall have an interest, 
may be obtaic.ed to be used in such suit. If a commission or letters rogatory to take 
such testimony shall have been issued from the court in which said suit is pending, 
on producing the same before the district judge of any district where said witness 
resides or shall be found, and on due proof being made to such judge that the testi-
mony of any witness is material to the party desiring the same, such judge shall 
issue a summons to such witness, requiring him to appear before the officer or com· 
missioner named in such commission or letters rogatory, to testHy in such suit. Snch 
summons shall specify the time and place at which such witness is required to attend, 
which place shall be within one hundred miles of the place where said witness resides 
or shall be served with said summons. 
SEc. 2. And be it further enacted, That if any person shall refuse or neglect to appear 
at the time and place mentioned in the summons issued, in accordance with this act, 
or if, upon his appearance, he shall refuse to testify, he shall be liable to the same 
penalties as woul<l be incurred for a like offense on the trial of a suit in the district 
court of the United States. 
SEc. 3. And be it further enacted, That every witness who shall appear and testify, 
in manner aforesaid, shall be allowed and shall receive from the party at whose in-
stance he shall have been summoned, the same fees and mileage as are allowed to 
witnesses in suits depending in the district courts of the United States. 
SEC. 4. And be it further enacted, That whenever any commission or letters rogatory 
jssued to take the testimony of any witness in a foreign country, in any suit in which 
the United States are parties or have an interest, shall have been executed by the 
court or the commissioner to whom the same shall have been directed, the same shall 
be returned by such court or commissioner to the minister or consul of the Umted 
States nearest the place where said letters or commission shall have been executed, 
who, on receiving the same, shall indorse thereon a certificate, stating the time and 
place, when and where the same was received; and that the said deposition is in the 
same condition as when he received the same; and he shall thereupon transmit the 
said letters or commission, so executed and certified, by mail to the clerk of the court 
from which the same issued, in the manner in which his official dispatches are trans-
mitted to the Government. And the testimony of witnesses so, as aforesaid, taken 
and returned shall be read as evidence on the trial of the suit in which the same shall 
have been taken, without objection as to the method of returning the same. 
!..n act to prevent :~ais-trials in the district and circuit courts of the Unite<l States in certain cases. 
Approved March 2, 1855. 
SEc. 2. And be U ju1·ther enacted, That where letters rogatory shall haye be [been] 
addressed from any court of a foreign country to any circuit court of the United 
States, and a UnHed States commissioner designated by said circuit court to make 
the examination of witnesses in said letters mentioned, said commissioner shall be 
empowered to compel the witnesses to appear and depose in the same manner as to 
appear and testify in court. 
See letter of Mr. Fjsh, Sec. of State, to Mr. Stetson, Nov. 15, 1872. MSS. Dom. 
Let. See further as to practice in such cases, Mr. Seward, Sec. of State, 
to Mr. Gana, Mar. 16, 1867; Mr. Seward to Mr. Fontecilla, Oct. 12, 1868. 
MSS. Notes, Chili. 
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''Referring to l\lr. Bancroft's dispatch) No. 599, inclosing a copy of a 
note addressed to him by lVIr. von Bulow in reference to an order issued 
out of the district court for the southern district of New York, naming 
certain consuls of the United States to take testimony in an action 
therein pending in behalf of the Government, against the firm of S. N. 
Wolff & Co., and to your dispatch, No.9, inclosing a second note from 
l\fr. von Bii.low on the same subject, I now inclose you a copy of a letter 
addressed to this Department by the Attorney-General, with a. copy of 
.a letter from JVIr. Bliss, the United States district attorney at New York, 
in reference to the question, and a copy of the order complained of. 
"It appears to this Department that tlle German Government has 
Jaborecl under a serious misapprehension in the matter. 
"The minister of foreign affairs objects to the taking of the desired 
testimony by the consuls, under the commission in question, on the 
ground that it is an exercise of functions by consular officers in the 
·German Empire not warranted by Article IX of tlle German-American 
·convention of December 11, 1871. 
"Under our system of jurisprudence, where the testimony of persons 
beyond the limits of tlle United States is desired by either party to an 
action pending in the courts, the same is taken on commission. For 
this purpose application is made to the court in wh_ich the action is 
pending, and when granted, a person is agreed on by the parties, or 
nam(·d by the court, to take the evidence, and an order is entered in 
.the court to that effect. 
''Questions are prepared by each party, which are propounded to the 
witnesses by the person so named, or an oral examination is sometimes 
provided for, at which both parties are represented by cou11sel. 
·"The answers to the questions are taken, and the evidence thus taken 
is certified. by the commission named, and returned to the court to be 
read at the trial. 
''No claim is made that a consul of the United States, as such, has, 
·by treaty or by convention, the right to take such testimony. It is no 
part of his official duty, nor does he act as consul in so doing. He acts 
:in the matter as a private individual, at the request of the parties or 
the appointment of the court. The Government in no case takes any 
part in these appointments; they are made by the courts in the inde-
pendent discharge of their functions as a matter of practice, and with 
the sole view of the administration of justice and the ascertainment of 
the facts of the case at jssue between the parties litigant. The person 
named may be a subject of the German Empire, an ..c\..merican citizen, 
or may belong to any other nationality. He is selected in each partic-
ular case as an individual, who, from character, residence, or other 
qualification, wiU fairly propound the questions and certify the an-
swers. His services are purely ministerial and entirely voluntary. He 
has no power to compel the attendance of witnesses or to. punish them 
.for contempt. No authority is given except to put q nestions and certify 
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answers, and no other is claimed for him. The same proceedings are 
taken an<l the same rule applies in every case, whoever the parties to 
the action may be~ The fact that the Government is a party or has an 
interest in the action in no respect alters the rule. It is a proceeding 
in the interest of justice to arrive at the truth between disputed facts 
in an action pending in the court. 
"The testimony in any particular case may be necessary to save a pri-
vate person, whether German or American, from penalties to which he 
would otherwise be liable. On the other hand, it may be require<l in the 
interest of good government here or elsewhere to punish attempted 
frauds upon the public revenue. 
"These are objects .of common interest to all commercial powers, 
which the Government of Germany from its well-known character will 
be the first to appreciate and to vindicate. 
"Upon an examination of the particular order in question, it will be 
seen that it provides for the taking of testimony for the benefit of either 
party, and from this fact and from the letter of the district attorney it 
will be found to be an order made for the benefit of both parties, and 
obtained by consent or upon their joint application. 
"So far as any objection may be made to the execu.tion of this particu-
lar commission, therefore, by the branch house of the defendants in Ger-
many, it appears that the order was made on the solicitation or consent 
of the house in New York. Any obstacle thrown in the way of the 
taking of this testimony by the German Government amounts to are-
fusal to permit two parties to ascertain the truth to be used for their 
mutual benefit in a legal proceeding. 
,, It is confidently believed that an explanation of the matter will be 
entirely satisfactory to the German Government. 
"The United States has no desire to obtain for its consuls in Germany 
any authority or functions except such as rightly belong to them; and 
at the same time this Government will be extremely reluctant to admit 
that. a person becoming a consul of the United States is thereby ex-
-cluded from privileges which .are allowed to unofficial persons, or be-
comes disqualified for the discharge of duties to his fellow-citizens wtich 
may be performed by any other reputable person, of whatever nation-
ality, but which are likely to be asked of him by reason of his official 
position, making him more likely than others to be known to those need-
ing such services. 
" You will fully explain this matter to the minister of foreign affairs, 
and it is confidently hoped and expected that on this full explanation 
all objection to the action of the consuls in question will be withdrawn, 
and that the German Government will view it as an act of comity, and 
in aid of the proper administration of government and justice, to facili-
tate the ascertainment of the facts in the case now at issue between 
rthis Government and the 1\fessrs. Wolff. A continued objection or ob. 
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struction to such ascertainment would be the cause of very serious re-
gret to this Government. 
"You may, in your discretion, read and give a copy of this dispatch, to 
this point, to the minister of foreign affairs, for the purpose of explana-
tion. 
"Under the circumstances set out in your No.9, your action in intimat-
ing to the several consuls the difficulties which might arise from action 
on their part until the matter should be adjusted, was a wise precau-
tion, and is approved. 
"Should the German Government withdraw the objections now raised, 
yon will so inform the several consuls, and inform this Department by 
telegraph. You will also instruct the consuls, in executing any such 
commission, to assume no authority as consuls, and to be careful in their 
action to give as little offense to the German Government and to its sub-
jects as possible." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. N. Fish, Aug. 18, 1874. MSS. lnst., Germ.; For. 
Rei., 1874. 
flnclosures in the above instruction.] 
DEPART.:\IENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, August 4, 1874. 
SIR: Referring to your letter of the 20th ultimo, inclosing a dispatch from the minister 
of the United States -at Berlin, and other papers, I now have t,he honor to inclose, for 
your information, a copy of a letter addressed to this Department, under date of the 
27th ultimo, by the United States attorney for the southern district of New York, and 
a copy of the dedimus ]'otestatem issued by the district court of t.he United States for 
that district in the case of t.he United States v. S. N. Wolff et al., of Neiclheim, author-
izing United States consuls and their representatives to take testimony in said case. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. HAMILTON FISH, 
Secretary ,of State. 
GEO. H. WILLIAl\IS, 
Attorney-General. 
OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY OF THE UNITED STATES 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, 
New York, July 27, 1874. 
SIR: I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of 21st, transmitting a copy of 
letter of the Secretary of State and a copy of a dispatch addressed by the minister of 
the United States at Berlin to the State Department, the severalpapers relating to an 
ord"'r to take testimony issued by the district court for this district. 
In reply to your inquiry, I beg to say that the United States has a suit pending_ 
against the firm of Wolff & Co., to recover about $75,000 penalties for alleged under-
valuation in the importation of goods to this port. In that suit both parties desire to· 
procure the testimony of persons residing in various places in Europe. It was there-
fore agreed between the respective attorneys that an order should be entered, allowing 
the testimony to be taken orally at places named. It bas long been the practice 
in this district to designate as commissioners to take testimony in foreign pttrts the 
persons who, from time to time, happen to be the consuls of the United States at the 
places where the testimony is to be taken, and in this case the parties agreed that this-
course should be followed. The consuls are out, in such case, supposed to act as con-
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suls, but to act as commissioners, agreed upon by the parties, having, of course, nn 
power to compel the attendance of witnesses, unless t.he head authorities clloose to 
grant it, which some countries do and others do not. 
I inclose a copy of the order issued in this case. You will perceive that it is an 
attthority to the persons named to take the testimony. Nothing is 1·equired of them, as 
seems to be supposed, anu they can, of course, refuse to act. As they are paiU for their 
services, they are, however, usually quite willing to act. 
I may be permitted to add that, though the oruer is, in form, issued upon my motion, 
it was really issued by consent of parties. 
Your obedient servant, 
Hon. GEO. H. ·wrLLIAMS, 
Attorney-Genetal. 
ORDER OF THE COURT. 
GEORGE BLISS, 
United States Attorney. 
At a stated term of the Uniteu States district court for the southern district of New 
York, held at the United States court building in the city of New York, on the 13th 
day of April, 1874: Present, the honorable Samuel Blatchford, the district judge. 
TilE UNITED STATES ~ 
v. 
S. N. ·woLFF et al. 
On reading and filing affidavit of plaintiff's attorney and notice of motion, with 
proof of due service thereof on attorneys ,for the defendant, Alphonse de Riestha1, 
who only has appeared llerein, George Bliss, esq., appearing for the plaintiff, and ,V. 
J. A. Fuller, esq., for the defendant, Alphonse de Riesthal. 
It is, on motion of George Bliss, esq., United States attorney, ordered that a dedimus 
potestatem be issued in this cause out of this court, directed to the United States con-
sul and to such deputy or representative of said consul as may be authorized by him 
to act in his place and stead, at the following-named places, respccti vely, viz: To E. 
P. Beauchamp, United States consul at Aix-la-Chapelle (Aachen), Germany, and llis 
deputy or representative; to vV. P. Webster, Udted States consul at Frankfort-on-the-
Main, and his deputy or representative; to H. Kreisman, United States consul at Ber-
lin, Prussia, and his deputy or representative; to J. A. Stuart, United States consul 
at Leipzic, Germany, and his deputy or representative; to Daniel McM. Gregg, United 
States consul at Prague, Austria, and his deputy or representative; to S. H. M. Byers, 
United States consul at Zurich, Switzerland, and his deputy or representative; to 
examine the following-named persons under oath as witnesses herein, viz: A. Amberg 
and the person or persons composing the firm of A. Hirsch & Co., of Cassel, Germany; 
& N. Wolff, ofNeidheim, near Cassel aforesaid; the person or persons composing the 
firm of Li.ittger Brothers, of Petersmi.ihle, near Solingen, Germany; Carl Aufermann, 
of Losenbach, near Licdenscheid, Germany; V. T. Pospichel, ofWiesenthal, Bohemia; 
and the person or persons composing the firm of Leopold Czech & Co., of Haida, Bo-
hemia; the person or persons ,Pomprising the firm of E. Kreimer & Co., Berlin, Prus-
sia; W. Wagner,jr., ofPlattenberg, Switzerland, and 1'. L. Lurman, and J. W. Maes, 
~f Iserlohn, Germany. 
It is further ordered that the examination above provided for shall take place dur-
ing the months of July and August, 1874, and at such times within said months as is 
hereinafter designated. 
It is further ordered that either party to this action shall have liberty to examine 
not only the witnesses herein named, but any other witnesses that either party may 
desire to examine at the aforesaid places of Aix-la Chapelle, Frankfort-on-the-Main, 
Berlin, Leipzic, Prague, or Zurich, before either of the persons herein authorized to 
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·take testimony; provided, however, that the names of said witnesses and their places 
of residence shall be give to the attorney of the opposite sicle in New York, before 
June 6, 1874, or such notice be given in Europe to the opposite counsel acting there 
for either party to this action, in either of the aforesaid places of Aix-la-Chapelle, 
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Berlin, Leipzic, Prague, or Zurich, where such other witnesses 
are to be examined, two clays before such examination. 
It is further ordered, that prior to June 6, 1874, the attorneys for the respective 
parties shall give notice in New York, each to the other, of the names and European 
address, for the last week in June, 1874, of the counsel for the respective parties who 
are to take testimony under this commission. 
It is fuft,her ordered that the examination of witnesses shall be had at the follow-
ing places, in the following order, and not otherwise, viz: First at Aix-1a-Chapelle, 
next at Frankfort-on-the,Main, next at Berlin, next at Leipzic, next at Prague, and 
last at Zurich; that four weeks shall elapse between the examination of witnesses at 
Prague and Zurich; that the examination shall commence at Aix-la-Chapelle on the 
6th day of July, 1874, or within two days thereafter; and that no examination shall 
be had of witnesses at any place after the examination has been finished at that place, 
.or the examination of witnesses commenced at another place. 
It is further ordered that the counsel for the plaintiff shall have with him at any 1 
and all said examinations of said witnesses, or either of them, all the original invoices 
mentioned in the declaration herein, or copies or duplicates thereof, and which are in 
the possession of the plaintiff, and that counsel for defendant shall have full and free 
inspection thereof, and liberty to take copies of the same. 
It is further ordered that all directions herein contained as to time, place, order, and 
ma.nner of examination of said witnesses may be changed or modified by the written 
<Jonsent of the counsel for the respective parties in Europe or in New York. 
It is further ordered that the examination of all witnesses under this commission 
shall be oral, and taken by question and answer, in the usual manner of taking oral 
-depositions, by examination, cross-examination, and redirect examination; that the 
testimony given under such examination shall be reduced to writing, signed by the 
witnesses, and certified by the commissioners, respectively, and by them transmitted 
by mail to the clerk of this court at the city of New York, unless otherwise mutually 
agreed upon by said counsel for both parties. 
It is further ordered that all testimony taken under the commission provided for 
herein sball be taken subject to all legal objections at the trial of this action. 
SAl\!. BLATCHFORD. 
" Your No. 33, under date of the 20th of October last, narrating your 
interview with Mr. von Biilow at the foreign office in relation to the ob~ 
jection interposed by the German Government to allowing consuls of the 
United States to serve as commissioners to take testimony to be used 
in judicial proceedings pending in this country, has been received. 
"Your representations to the minister are approved. 
·''Although Mr. von Bulow stated to you that instructions on the sub-
ject had been sent to Mr. von SchlOzer a fortnight prior to your inter-
view and conversation, nothing has been heard from that gentleman in 
this connection. The objection interposed by the German Government 
to the obtaining of testimony in Germany to be used in the courts of 
this country is much to be regretted, and as appears from the admission 
made to you by Mr. von Biilow, the Germans whose interests led them 
to resist. the taking of the testimony, and who invoked the interposition 
.of their Government to prevent it, are now known to have been iri the 
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wrong. It would have been quite as satisfactory to this Government · 
had the reply of the German Government on a subject presented to their 
con~ideration, through the representative of this Government at Berlin, 
been communicated also through hi-&., and, as is shown, some delay 
which has occurred might have been avoided. 
"As Mr. von Schlozer has not communicated the answer of his Gov-
ernment, it will not be amiss that you inform l\fr. von Biilow that we 
are still without any reply. You will call his attention to the fact that 
the suit in which the testimony is sought is one in which the Govern-
ment of the United States is itself a party. 
"I inclose herewith copies of existing statutes (which are embodied in 
sections 4071,4072,4073, and 4074 of the Revised Statutes of the United 
States) enacted by this Government to insure to other powers the op-
portunity of obtaining testimony in this country in any suit for there-
covery of money or property depending in any court in any foreign 
country with which the United States are at peace, and in which the 
Government of such foreign country shall be a party or shall have an 
interest. 
"In these enactments, which have long been in force in this country, 
this Government has manifested its friendship to other powers, as well 
as its desire to aid in the administration of justice in all foreign countries 
with which it may be at peace. 
"It is hoped that the answer of the German Government may soon be 
communicated, and that it will be such as shall evince a willingness to 
reciprocate the very liberal and efficient provisions made in this country 
to enable Germany, in case of need, to obtain the evidence of witnesses 
in this country in any suit in which that Government may be interested 
' and that the facilities which lYir. von Biilow says that Germany win
afford in this direction may prove ample and efficacious." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Davis, Nov. 14, 1874. MSS. Inst., Germ.; 
For. Rel., 1874. See further, Mr. Fish to Mr. Davis, Apr. 7, 1875. 
"On the 16th of November last I had the honor to receive your note 
of the 13th of that month, communicating an instruction which the im-
perial foreign office had directed to you, in reference to the objections 
which had been interposed by the German Government to the obtain-
ing of the testimony of certain parties resident in Germany, to be used 
in a suit pending in this country in behalf of the Government of the 
United States against the German house of S. N. Wolff & Co. 
"Although the instruction amounts to a courteous but practical denial 
to the customary practice under the legal system of the U nitecl States 
of the facilities whereby their courts are accustomed to seek the evi-
dence on which they are to determine the contested rights submitted 
to them in the administration of justice, still I am bound to recognize 
the right of a sovereign state to deny such facilities, within its limits, to 
the courts of another state. At the same time it is hoped that, on a 
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:review of the question, it will be perceived that no invasiou of the sov-
ereign rights of a Government, no harm to its dignity, and no incon-
venience to its citizens or to its officers or its tribunal, can result from 
.an extension of comity that will ~llow to the judicial system prevailing 
in this country and in England the exercise of that mode of seeking the 
facts .involved in a litigation pending in their courts which the experi-
-ence of a long series of years has shown to be the more convenient, the 
less expensive, and wholly free from interference with the supreme 
rights of a state. 
'' The instruction, substantially but not perfectly, presents the sys-
tem prevailing in this country, derived mainly from the 'common-law' 
system of England, for the attainment of the facts and the truth of any 
case to be judicially decided. The Government with us lends its aid, 
so far as it can do it practically, to the eliciting of the facts of every case, 
with respect to which its courts . are called upon to determine and ad-
minister justice; and believing that a full knowledge of the truth, as 
contested between litigants, is essential to the administration of justice, 
it grants as an act of courtesy, as well as of justice, the power to com-
pel the attendance of witnesses and requires them to testify under oath 
in any suit for the recovery of money or property depending in any 
court in any foreign country with which the United States are at peace, 
and in which the Government of such foreign country shall be a party 
or shall have an interest. 
"It allows the testimony to be taken, either under a commission or 
letters rogatory, as the judicial procedure of such foreign country, or 
its policy, may dictate and prescribe, in its own forms of the adminis-
tration or pursuit of justice, and either case it affords to such friendly 
Government the means whereby to obtain the evidence which is sought 
from witnesses within its limits. Its own citizens, equaliy with resi-
dent aliens, are made amenable to its process, in aid of such friendly 
power seeking to recover what it may consider to be due to it, in money 
or property, by the evidence which those citizens or aliens may be sup-
posed able to furnish. 1 
''I subjoin hereto an extract from the statutes of the United States 
on this point. 
"These facilities have been voluntarily extended by the United States 
to the Governments with which it is in amity, in full knowledge, and 
because of the fact so correctly and forcibly presented in the dispatch 
of Mr. von Biilow, that they cannot be enjoyed except under such lim-
itations and restrictions as may be provided by treaty stipulations or 
(as in the case with the United States) are prescribed by the legal sys-
tem in force in each country. They are a voluntary contribution on 
the part of the United States to the comity of nations and to the ad-
ministration of justice, aud toward the attainment of the rights of every 
other power with which they are at peace. 
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"The facilities thus given to friendly powers, in suits in which such 
powers are parties, or are interested, are, by the judicial practice of 
the several states, generally or largely accorded also in suits in which 
individuals, citizens, or subjects of such states are parties; and ha_ve 
been and are constantly availed of by Germans as well as individuals 
of other nationalities. 
"With regard to the proceedings in the case in which the United 
States were endeavoring to obtain testimony in a suit wherein it was 
seeking to recover a large amount supposed to have been fraudulently 
withheld by a German house, the commission was addressed to consuls, 
not in their official capacity as consuls, but because of their being known 
and of the assurance of a probability of their presence at or near the 
points where the witnesses were residing. They had no authority to 
attempt the compulsory attendance of any witness. The commission 
was issued with the expressed assent of the counsel representing the de-
fendants in the suit; there was no attempt to extend what are termed 
'the exceptional privileges granted to consuls of the United States by 
the consular treaty between Germany and America,' nor 'to limit the 
operation of the laws' of the country in which the commission was to 
be executed; and the assent of the attorneys of the defendants to the 
issuing of the commission, and the provision for taking testimony on 
behalf of the defendants, and for the presence of the counsel of the par-
ties if desired, anticipated the objection stated by Mr. von Biilow that 
German law allows the parties to be reprm;ented at the examination. 
"I observe that Mr. von BUlow remarks that they 'objected not so 
much to the t11king of sworn testimony by American consuls in their 
official capacity, as on general principles to the actual examination of 
witnesses by American commissioners within the limits of the German 
Empire.' 
"I have stated that there was no desire or attempt to take testimony 
• by American consuls in their official capacity.' 
"Mr. von Blilow states that, in the present case,' now pending in the 
southern district court at New York, the German courts, in whose dis-
tricts the persons to be examined as witnesses reside, will immedi-
ately comply with any request that. may be addressed to them by the 
aforesaid American court and American commissioners, or any other 
duly authorized representath·e of the parties will be at liberty to be 
presfmt at all times fixed by the competent German courts, and to put 
to the witnesses, through the presiding judges, any questions to which 
an answer under oath may be important or desirable for the decision G:f 
the court at New York.' 
"This is confined to one pending suit, whereas the previously cited 
objection was 'on general principles to the actual examination of wit-
nesses by American commissioners,' and makes it desirable to know 
whether the objection 'on general principles' will be enforced in case 
the administration of justice in tbe courts of the United States shall 
I . 
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in some other case, find itself in need of the evidence of witnesses re-
siding in Germany. 
''The intelligent minister of Germany to the United SMtes is aware of 
the multitudinous cases arising from the intimate commercial and social 
relations happily existing between the two countries, and of the conse-
quent frequency of cases in which the testimony of parties residing in 
either country is essential to the determination of rights in the other, 
and will therefore appreciate the importance of an understanding of 
the limitations which either state may impose upon the other in the 
attainment of legal evidence. He is aware, also, of the promptness 
and of the facility with which legal evidence is furnished by the United 
States in response to the frequent requests made therefor by all foreign 
powers, to determine the fact, the date, or the circumstances of the 
death of parties in the United States, to determine successions or other 
questions of interest to the citizens or subjects of such powers, or to the 
powers themselves. The agents and officers of the Government are 
freely and cheerfully employed to obtain the evidence desired, which is 
furnished as an act of international comity, and in no instance has the 
application been obstructed on the ground that it must be made through 
the courts of this country, or has any internal legal system been inter· 
posed as an objection to the request made. 
''If the German Government decide that in no other form than that 
of 'req~isitions,' analogous to the cumbrous forms known to the common 
law of England as 'letters rogatory' (which are recognized by the laws 
of the United States because of their being known to the laws and the 
practice of some other countries), will it allow -the evidence of witnesses 
residing in the German Empire to be taken for use in suits pending in 
the United States, the latter do not contest the right to impose such 
limitation. 
''It seems, however, to the United States that such limitation is in 
restraint of the administration of justice, by a constrained subjection of 
the proceedings in the courts of one country to the judicial system of 
another perhaps at entire variance, in its forms of procedure, and espe-
cially in its mode of examining witnesses; and that the principle so 
aptly stated by Mr. von Bulow that ' the courts of all the countries are 
bound to assist each other in the execution of law and the attainment 
of justice,' is but partially enforced when the legal system of one country 
limits and confines the search for only the truth, in the administration 
of justice under the judicial system of another, to the technical formali-
ties of its own. 
" The experience of the United States, since its existence as an inde-
pendent power, of the practical working of the system which prevails 
in .this country, and also in England, of affording every facility for the 
obtaining of the evidence of witnesses when without the actual juris-
diction of the court in which is pending tllesuit wherein their testimony 
is important, by means of commissions rather than by letters rogatory, 
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attests the greater convenience of the former, and the entire absence of 
any resulting danger to the parties litigant, to the witnesses, or to the 
state. The evidence thus obtained is taken in the form suited to the 
judicial system of the court which is to pass upon it, while much ex-
pense and delay is generally avoided. 
"It is hoped that the German Government may see fit to relax (what 
is recognized as within the abstract rightof every Government) the rigid 
rule of confining the courts of the United States, in search of testimony 
needed from witnesses in Germany, to its own tribunals, as the only 
channel through which it is to be obtained. 
"Should it, however, be desired to adhere to the c0urse indicated by 
J\ir. von Biilow, the courts in the United States should be apprised of 
the rigidness of the rule which will (as in the case which has given rise 
to this correspondence) be apt to arrest the course of justice, owing to 
the unadvised adoption of the system of commissions, which obtain so 
generally, and which bas hitherto been supposed to be free from the 
objections of any Government." 
Mr. Fjsh, Sec. of State, to Mr. Schl<izer, Dec. 9, 1874. MSS. Notes, Germany. 
For Rel., 1875. 
'' vVbile under our practice, both in the Federal and State courts, it is 
certainly true that a commission is the usual, perhaps the universal, 
means in general use, of obtaining the testimony of a witness in a 
foreign country, it is probably too broad a statement to say that none 
of our courts can m~ke use of letters rogatory. Such question may, in 
many cases, be regulated by statute in the States, but it is true that 
letters rogatory are both executed by and issued from the Federal 
courts from time to time, and probably also from the State courts, Let-
ters rogatory have, I think, been actually issued from the district courts 
in New York in the case of Wolff, which gave rise to this question, and 
since the question arose. Sections 875, 4071, 4072, 4073, 407 4, of theRe-
vised Statutes, contain provisions on the question." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Davis, June 8, 1875. MSS. Inst., Germ. 
As to letters rogatory from a United States court to a Brazilian court, see Mr. 
Cadwalacler, Asst. Sec. of State, to Mr. Partridge, Aug. 13, 1875. MSS. 
Inst., Brazil. See further Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. von 
Schaeffer, Mar. 29, 1883. MSS. Notes, Austria. Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. 
Morton, Dec. 19, 1884. MSS. Inst., France. 
As to letters rogatory from abroad to take the testimony of persons in prison 
in the United States, see Mr. Frelinghuysen, Sec. of State, to Mr. Sargent, 
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November 2, 1821... • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . 92 
:February 22, 1822...... •••• •••• .••• •••• •••• •. •••• •••• •••••. 327 
March 9, 1822.............................................. 231 
March 30, 1822............................................. 208 
April 6, 1822.... . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • . 70 
AprilS, 1823.... ...• •••• •••••• •••• •••• •••• •••••• •••• •••• •••• 361 
April28, 1823 .•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.••••.••••••.•••.. 60, 380 
April29, 18~3 .••••• - ~--· •••• •••• •••••• •••••. •••• •••• •••• •.•. 231 
May 27, 1823 ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 70,201,342 
June 24, 1823 •• <·• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 327, 342 
July 17, 1823 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.• .'... •.••.. 57 
July 28, 1823 .••• •••• ••• ••. •••• •••• •••• •• •••• ••• . . .•• • .••••. 342 
August 13, 1823...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • 342 
November 30, 1823...... •••••• •••• •••• •••••. .••••• •••• .•••.• 192 
December 23, 1823.... .••••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••••. •••••. 97 
December 24, 1823.... . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 88 
May 29, 1824 ..•.•. ..•••• •.•• •••••• •••• ••••• .••••• •••••• •••• 327 
-November 18, 1824.... .••••. •••••• •••• .••••. .••••• •••• .•••.. 131 
Presid~nt, aimual message, 1825-.... .••••. •.•• •••• •••• •••••. ••••. •••••. 321 
special message, December 27, 1825 ••.•••••••.•••• .' •••• ...••. 131 
March 15, 1826 ••••••••••••...••••••.••• .45, 57, 342 
letter, March 20, 1827 ••.• .... ..•••• .••. ••••. •••• •••• •••• ••.• 107 
annual message, 1827 ..•••. •••• .••• .••••• ..••••• •••• ••.• •••• 317 




. ADAMS, J. Q., Representative, December 6, 1845 •••• •••• .••• ..•••. ...• .••••• 57 
course as to treaty with Spain of 1816-'20...... •••• ••••.• .•. . .... .••••• 161a 
position of, as to right of search.... . . . . .. .. . . .. .. • .. • . . . . • .. . . . .. . .. .. 327 
views on Caroline case................................................ 50c 
.ADEE, Acting Secretary, January 30, 1886.... ..•• •.•• .... .••.•. .... ...• .... 314 
ADMIRALTY COURTS, jurisdiction of............ ...... .. ..... ..•... .... .... 26 
jurisdiction of crimes on shipboard, extent of.......... 35a 
ADOPTION, how far conferring citizenship.... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. 183 
AFFIDAVITS requisite to support claims ~.gainst foreign Governments....... 213.ff 
AFRICA, explorations in...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • .. . . . . .. .. . ... . . . . . . .. . . 51 
AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE, visit of vessels claimed to be concerned in......... . 327 
.AGENTS ABROAD, may be sent to obtain information.................. .. . . . . 47 
authority of, emanates from Executive................................. 78 
diplomatic. See DIPLOMATIC AGENTS. 
ALADAl\:IA CASE.----- . ---- .. ----- ------ ------ . ---- .. ----- . ----- ------ . ----. 396 
CLAIMS, tuiaty of Washington relative thereto . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . 150g 
.ALASKA PURCHASE, discussion as to duty of House of Representatives to ap-
prove ••........................•.••.....•......... 131a, 158 
citizenship in ......................................... 159, 187 
rights of Russia in, transferred to the United States .... 27, 33, 
159,309 
fisheries, rights of the United States to . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. • . 309 
ALEXANDRA, case of.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • 396 
ALGIERS, treaties with, abrogated......................................... 137a 
ALIEN, naturalization of ........................................ _.......... 17lif 
.ALIENAGE, law relative to ....................................... ·.......... 171 if 
presumption of .. --.................................................... 176 
(See CITIZENSHIP.) 
_.\LIENS, how far entitled to claim damages for injuries inflicted on them in 
war . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . • • . . . • . • . . . • . . • . . . 223 
rights of............................. ..••.. ...• ..•• ...... ..•. .•.. 201 
not compellable to military service ....... :. . . .. •• . .. .. . .. ... . .. .. . 202 
subject to local allegia:nce .... .... ...... ...... .... ...... .... ...... 203 
and so to taxation................................................ 204 
when local or personal sovereign liable for . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • • .. 205 
may be expelled or rejected by local sovereign ' . . .. .. . . .. • .. . • • .. . . 206 
(As to naturalization, see NATURALIZATION.) 
.ALLEGIANCE, perpetual, helcl by English common law...................... 171 
relations of. . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . • . • . • • • • • . 171 ff 
(See NATURALIZATioN.) 
.ALLIANCE, treaty of, with France.......................................... 147 if 
.ALLIANCES ABROAD not the policy of the United States........ ...... ...... 45 
how far abrogated by change of circumstances.......... 137a 
.ALSACE·LORRAINE, disputed citizenship in ................................ 185, 206 
.AMAZON RIVER, freedom of. ............................................... 30, 157 
.!.1\:IBASSADORS. (See DIPLOMATIC AGENTS.) 
AMBRISTER, trial of •••••• ............................................. ~--- 348a 
(See 190, 243.) 
_Al\IBROSE LIGHT, case of.................................................. 381 
. AMELIA ISLAND, attack in 1817 on marauders in, when under Spanish flag.. 50a 
.AMERICA, distinctive system of . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. • .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. • . • • • • 45 
(See UNITED STATES.) 
.AMISTAD CASE discussed .................................................. 38,161 
AMOOR RIVER, explorations of............................................ 30 




ANIMUS MA..~ENDI, effect of, on domicil . . . • . . . • • . • . • • • . • • . • . • • • . • . • . . . . . • . . 199 
A!..~ A (ship), capture of, in 1805 .....•..••••...•••..••••...•••....••..•.•.. 27,399 
ANNEXATION, effect of, on allegiance.... . . . . . . . • . . • ••• • . • • • •. •. • •• . . . . • •. . . 187 
how far the policy of the United States • • • • • • . • . • . . . • • • • . . • . • 72 
of Danish West Indies proposed...... • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . . • . . • • • . 61a 
of San Domingo proposed ...... :. . . . • • • • • • . . . • • . • • . . • • . . • • • • . 61 
ti tie by ...•..•••.•.......••••...••••..•• i . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . • 4, 72 
burdens and duties of.... . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • • . • •. . • • . • • • • • •• • 4, 5 
of Texas ...........••......•....•..............•.•......•.. 5, 58, 70 
what rights it transfers ....•..••••..•••.••••.••. ~............ 4,5 
effect of, on treaties by country annexed • •. . .. . ••• • • . . . . • • • • . 136 
ANNULLING OF TREATIES, how far operative............................... 137a 
APIA, relation of United States to.............. . • • • . • . . . • . . . • • • • • • . • • • • •• . • 63 
APOLOGY, international, terms and character of............................ 315 
APPROY AL of treaty, practice as to...... . . . . • . . . . • • . . . • • • • . • . . • • . . • • • • • • • . • 131 
ARBITRATION, as to private claims......................................... 221 
a.s to national difficulties................................ .• • • 316 
ARBUTHNOT, trial of....................................................... 348a 
(See 190, 243.) 
ARCHER (Rep. Com.), March 4, 1834...... .•••.• ....•. •••••.•..•.•. ....•••. 110 
ARCHIVES OF DIPLOMATIC AGENTS, duties as to............................. 103 
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, mediation of the United States as to................. 49 
mediation by. . . . • . . . . • • . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . 321 
relations of, to the Falkland Islands ..•......•• ·••... 65 
treaty relations with............................... 140 
ARGUELLES' CASE .. --- . ---- ..... - •. -.-- • - .• ---- . . . . . . . • • • ... • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . 268 
ARMED EXPEDITIONS of belligerent not to be permitted by neutral.... . . . • . • 395a 
ARMED FORCES must be authorized by Government........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 350 
ARMED NEUTRALITY, position of, as to maritime warfare.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 342 
rules of, as to contraband............. •• • • . . . . . . • . . • • • 368 
ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES, service in, as entitling to naturalization... 173 
A.RMING MERCHANT SHIPS . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . 39 
ARMSTRONG, GENERAL (brig), questions relating to .....•...... 27, 227, 228, 399, 401 
AR:VIY, foreign, cannot be permitted to pass over neutral territory ..•.••.... 13, 397 
extraterritoriality of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 a 
ARTHUR, President, annual message,1881 ....•..••.... ~ ...•••.••••• 33a,125, 145,308 
proclq,mation, July 26, 1882 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . • . . 348 
annual message, 1882 •........ r •• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 49, 50e 
1883 ... • . · · ... • • •. • • • 37 I 50e, 51, 67 I 70, 206, 220 
1884 .......••..•••••..•••. 60,173,393,402,410 
ARRESTS by foreign Governments on invasion of sovereignty . • . . • . • • • • • . . . . 14 
under extradition process, practice as to.... . • • • • . . . • • • • . • • • • • . . . . 276 
ASHBURTON, Lord, letter, February 7, 1843 .......••....•....•••.. -... •••• ••.. 150e 
ASHBURTON TREATY, provisions of ...•.•...••.....•••••..•••••••••.••.... 150e, 327 
ASYLUM, right of.......................................................... 104 
~y neutral to belligerent ships or troops.......................... 394 
AusTRALASIA, relations of, to Sandwich Islands •. • • • • . • • . • . • . • • .• • ••• . • • • . . G2 
AUSTRIA, action of, as to Koszta .......•..••••...•••...•..•...••.•••.•.... 175, 198 
Emperor of, a ward in Nicaragua case, by...... . • • • • . . • • • . . • • • . . . . . 295 
.AusTRIA-HUNGARY, treaty relations with.................................. 141 
AVES ISLANDS (guano) . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . 312 





BABCOCK, General, mission to San Domin go. . . • . . . . . • . . • • • • . . • • . • • • • . . . . • . . 61 
BAIT, right to purchase under treaty of 1818...... . . • . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • 302 jf 
BALANCE OF POWER, maintenance of, not a question for the United States... 45 
BALTIC, free approach to, required......................................... 29 
BANCROFT, G., minister to Great Britain, October 8,1847 .••••• ..••••. •••••• 373a 
to Germany, January 20,1872 •.•• ••.• •••• •••••• •••• 88 
BANKRUPTCY, discharge in, has no extraterritorial effect............ . • • •• • •• 9 
BARBAROUS LANDS, explorations in......................................... 51 
international courts in .•••••.•.••...••..••••••••••••••• 53, 125 
BARBARY POWERS, treaty relations with......... . . • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • 141a 
BARRON, Commodore, conduct on Chesapeake frigate....................... 331 
BASE OF BELLIGERENT OPERATIONS, Neutral territory cannot be used as ••. 390, 395ff 
BAVARIA, treaty relations with............................................ 142 
"BAY,'' meaning of term under treaty of 1818 . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • • • • • . • • •• • . • ••• • 305a 
BAY IsLANDs, sovereignty over............................................ 150f 
OF FUNDY open to United States fishermen............................ 305a 
BAYs, when part of terri to rial waters . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . • . • • • • • . . • . • • • • . 28 
of northeast Atlantic, right of fishing in............................ 305a 
BEAVER !SLA...~D, title to . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . 30 
BEHRING STRAIT, claim of Russia to .......•..........••.•• -~ •••..••••• 29, 159, 30~ 
.BEIRUT, college at, protection of...... . • . • . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 54 
BELGIUM, abrogation of certain treaties with............................... 137a 
King of, action in exploration of Congo.......................... 51 
BAYAim, Secretary, March 9, 1885. .... ...... ..•••. ..•••. .•.••. .••••. •••••. 206 
March 10, 1865 ....•....•...•.••...••..••••••••••..• ~.. 49 
March 11, 1885 .................•.....•••...•..••...... 67, 392 
March 12, 1885 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . . . • 35a 
March 13, 1885...... . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • . . . 230 
March 15, 1885 .... ...... ....•.. .... .... .••••. ..•• .••••. 173 
March 28, 1885 . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • • . • • • . • . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . 220 
March 31, 1885 ....•. ...•.. .••• .... ...• .••• ...•.. .••••. 3!)0 
April3, 1885 ...•.....••....•••.••••..•••••••••••.••••• 242 
April5, 1885 ...... ..••.. .••••. .••••• ..•••• ...• .... •••• 13 
April 9, 1885 ...................•.•...••••.••••.•.•••• :361, 381 
April10, 1885 ..•....•......••••..••..••.•.•••••••...•. 189, 241 
April20, 1885 .... .... ...• .••• .••• •••• ..••.• .••••.• .••• 393 
May 4, 1885 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . • • • . • . • . • . . • • . • • . . • • • . . 185 
May 6, 1885 ...........•.•••••••.••..•.....•..••...•.. 194, 199 
May 12, 1885. . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • . • • . . . 184 
May 18, 1885...... . . . • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • . . . • • . . 83 
May 19, 1885...... .•••.. ...••. ..•••••••• •.•. .••. .•.... 235 
~fay20, 1885 .......•...••••.••...••••..••••.•.•.•••. 82a,174a 
May :.!2, 1885. . . . . . . • . . • . • • . • . . • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . . • • • . . . 184 
May 26, 1885.... •... ••.• •..• .••• .••••. .••••• ..•••. •••. 172a 
May '28, 1885...... . . • • . . • • • . . . • . • • • . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • . 402 
May 29, 1885 ...•...••••..•.•.....•..••.. , ••••........ 172, 193 
June 1, 1885. • • • • .. . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . • . • • . . • • • . . . • . . . . • . 369 
J nne 4, 1885 . • . • • . • . . • . . . • • • • • • • .. • • . . . . • • . . . • • • . . • • • . . 189 
June 10, 1885.... .••••• ............ ..••.. .•.• •... ..••.. 5 
June 13, 1885. . . . . . • • • • . . • • • . . • . . • • . • . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 402 
June 15, 1885 ............•••.•• -.. .•..•. ..••.• .... .•.•.. 231 
June 16, 1885 .......•.•••••...•...•............... 104, 125,231 




BAYARD, Secretary, June 24, 1885 .......................................... 231,238 
736 
June 25, 1885 .. .'. . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . . . • . . . • • • . . . . 230 
June 27, 1885... .•. .••••• .•••.. ••.• .... ..•••. •... .. .•.. 184 
June 29, 1885...... ...••. .•.. •••••• ...... .... .. •••. .... 171 
July 2, 1885 . . . . • . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . 38, 88 
July 4, 1885.... . • • . • . . • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • • . 184 
July 7, 1885 . • . • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . . • • • . 206 
July 13, 1885 ...••..•••••••••.••••••••••.•••••..••.••. 231, 234 
July 17,1885 ...•...••.••••.•••••••••.••••••..•.•••••.. 54, 234 
July 20, 1885 • . . • . . . . • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . 230 
July21,1885 ...•...•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••... 117 
July 23, 1885 . . . • • . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • . . . . 231 
July 25,1885 ...•.. .••••. ••.••• •••••• .••••• •••••. •..•.. 37 
July29, 1885 .•.••. ..•. •••• •..• •• •. •••••. .••••. .••••• .. 221 
July31,1885 ....•....•••..•••••••.•...••••... 35a,230,389,402 
August 5, 1885 ..•..•.••••..••••....•••...•••.•••..... 175,f03 
August 15, 1885.... . . • . . . • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • . • • . • . . . . . . . 261 
August 17, 1885 ....••.••••••••••••••.••••....• 144, 172, 189,230 
August 19, 1885.... ..•••. .••••• .••••• ••••.• .••.•.. •... 64 
August 29J 1885...... . . • • . . . . •• • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . • 55 
September7, 1885 ......•••.•••••....•..•••.••.•.••....• 54,72 
September9,1885 ...••..•••••...•.•••..•••••..•..••... 173,189 
Septemberll,1885 ······························~----- 51,63 
September 14, 1885 . . • • . . . . • . . • . • • . . • . . • . . . .• • •• . • . . . . . 38 
October 2, 1885 ........•..•.••••••••••...•.•.•.••••... 192, 230 
October 5, 6, 1885................................ •• • • . • 18 
October 6, 1885...... ..••.. .••••• .••••. .••.•. •••••••••. 13 
October 7, 1885 ...••..••••...••.•.••••.••..••••••.•.•. 238, 246 
October 15, 1885 ..•••...••••.•.•.••••••...••••...•..... 55, 230 
October 16, 1885 ....•..•••. · ..•.•••.••••.••••••••••.••. 242, 246 
October 24, 1885 . . . . • . • • • . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . 180 
October 27, 1885. •. • . . . • •••• ••• ••• ••. • . . • ••• . .• • ••. •.• • 225 
October 28, 1885.......... •• • • • • • . • • • • • • • • .. • • . • . • • • . . . . 165 
October 29, 1885...... •••••. •••••. •••. •••••. .••••.. •••• 223 
November 3, 1885.... •••• •••• •••• •••• •.•• •.•• •••• •••••. 192 
November 4, 1885...... •••••. .••••• •••• •••••• .•.•.. .•.. 204 
Novell1ber6,1885 .•••••••••.••••.••.•••••••••••.•.•••.. 92,121 
November 7, 1885 ..••••.••••••••.•...•••••••••••••.... 104, 134 
November20, 1885 .••••••.••••••••..•••••••••••..••••.. 6,261 
Novernber28, 1885 .••••••••••••••••••••••• 171,172,183,230,234 
Decen1 ber 12, 1885...... • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • . • . . . 144 
December 18, 1885...... . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . . 179 
Decen1ber 23, 1885.... . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . . 99 
January 7,1886 ..•••••..•••••••••••••••••.••..•..••. 133, 137a 
January 9, 1886...... •••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••. .. 213 
January 14,1886. .••. •. •••• •••• •••• •••••• .••••• •.•. ••.. 242 
January 15,1886. •••• •.•• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••• •. •••••• 107b 
January 22, 1886 ...••••••••••••••••• _ ••••. -~---· •••. .... 215 
January 25, 1886....... •••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••• .••••. 231 
January 26, 1886....... . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • . . . 221 
February5,1286 ....••••.•••••.••••••••••.•••••.•. 165,213,215 
}'ebruary 18,1886...................................... 67 
February 20, 1886................... •• •••• .•••••••• ••• .. 231 
February 26, 1886 .•..•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••.• 63,311 
INDEX. 
SECTION. 
BAYARD, Secretary, February 27,1886.... •.. ... ••. .. . .. . .•• .•. .. .••. .... .• . 63 
March 4, 1886 .......•••.•••..••••..•••••.••••. ---- ••••. 176 
March 8, 1886. . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • . . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . . 191 
March 12, lt3i:>6 ....••..•• - •••••..••••.•••.••.•• -. • . • • • . . 179 
March 18, 1886. . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • • • • . • . • • • . . . • • • • • • . • • . • . . 65 
1\farch 19,1886. ...••. .••. .••. .••• .••••. .••••• .••••. .•.. 242 
MarchiO, 1886 ........................................ 4,176 
March 22, 1586. . . . . • . . • . . • • . • • • . . • • • . • . . • • • . . . • • • • . . . . . 221 
March 23,1886. .•. .. .••• .••••. •••• .••••• .••••• ••. . •••. 144 
March 31, 1886 ... ~ ••...• -...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • •• • • 221 
April2, 1886. ··"··· .••••. •• .••• •••• •••• .••••. •••• .•••.. 348 
April 9, 1886 .........•••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••.... 176, 327 
April15, 1886 ....•.•..••••••••.••••.••••••••••...•••... 95, 280 
Aprill6, 1886. ..•••. ..•••• •• •. .••••. •.•• •••• .•.••• .. . . . 51 
April19, 1886 ...• .... ..•••• .••••• .•• ••. ••.•. •••. .••... 327 
April21, 1886 ....... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... 231 
April27, 1886 ... ... . .... .••• ...... ...... .••••. .... .... 185 
April28, 1886 ...... ...... ...... .•••. .••• ...... .... ••.. 238 
Apri129, 1886 .... . ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... 115 
April 30, 1886.. .... ............. ...... ............ .... 215 
May 6, J886 .......................................... 130, 220 
May 12, 1886... . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . • • • . . . • . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 316 
May 14, 1886...... ..•••. .••••. .••••. ..•••. ..•.•. .••••• 144 
May 18, 1886.... .... .... ..•••. .•.••• .... ...... .... .... 316 
May 19, 1886...... ...... .••••. ...••. ..•••. ...... .. .•.. 191 
May 26, 1886.... . . • . . • • . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • . . . . . • . • • . 38, 89b 
May 28, 1886...... . . • • . • . . . • • . . . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • . • . • • . 32 
May 29, 18~6 . ..•.........••.••••.•••.••••••• ··---· •..• 268 
June 5, 1886 . . . . .... .. . ••. .•.. ••.. .. ..•. •••• •••• .. •••. 361 
June 12, 1886 . .... ...••• ...• •••• .••••• ..•• .••••• •.•... 30 
June 14, 1886. ...• ...•.. •••• •••. •••• .•••••.• •••• ..•••. 191 
J nne 19, 1886 . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • . • • . • • • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • 172a 
June 23, H:!86 ...................................... 8,230,242 
June 26, 1886. .... ...• .•.. ...... .... ...... .... .... .... 373 
June 28, 1886 ......................................... 223, 352 
July 7, 1886.... . • . • . . • • • . • • • • •• • • . • • • • • . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . 206 
July 9, 1886 ........................................... 99, 183 
July, 17, 1886. ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... ...... .... 134 
July 20~ 1886.... ..••.. •••. •••••• .••••. •••• •••••. .••... 189 
July 24, 1886 ...••...•••.••..••••••••...••••..•••.•... 176, 183 
July 26, 1886...... . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . . • . • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • 189 
July 27, 1886 ................... --· • • . . . • • . . . • • .• . • . . . . 189 
July 28, i886...... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... .... .... 361a 
August 2, 1886 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . • • • • . 15 
• August 23, 1886.. . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . • . • . . . . . • . . • . • • • . . . 276b 
October 20, 1886 ...... .... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... 410 
BELIZE, relations of to isthmus transit...... .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. • • .. . .. • • . .. .. 295 
sovereignty over, as affected by Clayton-Bnlwer treaty .... ...... .. 150f 
British rights of cutting wood in, not divested by treaty........... 303 
BELIJGERENCY, recognition of............................................ 69 
rights and duties of as to blockade .. .. . .. . • .. • • .. .. .. • .. . 359 ff 
contraband .. ... .. ... ... .. . ... 3 8 .if 
war . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . 333 if 
when iruputable to insurgents .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. 3Gl 
S. Mis. 162-VOL. III--47 737 
INDEX. 
SECTION. 
BELLIGERENT ACTION, how far barring international claims................ 240 
armed cruisers, not to be fitted out in neutral ports.......... 396 
BELLIGERENT CLAIMS: 
A sovereign is not ordinarily responsible to alien residents for injuries 
they receive on his territory from belligerent action, or from insur-
gents whom he could not control, or whom the claimant Govern-
ment had recognized as belligerent...... . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 223 
Nor for injuries from acts of legitimate warfare waged by him on his 
enemy's soil . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • • • • . 2"24 
Greytown bombard~ent ....•. ..••.. ...•.. ....•. ...• ..•• ...... .... ..•. 224a 
But belligerent is liable for injuries inflicted in violation of rules of civ-
ili~:Jd warfare . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . • 225 
(As to claims against neutrals, see 227.) 
(As to claims against belligerents, see 228.) 
BELLIGERENT DOMICIL, effect of .•...••••..............••...••.•..•••..••• 200, 352 
PRIZES cannot be sold in neutral ports ...••. ..... ...... ...•.• 400 
RIGHT TO SEIZE ENEMY'S PROPERTY AT SEA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 341ff 
RIGHTS, who are entitled to •.. -~---·........................ 350 
SHIP, capture of.............................................. 345 
SHIPS or troops, asylums of, in neutral ports........... .•.••. 394 
SPOLIATIONS, liability of Government for . . . • • . . . . ....... 223 ff, 228 
TROOPS not to be permitted to traverse neutral soil . . . . . . . . . . 396 
BELLIGERENTS not to be permitted to use neutral waterR as the base of oper-
ations . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 399 
FOREIGN, mediation between............................... 49 
BELLIGERENTS, WHO ARE : 
In foreign war authorization from sovereign generally necessary.... . . . . 350 
Insurgents are belligerents when proceeded against by open war . . . • . . . 351 
BELT OF SEA, marginal, question as to .................. ." ......•........ 30, 32, 300 
BENTON (Thomas H.), views on Caroline case.............................. 50e 
BERKELEY, Admiral,• action of, as to Chesapeake . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 331 
-BERLIN AND MILAN DECREES, spoliations under . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . • . . 228 
BIDDLE, Commodore, action in opening Japan............................. 153 
BINNEY, HORACE, opinion of, in Meade's case.............................. 248 
BIRTH IN THE UNITED STATES, how far conferring citizenship.... . • • • . • • • • . . 183 
BLACK, Secretary, February 28, 1861 ...... .... .... .••••. ...••. .•.. . ..•••. ... 70 
BLACK SEA, neutralization of.............................................. 40 
freedom of access to, required ...•.••..••••..•.• ·..•••. .•... .... 29 
BLACK WARRIOR, case of .........•.........•.•.......••...•••...•••..••••. 60, 189 
BLAINE, Secretary, March 14,1881. ...... ...... ..••.. .•.••. .••••. .•••• ...• 202 
March 22,1881. ...•.. .•.• .••••. •.•• .••••. .••••. .••••. .. 231 
March 24, 1881. . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • • • . . • • • • . . . • . . . 89a 
March 25, 1881. . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • . 67 
March 31, 1881 .......•...••••...•••. · .••••..••••..•••.. 184, 192 
April 7, 1881 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . • . . 182 
April 12, 1881 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . • 88 
Apri.l15, 1881 ........................ . ,.;. .••••. ..•••. .... 70 
April22, 1881 .............•....•••...•••. , ..•••. .••••. .. 174a 
April23, 1881 ...•.. .••••. •••• •••••. •••••• .••••. .••••. .. 62 
April 25, 1881 . . . • . . . . • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . . . 89a 
May 1,1881 .... ..•••. ...•.. .•.• •••• .••••. ..•••. •••• .... 115 
May 3, 1881 . .. . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • • . . . • . • • . . • . • • . . . • • • . . . . . 276b 
May 7,1881 .... .... ..••.. .•.• •••• ..•••. .••••. .••••. ...• 70 




BLAni·E, Secretary, May 18, 1881 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 371 
May26,1881 ••••.•••••••.••••••••••.•••••••••.••••••••• 18,20~ 
May 29, 1881 .•••..••••••.•••••.•••.••••.•••••..••••••• 115, 118 
May 31, 1881 . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • ••• • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . 146 
June 1,1881 .....•..•••.•••••• :................... .••••. 58 
June 2, 1881...... . • • • .. • • • • • • • . • • • • . . • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 230 
June 3, 1881 ..•..•..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 125,371 
June 6, 1881 . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • 271 
June 8, 1881...... . . . . . . • • .• . • • •• • ••• • .• • •• . ••• • .• • • ••• • 172 
June 15, 1881. . . .. . . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 59 
June 20, 1881............ .• • • ••• • .• •• . •• . • ••. . .•• • . • • ••• 206 
June 21, 1t!81 . . • • . . .• • ••. •••••.. ••••• ••• ••• •••• •••• •••• 58 
June 22, 1881 .•.. .••••. .•••.• •••••. •••• •••• •••• •••. •••• 189 
June 24, 1881 ...••..••••..••••••••••• ·-~··· ••••• -. ·-- ~ -- 145 
June 25, 1881 ..•. •••. .••• .••••. .••••. •••••. .••••. .••••. 146 
June 26, 1881 . • . • . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . • • . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • 271 
June 30, 1881 .......••••••••..••••..•••••.•••.••••• ·•••• 62 
July 1, 1881.. .... ..•••. •••• .••••• •••••. •••• •••. •••• •••• 223 
July 23, 1881. . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . 57 
July 29, 1881. . . . • . • • • • . . • . • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • 55 
August 20, 1881 ...••..••••... ~-.. . • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • . • • • • . 19 
August 25, 1881 . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • 18 
September 5, 1881.............. • • • • • • • • •• • • . • • • • . • • • •• • 57 
October 10, 1881.... .•.. ...•.. •.•. .•.. .••••• •••• •••• •••• 14l1 
October 11, 1881.... •.••..••••• .••• •••• .••••• •••••• •••••• 174a 
October 31, 1881... •• • • • • • • • • •• • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 93 
November 10, 1881. .••. ...••. ..•••• .••••• .••• ...••• •••• 230 
November 15, 1881 ......••..•••..••••• ··---~ •••••••••• 173, 183 
November 19, 1881. ...•..•..•.••.••••••.••••••••••• 62, 150/, 232 
November 22, 1881 . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • . . • • • • . 55, 59 
. November 26, 1881 . . • • • •• •• • ••• ••• • . • • • • • . • • •• • •• • • ••• • 70 
November 28, 1881 . .••••• .••• .••••• •••••• •••• •••• .••••• 58 
November29, 1881 ..•••••.•••••.•••.•••••••••.•••••••• A9,150f 
December J, 1881 ...••••••••••••••.•••••••••....•••••••• 59,62 
December 3, 1881 . • . . . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • 206 
December 6, 1881 ..•••.••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 174a,215 
December10, 1881 ·····----······················ •••••. 67 
December 16, 1881...... •••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• 57 
December 19, 1881...... .••••. .••••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••• 125 
View as to annexation of San Domingo............................ 61 
BLOCKADE: 
What essential to: 
Must be duly insHtuted . . . ••. .•.••• ..••.• •••. .••••. •• . .••••• .••••• 359 
Must be notified to neutrals.... . • • . . • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • . •• • • . . 360 
Must be effective ...........•.•..••••••.•• :. • • • • • • • ••• • . • • • •• . • • • . • 361 
Obstructions may be temporal'ily placed in channel of access........ 361a 
Enforcement of: 
Vessels seeking evasion of may be seized . • • • . • . • • • • . . • • •• • . •• • • • • • • 362 
Must be brought to prize court ..........•...•••.••••••.•••• - • • • • • • . 363 
Pacific blockade_ ................•...........•....••.....••..•• -.. • • • • . 364 
Duty of neutral as to blockade running . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . 365 
BLOCKADE RUNNERS, seizures of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . 362 
BOLIVIA, war with Chili. .... -. ----- ..•••••..••..... - •..••••... - .•...••.•. - 59 




BoMBARDl\IENT, right of, and claims for injuries inflicted by ..•••• 50d, 223,224,349 
BoNDS FOREIGN, diplomatic interposition as to .•..••..••.•••••..••••.•••... 231-2 
.BoRDER RAIDERS, right to punish extraterritorally...... ••• ..• • ..•• .•• • . .•• 50c· 
BoRDER RIVERS, diversion of waters of.... . . . • . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • . 20 
BosPHORUS, jurisdiction over.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . • . . 30, 31 
BouNDARIES, determinable primarily, by Executive.... . . . . • • • • . • • • . . . • • • . . 22 
of the United States not affected by treaty of peace of 1783 .•• 6,150 
BoUNDARY RIVERS, conflict of titles as to . • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . • . • 30 
BRAZIL, abrogation of certain treaties with......... . • • • • • . . • • • • . . • • . • . • • • • • 137 a 
action of, as to Amazon River . • • • . . • • . • . • • . . . • • . . • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . . . 157 
liability of Government of, for mob injuries.... • • • • . • • • . . . • . . • • • • • • 226 
'treaty relations with . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . • . . . • . • • • • . . . . • . • • • • • • • . . . . • • . 143 
BRITISH CHANNEL, jurisdiction over . • • • • • . . • . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . • • • . 31 
CLAIMS on Mexico (1860) ...••••....•..••••.......•...•..••••.•••.. 58, 318 
DOMINIONS in Central America, limits of . • • • . • • • • • . . . • • • . • • • • • . • • • 150f 
GOVERNMENT, duty of, as to border raiders........................ 18 
interference in Hawaii protested against.... . . . • • . . . 62 
GRANTS, effect of treaty of peace on . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • 150 
Hol\"'DURAS, sovereignty over, as affected by Clayton-Bulwer treaty.. 150f 
INTERVENTION in Mexico in 1861, to compel payment of debt . . . . . . 318 
REPRISALS in war of 18W . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . •. . . . •. . •.. . ..• • .. 348b· 
SPOLIATIONS, distinctive character of............................. 228· 
SUBJECTS, naturalization of, in the United States for a time contested. 171 
rights of, in America under treaty of peace . . • • • • . . . • . . . • 302 
TERRITORIAL WATERS, act of 1878, effect of . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . 32 
BRoWN, J. P., minister to Turkey, November 4, 1871; November 6, 1871 .... 54 
S. A., chief clerk, June 9, 1880. ....... .•. ... •.. ..•••• .. .•.. ...• ..•. 95 
BUENOS AYRES, proceedings against to compel payment of debt . • . . . . . . . . . . 22a 
relations of, to Falkland Islands...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 
BULWER, SIR H., position as to Clayton-Bulwer treaty . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . 150f 
BUSINESS RELATIONS, how far suspended by war...... . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . 337 
BuTLER, General, effect of his proclamation of 1862 at New Orleans.... . . . . • • 3 
BUCHANAN, Secretary, April15, 1845 . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 67 
July 12, 1845. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . • • . . . • • 135 
September 27, 1845 ..........•.•....••••••.... 33, 83,268, 276lr 
March 4, 1846...... • • • • . . . • . • . • • • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . • . . • . • 399 
March 9, 1846...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . •• • • . . . . . • . • . • . . . . 241 
March 13, 1846. . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . • • • . • • • • . . • • 99 
June 19, 1846 . . • . .. . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . 330 
December 16,1846. ... ... ..•••. ... . ... .•• .••• .... .... 113 
January 28,1847. .. ...• ...... .... .... ...•.. .••. .•••.. 67 
March 19, 184 7. . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 82, 84 
May 20, 1847...... . . . • . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • 213 
June 13, 1847 ••••••..................... 60, 328,385,396,400 
July 27, 1847. .••. ...• .• . ••. .••• •.••. .. . .•• .... ....•• 5a 
August 30, 1847...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . 84 
September 18, 1847 ...............•••...••••.•.••• ~.. 132 
November 15, 1847 ... ••• • •••••• .. .••• .••••• .• •••• •••• 203 
February 1, 1848 . . • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • 189 
March 22, 1848 . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . • • • • 104 
March 31, 1848 ...••• .••••• .••••• .••••• •••••• ••.. •••• 70 
May 13, 1848. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . 145· 
June 3, 1848 ..•..................•................... 57, 295· 




BuCHANAN, Secretary, August 30, 1848........ .. . • . • .• .•• •• . ••. . . . • • • • . ••. • 40"2 
October 14,1848. ...••• ...• .•.• .••••. ..•••• .••. .••••. 29 
November 18, 1848 .•••.. .••••• .••••• ..•••. •..••• .••• 82 
December 18, 1848...... . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . • • • • • • • • . 189 
January 17, 1849 ...... ..•••. .••••• ..•. ...• .. .••• •••• 362 
January 23, 1849 . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • • . 32 
February 15, 1849...... . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • . . • . • • • • . 79 
February 17, 1849...... ...••. ...••. ..•••. .••••• .••••. 410 
Minister to Great Britain, October 28, 1853 .••••. ..•••• •... •••. 107b 
December 9, 1853...... ...••. ...• •••• 107b 
(statement for Lord Clarendon as to 
Mosquito Country) January 6, 1854. 150/ 
February 7, 1854 ..•... ...• ..•••. .••• 107b 
February 18, 1854. ....•. ...••. .••••. 107b 
February24, 1854 ..........••...•••. 107b 
March 24, 1854 . . . . . . . . . . • . .. • • • . • • . • 385 
(statement) July 22, 1854 .••. •••• •••• 150/ 
August 3, 1855 .••••. .••••• ...• •••••. 271a 
President, ann nal message, 1857 ....•...••••.•••..•.••....••. 145, 150/ 
1858 •.••••.•.....••..... 50e,60,67,230,327 
1859 ..•••••.•••••..•••. 60,107,318,321,334 
1860- •••• -... 49, 58, 60, 67' 150/, 182, 295, 327 
(;. 
CA.DW ALADBR, Assistant Secretary, September 22, 187 4 . . . • • • . . • • . . . . • • • • • • . 204 
October 17, 1874 ...... ...... .••••• ..•••• 271a 
November 25, 1874 .••. .••• .... .... .••••• 201 
March 11, 1875 ...•.. •••. ........ .••• •••• 123 
March 16, 1875 . • . • • . . • • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • 204 
April 15, 1875...... . • . • . . • • • • . . . . • . • • • • . 261 
May 11, 1875 ...... .... •••. •••••• ••••••. 268 
August 6, 1875 . . . • • . . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 104 
August 11,187 ...... ...••. .••••. .•••••. 174a 
August 17,1475 ...••• .•••••••.••••••••• 104 
August 19, 1875...... . • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . 121 
August 20, 1875...... . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . 107 
August 21, 1875. .. .•.. .•••.. .••••• •••••• 281 
November2, 1875 .•.. ..•••. .••••• .•••••. 125 · 
March 27, 1876. . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 121 
October 14, 1876 . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . 36 
October 19, 1876 .••. · .... .••• ..•••• •••••• 91 
December 27,1876 .•.• •••• .••••• •••• •••• 270 
CALHOUN, Senator, March 13, 1840~...................... .• . . . • • ••. • • • •• . .. 38 
June 11, 1841. ..•.....•......•...•••..••••.••••.••••.•. 21,50 
January 24, 1843 ...• ...••. ..•. ...•.. ..•••. ..•••• •••••• 72 
March 30, 18-!8 . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • 287 
May 15, 1848 . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . • • • . • . • . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • 57 
views as to acquisition of new territory................ 72 
views as to discovery as basis of title...... . . • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Monroe doctrine........................... 57 
Secretary, May 28, 1844. .... ...... ••••.. ••.. .••••. .••••• .••• •••• 231 
June 28, 1844 ..••••••.••••..••••...••...••••..••••• 131a,138 




CALHOUN, Secretary, July 25, 1844 . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • 268 
August 7, 1844 ..•••.••••••.•••••.•.••..••••••••••••. 15,277 
August12, 1844 ..••••..•• ..••••.•••.••....•••.••••.. 72 
September 3, 1844 . • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . • . • . • • • • . . 2 
September 10, 1844 . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . 72 
September 21, 1844 •••••• •••• •••• .••••• .•• ••• •••• .••• 40'2' 
September 25, 1844 • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • 15 
December 4, 1844 .•••••••.•••••.•••••.•.•••.•• ~-· ••• • 277 
March 2, 1845 • • • • . • • • • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 222 
CABS, Secretary, April 10, 1857.... . . . • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . 334 
May30,1857 .........•.•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.••.. 67 
June 29, 1857.... . • • . •• • • •• • • •••• ••• • ••••• •• • ••• • •••• ••• . . 311 
July 1, 1857 • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 311 
July 29, 1857 . • • • . • . . . • •• • . • •• • . • • ••• . • • •• . . • • • • • • • • ••• • . . 55 
September 10, 1857 . • • • . • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • •• • • . 145 
October23, 1857 .•••••.••••••••••••• ···;·· .••••• •••• .••••. 49 
February 20, 1858.... .••• .••• •••• .••••• •••• •••••• •••• ••••. 92 
April 6, 1858...... . . • • •• • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . . 150/ 
April10,1858 ..•••..•••.•••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••... 327 
April 26, 1858. . . . . . • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . . 2'23 
May 22, 1858 ..••••.•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••.•••. 7, 33, 69 
June 23, 1858 . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . 317 
July 18, 1858 . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . 317 
July 25, 1858 .•••••.•••••.••••••••••...••••..••••.••. 107, 145, 232 
August 10, 1858 ...........•••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••. 242, 321 
August 18, 1858.... . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . . 175 
October 21, 18!18 . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • . • . • • • • . • • . . . • • • • •• . . . . . . 57 
NovemberS, 1858.. .. .. .• •••• •• .. •• •. •. •• •. •• .• •. •. •. •. .. . 150f 
November 25, 1858.... . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . 287 
November 26, 1858 .••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••. 69,203 
December 2, 1858....... . • • ••• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • 57 
December 8, 1858..... . • • • • • • • • • ••• • ••• • • • • •• • • • • •• • . • • • • . 52 
December 10, 1858 ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••• 203, 20(:) 
1858 (no other date)...................................... 67 
January 2..11, 1859.... . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 327 
February23,1859 .••••..••••..••••.•••••.••••••••••••••... 15,327 
March 7, 1859 ...•....•••..••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••.••• 58, 7(} 
April ~, 1859 ...••••..••...•••••••••••••••••..•••••••••• 181, 271a 
April 12, 1859. . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 293 
April 30, 1859 . • . . . . • • • • . . • . . • • • • • • . • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . 145 
May 5, 1859. . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • 293 
May 12, 1859 ...••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.•••.•••••••••• 181, 189-
J nne 14, 1859.... . • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • 181 
June 17, 1859 ..•....•..•••.•••••••..•••••••••••.••••..... 104, 342 
June 27, 1859 ......••••.•••••••••••.•••••.••••••••••• 361, 369, 370· 
July 8, 1859 ..........•....••...•••..•• - .••• -- •••• -... • . . . 181 
July 27, 1859 ...••.......•.•.•...••••.•••••.••• -. . • • • • . . . . 181 
August 31, 1859...... ••.. ••.. ••.. ••••..••••• •••• •. •••• ••.. 293 
October22, 1859.............. ••••...••••..••.•••..••••..• 2 
November 16, 1859.... •••• .•••.. •••• •••. .••••• •••• .••••. •. 119 
December 9, 1859 .....•••.••.••.•.••••..•••.••••••••••••. 180, 189 
December 31, 1859...... .••••. •••. .••••. •••••• •••• •••• ••.. 181 
February2, 1860.. .••••• •••• •••••. •••••. •••••• •••• •••• •••. 261 




C.a.ss, Secretary, March 31, Hl60 . . . • • . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . • • • . . 327 
May 3,1860 ...••. ...• .••• •••••• ..•••• •••• •••• •••••. .••••. 230 
May 4,1860 ...... ....•. .••••• •••• •.•• •••• .••. ••.• .••. •..• 145 
September 20, 1860 ...••....•••.••••.••••••.•• :. • • • . . . • • • • . 57, 58 
October 3, 1860 . . . • • • . . • • . . . • • . . • • • • • . . . • . . . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . 182 
October 22, 1860 . • . • . . . . . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . 54 
~ovember 12,1860........................................ 261 
:N'ovember 15, 1860.... .. .. .. .... ...• .••••• ............ .... 231 
November 26,1860 ................................... 56, 389,402 
correspondence with Mr. Webster, on Ashburton treaty............... 150c 
views of, as to Monroe doctrine...................................... 57 
speech in Senate, August 31, 1852.. ...... .... ...... .... .... .... .••••. 305a 
January, 1854. .••• ....... .••. .. .••• •••••• •••• .••••. .... ...... 150b 
CAIRO, diplomatic agency in .••••• ...... ...... .... .••••• ...... .... ........ 53 
CALDERON GOVERNMENT IN PERU, recognition of........................... 70 
Spanish minister, statement of, as to Spanish methods of crimi-
nal trial . • • • • . . • • • • • . . • • . . . • • • • • . • . • . . . • • • • • . . • • • • . • • . • . . • • • . 230 
CALIFORNIA, cession of ............................................... 154, 155,315a 
interested in an isthmus route.... .. . • .. .. .. . • .. .. . • • . .. . • • . .. f50f 
original military occup81tion of, by United States............. 3 
effect of cession .of, on its laws............................ . • .. 4 
relations to, of Sandwich Islands .. .. .. .. • • . • • • .. • . . .. • • .. . • .. 62 
CAl\IPBELL (Lord), views on Caroline case.................................. 50c 
CANADA, duty of, as to border raiders...... .. . • • • .. • • • • • • .. • • .. • . .. .. .. .. .. 18, 19 
policy of the United States towards .. • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • .. • • • . • .. • 72 
pursuit of raiders into .. .. • ••• .... .. .. •. •• • • .•• . • . . • • ••• .. .. .. .. . 50e 
rel~t tion of, to fisheries .. .. . • . . • • • .. . . .. .. .. • . . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 301 ff 
(See FISHERIES.) 
rivers and canals of, freedom of................................... 30 
to be subordinated to Great Britain in international discussions.... 308 
CANAL, isthmian, considerations relating to ..••••••••.............••••.. 150f, 287 ff 
CANALS, neutralization of................................................. 40 
CANNING, his position as to the Holy Alliance, and as to South America's in-
dependence ................•••..••.•...• ·••. . • • • • . . . . • . • • • • . . . . 57 
his tone as a diplomatist ...... ---~--............................ 107 
CANNON BALL, range of, as designating territorial waters................... 32 
CAPTURE OF ENEMY'S PROPERTY, right of .............................. 238ff,348 
(See WAR, BELLIGERENTS.) , 
CAPTURE OF VESSELS AT SEA, considerations concerning ................. .. 
CAPTURES, examinations of, by prize courts ....... ~ ...................... .. 
CARGO, when open to capture ......................................... -: .. . 
effect of blockade breach on ...................................... . 
liabilities of, when contraband .................................. .. 
CAROLINE ISLANDS, relation of the United States to ...... : ..... .......... .. 
protection of missiom~,ries in ••• _ •...••••••••.•••••.•••• 








in 1838 ...•.....••...•••...•••..•••••.....•••••....•..••••...••..•••. 21, 50c, 350 
CASTINE, effect of British occupation of, in 1814 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. • . .. .. .. . . 2 
CASTLEREAGH, Lord, position of, as to Arbuthnot. and Ambrister . • . . . . • • • • . 216 
CAYO VERDE ISLANDS .. ---- .......••. ·-----·----· ..•••. ·----·............. 314 
CENTRAL AMERICA, abrogation oftreaty of1825 with...................... 137a 
how affected by Clayton-Bulwer treaty...... . . . . . . . . . . 150f 
mediation in affairs of .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. . .. .. 49 
INDEX. 
SECTIO'N. 
CERTIFICATE OF NATURALIZATION, effect of... ••. ...... •.••.. ...... •••• •••• 174Jf 
irregularity of issue of . • • • • . .. • • • . .. • • • • 191 
CESSION~ wbatrightsittransfers.......................................... 4,5 
of territory, effect of............................................. 4 if 
Florida...... • • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . 161a 
J_,ouisiana . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . l48b 
Pacific coast.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . • • . . . • • • • . • • • • . . 154 
how affected by Monroe doctrine.... .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. • .. • • • • • • • 57 
CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCES, effect of, on treaties........................... 137a 
CHANGE OF GOVERNMENT does not vacate prior treaties .....• :. • • • • . . . • • • • . 137 
CHANNEL, change of, in river, how affecting title to islands................. 30 
CHANNELS, obstruction of ................................................. 34, 361a 
CHARGE D'AFFAIRES. (See DIPLOMATIC AGENTS.) 
CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS abroad....................................... 56a 
CHESAPEAKE AND LEOPARD, incidents as to collision of ..........••••• 315b, 319,331 
CHESAPEAKE (merchant vessel), capture of, by Confederates, and abuse of ' 
neutral waters by...... • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . • . • . . • • . • • • . • . . • • 27 
CHIHUAHUA, marauders may be pursued into.... . . . . . • • • . . . . . • • . . • . • • • . • • • . 50a 
CHILDREN: 
Born in the United States generally citizens...... . . . . . • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • . 183 
So of cbHdren of naturalized citizens • • • • .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. • .. .. • • • • .. .. 184 
So of children born abroad to citizens of the United States . . • • • . • • • • • . . 185 
CHILI, abrogation of certain treaties with.... .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. • • •• . • • • . • .. .. 137a 
relations to the United States as to war with Peru .................. 49,59 
AND PERU, mediation between, in 1879. .. • • • • .. .. • • . .. .. .. .. .. • • • • • • 49 
CHINA AND GREAT BRITAIN, mediation of the United States between........ 49 
CHINA, relations of the United States to .......... . ............ ,........... 67 
opi urn trade in ...•••....•... ,. . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • • • . • . . • • . . . • • • • • • • . 67 
transit passes in.... . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . • • • • • • . . 193 
treaties with, of 1858, superseded.......................... .• •••• •. . l31a 
treaty relations with.............................................. 144 
penal code of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • • • • . . . • . . 144 
CHINESE LABORERS, transit of...... . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. • . • .. . .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. . 144 
LABORERS, distinctive position of, in the United States . • • • • . . • . • 67 
AGGRESSIONs on citizens of the United States .................... 67, 226 
ATTACKS on, in the United States ................................ 67, 226 
CITIZENSHIP of ................................................. 173, 197 
INJURIES to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . • . • • • • . . • • • • . 226 
IMMIGRATION, 1\mits to bA imposed on. .. .. • . .. . .. • • .. .. .. .. .. . • .. 67 
MERCHANTS, distinctive position of....... . . . .. . . .. . • .. . . . .. .. .. . . 67 
NATURALIZATION of ........................................ 144, 174,197 
VESSELS, purchase and sale of, by citizens of the United States.... 410 
UHRISTMAS ISLAND, title to . .... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .... 63 
CIRCASSIAN, case of, comments as to ...................................... 329, 359 
CIRCUMSTANCES, change of, effect of, on treaties............................ 137a 
CITIZEN entitled to passport . . . . • • • . • • • . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • • • • . 1911' 
of asylum state, when subject to extradition....................... 273 
abroad entitled to·call on Federal Government for protection ...... ·• 189ff 
CITIZENSHIP : 
Expatriation : 
Principles of expatriation affirmed................................. 171 
Conditions imposed by Government of origin have no extraterri-






Nor can the rights of foreigners be limited by country of temporary 
residence requiring matriculation or registry.. . . . . • • • . . . . • . • . . • . . 172a 
Naturalization: 
Principles and limits of....... .• • ••• . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . •. . . . . • •• . . • • . . . 173 
Process and proof . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 17 4 
,Judgment of, cannot be impeached collaterally, but if fraudulent 
may be repudiated by Government.............................. 174a 
Mere declaration of intention insufficient....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 175 
Abandonment of citizenship : 
~itizenship may be so forfeited . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 176 
Or by naturalization in another country ....... ~.................... 177 
Effect of treaty limitations . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 178 
Under treaty with Germany, two years' residence in Germany prima 
facie proof of abandonment...... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . • . . . . . 179 
Liabilities of naturalized citizen on returning to native land: 
While voluntary expatriation is no ground for adverse proceedings 
it is otherwise as t.o acts done by him before expatriation. . • • • • . . . . 180 
If he left military duty due and unperformed, he may be held to it 
if he return after naturalization................................. 181 
But no liability for subsequent duty............................... 182 
Children: 
Born in the United States generally citizens...... . . • • . . . • • . . . • . . . . . 18:3 
So of children of naturalized citizens . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . • . . . . • • .• • • • . . 184 
So of children born abroad to citizens of the United States.......... 185 
Married women: 
A married woman partakes of her husband's nationality...... . . . • . . 186 
Territorial change: 
Allegiance follows................................................. 187 
Naturalization by revolution or treaty.... . . . • • • .• •• • .. . . . • • . . • . . . . 188 
Protection of Government : 
Granted to citizens abroad......................................... 189 
Right may be forfeited by abandonment of citizenship.............. 190 
Care of destitute citizens abroad not assumed................ . . • ••• 190a 
Passports: 
Can only be issued by Secretary of State or head of legation.... . . . • . 191 
Only to citizens. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . . . . . 192 
Qualified passports and protection papent.... . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . . 193 
Visas, and limitations as to time.................. . . . . . . . . . . . •• • . .. 194 
How to be supported. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . • . • . • . • • • . . • • • . . . • • • . 195 
(As to sea-letters, see 408 ff.) 
Indians and Chin(jse: 
Indians........................................................... 196 
Chinese. . . . • . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • . • • . 197 
Domicil: 
May give rights and impose duties................................. 198 
Obtaining and proof of...... . . • • . . . • . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • . • • . • 199 
Effect of .........•........•....•• - . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . • • • • . • • . . • . . 200 
Aliens: 
Rights of......................................................... 201 
Not compellable to military service.... • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • . . • • • • . . . 202 
Subject to local allegiance......................................... 203 






When local or personal sovereign liable for....... • • • • • • . . • • • . . • • . . . 205 
May be expelled or rejected by local sovereign...... . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . 206 
Corporations: 
Foreign corporations presumed to be aliens. . • • • . . . • • • . • • • . . • . . . . . . . 207 
CITIZENSHIP, ABANDONMENT of........................................... 176 
FEDERAL AND STATE, relations of........................... 173 
CITOYEN GENET, case of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 396 
CIVIL WAR, contending parties, question of sovereignty between........... 70 
declaration not necessary to .... ------.... •• •• • . . . • ••. . • . . . . . . 333.tf 
when parties to, are belligerents ....•.....•••.••••.•••....••..• • 69 
when contestants make de facto Government................... 7 
United States, foreign mediation in . . • • • . . • • • . . . . • • . . . .. . . . .. 49 
CIVILIZED WARFARE, liability for violation of rules of •••• -~-- .••.•..•.... 225, 347 
CIVILIZED WARFARE, RULES TO BE OBSERVED: 
Spies and their treatment.... .. . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . . 347 
Prisoners and their treatment: 
Gerieral rules ..•....•........•• ~ ..•...•....••••••.•• ·.............. 34H 
Arbuthnot and Ambrifter .•.••. .... .••••• .... .••••• .••••. .••••. .. . 348a 
Reprisals in war of 1812 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·• 
Dartmoor prisoners .......•.•......• _ •••••.••••.• _ ••..•.•.....•.... 
Cases in Mexican war ..••••....•.•••••••• .•••••...•.....•. _ •..•... 
Wanton destruction prohibited .......••....•...••••..•••.....••....... 
CLAIMS: 
Mode of presentation : 





vit or oiher proof . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 213 
Foreign claimant must appear through diplomatic agency ... _.. . . . . 214 
Who may claim : 
United States citizenship must be shown to sustain claim, and such 
citizenship must have existed when the claim accrued............ 215 
A citizen who has voluntarily expatriated himself cannot clailu the 
interposition of the Department...... .. . • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •. 216 
Corporations................. . ................................... 217 
Practice as to proof and process: 
Department cannot examine witnesses under oath...... . . . . •• . .. • . . 218 
No peremptory demand to be made unless under instructions from 
Department...... . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 219 
Department has control of case, and may arbitrate, compromise, or 
withdraw ....................................................... 220 
Arbitration proper when Governments disagree; limits of arbitra-
tion ..•.........•...•....• -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . • • . . 221 
Government may resort to extreme measures to enforce payment.... 222 
Claims based on war : 
A sovereign is not ordinarily responsible to alien residents for injuries 
they receive on his territory from belligerent action, or from insur-
gents whom he could not control, or whom the claimant Govern-
ment had recognized as belligerent .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . • • . 223 
Nor for injuries from acts of legitimate warfare waged by him on 
his enemy's soil ................................................. · 224 
Greytown bombardment........................................... 224a 
But belligerent is liable for injuries inflicted in violation of rules of 





Claims based on mob injuries: 
A Government is liable internationally for such injuries when it could 
have prevented them; but when there is a remedy given in the 
judicial tribunals, this must be pursued.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 226 
Claims based on spoliation : , 
Foreign neutrals liable for breach of neutrality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 227 
Foreign belligerents liable for abuse of belligerency...... . . . • . . . • . . 228 
How far public ships are liable for torts............................ 229 
Claims based on denial or undue discrimination of justice: 
Such claims ground for interposition............................... 230 
But not mere national peculiarities in administering justice not vio-
lating internationa~ obligations................... . . . . • . . . . . . . • •. 230a 
Contractual claims : 
· Not ordinarily pressed • . • • . . . • • • • . . . • • . • • • • • . . • . . . • • • . . . • . . • . . . • • . 231 
Exception where diplomacy is the only mode of redress..... . • • • . •• • 232 
Tender of good offices . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • • • . . . • • . • . . . • . . • • . • • • • . . • • • • . 233 
Claims for real estate : 
Title to be sued for at situs........................................ 234 
Otherwise as to trespasses and evictions ...• ...-. . . . • . . . • . • • . • • • • • • • • 235 
Claims based on negligence...... . • • . . • . . . . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 235a 
Liability for prior Government: 
Governments liable for predecessors' spoliations................ ••• • 236 
Defenses: 
Part payment .••.......••.••••........••. -~--..................... 237 
Lis pendens, election of another tribunal, res adjudicata. . . . • • . . .. . • . . 238 
Limitation .......... ----.......................................... 239 
Intermediate war or settlement.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . • • . . . • 240 
Non-exhaustion of local judicial remedies . . . . .• . . . . . • . . . . . . • •• . . . • • 241 
But this does not apply where there is no local judiciary, or where 
the judicial action is in violation of international law, or where the 
test is waived, or where there is undue discrimination.... • . • . • • • • 242 
Culpability of claimant...... . . • . . . . . • • • . . • . • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 243 
No national discrimination as to claimant.......................... 244 
Practice as to payment...... . . . • • . . . . • . . . • • • . • . . • • . . • • • • . • • . • • . • • • • • • . 245 
Interest: • 
Not generally allowable...... . . . . . . • • • • • • • . . • • • . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . • • • • 246 
Damages: 
Remote, not allowable . _-_... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . • . • . • • • • . • • • • • . 247 
Home Government's liability for abandoning claims.................... 248 
Foreign sovereigns may sue in Federal courts.... . . • • • . . . . . . • • . • • • . . • • • 249 
CLAIMS CONVENTIONS, action of Governmen~ as to...... . . . . • . . . . • • • . .. • • • • . 220 
CLARENDON, Earl, statement of, as to Mosquito Country.... . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . 295 
May 2, 1854 . . . • . . . . . . • • . • . • • . . . • . . . • • . . . • 150/ 
CLAYTON-BULWER TREATY ..........••....•......•••....••.•....•.•.•••. 150/, 287f! 
CLAY, HENRY, agency in recognition of South American independence...... 70 
attitude towards Spain in 1816-'~0.... . . • • . . • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • . 161a 
letter, March 15, 1812 . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . 320 
December 25, 1814...... . • • • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • • • . . • • . • . • • • 150c 
CLAY, Secretary, March 26, 1825 .•.•••..•••..•••••.•••....••••.••••••••••.. 57, 134 
. Ap1·il6, 1825 ...... ...••• •••••• •..• ..••.. •••• •••••• •••••.. 131 
May 10, 1825. ..•. .••••. .••• •••• •••••• •••••• ..•••. •••• •••• 70 
October 17, 1825... • . • • • • . . • . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • 60 




CLAY, Secretary, February 10, 1826 ...• .. . ••. . •• ••• . . • •. . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . •• . 72 
March 29, 1826 ..•••. ------ .••••• .••••. •. .••. .•.... .... •... 49 
j April 13, 1826 . . . . • • . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . 60 
~:; :o,
1
~:~o-~ ::~~~~~~~~~::: ::·:::~ :::~:~:::::: ::~:::::::~~ ~!~a 
June 19, 1826.. .... ...• .... ..•••. ...•. ...... .•••.. .•.. .... 30 
June 21,1826. .. ...••. ...••. ..•. ..••.. •. ..•. .••. ..•. ...... 331 
January 20, 1827 ..... •••. ..•••. ..•... .•.• .... .. ...... .... 107 
January 31, 1827 ...• .... ...••. ...••. ...• .... .••. .... ..... 88 
March 22, 1827 . • • • • . • . • • . . . • • • . . • • • . . . • . • • • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . 335 
March 28, 1827 .•.. .••••• ........ •. .. ...... .. •. .• .... . .... 241 
April 6, 1827 . . . • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . • • • • • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 404 
June 9, 1827 ............................................ 227, 39:3 
August 15, 1827 ...••• .••••. .••••• •.•. •••••. .•.•.. .... .... 331 
October 27, 1827 .•••.• •••• ••.. •••••• .••••. .•••.. .•..•. .•.• 34 
October 31, 1827 .••... •• .••••. •••••• •••• .••••• .. •••. .•.•.. 393 
November 12, 1827 .•• '!.. •••• .•.. •.•. .••.•. ••.. ...... .•.••. 121 
January 29, 1l::l28 .•.••.. .••. •••• •••••. •••••. •••. ••.. ••.... 396 
January 30, 1828 .•••.• •••••• •••••. •••••• •••••.. .••••. .... 45 
February 5, fo28 ..••••. ••.• •••••• .••••• .••••• .••• ••.• .••• 241 
February 18, 1828 •••• .••••. •••• ...... •••• •••• .••••. .•••.. 27 
AprilS, 1828. ..•.•. .•.••• .••••. ...... .••• •••. ..•... .•.••. 34 
April11, 1828 .... .••••• •••• •••••. .••••. .••••. .•••.. ••..•. 400 
May 1, 1828 ......................................... 394, 396,400 
December 10, 1828 ........................................ 92, 101 
Senator, report in 18S4 on relations to France....................... 318 
report June 18, 1836 . • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • . 70 
CLAYTON, Secretary, April10, 1849 .... .... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .... 396 
April11, 1849 •••• .•.. •.•. .••••• .••••. .•••.. .••••. •... 203 
May 1, 1849...... . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . 209 
May 2, 1849 ••••.••••.•••••.•••...•••.••••••••.•••••. 145, 295 
May 5, 1849...... . • . • • • . • . . • . • • . . • • • • • • . . • • • • . • . . . . . . 396 
May 12, 1849. . • . . . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • . . 360 
May 19, 1849...... .... .. .••• •••• ••.. •••• ••••... .•••.. 245 
May 31, 1849.... •••••• •••. .••••. •••• •... •••• •••.. .... 104 
June 18, 1849 .••••. •••••. •••••. •.•. •••• ••.. ••.. •••••. 71 
July 8, 1849...... .••••. •••. •••••. •••. ••.. ..•. •••••. .. 70 , 
July 10, 1849. .••••. ..••.. ••.. ••••.. •••• .••••. .•.. .... 220 
July 19, 1849 ........................................ 145,295 
August 2, 1849 . . . • . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . 60 
August 8, 1849 .•.....•.••• :. • • • . . • • • • . • • . • . . • • . • . . • • . 402 
August 28, 1849 . • . • . . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . 120 
September 14, 1849..... ...... ...... .... .... •..• ...... 107 
Jan nary 1, 1850 . . . • . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • .. • • • . 107 
January 9, 1850 .••••..••.•••••••••••• -~---· •••••. ••.. 145 
January 12, 1850 . . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . 48 
January 14, 1850.... .••• •••. .••• ••.. •••• •••. ••.. ..•.. 104 
January 24, 1850.... ..•••. .••••. ••.. •••• .... •••. ••... 361 
February 15, 1850.... ••••.. •••. •••••. •••. .... •••. .... 268 
April19, 1850 .................................... .• :. 145 
July 5, 1850.. . • • • • • • . • . . • • • . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 62 
CLEVELAND, President, annual message, 1885 ..•...•.. 51, 65, 72, 83, 145, 173, 287, 381 
special message, March 2, 1886 ......................... 67 




0LOSURE OF PORTS, effect, of............................................... 361 
when permitted, by obstructions •••.....••••••••••••••. 34, 361a 
CoAL, how far contraband...... . . • . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • 369 
supply of, when breach of neutrality................................ 398 
COBBETT, proceedings against for libel on Spain...... • . • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . 56 
CocHRANE, Admiral, outrages by ...••..••••..••••..•••.•.•••.•••••••••••. 318, 349 
CocKBURN, Sir A.., views of, in Geneva tribunal............................ 402a 
COLLISIONS AT SEA, jurisdiction over....................................... 26 
COLOMBIA, bound as to isthmus transit by treaty ..••...•••..•••..••••••••. 290, 292 
recogmtion of independence of.... . • • . • . . • • • . . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . • . 70 
treaty relations with........................................... 145 
termination by limitation of treaty of 1836 with • . • • .• • • •• • • •• • • 137a 
COLON, port of, questions as to ....•....•••..••.•••••..•••••..••••.... 145, 150/, 291 
CoLONIAL TRADE, forbidden in peace, may be carried on in war .••••.. ·---~· 388 
COLONIES, effect of independence of . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . • • • . • . • . • • . . • • • • • . . 6, 298 ff 
policy of the United States as to.... . . . • . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . • • • . • • • . . 72 
British recognition of independence of........................... 150 
recognition generally of independence...... . • • . . . • • . . • • • . • . • . • • • 70 
independence of, does not affect their boundaries or other territo-
rialrights .............•..................•.•...•.........• 6, 150,300 J! 
, COLONIZATION, not the policy of the United States.... . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . • . . . 72 
CoMET, ship, case of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . •• . . . . • . . .. . • . . 38 
COMITY, when a basis for extradition.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . • . . • • . . 268 
COMMERCIAL INTERCOURSE, suspension of................................. 319 
RELATIONS, bow far broken up by war....................... 337 
TREATIES, effect of . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • • 138 
COMPACTS, international, construction of.... . • . • • • . . . . • . . . . • • • ••••• •• • •• • • 132 
COMPULSION, a defense for breach of port law.............................. 38 
CONDEMNATION OF SHIPS AT SEA: 
Action of prize court may be essential.... . . . . • . . • . • . . . • • . . . • • • • • • . . • • . 328 
When having jurisdiction such court may conclude . . . . • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . 329 
But not when not in conformity with international law.... • • • • . • • • . . • • 329a 
Proceedings of such court ................. _.... . . . . • • • • . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • 330 
CONDITIONS IN TREATY, when interdependent.... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . 133 
CoNFEDERACY, SOUTHERN, had a de facto government.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 7 
CONFEDERATE BELLIGERE~CY, recognition of by France and England...... 69 
PORTS, blockade of in 1861. .........••••.............••••. 359, 361 
STATES, independence of not to be rightfully acknowledged.. 70 
prize courts of, without jurisdiction...... . . . . • . . . • . . 329 
CoNFISCATION, claims of aliens for redress arising from .....•..••. 224, 228,338,352 
how far a war meyure...... . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . •• • • • . 3:38 
CONFISCATIONS, in Cuba, protested against . . . • • . . • • • • • . . . • . • . . . . . . • • • • • • . . 60 
charges as to.. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . 230 
CONFLICT OF LAWS, effect of.... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 
CONGO COUNTRY, discovered by American citizens......................... 2 
CoNG J RIVER, exploration as to .........•...........•..•...•••..•. ~ . . • • . • 51 
questions as to .......................••..•..•...•.••••.•••• 30,51 
CoNGREss, bow far bound to pass act executing treat~.... . . . • . . • • . . . • • • . • • • 131a 
may municipally annu: tr~aties...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 138 
OF PARIS, declaration of as to maritime war.................... 342 
OF VIENNA, rules of, as to navigable rivers...................... 30 
diplomatic grades . • • . • . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . 88 




CONQUEST, effect of title by............................................... 3 ff 
on allegiance.. . • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . • . . . • . . . . . 187 
what rights it transfers........................................ 4, 5 
CoNRAD, Acting Secretary, September 21, 1852.. •• •••••• •• •• .. • .••• •. .. .••• :31:3 
October 12, 1852....... •• •• •• • • • • •• •• . . • .. •• . . . . 230 
October 28, 1852.. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. • . • . . . . .. . . . • . . :37 
November 5, 1852.... .. •• •• .. .. .. •. ... ..... .. .. .. 321 
CONSCRIPTION OF ALIENS, rule as to...... .. . . .. . . . . • .. .. .. . • .. . . . . .. .. . . .. 201! 
CoNSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, when allowable on international claims.. . .. . . .. 24 i 
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES, distinctive features bearing on in-
ternational law: 
As to territorial occupation.. .. • • • . .. . . .. . • . . . . .. • • • . . • • • • • .. .. .. . . . . .. 4 ff 
jurisdiction . . •••......••...•. ·.. • • • . • • • • • . . . • • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . 11 ff 
high seas. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • . . • • • • . . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . 26 ff 
annexation ....•......••.....•...••....••.••••.•.•...... 58,72,148b,161a 
executive authority..... . ••..••••...• 71, 78 jf, 122, 139, 238, 329, 329a, 362 
source of diplomatic action...................................... 78 tf 
recognition of foreign states..................................... 70 
negotiation of treaties.,......................................... 131 
force of treaties ............................ · .................... 138, 139 
naturalization .... .... .... ........ ..••.. .... ...• •••• .••••. .•.• .... 17:3 ff 
North American Indians.... . • • • .. . . .. • . . • .. • • • . .. • • • • ......... 196, 208 ff 
Chinese . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . . . 197 
general power of Congress over marriage .... .••• .••• ...... ...... 261 
right of foreign sovereigns to sue in Federal courts . • • • • . • • . . • . . . 249 
. diplomatic and consular privileges .......................... 92, 9G ff, 120 
declaration of war.............................................. 333 
piracy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . 380 ff 
power of courts. (See COURTS.) 
CONSTITUTION (frigate), liability for salvage, case of....................... 37 
CONSTRUCTION OF TREATY, rules for----~-................................ 133 
distinguishable from interpretation . .• • . .. • • . .. • • . . . . . . . • .. 133 
CONSUL, Spanish, claim for insults to in New Orleans in 1851 .. . ••• . • ... •. .. 226 
CONSULAR AGENTS, rules as to............................................. 118 
jurisdiction in China . • . • . . • • • • .. • • . . • • .. . • • . .. • • • . • • • • . • • • . • • . 67 
Oriental lands ......... . ........... _.. . • • • .. • . . . 125 
CONSULATES, protection granted by, in Eastern nations ..•••••••••.••. 104, 122, 198 
CONSULS: 
Eligibility of......................................................... 113 
Appointment and qualifying of........................................ 114 
Exequatur.. . . • . . . . • • . . . • • . . . • . . . • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • . 115 
Dismissal . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • 116 
Not ordinarily diplomatic agents .••• ...... .••••• •••• •••• ...... •••• •••• 117 
Vice-consuls and consular agents ••• • . . • • • • • • •• • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • 118 
Not to take part in politics • • . . .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • •.• . 119 
Privilege as to process . • . . • . . . • . • . . . . • .• • • . • • • • . •••• ••• • •• • •• . • •• • •• • . 120 
Other privileges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . . 121 
Right to give asylum and protection . .. . .. • • • .. • • • • • • • • . • • . .. • • • . . • • . • . 122 
Business relations of.................................................. 123 
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ExYRADITION, Trea.ties retrospective.. . • • • •• • •• • . • • • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 282 
EXTRATERRITORIALITY, cannot be assigned to municipal laws.............. 9 
of diplomatic agents, scope of..................... 92 t 
(As to extraterritoriality, see generally SoVEREIGNTY.) 
F. 
FA LKLA..."D IsLANDS, internationn,l relations of...... . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • 6G 
"FAVORED NATION," meaning of term..................................... 1:34 
·FEDERAL CONSTITUTION, relation of, .to the States...... . • • • • • .. • • • . • • • • . • • • 11 
COURTS, power of revision in international cases.21, 122,139, 2:~8, 329a, 362 
GovERNMENT, relations of, to naturalization...... . • • • . .. • . • . • • • • • 173 
(See CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES, UNITED STATES.) 
FE:\lE COVERT, nationality of ............................................. 186, 187 
F ENIAN INSURRECTION, action of United St.ates as to....................... 189 
FENIANS, interposition for...... .. • . • . . • • • • . . . • • • . .. . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 5'2 
F1.n ISLA..~Ds, foreign relations of.......................................... G:~ 
effect of annexation of, to Great Britain, on citizenship....... 190 
''FILIBUSTERING F.:XPEDITIONS," suppression of, by the United States .••••. 60, 402 
not to be permitted by neutral. . . . • • • . . • • • • 395a 
FILLMORE, President, special message, July 30, 1850.... . • . • • • . . . • . . • • • • • • • • 327 
J<'ebruary 14, 1851 ..•......••••••.••••. 161 
October 2, 1851.... ...... ...... •••••• 60 
annual message, 1851. •••......•••.•••• 45,48,62, 121,327,402 
1852 ..•••....••..••....•...•••••...• GO, 146 
FINES, oppressive, levied in foreign ports • • • • . • • • • • . . . • • • • • . • . • • . . . . • • • • • • • 37 
FISH, Secretary' April 3, 1869.-.-- ..•••••. ----- ••.• --- •• - . - .• -.... --. · .• -... 373 r 
April21, 1869.... . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . • • • . .. . . . . • • . • • • . 214 
May 8, 1869...... . • . • . • . • • • • . . • . • . • • • • • . . • • • . . • • . • . . • • • • . . 231 
J.V1ay 12, 1869 . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • . . • . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • . 99 
June 1, 1869 •..•••••.••••.•••• ····"· ...................... f6, 175 
June 17, 1869 ............................................. 97,361 
June 21, 1869.... ..•.•• .••••• .••• •.•• .••• .••• .•.. .••• ••••• 311 
June 29, 1869...... •. ..•••. •.•. .•• ••. •.•• .•.••• ••••• .••••• 40'2 
July 13, 11:369 .................................. , .•.••••• 107/, 402 
July 15, 1869...... • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . 402 
July 17, 1869 .....••••• "~----- •••••. ••••••. •••• •••. •••• .••• 402 
July 24, 1869.... . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 402 
August 10, 1869.... • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 402 
August 16, 1869 .•.••• ·---~- .••••• •••• •••• .••••• •.•• •.•• ... 391) 
August 31, 1869.... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . . . 67 
September 14, 1869 ....................... ,.. .... ...... .... 381 
September 17, 1869.... • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • 206 
September 25, 1869 .................................... 69,402, 403 
October 9, 1869 . • • •• • • • • . • • ••• • . • • • • • • • • • ••• • . • • • • • • • • • . . • 165 
October13, 1869 ...................................... 61,227,402 
October 14, 1869...... .... •••• ••.• •••• .... .... .... .... .... 1i4a 
October 21, 1869 ............... .. .......................... 9, 241 
November 4, 1869 ......................... ~.. .. . . • • • • • . . • . 88 
December 3, 186g •••••••••••...••.•••....•••.•.• _.. . • • • • • . 67 
December 22, 1869 ....................................... 120, 190a 
December31, 1869.... .... .... .•••.. ...... ...... ...• .•.• .. 93a 
January 11, 1870...... ..•... .••••. ..•... ...... ...•.. ...•.. 244 




FisH, Secretary, February 26, 1870... ••• . • • •• • . • • • . . • • . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • 183 
February -, 1870.... . . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . 160 
l\farch 5, 1870 . • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • . . • . • • . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . 88a 
Marcll11, 1870...... . . • • • • . • . • • . . . • • • • . • • • • • . . . . • . • . • • • . . . 82a 
April 4, 1870. . . • • . . • • • • • . • . • • . . . . • • . • . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • 67 . 
A pril6, 1870.... . . • • . • • • . . . • . • . . • • • . . • • • . • . . • • • • . • • • . • • • • . 54 
April15, 1870.... . . . • • . . . . • • . • . . • • . . • • • • . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . 224a 
April16, 1870 .....••••....•...••••...•••.•.....••••..•••• ~ 115 
April 20, 1870...... . . . • . . . • • • . . • • • • . • . . . . . • . • . . • • • • . . . • . . . 67 
April21, 1870 ...•.••••••..•.•.•••..••• ~ ...• ..••.. ..... .... 2G1 
April 27, 1870...... . • • • • • . . • • . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . 89a 
l\Iay 9, 1870 .......•••..••••..•••...•••..•••••..•••..... 14Sc, 194 
l\!ay 26, 1870 . . . • . . . • • . • . . • • . . • • • . . • • • . • . . • . • . • • • • • . . • • • • . 49 
June 7, 1870 .•.• •••• ...• .••••• .. ..•• .••• ...••. ..•••. .. .... 186 
June 24, 1870...... ••.• •••• .••. .•.• .••••• .•.••. .•••. ....•. 230 
June 27, 1870 ...•••....•.•...•.•.•••...•...•.•••.•.•...•.. · 231 
July 11, 1870.... .... ...... ...• ...••. ..•. ..•. .•.• .••••. .... 89 
July 14, 1870 . . . . . . . . . • . • • •••••••.••••..•..••••••.••.•.•.. 57, 150/ 
July 22, 1870 . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . • . . . . • •. . . .•• • • . .. .• • • . . • . • . • 342 
September 9, 1870 ...... .••• ....•. .••• ...• •••• .••••. ...••• 49 
September 10, 1870.... . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . • . • • • • . 125 
September 20, 1870 ...• ..•••. ..•••• .••••. .... ..•• ..... .... 173 
September 30, 1870...... . . • • • . . • • • • • . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . • • • . • . . 49 
October 4, 1670 ...•..••••...•...•.....•.....•.....•.. ·. .... 192 
October 15, 1870...... . . . • . . • • • • • • . • • • • . • • . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . 232 
October 19, 1870.... ...• ...• •••• •••• ..•• ...•. .••• .••. •••... 97 
.,_ October 27, 1870...... •.•••• ..•• ••.. •••• •••• .••• ..•••. •••• 189 
October 28, 1870.... .. .•.••• .••• ..•• •.•• .• .••••• ••.. ..•••• 342 
November 11, 1!:370.... ..•• ..•••. .••••• .••• •••• .•.. .... ••.• 97 
November 16, 1870...... ..••.. .••••. ..•• .••••. .••••. .••••. 19 
November 21, 1870 ..••.•...•••...••••. ,. .••••. .•••.. ..•..• 97 
November 25, 1870.... ..•. •.•• •••• ..•••. .••••. .••••• ...••. 230 
December 7, 1870 .....•••••..••.•••.•••..•••.•.•......••• 176, 190 
December 13, 1870~---·· .... •••• •••• •••• ..•••• .••••. ..•••• 190 
December 15, 1870 ...•••.•••.•••••.•••••••...•.•••••.•.•• , 176 
December 16, 1870...... ..••.. .••••• ...•.. .•.. .••••. ..•.•. 70 
December 17, 1870.... .••••• .••••. ....•. ...•.. .••••• .••••• 92 
December 20, 1870 ...••••....•....•...••••....••....•.... 125, 176 
December 28, 1870...... . . . • • • . • • . . . • • . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . • • • • 402 
January 5, 1871 . . . • . • • • • • . . • • . • . • . • . . • . . . . • • • . • • • . • • • . • • . 79 
January 13, 1871.... . • . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • 190 
January 14, 1871...... ..•••. .•.••• .••••• .....• .•.••• .••••• 342 
January 21,1871 ..•••..••••••••••....•.••••••..•.•....•• ~. 68 
February 2, 1871 .••••.••....•.•••••••.•...• .-..... ...• ••.• 92 
February 8, 1b71 .•••.•••••. : .•••••..••••...•..••••.••••. 145, 241 
February 9, 1871 .••••• .... •••• •••• ..•. ...• .••• .••• .••••.. .402 
February 24, 1871. ..••....••..•••••.•••...•.•••..••.••••• 97,186 
March 20, 1871 . . . . . . . • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • . • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . 133 
April6, 1871 ...••..••.•.••••.•••••••••.••.•....•..••.•.. 174a, 176 
April 18, 1871 ......• ·•• . • • • • • • • • . • • • . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • . • . • 92 
April 28, 1871 . . . . . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . • . • . • • • • • . • • • . • • • • . 224 
May 5, 1871 . . . • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • . . • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 29 
1\'Ja.y 11, 1 ~71 . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . • • . . •• • • •• • • . 68 




FisH, Secretary, May 16, 1871 ....•.••.••••..••••••..•.....••.•....••.•••. 224,231 
May 19,1871...... ...••. .••••. ••.. ...•.. ....•. ...••. ...•.. 183 
1V1a y 21, 1871 . . • • • . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 68 
May 27, 1871.... ...••. ..•••. .••••. ...•.. ...•.. ....•. ...... 145 
June 13, 1871 . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . • • . 241 
June 16, 1871.. ...•.. .••. ...•.. .•.. ...•.. ...... ..... .... .. 84 
June 24, 1871.... . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 40~ 
June 26, 1871.... •• . • . • • • . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . .. 18 
July 27, 1871. .. .... .... .... ...... ...... ..•. ••.. ... ... ...• 2G1 
July 31, 1871...... .• . ••. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• 54 
August 18, H:l71.... .. .... ...••• .••••. ....•.. ...•.. .... ...• !::l4 
SeptemLer 5, 1871 .. . . ...... ...... .... .. ...... ... . .. .. .... ~-l 
September 19, 1871 .... ... .•. ... ... .. ..... ......... ... .... 215 
September 20, 1871 ................ -~-- ....... .... .... .... 84 
OctoLer 10, 1871................ •. .. • ... . .. • • . .. . . .. . .. .. . 234 
October 20, 1871...... ...... .... .•.... ...... .... ...... ..•. 241 
October 30, 1871. .................................... 176, 190,224 
November 10, 1871............................ .. .. .. .. • • • • 84 
November 16, 1871. ....................................... 79,84 
November 20, 1871.... .... .. .... .. .... .... .. .... .... ... ••• · 402 
November 27, 1871............ . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . • . 6 
December 1, 1871.... .... ......... .... .... .... .... .... .... 85 
December 5, 1871 ................•..............•......••. 54, 107 
January 6, 1872 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • 183 
January 8, 1872.. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . • . • 52 
January 10, 1872...... .. .... .. .... .... ... . .. . . ...... ...... 191 
January 13, 1872...... . .. .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . 327 
January 25, 1872........ .... .. . .. . . . . . . . .. .... . . . . . . ... ••. 91 
January 29, 1872.... ...... .. . . ..•. .... . .. . .. .. .... • . .. . . .. 107 
February 13, 1872 .. ....... ....... .... .... .. . ... .... ..•••. 174a 
March 12, 1872.. . . . • . . • • . . • . . . .. . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . 190 
March 14, 1872 ............................... ~ ...... ....... 234 
March 18, 1872 ........................................... 173, 186 
Mar~h 19, 1872...... . . • • • • . • . • • • .. . • • • • . . • • • • . . . • . • . . . • . . . 231 
March 29, 1872. . • . . • • . • . • • . • . • • • • • . • • • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 6 
April 5, 1872...... . . • • . • . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . .. . . . . . . • • . . . • • • 120 
Apri113, 1872. .••••• •••• •••. .••• .••••• .•••.. ...•.. •••. ...• 19 
April 23, 1872.............. ••• . . • • • . •• • • . • • • • . . . . • • . . . . • . . 190 
April26, 1872. .••••• ..•••. .•.••• •••••. .•••.. ...••. •.••.. .. 150/ 
May 16,1872...... .•.• .••••. .•.••. .••••. •... ...• •••. ... •.. 16 
June 12,1872. .••••. .••••. .••••. •••• •••••. ...... •••. ••.. .. 176 
June 22,1872. ..•••. •••••. .••••• •••••• ..••.. ••.. •••. •••. .. 171 
July 2Q, 1872 ....•...••••••••••.•.••.••••..•.••..•• •.. . • • • • 55 
October 2, 1872 . . . . • • . • . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . . . • • • . 121 
October 18,1872 .... .... ...... .•.•.• ...... ...... ...... .... 120 
October 19,1872 ..•• •••. ••.• .••••• •••• ••.• .•.. .••••• •.•••. 223 
October 23, 1872 .. .. . .. • .. . .. .. . . .. ... . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . •. 173 
October 29,1872 ...... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ........ 60 
November 19, 1872.... ... ... ...... .... .. ... .•. ... ...... .. 174a 
December 9,187-2 .... .... ...... ...•.. .... ....... ...... .... 224 
December 21,1872 ...................................... . : 67 
December 24,1872 ...... .... .... .. .... .... ... . ... . •. ...•.. 183, 
December 26, 1872 . • • • .. • . .. • • .. . • .. .. . . .. . . . . • . . . . • . . .. . • 206. 




FIBH1 Secretary, January 3, 1873. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • 2!.1 
Jan nary 8, 1873. • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 125 
Jan nary 25, 1873.... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2G 
February 5, 1873.... • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 177 
February 11, 1873.......... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • ••• •• • 7 
March 1, 1873.. •••••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••••• •••• ••••••. •••• 203 
~I arch 13, 1873.. . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 181 
b<Iarc h 21, 1873 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 37 
!tfarch 22, 1873 • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60 
March 25, 1673 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • 62 
!.I arch 26, 1873 ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 70, 104 
April 8, 1873 . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 72 
April 9, 1873 . • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 1:37 
April14, 1873 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 178, 183 
April 2r3, 1873. • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • . • . 190 
April30, 1873.... ••.• •. •• •••• •••••• ••.• •. ••. ••.• •• .••• •••• 268 
May 16, 1873 . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . • . • • 224 
1\'Iay 28, 1873 • . • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . 95 
~fay 29, 1873...... .••• •••••• •••••• ••.• •..••. .•.• .••••• •••. 241 
lVfay ~1, 1873 • . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . • . • • . • • • • • . 238 
June 4, 1873 ...••• •••••• •••••. •••••• .••••. .•.••. .•.••• •••• 178 
J nne 12, 1873 ...•...••••..•••••.••••...••....•••••••••••• 190, 209 
Jnne19,1873 ..•••.•••••••••••.••••..•••..••....•.•••••••• 79 
June 28, 1873 ...••.•••••••••.•••••.••••...••••.....•••••. 1il, 176 
June 30,1873 .••. .••••• •••••.. .••••• .••••. .... ..•... .••••. 268 
August 15, 1873 ...••..•••••••••••••.••••..••••••••••. 222,223,242 
August27, 1873 ••••.••••••••••••••..•••.•••..••••..•••.•. 60 
September 4, 1873 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • 230 
October 17, 1873 •••• •••• •••••. •••• .••••. .•.••. •••• .••• •••• 206 
October 23, 1873 .•• ~-- .• ••.• •••• .. .••• .••• .••• .••• •••• ••.• 268 
October 27, 1873 .••••. ..•••. .••••. •••• .••••.. ••.• •••• •• •• 145 
October29, 1873 ..•.•.•.••••.••••••.••••.••.•.•••••••••••• 145 
Dctober 31, 1873.... •••• •... •••• •••• .••••• .••••. •••• •••• •• 172a 
November 1, 1873.... ••.• ••••. .••••. ...• •••. .••••• •. .••• •. 99 
November 7, 1873.... •••• .... .••••• ••••••• ..••.. .••••• •••• 327 
NovemberS, 1873 .•••.• ..•••. •••• ••••. .••... .••• .••• .••••• 33 
November 12, 1873 ...•.•••••.••••.•••••••.......••..••••• 277, 327 
November 14, 1873.... • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • 327 
November 15, 1873 . • • • • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 327 
November 17, 1873 . . • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . • . • • • • • • 327 
November19,1873 ...•.••••••••••••••••••••••..•.••••.•••• 327 
November 20, 1873...... .••••• •••••• •••••. •••••. •••••• •••• 327 
December 9, 1873 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. ~ • • • • • • • • • • 231 
December 10,1873 •.••.••••••• ···-'·· •••••. •••••• •••••• •••• 223 
December 16, 1873 ...•••••.••••••••••••••.••••.•••••••••• 223, 230 
December31, 1873 .••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••• •••• •.•••• •••••• 327 
January 3,1874 .••• .. . ••• .•.• .••••. •..• ..•••• .••••• •••• •• 205 
January 7,1874 ...• •••• .. .. •••• •••• •. .••••• .••••. ••.• •••• 230 
January 9,1874 ..•••• .••••• •••••• •••••• •••• .••••. •••• •••• 95 
Jannary22, 1874 ...•••••••••.••••••.••••••.••••..••••.•••• 50e, 79 
January 28, 1874...... ..•••• .... •••• •••• •••• .• ..•••• .••••. 176 
Jan nary 30, 187 4...... . • • • . . • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • . . • • • • . • • • . • 118 
February 6, 1874...... . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • •. • • • • • . . • . • . • . • • . . • 60 




FisH, Secretary, March 23,1874 •••• ••••••• ••• ••••.•• ••• •• • ••• ••••. ••• ••• • . 402 
A pri18, 187 4 . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • . • • • • • • • • • 215 
Apri116,1874............................................. 271 
April21, 1874...... .••••• .••••• •••••• ••• ••• •. •. •... .. .•... 85 
May 9, 1874 .••••...•...•.•••••••.••••••.••••.•..•••..••. 271, 28(} 
J.Iay 19,1874. ..•• .••• ••.• •••••• •••• .••••• •••• ...••. .••.•• 138 
June 5, 1874...... •••• .••••• .••••• •••••. •••• •••• •••• ..•••. 271 
J nne 9, 187 4 ....•.•.••••.••••.•••••••...•••••.•.••••••••. 186, 391 
June 10, 1874...... .••••• .••••• •••• •••• .. •• .. .. .. .. •. •••.. 261 
June 14, 1874.... •... .••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •.•. .••••• .••.. 261 
June 16, 1874...... •••• •••• •••• ••.• •••• •• •. .. .. ...• •... .. . 281 
July 18, 187 4... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . • . • • • • • • • . 92 
July 28, 1137 4 •..••••••••••••••••••••• ·• . • • • • • • . . • • • . • • • • • . . 391 
July 29,1874 ••••...•••••.•..•••.•....••••••••••. ~--· .•••. 225 
August 2, 187.! . . . • • . • . . • • • • . . . . . • • . . • . • • . . . . • • • . • • • • . . . . . 79 
August 15, 1874 ...••. .••••. ..•••. •••• .•••.. ..•••. .••••. .. 2ila 
.August 18, 187 4....... . . • . . • • • • • . • . • . . . • . . . • • • . . • • • . . • • • • • 413 
September 2, 1814 . • . • . • .. • • • . . • • • • . • . . . • • .. .. • • • • • . .. . • . . GS 
September 14, 1874 .••••• •••• .••••• ..•. ...... •••• .••••. .• . 2:~8 
Septem lJer 15, 187 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 242 
October 27, 1874...... ..•••• ..•••. •••• •.•• •••• ...... ..••.. 192 
November 14, 1874.... .••••• .•••.. .••••. .•.• .••• .•.• ..•••. 413 
Noven1ber 17, 1874.... .••. •••• •••••• •• •••• •• •. ••.. ..•• •••• 402 
November 18, 1874.......... .•••.... ........ •••••• .••• ...• 130 
November 21, 1874.. .••• .. •. •••• •••• •• •..• .. •. .. .. .. •• .. .. 204 
November 2-t, 1874.. .. .. .. •. .. .. .••••• ...... ...••. .... .... 180 
November 29, 1874.. .•.• .••• .••••• •. •. .. •• •. .. .•.••• ...... 92 
December 9, 1874.......... ••••. •. .. .•• ••• •••• ............ 41:3 
December 12,1874 ...... .. •• •••••. •••••• ..•••. .••••• .•••• • 21:3 
December 22, 1874 . . • • • • . . • • . • • . • • • . •• • • . • • • • • .. • • • • .. .. .. HJ5 
Jnnnary 2, 1875 ...... .... •••• .••• .••••• ...... •... .•.. .... 238 
January 8, 11:!75. ...•.. ...••. •. •. •.•• .••••. •••• ..• ... ... ••• 174a· 
January 14, 1875 . .. . .. • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • . . • . . 192 
January 10, 1i;75 ...• ..•••• .••••• •••• .••••. ............ ... 261 
J anuary 21, 1875 .... .•.••• •••••• •.•• •••••• .••••. ...... .. . 121 
January 2:!, 1875 ..•••. •••• .••••• •••• •••• •••• •••. ..•• •.... 32 
February 14,1875 .. .•.• .••••. .••••. •••• ...... .... ...... .. 241 
February 16,1875. .... .... ••.. ••.• .... •••• •••• .... ........ 91 
February 19, 1875 .... •••• ...... •••• ...... ...... ...... ...• 230 
February 22, 1875..... ..••. ...... ••.• .••• ...... .•.• .••••• 176 
February 27, 1875 .••• ...... ...... ...... ...... •... ........ 226 
::\larch 5, 1875 ..••.. ..•••• .••• .••••• •••• .••. .•.••. .••. ...• 226 
1\Iarch 7, 1875 . • . . . • . • • . • • • . • • • . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • . . 410 
1\Iarch 12, 1875 . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . • . • • . • • • • . • . . . • . . 33 
},~larch 18, 1875 .••• .••• .••••• .••••• •••• .••••. ••.. .••• .•••• 230 
March 20, 1875 ...••. .••••. .••••• ........... .••••• •••. .•••. 241 
1\Iarch 2:~, H:l75 . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • •• • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • . • . 101 
April6, 1875 .... .. .•.• ..•• •••. •••••• .••••• •••• .••••.. ...• 230 
April7, 1875.. .. .. .•.••. •• .••• ......... •••• ••.• .... •• .•..• 413 
.April18, 1875 .... ...... .••••. ...... ...• •... •.•. .... ...... 190-
April 27, 1875 .... ..•. .••••• ...... ..•••• .••••. .••. .••... .. 8G 
~lay 4, 1875 ...•.. ..•••• ..•• ..•••. ...... •••. .... .... ...••. 13 
},~fay 5, 1875 ...... .••••. .••••• .••••. .••••. ..••.. .•.•.. ••.. 13 




FISH, Secretary, June 2, 187fi...... .••••• .••••. .••••• .••••• .••••. .••••• .••• 230a 
June 4, 1875 .•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.••• 70,104,220 
June 5, 1875. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . 191 
June 8, 1875 ...•••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• ~..... . . • • • . • . 413 
June 28, 1875 .••••.•••••••••• ~ . .. • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . 171 
June 29, 1875... ...• •••• •••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••••• .••••• .. 104 
July 1, 1875 .•••••••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••..•••.•••• 67, 104 
July 17, 1875 .••• •••• •••••• ••••••. •••••• .••••• •••• •••• .••• 231 
July 20, 1875. .••• •••••• .••••• .••••• ••.• .••••• •••••• .••••• 179 
July 21, 1875 . . . • • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • . • • • • . . • • • . . • . 180 
July 22, 1875 .. ···•.·•·• .••••. •. .••••• .••• •••• .••••. •••• •.. 182 
September 22, 1875 . • . • . • • • • . . . • • • . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . • . 186 
. September 27, 1875 .•••••••.•••..••••...••••••. : ••••.. 94, 104, 402 
October 1, 1875...... .••••• .••• •••• .••••• •..• .•••.. ..•• •. • 104 
October 5, 1875 ...•.•.•.•••••..•••.•••. ··;· •. .••••• ••.•. .. 104 
November 4, 1875. .. ••.. .••••. .•.• ••.. ..•• ••.• .••• ..•. ...• 192 
November 5, 1875 ...••••.•..•••••........•.....•..•••..... 60, 179 
November 15, 1875 ..••••.•••••.....•••••...••..•.•.•.••... · 60 
November 20, .1875.... .••••• •••• •••• •••• .••••• •••••• •••• •. 79 
November 27, 1875...... •••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••••• •••• .••• 60 
Decentber 1, 1875..... . • • • • . . • • • • • • • . • . . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . 32 
December 11, 1875 .••••. .••••. .••••. ••.• ••.• •••• .••••• •••• 104 
December 20, 1tl75 ...•...•.•...••••.•••••.•••••.....••••. 174,220 
December 27, 18 '"~'5 . . • • • • . . • • • • • . . • . • • • • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . '230 
Dece1nber 30, 1875.... .••• ••.. ..•• •••• •••• •••• •••• .••••. .. 224 
January 11, 1876 .....•..••..••.••••.•••.••••• -~-- .•.••... 60, 204 
Janua:r.y 12, 1876.... •••• .••••. •••• •••• ••.• •••. •••• •• •••••• 204 
January 1~, 1876.... .•••.. •.•• ..•• •.•• .••. ..•• .••• .••• •••• 88 
January 19, 1876 .••••...•••..•••..•.•••. •...... . • • • • • . . . • • • 125 
. January 20, 1876.... .... .•.• •••. .••••• .••• .••• •••• •.•• ••.• 60 
January 21, 1876...... •••••. •••• .••. •••••. ..•• .•.••• .••••. 121 
February 21, 1876 .••••. ••.• •••• .••. •••••• .... .••• .••• •••• 270 
1\'Iarch 4, 1876 .. •••• .••••• .••••• .••• •••••.. ...• .•.• ••.. .. 231 
April7, 1876 .......•••..••••.•.•••.... :.................. 113 
April28, 1876 ..•••. .•••••.•.••• .••.•. ..•• .••••. .... ....•• 224a 
~fay2, 1876 .............••••••.•••••••••..••••......••••. 35a,67 
~1ay 3, 1876 ...•.. .....• ..•••. .••••. .••••• .••••• •..• .••••• 70 
!~-lay 4, 1876 ...••. •••• .••. .••.. •••• ..•••. .••••• •••• .••••... 231 
~Iay 6, 1876...... . . . • • . . • . • • . . . • • • . . . • • . • • • • . . • . • • • • • . • • • 234 
~ray 17' 187(i . - . - . - . - - - - ..• - -- .. - - -.- - ••• - - - . - - - ••• - - -- . -. 270 
May 22, 1876 ....•.......••••.•••......•.••••..•.••••••••. 10, 270 
(couversa.tion with SirE. Thornton), May 27, 1876...... •••• 270 
June 12, 1876.... .••••. .•••••. .••••. •••.•. .•.• ••.• •••• •••• 67 
June 13, 1876...... . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . . • . • . • • • • • • • . • 203 
J nne 27, 1876. . . • • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . . • • • • . 105 
July 18, 1876 .•••••...•••.•••.•••..•••...•••.••••• . · .••••• 115, 270 
July 20, 1876...... ...• •••• •••• •••••• •.•.. ..•••. .••• •••••• 138 
August 5, 1876 ..•••. •..• .••••• •••• ••.• •••• ..•.. .••••. .•.• 270 
August 31, 1876 .••••.•••••.•••• --~- ••.• ••.• ....... •••• .•.• 67 
September 18, 1876 .•.••• ..•• .•••• •.•• •. ••••.. .••• •••• •••• 5 
October 20, 1876.... . . • . . . • . • . • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • 13 
October 30, 1876...... ...••. .... .•.. .•.. .... ..••.. ..•• ••.. 270 
November 1, 1876 ...•.•••••.•..•••••••••....••.•..••.•••. 179,189 




FisH, Secretary, November 13, 1876.... .... ...•.. ...•.. ..••.. •... ..••.. •••• 267 
FISHERIES: 
December 7, 1876.. .. .... .. •• .. .. ••.• ....•. .••••. •••.. •.•. 13 
DecemberS, 1876 .... ...•.. •.•• .... •••••. .... •..• ••.. ••••. 268 
December 21, 1876 ..•••.................•...•....••...••.• 204 
December 28,1876 .. .. .. .••••. ...••. ...••• .... .••••• .••••. 93 
December 29, 1876 .••••..••••.•... .'...... ..•••• ....•. .••••. 91 
January 10,1877 .•.. ...... ..•. •... ...• ...... ...... •.•• •..• 15 
January 11,1877 ....•. .•.. •••••. ...••. .•••.. ...••. .•.. •••• 93 
January 29, 1877 .•.•.....•...•...........•..•....••...•. .402, 410 
February 8,1877 ...... · .... ..•••. ..••.. ....•. ...•.. .••• .... 39 
February 13,1877 ....•. ..•••• ...... ..•.... .••••. ..•... .... 138 
February 14, 1877 ...... ...••......••. ...•.. ...... ..•... •••. 125 
February 16,1877 .......•...••••...•....•••.•••••.....•. 174a, 183 
l!'ebruary21, 1877.. ..•••. •..•. ..•.•. .... .••••. .•.••. ..•••• 137 
Law of nations: 
Fislling on high seas open to alL ... ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . 299 
Sovereign of shore has jurisdiction of three-mile marine belt follow-
ing the sinuosities and indentations of the coast.................. 300 
Nonheat:.< Atlantic fisheries: 
These were conquered from France by the New England colonies, act-
ing in co-operation with Great Britain, with whom they were af-
terwards held in common by such colonies ..... _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 301 
Treaty of peace (1783) was not a grant of independence, but was a 
partition of the empire, the United States retaining a common 
sb are in the fisheries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 302 
·war of 1812 did not divest these rights ................... ~.... .. . . 303 
Treaty of 1818 recognized their existence and affirmed their continu-
ance........... . ................................................ 304 
Under these treaties the three-miles belt follows the sinuosities and 
indentations of the coast .......................... _... . . . . . . . . . . 305 
Bay of Fundy and other large hays are open seas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 305a 
Ports of entry are not affected by limitations imposed by treaty of 
1818 ....... - - ...... - ... : . ................ - ....•....... -- ..... - . . 306 
British municipal legislation may restrict, but cannot expand, British 
rights nuder these treaties.... . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 307 
• Great Britain, and not her provinces, is the sovereign to be dealt with 
for infraction of such fishing rights . . • • . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . 308 
FISHING BOATS OF ENEMY, not liable to capture............................ 345 
FLAG cannot be questioned by ·any other than its own Government ........ 327, 40d 
how far protecting enemy's goods.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . 342 
imparts nationality to ship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . 33 
right of unregistered ship to carry.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 408 ff 
saluting of, as a national apology.... . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 315 
FLORIDA, CONFEDEHATE CRUISER, seizure of, in 1864 ....................... 27, 399 
F LORIDAS, cession of, i.n liquidation of debts .....................•.. 161a, 315a, 318 
effect on titles of cession of ..........•...•.•.................... 4, 5, G 
negotiations for purchase of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . • . 161a 
military posts in, attack on, in 1815, when under Spanish flag.... 50b 
FoLGER, Secretary of the Treasury, Jan nary :.!3, 1883.... . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14-1 
FooD, how far contraband ..•. ..•... ...•.. .... .... ...• ...... ...... •... ... . 370 
FoRBES, minister at Buenos Ayres, February 13, 1826 ....................... · 3G9 
.FORCE, when vacating a treat,y.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130 




"FORCED LOANS," imposition of, hy belligerents.------ .....•••.•..••.. ---- 230 
FOREIGN ALLIANCES, not the policy of the United Stn.teii . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . • . 45 
BELLIGERENTS, mediation between............................... 49 
BUILT VESSELS, may he purchased by citil:ens of the United States 
and carry its flag ....... _ ...... _ ......•.......... _ ...•.... ., . . .. 410 
CLAD1ANT on United States Government, rules as to claim .•... ---- 214 ff 
CORPORATIONS, rules as to........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . .. 207 
COURTS, undue discrimination by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 230 
distinctive practice of, cannot ordinarily be excepted to.. . 2:~0a 
GOVERNMENTS, liability of, for injuries to citizens ............... 189, 21:3 ff 
JEws, intercessions for ....•. ____ . _ ..... _... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 55 
JUDGMENT, when a defense to a claim.-------------- ...• --------. 238 
LAW, when recognized by law ofland ------ -·-- .....••... ---- .... 8 
LAws, not operating to affect natnralizat.ion ...................... 172, 176 
FOREIGN LEGATIONS: 
Executive the source of diplomatic authority...... . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 78 
Foreign ministers to recognize the Secretary of State as the sole organ of 
the Executive.----·-··----·----------------- ...... -------------·--- 79 
Continuity of forei~n relations not broken by party changes ........... . 
Executive discretion determines the withdrawal or renewal of missions 
and ministers ...•....................•..•.........•.•............... 
Non-acceptable minister may be refused ............................... . 
Not usual to ask as to aeceptability in advance ....... ---- ............. . 
Conditions derogatory to the accrediting Government cannot be imposed. 
)linister misconducting himself may be sent back ..................... . 
l\Iode of presentation and taking leave ................................ . 
In cum bent con tin nes until arrival of successor ........................ . 
How far domestic change of Government operates to recall ............ . 
Diplomatic grades .................................................. .. 
Citizens of country of reception not acceptable .............••.......... 
Diplomatic correspondence confidential except by order of Department. 
Confined to official business ....................................... . 
Usnally in writing ...................... ------ ...... ---- ...... ----
Diplomatic agents to act uudt rinstructions .' .......................... . 
Communications from foreigners only to l,>e received through uiplomatic 
representatives .................... _ ................................. . 
Diplomatic agents protected from process: 
vVho are so privileged .................•......••...•....••...•..... 
Illegality of process against .. ___ ..... __ .......................... . 
Exemption from criminal prosecution. __ .......................... . 
·what attack on a minister is an international offense .....•....•.••• 
And from personal indigiJity .... _ ......... __ . _ ... _ .................... -. 
And from taxes and imposts ..... __ •. _ .......... _._ ..... _ ............. . 
Property protected .......... __ ........ _. _ ............... _ ........... __ 
Free transit and communication with, secured ........................ . 
Privileged from testifying ........................... ·----- .... ·----- .. 
Cannot become business agents_. __ ........................... _, ... -,--. 
Nor represent fnreign Governments ............ ·-----·----- ........... . 
Shonld reside at capital . ___ •.. ____ ................ _ .• ____ ............ . 
Joint action " ·ith other diplomatic agents unadvisable ................ . 
Duties as to are hives ....... _ ... __ .. _ ............ _ .........••.•..•..... 
Right of protection and asylum---· ................................... . 
l\lay extend protection to citizens of friendly countries ....••••......•.• 





































FOREIGN LEGATIONS-Continued. SECTION. 
Courtesy, fairness, and social conformity expected: 
Official intercourse...... . . . . . . . • • . • . • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 107 
Socialintercourse...... ...• .•..•• .••••• .•••••• •••• •••••• •••• •••••• 107a 
Court dress ...•.. ··"···........................................... 107b 
Expenses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . • . . . • . • . . . • • • • . • . • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 107 o 
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• September 7, 1854...... . . • . • • . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . 184 
September 11, 1854 ..•.........•.......••••••.••••...... 98, 138 
September 14, 1854 .. • . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192 
September 18, 1854 . . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . 380 
September 27, 1854...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . 65 
October 4, 1854...... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . 191 
October 20, 1854.... . . • . . • . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 224a 
November 13, 1854.... .... .••••• .... ..•••. ...... .... •... 60 
November 15, 1854.... . . . . . . . . • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . 138 
December 9, 1854...... . . . • . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . 385 
January 18, 1855 .................... , ...•...•••....•... 120, 138 
January 24, 1855 •• . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . •• . • .• . . . . . . • •• . 312 
January 27, 1855 ...... .... .••• .... ...... .... .•••. ...... 85 
January 31, 1855...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . • • . . 62 
February 4, 1855 ....................................... 190, 295 
March 12, 1855. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . 29 
March 27, 1855...... . . . • . . . . . . • . • • • . • • . . . . • ••• . . . . • . . . . . 120 




MARCY, Secretary, April6, 1o55 ..•••...•••••••••..•...••••••••..••.••••. 9,180,230 
May11,1855 .......•••••.•.••••.•••••••••••••..•••.••••• 104 
May 14, 1855 ..•••• .••••• .••••. .••••. .••••• .••••. .••••.. 402 
May 24, 1855 ..••...•.•• · ••••..••.....•...•.•.•.••••••... 190,219 
June 9, 1855...... ..•••• ...••. •..• .•.... ..•••. ••.. .•••.. 84 
June 20, 1855 ...........•......•.•........•..••••• ·----~ 231 
June 29, 1855.... . • • • • . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . 402 
July 16, 1855 . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . • 268 
July 20, 1855 .••••..•• ·--···-·······------··············· 203 
August 6, 1855.................. . • . • • . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . • • • . 295 
August 21, 1855.... .••••.. ... ... ...• ...•.. ...••. .•.• .... 121 
August 24, 1855.. ...• .... •.•••. .••••.• ...• .••••• ••.. .... 230a 
August 31, 1855 . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . • . . • • • . . . • • • • . . • • • . • 35a 
September 1, 1855 • . . . . . . • . • • • . . . • . • • . • . . • • • • . . . . • . . • . . . 110 
September 5, 1855 . • . . . • . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • . • • . • • . • . . . . 12 
September 21, 1e55 ••.•.•...•.....•.•.• ·•. . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . 62 
October5, 1855 ..••••.•.....•••••..•..••••.••••.•.....•. 67,222 
October29, 1855 ..•••..•••••.•.•.. ~--· .••••• .•. ••. •••.•. 327 
October31, 1855 •..• ..•••. •. ...••. ...• ...... ..•••. .•.•.. 391 
November 3, 1855 • . . . . . • • .• • • • . . • . . • . . • • •• . . . . • • . . .• . • . . 29 
November 8, 1855 . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . • • . • • . • . • • • • . • • • • • • . . . . . 106 
November 10, 1855.... ...••• •••••. .••• .••••. •..• .•••.. .. 181 
November 16, 18ri5...... .... •... .... .•.. •••••• .•.. ..•••. 230 
December 10, 1855 . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . • . • . . • • • • • • . . . • . . 402 
December 28, 1855 . . . • . . • . . . . • • • • . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
January 10, 1856... .. . . . . •. . .. • ... .• . •. . . . . •. . . . . ... •... 220 
January 12, 1856...... . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . 213 
February 4, 1856...... . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50e 
:February 19, 1856 ••..•.••••.................••.• 29, 393, 403, 410 
March 3, 1856. . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • . • . • . . • • . . 234 
March 22, 1856 ............•...•......••..•..........•.. 206, 213 
March 26, 1856...... . . • • • • . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . 173 
.<\. pril 6, 1856 . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . . • . . . 230a 
April 8, 1856.......... . • • • •• . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . . . 90 
April10, 1856.... . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . 245 
April19,1856 ....... ~................................... 35a 
April25, 1856...... . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . • • . . • . • . . . • • . . . 402 
1\Iay 3, 1856.... . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . 287 
May 5, 1856...... . . . • . . . . • • . . . • • • . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
1\fay 8, 1856. . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • . . • • . • . • • • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • 395a 
l\Iay 23, 1856..... . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . • • . . . • . . . • • • • . 88 
May 27, '!856...... . • • • • • . . . • • . . • . • • • . . . • • • . • . • • . • • • . . • . . 12 
June 4, 1856. .••.. .••••• •••• ••. . •••. .•• •.• .••••. ••.• ••.. 145 
July 3,1856... •. . . .. . . .. . . . . • •• •• . . . . • •. . . . . • •. . . . • ••• .. 145 
July 14, 1>::56 .•.......•...•••......•.••.•..•....•...•... 342, 3~5 
July 17, 1856.... . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 231 
July 25, 1856.... . . . . . .. . . . . . • • . • . . • • • • . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 361 
July 26, 1856 ...........••..•..•..•••.•....•........ 6, 7, 208,295 
July28, 1856 ............................................ 383, 3eG 
July29, 185600<< 000000 0000 OoOO OOOyOO 000oo0 OoOO OoOO 000000 385 
August 21, 1856 • • • • . • . • . . . . . • . . . • • . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . 00 
August 26, 1856 ... . .••••• .••••. .. • •. . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . 215 
August 29, 1856 . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . 342 




MARCY, Secretary, September 24, 1856 • • • •• • . • • • • . . • • • • • . . • • •• • . • . • • • . . . . . . 70 
October 28, 1856...... ...• .... .•.• .... .... .... .... .... .. 70 
December 1, 1856.. .. . .•..•. .••. .... .. .. .••••.. •... ..... 241 
December 3, 1856...... . . . • • . • • . . • • . • • . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . • . . 145 
December 8, 1856 ...................................... 135, 138 
December 22, 1856 .. ~... . • • . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • .. . • . • . • • . • . . • 79 
December :n, 1856 ... . ••. ..•• .. •. . ••. .••••. •... .••••• .... 145 
January 12, 1857.. .... .... .. .... ...... ...... ...... .. .. . 312 
February 2, 1857 .. . . . .. .. • .. .. • • . . . • • .. .. • .. . .. • .. . .. .. 67 
February 3, 1857 .............................. ·• . . ...... ~n3 
February 19, 1857 .. .. .. • • • • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. . • 181 
February 26, 1857 ...................................... 224, 224a 
MARINE BELT, extent of ................................................ 30, 32,300 
questions as to jurisdiction over............................. 26 
extent of, claimed by Spain as to Cuba...... . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . 327 
MARITIME LAW, how far part of law of lan<L .... .. .... ... ... ...... .... ... . 8 
MARQUE AND REPRISAL. (See PRIVATEERS.) 
MARRIAGE: I 
Mode of solemnization: 
At common law, consensual marriage valid ... . ... . .... ... . .... .... 260 
Solemnization valid at place of marriage is valid everywhere....... 261 
Local prescriptions as to form have no extraterritorial force........ 262 
Matrimonial capacity: 
Determined by national polcy . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . 263 
MARRIED WOllEN, nationality of.. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 186 
" MARSHALL ARCIIIPELA GO,'' foreign relations of.. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . • .. ()3 
MARSHALL, J., minister to France, January 17, 1798... ...... ...... .. .. .. . .. 342 
position of, in French negotiations of 1797-'98...... ......... 148a 
speech of, Robbins' case.................................... 271a 
Secretary, September 8, 1800 ..................... ~. .. .. .. .. 329 
September 20, 1800 ...................... 331, 359, :l51, 368 
MASON AND SLIDELI,, capture and surrender of. ................... 315, 325, 328, 374 
MATRICULATION, meaning and effect of.................................... 172a 
MAXIMILIAN, French establishment of, in Mexico ........................... 58, 318 
not recognized as sovereign ................................ 58, 70, 79 
intercession for release of.. • .. • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . • .. . .. .. .. 52 
McK.EAN, Chief-Justice, charge on libels on foreign powers .. . . . . . . .. . . ... • . 56 
McLANE, Secretary, January 6, 18:34...... ...... ...... .... ...... .... .. .. .. . 110 
February 28, 1834.. .... .. .. .... .. .. .. . .... .. .... ...... 115 
1\iay 24, 1834............ •. . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . 327 
J\1ay 28, 1834.... . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . • . . . . 241 
June 30,1834 .... .•...• .. .••• .... .... .. .. . .. •.... ..... 223 
J nne 26, 1834.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . 159 
McLEOD's CASE, conflicting views as to .......................... : .. ....... 21, 350 
MEADE's CASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 248 
MEDIATION, between foreign belligerents .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. • . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 49 
British, between United States and France in 1835, circum-
stances of . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 318 
between Spain and Cuba...................................... 60 
in the civil war of 1863.. .... ...... ...... ...... .. ...• .... .... .. 49 
tendered to Mexico and Guatemala...... .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . 58 
" MEDITERRANEAN LETTERS".... .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . • . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . 410 . 
MEN-OF·WAR not subject to port law...................................... 35 




MERCHANDISE, how far contraband...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 373 
MERCHANT SHIP takes nationality from flag...... . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
subject in port to port law ................................. 35, 35a 
, arming of_.~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . 39 · 
MERCHANTS, CHINESE, pos1hon of......................................... 67 
MERRY, British minister, circumstances relative to ........••.....•........ 107, 107a 
METEOR, case of............... . .......................................... 396 
. MEXICO, relations of the Uniteu States to.................................. 58 
treaty relations with............................................. 154 
claims against, for discrimination against citizens .•.••........... 189, 230 
immediate effect of conquest of terAtories of, by the United ~tates.. 3 
suspenRion or termination of certain treaties with................. 137a 
blockade of, in 1838-'39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . 364 
1846 ......... - ......•........ - .....•• -.. . . . . . . . • • . 357 
foreign intervention to compel payment of debt of.... . . . . . . • • • • . . . 318 
protection of missionaries in.. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . 54 
objectionable course of, as to passports.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . 195 
duty of, as to border raiders . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 19 
maltreatment of prisoners by . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 348a 
when marauders can be pursued into.............................. 50 
distinctive rule of, as to naturalization .......................... 171, 172a 
policy of the United States to.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . . . . 58, 72 
gulf of, British claims of visitation anu search as to...... . . . . . . . . . • 327 
!Jorder of, may be crossed to punish marauders.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 50e 
debt to European states, proceedings to enforce ........•••....... 58,318 
Government, action of, as to matriculation ...•................. 172a, 17 4 
history, Mr. Buchanan's views of........... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . 58 
independence, recognition. of...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . 70 
ch:wges of Government, recognition of........................... 70 
MEXICAN COMMISSION, action of Government as to awards of............... 220 
MICHIGAN, Lake, freedom of............................................... 30 
MICRONESIA, protection of missionaries in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
MILITARY ARRESTS OF ALIE~S, liability for.......................... . ..... 189 
CONTRIBUTIO~s, imposition of, by belligerents . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 230 
COURTS, power of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
DUTY, liability of naturalized citizen to, when returning to his 
native land .................................................. . 
OCCUPATIO~, effect of ..... . .................................... . 
SERVICE, cannot be enforced ou ali em; . __ ....................... . 
abroad, not necessarily abandon ;ng citizenship ........ . 
TRIBUNALS, action of ............... .' .........................•. 
MILL, J. S., on treaty obligations ................ ......................... . 







acceptability of, and conditiqns thereof............... 82 J! 
when misconducting may be sent back .......... _..... 84 
oruer of, in signing treaties.......................... 130 
:MINORITY, Telation of, to citizenship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183 
MIRAM:ON, Government of, in Mexico, Telations of United States to.......... 58 
MIRANDA, expedition of ................................................ 395a,404 
MISSIONARIES ABROAD, intervention in behalf of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
MISSIONS, self-constituted, illegal . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109 
special, may be instituted by President .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81 





MISSISSIPPI RIVER, control of, by a foreign power not to be tolerated by the 
United States........................................ 72 
treaty of peace as to.... . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . 302 
MOB INJURIES, CLAIMS BASED ON: 
A Government is liable internationally for such injuries when it could 
have prevented them; but when there is a remedy given in the judicial 
tribunals, this must be pursued.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 226 
Mons, liability for injuries inflicted by, on Chinese ...•...•.••.............. 67,226 
MONEY, bow far contraband...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 371 
may be supplied to belligerent ...........•••...•... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ~90 
MONROE DOCTRINE : 
History of ....•........................................ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57 
Special application of: 
• Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
P ern . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . 59' 
Cuba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . 60 
San Domingo and Hayti.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 61 
Danish West Indies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . •.•• •••......... 61a 
Hawaii (Sandwich Islands)............................. . . . . ••. . .. . 62 
Samoa, Caroline, and other Pacific islands . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 
Corea ......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 64 
Falkland Islands.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 
Liberia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66· 
China............... ...................................•••....... 67 
Japan .. .. .... .... .... .... .... .... ... ... .... ..•... •... ..•••. •... .. 68 
Turkey, Tripoli, and Tunis ...................................... ,. 68a 
How far applicable to Isthmus of Panama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 287 jf" 
How affected by Clayton-Bulwer treat.y.... .. . • .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150f 
MONROE-PINKNEY, draft of treaty.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 150a 
MoNROE, minister to Great Britain, June 3: 1804 ...................•••.... 131, 150b 
January 8, 1807 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150b 
April 22, 1807 . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150b· 
April 25, 1807 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150& 
Secretary, November 12, 1811 . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 315b-
702 
May30,1812 .........•.....•....•••.••.•••...•••....... 171 
March 9, 1813.... . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107 
May 1, 1814 ....•.............•••..•• __ • . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . 401 
May5, 1814 .......•.........•.•...•....•••............. 85, 107 
September 6, 1814 .. ..... .... ....•. ...••. .... .••••• .... 318 
March 13, 1815 ....•...•.••....•.••...••..... · .··· ..•. .. 130 
April5, 1815.. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. •..•. .. .. .•.. .. .. .. .. •. .. 91 
May 5, 1815 ....................................... "'".. 82' 
May 15, 181G .....•••••... :. .. .... .. . . .. .. . ... . .. .. .. .. 82· 
July 17, 1815 ................................ _.. . . . . . • . . . 82 
November 16, 1815............... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 241 
December 10, 1815 .....•...... :. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . •. . .. . . . 93a 
January 19,1816 ...........................•........•. 34 
March 20, 1816.... .. . . ...• .... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 361 
April 5, 1816.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 107 cr 
May 21, 1816.. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 342 
July 31, 1816.. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 93a 
September 10, 1816 ..•...•............................. 93a, 389 
November 2, 1816.. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 389 
January G, 1817 .. . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. •. .• •. .. •. .. ... .. . 39& 
INDEX. 
SECTION 
MONROE, Secretary, January 10, 1817.. .. ....... .. .. .•. • . .. •. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 402 
President, annual message, 1817 ................................. 50 a, 402 
1818.----. -- .... -..... -- ... - --- ... --.- 50&· 
1819- ---.-- -- .. -- - .•••. -- . - -- - -- -- -- .131, 402 
letter, May 26, 18:20.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131 
Inaugural Address, 1821 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 402 
annual message, 1821.. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. . 148b 
1823 ..... - . - -. -.... - -. -- -- -- .. -- .... -- 57 
letter, August 2 1824 ................................... 70, 159 
annual message, 1824 ..................... . ............ 45, 402 
special message, February 17,1825... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148b~ 
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CHANGEs, not recognized in Department of State...... . . . . . . . . . . 78 
EXILES, hospitality to . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • 48, 
cannot be officially received by President.. . . . • . • . . • . . . . . 91 
local allegiance of.. . . .. . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • . . 203 
OFFENDERS, intercession for . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 52 
OFFENSES, no extradition for.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 272 
POLICY, DISTINCTIVE, OF UNITED STATES: 
As to intervention in foreign affairs---~-- ............................ . 
interference of European states in America ••.•........••......... 




revolutions and changes of sovereigns . . . . . . 70 
acquisition of territory . . .. . • . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170 
foreign diplomatic agencies.... . . .. .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . 78ff 




.POLICY, DISTINCT! VE, OF UNITED STATES-Continued. 
As to effect of time and other conditions on treaties ...•..•••.........•• 
(See TREATIES.) 
135ff 
expatriation and privileges of adopted citizenship ..... . ........ . 17lff 
208 
Isthmus of Panama . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 287 if 
North American Indians .......•.•••.........•................... 
(See ISTHMUS OF PANAMA.) 
fisheries .•.•................. - ...•...........•....•••....... _.:. 302 ff 
(See FISHERIES.) 
arbitration.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 316 
freedom of flag at sea .........••.......••...•.•.......•.•...•.. 307. 408ff 
blockade...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . • • . • . . . . . • . • • . . . 361 
privateering .................•....••••....•..•.•................ 
neutrality .....................•••••...............•............ 







jurisdiction of crime .............•............•.....••........... 
juviolability ofterritory .........•...........•.......... ._ ..•... 
territorial waters .........••••.••.....•......................... 
marginal belt of sea...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . 32 
territorial rights of ships .......•••....•....•...•..••........ 33, 226, 408 ff 
'POLITICS, diplomatic agents not to interfere in.... . . . • . . . . • . . . •• • . . . . • . . . . . 106 
\PoLK, President, annual message, 1845 .........•••........••••...•...•.... 57,72 
special message April 10, 1846.. .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 108 
annual message, 1846 .............................•.. __ .. 3 
1 1:!4 7- -... - - . - - .... - ....... - ....... - .. - - - . 135 
special message, February 10, 1848 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 339 
February 22, 1848 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130 
Aprll3, 1848 .. .. . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 70 
April 28, 1848.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 
April29, 1848. .. .. ..... .... .... .... .... .... 57 
July 24, 1848...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
POLYNESIA IsLANDS, question as to annexation of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
BoPE, continued recognition of.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••• . . . . . . 70 
"'POPE'S FOLLY," j uriscliction of island of . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • J 50c 
PORCUPINE RIVER, freedom of............................................ 30 
PORT EXACTIONS, when open to objection.................................. 37 
by Colombia............................................ 145 
PORT JURISDICTION of consuls . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .•.• .. . . . . . .. . . . 124 
.PoRTS, blockade and closure of ....•...................................... :357, 361 
obstructions of. ...............................................•.... 34, 361a 
open to all n:ttions. ....•. ...... .••••• ...... .... ...... ..•••. .... .... 34 
PORT LAW, operation of ...............................••••. -----· ••...... 34,35 
exemption.s from.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 
does not control ships of war.................................. 36 
.PORTER, Acting Secretary, June 8, 1885 .. . . . . . . . • • . • • . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204 
June 9, 1885 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 234 
July 11, 1885 ...•.. .... .... .... ...... .... ....... 190 
Septemberll, 18~5 ............................. 184 
September 14, 1885 ............................. 38,193 
September 16, 1885 .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . 232 
January 2, 1886 . . .. .. .. . •. . . .. . . .. . ... . .•. • ••. . 221 
January 4, 1886 .... .... .... .... .... .... .... •..• 176 
January 19, 1886.. ...... . . •••. •.•••. .••. •. ••••.. 123 




J>oRl.ll:R, Acting Secretary, June 16,1886 ...... ...... .••• .•.••. ............. 185 
June 28, 1886...... ..•• ..•• ... .... .••• •••••• •••• 125 
PORTU Rico, position of the United States as to............................ 60 
PoRTuGAL, treaty relations with........................................... 158 
resistance of, to South American independence ...• ...• .... .•••. 57 
PossE~SION, national, when giving national title . . . .. . . . . ••....• ... . •. • .... 2 
POSTAL CONVENTION OF PARIS, effect of................................... 150, 
POSTS IN FLORIDA, attack on, in UH5, when under Spanish flag . . . • • . . . • • • • 501.» 
PRESENTATION OF MINISTERS, mode of.... . . . . • . . .. • • • . . . .. • . • • • .. . . • .. . • . • 85 
PRESENTS not permitted to be received by diplomatic agents............... 110 
PRESIDENT, cannot be controlled by courts as to treaties.................... 139 
nor as to matters of iuternationallaw ...••• 71, 78, 12-2, 139, 238, 329a, 362 
cannot interfere with freedom of speech...... . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • . • 56 
determines question of recognition of foreign powers . . • • • . . • • • . 71 
how far bound to ratify treaty...... . . . • • • . . • . • . • • • • • • • . • • • . . . . 131 
power of, on military occupation...... . . • • . . . • • • .. . . . • • . • . • • • .. 355 
source of diplomatic authority ••••. ·~.......................... 78 
(See DIPLOMATIC AGENTS.) 
PRESIDENT,FtUGATE, collision of, with schooner Little Belt ...... .... ..•••• 327 
PREss, liberty of, not the subject of Executive interference................. 56 
as to foreign Governments . . • • . • • .. • . • . • .. .. .. • • .. .. . . . . • 389 
PRESTON, Haytian minister, September 27, 1875............................. 104 
PRESUMPTION OF ABANDONMENT of citizenship under German treaty, effect of. 179 
PREVOST, General, reprisals of, in war of 1812 . • .. .. • • • • .. • • • • . .. • • • .. • • .. • • 348& 
PRISONERS, TREATMENT OF: 
General rules . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . • 348 
Arbuthnot and Ambrister ............................................ __ 348a 
;Reprisals in war of 1812 .•••••..••••.•.•••.•.......•...•••••••••••••... 348b 
Dartmoor prisoners........................... . • • •• . . . • • . . . . . • . • • . • . . . 348c 
Cases in Mexican war................................................. 34t:ld 
PRISONERS OF WAR, cruelty to, by Spanish authorities, protested against .... 




Who are . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . • . • . . . . • . • . • . . . • ~8:~ 
Not pirates by law of nations .......•.....•....•. ---~--................ 384 
Sustained by policy of the United States............................... 385 
PRIZE COURT, when action of, is essential to condemnation.................. 32R 
to determine as to q nestion of blockade-running...... . • • • . . . • 363 
when judgments of, are conclusive ...•.........•.......•.... 329, 329a 
proceedings of.... . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • 330 
influences acting on judges of ................................ 329a 
PRIZES, BELLIGERENT, cannot be sold in neutral ports...................... 400 
PROMETHEUS, steamer, attack on .•. ~ •..........•.........••••....•.••..•. 224a, 315d 
PROOF. (See EVIDENCE.) 
on claims, rules as to . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . • • • • • . . • • • . . . . . 21:3 ff 
on extradition. (See EXTRADITION.) 
PROPERTY, private, seizure in war......................................... 338 
public, seizure of, in war....................................... 340 
when viewed as belligerent.................................... 352 
wn,nton destruction in war..................................... 349 
. PROTECTIO~ OF GOVERN:\1ENT: 
Granted to citizens abroad ............................................ 189, 213 .ff 
Right may be forfeited by abandonment of citizenship...... . . . • • • . . • • . • HJO 
Care of destitute citizens abroad not assumed...... . . • • . • . . . • . . . . . •• . . .. UHla 
S. l\fis. 162-VOL. III--51 801 
INDEX. 
SECTION, 
PROTECTION by diplomatic agencies..... . . . • . . . . . . • • . . • • • . .. • • • • . . . • .. • • • .. 104 
papers, practice as to . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . • . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . • 193 
PROTOCOLS---------· .••••••••••• ·--- •••• --·--·........................... 145 
· constitutional effect of......................................... 131 
PROVISIONS, how far contraband.......................................... 370 
PRUSSIA, termination of treaties of 1785, 1799, with......................... 137a 
treaties of the United States with . .. . . • . . . . . • . . . • ••• • . • • • • • . . • •• . 149 
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, to be spared by laws of war ............................ · 349 
SHIPS not subject to port law ...................................... 35,36 
liability of for torts.......................................... 229 
PUBLICATIONS, offensive to foreign countries, Executive cannot interfere with. 56 
Q. 
"QUALIFIED PASSPORTS," practice as to .............................. ••.... 193 
QuiNCY, Josiah, attitude as to Admintstration in 1809... ••• • • • • • ... • . • • • • • 150b 
R. 
RAIDERS, foreign, may be pursued across border...... . . . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . . 50, 50o 
RALIK ISLANDS, foreign relations of.................. . . • .. . . • • . . • .. • • • . . .. 63 
RANDOLPH, E., Secretary, February27, 1794. .... ...... ...... ....... .... ..... 84 
May 1,1794 ...... ...... ... ... .••... ...... •..••.. 370 
.T U:ly 23, 1794 ...•...•.•••..... _.. . . . . • • • . . .. .. . . . 36 
August 11, 1794 . . . • • • .. . . . . • • . • . • • . • . . . • • • . . .. . . 402 
September 17, 1794 . .. .. • . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. 348 
September 18,1794 ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 56 
Octob~r 22,1794 ....................... .. .:. .. .... 402 
October23, 1794. ...... ...• ..... .. •... .... ...• •••• 382 
November 17, 1794. .• . ••. . . • •• . . . • .. . •• • .. . • •. ... 36 
December 23, 1794. ... • . .. . . . .. . ... .. .. .... ...... 91 
April13, 1795 .............................. 203, 399,400 
April16, 1795 .. .. .. . .. . . • .... . . • ••• .. . ... . . ... . • 399 
April 22,1795 .. . . .... .. .... •• •••• •• • • .. .. ... . . .. 399 
June 13,1795 ·-----····························· 36,79 
RANDOLPH, J., speech on non-intercourse .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. • . .. . • .. .. • • • • 319 
RATIFICATION OF TREATY, practice as to .......................... ; . . . . .. • 131 
REAL ESTATE, claims, for: 
Title to be sued for at situs............................................ 234 
Otherwise as to trespasses and evictions.... . .. . .. • • .. . .. • . • • • • • .. .. .. .. 235 
REBEL CRUISERS, not ordinarily pirates.................................... 381 
REBELS, when entitled to acknowledgment of belligerency ...••....•..•..... 69, 351 
effect of such acknowledgment in relieving parent Government from 
responsibility • • . • • . • • . . . • . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . • • • • . • 69 
in relieving such rebels from punishment, except under laws of 
war ••••••••••••••••• --. -- ...••.•......•• - .......••....•.... 69, 348, 380 
liabilty of Government for spoliation by.......................... 223ff 
RECEPTION OF MINISTERS, mode of . • . . .. . . • • • • .. .. . . . . .. . . . • • . . . . • .. .. .. .. 85 
RECIPROCITY, TREATY RELATIONS OF, between Great Britain and the United 
States ...... ---·.......................................... 302 
with Sandwich Islands ................................. ·..... 62 
RECOGNITION OF BELLIGERE:NCY.... • • • • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • • .. • • • .. • .. • .. .. • .. • 69 
SOVEREIGNTY....... . • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 70 




'RECRUITING I~ FOREIGN STATE, an invasion of its sovereignty .............. 12, 395 
permissiOn qf, a breach of neutrality....... 395 
,REDRESS, PACIFIC, MODES OF: 
Apology and saluting flag.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . 315 
Cession of territory................................................... 315a 
Case of Chesapeake and Leopard...................................... 315b 
Dartmoor prisoners ...........................• ~ . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 315o 
Prometheus.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . • • • • . • • • . . • . • . . 315d 
Arbitration . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . • . • . . •• • • • • • • . 316 
Withdrawal of diplomatic relations .•....... -~......................... 317 
Retorsion and reprisal . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . 318 
Non-intercourse...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . • . •. • • • . . . 319 
En1bargo..... .. . . . . . .... .. . .. .. .. . .. . ...• .. .... .. . . .... .. .• .. .• ••. • .. 320 
Display of force .......... ·.. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . 321 
'REFUGEES, FOREIGN, sympathy with...................................... 48 
not surrendered on extradition..... . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . •• 272 
POLITICAL, not to be ext.radited.... . . • . • . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . . • . • • • . . 272 
local allegiance of . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 203 
,J?.EGISTRY, '~b. en essential to carry flag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 410 
practice of, in foreign countries of aliens....... . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 172a 
limitation of naturalization by................................. 172a 
REMOTE DAMAGES, when allowable as international claims ...•..•.. -~...... 247 
.RENATURALIZATION, effect of.............................................. 177 
"''RENOUNCE," meaning of, in treaty of 1818... .• . . •• • .••• .. .. •. .•• • .. •• •. . . 304 
RKKUNCIATION OF ALLEGIANCE, effect of..... . . • . • . . . . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . 176 ff 
.REPELLING ALIENS, rule as to.................. . .......................... 206 
REPUBLICS IN :E'RANCE, recognition of, when de facto Governments.... . . • . . . 70 
.REPRISALS, rules relating to...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • 318 
REPUDIATION OF TREATY, when effective .........•... !..................... 137a 
.RES ADJUDICATA, when a defense to a claim .......•........•.........•... 238, 329a 
RESIDENCE, relations of, to naturalization . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • •. . . . . • • . . . 173a 
abroad, when forfeiting citizenship...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 176 
belligerent, when importing belligerency...................... 35~ 
"RESPONDEAT SUPERIOR," rule applied to foreign sovereign...... . . . . . . • • . . 21 
RETORSION, rules relating to ........ ."..................................... 318 
:REVENUE SEIZURES, not to be extraterritorial ............................. 27,32 
REVOLUTION, does not divest titles...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . 4 
does not vacate treaties.... . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . • • • . • • • • • . . • • • . . . 137 · 
effect on allegiance ....•.......••....•.•...•••••.••••..••••• 187, 188 
no defense to claim against foreign Government.... . • • • . . . • • • 236 
success of, recognition of...... . . . . • . . • • • • • . • . • • • . . • • • • . • • • . . 70, 77 
~EVOLUTIONS, foreign, attitude of United States to .•••..••.•••••..•.••• 47 a, 69, 70 
BE VOLTS, liability of Government for injuries inflicted on aliens during..... 223 ff 
REVOLT, when constituting a de facto Government......................... 7 
RHINE, freedom of . . • • • . . . . . • . . • • • • • . • . • • . . . • . . . . . • • • • . • • • • . • • . • . . . . . . • • . . 30 
neutralizatioa of . • • • • • . • . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . . • 40 
RIO DE JANEIRO, blockade of, in 1862 ..•• .••••• .••••• .••••• .••••• •••••• •••• 364 
RIO GRANDE, Mexican di ~ersion of . • . • • • . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • • • . • . . • • • . • . • . . 20 
title to islands in ••••••........ ,. . . . . • • • • . . . . • • . . • . . . . • • . • . . . • 30 
may be crossed to pursue marauders.... . . • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • . . . . 50e 
RIOTS, liability for damage iuflicted by.................................... 226 
. .RIVERS, international rule in reference to.................................. 30 
nentralization of................................................... 40 




ROBBERY ON HIGH SEAS constitutes piracy................................. 380 
RoBBINS, extradition of................................................... 271a.: 
RoDNEY, C-ESAR A., agent to South America............................... 47 
opinion on :fishery que::,tion. •... .... .... ..•. ...••. •.•• 302 
ROGATORY LETTERS, practice as to.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . • 413 
RoMERO, Mexican minister, May24, 1884 ..........•.. ·----- ••.• .••... ..••.. 30 
June 2, 1884 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . 30 
June 12, 1884 . • . • • • . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • 30 
October 9, 1884 .•.• .••••. ...• ••.• .•.••. •... ••.. 30 
~OsE, British minister, circumstanees relating to .....••..••.•..••...•.... 107, 115& · 
ROUMANIA, intercession with, for Jews . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. ...• .•• ••• • .. • . • . . . . 55 
RusH, conference with Canning as to South American independence........ 57 
Secretary, April 9, 1817.................. . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . • 268 
May 28, 1817 .•.... •••. .... •... .... ...• •.•• •.•. .•.••. ••... 360 
minister to Great Britain, March 2, 1818...... •..• •.•.• .•••.. .•.. .•.. 50a., 
April15, 1818...... • . • • . . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . • 327 
April22, 1818 .•.•...••••••.•••••...••..•. ·. 107o·: 
January 25, 1819..... .••••. ..•••• .. ...•..• 216 
February 6, 1820 .•......••. ·. . • . • . . . . . . . . . • 107 
August 9, 1824 •••• ...•.. •••••. ...•.. .•.... 327 
RussELL, Lord John, objections to Ash burton treaty . . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • . • . • 150e · 
paper of, as to declaration of Paris . . . . • . . . . • . . . • • • • . 342 
Earl, position of, as to contraband character of diplomatic agents. 373 
letter, August 28, 1861. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • . • . • • . • . • • . • . • 342 
January 23, 1862 .. ....•. .... .••••. .••••• .... ...• •. .. 374 
RUSSIA, treaty relations with.............................................. 158 
treaty with, for purchase of Alaska, duty of House of Representa-
tives to approve ........••......... : .. :......................... 131a• 
expulsion of aliens by.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 206 
denial of expatriation by .............•..............•....••••.... 171, 172 
claims against for discrimination against citizens of the United 
States . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . • • 189 
resistance to aggressions of, in 1821, on northwest coast ..•••••••••• 
intercession with, for Jews ...•.•••••...•••..•...••••••.••.•.••••.• 
RusSIAN seas on the north west, limits of ...... ~ ......••••...•..........••.• 
s. 
SABINOS IsLAND, title to ....•.....••••••••••••..••••.•.••..•••..••••.•••..• 
SALUTING FLAG, as a natioual apology ...•••..•.•••....•...........•....•.. 
SALVADOR, abrogation oftreatyof1~50 with .......•....••••.•••••.....•.. 
SAMANA, policy of annexing .•..•..•....•...••••...•••.•..........••••...•. 
SAMOA, relations of United States to .••.••.•.••......•••...•............•.. 
SAN DoMINGO, relations of United States to .••••••••••••.•••••.••......••• 
proposed annexation of ......•.•..••••......•••••..••.•.... 
RANDWICH ISLANDS, relation of the United States to ...••........•.•.. -~---· 
treaty with .............•..•• · ..............•.•..•.•.. 
S~ FRANCisco, original military occupation of by the United States .•.••.. 
SAN JUAN DEL NORTE, bombardment of, claims arising from ....••••••.••.. 
(See GREYTOWN.) 
SAN JUAN ISLAND, PUGET SOUND, t.itle to .......•.••....•................. 
SARDINIA, treaty relations with ....•.....••............•....••..•..•....••• 





















:.ScHLOSSER, N.Y., destruction of steamer Caroline at, in 1838, by British au-
thority..... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . • • . . 50c 
:ScLOPIS, Count, views of, in Geneva tribunal, ..•....•.•..••..•••....•••.. 329a, 404a 
-SCOTT, Sir W., errors in prize decisions of ........................ 238, 329a, 330,362 
opinion given to Mr. Jay on prize law....................... 330 
:SEA, jurisdiction over..................................................... 26.ff 
(Sfle SOVEREIGNTY OVER WATER.) 
crimes on, ordinarily subject to country of ship ................. ---- .. 
inland, freedom of ................................................... . 
-SEA, seizure of enemy's property on ...................................... .. 
:.SEA LETTERS: 
Vessels carrying the fl;:tg of the United States cannot, in time of peace, be 




arrest. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . • . 408 
Ships' papers certifying, under the authority of the United States, that 
the vessel holding them is a vessel of the United States, cannot be 
tested as to alleged fraudulency by foreign powers. The question of 
their validity is exclusively for the United States..................... 409 
Vessels owned by citizens of the United States may carry the flag of the 
United States on the high seas, and are entitled to the protection of the 
United States Government, though from being foreign built, or from 
other causes, they are not and cannot be registered as vessels of the 
United States....................................................... 410 
:,SEAL FISHERIES, rights of the United States to............................. 309 
:S:EAMEN, jurisdiction of consuls over....................................... 124 
(See CoNSULS.) 
:.SEARCH OF SHIPS AT SEA: 
As a belligerent right : 
Visit in such caRes permitted...................................... 325 
No longer permitted in peace.......................................... 327 
Action of prize court may be essential to condemnation................. ~~28 
When having jurisdiction such court may conclude..................... 329 
.But not when not in conformity with international law................ 329a 
, Proceedings of such court. . . • . . . • • • • • . • . • • • . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 330 
In cases of piracy: 
On probable cause papers may be demanded....................... 326 
1m pressmen t : 
.Its history and abandonment...................................... 331 
:.SECEDED STATES, had a de facto Government............................... 7 
·SECRET-SERVICE MONEY, rules as to....................................... 109 
.. SECRETA-RY m~ STATE, sole organ for foreign affairs.. • • • . • • • • . • • • . • . • . . . • • 78 
(See DIPLOMATIC AGENTs:) 
authority of, as to passports .. . • • • .. .. . • • • .. • • • • •• • • 191 
decision of, constitutes res atijudicata.... ... • • • • .. •• .. 238 
·. SEIZURE of person or things, by order of foreign Government, an invasion of 
sovereignty...... . . • • • . • . • • . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 14 
.SELF-DEFENSE, an excuse for invading sovereignty ••••••••.•••••••••.••••• · 38, 50 
.SEMI-CIVILIZED LANDS, explorations in.................................... 51 
international courts in ............................. 53, 125 
SEMINOI.E \WAR, responsibility of instigators of •••••••••••• ····.t••···. .. . .. 348a 
General Jackson's course in............................... 50b 
.SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, functions of, as to treaties................. 131 
(As to diplomatic nominations, see DIPLOMATIC AGENTS.) 






SETTLEMENT, INTERMEDIATE, defense to claim • . • • . • . . • • . • . • . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . 240 
REWARD, F. W., Acting Secretary, February 6, 1862...... .••• ••.• ....•. .... 97 
• May 16, 1877...... . • . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • . • 70 June 29,1877 ...•.. •••••• .••••. ..•••• ••.• 55 
October 30, 1877............... .• • •• . . . • • 277 
August 20, 1877...... . • • • . . . • . . • . . . • • • • • 183 .. 
December 2, 1878.... . • • • • • . . . • . • • .. . . . • . . . 123 -
Jan nary 15, 1879 ...•••.••....••.•..•.•.. 19, 230·· 
April 15, 1879.... . . . • . • . . . • • . . • • . . . . • • • . 242· 
J nne 28, 1879...... . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • 138 · 
J nly 2, 1879...... . . • • . . • . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . • 184 
August 13, 1879..... . • • • • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • 184 
August20, 1879...... .••••• •••• .•••.. ...• 218 
Angust21,1879.......................... 95 
SEWARD, W. H., Secretary, March 9, 1861. ..•••....••.......••• ····~· .••••• 70 
806 
March 23, H:l61 . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 120 
March 30, 1861 .....•••.•.•..••.•••........... 223, 318 
April2, 1861 .•.• .••• ..•• .•.• ...• .•.. ..•. ....•. 57 · 
April 6, 1861 ...•.•.•.•.•••.••••.•..•.•...••••. 58, 402 
April 10, 1861 .... .... ..•• •••• •••••• .••••. ••..• 70 · 
April24, 1861 ••. .••• •••. .••. •••• •••. ••.• ..... 342 · 
May 27, 1861 ...... .••••• .••••• .•.• ••.• ••.. .•.. 361 
June 5, 1861 .... .••••. .••••• •••• .••• .•.• .... .. 293 -
June 6, 1861 .... •••• ...• .••• .•. . . ..• .. .... .••• 342 ' 
June 21, 1861 .... ....•• •••••• ••.•. .••••. .••• .. • 342: 
July 6, 1861.... . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . • • • . 342 · 
July 16, 1861.. •.•• ..•••• •••• •••• .... .•.. ••.. .. 9L 
July 18, 1861 . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . . . . • • . • • • • • . . 45 · 
July 20, 1861.... . . . • . • . • • . • • . • • . • • • • • • . . • . • . . . 361' 
July 21, 1861.... ••.• .••• •••• •. .•.• •••• •.•• •••• 359' 
July 23, 1861 . . • • • • • • . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • 68' 
August 1, 1861 .•.• •• .• .. .• •• •••• .. •. .. •••. .. .. 68· 
August 12, 1861 . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . . 342:-
August 17, 1861 ..•••. .••••• .••••• ••••••. ...•.• 342 
September 7, 1861...... ••••••• .••••. •. •. .••••• 342 
September 10, 1861...... •••• .••••• ..•••. ....•. 342 .l 
September28, 1861............................ 394 
October 4, 1861.. • • • . . • • • • • • . . . . . • • • . . • • • . . • • . . 362 
October 7, 1861...... ..•• •••• .••••• .••••• •••••. 68 
October 10, 1861 .•••••.•••••.••••..••••..•. ·•.. 394 
October 17, 1861 .•.••• •••• .••••• .•.• •..• •••••. 394. 
October21, 1861 ..•••. .••••• .••••..••••• ...... 6& 
October 22, 1861. •••••..••••••••.••....•••••.. 119, 121 
October 23, 1861 .••• ..•• .••••. .••••. ...•.• ...• 116 
October 24, 1861 ...•....•••..•••••.•.•.• •... . . 230tn 
October30, 1861..... ...• .•.• ...• ••.••••. .••••• 394 
November2, 1861............................. 394 
November 11, 1861 .••••. .•.•.. .••••. ...••. •••• 394 
November 15, 1861 .••••. .••••. .••••• ..••.. .... 68 
November 23, 1861 ...•.. ..••.• .••••• .•.. .•.•.. 394 
November 29,1861 ...• ...••. .••••. ...••..•.•.. 121 
December 4, 1861...... ...••. ...•.. ....•. .•.•.. 58 
December 16, 1861 . . • • . . . • • . • . . • • . .• . • . . . . . . . . 374 




SEWARD, W. H., St~cretary, December 26, 1861 .•.•.•.•....•• · .......•.•... 325,328 
January 16, 18112 ..•••......•.••.••••.•••••..• 190, 244 
January 30, 1862.... ...• .••••. ••.••• .••••• .•.• 190 
January 31,1862 ...••• .••••• .•••.. .. .••••• •••• 328 
Fe brnary 3, 1862 • • • • • . . • . • . . . • • • • • • • • . • • . • • . . . 107 
February 19, 1862 ......................... 328,359,374 
February 27, 1862...... ..•.•.. .••••• •••••• •••• 145 
March 3, 1862........ •.. .••.. .••••• •••• •••• •••• 58 
March 6, 1862 .••••...••••. --·· •••• •••••. •••••• 6·7 
March 24, 1862...... •••• •••••• ..•••• •••••• •••• 36() 
April5, 1862.................................. 97 
April14, 1862...... ..•.•. ...••.. .••••. .••• •••• 58 · 
April 28, 1862 ...•••.....•••••••. 17b, 104,268, 271a, 331 
May 21,1862 ...•...•.•... .,. •••• •••••• .••••. •••• 399 
May 30, 1862...... • • . . • . . . . • . • . • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • 220 
June 3, 1862 ...• .••••• •.•••. .•••.• •••••• •••••• 121 
June21, 1862.... .•.••. .•.••. .••••• .••••• •••••. 97 
June27, 1862...... ..•. ...• .... ...• •••••• •••••• 79 
J u1 y 7, 1862 . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 45 
July 8, 1862...... .... ..... ..•••• .••••• ••.•••• .. 240 
July 22. 1862. . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 120 
Augu~t ·4, 1862 . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 32 
August 8, 1862................ .• . ••• ••• • .• • •• . 399 
September 5, 1862 .•.••.••.••••..•••••••••••.. 202, 203 
September 24, 1862 ....••••••.•••••••••.•.••••• lla, 1& 
Septern ber 27, 1852...... . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . 45 
September 30, 1862 •.•• ...• •••••• .••••• •••• ••.• 11 
October 3, 1862 ....••••••.•••••••.••••••.•••. 369, 402 
October 10, 1862 ..•••• ---~ .••••• •••. •••••• •••• 32 
October 11, 1862 .••••• .••••• •••••• •••••• ..•••• 223 
October 25, 1862 .••••• ••.• .••• .••• •• •••• •••• .. 45 
November 3, 1862 . . . • . • • . • • . . • • •• • •• • • • • • • •• • • 223 
November 8, 1862 . • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 223 
November 19, 1862 ..•. .•.. .••• •••• .••••• •••••• 70 
December 9, 1862.... .••••• ...• .••• .••••• .••••• 374 
December 15, 1862 .•.•••••••..••••.••••••• 157,373,391 
December 16, 1862 . • . • . . • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 32 
December29, 1862............................. 49 
January 7, 1863 ••• . •••• •• • • •. . •••• •••• •• •• ••• • 58 
January 9, 1863 .....••••••••••••••••••••••.•• 223, 402 
January 12, 1863.. .. •••••• •••• •••• •••• •• •••••• 241 
January 26, 1863 .. .. ••.••• •••• •. •••••• •••••• •. 368 
February 4, 1863 •••..•••••••••••••• _ ••• _.. • • • • 123 
February 6, 1863 •••• •. •• .. •. .••••• •••••• •••• .. 107a 
March 9, 1863 .......••.••••••••••••••••• , • • . • . . 70 
March 13, 1863 .•.•...•.• __ •• • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . • 228 
April10, 1863 ...• .•.. ••.• ..•••• .••••• •••• ••... 361 
April18, 1863 ....... .••••. .•.• .••••• •••• •••••• 232 
f April2D, 1863 ...... .. •. •..••. .• ••••••• •••. ••.• 314 
April21, 1863 .. .. ..•••• ...... .••••• •••• •••• .. . 182 
April 24, 1863 ................................. 69, 385 
May 8, 1863 .. ·.... .. .••. .•.• •••• •••••• •••• ••••• 58 
May 11, 1863...... . . . . .. . . . . •. . • • • •• •• •• •• • . . . 45 




SEWARD, W. H., Secretary, June 29,1863 ...... ...... ...••. ..•••. .••••. ..•• 68 
808 
July 2, 1863. . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . 36 
July 7, 1863...... ...... ...... ....•. .••••• ••.•. 68 
July 10, 1863 ...•........•••.......•..••••••••. 68, 222 
July 14, 1863.... . . . . • . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • 45 
July 20, 1863 •.•.........•.•..••••..••••.. 202, 203, 206 
August 10, 1863 ...• ..••••. ..•• .••••• •••••• •••• 32 
September 1, 1863.... ...... .•.• .••••. ••.• ••.•. 68 
September 9, 1863....... . . . • • . . • . • . . . • • • • • • . • • 68 
September 11, 1863...... .••••• .... ..•• ••.• •••. 58 
September 21, hl63.... .••••• ..•••• .••••• ...•.. 58 
September 26, 1863 (two instructions) . . . • . . . . . • 58 
September 28, 1863.... .••••• ...••• ..•• ...••. .. 293 
Oeto ber 3, 1863 ...•.....•••••.••••...•.•..•.•.. 68, 231 
October 9, 1863 .... ...• •.•• .... .•••••. •. .. .. .. 58 
October 23, 1863 ...... ...•.. ...••. .••••• .•.•.. 58 
October 24; 1863 ...... .....• ..••.• .••••. .••••. 402 
November 30, 186:3 ...... ..••.. ..••.• .••••• •..• 45 
December 17, 1863...... . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . • . • . 227 
January 12, 1864. . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . • . . • • . . . • • • . . . 223 
January 29, 1864...... .•••.• •••••• .•.••• .••••.. 18 
February 3, 1864...... . • • • • • . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . . 45 
February24, 1864 ....•..••••• ·---~- •••• .••• •••. 400 
March 18,1864 .... ..•••. .... ..•••• ...••• ••.••• 402 
March21,1864 ••••••.•.•..••••.•••••••••••.... 69 
A. pril 6, 1864 . • • • • . . . . • . . • . . . . • . • . . . • . • . . . • • • • . 70 
April 7, 1864 . . • • • • . . . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . • . . . . • • . 71 
April 20, 1864 . ~ •.•....•••..••••.•••••.••••.•. - 203 
June 24, 1864. . . • • . . . • . • . . . • . . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . 268 
July 15, 1864 • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • . 394 
July 28,1864 ••.• ...... ....•. ..•••• .••••. .••••• 190a 
August 18, 1864 . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • • . . • • . . • • • . . • . . . • 9 
September 16, 1864 . • . • • • . . • • • • . .• • •• • • • • . . .• . • 32 
September 19, 1864 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • . 104 
October 24, 1864.... . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . • . • • • • . . . . 133 
December 2, 1864...... . . . . • . . • • • • . . . • • • • . • • • • . 203 
December 26, 1864... . . . . . • • • . • • • . . • • • . • • • • • . . • 399 
March 13, 1865 . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . • • 69 
},larch 20, 1865 .•.•.. •..• ..•••• ••.• .••••. .•••.. 389 
March 30, L-,65.. .. .. .. .. .. .• •••• •••• •••• •.•• .• 268 
May 25, 18~ . . . • . . • • • . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 241 
June 19, 1865.. .•.••. •••• .••• .••••• .••••• •••••• 57 
J nly 24, 1865.... . • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 89a 
August 7, 1865 .... .••••• .••••. .••••• •••••• •••• 391 
A.ugnst 9, 1865 .•.. .••••• .•• ••. •••• •••••• •••••• 70 
August 15, 1865 •••••• •••••• •••• •••• •••• ••••••• 61 
September 1, 1865 ··~·-· •••••• .••••• .••••• ••••• 22"2 
November 9, 1R65.... .••• .••••• •••••• •••• •••••• 145 
November 16, 1865.... .••. .••••• •••••. •••••• •• • 223 
November 21, 1865.... ...••• •••• .•••••. •••••• .. 117 
December 6, U365. .•... .••••• .••••. .••••• •••••• 58 
December 16, 1865.... . . . • . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . • • . 58 
February 12, H366 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 58, 245 
M·arch 10, 1866 . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • • . . • • . . • • • • • • . • . • 389 
INDEX. 
SE~J.Y. 
<i!EWARD, W. H., Secretary, March 16, 1866 .... ..•••. •••• ••.• .••••. •••• ••.• 35 
1.\IIarch 19, 1866 ..•... ..•. •••••• •••••• ..•• .•.••• 58 
March 2:.!, 1866 . . • . . • • • • • . • . • . • • • • • . • . . . • • • • • . . 182 
April 16, 1866 . • . • . . . . . . . . • .. • • . . • . • • . • • . • • . . . . 58 
April 25, 1866 .. • • . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . • .. . . • • .. . 150/ 
April27, 1866 ................................ 217,23L 
April30, 1866 ...• ...... ••.• •••• •••••• .••. ••••. 395a 
~fay 7, 1866 .••• .. ••.. .••••. .••••• •..• .... .. •. . 1B2 
June 2, 1866...... •..• .••••• ••• ••• ..••.. ..••... 57 
August 15, 1866 .. . . . . . • • . • • • • . . • • . . .. . .. . . . . . . 67 
August 22, 1866 . . . . • . • • . • • • • . • • . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . 206 
August 24, 1866 . . . . . • . . . . . • • .. • . . • • • . . . . . • . . .. 225 
September 19, 1866.... ...• ...... •. .•.. ........ 231 
September 23, 1866 . • . • . • • . • . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . • • • 97 
September 27, 1866 •••• .•.• .••••. ..••.. .••. •••• 203 
October 20, 1866.......................... ... . . 58 
October 27, 1866.... . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . 49 
November 20, 1866 .••• .••••. ..••.. .... •••• .... 67 
February 25, 1867 ............................ .49, 102 
March 27, 1867 ....••.....•...............•.•. 193, 204 
March 28, 1867...... .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . • • . • 120 
April 1, 1867 ... ... .. . ... . .. .. . ... ... ... ... .... 49 
April 6, 1867............ . . . . .. .. .. .. • . • • . • • • •• 52 
May 18, 1867 .. .. .••••• .... .••••• ..•. ... ••. •••• 90 
May 20, 1867 ... : .. .••. ..•... ..• ••. .••••• ••• •.• 245 
June 13, 1H67 .. .... ... .. .• . ... •••• •••••• ....... 361 
September 4, 1867 .••••• ..... .. .. .. .... •••• ••.• 311 
October 7, 18u7 .. .... •••••• •••••. ..•.•. ..•• •..• 61:3 
October 25, 1·67 .••••. .••••. ..•.••...••. ..•••. 7!) 
December9, 1867.............................. 52 
])ecernber23,1867............................. 92 
January 2, Ul61:'3...... .••••. ••••• .••••. .••••. .. 7!) 
January 13, 1868...... • • • • • • • • . • • . . . . • . • • • • • . • 18tl 
Fe brnary 8, 1868...... .. • • • • . • . . . • • • • • • . • . • • . • 271 
}""e bruary 19, 1868.... . . . . . • . . . . .. • . • • • . . . . • • • • 3S5 
March 21, 186H...... .• • • •• . . .. .... • . . . .• • • • . . . 261 
April 7, 1868.... .. ...... ...•.. .••••• •••• .•••.. 184 
April30, 11:368 ................................. - 410 
May 6, 1868.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . • • . . . . • • • • 231 
May 28, 1868.... • • • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • . • • • • • • 104 
July 5, 1868.. .. •••• .. •••••• .• .••• .•• .•. . .••••. 62 
July 7, 1868.. ..•. .. .•• ••.. ••.• •••••. •• . •.• .•.• 241 
July 16, 1868 . • • • • • . . • • • . . . . • . • . • • • . . . . . • • • • . • • 171 
July 17, lti6B.... .... .. .... .••• .•.. .•.. ... .•. .. 221 
July 20, 1868.... • • • • • . . . • . . . .. . .. . • • • • • • . . • • • • 18!) 
July 22, 1868.. • • • • • • • . • . . . . . . • • . . • • . • • . . • • • . . • 335 
July 24, 18GB........ . • • • • . • • . • . . . . • • • . . . . • • . • . 243 
August 17, 1868 ............................... 97, 361 
August 22, 1868.... . • . • . • . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . 90 
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r In this appendi.iJ are introduced documents which issued since the first 
edition went to press, together with others which were inadvertently 
omitted in that edition.] 
§ 2. 
DISCOVERY THE BASIS OF TITLE. 
"When any European nation takes possession of any extensive sea-
coast, that possession is understood as extending into the interior coun-
try to the source of the rivers emptying within that coast, to all their 
branches and the country they cover; and to give it a right in exclusion 
of all other nations to the same. * * * vVhenever one European 
nation makes a discovery and takes possession of any portion of that 
continent and another afterwards does the same at some distance from 
it, where the boundary between them is not determined by the principle 
above mentioned, the middle distance becomes such of course. * * * · 
Whenever any European nation has thus acquired a right to any por-
tion of territory on that continent, that right can never be diminished 
or affected by any third power by virtue of purchases made, by grants, 
or conquests of the natives within the limits thereof." 
Messrs. Pinckney and Monroe to Mr. Cevallos, Apr. 20, 1805. l\ISS. Dispatches,. 
Spain. 2 Am. St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 664. 
"The two rules generally, perhaps universally, recognized and conse-
crated by the usage of nations, have followed from the nature of the 
subject. By virtue of the first, prior discovery gave a right to occupy, 
provided that occupancy took place within a reasonable time and was 
ultimately followed by permanent settlement and by the cultivation of 
the soil. In conformity with the second, the right derivecl from prior 
discovery and settlement was not confined to the spot so discovered or 
first settled. The extent of territory which would attach to such first 
discovery or settlement might not in every case be precisely determined. 
But that the first discovery and subsequent settlement within a reason-
able time, of the mouth of a river, particularly if none of its branches 
had been explored prior to such discovery, gave the right of occupancy 
and ultimately of sovereignty to the whole country drained by such 
rirer and its several branches, bas been generally admitted. And iu 
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a question between the United States and Great Britain her acts have 
with propriety been appealed to as showing that the principles ou which 
they rely accord with their own." 
Mr.Gallatm to Mr. Addington, Dec. 19, 1826. MSS. Dispatches, Gr. Brit. 6 Am. 
St. Pap. (For. Rel.), 667. 
44 Vattel, § 208 (in translation), says: 
'
4
' 'The law of nations will therefore not acknowledge the property and 
sovereignty of a nation over any uninhabited countries, except those of 
'vhich it has really taken possession, in which it has formed settlements, 
or of which it has actual use. In effect, when navigators have met 
with desert countries in which those of other nations had in their tran-
sient visits erected some monuments to show their having taken some 
possession of them, they have paid as little regard to that empty cere-
mony as to the regulations of the Popes who divided a great part of 
the world between the Crowns of Castile and Portugal.' 
"Martens wrote in 1789 to tlle same eff<•ct in his Precis du droit des 
gens, § 37; and so did Kluber in 1819 in his Droit des gens, § 126. 
44 'rhe principle and rule to be deduced respecting title to unoccupied 
regions, or those in the possession of the aboriginal inhabitants, from 
the writings of the accepted teachers of public law, are that acquisition 
and title· may be original and derivative; that original title includes 
discovery, use, and settlement, which are ingredients of occupation, and 
will constitute a valid title, but that derivative title comes of conquest, 
treaty, and transfer. l\1:y opinion is that the English title to sovereignty 
and dominion iu the province of New Netherlands and the colony of 
New York was not original in this sense, but was derivative from con-
quest." 
Opinion of Mr. Sidney ·webster on the law of marriage in New York in 1772. 
§ 4. 
CONTINUITY OF LAWS. 
In Campbell v. Hall, Cowp., 204, (S. C., under title "The island of 
Granada," 20 St. Tr., 230,) it was declared by Lord Mansfield that "a 
-country conquered by the British arms becomes a dominion of the King 
in right of his Crown, and therefore necessarily subject to the legislative 
powers of the Parliament of Great Britain." "It was also ueclared that 
the laws of a conquered country conti-nue until they are altered by the 
conqueror." The latter position was approved by Lord Ellen borough in 
Picton's case, 30 St. Tr., 943. 
See Dana's Wheaton, note 169. 
§ 5. 
BURDENS PASS TO NEW SOVEREIGN. 
"Upon the general question of the binding effect upon Peru of con-
tracts made by the Pierola and Iglesias governments in accordance with 
the constitution and laws of that country, the opinion of this Depart-
ment is that the performance of such engagements is obligatory upon 
the present P~ruvian Government, and that the attempt on the part 
of that Government to avoid such contracts, thus denying the capacity 
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. -of the Pierola and Iglesias governments to contract, in violation or dis-
regard of the vested rights of citizens of the United States, would afford 
jn:st ground for complaint. For the greater part of six years, from 1879 
uut.il1885, either the Pierola or the Iglesias government was recognized 
uy foreign powers as the Government of Peru. The United States, in 
common with other nations maintaining diplomatic and commercial re-
lations wit~ that country, took no part in the civil conflict which raged 
irom time to time during tbat period, but acted upon the principle of 
recognizing as the lawful Government of Peru that political organiza-
.tion which was able to maintain the diplomatic and commercial rela-
.tions of the country with foreign nations; the acts of such a Government 
:Ueing universally admitted as binding upon the country which it repre 
tsents. 
"This principle holds even where a change in the form of a Govern-
ment occurs, and it applies still more strongly where the change is 
.merely in the personnel of the Government. Contracts made by a Gov-
. .eruwent are to be regarded as the obligations of the nation it repre-
sents, and not as the personal engagements of the rulers. Hence, 
.altl.wugh the Government may change, the people remain bound." 
Mr. Bayaru, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buck, Sept. 23, lt!SG. MSS. lust., Peru. See 
supm, ~~ 137, 236. 
~ 8. 
L.A. W OF NATIONS PART OF LAW OF LAND. 
The law of nations includes as part of it.self the law of a port in 
'Which a merchant ship may be moored, so far as concerns crimes in 
.such vessel disturbing the peace of the port. 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, report in Pelletier's case, Jau. 20, 18<37. Sen. Ex. 
Doc., 4~th Cong., 2d sess. See infra, ~ 35a. 
"A question may be raised, does t.his customary law of nations, as 
~stabli:slled in Europe, bind tlle United States~ An affirmative answer 
.to thi:s is warranted by conclusive reasons. 
"l. 'l'he United States, when a member of the British Empire, were, 
.in this capacity, a party to that law, and not llaving dissented from it, 
when they became independent, tlley are to be considered as having 
,continued a partj' to it. 2. The ·common law of England, which was 
anu is in force in each of these States, adopts the law of nations, the 
positive equally with tbe natural, as a part of itself. 3. Ever since we 
have been an independent nation we have appealed to and acted upon 
the modern law o! nations as understood in Europe. Various resolu-
,;tions of Congress during our Revolution, the correspondence of execu-
tive officers, the decisions of our courts of aumiralty, all recognized 
'this standard. 4. Executive and legislati ,-e a .... ts and the proceedings 
.of our courts under the present Government S},\:',: 'k ~ similar lang·uage. 
The President's proclamation of neutralit.y refer~ expressly to the mod-
ern law uf nations, which must necessarily be uwlerstood as that pre-
vailing in Europe awl acceded to by this countrY; and tlle general 
Yoice of our natwn, togetLer with the Yery argumeLh; used against the 
.t re~!ty, nccord in the same point. It is indubitable t'1at the customary 
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laws of European nations is a part of the common law, and, by adop ... 
tion, that of the United States." 
Hamilton: L£tters of Camillus, No. 20. 5 Lodge's Hamilton, 89. 
§ 10. 
TAXES. 
In instructions by ~Ir. Fish to ~Ir. Davis, .November 21, 1874 (For •. 
Rei. 1875, part i, 488), it is assumed that income taxes can be imposed 
upon "resident aliens." 
As a general rule, poll taxes, and taxes based on personal allegiance, are determin-
able by the lex domicilii, while the taxes due on property which has a personal site· 
are determinaule by the lex BituB. See Whart. Conf. of Laws, §§ 65, 79, 80, 363, 3ti8. 
As between tlle several States in the United States, the quPstion of liability for poll 
and personal taxation is determinable by the lex domicilii, and so are taxes on succes--
sion. As to income taxes, more difficult questions arise. During the late civil war· 
the United States Government imposed an income tax on resident aliens. InGer-
many and in England such taxes are imposed on aliens after a residence of a desig-
nated period. Certainly when a citizen of the United States resiues in a foreign coun-
try for a period so long as to sustain the presumption that he has abandoned hiS" 
native allegiance, then he is open to be taxed as to income in the place of his resi-
dence. Local laws, however, imposing snch taxes on a mere transient residence have· 
no extraterritorial force. The proper course for a citizen of the United States taxed 
under such laws, on a mere transient residence, is to pay under protest, so that the 
question can be one of diplomatic adjustment. 
It has been held in England that an income tax could be levied in England on the 
profits of a trade carried on in England by foreigners through an agent resident in 
En,gland. (Pommery v. Apthorpe, Q. B. Div., Dec.17, 1886; 35 Alb. L. J., 437.) 
In Att'y-Gen. v. Coote, 4 Price, 180, it was held that a statute imposing a duty on 
the property of persons residing in Great Britain applies to persons residing there 
for any length of time, however short, although they may at the same time have a. 
more permanent re~idence elsewhere. 
§ lJ. 
SEIZURE OF PERSONS IN FOREIGN TERRITORY. 
'' I transmit herewith for your information copy of a detailed report,. 
with accompanying papers, received from Mr. E. D. Linn, United States. 
consul at Piedras N egras, touching the recent kidnapping of Francisco-
Arresures by the collusion of officers of the State of Coahuila and of· 
Maverick County, Texas, under circumstances which leave no reason-
able doubt that a brutal murder was the object and result of the suc-
cessful attempt of the Coahuila officials to get unlawful possession of 
Arresures. 
''You have been heretofore instructed to ask for an in¥estigation of 
Arresures's murder and the punishment of the guilty parties. Your No .. 
283, of the 3d instant, reports that you have done so, and a telegram 
received from you yesterday, August 13, is understood to communicate-
the Mexican reply to your application. It states that the government 
of Coahuila claims Arresures as, by law, a lVIexican and a fugitive from · 
justice. After extradition, and while being conducted to the court, he 
took flight, and in subsequent pursuit was killed. 
''The testimony now before the Department shows that such a reply 
on the part of the Government is evasive and inaccurate. 
'' Tlw citizcnsh1p r f ..:\ n'('~-:_n·es i ~~ n"t material. He appears to have· 
resided for som'.:' .i . ~:1:··: :::. : ::~.:- G!t~·~ ~- 1 ~}tates, and there to have declare<l, 
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his intention to become its citizen. He was therefore not merely under· 
the protection which the laws of the United States and of the Stat,e of· 
Texas, where he bad his residence, throw over him as an alien resident,. 
but entitled to the peculiar protection, as against any unlawful exer-
cise of authority emanating from the land of his origin, with which our· 
laws invest those aliens lawfully within their jurisdiction who have ac-
quired rights of inchoate citizenship by duly making declaration of in--
tention to become citizens. 
''Under any circumstances, being accused of crime committed in 
Mexican jurisdiction, he could only be demanded from the United States,. 
within whose jurisdiction he was alleged to have taken refuge, in ac--
cordance with the provisions of the treaty of extradition of December 
u, 1861, between the United States and Mexico." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, Aug. 14, 1886. MSS. Inst., Mex.; 
For. Rel., 1886. 
§ 30. 
SOVEREIGNTY OVER RIVERS. 
"But neither the lakes nor the public rivers of the United States are 
in the Federal sense high ways of the State. A vessel after leaving a 
port of a State on a public river is on a national highway, subject to · 
State jurisdiction for some limited police purposes which are subordi-
nate to the paramount right of navigation, and the navigable rivers are 
as much national highways as the high seas are international. 
"The littoral jurisdiction of a State, aUhoug·h extending for some pur-
poses beyond low-water mark, is subject to the paramount right of nav-
igation as a high way of the nation, in the same manner as the sea. 
within the three-mile zone from the shore is subject to the right of navi--
gation by foreigners without be0oming subject to the local law. Such 
waters are considered as the common highway of nations, and the juris-
diction of the local authorities exists only for the protection of the coast 
and its inhabitants, not to subject passing vessels to the local law of 
the government of the shore. 
"Such rivers within the boundaries of a State are navigable waters of 
the United States and are national and not State highways, and the" 
control of the General Government extends over all vessels engaged in 
their navigation where such rivers may be made the means of inter-
state commerce, and even canals are now considered public waters over· 
which the admiralty jurisdiction exteuds." 
Henry's Adm. Juris., ~ 12. 
But while such is the case, all crimes on board vessel~ in foreign ter-
ritorial waters are, when they disturb the peace of the waters or the· 
shore, cognizable by the sovereigu of such waters or shore. 
See Wnart. Crim. Law, 9th ed., § § 269 .ff. 
§ 32. 
MARINE BELT. 
''It will be found, on au acenrate inquiry, that all the prizes bronght 
in under Freucl1 commissions tbat ha·re been restored, haYe lJeen found 
to be in one or the other of the following- descriptious: 
'~' 1. Those captured within a marine league of the shores of the U Hi-
ted Stat.es. 
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"' 2. When the ·capturing vessel was owned and principally manned 
<by American citizens. 
"' 3. When the capturing vessel was armed in our ports.' 
"As to thejurisdiction exercised by the United 8tates over the sea 
contiguous to its shores, all nations claim and exercise such a jurisdic-
tion, and all writers admit this claim to be well founded; and they 
.have differed in opinion only as to the distance to which it may extend. 
Let us see whether ]~ranee has claimed a greater or less extent of do-
mionion over the sea than the United State:::;. Valin, the King's advo. 
ca,te at Rocllelle, in his new Commentary on the Marme Laws of France, 
1)Ublii->hed first in 1761, and again by approbation in 1776,* after men-
tioning the opinions of man~· different writers on public law on this sub-
_jeet, says : ' As far as tlJe distance of two leagues the sea is the domin-
ion of the sovereign of the neighboring coast, and that whether there 
be soundings there or not. It is proper to obser\e this method in favor 
Df states wlJose coasts are so high that there are no soundings close to the 
,shore, but this does not prevent the extension of the dominion of the sea, 
as well as in respect to jurisdiction as to .fisheries, to a greater distance by 
particular trefilties, or the rule hereinbefore mentioned, which extends 
dominion as far as there are soundings, or as far as the reach of a cannon 
shot; 'which is the rule at present universally acknowledged.' 'The eftect 
·of this dominion,' the same author says, 'according to the principles of 
}.luffendorf, which are incontestable, is that every sovereign has a right 
to protect foreign commerce in hi~ dominions as well as to secure it 
from insult, by preventing others from approaching w:~arer than a cer-
tain distance.' In extending our dominion over the sea to one league, 
we have not extended it so far as the example of France and the other 
vowers of Europe would ba;ve justified. They, therefore, can have no 
.right to complain of our conduct in this respect." 
Mr. Hamilton in "The Answer." 5 Lodge's Hamilton, 351. 
§ 33. 
LAW OF FLAG. 
See on this head Hathaway v. The Brantforcl City, Dist. Ct. S. D. New York, 
Dec. 2, 1886. 29 Feel. Rep., 373. 
§ 35a. . ' 
LAW AS TO OFFENSES .IN PORTS. 
'• It is now to be considered whether the acts in question (consisting 
·of an attem}Jt in a Haytian port to entice Baytians on board to be car-
ried off as slaves, followed by forcible resistance to arrest), committed 
as they were in Haytian territorial waters, ~onstituted an attempt at 
·slave-trading. In answering this question it is important to remem-
~er that both by our own common law and by the French law a pun-
ishable attempt is an intended unfinished crime. It requires fvur con-
.stituents: First, intent; secondly, incompleteness; thirdly, apparent 
adaptation of means to end; and fourthly, such progress as ~o justify 
~Book5, Title 1. 
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the inference that it would be consummated unless interrupted by cir-
cumstances independent of the will of the attemptor. Nowhere are· 
these distinctions laid down more authoritatively than by l{ossi, Orto-
lan, anu Lelievre, when commenting on Article I of the French Penal 
Code, which declares that 'toute tentative de crime * * * est con-
sideree cornme le crime rneme.' 
"I ~ite these high authorities in French jurisprudence because it is .. 
important to show that the Haytian courts, when laying down the law 
in this respect, did so in accordance with the law accepted in Hayti as. 
part of the jurisprudence of France. But I do not cite the numerous. 
, cases in which the same law had been la.id down in England and in the· 
United States . . It is enough now to say that it is an accepted principle 
in our jurisprudence that an attempt, as thus defined, is as indictable· 
in our courts as is the consummated crime of which it was intended to. 
be a part, and that under the indictment for the consummated crime,. 
there may be now, both in England and in most of our States, a convic-
tion of the attempt. While it is not indictable, for instance, to buy a. 
box of matches, it is indictable to carry a match to a hay-rack for the 
purpose of igniting it, a purpose which is only prevented by a police· 
officer stepping in. While it is not indictable, also, to have in posses--
sion materials for skeleton keys, it is indictable to carry skeleton keys. 
manufactured from such material to a house which it is de~igned to, 
enter, though the intent be frustrated by the owner's watchfulness. It 
is not indictable, also, to own poison, but it is indictable knowingly to· 
place it where it is likely to destroy human life unless removed by some· 
extraneous agency. In cases of this class there can be convictions of 
attempt in any jurisdiction in which the final application of the pr·epa-
rations to the object t akes place. 
"After a careful examination of the evidence in this case, I have · 
come to the conclusion that Pelletier's action in the territorial waters of 
Hayti constitutes an attempt at slave trading, viewing attempt in the 
·sense given above. There is no question as to Pelletier's intent; 
there is no question that the crime was left unaccomplished; there is 
no question that this failure of completion was owing to the forcible · 
interference of the Haytian authorities. There is only one other con-
dition to be considered, that of the adaptation of means to end. AmL 
as to this point I have no doubt. I can conceive of no means more fully 
adapted to carry out his atrocious purpose than those brought by him .. 
into operation in the secluded harbor of Fort Liberte. There, in waters .. 
not visited by other shipping by which he might be watched, unguarded . 
by armed cruisers which could search his vessel on the first suspicious. 
sign, and in close proximity to a rural population of negroes whose race 
simplicity and credulousness were likely to be increased by their isola.,. 
tion, he, as we may infer from the evidence, a veteran slave-kidnapper, . 
took a vessel which in prior cruises had shown her adaptation to slave-
trading, and thf·n put a false French name on her stern, and assumed. 
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. u false French mtme for himself, so as to do away with any suspicion 
1 ·COnnecting him with the former outrage at Port-au-Prince. He had 
several device::; ready by which he coulJ inveigle on bo:trd due quota 
from that popnlation. He had a guano island to talk about, for weich 
be wanted laborers, male and female, though he hatl not a single imple-
ment on board to dig out and prepare the guano on that island, if 
-ever it should be reached. He had some other work to do orr some 
.other island for which he required help. He was to give a ball, to 
which a number of Haytians, male and female, sufficient to make up 
his cargo, were to be invited; and in order to make the invitation 
.appear more considerate, and the expected entertainment more fes-
tive, as well as to throw a cloak over his infamous antecedents, his 
.own name and that of his ship, as has been said, were changed to 
names more distinctively French, and his men, mostly French, were 
·ordered to talk French. 'Choice liquors' in abundance also were at 
band, so that the victims, after the dance, could be 6ufficiently stupefied 
so as to make their subjugation more easy. Then, whatever were the 
means by which the requisite number of Haytians were to be enticed on 
board, every precaution was taken for stifling their cries, for securing 
~their persons, and, if their resistance could not be otherwise overcome, 
for taking their lives. Handcuffs enough there were for the ring-leaders, 
.and in numbers so great as to be incapable of explanation in auy other 
way. There was the material for there-erection of the old slave-deck, 
under which the captives were to be compressed. There were the' re-
volvers' and other fire-arms with which the crew, a body of infamous 
.Uesperadoes, expecting to share in tlw spoil, were to be armed, and 
there was the capacity of that crew for the use of snch weapons, as 
shown by the volleys they fired at the. Haytian barges which sought 
their arrest. Had a vessel with hot shot taken its place in those tran-
quil waters before the hamlets in which that ignorant and confiding 
people was gathered, had the guns been loaded for the purpose of de-
stroying the homes and lives of that people, had gunners Htanding at 
their guns been arrested at the moment before the expected discharge,-
while the crime intended would ha,·e been less execrable than that de-
signed by Pelletier, it could not have been more su~ject to Baytianjuris-
diction. For by Pelletier there was then placed in those territorial 
waters of Hayti to operate on that Haytian shore a mechanism of atroc-
ity adjusted with peculiar skill to the consummation of what I believe 
to be a crime among the worst known to our laws, because it combines 
.abduction, torture, enslavement, assassination, coupled with the infliction 
.of a curse heavier than all others, both on the people from whom the 
victims are torn and the people by whom they are received. It is im-
possible for me to hold that such an attempt was not within the juris· 
diction of Hayti, and it seems a mockery to assert that the guilty parties 
are to elude Haytian jurisdiction on the pretense that anchoring a slave 
ship in Ha.rtian waters, with every contrivance to entrap and enslave 
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Ha,Ytian citizens, is not disturbing the tranquillity of those waters, even 
though, on the discovery of the conspiracy, on the eve of its consum-
mation, the slaver, in seeking to escape, fired on its pursuers. Such 
firing was part of one and the same outrage. I can conceive of no more 
ilagrant disturbance of the tranqui.llity of territorial waters than these 
facts disclose. 
"The view here maintained, of the jurisdiction of the sovereign of ter-
,ritorial waters of offenses committed in such waters, when of a charac-
ter ~alculated to disturb the peace of the port, is Sllstained in the case 
.()f Mali ·v. Keeper of JJ:Lil, deci<le<l this week by the Supreme Court of 
the United States. 1!-,rom the opinion in this case of Uhief-Justice 
Waite, which I am permitted to cite in a<lvance of publication, occurs 
the following: 
"'It is part of the law of civilized nations that when a merchant ves-
sel of one country enters the ports of another for the purpose of trade, 
it subjects itself to the law of the place to which it goes, unless by treaty 
<>r otherwise the two countries have come to some different understand-
ing or agreement; for, as was said by Chief-Justice Marsllall in The 
Exchange, 7 Cranch, 144, it would be obviously inconvenient and dan-
gerous to society, and would subject the laws to continual infraction, 
and the Government to degradation, if such * * * merchants did 
not owe temporary and local allegiance, and were not amenable to 
the jurisdiction of the country. United States v. Diekelman, 92 U. S., 
520; 1 Phill. Int. Law (3d ed., 483), sec. cccli; Twiss's Law of Nations 
in Time of Peace, 220, § 159; Creasy's Int. Law, 167, § 176; Halleck's 
Int. Law (1st eel.), 171. And the English judges have uniformly rec-
<>gnized the rights of the courts of the country of wllich the port is 
part to punish crimes committed by one foreigner on another in a for-
eign merchant ship. (Regina v. Uunningham, Bell C. C., 72; S. C., 8 
Cox 0. C., 10:1:; Regina v. Keyn, 11 Cox C. C., 108, 20!; S. C., L. R., 
1 C. C., lUI, 165; Regina v. Keyn, 13 Cox C. C., 403, 486, 525; S. C., 2 
Ex. Div., 63, 161, 213.) As the owner has voluntarily taken his vessel 
tor his own pri \'ate purposes to a place within the dominion of a Gov-
-ernment other than his own, and from which he seeks protection during 
his stay, he owes that Government such allegiance for the time being 
as is due for the protection to which he becomes entitled. 
"'From experience, however, it was found long ago that it would be 
beneficial to commerce if the local Government would abstain from in-
terfering with the internal discipline of the ship and the general regula-
tion of the rights and duties of the officers and crew towards the vessel 
,or among themselves. And so by comity it came to be generally under-
stood among civilized nations that all matters of discipline and all 
things done on board which affected only the veRsel or those belong-
ing to her, and did not involve the peace or dignity of the country, 
.or the tranquillity of the port, should be left by the local Government 
to be dealt with by the aut.horities of the nation to which the vessel 
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belonged as the laws of that nation or the interests of its commerce· 
should require. But if cdmes are com;:nitted on bo3Jrd of a character 
to disturb the peace and tranquillity of the country to which the vessel 
has been brought, the offenders have never hy comity or usage been , 
entitled to any exemption from the operation of the local laws for their · 
punishment, if the local tribunals see fit to assert their authority.'" 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, Report on Pelletier's case, Jan. 20, 1887. Sen. Ex . 
. Doc. 64, 49th Cong., 2d sess. 
§ 38. 
NECESSITY Y AC.A.T:EJS PORT LAW. 
"Were there no treat.y relations whatever between the United States-; 
and Great Britain, were the United States fishermen without any other· 
right to visit those coasts than are possessed by the fishing craft of any 
foreign country simply as such, the arrest and boarding of the Grimes, 
as above detailed, followed by forcing her into the port of Shelburne?-
there subjecting her to fine for not reporting, and detaining her until 
her bait and ice were spoiled, are wrongs which I am sure Her 1\fajest~- 's, 
Government will be prompt to redress. No Governments have been~ 
more earnest and resolute in insisting that vessels driven hy stress of 
weather into foreign harbors should not be subject to port exactions . 
than the Government's of Great Britain and the United States. So far 
has this solicitude been carried that both Governments, from motives 
of humanity, as well as of interest as leading maritime powers, have· 
adopted many measures hy which foreigners as well as citizens or snb-
jects arriving within their territorial waters may be protected from the 
perils of the sea. For this purpose not merely light-houges and ligh t~ 
ships are placed by us at points of danger, but an elaborate life-saving. 
service, well equipped with men, boats, and appliances for relief, studs-
our seaboard in order to render aid to vessels in distress, without regard 
to their nationality. Other benevolent organizations are sanctioned by 
Government which bestow rewards on those who hazard their lives in 
the protection of life and property in vessels seeking in our waters. 
refuge from storms. Acting in this spirit the Government of the UnitedJ 
States has been zealous, not merely in opening its ports freely, without 
charges, to vessels seeking them in storm, but in insisting that its own, 
vessels, seeking foreign ports under such circumstances, and exelu-
sively for such shelter, are not under the law of nations subject to cus-
tom-house exactions. 
"''In cases of vessels carried into British ports by violence or stress-
of weather [said Mr. Webster in instructions to Mr. EvereU, June :JS, . 
1842] we insist that there shall be ng interference from ~he land with the· 
relation or personal condition of t,hose on board, according to the laws-
of their own country; that vessels under such circumstances shall en-
joy the common laws of hospi.talit.y, subjected to no force, entitled to• 
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have their immediate wants and necessities relieved, a utl to pursue tlwir 
voyage without molestation.' 
"In this case, that of tlle Creole, l\Ir. Whea.ton, in the Revue Fran-. 
9aise et Etrangere (ix, 345), aml Mr. Legare ( 4 Op., 98), both eminent 
publicists, gave opinions tllat a vessel carried by stress of weather or 
forced into a foreign port is not subject to the law of such port; and 
this was sustained by Mr. Bates, the umpire of tile commission to whom. 
the claim was referred (Rep. Corn. of 1853, 244, 24 i): 
'''The municipal law of England [so he said) cannot authorize a mag-
istrate to violate the law of nations by invading with an armed force tb e 
vessel of a friendly nation that has commit.tecl no offense, and forcibly 
dissolving the relations which, by the laws of his country, the captain 
js bound to preserve and enforce on board. Tilese rights, sanctioned. by 
the law of nations, viz, the right to navigate the ocean and to seek shel-
ter in case of distress or other unavoidable circumstances, and to retair1 
over the ship, her cargo, and passengers, the law of her country, must 
be respeeted by all nations, for no independent nation would submit to 
their violation.' 
"It is proper to state that Lord Ash burton, who conducted the con-
troversy in its diplomatic stage on the British side, did not deny as a. 
general rule the propositions of Mr. Webster. He merely questioned 
the applicability of tll.e rule to the case of the Creole. Nor has the priu-
ciple ever been doubted by either Her Mujesty's Government or the 
Government of the United States; while, in cases of vessels driven by 
storm on inhospitable coasts, both Governments have asserted it, some-
times by extreme measures of reuress, to secure indemnity for vessel~ 
suffering under such circumstances from port ex:actions, or from inj u-
ries inflicted from the shore. 
"It would be hard to conceive of anything more in conflict with the 
humane policy of Great Britain in this respect, as well as with the law 
of nations, than was the conduct of Captain Quigley towar(h; the ves-
sel in question on the morning of October 8. 
''In such coasts, at early dawn, after a stormy night, it is not unusual 
for boats, on errands of relief, to visit vessels whieh have been-strug-
gling with storm during the night. But in no sueh errand of mercy 
was Captain Quigley engaged. The ~farion Grimes, having found shel-
ter during tile night's storm, was about to depart on her voyage, losiug 
no time while her bait was fresh and her ice lasted, when she was 
boarded by an armed ere~, forced to go seven miles out of her way to the 
port, and was there under pressure of Captain Quigley, against the opin-
ion originally expressed of the collector, subjected to a fine of $400 with 
costs, and detained there, as I shall notice hereafter, until her voyage 
was substant.ially broken up. I a~n confident Her ~Ia:jesty's Govern-
ment will conetir with me in the opinion that, as a qnestion of inter-
national law, aside from treaty and other rigl1ts, the arrest and detmt-
tion under the circumstances of Captain L::tndry aml of his vessel wen~ 
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in violation of the law of nations as well as the L1w of Jmmanity, and 
that on this ground alone the fine and the costs should bereft nded and 
'~he parties suffering be indemnified for their losses thereby i1ctured. 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Phelps, Nov. 6, lSdG. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit.; 
For. Rel., 1886. 
'"The Rebecca, an American schooner, cleared at 1\-Iorgan City, La., 
on the 30t.h January, 1884, with a cargo of lumber for Tampico, Mexico, 
and having also on board six cases of merchandise to be left on the way 
at Brazos Santiago, Tex., and which were not on the manifest of the 
cargo for Tampico. While on her voyage, and off the bar at Brazos, a 
storm arose, which increased in violence until the vessel, which was 
then awaiting a favorable opportunity to enter the port of Brazos, was 
driven a considerable distance to the southward, and so seriously dam-
aged b,y the storm that the captain, deeming it unsafe to attempt to 
return to Brazos Santiago, made for the port of Tampico, which he 
entered with his vessel, in a leaking and seriously disabled condition. 
" When the Rebecca began to leak at sea the six cases of merchandise 
intended to be landed at Brazos Santiago, and which had been reached 
by the water, were broken open, and the packages, thirty in nurnbe_r, 
contained in the cases, were so stored as to be protected from damage hy 
the sea. On the arrival of the vessel at Tampico, the master immedi-
ately noted a protest of distress with the United States consul. On the 
following day the :Mexican customs officials seized the thirty packages 
iu question, which were not on the manifest of cargo for Tampico, on the 
ground that they had been brought into port in violation of the Mexican 
law requiring a.ll goods entered in a Mexican port from a foreign coun-
try to be manifested, and arrested the master of the vessel on the charge 
of attemptiug to smuggle. This charge was not sustained, and the 
master was released; but he was subsequently arrested and required 
to give bond to answer the charge of bringing goods into a l\iexicau 
port without proper papers. In due time this charge was heard before 
the district court for the south and center of Tamaulipas, sitting at 
Tampico, and it was adjudged by the court that the goods t;hould pay 
triple tiuty. The master refused to comply with this sentence, and 
thereupon the goods and vessel were sold by order of the court. 
'·This Department has taken the ground that as the Rebecca was 
driven by stress of weather from her intended course and entered the 
port of Tampico in distress, making no attempt to conceal the unmani-
fl~Sted merchandise, and without any intention on the part of the master 
or owners to violate the port regulations or tariff laws of 1\iexico, the 
vessel was not liable to penal prosecution either for 'smuggling' or 
for 'bringing goods into port without proper papers;' and that the 
seizure and sale of the vessel, under: the circumstances above stated, 
was a gross breach of comity and hospitality peculiarly unreasonable 
and unjust. 
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"The .Me.dcan Government, while denying that the entrance of the 
:Rebecca into Tampico was enforced by stress of weather, has taken the 
position that the judgment of its courts, ordering the sale of the vessel, 
is final and conclusive, e~pecially as the master and owners failed to take 
an appeal from the'judgrnent so rendered to another court, as it is con-
tended might have been <lone. 
''This Department has contested and denied the doctrine that a Gov-
ernment may set up the judgment of one of its own courts as a bar to 
an international claim, when such judgment is shown to have been un-
just or in violation of the principles of international law; and has fur-
ther maintained that, under the circumstances of the case and in view 
-of the fact that the prior proceedings had been so palpably arbitrary 
.and unjust, the master an<l owners were not bound to attempt further 
judicial remedies in the local tribunals." 
Mr. Ba.yard, Sec. of State, report on Rebecca case, Feb. 2G, 18137. Sen. Ex. Doc. 
109, 49th Cong., 2d sess. See infra, ~§ ~38, 242. 
§ 50e. 
BORDER RAIDERS. 
See order of Secretary of War to General Sherman, June 1, 1877, 
directing the United States commander in Texas "that in case the law-
less incursions continue be will be at liberty, in the use of his own dis-
cretion, when in pursuit of a band of the marunders, * * * to fol-
Jow them across the Rio Gran<le," &c. 
House Ex. Doc. 13, 45 Con g., 1st sess. 
§ 61. 
RELATIONS WITH HAYTI. 
'"By t,be law of nations, it must be rem.embered, all sovere1gn states 
:are to be treated as equals. There is no distinction hetween strong 
.states and weak; the weak are to have assigned to them tile same ter-
ritorial sanctities as the strong enjoy. There is a good reason for this. 
Were it not so, weak states would be the objects of rapine, which would 
·not only disgrace civilization, but would destroy the security of the seas, 
by breeding hordes of marauders and buccaneers, who would find their 
spoil in communities which have no a<leq uate power of self-defense. 
And there are peculiarly weighty reasons why the Government of the 
United States should lift a resolute hand to prevent such rapine and 
.spoliation when attempted by persons carrying her flag, outcasts as 
they may be, and flung aside as that flag may be by them, whenever, as 
in the present case, this may subserve their nefarious purposes. The 
United States has proclaimed herself the protector of this vVestern 
"\Vorld, in which she is by far the strongest power, from the intrm;;ion 
of European sovereignties. She can point with proud satisfaction to 
the fact that over and over again has she declared, and declared effect-
ively, that serious indeed ~ould be the consequences if European hostile 
foot should, without just cause, tread those states in the New World 
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which have emancipated themselves from European control. Slle has--
announced th'at she would cherish, as it becomes her, the territorial; 
rights of the feeblest of these states, regarding them not merely as in, 
the eye of the law equal to even the greatest of nationalities, but, ia:·. 
view of her distinctive policy, as entitled to be regarded by her as the" 
objects of a peculiarly gracious care. I feel bound to say that if we 
should sanction by reprisals in Hayti the ruthless invasion of her terri-
tory and insult to her sovereignty which the facts now before us dis-
close, if we approve by solemn executive action and Congressional as-
sent that invasion, it will be difficult for us hereafter to assert that in· 
~he New Worhl, of whose rights we are the peculiar guardians, these-
rights have never been invaded by ourselves." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, report on Pelletier's case, Jan. 20, ld87. Sen. Ex. 
Doc. 64, 49th Cong., 2d sess. 
TERRITORIAL RIGHTS IN CHINA.. 
"I have received your No. 240 of the 12th ofNoyember last, touching· 
the projected revision of the municipal regulations and by-Jaws of' 
Shanghai, and offering certain pertinent points for the consideration of 
the Department. 
''It appears that by the municipal charter of Shangba i every foreignel" 
owning land of the value of at least 500 taels, or occ<:I'pying a house ofr 
an as~essed rental value of not less than 2.50 taels, is a member of what 
is called the 'municipal body,' and is entitled to vote at all municipal, 
elections. The' municipal body' elect at stated times a municipal couu-
eil, consisting of not more than nine members, who have the power to· 
make regulations for the government of the municipality, sn ~ject to the 
approval of the consuls and foreign ministers, or a majority of them, 
and of the rate-payers at a special meeting. 
"In the proposed revision it is insisted by the municipality, in respec~ 
to any by-law that may hereafter be passed, that 'any such additional 
or substituted by-law, or alteration or repeal of a by-law, shall be hillfl-
ing when approved by the treaty consuls and the intendant of circuit," 
or by a majorit~y of them; hut the representativ-es of the treaty powers, 
may, at any time within six months of the date of such approval, an-
nul any such additional or substituted by-law, or alteration or repeal of 
~~w! . 
"Your opinion as to this proposed ordinance is in entire accord with" 
that of the Department, that it would reverse the proper order of things. 
and be inexpedient to put in force., wit,bout the approval of the forejgn· 
ministers, a by-law which they might, in the exercise of an a.clmowl-
edged power, subsequently disapprove and disallow. r.['his would lH' 
in fact the substitution of a power of annulment for the power of veto" 
which the foreign ministers now possess. 
"The question which you suggest as to the· authority of the consnl-
general at Shanghai to enforce the ordinances of the municipality· 
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.against citizens of the United States is not without difficulty. Under 
.section 4086 of the Revised Statutes 0f the United States, consuls of the 
United States in C.hina are empowered to exercise criminal and civil 
jurisdiction in conformity with the laws of the United States. It is pro-
vided, however, that when those laws are not adapted to the object, or 
"are deficient in the provisions necessary to fLunish suitable remedies 
tlle common law and the law of equity and admiralty shall l>e extended 
to tlle persons within the consul's jurisdiction; and if neither the common 
Jaw nor the law of equity or admiralt.y, nor the statutes of the United 
States, furnish appropriate remedies the ministers in the countries, res_ 
})ectively, to which the statute applies shall, b~~ decrees and regulations 
which sllall ha\e the force of law, supply such defects ami deficiencies. 
"The last clause, in respect to decrees and regulations, has been con-
.strued by tlle Department to confer upon the ministers in question the 
})OWer to regulate the course of procedure and the forms of juJicial 
remedies rather than any general legislative power for the definition of 
-Dffenses and the imposition of penalties for their commission. It is true 
that opinion has been divided on this point. .l\fr. Attorney-General 
Cushing held that the power given to the commissioner of the United 
States in China to make 'decrees and regulations' which should have 
the force of law gave him the power to legislate in certain respects for 
.citizens of the United States in China, aml 'to provide for many cases 
.of criminality which neither Federal statutes nor the common law 
would cover.' (7 Op., 504, 505.) The disposition, however, of this De-
partment has been to restrict the legislative power of the minister to 
the regulation of the forms aml course of judicial procedure, it not being 
regarded as desirable or proper to authorize the exercise of so great a 
power, while it was so much in doubt, as that of criminal legislation. 
"But the ordinances of the municipality of Shanghai, although de-
pendent for their operation as to citizens of the United States upon the 
approval of the minister of this Government in China, are conceived to 
present in one aspect a different question from that of the power of the 
minister o.f the United States as to criminal legislation. The munici-
pality of Shanghai is understood to have been organized by the volun-
tary action of the foreign residents of certain nationalities, or such of 
those residents as were owners or renters of land, for the purpose of 
exercising such local powers for the preservation of the order and morals 
of the community as are usually enjoyed by municipal bodies. In the 
United States, where government is reduced to a legal system, these 
powers of local police rest on charters granted by the supreme legis-
lative .authority of the state; but it is not difficult to conceive of a case 
-in which a community outside o~ any general system of law might or-
_ganize a government and adopt rules and regulations which would be 
recognized as valid on the ground of the right of self-preservation, 
which is inherent in people everywhere. 
"In this light may be regarded the municipal ordinances of Shanghai. 
The fo.rei.gn settlement not being subject to the laws of China, anrl the. 
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1egal systems of the respective foreign powers represented there being-
not only dissimilar inter se, but insufficient to meet the local needs, it 
became necessary for the local residents interested in the preservation 
of peace and order to supply the deficiency. 
"American citizens residing in Shanghai enjoy, in common with other 
persons composing the foreign settlement, all the rights, privileges, and 
protection which the municipal government affords; and as they go-. 
there voluntarily, and presumptively for the advancement of their per- -
sonal interests, they may reasonably be held to observe such police reg--
ulations as are not inconsistent with their rights under the laws of the · 
United States. It is true that this reasoning is not conclusive as to the-
strict legal authority of the consul-general of the United States to en- -
force such regulations; but, taken in connection with the fact that at· 
present American citizens in Shanghai are not subject to any judiciali 
cml.trol except that of the consul-general of the United States, it affords . 
a basis upon which his enforcement of the municipal regulations may 
be justified. 
''It is important to observe that the jurisdiction of consuls of the· 
United States in China is very extensive, including not only the admin-
istration of the laws of the United States, and the law of equity ancL 
admiralty, but also of the common law. The consular courts have, there-
fore, what the courts of the United States generally have not-common--
law jurisdiction in criminal cases. It is true that. this jurisdiction is diffi ~­
cult, indeed incapable~ of exact definition, but it implies the power to · 
enforce rules which are not to be found on the statute-book of the 
United States, and which can be ascertained only by the application of' 
the general principles of the common law to special cases and condition. 
In respect to matters of local police, a fair measure and definition of' 
the law may be found in the regulations adopted by the municipality in. 
aid of and supplementary to the general juridical systems of the foreign· 
powers. Such a process, while maintainil!g the peace and order of tbe 
community, tends to consolidate the local administration of law. 
~'The Department is, however, of opinion that all difficulties woultl 
be removed if the treaty powers would adhere to the plan suggested i u 
your dispatch of organizing a municipal court to administer the regula-
tions of the municipal body. This course would be advanta'geous, both 
to the municipality and to the treaty powers. It would relieve the con-
sular representatives of the latter from the performance of an embar-
rassing duty, and would secure a uniform and equal administration of. 
the municipal laws." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby, Mar. 7, 1887. :1\-ISS. lust., China. 
As to statutes of limit,ation in China, see infra, § 125. 
As to limits of appeaJ, from consular courts in China, see inj1·a, § 120. 
§ 68a. 
EXTRATERRITORIALITY IN TURKEY. 
'' Permit me to' attr~.ct your attention to the relations of citizens of tU & 
United States as a nationality to the Ottoman Porte, in connection. 
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with which two important questions present themselves for com;idera-
tion, the first being the position of citizens of the United States re-
siding continuously in Turkey for business or other purposes ; the sec-
ond, the position in respect to the Porte, of educational, eleemosynary, 
and religious institutions established and carried on by citizens of the 
United States on Turkish soil. 
" So far as concerns missionary status, the question now immediately 
presented is one which does not exclusively concern. the schools of the 
American Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions. Excellent as 
is their work, and entitled to the highe~t respect, I have simply to say 
that the efforts the Department is now making, and has heretofore 
steadily made, in support of those schools is wholly divested of secta-
rian preferences, and would be exerted with equal earnestness in support 
of the schools in Turkey of any other and all other American religious 
or charitable associations. 
"In view of the general question of the rights of citizens of the United 
States in Turkey, it is important to maintain that the rights of extra-
territoriality, claimed to a greater or less extent for these schools, are 
part of the same system by which rights of extraterritoriality are claimed 
by this government in Turkey (1) for onr citizens in certain juridical 
relations and, (2) for our diplomatic and consular establishments, so as 
to enable them to extend protection to the extent to which such pro_ 
tection is enjoyed by other Christian embassies, legations, and consul-
ates in Turkey. The basis of this jurisdiction may be thu~ stated : 
"Constantinople, and the domain of which it is the capital, have, from 
a very early period down to the present day been populated by distinct 
and diverse nationalities, rio which rights of government by their own 
especial laws have always been conceded. We have this thus conceded 
(during the Greek empire) by Cassiodorus, the secretary of Theodoric 
the Great : 'Romanis, Romanus judex erit; Go this, Goth us; et sub diver• 
sitate jud,icwn una justitia complectabatur.' 
" When the Ottoman Porte was established by conquest in Turkey 
the same system of recognition and assignment of self-gov.ernment to 
each distinct nationality was not only adopted but extended, Not only 
were Armenians and other nationalities whom the Turks, after the con-
quest, found in their domains, recognized as entitled to a large measure 
of local self-government, but similar privileges were from time to time 
accorded to foreign Christian nations. For this course on the part of 
the Porte-a course which has led to the non-application to Turkey of 
the principles of territorial sovereignty generally recognized elsewhere--
the following reasons may be given: 
''When the Porte took possession of Turkey its population was 
largely made up of Christian nationalities to which local self-govern-
-meut had been previously more or less assigned. These nationalities 
could not be expelled from Turkey without expelling the population by 
which its fields were tilled and its business exchanges c?nducted. On 
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the other hand, the Porte could not undertake the municipal control of 
tmch nationalities, nor the settlement of their business differences, nor 
the supervision of their religious functions. * * * Those who re . 
.j.ected 1\fohamrned were, to the Turk, not merely enemies, but Giaours-
unclean persons-persons with whom the Turk could have no business or 
(JVen social relations. Hence they were to be excluded from Turkish ar-
mies. While they might be taxed for imperial purposes, they were, so far 
.m; .co.ncerns their own particular interests, to determine themselves the 
taxes which they were to bear. In Turkish schools their children could 
lJOt be received; and, therefore, they were entitled to have schools 
of their own, in which the teaching was to be distinctively Christian, 
-4"1.lld which were regarded as part of the system of diverse nationality 
l'ecognized by ancient usage and essential to the existence of the Em-
pire. And so it was with regard to the settlement of business disputes . 
.As the Porte, or its courts, whatever they might have been, could not, 
without abaoooning its fundamental doctrine of creed isolation, take 
-cognizance of business disputes between unbelievers, these· disputes 
must be settled by courts of the nationalities to which these unbelievers 
I'espectively belonged. And if questions of religion were involved, such 
disputes must be referred for determination to the bead of the church 
to which the disputants belonged. 
''This demarcation of jurisdictions will not appear strange when it 
is recollected that a similar policy and practice are adopted in this coun-
try by the dominant race toward the North American Indians. \Ve can 
searcely rate the incapacity of these Indians to adopt and apply our 
institutions as greater than the Ottoman conquerors regarded the inca-
pacity of the Christian nationalities in Turkey at the conquest to adopt 
and apply Ottoman institutions, nor regard the political capacity of 
these Indians as of a less grade than the Ottoman conquerors regarded 
that of their new Christian su~jects. And we continue to do for the 
Indians what the Ottoman conquerors of Turkey did for the Christian 
races who at the conquest were t'ound there. Just as the Ottomans 
professed themselves unable to understand the laws of t~ose Christian 
races, or to establish over them Moslem law, therefore leaving them to 
their own courts, so we, declining to aLsorb Indian law into our own, 
or even to apply to Indians our own municipal jurisprudence, leave the 
adjudication of questions arising in Indian tribes to tile determination 
.of their tribal law. 
"This renunciation by the Porte of legislative and judicial control 
o0ver Christian nationalities, which was worked into the traditions of 
the Empire, acquired not only greater municipal force but more fully 
;recognized international validity, when the great European powers sent 
to Turkey not only diplomatic and consular agents, but merchants, to 
conduct business with the Christian subjects of the Porte, and mission-
aries to minister not only to persons of their own nationality but to 
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·whomsoever might apply. These visitors could not be repelled. Tur-
Jwy could not afford to . quarrel with the leading sovereigns of civili-
-Zation, nor could she preclude that civilization from pouring, through 
its agents, into her domains. Those agents came and remained in 
_great numbers; not merely merchants and capitalists, but religion-
ists, devoted to the work of maintaining worship, according to their 
views, with hospitals and schools. To these energetic and influential 
settlers Turkish law, for the following reasons, was even less applicable 
than to the native Christians. The new-comers were protected by for-
eign powers whom Turkey was unwilling to offend; and they belonged to 
Western races who, from their idiosyncrasies, cannot be fused with the 
.Orientals. They are, to adopt Lord Stowell's language, frequently cited 
with approval in the United States (The Indian Chief, 3 C. Rob.Adrn. 
Rep., 2 )), 'immi~Scible,' so that by no comity of international law can the 
justitutions of the one be applied to the other. No foreigner with ordi-
nary business capacity or ordinary self-respect would live in a country 
where he could not be heard in the local courts of justice, or, if be were 
beard, it would be as degraded by the disabilities of an inferi_or and abject 
race. Yet, on the other hand, the presence in Turkey of foreigners of 
business capacity and,of self-respect is essential to the maintenance of 
the Empire. By them its monetary affairs are conducted, its soldiers 
drilled, its schools taught in all that concerns liberal civilization, and 
its relations with the outside world regulated. Turkey could not, and 
cannot now, be expected to surrender the policy which, nominally at 
]east, treats the Ottomans as the dominant race on her soil; and the 
only alternative open to her llas been, therefore, to permit foreigners of 
the classes so necessary to her political prosperity to enjoy, a8 far as 
practicable when living within her borders, their own distinctive insti-
tutions. The Porte could not exist if it were to surrender the political 
exclusivism of Islamism. It could not exist, also, if it were deserted by 
those foreigners to whom its progress in civilization is due. Hence the 
local self-government conceded to foreign communities in Turkey, evi-
denced in the old capitulations and gradually extending to meet the ex-
igencies of the times, is a necessary emanation of the political and social 
conditions of that Empire as they now exist. It is for tlle legation of 
the United States at Constantinople to see that American citizens in 
Turkey enjoy in their various relations the rights of extraterritoriality 
which, under the system I have outlined, are among the essential condi-
tions of the continuous political existence of Turkey under its present 
dynasty. 
"The most important of the prerogatives growing out of these con-
ditions is that of the distinctive jurisdiction assigned to our minis-
ters in Turkey under treaty, and as applied by Revised St:ttutes, § 4125, 
which gives these officers such jurisdiction as 'is permitted by the laws 
of Turkey or' [in the alternative] 'its usages in its intercourse with 
t l1e Franks or other Christian nrrtioitR.' By the same standard of usage, 
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as evolved by the processes above stated, are to be determined the ter-
ritorial rights exercised by our legations and consulares in the East,, 
and the prerogatives of American missionaries, under the limitation& 
above mentioned. 
'' The efl'ect of the treaty of 1830 on this extraterritoriality is thus. 
stated by Mr. Cushing (7 Op., 1)67, 568): 'Comme1·ce, in the treaty~ 
means any subject or object of ~residence or i·ntercourse whatsoever * * * 
as to all civil a.ffairs to which no subject of :Turkey is a party. America.ns· 
a.re ~wholly exempt from the local jurisdiction; and, * * * in civil' 
matters as toell as in criminal, Americans in Turkey are entitled to the 
benefit of 'the usage observed towards other Franks.' 
"'I think the "causes" spoken of in t,he second. sentence of the fourth 
article are of the same nature as to parties as the ''litigations and dis-
putes" mentioned in the first sentence, that is, between citizens of the-
United States and subjects of the Porte; the meaning of which is, that 
causes between such parties under five hundred piastres in amount are 
to be decided by the ordinary local magistrates, assisted by the dragoman, 
and causes arbove that amount by the Porte itself; that is, the Sultan or 
his appropriate minister, with · intervention of the minister or consul of 
the Unitefl States. 
"'My conclusions in this respect are founded, first, on the phrase in 
the second article which engages that citizens of the United States in 
Turkey shall not be'' treated in any way contrary to established usages.'r 
What are the "established usages~" Undoubtedly the absolute ex-
emption of all Franks, in controversies among themselves, from the local 
jurisdiction of the Porte. 
'''I will not repeat here what has been said in previous communica-
tions as to the ground or principle of the right of extraterritoriality 
asserted by, and fully conceded to, Franks generally, that is, Western 
Christians in Turkey.' 
"One of the distinctive incidents of this extraterritoriality is thus 
noticed by 1\Ir. :Marcy in his note of September 26, 1853 (Dig. Int. Law,. 
§ 198): 
"'By the laws of Turkey and other Eastern nations the consul:1tes. 
therein may receive under their protection strangers and sojourners: 
whose religion and social manners do not assimilate with the religion 
and manners of those countries. The persons thus receive<l become 
thereby invested with the nationality of the protecting consulate. 
These consulates and other European establishments in the East are in 
the constant habit of opening their doors for the reception of such in-
mates, who are received irrespective of the country of their birth or 
allegiance. It is not uncommon for them to have a. very large number 
of such proteges. International law recognizes and sanctions the righrs 
acquiesced [sic acquired~] by this connection. 
"'In the law of nations, as to Europe, the rule is that men take tueh· 
.:1ational character from the general character of the country iu which. 
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they reside; and this rule applies equally to America. But in Asia and 
Afric·a an immiscible character is kept up, and Europeans trading 
under the protection of a factory take their national character from the 
establishment under which they live and trade. This rule applies to. 
those parts of the world from obvious reasons of policy, because for-
eigners are not admitted there as in Europe and the Western parts of 
the world, into the general body and mass of the society of the nation,, 
but they continue strangers and sojourners, not acquiring any national 
character under the general sovereignty of the country.' (1 Kent 
Com., 78, 79.) 
"In a report to the Institute of International Law on this subject, by 
M. F. de :Martens ( Annuaire, 1882-'S3, p. 225), is found the following. 
statement: 
"' D'autre part, les gouvernements musulmans eux-memes n'ont jamais. 
insiste sur leur pouvoir territorial pour jnger les prod~s mixtes entre-
sujets des :Etats chretiens. Les contestations entre giaours etaient 
trop impures aux yeux des musulmans pour qu'une intervention de leur· 
part flit permise.' 
HAnd in the same volume, page 231, :Thti. J. Hornung says: 
"' Cette exterritorialite des colonies europeennes et americaines trouve 
sa justification dans les llefauts de la justice et de la police locale et 
dc.;ns le deplorable etat des prisons. Souvent, en outre, les pays de 
l'Orient sont encore, au point de vue religieux, dans leur droit et leur 
justice, ce qui-soit dit pour leur de.fense-etait encore le cas, dans les. 
pays chretiens, il y a cent ans on meme moins. Ainsi, devant les tribu-· 
naux ottomans de !'empire turc, le temoignage des chretiens n'est pas,. 
en fait, admis sur le meme pied que celui des musulmans, le cheik-ul-
islam n'ayant pas encore donne son autorisation aux cadis.' (Voir le 
rapport de Sir Travers Twiss dans le tome V de l'Annuaire.) 
''Concessions by the sovereigns of Constantinople and the region which 
it dominates of extra territorial privileges were issued by the Christian 
Emperors to Venice early in the eleventh century; to the Amalfians in 
1056; to the Genoese in 1098; to Pisa in 1110. The charters granting 
these privileges were called 'capitulations,' from the fact that they were 
divided into chapters ; and this title they continued to hold after the· 
Moslem conquest. When the Turks took possession of Constantinople, 
after the conquest of 1453, they found the Genoese in possession, under 
a specific capitulation, of the town of Galata, which was surrounded by 
an intrenched camp. This capitulation was confirmed by .1\iahomet 
when master of Constantinople. Capitulations to Venice, dated Octo-
ber 2, 1540, granted to Venetians the right of having all differences 
between Venetians in Turkey decided by judges to be appointed by 
Venice, while to the trial before Turkish courts of differences between 
Venetians and Turks, the presence of a Venetian interpreter was an es . . 
sential condition. In the same capitulations was given to Venice the· 
right of having permanently at Constantinople a magistrate, as a sort 
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of Venetian viceroy., by whom general supervision over Venetians was 
to be exercised. Venetians, by the same instrument, were exempted 
not merely from 'military service, but from the tax to which other Chris-
tians were subjected. 
'·'The law in this respect is thus summed up by ni. F. Laurent, in his 
J)roit Ci·dl International, vol. 1, page 239, as translated in this De-
.partment: 
"'The conquerors left to the conquered their law and a sort ofauton-
{)ms; the Greeks, Armenians, Sl~vs retained their religious and civiles-
tabli~hment as it existed at the epoch of the conquest; the Turks confine 
tbemsel\es to ruling, and this rule consists merely in levying the tribute .. 
imposed on conquered populations; they do not interfere with the ad-
ministration of justice. As is the case with the Turks, the civil law is 
.closely interw.oven with the religious law, the eonquerors left to the 
vanquished, together with their religion, a quite extensive civil autonomy, 
clothing the heads of the various religious communities with an author-
ity analogous to the Sultan's. This system was extended to the Euro-
peans who settled in the ports of the Levant for commercial purposes. 
In them the settlers are governed by their own laws; this autonomy is 
,guaranteed them by the capitulations, a kind of convention made between 
the Sultan and the foreigners represented by their Government. The 
capitulations cannot be altered without the consent of the contracting 
parties. Hence this peculiar consequence, that the laws respecting 
foreigners and the rights assured to them only bind them when their 
Tespective sovereign states have accepted them. It can scarcely be said 
that the state is sovereign, for it c}oes not proceed by the course of 
.ordering and commanding; the relations between the Government and 
.the foreigners are governed by international and not by municipal law. 
It will cert~inly not be asserted that this peculiar establishment is due 
to a liberal dispm~ition of mind or even to the tolerance of the con-
-queror, for the latter may easily leave to the conquered and to foreigners 
entire religious liberty without granting them an autonomy which de-
stroys the Yery conception of the state. It is simply incapacity, oriental 
barbarism. It has been said of the Turks that they have camped in 
Europe; they rule over peoples who dwell side l>y side, among whom 
there is no bond of connection, and between the conquerors and the 
,conquered there is no connecting link save that of force.' To the same 
.effect writes M:r. vV. B. Lawrence, Commentaire sur Wheaton, vol. 4, pp. 
106 if. 
"To French subjects specific extraterritorial rights were given in the 
.capitulations issued in Februa~y, 1535, or, according to Von Hammer, 
in February, 153G. (See De Testa's Traites de laPorte Ottomane, vol. 
1, pp. 15 ff.) These capitulations were from time to time renewed and 
.amplified, until they took the shape of the capitulations, or 'Lettres 
P ttentes' of l\1ay 30, 17 40. De Testa, vol. 1, pp. 186, 187.) * • • 
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''I have referred in detail to these capitulations, because they have 
sometimes been put forward as the basis on which rests the rigllt of our 
missionaries in Turkey to the protection they claim. · Bnt, accepting. 
the view of Mr. Pendlet~m King, by whom the mission at Constanti-
nople has been recently ably conducted, I doubt the expediency of re-
lying solely on the capitulations for this purpose, since I think it may 
be questioned whether under the text the 'religieux,' to whom privi-
leges are given, are not to be limited to persons of French nationality. It 
is not necessary, however, to thus limit ourselves. In the eighteenth 
article of the 'capitulations and articles of peace between Great Britain· 
and the Ottoman Empire, as agreed upon, augmented; and altered at 
different periods [beginning in 1675J,and finallyconfirmed bythe treaty 
of peace concluded at the Dardanelles in 1809,' as published by the Levant 
Company, 1816 (1 Br. and For. St. Pap., 750), we have the following:: 
'''XVIII. That all the capitulations, privileges, and articles gr31llted: 
to the French, Venetian, and other princes, who are in amity with· the: 
Sublime Porte, having been in the like manner, through favor, granted, 
to the English, by virtue of our special ~ommand, the same shall be· 
always observed according to the form and tenor thereof, so that no one 
in the future do presume to violate the same or act in contravention 
thereof.' 
"As illustrating the nature of the rights subsequently recognized as· 
residing not merely in Protestant missionaries in Turkey, but in their-
converts, I inclose several important documents, marked Exhibit B-. 
" I also inclose a protocol of the conference which preceded the treaty 
of Paris of March 30, 1856, be:=tring on the ~arne questions. This pro-
tocol is marked Exhibit 0. 
"In the treaty of Paris referred to is the following article: 
"'ART. IX. His Imperial Majesty the Sultan having, in his constant; 
olicitude for the welfare of his subjects, issued a firman, which while· 
ameliorating their condition without distinction of religion or race, 
records his generous intentions towards the Christian populations of 
his Empire, and wishing to give a further proof of his sentiments iQ. that 
respect has resolved to communicate to the contracting parties the said. 
firman emanating spQntaneously from his sovereign will. ' 
'''The contracting powers recognize the high value of this communi-
cation. It is clearly understood that it cannot, in any case, give to the 
said powers the right to interfere, either collectively or separately, in 
the relations of His Majesty the Sultan with his subjects, nor in the-
internal administration of his Empire.' (Holland's Eastern Question,. 
246.) 
"The firman to which the ninth article, as given above, refers, is the 
Hatti-Humayoun of February 18, 1856 (Ibid., 329, if.), which virtually 
makes general the concessions of extra territoriality given in the capit-
ulations above cited. 
* * * * * 
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': Amoug the articles of the Treaty of Berlin, July 13, 1878, are the 
followiug: 
"'ART. LXI. The Sublime Porte undertakes to carry out, without 
further delay, the improvements and reforms demanded by local re-
quirements in the provinces inhabited by the Armenians, and to guar- · 
antee their security against the Circassians and Kurds. 
'~'It will periodically make known the steps taken to this effect to 
the powers, who will superintend their application. 
'''ART. LXII. The Sublime Porte, having expressed the intention to 
maintain the principle of religious liberty, and give it the widest scope, 
the contracting parties take notice of this spontaneous declaration. 
'" Jn no part of the Ott,oman Empire shall difference of religion be 
.alleged against any person as a ground for exclusion or incapacity as 
regards the discharge of civil and political rights, admission to the 
public employment:s, functions, and honors, or the exercise of the various 
professions and industries. 
"'All persons shall be admitted, without distinction of religion, to 
give evidence before the tribunals. 
"'~he freedom and outward exercise of all forms of worship are 
assured to all, and no hindrance shall be offered either to the hier-
archical organizations of the various communions or to their relations 
with their spiritual chiefs. 
"'Ecclesiastics, pilgrims, and monks of all nationalities traveling in 
Turkey in Europe, or in Turkey in Asia, shall enjoy the same rights, 
.ad vantages, and privileges. 
" 'The right of official protection by the diplomatic and consular 
agents of the powers in Turkey is recognized both as regards the above-
mentioned persons and their religious, charitable, and other establish· 
.ments in the holy places and elsewhere.' (Holland's Eastern Ques-
tion, 306.) 
''As an exposition of the effect of the articles above cited, .I inclose, 
marked Exhibit E, a translation made in this Department of a pas-
sage from an article by 1\ir. Ed. Engelhardt in the Revue de droit inter-
national et legislation comparee, vol. xii, p. 373. 
"This passage shows the construction assigned py the British Gov-
-ernment, and accepted by Turkey, to the Treaty of Berlin, so far as con-
,cerns the religious liberty of Protestants. 
"I have inclosed the above documents in this instruction because 
(1) they indicate the basis on which rests the extraterritoriality in Tur-
key of our citizens both as to religious liberty and as to distinctive ju-
dicial organizations, and (2) these documents may not be readily ac-
cessible in Constantinople. From them you will see that there is no 
necessity of basing the claim of American missionaries in Turkey on 
the French capitulations. They are maintained far more effectively 
under the treaties of Paris and pf Berlin, under the Turkish decrees 
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which preceded these treaties, and under tlw settled customs of the 
Porte. 
"':rhe construction given by Turkey to these treaties, and especially 
to the capitulations to Great Britain quoted above, is evidenced by her 
continued protection of the .American missions jn Turkey, with their 
hospitals and schools, in which Turkish patients are received and Turk-
il-ih children instructed. - These missions have been in existence for 
many years. T~ey have now connected with them six colleges, forty· 
three seminaries and high schools, attended by two thousand pupils, 
_and five hundred primary ~ndsecondary schools with over ten thousand 
pupils. Of these schools Mr. Hyde Olarke, in the Journal of the Brit-
ish StatiRtiJal Society for December, 1~67, page 526, thus speaks: 
"'By tue assistance of .American funds and the devoted exertions of 
the American missionaries, men and women, a great influence has been 
-exerted in the Armenian body generally; their services have not been 
.so much devoted to theological propagandism as to rendering service 
as physicians, teachers, and social reformers.' In these institutions a 
million of dollars, sent from the United States, has been invested, and 
from the United States their pecuniary support as well as most of their 
teachers are obtained. For more than half a centt1.ry Turkey has seen 
these funds flow in, these schools built, these hospitals in beneficent 
-operation, these children in process of instruction. 'During the sixty 
years that American schools have existed in Turkey,' so it is stated in 
.an official communication from the American Board of Commissioners of 
Foreign Missions, which has these missions in charge, 'it (Turkey) has 
not only not interfered with or objected to them, but it has repeatedly 
protected them aga.inst unlawful aggression on the part of ill-disposed 
persons.' 
4' The protection by Turkey of the schools established by other 
religious communions on Turkish soil, a protection which has existed 
from a time coincident with the establishment of such schools, shows 
that Turke~r regarded them as among the incidents of the territorial 
rights assigned by the capitulations to those religious communions. 
'\Ve have, therefore, in this protection not merely a contemporaneous 
construction of the Turkish capitulations, treaties, and edicts, but a 
construction so continuous that it has the force of settled law. .And 
this construction is strengthened by the fact that the Porte has or-
dered that no duties should be charged on goods coming to the Amer-
ican missions or schools. There could be no stronger proof that these 
missions and 8chools are regarded by Turkey as having not merely a 
protected but a favored existence on her soil. 
"It has been argued by high authority that the right on the part of 
American missionaries in Turkey to the continued maintenance of their 
churches, hospitals, and schools may be rested on the' favored-nation' 
dause of our treaty of 1862 with Turkey, applying to us privilege~ 
gmntecl to other sovereignties. Turkey has claimed that this treaty 
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bas terminated by notice; and though there is little strength in this 
contention, it is not necessary that the question should now be raised. 
The rights of the missionaries above noticed find abundant support in 
ancient usage and in the Turkish legislation prior and consequent to · 
the treaties of Paris and Berlin, applied, as this legislation has been, in 
such a way as to grant what are virtually charters to the missions in. 
question for their hoRpitals and schools. 
"From what has been said it will be seen, therefore, that the right 
of Protestant citizens of the United States to conduct their missionR, . 
chapels, hospitals, and schools in Turkey in the way they have been 
heretofore conducted, rests on the privileges of extraterritoriality 
granted to Christian foreigners in Turkey, as expanded in the present· 
case by usage established by Turkey, so as to enable persons of Turk-
ish nationality to be received in such hospitals and schools. 
"So far as concerns the right of Americans, whatever may be their re-
ligions faith, to protection in the exercise of that faith, the right rests.. 
on the concessions of extraterritorialty above stated. So far as it con-
cerns their right to receive in their hospitals and schools (otherwise--
t.han as servants) persons of Turkish nationality, it rests on usage, 
· amounting, from duration and the incidents assigned to it by law, to• 
a charter. It is not, however, claimed that as to such persons of Turk-
ish nationalit.y extraterritorial rights in American missions can be ac-
quired. They must remain subject to the sovereignty of the Porte,. 
which is entitled to prescribe the terms on which they <!an be permit-
ted to attend such missions. It is, therefore, with peculiar satisfaction 
that the Department learns that, in part through the instrumentality 
of Mr. Pendleton King, as charge d'affaires, an arrangement has been 
effected with the Turkish authorities by which the missions are enabled' 
to pursue, as heretofore, their meritorious, unselfish, and beneficeu t 
work among Turks iu Turkey. 
"I inclose herewith, as a matter of information, an opinion by Mr. 
Edwin Pears, lately forwarded to this Department by American citizen s. 
residing in Constantinople, as to their legal rights. Mr. Pears is welli 
known as president of the European bar at Constantinople, and. as ar!i> 
accomplished lawyer and historian." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Rtraus, Apr. 20, 1887. MSS. Inst., Turkey. 
EXHIBIT E. 
(The other .exhibits attached to the above instructions are sufficiently 
noted in the text.) 
The following is a translation made in this Department of a passage 
from aiJ article by :Mr. Ed. Engelhardt in the Revue de dr0it interna--
tional et legislation comparee, vol. xii, p. 373: 
" It remained for the Congress of Berlin to strike the most effective blow at the-
Porte's an tonorny respecting religions governrnen t. By article 62 of the treaty of Jul y. 
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13, 1878, the Turkish Government not ouly recoguizecl the existence in the foreign 
diploruaLic and consular officers of a right of official protection over the ecclesiastics, 
pilgrims, and monks of their nationality, and over their establishments; it bound 
i~self generally to maintain the principle of religious liberty, thus rendering itself lia-
ble to a control from which its own Mahometan establishment could not escape. 
"The sequence of the steps is clear; foreign intervention was first limited to the 
holy places, to the priests officiating in them, and to foreign visitors. It afterwards 
extends to the other foreign persons in holy orders, both of the Frankish or Catholic 
religion, and of the Greek faith; next comes the Ottoman Christians, the patronag·e 
of whom, unjustly contended for by Russia,* has devolved upon the great vowers; 
lastly, the Mussulman religion itself is threatened in its ancient and jealous indepen-
dence. 
"The autonomy of Islam, regarded solely from the religious point of view, had al-
ready been impaired at the time of the discussion of the fourth paragraph of the pre-
liminaries of peace in 1856. The four deliberating powers, England particularly, had 
indicated the interest they felt in the suppression of the Mahometan law which pun-
ished apostasy and public blasphemy by death, representing that inasmuch as Turkey 
was about to form part of the European concert, it was impossible to acquiesce in the 
maintenance of a rule which was of the character of an insult to every civilized na-
tion.'t 
"Moreover, during the years 18o6 and 1857 the British embassy had more than once 
officially interceded in behalf of Mussulmen who had been converted or were about to 
be converted, and whoru the local authorities were prosecuting as criminals, aud long 
diplomatic correspondence had been exchanged on this delicate point of foreign inter-
vention.+ 
''After the Treaty of Berlin, so delicate a treatment was not deemed necessary, and 
Europe was the spectator of an incident which in certain respects recalled the ad-
venture of which Prince Mentchikoff was the hero in 1853. Towards the close of the 
year 1879 the Turkish police arrested a mollah who had assisted an Anglican mis-
sionary in translating Christian works hostile to the Mahometan faith. In the eyes 
of the followers of Islam a more culpable act would not be conceived or one more 
odious than that of a priest of the national religion lending his personal assistance to 
a work of propagandism directed against that religion. 
"Ahmet Tewfik Effendi was therefore condemned as proven guilty of a crime de-
fined by the law of the land. 
"The English embassador, whose intervention in this case had been asked by the 
agent of the London Church Missionary Society, did not content himself with inter-
vening in behalf of his fellow-subject, who had himself been put under examination 
and arrest; he demanded of the Porte the immediate release of the ulema as well as 
his immunity from all punishment, alleging the liberty of conscience ·which the Sul-
tans had promised their subjects, and the religious liberty embodied in article 62 of 
the Treaty of Berlin." (Note of Sir H. Layarcl to the Porte, elated December 24, 1879.) 
''The ultimatum of Sir H. Layarcl was successfully supported by the representa-
tives of Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy. 
"It would scarcely be possible to show more clearly that to the abdication of judi-
cial functions a result of the first capitulations bad succeeded in Turkey a second and 
not less grave abdication, that of absolute autonomy in religions matters." 
"'According to an interpretation based upon contemporary facts the clause of the 
treaty of Kutchuk-Kainaidji, by which the Porte promised to protect the Christian 
religion, only applied to the Christian provinces of the Danube and of the \.rchipelago 
which Russia had occupied and which she restored to the Sultan. 
tDispatches from the British Embassy, 4th, 18th, and 26th Feb., 5th Mar., 
25th Apr., 30th May, 185G. 
t Dispatches from British embassy, 23 Sept., 1856, 26 Nov., 1857, 14 Aug., 18fi0. 
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§ 91. 
RECEPTION OF REFUGEES. 
''PHILADELPHIA, November 23, 1795. 
" MY DEAR SIR: Inclosed are letters for :\1r. de la Fayette and his 
tutor. I leave them open for your perusal; and notwithstanding the 
request iu my letter of the 18th, I shall cheerfully acquiesce in any 
measnres respecting them which you (and others with whom you may 
be disposed to consult) may deem more eligible. 
"As there can be no doubt that the feelings of both are alive to 
everything which may have the semblance of neglect or slight, and, in-
deed, expectant as they must have been (without adverting perhaps to 
the impediments) of au invitation to fly to me without delay, and dis-
tressing and forlorn as the situation of one of them is, it is necessary 
that every assurance and consolat,ion should be administered to them. 
For these reasons I pray you to send my letters to them by express, the 
expense of which I will defray with thankfulness. 
''The doubt which you have expressed of the propriety of an open 
and avowed conduct in me towards the sou of Mr. de la Fayette, and 
the subject it might afford to malignancy to misinterpret the cause, has 
so much weight that I am distrustful of my own judgment in deciding 
on this business lest my feelings should carry me further [than] prudence 
(while I am a public character) will warrant. It has, however, like 
many other things in which I have been invoh ... ed, two edges, neither 
of which can be avoided without falling on the other. On one side, l 
may be charged with countenancing those who have been denounced 
the enemies of France; on the other, with not countenancing the son of 
a man who is dear to America. 
"When I wrote to you last I had resolved to take both the pupil and 
tutor into my own family, supposing it would be most agreeable to the 
young gentleman, and congenial with friendship-at the same time that 
it would have given me more command over him-been more con ven-
ient and less expensive to myself than to board them out. .But now, 
as I have intimated before, I confide the matter entirely to your decis-
ion, after seeing and conversing with them. 
"Mr. Adet has been indirectly sounded on the coming over of tlw 
family of Fayette generally, but not on the exact point. His answer was, 
that as France did not make war upon women and children he did not 
suppose that their emigration could excite any notice. The case, how-
ever, might be different, if one of them (with his tutor, whose character, 
conduct, and principles may, for aught I know to the contrary, be very 
obnoxious) was brought into my family, and, of course, into the com-
pany that visited it. But as all these things will be taken into consid-
eration by you I shall not dwell upon them, and only add that 
"With esteem, regard, and sincere affection, I am ever yours, 
"G. WASHING'l'ON. 
"P. S.-I have no doubt but that young Fayette and his tutor might 
be boarded at Germantown, or in the vicinity of this city, and would 
be at hand to receive assistance and advice as occasion might require 
although he might not be a resident under my roof. 
" Colonel HAlVIILTON." 
4 Hamilton MSS., Dept. of State. See also ·washington to Hamilton, May 6, 
1794, 10 Washington's Writings, 411. 
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§ 98. 
DIPLOMATIC PRIVILEGE FROM 'l'ESTIFYING. 
''A though fully aware of the immunity from judicial citation which 
pertains to your position as the envoy of a foreign Government, yet, inas-
much as our constitutional procedure requires that a person accused of 
crime shall be confronted with the witnesses against him, and as your-
self and the members of your household are best qualified to give the 
{)Vidence necessary to prevent a possible miscarriage of justice, I may 
be permitted to express the hope that you will courteously offer your 
aid toward the vindication of the laws in this case." 
Mr. Porter. Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Gana; Jan. 3, 1887. MSS. Notes, Chili. 
§ 102. 
JOINT ACTIQN OF DIPLOM.A.'l'IS'l'S. 
''The policy of this Government is distinctly opposed to joint action 
with other powers in the presentation of claims, even when the;y may 
arise from an act equally invading the common rights of American citL 
zens and the subjects of another state residing in the country to whose 
Government complajnt is made. While this Government is ready to 
8ecure any advantage which may be derived from a coincident,, and 
eYen identical representation with other powers whose cause of com-
plaint may be common with our own, it is averse to joint presentation, 
.aR tile term is strictly understood. ..A sufficient reason for this is found 
in tlle consideration that a truly joint deman<l for redress in a given 
case might involve a joint enforcement of whatever remedy might be-
come imperative in the event of denial; and this Government is indis-
posed to contemplate such entanglement of its duties and interests witll 
those 'of another power." · 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Scott, Oct. 14, 1886. MSS. Inst., Venez. 
§ 106. 
RECALL OF DIPLOMA'l'IC AGENTS. 
Much difficulty was experienced, at the time of the preparation of the 
first edition of this work, in the Gollection of the facts necessary to ex-
plain the relations of the Government to the Marquis of Casa Yrujo in 
1804-1807. (See vol. 1, § 106, p. 698.) In view of the fact that portions 
.of the diplomatic correspondence of that period had been destroyed at 
the sacking of Washington in 1814, I applied to 1\fr. Curry, minister of 
the United States at Madrid, for any supplementary information he 
<Could obtain in respect to the Marquis de Yrqjo from the archives of our 
legation at Madrid. In reply he very kindly furnished me with tlle fol-
lowiug document, which appears to be a eopy of statements made in 
this relation to tile Spmlish Oo,·enlnHmt by J\ir. G. vV. Erving, when 
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minister at l\iadrid. I ought further to sa.\ that an examination of lHr. 
Erving's communications to this Governmeut dming bis mission in Spain 
has impressed me with a conviction that to his sagacity and good sense· 
our settlement in 182~ with Spain was largely due. 
"Case of the Marquis de Oasa Yrujo, envoy extraordinary and minister 
plenipotentiary of His Catholic Ma:iesty to the United :States. 
"The deviation of this minister from the line of conduet prescriued 
by his diplomatic station near the Government of tbe United States-
may be traced as far back as the mont.h of February, 1804. In a let-
ter of that date to the Department of State he undertook to require· 
from the Government a prohibition of all trade by the citizens of t.he· 
United States with the island of St. Domingo, a colony under the do-
minion of a third power, and endeavored to enforce the demand by 
suggesting that it would be backed by the principal natjons of Europe .. 
It is true that he disclaimed this import of his suggestion; but his ex-
planation, if it bad done less violence to his expressions, could not res-
cue him from the just charge of referring to the presumed views of 
those nations with the manifest and offensive desire of awing tlte 
councils of the United States. 
"The correspondence on that occasion mu~t have become known to, 
the Spanish Government, which ought to have seeu in it, moreover, a, 
style and a tone very different from what it would expect from the min-
isters of other nations residing at Madrid. 
"It was not long before another occasion was seized by the Marquis 
de Yrujo for developing the intemperance of his character. 
''The situation of the southern frontier of tbe United 8tates, fixed by 
the treaty of 1795 with Spain, had for some time required an extension 
to that quarter of certain revenue provisions existing in every other. 
During the session of 1804 this extension was made by an act of Congress,. 
and it was so framed as to be applicable to the event of an expected 
adjustment of the controversy relating to the territory between the· 
Mississippi and the river Perdido which would put the United States. 
in actual possession of the entire river Mobile. This was the construc-
tion put on that part of the act by the executive authority, the consti-
tutional expositor of it, and the construction in which the law has beeu: 
actually carried into operation. 
"The Marquis de Yrujo, without waiting for any evidence whatever 
of the meaning which would be ofticialls ancl practically applied to the 
terms and phrases used in the act, without even previously asking for 
explanations on this subject, gave way to the vehemence of his temper,. 
first in his verbal remonstrances against the act, and afterwards in his 
letter of .March 7, 1804, in which he substitutes a positive meaning for 
the provisional meaning; and on this ~1nwarrantable cou~truction pro-
ceeds to arraign the act of Congress in terms which ought never to stain 
a diplomatic paper. After acknowledging that l1e had ascertained the 
printed act to be authentic, he calls it 'an atrocious libel,' an insulting· 
usurpatiou of the unquestionable rights of his sovereign, • a direct con-
tradiction of the assurances given b,y the President.' 
"It was reasonably supposed that tile Spanish Government, with such 
a specimen of the character of its minister in its hands, V(ould lose not 
a moment in making him feel the marks of its di~pleasure, which were 
so clearly prescribed as well by its respect for itself as by that which 
was due to the United States. In this confidence, no reeall of him was. 
expressly desired, and from au unwillingness to interrupt the ordinary 
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cmnmunication between the two Governments that channel of it was 
permitted to remain unclosed. 
"Til is moderation on tile part of tile American Government was not, 
however, followed by any steps on that of His Catholic Majesty ex-
pressive of corresponding sentiments, and -it was not very long before 
the Marquis de Yrujo, encouraged doubtless by the impunity be had ex-
perienced from his own Government, and calculating on the patience of 
that of tl1e United States, took a course which put their patience to a 
new trial. 
'"Instead of confining himself to a communication with the Govern-
ment in all cases where he had information to give or representations 
or remonstrances to make, according to the established and essential 
rules of exercising the diplomatic trust, he addressed himself, in the 
month of September, 1804, to the editor of a gazette in Philadelphia, 
with the avowed purpose of engaging him, by a pecuniary recom-
pense, to make his press instrumental in combating the supposed meas-
ures and views of this Government and in gaining over the people here 
to tlwse of Lis own. This charge does not rest merely, as bas been al-
leged, on the declaration of the editor, which included many ag·gravating 
particulars, and was made under the solemnity of an oath, but is rati-
fied by t,he express and official avowals of the marquis llimself. It may 
be added that the attempt to seduce the editor was, contrary to the as-
sertion of this minister, in direct violation of an act of Congress, pro-
hibiting under adequate penalties any correspondence or intercourse of 
citizens of the United States with any foreign Government or its agents 
in relation to any dispute or controversies with the United States, with 
intent to influence the measures or conduct of such foreign Govern-
ment or its officers, or defeat the measmes of the Government of the 
United States. 
''Instead, again, of offering apologies, or even a modest silence, for so 
flagrant an aberration, he made it the subject of a letter to the Depart-
ment of State, in which he avows the fact charged, denies the impro-
priety of it, even in the latitude of the affidavit made by the editor, and 
asserts a right, as the public minister of His Catholic .Majest,y, in com-
mon with the citizens and under the Constitution of the country, to em-
ploy the press in Yindicating and advancing tile objects of his Govern-
ment and in turning the opinion of the people against their own. 
"This is the first instance, without doubt, in which such a doctrine 
·twer made its appearance, and it is not less notable for its extravagance 
than for its novelty. To claim, in tlle same breath, all the rights of a 
citize11, and all the immunities of a public minister, to speak of rights 
under the Constitution of the country, as belonging to a foreign 
miuister who disclaims every species of allegiance except to his own 
sovereign, to put himself on a level with private citizens in the free use 
of the vress, and to put himself above even the Government, by holding 
himself as responsible for his abuses of that freedom to a 1oreign Gov-
ernment only-these are inconsistencies which overwhelm the preten-
sion from which they flow, a pretension which, as it has its origin, will 
probably llave its end, witb the case in which it is advance<l. 
,; What, in fact, would be the state of things if in a Government where 
the press is free so extravagant a pretension were admitted and ex-
ercised; if to all the privileges and means already indulged to public 
ministers by usage and the law of nations, were to be added the free 
use of the press under the municipal laws for the purpose of employ-
ing, in that most operative of all modes in a Gover11ment like that of 
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the United States, the treasures of a, foreign prince and the intrigues 
of a foreign minister, in poisoning tbe public opinion, in biassing the 
elections, and in turning both against the interests and Government 
of the country~ 
''To show that this pretension is not unjustly ascribed to the J\:Iarq uis 
de Yrujo, it is stated in his own words, as follows: 'Under such circum-
stances I believed then, and I believe now, it was not only my r'ight lmt 
also my duty to check the torrent of impressions as contrary to truth as 
to the interest of my country, being very well acquainted with the great 
influence of public opinion in a popular Government as that of the 
United States; with a just intention of bringing the subjects of discus-
sion under a forcible point of view which had been carefully concealed, 
and presenting them to the public eye under new aspects; and, appre-
hending that the editors who had previously espoused a party on the 
qurstion would refuse to insert in their papers my intended publication, 
I thought that Mr. Jackson, among others, would not perhaps have the 
reluctance which I anticipated in the former.' (This letter was written 
in English.) 
"Not satisfied with addressing to the Government this curious at-
tempt to justify his transaction with the editor, he had the temerity to 
carry his doctrine into practice by causing the letter to be printed in a 
newspaper, and such was the eagerness in taking this step that the 
letter appeared in print before it was delivered at the office of the Sec-
retary of State. 
"Who could doubt that the Spanish Government would be duly 
struck with such an outrage on decorum, and such an open contempt 
for all the restraints imposed by the law of nations on foreign ministers, 
who have far more than a balance for these restraints in the privileges 
with which the same law endows them~ The Government of the 
United States could certainly no longer forbear a formal representation 
to t,he Spanish Government of the insuperable objection to such a dip-
lomatic organ, and to let it be clearly understood that the recall of its 
minister was expected. Instructions to this effect were accordingly for-
warded to the American ministers extraordinary then at Madrid, and 
in pursuance of those instructions, the requested recall, with the grounds 
of the request was, on the 13th of April, 1805, formally addressed to the 
Spanish Governmen_t. 
"In answer to this letter the minister informed them, on the lGth of 
the 8ame mouth, by command of the King, that as the marquh; bad 
obtained his royal permission to return to 8pain 'at the season which 
would be convenient for making a passage with the most probable 
safety,' the desired removal of the marquis would, in that mode, be ac-
complished, and a hope was expressed that the Government of the 
United States would consider that as a proper mode for reconciling 
its object, with the respect due to the minister plenipotentiary of His. 
:1\fajesty. · 
"To this communication the American ministers, reciting the per-
mission given for the return of the marquis, 'in the course of the present 
favorable season, and the wish of His Catholic Majesty that this mods 
might be satisfactory,' expressed in reply tlleir confidence that there-
spect entertained by the United States for His Catholic Majesty would 
induce their Government to be satisfied with the mode of fulfilhng theit 
object most agreeable to him. 
''The President acquiesced in the proposed removal of the marquis by 
a permitted return, instead of a recall, and on the receipt of the com· 
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munication from the minister of the United States at Madrid justly 
expected that the effect of the instructions from the Spanish Govern-
ment to their minister, which ought not to be much longer on the wa.y 
than the communication of those ministers, would speedily appear in 
the presentation by the Spanish minister of his letters of recall. Whilst 
presumable casualties could in any measure explain the delay, it was 
allowed to have as little effect as possible either on the estimate of the 
dispositions of the Spanish Government or on the intercourse with its 
representative. This explanation, however, vanishing gradually with 
the lapse of time, was at length prescribed altogether by satisfactory 
evidence that the marquis had received, at different times, communi-
cations from his Government of dates subsequent to the engagement 
that his return should take place by permission, for which return the 
most favorable season of the year might have been found between the 
arrival of instructions, if duly given, and the winter months. It was 
under these circumstances, and after a lapse of many months that it 
wa~ learned, with no little surprise, that the marquis, instead of leaving 
the United States, had formed the purpose of taking his station at 
Washington, as usual, on the meeting of the legislature, the time for 
which was approaching. Such a purpose would certainly have justified 
a course which a Government less temperate in its character than that 
of the United States would have rigorously pursued. In adherence 
nevertheless to its principles of moderation, and to the pol icy of rather 
preventing than redressing obnoxious occurrences, measures of rigor 
were not only forborne, but a friendly and informal intimation was 
allowed to be given to the marquis that under existing circumstances 
prudence and delicacy equally recommended a change of his intention. 
"The intimation was disregarded, and at the end of the eighth month 
from the period at which his leaving the United States \Vas promised 
be arrived at the city of Washington. Those who take into view the 
more rigorous modes of proceeding which the law of nations, as carried 
into practice by some of the most respectable of them, would have author-
ized, will find in that adopted by the Government of the United States 
a fresh example of its disinclination to depart from the most lenient 
course reconciliable, in any manner, with the attention indispensably due 
to the rights and to tl1e honor of the nation. In this spirit the follow-
ing letter was written to the marquis, bearing date the 15th of Janu-
ary, 1806: 
"'In consequence of the just objections which your conduct bad fur-
nished against your continuance here as the organ of communication 
on the part of His Catholic Majesty, it was signified at 1\Iadrifl, iu the 
month of April last, through the mission of the United States there, 
that the substitution of another was desired by the President. In reply 
it was intimated by l\Ir. Ceballos that as sou had yourself expressed 
a wish and obtained permission to return to Spain, the purpose might be 
accomplished without the necessity of a recall, and that such a change 
in the mode would be agreeable to ;your Government. In a spirit of 
conciliation the arrangement proposed by :Mr. Ceballos was admitted; 
and it was not. doubted that it would without delay have been car-
into effect. It is seen, therefore, not without surprise, that at this late 
day you should haYe repaired to the seat of Government, as if nothing 
bad occurred rendering such a step improper. Under these circum-
stan~es the President has clmrged me to sigoi(y to you that your remain-
ing at this plac~ is dissatisfactory to him, aud that although he cnnnot 
permit himself to iusist on your departure from the United 8tate::; 
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during an inclement season he expects it will not be unnecessarily 
postponed after this obstacle shall have ceased. 
" ' I am charged ·by the President at the same time to be fully under-
stood that the considerations which have led to this explanation being . 
altogether personal, they are perfectly consistent with the ready ad-
mission of a successor, and with all the attention which can be due to 
whatever communications His Catholic Majesty may please to make 
with a view to maintain and cultivate harmony and friendship between 
the two nations. 
" 'I have the honor to be, &c., 
'''(Signed) JAl\fES MADISON.' 
• 
"This letter was answered on the succeeding day by one in which he 
prefixes to some very unsound remarks, in terms not always the most 
delicate, on his transactions with the Philadelphia editor, and on the 
letter cl the American minister, requiring his recall, a declaration in 
these words: 'As I have not come to form plots, to excite conspiracies, 
or to promote any attempts against the Government of the United 
States, and as, to this hour, I have not directly or indirectly committed 
acts of that tendency, which alone could justify the tenor and object of 
your letter, to which I now reply, it results that my coming was an act 
innocent, legal, and which leaves me in possession of all my rights and 
privileges both as a public man and a private individual. Making use 
of these I intend to remain in the city of four miles square, in which 
the Government resides, as long as may suit the interests of the King, 
my master, and my own personal convenience; adding, as I ought to do, 
that I shaH not lose sight of these two considerations, in relation to 
the time and the season of fulfilling our mutual wishes for my departure 
from tlle United States.' 
"The letter from which this passage was extracted was followed by 
a not her of January 19, which is given entire: 
[Translation. l 
''' Sn~: Disembarrassed from the personal explanations into which for 
just reasons I found myself obliged to enter in my first answer to your 
letter of the 15th current, I must now inform you of what would other-
wise have then constituted my sole reply, viz: That the envoy extra-
ordinary and minister plenipotentiary of His Catholic Majesty to the 
United States receives no orders but from his sovereign. ln like man-
ner I ought to declare to you that I consider the style and tenor of 
youl' letter as contrary to decorum, and its object as an infraction of 
the privileges given to me by my character. This infraction of the 
diplomatic rights, as inexplicable as unsupported, requires from me 
the most solemn protest against your said letter, its style, and the in-
tent with which it was addressed to me. I protest, therefore, in the 
most solemn manner in which it is possible for me to do it, against 
this ::;tep, as contrary, under existing circumstances, to t,he diplomatic 
laws and customs, as it is to the spirit of the Constitution and Govern-
ment of the country; and in order that your .conduct in this case may 
not affect in any manner the privileges of the corps to which I have 
the honor to belong, I shall immediately transmit to the other mem-
bers of it accredited to the United States a copy of your said letter, of 
my first answer, and of this my protest, in order that it may forever 
aPl it' <I r that if there has existed on the part of this administration an 
arbitrary cletermination to violate the rights of embassy, respected by 
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all civilized nations, there bas likewise existed in me the just resolu-
tion of repelling such an attempt. 
"'God preser\e you many years. 
"'Washington, 19 January, &c. 
"' (Signeu) THE MARQUIS OF 0ASA YRUJO. 
"•Mr. JAMES MADISON.' 
"Tbe:se letters speak for themselves. With the sole exception of 
~ases where a foreign minister may be engaged in plots, conspiracies, 
or attempts on the Government itself, they assert a right in him, under 
the law of nations, and what is K:wre, under the municipal constitution, 
to go where he pleases, to stay as long as be pleases, and to commit 
every other species of offense he pleases, without being removable or 
~ontro1lable by the Government of the country, or in the least respon-
sible to any other authority than that of his own sovereign. 
"May then a foreign minister, when once received, offer with impunity 
to the Government receiving him every o:f:l'ensA short of the specified 
crimes against the state~ May he trample on all the rules of decorum 
observed in public as well as in private intercour~e ~ May he tamper 
with the virtue and fidelity of the citizens; may be corrupt the press 
for the purpose of public or private defamation; may he give ostenta-
tious defiances to the Government; may he insult the Chief Magistrate 
by insolent letters charging him with dishonorable conduct, and by the 
publication of them arraign him before tbe community; may he even 
insult him to his face, by his looks, his language, and his deportment; 
may he commit, and go on committing, these and a thousand other 
enormities not falling within the specified cases, ard find in his diplo-
matic badge a consecrated shield against every restraint, until his case 
shall have been tt.'ansmitted to his own Government, and it shall please 
that to-rescue the insulted Government from the presence and provoca-
tion of such a functionary~ 
"Common sense revolts at such pretensions; every Government which 
respects itself wHI feel its right, whenever a foreign functionary shall 
presume to carry them into practice, to banish him instantly from its 
presence, to strip him of his immunities, or to order him out of the 
country, according to the degree of provocation given. This right, 
inhereut in all Governments, derives additional energ.v in the case of 
the U nitec1 States, not only from peculiarities in their political principles 
and mstitutions, which would widen the range for indignities not on 
the short list of crime against the state, but. especially from tlle dis-
tanee of the Governments whose represeutati\Tes might so oft'end, and 
the lengthened periods of liability to such indignities, if uo right ex-
isted on tlle spot to put an end to them. 
'
1Af'ter the moderate exercise of thi~ incontestable right in the letter 
signifying to the Marquis de Yrujo that his presence at the seat of Gov-
ernment was dissatisfactor,y, the provoeation superadded by the style 
and matter of his answer would lwve justified a procedure against him 
much more expressive of the sentiment they were ealculated to inspire. 
This sentiment, however, was not otherwise manifested than by a silent 
consignment of him to tlle mortification of his own reflections. 
"These reflections had not the effect which they ought to have had. 
On t.he contrary, pressing forward in his intemperate career, he not only 
executed his purpose of communicating to the other public ministers 
at vVasllington the correspondence which had just taken place with 
the Department of State, but caused that correspondence, with his letter 
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to those ministers, to be published in the Gazette as another appeal to 
the people against their Chief Magistrate. So familiar, indeed, had this 
resort become to his mind that nearly about the same time he addressed 
to the public, through the press and with the same view~ an official 
letter which he had written to the Department of State commenting, in 
a style which might ha\e been more respectful without being less 
adapted to its object, on certain paRsages in a message of the President 
to the legislative body. 
H But although no immediate notice, beyond that of the letter of 
January 15 was taken of the Marquis de Yrujo, notwithstanding the 
continuance for two weeks thereafter within the city of Washington, 
it was a matter of course to communicate to his GoYernrnent these 
aggravated provocations, with the proof they afforded of the protracted 
forbearance of the Government of the United States. The printed copies 
of all the documents, with the facts attached to them, ofhishaving·caused 
them to be thus published, were accordingly transmitted to the diplo-
matic agent of the United States at Madrid, with an instruction to lay 
the whole before the Spanish Government without a single comment. 
"On the 6th of May last the communication was so made, with an 
effect, however, ,·ery different from what was expected. Instead of re-
pairing the wrongs of the Spanish representative against the United 
States by expressions of regret, and by withdrawing the author of 
them, Mr. Cevallos, in his answer to the communication, vindicated the 
Marquis de Yrujo throughout, adopts his pretensions and his fallacious 
arguments; copies often his very words, and descends so far as to re-
peat observalions which, as they would have b('en passed over in silence 
in an answer to the marquis, if his title to one had not been forfeited, 
must excite the greater surprise at their escaping the pen of His Catholic 
1\fajesty's first secretary of statP. 
"The letter of l\'Ir. Cevallos does not scruple to mingle with these ex-
traordinary contents a complaint not less extraordinary, that the com-
munication made on the 6th of 1\'Iay, without an explanation of the 
reasons which supported it, was a disrespectful mode of addressing the 
Spanish Government on the subject. 
"But whgt explanation could be deemed necessary in a case which 
explained itself in every particular; which carried on the face of it pre-
tens.ions without example in diplomatic history, addressed to the Gov-
ernment in terms at which every Government ought to take offense; 
and the proof that 1hese pretensions bad been ac.tually exereised in a 
printed appeal to the people of the United States against their own con-
stituted authorities. Tl)is silence was in fact so far from bej ng dictated 
by want of respect for His Oatholie l\'Iajesty that it was preferred as at 
once the most delicate and emphatic manifestation of the charges against 
his minister, and of the confidence placed in his readiness to do justice 
to a friendly power who might reasonably have declined awaiti11g so 
distant an interposition. 
"Proceeding himself in the very footsteps of the ~farquis de Yrujo, 
which this minister ought to have been made to tread baek, 1\fr. Ucval-
los contends that the letter of Jan nary 15, signifying the <lissatisfaction 
of the President at the repairing of the marquis to vVashington, was a 
marked violation of tbe sacred rights of embassy; that snell a step 
would be justified soleiy by a conspiracy of that minister ag-ainst the 
Chief ·Magistrate of the United States, or against the security of the 
nation or its Goverument, and that in case the Spanish plenipotentiary 
had justly drawn on himself the treatment experieuced, a specification 
of the crime and exhibition of the proofs ought to have been the first 
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communication made, instead of that silent transmission of copies of 
correspondence in question, which was itself a confirmation of the vio-
lent_ and causeless procedure of. the American Government. He even 
allows himself to assert the singular pretension of the marquis, as the 
minister of a foreign nation, to the peculiar rights and privileges of 
American citizens under the Constitution of the country. 
" It would be an u~eless repetition of remarks already made to point 
out the tendency of these spurious doctrines and pretensions; but it 
may not be amiss, once for all, to substantiate those remarks by the 
latest as well as the h1ghest authorities on public law, premising only 
that a material error of fact runs through the answer of 1\Ir. Oevallos. 
He takes for granted that the letter of January 15 to the .Marquis de 
Yrujo, which cut off official communication with him, stripped him at 
the same time of t,he immunities attached to his character, and sub-
jected him to .the municipal jurisdiction. However justifiable this 
course might have been, it is neither the import nor has it been the 
effect of that letter. 
"The rights and the responsibilities of public ministers are perhaps 
nowhere more clearly laid down than by Mr. Rayneval in his work en-
titled 'Institutions du droit de la nature et des gens.' 
"' Mais * l'immunite dont il s'agit n'assure point l'impunite. Si le 
ministre oublie lui meme sa dignite; s'il percl de vue la maxirne qn'il ne 
pent ni o:fl:'enser, ni etre offense; s'il se permet des injustices, des aetes ar-
bitraires; s'il ose troubler l'ordre public, manquer aux habitans, ((/lt SO'l{J-
verain lui·meme ; s'il conspire, s'il se rend odieux, suspect ou co?tpable, il 
doit etre puni, rnais par son souverain. Cest un devoir pour celui-ci. 
Oest nne condition tacite ruais essentielle de !'admission de son agent. Le 
souverain pres duquel celui-ci reside pent aussi, selon les occurrences, 
prendre des mesures de surete contre lui; i1 pent interrompre toute com-
munication, tout rctpport avec lui; il pent meme le ,renvoyer de ses Etats; 
et en cas de resistance, employer la force pour le contraindre; car 
en pareil cas, le ministre se met dans uu etat hostile, et devient lui-
meme l'auteur de la violence qu'il eprouve; il manque aux obligations 
quele caractere dont il est revetu lui impose; il cletruit par h'L lni-meme 
ce caractere, et par consequent les prerogatives qui y sont attacbees.' 
"The authority of Mr. Raynevalllas been cited, not only because he is 
so late a writer (his work being published in 1803) an<l of known tal-
ents, but because he has, through the greater part of his life, been prac-
tically occupied in diplomatic affairs, sometimes in the foreign depart-
ment under the :b"'rench Government and sometimes as its minister 
abroad. To the best means, therefore, for understanding both th~· law 
and the practice, be adds the advantage of deriving an impartiality be-
t ween the pretensions of foreign ministers and those of the sovereign 
receiving· them from llis having been in situations to maintain lJoth. 
"Should authorities longer known to the pqblic be called for iu tllis 
case, Grotius, Bynkershoek, and Wyquefort will be found to speak a 
similar language; and abo\'"e all, Vattel, as will be seen by the pas-
sages here extracted LIV, Chap. VII, §§ 94 and 95 : 
"' Si l'arnbassadeur oublie les devoirs de son etat, s'il se rend desagrea-
ble et dangereux, s'il forme~ des cornplots, des entreprises prejudiciales 
au repos des citoyens, a l'Etat on au Prince a qui il est envoye, il est 
divers moyens de le reprimer, proportionnes a let nature et au degre de 
sa faute. S'il maltraite les sujets de l'Etat, s'il leur fait des injustices, 
s'il use contro eux de violence les sujets offenses ne doivent point 
recourir aux rnagistrats ordinaires, de la juridiction desquels l'ambas-
* Liv. II, Chap. XIV, ~. 3. 
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sadeur est independant, par la meme raison ces magistrats ne pe.uvent 
agir directement contre lui. Il faut en pareilles occasions s'adresser 
au souverain, qui demande justice au maitre de l'ambassadeur, en cas 
de refus pent ordonuer au rninistre insolent de sortir de ses Etats. 
" 'Si le ministre etranger offense le Prince lui-meme, s'U lui manque 
de respect, s'il brouille l'Etat et la cour par ses intrigues, le Prince 
offense, voulant garder des menagemens particuliers pour le maitre, se 
borne quelquefois a demander le rappel du ministre, on si la faute est 
plus considerable,-illui difend la cour en attendant la reponse a~(; ma~tre; 
dans les cas graves, il va me me jusqu'a le chasser de ses Etats ~' 
''To these passages from Vattel, an extract from a succeeding one 
may properly be added as a concise and conclusive reply to a consider-
ation which Mr. Cevallos t5eems to regard as particularly supporting the 
pretensions of the Marquis de Yrujo. In requiring, on the occasion of 
a demanded recall of a public minister, that regular proof8 should ac-
company a specified offense, Mr. C. gives as a reason that 'tlle contrary 
doctrine would leave ministers at foreign courts at the mercy of the 
Governments there, and deprive them of the sacred and necessary in·· 
dependencA requisite for the discharge of tlleir duties, a monsLrous doc-
trine, yet a necessary consequence of admitting the principle of removal 
without those preliminaries.' 
"Vattel, referring to a like argument used in a case which he cites, 
makes the following remark : 
. " 'Elle seroit bien plus malheureuse, la condition des princes. s'ils 
etoient obliges de souffrir dans leurs Etats et a leur cour ~tn ministre 
desa,greable, ou justement suspect, uu bronillon, uu ennemi masque sons 
le caractere d'ambassadeur, qui se prevaudroit de son inviolabilite pour 
tramer hardiment des entreprises peruicieuse~.' * 
"The validity of t,his reflection of Vattel is illustrated by the best at-
tested experience, which has constantly sllown a greater tendency in 
foreign ministers to abuse their privileges•and pervert to edl purposes 
the benevolent policy of permanent legations than in Governments to 
exert an undue authority over the ministers re .~dding near them. 
''No institution could promise better to the peace anJ lutrmony of na-
tions than that which mutually places near friendly Governments well-
chosen representatives, always on the spot to explain difficulties, tore-
press unjust or extravagant jealousies, to remit faithful intelligence, 
to promote justice, and by these laudable offices to cherish that confi-
dence and good will which alone can maintain peace among nations. 
And where this important trust is committed to enlightened and up-
right functionaries, of whom there are many honorable examples, who 
consult the true object of the diplomatic establisllment, its happy 
fruits confer on it the highest praise. But lww often has there been 
occasion to lament the course actually pursued by those intended organs 
and gnardiam; e>f the friendship of nations~ llow often has it been 
found that, instead of the good which they might do, both to tlle coun-
tries appointing and to those receiving them, all their address is em-
ployed in the evil task of corrupting the citizens, of poisoning the 
councils, and of uisturhing the tranqui1lity of the latter~ How often 
are they found to sacrifice every patriotic consideration to their selfish 
views, by representations to their Government calculated, not to correct 
injurious errors, or impart salutary truth~, or promote a wise and hon-
orable policy, but to flatter prejudices, to stimulate jealousies, to dis-
guise or pervert facts, or to varnish and recommend projects contrary 
* Livre IV, Chap. VII, § 96. 
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to both the interests and the honor of their own country; in a word, 
by telling their Government not what is true, but what may be agree-
able; not what will promote its just and useful objects, but what will 
recommend themselves to the favor of their superiors and pe~rve the 
way to higher honors or advantages for themselves. 
''That this is not a picture drawn by fancy for a particular occasion 
will be admitted by all who have the least acquaintance with the his-
tory of diplomacy. Instead of citing cases, which it would be so easy 
to multiply, a single but very unexceptionable authority shall suffice. 
"M. Oallieres, who held au important :::;tation in the French cabinet, 
after having been employed at different times in diplomatic missions, 
delivers, in his 'Maniere de Negocier avec les Souverains' :* 
"' ll faut rentlre justwe a la plus part des legitimes souverains, en 
disant, qn'1l y eu a tres pen qui se portent d'enx-meme a des semblables 
desseins; presque toutes les entreprises injust·es, et les cabales qu'ou 
fait en leur nom dans les autres etats, leur sont suggeres par Leurs 
ministres, ou par quelqne negociateur qui les y engagent, en s'offrant 
de les executer, bien loin de les en detiourner, et les negociateurs ne sont 
pas a plaindre quand ils tombent dans les filets qu'ils ont eux-memes 
tendus pour autres; on pourroit a1Ieguer divers exemples de la verite 
de cette observation, et on se trouvera toujours dix coutre un ou les 
negociateurs ont ete les auteurs et les soliciteurs des pareilles entre-
prises pour se faire de fete aupres de leurs Princes.' 
"Mr. Cevallos is unfortunate in all his attempts to vindicate tlle con-
duct of his Go.vernment on this occasion towards the United States. 
"Referring to the delay in the promised return of the marquis, as-
signed in the letter to him of January 15, 18U6, as a ground on which 
his visit to vVashington was reprehendeu, and a communication with 
him refused, .Mr. Cevallos not only denies the sufficiency of the delay, 
if real, to justify the measure, but denies that the promise required 
the departure of the marquis until his return ~hould be freed from the 
risk incident to the state of war. 
''The best auswer to this construction of the prornise will be found in 
a lJrief review of the corresponderwe, between tlle 'ministers extraordi-
nary of the United States and Mr. Oev·allos. 
"Iu the letter from tllose ministers, already cited, they expressly state 
the demand of the President to be ' the immed.-iate recall of the .Marquis 
de Yrujo,' for reasons which rendereu hit; · longet· ::;tay' iu tlle quality of 
minister plenipotentiary 'highly in~proper.' 
"In the answer, Mr. OeYallos suggests that as tile marquis llad asked 
and obtained the royal permission to come to Spain at the 8eason which 
sllall be convenient to llim to make his passage with tile most probable 
safety, it was hoped that the Goverumeut or tlle U uited States would 
consider this as a proper mode of reconciling tbeir wish witll a due re -
spect for the cllaracter of the minister plempotentiary of His Majesty. 
"In the reply of tile American plenipotentiaries, cit.iug uot the worus 
but the sense of Mr. Cevallos, they obserTe tl.lat as His l\lajesty llad some 
time since given leave to his minister plenipotentiary near the United 
States to return to Spain in the course of the present favorable season, &c., 
they were very confident that the mode proposed of complying with the 
request of their Government would IJe satisfactory. 
''If there were any ambiguity in the terms by whicll Mr. Cevallos ex-
pressed the season for the return of the marquis, an ambiguity which 
ought 110t to be presumed, the sense in which they were understood by 
the ministers of the United StateR is perfectly free from it. :rhey ex-
* Chap. ix, p. 76, :first paragraph. 
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pre~Ssly refer to the season, not to the war, but of the yca.r and even tho 
present season of the year. If l\Ir. Cevallos had, therefore, meant not the 
season of the year, but of the war, his candor would never have per-
mitted him to be a party to an arrangement in which he clearly under-
stood the intention of the other party, whilst the other party misunder-
stoou his intention, and whilst he knew that they did so. He would 
have corrected their misconception, by an explanation required by good 
faith, instead of confirming it by the silence which observed. 
"Another reflection annihilates the plea now urged. The object of 
the President, communicated by the American ministers to the Spanish 
Government was the immediate recall of its minister, because his longer 
stay in the United States had become highly improper. The object of 
the Spanish Government was to spare the feelings of its minister by 
substituting a return by permission in place of a recall; and in this 
change of mode, which equally produced the departure of the offensive 
minister, the essential object of the United States, their plenipoten-
tiaries acquiesced and anticipated the acquiescence of their Govern-
ment. How could Mr. Cevallos suppose that, with this essential object 
in charge, they meant to be satisfied with an arrangement which com-
pletely defeated it, which, instead of producing the immediate departure 
of the minister whose recall was demanded, permitted him to remain as 
long as an obstinate war, just entered into by Spain, might be pro-
tracted~ How could he suppose that if the ministers could have so far 
forgotten the purport of their orders just presented to him, that the 
Government of the United States would so far forget what it owed to 
itself as to accept, for an immediate recall of the minister who had so 
highly offended it, his voluntar.v return at any time within a period so 
likely to be of protracted duration~ How could the American minis-
ter, in fact how could the Government of the United States, suppose 
that so preposterous an expectation could ever enter into the discerning 
mind of His Catholic Majesty's first minister of state~ 
''Mr. Cevallos dwells on a passage over the Atlantic in time of war 
as a risk unjust towards the marquis as it would be unreasonable to-
wards his successor. 
"Does he suppose, then, that this tenderness is due to a public minis-
ter who has abandoned himself to the career in which the 1\Iarquis de 
Yrujo has been traced 1 Can he suppo.se that a Government is to toler-
ate the indefinite stay of an offensive minister, and subject itself to a re-
iteration of his insults because the remedy may expose him to personal 
inconveniences~ Such an expectation would, it is true, be unjust and 
unreasonable; not, however, as it relates to the culpable minister, but 
to the offended nation. If, besides, the mere recall or removal of the 
miu ister, the risks of the sea in time of war be an additional conse-
quence of his misconduct, they ought to be an additional restraint from 
acts which might justly lead to that consequence. These risks never 
can be a consideration to which a Government can be expected to sacri · 
fice the essential respect which it owes to itself, and the satisfaction 
due in such a case from a friendly Government. More than this, 1\ir. 
Cevallos ought to have recollected that the minister in question actually 
passed the sea on his original mission to the United States whilst Spain 
was at war with the same power as at present; and that this is not the 
only instance in which the sea has been passed iu time of war by Span· 
ish ministers appointed to the United State~. 
"'Be may be informed also that it has been usual for both .French and 
English ministers to cross the Atlantic during war both in missions to 
and returns from the United States. 
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''Tile anxiety of Mr. Cevallos to transfer to the Governwent of the 
United States the blame wlJich adheres to tllat of Spain has led him into 
error~ of various kinds. Among others, he has permitted the assertions 
to escape frutn llim that the letter to Mr. de Yrujo, closing the commu-
cation with him, was scarcely half a year after the demand of his recall 
at Madrid, and that the promise of fulfilling the wish of the American 
Governmeut., e\en i)y the return of the marquis on leave, was an excess 
of condesceusion on the part of His Catholic Majesty. 
"Had the interval between the demand of recall and the refusal of 
further com rnunication been correctly stated the inference of 1\ir. Oevallos 
would n3t have been warranted. Six months was evidently a longer time 
than could have been requisite for the tran::;mission of instructions from 
the Spanish Government. to its minister in the United Stat8s. \Vith 
the aid of several copies, always employed in time of war, two or three 
months are amply sufficient; and. as has been already noticecl, commu-
nications of dates posterior to the promise of his return to Spain had 
unquestionably been received ·by the marquis from his Government a 
considerable time before his visit to vVashington took place. Dut the 
statement of Mr. Cevallos is not correct, and the error is the more sur-
prising, as it ought to have been prevented by the fa,ce of the Yery docu-
ments on which he was commenting, or raTher by the very dates which 
he cites from them. The letter demanding the recall bore date the 13th 
April, 1805; the date of the letter to the marquis on his arri,~al at Wash-
ington was January 15, 1806, making an interval of more than eight 
iusteau of scarcely six months. 
"In calling the promise that the marquis should return on leave eYen 
iu exchange for a recall, an excess of conde8cension on the part of His 
Catholic 1\Iajest.v, Mr. Cevallos has created a difficulty of replying, with-
ont observations of a nature which the Government of the United States 
would always reluctantly employ towards a Government which it wishes 
to respect. l\1:r. Cevallos, before he indu1gedhis pen in this yery extraor-
dinary sentiment, ought to have weighed more deliberately the consist-
ency with the regard due from one Government to the reasonable ex-
pectation of another to be gratified by the remo,~al of a public minister 
on the mere consideration that his character or conduct was disagree-
able; and that this reasonable expectation becomes a positive and in-
contestable right in such a case as that in question has been shown to 
be. He ought to have reflected that the language held by him implies 
that a Government has a right to keep an obnoxious representative 
uear a foreign Government, in defiance of the will of the latter, witkin 
tlle limits of its own sovereignty; a doctrine to which neither His Catll-
olic l\lajesty nor any other sovereign would listen for a moment. These 
reflections would have been suggested by any one of those accredited 
authors on the law of nations to whom lVIr. Cevallos has appealed. 
Be would even haV"e been led by them to reflect that a Government in 
attempting to obtrude or continue a minister near a foreign Govern-
ment to which he was unacceptable, vivlates the first principle of dip-
lomatic policy, not less than it forgets the dignity which ought to be 
seen in all the proceedings. :Mr. Rayneval's remarks on this subject 
could not be more pertinent: 
1
- ''' Le premier devoir d'un mi.nistre public est de se rendre agreable, 
d'inspirer de la con:fiance., de se faire considerer: si done un sonverain 
. maniJ'este de la repugnance a le recevoir, il y a de l'imprndence a 
1 exiger son admission; et si par des circonstances particulieres on lui 
1
1ait Ja loi a cet 6gard, on doit prevoir qu' un ministre desagreable rem-
; plira mal sa mi~sion. Il faut bien se penetrer de cette V"erite qu' un min~ 
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istre public doit a voir de la consideration personnelle, s'il veut qu'oil en 
ait pour son caractere. La necessite pent forcer de, dissirnnler mais 
cette dissimulation nuit au succes des afl'aireR comme a la dignite du 
souverain qui s'obstine a soutenir un agent qui deplait.' 
"The letter of June 2, 1806, from Mr. Ce\"'-allos, having been answered 
by the American charge d'affaires at Madrid, he replied in another 
on the 24th day of June, in the same spirit and to the same effect; and 
this again receiving an answer from the same quarter, it was intimated 
in brief reply from Mr. Cevallos on the 18th of July, that as the motives. 
for demanding the recall of the Marquis de Yrujo, had not been ex-
plained, His l\1ajesty bad given orders that the reclamation on this sub-
ject should be addressed at Washington to the Government of the 
United States. 
"In the mean time t,he Marquis de Yrujo, though he has not <tgain 
obtruded himself at the seat of Government, bas not retired from tbe 
United States, and bas lately invited, through an indirect channel, the 
acquiescence of the Government in a modified renewal of his official 
communications with it. Not succEeding in this, he proceeded to sig-
nify peremptorily through the same channel that it was the purpose of 
His Uatholic Majesty that h~ should continue to exercise in the U uited 
States the functions of his minister. Finding disappointment alone to 
be the fruit of these experiments he resorted to another, still tbrougll 
the same channel, regardless of the light in which he placed both hi~:; 
Government and himself, by such versatile and inconsistent diselos-
ures. A day or two only after it bad been signified to be tlle in-
tention of His Catholic Majesty that this particular minister sllould 
continue to be his diplomatic functionary in the United States, it was. 
signified, without any intimation or probability of intervening instruc-
tions, that provisional arrangements existed for the use of a different. 
functionary of an inferior grade. As the Government of the United 
States had, in the letter of the 15th of January, sufficiently explained its 
readiness at all times to admit a successor to the Marquis de Yrujo, the 
proper answer was found in that letter to this abrupt change in the 
aspect given to the intentions of His Catholic Majesty. No accredited 
successor, however, of any grade has yet presented himself, nor conse-
quently has any reclamation, such as was intimated to the American 
charge d'affaires at Madrid, been received. From the foregoing review 
Itis manifest that if the Government of the United States be under an:v 
difficulty of justifying itself in the case of the Marquis de Yrujo th"e 
difficulty arises not from the illegality or rigor of its pro~eedings towards. 
him, but from that excess of condt~scension and forbearance for which 
his continuance to the present day within the United States and in the 
enjoyment of the immunities of a public minister is a conspicuous mon-
ument. 
"It only remains to observe that the conduct of the American Gov-
ernment throughout has been equally a proof of the disposition of the 
United States, in spite of every adverse occurrence, to maintain har-
mony with Spain and to defer to the last moment the most just and 
proper steps, which misinforrnations or misconstructions might possibl3r 
render unpropitious to the relations between the two countries. 
" DECEMBER, 1806. 
"NO'l'E.-The passage in the last sheet marked thus j is not inserted 
in my note to Mr. Ceballos.-G. W. E." 
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In respect to 1\Ir. Erving's serviees, I lutve the following notes from 
Hon. Robert 0. Wintllrop: 
"It gives me pleasure to put on paper wllat I told you tllis morning 
about my old friend and kinsman, George vVilliam Erving, formerly one 
minister at Oopenllagen and at Madrid. I bad left him in Washington 
when I went down to Virginia, awl spent a day or two with lHr. l\ladi-
son at Montpelier, in 1832. I bore a message ii:.·om him to .Mr .. Madison, 
who said to me, in the most emphatic manner, 'I never bad a more ca-
pable and faithful minister than Mr. Erving, nor one for whom I bad a. 
greater regard.' 
"There was a marble bust of Erving in Mr. l\iadison's library, wbicll 
is now in my own possession, together with a large collection of Erving's 
letters to 1\iadison, which had been carefully preserved." (May 9, 1887.) 
"I might have added to my note about lVIr. Erving that he was a m~1u 
of great accomplishment. He was a graduate of Oxfonl University. 
He wrote an elaborate little volume on the Basque language, which is 
now among the rarities of public and private libraries, anu he con-
tributed to one of the New York reviews a remarkable paper on the 
little Republic of San l\Iarino, which was then (sixty years ago) hardly 
known on tllis side of the ocean. He was a noteu political writer in the 
llewspapers in the days of Jefferson, more recentl.Y was nominated as 
minister to Constantinople by General Jackson. The Senate reduced 
tbe grade of the mission to a charge d'affaires, and he withdrew his 
name. He died in 18fJO at nearly eighty." (May 10, 1887 ) 
§ 107. 
CHINESE COURT CEREMONIES. 
"This question of presentation to His Imperiall\Iajesty, while appar-
ently one of form, is in reality a, question of substantial aml high im-
portance, because it involves the consideration of the equality of soYer-
eign states in their intercourse one with anothBr, aud the recognition 
of tllat equality by tlle Government of China, by granting to the diplo-
mat,ic agents accredited to the Emperor the audience to which by pub1ic 
law they are entitled." And this question is more important now than 
it was in 1873, inasmuch as in the interval China has accredited diplo-
matic representatives to this Government, "who have been cordially 
received and treated on an equal footing of honor and respect with the 
representatives of other foreign powers," being invited to the Presi-
d-ent's inauguration, &c. 
l\fr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby, Dec. 11, 1886. ~ISS. Jnst., China. See 
as to China; supm, § 67. 
§ 118. 
CONSULAR AGENTS. 
In the text, Yol. I,§ US, p. Til, is gi\-en an instruction by 1\fr. Hunter, 
Assistant Secretary of State, to l\Ir. Everett, ~Iay 28, 1855, intimating; 
that as the htw then was, consular agents were not, strictly speakin:x, 
officers of the Uuited States, being merely tlle agents of the consul-: 
who at t!Jat time appointed them. It should now be observed tl1:tt 
in 185G tl1e appointment of these agents was, by statute (R. S., § 16!l:i ), 
transferrecl to the President, an(l they were thenceforth included iu tile 
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denomination of "consular officers." (R. ~., 1674; Cons. Reg., 1887, 
par. 21.) Consular agents are still lleld, however, by the courts to be 
agents of their Ruperv:sing consuls (Gould v. Sta.ples, 9 Fed. Hep., 159), 
and are said to be not technically officers of the U uited States by First 
Comptroller Lawrence. (4 Lawreuee, Fir..st Cornpt .. Dec., tiS.) But 
recognition of them is now uniformly req nested. (Cons. He g-., 42.) 
§ 123. 
BUSINESS RELA'l'IONS OF CONSULS. 
''I transmit herewith a copy of a letter from---, esq., dated the 
12tll instant, in which be complains that you refused to administer and 
certify, on the application of certain parties by the name of---, the 
oath of verification 'to a petition intended to be filed by the said parties 
in the surrogate court of the county of New York. 
'' Consular officers of the United States are authorized by Congress 
and by some of the States and Territories to administer oaths; take 
affidavits and depositions, and to perform other notarial services. Such 
services, when nndered under State or Territorial authority, are un-
official, and consular officers are not compelled to perform them. 
" The . Department presumes that in the case in question you bad 
good reasons for your action, but, as a general rule, when the notarial 
at t requested can be performed without interference with official lmsi-
ness, and without giving offense to the local government, consular offi-
cers are expected, upon the tender of a suitable remuneration, to per-
form it. 
''Applyiug these general instructions to the case of 1\Ir. ---, it 
follows that, in the absence of any of the above-mentioned reasons for 
refusing 'f'.J.e application of Lis clients, you should, upon being satisfied 
of the identity of the said applicants, have administered tbe oaths and 
signed the certificates as requested, and should still do so if the parties 
appear before you again for that purpose. 
''You will understand that these instructions relate exclusively to 
your exercise of notarial functions. They are not to be considered as 
ill any way bearing on the question of your right to issue certificates on 
matters of law or of fact." 
Mr. Adee, Second Asst. Sec. of State, to Mr. Johnson, Apr. 20, 1887. MSS. Inst., 
Consuls. 
§ 125. 
JUDICIAL CONSULAI~ FUNC~l'IONS IK CHINA. 
"I have to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch No. 324, of the 
3d ultimo, in which you present some interesting and important ques-
tions as to the obligatory character of Rule XV of the (Chinese) Con-
sular Court Regulations of 1864. That rule is as follows: 
"'Civil actions, based on written promise, contract, or instrument, 
must be commenced within six years after the cause of action accrues; 
others, within two.' 
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"As yon correctly state, there are no general statutes of limitations 
adopted by Congress as affecting all civil proceedings iu Federal courts. 
But it must be remembered that, by section 7:H of the Revised Statutes, 
Federal courts sitting in a particular State must adopt the limitations 
in force iu such State, and in this way any gap in Federal legislation 
in this respect is filled up. But as the Revised Statutes contain no 
provision as to limitations in civil suits which applies to our consular 
-courts, we have, in such courts, either to fall back in each case on the 
general principles of private international law or to adopt in advance 
:as was done-by Mr. Burlingame, a general rule of limitation. 
"If we revert to the general principles of private international law, 
the following distinctions are to be observed: 
''As to mode of solemnization of contracts, the rule is, locus regit 
acturn j 
"As to personal capacity, lex domicilii controls; 
·''As to interpretation, lex loci contractus j 
"' As to process, lex fori j 
"As to mode of performance, lex loci solutionis, or the law of the place · 
()f performance. 
"In Scudder v. Bank (91 U. S., 406), while theRe distinctions were in 
the main adopted, it was held that statutes of limitation, being mat-
ters of process, are governed by the lex fori. If we assume, in the pres-
ent case, that there a're n<;> limitations by the lex fori, then assuming, also, 
that limitations of snit are part of the essence of a claim, we would re-
Yert, if the question be as to tl_le time of payment, to the lex loci solu-
tionis, or the law of the place of performance. 
"But however important these distinctions may be in those of our for-
~ign consular courts in which the question comes up cle novo, they are of 
bnt subordinate interest in China, under the view I take of Rule XV 
{)f the Consular Court Regulations of 1864. I do not, it is true, regard 
this rule as a statute. Not only bad Mr. Burlingame no power to enact 
.a statute, as such, but the language of the rule shows that it cannot be 
regarded as a statutory enactment. It limits suits on even sealed in-
struments to six years, and on unwritten engagements, no matter how 
solemn or how strongly evidenced, to two years. It contains no excep-
tion in favor of minors or persons under disability. It must be re-
_garde<l, therefore, not as a statute covering civ·illimitations in all their 
bearings, but as an assertion that suits in consular courts in China are 
to be limited as to time, the limitation to be adapted to the social and 
business conditions of the period of suit. In this way we can explain 
uot only the limitation of two years for unwritten engagements, which 
in the then immature and unsettled condition of our business in China 
may haYe been eminently proper, but the omission of the exceptions I 
llave noticed above. 
" I hold, tllCrcfore, that Rule XV of the Regulations of 1864, while 
not to be regarded as baYing the authority or the fixedness of a stat-
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ute, is to be viewed as a rule of court expressing a prir~cip1c open t<t 
modification by the court that issnecl it. It stands in the same positiol11 
as do the equity ruleR adopte(l by the Supreme Court of the Unite& 
States and courts of the several States, not as a statutory mandate,. 
to remain in force until expressly repealed or modified, but as a prin-· 
ciple and regulation of practice which it is open to the court to expand 
or vary as the purposes of justice may require. 
".As to the importance of your adopting such a rule there can be 11(} 
question. Were there no such limitation required in China, Ameri-
can menfhants in China might be harassed by old debts and stale de-
mands outlawed in the United States, and their business much impeded. 
Aside from this the principle that the right of suit should be limited as. 
to time, is as essential to public justice as is the principle that the right 
of suit should exist at all.'' 
l\Ir. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby, Apr. 27, 1887. :MSS. Inst., China. Set} 
as to limitation, s11pra, § 239. 
"I have received your No. 332, of ~iarch 11, 1887, in which you Jis-
cuss the appellate jurisdiction of the United States minister to China- · 
'"I concur with you in the opinion that there is no appeal from a con-
sular court in China to the United States minister in cases whme the· 
matter in dispute exceeds $2,500; but that the appeal in such cases is 
to be to the circuit court for the district of California. This is in my 
judgment the proper construction of the statutes. As a matter of judi-
cial practice, the vesting of appeals in such cases in the circuit court 
for the district of California has been accepted by that court. In the 
case of The Ping-Oo, before Sawyer and Hoffman, JJ., in ~larch, 1882, 
(7 Sawyer's Rep., 483), the question was \igorously contested, and it was. 
claimed tbat sections 4092, 4093, 4094, and 4109, giving jurisdiction, 
were in this respect annulled by section 4107. But this position was. 
rejected by Hoffman, J., who thus states the law: • 
•· 'The provisions of sections 409-!, 4109 and 4003 c1early indicate the· 
system Congress intended to adopt. · 
'''In suils for $500 or less, the decision of the consular court is finaL 
unless the consul sees fit to call in associates and they differ in opinion. 
In suits for more than $500 and not more than $2,500 an appeal lies t(}. 
the minister, whose judgment is final. In suits for more than $2,5e)O.the 
appeal lies to the circuit court for the district of California, and a simi-
lar appeal lies from the final judgment of the minister in the exe}·cise of" 
original jurisdiction when the amount invol\ed exceeds $2,500. But 
this original jurisdiction is confined to cases where the cousul is inter-
ested either as party or witness. It thus appears that Congress has 
seen fit to withhold, both from the consular court and from the minister, 
final jurisdiction in all cases where the matter in dispute exceeds $2,500, 
exclusiv-e of costs, aiHl to prov-ide, in such cases for an appeal to thM· 
circuit court for the district of California.' 
"I hold, therefore, that the right of appeal from the final jutlgmeutr, 
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-of consular courts in all cases where the matter in dispute exceeds 
·$2,500 is in the circuit court for the district of California, and is, con-
sequently, not in the United States minister." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Denby, May 4, 1887. MSS. Inst., China. 
§ 131. 
PROTOCOLS. 
"I ha\e received your No. 305 of the 5th instant, inclosing a com-
munication from 1\f. de Freycinet, in relation to the protocol or dec-
laration adopted at the submarine cables conference in Paris, in May 
last, for the purpose of determining the construction of certain provis-
ions of the convention of March 14, 1884. Immediately upon the recep-
tion of your dispatch I sent you the following telegraphic instruction: 
"' 1\IcLANE, Minister, Paris: 
" ' Yon are authorized to sign protocol explaining cables convention, 
.subject to Senate's approval. Legislation pending before UongJ:~ess, 
which meets December G. · 
"'BAYARD.' 
"In this connection I think it proper to say that I receiYed from the 
French minister at this capital, under date of the 8th of July last, a 
11ote transmitting proceeuings of the cables conference held at Paris in 
May last, anu requesting me to authorize you, by telegraph, to sign the 
v10tocol in question unconditionally. The reason given for this request 
·was that 'in order to enable the different Governments, anu especially 
the London Cabinet, to adopt such decisions as may be required by an 
.acceptance of the proposed declaration,' it was important' to change this 
<.lraft of a declaration without delay to a definitive instrument.' 
'' \Vith tllis request to give yon authorit,y to sign the declaration 
definitively I did not deem it proper to comply, for reasons which I will 
now proceed to state, anu which you may make known in a general way 
to M. de Freycinet. · 
''The object of the declaration in question is to settle he interpreta-
tion ami ef:l'ect to be given to the second and fourth articles of tlle con-
vention of the 14th of l\1arch, 1884. The first of these articles has refer. 
cnce to the punishment of persons for the 'breaking or injury of a sub-
marine cab~e, done willfully (volontairement) or through culpable negli-
g·ence,' &c. The seconu article named pro\Tiues that the 'owner of a 
cable, who, by the laying or repairing of that cable, shall cause the 
breaking or injury of another cable, shall be required to pay the cost 
()f the repairs which such breaking or injury shall have rentlereu neces-
sary, but such payment shall not bar the enforcement, if there be ground 
therefor, of .Article II of this convention. 
"The declaration reads as follows: 
"'Certain doubts b a ving arisen as to the meaning of tb e word volon-
tairemcnt ia~erte1l in Artide If of tl1e coaventioa of the 14th of 1\larch, 
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1884, it is understood that the imposition of penal responsibilit,r men-
tioned in the said article does not apply to cases of breaking or of dam-
age occasioned accidentally or necessarily in repairing a cable, when 
all precautions'have been taken to avoid such breakings or damages. 
"'It is equally understood that Article IV 9f the convention has no 
other end and ought to have no other effect than to charge the com-
petent tribunals of each country with the determination, conformably 
to their laws and according to circumstances, of the question of the 
civil responsibility of the proprietor of a cable, who, by the laying or 
repairing of such cable, causes the breaking or damage of another cable, 
and in the same manner the consequences of that responsibility if it is. 
found to exist.' 
"By the Constitution of the United States treaties made under the 
authority of the United States are a part of the supreme law of the 
land; and the convention of the 14th of March, 1884, having been made 
in accordance with the Constitution, is a part of that supreme law. 
''But, whilst it is true that treaties are a part of the supreme law of 
the land, they are nevertheless to be viewed in two lights-that is to 
say, in .the light of politics and in the light of juridical law. vVhere 
the construction of a treaty is a matter of national policy, the authori-
tative construction is that of the political branch of the Government. 
It is the function of the Executive or of Congress, as the case may be. 
When a political question is so determined the courts follow that deter-
mination. Such was the decision of the Supreme Court in cases arising 
under the treaty of 1803 with France, of 1819 with Spain, and of 184~ 
with lVIexico. 
"But where a treaty is to be construed merely as a municipal law, 
affecting private rights, the courts act with entire independence of the 
Executive in construing both the treaty and the legislation that Con-
gress may have adopted to carry it into effect. And whilp, great weigllt 
might be given by the courts to an opinion of the Executive in tbat rela-
tion, such an opinion would not be regarded as having controlling force~ 
"The declaration in question is intended, as has been seen, to settle 
two questions. The first is that of penal Tesponsibility under Article 
II of the convention for the accidental or necessary breaking or injury 
of a cable in an attempt to repair another cable; the second is that ot· 
civil responsibility under Article IV of the convention for injuries clone 
to a cable in an efl'ort to lay or repair another cable. 
"These are judicial questions to be determined by the courts before 
whom appropriate suits may be brought. The only power that can 
authoritatively construe a treaty f.or the judicial tribunals on questions. 
of the character described is the legislature, or the treaty-making power 
itself. In either case the result would be a law which would be bindiug 
upon the courts. 
"It is to be observe(". in this connection that the treaty in question is 
not self-executing, and that it requires appropriate legislation to give it 
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effect. If under these circumstances the Executive should now assume 
to interpret the force and effect of the convention, we migllt hereafte~· 
have the spectacle, when Congress acted, of an Executive interpretation 
of one purport and a different Congressional interpretation, and this in 
a matter not of Executive cognizan~e. 
''For the reasons stated it was not deemed expedient to authorize 
you to sigu the declaration uncondttionally. And as the session of 
Congress was drawing to a close when the note of the French minister 
was received, allll it seemed impracticable to secure the Senate's ratifi-
cation of the dechtration before adjournment, it was not thought best 
to send you such telegraphic instructions as were solicited. 
"I desire, however, to refer to an incident in our diplomatic history 
which bears upon the matter under consideration and which might have 
been regarded as a precedent for the Executhre in this case, if circum-
stances had seemed to require a different course from that which has 
been taken. I refer to the protocol which accompanies the treaty of 
Guadalupe Hidalgo in the volume of treaties between the Unite<.l.States 
aucl other powers. 
''The treaty, as signed at the city of Ga,udalnpe Hidalgo ou the 2d 
of February, 1848, was so amended by the Senate as to create doubts 
of its acceptance by the l\Iexican Government. In order to secure its 
ratification by that Government, as amended, President, Polk sent two 
commissioners, Mr. A. H. Sevier and .Mr. N athau Clifford., to l\lexico, 
with instructions to explain to the Mexican minister for foreign affairs, 
or to the authorized agents of the Mexican Government, the Teasons 
which had intluenced the Senate in adopting the several amendments. 
"Before the arrival of the commissioners at the seat of the Mexican 
Government the Mexican Congress approved the treaty as amended 
without modification or alteration, leaving nothing to be performed ex-
cept the exchange of ratifications, which took place on the 30th of .1\fay, 
18-iS. But between the dates of the approval of the treaty by the 
J\<Iexican Congress and that of the exchange of ratifications, the com-
missioners had several conferences with the agents of Me~ico, the re-
sults of which were reduced to the form of a protocol, which was signed 
by Messrs. Sevier and Clifford, on the part of the United States, and 
Senor Luis de la Rosa, on the part of Mexico. 
"The expressed object of this protocol was to explain the amend-
ments of the Senate. It was defended by the Administration on this 
ground, and in a messag~ to the House of Representatives the Presi-
de~t stated that 'had the protocol varied the treaty, ::'IS amended by· the 
Senate of the United States, it would have no binding effect.' But 
notwithstanding this explanation, the course of the President in uot 
submitting the protocol to the Senate before the exchange of ratifica-
tions of the treaty was severely criticized in Congress." 
l\Ir. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. ~IcLaU\\ Nov. 24, 1886. MSS. Inst., France. 
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§ 134. 
FAVORED NA'l'l!)N, 
[n Bartram v. Robertson, in the Supreme Court of Ute United States. 
October term, 18~6, the following opinion of the court was delivered 
on May 23, 1887, by Mr. Justice Field: 
''The plaintiffs are merchants doing business in the city of New York, 
and in March and April, 1882, they made four importations of brown 
and unrefined sugars and molasses, the produce and manufacture of 
the island of St. Croix, which is a part of the dominions of the King 
of Denmark. The goods were regularly entered at tile custom-house at 
the port of New York, the plaintiffs claiming at the time that, they should 
·be admitted free of duty under the treaty with Denmark, because like ar-
ticles, the produce and manufacture of the Hawaiian Islands, were, 
under the treaty with their King, and the act of Congress of August 15, 
1876, to carry that treaty into operation, admitted free of dut.y. The 
defendant, however, who was tl1e collector of the port of New York, 
treated the goods as dutiable articles, aud, against the claim of the 
plaintiffs, exacted duties upon them under the acts of Congress, with-
-out regard to those treaties, amounting to $33,222, which they paid to 
the collector under protest in order to obtain possession of their goods. 
They then brought the present action against the collector to recon:.r 
the amount thus paid. The action was commenced iu a court of the 
State of New York, and, on motion of the defendant, was transferred 
to the circuit court of the Unit~d States. 
"The complaint sets forth the different imrortations; that 1 he arti-
des were the produce and manufacture of St. Croix, part of Ute do-
minions of the King of Deq mark; their entry at the custom bonse, anu 
the claim of the plain tift'~ that they were free from duty by force of the 
treaty with the King of Denmark and of that with the King of the Ha-
waiian Islands; the refusal of the collector to treat them as free under 
those treaties, Lis exaction of duties thereon to tlie amount stated, and 
its payment under protest; and asked judgment for the amount. The 
defendant demurred to the complaint on tlie ground, among others, that 
jt .clid not state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action against 
him. The circuit court sustainerl the demurrer, and ordered judgment 
for the defendant with costs (21 Blatcll., 211); anu the plaintiffs have 
.brought the case to this court for re,'iew. 
"vVe are thus called upon to give an interpretation to the clause in 
·the treaty with Denmark which bears upon the subject of duties on the 
importation of articles produced or manufactured in its dominions, and 
tbe effect upon it of the treaty with the Hawaiian Islands for the ad-
mission without duty of similar articles, the produce and mauufactttre 
of tllat Kingdom. 
"The existing commercial treaty between the United States and the 
King of Denmark, styled 'G::meral convention of friendship, commerce, 
and navigation,' was concluded on the 26th of April, 1826. It was 
afterwards abrogated, but subsequently renewed, with the exception 
()f one article, on tlle 12th of January, 1858. 
''The first article declares that ·the contracting parties, desiring- to live 
in peace and harmony with all the other nations of the earth, b;y means 
of a policy frank and equally friendly with all, engage mutually not to 
grant any part.icular favor to other nations in respect to commerce and 
Ila\'igation which sLall not immediately become common to the otlier 
party, who shall enjoy the sa me fr(·c·ly if the conces...-;inn "'ere freely 
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made, or upon allowing the same compensation if tlw concession were 
cou di tioual.' 
'·The iourth article ueclares that 'no Ligher or other duties shall be 
imposed on the importation into the United States of any article, the 
JHO(luce or manufacture of tlte dominions of IIis Majesty the King of 
Denmark; and no higher or other duties shall be imposed upon tbe 
i11'tpnrtation into the said dominions of any article the produce or man-
·u1acture of the United States, than are or shall be payable on the 
like articles being the produce or manufacture of any other foreign 
country.' 
"The treaty, or conYention as it is termed, between the King of the 
Hawaiian Islands and the United States, was concluded Jauaary 3U, 
J 67.5, and was ratified .May 31 following. Its first article declares, 
that 'for and in consideration of the rights and priYileges granted by 
lli::; Majesty the King of the Hawaiian Islands,' and 'as an ~qui,·alent 
1 !Jerefor,' the United States agree to admit all tlw articles named in 
~L specified scbe(lule, the same being the growth, produce, and man-
ufacture of the Hawaiian Islands, into all the ports of the United 
States free of daty. Then fo1lows the schedule, ""hich, amoug; other 
nrtie1es, includes brown and all other unrefined sugars alHl molasses. 
" The second article declares, that 4 for and in consideration of the 
rights and prh-ileges granted by the United States of America in the 
preceding article,' and 'as an equivalent therefor,' tlle King of the 
Hawaiian Islands agrees to admit all the articles named in a specified 
schedule which were the growth, manufacture, or produce of the~ Uuited 
States of America, into all the ·ports of the Hawaiian Islands free of 
<1utL Tuen follows the schedule mentioned. 
"'By the fourth article it is also agreed on the part of the Hawaiian 
King that so long as the treaty rema.ius iu force he will not lease or 
othei·wis'~ dispose of, or ereate any lien upon, any port, harbor, or other 
territory in his dominions, or grant any special privileges, or rights of 
use therein, to any power, state, or Government, nor make an.y treaty 
by wllicb any other uatiou shall obtain tile same privilegPs, relatiye to 
tue admission of any articles free of (luty thereby secured io the United 
States. 
•· The fifth article declared that the convention should not take effect 
until a law hall been passed by Uongress to carry it into operation. 
Snch a law was passed on tlle 15th of August, 1876. (19 Stat. L., 200, 
chap. 290.) lt l>IO\idP-d tllat whenever the President of the United 
States sllonlll receive satisfactory evidence that the Legislature of the 
Hawaiian Islaml.s had passed laws on their part to give full effect to 
tue cmn-ention between the Uuited States aml tbe King of those islands, 
sigued on the 30th of January, 1875, he was authorized to issue his 
proclamation declaring that he had such evidence, and thereupon, from 
from the date of such proclamatiOn, certain articles, which were named, 
beillg the growth, manufacture, or produce of the Hawaiian Islands, 
suould be introduced into the U nitetl States free of duty, so long as the 
conYention remained in force. Such evidence was received by the Presi-
dent, and the proclamation was made on the 9th of Septe~ ber, 1876. 
"The duties for wllich this action was brought were exacted under 
t lle act of the 14th of July, 1870, as ameuded on the 22u of Decem l>er 
cf that year. (16 Stat. L., 262, 397.) The act is of general application, 
making no exceptions in favor of Denmark or of any other nation. It 
proYides that tile articles specified, without reference to the country 
1rom "·hich they come, sha1l pay tbe duties prescril>ed. It was enacted 
H'\"t'r:ll y<·ar8 alter the 1rt>aty \Yith Den:nark \T":t:-1 lllalle. • 
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"That the act of Congress, as amended, authorized and required the 
duties imposed upon the goods in question, if not controlled by the 
treaty with Denmark, after the ratification of the treaty with the Ha-
waiian Islands, there can be no question. .And it did not lie with tl.Je 
officers of customs to refuse to follow its directions because of the stipu-
lations of the treaty with Denmark. Those stipulations, even if con-
ceded to be self-executing by the way of a proviso or exception to the-
general law imposing the duties, do not cover concessions like those 
made to the Hawaiian Islands for a valuable consideration. They were 
pledges of the two contracting parties, the United States and the King 
of Denmark, to each other, that, in the imposition of duties on goods. 
imported into one of the countries which were the produce or manu-
facture of the other there should be no di~crimination against them 
in favor of goods of like character imported from any other country. 
They impoRed an obligation upon both countries to avoid hostile legis-
lation in that respect. But they were not intended to interfere with 
special arrangements with other countries founded upon a concession 
of special privileges. The stipulations were mutual, for reciprocal ad-
vantages. 'No higher or other duties' were to be imposed by either 
upon the goods ~pecified; but if any particular favor should he granted 
by either to other countries in respect to commerce or navigation, the 
concession was to become common to the other party upon like consid-
eration, that is, it was to be enjoyed freely if the concession were freely 
made, or on allowing the same compen~::~ation if the concession were con-
ditional. 
"The treaty with the Hawaiian Islands makes no provision for the 
imposition of any duties on goods, the produce or manufacture of t tt at 
country, imported into the United States. It stipulates for the exemp-
tion from duty of certain goods thus imported, in consideration of and 
as an equivalent for certain reciprocal concessions on the part of the 
Hawaiian Islands to the United States. There is in such exemption no 
violation of the stipulations in the treaty with Denmark, and if the ex-
emption is deemed a 'particular favor,'. in respect of commerce and nav-
igation, within the first article of tllat treaty, it can only be claimed by 
Denmark upon like compensation to the United States. It does not 
appear that Denmark has ever objected to the imposition of uuties upon 
goods from her dominions imported into the United States, because of 
the exemption from duty of similar goods imported from the Hawaiian 
Islands, such exemption being in consideration of reciprocal concessions, 
which she has never proposed to make. 
"Our conclusion is, that the treaty with Denmark does not bind the 
United States to extend to that country, without compensation, privi-
leges which they have conceded to the Hawaiian Islands in exchange 
for valuable concessi011S. On the contrary, the treaty provides that 
like compensation shall be given for such special favors. \Vhen such 
compensation is made it will be time to consider whether sugar from 
her dominions shall be admitted free from duty." 
§ 145. 
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"The Secretary of State, to whom has been referred the resolution of 
tlle House of Representativen of the 16th instant, requesting iuforrna-
tio:tl as to what action has be< n taken 'by the Department of State to 
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I)rotect the interests of American citizens whose propBrty was destroyed 
by fire caused by insurgents at Aspinwall, United States of Colombia 
in 1885,' bas the honor to say that negotiations were commenced in 
October last and are now pending between the United States and Co-
lombia for the purpose of establishing an international commission to 
whom may be referred for adjustment, according to the rules of inter-
national law and the treaties existing between the two countries, the 
claims of citizens of the United States against the Government of Co-
lombia growing on t of the incident referred to in the resolution of tl.te 
House of Representatives. 
"It is understood to be the duty of the GoVf~rnment of Colombia, under 
the thirty-fifth article of the treaty between the United States and New 
GranaJa of the 12th of December, 1846, to keep the transit across tile 
Isthmus of Panama upon any modes of communication that now exist, 
or that may hereafter be constructed, 'open awl free to tl.te Govern-
ment and citizens of the United States, and for the transrortation of 
any articles of produce, manufactures, or merchandise, of ,lawful com-
merce, belonging to the citizens of the United States.' This dutJ~ 
was expressly acknowledged by the Government of New Granada iu 
the claims convention with the United States of the lOth of September, 
1857, in whieh it was agreed that there should be referred to a commis-
sion 'all claims on the part of corporations, companies, or individuals, 
citizens of the United States, upon the Government of New Granada, 
which shall have been presented prior to the 1st day of Septemb<:r,. 
1859, either to the Department of State at Washington or to the minister 
of the United States at Bogota, and especially those for damages which 
were caused by the riot at Panama on the 13th of .April, 185G, for whicll 
tbe said Government of New Granada acknowledges its liability, arising 
out of its privilege and obligation to preserve peace and goou order 
along the transit route.' 
''This convention was afterwards extended by a convention between 
the United States and the United States of Colombia, concluded ou 
February 10, 1864, in order that certain claims might be disposed of 
which the commission under the former con\ention had failed to dMcide 
during the time therein allowed them. 
"On several occasions the Government of the United States, at the 
instance and always with the assent of Colombia, has, in times of civil 
tumult, sent its armed forces to the Isthmus of Panama to preserve 
American citizens and property along the transit from injuries which 
the Government of Colombia might at the time be unable to pre\ent. 
But, in taking such steps, this Government has always recognizeu the 
sovereignty and obligation of Colombia in the premises, and has never 
acknowledged, but, on the contrary, has expressly disclaimed, tl.Je dury 
of protecting the transit agaiust domestic disturbance. 
"The correspondence which this Department has llad with tlte Gov-
ernment of Colombia respecting the pending con\ention, it is not deemed 
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compatible with the public interest to communicate to Congress in tlle 
present state of negotiations." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, Report, Feb. 19, 1887. House E:s:. Doc. 183, 49th Cong. 
2d sess. 
§ 150. 
PEACE OF 1782-'83 'YITfl GREAT BRITAIN. 
It was not until after the first edition of this work was printed that 
I had the opportunity and leisure to examine the Stevens collection of 
Franklin papers, purchased by Congress, and now on deposit in tlle 
Department of State. As to tlle extraordinary historical value of those 
papers, as well as the singular skill with wllicll they have been ar-
ranged by 1\ir. Stevens, I entirely concur witll Dr. E. E. Hale in the 
opinion expressed by him in the preface to the interesting volume pub-
li~hed this year by himself and his son (Franklin in France, from 
original documents, by Edward E. Hale and Edward E. Hale, jr., Bos-
ton, 1887). Dr. Hale, in this valuable volume, closes his compilation of 
the Franklin papers with 178:3. 1\Iy object in the present note is (be-
ginning shortly after Dr. Hale closes) to use the materials afforded by 
the Stevens collection as a means of construing the treaty of peace as 
definitely settled on September 3, 1783. 
'l1he questions which the Franklin papers help largely to solve are, 
it should he recollected, of great interest in reference not merely to his-
tory lmt to international law. If, as the papers now before us shmv, 
the treaty of 1782-3 was a treaty of partition of an empire, then 
<>aeh of tlw two sovereignties thus separated carried with it all the inci-
dents that it had eujoyeu prior to partition so far as this does not cc·uflict 
with the tre.1t.v limita.tion-;. The importance of tb.L:; distin~tion is mani-
fest. If the UuiteJ S tates toJk by" geaat'' u::tder the tre ,~ty, then the 
rights of reciproci ty, both a:-; to fisheeies and as to navigation, whicll 
existed previou:::;ly between tile colonies and the parent state, could only, 
so it might be argued., be claimed under the treaty so far as it created 
them de novo. If, on tlle othPr hand, the treaty was one of partition, 
then these rights remained, except so far as they were limited in tlle 
treaty. Tllat the latter view is correct is, I submit, abundantly sho"n 
in prior volumes of this work, supra, § § 150, 301 :If. And it js so fully 
sustained by the papers contained in tne S~evens collection that I have 
t!tought it important to introuuee into this appendix extracts from snell 
of those papers as bear on this question. 
Defore, Lowever, proceeding to this specific task it is important to 
notice the vividue&s with which these pap0rs briug before us, .with an 
accuracy heretofore uuobt.1iruble, the le.1dmg pecson.1ges who were 
concerned in tlle negotiation of the tre .. tty. Tile more prominent of 
these per~onages, whose letters, m:..tny of them in the original mann · 
script, are 1ww in the Department of State, anti some of whose pri-
V<lte me~norand.L a'1d journ.1ls are als::> thJre dep::>3ited, are as follows: 
The E ctl'l of Sllelburne, l\ir. Clla.rie:; J~w1cs Fox, l\Ir. Uichard Oswald, 
JUr. Thomas Grenville, Count de Vergennes, Dr. Franklin, Mr. Jay, and 
lVIr. J olln Adams. 
The conditiou of things, ~o far as concerned Great Britain, at the time 
wllen the peace negotiations Legan, "'as as follows: 
On February 27, 1783, Lord .I\ ort 11 being still minister, the opposition 
c.~.rded a resolution declaliug the advisers of further offensive ''ar with 
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America to be enemies of their country. On .Jiarch 8 a resolution of cen-
sure ou the ministry came within a few votes of adoption. On :March 
15 a motion of want of confidence in the ministry was lost b,y a rnajorit,y 
of 9, but notice was giYeu of its renewal on the 20th. On tlla,t day Lonl 
North resigned, and George III called on Lord Sbelburue for adviee. 
Lord Sllelburne declared it eRsential that Lord Rockingham shonhl be 
made minister, one of the conditions being the recognition of the in<le-
penclence of the United States. In the ministry thus constituted, Lord 
Rockingham, as prime minister, took the treasury; Lord John Caven-
dish was chancellor of the exchequer; 1\Ir. Fox, secretary for foreign 
affairs; Lord Shelburne, secretary for home and colonial affairs, whde 
Dunning, a lawyer of great eminence, and a personal friend of Shel-
burne, ent~red into the cabinet as Lord Ashburton and chancellor of 
the Duchy of Lancaster. As non-cabinet offieers were Burke, pay-mas-
ter-general; Thomas Town~heud, secretary at war, and Sheridan, unde:v 
secretary of state. The Duke of Portland, afterwards prime minister,. 
went to Ireland as lord-lieutenant. :Jfr. Pitt declined to take auy office 
that did not bring a seat in the cabinet, and no seat in tlle cabinet wa& 
offered to him. 
LORD SHELBURNE. 
The Earl of Shelburne, whose character is one of those as, to wllich. 
historians have had the greatest difficulty in giving an explicit juug-
ment, bad, in his early political life, been associated with Henry Fox, 
the first Lord Holland, and with Lonl Bute. Certainly two more unsafe 
guides could not have been found: the first able, subtle, determined, 
corrupt, making the amassing of wealth his chief parliamenta,ry .object; 
the other a stupid and pompous egotist, without ~tatesma.nliko ability~ 
owing his position to the favor with which he was personall,Y regarde(l 
by the Princess of Wales during the minority of George Ilf; and, by 
his high tory Yiews of prerogativt>, coupled with his pretentiou.s man-
ner, acquiring great iufl.nenee o\er tbttt mouarcll during the early years. 
of llis reign. Lord Shelburne's letters to both Fox and Bute sllmv 
characteristics wllich enable ns to understand why, again:st Shelburn<>,. 
the charge of tltuplicity was so frequently made. But it must be remem-
bered that Shelburue was then a young man conscious of great ability, 
possessing great wealth, and witll a na,tural ambition to take a leading 
position in English political life. English politics were at, that time in 
a chaotic state. There was no strong liberal party as such; lea1ling 
Whigs had become, as in the case of George Grenville, advocates of high 
prerogative. William Pitt, the father, withdrawn from political acti\T-
ity by ill health, was about for a time to be sunk in the ebscurity 
of the House of Lords. Lord Sl1elburne's flattery of Lord Hollautl and 
Lord Bute was no more fulsome, and was probably no less entirely a 
matter of form, than was Lord Chatham's tlattery of most of the lead-
ing public men to whom his letters are preserved; and it must be kept 
in mind that as soon as Lord Chatham reappeared on tlle political stage,. 
taking, whenever llis health enabled him to take, a leading independent 
part, be was sustained by Lord Shelburne with a resoluteness and en-
ergy which cannot now be questioned. But however this may be, of two 
points as to Lord Shelburne we may rest assured. Whate\ermay have 
been his early political associations, his personal sympatlJies, as llis life-
matured, were with the school of liberal political economists, of whiell 
Adam Smith was the bead, and among whose members were Franklin,.. 
Price, and Priestley. He did not, indeed, avow :r;epul>lican sentiments1• 
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however much he may have regarded tllem as in theory sound; in this re-
spect following Halifax, whom he resembled in not a few characteristics. 
Yet his intimacy with philosophical republicans of the advanced whig 
school, his impatient disdain of the old-line aristocratic whigs, his 
opposition to the British navigation laws, his advocacy of free trade, 
his views on the French revolution, taking, as did Jefferson, a wise in-
termediate position between the terroristic antagonism of Burke and 
the extravagant Utopian advocacy of Fox, all indicate that his convic-
tions were those of liberals such as Franklin and J·e:fferson.* All this, in 
the negotiations with America, which were to be conducted by him, woul'd 
lead him to strive for a peace which would establish free commercial 
relations between the two countries. But there were other reasons why 
such a peace should not only be negotiated, but negotiated promptly. 
Lord Shelburne, like Lord Chatham, had resisted the pressure of the 
Rockingham vVhigs, led by Fox and Burke, for a recognition of ;...'\.meri-
-can independence as a substantive prerequisite to be followed by 
whatever treaties Great Britain's superior st~ength might then enable 
her to impose. This, of course, would amount practically to Great 
Britain sa_ying to the colonies, as soon as by acknowledging their in-
dependence she had detached them from their European allies, "Go 
oft' by yourselves; I clear my skirts of you; whatever you get from 
me afterwards must be a matter of favor." On the other hand, Shel-
burne, like Chatham, clung to the idea of an imperial confederation, and 
when this was out of the question, to a treaty of partition, based onre-
dprocal enjoyment of ancient rights. On this basis, as we will see, were 
framed the provisional articles which afterwards took the shape of the 
treaty of peace. And that they were peculiarly liberal to the United 
States is due not merely to Shelburne's views, as above expressed, but 
to the necessity of his then political position. 
The struggle between Fox and Shelburne for the control of the nego-
tiations with Franklin, tllen the sole minister of the United States in 
Paris, will be noticed presently more fully. It is enongh at thiR point 
to say that the formal right in this respect was with Shelburne, since 
the colonieR belonged to him, and, until their independence was ac-
knowledged, the United States, to the British eye, were still colonies. 
Fox, unable to submit to this conclusion, was about to resign, when the 
·death of Lord Rockingham, on July 1, 1782, precipitated the resignation 
•not merely of Fox but of his immediate friends. A new cabinet was 
framed, with Shelburne at the head of the treasury, Thomas Townshend 
secretary for the colonies, Lord Grantham secretary for foreign afi'airs, 
and \Villiam Pitt chancellor of the exchequer. Of the ca,binet, Mr. Ban-
croft (Formation of the Federal Constitution, Book I, Chapter III) thus 
speaks: 
''The restoration of intercourse with America pressed for instant 
-con1ideration. Burke was of ·opinion that the navigation act should 
be completely revised; Shelburue and his colleagues, aware that no 
paltry regulation would now succeed, were indefatigable in digesting a 
gre£Lt and extensive system of trade, and sought, by the emancipation of 
commerce, to briug about with the Americans a family friendship more 
*Of Shelburne,Lecky (4 Hist, Eng., 226, Am. ed.), while taking in other points a 
lower view than that given in the text, writes: "He was one of the earliest, ablest, 
nut1 most earnest of English free traders, and uo statesman of his time showed him-
self so fnlly imlmed with the commercial views of Adam Smith. * ,. "' His pri-
vate life was eminently respectable. He bore a long exclusion from office wHh great 
dignity and calm, and no part of his pnblie career appears to have been influenced 
by any sordid dA:>ire of emuluweu;, title, or place." 
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beneficial to Englan\l than tlteir former <lepeuLlence. To promote this 
-end, on the evening of tlJ.e 11th of February [1783], \Villiam Pitt, with the 
permission of the King, repa.ireJ to Charles J;_tmes Fox anLl invited him 
to joiu the ministry of Shelburne. The only gooLl course for Fox was 
to take the hand the young statesman o:ffdred; but he put aside the 
overture with coldness, if not with disdain, choosing a desperat~ alliance 
with those whose conduct he had pretended to detest, and whose prin-
-ciples it was in later y~ars his redeeming glory to have opposed.". 
On April 3, Pitt, still retaining, in the delay incident to the formation 
Df the coalition ministry, the leadership of the House, "presented," to 
follow Mr. Bancroft's narrative, ''a bill framerl after the liberal prin-
ciples of Shelburne. Its preamble, which rightly described the Amer-
icans as aliens, declared 'it highly expedient that the intercourse between 
Great Britain and the United States should be established on the most 
f'nlargetl principles of reciprocal benefit;' and, as a consequence, not 
only were the ports of Great Britain to be opened to them on the same 
terms as to other sovereign states, but, alone of the foreign world, their 
ships and vessels, laden with the produce and manufactures of their own 
eountry, might as of old enter all British ports in America, paying no 
other duti(:'s than those imposed on British vessels." The bill was op-
JHJMd by Eden (~fterwards Lord Auckland), as introducing a "bold 
revolution in our commercial system." Its principle was sustained by 
Burke, who urged that "all prohibitory acts be repealed," and that the 
Americans should he left" iu every respect as they were before in point 
()f trade." But before further action had been taken on the bill, Lord 
Shelburne's ministry went out of office, the coalition having at bst suc-
ceeded·in forming a ministry which commanded a majority in the House 
()f Commons. Pitt going out of office with Shelburne, the bill was 
dropped. By the coalition cabinet, which succeeded, it was utterly re-
pudiated; Fox, while apparently recognizing the justice of free naviga-
tion as a principle, declaring that ''great injury often comes from re-
ducing commercial theories to practice." Fox's further proceedings in 
this connection will be noticed when we proceed to consider his general 
attitude towards the United States after the overthrow of LorJ North. 
Lord Shelburne's high merits as the originator, together witlJ. Frank-
lin, of a system of pacification by which the interests of Great Britain 
and the United States could each have been best subserved, will be 
illnstrateJ in future paragraphs. At present it may be enough to q note 
1\Ir. Bancroft's estimate of him (10 Hist. U. S., 532): 
"It was he who reconciled George III to the lessons of Adam Smith, 
and recommended them to the younger Pitt, through whom they passed 
to Sir Robert Peel; but his habits of study anti his want of skill in par-
liamentary tactics had kept him from political connections as well as from 
political intrigues. His respect for the monarchical element in the British 
.constitution invited the slander that be was only a counterfeit liberal, 
at heart devoted to the King; but in truth he was very sincere. His 
reputation has comparatively suffered with posterity, for no party llas 
taken charge of his fame. :Moreover, being more liberal than his age, 
Lis speeches s0metimes had an air of ambiguity from his attempt to pre-
sent his views in a form that might clash as little as possible with the 
pnjudices of his hearers." Iu one point alone must I dissetJt from the 
abo,~e. Lord Shelburne when in office undoubtedly did his best to gin~ 
tlw King as little paiu as possible when his assent to American hHle-
penderjce was requirecl, a1Hl when a treaty of reciprocity witlJ. America 
was proposed. Bnt I cannot see among Shelburne's pa,pers, as giYen in 
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part in his biography alre:H1y cite<l; aud iu part in the lXtpers in this 
Department, any evidence of peculiar reverence for" the monarchical ele-
ment." He <lid not hesitate to defy George III, first a~ to the American 
war, and theu as to the French revolution. "According to Lord Hol-
land," says Sir G. C. Lewis (Administrations of Great Britnin, 50)," Ben-
tham always said that 'Lord Shelburne was the only miuister he ever 
heard. of th~tt did. not fear the people;'" anll it is clear from his course 
that he looked to the people as the ultimate arbiter of his policy. And 
it is a singularly strong tribute to Shelburne's capacity as a statesman 
that the provisional treaty with America, agreed to by him in 178:3, tile-
censure of which by the House of Commons, under the lt•ad of Fox a!Hl 
North, was the ca,use of his overthrow, was in 1783 adopted as a final 
treaty by Fox and North as a measure required by the po·pula,r will. 
FOX. 
In no part of Fox's stormy ca,reer did faction and. passion more entirely 
overcome his natural love of liberty and justice than in his proreed-
ings in reference to the negotiations with the United States for peace. 
His vehement and powerful denunciations of the war hall. been muon{{ 
the principa,l blows nuder which the North adll).inistration had tottert'(t 
and fallen. He had made it one of the primary conditions of tlw accep t-
ance of power by the Rockingham party, of which he was the leader, 
tllat the independence of the colonies should be promptly and uure-
1:'-ervellly acknowledged. When, however, he enterell into the new mi tl-
i~try, of wLlich Lord. Rockingham was the titular head, he fonntl lli ln-
~t>lf, as secretary for foreign affairs, at once brought into a,utagonism 
with Lord Shelburne, who was secretary for home an(l eoloni<tl affail' . ..;. 
Lonl Shelburnt>, as has been noticed, shttre(l Lord Chatham's repn ;.!'-
uance to a unilateral recog-nition of independence, aucl was un Wi ll-
in[~ to concede iudepen(lence except as a basis of a system, if not o i' 
federation, at least oflmsiuess reciprocity. Had li'ox had exvlnsi\re cn: I-
rrol of the question of peace, he conl<l ha\-e settled malter:; at mH.' ,~ 
by committing the ministry to an immediate recognition of imlepeu .!-
ence. Bnt tho llifficulty was that Fox ha(l no such exclusive coutrol. 
~egotiations with the colonies, as long as they were colonies, fell uu-
ller Sllelburne's control; and Shelburne, w!Jile conceding the uece.-;~;.il .Y 
of acknowledging im1ependence, determined to make tllis acknowled ,_;-
ment part of a treaty for the adjustment of all questions iu dispute be-
tween the parties, as well as for tho establishment of liberal bnsines.~ 
relations between them. Shelburne, unable to see lww 11egotiation~ 
with the colonies could f<lll under the department of foreign affair~, 
sent to P<-Hi5 Hicbanl Oswald (of w!Jorn more hereafter) to negotiate 
with Franklin not merely as to peace lmt as to the fnture relat,iolls of 
the two couutries whom peace was to separate. Fox, assuming indPfH: n(l-
ence~ and regarding the United States as a foreign power, sent to P<ll'i~. 
also ou a mission to Franklin, Thomas Gren-ville, son of George 
Grenville, the author of the stamp act, and tlw brother of Lord 'l'euqd0 
and of William Grenville, afterwards Lord Grenville. Thomas Greu-
ville, who li \·ed to be the surYiYor of that remarkable family of brot llt>r:..;, 
was in his earlier years a devoted friPud of li'ox: 1 aiHl the ldtl>l' 11f 
Fox, introducing him to .Franklin, is, taken iu connection with Lonl 
Sbellmrue's flattering letters introdtwing Os,\·altl, an illustration of 
tbe vast importance then attacbe(l in Englautl to Franklin's illl1n-
euee. Fox, iu this introduction. referred to George Grenville's netiml! 
as uot in any way tr) be reganle(l as iudieating tli continuane~ of tlHl 
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same views in the son; and to this Franklin revlied, witll lli~ nsnal 
tact, saying how much pleasure it gave him to meet any diplomatic 
.agent of Fox. Franklin thus found himself for awhile with two dis-
tinct British negotiators seeking from him a settlement; and from the 
~orrespondence now on deposit in the State Department it is plain that 
he was fully aware of the two distinct policies represented by these 
n~gotiators, and was determined to wait until it should appear which 
.one of these policies would be adopted by the cabinet. He did. not, 
however, have to wait long. On July 1, 1782, as has been already 
noticed, on Lord Rockingham's death, Fox resigned, followed by the 
Rockingham Whigs, and went at once into an ovposition as thorough 
.and as bitter as that he had previously maintained against Lord North. 
Sir G. C. Lewis, a Whig chancellor of the exchequer, disposed by 
party traditions to~ sustain Fox, finds himself unable to accept the po-
.sition that Shelburne, in sending Oswald to Paris, had encroached on 
the province of Fox. "It is quite clear," he says (Administrations of 
Great Britain, 38)," from our narrative of facts, and from the testimonies 
which we ha\e cited, that Oswald's first visit to Paris arose out of a 
letter accidentally addressed by Franklin to Loru Shelburne before the 
.change of ministry was made known to him; that Oswald. returned to 
Paris with the full knowledge of the cabinet, and as bearer of a message 
that he would be speedily followed by 1\Ir. Grenville, as minister pleni-
potentiary, to treat with the French agent; that he communicated. with 
Mr. Fox when he was in London, and that 1\Ir. Grenville knew he 
was at Paris, and communicated with him almost daily when be was 
there. Mr. Oswald's mission had nothing clandestine in the ordinary 
.sense of the term. It was open aud avowed on both sides of the water. 
It was knowu to Fox and the cabinet, and it was recognized in the 
communications of Mr. Grenville with Franklin and 1\I. de Vergennes. 
Neither can it be said, with Horace '\Valpole, tllat Oswald was sent 
to thwart 1\Ir. Grenville, for Oswald's mission preceded 1\Ir. Gren-
ville's." But Sir G. C. Lewis then proceeds to argue Grenville had 
no real cause for complaint, even when Shelburne determined to appoint 
Oswald as commissioner to treat with Franklin, since if" Grenville found 
by experience that. a separate negotiator for America was likely to in-
terfere with tlw rest of the negotiation, he could have represented this 
conclusion to his own Government, and the cabinet would have then 
decided the question with the advantage of his opinion." Oswald bad not 
been formally commissioned, and the appointment might still be arrested, 
.notwithstanding Lord t:;helburne's announcement, if the cabinet thought 
:fit to commit the entire negotiation to one person; but that there was 
no practical inconvenience in the separation of the two functions, is 
.shown, so Sir G. C. Lewis proceeds to state, by the retention of the same 
.separation in the subsequent ministry of Shelburne, Oswald continuing 
to treat with the American commissioners, Fitzherbert (afterwards Lord 
St. Helens) appointed to treat with France, Spain, and Holland. And 
even when the coalition ministry came into power, while the Duke of 
I\fanchester took Fitzherbert's place, Hartley was sent to negotiate 
with the American commissioners, and in this capacity signed the de-
finitive treaty of 1783. "There is no evidence," Sir G. 0. Lewis con-
chides, "of any intrigue on Lord Shelburne's part," and so far from it 
appearing that Lord Shelburne in sending Oswald was influenced by a 
desire to propitiate the King, "Franklin's anxiety to secure Oswald's 
.appointment is a decisive proof that' Shelburne's man' was not desirous 
-of promoting the views which the King so fondly cherished; bnt~ on the 
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contrary, thn,t he was desirous of promoting the views which the King 
had quite recently held in the utmost abhorrence." It is clear, ::tlso, from 
Franklin's own papers, "that Lord Shelburne did not use Oswald as 
the instrument of any royal intrigue, or for the purpose of inculcating 
any peculiar views of his own;" and Sir G. C. Lewis further asserts 
that there was nothing in "the Canadian paper," given by Franklin to 
Oswald, at which Fox had any right to take umbrage. Sir G. C. Lewis 
insists that Fox's reason for resignation was simply an unjustifiable 
personal dislike of Lord Shelburne, and he sums up the question as fol-
lows : "When Lord Rockingham died, and the King made Lord Shel-
burne, and not the Duke of Portland, prime minister, there were three 
courses open to Fox: (1) To remain in Lord Shelburne's government; (2) 
to resign with his frien<ls and to form a separate independent party; 
(3), to coalesce with Lord North and the tories. Of these three courses 
the last was, in our judgment, incomparably the worst, and this was 
the one Fox selected." Still more strongly writes J.\tir. Bancroft (10 
Hist. U. S., 551): 
"To gratify the violence of his headstrong pride and self-will he (Fox} 
threw away the glorious opportunity of endearing himself to mankind 
by granting independence to the United States and restoring peace 
to the world, and struck a blow at liberal goTernment in his own country 
from which she did not recover in his life-time." 
Earl Russell, while seeking as far as possible to palliate Fox's course, 
says, speaking of the treaties of peace with France and Spain, as wen 
as with the United States (1 Life of Fox, 344): 
'~It must be owned that these (the treaty settlements) were immense 
concessions. But they all sank into insignificance in comparison with 
that article which was the basis of the whole, that upon which J.\tir. Fox, 
Mr. Burke, Lord Shelburne, General Conway, and J\ir. Pitt were agreed, 
namely, the independence of the thirteen colonies of North America. 
To have acknowledged that independence, and to have continued the 
war with France and Spain, seems to have been the fa\orite idea of l\lr. 
Fox. * 1(: * Upon the whole, however, it seems to me, that with the 
independence of America as a starting point, with the want of a1lie8-
still unsupplied, with our debt still increasing, Great Britain was more 
likely to rise buoyant from an inglorious peace than from the continu~ 
ance of a war hitherto disastrous, and sure to be costly. The opinion of 
Mr. Fox was different, and his dislike of the term~ of peace led him to 
a junction with a statesman whose errors be had often chastised and 
whose want of foresight and firmness he had e\er been ready to censure." 
* * • Hence followed "that coalition which in the first place overthrew 
Lord Shelburne's administration; next destroyed that large and exten-
sive popularity which J.\tlr. Fox at that time enjoyed, and finally ruined 
the \Vhig party." . 
But Lord Russell is in error in holding that Fox's objection to the 
treaty with America was simply its connection with the treaties with 
France and Spain. His opposition was far more radical and far more 
antagonistic to liberal principles. This will appear from the following . 
sketch of his parliamentary proceedings in relation to the American 
treaty: 
'I'he announeement in the King's speech on the opening of Parliament 
on December 5, 1782, of the provisional treaty of peace, was followed by 
an attack, though on different grounds, from both wings of the opposition. 
By Stormont, the recognition of independence was attacked because it 
was irreYocahle; by Fox, because h was made part of a treaty virtual1y 
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of partition. But to Fox and llis friends tlle treaty was none the less 
odious because it embraced the independence they had so long striven 
for. The King's speech Fox declared lw ''detested," while Burke pro-
nounced it to be "a farrago of hypocrisies and nonsense." It was plain 
t,hat if the two lines of opposition, Lord North's friends and tlw old 
Whigs, led by Fox, should unite, they could, b,y condern)ning the peace, 
overthrow the administratiou. But could they form an administration 
to take it.s place j? In the way of such a juncture was Fox's own decla-
ratjon tllat "\Yhen I shall make terms with one of them, I will ue sat-
isfied to be called the most infamous of mankind. I \\Ould not for au 
in~tant think of a coalltion with men who, in every public and private 
transaction as ministers, have shown themselves Yoid of every principle 
of honor and hoaesty. In tlle hands of such metJ I wonlu not tru~t my 
honor even for a minute." On Februarv 17 au rt!l1eudment to the ad-
dress, so dra\\n as to pledge a confirmation of the peace, but at the same 
time 2-skin~ time to consider it, was carried in tile Commons against 
the ministry by a Yote of ~~4 to 20~. A motion of censure was subse-
quently made, and Shelburne autl.wrizell Pitt, in c2.se the ministry were 
defeated on this motion, at once to declare their comrnou resignation. 
On this motion, as has been already stated, the vote, on February 22, 
for the ministry was 190; for the opposition ~07. On the same day 
Shelburne announced to the cabinet his resignation, and recommended 
the King to send for Pitt. This the King at once agreed to do, but Pitt 
finding himself unable to form a ministry of f-ltrength enougll to stand, 
an intenval followed which lasted until April 1, when the coaiition min-
istry entered into office. In Fox's speech of July 9, 1782, explaining his resignation, he said 
that he resigned because" he found the majority of them (his associates 
in tlle cabinet) averse to the idea of unconditional independence in 
America, wbich he conceived it to be necessary to the salvation of the 
country to have granted. If, since he quitted his employment, his 
late colleagues bad changed their opinion he rejoiced at the event." 
(23 Parl. Hist., 171.) 
Parliament shortly afterwards was prorogued for tlle long vacation. 
In tlle mean time the preliminaries of peace with America had been 
signed, and this fact was announced by the King on the opening of 
Parliament when it reconvened. 
On the debate on the address, December 5, 1782, Fox went so far as 
to say that, " as to himself~ he believed he really was of more service 
out of office, and debating in the House, than lle could possibly have been 
if he remained in the cabinet, for he found that those measures wllicb, 
while in office, he recommended in vain to the council, were readily 
adopted when he laid down his employments." (33 Parl. 1-Iist., ~4~-3.) 
"You call for peace," so lVIr. Fox in his speech on February 17, 1783, 
supposed Lord Shelburne to have said, ''and I 'Till give you peace that 
shall make ;you Tepent the longest day yon live that you ever breathed 
a wish for peace. I will give you a peace which will make you and all 
men wish that the war had been continued; a peace more calamitous, 
more dreadful, more ruinous than war· could possibly he; and the 
effects of which neither tbe strength, the credit, nor the commerce of 
the nation sllall be aule to support. If tbis was the intention of this 
noble person, he bas succeeded to a miracle." (23 Parl. Hist., 48G.) 
On April9, 1783, the coalition ministry being finally seated~ 4'l\1r. Sec-
retary :Fox" vigorously opposed on principle any statutory relaxation 
of the British commercial system in favor of the United States. (23 
Parl. Hist., 726.) On l\iay 8 a bill passed the House, on motion of Mr. 
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Fox, giving the King in council the power on or before December 20 to 
make any regulation deemed necessary in respect to commercial inter-
course with the United States. This was adopted as a substitute for 
l\1r. Pitt's bill, and subsequently passed the House of Lords. (Id., 8D5.) 
By the "King in council," under Fox's auspices, an order was issued 
which ''confined the trade between the American States and tbe British 
West India islands to British-built ships, owned and mlivigated by 
British subjects." (See Bancroft's Hist. Fed. Oonst., 44.fJ.) 
Inexcusable as was Fox's coalition with North, as a matter of per-
sonal honor, far more inexcusable was his course on the peace question, 
as a matter of political principle. He had taken the position, with 
characteristic enthusiasm, of the vindicator of colonial liberties. He 
had declared that if the colonies allowed themselves to be subjugated 
they would be fit for nothing else than to be the subjugators of the liber-
ties of Great Britain. He insisted that the only true course we:1s to 
acknowledge, by an act of full and ahsolute grace, their independence 
and sovereignty; and because Lord Shelburne made this acknowledg-
ment part of a treaty by which the boundaries of the United States 
were settled on a liberal scale, their fishery rights recognized, their claim 
to the :Mississippi secured, and prosecutions and confiscations of loyalists 
stopped, he succeeded, in coalition with Lord North, in overthrowing 
Lord Shelburne's ministry. Yet, while by the vote of censure he forced 
through the House he brought about this overthrow, be did not attempt 
to modify the provisional articles of peace, bnt readopted them as the 
definitive. treaty of 1783, formally executed under his administration. 
The fact is that he must on reflection have been convinced that the cen-
sure which be bad carried in the House, while efficient enough in get-
ting rid of a hated rival, would bav.e been fatal, bad it been made the 
basis of a new system, to the interest of peace. 
For, what would have been the result of acknowledging tlJe independ-
ence of the thirteen colonies ~nd then casting them adrift,, to have their 
lwundaries, their relation to the fisheries, to the Indians, aml to tbe 
loyalists, settled by a new treaty, to be negotiated after a general Euro-
pean pacification, when the States, whose sovereignty was t.hen recog-
nized, wou!d have stood alone, Great Britain holding- the ocean, the 
ports of New York and Oharleston, and the Indian tribes as serfs, 
wherever they might roam~ Judging from Fox's suhsequent course 
on the navigation question, judging from bis readiness to crush the 
maritime rights of the Union as far as he could even under the wise 
and liberal articles of 1782, it is more than probable that, had he been 
at liberty to impose a new treaty on the United States, after having 
acknowledged their independence, he wo'uld have insisted on conditions 
which would have necessitated a renewal of the war. In fact, in de-
nouncing as monstrous the concessions of the articles of 1782, in his 
speech censuring these articles, he pledged himself, should be himself 
undertake a new treaty, that at least such treaty should contain no 
such concessions; but that if the United States were to be permitted to 
enjoy the independence so ostentatiously flung at them, they were to 
enjoy it shorn of the valley of the Mississippi, shorn of the fisheries, 
burdened with tbe support of the loyalists, with a lien on their territory 
for the benefit of Indian hordes owing allegiance to the British crown. 
Such a treaty as this, if it had been extorted, would have been the pre-
cursor of a war which, however injurious it would have been to the United 
States, would have exhausted British resources and have ultimately 
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ended in British defeats far more humiliating to Great Britain tllan tllose 
which preceded the negotiation of 1783. 
But, although Fox did . not attempt, after he had overthrown the 
Shelburne mimstry, to change the terms of the settlement of 1783, he 
did his best, as far as within him lay, to make that f:lettlement not merely 
burdensome to the United States, but, by the very fact that it was thus 
made burdensome, proportionally mischie\ous to Great Britain. 
At the time when Pitt's bill, suspending as to America the navigation 
laws, was introduced, the United States had adopted no navigation laws 
of their own, though these afterwards were passed by way of retalia· 
tion: But while there was at this time a free interchange of shipping be-
tween Great Britain and the Unitecl 8tates, it was in the United States 
that the swiftest anu staunchest ships then afloat were built. On this 
state of facts Pitt argued tllat it would be impolitic and unbusiness-like 
for Great· Brita.in to SltY, '"No, we will not let your vessels enter our 
service, though by keeping you out we lose our best ships." Yet, in the 
teeth of this position and iu defiance of his own prior utterances as to 
unrestricted intercourse with America, Fox, as we ha,~e seen, blocked 
the passage of the bill until the coalition ministry came in, an({ tllen pro-
cured the passage of an act leaving the navigation question to be dis-
posed of, by an order of council, which, in a few weeks, shut United. 
States built vessels out of British ports. 
It is true tllat this was a blow to the United States ship-building in-
terest, but it was a still greater blow to Great Britain, as it was soon 
found that British merchant vessels, built in Great Britain, were out-
sailed b.v United States vessels built in tile United States; so that when 
a choice was open to other nations between the two, the latter were 
taken. .1\.nd to these very navigation laws by which Great Britain con-
fined herself almost exclusively to her own ship-yards and to her own 
materials for ship-building, may be attributed the fact that in the war of 
1813 her merchant vessels were almost driven from the seas by American 
privateers, while her cruisers were outsailed by American cruisers .. 
The British navigation act did not take away ·from United States ship-
builders their superior skill; but by giving British ship builders a mon-
opoly of the business it removed from them all fear of competition and 
kept them in their old position of inferiority to the ship-builders of the 
Unit~·l States. A.ncl the British West Indies, by cutting off their sup-
plies from the United States, received an almost fatal shock. (Lecky, 
Hist. Eng. VI, 285.) 
But a still heavier stigma rests on the order of council thus issueu 
under Fox's auspices. 1 twas the precursor of a series of orders which 
forced America into the war of 1812; which, by their insolence and 
wanton oppressiveness, twice drove theN orthern European powers into 
Napoleon's arms, and in this way tended to protract his military ascend-
ency, and to vastly swell the amount of blood and treasure required to 
overthrow that ascenclency, and which, by the consent of all publicists, 
among whom the English are not· the least conspicuous, are now held 
to be in gross violation of important sanctions of international law. 
OSWALD. 
Riclmru Oswalu, who was selected by Lord Shelburne to open nego-
tiations with Franklin in April, 1782, and whose name appears as one of 
the signers of the . articles of 1782, was a Scotch merchant of London, 
who had acted as commissary-general of the Duke of Brunswick in the. 
Seven Years' Wal'. By marriage, as well as by purchase, he possessed 
considerable estates in Anwrica, and from his familiarity with Ameri-
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can affairs he was frequently appealed to for information by Lord North. 
He was introduced and recommeutled to Lord Shelburne by Adam Smith, 
of whom he was a disciple; and his selection as negotiator at Paris \Tas 
Jue, not merely to his knowledge of and interest in American affairs, 
but to his prior acquaintance with Franklin, with whose liberal com-
mercial views be fully sympathized. Shelburne's letter of credence to 
Franklin was one singularly flattering to both Franklin and Oswald. 
"I find myself," so wrote Shelburne, April G, 178::!, "returned to nearly 
the same situation which you remember me to llavo occupied. nineteen 
years ago, and should be very glad to talk to you as I djd then, and 
afterwards in 17G7, upon the means of promoting the happiness of man-
kind; a subject more agreeable to my nature than the best concerted 
plans for spreading miser,,- and devastation. I have had a ltigh opinion 
of t,he compass of ~rour mind and of your foresight. I have often been 
beholden to both, and shall be glad to be again, ~o far as is compatible 
with your situation. Your letter discovering the same disposition made 
me send to you l\Ir. Oswald. I haYe had a longer acquaintance with 
him than even I ha:ve had tbe plfmsure to have with ~you. I believe him 
to be an honest man, aml after consulting 'vith our common fl'iends I 
h.avc thought llim the fittest for the purpose. * * * lie is fully ap-
prised of my mind, and yon may give full credit toeveryth~ng he assures 
you of. At .. be same time, if auy other channel occurs to yon, Iam 
ready to embrace it. I wish to retain tlle same simplicity and good 
faith which subsisted between us in transactions of .less importance." 
On OsV~·ald's arrival at Paris he was informed by Fnmlrlin tbat in 
the absence of Jay, Adams, and Laurens, co-commissioners, liO defi-
nite action coulu be taken in negotiation. But on r'\prH 18 Frank-
lin urged on Oswald the importance of tbe cession of Canada to the 
United States, and lle placed a memorandum of his views in Oswald's , 
llands, suggesting, also, that so much of the waste lands of Canada 
should be sold as would "pay for the houses burnt 1Jy the Britisb troops 
and their Indians, awl also to indemni(y tbe royalists for tlw confisca-
tion of t!leir est~1tes." "'rhis," it was added, ''is mere conversation 
matter between 1\lr. 0. and l\lr. F., as the former is not empowered 
to make propositions, and the latter cannot make any without the con-
currence of his colleagues." On April 23 this memorandum-the im-
portant character of which will be llereafter discussed more fully-hav-
ing been seen o11ly by Lord Shelburne and Lord Ash burton (Dunning), 
the cabinet aflopted n. minute tbat l\Ir. Oswald "shall return to Paris 
with authority to uame Paris as the place of their future conferences," 
and "to settle with Dr. Franklin the most convenient time for setting on 
foot a negotiation for a general peace, and to represent to him that the 
principal points in contemplation are the allowance of independence to 
America upon Great Britain being restored to the situation whicb she 
was placed in by the treaty of 1763, and that l\fr. Fox shall submit to 
the consideration of the King a proper person to make a similar com-
munication to l\L de Vergennes." (3 Shelburne's Life, 183.) 
O.swald was tben directed by Shelburne to return to Paris, and to in-
form Franklin that Shelburne had reluctantly come into the concession 
of absolute independence; that he would have preferred federal union, 
but that such a measure being now impracticable he would accept in-
depemlence~ coupled with free trade, the payment of debts, and there-
lief of tbe loyalists. Oswald remained but a short time in Paris, re-
ferring both :U'ranklin and Vergennes to Thomas Grenville~ who bad then 
arrived in Paris as Fox's representath'e in all matters v.-bich in\oh·ed a 
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general peace. Onl\lay 14 he returned to London, and on1\Iay 1S Grenville 
was instructed. b,y the cabinet'' to make propositions of peace to tile bel-
ligerent powers upon the basis of independence to the t.birteen colonies 
in North America, and of the treaty of Paris." Ou 1\Iay 23 Grenville 
was further instructed to propose to Vergennes the acknowledgment 
of the indepcndeuce of America "in the first instance." Shelburne, 
sti1l holding that negotiation with the colonies remained, until the for-
mal recognition of their independence, in lJis department, aatb.orizea the 
.departure, on .May 2S, of Oswald for Paris to continue his uegotiatious 
with FrankUn. But on Oswald's Yisiting Franklin, on .May 31, be found 
that Grenville was on the spot claiming to lead the negotiations. 
The temper of the FQx section of the Hockiugham ministry towards 
Oswald is illustrated by the 1ollowing letter from Sheridan to Thomas 
·Grenville, .l\>1 ay 21, 1782 : 
"l\ir. Oswald talks Yery sanguinely about Franldin, and says be is 
more open to you than· he bas been to any mw; tnt he is a Scotsman 
.and belongs to Lord Shelburne. If tlle business of the ..t\.merican treaty 
seemed likely to prosper in your hands I should not think it improbable 
tlln.t .Lord Shelburne would try to thwart it.'~ (It will be remembered 
that tlle negotiations with the colonies fell, not in Fox's department, but 
in that of Shelburne.) ·"Oswald has not yet seen Lord Shelburne, and 
b.f llis cajoling manner to our secretaTy (Fox) and eagerness to come to 
lliw, I do not feel prejudiced in his faYor; but probably I judge wrongly 
whenever 1 be other secretary is concerned, for I grow suspicious of llim 
in ev-ery respect the more I see of eYery trausaction of hi8.~' (Bucking-
ham Correspondence, I, 28.) 
On J·une 4, 178~, Gren\ille writes to Fox as follows: 
"'Mr. Oswald tolu me that Lord Shelburne had proposed to him w!Jen 
last in England to take a commission to treat 'vith American ruiuis-
ters; that upon llis mentioning it to Franklin now it, seemed perfectly 
.agreeable to bim, and eyen to be what he bad very much wished; l\Ir. 
·Oswald adding that he wished only to assist the bnsines8, and l1ad no 
other view; he mixed -with this a few regrets that there slwuld be any 
difference l>etween tiJe hvo offices; and when I asked upon what sub. 
ject, he said, owing to the Hoekiugham party being too n•ady to givt3 
up everything. Yon will ob8er\e though, for it is on this aecount that 
l gi\e you this narrabn~, tbnt tl1is intended appointment Lat5 effectu-
ally stopped Franklin's moutll to me; aud tllat when be is told that 
l\Ir. Oswald is to be tile commissioner to treat with him, it is but nat-
ural tllat he shon:d reserYe his confidt>lJCe for tlJe quarter so pointed 
out to ldm; nor does this secret seem ouly known to Franklin, as La-
fa-yette said, langhinA·, yeste1 day, that he lwcl just left Lm·cl Shelburne's 
ambassador at Passy." Grenville then proceeds to 8peak of the 
" Canalla" conference, hereafter commented on; to express hi~ aston-
ishment at ~mch a cession being-thought advisable; and then to tllrow 
wllat proved to be a bomb into tbe cal>inet bJ· saying tlJat w bile such 
.conferences were going on behind his back l1e could be of 110 further 
use. "Once more I tell you I cannot fight a daily battle with J\lr. Os-
wald and his secTetary (Shelburne); it would be neither for tlle ad-van-
tage of the business, for ~·our interest or your credit or mine; ~11Hl m·en 
if it was, I could not do it * * * Sheridan's letter of suspicion -w:1s 
written; as you see, in a spirit of prophecy." To this e;.-"tme Fox's re-
ply of J·une 10, noticed elsewhere, which called for'' further proofs of this 
duplicity of conduct." (Buckingham Correspondence, 1.d S?'pra .. ) See 
4 Lecky, Hi st. Eng., 247 .tf, reviewing the relations of GreJJYi l le and 
Qswald. 
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:Fox, however, not disposed to acquiesce in Gren...-ille's \Tit1Hlntwa1 
from the contest, issued fresh powers to Grenville, received l>y him on 
June 15, giving him authority to treat with the King of Fram~e ''and 
any other prince or state." But Franklin declined to consider this term 
as including the United States, with whom negotiations would then be· 
in contravention of British legislation. But an act enabling snell ne-
gotiation to take place having subsequently passed, Fox at once de-
manded that the negotiation should pass into his hands. I u this, how-
ever, he was overruled by a majority of the cabinet, on tl10 ground that, 
until there was au express acknowledgment of independence, the 
colonies remained in Shelburne's department. On Fox's resignation, 
which, as bas been already noticed, was made public on the death of 
Lord Uockingham, on July 1, J 782, followed by the accession of Shel-
burne as prime minister, Oswald was sent again to Paris as represent-
ing the colonial department, the headship of which passed to Thomas. 
Townshend. Alleyn Fitzherbert, English minister at Brussels, was ap-
pointed to succeed Grenville, Oswald thus remaining the sole represent-
ative of the ministry so far as concerned America. On July G Franklin 
proposed to him tbe following "necessary" conditions on which peace 
with America could be secured: 
1. Acknowledgment of entire independence. 
2. Settlement of boundaries. 
3. Freedom of fishing. 
Among the "advisable" articles were the following: 
-Free commercial intercourse. 
-Cession of Canada to the United States partly in payment of war 
spoliation, partly to raise a fund to settle refugee· claims. 
Heretofore the negotiations bad been purely informal. On July 25, 
1782, an enabling act having in the mean time passed Parliamen't, Os-
wald received a commission giving him full authority to ''treat, consult, 
and conclude with a.ny commissioner or commissioners named or tO< 
be named by the said colonies or plantations, * * * a peace with 
said colonies or plantations, or any part or parts thereof." With this 
came instructions from Shelburne, saying that "in case you find the 
American commissioners are not at liberty to treat on any terms short 
of independence, you are to declare to them that you have an authority 
to make that concession, an earnest wish for peace disposing us to pur-
chase it at the price of acceding to the complete independence of the 
thirteen States;" and be was further instructed to claim, as a matter 
of justice, the settlement of debts due to British subjects prior to 
1775, and the restitution of the estates of the loyalists. But, as win 
be hereafter more fully noticed, the acceptance of Oswald's commissiou 
was o'Qjected to by Jay, then, in Franklin's sickness and Adams's ab· 
sence, acting as sole commissioner, on the ground ·that the thirteen 
United States were spoken of as "colonies or plantations," their sov-
ereignty as independent States not being in these terms implied. It 
was in vain that Franklin, when appealed to, said, that as the object 
of the commission was to invest the "colonies or plantations" with 
sovereignty, it was not unsuitable that they slwuld be referred to by 
their prior title to designate the objects of the settlement. It, was in 
vain that Vergennes urged the delay and irritation consequent upon 
an application for a merely formal change of this character, saying 
that, after all, mere titles amounted to nothing, as the King of England 
was permitted without protest from the French court to speak of bim-
self as King of France. Jay, however, insisted, though tlw effect of 
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his application, if it w.as logicaHy pursued, 'voul<l have been, by the 
antecedent implied acknowledgment of the independence of the colo-
nies, to overthrow tlle whole policy of Shelburne, which was to make 
the recognition of independence not a gratuity, to leave tllo United 
States the victim, wllen in future they might be left without allies, of 
whatever conditions Great Britain migllt impose, but a part of a sys-
tem of partition involving free interchange of reciprocal rights. 
But Shelburne was not disposed to break on a mere question of form, 
and a new commission was issued to Oswald, in which the colonies were 
spoken of as ''The United States of North America," while at the same 
time Shelburne remained firm in the position that independence was 
to be recognized, not unilaterally, as a matter of grace, but bilaterally 
by treaty. Oswald, howev.t-, was instructed by Townshend; under 
Shelburne's direction, on September 1, 1782, to accept the "necessary 
articles" of Franklin, as a basis, waiving an express treaty stipulation 
as to debts and refugee claims, which Franklin declared he had no 
power to give. On September 11, 1782, Oswald, in order, perhaps, to 
stimulate Shelburne to take more decisive action, wrote to Town-
shend saying (on what now appears to be erroneous information) that 
the French court was endeavoring to keep the .American commission-
ers from coming to a settlement, and that Lafayette was acting as agent 
of the court to effect this object. That Lafayette was desirous of mak-
ing the best terms possible for the United States and of inflicting the 
greatest possible humiliation on Great Britain, cannot be questioned. 
But not only was Vergennes, as we will presently see, desirous of lower-
ing the American ultimatum as far as was necessary to secure peace, 
but neither he nor the" court" would have been likely at that time to 
have selected Lafayette, whom they regarded as a rash enthusiast ab-
sorbed in American interests, for any political mission of this critical 
type. 
Influenced, however, in part by Oswald's statement as to the position 
of France, in part by intimations from Rayneval, who visited Shelburne 
as a confidential agent of Vergennes, that if peace was not at once con-
cludrd between Great Britain and America, America would continue the 
war under the wing of France, the British cabinet determined to ad-
vance a step further, and on September 20, 1782, to give Oswald un-
limited powers. "Having said and done everything which has been 
desired,'' so Shelburne, on September 23, wrote to Oswald, ''there is 
nothing for me to trouble yon with, except to add that we have put 
the greatest confidence, I believe, ever placed in man in the American 
commissioners. lt is now to be seen how far they or America are to be 
depended upon. I will not detain you with enumerating the difficul-
ties which have been incurred. There ne·ver was ct greater risk run. 1 
hope the public 'will be the gainer, else our heads rwust answer for it, and 
deservedly." • 
On October 5 Jay banl1ed to Oswald a draft treaty which embraced 
the main points previously submitted by Franklin, omitting·, however, 
the clause for the cession of Canada, which, as will be hereafter more 
fully seen, 1:1..,ranklin regarded as essential to any permanent pacification 
between Great Britain and the United States. On only one point in the 
programme as thus modified by Jay was there any difficulty, viz, the 
northeastern boundary; but as to this Oswald ultimately accepted Frank-
lin's proposition that the question should be settled by a future commis-
sion. The draft treaty, as thus made up, was then forwarded by Os-
wald to Townshend, Oswald defending it on the ground that its object 
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was to reduce as far possible tlle points of J.ifference between tlle two 
countries, aud to establisll between tllem a reciprocit,y of rights. 
But the repulse of the allied attack on Gibraltar led the ministry to 
think tlmt terms more favorable would be obtained from the American 
commissioners than those conceded by Oswald. In order, however, not 
to put on Oswald the ungracious office of withdrawing his own conces-
sion, an additional en\O.Y was sent to Paris, Henry Strachey, who had 
been secretary of the treasury under Rockingham, and assistant secre-
tary of state under Sllellmrne. Strachey was authorized, as a last resort, 
to accept all the American propositions except that which gave the right 
to dry fish in Newfoundland and the provisions as to tlle navigation 
act, as to whicll it was added the executive had no power to act. In 
a confidential letter of October 20, 1782, Shelburne wrote to Oswald in 
the following· words, which are none the less remarkable from the fact 
that they refer to concessions which Shelburne afterwards adoptell: "As 
you desire to be assisted by my advice, I should act with great insin-
cerity if I did not convey to yon that I find it difficult, if not impossible, 
to enter into tlle policy of all that you recommend upou the subject, 
both of the fishery and the boundaries, and of the principle which you 
seem to have adopted of going before the commissioners in ever.v point 
of favor and confidence. The maxim is not only new in all negotiations, 
but I consider it as no way adapted to our present circumstances, but 
as diametrically opposite to our interest in the present moment." He 
theu recurred to his view that the peace to be solemnized was a '" sep-
aration," to be followed, if not by'' reunion," at least by "commerce, 
and friendship." 
Immediately after Strachey's arrival at Paris, on October 30, 31, and 
on )[0\~ember 1, 178:3, meetings were held of the commissioners on both 
side:S, Franklin and Jay being re-enforced by John Adams. It was 
·settled by Adams and Jay, Franklin being overruled, but acquiescing, 
at'\ the least mischievous alternative, that there should he no communi-
cation of their proceedings to Vergennes, a conclusion the bearings of 
which will be presently more fully discussed. 
In the conference of November 1 both sides agreed to a modification 
of the nort,beastern bonndar.v, while the American commissiouers re-
ceded from their demand of the right to dry fisll on tlw coast of New-
foundland, accepting as an equivalent the use for the same purpose of 
the unsettled parts of Nova Scotia, and the right of fishing in the Gulf 
of Saint Lawrence. 'rhe American commissioners, however, refused 
to make any provision whatever for the refugees. (See, as to this po-
.sition, comments hereafter gi\"'"en in sketch of Franklin.) 
Notwithstanding the fact that Stracltey united with Oswald in rec-
ommending the adoption of the draft treaty as thus amended (see Os-
wald to Townshend, November i;, 178~, Strachey to Townshend of the 
same date), it was received in London with much disfavor. George III, 
when brought face to face with "separation," bolted, and could hardly 
be l>rongb t to look on it as an established faet. "'Vith a full appreciation 
of the difficulties that arose from the attitude of the King, Shelburne 
met the cabinet. Hicbmond and Keppel were very bitter against Os-
walU, wllo they dec1are<l was only an additional American negotiator, 
.aud they proposed to recall him. 'l~his Shelburne and Townshend re-
fnsell to do, as they especially desired that Oswald should be in Paris 
to negotiate a commercial treaty as soon as the necessary acts of Parlia-
ment had been passed." (3 Shelburne's Life, 298.) Shelburne, how-
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and Stracl1ey being at tlle time iu London was instructed to proceed 
again to Paris to make such efforts. 
On No-vember :JS Henry Lnnren~, tlw fourth American commissioner, 
having arrived, there was 'a full meetiug of the commissioners at 1\Ir. 
Oswald's apartment in Paris. It was then agreed that it should be 
provided that tllere should be no further confiscation of loya.list prop-
erty or persecutions of loyalists, awl that Congress should recommend 
to the State legislatures to issne amnesties and to restore confiscated 
property. The fourth article was extended to co\·er debts clue during 
as well as before the war. 
The draft articles as thus settled were signed at once b\· all the com--
missioners; but to enable faith to be kept with France it was provided 
that the treaty '~was not to be concluded until terms of peace shall be 
agreed upon between Great Britain and France." Strachey agreed 
with Oswald in vindicating the settlement. '"If," he wrote to Nepean, 
" this is not as good a peace as was expected, I am confident it is the 
best that could have been made. Now, are we to be hanged or ap-
plauded for thus rescuing England from the American war~" 
This terminates Oswald's connection with the negotiations of 1782-'83, 
and, in fact, his political life, as he died in retirement a few months 
after the fall of the Shelburne minist1'Y· The treaty, as is noticed 
above, was vehemently assailed by Fox, by Burke, and by North; 
and though it was regarded as final, was nevertheless censured by a ma-
jority of the Rouse of Commons, thereby wrecking the Shelburne min-
istry. It has been frequently said that of all treaties executed by Great 
Britain it is the one in which she gave most and took least; an<l in view 
of the fact that Great Britain at the time held New York, Charleston, and 
Penobscot, and bacl almost unchecked control of Americau waters, her 
surrender, not merely of the entire territory claimed by the colonies, but 
of the. Indians in that territory whom she llad held under her allegiance, 
of the rights of the refugees she had pledged herself to protect, and of the 
fisheries in whichshethusconceded to the United Statesajointownersbip, 
presents an instance of an apparent sacrifice of territory, of authority, of 
sovereignty, of political prestige, which is unparalleled in the history of 
<liplomacy. So, in fact, was it considered throughout Europe, as is ex-
hibited b).,. a series of vivid statements taken by Mr. Bancroft (Formation 
of Federal Constitution, Book I, Chap. III) from manuscripts to which 
he had access. '' 'Tlle English buy the peace rather than make it,' 
wrote Vergennes to his subaltern in London, their 'concessions as to 
boundaries, tlle fisheries, and the loyalists, exceed everything I had 
thougbt possible.' 'The tre:;tty with America,' answered Rayne val, ap-
pears to me like a dream.' Kaunitz and his Emperor mocked at its 
articles." (Citing Joseph II and Leopold, Briefwechsel von 178t bis 
1790, I, 146.) See also 4 Lecky, Hist. Eng., 284. 
Yet the sacrifice was only apparent. Lord Russell, in a passage else-
where quoted, declares, notwithstanding· llis devotion to Fox, that 
Shelburne's peace was preferable to the continuance of war; and as a 
matter of fact, as we have already said, the treaty was beneficial as 
well as honorable to Great Britain. It gave to Great Britain, what she 
never would llave had if the Mississippi Valley bad remained under 
tlle lethargic control of Spain, a vast and energetic Anglo-American 
population to supply her people with food, her mills with raw material~, 
and her producers with customers. It opened wide, hospitable, ancl 
sympathetic domains as abodes to myriads of Britisll suL>jects, who, 
if tlley hacl remained at borne, would, in the misery and discontent they 
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would have so greatl,y augmented, ha,·e thrown the body politic into des. 
pair. And at that supreme moment, when the Holy Alliance, embrac-
ing all continental Europe, declared its determinatiou not merely tore-
store her revolted provinces to Spain, but to crush England if she resisted 
this conspiracy, it was the prompt answer of the United States to Eng-
lan<l's call that made the conspiracy impossible, and enabled England to 
remain, not merely dominant on the seas, but the vindicator of a liberal 
foreign policy on which her very existence was staked. We must also 
remember that had Fox's scheme succeeded, of an absolute recognition of 
independence, as a sequence of the surrender of Yorktown, while he would 
have won a signal triumph over his political adversaries, the recognition, 
coerced a.s it would seem to have been by the necessities of war, would 
have been far more humiliating. to Great Britain than was the attitude 
afterwards assumed and carried out by Shelburne, of making what 
under the circumstances was a voluntary partition of the empire, basing 
such partition, at least so far as concerned Shelburne and Pitt, on prin-
ciples of high statesmauship. It must be noticed, also, that by Fox's 
scheme the persons and property of loyalists would have been handed 
over to the absolute control of the sepa-rate States of the Union, at a time 
wheu the popular animosity against these loyalists was at its highest 
pitch, while there would have been full sweep given to the confiscation 
or extinguishment of all <lebts due the mother country. By the Shel-
burne settlement, on the other hand, confiscations and prosecutions of 
loyalists were stopped, loyalist prisoners were re!ea sed, and a pledge 
given that there should be no lawful impediments on either side to 
the recovery of bona fide debts. 
But we are bound, also, in construing the treaty, to ascribe it to a 
higher motive than that of interest. Shelburne not only believed 
that the United States, if there should be an amicable partition of 
interests with Great Britain followed by liberal reciprocities, would 
promote the prosperity of Great Britain far more effectively than 
could have l>een done by a colonial dependence, but he held, as a 
fundamental article of his political creed, that by such a partition 
followed by snell reciprocity the interest~ of humane civilization would 
be far better subservecl than they would be by independence granted 
as a gift to be followed by commerciat subjugation. On this princi-
ple Shelburne staked his political future, and lost. The same prinJ 
ciple was avowed at the time by Pitt, like Shelburne and Oswald, a 
disciple of Adam Smith, but was afterwards dropped by him when lw 
became prime minister on the defeat of the coalition. But though the 
completion of Shelburne's policy, by a repeal of the navigation acts, was 
frustrated, and in its place were instituted insolent restrictions of Amer-
ican commerce, which led to the war of 1812, we must keep in mind, in 
construing the treaty of 1783, that that treaty at least was a treaty of 
partition, inspired by liberal principles, and to be applied in subordina-
tion to such principles. It is on this principle of partition that rests the 
right of American fishermen t<) the free enjoyment of the northeastern 
fisheries. ( Suprlr,, § 301 if.) 
A" supplementary note" giving a sketch of Oswald's history, substantia1ly concurr-
ing with the incidents stated above, is appendetl to Sir G. C. Lewis' article on the 
Buckingham papers, published in his "Administrations of Great Britain," 81. 1\ir. 
Lecky, in his notice 9f Oswald, 4 Hist. Eng., 272jf., undnly, I think, depreciates Os-
wald's merits. 
VERGENNES. 
The French alliance with the United States was promoted, ou the 
part of France, by two distinct. impulses. Tbe first was enthusi-
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asm for liberty, in part philosophical, under the auspices of the 
Encyclopedists, in part sentimental, inaugurated by Rousseau. By 
this ent.husiasm not merely young nobles, such as Lafayette, were 
fired, but even Louis XVI and his Queen felt its effect, perhaps not 
uninfluenced by the feeling that it 'vas just as \Yell that tlw fire which 
was thus lit shoulu burn itself out acros~ the Atlantic; and to express 
this royal sympathy pictures of the King and Queen in full robes were 
sent to the Continental Congress. The other impulse was a desire to 
humiliate and cripple Great Britain, which object could be effectually 
promotetl by the establishment of the in<lependeuce of the colonies. The 
Count de Vergennes, French secretary for foreign affairs, represented 
more distinctively the second of these impulses, though he was fully 
aware of the policy, when he had determined on an alliance with the 
colonjes, of ayailing himself of the assistance of the first. When, how-
ever, Yorktown was captured, and the nttitude of the British House of 
Commons made peace inevitable, be felt that as to the conditions of 
peace France had something to say. If America imposed conditions 
so hard as to unite Great Britain in a desperate determination to con-
tinue the war, France would be more or less involved in such hostilities; 
yet to France, peace, in the exhausted state of her finances, was then 
important. Other considerations came in to prompt Vergennes to use 
his influence to induce the United States to accede to such terms as to 
lead to a speedy peace. France had claims to exclusive rights in the 
Newfoundland fisheries, nd these claims she did not wish to see im-
periled by a treaty partition between Great Britain and the UnHed 
States. France, also, was closely bound up with Spain, and France had 
no desire to see a treatv between Great Britain and the United States 
which might be regard.ed as guaranteeing to the United States the 
Floridas and the lVIississippi Valley, then claimed by Spain. To this 
pressure on the •rt of France, Congress, as the strain of war became 
more severe, and the need of French aid the more apparent, was dis-
posed to yield, and it dropped its prior instructions to the commissioners 
at Paris to insist on the claim to the nav-igation of the Mississippi. 
Vergennes' advice to the commissioners unquestionably was not to let 
claims to the fisheries and to the :l\Iississippi stand in the way of peace. 
But there is not a trace of evidence that be intrigued with the British 
commissioners at Paris to induce them to limit the concessions they 
were prepared to make to the United States. 
Vergennes' position, during the negotiations of 1782-'83, was at least 
• as difficult as that of vVilliam III in the negotiations which preceded 
the peace of Ryswick. Vergennes was the bead of an alliance against 
England which ,contained mem hers at least as dissonant and with in-
terests at least as conflicting as those which vVilliam III combined in 
the alliance against France, of which he was the head. If it was im-
possible for William III to conclude any tr~aty which would satisfy 
each of the allies whom be led-if, in the peace wbi12h be actually con-
cluded, it was a matter of course that he should be accused by some 
at least of tlle allies of undue reticence in the communication of 
peace projects, or of wan·t of fairness in the settlement of such projects, 
so it was also necessarily the case with Vergennes. In both cases there 
were the usual pledges of co-operation between the allies; yet it must 
be remembered that it is for the benefit of all the contracting parties 
that such pledges are to be liberally construed, since no negotiations 
on behalf of allies could be conducted if it were understood that such 
negotiations were to be always by the allies in concert, and that not a 
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word was to be spokeu by any one of them in private conference with 
the common enemy. Such conferences there must be. They were 
held, and with good results, by Portland and Bouffiers prior to the peace 
of Ryswick; they were held by Vergennes through Rayneval with 
Shelburne, and by Sllelburne through Oswald with Franklin. It was 
so from the nature of things, and neither ally bad the right to complain 
that each merely tentative and informal conversation was not at once 
reported to the other. 
The only whispers tba,t ever were uttered reflecting on Vergennes' 
loyalty in the support of American in<lependence are given by Mr. Jay 
(1 Jay's Life, 156), but these whispers, the original authors of which 
concealed their names (if names tlley had), are too trivial to be consid-
ered. But, while Vergennes' entire fidelity to the United States, so far as 
concerns the establishment of independence was concerned, must be con-
ceded, it must also be conceded that he was not disposed to sustain the _ 
pretensions of the United States to Canada or the fisheries or the 
Mississippi Valley. The treaty of amity of 1778 did not bind France 
to guarantee to the United States Canada or any specific boundary or 
any fishery rights. On the other baud, France was bound to Spain by 
a renewed ''family compact" to maintain tlw territories of Spain as 
against England. 
Under these circumstances it was no breach of the treaty of amity 
for France to say to the United States, "\Vhile I will sacrifice every-
thing to make good your independence, I tntst you will not press your 
claims against Britain to such an extent as to make peace impossible; that 
you will not embarrass my title to the fisheries and Canada; that you wil1 
not hazard the alliance by a conflict on your part with Spain." No doubt 
this position was taken by Vergennes early in 1782, an<l no doubt these 
cautions were suggested to Congress by Marbois, French charge d'af-
faires at Philadelphia, as a cipher letter of his to V • gennes which the 
British Government intercepted and put in Jay's hands shows. No 
doubt also Lord Shelburne knew through Rayneval that Vergennes was 
not inclined to support the United States in pressing the positions above 
noticed. And as stated by a late able critic, "It bas now been proved 
by the publication of the French dispatches which are t.o be found in 
M. de Uircourt's translation of Bancroft's history that no one was more 
bitterly opposed than the French ministers to the annexation of Canada 
to the United States." (Edin. Rev., April, 1880, 335.) 
This disposition on the part of France, coupled with the dropping 
of the project by Jay and Franklin, may explain why Canada was lost 
to us. But, on the other hand, it is clflar that Lord Shelburne preferred 
the United States at the fisheries to France, and the United States in . 
the :Mississippi Valley to Spain. Lord Shelburne's view, as we have 
seen, was to bui.ld up the United States into a powerful state in strict 
alliance with Great Britain, with whom on liberal principles she coulu 
control the seas, and he had no particular desire to strengthen either 
French or Spanish interests in North America. An early peace also 
was essential to his policy, and hence he promptly sanctioned the pre-
liminaries of 1782, which made the United States tenants in common 
of the fisheries, which virtually gave the United States the Mississippi 
Valley, and which surrendered all refugee claims for indemnity. 
From the nature of things Vergennes must have been aware, as soon 
as Jay and Adams arrived in Paris and Rayneval arrived in London, 
what were the terms that the American commissioners would offer as 
an ultimatum, and which as a necessity Shelburne would yield. It is 
not necessary for this purpose to accept the following extraordinary . 
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statement made in the Life of ~Ir. Jay (Vol. I, 155): "~Ir Jay was one 
evening in conference with 1\<fr. Oswald, when the latter, wishing to 
consult his instructions, unlockP.<l an escritoire, when, to his astonish-
ment and alarm, he discovered that tlte paper was missing. .Mr. Jay 
smiled and told him to give himself no concern about the document, as 
he would certainly find it in its place as soon as the minister had done 
with it. In a few days tho prediction was verified. So fully apprised 
was :Mr. Ja.y of the artifices of the Government that while secrecy was 
important he made it a rule to carry his confidential papers about his . 
person." This statement, it is observed, is not alleged to have been 
made by l\lr. Jay himself, and on its face it is open to serious criticism. 
Not only would Mr. Jay's "confidential papers,'' if we are to judge 
from the papers of the same import in the Franklin collection, have been 
far too bulky for him ''to carry about his person;" not only, supposing 
the French court to have been as unscrupulous as he supposed, would 
it have been as easy for the emissaries of the court to snatch them from 
his person as it would have been for them to have broken into his lodg-
ings and extracted them from his escritoire, but Jay's communications 
to Oswald, as given at large in the Shelburne papers, of which copies 
are in the Department of State, are inconsistent with any such assump-
tion as that he and Oswald were at the time living under this extraor-
dinary police surveillance. Jay began his mission, as we will see when 
his agency in the peace is considered, filled with defiant antagonism to 
Great Britain and a desire to unite in any step by which she could be 
humiliated. This, however, soon gave way to distrust of France, and a 
determination, w bile still defying Great Britain, to do so keeping France at 
arm's length. But there is not one word in his copious conversations with 
Oswald-conversations of which, a~ reported by Oswald, his biographer 
was not aware-not one word hinth..g such a charge against Vergennes 
as that given above; while, on the contrary, in Jay's official letters 
there are constant references to the courtesy and magnanimity with 
which he had been received in France. 
It was not, in fact, necessary for Vergennes to set his secret sen~ice 
to work to discover the conclusions of Jay and Adams. Adams appears 
to have freely talked of them in Paris as soon as they were adopted; 
Jay " unreservedly explained to Mr. Oswald the views a~d policy of tho 
French court," being " no longer restrained by delicacy towards France 
from taking the course required by the occasion." (1 Jay's Life, 144.) 
Oswald, who was at least equally communicative to Hayne-val, no doubc 
enlightened Rayneval as to Jay's views; and even Jay himself, on 
October 24, informed Ra,yneval that "we met with difficulties," and 
that" we (Oswald, Jay, and Auams) could not agree about all our bound-
aries," anu that "we expected" as to the fisheries, ''the same rights we 
bad formerly enjoyed" (id., 141!). All this, of course, went to Ver-
gennes, whose ayoweu agent Tiayneval was; and :f.!·om this, as well 
as from Adams' want of reticence, Vergennes must have been full;r 
aware, at a time when if he chose be coulu have effectively intervened , 
of the claims on which the American commissioners rested. But e\·eu 
if he was not so aware, he was officially advised of the preliminary-
articles as soon as they were signed; and this was time enough for 
France, if she chose, to break up the settlement by saying that the con-
cessions to the United States were greater than she regarded as consist-
ent either with her own interests or her obligations to Spain. She did 
not do so. On the contrary, after a not unnatural complaint, as will be 
hereafter seen, of the want of consideration with which she had been 
treated, she continued to make to the United States gifts and loans of 
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money which were not only generous in themselves but of immense 
importance to the new government, then sorely in want of funds. (See 
infra, in notices of Franklin's part in the peace.) 
l\Ir. Sparks makes the following statement : 
"I have read in tile office of foreign affairs, in LolJ(Jou, the co~­
fiuential correspon<lence of the British ministers with their commis-
sioners for negotiating peace in Paris. I have also read in the French 
office of foreign affairs the entire correspondence of Lw Count <le 
Vergennes, during the whole war, with the French ministers in this 
country, developing the policy and designs of the French court in 
regard to the war and the objects to be obtained by the peace. I have, 
moreover, read tbe instructions of the Count de Vergennes, when 
Hayneval went to London, and the correspondence which passed be-
tween them while be remained there, containing notes of conversations 
with Lord Shelburne, on the one part, and Count de Vergennes' opinions 
on the other. After examining the subject with all the care and ac-
curacy which this means of information bas enabled me to give to it, 
I am prepared to Ax press· my opinion that .Mr. Jay was mistaken both 
in regard to the aims of the French court and the plans pursued by 
them to gain their supposed ends." (8 Dip. Uorr. Am. Rev., ~09.) 
It is true, as Mr. Bigelow (3 Life of Franklin, 210) says, that by a 
secret compact of April12, 1779 (not 1799, as printed), between France 
and Spain, France engaged not to conclude peace until Gibraltar was 
surrendered to Spain. It i~ true, also, that Vergennes, during the ne-
gotiations of 1782-'83 'between the United States and Great Britain, 
instructed both Luzerne, at Philadelphia, and Rayneval, at London, 
that France was not prepared to sustain the claim of the United States 
to the Mississippi Valley, to the fisheries as exclusive of France, or to 
Canada. But, as has been maintained above, this was when the ques-
tion was whether France would permit peace to be sacrificed for these 
objects. When the first tw:o of them were conceded by Great Britain 
there was not a word of objection by France. And, as bas been seen, 
France continued, after the provisional articles were signed, as unflinch-
ing in support of the United States, as recognized by those articles, as 
she had been during the war of independence. And so far from there 
being any" intrigue" on the part of Vergennes to secretly thwart the 
.American policy of territorial extension north and south, be avowedly 
directed his representatives in Philadelphia to represent to Congress 
(1) that France herself would look forward, if the war continued, to 
regain her old control of Canada and the fisheries, and that she was un-
willing to see Spain disturbed on the Mississippi, and (2) that the United 
States, by asking so much, might drive Great Britain to desperation, 
.and, by awakening again the war fever in England, wantonly protract 
the war. (See Hale's Franklin in Prance, 278.) France had a perfect 
right to give this advice, and she gave it openly and unreservedly; and 
iii is gr~atly to her credit that when her advice was rejected, and when 
the provisional treaty with Great Britain recognize<l the right of the 
United States to the fisheries and the 1.\-Iississippi Valley, Vergennes 
gav-e an assent without which the treaty would have failed.* 
FRANKLIN. 
Of Franklin's relations to the peace it is practicable at present to 
notiee only a few of the more prominent incidents. 
"ln this view of Verge!lnes' course Mr. Lecky (4 His. Eng., 2i8) concurs. 
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It was natural that Franklin should ha\e opened himself more freely 
to 0::.-;wald tban to Grenville. Oswald came first, sent by Shelburne, 
within whose department the negotiation la.y, and with Shelburne 
Franklin had been in old times intimate, sharing his distinctive views 
of political economy. Grenville came from Fox, to whom the negotia-
tion did not belong, who~e cotuse had been erratic, whose views on 
political economy were at least not those of Franklin, and with whom 
Franklin bad 11~ personal acquaintance. Oswald was an elderly man, 
a business man, a man, like Franklin, " of the people." Grenville was 
but twenty-seven years of age, a son of George Grenville, the author 
of the stamp act, and himself an inheritor of the aristocratic pride 
by which his family was distinguished. But Franklin preferred Os-
wald, not because he was (according to J\ir. Allen in a statement 
adopted by Sir G. C. Lewis) H a simple-minded, well-meaning man, on 
whom he could make the impression he chose" (tewis, Administrations 
of Great Britain, 33), but because Oswald represented the policy of 
partition of the empire on terms of reciprocity under which both sec-
t.ions would have prospered as equals, whereas Grenville represented 
the policy of flinging independence at once on the colonies, and then, 
when the war was over, and the colonies stripped of their allies, impos-
ing on them any humiliations which the then overwhelming maritime 
strength of Great Britain might enforce. 
To Franklin, Grenville appeared as an ambitious young diplomatist, 
quite ready to make a sensational stroke which might be considered 
consistent with the reckless and rollicking politics of the school of 
young statesmen of which Fox (the ''dear Charles" of the Grenville cor-
respondence) was the leader. It was natural that Franklin, aside from 
the question of two conflicting systems, should have preferred to nego-
tiate with Oswald, an old man. with no desire to distinguish himself oy 
political surprises, representing a mature statesman such as Shelburne. 
whom Franklin thoroughly knew, and on whose constancy he could 
rely. And to Franklin, between the two systems-the system of set-
ting the United States adrift, to be afterwards seized and maltreated 
as it might suit British caprice, and the system of settling not merely 
independence but all questions of difference in a comprehensive treaty 
executed at a time when the U nittd States was backetl lly a powerful 
European coalition, when peace was a necessity to Great Britain-be-
tween two such systems, the first that of Fox and Grenville, the second 
that of Shelburne and Oswald, there was really no choice. 
Had Franklin been left to manage in his own way the negotiation 
with Shelburne, the probability is that Canada would have passed to 
the United States as one of the conditions of peace. To Great Britain, 
at least, the cession would have been of benefit. She had won Canada, 
in a large measure by the aid of the New England States, at an enor-
mous expense, with no benefit whatever to herself, and with no pros-
pect of future benefit. To her, viewing the question in the statesman-
like way in which it was viewed by Shelburne and Pitt, it was far more 
important to unite in establishing a powerful friendly state in America, 
with whom she would be on terms of permanent alliance, than, by 
keeping Canada, to be exposed, without profit, to constant collision 
with the United States. As Shelburne was never tired of insisting, 
Great Britain could find no fixed allies in the Northern European 
powers, and, great as was his desire for a permanent alliance with 
France, he admitted that such an alliance, as Pitt subsequently found, 
was hopeless. 
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What ally, t,hen, remained' Who else than the United States, with 
whom Great Britain had the same language, the same literature, the 
same religion, the same proud and free political traditions, the same 
aptitude for ship-building and commerce, which would make her at 
war tlw most desperate enemy Great Britain could challenge, in peace 
the most e-fficient friend~ And then it was impossible for Shelburne, 
Chatham's devoted aid, and for Pitt, Chatham's son, to forget that in 
one of Chatham's last speeches he had declared that America was des-
tined to exercise on England an influence malign or benignant, as 1 he 
case might be. If America should be subjugated this would be tlle 
subjugation of England. If she would assert and maintain her free-
dom tllis would add fresh vigor to the freedom of the parent state. If 
America was to be thus free, and thus the auxiliary of the ~nlarging 
freedom of England; if England was thus, not merely from other con -
ditions. but from this very freedom, left without other allies, what more 
natural than that she should enter into a permanent alliance, based on 
liberal terms of reciprocity, with America; and, if so, how important 
that all causes of irritation should be removed, and that America 
should be made a powerful state. Such, at least, we may conceive to 
have been the reasoning of Shelburne and Pitt as they listened with-
out dissent to Oswald's arguments for the cession of Canada. That to 
Franklin, who was equally with Shelburne and Pitt a holder of Adam 
Smith's distinctive views, this project of the cession of Uanada ap · 
peared to be of supreme importance, -his papers show. But under 
Fox's assaults Shelburne lost, at the critical moment, the power of 
acceding to such a cession, and in pressing it Franklin was hampered 
in his own councils. Jay gave him no aid; Adams, while insist.ing on 
tiN fisheries as a s-ine qua non, was silent as to Canada, wbich would 
have carried with it the control of the fishery coast and excluded all fu-
ture territorial conflict with Great Britain. And Vergennes, who looked 
forward to the recovery of Uanada, and to exclusive rights to the fishe-
ries, naturally set himself against Franklin's claim to Canada. 
From what. wo can learn from Franklin's notes we may conceive him 
to have argu~d that Canada as a British colony, invested with that 
power of self-government which, after the experience of the American 
Revolution, could not be refused, would be a constant menace to the 
peace of the world and a com;tant drag on British prosperity. Con-
tributing nothing to British income, she would be able to exercise the 
function of excluding British produce from her ports. She could free 
herself, therefore, from the expenses of the empire while she would im-
pose on the empire the burden of largely increasing its military and 
naval expenditure for her defense. She would be able, at any time, 
by acts of aggression, such as she would not attempt if she were an in-
dependent and responsible power, to involve the empire in war; and 
yet the empire would have no power to restrain her from committing 
such acts or from taxing exports from the sovereign who was thus 
made responsible for her caprices. In this way Canada, as thus recon-
stituted, could not be otherwise than a constant peril and discomfort 
even to Great Britain. Place her in t,he American Union, so we may 
concei\e Franklin to continue to argue, and not only will her own 
grandeur be vastly irtcreased by being introduced into a system of sov-
ereignties bound together in absolute reciprocity of trade, and removed 
by this union from all the burdens and dangers incident to a close con-
nection with European politics, but as part of a great North American 
confed eracy subjected in foreign affairs t,o a Federal head, with no pos-
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sibilitie~ of territorial collision with Great Britain, she would contribute 
to l.mlld up on this side of the Atlantic an empire, in its main points of 
constitutional liberalism sympathizing with Great Britain, with which 
Great Britain would be forever at peace. It is worthy of notice that 
John Adams, when in Holland, took in substance the same position, 
holding that between the United States and Great Britain it was es-
sential to a permanent pacification that Canada should be ceded to the 
United States. But in the horry of the final negotiationl:l in Paris in 
178:3, embarrassed as he was by the strained relations which he had 
worked him8elf into with both France and England, and absorbed by 
his provincial interest in the fisheries, it is not surprising that he 
.should have forgotten Canada. 
Sir G. C. Lewis, in maintaining that Lord Shelburne never assented to 
the cession of Canada as recommended by both Franklin and Oswald, 
relies on a certain memorandum found among the Shelburne papers, in 
which the objections to the cession of Canada are given. But it does 
not appear that this memorandum is anything more than a mere jotting 
down of points to be used in a contingency that did not occur. It is 
eertaiu that Shelburne informed Franklin that Oswald represented his 
(Shelburne's) entire mind; that Oswald received from Franklin a spe-
cific proposal for the cession of Canada, and that this proposal, on the 
eve of Oswald's return to Paris for the purpose of communicating to 
Franklin Shelburne's views, was received by Shelburne without dissent. 
Now, iu view of Shelburne's position that it was important that the 
n nited States should become a leading power, in constant alliance based 
{)n common interests with Great Britain, was it strange that he should 
have been not insensible to Oswald's arguments that Canada, as a Brit-
ish dependency, would be a constant source of difficulty with the United 
States, without adding anything whatever to British strength~ Rea-
somug as Shelburne would have done under the circumstances, the 
probability is that if the cession of Canada bad been pressed, and in 
part as a l>asis for refugee relief, be would, with his usual fearlessness, 
have agreed to such cession. Nor is it likely that this settlement 
would llave been resisted by George III, who then cared nothing for· 
Canada:~ but whose heart was set on indemnity to the refugees. 
Franklin's sympathies, as between England and France, were much 
discussed by his colleagues, and have been much discussed subse-
quently. Adams and Jay, as we will see, at first thought he was ready 
to speak too deferentially to England, and then that be was disposed 
too much to smooth over matters with France. The truth was that 
while his colleagues were ready to say rough things to both France and 
England, he was ready to say rough things to neither. And so far as 
~oncer!ls his personal relations, his past is to be considered. He un-
doubtedly had been much flattered in France, and pleasantly ac-
·Cepted the courtesies which were part of this flattery. But this 
flattery, it must be remembered, came not from the Government 
but. rather from philosophical illuminati who had nothing in common 
with the Government, or from political enthusiasts, like Lafayette, 
who took up the American cause, not, as did Vergennes, as a means of 
redl'ess for injuries inflicted on France by England, but from a love of 
liberty and of revolution which Vergennes abhorred. There is nothing, 
in fact, in the way of extraordinary personal compliment from the French 
GoYernment to Franklin to be found among his papers, generous as 
was tile aid they contributed through him to..-his country. Un the other 
band, it is questionable whether there is an instance iu history of homage 
paid to the emissary of revolted and still belligerent subjects such as 
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that paid by three successive British adminiRtrations to Franklin. Fox,. 
secretary of foreign affairs, sent to btm Grenville with a letter or 
introduction couched in terms of singular conciliation. Shelburne 
sent to him Oswald, on the ground that Oswald had large American 
interests, and held the same views on political economy as Franklin; 
while Franklin was informed that the cabinet was agreed that if an-
other negotiator would be more acceptable to Franklin, such negotiator 
should be sent. When Shelburne succeeded Rockingham, Oswald was 
continued at his post, with letters from Shelburne and from Thomas. 
Townshend (who followed Shelburne in charge of the colonies) express-
ive, with constantly increasing earnestness, of the hope that Oswald 
would succeed in winning Franklin's confidence. And when the coali-
tion ministry came in, instead, as might have been expected from the· 
fact that they mounted into power by repudiating the peace, of up-
setting it, they sent to Paris David Hartley, an intimate friend of 
Franklin, to say that they accepted the preliminaries as the terms of a. 
definite peace, intimating that, in order to assure Franklin of their sin-
cerity, they had given plenipotentiary powers for the purpose to one with 
whom he was known to have been associated by the tenderest ties. If 
Franklin retained bitter animosities towards England in consequence 
of the insults heaped on him by Wedderburn in the privy council, or of 
the vituperation which had afterwards been poured on him by the Brit-
ish press, certainly time, old age, and a temper on his part naturally be-
nignant, coupled with such extraordinary attentions from ministries. 
representing the British King, would have soothed such animosities. 
But it cannot be said, after an inspection of his papers, that these au-
mosities swayed his course. He undoubtedly remembered that, not many 
months before, Lord Stormont, British minister at Paris, bad said, in 
reply to a respectful communication from the American commissioners, 
that he would receive from rebels no communication unles~ in terms of 
surrender. He undoubtedly also remembered t.he cruelties by which the, 
British arms in America had been stained; the employment of Hessians. 
in a mere mercenary warfare; the instigation of atrocious Indian on-
• slaughts. He could not have forgotten that t.he war had been pro-
tracted by the false information and the inflammatory appeals with which 
the refugees in England had filled the ears of those in power. He could 
not have forgotten any of these conditions, yet they appear to have re-
ceded from his eyes with the single exception of the conduct of the ref-
ugees, as a class-conduct which be thought disbarred them from any· 
claim for indemnity from the United States. And on this topic he ex-
pressed himself with far more tenderness than did Jay, who declared 
that some at lPast of the refugees ''have far outstripped savages in per-
fidy and cruelty" (1 Jay's Life, 162), and who in such cases justified 
confiscation, if not more condign punishment. But Franklin, while thus 
looking on the refugees as among the main causes of the obstinacy with 
which the war was persisted in, and as continual industrious fomenters 
in England of animosity to the Unite.d States, found ne-vertheless in 
England friends not only the most cherished but most sympathetic 
with him in those views of political economy he held to so tenaciously. 
And with a.U his just gratitude to France, there is no doubt that in 171:$2 
he looked forward to a permanent allianoe between the United States 
and Great Britain as affording, when based on sound economical princi-
ples, the prospects of greater benefit to the United States and to mankind 
in general than would be such an alliance with any other power. If, in 
Franklin's letters subsequent to the final determination of the peace, he · 
speaks b1tterly of probable British aggression, it must be remembered .. 
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that these letters were written after the defeat of Pitt's reciprocity bill, 
and after the issue by Fox and North of the order in council, whose nox-
ious and insolent injustice to the United States has been already dilated 
on. 
Franklin's relations to Vergennes, in respect to the separation of the 
two lines of peace negotiations in Paris in 1782, have been already par-
tially noticed when considering the position of Vergennes. It is now to 
be obserYed that Franklin, though dissenting from his colleagues on 
the question of official conference with Vergennes as to the negotiations 
with Great Britain, and though conscious that such want of conference 
was in Yiolation of their common instructions, nevertheless kept silence, 
ceasing to inform Vergennes as to the progress of the negotiations. It 
must, however, have been with no little pain that be receiYed the fol-
lowing note, of December 15, 1782, from Vergennes: 
''I am at a loss, sir, to explain your conduct and that of your col-
leagues on this occasion. You have conducted your preliminary arti-
cles without any communication between us, although the instructions 
from Congress prescribe that nothing shall be done without the par-
ticipation of the King. You are about to hold out a certain ltope of 
peace in America without even informing yourself on the state of the 
negotiations on our part. You are wise and discreet, sir; you perfectly 
understand what is due to propriety; you have all your life performed 
your duties. I pray you to consider how you propose to fulfill those 
which are due to the King. I am not desirous of enlarging these reflec-
tions. I commit them to ;your own integrity. When you shall be pleased 
to relieve my uncertainty I will entreat the King to enal>le me to an-
swer your demands." 
It is due to Franklin to say that, so far from throwing the discourtesy 
<>n his colleagues, he generously took the whole burden on himself. ~'I 
received," be said, "the letter your excellency did me the honor of writ-
ing to me on the 15th instant. * * * N othiug has been agreed in the 
preliminaries coutrary to the interests of France; aw.l11o peace is to take 
place between us and England till yon have concl ncled yours. Your ob-
.sen~ation, however, is apparently just; tllat, in not co11snlting .roul>efore. 
they were signed, we have been guilty of 11eglecting a point of bienseance. 
But as this was not from waut of r~spect to the King, whom we all love 
and honor, we hope it will be excused, and that the great work which b.as 
hitherto been so happily conducted, is so nearly brought to perfection, 
and is so glorious to his reign, will not l>e ruined by a single indiscre-
tion of ours. And certainly the whole edifice sinks to the ground im-
mediately if you refuse on that accouut to give us any further assist-
ance." (Franklin to Vergennes, December 19, 1782.) 
The attitude of Vergennes, after this correspoudence, is exhibited in 
detail in a very interesting letter from llim to Luzerne, French minister 
in the U11ited States, as given by Mr. Bigelow in full i11 his Life of 
Franklin, III, 207. In this letter Vergennes, after saying· ~'you will 
surely be gratified, as well as myself, witll the Yery extensive advan-
tages which our allies, tlte Americans, are to receive from the peace," 
goes on to express llis grief at the discourtesy shown him by tLe American 
commissioners: "I ba\e informed ;you that tb.e Kiug did not seek to in-
fluence the negotiation any further tLan his offices might be necessary 
to his friends. The American commissioners will not sav I IHtYe inter-
fered, and much less that I have wearied them with my eti:riosity. They 
haYe cautiou~ly kept themselves at a distance from me. 1\lr. Adams, 
()De of tberu, coming from Holland, where he had been received and 
.served by our ambassador, had been in Paris nearly three weeks with-
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out imagining that he owed me any mark of attention; and probably 
I should not have seen him till this time if I had not caused him to 
be reminded of it. * * * There is no essential difficulty at present 
between France and England; but the King has been resolved that all 
his allies should be satisfied, being determined to continue the war, 
whatever advantage may be offered to him, if England iR disposed to 
wrong any one of them. * * * I accuse no person; I blame no one, 
not even Dr. Franklin. He has yielded too easily to the bias of his col-
leagues, who do not pretend to recognize the rules of courtesy in regard 
to us." 
But Vergennes's dissatisfaction did not operate, as we have seen, to 
suspend the kind offices of France to the United States. On Decem bet .. 
~3 Franklin writes to Robert Morris, as follows: 
" When I wrote to you on the 14th I expected to have dispatched the 
Washington immediately, though without any money. A little rnisnn-
der.::;tanding prevented it. Tha.t was, after some time, got over, and on 
Friday last an order was given to furnish me 600,000 livres immediately 
to send in that ship; and I was answered by the Count de Vergennes 
that the rest of the 6,000,000 should be paid us quarterly in the course. 
of the year 1783." 
In Franklin's letter of July 22, 1783, to Robert R. Livingston, Secre-
tary for Foreign Affairs, the question is thus reviewed: 
'~I will not now take it upon me to justify the apparent reserve re-
specting this court (of France) at the signature, which you disapprove. 
We have touched upon it in our general letter. I do not see, however, 
that they have much reason to complain of that transaction. Nothing 
was stipulated to their prejudice, and none of the stipulations were to 
have force but by a subsequent act of their own. I suppose, iudeeu, 
that they have not complained of it, or you would have sent us a copy 
of the complaint that we might have answered it. I long since satisfied 
the Count de Vergennes about it here." 
It was a final movement of Frankli.n, also, in the same line, that on 
Friday, November 28, brought the British commissioners to signature 
of the preliminaries. They were still urging compensation to the refu-
gees when Franklin said: "If another messenger is to be sent to Lou-
don he ought to carry something more respecting a compensation to 
thP. sufferers in America." He then drew the following "draft article" 
from his pocket: ''It is agreed that His Britannic Majesty will earne8tly 
recommend it to his Parliament to provide for and to make compen::;ation 
to the merchants and shopkeepers of Boston whose goods and merchan-
dise were seized and taken out of their stores, warehouses, and shops 
by order of General Gage and of his commanders and officers there ; 
and also to the inhabitants of Philadelphia for the goods taken away 
by his army there; and to make compensation, also, for the tobacco, 
rice, indigo, and negroes, etc., seized and carried off by his armies u uder 
Generals Arnold, Cornwallis, and others, from the States of Virginia, 
North and South Carolina, and Georgia, and also for all vessel8 and 
cargoes belonging to the inhabitants of the said United States which were 
stopped, seized, or taken, either in the ports or on the seas, by his Gov-
ernment, or by his ships of war, before the declaration of war against 
the said States. And it is.further agreed that His Britannic .1\Iujesty 
will also earnestly recommend it to his Parliament to make coinpensa-
tion for all the towns, villages, and farms burnt and destroyed by his 
troops or adherents in the said United States." This was the last 
stroke which concluded the treaty, and it was so from the necessity or 
the case, since the only answer would have been a revival of the sng-
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gestion of ceding Canada to the United State.s as a fund from whicil 
spoliations in ..A.meri\}a could be made good aud refugees in England 
could be pensioned. For this, however, it seemed to be theu too 
late; and, after retiring for a short time, Oswald stated that he was 
ad vised by Fitzherbert and Strachey to sign the preliminaries. Tlwy 
were accordingly signed by him.* 
How little Franklin was swayed by French influence is shown by the 
fact that, though he was aware that France desired to reconquer Can-
ada and the fisheries for herself, and was opposed to encroachments by 
the United States on Spanish America, and although he was aware, 
also, that the French envoys in Philadelphia were, under Vergennes' 
instructions, endeavoring to induce Congress to take ground at least 
not antagonistic to their views, he did his best to obtain, in his nego-
tiations with England, not merely the Mississippi Valley, but Oanada. 
This course he followed with Vergennes' full knowledge; nor, as far as 
we can learn from the papers, was there caused by this conflict of pur-
pose the least check to their friendly relations. If Franklin's zeal for 
the fisheries was less conspicuous than that of Adams, it was because 
Franklin was of the opinion that the fisheries, without Canada, would 
cost, in the protection required for them, almost as much as they wme 
worth, and would, as has been said, be the constant source of embroil-
ment with Great Britain. 
When Franklin's character as a diplomatist is considered, it must be 
remembered that to him we owe two treaties, that with France of 1778, 
and with Great Britain of 1782-'83, which are at once the most beneficial 
· and the most widely and continuously effective of any which are re-
corded in history; and that these treaties were negotiated by him with 
colleagues at his side who at least gave him no help, and with no pow-
erful sovereign to back him; himself a plain man, with no diploma-
tic training, adopting neither in conversation nor in correspondence 
the formulas of diplomatic science. Yet nowhere in the annals of <liplo· 
macy do we find documents so admirably adapted to their object. in 
simplicity and power of style, in political skill, in dexterity and force 
of argument, as those which during his Paris service sprung from his 
pen; now here such extraordinary results. The ablest of our older 
negotiators, next to Franklin, was Gallatin; yet it is impossible to 
examine Gallatin's dh;patches during the negotiations of 1814-'15, and 
of 1818 without seeing how far he falls behind Franklin, at least in re-
sult, if not in style. Conspicuous diplomatists were at the congress of 
Vienna-Talleyrand, Metternich, Oastlereagh, Nesselrode. Yet the 
treaties they drew were in a few years torn to tatters, and, when they 
were still in force, were conspicuous chiefly for their perfidious de11ial 
to the peoples of Europe of liberties their sovereigns had previously 
pledged. Canning had great abilities as a secretary for foreign affairs, 
yet in his boast that he called a new world into existence to restore the 
equipoise of the old, he claimed what belonged to Franklin, for it was 
Franklin, who, in obtaining from all the legitimate sovereigns of Europe 
the recognition of a republic in the new world which bad revolted from 
one of tl.tem, made it possible for this equipoise to be restored. But 
"1'be memoirs of Governor Hutchinson show how pernicious was the personal in-
fluence brought to bear by llim aud other refugees on George II I. The following note 
irom George III to Lord North clate<l 1 July, lli 4, is one of the illustrations of the way 
in which this influence worked: "Jm;t seen ML'. Hutchinson, l:tte governor ( MaH-
sachusett'~, and am now well conoinced they will snbmit. He owns the Boston port bill 
to have been the only wise and effectual method." (Brougham's Statesmen. &c., I, 
85.) For Hutchinson'::~ report of this conversati.,u, <:>ee 1 Diaey, &c., ofTh. Hntchi 
son, 157. 
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}~ranklin did more than this. B.v t.he treaties he negotiated with :France 
and England not only was a liberal revolutionary government in the 
new world for the first time sanctioned by the legitimate sovereigns 
of Europe, bnt the United States, with boundaries sufficient to make a 
first-class power, was able, before her nationaJ spirit and love of liberty 
had been subjected to the strain which would have been imposed by a 
further continuance of war, to establish a government both free and 
constitutional. And of all treaties that have ever been negotiated, 
that of 1782-'83 is the one, as we have seen, which has produced the 
greatest h1PsRings to both contracting parties, has been of the greatest 
benefit to ei dlization as a whole, and bas been least affected by the flow 
of time.* 
What ...-vere the qualities which enabled Franklin to effect these great 
diplomatic triumphs~ 
These qualities may be summed up as follows: 
Determination to make the United States not only an independent 
but a leading power; 
Unrivaled knowledge of the political, social, and physical condition 
not only of the United States but of England and France; 
A mind fully conversant with modern political economy; 
Great sagacity in devising means to effect ends; 
So keen a perception of those with whom be had to deal as to be able 
to say what he had to say so as best to win their assent; t 
A knowledge of human nature which enabled him to judge with com-
parative accuracy of the probable action of men in masses; 
A scientific, literary, and political reputation which made him the 
object of great attention wherever he went, particularly in Paris, where~ 
unspoilt by adulation, be was the object of almost universal homage; t 
Singular pointedness and felicity of illustration, an unrivaled power 
of tPrse political and economical expression, and a style, in his native 
tongtH:, of rnre felicity, purity, and force; 
*:Mr. LPt·l;:n~oesfurther: "It is impossible not to be struck with the skill, hardihood, 
and goutl fori nue that marked the American negotiations. Everything the United 
States eon! ; I '" i th any shade of plausibility demand from England they obtained, and 
much of what they obtained was granted them in opposition to the two great powers 
by whose assistance they had triurnphed."-4 Lecky, Hist. Eng., ~84 (Am. eel.). 
t To the homely grace and skillful persuasiveness of his style the greatest critics 
have paid tribute. Jeffrey, in an elaborate review devoted to him, places him fore-
most among the masters of political and social reasoning. By M~tthew Arnold he is 
spoken of, in at least a literary sense, aR "the most considerable man that America 
has hitherto produced." .And a late dispassionate and acnt,e critic declares that "in 
France he accomplished as much against England as did Washington with all his 
victories."-Edinb. Rev., April, 1880, 328. 
· t "Franklin continued to keep the American cause steadily before the public eye. 
His venerable aspect, his homely sayings, his republican simplicity of dress and man-
ner, combined with the French tact and politeness of his deportment, his anecdotes 
and his bons mots, gained him among all classes admirers, disciples, and friends. Poet-
asters wrote rhymes in his honor; noble ladies celebrated his greatness in indifferent 
verses; his portrait was seen in every print-shop; his bnst was placed in thtl Royal 
Librar.~. One day he was the observed of all observers at the famous Madame de 
Lesse:s; on another Madame d'Hondetot had him plant a tree of freedom in her gar-
den; on a third ladies crowned his snow-white head with flowers. 'No man in 
Paris,' says Madame Vige€1 Lebrun, 'was more a la rnode, more sought after, than 
was Dr. Franklin. The crowd used to run after him in the walks and in the public 
resorts; hats, canes, snuff-boxes, everything was a la Franklin. Men and women 
considered it a piece of good fortune to be invited to a dinner at which this celebrated 
man was to be present.' The Abbe Morellet wrote a chanson to celebrate his virtues: 
t "'Notre Benjamin: 
"
1En politique il est grand; 
"'A table est joyeux et franc.'" 
Rosenthal, America and France, pp. 70-7:3. 
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Great patience and courtesy; never permitting himself to be h·nrried; 
if umt b1e to effect at once the impressions he desired, waiting calmly 
till time came to his aid.* 
It was objected to Franklin in his earlier days that he was given to 
sharp practice to effect his ends; and the obtaining the Hutchinson 
papers has been often cited as an illustration of this sharp practice. 
Yet that ue was concerned in any surreptitious procuring of these pa-
pers bm; nm~er been shown; and to forward them, when handed to him, 
to llis :\[assaclmsetts constituents, so far from being wrong in hi1n, was 
bis duty. But whatever may ba\e been his early reputation for "sly-
nes~," it was not chargeablo to Lim in his mission to Franee. Whether 
it was that he had learned how much more effective in diplomacy are 
simplicity and straightforwardness than chicanei·y, or whether it was 
in obedience to the law, so prevalent with men of large capacity as 
they grow older, that-
" The old man clogs the earlier years, 
And simple childhood comes the last,,'~ 
-certain it is that there is no trace of finesse or double dealing on his 
, part in his voluminous Paris papers. It is true that in arguments with 
his colleagues he was silent when he found that for him to speak would 
be useless; but his great strength in his dealings with Vergennes and 
with Shelburne arose from the fact that what he said could be relied 
Qn as true. 
The charge of opportunism also has been made against Franklin, 
it being alleged that he was a statesman of policy and not of principle. 
Undoubtedly one of his most famous maxims, if read in one way, 
would seem to make honesty a duty because it is politic; but it must be 
remembered that it is also susceptible of the same meaning as are the 
.claims so frequently put forth by moralists, that mora.lity is dh.,.inely 
imposed because in the long run, such is its adaptation to human nature, 
it succeeds. But be this as it may, Franklin was not an opportunist, 
if by opportunism is meant subjection of principle to immediate local 
intf'rest. In several matters he maintained what he held to be the 
right principle against the immediate policy of the United States. He 
.strenuously objected to privateering, and this against not merely the 
prevalent sentiment, but the unquestionable policy of the United States. 
He opposed a navigation law, at a time when the temper of the people 
of the United States was roused to bitter reta1iation by the order of 
-council issued by the coalit.ion ministry. He re~isted the Fox scheme of 
recognition of independence as an insulated act, popular as that scheme 
was in the United States. And again~t the tenor of home advices, 
*Franklin's colleagues objected to his negligence both in lhplomacy and in lmsi 
ness. He spent his evenings, they said, at tlinner parties; a large part of bis work 
was clone in informal conversations; his letters, wbile unquestionably skillful and 
effect.ive, "'11ere not written in diplomatic form; while they were marked by def-
erential persuasiveness, they were destitute of that proud defiance which should 
distinguish the utterances of the representative of a sovereign state. As to Frank-
lin's dinner parties, about which so much was said, it may Le remarked that, when in 
his own house, they were admitted to be simple though liberal; and, while be dined 
out frequently among public men, it was by this kind of intercourse that his mission 
was effectively served. The style and success of his letters are the best proof of 
their merit. Had he indulged in such defiance as Jay hurled at Oswald at their first 
interview, and Adams at Vergennes in the letter which suspended their intercourse, 
the United States might have been then left without any diplomatic relations what-
soever. And as to Franklin's management of the complicated business duties thrown 
on him Ly Congress, it is enough to say that while raising and f6rwarding immense 
sums of money for the revolutionary cause, he accounted for all that he received; 
and, with ever.v opportunity of speculating in the funds, no suspicion of speculation 
ever rested on him, and he went back home poorer than when he went abroad. 
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and in antagonism to France by whose: political atmospllere lw was sur-
rounded, be insisted on the title of the United States to the -:\lississippi. 
It may not be out of place, in view of the correspondence in reference 
to diplomatic costume noticed in a former volume (vol. i, § 107 b), to 
touch, for a moment, on the moot question of Franklin's treaty coat. In 
vViiberforce's diary, edited by his sons, is the followin g·: ' ' b...,riday I.ord 
St. Helens" (formerly Mr. Fitzherbert ) ''dined with me tete-a-tete; pleas-
ant day; free conversation, much politics, and information. Frank-
lin signed the peace of Paris in, his old spotted velvet coat (it being the 
time of a court mourning, which rendered it more particular). ''Vbat,' 
said Lord St. Helens, 'is the meaning of that coat~' 'It is tha.t in which 
he was abused by Wedderburn.'" 'rhe same story was related to Lord 
Holland by Lord St. Helens, who ''could not speak without indigna-
tion of the triumphant air with which Franklin told them be had laid 
by and preserved his coat for such an occasion;" and a similar account 
is given by Lord ~Iahon (5 Hist. of Eng., '!95, note), though the coat is 
there said to })e of "figured .lVlanchester velvet." Mr. Sparks (Life of 
Franklin, 488), noticing the version of the story as given by Lord 
Brougham, in his sketch of Wedderburn, says that the "coat" was 
not so worn and displayed; and he cites Mr. Whiteford, who was 
present, as secretary of the British side, at the signing of the treaty of 
peace, and who says(Gentleman's 1\iag. for July, 1785, 561) that ''this 
absurd story has no foundation but in the imagination of the inventor. 
He supposes that the act of signing the peace took place at the bouse 
of Dr. Franklin. The fact is otherwise; the conferences were held, and 
the treaty signed, at the hotel of the British commissioner, where Dr. 
Franklin and the other .American commissioners gave their attendance 
for the purpose. The court of Versailles having at that time gone in 
mourning for the death of some German prince, the doctor, of course, 
was dressed in a suit of black cloth, and it is the recollection of the 
writer of thia, and also he believes of many other people, th::tt when the 
memorable phillippic was pronounced against Dr. Franklin in the privy 
council he was dressed in a suit of flgttred JJ[anchester 'Velvet." 
Sir G. C. Lewis disposes of the matter, so far as concerns the shape 
given to it by Lord Holland and Mr. Wilberforce, by showing that Lord 
St. Helens was not present at Franklin's signature of the articles of 
1782 or of 1783. Not only is there no support for the story in the 
Franklin papers, but in itself it is highly incredible. Franklin was 
marked for his urbanity and tact, and one of the complaints made 
against him by his more impetuous colleagues was that he was dis-
posed to go too far to conciliate England in matters of form. That 
such an insult should have been offered to the British plenipotentiaries 
is as inconsistent with bis natural temper as it was with his policy, 
which was, by the continuance of his friendly relations with these en-
voys, to make the treaty of peace the precursor for a treaty of reci-
procity. 
If it be alleged that Lord St. Helens' report of what he saw refers to 
the treaty of 1778 with France, the answer is twofold: (1) Lord St. 
Helens could not have been present at the signature of that treaty, 
which was virtually a declaration of war against Great Britain; \2) 
all the traditions as to Franklin's dress at the time negative such a 
display as is suggested by the Wilberforce anecdote. These traditions 
are thus summed up in 1\ir. Rosenthal's recent work on .America and 
France: 
" The American envoys, plain in dress, dignified in bearing, were re-
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ceived by Louis XVI in March~ at Versailles, and the palace of the 
'Grand Monarque' rung with the plaudits of the court that greeten the 
representatives of the new republic. The venerable, white-haired 
Franklin, in his dark Quaker dress, with his gray hat mHJer his ~um, 
his white woolen stockings, his shoes unadorned by silver buckles, av· 
peared to the courtiers in that splendid hall the embodiment of repu..., 
lican simplicity, a LJcurgus or a Solon of the eighteentll century. 
'"The Marquise du Deffand wrote to Horace \Val pole on 22 1\Iarcu, 
1778, as follows (tome iv, p. 33): 'M. Franklin a ete presente au roi. 
Il etait accompagne cl'une vingtaine d'insurgents dont trois on quatre 
avaient l'uniforme. Le Franklin avait un habit de velours morel ore, des 
bas blancs, ses cheveux etales, ses lunettes sur le nez, et un chapeau 
blanc sous le bras. Ce chapeau blanc est-il Ie symbole de la liberte ~ '" 
(Rosenthal, America and France, pp. 51, 52.) 
It is not likely that if Madame du Deffand thought it worth while to 
dilate in detail on Franklin's dress at his court presentation in 1778, 
she would have omitted to notice an item which would have appeared 
so entertaining both to herself and to Walpole as Franklin bringing 
out for the occasion the old "'Manchester velvet" suit of such conspic-
uous antecedents. 
In Arthur Lee's Journal (Life by R. H. Lee, i, 403) there is also a 
detailed account of the presentation of the American commissioners to 
the King and court on the signature of the treaty, but no notice is taken 
of dress, which would probably have been the case if Franklin's" coat" 
bore so sensational relation to the ceremonies. 
JAY. 
Mr. Jay, who was associated with Dr. Franklin, Mr. Adams, and nfr. 
Laurens in the commission to treat with Great Britain for peace, was, 
at the time of his appointment, minister to Spain. He was then thirty-
seven years of age, and, with the energy and resolution of the Huguenot 
race from which he sprang, had during the revolutionary war zealously 
espoused the American cause. His feeling of indignation against Great 
Britain, which had been aroused to a high pitch by atrocities he had 
witnessed in New York, was not lessened during his stay in Spain, where 
he industriously devoted himself to the formation of a league between 
Spain, France, Holland, and the United States, not merely to achieve 
American independence, but to at least for a time paralyze British 
power. England was to be invaded; her navy swept from the seas; 
her colonial dependencies in America torn from her, and the United 
States and Spain were to divide America on terms acceptable to them-
selves. 
Mr. Jay reached Paris on June 23, 1782, and immediately proceeded 
to visit Franklin at Passy. Shortly afterwards, together with Frank-
lin, be called on the Count d' Aranda, the Spanish ambassador; an event 
not without significance, since it was the first occasion when the Ameri-
can commissioners had· been officially recog-nized by th~ diplomatic 
representatives in Paris of any leading continental power. Shortly 
after this visit, however, Jay was laid up by sickness. though dnring 
this period he had occasional conferences with Franklin, who was at 
that time almost incapacitated by gout and stone. 
On 'August 7 occurred a memorable interview between Jay and Os-
wald, which Oswald reports at great length in minutes taken by him of 
the same date, deposited with the Lansdowne papers, of which copies are 
in the Department of State. "He" (Mr. Jay), says 1\'Ir. Oswald, "is a 
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' man of good sense; of frank, easy, and polite manners." After reading 
l\1r. Oswald's commission, Mr. Jay went on to tell l\1r. Oswald that in-
dependence "ought to he no part of a treaty. It ought to have been 
expressly granted by act of Parliament, and an order for aU troops to be 
withdrawn previous to any proposals for treaty. As that was not done, 
the King, he sa.id, ought to do it now by proclamation, and order all gal'-
risous to be evacuated, and then close the American war by a treaty.,' 
"By the continued enforcement of the same cruel measures," so Mr. 
Oswald reports Mr. Jay to have said, ''the minds of the people in 
general all over that continent were almost entirely alienated from 
Great Britain, so that they detested the very name of an Englishman. 
That it was true a number of the older people had not forgot their 
former connections, and that their inclinations might still lean toward 
England, but when they were gone and the :X'Ounger generation came 
to take their place, who had never felt any of these impressions, those 
inclinations would be succeeded by grudge and resentment of every 
kind upon reflecting on what they had seen and their parents had suf-
fered; that few of them but could recollect the loss of blood of some 
relation or other; devastation of their estate~, and other misfortunes. 
On which occasion he ran into a detail of particulars as unnecessary as 
unpleasant here to be repeated." In reply to some attempted r-alliation 
by Mr. Oswald, '~Mr. Jay admitterl. that some blame was justly to be 
imputed to the representation of the refugee:s and other correspondents, 
who, he said, at least many of them, were in a particalar manner con-
cerned, on account of their private interest to ha,'e thing:-:; brought back 
by any means to their original state." Mr. Jay tlwu, according to Mr. 
Oswald, went on to complain of the injustice of the terms imposed by 
England on France by the prior treaty of Paris, upon which Mr. Oswald 
remarked that he thought "it hard that in America there should be 
such feelings for the conditions to which the Frencll '>v·ere bound by a 
treaty which concluded a war so necessary for its (America's) pres-
ent and future safety." ''On this occasion," comments Mr. O.sw:ctld, "I 
could not help thinking that Mr. Jay fell belo'.v the idea I wished to 
entertain of his candor and impartiality reg<tnliug objects not strictly 
American'' Mr. Jay further proceeded to insist, that the acknowledg-
ment of American indepenuence was not a sufficient equivalent to France 
for ller exertions in the war, and, aside from this, France ought to re-
tain the conq nests she had made. "The United States," he urged," wontd 
think themselves obliged to support t.hem (the French Government) in 
their settlement with us (Great Britain) in general; only, at last, he said. 
unless unreasonable; then, indeed-and paused, but afterwards went on 
and said-France had been very kind to them and lent. them mouey very 
liberally, &c. After enlarging on these obligations and tlte gratitude 
they owed to France, be proceeded to Spain and Holl8.nd and talked, 
also, though in a more general way, of their alliances with them, and 
their great obligations to them for ad ,·ance of money; and as if, b~7 
conditions of treaty, they could not conclude or have peace with Great 
Britain separately from those two powers. I did not. think it right to 
be over inquisitive as to their intentions regarding them, but it appeared 
to me as if he (Mr. Jay) considered those two courts as much under 
their protection as that of France, and as if the corr:.missioners of the 
colonies would agree or refuse to close with us according as they ~hould 
con~ider the terms wb1ch those two last powers shall insist on to be 
reasonable or unreasonable." Of Mr. J a~· Mr. Oswald proceeds to say: 
''We have very little to expect from him in the way of indulgences, 
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and I may venture to say that although he has lived till now as a British . 
subject, though he never had been to England, he may be supposed (by 
·anything I could perceive) as much alienated from any particular re-
gard for Engl~nd as if he had never heard of it in his life." He was 
"much le8s liberal" in his terms, so Mr. Oswald declares, than was Dr. 
FrankHn. 
But Jay did not long continue of this mind. On November 5, 1782, 
John Adams makes this entry in his diary: "Mr. Jay likes Frenchmen 
as little as Mr. Lee and Mr. Izard did. He says they are not a moral 
people; they know not what it is; he don't like any Frenchman; the 
Marquis de Lafayette is clever. but he is a Frenchman." 
Jay's sudden reaction from the distrust of and repugnance to Eng-
land, as exhibited in his first interview with Oswald, to the distrust of 
and repugnance to France he subsequently displayed, may be explained 
in part by the solution given by Adams, that to Jay French morals and 
m~nners, when he became familiar with them, were intolerable. Jay's 
temper, naturally grave, reserved, and austere, coupled with punctilious 
conscientiousness in the disch::trge of duty, and a tendency to reason 
not from the condition of things about him, but from high principles to 
which those conditions should be forced to bend, found comparatively 
little in Spain at which to revolt. There might be crime there, but it 
was hidden out of sight; there was no frivolity; court life was solemn 
and decorous; certainly there was no tendency to surrender political 
traditions to fluctuating fashions. But it was otherwise in Paris. The 
King was undoubtedly personally pure and C()nscientious; there was 
not in the court the vulgarity of dissoluteness that bad been dominant 
under Louis XV; but still, in the levity of the Queen, in the reckless 
folly of the King's brothers, in the unconcealed depravity of some of the 
chief ecclesiastics about the throne, in the ostentatious immorality of 
fashion, there was as much to distres:;; a pure and sensitive character 
such as .Jay's as there would have been in the time of Louis XV. And 
there was something more which made this levity an<l vice the more 
monstrous. In the time of Louis XV court favorites played with for· 
eign wars; with the pragmatic sanction; with the conquest of Silesia. 
But to Jay's eye these dissolute people of fashion were playing with a 
volcanic revolution seething under their very feet. 'fhen, again, their 
irreligion, covered over with only a thin veneering of Catholic ritual, 
was horrible to llim. It took him back to the old struggles under the 
Valois kings between thP, court and the H uguenots-all t,hat was fri vo-
lous and hollow and depraved, with the court; with the Huguenots all 
that was earnest and pure and devout. .As lle viewed the more closely 
the court and the dominant Hociety of the capital he seemed to rise up-
war<ls to the level of his Huguenot ancestry, sharing their sombre 
hatred of their opponents, preferring exile in America and in England 
to subjection to France .where these opponents ruled. Uf this exalta· 
tion of standpoint on Jay's part we llave a remarkable illustration in 
the following passage from a letter of July lH, 1783, by hirn to Mr. R. 
R. Livingston, then Secretary of Foreign Affairs: 
'"Our little one is doing well. If people in heaven see what is going 
on below my ancestors must derive much pleasure from comparing tlle 
circumstances attending the exi)ulsion of some of them from this conn" 
try with those under which my family has increased in it." 
It may have been in part from this idealizing himself with that high-
toned race who, though French in origin, became, as was the case with 
the Huguenot captains of 'William III, among the most relentless enG. 
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emies of France, as well as in part from the antagonism of his own stern 
and Rtoical morality to the disregard of all morality which be held to be 
prevalent in Paris, that he lent a willing ear to Oswald's suggestions of 
French intrigue in London against the United States. But iu the char-
acter of this intrigue he was greatly mistaken, since Vergennes, while 
not desirous of seeing the United States take Canada, the .lUississippi 
Valley, and the fisheries, yet nevertheless made the independence of the 
United States the one essential condition of his polic,y, and acquiesced 
without murmur in -the provisional treaty giving the Unit~d States the 
Mississippi Valley and the fisheries, though his veto might have killed 
the settlement in which the concessions were secured. And into one 
other error Jay was led by the tendency to fall back on his old traditions. 
As a young- man, on the breaking out of the war, he was ardently de-
voted to the old Whig English historical school. Of that school he and 
other Whigs in the colonies regarded Fox and Burke as the then orthodox 
exponents. Nothing could have been more natural than that he should 
ha Ye taken up Fox's cry of independence by grant, and have insisted 
that the United States should be solemnly recognized as independent 
by Great Britain before she could be treated with as thus independent. 
Yet such a position on its face involved a fallacy, since a dissolution of 
political connection, which is essential to independence, is a bilateral 
act, and if independence based on treaty was to be rejected, then there 
could be no acknowledgment of independence at all. And aside from 
this it was only by a treaty made at the time the United States was 
sustained on all sides by allies, and when a liberal ministry, acting on 
wise economical principles, was in power, that a pacification could have 
been effected that would, from its beneficial relations to both parties, 
have had any chance of permanency. 
In this temper of disgust and distrust of J:1"'rance it was easy for Jay 
to convince himself that Vergennes was secretly plotting wit.h Shel-
burne, if not to divide the colonies between France and England, at 
least to reduce them to the level of a g-roup of petty seaboard prov-
inces. And Jay claimed that he was justified in this Ruspicion by the 
fact that Oswald's commission was addressed to the American "colonies 
and plantations," and that Vergennes ad vised them that this was a mere 
matter of form. 
The very sending by Vergennes to London of Rayneval as a confi-
dential agent strengthened Jay's distrust; for the mission of Rayneval, 
so he argued, must have for its object the prejudicing Lord Shelburne 
against America. To counteract this supposed pernicious intrigue, Jay, 
without any notice whatever to Franklin, sent Benjamin Vaughan on 
a spP-cial errand of elucidation to Shelburne. A more extraordinary 
~tep could scarcely have been taken by a diplomatist so distinguished 
for integrity and capacity as Jay. Jay and Franklin were the sole 
members of the commission in Paris, Adams not having yet arrived . 
. Franklin, as Jay well knew, was resolute in maintaining Vergennes' 
loyalty to the United States, so far as concerned the question of inde-
pendence; and Franklin had heretofore conducted with singular skill all 
the negotiations with Shelburne. Yet Jay, himself unacquainted with 
Shelburne, sent to Shelburne, as a special envoy, Benjamin V:aughan, 
a gentleman to say the least not distinguished for prudence or diplo-
matic skill, to counteract _with Shelburne the supposed anti-American 
intrigues of Rayneval, one of the most subtle and seductive diplomatists 
in the .French service. It must have required on Shelburne's part great 
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city to right matters at last, to have enabled him to disregard this 
singular side action of Jay. 
Yet near as were these proceedings of Jay's to imperiling the reJa. 
tions of the United States to both France and Great Britain, in one im-
portant respect he brought into prominence a truth which Franklin, 
while cognizant of it, did not consider it necessary to proclaim. Ver-
gennes determined as he was to have the independence of the United 
States established, had, as we have seen, made known that he had no 
desire to see the United States retain her old rights in the fisheries, or 
absorb Canada, or push Spain out of the Mississippi Valley. But that 
Jaywas wrong in his doubts of Vergennes' loyalty to tlle cause of Amer-
ica's independence is sllown by the fact tllat after the United States 
gained, not, indeed, Canada, but the fisheries and the Mississippi Valley, 
France continued her support as generously and efficiently as she had 
done before these causes of difference had arisen.* And if Franklin 
appears in his correspondence to attach comparath'ely little consequence 
to Jay's representations in this respect, we must remember that Frank-
lin, while knowing the desire of France not to offend Spain, or to impair 
her own claims to the fisheries, was also aware that she '·"·ould not per-
mit her preferences in this respect to stand in the way of the recognition 
by Great Britain of the independence of the United States. 
JOHN ADAMS. 
I\1r. Adams was marked b,y a singular combination of al)parently in· 
consi:stent characteristics which were displayed in peculiar prominence 
during the peace negotiations in which he took part. His patriotism 
was ardent and even fierce; attempts to corrupt or intimidate him would 
only have intensified its fires. He was capable of bold, sudden action; 
and be conlll defend such act'ion by oratory singularly thrilling, exhibit-
iug like lightning the path and the perils ahead, aud in doing 80 
dazzling as well as guiding. But with these great qualities were assu-
ciated great defects. He could recognize no one as in any respect 
superior to himself. He paid but a grudging obeis:mce to Washington 
even when he was Washington's associate in office; aud when in Con-
gress he gave a ready ear, if not a sympathetic assent, to the expres-
sions of discontent with which Washington's war policy was sometimes 
receh·ed. It is questionable whether he was ever truly conscious of the 
supreme granrleur of 'Vashington's character; at least there is not.hing 
in his diary or his confirlentialletters, from which hiA true views can be 
best collected, from which such a consciousness can be inferred. Of 
Franklin's extraordinary capacity and signal successes as a diplomatist 
he was equally unconscious; and towards Franklin he showed, when in 
Congress, a dislike which, in Paris, ripened into a blind jealousy. His 
vanity was so great as to make all flattery, no matter how delicate. 
odious to him when offered to others, and no flattery appear to llini 
too gross when offered to himself. In council be could direct and 
*Mr. Lecky ( 4 Hist. Eng., 2B2) says: "Two of the commissioners had conceived a 
profound distrust of the French minister. They believed that Rayneval had been 
sent to England to retard or prevent the recognition of American independence, that 
tlle French minister desired to keep America in a state of ferment and humiliatino 
dependence, and that they were acting falsely and treacherously towards her. Fo~ 
this suspicion there does not appear to llave been the smallest real ground. The inde-
pendence of the Americans had been the great aim which France hall steadily pursued 
and she was not in the least disposed to abandon it; nor does Vergennes ever appeai 
to have opposed American interests on any point on which he had promised to sup 
port tllem." 
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mspire, but he could not consult; a peculiarity afterwards illustrated 
during his Presidency, when for long periods he would let his cabinet 
officers, all of them representing a line of politics distinct from his own, 
carry out their views without their conferring with him, when sud-
denly, as in the case with the French mission of February 25, 1799~ 
he would proclaim a new and bold policy without his conferring 
with them. His enthusiasm for public affairs in fact, splendid as 
were its occasional manifestations, was not continuous, and was broken 
in upon, from time to time, by parentheses of torpid seclusion, or, 
what was stranger, by social displays for which he had no tact, and 
which consorted but illy with the abruptness, the self-consciousness, and 
the want of consideration for others, by which he was often marked. 
Of these peculiarities of Mr. Adams we have ample illustration in 
the diary left by him in 1782-'83, during his French negotiations, as 
published in 1851, by his grandson, the late Mr. C. F. Adams (Works of 
Joh~ Adams, vol. iii, pp. ~98 if.) Adams, after a mission to Holland 1 
in which, by singular energy and zeal, he had succeeded in negotiating· 
a treaty recognizing the independence of the United States, arrived in 
Paris about noon on Saturday, October 26, 1782. 
The period was one of extreme anxiety, requiring grave and prompt 
action by the American commissioners. .Adams' name was the first in 
the list of these commissioners, and his immediate presence in Paris 
had been earnestly solicited by Franklin and Jay. 
Of his action on his first day in Paris, his journal narrates the fol-
lowing: 
" The first thing to be done in Paris is always to send for a tailor, 
peruke·maker, and shoemaker, for this nation has established such a 
domination over the fashions that neither clothes, wigs, nor shoes made 
in any other place will do in Paris. This is one of the ways in which 
France taxes all Europe, and will tax America. It is a great branch of 
the policy of the court to preserve and increase this national influence 
over the mode, because it occasions an immense commerce betweeu 
France and all other parts of Europe. Paris furnishes the materials 
and the manners, both to men and women, everywhere else." 
On the next day he meets with'' Ridley," apparently one of the outside 
agitators by whom the commissioners were beset, who informed him that 
Jay ''refused to treat with Oswald until be had a commission to treat with 
the commissioners of the United States of America. Franklin was afraid 
to insist upon it." "Ridley," in a subsequent conYersation, "was full of 
Jay's firmness and independence; [Jay] has taken upon himself to act 
without asking ad vice, or even communicating with the Count de Ver-
gennes, and this even in opposition to an instruction." On the same 
day is the entry, "Then to Mr. Jay aLd Mrs. Izard; but none at home.n 
The following ends the day's comments: "Between two as subtle spirits 
as any in this world (Franklin and Jay), the one malicious, the other, 1 
think, honest, I shall have a delicate, a nice, a critical part to act. 
F'ranklin's cunning will be to di \7 ide us; to this end he will provoke, he 
will insinuate, he will intrigue, he will manoeuver. My curiosity will 
at least be employed in observing his invention and his a.rtifice. Jay 
declares roundly that he will never ~et his hand to a bad peace. Con-
gress may appoint another, but be will make a good peace or none." 
Yet, in his journal for June 20, 1779, after speaking of Gouverneur 
Morris as ''of a character t'res Zeger," he says, and with much injustice, 
so far as concerns Jay, ''.the character and cause of America has not 
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been sustained by such characters as that of Gou \·erueur l\Iorris or nis 
colleague, l\Ir. Jay." 
It was not until Tuesday, October 29, in the evening, that be paid his 
first visit to Franklin. At this visit, and in the interviews immediateh-
succeeding, Franklin was informed by Adams that be entirely concurred 
with Jay in the points as to which Franklin and Jay differed-as to Jay's 
hasty and ill-judged avowal of preference tor Fox's scheme of peace to 
that of Shelburne; as to Jay's demand on Shelburne to amend Oswahl',~ 
commission so as to call the thirteen States "the United States" before 
the signature of a treaty in which Oswald was to be authorized to confer 
this title; as to Jay's singular personal confidential mission to Shelburne 
without Franklin'~ know ledge and against Jay's instructions; as to Jay's 
determination to ostentatiously impress on Vergennes the refusal of the 
commissioners to formally acquaint him with the character of the nego-
tiations with Shelburne. And Adams, when Franklin took thA ground 
that it was not within the power of Congress to comply with Oswald's 
'"demand of the payment of debts and compensation to the tories," re. 
plied that ''I had no notion of cheating anybody;" that" the question 
of paying debts and of compensating tories were two;'' and he adds," I 
made the same observation that forenoon to Mr. Oswald and Mr. 
Strachey, in company with ~Ir. Jay, at his house. I saw it struc;k 1\'Ir. 
Strachey with peculiar pleasure. I saw it instantly smiling in every 
line of his face. Mr. Oswald was apparently pleased with it too.'' 
Franklin, when thus overruled by his colleagues, simply "listened with 
patience." He could do nothing else. His colleagues had not only 
taken their positions resolutely, but declared it openly. It is true that 
by their course Canada was lost, and the great scheme of partition alH.l 
reciprocity which he had woven in conference with Oswald imperiled; 
it is true, also, tbat the friendly relations of France and tbe Unite<l 
States were put to a strain which it would require great skill to enable 
tbem to bear without rupture; but his dissent would ouly have made 
this rupture ine-vitable, while it could not ha\e made the negotiations 
with the English ministers any the more auspicious to the United 
States. So be acquiesced; and by tl.tns moving with his colleagues, at 
least so far swayeu tlw subsequent correspondence as to preYent, as we 
have seen, a rupture witb France, to save the United States from any 
burden of indemnity to the refugees, and to retain in the preliminary 
articles most of those features which make them, of all pacifications 
known to history, at once the most liberal in temper and the most 
reciprocally bentficial in result. 
On Adams' action, on his arrival at Paris, as aboYe narrated, we have 
a marked. illustration of the tendeney, common to Lord. Chatbam as well 
, as to himself, to alternate periods of intense and heroic action with pe-
riods of histrionic seclusion not without preparation for histrioni0 dis-
play. Adams, prior to his arrival, had been, as we have seen, actively 
and efficiently engaged in the settlement of a treaty with Holland. He 
was summoned to Paris to take part, as the first on the list of commis-
sioners, in negotiations on which dPpended the independence of America 
and the peace of the world. Time was of \ital importance. Any de-
lay, as afterwards was shown, might briug into play events by wbich 
the interests of America and her allies would be seriously imperilleu. 
Franklin alone was pos~essed of the tbrea<ls of the pending negotia-
tions, and, whatever Adams may have thought of him, Franklin was a 
man advanced in years, who was confined at that period to his chamhet 
by an excruciating- disease. Vergennes may have been the peculmr 
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object of Adams' dislike; but Adams was iustn .cted to take no step 
without. consulting Vergennes, and on Vergennes depended the ques· 
tion whether any treaty at all with Great Dritaiu COLllu be negotiated. 
It was Adams' duty to at once visit l>otl1 Franklin anu Vergennes. So 
far from performing this duty, he delayed visiting Vergennes for nearly 
three weeks,* and would have delayed long·pr if Vergennes had not gone 
out of tne w;:ty of diploma,tic routine to good nata redly invite the visit; 
while the visit to Franklin was delayed th1·ee days, until, in the.mean· 
time, the peruque-makers and tailors' help had been secured by way of 
preparation. A!ld then, when the visit to l!..,ranklin was at last paid, 
it was not to obtain information or take counsel, but brusquely to 
announce conclusions, of which it is only necessary at this point to say 
that if they .had been withheld until the views of Franklin had been 
heard and duly respected, it would have been far better for the United 
States. 
In addition to the citations already given from Adams' diary, may be 
noticed the following extracts: 
"The compliment of 'Monsieur, YOUS etes le Washington de lane-
gociation,' was repeated to me by more than one person. I answered, 
'Monsieur, vous me faites le plus grand honneur, et le compliment le 
plus sublime possible.' 'Et, Monsieur, en verite vous l'avez bien me rite.' 
A few of these compliments would kill Franklin if they should come to 
his ears." (3 John Adams' Works, 309.) 
But as to the last point, Adams was mistaken. Franklin, in his pub-
lic course, was singularly uninfluenced by either slight or adulation. 
On the one hand, through the impression noticed above, that he was 
unduly swayed by French preferences, he bad provoked the jealousy of 
Adams, of Izard, and Arthur Lee, and this, with other causes, had led 
to charges, striking him at the most vital points, being preferred against 
him in Congress. Yet, on the other hand, while he was overwhelmed 
in Paris, both by meu of science and men and women of fashion, with an 
adulation which, for its permanency and its ardor, has no parallel, he 
received from the British ministry the extraordinary honor of being told 
that the negotiators sent to confer with him were selected because it 
was supposed th~y would be acceptable to himself, and that other chan· 
nels would be selected if he would designate them. But it does not ap-
pear that he ever sought to impress his colleagues either with the slights 
or the honor-s which had been tendered to him, nor has he even noticed 
them in his djary. vVe now bear of them in detail from letters to him, 
deposited in the Department of State; and from that same correspon· 
dence we learn that, without regard either to censure or tlattery, he pur-
sued the course which was imposed on him by the great responsibili-
ties under which he was placed. 
It would be as unjust as it would. be vain to disparage John Adams' 
splendid services in the revolutionary cause. He was, as Jefferson well 
said, the "Colossus" on whom depended, so far as oratorical effect was 
concerned, the contest for independence. But the history of the treat.v of 
peace ·of 1782-'83 would not be complete without noticing tlle way in 
which his character as a negotiator was affected by the weaknesses 
which have been noticed above. It was 11ot that his ard.ent devotion to 
his own country ever dimmed. It is not that he was unduly partial to 
either of the great powers with whom he had to deal. "'You are afraid,' 
::;o he represents Oswald as saying to him, 4 of being made the tool of 
"As to the invitation to dinn'er which followed tl is visit~ see supra, vol. i, ~lOla. 
As to Adams' overbearing trea.tment of Vergennes, see 4 Lecky Hist. Eng., 190 (Am. 
ed.) . 
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t he powers of Europe.' 'Indeed, I am,' says I. 'v\'"hat power~~' said 
he. '.All of them,' said l." (3 John .Adams' Works, 316.) Hence it 
was that distrust of England led him to do all he could to drive off 
Shelburne by his unwillingness to understand, or at least to accept, 
'Shelburue'~ liberal system of pacification, and distrust of France led 
him to do all he could to break up the French alliance. He undoubt-
edly mPant to be just; l>ut. his jealousy of Franklin led him to blindly 
reject Franklin's conclusions whenever t,hey conflicted with those of Jay, 
or whenever, as in respect to refugee claims, Franklin could be humili-
-ated by their rejection. He was capable of intense labor, yet, in one of 
those strange .fits of lassitude by which he was sometimes overtake~, 
he permitted himself, on his arrival in Paris, on October 21.>, 1182, at the 
most critical period of his country's history as well as of his own life, 
instead of seizing at once on whatever would enable him to possess him-
-self of the informat,ion necessary to judicious action, to lose himself in 
matters of mere personal decoration, and then, when he sought informa-
tion, to seek it :first from questionable outsiders, and then from Jay, con-
tenting himself, when at last he visited Frankin, with roughly telling 
J?ranklin at the very outset, before Franklin had any chance for explana-
tion, that in all matters incontesthe sided with Jay. It is true that in the 
main he had to fall back on Franklin's outlines of peace, for there were 
none others to fall back upon~ Yet even here the concentrated and local-
ized character of his patriotism led him astray. He fought zealously, vig-
orously, and successfully for the :fisheries and for the northeast bound-
aries. Yet, in the absorption of his vision in the :fisheries and on the 
boundaries, he lost sight of Canada, without which no boundary ques-
tions could be definitely settlPd and no :fisheries could be securely enjoyed. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
To a letter from Lord Shelburne, of April 6, 1782, introducing .Mr. 
{)~wald, J1'ranklin, in a letter of April18, answered in part as follows:~ 
'' l have conversed a good deal with Mr. Oswald, and am much pleased 
·with him. He appears to me a wise and honest man. I acquainted him 
that I was commissioned with others to treat of am.l conclude a peace; 
that full powers were given us for that purpos{', and that the Congress 
promised in good faith to ratify, confirm, and cause to be faithfully 
.observed the treaty we should make; but that we could not treat separ-
ately from ],ranee; and I proposed introducing him to M. le Oomte de 
Vergennes, to whom I communicated your lordship's letter containing 
1\lr. Oswald's character as a foundation for the interview. He will 
acquaint you that the assurance he gave of His Britannic :i'tiajesty's good 
disposition towards peace was well received and assurances returned 
of the same good dispositions in His Most Christian Majesty. 
"With regard to -the circumstances relative to a treaty, 1\I. de Ver· 
gennes observed that the King's engagements were such that he could not 
treat without the concurrence of his allies; that the treaty should there 
fore be for a general, not a partial, peace; that if the pa.rties were dis· 
posed to :finish the war speedily by themselves, it would perhaps be 
best to treat at Paris, as an ambassador from Spain was already there, 
and the commissioners from .America might easily and soon be assemuled 
tLere. Or if tlley chose to make use of the proposed mediation, they 
mif:ht treat at Vienna, but that the King was so truly willing to put a 
speedy end to the war that he would agree to any place the King of 
England slloultl think proper. I leave the rest of the conYersation to be 
-celated to your lordship by 1\lr. Oswald, ~md that he might do it more 
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easily a.nu fully than he could by letter, I wa~ of opinion with him that it 
would be best he should return immediately and do it t'ivn 1.'0ce." 
Franklin MSS., Dept. of State. 9 Sparks' Franklin, 245; 2 Dip. Corr., 278. 
"I have received much satisfaction in being assured by you that the· 
qualifications of wisdom a-:1d integrity which induced me to make choice 
of l\1r. Oswald. as t.he :fittest instrument for the renewal of our friendly 
intercourse have also recommended him so effectually to your approba-
tion and esteem. I most heartily wish that the influence of this :first 
communication of our mutual sen'timents may be extended to a happy 
conclusion of all our public differences. 
"The candor with which Monsieur le Comte de Vergennes ex-
presses His Most Christian Majesty's sentiments and wishes on the sub-
ject of a speedy pacification is a pleasing omen of its accomplishment .. 
His .Majesty is not les.s decided in the same sentiments and wishes, and, 
it confirms His Majesty's ministers in their intention to act in like man-
ner, ·as most consonant to tbe true dignity of a great nation. 
"In consequence of these reciprocal advances Mr. Oswald is sent back 
to Paris for the purpose of arranging and settling with you the prelim-
inarie~ of time and place, and I have the pleasure to tell you that Mr .. 
I1aurens is already discharged from those engagements, which he en-
tered into when he was admitted to bail. 
"It is also determined that Mr. Fox, from whose department that 
communication is neces~ary to. proceed, shaH send a proper person, who, 
may confer and settle immediately with Monsieur de Vergennes the fur-
ther measures and proceedings which may be judged proper to adopt to-
wards advancing the prosecution of this important business. In the 
mean time Mr. Oswald is instructed to communicate to you m,y thoughts 
upon the principal objects to be settled. 
"Transports are actually prepal'ing for the purpose of conveying :your 
prisoners to America to be there exchanged, and we trust that you will 
learn that due attention has not been wanting to their accommodatioDJ 
and g·ood treatment." 
Lord Shelburne to Dr. Franklin, April 28, 1782. Franklin MSS., Dept. of State ;. 
9 Sparks' Franklin, 265. 
,; vVith respect to the commissioners of the colonies, our conduct to-
wards them I think ought to be of a style somewhat different. They 
have shown a desire to treat and to end with us on a separate footiug. 
from the other powers, and I must say in a more liberal way, or at least 
with a greater appearance of feeling for the future interests and con-
nections of Great Britain, than I expected. I speak so from the text 
of the last conversation I had with Mr. Franklin, as mentioned in my 
letter of yesterday. And therefore we ought to deal with them tenderly 
and as supposed conciliated friends, or at least well disposed to a con--
ciliation, and not as if we had anything to give them that we can keep · 
from them or that they are very anxious to have. Even Dr. Franklirt 
himself, as the subject happened to lead that way, as good as told 
me yesterday that they were their own masters, and seemed to make· 
no account of the grant of independence as a favor. I was so mueh. 
satisfied beforehand of their ideas on that head that I will own to your· 
lordship I did .not read to the Doctor that part of your letter whereiu. 
yon mention that grant as if in some shape it challenge<l a return on 
their part. vVben the Doctor pointed at the object of the enabling bill,, 
as singly resting on a dispensation of acts of Pctrliament they· cared not 
for, I thought it enough for me to say they had been binding: and. 
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..acknowledged. To which no answer was made. \Vhen the Doctor 
mentioned tile report as if there was an expectation of retaining the 
·sovt>reignty, I ventured a little furtller (though witll a guarded caution) · 
to touch him on the only tender si<le of their supposed present emanci-
pation, alHl said that such report w-as possibly owing to the imagination 
.of people upon bearing of the rejoicings :in America on the cessation of 
war, change of ministry, &c., which they might conclude would have 
~orne effect in dividing the provinces, and giving a different turn to af-
fairs; as no doubt there was a great proportion of these people, notwitll-
stand ing all that bad happened, who, from considerations of original 
ailinit·y, correspondence, an<l other circumstances, were still strongly 
attactted to Bngland, &c. To tllis also there was no auswer ruade. 
''A .. t ::;arne tirue I cannot but say that I was mucll pleased upon the 
whole with what passed on the occasion of this interview. And I 
really belieYe the Doctor sincerely wishes for a speedy settlement, and 
tllat after tb e loss of dependence we may Jose no lllOre; but, on the con-
trary, tllat a cordial reconciliation may take place over all that country. 
"Amongst other things I was pleased at his showing a state of the 
aids they ltave received from France, as it looked as if he wanted I 
should see the amount of their obligations to their ally; anu as if it 
was the only foundation of the ties _Frauce had over them, excepting 
gratitude, which the Doctor owned in so many words. But at same 
time said the debt would be punctually and easily discharged. France 
Laving given to 1788 to pa.y it,. The Doctor also particularly took notice 
.of the discharge of the interest to the term of the peace, which he said 
was kind and generous. It is possible I may make a wrong estimate of 
the sit.uation of this American business, and of the chance of a total or 
partial recovery being desperate. ln that case my opinion will haYe no 
weight, and so wil1t1o no hurt, yet in my present sentiments I cannot 
help offering it as thinking that c.ircumstances are in that situation that 
I heartily wislt. we were ct. one with these people, and as quickly as possi-
ble, since we ltave much to fear from them in case of their taking the 
1iet, aud throwing themselves into more close connection with this court 
and our other enemies." 
Richard Oswald to Lord Shelburne, July 11, 1782; 9 Sparks' Franklin, 303, note. 
In ·a draft of a note to Mr. Oswald, July 12,1782 (Frank. MSS., Dept. 
of State; 9 Sparks' Franklin, 365; 2 Dip. Corr., 351), Dr. Franklin 
states tltat he had received a note from Mr. Grenville stating that 
Lord Shelburne's opposition to an immediate acknowledgment of 
"American independency" was the cause of .1\1 r. Fox's resignation ; and 
that this would "be fatal to the present negotiation." But Dr. Frank-
lin evidently did not think tllat this would follow, and, though he says 
tllat au acknowledgment of inuepenclence is essential, yet be implies 
tllat this can be done as a preliminary to a treats. 
P ASSY, July 18, 1782. 
Earl of SHELBURNE : 
l\IY Lo:an: Mr. Oswald informing me that be is about to dispatch a 
courier, I embrace the opportunity of ~ongratulating your lordship 
on your appointment to tlle treasury. It is an extension of your power 
to do good, and in tLat, view, if in no other, it must increase your bappi· 
illess, which I heartily wish, being with great and sincere respect, 
M,y Lord, your Lordsllip's most obedient and humble servant~ 
B. FRANKLIN, 
l'rauklin :MSS., Dept. of State. 
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"I expected to have had the honor to transmit ;ron lwrewitll tbe 
King's commission authorizing you to treat and conclude a peace with 
the American commissioners at Paris, as well as His Majesty's instruc-
tions consequent to it. But from the length of time necessary to pass 
the commission, I have thought it necessary to forward this to you 
without waiting for it. From the opinion which I have had very good 
reason to conceive of your ability I have no doubt but that you will ac-
quit yourself, both as to spirit and form, to the satisfa~tion of His Ma-
jesty in this important business. 
'~As my intention is, and ever will be, in the high office which I have 
the honor to hold, to conduct my correspondence with the utmost pre-
cision and perspicuity, I desire you will without reserve communicate 
to me any doubts tha~ may arise upon your instructions or auy diffi-
culty that may occur in the course of your negotiation. Be assureLl 
you will ever find me ready to pay due attention to your opinions upon 
the arduous undertaking in which you are engaged, and to communi-
cate to yon His :Majesty's pleasure thereupon. 
"I think it necessary to acquaint you that Mr. Fitzherbert, now at 
Brussels, has orders to join you at Paris to replace Mr. Grenville. I 
have great pleasure in recommending him to your confidence, as he is. 
a person of whose talents and discretion I have the highest opinion 
founded in a long acquaintance. Of those with whom you are to treat 
I haYe no knowle6ge of any except Dr. Franklin. My knowledge of 
him is of long standing, though of no great degree of intimacy. I 
am not vain enough to suppose that uny public conduct. or principles-
of mine should have attracted much of his notice. But I believe he 
knows enough of them to be persuaded that no one has been more 
averse to the carrying ou this unhappy contest or a more sincere friend 
to peace and reconciliation than myself. If he does me the justice to-
believe the sentiments to be sincere he will be convinced that I shall 
show myself in the transaction of this business an unequivocal ancl 
zealous friend to pacification upon the fairest and most liberal term~~ 
Though I have not the pleasure of a personal acquaintance with you, 
sir, your character is not unknown to me, and from that I derive great 
satisfnction in seeing this very important negotiation in your hands. 
"'.Yhen the commission is made out you will ~ear from me again~ 
and receive at the same time His Majesty's instructions for the execu-
tion of iU' 
Thomas Townshend to Richard Oswald, July 26, 1782; Franklin MSS., Dept. of 
State; printed in part in 9 Sparks' Franklin, 368, note. 
"In regard to the question of any national substitution for the de-
pendent connection with Great Britain, you must, in the first place, seek, 
to discover the dispositi1 ns and intentions of the colonies uy tlle in-
timations and propositions of the commissioners; antlif it, shall appea r 
to you to be impossible t t' form with them any political league of union 
or amity to the exclusion of other European powers, you will be partic-
ularly earnest in your attention an<] arguments to prevellt their binding 
themselves under any engagement inconsistent with the piau of absolute 
and ~m-iversal independence, which is the indispensable condition of our 
acknowledging their independence on our crown and kingdoms." 
Orders a,nd instructions to Richard Oswald, July: 31, 1i82; Franklin MSS., Dept~ 
of State. 
"I went out this forenoon to Dr. Franklin to know whether be was, 
inclined to enter upon lm::>iness. H~told me he had canied tbe copy 
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of the commission I gaYe him to Versailles the day before, and llad 
~ome conYersation on the subject with Monsr. de Vergennes, who was 
of opinion with him that it would be better to wait until a real commis-
sion arriYed, this being neither signed nor sealed, and could be sup-
posed as only a draft or order in which there might be alterations, as 
in the preamble it said only 'to the efl'ect following, &c.' To this ob-
jectiOn I bad nothing to say, as I did not incline to show them the in-
structions, though signed and sealed. 
"!1""'il1ding no alteration in the Doctor's manner, from the U8ual good-
natured friendly way in which he haJ formerly behaved to me (as I hacl 
reason to apprehend from what had lately passed with his colleague), 
and having a quiet and convenient opportunity, I was anxious to learn 
whether the Doctor entertained those ideas, which, in the preceding pa-
pers, 1 suspected Mr. Jay had in view regarding the means of prevent-
ing fnture wars, by settling the peace in sueh a manner as it should not 
be the interest of the parties to break it. 
~~ 'Vith that intent I told the Doctor I bad bad a long conversation 
with Mr. Jay, of which no doubt he had been informed, and in which 
be had 11ot spared us in his reflections on what had passed in the 
American war; and that I could not but be sorry he bad just reason 
for the severity of some of them; at samR time I was pleased to find 
he was equally well disposed to peace, anll to bring it quickly to a con-
clusion as we were, and also that it shouJd l>e a lasting one, as lle, the 
Doctor, had always proposed, and that I was only at a loss as to how 
that could be ascertained other ways than by treaty, which :Mr. Jay 
declared he paid no regard to, and said it could only be dependPJ upon 
as lasting by its being settled so as it should not be the interest of auy 
of the parties to break it. I told the Doctor this was cert"ainly the best 
security, if one could tell how to accommodate the terms so jutStly to 
the mutual interests of the parties as to obviate every temptation to 
encroachment or trespass. 
"The Doctot replied the method was very plain and easy, which was 
to settle the terms in the first projection on an equal, just, and reason-
able footing, and so as neither part.y should have cause to complain; 
being the plan which Monsr. de Vergennes had in view, and had always 
recommended in his conversations with him on the subject of peace; 
and the Doctor said it was a good plan, and the only one that couhl 
make the peace lasting; and which also put him in mind of a story in 
the Roman histor-y in the early times of the Republic. \Vhen being at 
war with the state of Tarentum, and the Tarentians having the worst 
of it they sent to the Senate to ask for peace. The ambassador being 
called in, the Senate told him they agreed to give them peace, and then 
asked him bow long be thought it would last. To which he answered 
that would be according to the . conditions; if they were reasonable 
the peace would be lasting; if not, it would be l:lhort. The Senate 
seemed to resent this freedom of expression. But a member got up 
and applauded it as fair and manly, and as justly challenging a due 
regard to moderation on their part. 
"It is not easy for me to say how happy I felt myself at the conclu-
sion of this quotation. The terms and conditions, it's true, remaiued 
undecided, and comprehend, no doubt, a very serious question, althougll 
not material to what I aimed at. N'or did I conceive them to lie so mnell 
in my way as in that of another department, by the concern wbich the 
}1~rench mimster took in settling the principle. Nor did I trouble m.v-
self about the posstble inefficctcy of it as still uepending in some uegree 
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()U the obligations of treaty, however caution~ly adjusted. And there~ 
fore I did not think it proper to touch upon tbat pomt. nor to say any-
tlling on the subject of terms and conditions. 
•· I tlwugbt my:;;elf sufficiently satisfied in getting Jlear of my appre-
hensions of those ill-founded suspicions of a supposed American gua.r-
crntee being intended, as mentioned in tbe papers of the 9th instant. 
And at the same time asking pardon of those to whom that design was 
1mj ustly imputed. And which, upon my return from this visit, I should 
Lan~ certainly struck out of those papers if I did not with all ~mbmis­
~iou incline to think that by remaining under the eye of Government 
1 hey might help to show that th·e question of the possibility of such 
guarantee taking place on some future occasion may still not be unde-
t::)erving of attention. As to the consequences of such measure whenever 
it happens (as pointed out in the said papers of the 9th) there can be 
110 doubt, nor do I think it requires much ingenuity in the Arnencans 
quickly to discover the expediency and benefit of resorting to it un a 
variety of occasions, parti-cularly in case of our insisting on terms in the 
present treaty, or acting a part in our future corre~pond.ence with them, 
which we cannot support in such manner as to make it appear to them 
to be 'their interest (and consistent with their engagements and the 
character they have adopted) quietly an<l contentedly to submit to. 
''I am the more ready to hazard the freedom of these observations 
and the danger of exciting into action the least experiment of this kind 
of combined interposition of the American provinces upon reflecting on 
Dr. Franklin's hint of caution, as reported in one of my letters of last 
month, 'not to foree them into the hands of other people,' wbieh I hope 
will never bappen, but on the eontrary, after laying the foundation of 
peace, the best manner that ean be done on the bottom on which the 
Congress wish it to stand, by an amicable and final agreement with their 
commissioners here, every possible measure may thereafter be taken to 
promote a temper of reeonciliation and amity over the whole of that 
country. As yet there has been nothing done in a separate way, how-
<wer unjustly suspected, to interfere with the plan of such preliminary 
and regular settlement. And I hope the same will be followed out in 
such a manner as to show to the Americans that all such concessions as 
are required anrl can be reasonably granted do actually flow from a de-
sire of His Majesty and his ministers of laying this foundation on the 
most just and equitable principles, and in a mutual relation to the ben-
('fit of one party as well as the other. 
"After that is done and consequently every pretense and occasion of 
jealousy is obviated, and constitutionally out of the question, I must 
take the liberty to say that it will concern the interest of Great Britain 
in the most sensible degree, as well in the hopes of returning benefit as 
in that of avoiding contingencies of critical danger, to concert from this 
time every possible method of facilitating and perpetuating a friendly 
correspondence with those countries. 
" The second thing the Doctor touched upon was independence. He 
said by the quotations of acts of· Parliament he saw it was included in 
the commission; but that .l\Ir. Grenville had orders to grant it in the 
first instance. I replied it was true; and that though supposed to be 
granted under this commission and in the course of the treaty I hoped 
it would make no difference with gentlemen who were so well disposed 
to put an end to this unhappy business as I knew him to be. 
" He then asked if I had instructions. I said I had, an<l tha.t were 
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pem1ence, unconditional in every sense, would be granted, and that I saw 
110 reatSon whv it should not make the first article of the settlement or 
treaty; that I' was sorry Mr. Jay should ban~ hesitated so much on that 
liead, as if it ought to have been done separately and by act of Parlia-
ment. And now Parliament being up, that the grant should be made 
by proclamation. That I did not.pretend to judge whether the right and 
aut·hority of a grant of that kind, so conveyed, would be proper aml 
€ffectual. There seemed, however, to be one inconveniency in it that a 
proclamation became an address to the Congress and to every part of 
their provinces jointly and separately, and might in so far interfere with 
tile progress of the present commission under which we hoped that all 
pretensions would be properly and expeditiously settled. That in this 
matter he was a better judge than I could pretend to be. I was only 
sure of one thing, that the affair might be as effectually done as in the 
way proposed by Mr. Jay. 
'~Tile Doctor replied that Mr. Jay was a lawyer, and might think of 
things that did not occur to those who were not lawyers. And at last 
spoke as if he did not see much or any difference; but still such mode 
of expression as I could not positively say would preclude him from in-
sisting on Mr. Jay's proposition, or some previous or separate acknowl-
€llgment. I was glad to get clear of the subject without pushing for 
further explanation or discussion, or yielding further, as I have men-
tioned, than to a preliminary acknowledgment in the course of the 
treaty. 
"I then said after that was done I hoped there would not be many 
tbings to settle; and that the articles called necessary, which he speci-
fied dn the 10th of July, would pretty nearly end the business; and 
that those called advisable, which as a friend to Britain and to recon-
ciliation, he had then recommended, would be dropped or modified in a 
proper manner; that I bad fairly stated the case at home, and could 
not but confess that I had t.his answer from one of his friends. To th:s 
I emiUot say I had nny reply. 
''I then told the Doctor there was a particular circumstance wbich, 
of myself, I wished to submit to bis consideration, as a friend to re-
turning peace. 
''England had ceased air hostilities against America hy Janel. At 
sea it was otherwise, and however disposed we might ue to stop these 
proceedings tbere also, I could not see how it could be done until the 
people of America adopted the same plan. At the same time I was sen-
sible that by the strict Jetter of tb~ir treaty with France the Americans 
could not well alter their conduct before we came to a final s~:;ttlement 
with that nation. Tbat this was an unfortunate dilemma for both of us, 
that we should be taking each otber's ships when perhaps we might, 
in other respects, be at perfect peace, and that notwithstanding thereof, 
we must continue in this course, waiting for a con~lusion with France 
and other nations, perhaps at a distant period. That although I had 
no orders on this head, yet as a continuance in .this species of bostility 
seemed to be so repugnant to the motives and principles which had de-
termined a cessation on the part of England by land, and was certainly 
a bar to that cordial reconciliation which he so much wisbed for. I 
conld not avoid submitting thP case to his consideratiou, to see whether 
he could find some remedy for it. The Doctor replied be could not see 
how it could be done; it would be a difficult tbing. However, at last 
he said he would think of it. 
'·I next touched upon the subject of the 1oyali~ts, bnt could not flat-
ter myself with tile hopes of it:::; au-.,wering any goqd pnrpo:se; the Doc-
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tor having from the begi.ming assured me they could take no part in 
that business, as it was exclusively retained under the jurisdiction of 
the respective States upon whom the several claimants bad any de-
mands; and there having been no power delegated to the Congress on 
that head, they, as commissioners, could do nothing in it. I only said 
that I was sorry that no method could be suggested for a reasonable 
accommodation tn a matter which I could not but suppose he would ad-
mit had a natural claim to the consideration of Government. I thought 
it to no purpose to go any further upon the present occasion. If after-
wards things of a more immediate concern and importance should get 
into a smooth train of proceeding, and be established, and I could 
venture freely to appeal to t.l1eir unprejudiced humanity and good sense 
I would try it, although without hopes of their taking any other part 
than in suggesting of means and expedients, and perhaps favoring the 
proposals in the way of private recommendation to their countrymen. 
As to the ungranted or unappropriated lands, although they were un-
doubtedly the reserved property of His l\iajesty in all the States, I am 
afraid when I come to state that claim as a fund towards indemnifica-
tion the commissioners will pretend these lands fell with the States as 
much as the King's court-houses, &c. 
"Upon the whoJe of this matter the Doctor said nothing, but that he 
was advised that the board of loyalists at New York was dissolved by 
General Carleton, which he was glad of. 
"The Doctor at last touched upon Canada, as he generally does upon 
the like occasions, and said there could be no dependence on peace and 
good neighborhoou while that country continued under a different gov-
ernment, as it touched tlleir States in so great a stretch of frontier. I 
told him I was sensible of that inconveniency. But having no oruers, 
the consideration of that matter might possibly be taken up at some 
future time. At my coming away the Doctor said th~tt although the 
proper commission was not come over, yet he said Mr. Jay would call on 
me with a copy of their credentials. This being Sunday, he said the 
copy would be made out on Monday. On Tuesday he must go to Ver-
sailles, being the levee day, but on Wednesday they would call with 
their papers. So that to-morrow I shall probably have the llonor of 
seeing those gentlemen, and of course may have something still to add 
to these tedious writings." 
Richard Oswald to Thomas Townshend, August 1l and 1:3, 1782; Franklin 
Papers, Dept. of State; printed in part in 9 Sparks' Franklin, 386-389r 
notes. 
''In the conclusion of the papers of the 13t4 instaut, I said that Drr 
Franklin and ~Hr. Jay were to call on me yesterday to exchauge ere-
. dentials, but they did not call. I went out, therefore, this morning to 
the Doctor to inform him that the commission had come to band, of which 
I told him I would have informed him sooner if I had not expected llim 
yesterday. He excused himself on account of company coming in, whiclt 
made it too late for coming into Paris that forenoon, but that to·mor-
row he and Mr. Jay would certainly call. He said lle was glad the sealed 
commission was come. There was nothing material said on the subject 
of business. I returned to Paris and called on Mr. Jay to inform llim 
in like manner of the commission being arriYed. At meeting with this 
gentleman I own I was under some concern on account of our former 
t.:Onversation; but f was agreeably disappointed, haYing found i1im in 
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ihe best humor, and disposed to e.nter into friendly discussion on the. 
business 1 came about. 
"He did not seem deRirous of going back upon past transactions, as 
on the former occasion, and chiefly pointed at the object of a present 
settlement. He said we had it now in our power to put a final period 
to the misfortunes we complained of by carrying into execution what 
had been solemnly intimated to them, and which Sir Guy Carleton had 
orders to communicate to the Congress in America, a copy of whose 
instructions they were in possession of, one article of whieh says that 
His l\Iajesty was to grant uncondition<tl independence to the thirteen 
States of North America. But that the way proposed of making the 
same rest upon the events and termination of a treaty did not come up 
to that description, and was a mode of performance which would not 
give satisfaction to the Congress or people of Amflrica, and could not 
be considered by them as absolute and unconditional, if only standing-
as an article of a depending treaty, and upon the whole that they could. 
not treat at all until their independence was so acknowledged so that. 
they should be on an equal footing with us and take rank as parties to-
an agreement. • 
"That in this they had a fair precedent in the settlement of tlle 
Dutch with the Spaniards, who refused to enter into an:y treaty until 
they were declared free states. That if we wished for peace, that was 
the only way to obtain it; and if done with a becoming confidence and 
magnanimity we should not only get a peace in the result, but, by the 
concurrence of better management hereafterf he also hoped that a 
happy conciliation and friendship would be restored and perpetuated 
between both countries, notwithstanding all that has happened, which 
he said would give him great pleasure. But that if we neglected this 
opportunity, and continue in our hesitation on that head, as we had 
done, we should then convince them of the justice of their suspicions. 
of designs which he would not name, and should force them into meas-
ures which he supposed I had discernment enough to guess at. without 
coming to further explanation. That he should be extremely sorry t() 
see things run into that strain, and, therefore, as the method proposed 
was indispensable, he could not but seriously advise and recommend it. 
A good deal more this gentleman said to the same purpose, without any 
appearance of resentment or disgust. On the contrary, he delivered 
his sentiments iu a manner the most expressive of a sincere and friendly 
intention towards Great Britain. I should not do him justice if I said: 
less, and I am the more inclined to be particular in this part of the re-
port that I was so free in my remarks on his former conversation ; espe-
cially in my suspi0ions of an actual or premeditated connection with 
foreign state~, on account of his particular idea of guarding ag-ainst the 
violation of treaties, as mentioned in the preceding papers, but which,. 
although I could perceh·e was present to his mind on this occa~ion alsor 
yet I am now convinced had gone no farther th}l.n speculation, and as 
he said himself, and which I really believe, he would be heartily sorry 
they should have recourse to. 
"At proper times I said what occurred to me as necessar.v to bring 
t·his question to ~orne sort of desirable period; and in particular wished 
to have 1\ir .. Jay's idea of such way of declaring this uuconneeted a3cer-
tainment of independence as would satisfy them. 
"His former proposal of doing it by proclamation he g·a,-e up, as. 
liable to sundry objections needless to be here repeated. He then pro-
posed that it should be done by a particnhtr and separate deed, or pat· 
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ent under the great seal, in which my commis:sim for a tre:1t,1 n1:g!lt 
ah;o lJe uarrated: and that such patent should be put in to tbe potcisesswn 
of tbe commissioners, to ue by tllem sent over to Congress; aml accord-
ingly l\1r. Jay brought me a draft of tile patent. As I could ~ee no 
other way of satisfying those gentlemen, and it appearing·llighly neces-
sary that some beginning should be made with them, since until that 
was done the foreign treaty could not proceed in its course, I agreed 
to send the draft over to His 1\fajesty's secretary of state by a courier 
express for that purpose, with my own opinion rather in favor of the 
proposal than otherwise. And so 1t was settled with the commissioners. 
However, afterwards in casting my eye over the prea.m ble of the draft, 
where it is stated, as if Sir Guy Carleton had orders to propose treatil}s of 
peace, &c., to the Congres8, ~ud believing- this to be a mistaken quota,-
tion of memory from the copy of Sir Guy's instructions iu tlle pot-tsessiou 
of tlle CO!lllllissioners, and. as such inferring an unjust imputation on 
the consistency of the conduct. of administration, and apprehending also 
tba,t the commissioners entertained a doubt of this nature, might have 
been: tlJe reason why they wished to be guarded with all this caution, 
in requiring this special ackuowledgment under the great seal, besideR 
keeping their minds in sttspense in all future proceedmgs, where confi-
dence in good faith ought to smooth the path in many occasions to a 
happy termination, I sa,y, in reflecting on these things, I thought it m~ 
duty, and I confess I was, on my own particular account, a little anxious, 
to have an explanation of this matter, and therefore, after it had been 
agreed in the presence Dr. Franklin and Mr. Jay that I should send off 
the draft, I took the liberty to point out to them the said preamble, telling 
them that there might be a possibility of mistake or misquotation in the 
last part of the paragraph. Mr. Jay said he had not the copy of Sir 
Guy's instructions, and acknowledged he had inserted those words from 
a general impression that remained on his memory, and could not posi-
tively say but there might be some mistake. Dr. Franklin said he had 
a copy of the instructions and would send a duplicate to Mr. Jay in a 
few hours. He did so, and I waited on Mr. Jay to see the papers. 
Upon the perusal he owned h~ had been mistaken, and that Sir Guy's 
-instructions went no further than an order of communication to inform 
.the Congress and General Washington that His Majesty intended (or 
had given directions) to grant free and unconditional independence to 
the tllirteen States, &c. Finding this prejudice eutirely removed, and 
that 1\Ir. Jay was perfectly satisfied that the whole course of proceed-
tugs in this matter was fair and consistent, I a:o;;ke<l him what occasion 
th<~re was then for this extraordinary caution of insisting on the solem-
nity of such separate deed under the great seal, &c., since a prelimi-
nary clause or article in the treaty, as always intended, might do the 
whole business by making it absolute and not depending in [sic] the view 
.of ascertainment on the event of other or subsequent articles, and which 
might be expressed [s·ic] as to remove every doubt as to the independ-
-ence being as free and unconditional as they desired it to be. In con-
nrmation of Lhe greater expediency aud dispatch of this method, and 
that it was the sincere intention of His Majesty to make this grant in 
the precise way they desired, I thought myself warranted in telling him 
that I had a full power in my instrncti<ms to give them entire satisfac-
tion on tllis he:td, aud made no scruple in showing it to him as it stood 
in tlle fourth article thereof. Upon the perusall\lr. Jay said that was 
.enough, anct he was fully satisfied; and. tllere was no occasion for any 
vther writiug on the subject. Tllat resting upon this would. save time 
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and he was happy also that tllis discoYery of this mistake pre\ented 
tlleir asking of His 1\laje:-;ty any f~rther proof of his good intentions to 
wards them than -what were actually meant and con\t:',Yed in those 
instructions. Upon this I promised immediately to seiHl off tllts repre-
sentation and also to desire leave and permission to make an absolute 
ackno\Yledgment of the independence of the States to stand invuriab1y 
as the first of the proposed treaty with those gentlemen. .Meantime I 
think it proper to send inclosed the intended draft (though now of no use 
here), to show by the words scored in tlle preamble the ground of those· 
gentlemen's hesitation and -what gave occasion to their insisting on a. 
separate deed under the great seal. 
''I have now to add, in relation to my last conversation with 1\Ir. Jay,. 
that after having quitted the subject of their particular affairs, and 
thinking myself at liberty to enter into a greater freedom of conYersa-
tion, I wislled to take the opportunity of saying something relative to-
foreign afl'airs to a man of good sense and temper, who, in llis present 
and future situation, may have it in his power, here and elsewllere, to-
exemplify by his good offices those faYorable inclinations respecting 
Great Brifain which he so freely and warmly expressed on the present 
occasion. 
HAccordingly at proper periods I made no scruple in throwing out 
the following observations: That after settling with them, whit h I 
hoped would end to the satisfaction of both parties, our next concern 
regarded a settlement with France and other foreign nations. 'Ihat as 
yet I understood we could make no guess at what France aimed at. 
They kept themselves on the reserve, perhaps partly with a view of 
being in some measure governed in their proposals by the manner in 
which our settlement of American affairs may proceed. 
" That in the course of the American war they had taken the oppor-
tunity of making separate conquests for themsElves, and encouraged 
by this late alteration in our system, it may be supposed they were vro-
jecting some hard terms of settlement for us, by their (1elay in comiug 
to particulars, excepting only their declaration of haviug no interest 
or concern in the article of American independence; and consequently 
that in every view of equivalent it is to haYe no place in abatement uf 
their claims of retention or further requisition. 
"That having taken the Spanish and Dutch concerns also under their-
cover, and so aM not to treat but jointly or in concurrence with them, the 
prospect of a speedy and favorable settlement for Great Britain became 
still the more unpromising, unless they, the commissioners of the col-
onies, should interfere to check tlw exorbitancy of the terms which thus-
might be expected to be insisted on by such combination of foreign 
states. 
"And this prospect I said was still the worst that I understood he 
himself (Mr. Jay) bad concluded, or was about to conclude, a treaty 
with Spain on the same footing with that which the Congress bad set-
tled with France. T1lat the restraining clause in those treaties regaid· 
ing truce or final peace between England and America until there was. 
also a final settlement with those foreign states was a most unlucky 
circumstance, and, therefore, the more of those treaties the commis-· 
sioners entered into, so much the worse for England. 
"'A great deal more I said, but being chiefly of a speculative kind, re-
garding future times, and the different situat,ion we should be in from 
what bad formerly been, and the need we t-hould feel of a friendly in-
tention on the part of tbe colonies, with other things of so general a. 
nature, not necessary to be repeated here. 
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"In answer, l\lr. Jay replied to the following purpose: That we had 
only to cut this knot of independence to get rid of many of tlwse ap-
prehensions; that if we lookeu better to onr conuuct in future we might 
be sure of recovering and preserYing a solid and beneficial friendship 
with the Americans; that for the la8t twenty years he could not say 
much for us, yet Le said more particularly regarding the fairness and 
sincerity of our professions than I choose to repeat. He continueu by 
saying that England, under a wise administration, was capable of great 
things. Such a country, such a people, and blessed with such a con-
stitution, had nothing to ft:ar, and in thirty years would forget all her 
present difficulties, &c. 
''That as to the Spanish treaty, he had not proceeded far in it, and 
unless we forced them into those engagements he did not see that the 
people of America had any business to fetter themselves with them, and 
in the mean time he assured me he would stop as to this of Spain, which 
I was very glad to hear of. 
"He said he supposed the terms of France would be moderate, and 
in that case he would give his advice that when they C<:tme to light that 
the court of England would consider them with temper; .and after 
making a deliberate estimate of the price they can afford to give for 
peace, to strike at once without haggling about it. That if their in-
dependence was once settled, he hoped that next winter would put an 
.end to the war in general. That it was true there was a look here to-
ward another campaign, and what might be the possible consequences 
.of the operations in the interim, and touched upon the East Indies, as 
if great expectations from thence were entertained at this court, &c. 
Amongst other things, I omitted, when we were talking of independ-
ence, that I mentioned, by the by, as if it was understood, that when 
America was independent of England they would be so also of all other 
nations. :Mr. Jay smiled, and said they would take care of that, and 
seemed in his countenance to express such disapprobation of any ques-
tion being put on that head as would make one cautious as to the man-
ller in which any stipulations on that subject should be proposed to 
those gentlemen." 
Richard Oswald to Thomas Townshend, August 15 and 17, 1782; Franklin 
Papers, Dept.. of State; printed in part in 9 Spar~s' Franklin, 389-391, 
note. 
''By the packet of this date you'll please to observe that the .Ameri-
can lmsiness is now brought to that point that independence must be 
absolutely and unconditionally granted, otherwise an further corre-
~pondence with the commissioners must cease, as well as Mr. Fitz-Her-
uert's negotiation in the foreign treaties. I was so well convinced of 
that being the event of a delay, and the disagreeable consequence 
thereof, that I have promised to the commissioners that I would dispatch 
this courier express on that subject, with my opinjon of the necessity of 
complying with their demand, having them [sic] at same time such as-
::mrance as I can venture upon that they will not meet with either delay 
or refusal. · 
H By the third page of the packet of this date you will please to ob-
serve that the commissioners have given up their demand of a certifica-
tion of the grant by a separate deed, or patent under the great seal, 
and will be satisfied with its being included in the· treaty and standing 
as an article tllereof. OnJy that it must upon being inserted there be 
ratified or declared as absolutely and irrm,ocabJy acknowledged and ::~s 
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be easily settled in that mminer to the satisfaction of those gentlemen, 
for which I shall only want your permission to make the declaration. 
If the comJLissioners should desire an extract of that article, I cancer-
tify it, and they will be satisfied, as Mr. Jay assures me. If it is His 
Majesty's pleasure that the g-rant should be made, the sooner I have a 
return to this the better; there having been of late an anxiety and ap-
pearance of diffidence in those gentlemen as to this matter, which I 
presume to think it would be proper to put an end to, if only to have 
the chance of proceeding· more agreeably and ad\antageously through 
the rest of the treaty." 
Richard Oswald to T. Townshend, August 17, 17E2; Franklin MSS., Dept. of 
State. 
'' The commissioners here insist on their independence and conse-
quently on a cession of the whole territory. And the misfortune is that 
their demand must be complied with in order to avoid the worst conse-
quences, either respecting them in particular or the object of general 
pacification with the foreign states, as to which nothing can be done 
until the .American independence is settled. Allow me, then, sir, to 
propose that you give me permission to declare this independence as the 
first article of the treaty, and to certify the same as so much absolutely 
finished in the process; and which thereby becomes a ratified act, let 
what will happen afterwards in the subsequent demands of either side 
in the course of the treaty. Which is, I believe, what the commission-
ers will insist on or will not treat at all." 
Richard Oswald to T. Townshend, August 18, 1782; Franklin MSS., Dept. of 
State. 
"I have received and laid before the King your letterR of the 17th, 
18th, and 21st instant, together with the three packets of papers con-
taining conversations with Dr. Franklin and Mr. ~Tay, and your observa-
tions thereupon enclosed in your letter of the 17th, and I am commanded 
to signify to you Jlis Majesty's approbation of your conduct in com-
municating to the American commissioners the fourth article of your 
instructions, which could not but convince them that the negotiations 
for peace and the cession of independence to the thirteen united col-
-onies were intended to be carried on and concluded with the commis-
sioners in Europe. Those gentlemen having expressed their satisfac-
tion concerning that article, it is hoped they will not entertain a doubt 
of His Majesty's determination to exercise in the fullest extent the 
po-wers with whi~h the act of Parliament hath invested him, by granting 
to America full, complete, and unconditional independence. in the most 
.explicit manner as an article of treaty. But you are at the same ~ime 
to represent to them, if necessary, that the King is not enabled by that 
act to cede independence, unconnected with a truce or treaty of peace, 
and that therefore the cession of independence cannot stand as a siugle, 
separate article, to be ratified by itself; but may be (and His :Majesty 
is willing shall be) the first article of tfte treaty, unconditionally of any 
compensation or equivalent to be thereafter required in the said treaty. 
You will observe that the very article of your instructions referred to is 
conformable to this idea, as it is expressly mentioned to be offered by 
His Majesty as the price of peace ; and that independence, declared 
~nd ratified absolutely and irrevocably, and not depending.npon the 
{'Vent of concluding an entire trt>aty, might in tbe end prove a treaty 
for the pur·pose of indepPnclPnce alone, and not for a peace or truce; to 
which objects all the powers of tbe act refer. 
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"I should think it unnecessary here to all n'rt to the treaty of 1607,. 
between the court of Spain and the United Provinces, were it not that 
you represent 1\lr. Jay as having quoted the conduct of the Dutch on 
that occasion by way of precedent. If you look into the Corps Diplo-
matique and the other books upon the subject you will see this gentle-
man is mistaken in his opinion. It appears that the Spanianls did in-
deed declare, previous to the truce in 1607, that they would treat with the 
states en quaz-i(e et cornrne les tenans pour etre provinces et pais l-ibres sur 
les ,quels ils ne pretendent rien. But it is to be observed that this decla-
ration is itself conceiv~d in very qualified terms, and though (as appear& 
from Jeannin's account of the subsequent negotiation) the states en-
tleavored to insert the words pour toujours and to omit the word cornme, 
so as to make the declaration absolute and final, it remained in the 
original shape. The declaration was itself inserted as the first article 
in the body of the truce, and no ratification of this declaration was re-
ceived from the King of Spain till after the truce was agreed upon, and 
what is still stronger, the ratification, when it came, actually restricted by 
express terms, the acknowledgment of independence to last no longer thart-
the time of the truce. The same declaration was again inserted as the· 
first article of the twelve years' truce in 1607, and afterwards a final and 
complete acknowledgment of the independence of the states was in-
serted as the first article in the preliminaries of peace settled in 1646,. 
and afterwards in the same manner as the first· article in the peace of 
lVIunster in 1648, which put the last completion to the business. 
"If the American commissioners are, as His MaJesty is, sincerely dis-
posed to a speedy termination of the calamities of war, it is not to be 
conceived that they will be inclined to delay and to em barra&s the nt-
gotiation by refusing to accept the independence as an article of tlw 
treaty, which by that means may be to tllem secured tinally and com-
pletely, so as to leave no possible ground ofjealot!SY or suspicion. But 
in order to give the most unequivocal proof the King's earnest wish to· 
remove every impediment I am commanded to signify to you His ~1aj­
esty's disposition to agree to the plan of pacification proposed by Dr. 
Franklin himself, including as it does the great point in question as 
part of the first article. 
"The articles as specified by Dr. Franklin to you and recited in your 
letter to the Earl of Shelburne of the lOth J nly last are as follows, viz: 
"(1) Of the first class necessary to be granted independence full and 
complere in every sense to the tllirteen States, and all the troops to be 
withdrawn from thence. 
"(2) A settlement of tlte boundaries of their colonies and the loyal 
colonies. · 
"(3) A confinement of the boundaries of Canada at least to what they 
were before the last act of Parliament, you think in 1774, if not to a. 
still more cont.racted state, on au ancient footi11g. 
"(4:) A freedom of fishing on the ba,nks of Newfoundland and else-
where, as well for fish as whales. 
"These articles were stated by yon as all that DF. Franklin thought. 
necessary; and His .Majest~-r, trusting t.hat they were suggested wit LL 
perfect sincerity and good faith, has authorized you to go to the fun 
extent of them. 1'he third article, however, mutitt be understood awl 
expressed to be confined to the limits of Canada as before the act of' 
1774·. As to the fourth, the liberty of fishing, the privilege of dr~'ing HOt· 
being included in Dr. Franklin's demand, it is taken for granted tha.t. 
it is uot meant to be inserted in the treaty. ·Hi is ~iaj,esty is also pleased.,. 
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for the salutary purposes of precluding all future delay and embarrass-
ment of negotiation, to waive any stipulation Ly the treat.y for the un-
doubted rights of the merchants whose debts accrued before the year 
1775, and also for the claims of the refugees for compensation for their 
-losses, as Dr. Franklin declares himself unauthorized to conclude upon 
that subject. Yet His Majesty is well founded, it is hoped, in his ex-
pectation that the several colonies will unite in an equitable determina-
tion of points upon which the future opinion of the world with respect 
to their justice and humanity will so obviously depend. But if, after 
having pressed this plan of treaty to the utmost, you should find the 
American commissioners determined not to proceed unless the inde-
pendence be irrevocably acknowledged without reference to the final 
settlement of the rest of the treaty, you are to endeavor to obtain from 
them a declaration that if this point of independence were settled they 
wonl<l be satisfied as far as relates to America with such further con-
cessions as are contained in the four articles as above stated. You are 
then, but in the very last resort, to inform them in manifestation of the 
King's most earnest desire to remove every impe<liment to peace that 
His :Majesty is willing, without waiting for the other branches of the 
negotiation, to recommend to his Parliament to enable him forthwith 
to acknowledge the independence of the thirteen united colonies abso-
lutely and irrevocably, and not depending upon the event of any other 
.part of the treaty. 
"But upon the whole, it is His Majesty's express command that yon 
do exert your greatest address to the purpose of prevailing upon the 
American commissioners to proceed in the treaty, and to admit the 
.article of independence as a part, or as one only of the other articles 
·which you are hereby empowered to conclude." 
'1'. Townshend to Richard Oswald, Sept. I. 178'2. Franklin MSS., Dept. of State. 
Printed in part in 9 Sparks' Pranklin, 403, 404, note. ' 
"By the courier Ranspach, who arrived here on the 3d, I had the 
honor of your letter of the 1st instant. Upon receipt of it I went out to 
Dr. Franklin. He askd me if I had any directions relative to the point 
upon which the last courier had been dispatched to England, regarding 
:a previous declaration of their independence before a commencement 
of treaty. I told him I had got instructions upon that head, which al-
though they empowered me only to make such declaration as in the 
first article of the treaty, yet I hoped upon a due consideration of the 
matter they !VOuld appear to be fully satisfying. He said if there was 
no particular objection be could wish to have a copy of that instruc-
tion. I told him it should be sent to him. He was ill at the time, and 
.t\s he could not come to town, he gave me a letter to l\!fr. Jay, desiring 
him to come out to him in the evening. I called on that gentlem~n, 
when, informing him of the manner in which I was authorized to treat, 
he said he could not proceed unless their independence was previously 
·so acknowledged as to be entirely distinct and unconnected with treaty. 
In the course of this conversati~m, and the day thereafter, a good deal 
was said of the same nature with what had passed on former occasions 
relative to this subject, as advised in my letters of last month. 
"T:wo days ago Dr. Franklin sent to me, desiring a copy of the in-
structions which I had promised as above mentioned. I copied out 
the first part of your letter of the 1st instant, leaving out some imma-
terial words, and sent it inclosed in a letter from myself, of both of 
;which papers there is a duplicate under this cover. · 
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'"Since then I have seen l\fr. Jay frequently, and have used every ar. 
gumeut in my power to get him over his objections to treating without 
a separate and absolute acknowledgment of independence. And for 
that pt;trpose I found it necessary (although unwillingly), yet, as of my 
own private opinion, to tell him that there might be a doubt whether 
the powers in the act of Parliament went so far as to allow of making 
that grant otherwise than as in the course of a treaty for peace; which,. 
as you are pleased to observe, was the sole object of the act. 
"I said, moreover, that if they' persisted in this demand, there could 
be nothing done until the meeting of Parliament, and perhaps for some· 
considerable time thereafter. That certain articles had already been 
agreed upon, and if he went on and settled the treaty on that footing, 
with independence standing as the first article of it, we might give op-
portunity to the foreign treaties to be going on at thP; same time ; so as, 
for a conclusion of a general peace, there might be nothing wanting at 
the meeting of Parliament but a confirmation of the first article in case 
it should be then thought necessary; which I imagined would not be 
the case. 
"In answer to this 1\ir. Jay said there could be no judgment formed as 
to when the foreign treaties would end, and that until that with France 
was concluded they of the colonies could not give us either peace or 
truce, nor could they presume so much as to give an opinion of the de-
mands of France, whatever they might be, since until their independence 
was acknowledged, absolute and unconnected witll treaty, they were as 
nobody (~) and as no people, and France could tell them so if they were 
to pretend to interfei"e; having failed to acquire that character for which 
they bad jointly contended, and therefore they must go on with France 
until England gave them satisfaction on the point in question. That 
to this they were bound by treaty, which their constituents were deter-
mined honestly and faithfully to" fulfill. That being· the case, it could 
not be expected that they as servants could take it upon them to dis · 
pense with the said acknowledgment. 
"That by looking over the sundry resolves of tbeir Congress, I might 
eee that that assembly did not mean to seek for their character in any 
article of any treaty; and for that purpose Mr. ,Jay recommended. to 
me the perusal of sundry parts of their proceedings as they stood in the 
journals of the Congress which he would mark out for me, and if I would 
extract and send them to England they would serve at least as an ex-
cuse for them as commissioners, in thinking themselve::~ bound to abide 
by their demand. 1\ir. Jay accordingly gave me four volumes of their-
journals, with sundry passages marked out as above. Mr. Whiteford. 
has been so good [.~ic] to copy them out; and they are inclosed. 
" .Mr .• T ay was kind enough also to read to me an article of their ins trac-
tions to the same purpose, and likewise containing paragraphs of two· 
late let~ers from his colleague, Mr. John .Adams, in Holland, expressly 
declaring that they ought not to proceed in a treaty with England until 
their independence is acknowledged. 
"In the course of these conversations it may be supposed th1s gentle-
man took frequent opportunities to refer to the offer by Mr. Grenville 
to ackn·owledge their independence in the first instance, which they 
always considered to be absolute and unconnected in every shape with 
a treaty; and could ~ot conceive the reason why that which we were 
willing to give them in May should be refused in .August. If it pro 
ceeded from there being less confidence on our side, on this occasion, 
the .change ought to make them stillmore cautious than usual on their 
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part. l\1r. Jay also insisted on that offer of Mr. Grenville as a proof 
that the same thing being tlenied now could not proceed from any sup-
position of restraint in the enabling act. 
"To avoid being tedious I forbear repeating a great many more things 
to the same purpose which passed in those conversations with ~Ir. Jay. 
Mr. Franklin being so much out of order, I could not think of disturb-
ing him by frequent visits to Passy, and therefore continued taking 
proper opportunities of talking to l\fr. Jay; and the more readily that 
by any judgment I could form of his real intentions, I could not possibly 
doubt of their pointing directly at a speedy conclusion of the war; and 
also, leaning as favorably to the side or England as might be consist-
ent with the duties of the trust he has undertaken. 
"To convince me that nothing less than this s~ood in the way of agree-
ing to my request of accommodating this difficulty in some shape or 
other, he told me at last if Dr. Franklin would consent, he was will-
ing, in place of an express and previous acknowledgment of independ-
ence, to accept of a constructive denomination of character, to be intro-
duced in the preamble of the treaty, by only describing their constitu-
ents as tlle thirteen United States of .America. Upon my appearing 
to listen to this and to consent to the &ubstitution, be said, 'But you 
have no _authority in your commission to treat with us under that tic-
nomination, for the sundry descriptions of the parties to be treated with, 
as they stand in that commission, will not bear such application to the 
character we are directed to claim and abide by as to support and au-
thenticate any act of your subscription to that purpose, and particu-
larly to the substitution now proposed, there are such a Yariety of de-
nominations in that commission that it may be applied to the people you 
see walking in the streets as well as to us.' 
"When, in reply, I imputed that variety to the official style of such like 
papers, Mr. Jay said it might be so, but they must not rest a question 
of that importance upon any such explanation. And since tlley were 
willing to accept of this, in place of an express declaration of independ-
ence,•the least they could expect was that it should appear to be war-
ranted by an explicit authority in that commission. 
" I then asked if, instead of States, it would not do to say provinces ; 
or States or provinces. l\Ir. Jay said neither . of these would answer. 
"I then begged the favor of him to give me in writing some sketch 
of the alteration he would have to be made in the commission. He 
readily did so in a minute which is inclosed; to be more largely ex-
plained, if neeessary, when the commission comes to be made out. He 
also said that this ne\l" commission must be under the great seal as the 
other was. 
''Before I quitted this subject I tried one other expedient for saving 
time and avoiding the necessity of a new commission; by reading t6 
Mr. Jay the second article of my instructions~ which empowers me to 
treat with them as commissioned by constituents of any denomination 
whatever, and told him that although this power meant only to apply 
to cllaracter as assumed by them, and not to an admission by me with-
out exception, yet in the present described character of States I would 
not only admit their assuming that appellation in the preamble of the 
treaty, but I would venture to repeat it, so as it should appear to be an 
acknowledgment on my part. In doing so I could not suppose any 
hazard of objection at home, considering what had passed on a former 
occasion above mentioned, together with the said power in my instruc-
tions. Dut ..M.r. Jay said they c_ould admit of no authority but what was 
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explicitly conveyed to me by a commission in the usual form, and there-
fore to put an end to this difficulty there was an absolute necessit,y for 
a new commission. 
"He at the same time told me that to satisf.v His l\1ajesty's ministers 
of the propriety of their conduct, as persons under trust, he had sketched 
out a letter to me, which I might send home if I pleased. He read the 
scroll of it to me, and promised to write it out fair, and give it to me 
before the departure of a courier. 
''So the afi'airrested yesterday, the 9th, when I received a letter from 
Dr. Franklin, desiring a copy of the fourth article of my instructions, 
which I had shown to Mr. Jay, as formerly advised. Inclosed there is 
a copy of the Doctor's letter. 
"Doubting as to too propriety of giving such things in writing, I 
thought it best to go out to the Doctor, carrying the instructions along 
with me, to see whether a reading of that article would satisfy him; 
but after reading it, as he still expressed a desire of having a copy, I 
told him that although I had no orders to that purpose, yet at any 
hazard whatsoever, since be desired it, I would not scruple to trust it 
in his hands, and then sat down and wrote out a copy aud signed it, 
which, after comparing with the original, he laid by, saying very kindly 
that the only use he proposed to make of it was, that in case they took 
any liberties for the sake of removing difficulties not expressly speci-
fied in their instructions, he might have this paper in his hands to show 
in justification of their confidence, or some words to that purpose, for I 
cannot exactly quote them. The Doctor then desired I would tell l\lr. 
Jay he wished to see him in tlle evening. He did go out that night and 
again this morning, no doubt with a view of agreeing upon an expedient 
for r.:>moving those obstacles to their proceeding, as hinted at in the 
Doctor's letter to me. 
"At noon, and since writing the above, l\fr: Jay called and told me 
that upon further consultation and consideration of the matter, it was 
thought ad.visable not to press upon His Majesty's ministers those ar-
guments which he proposed to make use ·of in the letter he intel1ded to 
write me (and whicll it was understood I might send home), as consid-
ering it somewhat more than indelicate for them to pretend to see more 
clearly than the King's ministers might do the expediency, if not the 
necessity, at this critical time, to decide with precision and dispatch 
upon every measure that can be reasonably taken for extricating Great 
Britain from out of the present embarrassing situation in which her af-
fairs must continue to be involved while there remains any hesitation 
in coming to an agreement with the States of America. 
"I liked the scroll of the letter so much when it was read to me yes-
terday that I was sorry it was withheld; I even pressed to be intrustecl 
with it, in gratification of my own private wish that the writer of it 
might receive from good men that share of applause that is due to those 
who wish well to the peace of mankind in general, and who seem not to 
be desirous of expunging altogetller from their breast the impressions 
which had been fixed there by those habits and natural feelings by which 
individuals are tied in attachment to particular combinations of society 
and country. But I could not prevail, and was obliged to be contented 
with a recommendation to say what I thought proper in my own way. 
Finding it so, there remained for me only to ask a single and iinal ques-
tion of Mr. Jay, whether in this his last conference with Doctor this 
morning (for he was just then come in from him) it was settled between 
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them that upon my receiving from His .Majesty a new commission, under 
the great seal, such as the last, with an alteration only as before men-
tioned, of my being empowered to treat with them aB commissioners of 
the thirteen United States of America, naming the said States by their 
several provincial distinctions, as usual, I said whether in that case 
they would be satisfied to go on with the treaty, and without any other 
declaration of independence than as standing as an article of that treaty. 
"l\fr. Jay's answer was that with this they would be satisfied, and 
thatimmediatelyupon such commission coming over they would proceed 
in the treaty, and more than that, said they would not be long about 
it, and perhaps would not be over hard upon us in the conditions. 
"Having stated those conversations and otller circumstances as they 
actually passed, to the ~est of my remembrance, it would not become 
me to go farther l>y giving any opinion as to the measures proper to be 
taken in consequence thereof. Yet, sir, I hope you will excuse, and I 
think it my duty to say, this much, that by what I have been able to 
learn of the sentiments of the American commissioners, in case the com-
promise,now proposed (wllich with great difficulty they have been per-
suaded to agree to) is refused, there will be an end to all further confi-
dence and communication with them. The consequence of which I will 
not presume to touch upon, either as regarding America or foreign af-
fairs. On the other hand, if the expedient of a new commission is adopted, 
I beg leave to say that no time ought to be lost in dispatching it. There 
being now four couriers here, and as they may be wanted at home, it is 
thought proper that one of them, as extra, may go along with the courier 
Lawzun, who goes from l\fr. Fitzherbert's office." 
Richard Oswald to Tlwmas Townshend, Sept. 10, 178.2; Franklin papers, Dept. 
of State ; printed in part in 9 Sparks' Franklin, 405-407, notes. 
A memoran.dum is attached to Mr. Oswald's letter to Mr. Townshend 
of September 11, 1782, entitled, "Minutes regarding the intended treaty 
with -the commissioners of the colonies, and what is required of me by 
His Majesty's instructions on that head, 29th August, 1782." 
In this memorandum occurs the following : 
"Article 4:. A freedom of fishery on the banks of Newfoundland and 
elsewhere, said to be another indispensable article. 
"This was proposed and. read orit of the minutes by Dr. Franklin 
on the lOth July, under the general description. I did not then think 
it proper to ask for an explanation: nor whether he includeu a privilege 
of drying fish on the island of Newfoundland. 
•'As to fishing on the Great Bank, or any other bank, I did not think 
it material to ask any questions, as I supposed the privilege would not 
be denied. them; or, if denied, I doubted whether t.heir exclusion could 
be maintained but by continuing in a state of perpetual quarrel with 
the people of theN ew England governments. An explanation was still 
the less necessary, that a question on the same subject would come un-
der consideration in our treaty with France. In the determinatiou of 
this last point, perhaps, it may be no loss to Great Britain that the 
Americans are admitted to an equal privilege with the French. Those 
four articles were, to the best of my remembrance, all that were said 
by the Doctor on t,he lOth July as indispensable in a settlement of any 
.kind." 
Pranklin MSS., Dept. of State. 
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In a letter from 1\lr. Strachey, of the British legation, to l\Ir. T. Town· 
shend, Paris, November 29,1782, "eleven at night," it is said, "a very 
few hours ago we thought it impossible that any treaty could be made. 
We have at last, however, brought matters so near a conclusion that 
we have agreed upon articles and are to meet to-morrow for the purpose 
of signing. Inclosed are such of the articles as are altered, and an ad-
ditional one wllich we mean as a security in case it be true that Ber-
muda is taken. '11he article on the fishery has been difficult to settle, 
as we thought the instructions were rather limited. It is, however, be-
yond a doubt that there could have been no treaty at all if we bad not 
adopted that article." 
Franklin MSS., Dept. of State. 
In a letter from Mr. Oswald to Mr. T. Townshend, dated Paris, Novem-
ber 30, 1782, it is said: "If we bad not given way in the article of the 
fishery we should have had no treaty at all, Mr. Adams having declared 
that be would never put his hand to any treaty if the restraints,regard-
ing the 3 leagues an<l 15 leagues were not dispensed with, as well as 
that denying his countrym~n the privilege of drying fish on the unsettled 
parts of N 0\',a Scotia." 
Franklin MSS., Dept. of State. 
''The clamor against the peace in your Parliament would alarm me 
for its duration if I were not of opinion with you that the attack is 
rather against the minister. I. am confident none of the opposition 
would have macle a better peace for England if they bad been in his 
place; at least I am sure that Lord Stormont, who seems loudest in 
railing at it, is not the man who could have mended it.'' 
Dr. Franklin to the Bishop of St. Asaph (Dr. Shipley), Mar. li, li83. Franklin 
MSS., Dept. of State; 9 .sparks' Franklin, 498. 
4 'As Lord Shelburne had excited expectation of his being able to put a 
:speedy termination to the war, it became JJecessary for him either to real-
ize those expectations or to quit his place. The Parliament having met 
while his negotiations with us were pending, he found it expedient to 
adjourn it for a short term, in hopes of then meeting it with all the ad-
vantages which he might naturally expect from a fa;vorable issue of the 
negotiations. Hence it was his interest to draw it to a close before 
that adjournment expired, and to obtain that end both he and his com-
missioner prevailed on themselves to yield certain points upon which 
they would probably have been otherwise more tenacious. Nay, we 
have, and then had, good reason to believe that the lati tnde allowed by 
the British cabinet for the exercise of discretion was exceeded on that 
occasion."-Draft of 1\ir. Jay to l\lr Li\ingston, 18th July, 1783, "con-
cluded to be left out." 
Franklin MSS., Dept. of Stat e. 
In the original draft of Dr. Franklin's letter of July 2~, 1783, to )Ir. 
R. R. Livingeton, as on file in the Frankliu papers in the Department 
of Stak, is the following: "I will only add, with respect to myself,-
neitber tbe letter to 1\ir.l\Im·bois, handed to us through the British nego-
tiators, (a. suspicious ~hannel) nor the conversations respecting the fish-
er·y, the boundaries, tile ro.valists, &c., recommending modertt.tion in our 
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demands, are of weight sufficient in my mind to fix an opinion that thi:~ 
court (of France) wished to restrain us in obtaining any degree of 
advantage we could prevail on our enemies to accord; since those dis-
courses are fairly resolvable by supposing a (very natural, interlined) 
apprellension that we, relying too much on the ability of France to con-
tinue the war in our favor (or supply us constantly with money,inter-
lines) might i~sist on more advantages than the English would be willing 
to grant, an~ thereby lose the opportunity of making peace, so necessary 
to all our friends. 
"I ought not, howm~er, to conceal from you that one of my col-
leagues is of a very different opinion from me in these matters. He 
thinks the French minister one of the greatest enemies of our country, 
that he would ha-ve straitened our boundaries to prevent the growth 
of our people, contracted our fisher.)'- to obstruct tlle increase of onr sea-
men, and retained the royalists among us to keep us divided; that he 
privately opposes all our negotiations with foreign courts, and afforded 
us uuring the war the assistances we received only to keep us alive that 
we might be so much the more weakened by it. ; tllat to think of grat-
tude to France is the greatest of follies, and th3t to be influenced by 
it would ruin us. He makes no secret of his having these opinions, ex-
presses them publicly sometimes in presence of the English ministers; 
and speaks of hundreds of instances which he could produce in proof of 
them, none of which, llowever, have yet appeared to me, unless the 
·conversations and letter above mentioned are reckoned such. If I 
were not convinced of tl:le real inability of this court to furnish the 
farther supplies we asked, I should suspect these discourses of a per-
son in his station might have influenced the refusal, but I think they 
have gone no further than to oceasion a suspicion that we have a con-
siderable party of Antigallicans in America who are not Tories, and 
consequently to produce some doubts of the continuance of our friend-
ship. As such doubts may hereafter have a bad effect, I think we can-
not take too much care to remove them; and it is therefore I write this 
to pu~ you on your guard (believing it my duty, though I know that 
I hazard by it a mortal enmity), and to caution you respecting the in-
sinuations of that gentleman against this court, and the instances he 
supposes of their ill-will to us, which I take to be as imaginary as I 
know his fancies to be, that Count de V. and myself are continually 
(plotting against him and, interlined) employing the newswriters of 
Europe to depreciate his character, &c., but, as Shakespeare says, 
'Trifles light as air,' &c. I am persuaded, however, that he means well 
for his country, is always an honest man, often a wise one, but some-
times and in some things, absolutely out of his senses. 
"vVhen the commercial article mentioned in yours of the 26th was 
struck out of our proposed preliminaries by the then British ministry, 
the reason given was that sundry acts of Parliament still in force were 
against it, and must be first repealed, which, I believe, was really their 
intentiOn; and sundry bills were accordingly brought in for that purpose. 
But new ministers with different principles succeeding, a commercial 
proclamation totally different from those bills has lately appeared. I 
send inclosed a copy of it. We shall try what can be done in the de-
finitive treaty towards setting aside that proclamation. But if it should 
be persisted in, i ti will then be a matter worthy the attentive considera-
tion of Congress whether it will be now prudent to retort with a similar 
regulation in order to force its repeal (which may possibly tend to bring 
• 
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on another quarrel, interli·ned), or to let it pass without 11otice, and: 
leave it to its own inconvenience (or rather impracticability, interlined) 
in the execution, and to the complaints of the We~t India planters, 
who must all pay much dearer for our produce under those restric-
tions. I am not enough master of the course of our commerce to. 
give an opinion on this particular question, and it does not behoove 
me to do it; yet I have seen so much embarrassment and so little advan-
tage in all the restraining and compulsive systems, that I feel myself 
strongly inclined to believe that a state which leaves all her ports open 
to all the world upon equal terms will by that means have foreign com-
modities cheaper, and sell its own productions llearer, and be on the 
whole the most prosperous. I have beard some merchants say that 
there is 10 per cent. difference between TV ill you b~ty? and WUl you 
sell? vVhen foreigners bring us their goods they want to part with 
them speedily, tllat they may purchase their cargoes and dispatch their 
ships which are at constant charges in our ports; we have then the 
advantage of tlleir Will y01.t buy ?-and "'hen they demand our produce· 
we have the advantage of their Will you sell? and the concurring de-
mands of a number also contribute to raise our prices. Thus both 
these questions are in our favor :ctt home. against us abroad. The em-
ploying, however, of our own ships and raising a breed of seamen among 
us, though it should not be a matter of so mucll private profit as some· 
imagine, is nevertheless of political importance and must have weight 
in considering tllis subject." 
This letter, as recei\Ted by Mr. Livingston, is published in ~ Dip. 
Corr., 4GJ. 
In tbe draft I give al>Ove. are noted some of the more important 
changes made by Dr. Franklin before giving the letter to be copied. 
In the original draft of Dr. Franklin's letter to Mr. J\1orris, of July 27,. 
1783, after speaking of the financial difficulties which the legation was 
under, and tlle generous conduct of tlle French " Farmers General" in 
withholding all pressure for payment during the war, the following is 
entered on the margin: ''I ought and do ns warmly recommend to you 
the doing them justice as speedily as may be, and favoring them where 
it is practicable, for we are really under great obligations to them." 
Franklin MSS., Dept. of State. 
""Inclosed is my letter to J\ir. Fox. I beg you would assure llim that. 
my expressions of esteem for him are not mere professions. I really 
think him a great man, and I would not think so if I did not believe be 
was at bottom, and would prove himself a good one. Guard him against 
mistaken notions of the American people. You have deceived your-
selves too long with vain expectations of reaping advantage from our 
little discontents. vVe are more thoroughly an enlightened people with 
respect to onr own political interests than perhaps any other under the 
heavens. Every ma,n among· f us] reads, and is so easy in .his circum-
stances as to have leisure for conversations of improvement and for 
acquiring information. Our domestic misunderstandings, when we have 
them, are of small extent, though monstrously magnified by your micro-
scopic newspapers. He who judges from them tha~ we are upon the 
point of falling into anarclly, or returning to tlw obedience of Britain, 
IS like one who being shown some spots in the sun shoultl fancy that 
the whole disk would soon be overspread with tllem and that tllere 
would lle an eud of daylight. The gre~1tt body of intelligence among 
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our people surrounds and overpowers our petty dissensions, as the· 
sun's great mass of fire diminishes and destroys his spots. Do not, 
therefore, any longer delay the evacuation of New York, in the vain 
hope of a new revolution in your favor, if Auch a hope has had any ef-
fect in occasioning the dela,y. It is now nine montlJS since the eYacu-
ations were promised. You expect, with reason, that the people of 
New York should do your merchants justice in the payment of their old 
debts; consider the injustice you do them in keeping them so long out 
of their habitations and out oftheir business by which they might have 
been enabled to make payment. 
''There is no truth more clear to me than this, tlutt the great interest· 
of our two countries is a thorough reconciliation . . Rest£"aints on the 
freedom of commerce and intercourse between ns can afford no advan-
tage equivalent to the mischief they will do by keeping np 111 humor 
and promoting a total alienation. Let yon and I, my dear friend, do 
our best towards advancing and securing that reconciliation. vVc can 
do nothing that will in our o_ying hour alford us more solid satisfaction.'7' 
Dr. Franklin to David Hartley, Sept. 6, 1783; Franklin MSS., Dept. of State; 
10 Sparks' Franklin, 1. 
The letter to the JUr. Fox, above allude<l to, is dated Septem be.r 5,. 
1'783, and is in the following words: 
"I received in its time the letter you did me the lwuor of writing to 
me, by l\fr. Hartley, and I cannot let him depart without expressing my 
satisfaction in his conduct towards us, and applauding the pru<lence of 
that choice which sent us a man possessed of such a spirit of concilia-
tion, and of all that frankness, sincerity, and candor which naturally 
produce confidence, and thereby facilitate tlle most difficult negotia-
tions. Our countries are now happil.v at peace, on which I congratu-
late you most cordially, and I beg you to be assured that as long as I 
have any concern in public affairs I sllall readily and heartily concur 
with you in promoting every measure that may tend to prom.ote the· 
common felicity." 
In the draft of Dr. Franklin's letter of September 13, 1783, to lVIr. 
Boudinot, President of Congress (9 Sparks' Franklin, 15; 2 Dip. Corr., 
484), is the following: . , 
''This court (of France) continues favorable to us. Count de Ver-
gennes was resolute in refusing to sign the definitive treaty with Eng-
land before oari? was signed. The English ministers were offended, but 
complied. I am convinced that court (of Great Britain) will never cease 
endeavoring to disunite us. vVe shall, I hope, be constantly on our· 
guard against those machinations, for our Hafety consists in a steady 
adherence to our friends and our reputation iu a faithful regard to 
treaties, and in a grateful conduct to our benefactors. [The malignity 
of the refugees in England is outrageous. They fill the pa,pers with 
falsehoods to exasperate that nation against us and depreciate us in the· 
eyes of all Europe. They may do us some present mischief, but time 
and prudence will draw their teeth, pare their claws, and heal the 
scratches they are making on our national character.]" 
The passage in brackets is marked out in tl1e draft, and does not 
appear in the letter as actually sent. But its statement as to the efforts 
of the refugees to prevent peace and to embitter the relations between 
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Great Britain and the United States is abundantly verified lJy the sub-
sequently published letters and memoirs of Curwen and Hutchinson. 
"'The affairs of Ireland are still unsettled. The Parliament and vol-
unteers are at variance; the latter are uneasy that in the late negotia-
tions for a treaty of commerce between England and America the Brit-
ish minister had made no mention of Ireland, and they seem to desire a 
separate treaty of commerce between America and that Kingdom. 
"It was certainly disagreeable to the English ministers that all their 
treaties for peace were carried on under the eye of the French court. 
This began to appear towards the conclusion, when 1\fr. Hartley refused 
going to Versailles to sign tlJere with the other powers our definitive 
treaty, and insisted on its being done at Paris, which we in good humor 
complied with, but at an earlier hour, that we might have time to ac-
{]_uaint le Comte de Vergennes before he was to sign with the Duke of 
1\'lanchester. The Dutch definitive was not then ready, and the British 
·court now insists on finishing it at London or the Hague. If, there-
fore, the commission to us, which has been so long delayed, is still in-
tended, perhaps it will be -well to instruct us to treat either here or at 
London, as we may find most convenient. The treaty may be con-
ducted even there in concfrt and in the confidence of communication 
with the ministers of our friends, whose advice may be of use to us. 
'' With respect to the British court, we should, I think, be constantly 
upon our guard, and impress strongly upon our minds that though it 
bas made peace with us it is not in truth reconciled either to us or to 
its loss of us, but still flatters itself with hopes that some change in the 
.affairs of Europe, or some disunion among ourselves, may afl'ord them 
.an opportunity of recovering their dominion, punishing those who have 
most offended, and securing our future dependence. It is easy to see 
by the general turn of the ministerial newspapers (light things, indeed, 
.as straws and feathers, but like them they show which way the wind 
blows) and by the malignant improvement their ministers make, in all 
the foreign courts, of every little accident or dissension among us, the riot 
of a few soldiers at Philadelphia, the resolves of some town meetings, 
the reluctance to pay taxes, &c., all which are exaggerated, to represent 
our Governments as so ma.ny anarchies, of which the people themselves 
are weary, and the Congress as having lost its influence, being no longer 
respected. I say it is easy to see from this conduct that they bear us 
no good will, and that they wish the reality of what they are pleased 
to imagine. They have, too, a numerous royal progeny to provide for, 
.some of whom are educated in the military line. In these circumstances 
we cannot be too careful to preserve the friendships we have acquired 
.abroad, and the union we have established at home, to secure our credit 
by a punctual discharge of our obligations of every kind, and our repu-
tation by the wisdom of our councils; since we know not how soon we 
may have a fresh occasion for friends, for credit, and for reputat.ion. 
"The extravagant misrepresentations of our political state in foreign 
countries made it appear necessary to give them better information, 
which I thought could not be more effectually and authentically done 
than by publishing a translation into French, now the most general 
language in Europe, of the book of Constitutions, which had been 
printed by order of Congress. This I accordingly got well done, and 
presented two copies, handsomely bound, to every foreign minister 
here, one for himself, the other, more elegant, for his sovereign. It bas 
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been ·well taken, and bas afforded matter of surprise to many wlw bad 
conceived mean ideas of the state of civilization in America, and could 
not have expected so much political knowledge and sagacity bad existed 
in out wildernesses. And from all parts I have the satisfaction to bear 
that our Constitutions in general are much admired. I am persuaded 
that this step will not only tend to promote the emigration to our coun-
try of substantial people from all parts of Europe, by the numerous 
.copies I shall disperse. but will facilitate our future treaties with foreign 
-courts who could not before know what kind of Government and i)eople 
they had to treat with. .As in doing tllis I have endeavored to further 
the apparent views of Congress in the first publication, I hope it may 
be approved and the expP-nse allowed. I send herewith one of the 
·COpies." 
Dr. Franklin to Thomas Mifflin, President of Congress, Dec. 25, 178:3; Franklin 
MSS., Dept. of State; Hl Sparks' Franklin, 37, if. 
''I have received your favor of the 30th of September, for which I thank 
you. My apprehension that tbe union between France and our States 
might be diminished by accounts from hence was occasioned by the ex-
travagant and violent language held here by a public person, in public 
.company, which had that tendency; and it was natural for me to think 
.his letters might ·hold the sam'j language, in which I was right; for I 
have since had letters from Boston informing me of it. Luckily here • 
.and I hope there, it is imputed to tlle true cause, a disorder in the brain~ 
whicb, though not constant, has its fits too frequent. I will not fill my 
letter with au account of those discourses. Mr. Laurens, when you see 
him, can give it to you; I mean of such as be beard in company with 
.other persons, for I would not desire him to relate private conversa-
tions. They distressed me muc:b. at the time, being then at your earnest 
instances soliciting for more aids of money, tlle success of which solici-
tation such ungrateful and provoking language might, I feared, have 
had a tendency to prevent. Enough of this at present." 
Dr. Franklin to Robert Morris, Dec. 25, 1783; Franklin MSS., Dept. of State; 
10 Sparks' Franklin, 43. 
1\fr. Laurens, on February 28, 1784, in a heretofore unpublished letter 
to Dr. Franklin (Franklin 1\iSS., Dept. of State), writes from London: 
".A large meeting of merchants and vVest India proprietors are at 
this moment assembled to deliberate on the trade between the British 
islands and the United States. Yon will perceive from the contents of 
lVIr. Edward's pamphlet that the West India planters and plantation 
holders are not a little alarmed. I am promised tlw result of the 
meeting some time this evening; if it rea.cbes me iu time you shall be 
informed in a postscript. But it is .boldly asserted here by certain per-
sons, instructed as I apprehend by the late ministry, and eucouraged, 
perhaps, by the impolitic droppings of a friend, that there is no power 
.at present subsisting on the part of .America to treat for commerce with 
Great Britain. I can only reply that I believe this a mistake, and hope 
to be soon fully informed. Meantime the United States seem to have 
-at length felt the effect of the proclamation of 2d July, 1783. No doubt 
that of December will be a provoking aggravation. Let our people de-
term in~ to act wisely, and these conjurers [sic] will soon be compelled 
to act with more wisdom and with a little more sincerity than we bavE 
.()Xperienced from them in tbe last eleven months, or so many years." 
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To this Franklin replied in a letter from Passy, of March 12, 17'84 .. 
In this letter occurs tlJe following passages (see 10 Sparks' Franklin, 73) ~ 
"I thank yon much for your information of the proceedings of the 
V-l est In<lia people. It seems to me that we cannot be much hurt by 
any selfish regulations the Engljsh may make respecting our tra<le with 
their islands. Those who at present wish to kick the hedgehog will 
grow tired of that sport when they find their toes bleed." 
In a letter frpm 1\ir. Laurens, London, ..April 18, 1784, to Dr. Frank-
lin (heretofore unpublished), is the following: 
"Nothing further done by administration respecting American inter-
course and commerce. * " * ..A judicious, intelligent friend, who has. 
been much consulted, called upon me last night and assured me 'nothing 
liberal or to good effect would be done, or he very much feared so; that 
he was tired and would be done witll them. l\Ir. Pitt is well disposed,. 
having been well advised, but the weight of the council is against him.,.. 
I feel no regret on this account. Difficulties will have an excellent 
effect on our side. I think my countrymen appear to most advantage 
when tbe,y have a rub to encounter, an<l they seem to be at this mo-
ment taking measures which should have been adopted upon the first 
appearance of the proclamation of 2d July, 1783. The West India 
merchants and planters, every sensible man in trade with whom I con-
verse, every unemployed manuf<tctnrer, and many who dread loss ot 
future orders, are uneasy, and all will come right when we determine 
to act nght. 
Franklin MSS., Dept. of State. 
§ 150a.. 
JAY'S TREATY. 
For .Mr. Hamilton's vindication of the treaty, see Essays of Camillus,. 
4 and 5 Lodge's Hamilton; 8 ibicl., 3SU, 421, 423. For Mr. Hamilton7s. 
objections to the treaty when first promulgated, see 1 Gibbs' Adm. ot 
Washington, &c., 223. 
§ 150.f. 
CLAY'l'ON·BULWER TREATY. 
An interesting article on the Clayton-Bulwer treaty is in 99 Quar. Rev. 
(June, 1856), 235 .ff. This article is attributed by 1\Ir. Hayward (Let-
ters, &c., 290) to Sir E. L. Bulwer; see, also, article by Sir H. Bulwer 
(Lord DaHing) 104 Edinb. Rev., 280 (July, 185G). 
§ 172a. 
MATRICULATION AND RESTRIC'l'IONS ON UNITED STATES CITIZENS. 
ABROAD. 
"The attention of the Department has recently been drawn to a 
'Notice to Americans' published by the legation of the United States 
in Mexico in August last, and of which the following i~ a copy:· 
"'Americans are hereby notified that, in conformity with Article I, 
Chapter V, of the Law of Foreigners of June, 1886, foreigners who may 
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-have acquired real estate or have had children born to them within (the) 
Republic will be considered by the :lVIexican Government as Mexican 
·citizens, unless they officially declare their intention to retain their own 
nationality and to that effect obtain from the department of foreign af-
fairs a certificate of nationality on or before December 4, 1886. 
'''Said certificates may be obtained for Americans through the lega-
tion of the United States in this city. Applications for same must be 
accompanied by one dollar for the necessary revenue stamps. 
'''(Signed): Legation of the United States, l\fexico, August 20, 1886.' 
"A copy and a translation of the law in question were transmitted to 
the Department in l\1:r. Jackson's No. 241, of the 21st of June last, but 
as the dispatch contained copies and translations of other l\fexican 
laws, to which specific references were made for tile Department's 
guidance, the provisions of Article I of Chapter V of the Law of For-
eigners, to which no reference was made, were overlooked, until the 
notice above quoted, which was not submitted nor communicated to the 
Department, was subsequently and only incidentally brought to its at-
tention. A comparison of the notice with the law shows that there are 
-certain provisions of the latter to which the notice does not refer; but 
th'ey do not in any way tend to remove, but rather to increase, the dis-
.sent of this Government from the position of l\fexico as disclosed in the 
notice. The law in question, having been adopted for the. purpose of 
.Uenationalizing certain classes of foreigners in that country, unless they 
take some affirmative action to preserve their nationality, contains a 
principle which this Government is compelled to regard as inadmissible. 
"The United States, while claiming for aliens within its jurisdiction, 
.and freely conceding t.o its citizens in other jurisdictions, the right of 
.expatriation, has always maintained that the transfer of allegiance must 
be by a distinctly voluntary act, and that the loss of citizenship cannot 
be imposed as a penalty nor a new national status forced as a favor by 
·One Government upon a citizen of another. 
"Not only is this believed to be the generally recognized rule of inter-
national law, but it is pertinent to notice that it was accepted and acted 
.upon by the mixed commission under the convention of July 4, 1868, 
between the United States and Mexico. The first umpire of that com-
.mission, Dr. Francis Lieber, held, and the commissioners subsequently 
followed his decision, that a law of :Mexico declaring every purchaser 
of land in that country a .Mexican citizen unless he expressed a desire 
not to become so, did not operate to change, against their will, the na-
tional status of citizens of the United States who had purchased land 
in ))fex·co, but who had omitted in so doing to disclaim an intention to 
transfer their allegiance. 
"The notice in question is not interpreted by the Department as an 
admission by the legation of the defensibleness, on generally accepted 
principles of international intercourse, of legislative decrees changing 
the national status of foreigners without their consent. Americans are 
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notified that,, unless they do certain things, they ' will be considered by 
the Mexican Government as :l\1exican citizens.' This, it is to be ob-
served, does not assert or imply that the legation acceded to the Mexican 
position. But in order to avoid any question of this kind hereafter you 
will take occasion to make known to the :Mexican Government that this 
Department does not regard the publication of the notice above referred 
to as admitting the doctrine of involuntary change of allegiance, or that 
the same can be held conclusive upon our citizens; and that this Gov-
ernment is constrained to withhold its assent from that doctrine, as em-
bodied in Article I, Chapter V, of the law referred to. 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to :Mr. Manning, Nov. 20, 1886. M:SS. lost., Mex.; 
For. Rel., 1886. 
"By article 28, chapter iii [of the Salvadorian law of September 2D, 
1886], it is provided that matriculation concedes privileges and imposes 
special obligations, which are called by the laws of the Republic 'the 
rights of foreigners.' These rights of foreigners, as stated in article 29 
of the same chapter, are as follows: 
"1. To appeal to the treaties and conventions existing between Sal-
vador and their respective Governments. 
'' 2. To have recourse to the protection of their sovereign through the 
medium of diplomatic representation. 
"3. The benefit of reciprocity. 
" Unless a foreigner possesses a certificate of matriculation no author-
ity or public functionary of Salvador, as has been seen, is permitted to 
concede to him any of these rights; and it is further provided in article 
27 of the chapter in question, that the certificate of matriculation shall 
not operate retroactively upon a claim of right arising anterior to the 
date of matriculation. Thus the object and purport of the law in ques-
tion is to make the enjoyment and assertion by~) foreigner in Salvador 
of the consequent rights and privileges of his national character, 
whether they are guaranteed by treaty or secured by the general rules 
of international law, conditional upon his contemporaneous possession 
of a paper prescribed by the municipal law of the country as the proper 
proof of his citizenship. 
"In order to appreciate the significance of such a requirement it is 
only necessary to consider that, if admitted, its effect would be to leave 
the question of the national status of a foreigner wholly to the deter_ 
ruination of the Salvadorian authorities, and that, in the event of his 
failure to exhibit such proofs of citizenship as · they may deem sufficient 
his right to claim the protection of his Government would be lost. Con-
versely the right of his Government to interpose in his behalf would 
also be destroyed ; for to deny to a foreigner recourse to his Govern-
ernment by necessary implication questions and denies the right of 
that Government to intervene. 
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"Thus, by making the compliance of a foreigner with a municipal 
regulation a condition precedent to the recognition of his national char-
acter, the Salvadorian Government not only assumes to be the ,sole 
judge of his status, but also imposes upon him, as the penalty of non-
compliance, a virtual loss of citizenship. 
·"Nothing would seem to be required beyond the mere statement of 
these propositions, fully sustained as they appear to be by the context 
of the law in question, to confirm the conviction that its enforcement 
would give rise to continual and probably grave controversies. Such 
bas been to result of the occasional attempts elsewhere than Salvador 
to enforce similar regulations, and such would seem to be the necessary 
result of the attempt of particular Governments to enforce laws which 
operate as a restriction upon the exercise and performance both by 
states and by -citizens of their relative rights and duties according to 
the generally accepted rules of international intercourse. Such inter-
course should always be characterized by the utmost confidence in the 
good faith of nations, and by the careful abstinence of each from the 
adoption of mea-sures which, by operating as a special restriction upon 
the action of other Governments in matters in which they have an im-
portant if not the chief concern, seem to imply distrust of their inten-
tions. It is proper to obsen·e that the Government of Mexico, guided 
by the experience of an ample trial of her law of matriculation, modified 
it in June last by the repeal of those provisions which made the matric-
ulation of foreigners compulsory and a condition of the exercise of their 
right of appeal to their Governments. 
"It may be said that the question of citizenship is one which pecu-
liarly concerns the Government whose protection is claimed and in the 
decision of which that Government has a paramount sovereign right. 
This results not only from the relation of a Government to its citizens, 
but from the fact that international law recognizes the right of each 
state to prescribe the conditions of citizenship therein and regulate for 
itself the process whereby foreigners may, if they so desire, expatriate 
themselves and become naturalized. In the United States this process 
is defined by a statute, the administration of which is committed to the 
courts, who issue to the naturalized citizen certain evidence of his com-
pliance with the law. The efficiency of this law, the basal principle of 
which is the voluntary action of the alien, is fully recognized by all 
states that concede the right of expatriation, an<l among these is Sal-
vador. 
"The principle and validity of our naturalization law being thus ad-
mitted, it would seem that the mere question of its administration) and 
of the proper evidence of its administration, was one for the determina.-
tion of this Government. But, by the matriculation law of Salvador, 
that Government is made the first and the final judge of the su:ijiciency 
of the evidence of American citizenship, even in the case of a naturalized 
citizen of the ~ nited States not of Salvadorian origin. 
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"In tlds relation it is pertinent to advert to the recent case of 
.,Julio R. Santos, a naturalized citizen of the United States of Ecuador-
ian origin, who was arrested, while residing in his native country, on a 
·charge of complicity in a revolutionary movement there. The Govern-
ment of Ecuador contended that he had lost his American citizenship by 
a residence of more than two years in his native country, under that 
article of the naturalization treaty with the United States which pro-
vides that a residence of more than two :years in the native country of 
a naturalized citizen shall, subject to rebuttal, be construed as an in-
tention on his part to remain there. The United States, however, hav-
ing ascertained and established to its own satisfaction the intention of 
1\lr. Santos to return to the country of his adoption, held its judgment 
in the matter to be conclusive, and demanded for him the rights and 
privileges of a citizen of the United States. 
''The effect of the Salvadorian statute in question is to invest the 
,officials of that Government with sole discretion and exclusive author-
ity to determine conclusively all questions of American citizenship 
within their territory. This is in contravention of treaty right and the 
rules of international law and usage, and would be an abnegation of 
its sovereign duty towards its citizens in foreign lands, to which this 
Government has never given asse.nt . 
. "Articles 39, 40, and 41, chapter iv, of the law in question, purport 
to define the conditions under which diplomatic intervention is permit-
ted in behalf of foreigners in Salvador whose national character is ad-
·mitted. I regret that the Department is unable to accept the principle 
.of any of these articles without important quali:ficationt;;. 
"The article :first enumerated provides that only in the event of a 
denial or a voluntary retardation of justice, and after having resortecl in 
vain to all the ordiJ?ary remedies afforded by the laws of the Republic, 
may foreigners appeal to their Governments. The succeeding article 
defines what is meant by a denial of justice, and declares that such 
denial exists only when the judicial authority refuses to decide the mat-
ter before it; and that, consequently, the fact that a judge may have 
pronounced a decision, although it may be said to be iniquitous or in 
express violation of law, cannot afford a ground for resort to the diplo-
matic channel. 
"Article 41 declares t·hat delay in the administration of justice is not 
to be considered voluntary when the judge alleges any legal or J)hysical 
impediment which he is unable to remove. 
"The comment made above on the law of matriculation is equally 
applicable to these provisions, that the denial to the foreigner of the 
right of appeal to his Government necessarily implies the denial in the 
par1icular ease of his Go-v-ernment's right to intervene; and as this de-
nial i~ based upon the decisions of the tribunals of Salvador, the judg-
ments of those tribunals are made internationally binding as to all que~­
tions of municipal or of international law coming before them. 
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''It may be admitted as a general rule of international law that a 
denial of justice is the proper grouncl of diplomatic intervention. This, 
however, is merely the statement of a principle, and leaves the ques-
tion in each case, whether there has been such denial, to be dP;termined 
by the application of the rules of international law. 
"By articles 39, 40, nnd 41, as they are understood by this Depart-
ment, the Government of Salvador would avoid this question, especially 
where the act complained of was committed by the authorities of the 
Republic in pursuance of its laws. This doctrine is novel to this Govern-
ment, which has maintained and acknowledged in its treaties and other-
wise, as a settled principle of international policy, the rule that in cases 
of violation of international right by the authorities of a state in pur-
suance of municipal regulations, the :final decision of the national tri-
bunals, sustaining the action of the authorities, is a consummation of the 
wrong complained of and constitutes no bar to international discussion.~' 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall, Nov. 29, 1886. MSS. lust., Cent. Am. 
§ 174a. 
IMPEACHMENT OF NATURALIZATION. 
The following was inadvertently omitted in the :first edition : 
''It is at the same time not to be doubted but that a decree of natu-
ralization, like any other judgment, may be impeached for fraud in its 
procurement, by a direct and proper judicial proceeding instituted for 
that purpose, and it is equally incontrovertible that the party to such 
decree who may have been guilty of fraud in its procurement, and all 
persons aiding and abetting him in such purpose, are liable to be pro-
ceeded against criminally and punished under the laws of the United 
States, and if the decree of naturalization should be found to have been 
procured by fraud, it would, as in the case of any other judgment thus 
corruptly obtained, be set aside and held for naught. 
"With the facts now in possession of the Department in regard to 
the naturalization of Mr. M- N-, it is difficult, if not impossible, to 
resist the conclusion that his pretended naturalization is the result of 
a deliberate and preconcerted fraud on his part; he is now without the 
jurisdiction of the United States, where its judicial process cannot 
reach him. It cannot be that a fraudulently obtained decree of a court, 
which would be set aside if the process of the court could reach and 
bring within its jurisdiction the party holding it, i~ to be considered con-
clusive upon this Government merely because the party hag placed him. 
~elf without its jurisdiction, and is availing himself of the first fraud to 
practice another. It is the executive department of the Government 
to which, in this case, he appeals. The executive department of the 
Government must therefore see that the good name and good faith of 
the Government be not compromitted. by sustaining a claim resting on 
fraud and falsehood, and which the courts would set aside, couJrl the 
case be brought within their jurisdiction. While the executive depart· 
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ment bows with deference to the decrees of the judicial department 
of the Government within the limits of their reach, it is not bound to 
claim for thege decrees in foreign countries when manifestly obtained 
by fraud or perjury, a validity which might not be conceded, and which 
could neither be enforced or defended on the grounds of truth, or jus-
tice, or equity." 
Mr. Fish, Sec. of State, to Mr. Maynard, Feb. 11, 1876. l\ISS. lust., Turkey. 
Under Revised Statutes of the United States, § 2163, an applicant for 
naturalization cannot be indicted for perjury as to his residence, the 
statute virtually prohibiting taking an oath as to residence. 
(U.S. v. Grottkau, 30 Fed. Rep., 672; citing State v. Helle, 2 Hill, S.C., 290.) 
That decrees of naturalization are judgments, and that the certificate proves itself, 
see Statev. Papen, 1 Brewst., 2£3; 14 Op., 511 (Williams). In McCoppin, in re, 5 Saw., 
632, the right of the court decreeing naturali..:;ation to open the decree is treated as 
unquestioned. While such oocrees, when on their face valid, cannot be opened or 
vacated by the Department of State, they will not, if found by the Department to 
have !Jeen granted on the fn,ith of fraudulent misrepresentations by the party nat-
uralized, be made the !Jasis of a claim on a foreign power. The Department has 
supreme jurisdiction, under the directions of the Presiuent, of the foreign relations 
of the United States, in conducting which it is not su!Jject to the control of the judi-
ciary. Supra, § 174a. This has been held to be the case as to the adjudications of 
prize courts, which it will not press if it believe them to be in conflict with justice or 
law; and on the same reasoning it refuses to press the awards of even treaty arbi-
trators, though invested with the highest judicial powers, when it holds that such 
awards ought not to be pressed in justice or honor. Supm, § 329a. .d. j01·tiori is thus 
the case with naturalization decrees, which from the nature of things must be often 
improvidently entered. 
§ 176 . 
.A.B.A.NDON:n:t:ENT OF CITIZENSHIP. 
"So far as concerns the evidence contained in the annexed papers, 
there can be no question that Julio R. Santos is a domiciled citizen 
of the United States. It is very rarely that in cases of this c1ass such 
strong evidence is produced. The acquaintances of J\1r. Santos, who • 
are brought up to testify as to his history and his expectations, are 
not persons who would either observe carelessly or speak lightly.. They 
include a series of college officers and students of high character, with 
whom he has passed a number of years, and business associates, who 
would best know his plans. It is impossible to ascribe to persons of 
this class either want of opportunities of knowledge or want of con-
scientious accuracy. And the case is one of more interest because it 
repreaents a type of much importance to the business welfare both of 
the United States and of the countries with which we are brought into 
close mercantile relations. It is highly conuucive to the beneficial de-
velopments of these relations that in selecting selling and other agents 
in a foreign land, our producing and manufacturing houses should be 
able to avail themselves of the services of such natives of the countries 
to be dealt with as have become citizens of the United States. In this 
way we obtain for ourselvea the agent's knowledge of the language 
and other conditions of the country to which he is sent, while, from the 
fact of his naturalization in the United States, we have a political hold 
on him, and are able, to some extent, to guarantee his personal rights. 
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Hence it is a common practice of our great producing and exporting 
houses to send to Europe, as well as to South America, agents who are 
natives of the country of their agency, but who have intermediately 
become loyal citizens of the United States. There can be no doubt that 
this practice has proved very beneficial to the country of the agency, 
as well as to the country from which the agent is sent forth. To limit 
such an agency to two years would greatly ctestroy its efficiency. By 
· the rules of international law, as recognized by all civilized nations, an 
agent of this class may live and do business in the place of his agency 
(if his intention is to return and dwell permanently in the place from 
which he is sent) without acquiring a domicil, or being subjected to a 
citizenship in the place of his agency. Nor, so far as concerns citizen-
ship, is this rule modified by the treaty between the United States and 
Ecuador." 
Opinion appended to instructions of Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Ml'. Beach, 
May 1, 1885. Printed in For. Rei., 1886. See infra,§ 179. 
"Mr. B. resided in the United States from 1852 to 1865; and in 1860 
appears to have been naturalized here, but, in view of what follows, 
no opinion is necessary as to the regularity of this procedure. In 1865 
he returned to Spain. Thither he carried his wife, recently married, 
there his children were born, and there be has since remained-over 
twenty years. The fact that he has never voted or held office in Spain, 
or taken part in any political demonstration there, may show that he is 
not a zealous Spaniard, but does not prove him to have been a loyal 
citizen of the United States. 
''While there is no allegation that he intended to return to the United 
States, the inference to the contrary is rendered very strong by his 
settlement in Spain after his marriage, the selection of Spain as the 
place of his children's birth and education, and by his failure even 
now to make any effort to return. Moreover there is no evidence that 
he ever contributed by payment of tr~xes or·otherwise to the support 
of this Government. The facts furnish a presumption, not rebutted, . 
that he has abandoned his nationality, involving his minor children in 
the same abandonment. Under these circumstances thus understood 
the legation will not accede to the request by Mr. B. for a United States 
passport." 
Mr. Porter, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Curry, Jan. 4, 1886. MSS. lust., Spain. 
"In this case, as in Wedemeyer's and several others of recent occur-
rence, the Department is indisposed to intervene. Generally speaking, 
when a German, naturalized in the United States and returning to 
Germany, voluntarily applies to be reinstated in his German subjec-
tion, and only appeals to the legation for protection as an American 
citizen when the native authorities decline to readmit him as a Ger-
man, M1e evidence of his devotion to the United States is not strong. 
• It would in such cases be as reasonable for us to intervene to demand 
that Germany take back the applicant as to demand that he may in-
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definitely reside in Germany under the thin guise of a citizeuship he-
sets no store by and has attempted to renounce." 
Mr. Porter, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Pendleton, Feb. ~, 1886. MSS. Inst. ,. 
Germ. 
§179. 
PRESUMPTION FROM TWO YEARS' RESIDENCE. 
"The provision in respect of two years' re.sidence in the original coun--
try, after return thither, which is found in most of our naturalization, 
treaties, is designed to afford presumptive evidence merely of the in-
tent which is necessary to a valid resumption of the original allegiance. 
That pre~umption, like any other presumption, is open to reb'uttal by 
satisfactory evidence, and the right of such rebuttal is inherent in the· 
case and available in the party's behalf, even where the treaty may be 
silent on the point. In our treaty with Ecuador, lwwever, the right of' 
rebuttal of the presumption of intent which may grow from two years" 
residence is expressly stipulated, and this point is therefore removed 
from the field of argument. 
''It is part of the sovereignty of every nation to prescribe the terms on. 
which the allegiance of its own citizens shall be acquired and preserved~ 
In the treaty with Ecuador the United States waive a part of such right 
of decision by admitting that two years' residence in Ecuador may create--
a presumption that their citizen intends to remain there. By stipulating 
for the right of rebuttal evidence on this point of int~ntion, the United 
States wholly and absolutely regain that right of deciding as to the" 
status of their citizens in a given case. That right is not transferred in. 
any part to Ecuador; it is to be exercised exclusively by the United 
States as an attribute of their sovereignty. And Ecuador cannot meet 
that reserved right by any mere denial of the sufficiency of the rebut-
ting evidence which may be satisfactory to the United States. The-
only privilege of surrebuttal which might remain open to Ecuador would 
·be to show that the party had done some act working an overt, volun-
tary, and positive renunciation of his United States citizenship of which 
the laws of Ecuador take cognizance, or which they may prescribe as a-
condition to the acquisition or recovery of Ecuadorian citizenship. 
• • • 
''This Government has pushed its construction of the sufficiency of the· 
rebutting evidence beyond the needs of what would have been enough 
in any ordinary case in order that its conclusion, when reached, should 
not only be final as of right, but convincing also to the Government of' 
Ecuador, to which it may be communicated as a matter of courte8y." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Beach, ~ay 1, 1885. For. Rel., 1886. See · 
supra, App., § 176. 
HNor does this Government concwr in the proposition that a natu 
ralized citizen of the United States can have such citizenship extin --
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gui:shed solely by residence, however protracted, in the country of his 
origin. The question of his loss of such citizenship is to be deter-
mined by the intent of the party, to be inferred from his acts and all 
the surrounding circumstances of the case, and is• not to be conclusively 
settled by mere lapse of time or term of residence in the country of his 
origin. We maintain this as a rule of international interpretation of 
naturalization treaties, and in the case of Germany have lately held 
that two years' stay creates only a presumption of abandonment of the 
acquired citizenship, which is open to rebuttal." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Winchester, May 17, 1886. MSS. Inst., 
Switz. See App., vol. iii, § 172a. 
§ 185. 
CHILD BORN .ABROAD. 
''By the law of nations, apart from any municipal legislation, he (a 
-child born in France to a citizen of the United States, such child hav-
ing always resided in France) would be entitled, when of full age, to 
elect which of the two allegiances he will accept; and with the law of 
nations in this respect coincides, according to your dispatch, the muni-
cipal law of France. But this election cannot be made by Victor La-
broue until he arrives at full age, in September, 1886, and the election, 
to be operative, must not only be formally and solemnly declared, but 
must be followed by his coming to and taking up his abode as soon as 
is practicable in the United States. Should he remain voluntarily in 
France after the period when the French law as well as the law of na-
tions requires him to make his election, this may properly be regarded 
as an abandonment of American and an acceptance of French allegi-
ance." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Vignaud, July 2, 1886. MSS. Inst., France; 
For. R~l., 1886. 
§ 189. 
PROTECTION TO CITIZENS .ABROAD. 
"I have to acknowledge the receipt of your note of January 19, 1887, 
making certain inquiries as to the citizenship of Charles Dewaele and 
-of Emile Dewaele, his son. 
''Great as is my desire to give any information which it is within 
the range of my duties to communicate, I feel compelled to say that the 
information you request is not within such range. The reasons are as 
follows: 
"(1) When there is an issue likely to arise between an alleged citi-
zen of the United States and the Government of a foreign country in 
which he resides, the question whether the position taken by the for-
eign Government is to be resisted by such citizen, as well as the quali-
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fications attending his position in such respect, are to he determined 
primarily by himself. This Government, for instance, would say to 
such a party, 'Whether you abjure your allegiance to us, or whether 
you render a qualified submission in the performance of local, civic, or 
military duties, is for you in the first place to determine.' 
"(2) Questions of this class are acted on by this Department, adopt-
ing the practice of the judiciary under similar circumstances, on th11 
basis of affidavits, and other documentary el'idence exhibiting the exact 
state of facts, which affidavits and evidence a foreign sovereign could 
not be called upon to produce. 
"(3) It is not in accordance with the polity of our institutions that 
the question of the citizenshiP. of a person claiming, or likely to claim, 
the protection of the United States, should be determined ex parte by 
this Department on the application of the Government against whom 
such protection may be sought. Citizenship in the United States has 
two aspects. On the one side, in this country, it carries with it electoral 
privileges, and other prerogatives and immunities, as to which the natur-
alized citizen, no matter how destitute in other respects, has the same 
political rights with native-born citizens, no matter what may be their 
other advantages. On the other side, it gives such citizens, when abroad, 
the right to the protection of the United States to the full extent of its 
capacity, against foreign powers. Such rights can~ot be divested unless 
on a hearing in which the party whose citizenship is questioned is noti-
fied to appear; and, in so far as the question of protection is concerned, 
they can be denied in this Department only on issue made by the party 
himself, after a full hearing of his case, with every opportunity given. 
to him to present it in detail." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. de Bounder de Melsbroeck, Apr. 11, 1887. MSS~ 
Notes, Belgium. 
§ 208. 
NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS. 
Indian tribes in the United States are subject to the laws of Congressr 
but not, as tribes, to State legislation. 
U. S. v. Kagama, 118 U. S., 375. 
§ 213. 
PRESENTATION OF CLAIMS. 
"While this Department is at all times ready to lend the good offices 
of its representatives abroad for the presentation of all valid claims 
founded on justice and equity of its citiz.ens upon foreign Governments 
in accordance with its established regulations, and also to assist in the 
promotion of American interests in all proper ·cases and by those meth-
ods known and approved internationally, yet it is not unmindful of the· 
concurrent obligation imposed by our professions of amity and comity 
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with other nations, as well as by the injunctions of our own self-respect, 
upon which we invite those nations confidentl;y to rely, which should 
secure such previous scrutiny and examination of the law and facts upon 
which such claims 1are based by their proponents as shall prima facie 
assure both parties of their justice." * * * 
"To discriminate against speculative and unjust claims by our citizens 
upon foreign Governments and in favor of those founded in justice and 
equity, will cause our recommendations to have that weight which we 
desire, and create confidence in our international action." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jarvis, Sept. 6, 1886. · MSS. Inst., Brazil; For. 
Rei., 1886. 
§ 221. 
AUTHORITY OF AWARDS. 
The action of the Department of State in referring a claim to arbitra-
tion by the United States against a foreign power does not bind it to 
the position that the claim is just. The whole question of the justice of 
the claim is open to revision on the facts and arguments reported by 
the arbitration. Nor are the arbitrators precluded, by the f~ct of refer-
ence, from examining into the justice of the claim on its merits. 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, ·report on Pelletier's case, Jan. 20, 1887. Sen. Ex. 
Doc. 64, 49th Cong., 2d sess. 
"The duty of the Executive to refuse to enforce an award which, not-
withstanding the unimpeachable character, as in the present case, of the 
arbitrator, turns out to have been inequitable or unconscionable, has 
been maintained in repeated rulings of this Department, and is sanc-
tioned by the Supreme Court of the United States." 
Ibid. 
As to res adjudicata, see infra, § 238; and as to control by Department of such 
cases, see vol. ii, § 220. 
§ 223. 
DOMESTIC BELLIGERENT INJURIES TO ALIEN RESIDENTS. 
See infra, § 243. 
A Government is responsible to foreign friendly Governments for out-
rages committed by its soldiers, as such, on subjects of such Govern-
ments. 
"The mere fact that soldiers, duly enlisted as such, commit acts with-
out orders from their superiors in command, does not exempt their 
Government from liability for such acts. A Government may be re-
sponsible for the misconduct of its soldiers when in the field, or when 
acting, either actually or constructively, under its authority, if such 
misconduct, even though it bad been forbidden by it, was in contraven-
tion of the rules of civilized warfare." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Buck, Aug. 24, 18R6. MSS. Inst., Peru. 
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"'If in that (a foreign) country,' said Mr. Webster, 'he (a citizen of 
the United States) engages in trade or business, he is considered by the 
law of nations as a merchant of that country;' and in this and other 
cases ruled in this Department on this principle, it was held that citi-
zens of the United States who engaged in insurreetionary movements 
in Cuba thereby exposed their property to seizure by Cuban author-
ities, and had no claim on this Government to secure indemnity for them 
from Spain. Nor can Spanish subjects (under similar circumstances) 
make claim against the United States for losses incurred by them 
through confiscation of their goods by the Federal authorities in the 
late civil war, such confiscation being in conformity with the laws of 
war." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Muruaga., Dec. 3, 1886. MSS. Notes, Spain. 
See more fully infra, § 356. 
§ 228. 
FOREIGN BELLIGERENT'S LIABILITY TO NEUTRAL RESIDENT. 
''It is not disputed that a neutral person domiciled in a belligerent 
country ca~not claim from the opposing belligerent redress for injury 
inflicted by the latter in due course of war. The present case, however, 
is taken out of this rule by evidence herewith forwarded, showing that 
the injuries in question were not inflicted in due course of war, but 
were in violation ofthe rules of civilized warfare. For such violations 
of international duty the sovereign of the injured neutral has a right 
to call for redress." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall, May 27, 1886. MSS. lust., Cent. Am. 
See~ 225. 
§ 235. 
INJURIES TO REAL ESTATE. 
The Haytian Government is liable for damages wantonly inflicted, by 
soldiers in its employ, on real estate belonging to citizens of the United 
States. Nor is it a defense in such cases "that by the Haytian law 
foreigners cannot' acquire' (acquerir) real estate in Hayti, and that as 
they bad no title to the real estate for injury to whieh they sue they 
cannot now cla-im damages for such injury. To this the answer is 
threefold : · 
"1. The statute only prohibits' acquiring,' which is a term convertible 
with 'purchasing.' It does not cover the case of real estate coming by 
descent. 
"2. By the Roman law, in force in Hayti, an alien's title, even as to 
'purchased' real estate, can only be contested by suit brought by the 
Government itself in the nature of an inquisition. If the Government 
undt·rtakes to turri the possessor out by violence without a trial, this 
makes the Government liable for damages in proportion to the violence 
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.applied and the damage done. .l.nd for such summary outrages on an 
. alien, as an alien, the Government of such alien has, by international 
law, a right to interpose and claim redress. 
''3. Even supposing that the prohibition extended to the house and lot 
of tile claimants (which, for the present purpose, it did not) it did not 
preclude the claimants from possessing furniture, or leading lives of quiet, 
secure from lawless attack. In any view, therefore, the statute before 
us does not prevent the claimants from recovering damages for the de-
struction of their furniture, their expulsion from their homes, and the 
peril to which their lives were subjected. 




"This decision of the commission [dismissing a claim for want of juris-
diction] does not prevent this claim from being a proper subject for 
diplomatic treatment. It is true that Mr. Acosta's naturalization, the 
validity of which was admitted by.the advocate for Spain, on the 30th 
October, 1882, was subsequent to the executive order of sequestration 
of his property by about five months. But while for losses accruing 
prior to his naturalization he cannot claim such interposition, it is other-
wise as to losses accruing subsequent to his naturalization. 'l'he case 
may be likened to a series of continuous injuries sustained by a person 
before and after reaching full age. The disabilities attaching to him as 
a minor, however much they might prevent him by the lex fori from 
suing when a minor, would not preclude him from suing when of full 
age in his own name, at least for damages sustained subsequent to his 
majority. Hence the claimant in the present case, as to matters not 
barred by the decision of the arbitrators, is entitled to the intervention 
of this Department, .at least for injuries sustained by him subsequent 
to his naturalization." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Curry, Apr. 9, 1886. MSS. Inst., Spain. 
"It is a settled principle of international law that a sovereign cannot 
be permitted to set up one of his own municipal laws as a bar to a claim 
by a :foreign sovereign for a wrong done to the latter's subject. 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. King, Oct. 13, 18tl6. MSS. lust., Colombia. 
Supm, § 60; infra, § 242. 
"Decisions of international commissions are not to be regarded as 
establishing principles of international law. Such decisions are molded 
by the nature and terms of the treaty of arbitration, which often assumes 
certain rules, in themselves deviations from international law, for the 
government of the commission. Even when there are no such limita-
tions, decisions of commissions have not heretofore been regarded as 
authoritative, except in the particular case decided. I am compelled, 
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therefore, to exclude from consider&.tion the rulings to which you refer, 
not merely because they do not sustain the position for which they are 
cited, but because, even if they could be construed as having that 
effect, they do not in any way bind the Governmeut of the United 
States except in those cases in which they were rendered." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Muruaga, Dec. 3, 1886. MSS. Notes, Spain. 
"Action of this class can no more be regarded as res adjudicata than 
can the preliminary binding over of a defendant, on the bare case of the 
prosecution, be regarded as res adjudicata when the case, both sides 
being in court, comes on for trial. Now for the first time has Pelletier's 
claim, together with Hayti's reply, appeared for adjudication in this 
Department; and with this full case before me, and with this very 
question reserved by the learned arbitrator who has made the award, I 
report that, in my judgment, after carefully 1·eviewing the proofi:i, the 
claim, for the reasons I have stated above, cannot be entertained by the 
United States. And I may add that in this particular case: my opinion 
is sustained by the report qf the Senate committee, by whom both 
sides were heard, and, on the question of disturbance of port tran-
quillity, by numerous adjudications of this Department. 
"It may be final~v urged that the award in the present case is con-
clusive and cannot be disturbed. BuiJ this proposition cannot be main-
tained. No matter how solemn and how authoritative may be a judg. 
ment, it is subject to be set aside by the consent of the parties. To 
the awards of international commissions, were the award in this case 
to be considered as such, this position applies with peculiar force, since, 
as is elsewhere noticed in this report, it is a settled principle of inter-
national law that no sovereign can in honor press an unjus·t or mis. 
taken award even though made by a judicial international tribunal in. 
vested with the power of swearing witnesses and receiving or rejecting 
testimony. But the award before me is not that of a judicial inter-
national commission invested with such powers. 
"To constitute such a tribunal, either a treaty, duly approved by the 
Senate so as to be the law of the land, or an enabling statute, is neces-
sary. The judicial and the executive departments are distinct, and un-
less by a treaty or an act of the legislature, in subordination to the 
Constitution, the functions of the former, so far as concerns the deter-
mination of litigated issues of fact, cannot be vested in the latter. 'The 
Department of State, therefore, cannot either through its own officers 
or a commission appointed by it, take and mold sworn testimony in 
order to determine litigated issues of fact. Hence the conclusions Of 
an international commission, sanctioned solely by the executive de-
partment of the Government, are to be regarded, to adopt the language 
of a learned judge of the Supreme Court, as an award 'which would 
have bound nobody and would have been at most a friendly recom-
mendation.' (Miller, J., Great West. Ins. Co. v. U. S., 112 U. S., 197.) 
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It does not cure the proceedings in the present case that the distin-
guished gentleman wbo acted as arbitrator administered oaths to wit-
nesses, issued commissious, and determined as to what questions wa'e 
to be put to witnesses, in tbis way shaping the testimony produced. 
In the opinion of this Department these proceedings, so far as thev 
were matters of distinctively judicial prerogative, were ultr(x vires, and 
so was the judgment entered, so far as it partook of a distinctively ju-
dicial type. 
"In taking this position I am in no way impeaching the right of the 
Executive, either through the Secretary of State or through agents 
appointed by him, to negotiate the settlements of private claims with 
foreign powers. Such negotiations may be likened to the conferences, 
in matters of private litigation, of parties through their counsel or 
through referees, to settle, on the basis of affidavits or voluntary state-
ments of the parties, the matter in dispute. 
"Informal conferences of this class have been found, and will be found 
hereafter, of great use. But not being in the shape of a treaty they do 
not, in the United States, have the etl:'ect of a law investing the officers 
in question with the judicial power of taking and limiting testimony 
and deciding judicially on the questions submitted to them. Hence the 
awards of. such tribunals, being inchoate and merely recommendatory, 
are to be regarded as less obligatory than are awards made under 
treaties. And as awards under treaties when the arbitrator had judi-
cial powers, and when the witnesses testifying could "be held criminally 
responsible for false testimony, will not be enforced if shown to be un-
conscionable and unjust, aforUor,i is this the rule with awards in cases 
in which the arbitrator had no judicial powers, and when the oa.ths ad-
ministered were nullities." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, report in Pelletier's case, Jan. 20, 1887. Sen. Ex. 
Doc. 64, 49th Cong. 2d sess. See also supra, §§ 220,221. 
"It remains to notice the position that a re-examination of the merits 
of this case is precluded. by the announcement of the President, in his 
annual message of 1885, that the arbitration had closed and a final 
award been given. But such an announcement no more precludes such 
a re-examination than an announcement of the close of the late Mexi-
can Commission precluded a re-examination of the Weil and La A.bra 
cases, or an entry of a judgment by a court precludes the hearing of a 
motion to open such a judgment on proof of fraud or mistake. I must 
repeat in this connection the position with which this report opened, 
that, essential as it is that the intercourse between nations should be 
marked by the highest honor as well as honesty, the moment that the 
Government oi the United States discovers that a claim it makes on a 
foreign Government cannot be honorably and honestly pressed, that 
moment, no matter what may be the period of the procedure, that claim 
should be drop})ed." 
Pelletier'~ case ; Ibid. 
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§ 239. 
LIMIT.A.'l'ION OF CLAIMS. 
"The same presumption may be almost as strongly drawn from the 
delay in making application to this Department for redre8s. Time, 
said a great modern jurist, following therein a still greater ancient 
moralist, while he carries in one hand a scythe by which be mows 
down vouchers by which unjust claims can be disproved, carries in the 
other hand an hour-glass, which determines the period after which, for 
the sake of peace, and in conformity with sound political philosophy, 
no claims whatever are permitted to be pressed. 
"l'he rule is sound in morals as well as in law; and applies with pecu-
liar force to claims infected with taints which the claimants refu~e to 
submit to judicial examination when the facts are attainable." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Muruaga, Dec. 3,1886. MSS. Notes, Spain. 
While international proceedings for redress are not bound by the letter of specific 
statutes of limitations, they are subject to the same presumptions, as to payment or 
abandonment, as those on which statutes of limitation are based. A Governmoot 
cannot any more rightfully press against a foreign Government a stale claim which 
the party holding declined to press when the evidence was fresh than it can permit 
such claims to be the subject of perpetual litigation among its own citizens. 
It must be remembered that statutes of limitations are simply formal expressions 
of a great principle of peace which is at the foundation not only of our own common 
law, but of all other systems of civilized jurisprudence. It is good for society that 
there should come a period when litigation to assert alleged rights should cease; and 
this principle, which thus limits litigation when wrongs are old and evidence faded, 
is as essential to the administration of justice as is the principle that sustains litiga .. 
tion when wrongs are recent and evidence fresh. ''Rules for the application of such 
limitations," saidMr. Justice Swayne in Wood v. Carpenter, 101 U. 8.,139, "are vital 
to the welfare of society and are favored in the law. They are found and approved 
in all systems of enlightened jurisprudence. They promote repose by giving security 
and stability to human affairs. An important public policy lies at their foundation. 
They stimulate to activity and punish negligence. While time is constantly destroy-
ing the evidence of rights, they supply its place by a presumption which renders 
proof unnecessary. Mere delay, extending to the limit prescribed, is itself a conclu-
sive bar. The bane and antidote go toge1,her." 
In the English common law, long before statutes of limitation took formal shape, 
this principle of peace was applied in the rulings that indebtedness, which has existed 
for so long a period as to enable its payment or its extinguish.n:ient to be logically in-
ferred, is to be presumed to have been pa1d. What this period is varies! so it has always 
been held at common law, with extraneous conditions. In newly-settled communi-
ties, or in communities in which meu come and go on comparatively brief business 
errands, the period in which a debt is presumed to be still alive is much shorter than 
it would be in a community of persons of continuous residence, of settled business 
habits, and with facilities which enable the vouchers of the past to be carefully 
guarded, and witnesses of past transactions to be, within the ordinary limits of life, 
appealed to. When the question is one of diplomatic negotiation, then the circum-
stances of the natiQns interested, as well as of individual claimants, .is to be taken into 
consideraliion; the fact of intermediate war, for instance, when it does not extinguish 
a claim, operates to excuse delay in pressing it. But, in all cases, when the rule to be 
applied is not one of statute, but of common or public law, then the question of the 
p1esumption of the effect on indebtedness of lapse of time is one to be settled by tak· 
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ing into consideration not merely the general principle of peace above stated, but all 
the conditions which would divert the application of that principle to the particular 
case. 
The application of these principles to our consular courts in China is considered 
supra, § 125. 
§ 241. 
NON-USE OF JUDICIAL REMEDY. 
''As, under the principle of United States v. O'Keefe, 11 Wall., 178,. 
the claimants had access to the Court of Claims within the limit speci-
fied, to purge themselves, at a time when the evidence bearing on the 
question was fresh, from the charge of aiding and comforting the Con-
federacy, it is impossible not to view their failure to avail themselves of 
that opportunity, and their holding back their claim for twenty years as 
greatly strengthening that charge. I do not desire to insist, as I well 
might under the circumstances, that the claimants are barred by the limi-
tations of the statute. Municipal limitations undoubtedly do not as a gen-
eral rule bar an international claim. It may, however, be rightfully main-
tained, as has frequently been done by both this Government and that of 
Great Britain, that when a sovereign rests his administration, so far as 
concerns claims against himself, primarily on his judiciary, and when such. 
t.ribunals are open to aliens for redress, to them alien~ claiming to be 
aggrieved should at first resort. I do not desire, however, to confine 
myself to this position, but I maintain that when claimants on whom 
ostensibly rests the charge of aiding an insurrection against the United 
States, decline to present their claim before a tribunal before which,. 
when the evidence was on all sides attainable, the charge could have 
been judicially disposed of, and then wait twenty years before bringing 
the claim before this Department, which, by reason of its organization. 
has no means of taking testimony as to disputed facts, and which, eve~ 
if it could, would at this late date find these facts obscured by the lapse· 
of time, then such claimant cannot, ~nder that common system of ethical 
jurisprudence which is acknowledged by Spain as well as by ourselves,. 
be admitted to a hearing unless they produce a strong array of testi. 
mony to disprove their culpability, and give satisfactory explana-
tion for their delay in presenting their case. The same presumption 
may be almost as strongly drawn from the delay in making application. 
to this Department for redress." 
Mr. Bayard, Se{l. of State, to Mr. Muruaga, Dec. 3, 1886. MSS. Notes, Spain .. 
As to limitations, see supra, § 239 . . 
§ 242. 
SOVEREIGN NOT PROTECTED BY WRONGFUL DECREES OF HIS 
COURTS. 
"The position that a sovereign is internationally liable for rulings of· 
his courts, in violation of international law, was taken by us early in 
the wars growing out of the French Revolution, and was finally acceded 
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to l>y the British Government against whom it was advanced. It was 
ahw accepted by us, as respondent~, after the late civil war, when, the 
relation~:~ of the parties being· reversed, we agreed that we could not 
set up as a bar to a British claim for damages for illegal seizure, a de-
cision of our courts that the seizure was legal. It is impossible for us 
to yield to Mexico a principle that we successfully maintained against 
Great Britain when she was belligerent and which we yielded to her 
when slle was neutral. 
"The question, then, in the present case, is whether the ruling of the 
Mexican court sustaining the seizure in question was right by inter-
national law. And I have no hesitation in instructing you that the 
seizure was wrong by that law, since it was virtually an execution 
issued in a suit in which not only was a hearing refused to the defend-
ant, but in which au offer on his part to produce testimony which would 
have exculpated him was followed by an order of court directing his 
atTest. Such action was in itself a gross violation of those rules of 
justice which, in order to give judgments international validity, require 
that the parties should have full opportunity to be heard. If so,. such 
judicial action is no more a defense to the Government of Mexico than 
would be an order for the same seizure if issued wrongfully by the ex-
ecutive department of that Government. As a foreign sovereignty we 
cannot inquire by what municipal agency of Mexico the wrong was 
done. To us the Government of Mexico is a unit, and responsible for 
whatever wrongs either of its several departments may inflict upon us. 
"It may ue said that the position here taken is inconsistent with the 
rule frequently declared by this Department, that when a Government 
opens its courts to alien suitors in claims against itself or its officers, the 
judicial remedy must be exhausted by aliens who feel themselves ag-
grieved before they can rightfully apply to their own sovereigns to in-
tervene. But the two positions are not only consistent, but one supple-
ments the other. In the present case, for instance, it was the duty of 
the claimant, if possible, to exhaust his remedy in the .M:exican courts 
before he came to this Department for its intervention. But when he 
was precluded from so doing by the ad verse proceedings instituted 
against him by the Mexican authorities, by which he was prevented 
from making out his case, we must hold that justice was not only denied 
him, but denied in violation of settled principles of international law. 
It then becomes the duty of this Department to intervene in his behalf 
and to press his claim on Mexico as a debt which Mexico is bound to pay." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Jackson, Sept. 7, 1886. MSS. Inst., Mex. 
See also § 3~9a, as to prize courts aud as to Rebecca case, supra. § 60. 
§ 243. 
CULPABILITY Of CL.A.Il\f.A.NT. 
For an alien, or his agents, to contribute towards investing in cotton 
subject to the control of the Oonfe<leracy was, under the circumstances, 
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giving "aid and comfort to the enemy of the United States," and therf: 
fore no suit can be maintained on such a cause of action. 
Field, J. Radich v. Hutchins, 95 U.S., :.!12; adopted by Mr. Bayard, Sec. of 
State, to Mr. Muruaga, Dec. 3, 1886. MSS. Notes, Spain. See infra, § 356. 
" On the gener:c1l question of turpitude of cause of action as barring 
the present claim, I am now prepared to give an emphatic, and, I trust, 
final decision. Even were we to concede that these outrages in Haytian 
waters were not within Haytian jurisdiction, I do now affirm that the 
claim of Pelletier against Hayti, on the facts exhibit.ed, must be dropped, 
and dropped peremptorily and immediately, by the Government of the 
United States. 'The principle of public ·policy,' said Lord 1\fansfield, 
in Holman v. Johnston, Cowper's Rep., 3!3, 'is this: Ex dolo malo non 
oritur act·io. No court will lend its aid to a man who founds his cause 
of action upon an immoral or an illegal act.' Ex turpi causa non oritur 
actio; by innumerable rulings under the Roman common law, as held 
by nations holding Latin traditions, and under the common law as held 
in England and the United States, has this principle been applied. The 
lex fori determines the question of turpitude; and nowhere, and with 
better reason, has the slave-trade been stamped with such infamy and 
turpitude as in England and the United States." 
:\1r. Bayard, Sec. of State, report in Pelletier's case, Jan. 20, 1887. Sen. Ex. 
Doc. 64, 49th Cong., 2d sess. 
§ 261. 
SOLEMNIZATION OF MARRIAGE. 
"Information has reacheq. the Department that it is the practice with 
some of its diplomatic and consular representatives to issue, at there· 
quest of American citizens proposing to marry abroad, certificates as to 
the freedom of such parties from matrimonial disabilities, and as to the 
law in the United States regulating the mode of solemnizing marriage. 
"vVaiving other objections to certificates of this class, it is enough 
now to say that the practice of issuing them is objectionable, because 
they may contain erroneous statements which may be productive of diffi-
culty. 
"Diplomatic and consular agents can ordinarily certify in respect to 
the matrimonial disabilities of individu tls (e. g., as to prior marriage or 
parental control) upon hearsay only and therefore unreliably. 
"In certificates as to the laws in the United States regulating the 
solemnization of marriage the possibilities of error are great and mani-
fest. Of th!ese laws no accurate or reliable summary could be given. 
It is essential, for instance, to the validity of a marriage solemnized in 
Massachusetts and other New England Stf1tes, that it should. be solem-
nized lJy a local clergyman or magistrate after a license taken out in the 
office of tile town clerk, which is virtually a publication. In other States, 
it is alleged, it, is necessary to the ceremony that it should be solem-
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nized by a minister of the Gospel. In most States a marriage by con-
sent, so far as concerns ceremonial form, is valid; but even in these· 
States law is frequently undergoing alteration. 
"Serious consequences may ensue from errors made in this relation 
in diplomatic or consular certificates. A foreign local official may solem-
nize a marriage on such a certificate; but, when a question involving the-
validity of the marriage arises in a superior court of law it may wen 
be decided that such certificate cannot prove matters of fact, nor the 
law in that particular State, Territory, or district of the United States. 
in which the parties were domiciled. 
"The issue of these certificates is not authorized by statute nor by the 
instructions to diplomatic agents or consuls. 
''The withholding of such certificates may prevent serious disaster. 
If citizens of the United States desire to be married before a foreign 
officer who requires information as to their individualsta,tus and the law& 
of their domicil, the information can be obtained from persons familiar 
with the facts, or from experts acquainted with the laws of such domicil 7. 
and in matters involving the validity of marriages, and the legitimacy 
of children, too great trouble in this respect cannot be taken. 
"To the position that it is not competent for diplomatic or consular 
officers to state the law of the United States as to marriage, there is,. 
however, one important exception to which your attention has been here-
tofore directed. Throughout the United States is recognized the princi-
ple of international law that a solemnization of marriage valid by the law 
of the place of solemnization will be regarded as valid everywhere~ 
Hence, where persons domiciled in any part of the United States pro-
pose to be married in a foreign land, the forms of solemnization pre-
scribed by the law of the domicil are of consequence only when the law 
of such foreign land adopts those forms as sufficient. 
" Nothing in this order is intended to preclude a chief diplomatic· 
representative of the United States, having obtained permission of the 
Department for that purpose, from certifying as to the law of any par-
ticular jurisdiction in the United States when called upon by a judiciaL 
tribunal, or a consul, who is an expert as to such law, from testifying 
thereto when called upon in a court of justice, or from certifying theret(} 
when excused from testifying in such court." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, circular to diplomatic and consular officers, Feb. 8,. 
1887. 
ORDERED BY TH E SECRETARY. 
''It is not competent, without the special authority of this Department,. 
for diplomatic agents, consuls, or consular agents, to certify officially 
as to the status of persons domiciled in the United States and proposing 
to be married abroad, or as to the law in the United States, or in any 
part thereof, relating to the solemnization of marriages. 
"T. 1!"'. BAY A.RD." 
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"By the law of nations the forms of solemnization of a marriage must 
be in accordance with the law of the place of solemnization, and the only 
,exceptions are when those forms are such as the parties cannot consci-
entiously comply with, or when the solemnization is in a barbarous or 
.semi-civilized land. It is true that it is said by some authorities that 
.a marriage in a foreign legation is governed only by the laws of the 
-country such legation represents, but this is so much a matter of doubt 
that the British foreign office has instructed its diplomatic agents that 
.although such marriages, performed in British legations, are valid in 
Great Britain by statute, their validity elsewhere canno·t be assumed. 
Under these ci,rcumstances yon vm;y properly declined to sanction the 
.solemnization of the marriage in question until you have information 
that it would be solemnized in conformity with Belgian law. Whether 
the marriage as actually solemnized is valid it is not the province of this 
Department to decide. 
"Questions of private international law as to the past are for the 
judiciary; it is as to the future, and this only by way of caution, that 
this Department in such matters speaks." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Tree, June 5, 1886. MSS. Inst., Belgium. 
"I have before me your No. 462, of date o.f the 18th ultimo, and note 
your comment upon a circular order lately issued by this Department, 
that' it is not competent, without special authority of this Department, 
for diplomatic agents, consuls, or consular agents to certify officially as 
to the status of persons domiciled in the United States, and proposing 
to be married abroad, or as to the law of the United States, or any part 
.thereof, relating to the solemnization of marriages.' 
"Among the causes which induced this order were statements made 
to this Department that not only had the law as to marriage in the 
United States been erroneously certified to by its representatives abroad, 
but that for such certificates excessive fees had been exacted. Printed 
.certificates had also been issued by certain United States consuls in 
Europe, which stated, without qualification, that in no part of the 
United States are banns, or prior publication, or the assent of parents, 
or the prese.nce of any particular civic or ecclesiastical official essen-
tial to the due celebration of marriage. I need. scarcely say that such 
-certificates are on their face erroneous. 
''Your remark that the practice of granting certificates as to both 
stat~(;S and marriage laws 'has existed at this [your] consulate for 
many years past;' and after saying that you recognize ' the propriety' 
-of the Department carefully inquiring 'into the competency of a con-
sular officer authorized to give certificates of this character,' you pro-
·Ceed to give reasons why yon, from your prior experience and knowl-
edge, and from the books at your command, are to be considered as 
"competent' to give such certificates. 
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"It is evident that you have misapprehended the meaning and ap. 
plication of the word 'competent,' as used in the circular order. It had 
no bearing upon the individual qualifications of the parties addressed, 
nor their capacity as legal experts, but related solely to the extent of 
their official functions and their official capacity or competency to per-
form certain acts. No reflection was implied or intended upon your 
professional attainments as a lawyer nor your ability to give reliable 
opinions in the line of that profession. 
"But as it is not within the competence of any officer of the execu-
tive branch of this Government to create new law or in any degree to 
exercise legislative powers, it is equally outside of executive duty or 
power to invade judicial functions and to certify construction of laws. 
The stat'l{s of the parties to a projected JDarriage may be a matter of 
contestable fact, and equally the legal requisites of marriage in a par-
ticular jurisdiction may be a matter of contestable law. To neither of 
these is a consul of the United States legally competent to certify. 
''It is proper for this Department and its representatives to advise 
citizens of the United States proposing to marry in foreign countries 
to comply in all respects with the lex loci of the solemnization, but it 
cannot authorize U.s representatives to certify to disputed or disputable 
facts, nor as to the condition of law throughout the United States. 
Certificates of such a character having no legal authority could have 
no effect whatever on the judiciary before whom such questions of law 
or fact would necessarily come for decision. 1\1:any illustrations could 
be given of the danger of exposing marriages contracted abroad in re-
liance upon such official certificates to being invalidated by the subse-
quent judgments of courts having jurisdiction of the parties and the 
contract. 
"The order in question is intended to restrain the {)fficial action of 
consuls, but in no degree to prohibit unofficial advice and counsel to 
individuals, or giving personal opinions or testimony as to laws or facts 
with which the consuls themselves may be familiar. The inhibition ap-
plies only to official certification of facts or law outside the scope and 
function of official duties and power." 
Mr. Bayaru, Sec. of State, to Mr. Walker, .Apr. 7, 1887. MSS. Inst., Consuls. 
That a marriage valid by the law of the place of solemnization is 
valid everywhere, see .1\-fr. Adee, Acting Sec. of State, to 1\1:r. Win-
chester, Jan. 30, 1886. MSS. In st., Switz. 
''I have received your No. 370, of the 2d ultimo, in which you re-
quest that this Department reconsider, so far as the legation of the 
U nitecl States in France is concerned, the recent circular of February 
8 las~, instructing the diplomatic agents, consuls, and consular agents. 
of the United States to refrain from certifying officially, without the, 
special authority of this Department, as to the status of persons domi-
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ciled in the United States and proposing to be married abroad, or as to 
the law in the United States or in any part thereof, relating to the sol-
emnization of marriages. . 
"The question to which the circular relates being one of very grave 
importance, the Department has given it the most careful consideration 
before and since the issuance of this circular, and has found no reason 
to change the conclusions therein stated. Whilst always solicitous to 
aid in every proper way and by all legitimate means citizens of the 
United States in foreign lands, the Department is of opinion that in 
respect to marriage there are more important considerations than that 
of the mere convenience of the contracting parties. As was said in the 
Circular, 'If citizens of the United States desire to be married before a 
foreign officer who requires information as to their individual status and 
the laws of their domicil, the information can be obtained from persons 
familiar with the facts, or from experts acquainted with the laws of 
such domicil; and in matters involving the validity of marriages and 
the legitimacy of children, too great trouble in this respect cannot be 
taken.' 
''It appears, however, from your dispatches, as well as from other 
sources, that in recent years a practice has sprung up in France and 
certain other countries, of diplomatic and consular officers of the United 
States giving official certificates not only as to the personal status of 
Americans desiring to be married abroad, but as to the law of their sup-
posed domicil in respect to the forms of solemnization of marriage. 
This arose in France [as you state in your No. 370] from the fact that 
it was deemed necessary, under the law, 'for an American desiring to 
be married in France to produce an official document showing when 
and where he was born, and to furnish evidence that, if he is above age, 
he can marry in the United States without the consent of hi'3 parents, 
and that publication of banns is only necessary where the marriage is 
solemnized.' 
"But all" these requisites could, it is supposed, be proved, and before 
the practice in question sprang up must have been proved, by other 
evidence than the official certificate of a consular or diplomatic officer 
of the United States; and although such certification may be the most 
convenient form of proof, there are, in the opinion of the Department, 
serious objections to its use for the purpose indicated. Aside from the 
impropriety of consular or diplomatic officers certifying generally as to 
the law in different parts of the United States, such certification as you 
describe requires a judgment upon matters of fact. It is obvious that 
such a judgment, while it may expedite the performance of a marriage 
ceremony, is not conclusive as to the validity of that ceremony, and is 
not known to be receivable as evidence by judicial tribunals before 
whom the marriage might be called in question. Neither is it known 
to be receivable, under the laws of France, by the French magistrates; 
and this doubt is increased by the statements in your No. 334 that 
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when the practice of issuing the certificates in question began they were 
frequently rejected by the French mayors; that 'gradually, however, 
the practice established it,self, and the Duke Decazes, minister of 
foreign affairs, having countenanced and recommended it-although 
unofficially-it was respected by the French authorities; but that eYen 
now, occasionally, a new mayor or an unreasonable subordinate refuses 
one or more of these papers and compe:s thereby the legation to ask 
the interposition of the higher authorities.' 
"These statements suggest two conclusions: (1) That there is no law 
that makes those papers competent evidence in France of what they 
purport to prove; (2) that their reception is a matter of grace, brought 
.about or aided by the unofficial advice of the French minister of foreign 
.affairs acting, it may be presumed, on the assurance of the minister of 
the United States that tlw marriages of American~ upon such certifi. 
cates would be valid in the United States. 
"It is, as stated in Department's circular of February S, a principle of 
international law, recognized throughout the United States, that a 
.solemnization of marriage, valid by the law of the place of solemniza-
tion, will be regarded as valid everywhere. 
"'This rule is the principal safeguard of persons marrying abroad, and 
when it is relaxed in favor of the law of the domicil of the parties,· it is 
important that the greatest care sh')uld be taken to ascertain what that 
law is, in order that the ceremony may not only be performed, but per-
formed validly. The Department is not, however, aware that the law 
of France in respect to marriage makes any difference between citizens 
and foreigners. It was declared at the time of the preparation of the 
French code's, in answer to the question of the First Consul, with respect 
to marriages of foreigners in France, 'foreigners residi\lg in France are 
subject to French law.' (See article on the International Law of l\Iar-
r iage, by the late W. B. Lawrence, 11 Albany Law Journal, 33.) It 
is true that the French law may, as to certain elements of personal 
capacity, employ the law of the domicil as the test of such capacity, but 
the Department is not informed that under that law the requirements 
of a valid marriage between foreigners are in any other respects differ-
ent from those of a marriage between citizens. 
"Now as to the personal status or capacity of the parties to a projected 
marriage, there may be both questions of contested o'r contestable law 
and of contested or contestable fact; and to neither of these is a diplo-
matic or consular officer of the Unit~d States competent to certify offi-
cially. In an instruction to Mr. Fay, minister of the United States to 
Switzerland, under date of November 12,1860, Mr. Cass said that when 
"the inquiry is made in Europe how a marriage must be celebrated there, 
not only to be valid but to carry with it its proper rights in the United 
States, no general answer can be given to the question. The answer 
must embrace not only the provisions of the laws of the United States 
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so far as regards the places governed by those laws, but must embrace 
also the laws of thirty-three States, beside the Territories.' 
"It may be observed that J\:fr. Cass, while Secretary of State, gave 
special attention to the subject of foreign marriages, and it was by his 
instruction, which has never been revoked, that an end was put to the 
practice of performing marriage ceremonies in legations, in supposed 
conformity with the law of the place of the American domicil of the 
parties. So decided was he in the opinion that the lex loci celebraUon·i8 
should be followed, that on the occasion of the marriage of his own 
daughter, while he was minister of the United States at Paris, to the 
American secretary of legation, he did not consider the marriage of 
the parties at his hotel as sufficient, notwithstanding their extraterri-
torial immunities, anct. after taking the advice of the most eminent 
French lawyers, obliged the parties to be married at the mayoralty and 
to fulfill all the formalities required of a French citizen by the Code 
Napoleon. (11 Alb. L. J., 34:.) 
"In your No. 334, of December 31. fast, you inclosed blank forms of 
the certificates which the legation has of late years been issuing. The 
first of these states generally that proof having been made to the lega-
tion of certain facts as to the birth of a certain person, it is given to 
take the place of an extract from the register of the civil state. The 
second certificate states that according to the terms of the American 
laws the consent of parents is not necessary to a marriage of per-
sons twenty-one years of age. The third form states that, according 
to the American laws, the publications of the marriages of Americanst 
celebrated in a foreign country, is not required at the domicil of the 
parties in the United States. 
"The second of these certificates is regarded as the least open to ob-
jection, and may, indeed, be regarded in the light of a 'certijicat de 
coutume,' twenty-one years being the age of majority and emancipation 
from parental or other control all over the United States. 
"The first is open to the serious criticism tliat, while it take~ the 
form of an official judgment upon questions of fact, it is not authorized 
by any law, and while it may expedite the performance of a marriage 
ceremony, would not, as has been already remarked, necessarily be re-
ceived by any judicial tribunal before whom the marriage might be 
called in question, as evidence of the facts stated. The third form of 
certificate states a general conclusion of law, which the Department is 
not competent to authorize. Publication of banns is a matter under the 
regulation of the different States and Territories, and this Department 
certainly is not competent to declare what the law in this relation of 
those States and Territories either is or may be ascertained by their 
judicial courts to be. The danger nf such an attempt is shown by Cir-
cular No. 39, to which you refer as furnishing reliable information. 
The requisites of a. valicl marriage in the different States and Terri-
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tories are sometimes matters of judicial ascertainment, as well as of 
statutory enactment. For example, Circular No. 39, in giving the 
requisites of a valid marriage in Massachusetts, wholly omits to state 
what has since been decided by the supreme judicial court of that Com-
monwealth, that a consensual marriage, without the presence of an 
officiating clergyman or magistrate, and to which neither party was a 
Friend or Quaker, is invalid (Com. v. Munson, 127 1\iass., 459). It has 
also recently been held in the District of Columbia that a marriage in 
the District by consent, without some religious ceremony, is not suf-
ficient to make a valid marriage by the law there existing. 
"In a general note to Circular No.3!) it is stated that in' the several 
States and Territories penalties are imposed by the statutes for a fail-
ure to comply ·with the requirements as to license or return of the cer-
tificate * * *; but in none oftpe States or Territories is the marriage 
null and, void because of a non-compliance with the requirements of the 
statute.' It is, howm~er, understood that by an old statu.te of North 
Carolina marriages solemnized without a license first had are null and 
void, and the same rule has been held to exist in Tennessee, where the 
statute of North Carolina was in force. (Whart. Con. of L., § 173, note 
1, 2d ed. ). Whether the same rule would be held to lJe in force in other 
places in the U nite<l States, under the special provisions of statutes, 
it is not within the province of this Department to declare, and can 
only be conjectured. 
"It is important to observe that in recent years the tendency of the 
courts in the United States ha.s been to require a stricter compliance 
than formerly with forms and ceremonies in the solemnization of mar-
riages. As population has increased, and the difficulty of complying 
with forms has been diminished, considerations of convenience have 
been given less and less weight. And, on the other hand, there has 
been a growing tendency both in legislation and in judicial decisions 
to place some check on inconsiderate and informal alliances. 
"Under these circumstances it would be highly inexpedient for this 
Department to undertake to declare in advance what may be the decis-
ions of the judicial branch with whom the sole power to decide in these 
important matters rests. The function of delivering judgments, whether 
orally or in the form of certificates, is wholly judicial, and is not under 
our system confided to the executive branch. The authentication of a 
statute, or other matter of record, may be the duty of an executive offi-
cer, but not to declare its effect. 
"Holding these views, it would be a breach of duty in this Depart-
ment to authorize its diplomatic or consular agents to issue, in matters 
which from the nature of things are uncertain, certificates which, if 
erroneous, would be productive of consequences so disastrous as the 
illegitimation of marriages, however innocently solemnized, on the faith 
of such certificates, and the bastardizing of the issue of such marriages. 
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"All these serious responsibilities and dangers are avoided by the 
parties conforming to the lex loci celebrationis." 
1\fr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. McLane, May 9, 1887. MSS. Inst., France. 
§ 268. 
NO EXTRADITION WITHOUT TREATY. 
The United States Government ",has always acted on the assumption 
that our legislation gives to consuls in countries of extraterritorial 
jurisdiction no right of decreeing extradition, whether to the United 
States or to a third country demanding the fugitive. Although our 
treaty of 1830 with the Ottoman Porte gives to the United States extra-
territorial jurisdiction in Turkey in all criminal cases, yet recognizing 
that it did not embrace the function of extradition, and that our laws 
-confer no such authority on our representatives in Turkey, a formal 
treaty of extradition was entered into with the Porte, August 11, 1874, 
and has been duly ~xecuted during a term of years." 
Mr. Porter, Acting Sec. of State, to Mr. Hubbard, Feb. 3, 1886. l\ISS. Inst., 
Japan. 
That there should be no extradition without treaty, see l\fr. Bayard, 
Sec. of State, to llfr. Hubbard, lVIar. 7, 1886, l\1SS. Inst., Japan; same 
to Mr. Parker, Apr. 2, 1886, MSS Inst., Corea. 
That Japan surrendered a fugitive from justice in 1886 without treaty, 
.see same to same, Mar. 24, 1886; ibid. 
§ 303. 
FISHERY TREATIES .AFFECTED BY W .AR. 
In 1768 the law officers of the Crown gave an opinion that the fishery 
<elauses in the treaty of 1686 with France were permanent, and not af-
fected by subsequent war. 
2 Blaine's Twenty Years in Congress, 617; 2 Chalmers Op. Eminent Lawyers, 
344. See more fully supra, §§ 150, 303. 
§ 316. 
UNANIMITY OF ARBITRATORS. 
The following was inadvertently omitted in the first edition. 
"The question presented on the face of the award of the Halifax Com-
mission, viz, whether the concurrence of the three commissioners in their 
.award was required by the treaty, was made a matter of public dis-
~ussion both in Great Britain and l.n the provinces before and during 
the sitting of the commission. In this discussion, so far as it has fallen 
under my notice, the legal, political, and popular organs of opinion 
seemed quite positive that this unanimity was required by the treaty. 
In this country the matter was little considered, either because the 
British view of the subject was accepted, or because complete confi-
dence in our case, on its merits, superseded any interest in the question. 
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The point comes up now for the first time for consfderation between 
the two Governments, and will need attention from either only in case 
Her 1\fajesty's Government should fail to concur in the views of this 
Government, which condemn the award on the grave grounds already 
presented. 
"The question involves nothing more than the interpretation of the 
treaty, and it is quite clear of any intermixture with the substance of the 
award, as satisfactory or unsatisfactory to either party. It turns, first, 
upon the me:re text of the treaty; and, second, upon the surrounding 
circumstances and the different subjects to be treated by the various 
boards of arbitration framed by the Treaty of \Vashington, so far as 
they may be rightly resorted to iu aid of a just construction of the text. 
"By the Treaty of Washington, four boards are constituted for the· 
determination of certain matters to be submitted to their respective de-
cisions: 
"First. The Geneva Arbitration was composed of five members, in 
regard to whose deliberations and conclusions Article II of the treaty 
expressly provides that 'all questions considered by the tribunal, includ-
ing the final award, shall be decided by a majority of all the arbitrators.' 
"Second. A board of assessors under the Geneva Arbitration, in 
case the tribunal should not award a g~oss sum, was to be composed of 
three members. In the action of this board, Article X of the treaty 
declares that 'a majority of the assessors in each case shall be sufficient 
to a decision.' 
"Third. A commission of three members, to determine reciprocal claims 
between the two countries arising during the civil war. Article Xli1I 
provides that ' a majority of the commissioners shall be sufficient for 
an award in each case.' 
"Fourth. The Halifax Commission, composed of three members, un-
distinguished, among themselves, by any ascription of umpirage to 
either, and with no provision in any form for an award by less than the 
whole number. The treaty expressly accepts awards, signed by •the 
assenting arbitrators or assessors or commissioners under the other 
articles, while in the case of the Halifax Commission, this provision 
takes the place of such acceptance : 'The case on either side shall be 
closed within a period of six months from the date of the organization 
of the commission, and the commissioners shall be requested to give 
their award as soon as possible thereafter.' 
''The argument fi'om this comparison is obvious. The high contract-
mg parties possessed a common system of jurisprudence, according to 
which a reference to arbitrators, e.r: vi termini, required the award to be 
the act of the arbitrators-that is, of all of them. The parties to an arbi-
tration, public or private, might accord to any lesser number the power 
of award, but express stipu:ations in the submission alone could carry 
that authority. Acting in full view of this rule, to v.rhich a desired ex-
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ception needed to be expressed in three cases, in the same deliberate 
and solemn instrument1 the high contracting parties imparted the au-
thority to a majority by careful and solicitous provisions to that end. 
In the case of the Halifax Commission, last in the order of the treaty, 
and with the previous arrangements in this regard in their minds and 
under their eyes, this power is withheld. 
''It is impossible, because it is plainly irrational, to say that a treaty 
provision containing power to a majority to bind, and a treaty provision 
expressing no such authority, mean one and the sanie thing. The high 
contracting parties have excluded any such conclusion by the sedulous 
discrimination which the text of the treaty discloses. 
"To the countervailing suggestion that this variation from the ·system 
of the treaty, in the case of the Halifax Commission, is most reasonably 
accounted for by inadvertence on the part of the high joint commis. 
sioners, the answer is obvious. If either of the high contracting parties 
should so allege, which it certainly would not do without much deliber-
ation~ the suggestion would not affect the argument as to the meaning 
of the treaty as it stood, but would be in the nature of an appeal to 
the other high contracting party to waive the objection and reform 
the treaty. No doubt cases may exist where such appeals should be 
frankly responded to, though against interest. 
"But yon will say to Lord Salisbury that the suggestion of inadvert-
ence in the negotiations, never to be lightly indulged in, overlooks an 
adequate and, presumptively, the real reason for the requirement of 
unanimity in the case of the Fisheries Commission, while it was expressly 
waived in the other submissions of the treaty. 
"In the matters of computation submitted in the several other refer-
ences of the treaty, two circumstances distinguished them from that 
submitted to the award of the Halifax Commission. First, they were 
wholly matters of determinate proof-an appraisement of the ships and 
cargoes destroyed by the Alabama and her consorts-an estimation of 
damages to persons or property suffered by individual British subjects, 
or American citizens, for which reparation should be made: these were 
matters of definitive affirmative proof, in pounds or dollars, before any 
award could he asked, and were subject to correction by equally definite 
opposing proofs before any award could he granted. Second, the assess-
ments carried no measurement of any still-subsisting interests between 
the high contracting parties which would survive the payment of the 
several awards. It was, then, quite suitable to the these references to 
accept the judgment of a majority and dispense with the concurrence 
of both parties, as represented in the Commissions, in the result of the 
contentions before them." 
Mr. Evarts, Sec. of State, to Mr. Welsll, Sept. 27, 1878. MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit.; 
·. For. Rei., 187.:3. 
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§ 321. 
DISPLAY OF FORCE. 
"This instruction will be banded to you by Commander .1\'lahan, of 
the U.S. S. Wachusett, who revisits the waters of Ecuador by direction 
of the Secretary of the Navy for that purpose. Commander :Mahan wiH 
be instructed to remain within reach pending the prompt disposal of 
1\fr. Santos' case, and in the probable event of his release, he will be 
a1Iorded an opportuuity to return to the United States on the Wachusett, 
by way of Panama, should he so desire. 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Beach, May 1, 1885. For. R el., 1886. 
§ 328. 
RIGHT OF CAPTOR TO HAUL DOWN FLAG. 
"l t seems hardly necessary to say that it is not until after condemna-
tion by a prize court that the national flag of 'a vessel seized as a prize 
of war is hauled down by her captor. Under the fourteenth section of 
the twentieth chapter of the Navy Regulations of the United States the 
rule in such cases is laid down as follows : 
"'A neutral vessel, seized, is to wear the flag of her own country until 
she is adjudged to be a lawful prize by a competent court.' 
"But a fortiori, is this principle to apply in cases of customs seizures, 
where fines only are imposed. and where no belligerency whatever ex-
ists. In the port of New York, and other of the countless harbors of 
the United States, are merchant vessels to-day.flying the British flag 
which from time to time are liable to penalties for violations of customs 
laws and regulations. But I have yet to learn that any official, assum-
ing, directly or indirectly, to represent the Government of the United 
States, would under such circumstances order down or forcibly haul 
down the British flag from a vessel charged with such irregularity; and 
I now assert that if such act were committed, this Government, after 
being informed of it, would not wait for a complaint from Great Britain, 
but would at once promptly reprimand the parties concerned in such 
misconduct and would cause proper expression of regret to be made." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Phelps, Nov. 6, 1886. · MSS. Inst., Gr. Brit.; 
For. Rei., 1886. 
For the act in this case of hauling down the flag of a fishing vessel 
seized for breach of port rules an apology was made in a letter from the 
Canadian authorities forwarded by the British Government. See Sir 
L. West to 1\Ir. Bayard, Dec. 7, 188G. For. Rei., 1886. 
§ 338. 
CONFISCATION. 
"'A belligerent bas, in time of war, the right to seize munitions of 
war or military engines in his en-emy's territory, or material stored for 
the purpose of conversion into such military engines. And such, un-
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questionably, was the case with the cotton in question during its storage 
under the Confederate States control." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Muruaga, Dec. 3, 1886. MSS. Notes, Spain, 
See injm, § 356. As to cotton, see infra, § 373. 
§ 349. 
WANTON DESTRUCTION IN WAR. 
"Every species of reprisal or annoyance which a power at war em-
ploys, contrary to liberality or justice, of doubtful propriety in the es-
timation of the law of nations, departing .from that moderation which, 
in later times, serves to mitigate the severities of war, by furnishing a 
pretext or provocation to the other side to resort to extremities, serves 
to embitter the spirit of hostilities and to extend its ravages. War is 
then apt to become more sanguinary, more wasting, and in every way 
more destructive. This is a ground of serious reflection to every nation, 
both as ·it regards humanity and policy ; to this country it presents 
itself accompanied with considerations of peculiar force. A vastly ex-
tended sea-coast, overspread with defenseless towns, would offer an 
abundant prey to an incensed and malignant enemy having the power 
to command the sea. The usages of modern war forbid hostilities of 
this kind, and though they are not always respected, yet, as they are 
never violated, unless by way of retaliation for a violatimi of them on 
the other side, without exciting the reprobation of the impartial part 
of mankind, sullying the glory and blasting the reputation of the party 
which disregards them, this consideration has, in general, force suffi-
cient to induce an observance of them." 
Letters of Camillus, No. 21. 5 Lodge's Hamilton, 104. 
§ 353. 
SEIZURE OF NEUTRAL GOODS. 
"This Department, in its instructions to our ministers at those courts 
which recognized the Southern insurgents as belligerents, bas main-
tained that those nations after such recognition must be content to have 
their subjects who were domiciled, as merchants, in belligerent territory, 
considered as belligerents, and the same argument would embrace all 
aliens residing in the enemies' country for business purposes or repre-
sented by agents there. It bas likewise been lteld by the Supreme 
Court of the United States in a case where the IM"ivate property of a 
noncombatant was destroyed, that property left by its owner in the 
country of a belligerent is subject to the chances of war and to confis-
cation by the other belligerent. 
"A similar rule was enforced in the case of the losses of British sub-
jectd through the Dutch bombardment of Antwerp in 1830, and was 
assented to by Great Britain and all the other powers whose citizens 
suffered loss. The same was the case with the property of American 
citizens in Naples in 1807, and likewise in the case of losses incurred 
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by foreigners by our bombardment of Greytown, in 1853, France and 
Great Britain acquiescing. 
"If claims for losses of goods belonging to neutral owners, which 
happen to be at the time of hostilities in the enemy's territory, cannot 
be entertained, how much less valid are they when goods were the sub-
ject of a voluntary contract entered into by the owners with the lead-
ers of a revolt, the two contracting parties taking the chances of loss 
thro~1gh the failure of the Confederacy, or of the profits to result from 
its success, which doubtless would in the present case have been enor-
mous. The contracting parties were partners in a speculation in con-
traband of war, which was subject to the vicissitudes of war, and which 
failed, and the resulting loss can become no basis for a claim which,. 
if admitted, might embarrass Spain, among other nations, as furnish-
ing a precedent in possible future case~ where the integrity of her col-
onial possessions should be at stake." 
Mr Bayard, Sec. of State, t o Mr. Muruaga, June 28, 18d6. 1\ISS. Notes, Spain. 
§ 356. 
WAR: TER:~HNATIO:N OF. 
"I have yet to learn that a war in which tlw belligerents, as was the 
case with the late civil war, are persistent and determined, can be said 
to have closed until peace is concl nsively established, either by treaty 
when the war is foreign, or when civil by proclamation of the termina-
tion of hostilities on one side and the acceptance of such proclamation 
on the other. The surrender of the main armies of one of the bellig-
erents does not of itself work such termination; nor does such sur-
render, under the law of nations, of itself end the conqueror's right 
to seize and sequestrate whatever property he may find which his an-
tagonist could use for a renewal of hostilities. The seizure of such 
property, and eminently so when, as in the present ease, it is notoriously 
part of the war capital of the <lefeated Government, is an act not merely 
of policy and right, but of mercy, in proportion to the extent to which 
the party overthrown is composed of high-spirited men, who are reauy 
to submit only when their military resources are wholly exhausted, 
and not until then. This, in the summer of 1865, was the condition of 
things in the Southern and Southwestern States of this nation. The 
period was one in which the maintenance of military rule, and the tak-
ing into the possession of the United States of all the property capa-
ble of use as military resources of those States, was essential to the 
permanent restoration of order, peace, and a common municipal law. 
This was so from the nature of things; a"!ld such was the course 
of public action. It is in accordance with this principle that the Su-
preme Court of the United States has formally decided that the late 
civil war terminated in the particular sections of the United States at 
the period designated in the proclamations of the President of the 
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United States. (Brown v. Hiatts, 15 Wall., 177; .A.dger v. Alston~ 
ibid., 555; Batesville Institute v. Kauffman, 18 Wall., 151.) .And by 
the President.'s proclamation of .April 2, 1866, 'the insurrection which 
heretofore existed in the States of Georgia, South Uarolina, Virginia, 
North Carolina, Tennessee, .Alabama, Louisiana, .Arkansas, J\Iississippi, 
and Florida is at an end, and is henceforth to be so regarded.' Up to 
and before that date the insurrection in those States was held to exist . 
.After that date it was held to be at an end." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Muruaga, Dec. 3, 1886. MSS. Notes, Spain. 
See supra, § 223. As to termination of Indian wars, see Mr. Evarts, Sec. 
of State, to Sir E. Thornton, May 27, 1879; For. Rel., 1879. 
§ 373. 
EFFECT OF TREATIES ON CONTRABAND. 
The treaty of 1778 between the United States and France having 
been annulled by act of Congress of July 7, 1798, having been subse-
quently treated by the French Government as not in force, and being, 
at most, a. bilateral arrangement intended to give special advantages to 
France, cannot be held to give an authoritative list of articles contra-
band of war. 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Muruaga, Dec. 3, 1886. · MSS. Notes, Spain. 
Neither the United States nor Spain was a party to the declaration 
of Paris of 1856, and neither, therefore, is bound by the list of articles 
contraband of war therein contained. 
Ibid. 
''I apprehend it to be the settled rule of international law that the 
question of contraband is to be determined by the special circumstances 
of each case. Horses, for example, would not ordinarily be spoken of 
as contraband, yet all authorities agree that they may be so regarded 
when their supply is so essential to a particular belligerent that he can-
not carry on operations successfully without them. .L1 fortiori is this 
the case with cotton and the late Confederacy. You mistake the posi-
tion of the United States, you will permit me respectfully to say, when 
you suppose that it is proposed by us formally to insert cotton in the 
list of articles contraband of war. We do not so propose. .All we say 
is that when cotton is the prime military engine or muniment of one 
belligerent, then it may be seized and treated by the other belligerent 
as contraband of war:" 
Ibid. See same to sam'tl, June 28, 1886; and see Young v. U.S., 97 U. S., 58. As 
to confiscation, see supra, ~ 338. 
§ 396. 
ISSUING OF BELLIGEREN'I' CRUISERS. 
Great Britain "had (in 1794) a colorable ground to claim compensation. 
for all captures made by vessels armed in our ports, whithersoever car-
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ried in, or howsoever disposed of, especially where their equipment had 
been tolerated by our Government." 
Mr. Hamilton, "Camillus." 5 Lodge's Hamilton, 42. 
"The Sieur Cunningham, captain of an .American armed \essel, after 
having wasted the British commerce, entered the port of Dunkirk. He 
there disarmed his vessel, and declared that he was about to load with 
· merchandise for one of the ports of Norway. As this declaration ap-
peared suspicious, security was demanded of Cunningham ; he pre-
sented two, the Sieurs Hodge and Allen, both British. Cunningham 
sailed in reality from the port of Dunkirk without being armed; but 
clandest.iuely, and in the night, he caused seamen, guns, and warlike 
stores to be put on board his vessel, which was in the road. He set 
sail and in a short time made p:dze of a British packet-boat, the Prince 
of Orang-e. As soon as the French Government was made acquainted 
with the fraud of Cunningham, they caused the Sieur Hodge, one of 
his securities, to be arrested and conducted to the Bas tile; and the 
packet-boat was restored to the court of London without further trial, 
because the offense of Cunningham was evident and public." 
Observations on the Justificative Memorial of the Court of London, by Pierre 
Augustin Caron de Beaumarcbais, English translation, Philadelphia, 1781. 
My attention was directed to this case by the Hon. A. B. Hagner, 
of Washington, who presented a_ copy of the rare pamphlet from 
which it is cited to this Department in ·1879. Of this pamphlet, Hon. 
Caleb Cushing, in a letter to Hon. A. B. Hagner, of January 7~ 1874, 
speaks as follows : · 
"The memoirs which it contains are of the highest possible historical 
and juridicial value. The English memoir was written by Edward Gib-
bon. The several memoirs constitute the first example and precedent of 
regular discussion of the great question, Under what circumstances 
may a neutral Government recognize the independence of the rebels or 
seceders of another and a friendly Government~ 
"My knowledge of these memoirs is derived from the 'Code Celebre' 
of Martens; but I find, -to my surprise, on comparing Martens with 
your English copy, that the original has been greatly mutilated by 
Martens." 
A copy of this pamphlet, printed in 1179, is in the Harvard. University Library. 
· The expeditions of Cunningham (or Conyngham) are narrated in detail in 
Hale's" Franklin" in France, 136,174,309,346-8,375. 
See also the same work for notices of the French evasion of their own neu-
trality laws in rendering aid to American privateers prior to the decla· 
ration of war by France against England. 
VIGILANCE AS TO NEUTRALITY. 
''The complaint that :Mr. Bajz makes is, that the steamship City of 
Mexico, a passenger and freight vessel, claimed to be entitled to carry 
the flag of the United States, took on board at Belize, January 12last, 
when on her ordinary coasting route, some political refugees, who it is 
supposed were meditating hostile action against the Government of 
Honduras. 
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"It will scarcely be contended that an act such as this, even supposing 
it would be regarded as a breach of neutrality if committed within the 
jurisdiction of the United States, can be imputed to the United States 
when committed in a foreign port; nor can it be justly urged that, be-
cause the vessel in question sails under the flag of the United States, it 
is the duty of this Government to send cruisers to watch her to prevent 
her from committing breaches of neutrality when on her passage from 
one foreign port to another. For this Government to send armed ves_ 
sels to such ports to control the actions of the City of Mexico would be 
to invade the territorial waters of a foreign sovereign. For this Gov-
ernment to watch its merchant and passenger vessels on the high seas, 
to stop them if they carry contraband articles or passengers meditating 
a breach of neutrality, would impose on the Unit,ed States a burden which 
would be in itself intolerable, which no other nation has undertaken to 
carry, and which the law of nations does not impose. 
"In what has been stated I have referred exclusively to the interna-
tional obligations imposed on the United States by the general princi-
ples of international law, which are the only standards measuring our 
duty to the Goyernment of Honduras. "\Vhether the City of Mexico, 
when she returns to her home port, or those concerned in her or in this 
particular voyage, may be subject to ad verse procedure under our neu-
trality statutes, I have not deemed it necessary here to discuss or de-
cide." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall, Feb. 6, 1886. MSS. Inst., Cent. Am.; 
For. Rel., 1886. On this topic, in connection with right of search, see able 
artides by President ·welling in Nat. Int., for June 1,1858, and other issues. 
§ 403. 
MUNICIPAL STATUTES NOT EXTRATERRITORIAL. 
"Breaches of neutrality may be viewed by this Government in two as-
pects: First, in relation to our particular statutes; and, secondly, in re-
spect of the general principles of international law. Our own statutes 
bind only our own Government and citizens. If they impose on us a 
larger duty than is imposed; on us by international law, they do not cor-
respondingly enlarge our duties to foreign nations, nor do they abridge 
our duties if they establish for our municipal regulation a standard less 
stringent than that established by international law." 
Mr. Bayard, Sec. of State, to Mr. Hall, Feb. 6, 1886. MSS. Inst., Cent. Am. 
For. Rel., 1886. 
~ 410. 
SHIP'S PAPERS AND SEA LETTERS. 
"A like question is now asked as to foreign-built vessels purchased 
and owned by citizens of the United States, vi-z, whether the act of 1884, 
chapter 121 (June 26, 1884), includes these amongst those vessels for 
services to which consuls are not to charge fees. 
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"Inasmuch as in the same connection in which that statute provides 
for the fees in question it expressly refers to and OIJerates upon the 
'Consular Regulations. issued by the President,' and as the term 
'American vessel' is one employed passim in such regulations, I am of 
opinion that it has the same meaning in the statute (§ 12) as in the 
regulations. 
H Upon a perusal of these regulations I do not find that the term.in 
question is applied by them to designate foreign-built vessels purchased 
.and owned by citizens of the United States. It seems rather, so far as 
I can determine, to be employed syiionymously with that other term so 
usual with us in both statutes and regulations, ~iz, 'Yessels of the 
United States.' (See, e. g., Reg., §§ 111, 128, 219.) I do not know 
whether there has been in your Department any long-continued prac-
tical· administration of the~e regulations to the effect that the term 
'American vessel' therein contained includes in any case as well foreign. 
built vef,sels owned by citizens of the United States., Such practice 
would, of course, be entitled to great respect, otherwise, however, I con-
clude as above; and consequently that the act of 1884 does not exempt 
such foreign-built ships owned by citizens from the fees in question.'' 
Mr. Brewster, .A.tty. Gen., Feb. 5,1885. Misc. Letters, Dept. of State. 
"Vessels not built in the United States owned by citizens of the 
United States are recognized by the statutes of the United States as a 
class of sea-going vessels. They are the property of American citizens, 
entitled to bear the flag and receive the protection of the Government. 
{6 Op., 638; 16 ibid., 533; Consular Reg. (1881), § 344.) But, with the 
exceptions made in the statute, they are not 'vessels of' the United 
States.' (Rev. Stat.,§§ 4132, 4133.) Are they 'Amencan vessels,' within 
the meaning of twelfth section of the act, chapter 121, approved June 
26, 1884 ~ 
'' A careful examination of the statutes convinces me that the expres-
sions' vessel or ship of the United States' 'American vessel of the 
United States,' and 'American vessel' are used synonymously, and 
apply only ·to regularly documented vessels. And in the Revised Con-
sular Hegulations (1881 ), § 200, for the purpose of those regulations, 
the terms 'American vessel' and' vessel of the United States' are de-
clared synonymous. In both statutes and regulations are many pro-
visions relative to foreign-built ships owned by American citizens, and 
the designation is in that distinctive language. In the statute, the 
twelfth section of which is under consideration, both terms, 'vessel of 
the United States' and 'American vessel' are used, and in view of the 
previous statutes and regulations must be considered, I think, as used 
interchangeably. 
''I conclude, therefore, that foreign-built vessels' owned. by citizens 
of the United States are not embraced in the provisions of the act of 
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1884 forbidding the collection of fees by consular officers from Ameri-
can vessels." 
Mr. Garland, Atty. Gen., July 20, 1885. Misc. Letters, Dept. of State. 
The following opinion in respect to the privileges of foreign-built non-
registered vessels owned by citizens of the United States was given-
in April, 1887, to the editor, hy Morton P. Henry, Esq., of the Philadel-
phia bar, author of a recent treatise on Admiralty Jurisdiction and 
Procedure: 
THE RELATION OF FOREIGN-BUILT VESSELS WHOLLY OWNED BY AMERICAN CITIZENS 
TO THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES. 
The publication of the International Law Digest of the United States, edited by 
Dr. Wharton of the Department of State, calls attention to the subject of this article, 
which at the time of the European wars under the Directory and Consulate became 
a matter of grave consideration by the United States, and in the near future may 
agam rise into importance. 
It must be taken for granted that in regard to foreign nations the political depart-
ment of the United States has declared that all vessels owned exclusively by citizens 
ofthe United States are American property, and are covered by the protectionofthe 
American flag, in any question in which neutrality is involved, without regard to the 
origin of the vessels; and the courts hold that a warranty of' the American nationality 
of such vessels is fulfilled by American ownership independently of registry as a ves-
sel of the United States. 
Such vessel property is also by statutes of the United States entitled to documents 
from the Government of the United States to enable the owners of such vessels to 
claim American protection (Rev. Stat., §§ 4190, 4308); and such vessels were ex-
empted by statute from the payment of the same light dues as were imposed upon 
foreign vessels. (Rev. Stat., § 4226.) 
The importance of this last section consists in this: it repeats the provisions of the 
act of March 3, 1805, the title of which reads" An act to amend an act for imposing 
more specific duties on the importation of certain articles, and also for levying and 
collecting light money onjoreign ships or 'l:essels, and for other purposes.'' 
The act to which this was an amendment was passed in the previous year, 1804, 
the sixth section of which imposed "a duty of fifty cents per ton on all ships or ves-
sels not of the United States, which after the aforesaid 30th day of June next may enter 
the ports of the United States." (Rev. Stat.,§ 42:25.) 
The act of 1805 was intended to relieve ve:ssels owned by Americans from the pro-
visions ofthis act, and place them on the same footing as vessels of American origin 
as well as of American ownership, and aJso to provide the documentary evidence of 
such American ownership to obtain the benefit of exemption. 
The act of 1805 did not create American nationality for such foreign-built vessels. 
When the act of 1804 was passed, the words 1~essels of the Dnittd States had received a 
recognized meaning which designated vessels built in the United States and belong-
ing wholly to citizens thereof (Rev. Stat., §§ 41:H, 4132), which, as used in the act of 
1804, imposed upon all other vessels, whether foreign or Americau, higher dnties than 
on vessels of the United States. This act placed these vessels as to light dues in the 
same position as registered vessels. 
The American character of such vessels is also recognized in § 4308, Rev. Stat., 
in the words of the act of March 2, 180:1, "Every unregistered vessel owned by a citi-
zen of the United States and sailing with a sea-letter, going to any foreign country, 
shall, before she departs from the United States, at the request of the master, be fur-
nished by the collector of the district where such vessel may be with a passport, for 
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which the master shall be subject to the rules and conditions prescribed for vessels 
of the United States. 
The title of the act of March 2, 1803, explains itself; it is a supplement to an act 
passed iu 1796 requirin~ passports to be furnished by the collector to vessels bound 
ou a foreign voyage which restricted the granting of such passports to such American 
vessels ae were registered or enrolled. Registry and enrollment was, by the act of 
1792, confinetl to vessets built as well as owned in the United States, and such vessels 
obtained peculiar privileges not given to vessels of foreign nations nor to American 
vessels of foreigfl origin. (Act of December 31, 1792, Rev. Stat., §§ 4131, 4132.) 
The distinction between "vessels of the United States" and vessels" owned by 
citizens of the United States" had not been observed in the wording of au act passed 
on 28th February, a few days previously to the passage of this supplement of March 
2, 1803 (R. S., § 4309). It required "every master of a vessel belonging to a citizen of / 
the United States who shall sail from any port of the United States, shall, on his arrival 
at a foreign port, deposit his register, sea-letter, and Mediterranean passport with the 
consnl," whose duty it is, on the master producing a clearance from the proper officer 
of the port where he may be, to deliver to the master all of his papers, if such mas-
t~r has complied with the provisions of law relating to the discharge of seamen in a 
foreign country, and to the payment of the fees of consular officers. The same act 
imposed, a penalty on the master for not doing so. But as the sea-letter and Medi-
terranean passport referred to in this act under the statute of 1796 could be obtained 
only by ''vessels of the United States," and as the act of 28th February, 1803, recog-
nized the right of vessels other than the vessels of the United States to obtain docu-
ments certifying to the nationality of their owners, so as to identify such vessels as 
American property, the act of March 2, 1803, was immediately passed requiring the 
collectors of the ports, on the request of the masters of "unregistered vessels owned by 
a citizen of the United States and sailing with a sea-letter," to furnish such vessel with a 
passport, ''for which the master shall be subject to the rules and conditions prescribed 
for vessels of the United States." 
Although the act speaks of a sea-lett~r and a passport, it is difficult to ascertain the 
difference between the two documents. In various treaties the words passport and · 
sea-letter are used as synonyms. (See extracts from treaties collected. iu ·wharton's 
Dig. Int. Law, Vol. 3, pp. 692-703.) 
The word passport appears to have been adopted with reference to the requirement 
of such a document for vessels bound to the Mediterranean, under the treaties with 
the Barbary Powers, certifying to the nationality of vessels owned by Americans. 
The Department of State, before the passage of this act, had adopted a certification 
of the American ownership of all American vessels, other t.han registered vessels, for 
the security of such vessels in the wars then pending in Europe, by reason of which 
the Americans, as neutrals, were enjoying a large part of the carrying trade. 
On May 13, 1793, Mr. Hamilton enclosed to the collector of the port of New York 
forms of sea-letters to be furnished for the identification and security of all ships and 
vessels belonging to citizens of the United States, and Mr. Jefferson, the Secretary of 
State, in a letter to Mr. Morris, our minister in France, under date of June 13 in the 
same year, enclosed copies, which he terms fornts of passport, in which he say~:~: "It i~:~ 
determined that they shall be given in our own ports only, and to serve hut for one 
voyage. It has also been determined that they shall be given to all vessels bona fidb 
owned by American citizens wholly, whether built here or not." (3 ·wharton's Dig. 
Int. Law, p. 664, 665.) 
The vessels not registered furnished with such documents appear to have been called 
"sea-letter vessels," as distinguished. from registered vessels of the United States. 
The ambiguity as to the meaning of the word passport arises from the statute of 1803 
requiring passports to be issued to all vessels owned by American citizens sailing with 
a sea-letter, and is not satisfactorily explained in the opinion in Sleght v. Harts-
horne (2 Johns R., 531-543). Chief-Justice Tilghman, of Pennsylvania, however, in 
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his opinion delivered in Griffith v. The Ins. Co. (5 Binn., 4G4 ), says that the sea-letter 
issued under the authority of the President in 1793 was a passport within the mean-
ing of our treaties with France, Spain, Holland, &c., and that the passport mentioned 
in the acts of 1796 and of 1o03 was a document required by our treaty with the Dey 
of Algiers of the 5th of September, 1795, by the fourth article of which eighteen 
months were allowed for furnishing the ships of the United States with passports. 
The sea-letters, which operated as passports among the European nations, he says, 
were printed in English, Frep.ch, Spanish, and Dutch, while the Mediterranean pass-
port was in the English language only, with an engraving, and indented at the top, 
so as to be easily distinguished by the eye by an examination of the indented part, of 
which a counterpart was furnished the Algerine cruisers. The chief-justice accepted 
the view (as to the nature ot these documents) of the Hon. A. J. Dallas, one of the 
counsel in the cause, who afterwards, as the Secretary of the Treasury, adopted this 
distinction between the sea-letter and the passport, in a circular to the collectors of 
the ports of the United States in 1815 (3 ·wharton's Dig. Int. Law., 712). The view 
that the word passport is to be confined to a Mediterranean pass under the treaties with 
the Barbary Powers is confirmed by Reeve's History of the Law of Shipping, 424, and 
the American document called a passport, of which the commencement is given in 
Baring v. Claggett (3 B. & P., 202), corresponds with tnat of the sea-letter prepared 
during the administration of President Garfield. (3 Wharton's Int. Dig., 716.) The 
sea-letter would appear to be a certificate of nationality and distinct from the formal 
document called for by a treaty with that particular naval power. 
Congress also, in 1803 (Rev. Stat., § 4191), passed an act imposing a penalty on any 
person who should make, utter, or publish any false sea-letter, Mediterranean pass-
port, or certificate of registry, or who should avail himself of the same. 
This act recognizes the sea· letter and Mediterranean passport as a certificate of na-
tional character similarly with the registry required by vessels of the United States, 
auu later on, in 1825, an act was passed (Rev. Stat., § 542~~) making it criminal to 
forge or alter as well such pass or passport and sea-letter as a certificate of enroll-
ment or registry. 
These acts sufficiently indicate that Congress has recognized the national character 
of undocumented vessels owned by American citizens, and has provided for their 
identification as vessels of the nationality of the owners. 
To wh~t vessels sea-letters should be issued, and the character of the document, was 
also defined by the subsequent act of 26th March, 1810. (Rev. Stat., § 4190.) 
It provides, ''No sea-letter or other document certifying or proving any vessel to be 
the property of a citizen of the United States shall be issued except to vessels duly 
registered or enrolled and licensed as vessels of the United States or to vessels which 
shall be wholly owned by citizens of the United States, and furnished with or entitled 
to sea-letters or other custom-house documents." 
It therefore is certain that the Government has from an early period recognized 
that American property afloat in form of a ship was entitled., as well as cargo, to pro-
tection without reference to the municipal law of the country which had put certain 
disabilities, in the foreign and coast-wise trade, on this class of vessels, but which it is 
a mistake to suppose is wholly excluded from either the foreign or coast-wise trade of 
the United States. 
The views of Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Madison, and Mr. Dallas as to the 
national character of such vessels will be found in the third volumne of the Digest of 
the International Law of the United States(§ 410, pp. 663-665, 71~). 
On the outbreak of the war between Russia and France and England, Mr. Cushing, 
then being the Attorney-General of the United States, at the request of the British 
minister, put in writing the view his Government had adopted (6 Op., 638). 
He took the ground which has since been followed by succeeding Attorneys-General, 
that citizens of the United States could lawfully purchase ships, the property of sub-
jects of either of the belligerent powers; could lawfully employ and sail them under 
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the flag of the United States; and that such vessels which had become in good faith 
the property of citizens of the United States would lose their character as enemies' 
property and become neutral as regards ehher of the belligerents, and that the ques-
tion as to the disabilities which the municipal rules of the Government of the owners 
might impose on such vessels did not concern other nations nor affect their nation-
ality. 
He nnly expressed views previously adopted by his Government. He sustained 
them, however, with his usual consummate ability; they have never been departed 
from. His position has been reiterated by succeeding Secretaries of State, and simi-
lar opinions have been given by other Attorneys-General. 
The transfer of the Chinese merchant fleet to American citizens, who placed the 
vessels under the flag of the United States during the l::ite hostilities between China. 
and France, was not questioned by the Government of France, nor do the vessels ap-
pear to have been molested, although the position taken by the United States was 
contested by France during the Russian war on the ground that enemy-built vessels 
cannot be made neutral after hostilities break out. (3 Wharton's Dig. Int. Law, 522.) 
So far as the international side of the question is concerned the position of such 
vessels is fixed. 
Although the right of such vessels to carry the flag of the United States has been 
discussed in two late papers, there could hardly be occasion for such a question. A 
vessel's flag is only its signal to other vessels at sea. 
The national bunting displayed is a communication to other vessels of the nation-
ality of her owner, as her other signals are used to convey the name of the private 
owner, or of the line to which the vessel belongs. 
There is no statute which authorizes "vessels of the United States" to carry a flag. 
The absence of a statute is unmeaning. There is no statute requiring any vessel t() 
do so. Yet the right to carry a flag is recognized in the laws of war, and the abuse 
of the flag may procure the condemnation of a vessel. 
The Treasury regulations, article 93, which declares such vessels entitled to the 
protection of the authorities and flag of the United States, recognizes the rights of 
these vessels to carry it. 
The word" flag," when used either in public or private international law, in mari 
time subjects, designates the nationality of the vessel, arising from ownership, and the 
"law of the flag" is that which ascertains when a transaction is governed by the law 
of the country wher~ the owner of the vessel resides, under which the master holds 
his authority to bind the vessel or its owner, or which governs the internal discipline 
of a ship or its liability to others. Expressions also have been used at times, with some 
looseness, in the maritime law, in which a vessel is spoken of as having a personality 
of its own, in reference to its liability in rem, independently of that of its owners. Such 
expressions are used by way of illustration, not of definition, and in this respect a vessel 
does not differ from other kinds of property; even real estate may in the same man-
ner be considered as offending or guilty as well as indebted. 
These expressions are used, however, with regard to an entirely different subject. 
A vessel as a subject of nationality is not considered a personality any more than any 
other chattel, and cannot have any other nationality impressed on it except that aris-
ing from ownership. The place in which a vessel is built does not give it nationality 
any more than the place of origin affects that of its cargo. It is the residence of the-
owner which stamps alike the vessel and its cargo with its national character. 
President Woolsey writes as follows: 
"It is unsafe, then, to argue on the assumption that ships are altogether territory, as. 
will appear, perhaps, when we come to consider the laws of maritime warfare. 0[) 
the other hand, private ships have certain qualities resembling those of territor,v: 
(1) As against their crews on the high seas; for the territorial or municipal law ac-
companies them as long as they are beyond the reach of other law, or until they come-
within the bounds of some other jurisdiction. (2) As against foreigners who are ex-
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eluded o.n the high seas from any act of sovereignty over them, just as if they werE' 
a part of the soil of their country. Public vessels stand on higher ground; the.y arE' 
not only public property, built or b~ught by the Government, but they are, as it 
were, floating barracks, a part of the public organism, and represent the national 
flignity, and on these accounts, even in foreign ports, are exempt from the local juris-
diction. 
"In both cases, however, it is on account of the crew rather than of the ship itself 
that they have any territorial qualities. Take the crew away, let the abandoned 
!J ·ulk he met at sea; it now becomes property and nothing more." (Wool'>ey Int. 
La"., ~ 54.) 
While these views of the distinguished author are not exact in making the national 
character of the vessel depend on that of its crew or inhabitants, it correctly illustrates 
the position that the nationality of the vessel is derived from the personal relation of 
the individuals who own it; because a member of the crew in this way becomes n:..tion-
alized temporarily by inhabiting the vessel, in the same manner as a foreigner obtains 
or loses a qualified nationality by domicile or residence in the enemy's country. For 
this reason the right to registry is suspended by the residence abroad of the Ameri-
can owner of a vessel of the United States. (Rev. Stat., 4133.) Mr. Wirt, the Attor-
ney-General, decided that the right to nationality of such vessels was not lost but 
only suspended and that the vessel could be registered anew on the return of its owner 
to the United States, although the vessel had been placed, while the owner resided 
ab!·oad, under the French flag.. (1 Op., 393.) 
The class of vessels owned by citizens of the United States which are called undoc-
umented vessels is recognized in the regulations of the Treasury DApartment as a 
part of tbe mercantile marine of the United States, although not coming within the 
statutory definition of" vessels of the United States." 
The provisions of these regulations are contained in articles 93, 94, 95, 96, 9i of the 
general regulations under the customs and navigation laws of the United States. 
These articles rtlcognize. the right of such vessel to use the flag of the United 
States; authorize the collectors to record the bill of sale of such a vessel, to authen-
ticate its validity, to certify to its authenticity and to the citizenship of the owners, 
and make such authentication printa facie proof of good faith. 
A form of certificate is prepared authenticating the sale, and before granting such ' 
certificate the tonnage of the vessel is to be ascertained and inserted in the description 
of the vessel in the certificate. 
A separate record is kept of these vessels, and in the tonnage returns are reported 
in 'a separate column under the head, "Foreign-built vessels owned in the United 
States." 
This review of the legislation in regard to undocumented vessels, and the action of 
the Departments in the construction of the navigation laws, is believed to be suffi-
-cient to establish not only the nationality of the vessels, but their recognition as a 
part of the mercantile marine of the United States. The construction of the laws 
by the proper Department, when long established and uniform, is binding upon the 
co•J rts except in cases of very clear mistake. The same view of the national character 
()f such vessels has been taken by the Department of State, the Treasury Department, 
and successive Attorneys-General. 
These vessels are therefore a part of the mercantile marine of the United States under 
certain •Usabilities in regard to the trade of the United States. 'Vhat these disa-
bilities are and what law governs these vessels on the hlgh seas has not been fully 
settled. 
In construing the navigation laws of the United States in reference to a vessel's 
disabilities by reason of not being a "vessel of the United States," that is to say a 
vessel built in the United States, it is to be kept in mind that these laws in their jn-
ception were not a part of a protective system; they were intended to place foreign 
vessels. esperiallythose of England, under the same disahilities as the law~ of Englaml 
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.As the Americans could build ships cheaper than the English, the American ship-
builders did not require the protection given to the British ship-builder. (Reevea'· 
Law of Shipping, 428, 429.) 
The English, to preserve the carrying trade· of the world to their own vessels, lim-
ited the trade to England by foreign vessels, to the importation of wares the product 
or growth of the country of the vessel, the master and three-fourths of the crew being. 
of the same country or place. It excluded such foreign vessels from carrying between; 
England and her colonies, and to encourage ship-building against .American competi-
tion it confined the trade carried on by British vessels, by its registry laws, to vessels-· 
of British origin. (Reeves' Law of Shipping, 244. See also Lecky's England in th& 
18th Century, vol. 2, p. 9.) 
The navigation laws passed iu 1792 were based upon the English law'! then existing . 
. The measures were retaliatory. We confined the benefits of registry for the foreign . 
trade and enrollment for the coast-wise trade of the United States to vessels of Ameri--
can origin, designating them by law as vessels of the United States. 
In addition to this, in the early acts regulating importations into the United States, 
in i,mitation of the English act, dis-::riminating duties were imposed in favor of importa--
tions in American vessels, and sulJsequently, in 1817, the right to import into the United. 
States was confined to "vessels of the United States" and such foreign vessels as truly 
and wholly belong to the citizens or subjects of that country of whicl:. the goods are-
the growth, production, or manufacture. (Rev. Stat .. 2497.) The same act, as well as-
the previous acts discriminating in favor of vessels of the United S1 ates, provided that 
this restriction as to importation in foreign vessels should cease as to vessels of any 
nation which did not maintain a similar regulati.on against vessels of the United States. 
This re8trictive legislation as to importation in foreign vessels has ·been abrogated 
by treaties with the principal European nations. 
But with the reason of the thing ceasing, the restriction still remains as to vessels -
owned by American citizens but not registered, including not only vessels of foreign 
origin but also vessels of American origin of construction which have become dena-
tionalized by a sale to· a foreigner, and whose ownership has by a repurchase become· 
again American. These last vessels still retain all the disabilities impoeed by the 
original legislation and cannot be again registered. (6 Op., 383). These vessels are-
in the anomalous position that while when owned by foreigners they can import the· 
merchandise and products of all countries into the United States, the same vessels if 
owned by Americans, and placed under the American flag, are excluded from the:. 
same trade they could enter into if owned by foreigners. 
The denationalized vessel uf .American origin when owned by foreigners paid ton-
nage dues of 30 cents per ton, ~bile the sa.me vessel if owned by an American citizen 
paid 50 cents. (Rev. Stat., 4219.) On the other hand, this latter class of vessels hall 
the advantage over foreign vessels of being exempted from the payment of light clne;:. 
(Rev. Stat., 4226.) Tonnage dues, however, are now payable at a uniform rate on all 
vessels entered from foreign ports, not to exceed 30 cents per annum. (23 Star,. L.. 
57.) 
In reference to the foreign trade, the disability extends only to irllportation in such 
vessels. There is no statute which will prevent such vessels from coming in b:tllaJSt. 
to the United States, or with passengers, and it can obtain a clearance with cargo. 
The statutes already q noted, especially the act of March 2, 1803, recognizes the-
right to clear for foreign countries with cargoes. 
They are admitted also into the coasting trade of the United States from which 
foreign vessels are exclndeu (R. S., 4347) upon the payment of tonnage dues from 
which enrolled vessels are exempt. (Opinion of Nelson, Atty. Gen., 4 Op., 189.) By 
this opinion its privileges are confined to the trade in domestic mercbitnuise and prod-
ucts other than distilled spirits, and it pays on each entry the same tonnage duties . 
chargeable on foreign vessels. If found with foreign goods or distilled spirits on boartL 
the vessel is subject to forfeiture. (R. S., 4371.) 
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The construction of the Treasury Department as to the position of such vessels iu 
relation to the foreign and coasting trade of the United States is found in a letter of 
tht1 Treasury Department to the colfector of Machias, Maine, dated May 2, lt!72: 
"I reply that if the Certificate Form No. '27, art. 96, part i, Rev. Reg., has been 
indorsed on the bill of sale of the vessel, you can clear her for St. John's, N. B., as de-
sired. But she cannot legally import goods, wares, or merchandise from foreign ports, 
and she would be suuject.ed in the coasting trade to disabilities and exactions from 
which documented vessels of the Unit•d States are exempted." 
The law govering vessels, the character of which we are now discussing in their 
relation to the laws of the Unitecl States, has been the subject of an opinion addressed 
by t,he examiner of claims to Mr. Fish, the Secretary of State (3 Wharton's Digest. 
Int. Law, § 410, p. 679), which was approved by the Attorney-General, Mr. Akerman. 
Possibly the attention of the latter was not attracted to the full extent to which that 
opinion went. 
The question asked was as to the duties of American consuls iu relation to this class 
of vessels, under the various acts of Congress relating to the deposit of papers with 
the consuls, and the shipment and discharge of seamen, and whether certain acts re-
ferred to applied to such vessels. 
'fhe result of the opinion was that none of the acts of Congress referred to by the 
Secretary of State applied to these undocumented vessels-in the following words: 
"I then arrive at the conclusion that any ves~el wholly owned by citizens of the 
United States is entitled to the protection of the United States, and can carry the flag 
of the United States, but that none of the acts, or parts of acts, referred to by Mr. 
Fish are applicable to any vessel that does not have a United States register. 
"If this conclusion is right, a vessel owned by citizens of the United States, but 
not built in the United States, thougb entitled t.o its protection, w..:>uld yet be under 
no relation thereto, or to its consuls, from which that vessel in a certain way, would 
be compelled to bear part of the cost of that protection by the payment of the fees 
due under existing statutes from registered vessels to the collectors, the consuls, and. 
divers other officers of the United States, but she would sail the ocean flying the flag 
ofthe Unit6d States, entitled to demand protection from the Navy and the consuls 
of the United States, but yet without any official papers on board from officers of the 
United States which would present prima facie and official evidence that she was en-
titled to carry that flag and to receive that protection." 
It is to be regretted that such conclusions were approved by the law department of 
the Government, for if the same reasoning were followed in th6 construction of oth~r 
statutes as is applied to those referred to for consideration, there would be no law 
governing the relation of crews nor means of enforcing the internal discipline of such 
sh1ps; no power to punish desertion, or to protect the seamen from cruel treatment, 
or to release them on the fulfillment of their engagement. It is only in exceptional 
cases that courts will take cognizance of questions in relation to seamen and the in-
ternal disipline of foreign vessels. Of crimes committed on the high seas other than 
piracy there iSJlO jurisdiction except in the tribunals of the country to which the 
vessel belung:3, and a serious question would arise by what tribunals crimes could 
be punished on board of such ships, which happily, however, has been otherwise 
disposed of by adjudication. 
As every ship carries with it the territorial law of the country of its ownership~ 
no other nation can or will interfere with its internal affairs at sea, or even in port~ 
unless the peace of the port is disturbed. It is generally only at the request of a con-
NOTE.- The expressions used by Ju&tice Nelson in delivering the opinion in White's Bank v. Smith, 
7 Wallace, 655, 656, that vessels not brought within the registry and enrollment acts "are of no more 
value as American vessels than the wood and iron out of which they are constructed," and of Mr· 
Justice Miller in BaJ.ger v. Gutierez, 111 U. S., 736, 737, that a vessel of the United States without 
having the proper documents on board "in a foreign jurisdiction, or on th" high seaH, can claim no 
r ight8 as an Amer ican vessel," were not invoh'eu or necessary to the decision of eicher case. 
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sul of the vessel's nation that the authorities of another nation will take jurisdiction 
()f disputes between the mariners. They are reluctant to do so. Seamen of any na-
tionality are considered in the law as seamen of the nation to which the vessel belonge 
in the same way as a foreigner subjects himself to the law of his domicile without re-
gard to his actual citizenship. 
It would seem to be indisputable that if the laws of the United States do not fol-
ilow these vessels as a part of Hs territory the laws of no other nation can attach, 
.and an anomaly is presented of property recognized as American without any law 
governing it except a guarantee of neutrality against belligerents. 
Such a position is not supported by adjudications which will be referred to, nor by 
the opinion of Mr. Berrien, the Attorney-General, cited by the examiner of claims 
m his report to the Secretary of State, as to the construction of the provisions of the 
act of 28th February, 1803 (1 Op., 83), which were held to be inapplicable" to the 
mercantile marine of a foreign nation or people, although American seamen may be 
employed on board their vessels and American citizens may be interested in them as 
()Wners. It belongs to such foreign nation or people to govern its own marine by reg-
ulations, which the master and mariners who sail under the flag of such nation or 
people are bound to observe, and to which they must look j c?·prolection." 
The clause cited is inconsistent with the inference drawn by the exawiner of the 
State Department, that protection was to be denied to American seamen sailing in a 
vessel carrying their own flag, as they could have none from any nation whose flag 
the vessel was not entitled to carry. 
The comments of Mr. Berrien, Attorney-General, on the first three sections of the 
act under his consideration are not suggestive that he had in view their effect on any 
()ther class of vessels than foreign vessels. 
The question to be answered was whether the first _section of the act of 1803 "re-
quiring a crew-list to be furnished by the master to the collector before clearance for 
a foreign port" could be construed to apply to foreign vessels aA well as American ves-
sels. 
He refers to the other sections of the same act only to show that they could have 
uo application to foreign vessels. They are as follows: 
The second section of the act of 1803 which made it the duty of every master or 
commander of a ship or vessel belonging to citizens of the United States to deposit 
his register, sea-letter, and Mediterranean passport with the consul-in terms this 
section covers such undocumented vessels. 
The third section of the same act under consideration relating to the consular pro-
tection of seamen on board of vessels sold :~.broad or discharged without their con-
sent, refers in its words to those of "a ship or vessel belonging to a citizen of the 
United States." 
The fourth section provides for the mariners or seamen of the United States who 
may be found destitute" within the consular districts," and requires all masters of 
vessels belonging to citizens of the United States and bound to some port of the same 
''to receive such mariners on board their vessels at the request of the consul." 
There is nothing in these two last sections to suggest that the • undocumented 
vessels and their crews are outside of consular supervision and protection, and none 
()f them, except the first section, can have any bearing upon foreign vessels; or to 
intimate that Mr. Berrien, when using language which distinctly says t.hat the sen-
tions of the act of 1803 were confined to vessels wholly owned by citizens of the 
United States and constituting a part of her mercantile marine by sailing under 
her flag, was not aware that foreign-built vessels had been allowed to sail under the 
flag of the United States, as a competent knowledge of the position of his Govern-
ment in relation to such vessels and the legislation before referred to should be at-
tributed to the highest law officer of the Government. 
The conclusions that such uudocumenteu vessels have the national character of 
American vessels, and yet are not regulated by the system of laws enact.ed to enforce 
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-discipline and tt> protect seamen on board of such vessels is not supported by his 
opinion and cannot be accepted unless the legislation of the United States in positive 
terms excludes such vessels and their inhabitants from the operation of the laws 
governing other vessels of this nature. If these conclusions are correct these vessels 
.are beyond the reach of all criminal process for offenses committed on the high seas. 
The judicial department however has not adopted this view. Judge Betts decided that 
au indictment for a revolt "by one or more of the crew of any American ship or ves-
sel" under the second section of the act of March 3, 1835, Rev. Stat., § 5359, could be 
sustained by proof of American ownership, and that it was not in any way at issue 
whether the vessel was entitled to the privileges of an American bottom under our 
revenue laws. (U. S. v. Seagrist, 4 Blatch., 420.) Judge Woodbury held the same 
way in U. S. v. Peterson, 1 Wood & M., 305. 
Judge Story's decision in U. S. v. Rogers, 3 Sumner, 342, "that the offense of revolt 
by one of the crew of an American vessel, on the high seas was not punishable under 
the act of 1835 when committed on board of a registered vessel of the United States 
engaged in the whale fisheries, because the vessel had not been licensed and enrolled 
for that trade, and the voyage was unlawful," was followed by Thompson, Ch. J., in 
U.S. v. Jenkins, 1 N.Y. Leg. Obs., 344, without any approval, and for the sake of 
uniformity until reversed. It does not militate with the decision of Judge Betts or 
of Judge Woodbury, which applied to revolts on American vessels engaged in a law-
ful trade. 
'I' he system of laws called the navigation laws, like the criminalla ws, must be inter-
preted as effective on all classes of vessels which come within the reason for enacting 
.any laws at all on such subject. The use of particular words does not necessarily affect 
the constructionofsuch statutes. Take the case of The Mohawk, reported in 3 Wal-
lace, 556, where the provisions of the act of 1792, forfeiting a vessel "if any certifi-
cate of 1·egistry or record shall be fraudulently or knowingly used for any ship or ves-
sel not then actually entitloed to the benefit hereof," were held to apply to a vessel 
enrolled and not registered navigating the lakes, although vessels enrolled in the 
coasting trade are not subject to forfeiture for such a cause, for the reason that au 
enrollment in the lake trade; in which the voyages are partly foreign and partly coast-
wise, is equivalent to a registry for the foreign trade to which the forfeiture applierl. 
It will be found that in some of the statutes referred to in the opinion given to the 
Department of State words are used which include these vessels as well as "registered 
vessels." 
Thus in the act referred to, of 5th August, 1861 (12 Stat. L., 315), providing 
that "American vessels running regularly, &c., to or betweei: foreign ports shall not 
be required to pay fees to consuls for more than four trips in a year," includes tmch 
vessels. 
This statute naturally applies to this class of vessels whose trade is most generally 
between forejgn ports in which trade they are under no disabilities, and it also must 
be read in connection with the statute of 1803 before referred to, requiring these ves-
sels to deposit their passports with the American consuls and in terms to comply with 
the laws regulating the discharge of seamen and consular fees. 
The words "American vessel" as a warranty of national character has been decided 
to be fulfilled by Kent, Ch. J., in Barker v. The Phamix Ins. Co., 8 Johns R. 307, by 
.a vessel wholly owned by American citizens, although not registered as a vessel of 
the United States, and the same decision was arrived at by Tilghman, Ch. J., in Grif-
ti.th "·The Ins. Co., 5 Bin., 464; and the term American vessfll, as used in the statute 
.of March 3, 1.::!35, applies to an ofttmse committed on board of an American-owned 
vessel although not registered as a vessel of the United States. 
So also the second section of the act of February 19, 1862, referred to, entitled "An 
.act to prohibit the coolie trade by American citizens in American vessels," 12 Stat. L., 
340, embraces such undocumented vessels under the terms'' any ship or vessel, steam-
ebip or steam vessel belonging in whole or iu part to citizens of the United States, or 
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registered, enro1led, or licensed within the same or any port thereof"- the word or 
must be used in the disjunctive, because a vessel owned only in part by a citizen of the 
United States cannot be registered or enrolled as a vessel of the United States. 
For the same reason, ill the fifU1 section of the same act extending the provisions 
of the passenger acts "to all vessels owned in whole or in part by citizens of the 
United States and registered, enrolled, or licensed within the same," the word" and'' 
must also be read in the disjunctive. 
In the laws referred to in the opinion, e::xcept the two last, it can be found accord-
ing to the canons of construction that thet!e vessels come within some of the provis-
ions of the statutes. 
One of the strongest arguments that can be urged against including these vessels in 
the mercantile marine of the United States is in the fact that the law does not require 
the officers of such vessels to be American citizens, as in the case of registered Vf'ssels. 
(Rev. Stat.,§ 4131). ·whether this has been from inadvertence, or because the exclu-
sion of such vessels from some of the privileges of vessels of the United States was a. 
reason sufficient for relaxing the policy of confining the command of such vessel t() 
our own citizens, will not override the plain intent of legislation, if it cwn be discov-
ered. Whether a master is a citizen or a foreigner, his nationality while his employ-
ment is in an American vessel necessarily subjects him, like a merchant domiciled in 
the United States, to the law of his vessel's flag. The reasons for excluding foreign-
ers from the command of vessels of the United States is one of municipal policy, t() 
encourage American citizens to enter in to the merchant service, by retaining for them 
the command of vessels of the United States and exclude competition by foreigners 
in this calling, and are not founded on sentiment or national exclusiveness. For-
eigners have served with distinction in high commands in the military service of the 
United States, and could equally well be trusted with that of merchant vessels but 
for the policy of reserving such position for American citizens. 
In examining the various enactments relating to mercltant seamen collected in the 
Revised Statutes it will be found that some of the sections apply only to " vessels of 
the United States," while in others they may be interpreted to apply equally to un-
documented vessels, and in the latest legislation, section 4582 of the Revised Stat-
utes, reading: "Whenever a vessel belonging to a citizen of the United States is sold 
in aforeign country, and her company discharged, or when a seaman or citizen of the 
United States is with his own consent discharged in a foreign country," has been 
amended by the act of June 26, 1884, section 5, so as to apply only to "a ve.ssel of the 
United States sold in a forei~n country and her company discharged." (23 Stat. L., 54.) 
There seerqs to be a reason for amending this section in this manner, because the 
original section required payment of three months' extra wages to a seaman dis-
charged with his own consent in a foreign port from such an undocumented vessel, the 
nature of whose employment requires generally the shipment and discharge of its sea-
men to be made in a foreign port. The extra wages to be paid on the sale of a. 
vessel, and the discharge of her crew, is now only payable to the seamen of that class 
of vessels whose crews were originally shipped in the United States, and whose voy-
ages habitually ended there. 
By section 7 of the same act (23 Stat. L., 55), section 4578, Rev. Stats., which required 
masters of vessels belonging to citizens of the United States and bound to some port 
of the same, to take on board destiLute seamen, is amended in certain particulars, 
and its provisions aro confined to "masters of vessels of the United States bound to 
ports of the same." No reason can be assigned for this change unless, perhaps, as 
the voyages of such vessels seldom extend to ports of the United States it lliay not 
have been thought expedient to include them in its provisions. However this may 
be, this change in the description of vessels included in both these sections is notice-
able in an act which, in the second, third, and fourth sections, relating to the dis-
charge of seamen before consuls in foreign ports; in the sixth section, relating to 
the clnty of consular officers; in the fonrth section, relating to the slop chest; and in 
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the twelfth se 1tion, abolishing consular fees, the same definition is not used, and thu. 
wording used iPPlies equally to undocumented and registered vessels. 
These views were prepared with regard to circumstances which might have occa-
sioned a ll;llrge 1 umber of foreign vessels to seek American ownership. If the views 
herein expresse( , are not correct, the evils attending belligerent character might be-
less tban that of neutrality attached to the ownership of a class of vessels placed out-
side the regulation of the laws thought necessary for the protection of the crews and 
owners of all other vessels of the same nationality on the high seas and in foreign ports. 
Such vessels might become free lances in case of war, being protected by the 
United States and under no subordination to itsllaws. If the opinion referred to is 
adopted as that of the Department of State it would give other nations, who must 
regard it as the official declaration of that Department of the Government, occasion 
for argument that protection as neutral property cannot be claimed for such vessels, 
as the United States refuses to consider a part of its Lerritorial jurisdiction for the 
operation of its laws, as was mistakenly supposed to be the case by the English 
court in the case of Baring v. Claggett (33 B. & P., 201). A claim that such vessels 
are national for the purposes of neutrality, while in no respect a part Otf the commer-
cial marine OT controlled as to the acts of its owners and crew by the laws of the-
nation whose fiag it carries, would be one very difficult to maintain as a part of the-
public law of the world. 
The following is an extract from Mr. Henry Flanders' letter to Mr. 
Bayard, dated April 30, 1887, transmitting the text of the revised Con-
sular Regulations, which were edited by Mr. Flanders: 
HOne of tbe fir~t subjects that attracts attention in these regulations 
is the position assigned to foreign-built, but American-owned, vessels. 
Until the act of December 31, 1792 (Rev. Stat., § 4131), which . de-
fined what should be deemed vessels of the United States, all vessels 
carrying the flag and entitled to the protection of the United States 
were vessels of the United States. That act restricted the definition, 
and confined it to vessels only which should be registered pursuant to-
law, etc. Consequently, after the act of 1792, a class of vessels carrying 
the :flag, and entitled to the protection of the United States, could no 
longer be deemed vessels of the United States, nor enjoy the benefits 
and privileges conferred on this latter class of vessels. Nevertheless, 
they were American-owned vessels, subject · to many disabilities, and 
the objects, likewise~· by subsequent legislation, of certain privileges. 
"This was, and is, the status of foreign-built, but American-owned, 
vessels. The question is whether, when an act of Congress speaks of 
American vessels it means to include all vessels entitled to carry tbe 
flag and to receive the protection of the United States; or does it 
mean to exclude all but regularly documented vessels~ The latter is 
the generally received construction of all such acts, and the construc-
tion adopted in the old edition of the Consular Regulations. But such 
construction at once encounters a serious practical dirfficulty. How can 
consuls exercise any jurisdiction over such vessels~ How can the 
crimes act apply to the seamen on board of them~ Obviously this diffi-
culty bas been overcome by the assumption that protection and amena-
bility are correlative terms. And that when the protection is accorded, 
and the right to carry the flag is conceded, amenability to the law of 
the flag follows." 
. Offenses committed on British owned, but unregistered, vessels on the high seast 
are cognizable by the British courts, although such vessels are not entitled to clear-
ance from British ports as British ships, or to any benefits, privileges, advantages,. 
or protection usually enjoyed by British ships, or to use the British fiag, or assume 
the British national character~ Mercha11t Shipping Act, 17 & 18 Viet., c. 104, sees. 19r 
106; R. v. Sebetg, 11 Cox's C. C., 520. 
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